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JANUARY, 1844.

No. 1.—Vol. IX.] [Second Series.

PLATE I.

A Hereford Bull, bred by John Price, Esq., of Poole House, Upton-upon-Severn,

Worcestersliiie, for Avhicli a Prize of £20 was awarded at the Meeting- of the Royal

Agricultural Society at Bristol, July, 1842.

PLATE II.

GARRETT'S DRILL FOR GENP^RAL PURPOSES.

The manufacturers of this implement, vvliosc

stiuly it has been to rcnrlcr it jis perfect and as

useful as possible, have lately made several im-

portant improvements, which more es|ieciiilly re-

fer to its manuring and seed-sowing purposes, and
they now confidently present it as an implement
combining the utmost economy with complete ef-

ficiency. The general utility of this imi)lement

is to perform, in one process, maimring, corn

and grass-seeding, which is accomi)lished in the

following manner :—Corn and manure may be

deposited together down the same conductors,

or through separate coulters, rakes being pro-

vided to cover the manure with mould, upon
which the seed is deposited. The seed engine

accompanying this drill is adapted to sow at

the same time with spring corn and manure,

or may be used as a separate implement for grass

seeds broadcast, or turnips and mangold wurtzel in

rows, either with or without manure.
The patentees would call the particular atten-

tion of agriculturists to the following impor-

tant additions in the construction of their improved
drill, viz., a double action stirrer is introduced

into the manure department, having a perpendicu-

lar and also a revolving movement, by means of

which the manure (which, in the drills hitherto in

use, has frequently clogged and hung back in the

manure-box, so much so as to require the atten-

dance of a man to prevent it) is, in this, constantly

disturbed and pressed forward into thedej)artments

for the depositing barrel, and causing an equal dis-

tribution, in exact quantities, of the most difficult,

coarse, or badly prepared manures.
In the working of the seed-sowing engine as before

constructed, the difficulty which has hitherto pre-

sented itself of mixing together the heavier with the

lighter seeds, the heavier h.ave by the motion of the

engine been shaken to the bottom of the box, being

OLD SERIES.^

thereby sown in very unequal proportions. To re-

medy this, the small heavy seeds, such as clover,

trefoil, &c., arc delivered from cups, Avhile the

lighter grass seeds, such as rye-grass, &c., are by
the same operation brushed out of a separate apart-

ment of the box, down the same conductors with

the other seed. This easy and simple method,

whereby the required quantities of each seed are

nicely mixed, and evenly sown all over the land,

deserves particular attention, and is regulated by
merely turning the screw at the end of the box for

rye grass, and changing wheels on the cup barrel for

clover, &c.

To accomodate the drill to suit any kinds of

land, however hilly, an improved and simple appa-

ratus is provided ; S(j that, though the deposit of

the seed in going up or down hill be ever so irre-

gular (which is always the case to some extent),

the man in attendance, without stopping the drill

or altering the course of the horses, is enabled, by
merely pressing down one handle and raising an-

other, to alter the gear of the wheels, and put on a

slower or faster speed as may be required. This is

effected by a wheel on each end of the delivering

barrel, one of larger dimensions than the other; so

that, if the drill is getting on a certain quantity

when going up hill, by altering the gear when go-

hig down, the quantity deposited is rendered pre-

cisely the same ; whereas, if the barrel always

worked from one-sized wheel, whether going up or

down hill, the quantities of seed delivered would be

found very irregular : this is of infinite importance

to hilly land farmers, and should claim their parti-

cular attention.

The manufacturers of this drill having lately

taken out a patent for a " horse-hoe," would ven-

ture a few remarks on these two implements, which

are so closely connected as to render the effective-

ness of one dependent on the efficiency of the other.

A [Ny. I.— VOL, JiX,
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It must be well known that the rows, to he properly

horse-hoed, should be as nearly parallel as pos-

sible ; and not only this, but tliat they should be

the same distance apart, one from the other: and
to effect this, the coulter should be set only a little

out of the straight line, to prevent the alterations

or movements of the horse affecting the position of

the rows ; but, as it is found indispensable to set

the coulters one before the other, or fore and aft

alternately, in order to allow large clods and stones

to pass between them, it should be borne in mind
that the carrying out this plan, to any great ex-

tent, is extremely detrimental to the working of the

hoe, inasmuch as the further the hind drill-coulter

is from the fore one, the more irregular will the

rows be deposited. Tliis is found principally the

case on side-hills, when the horse, not working
parallel with the drill wheels, causes the coulter

furthest off the centre of the lever-joint to form a

greater curve than the nearer one, thereby render-

ing two rows close together, and two at a greater

distance, all the drill through. One would natu-

rally think, that the fixrther one coulter was behind
the other, the better it would be for the working of

the drill; but this only tends to prove how cautious

we should be at catching at alterations which ap-

pear to be improvements, but, upon trial, are found

both injurious and deficient, and a source of disai>-

pointment to the purchaser.

In addition to the above improvements, the ma-
chinery for dropping manure and seed at intervals,

for the turnip root crop, may also be added to this,

making it perfectly complete for every purpose.

ON THE RESOURCES WHICH
FARMERS POSSESS FOR
MEETING THE REDUCED
PRICES OF THEIR PRODUCE.

By Hewitt Davis,

farmer and land-agent, spring park,
near croydon.

[Conununicatetl by C. W. Johnson, Esq., F.R.S.]

*' I would have farmers look to the means which modern
science affords them for lessening their expenses and increas-

ing their returns."

In entering upon a theme so important, in a na-
tional point of view, as that of the present work,
I throw aside all political observations ; I profess to

bring only practical remedies as palliatives for

violent'^transitions in prices. I have no theoretical

projects to offer for the removal of acknowledged
Uisarraiigcmen ts

.

The sudden alteration, which has been made
in the corn laws, and the introduction at a low
duty of foreign produce, may well create alarm
in the minds of all who have capital engaged
in the ownership or occupation of land. For by
these means, and in a few months, the value of all

that land produces has been reduced at least a fifth
j

and there is still the pros])cct of a greater reduction.

Tlie farmers have not only lost a iifthof tlieir caiii-

tal, but they arc continuing to cultivate their farms
at the expenses which high jiriccs have created, and
to realize upon tlieir produce at the low prices which
these alterations have produced ; and with the pro-

bability that, before long, much of the remaining

protection will be taken away, and they will have

to contend in the home markets—in the sale of their

corn and cattle—with the produce of countries

where taxes and parish-rates are comparatively

unknown, and labour is obtained at lialf the cost of

that paid by the English farmers.

This being their situation, the question of what
can be done to meet these changes most forcibly

speaks to both farmers and their landlords. And it

is with a view to aid them in this inquiry, that I

intend to recall to their notice many of the improve-

ments in the practice of farming which have of

late years been effected, and are still in progress

for the saving of expense and for the increase of

fertility of the soil, thereby hoping to excite atten-

tion to those points by which greater economy and
larger returns may be gained ; for only by these

means can they now expect to carry on the success-

ful cultivation of their farms.

The farmers produce nearly all they take to mar-
ket by an expenditure in rent, rates, tithe, and
principally in wages ; and from a surplus in their

sales over their expenses, they depend for the profit

which their skill, labour, and capital, entitle them
to realize. It is, therefore, evident that the value

of all they produce, having been reduced below their

cost, they can in future expect to obtain the same
surjjlus only by lessening their expenditure, or by
increasing the quantity of their returns without
equally increasing their outlay.

The economy which has alwaj'S been practised by
farmers with their servants, leaves no room to ex-

pect any reduction in their labour; and their ex-

penditure in rent, tithe, and rates, 1 consider beyond
their control.*

But much has already been done to lessen the

cost of production, first by the better implements and
machinery, which of late years have greatly re-

duced the cattle labour of the farm, and produced
other savings of considerable importance. By no-
ticing these more particularly, I hope to create

better estimation of the resources thus still open to

the cultivator ; and, I next intend to show, that by
modern improvements of the soil and the introduc-

tion of artificial manures, and by the rearing and
fattening of live stock, as well as by more scientific

cultivation and cropping, the produce of land has

been greatly increased ; for farmers have this ad-
vantage over manufacturers, although both alike

* I do not include the rates, tithe, or rent, as

within the scope of reduction ; for the two former
charges neither landlord nor tenant can lessen, and in

the latter I see little or no ground. I tLink the

outcry against high rents is made without conside-

ration—either as to the fair allowance or value that

should be paid for land, and still less of how small

is the share which rent forms in the cost of raising

produce. The rent which the arable land of all Eng-
land now pays, averages probably less than 25s. an
acre ; and at this ])rice is included the farmer's

dwelling, stables, barns, cattle-sheds, fences, and
other creations necessary for its cultivation. And
to estimate the net rent that land bears, the interest

on the cost of all these, with an allowance for their

maintenance, must be deducted from the i)ayment.

And then, let me ask, how much of what renuiins

can fairly betaken away, so as to usefully reduce the
cost per quarter of the growtli of corn ? Were the
landlords to give up one-half, the saving would
amount to less than 2s. perqr, on the cost of growing
com.
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principally depend on the cinploynicnt of labourers

for their returns. That whilst the hitter only by
lessening their expenditure can be enabled to sell at

reduced prices ; so the former, by increasing the

quantity of their returns may diminish the cost of

their produce. And I am particularly desirous of

attracting attention to this fact, as here there is

room for improvement, productive of profit to the

cidtivator and of advantage to the country, and to

an extent which increase of knowledge only makes
more ditticult to estimate.

In order to encourage farmers by these modes to

seek to meet the times, I will begin by reminding
them, from the results which have taken place, how
much the improvements on which their present

practice is based must have done for them of

late years to lessen the cost of all they raise ; for

imtil within the last two centuries, the practice

of agriculture may be said to have made little pro-

gress in England; and, as compared with that of

the present day, was barbarous in the extreme.

Within this period, we are indebted for the field

cultivation of turnips, mangold-wurzel, clover, the

artificial grasses, potatoes, and the better varieties

of corn. No proper rotation of cropping was for-

merly understood ; and only the richest soils were
cultivated. Corn crop followed corn crop, until

complete exhaustion threw for a period the land out

of i>roduction ; and only by one or two or more
years' fallow was any renovation attempted. At the

same time, fewer animals were kept, and for winter
food the bulk of the population depended on salted

provisions.

Whereas, now there is abundant proof, that by
the better rotation of cropping, growth of root

crops and artificial grasses, cleaner farming, and
by the manure from the winter feeding of stock,

introduced in the last two centuries, the average

yield of the corn per acre is increased 50 per

cent. ; at the same time, the amount of cattle raised

kept on the farms is proportionably larger. And,
moreover, a poorer class of soils, formerly of no
value, have been brought into profitable cultivation,

and made to yield returns superior to what were
produced from the richest lands.

It is also a fact, clearly proved by the market re-

turns, that not only have the number of animals

thus increased, but that the oxen and sheep with

which Smithtield is now supplied, average nearly

double the weight per animal of those brought there

a century back, and that by their quicker maturity,

they are sent to market at a much earlier age ; at

the same time the census returns of Britain have
shown to us that during the last century the popula-

tion has more than doubled, and, consequently, a
proportionate increase of all food has become ne-

cessary, and been supplied : and in estimating the

increased consumption by the numerical increase in

the population, we are far from duly appreciating

the advance which has taken place in the agriculture

of this country ; for whilst famine may be said to

have formerly periodically visited us, it has of late

years been comparatively unknown, and at the same
time there has progressed a general change of con-
sumption by the labourer from the poorer to the
better class of provisions.

Again, it is scarcely more than a quarter of a cen-
tury that a protecting duty to maintain the corn
averages 30 per cent, above what have been the
prices of the last 14 years, was in Parliament ad-
mitted to be necessary ; and at that time a decline

to the prices of late years would have been pre-

dicted as certain ruin to the landed interest, and
abandonment to waste of the arable land of Britain,

and yet the last seven years so far from i^roviiig

ruinous have shown the farmers prosperous, and
the value of land steadily increasing. These are

results which the better knowledge of this im-
proving age have already produced ; and yet, great

as they have proved, the improvements by which
they have been effected are only partially in-

troduced, and the generality of farmers are still

comparatively but little acquainted with the eco-

nomy which improved machinery, better imple-

ments, finer stock, and proper homesteads and
yards produce, or with the increase of fertiUty open
to them by subsoil and trench ploughing, mixture
of soils, perfect drainage, and the application of ar-

tificial manures ; and it is to awaken greater atten-

tion in these matters that I am about to allude to

them more in detail.

Among the machines and implements used by
farmers, first in importance comes the plough

;
per-

haps no improvement has been effected of more
consequence to them than that which has been with
rapid progress of late years made in this implement.
Strange to say, thousands of years rolled on, and
no important change in construction was made;
the plough only three centuries back was little more
than a rude wooden scratcher of the earth, built

by the ploughman, and of shape and make so im-
perfect that the agriculturist of the present day is

at a loss to understand how a furrow of sufficient

depth was formed, or the soil sufficiently broken
up to admit of due preparation for the sowing of

any seed.* And it is to the saving of horse labour

and the better tillage which the iron ploughs
of the present day have effected, that in my opinion

farmers are largely indebted for the ability they
have shown to raise corn so much cheaper than
formerly. Still the difference of draft between
many of the ploughs in common use and the most
improved, is such as is highly necessary should be
better understood; there are 60 or 70 varieties

ofform and construction in use, whilst the difference

of soil makes but four or five necessary, and the

experiments of Mr, Pusey, so ably and clearly de-

tailed in part 3, vol. 1, of the Journal of the Royal
Agricultural Society, prove that a difference of 5 to

50 per cent, exists in the draught of ploughs of dif-

ferent make, but used for the same purpose and on a
similar soil. This comparison of the forces necessary

to draw the plough, at once shows that the farmer
using the lightest, tills his land wiih a saving of one-

third labour over the employer of the heaviest of
the ploughs.

The next machine or implement in importance is

the waggon or cart, and which also requires the

* Such may be said to be the plough of the pre-

sent day, in general use in Asia and Africa, and
nearly all over the world, parts of Europe and Ame-
rica only excepted. " It is not necessary," says an
excellent author on agricultural mechanics, " to do
more than slightly advert to the various notices

which are to be found in the early histories and pic-

tures of this invaluable implement; for, in fact, for

ages the plough was little more than a rude clumsy
instrument, which served only to tear up the sur-

face of the land sufficiently deep for the seeds to be

buried. It was not brought to any thing like a per-

fect tool for the purposes required till the close of

the seventeenth century."

—

J. A. Ransome on the

Jinpleinents of Agriculiure, p. 13.

A 2
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coasiflcratioa ol' tlie farmer. I am not going into

llie question so often argued as to which is best

—

the wnggon or one-horse cart ; I confess, in spite of

all I have seen or read, I adhere for niarkeling and
harvesting to the waggon—but of the economy of

well-made waggons or carts there should not be a

question. The treatise on draught at the end of the

volume" On the Horse," published by the Society

for the Diffusion of useful Knowledge, at once made
clear to me the folly of broad cone-wheels and large

axles; and the error of harnessing the fore horses

to the ends of the shafts, that is to say, I saw that

nuicb more power than should be necessary was
the consequence of my having the wheels of my
waggons and carts made unnecessarily wide and
dished, and turning on large wooden arms ; and I

therefore had the wooden arm changed for steel, and
the wheels made nearly upright, and the old piece-

tire changed for the hoop, and their breadth lessened

to four inches ; and by means of a chain from the

traces direct to the body of the waggon, I relieved

the shaft-horse from the pressure on his back,

wliich was the consequence previously of letting the

fore-horses draw from the end of the shafts, liy

these alterations the draft has been much liglitened,

and I shall best pr®ve the advantage therefrom by
relating what occurred to me only last month.

Prior to the alterations I occasionally had to

fetch oats for my consumption from London,
having in those times to keep more horses, whilst

in;a growth of oats was much smaller, and I pur-

chased 20 qrs. at a time, and for this quantity a

waggon with four horses was always sent, but not

without a complaint from the carter, who used to

consider the load as too heavy. The low price of

oats this autumn induced me to purchase a two-
horse carriage for general feeding, and not knowing-

how many two horses would now bring, I got an

order for what my carter should find he could take,

and much to my surprise he brought me homo
twenty quarters, weighing SSjlbs. per bushel, thus

showing to me that I had effected a saving of one-

half in draft.*

I particularly wish to draw attention to the next
implements which I am about to notice—for their

use is not general, and their value is far too little

known—viz., the grubber, liorse-hoe, scarifier,

skim, and Finlay son's harrow; these are of modern
invention, and used for the quicker and cheaper
tillage and better clearing of the ground of weeds;
with four horses eight acres may be gone over in a
day, by their means the time and labour necessary

in fallowing for cleaning and making a turnip season

is reduced ; at the same time they are far more ef-

fectual in pulverizing the land, and bringing to the

surl'ace couch, docks, thistles, and all root-weeds,
than is possible with the plough and common har-
row jointly, and by their use the farmer of clay land
jnay get in his spring corn in January, February,
and March, on the fine till produced by frost on a
winter ploughing, and without any Iiorse stepping
out of the furrows.t An advantage that has but to

* On one occasion, owing to an accident to one
of the liorses, I had upwards of four and a half Ions,

net weight, of bark drawn to London by three
horses, the distance being thirteen miles.

f Ti)0 saving of labour whicli they effect, and the
assistance they give for cle:ining all soils, and the
earlier, cbenper, <wid better tillage of stiff soils, have
leil to the invention of five or six varieties of these
implements ; a pretty good proof of the value which
is attached to tbem ; but still, whilst their use in sonao

be once experienced to be for ever highly appre-

ciated ; and the Essex, Hertfordshire, and SuHblk
farmers on their clay soils are sowing barley in

January and February, wdiilst the southern and
western counties on their light soils, are leaving

theirs to Apiil and May. They are still unacquainted
with the better quality and larger yield to be ob-

tained by early sowing.
Drills come next, of the modern invented imple-

ments for my notice. By means of machine sowing
the saving of seed effected is an important eco-

nomy very deserving of considcJation, and, as I

have shown in my work on " The Injury and Waste
of Corn from too thickly Sowing,'' is as yet far

from Ijcing sutticiently attended to.* Also by
using the drill the sowing of the seed is more
even and altogether better effected, and the horse
and hand-hoe are made available; the use of

these remove farther off, if not entirely do away
with the necessity for fallowing, and the growing
crop is largely benefited by the destruction of the

weeds and by the moving of the soil in the rows. An
experiment detailed by Sir John Sinclair, in his
" Code of Agriculture," proves that the part of a
crop of wheat so cleaned was increased seven-

bushels per acre simply by the hoe, Li a word, the

introduction of the drill has been considered by
the most distinguished agriculturists as the most
iin]iortant of all modern improvements. By means
of the manure-drill and dry-powdered manures,
hill districts, and poor soils have been made profit-

able to a great extent; and many situations are

thus cultivated which were previously inaccessible

to the dung-cart, or were unprovided with yard-
manure. A provision of winter food is grown, thus

enabling the cultivators of such situations to largely

increase their live stock, as well as their returns of

corn. It is impossible to foresee the extent to which
the fertility of this country may hereafter be brought,

by a better appreciation of those home manures,
wdiich we (at present far behind the practice of the

Chinese, or our continental neighbours), allow to be
wasted ; or worse, to escape into tlie rivers to their

pollution and the contamination of the surround-
ing air ; and ])erhaps no fact connected with the

improvement of agriculture is more startling than
that, at the present day, when the vfihie of artificial

manures is so much appreciated that the dung of
wild fowl is being fetched 5,000 miles, and sold at

lAl. and liJl. per ton, the drainage of all our large

towns should be entirely lost.

By a careful calculation of the flow into the

Thames, from the princijial sewers of London, it

has been shown that more than a million of tons of

the most powerful manure, are thus wasted annu-
ally ; whilst by a simi)le contrivance, partly copied

districts is general and much valued, there are many
parts of England where these implements are un-

linown.

* In this work I have shown that the yearly sav-

ing would amount to more than what has been the

annual average of the importations of the last (bur-

teen years, and that the farmers, by the mere saving

of seed, would i)e benefited one-h.df of their rent
;

and yet this is a minor consideration to the injury

the crop sustains from too much seed ; for, if two
plants be ])roduced (and I show that at least three

for one at harvest are produced) where one only can

exist, tlie struggle that ensues in spring and sum-
mer must be fatal to one, and so injurious to tlie

other, as to produce only a stunted ear io place of a

fidl bold one.
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from the process on tlic continent, I showed some
years back, in my efforts as managing- director of

the Tliames Improvement Comiiany, that the whole
of tliis, at a trifling- charge, mitfht b(! intercepted,

and withont any annoyance ; and, to the great

improvement of the river and advantage to tlie

atmospliore, rendered profitably available for agri-

cultnral purposes, to the increase of our snpjjjy

of corn and to the diminution of the expense of

growing it.*

( To be continued.

)

* ' By carefully conducted esperimeuts, imd
very accurate gauging," observes Cuthbeit John-
son, in his valuable work on the " Fertilizers," p.

2-J.">, " it has been ascertained that the ])riiici[);il

London sewers convey duili/ into tlie Tbanies
11 J, 608 tons of mixed diain-.ige, consisting on an
average composition of one part of solid or mecha-
nically suspended matters, and twenty-live [larts

absolutely fluid. But if we only allow one part in

thirty of this immense mass to be com[)osed of

solid substances, tben we have the large (juantity

of more tlian 3,800 tons of solid uuiiiure daily

wasted in the river, from London ulone ! What
might not the farmers of England effect if this mass
of fertili-zing matter wns preserved at a reasonable
rate for their use"? Fifteen tons of this solid ma-
nure—n-ay, ten tons, would render in some degree
fertile an acre of the poorest cultivated, or even
common or heath land. But allow, for the sake of

accuracy, that twenty tons were reouired, even then

3,800 tons ~ 20 give a daihi allowance of manure
sutiicient for 190 acres of land; and if we give

300 days on which this manure was collected, that

would afford an annual supply for 37,000 acres !

Can I put this in a stronger light? Is it not
lamentable that the fertilizing matter for such a
l)readlh of land should be annually lost to the

country 1 And in this calulation fallow nothing
for the absolutely Jinid portion of the diainagc—

I

am now speaking of its mechanically diffused mat-
ters j added to w-lucb tlie farmer will readily allow

that when once these 57,000 acres are fertilized and
rendered productive, that some time elapses before

even the most naturally barren soils require again
replenishing with any other manure than that which
their own crops supply, by the -assistance of the

live stock of the farm ; so that, in fact, in each and
every year 37,000 acres of land might be recovered

from the waste and brought into cultivation by the

solid manure of the London drainage alone."

Having alluded to a company which is no longer in

existence, I may be excused if I add, that no object

could liave been more patriotic and deserving the

confidence of Englishmen than that entertained by

the Thames Improvement Company of 1838; and
vet, alas! from the petty jealousies of one party in

office, and the fear of interference by another, this

grand national imdertaking was lost ; and the iu-

hnbitants of London still use the water of theTiiames,

and with it all the outpourings of the metropolitan

sewers, and the manures from the consumption of

the richest produce of the globe are carried into the

sea.

Bromyard.— Agricultural Society.—On
Monday week a public meeting of landed proprietors

and occupiers was holden at the Falcon Hotel, lor the
purpose of establishing an Agricultural Society for that
imrnediaie district. Jolm Barueby, Esq., i\Ll'., having
been requested to take the chair, resolutions were
passed, and a committee appointed to prepare rule--- and
adopt such measures a"? may give effect to future pio-
ceedings.

ON CORN-RENTS AND LEASES.

TO TIIF. EDITOR OF THE FARMER's MAGAZINE.

Sir,— I sid)init to you the following observations
on corn-rents and leases, which are at your ser-
vice if you think them worth a place in your pub-
lication.

I'he rent of land was, in the earlier periods of its

being let to tenants, paid in kind. The precious
metals were then scarce, and paper-money never
thought of. That portion of the rent due to the
church is yet paid in kind, where the Tithe Com-
mutation Act has not been put in force. Why the
rent due to the church should continue to be paid
in kind, so long after the rent due to the owner of
the soil had been converted into a money pay-
ment, lias always ai)peared very surprising to me.
The Tithe Act has converted the tithe into a
money payment on the principle of a corn-rent.
This princi]de has been acted upon in some parts
of Britain in fixing the rent to the landowners,
and has been found to work better than a certain
fi.\ed sum ; but stilj, by experience, this mode of
paying the landowner for the use of his land is

found to have a few evils in it, and which are
against the interest of the tenant.

When rent was paid in kind, a certain portion of
the produce of a farm was claimed by the owner.
This, to an improving tenant, was very unju:^t, as
the owner of the soil took his portion of the in-
crease of the produce, without being at any por-
tion of the extra expense of raising it. This was
one of the principal evils of taking tithe in kind.

Long leases, say from 14 to 21 years, are abso-
lutely necessary to insure good cultivation, ex-
cept landowners will improve their estates at their
own expense.

A certain fixed sum as rent, for a lease of even
14 years, is often found to be very unfair for one
of the contracting parties. If the price of pro-
duce rises, then the landowner gets less than his
due; if it fulls, he gets more than his due: and
very often the tenant is ruined and the farm much
deteriorated. Therefore to find a mode of fixing a
rent for a lease of 21 years, so as to do justice°to
botii landlord and tenant, is the great desideratum.

A corn-rent, on the principle of taking the
average price of corn every year in fixing the
rent of that year, though safer than a fixed sum,
is against the tenant in bad seasons; as he has a
higher rent to pay, and makes less of his produce,
except his farm he very favourably situated in
point of soil and climate.

A corn-rent, on the principle of the 'I'ithe Com-
mutation Act, is open to the same objection, al-
though the exti-emes will not be so great, on ac-
count of taking the average prices for the seven
preceding years in fixing the rent for the year. 1
consider this the best principle of the two, al-
though by it sometimes the rent will he more than
in the preceding year, and the price of corn less,
as was the case with the tithe rent-cliargc the'
two last years ; but then in other cases it will !)e
the reverse, as the tithe rent was in 1838 ISVJ
and 1840.

To remedy the evils of a corn-rent by taking
the average price of corn for one year or more',
some landowners have adopted the principle of
having half the rent a fixed sum during the leases
and the other half a corn-rent. 1 call this no re-
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medy at all. The evils of both the others are re-

tained in this.

When a land-valuer makes an estimate of what
the rent of a farm should be, when that rent is to

be a fixed sum for a term of years, he must fix

upon some data on which this must he got at. He
must take the value of produce at that present
time ; or take the average of a number of years
preceding, or what lie may suppose it will average
for a number of years to come ; or he may strike

a sort of average between them all : some data he
must have, or his work is of no value. The
farmer who intends to oflfer for it should also

make his estimate, to see that the rent asked
is a fair one. If he or his friends are not capable
of doing this, I should consider him unfit for a
farmer ; and of course he would be attempting to

enter into an engagement, of the nature of which
he was ignorant.

In making out the estimate for rent, the follow-
ing circumstances have to be duly considered:—
The thickness of the surface-soih Its texture;
whether clayey, loamy, stony, gravelly, sandy, or
peaty. The subsoil ; whether clay, marl, rock,
gravel, sand, or bog. Wet or dry. Level or hilly.

Convenient to farm-building and yard. Within
one ring-fence, or not. State of repair of farm-
buildings, occupation, roads, fences, and gates.
Land much exhausted by previous bad manage-
ment, or not. Farm-yard of a proper form for re-
taining the liquid and solid manure in a proper
manner. The elevation from the level of the sea.

Exposure. Thickly or thinly timbered; particu-
larly in the hedge-rows, if it be a corn farm. Dis-
tance from lime, or other foreign manure. Dis-
tance from market. Labourers in the district

;

active, or otherwise, and honest. Tithe rent-
charge. Rates and taxes. Game

; preserved, or
not. Tenure; from year to year, or on lease 7,

14, or 21 years. Piice of produce. The real an-
nual value of a farm is affected by every one of
the above circumstances.

As I have before explained, and as it has been
proved in practice, that a certain fixed sum for a
long term is often unfair to one party ; a corn-
rent is considered the fairest for both, if made
upon proper principles.

I always calculate there to be one bad season in
seven. In the last 42 years there have been seven
bad ones, which exceeds my calculation. It is

often considered, by men of superficial knowledge
in the practice of agriculture, that the high prices
after a deficient harvest makes up for the short-
ness of the crop. Upon middling and inferior
soils and situations this ia not so. Upon good
land and warm situations it will be the case. On
most soils and situations, the loss from bad sea-
sons will amount to ten per cent, on the rent.
This it is only fair to divide between landlord and
tenant: of course five per cent, should be de-
ducted from the estimated rent on account of bad
seasons; another five per cent, should be deducted
for loss in cattle, casualties, and other losses. It
is not all fair weather and straight-forward with
the farmer ; and except he is allowed a fair profit
it cannot be expected he will be a good farmer, or
make any improvements.

I am afraid that one cause of farmers not
making much by their profession is, that, both by
land-valuers and themselves, wrong estimates
arc made, and no deductions allowed for bad sea-
sons and losses. If this is not done, the estimated

rent will not be a fair one, and the farmer's busi-

ness will not go on well.

Too many land-valuers know little about their

business. They have been brought up land-sur-

veyors, and have taken up land-valuing without
any experience whatever in the cultivation of land.

What would be thought of a man setting up land-
surveying and mapping, without having had any
practice ? In short, he could not do it. Yet,

surveying and mapping is far easier and far

sooner learned than land-valuing. It is impos-
sible for any one to understand the real value of

land, without actual experience in the manage-
ment and cultivation of it. He ought to have ten

years' practice as a rent-paying farmer. Neither
should his practice be upon the best soil or in the
best climate. He should be made to understand,
by experience, the different natures of soils, and
how they are acted upon by the various seasons.

He would thus be made to feel the difference be-
tween a good one and a bad one. I have known
many farmers ruined by removing from a good
soil or climate to bad ones. A farm containing

various qualities of soil, and in a rather inferior

climate, is the place to learn the art of cultivating

the land, and of course of ascertaining the true

value of it.

To insure good cultivation, long leases are ne-
cessary; and with long leases, to do justice to

both owner and occupier, the principle of a corn-
rent should be adopted. Whoever are unfavour-
able to this principle, must wish to take some un
due advantage, whether he be owner or occupier.

After a fair rent is agreed upon, by taking every
circumstance into proper consideration, with the

ten per cent, deducted to cover losses from bad
seasons, &c., then let the amount vary every j'ear,

according to the average price of one or more de-
scriptions of corn or other produce for the three

preceding years. I should prefer this to taking
the average of the preceding year alone, or the

preceding seven years.

Supposing the farm peculiarly adapted for the

growth of wheat and beans, and that, with wheat
at 7s. per bushel, and beans at 5s., lOOZ. would be

a fair rent, let the tenant pay every year the value

of 143 bushels of wheat and 200 bushels of beans,
at the average price of the three preceding years.

If the farm be a wheat and barley one, let the rent

be dependent on the prices of both of these; and
60 with other grain. If the farm be of such a quality

that anything could be grown upon it to advan-
tage, and near favourable markets for all kinds
of grain and pulse crops, then the average price of

all, for the three preceding years, might be taken
in making out the annual payments as rent. For
instance, if the rent be made to depend on the
average price of wheat, barley, oats, beans, and
peas, 201. in every hundred might be dependent on
the average price of each ; or 30/. in every hundred
be dependent on one particular kind of grain, and
only 101. on another, &c. So that, if the farm be
more particularly adapted for one or two kinds of

grain than the others, a greater portion of the rent

might be made dependent on the average price of
those kinds. It is also quite as easy to make a

part, or the whole, of the rent to depend on the

average prices of beef, mutton, cheese, and butter.

If a farm be wholly a grazing one, it will, upon an
average of years, produce a certain number of

pounds of beef and mutton j)er acre every year

;

and of course a certain portion of this will belong
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to the owner of the farm as rent. Let him be paid

the average price of that portion every year. The
same principle may be adopted upon a dairy farm.
I see no difficulty whatever in making the rent of
a farm to vary every year, according to tlio aver-

age price of its produce, however great the variety

of its produce may be. If there should be any in-

justice done to either owner or occujjier, when the

rent is made payable on the above principle, it will

he when the contracting piirties liavc not under-
stood their business or not been honest, and have
ignorantly or wilfully fixed that portion of pro-

duce as belonging to the owner at too much or too

little. Tlie rent paid may be too high or too low,

whatever principle it be arranged by. If it be too

high, a man is far better without a lease than with
one. Of course, for a lease of 21 years, it is of

grent consequence that no miscalrulation has been
made at the first. To insure this, not only real

practical men, hut honest men, should be en-
gaged.

In the August number of your magazine, there

is an excellent letter from Mr. Tower to the Duke
of Richmond, on the principle of a lease he made
to a tenant of his, in Essex, for 21 years. The
principle he adopted was a wrong one, although it

was more favourable to the tenant than a fixed

sum would have been. From the conduct of Mr.
Tower, it is evident he had every desire to do
strict justice to the tenant ; for when he found, at

the end of 13 years, that he had fixed the sum and
the pivot too high, he lowered both. Now, upon
a true principle of a corn-rent, there requires no
pivot. 'I'here merely requires a certain portion of

the produce to be charged to the farm, as due to

the owner, he to be paid th6 value of that portion

every year ; this value to be the average price of

such produce the preceding year, or the preceding
three years, or seven years, as the parties can
agree. I prefer three years to any other number.
Mr. Tower and his tenant only took the aver-

age price of wheat, as their guide in payment of

rent. This would apply to few farms in some
counties. But to prove the crroneousness of
their principle altogether, it is only to be seen that

if wheat had averaged only 4s. per quarter, the
rent would have been 150L ; while, in such a

case, upon what I consider the true principle of

a corn-rent, it would have been 32Z. In going
through tlie figures, in your magazine, there ap-
pear to be mistakes in the calculations of the

rent, if I understand them right, and which are

against the landlord in the first part of the term,

and the tenant in the latter part.

The farm is stated to be 480 acres, and worth
COO/., with wheat at GSs. per quarter ; the tenant
to be allowed five per cent, for every 4s. when the

price was below C4s., and to pay an advance of

five per cent, for every 4s. when above 72s. Now,
(iOO/. is the value of 176 quarters of wheat, at 0"8s.

;

of course, 170 quarters is the corn-rent put upon
the farm, according to Mr. Tower's principle.

If the soil and the climate are not of the best, I

should take ten percent, oft", to stand against bad
seasons and other losses, making the corn-rent
IfJSfij quarters of wheat.

Below I have made a comparative statement of
the rent actually paid for 21 years, with what the
tenant should have paid according to Mr. Tower's
principle, as I understand it ; and also according
to my principle. The result shows the difference
between the amount paid, and what would have
been paid, in 21 years, by the different princiiiles.
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In improving leases, for a long teim, the im-
provtmeiits to be made should be specified in the

lease, in a ))];iin, simi)le mamier. When tlie

tenant makes any peiinanent improvement not
specified in the lease, he should be insured by a
clause repayment, at the eud of the term, of its

value at that time.
Game is a sore question. Good cultivation

cannot be expected, or a fair value for the land
paid, if this be preserved to any great extent. No
man can bear, with patience, to see his crops de-
stroyed. It is said, the tenant has a remedy by
demanding damages. The remedy, in nineteen
cases out of twenty, would be as bad as the disease.

Where game is preserved by the clause of a lease,

where is the legal remedy then ? Did any lease

ever specify wlrat quantity should be kept? VVlien

the tenure is from year to year, and there is no-
thing agreed ui)on with rpspect to game, tlie tenant
may legally claim damages ; but ip return he may
get a notice to quit, and leave what improvements
he has made in the land. Very often game is be-
gun to be preserved after agreements or leases are
entered into; and though clauses are, for this pur-
pose, inserted, yet they are not expected to be
acted upon by the tenant; who in some instances
have been told so by the owner or agent of the
property, as an inducement to take the land. I

like to sec some game upon the land, but not over-
run with it, or even to bo very numerous. I

would not take a farm, upon any conditions, where
a great quantity was kept. The quantity of pro-
duce consumed by it is not all the evil ; sometimes
a young and rising crop is destroyed by it.

To do strict justice to a tenant, all rales and
taxes should be paid by the owner of the soil. A
farm should be let clear to the tenant. He is not
the proper person to look after the business of the
township, the church, or the county. Tiiis is the
l)ropcr sphere of the owner of the soil. He has a
j)crmanent interest in them : the tenant has not.
Generally, the owners of property have the manage-
ment of these matters, and make the tenants pay
the cost.

Suppose a tenant has a lease of a farm for 21
years, and before the expiration of it a considerable
improvement is made in a road; a church rebuilt
or greatly repaired, and perhaps the work done at
an extravagant expense. Suppose great sums
spent in repairing, rebuilding, or enlarging the
county and hundred gaols. Suppose exiensive
damage done by riots at elections, or from other
causes, either political or from the depression of
the times. The rural police have been put upon
the country without a single farthing being de-
ducted, on that account, from the rent of a single
tenant in the nation. This was dowuriglit in-
justice. In some townshijjs the poor-rates have
been nearly doubled by them. If the expense of
them must have been paid direct from the pockets
of the owners of property, they would never hare
been established. There never was a greater de-
lusion than to su])pose, that all these extra pulls
for cash, in the shape of poor, church, highway,
and county-rates, are paid by the landowners, no
matter whether the tenants have leases or not. If,

when an agreement was made from year to year,
or when a lease was given, the amount of rates to
be ])ajd by the tenant was specified, then all would
be fair, because whatever was demanded above
that sum would have to be paid by the owner.
The Scotch farmer is cxenqit from any of these

charges. He has his rent to pay,? and nothing

more ; of course, lie perfectly understands what
he will be called upon to pay every year. We are

told to imitate tliem in our farming ; let us imitate

them in other matters, and we shall perhaps im-
prove in our cultivation. Let not tlie means for

improvement be taken from us, and then be
charged with negligence.

I took a farm in 1813, for 14 years. The rates

at that time were 4s. jier acre, and had never
been more. Before my term was out they
amounted to 8s. per acre; and in two years, in a
great depression in trade, they amounted to more
than 12s. per acre, and tbe means reduced. Did
my landlord pay any portion of this advance of

rates'! Had I taken my farm upon a coin-rent,

and had my rates and tithes paid by my landlord

;

or, in short, been put upon the same footing as a
Scotch farmer, I should have had a considerable
sum less to jiay than I did pay.
When the tenure of a farm is from year to year

only, there should be an agreen)ent between the
parties that a fair valuation of the farm should be

made at entry ujion it; and that if an advance of
rent should be demanded, or should the tenant
have notice to quit, a valuation should again be
made, and the dift'eience paid by the owner, or
rather the value of the improvements made ; that
is, in any case where the tenant had given notice
of making the improvements, and had the owner's
consent in writing. In cases where the tenant
was impoverisViing the furm, and had notice to

quit on that account, the deterioration would have
to be valued, and paid by ihe tenant to the owner.

But, to insure good cultivation, there is nothing
like long leases, if they are made upon proper
principles ; only care should be taken to engage
tenants who understood their business, and had
sufficient capital to manage the farm in a projier

manner. If the Reform Bill were reformed, and
no tenant allovi'ed to vote for a countj' member of
Parliament except he had a real bona fide lease,

for at least fourteen years, we should soon have
more leases granted.

I am. Sir, your's respectfully,

W. KoTHWELL.

FARMERS' CLUB HOUSE, 39, New BniDoF.
Stukft.—On Monday, Dtcember 11, an extraordinary
general meeting' of tlie eomniittee and members of the
Farmers' Club.l established lor the use of f.-irmers and
other* visiting London inlere<ted in the culiivation of

the soil, and open to agriculturists and scicniific men of
all count! ief, was held at the house of the in^tilution,

Bridfreslrect, Blacklriars — William Sliavr, Esq., mem-
ber of the council of the Royal Agricultural Society of
Kngland, presiding—when the following re?olulions,

relative to the internal arrangements of the club, with
a view to the advantage of its members and the conve-
nience of those foreigners and agriculturists from the
provinces who visit the metrDpolis, were passed :

—" 1.

That the number of ihe coinmitlee lie increased to forty-

one. 2. That the enlraiice fte be continued at one
guinea. 3. That memlKrs elected in December pay
subscription for the following year. 4. 'I'hat gentle-

men proposed as members, having obtained the re-

commendation of three members of the committee, be
admitted to the privileges of ilu; club from ihe time of

their proposal, subject to their being elecled at the

next monthly meeting. 5. 'ihatinrule nine the words,
Having previously obtained the conieni of the com-
initiee,' hliull sland 'Having i)reviou<;ly obtained the

consent of two meniljers of the committee.'
"
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ESSAY ON THE MANAGEMENT
OF FOLD-YARD MANURE.

Read bv Mr. West, of Collingiiam, at the
TATE MEETING OF THE MaRTON AGRICULTURAL
Society.

Sir Charles Anderson and Gentlemen,—Permit
me to Tnake to you a few preliminary remarks by
way of introduction to t!ie subject wliich 1 shall

have the honour to submit to your notice tliis

evening. 'J'liero is no one question connected
with rural economy which ap])ears, in my view, as

invested with so much imijortanceas thai ofJind-
ituj employment for the labou ring poor. As, on the
one hand, there is not a more useful member of
civil society than tlie man who, by "honourable
toil," continues to snpport ii wife and biing up a
large family ; so, on the other, there is not an ob-
ject more worthy of comnli^•eration than such a
man u-heii he eannot obtain employment. It would
at such a period, be distressing to trace and ana-
lyze his feelings, and I envy not those of that in-

dividual who does not sympathize with him under
such circumstances. It has, indeed, long been the
conviction of my mind, that those who have the
power of finding employment for the ])Oor around
them, and whoyit do it not, incur a fearful amount
of responsibility. How far that responsibility ex-
tends, and whether or not the social degradation
which the want of employment speedily introduces
has any necessary connexion with that social dis-

order, those petty offences, and the commission
of those fearful outrages against the interests of
society with which every neighbourhood teems
in times of general distress, I will not; presume
to Siiy ; but when the humbler classes are so de-
pressed, that by a wholesome share of labour they
cannot escajje the bondnge of parochial relief,

and with it scarcely sustain a miserable existence,
the finer sympathies of humanity wither under
the pressure of want, and the feverish anguish of
defeated anxiety too soon endangers a reckless state

of mind, which almost inevitably leads toirreligion
and crime. A time of agricultural distress,
tlierefore, is just that time of all others when those
whom Divine Providence has blessed vkiih large
means should anxiously inquire, 7iot how few
labourer they can manage to rub on with, but
how many they can possibly employ ypo?i such work
as will yield a suitable return, either to themselves
or to their posterity. That there is idmndaiice of
work of this description in almost every localit;y,

lam fully prepared to prove. If any should ask
me what this has to do with the manure question,
I answer that it lias a good deal to do with it, and
blind indeed must he be who does not, sec it. To
employ the poor consiantly, and to encourage in
them habits of sobrietyand good conduct as you do
in class C :—of industry and honest iudcpeniience
as you do by your prize in another class :—of thrift

and order, and neatness in the cottages of the poor
as you do in class I:— are not only objects eminently
worthy ofyour association, but, where the degree
of attention to these liudable objects exists which
I see manifested here, I am quite sure there will
be such modes of farming adopted as will greatly
contribute to the increase of the vianure heap.
One word more as to the utility ofyour association.
A condition is almost invariably attached to prizes
for good conduct, that the indiviilual shall not
(except during sicLnes=;) have received ;;rtroc-7ua/

relief. The restriction is necessary, and adds
much to the value of the prize which the poor

man may obtain; but, in carrying it out, due
consideration should always be given to the cir-

cumsiances which may have compelled him to

ask for it. 'This will be admitted by all who call

to mind the ditTiculties and jirivations which the
father of a lurnc family must necessarily have
had to struggle through ; and the self-denial

which he must havo j)ractiscd who has
renred that family from the product of his own
hand-labour. Suppose such a mnn a successful

competitor here today; and if von want a prac-
tical comment on the utility of the " Marton
Agricultural Association," follow him home, and
listen to him while he tells to his anxious and
thrifty partner the story of his success. But to

the question. Attached as I atn almost exclusively
to the peaceful occupiitions of ihe soil—engaged as

I have constantly been in immediate connexion
with those who belong to it, iruni the noble pro-
prietor of the splendid domain to the humblest
peasant einployed in its cultivation— I may well

bo excused if I am led to manifest a more than
ordinary concern in everything that has a bearing
upon the interests of agriculture. 'To views whose
oriffin may thus be traced must be attributed not
only my appearance here to-day, but my attend-
ance in many other jilaccs on similar occasions.
I his plea must be my justification for jiresuming
to write books and pampldets, and to ap|)ear in

the agricultural periodicals of the day, as the

humble advocate of that interest to which I con-
sider myself to belong.

Gentlemen, we live in times when it behoves the
farmer <o apply all his energies, and to tax all his

powers, to increase the productions of his farm.
And I venture to say, whoever may contradict it,

that the field on which his energies may operate is

far more extensive than he has hitherto imagined.
It is the peculiar glory of the present age—and

it will form an important era in the agricultural, if

not in the political, history of this great country

—

that the light of science has begun to shed its in-

Jluence upon the path of the farmer, and if he
would wish to survive the crisis which is before
him, he must, in every way that he can, talie ad-
vantage of that light. At this -.issertion tiie anti-

corn law man will turn up his nose in derision;

and the farmer who confides solely in protection
will shake his head. Gentlemen, I tell you fairly

that I have just as rnucli respect for the sneers of

the leaguer as I have for the scepticism of the man
who cannot be jiersuaded to go one inch out of the
"good old way!" The old way, with some very
few exceptions, is not a good one. The " old" way
ofmanaging your manure heaps, for instJiicc, is

not a good one. In short, 1 am much more inclined

to say, that v\lieicver any considerable improve-
ment has taken place upon a f;irm,and the produce
thereby increased, it has been by " a good new\va.y.''

There are very many reasons why Increase

of production should be aimed at, and that

most strcnoously, even iijioii farms that have
hitherto been looked upon has managed by men
whose practice is, at this time, the nearest lo per-

fection. These, however they may at jiresent con-
temn it, will yet derive much benefit from the ap-
jilicaiion of the principles of agricultural science.

I do not mean to say that you must ;dl thoroughly
understtind the sciences of botany, chemistry, geo-
logy, &c. ; but I would, on the other hand, most
anxiously caution youagainst the much more danger-
ous extreme oi UA?i.[]y disregarding those sciences.

Ere long, I doubt not, botany will teach you a much
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better practice than that which you now pursue
i»i laying cloiim land to grass, whether permanently
or otherwise ; also what varieties of grain you
ought to sow upon particular soils, &c. Chemistry
will become to you aa all but infallible guide in

the application of lime, manures, &c., to the soil,

and in determining your rotation of crops, so thnt
yon may know how to adapt the latter to the con-
dition of the former : and gfology will throw so
mnch light upon that fust of all improvements,
draining, that men will no longer wonder why land
should still be wet after it is filled full of shallow
drains, as is frequently seen to be the case, for the
cause will then be quite familiar to them.

I will now proceed at once to the question which
I propose to discuss : viz., '^ Wliat are the lest

means of making and of managing fold-yard ma-
nure ?"

First, I remark in general that the question of
making the largest possible quantity of fold-
3'ard manure suggests to my mind several im-
portant considerations, which have a rela-

tive bearing upon it ; among which I would
mention the following, viz., first, whether or not
the farmer has the requisite conveniences, in the
shape of out-buildings and fold-yards, upon his

farm ; for if he have not, he assuredly will fall

short of making what he otherwise might do.
Secondly, it is iaj possible for the occupier of strong
clay-land, or certainly other kinds that are very
icet, to grow the necessary quantity of straw to en-
able him to make the largest possible quantity of
manure upon his farm. To do this his land must be
drained. Hence the absolute necessity of landlords
undertaking at once to place their tenants in a
favourable position as to these two points. But
there are some men in the occupation of land,
whose crops arc, independently of either of the
reasons that I have just supposed, uniformly, or at

least comparatively bad. This is a state of things
which should not exist anywhere. Ipresumenot
to dictate to others, nor would I make a single
remark which can by possibility be construed as
having a local, much less a personal, application

;

but 1 venture to assert that in the present enlight-
ened and most trying period, when the necessity
for employing the best methods is so urgent

—

when the means of acquiring correct information
are so accessible as to be at the door of every man

—

and when examples of the e^ec^ of improved culti-

vation are actually within sight of all—no man is

excusable—nay I will go further and say, no man
ought to be permitted so to farm his land as to
grow nothing but bad or middling crops. His oc-
cupation of land at all is injurious to Lis landlord,
to himself, and to his own family, but above all to
the general consumer. I would say to the land-
lord of such a person. " Weigh his case well; in
which 1 include a thousand considerations which
cannot be here enumerated ; and if you cannot
change his practice, change the man

;
place him

in a more congenial position. Better far to pen-
sion him from the increased proceeds of the farm
than to allow him to stand in the way of improve-
ment.'' To such a man farming his own land—and
there are many such— I would say, " Let it, let it

without delay." The man who is indebted to the
accident of a favourable season for what good crops
he gets, rather than to his own skill and good ma-
nagement, is not the man to make the largest
quantity of manure upon the farm that he holds.
Oh! no; the more probable effect of such manage-
ment will be, that both the farm and the farmer
will become iioorer and poorer, each succeeding

year, until both are beggared. The deficiency in

the manure heap of such a man as this, and the

waste and destruction which will accrue from his

management of what little he has, will tell a sad

tale as respects his crojis.

There are numerous ways of meeting this evil

of bad crops ; for an evil it is, whatever may be

the cause from which it arises. If they are fairly

attributable to the want of buildings or fold-yards

of a suitable kind, the remedy is solely with the

landlord as I Lave before said. If to the land not

being drained, still, in my judgment, it is with the

landlord. But where it arises from mistake or from

limited means, motives of humanity would suggest

the idea of taking away, at least for a time if not

permanently, a portion of the land, assigning the

true reason : and I confidently avow my opinion to

be this, that it would be a real act of kindness to

such a person to do so. I have, indeed, known
many a man who has been the tenant of a farm
considerably too large for his capital, and who has,

after a long and painful struggle against a stream
too strong for him, finally sunk beneath the water;

who would, if he had occupied say but half of it

and adequately cidtivated it, have lived in com-
parative comfort, and would have increased in-

stead of having diminished his property. There
is not so great an evil in farming, nor any one thing

that operates so injuriously on the farmer himself,

as niggardly cultivation. The experience of almost

every one will have convinced him that twenty
acres of land, thoroughly improved and loell cidti-

vated, will do much more for the occupier than
will forty acres under a course of imperfect cul-

tivation. In the other case, where means are not
wanting, but the inclination or the skill, the obvi-

ous course is to take away not a part, but the

whole, for such men are not fit to farm in the

present day. The farmer of small capital will

find it impossible to keep his place in society, if

he persist in attempting, with the knowledge and
practice of the last century, to supply the wants
of this : his occupation of land at all, operates

injuriously in everj"^ way, upon the interests of so-

ciety. On the other hand—to look upon a most
pleasing picture-^the man who improves his land
to the greatest practicable extent is the greatest

benefactor to his fellow-countrymen. He does
well for himself and his own family ; he does well

for his landlord ; he does well for the industrious

and generally thriving poor around him ; and he
does best of all for " the general consumer;'' for

he contributes far more to procure what is in the
present day so clamorously called for—I mean
cheap bread—than all the demagogues that have
been hired and sent forth to misrepresent and
abuse him.
And now. Sir Charles and gentlemen, having

given you some notion of what I should expect as

to produce iiom a good farmer, which you will per-
ceive has a great deal to do with the size of the ma-
nure heap, 1 proceed to inquire what ought to be
the course pursued by such an one with reference to

the question before us ; and, in doing so, I must be
understood as addressing myself more particularly

to such of you as are practical farmers, to whom,
in plain intelligible language, I wish to make my
appeals, and let them be weighed in the balances
of your own practice, exjjerience, and judgment.

Having accomplished that first great requisite

for making an ample quantity of manure—the pro-
duction of an abundant sui)ply of the raw material

(if I may so call it) on your farms— your next ob-
ject will be "to tread down or otherwise consume
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on your premises," to the best advantage, all that

you have grown, jncliuling the wholeofyour stub-

ble, where your wheat is not mown ; which stubble

should be cut immediately after the wheat is car-

ried, and as carefully harvested as the corn itself.

This is one way by which the farmer may make the

most of his available means, which I am sorry to

say is even yet too frequently neglected by him ;

for it is generally left until it can be raked off

without being mown, when it is comparatively of

little use either for bedding or as increasing the

quantity of manure. But I will now suppose the

case of a farmer who has harvested all bis grain,

and collected every thing upon which he can

lawfully lay his hand, which it is possible to use

as litter for his stock. Such a person is exactly in

that position, of all others, when it is most import-

ant to him to receive a satisfactory answer to one
branch of the question which I have brought be-

fore you : viz., " What are the methods beat adapted

to produce the largest quantity of the best ma-
nureV If I were anxious to proceed according to

strict logical rule, I should divide the answer
which I propose to give to the question into two
parts, and show first how to make the most, and
next how to make the best : but this minute divi-

sion of what I have to say is not necessary ; I there-

fore proceed to remark, that in my judgment the

best arrangement that can be made—and I think

it a very material point as affecting the size of the

manure heap—is to have every hoof of live stock

under your sheds or in your fold-yards. Se-

condly, 1 think it of considerable importance that

you subdivide those yards, so that you may com-
pletely classify your stock. Wherever this is

practicable it should be done ; as it will greatly

facilitate your object in consuming your straw
profitably ; and it is perfectly obvious, that by
economising that part of your straw which is good
enough to be eaten, and by littering your yards

with extraneous matter as far as you can, you
will be enabled to keep a larger number of cattle;

which it is equally clear must increase the quan-
tity of manure in something like an equal propor-
tion. Thirdly, I strongly advise all farmers to

give to every head of neat stock upon their

premises, a regular suj>ply of some kind of artifieial

food, in addition to a proper quantity of sweet
fresh straw. This recommendation has reference
more to the quality than to the qnantity of manure
which is to be made ; but still it will, undoubtedly,

in some degree, increase the quality. At present

we know of nothing which is so generally approved
of, or which has been so extensively tried, as linseed

oil-cake. It is true we have heard of cake being
made from barley, and even wheat and beans, and
much has been said about it, but as I cannot speak
of it as an article that has been tested by myself,

I must leave it until its merits are better known.
It has this recommendation at least—it is a home
production, while the other is chiefly the produce
of foreign countries. But whatever it be, whether
this or that, it will have such a beneficial effect

upon your stock,and—what bears more particularly

upon my present object,—it will so increase the
value of your manure, that I cannot for a moment
hesitate to recommend such of you as have not
already done so to adopt the ])ractice. I speak in
the presence of some, doubtless, who have used it,

and they will correct me when I have done if they
think that I over-rate the matter ; but I assure you
I never yet met with an individual who, having
tried it, was not more than satisfied with the result.

The practice of giving cake to store stock has

indeed been tried by so many that it would be a
waste of your time to go much into the subject

byway of illustrating its good effects ; but 1 may
just state that the way to reap the full benefit of

this excellent practice is, to begin with your
calves, and, as soon as they can be made to eat it,

give them for the first winter, say about 1 lb. per

day. 'I'he quantity should be increased every suc-

ceeding winter until they either go off fat or are in

some other way disposed of. Reasoning upon
such a recommendation as this, some of those

who have not tried it would say that the expense
of such a system would prevent its becoming ge-

neral. I will not, in replying to such an objec-

tion, impertinently or offensively thrust my own
opinion forward; but, admitting that the outlay for

cake in carrying out such a practice as this must
be large, I will just remark that there is room for

question, whether the superior health, quality,

a.nd"proof" of stock thus kept will not pretty

nearly counterbalance the extra expense of it ; to

say nothing of the certain and very considerable

increase of production from the arable land on the

farm, which must immediately result from such a

system ; for let it be remembered that, after the

first application of manure thus made, there will

be an increase of straiv, which will in the next

year act upon the manure heap, which will again
act upon a larger breadth of the farm ; and thus
acting and re-acting upon every acre of it, the spi-

rited farmer will find his means of improving the

condition of his farm increasing every succeeding
year. I cannot but think that the important
bearing which this mode of keeping stock will have
upon the manure heap is by this time evident to

you all, and that therefore it is unnecessary to

say any more by way of recommending it.

But it does not suit the convenience, or

Dccord with the viest, of evey farmer, to

adopt this method of improving his cattle

and enriching hismanure,and thatfor thefollowing

among various other reasons :—Some farmers
have a plentiful bupply of Swedish turnips, and
they think that, where store cattle have plenty of

these and of good sweet straw, that is sufficient.

I admit that this plan may do very well, but it is

not the best mode of making manure. To give

store stock good fresh straw and Swedish turnips,

is to do well ; but to give them in addition a small

portion of artificial food, is to do still better. I know
of no better reason, however, for not giving cake or
something of that kind, than this. Swedish tur-

nips are an excellent thing along with straw, but
the first-rate farmer will not look upon them as a
substitute for artificial food, so as to render it un-
necessary to give anything else— at least such is

my opinion : and besides, if nothing else be given
it may, upon many farms, involve the necessity of
drawing all the Swedes that are grown—a practice

which I am not disposed to recommend if it can
be avoided. I may just observe here, that when
cake bears, comjjared with home-grown grain

—

such as beans, for instance—a relatively high price,

it would be clearly the interest of the British far-

mer to use that grain. It is perhaps the best

substitute for cake that can be employed. 1 need
not point out to practical men like you the immense
importance of cake, or some other kind of artifi-

cial food, as a means of improving a poor farm.

I know of none other so safe, and at the same time

so efficacious. If the occupier of a poor farm will

but resolve to cake-fccd a number of beasts every
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j'ear, in proportion to the size of his farm, and to

clip a certain number of slieej), provided tliat

in botli cases tlie nnnibers l)e liigb Piiniigb, liis

farm will not loncj be a i)Oor one. Otiier most
valualjle auxiliary means of making fold-yard ma-
nure may be mentioned ; among whicli I would
first most strongly reconnncnd, for all clay farms

where it is practicable, the /oldln<^ of sheep during
the iinnter inoxths. I feel tliat I cannot too strongly

recommend this practice to those gentlemen who
are so situated as to be able to do it. Of course it

can hardly be attempted where Swedisli turnips,

or at least some of the hardier varieties cannot

be grown, inasniucli as turnips must constitute

one of the most important articles of food for sheep

during the time that tbey are folded, which gene-

rally will be for the months of December, Janu-
ary, and February.

I may possibly be speal<ing in the i)resence of

some whose experience, more extensive tlian mine,

will enable them to contradict me if 1 am wrong
;

but I am myself convinced, both from close obser-

vation and experienccV th.it sheep which are folded

and properly attended to will thrive much better

—

they will be more Lealihy, and nr.d-.e much better

proof,—than they would do on any other plan or

system of management tliat could be adopted on a

clay farm ; and the wool will often be actually

sounder than that of sheep fed upon turnips,

upon the very best lair. And then, gentlemen,

comes my ])rimary reason for recommending the

jiractice, viz., the quantity of valuable manure
that will be made. This is an object of sufficient im-
portance in itself to lecoinmend tlie plan to the

adojition of every clay farmer, even though the

sheep were turned out at spring only about as good
as under the common practice ; but when it is

recollected that the farmer of clay land has no
choice, but cither to winter his sheep very badly,

or purchase turnips for them and eat them on
another person's land—thus, for the time being,

losing all their valuable manure, instend of keep-

ing it at home— it really does seem strange that the

practice of folding, more or less, has not been
more generally tried on such farms as those that

I am now referring to. And yet, decided as are

the advantages of the plan which 1 have recom-
mended, and the disadvantages of the other system,
it is quite certain that upon an average, not one
person in a village can be met with who has adop-
ted it. I will not attempt minutely to calculate

the advantages of the one practice over the other :

this would at once be difficult to do with accuracy,
and superfluous. You all know as well as 1 can
tell you, that it is often impossible for buyers of

turni])s to meet with them near enough their own
homes to shepherd them themselves ; and that

frequently, in such cases, the sheep are neglected,

and there is, too, a loss of life among them, '^'ou all

know very well the great value of the evacuations
of the sheep, and you can estimate ([uite nearly
enough, the dill'trence between having a lot of
fihcep come home in an unthrifty state, after losing

some of the sheep themselves, and all the ma-
nure ; and on the other hand, having your sheep
always under yoiu* own eye, and keeping them,
as )'ou would do, in high condition at about the
same expense, or rather less, while all the time
you arc makiugsome of the very best manure that

can be applied to land.

As to tbe])rccise mode of folding sheep, a very
simple ami inexpensive iuclosure may be made
with .stubble or straw ; the advantages of which

over a permanent fence will be that it will be
warmer than almost anj' other, and may be fixed

where a fatmer would not choose to put the other

down. Into this fold the sheep should he diiven
every night, after being allowed to exercise them-
selves during the day; at which time the operations

of cleansing out the troughs, and providing the

necessary quantity of food, and littering the yard,

should be done. The sheep will give little or no
trouble, after the fiist week or two, in folding ; for

they will themselves find their way to the fold

quite as soon as they are wanted.

To carry on this plan with convenience it will

be necessary to have a supply of turnips hilled, as

close at hand as possible, for the winter months
;

and for the time intervening between the middle
of the month of March, and the end of the season,

a suitable quantity should be set, or placed on the

ground, while they are consuming which, they will

continue of their own freewill very frequently to

occu})y the yard at night. The tap roots of these

should be cut off", but not too close, and during
severe frost it would be as well to cover them up
with stubble or straw. These turnips will retain their

nutritious properties until very late in the spring
;

but during the whole of this period a good farmer
will introduce some art'ificlal ytioc/, such as calie,

beans, cvlin, &c., &c., and that with the most be-

neficial effect. The turnips should be cut up, and
put into troughs, which will also serve for the

dry food.

As I have said, the fold-yai'd should be repeatedly

littered, and if due attention be paid to the condi-

tion and quantity of the turnips, &c., which they

eat, it will be a matter of surprise to the person
who tries the system for the first time, what a quan-
tity of excellent manure will be made, and in what
beautiful condition the sheep will be turned out at

spring. I will not say that in everything they
will be superior- to sheep kept on good turnips

and on a good lair, but I do maintain that, if

jiroperly attended to, they will be fully equal to

them.
Another method of increasing the quantity of

fold-yard mamire, although it cannot undtT any
circumstances, perhaps, become universally appli-

cable, may be here mentioned as of great import-
ance wherever it is ])racticable. 1 mean what is

usually called soiling, or keeping cattle upon green

food in the fold-lands in summer. It is a system
very extensively ])ursued in Flanders, and with

much success. \Vithin a few years it has also

been partially tried in Scotland. In the neigh-

bourhood of ]Mlinburgh very large establishments

of cows, for the sup])ly of that city with milk, are

kept almost wholly upon green food during the

summer months, and the quantity of manure thus

made is immense. It seeins to mc to be better

adapted for kerping milch cows than almost any
thing else; and it is one which 1 should certainly

adopt if I were occui)ylng a poor farm, and at too

great a distance from a market town to piocure

an extra supply of manure. I should also cany it

out to as great an extent as possible with the

draught horses on my establishment, for there

cannot, I think, be a shadow of a doubt upon this

point: it is a well-assertaincd fact, that any given

extent of ground will, at least, keep doulde the

quantity of stock if its produce be carried to the

fold-yard and consumed there, instead of allowing

them to help themselves in the usual way. 'J'his

is of itself a very important consideration, but, after

all, is as nothing compared with the great advan-
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tas;c arising i'lom the iiicicasc ofiho manure lieaj),

to wliicli the piacticc contributes so much. It

may also bo (jncstioncd whether all or most of the
store beasts would not bo better in the yards,

pro[)erIy classified, during the day, for the hot
season, thiin in the fields. It is well known that,

after they have had plenty to eat, i:othing contri-

butes so iniicli to keep tlic animal race in a
thri\ing condition as rest : this is a law of nature,

and is not jjcculiar to any one class of the domes-
tic animals, but is, I ijclieve, applicable to all.

And it is equally certain that in hot weather they
rest but very badly in the fields. ]5esides this, it

is (juile certain, that when they arc out at grass
tlieir excrement is almost all wasted.

J'igs should certaitdy be closely confined to the

yards, except when they are tended upon the
stubbles. You will all agree with me that the manure
made by pigs is of great value. No farmer ought,

therefore, to be without a considerable number of
them. I have often been surprised at seeing so few
in farm-yaids, but could never find a sufficient

reason for it. It is true they liave got into dis-

favour with some on account of their habits ; but
even in respect to this, certainly the most disa-

greeable of all domestic animals, a great deal may
be done by constant care and attention, for which
those who bestow that attention will generally re-

ceive an ami)lc return. It is the nature of the

l)east to be clamorous when he is hungry; but, as

it is very much the interest of his owner that he
should always be supplied with food when he
wants it, I see more reason for blaming the rational

animal than the irrational one. In these ways,
anioiigst others, the quantity of manure made
upon a farm may be greatly increased ; and let it

be distinctly borne in mind that, whatever may be
the discoveries of science as to the api)lication of

diflfercnt substances, popularly called manures,
which arc or may be [)ut upon land—and I am not

one to under rate those discoveries—yoW-?/r//-tZ
vianurc tcill alwaijs he, as it ever has been, the

J'artnei's sheet-anchor. And I may safely add,
tliat he who pays the most and closest attention to

this i)oint, viz., tlie increase by every possible

means of Ills manure heap, and the due, rhjht, and
proper application of it, lolll be likely to ijrotc the

lari/cst crops of every description ; that is, when
other ciicum«<tances arc equal.

Of course I do not mean, in saying this, that any
other improvement required may be neglected,

ct-rtainly not; but that so manifest will be the dif-

ference in the crops of the man who acts thus and
those of his neighbour who goes on in the old way,
that all shall seeif, and he himself shall, as he de-

serves, both see and feel it in an extraordinary

degree.

I shall liere introduce to your notice some valu-

able experiments on soiling which were tried in

Scotland, and which must have the effect of con-
vincing those who are even least disposed to ba

convinced, that under certain circumstances the

introduction of this system must be at the least a

very valuable resource. I should not have men-
tioned them, however, knowing with what jealousy

every novel practice is received, if they had not a

direct bearing upon the question which I am now
considering— the best means of making the

largest quantity of manure upon a farm. Take
the loo following instances, which are detailed with
minute exactness. The first experiment is related

by Mr. Brown, of Markle, and it was tried upon

some Aberdeenshire steers, which were wintered
in the farin-yaid, and divided in the s])i ing iiilo

two lots, the one being put to gtass anii the other
soiled. The soiled lot was feil upon Swedish
turnips, until the clover was ready for cutting;

the clover was given but sparingly at first, for a
week, to jirevent dangerous conseciuenecsfrom the
cattle eating too much : after that time, bowcvei-,

they were allowed a full supply, and the oflal

furnished food for a number of swine. Tlic ani-

mals throve remarkably well until the grass got
hard and withered. At the end of July, the clo-

ver being ri[)ened, this food was changed for tares,

which were continued untd the second crop of
clover was ready for the scythe. Ten of the soiled

cattle were sold in August, and the remainder of the
two lots in SeptGtnber. In the last sale it is re-

markable that the jirice of both grazed and soiled

were the same. Riany dealers supposed that the
confined air of the fold-yard would keep the cattle

so warm as to prevent tallow from being gathered
in any quantity ; but this was disjjrovcd by one of

the soiled cattle, which was killed previous to

being sold, having !)4 lbs. of tallow. The fol-

lowing is the result of the experiment. I'he 18

cattle cost forjjurchase and wintering 503/. 2s., or
10/. ;)s. 7d. each. The 10 best of the soiled cattle

sold for 171. 5s. each, and the remainder of both
grazed and soiled for 14/. 5s. each ; thus yielding

for the soiled Jot of 24 the sum of .377/. and for

the grazed lot of 21 the sum of 342/., making a
differencein iavour of the soiled lot of;>5/., although
they were all purchased at the same price, and se-

jiaraled with the greatest fairness. The food con-
sumed by the soiled cattle was 1

-J acres of Swedish
turnips, 8 acres of clover, and ii acres of tares.

The grazed cattle weie unfortunately allowed to
mingle with others, which prevented the exact
cost of their maintenance from being ascertained

;

but the gain from soiling was calculated at the
least at 50 per cent. ; and this will not be doubted
when the calculation is closely examined. The
soiled cattle, it will thus appear, consumed the
produce of I'i.] acres only, which could hardly
have been cxjiected to maintain half the number
if they had been turned out: besides which the
tenant would have been minus a large quantity of
valuable manure.

Another experiment was the following: "Six
horses and a pony were kept in a fold-yard, upon
green clover and tares, for four mouths. Two
acres of the first cutting of a good crop of clover
and rye-grass were e.spended along with half an
acre of green tares, to carry them on until the
clover was ready to be cut a second time; these,
valued at 71. 7s. per acre, were worth 18/. 7s. (id.

It required 12 acres of the second cutting of the
clover crop to carry on the horses, which at iiOs.

per acre amounts to 18/. ; the whole expense for
the four months' feeding toeing ;3(i/. 7s. (id. The
cost of cutting and leading is not added, for these
are com[)ensated for by the value of the dung. It

would certainly have required seven acres of the

clover in pasture to have maintained the horses
for four months; and estimating at the same rate
as in the other case, it would have come, of course,
to (ill. 19s. for the same jjcriod ; thus showing a
balance in favour of the soiling system of 25/. lis.

tid., or 3/. l.Ss. for each horse for that short time."
Having thus enumerated some of the ways by

which the heap of ])ure fold-yard manure may he
increased, I come now to notice two other means
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by which the available quantity of organic matter
directly made upon the farm may still further be
augmented to a great extent. The first bint that I

would respectfully throw out is, that every farmer
should have, whether his occupation be large or
small, a compost-heap in some convenient place

near his farm-stead, to which he should carry
every refuse animal and vegetable substance on
which he can lawfully fasten : road scraphiffs,

the sides of roads when lowered—soil out of the
ditches that may be near,—weeds, and a thousand
other things which I may not mention, including
all the rubbish from the winnowings of corn—so

long as he has any, but which every good farmer
will aim at getting rid of altogether—may be put
together ; and to these may be added with great
advantage a portion of soot, salt, &c., together
with as much fold-yard manure as may seem ne-
cessary; and it should be deemed, by every far-

mer, an object of great importance to make
as many contributions to this heap as he possibly
can. My remarks about this compost heap may be
almost said to be a digression from the subject

;

but although it be not strictly relevant to the
question before us, I deem it to be of so much real

practical consequence in the economy of farming,
that I could not but have felt conscious of an
omission if I had left it out.

(To he continued.)

Tre Duke of Cleveland on Leases.—
The following declaratioa by his Grace the Duke of

Cleveland, respecting the granting of leases to farmers,
will be read with interest in Shropshire, where his grace
owns property in land to the amount of 60,000/. or

70,000i. a year. At an agricullural meeting the other
day, the Duke of Cleveland said, within three miles of

the place where he had resided lor the last nine years,

was a place which iiad long been rented as a rabbit
warren. A spirited farmer, acquainted with it, applied

to Sir Wm. Welby, and offered, if he could have a
lease for fourteen years, that he would break it up, and
bring the land into cultivation, his rent being allowed
to remain at the same amount as that paid by the war-
rener. This otter was accepted ; and the farmer, bein^
satisfied that the undertaking would ultimately repay
him, entered with spirit upon it. On the fourth or fifth

year alter the warren was broken up, he (the Duke of
Cleveland), saw this farm, and he could testify that it

wui bearing: the best crops in the county ; and last year,

in the month of July, he again saw it, and would not
wish to behold finer crops of wheat, barley, and oats,

than those which he witnessed growing upon this very
farm (applause). This showed what could be done by
a spirited farmer. At the end of four or five years after

he entered on the cultivation of this farm, the tenant
applied to his landlord to erect suitable buildings upon
it. Sir William Welby observed that the rental was so
small that he could not be expected to incur an outlay
of tiiat description. This farmer, however, so far from
having the necessary confidence, even in a lease of 14
years, to induce him to erect the necessary buildings,

offered terms to his landlord. Like a sensible man, he
would not place implicit reliance in the mutual con-
fidence principle, but preferred having an agreement in

black and while, under signature and seal. He made
an offer, that, if his landlord would extend his lease

from 14 to 21 years, he would build himself a com-
plete ran^e of buildings. This was agreed upon, and
a better and more perfect set of buildings could not be
seen than he had erected. Now, the tenant would no
doubt he amply repaid for his outlay ; the landlord,

although he would liiive to wail so many years before

he look any advantiige from thi; improvement, would
ultimately find his larm trebled or quadrupled in

value-— C/iester Chronicle,

AGRICULTURE AND CHE-
MISTRY.

Professor Brande, at the request of Lord Spencer,

the president of the Agricultural Society, devoted
two evenings to describe and to illustrate to that

numerous and influential body the counection be-
tween agriculture and chemistry. The attendance
at the theatre of the Royal Institution, granted for

the purpose by the managers with their usual libe-

rality, was numerous ; and much pleasure was
evinced and interest excited by the judicious selec-

tion and masterly treatment of the subject. We
wish we could call up the like lively feelings by a

verbal description of the illustrations ; but the

wonders of experimental chemistry must be seen to

be enjoyed. We think, however, that a full report

of the lectures, without going deeply into the che-

mistry thereof, will be received with thanks ; and
we therefore cheerfully proceed to the task, de-
voting to it more space than usual, because agricul-

tural chemistry is one of the topics of the day, and
because a plahr statement of facts by an able ex-

perimenter and skilful analyst, and by one who
acknowledges the union of theory and practice to

be more than ever desirable, will tend to promote
the welfare and progress of agriculture.

Soils are made up of organic and inorganic con-
stituents. Professor Brande confined his observa-
tions to the latter, and classed them under two
heads—1st, those constituting the bulk of the soil,

upon the mechanical texture and chemical comjio-

sition of which its general fitness for the growth of

crops and timber depend—namely, lime, clay, and
sand ; 2nd, particular substances involving the

fitness of the soil for particular crops, such as sul-

phate of lime, phosphate of lime, salts of potash,

soda, magnesia, iron, and manganese.

Zi7)ie is an article of so much importance to the
agriculturist, and some of its salts seem to possess

such valuable, though, in some respects, obscure
influence as manures, that it was the first sub-
stance considered. What is lime ? The chemist
replies, it is a compound of a metal (calcium), and
of a gaseous body (oxygen), and in their united state

called an oxide of calcium. Calcium, because of

its great affinity for oxygen, could not be exhi-

bited ; it belongs to a class of bodies little inclined

to remain in an isolated or separate state, and re-

quires difficult processes to evolve and to procure
it. Its counterpart or type, potasium, possessing

similar affinities and properties, was shown, and the

alkaline nature of its oxide proved by the turmeric

test-paper. Lime does not exist in its native state
;

except, perhaps, in volcanic regions and in a lake
of Tuscany. Its compounds are very numerous,
and these are the sources of lime to the agricultu-

rist. One of them, the carbonate of lime, is very
abundant, easily decomposed, and is chiefly re-

sorted to. It constitutes, in various forms, moun-
tains and hills, and strata covering large districts,

and is geologically spoken of as primary, secondary,
and tertiary limestone, as being associated with
the older, intermediate, or most recent strata of
the globe. It is known as marble, limestone, shell-

stone, oolite, chalk (the upper flinty, the lower ar-

gillaceous), calcareous spar, coral, shells, shell-

sand, &c. All these arc more or less carbonates of
lime; and carbonate of lime, like all other chemical
compounds, is made up of determinate or dehnite
proportions of its elements : it is always constituted

of 38 parts of lime aad 33 of carbonic acid. But
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liuie and carbonic acid arc themselves compound
bodies; they constitute, therefore, what chemists

call the proximate elements of carbonate of lime,

the ultimate elements of which are calcium, carbon,

and oxygen ; lime being a compound of 20 parts

of calcium and 8 of oxygen, and carbonic acid a

compound of G carbon and IG oxygen. (Carbonic

acid was here formed by burning charcoal in

oxygen, and was then combined with lime, so as to

show the formation of carbonate of lime from its

elements.) The common mode of detecting the

presence of carbonic acid in a rock or soils consists

in subjecting it to the action of diluted muriatic

acid, when, if carbonic acid be present, an efierves-

cence ensues ; and when it is desired to determine
what quantity of carbonate of lime exists in a soil,

it is done by ascertaining the weight of the car-

bonic acid which passes off : thus, if 100 grains of

the soil lost 22 grains of carbonic acid, it would in-

dicate oO per cent, of carbonate of lime, and so on.

(Professor Erande showed the mode of performing
this experiment.) In referring to the composition
of the varieties of chalk. Professor Braude ad-
verted to the importance of certain foreign matters
occasionally contained in it, which were formerly
overlooked or thought insignificant, such as bitu-

minous substances, alumina, silica, potash, soda,

magnesia, phosphate of lime, &c. The chalk about
Brighton, made up chiefly of the remains of multi-
tudes of animalcules, contains phosphate of lime;
hence it may ocasionally be used as manure for

chalk not possessing it, and especially as a top-
dressing for wheat. The peculiarities of the lime-

stone or chalk extend to the lime, or quick-lime,
resulting from burning it in the kiln, which is

merely a process to drive off the carbonic acid

;

but the properties of quick-lime arc chiefly im-
portant to the agriculturist. And first, the change
it undergoes on exposure to air, crumbling down
into a white powder, in consequence chiefly of
absorbing water. By long exposure, a portion of
the caustic lime becomes a hydrate, and a portion
returns to the atate of a carbonate, or chalk. Its

great affinity for water is shown by slaking, 28
parts of lime taking up 9 parts of water : 700 parts
of water are required to dissolve one part of lime.
The action of lime on organic matters—peat, leaves,

vegetables, &:c.— is to decompose and convert them
into humus or mould, to neutralize acids, and to
form salts of lime. It also decomposes certain salts

of iron injurious to vegetation, throwing down the
iron as a harmless oxide ; and it reacts on salts of
alumina, potash, soda, magnesia; and ammonia. It
tends—and particularly with bone-dust—to pro-
duce ammonia and nitrates; and its action on slate,

felspar, &c., develops alkalies and soluble silicates,

so essential for wheat and certain other crops.
When lime has passed again into a carbonate, it

becomes a good ingredient in the soil ; it is chemi-
cally the same as crushed limestone, shell-sand, or
marl ; but mechanically it has the advantage of
being in very fine powder—hence more perfectly
blended with the soil, and brought into contact
with the roots of plants : and if these secrete acid,
and so render it soluble, it will, of course, be more
easily taken up.
The other salts of lime which principally claim

the agriculturist's attention, are the sulphate and
phosphate. Sulphate of lime is a compound of
sulphuric acid and lime—its ultimate elements
being sulphur, oxygen, and calcium. It is called
gypsum, plaster-stone, and selenite. They are na-
tural products, aud fouud crystallized. Heated to

400" or 500'', they become plaster of Paris, and
may be moulded with water ; but, if heated to

redness, the powder loses the power of re-combining
with water. Organic matter changes sulphate of
lime into a sulphuret, and sulphuretted hydrogen is

evolved; hence fo3tid and poisonous exhalations.
Crops contain not only sulphate of lime, but sul-

phur in a free state, as in mustard and horse-
radish, derived from the soil. Its principal sources
are the red marls and salt deposits, also some of the
primitive rocks, and the tertiary deposits. Its use
in agriculture is, that it acts as food, but does not
attract moisture or promote decomposition. It is

contained in lucerne, sainfoin, red clover, and tur-
nips, and for these crops is a fertilizing top-dress-
ing

; it is not contained in wheat, barley, oats,
beans, or peas ; and to these it is of no service.
The plants which do contain it never grow well on
lands destitute of it; so also in regard to the other
salts of lime. When applied to grasses, it is im-
portant that the weather should be damp. In an
ordinary crop of clover there is from IJ to 2 cwt.
per acre ; and this is the proper proportion recom-
mended for use by the best authorities for those
soils deficient in it. One of these authorities,
Professor Johnston, says farther of it

—" If fields

wlricli once gave luxuriant crops of red clover no
longer yield it—if the young plants spring up nu-
inerously, but die away as summer advances—if the
land is tired of clover, or clover-sick—if farm-
yard compost is ineffectual upon his grasses, the
agriculturist may conclude, without analysis, that
gypsum is required." Peat-ashes are often effectual,
because they contain 12 per cent, of gypsum, the
rest being sand, oxide of iron, salt, and carbonate
of lime. Also coal-ashes, as there is 10 per cent,
of gypsum in them. Such, then, are the uses of
gypsum as a top-dressing for artificial grasses, and
it is especially beneficial in certain localities. It
is cheap; and a waggon-load will dress 30
acres. Sulphate of lime is also said to be ca-
pable of absorbing ammonia. Carbonate of am-
monia and sulphate of hme, it is true, react
on each other, but very imperfectly, except they
are in solution; and hence its failure as an
absorbent for carbonate of ammonia in stables,
where the atmosphere is loaded with it, to the in-
jury of man and beast; and where such immense
quantities of this otherwise valuable material ap-
parently goes to waste. (Trays of sawdust satu-
rated with sulphuric acid, were said by a gentle-
man, in conversation after the lecture, to be very
effective in rapidly clearing the atmosphere, and
rendering the ammonia in stables available.)
The phosphate is another important salt of lime :

it forms part of the bones of animals : it is derived
from the soil, and transmitted io animals through
vegetables. How the soil is -supplied with it, has
lately occupied much attention. Bones, in this
respect, possess great fertilizing powers. Soaked
in acid, the animal matter is left tough and flexible,

but the bone-earth, or phosphate of lime, is dis-
solved out. Fossil bones are also sources, but this
has been over-rated as to quantity ; likewise guano,
an excrement of birds. Phosphate of lime is,

farther, a mineral product, and is found in the
slaty rocks of Bohemia, and Estramadura in Spain,
and in some marls, clay-slates, and chalk. It is

contained, too, in oyster-shells, corals, and Crus-
tacea generally. When rock-slate has yielded the
subsoil clay, subsoil ploughing is an abundant
source. Liebig considers phosphate of lime most
essential to wheat, and to a great e.xtcnt doubtless
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it is so. And bocanso it is necessary to wheat, oats,

Sec, those i)hinls wliich, such as legutiiinosiE, con-

tain least salts, t'orni the best fallow cro()S. i hey
exert no injurious effect on corn, because they do
not rob the soil of alkalies anfl phosphates. In the

nse of bone-manure, much depends upon the st:ilc

in which it is applied. When it was thought that

the animal part of the bone only was active, it was
deemed cnonuh to crush or bruise the bones ; they

were afterwards found more eflectuul in powder;
and lately they have been disintegrated by acids,

such as muriatic or sulphuric acid and water, and
applied in solution. The free acids arc neutralized

by the bases in the soil, and very finely divided

phosphates and suljdiates are diffused throngh it.

(The Duke of Richmond subsequently said, that

bone-manure had been thus successfully applied in

Scotland ;— about 12 tons of turnips had been ob-
tained from an acre of ordinary land at a cost of

lis.; whilst with other manures, at a cost of 31.,

about 11 tons only had been produced.)
Clays.—Very different substances pass under the

name of clay ; but they all agree in containing one
chemical element, on which their peculiarities in

many respects, called alimihui, it being one of the

ingredients of alum. Alumina lias a strong affinity

for water and for vegetable matters, and is siduble

in acids and alkalies. Another compound of clay

is silica, possessing remarkable properties. Its va-
rieties are rock-crystal, calcedony, flint, sand, &c.
It is insoluble in water, and in all acids except
one: it is soluble in alkalies. With excess of

soda, it forms a glass soluble in water; and consi-

derably diluted, is known as the liquor of flints
;

the addition of an acid throws down the silica in a
state of jelly. It is this property of solubility in

alkalies that renders silica so important and so

available to grasses; and when in its gelatinous

state, very weak acids and alkalies, and even water,

will dissolve it.

l^Iixtures and compounds of silica and alumina
form clays, which receive different names according

as they contain more or less of their essential in-

gredient, as they arc blended with limestone, or as

they have mixed uj) with them various occasional

substances, yet of great importance, such as potash,

soda, &c. How are these latter to be detected? If

)nere soluble salts, by boiling in water. But clays

may be rich in alkaline matter, and yet yield no
indications of it in that way. 'J'hey ciiu be sepa-

rated from their combinations only by fusion; by
long continued exposure ta air, water, and tem-
perature ; by the influence of lime ; or, in the labo-

riitory, by voltaic electricity. There can be no soil

fertile, in reference to texture, without sand and
clay ; none, in reference to composition, without

lime and alkalies; and, in reference to particular

crops, without suljihur, phosphorus, magnesia,

oxide of iron, &c. These are essential to animals
;

they must originate with vegetables; and vege-

t ibles create nothing, as was once sui)posed, in re-

gard to sulphur, phosi)horus, and the alkalies. IS'o

clay is fertile without lime ; its presence is chemi-
cally essential, not only as a component part of the

crop, but as a substance slowly reacting on the

clay, and devclo])ing, under the influence of mois-

ture, its alkaline constituents in the state of a

soluble silicate. It is thus that lime becomes a

great means of awakening what have been called

t'le flormant capabilities of the soil. If clays con-

t lining limt; be burned, these changes are after-

wards more rapidly effected, and at the same time

t'ac texture of the clay is so mechaniQully altered,

that it crumbles into a kind of samly iiowdcr, and
never again acquires the same relation to water, or

the i)lasticily, that it had before, (laleineil clay,

moreover, is an absorbent of air, ammonia, nitric

acid, kc.
If 100 soil have 10 clay, it is lerincd sandy.

„ 10 to 40, „ sandy loam.

„ 40 to 70, „ loam.

„ 70 to S."}, „ clay loam.

„ 85 to 95, „ strong clay.

„ U5 to 100, „ agricultural

clay.

Pure clay consists of 60 of silica and 40 of alu-

mina, in intimate combination— that is, as arising

out of the disintegration of slates, felspars,, and
other rocks. But these are rare; and the strong
clays contain 5 to 15 per cent, of adventitious

sands. There is seldom more than 30 per cent, of

alumina in arable land. Marl is a calcareous clay.

Sand added to clay soil acts merely mechanically
;

but clay added to sand acts chemically— that is,

along with alumina it always brings alkalies.

Ashes of plants rarely contain alumina, but almost

always silica and silicate of potash. The hay-stalk,

the corn-straw, the exterior of cane, &e., chiefly

consist of silica : hence the necessity of the clay, as

a chemical clement of the soil, yielding the alkali

which renders the silica soluble. When potash is

iu)t united to silica, it is combined with other acids

derived from the jdant, as tartaric, citric, oxalic:

in the former case the ashes contain no carbonate
;

in the latter they effervesce with aaid.

Such, then, is an outline of the facts related. The
experiments, illustrations, tests, specimens, &c.,

were as comidctc as could be wished ; and they and
the whole matter gave general satisfaction. Thanks
were voted by acclamation to Professor Brande for

his admirable lectures, and to the managers of the

institution for the use of the theatre.

—

Lit. Gazette.

Injurious Effixts of EEARiNG-fu:iN.s.—
TO 1UF. EUITOa or THE niOUNING HERALD.— SlK,— If
you wdl have the kindness to ailrnit into your paper the
following' remarks on the injurious eliects produced by
the fixed bridle, or bearing-rein, tliey may attract the
atli.-ntion of your readers ; and ms tiie opinion of a per-
son of great prat;iieal experience m;iy lead them to give
the matter tluil con>ider.nlion which I feel convujoed is,

in many cases, all that is required to induce them to

discnnliuue a part of the harness which is more llian

useless, and is a source of infinite torment and suffering

to the noble animals upon whom so many of our com-
forts and pleasures depenJ. An old experienced coach-
man says:—"1 have entirely abolished the use of
hearing-reins, from a conviction that they ate not only
destruciive ol ease and generally useless, but because
they are a positive hindnince to animals in the lull ex-
erci>e of their strength. I would draw the attention of
all who have the control of draught-horses, which are
in harness fur hours together, to the cruelty of using
beariog-rciu*. This unneccs);ary punishment indicted
on the patient animal can but be estimated by those
who, abolishing the use of these reins, will notice the
eas-' and comfort bestowed, pariicularly in ascending
hills. Bearing-reins are not only unnecessary, but Ibey
are a source of continual torment and the cause of
njany falls, by ktepiiij^ the hejds ol the horses in a stiff

unnatural position, pieventmg- them from seeing the
roail, and imjieding the free exercise of their strength
and agdity. When a carriage is stopped the poor horses
are seen to*"-ing their heads, drawmg tliem round to
their sides, antJ indicating by ihe«e and other signs their

distress and uneasiness. Without bearing-reins they
would soon recover their breath, and enjoy relaxation

Rl every stiqipage."—G. M.— Pec, 12,
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NOTICE ON THE ORIGIN OF THE POTATO, ITS VEGETABLE AND
ECONOMICAL QUALITIES, THE SOIL, THE MANURE, AND THE
CULTURE THAT SUITS IT BEST ; ALSO THE MANNER OF LAY-
ING THE SEED-BEDS, TO RENEW AND AUGMENT THE SPECIES
BY SEED.

BY AN AMATEUR.

Origin of the Potato.—Its introduction in the

Eurojican Culture.

The potato (solanum tuberosum)—named also

by some solancO. parmentiire , in honour of tbe

philanthropist Parnaentier, its indefatigable propa-

gator—is generally considered as being originally

from South America, where it is found from the

coast to the summit of the Andes, and where the

Baron Humboldt, in his scientific voyage, found
some varieties producing tubercles nearly a foot

in diameter.

Nevertheless, some writers maintain that it is

originally from Spain. On this they found their

opinion :—In the province of Galicia the potato
grows spontaneously, not only near the sea, as

some report it, but everywhere in the interior, as
well in uncultivated as in cultivated lands ; these
are of several varieties—some red, some white,
and of each of these some are long and some
round. The farmers complain a great deal of the
trouble they give them, because they encumber
their vines and their fields, and that it is with
great difficulty they get clear of them. It is

true that in its uncultivated state this potato
is very small, when cultivated it grows as
large as that produced in Europe. In the
opinion of the inhabitants of Galicia the potato
has always existed in that country, there being
no tradition of its ever having been introduced
from elsewhere : that its importation from Ame-
rica seems impossible, the date of the discovery of
that continent being too recent to allow the recol-
lection of its introduction into tbe country to be
lost : finally, in many of the neighbouring towns
it has never been known but by the name of Gal-
Icfja, supposing it to be the natural production of
the soil of that country.

Although some writers suppose that the
potato has been imported into America by the
(jalician vessels trading from Corunna to those
ancient Spanish colonies, yet I do not pretend to
support that opinion ; nevertheless, without con-
testing the American intligenousness of the potato,
I think there is reason to believe that it is at
least indigenous also of Galicia.

However, it is certain that the potato which
was introduced in the European culture had been
imported from Peru by Sir Francis Drake in 158(i.

It appears that the Italians were the first to culti-

vate it largely. It was but littleknown in England
before 1630, and in France not till many years after.

In the beginning of its culture in Europe, there
was a strong prejudice against this prodigious
root, by which its propagation was greatly im-
peded ; at first it was supposed susceptible of
breeding the plague, and of causing several ma-
ladies

; its enemies pretended further that its cul-
ture exhausted the land so much that it became
afterwards quite barren.
Some persons, however, full of devotedness

for the well-being of society in general, having
examined the potato, and knowing its worth, as
well for its nutritive qualities as for the immense

quantity of its produce, did all they could to ad-
vance its propagation. A. A. Parmentier, who
laboured most ardently in this philanthropic work,
it is reported, bestowed his attention on it for
forty years without intermission. He first tried to
destroy the idea which the people had of its

supposed unwholesome qualities; to this object
the Falcuta tie Medecine of Paris published a re-
futation of the silly opinions then prevalent, de-
claring that the potato was a food free from any
noxious qualities.

Utility of the Potato.

The potato is one of the most useful plants
to man ; it presents a wholesome nutriment, is

easy of digestion, and serves for food to the
poor without any other preparation than the
simple cooking under ashes, in the oven, or
boiled; it furnishes afecula or flour of a superior
quality, and in a treble proportion to what the
same portion of land would furnish sowed with
wheat. Finally, the surprising abundance of this
fruit-root permits us not to dread any more the
scourge of dearth where its culture is somewhat
extended. Since that, growing under ground
sheltered against the intemperatures, its produce
is certain, though it may sometimes be less
abundant, through an extreme contrariety of
season.

As food for man, the potato must be considered
as a.fari7iaceous plant, and as a pot pulse, under
this last consideration, it is worthy of being
placed at the first rank ; it can be cooked in a
variety of ways ; it is found with pleasure on
every table, if not as a principal dish, at least as
accessory to meats or other pulses.
As a farinaceous plant, the potato can be made

one of the first resources for the alimentation of
the people. It is now a considerable branch of
agricultural commerce, and contributes largely to
the well-being of agriculture.

'J'he use of the fecula of the potato is now ge-
neral in Europe for several objects of first want,
which gives it a considerable consideration.
Thousands of families use it daily ; it makes a
pap veiy nourishing, and very superior for taste
to that of any other flour. A fourth part mixed
with whcaten flour makes the bread whiter, and
gives it a pleasing relish. Ihe fecula is also used
in stiffening calico; it is even used in the fabrica-
tion of paper, at the rate of 10 per cent, of the
weight of tbe rags. The best fancy biscuit can be
made exclusively with it, and sea-biscuits made
with its mixture are excellent. In some places
sugar is extracted from it of a good quality, but
the quantity is very small.

If we consider the potato as food for cattle, we
shall find again that this root is a great and inter-
esting resource of rural economy ; every domestic
animal is very greedy of it; given cooked, and
particularly by steam, it is very profitable for nu-
trition and for fattening, without the fear of it

causing anv sickness. The horse which is fed
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witb it always Iceeps fat; his skin is sliiiiing, and
he has more strength. The ox will fatten j)cr-

fectly with it ; it is also a very good food for cows,
whose milk will then he abundant and of good
quality. One cannot give anything more pleasing

or more fattening to the pig ; it gives its flesh an
agreeable taste, and renders it easy of digestion.

Finally, it is good for all kind of poultry, if it is

given a little warm.

Produce of the Potato—Its economical, agricul-

tural Impection—Its chemical Analysis—Com-
parisons of its nourishing Qualities with several

other alimentary Substances.

The potato produces a great deal more than any
economical plant yet known ; the weight of its

crop is never less than six times the weight of
wheat obtained on the same space of land ; but in

rather cold lands, or in countries not exposed to

extreme dryness, the weight of its produce can be
reckoned from nine to twelve times that of wheat.
It is true that there are some varieties of potatoes
that produce a great deal less than others, but we
must suppose that the farmer will try to get that

kind which gives the greatest profit, since, good
or bad, they give the same trouble and take the
same breadth of land.

Economically, potatoes are considered of two
sorts, some having a pleasing and delicate taste

suitable to man, and the others only fit for cattle,

their taste being less agreeable, but producing a

great deal more. Their numerous varieties show
an extraordinary difference in the quantity of fari-

naceous substance which they contain ; some con-
tain twice as much as others, and consequently are

doubly nutritive. The cultivator must, then,
know which to employ to his culture, to answer
the object of his farming—those which have most
of alimentary substance, those which are the most
fruitful in roots, or those most estimated for the
table.

The local inspection or analysis is the only way
of choosing with the assurance of success ; for it

must be allowed that the analysis made in other
places cannot be a sure guide for the cultivator,

since that, without reckoning that most of the va-
rieties have changed their name in changing their

country, it is still more certain that the qualities

change also by the difference of the land, which
is no doubt one of the first circumstances that in-

fluence essentially the properties of the potato.
Moreover, the varieties have already multiplied
ad infinitum, either by seed or by change of lo-

cality. It is not, then, now possible to enume-
rate, and still more difficult to know them ; each
country—even each town—has already its special
varieties, which are not known elsewhere, and
which, if they were transferred, would soon also
alter in their qualities.

Chemical Analysis.—According to the analysis
made by M. Vauquelin upon forty-seven varieties
of potatoes, this root is chemically composed, out
of 100 parts, of from 1,'! to 25 parts of starch or
pure flour, of from 5 to !) of a fibrous matter, 1 to

3 of albumen, or a substance condensable in the
fire, resembling the white of an egg, of 2 of a
substance containing gum and sugar, and from <!:")

to 80 parts of vegetable water. From the obser-
vations of this chemist, it follows that 11 of these
47 varieties gave from a fifth to a fourth of their
weight of starch, and that only two varieties gave
as little as an eighth. He believes, by the results

of his observations, that lOOlbs. of potatoes will

give, on an average, from 15 to I'Olbs. of fecula,
which is a great advantage, considering the abun-
dance of nutritive substance the fecula contains,
and consequently the price it has in trade.

Its nourishing qualities compared to several ali-

mentary substances.—Many experiments have
been made to ascertain the nutritive properties of
the substances that arc mostly used for the sub-
sistence of man. A notice published by M. M.
Perry and Herring gives the quantity of nutritive

matter that each of these substances contain ; but
this work, precious as it is, cannot serve to an-
swer the end of this notice. However, we find

in it a few deductions having special reference to

the potato.

To answer my object, I borrow from a very
commendable work the following comparisons,
which show precisely the correspondence of the
potato with several other substances, as to the nu-
tritive properties of the one compared with those
of the other.

lOOlbs. of potato are equal for nutriment to

lbs.

Meat without bone 25

Beans 28
Whcaten bread 35
Parsnips and carrots 190
Turnips 300
Cabbage 400

The notice of M. M. Perry and Herring esta-

blishes that 31bs. of potato are equal for nourish-
ment to 12 ounces of bread and 5 ounces of meat.

There is, as will be perceived, a great difference

between the two calculations, particularly as re-

gards meat.

SUBJECTS PREVIOUS TO THE CULTURE OF THE
POTATO.

A few Observations—The most convenient Soil—
The quantity and quality of Manure that suits

it best.

Observations.—In considering the origin of the

potato, one would be led to believe that it could

not grow perfectly except in warm climates, but
the result proves that it is otherwise : it grows
well everywhere ; heat or cold act very little on
the quantity of its produce, especially if the potato

is already used to the climate, which is done with

better success by the produce obtained from seed

in the country itself. It is another recommenda-
tion for this precious plant, since it offers to all

the inhabitants of the globe indiscriminately a

sure and abundant produce. It has also the great

advantage of suiting itself to all kinds of land ;

nevertheless, the crop is more or less abundant,

and the quality of the produce is more or less

good, according to the nature of the soil. This is

sufficient to show the necessity of choosing the

soil that suits it best; if, however, one has the fa-

cility of that choice, it cannot be too often re-

peated. The goodness of the jiotato depends as

much on the nature of the soil as on the species.

In agriculture the cropping of the potato is con-

sidered as preparatory ; that is, it prepares the

soil to produce a subsequent exhausting crop, by
the benefit it draws from the labour bestowed on
it while the potato is growing, by the effect of the

eleansings and the small dressings, dclvings, &c.,

and by the remainder of the manure it has re-

ceived on that occasion. It is certain that wheat
or any other corn Mill do uncommonly well after a

crop of potatoes.
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The most convenient soil, and the inost favourable

situation.—The fust condition that a soil must
liavc to be fit for the cultivation of the pctato is,

that it be of" a nature easy of tillage, to permit the

growth of the tubercles. This is so true, that this

plant will even succeed well in pure sand or gra-

vel, and that for the same reason it will come in-

diflercntly in chalk or in clay— substances too

compact to allow the increase of the tubercles.

Consequently, the soils best adapted for this

culture are, by order of enumeration, generally all

soils friable, dry, and light; the vegetable earth,

whatever may be its nature, but the sandy is pre-

ferable ; alluvial earth ; the red grit in decompo-
sition ; and all stony land.

The most unfavourable lands for this plant are,

generally all the compact soils, and those that arc

very wet ; the clayey and chalky soils. Yet by
tilhng well these lands, and by keeping them dur-
ing vegetation in a state of suppleness and of di-

vision, a crop will still be certain, though less

abundant, aud of an inferior quality.

The potato requires for its good culture elevated

grounds ; it will always be of a better quality in

high than in low lands ; it is also better in dry
than in wet soils. It is an error to believe that it

requires much wet. It is true that it will often

produce more in wet than in dry soils, but gene-
rally the tubercle-seeds rot in such places; and
above all, this augmentation of pi'oduce, if it hap-
pens, will always be at the expense of the quality.

The tubercles that have grown in a wet soil have
always an insipid aud sometimes a mouldy taste

;

tiiey are more watery, and consequently have less

of nutritive qualities, and are more subject to rot

and to freeze.

However, as it may happen that the farmer will

be obliged, in spite of his will, to use low or wet
lands for the culture of the potato, it is good to

know that practical experience has established this

general rule in agriculture, that the red suffers less

in low and wet lands, and that the whites require
more particularly the high and dry lands.

Of the quality and quantity of manure.—The
potato requires manure, and some have even ad-
vanced that the tceight of the produce of the tu-
bercle icill be in jjroportion to the manure em-
ployed, and to the number of the delvings, &c.,
given. Without contesting this principle, which
I think, on the contrary, to be correct, I must,
however, observe that the produce arising from an
excess of manure has always the inconvenience of
an inferior quality, and even sometimes is not eat-
able for man. There is an axiom that should never
bo forgotten

—

potatoes are tender, farinaceous, and
of a pleasing taste, in a sand a little manured ;

on the contrary, they are viscous and of a bad
taste, in a soil clayey, taet, or over-manured.
The cultivator will easily understand that the

manure communicating a bad taste to the potato,
is precisely putrefying dung, either solid oi liquid,

as the stable-dung, the pig-dung, human excre-
ments, fermented urines, &c. If the crop was de-
signed for fattening cattle, it would then perhaps
be indifferent whether they would be more or less

savoury, since, for all that, the potato does not
contain less of nutritive substances ; but if, on the
contrary, they are intended for the table, the culti-

vator must use only a moderate quantity of that
manure, and if he wish to force the production, he
must do it with inodorous mamire, either solid or
liquid, such as ashes, the fucus or sea-weed, the
blood of animals, &c. Yet I must observe that all

the small dressings, such as delving, hoeing, kc,
repeated and well executed during vegetation, are

the best means of obtaining large crops with a mo-

derate quantity of manure, and always to the great

advantage of the (luality of the produce.

Nevertheless, the potato suits itself to all kinds

of manure, as it suits itself to all kinds of soils, but

as it comes better in certain soils, it is also more

benefited by certain manure. Stable-dung, animal

matters, mineral substances, cleansings of canals,

ponds, &c., all these manures will do ; but the bodies

which contribute the most to its development, and

give it a vigorous vegetation, are matters containing

azote, a fluid forming the greater part of the at-

mosphere, such as rubbish of plaster, clippings of

skins and of horns, bone-dust, &c.

Mr. Dombasle, a distinguished theoretical and prac-

tical farmer, tells us—" In Flanders and in the Pa-

latinate of the Rliine, they sprinkle the potatoes iu

June with fermented urine, immediately before the

hoeing; this labour, which takes place afterwards,

gathers round the foot of the plant the earth impreg-

nated with this manure, and increases prodigiously

the vegetation, by which a considerable crop of

potatoes is obtained." We must remark that the

two countries named by Mr. Dombasle are known
to be very advanced in agriculture.

However, the ordinary dung is generally used

for the potato ; the oldest is always preferred, when
it is reduced to a clammy substance, and when it is

easily cut with the spade. The manure in this

state, called on the continent beurre noir (black

butter), has the advantage of not containing the

seeds of injurious weeds, they having been des-

troyed by the long fermentation ; its effects are

immediately produced, so that vegetation profits

directly by it. Some say that dung fresh from the

stable, c;mtaining a great deal of straw, is the only

manure fit for wet or clayey soils ; they say that it

warms the former and divides the latter, so as to

help the development of the tubercles. I advise

those who have such soils to make the trial.

CULTURE OP THE POTATO.

Observations—Preparatory Labours—Plantation
—Harrowing—Delving—Hoeing—Defloration.

Parmentier has said—" The culture of the potato

is grounded upon one only principle, whatever may
be the nature of the soil, and the species or variety

of the potato ; it consists in tilling tcell the

land before planting, and continuing during the

growing." If this principle is fully acted upon, a
good crop is always certain, whatever may be-

sides be the circumstances of the soil or of

the manure ; it is from the result of this principle,

that we see the potatoes succeed better in a soil

deep ploughed, hut tcithout manure, than in a

ground only spade-digged, tilled, and manured.

If the advantage of a soil well tilled before the

planting or sowing is generally received, it is not

generally admitted that the surface should be kept
in tillage during the vegetation ; many farmers

would think of considerably prejudicing the crop,

if they were to give a second delving, particularly

during hot weather. They suppose that by open-

ing the surface of the soil, the evaporation of the

interior humidity would take place, which would
cause the root to dry and the plant to perish, and
that on the contrary the upper crust formed by
rains, dews, or the crusting alone of the earth,

helped by the atmospherical action, hinders this

evaporation, and that consequently the interior hu-

B 2
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inidity is sustained a long time, to the great advan-
tage of the root. This reasoning is far froni cor-

rect; I would even call it, with Mr. Dombasle, a
tjrcftt error. I am convinced that tlie roots enjoy
more humidity when the surface is well divided by
the small tillages than when it is covered by an
hardened crust; it is certain that if, during the

heat, the surface of the soil is crusted, the evapora-
tion of the interior humidity will not be so great

;

but in that state the earth cannot enjoy in its in-

terior the immense atmospheric advantages, putting

aside the light showers that are lost for the roots

in a hardened soil. AVe must also reckon the bene-
fit that the dew confers claihj on the roots, which
it can reach when the surface is well divided ; the

air also penetrates them constantly, and besides

the particles of water it contains, and that the

roots draw from it, the air, by its own essence,

does them a great deal of good in communicating
to them the fertilizing substances it contains.

From this motive, crops weeded will succeed often

in soils where plants not weeded perish through
dryness.

Preparatory Labours.—The preparatory dress-

ings are multiplied or reduced according to the

nature of the soil ; for if the soil is heavy or

clammy, it will naturally require more labour than
if it were light. It is then necessary to suppose

them distinctly in two cases.

The heavy, clayey, and chalky lands.—To be
well prepared, these lands require three dressings

—the first with the plough, before winter, by
which the stubbles or straw of the last crop, with

the casual grass and bad seeds, are buried as deep

as possible ; and tico, of from four to six inches

deep, with the scarifier, early in spring, and again

just before planting. The winter's ploughing pro-

duces admirable effects on the chalky soils ; it ex-

poses them to the rain and the snow, and the frost

crumbles them, to the great advantage of the sub-

sequent dressings, and of the vegetation of tlie

next culture.

The light lands, sandy or otherwise.—Two
dressings are sufficient for these lands

—

the first,

with the plough, and deep, must be given early in

sprmg, a month or six weeks before the planting

;

and a fortnight after, the second, ivith the scarifier,

atfour inches deep.

If the heavy lands destined to be planted with
]totatoes are occupied during winter witli an extra-

ordinary culture, either of turnips, trefoil, winter

vetches, &c., these lands cannot be prepared other-

wise than the light lands ; and yet one would be
obliged to plant tardy potatoes, since these crops,

particularly the trefoil, cannot be cut before April.

The plough must then immediately follow the

scythe.

Plantation.—As to the culture, potatoes arc of

two sorts—eai'ly and tardy.

The cultivator must decide which of these two
sorts he wishes to cultivate, and then he will be
able to determine the time, even the day, for

planting ; but before deciding he ought to consider,

besides the anterior crop, the one he intends shall

follow the potatoes, that the time of the harvest of
these may permit him to dispose his land for the

one that will follow.

The early potatoes are planted in March. If the

season is favourable, they may be planted in the

bi'ginning; otherwise in the middle; and some-
times even at the end.

The tardy are planted in May and in the begin-

ning of June ; there are some varieties that may
even be planted in July, the time they take to ope-
rate their complete vegetation being short, a very
essential circumstance, and which it is the interest

of the cultivator to well observe, that he may profit

by it.

One must not try to change the season proi>er to

each species; an early sort planted too late pro-
duces generally a great deal of fibrous matter,
and very few tubercles ; likewise a tardy variety

planted too soon does not rise so quick as one
might think ; and if it obeys the desire of

the farmer, it is to shoot again when after dry
weather it comes to rain. Nature will always
revenge itself when such a yoke is imposed on its

vegetation, sometimes by deteriorating the quality

of the produce, but always by a reduction of its

quantity. Consequently, the cultivator must be

well assured that the species belong truly to the

season when he intends making his plantation.

The early sorts are frequently liable to rot after

being planted, by the effect of the tardy frosts of

spring. If the season is backward, the cultivator

must wait a fortnight, gr longer if it is requisite,

and he must always mind to bury them deep
enough to avoid this accident.

The tardy, on the contrary, arc exposed to be
still underground when the autumnal rains arrive,

which might cause them to rot, or at least to alter

their quality by getting mouldy or watery, and
they are often very subject to the rot or the frost.

To avoid this evil, there are no other means but to

take them up the moment they arc ripe.

A good variety of potatoes may degenerate by
the mere mixture of a few plants of an inferior qua-
lity amongst those of the plantaticm ; the commu-
nication of the pollen or seminal dust with each
other suffices to occasion the alteration of the

species. Some which were good and fit for the

table are seen very often to deteriorate and to be
no longer fit but for cattle; and some becoming
good for the tabic which were before fit only

for cattle, though this last case is rare by the effect of

the natural tendency to the deterioration rather

than the amelioration. These changes are brought

about solely by the mixture of different varieties;

consequently, great care must be taken to cultivate

each species separately.

There is a common principle in theoretical agri-

culture which has very few exceptions

—

that any-
thing sowed or planted succeeds better xclien made
hy lines or roivs than when it is executed at ran-

dom ; but from that principle is derived a general

and exclusive maxim in agriculture—that all the

planting and sowing done in lines or rows ought to

have these lines or rows placed from north to

south, provided at least that the configuration of

the ground permits it. The principle of planting

in lines is generally adopted for the culture of the

potato, but the maxim of always giving to these

lines a south direction is not much observed; and I

dare say that a great many of the plantations done
according to that method are very often so by ca-
sualty. That disposition is not, however, immate-
rial, for, so disposed, the plants enjoy fully the be-
neficent infiuence of the solar rays, which they re-

ceive on both sides between the lines, as well as

from the toji ; and the soil itself is also benefited

by it, since it receives from these rays a part of its

vegetative ])owcr. The potato is one of the plants
that thrive the most by this kind of culture. I

think that when the configuration cf the ground
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allows it, the potato should not be planted other-

wise.

Though there are several methods for planting-

potatoes, I sliall speak only of that performed
witli the plough ; for I think it is the most expe-

dient for culture on a large scale.

The day before that of planting, the manure is

carted to the field, where ic is jdaced in small

heaps, to be distributed on the ground intended to

be used. On the day of ihe planting, a person

spreads the manure as the plough works ; then

the plough, in filling the ridaes with the new
earth, causes the manure to fall on the fragments

of potato i)laced at the bottom of the ridges

;

the fragments are in this way covered with the

manure, and consequently receive the benefit of

its substances and of the heat necessary to their

first unfolding. If the farmer is short of manure,
or if he wishes to spare what he has for some other
culture, he can manage with half the quantity
without in any way prejudicing his crop of pota-

toes. To that elfect the small heajjs are not
spread, and the person who had that to do places

the manure in the ridges where the jjotatoes are

planted, waiting before to put it that the frag-

ment-seed be placed, taking care to cover them
well with the manure before the plough comes
again ; by this means the potatoes have as much
manure as they require, and half of the manure is

saved. The least distance tlje lines of potatoes

ought to have is twenty to twenty-four inches,

but twenty-eight to thirty would still be better
;

the seed-fragments ought to be j)laced eight, ten,

or fourteen inches from each other, according to

the space the variety requires, and the depth five

or sis inches ; in a damp soil four inches are

enough, and even sometimes three are sufficient.

When the plough is eleven or twelve inches wide,
a ridge is planted and the other left empty, and
so on successively, so that the lines will be from
twenty-two to twenty-four inches apart; but if

the plough is only eight, nine, or even ten inches
wide, two of the ridges ought to be left empty,
and only one planted, and the lines will he from
twenty-seven to thirty inches from each otiier.

Several well informed cultivators leave from tbirty-

six to forty inches distance between the lines, and
their crops leave nothing to desire, compared with
those of their neighbours who follow the thick-

planted system.

The farmer must take care that the jjcrsons

whose duty it is to place the seed-fragments do
not throw them negligently in the ridges, but that
they are placed with the hand pressing on them

;

that being sunk a little, the horse coming in

the ridge does not derange them. In rainy seasons,
or in very damp soils, the fragments ought not to

be placed in the bottom of the ridge, but two
inches higher, sinking them a little; that will be
a great precaution against the rot, which in some
soils destroys a great many before they have time
to grow up.

The greater the distance between the rows of
potatoes, the greater will be the produce, and the
finer the fruit; daily e.tperienco proves that to
be a fact. The thickness of the plant docs not
increase the ])roduce of the crop; on the contrary,
the i)roduce is rather less, notwithstanding a
double quantity of seed has been used in vain.
Besides the greater produce, and the economy of
the seed, planting at a good distance has other
advantages. The soil is a great deal less ex-
hausted, and what exhaustion it suffers is partially

restored, as well by the air and the light that the

breadth of the lines permits it to enjoy amply, as

by the effects of the fre(|uent tillages, which keep

it always in a jiroper state of becoming impreg-

nated with meteorical substances, caused by the

repeated contact of all its parts with the gaseous

atmospherical matters—true source of fertility,

and soul of all vegetation.

The fragments placed at five or six inches deep

will be better secured against the rotting efifects

of rains and of late frosts, by the greater shelter

that the earth gives them, and by the greater ac-

tivity of the central heat, which maintains better

the fermentation, and thus advances the germi-

nation ; finally, that deepness is most proper to

keep a certain freshness to the roots during

summer, and consequently is a precaution against

dryness.

The moment the shoots appear, a good harrow-

ing must be given to the plantation of potatoes,

passing the harrow twice at least long-ways and
cross-ways. This tillage may be considered as a

small delving and a weeding, for it opens the

earth, and it destroys the weeds which begin to

grow in the plantation. By it the vegetation is

stimulated and considerably fortified. It would
be diflScult to form an idea of the good done by
this tillage, if it were not compared with planta-

tions which do not receive it. As soon as it has

been given, young shoots are seen growing with

a surprising vigour, and rapidly developing an
abundance of strong leaves, which contribute di-

rectly to favour the growing of the roots by their

aerial absorption. In cases where the fragments
are only two or three inches deep, great care

should be taken that the teeth of the harrow do
not displace them by penetrating too deep, which
could not happen if they were placed five or six

inches deep, as it has been advised before.

Some of the most distinguished writers on agri-

culture, in recommending the harrowing of the

potato, affirm that the plants suffer no damage by
the breaking of the young shoots caused by the

teeth of the harrow. I grant that, in spite of the

damage caused to the new shoots by the teeth of

the harrow and the stamping of the horses, this

tillage produces a result very favourable to the

crop, by the sole effects of the permeableness of

the earth, caused by the breaking of the crust

formed at the surface. The meteorical substances

will then easily penetrate, as has already been

demonstrated ; but this advantage that the har-

rowing gives to the potatoes cannot reasonably

jirove that the breaking of the young shoots is

not prejudicial to the plants ; for it is easy of con-

ception that the nourishing juices extracted from
the tubercle-seed by the broken stalk is lost for

its future vegetation. For that reason, I believe

that the harrowing would still be a great deal

more profitable to the crop if the harrow was con-

structed so as to optrate between the lines with-

out touching the plants.

Delvbuj.—The delving is a labour very favour-

able to the potato ; it has the double effect of keep-

ing the earth in a light state, and by that means
rendering it permeable to the aerial fluids, and of

cleansing it of the weeds which, the moment their

roots are cut by the flat edges of the shares of the in-

strument, die, affected by the drying winds and by
the heat of the sun. A plantation of potatoes,

well minded, will have two delvings intercolated

between the harrowing and the raising the earth

against the plants. The delvings produce such
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good results on the crop, and the operation is so

easy and so expeditious, when executed with im-

proved instruments, that it would he surprising if

any cultivator did neglect it.

^Earthbig %qj.—The earthing up is the most im-

portant lahour bestowed on the potato ; whatever

may he the ^circumstances of a plantation, the

want of this* labour will certainly cause a defi-

ciency in its produce ; but if the ground is ele-

vated or the soil dry, the crop must be reckoned

as lost if a lengthened dryness arrive before the

plants have been earthed up.

The potato requires two earthings up—the first

when the shoots are five or six inches high, caus-

ing the earth to very near cover them ; and the

second a little before the blossoming. If it is

done only once, it ought to be done amply when
the shoots are six or seven inches high.

The earthing up produces three remarkable
effects on the culture of the potato—first, it facili-

tates the production of new roots or filaments from

the first knots of the plants the moment that that

part is covered by the earth ; these roots will give

tubercles sometimes as large as those of the bot-

tom, for they are advantageously nourished by
the fecunding substances contained in the earth

newly brought near : secondly, the earth gathered

round the plant supports the stems, and by keep-

ing them upright permits the air and the light to

penetrate the lines in every direction, and by that

favours the vegetation of the subject and the fer-

tilization of the soil : finally, the raised part

formed by the earth, in keeping the heat out.

maintains a fertilizing freshness to the roots, by
•which the tubercles increase in quantity and in

size, and are secured against the disastrous effects

ot an extreme dryness.

The potato is an aerivorous plant ; that is, a
plant which nourishes itself as much, or perhaps
more, by the absorption of aerial substances

drawn by its leaves and its stems, as by the nutri-

tive matters which the roots suck from the earth.

The more a plant draws its nourishment from the

air, the more it needs the conservation of all its

caulinary or aerial system ; consequently, the
stems or leaves of this kind of plant cannot be
destroyed without causing a great prejudice to the

vegetative functions of the subject. That is the
reason why the potato requires the conservation

of all its green parts to fully operate its develop-

ment. A respectable writer on husbandry, M.
Montgolfier, says that " the mowing of the stems,

when the leaves are not completely withered, di-

minishes the produce by nearly one-half."

Defloration.—It is now generally acknowledged
that the taking off the flowers at the time they
blossom produces an admirable eftect in favour of

the potato. The numerous trials made by seve-

ral distinguished agriculturists have demonstrated
the surprising influence of this process. First, it

has been discovered that it accelerates the deve-
lopment of the tubercles, and further, it has been
proved that these tubercles were larger when the

plants had been deflowered, and even that they
were more numerous.
The increase of the produce of the potatoes by

means of that operation is truly important enough
to deserve the serious attention of the farmer

;

moreover, it is so simple that no one can find a
reasonable pretext for neglecting it. From re-

peated trials it has been found that the produce i?!

augmented by at least one-fifth.

It is by the modern admirable progresses of the ve-

getable natural philosophy that we are able to give

the solution of so extraordinary an effect. Organo-
graphy and physiology, pertaining to that branch
of botany, give us the solution of this mysterious

phenomenon of nature. They teach us that the

moment the blooming of flowers arrives, and that

the sexual organs of the plants they contain

begin to acquire their fertilizing principle, all the

plant enters into a state of effervescence or irrita-

tion, which brings to the floral part all the ferti-

lizing powers the plant contains. All these

powers are necessary to accomplish the fecunding

act ; they are accumulated by the sexual organs

contained in the flower, and transmitted to the

ovaries, where they remain to produce the deve-
lopment of the seed. The plant, then, which does

not operate the exhausting act of fecundation,

must naturally conserve more of its fertilizing

])Ower to all the other parts of its system. That
is the reason of the augmentation of the produce

when the plant has been timely deflowered.

ROSS FARMERS' ASSOCIATION.
The annual meeting of this association was held

on the 2Gth October, under the patronage of the
Right Hon. Lord Ashburton, Kedgwin Hoskins,
Esq., M.P., Thomas M. Baskcrville, Esq., M.P.,
Joseph Bailey, jun. Esq. M.P., Kingsmill Evans,
Esq., Hill Court, and Thomas George Symons,
Esq., Mynde Park, and was exceedingly well at-

tended ; wc are happy to state that report speaks
well of its success, and that its members are gra-

dually increasing. The ploughing match took place

in a field called the Park, on Calboro' Farm, about
three miles on the road from Ross to Ledbury, oc-

cupied by Mr. James Rudge, and distant about a
couple of fields from Grcndon Court, the residence

of the worthy President of the association, Henry
Chellingworth, Esq. The day was beautifully fine,

and the field, a clover ley, was most admirably
situated, being about 100 yards from the turnpike-

road. The soU was in very good order, probably
it would have given the work a little neater ap-
pearance had it been more moist, but on the whole
nothing could have been better adapted. The whole
arrangements were carried out with much ability,

under the direction of the committee and tlic hou.

secretary and treasurer, Mr. Win. Price of Benhall,

to whom the press is much indebted for his courtesy

and attention. The judges of ploughing were Mr.
John Bennett, of Ingeston, Mr. Wm. Bonnor, of

Aildersly, and Mr. J3s. Rudge, of Calboro'. Of
implements, Mr. Racstcr, Thingehill, and Mr.
Peake, of Ilarewood Grange. The iiloughing wiis

" half an acre of land to be ploughed within three

hours in the best and most workmanlike manner."
Many of the prizes were given in clothes, the

buttons of which were struck from a die made for

the society ; in the centre was a plough, encircled

by the words" Ross Farmers' Association Reward,"
and the whole formed a very neat device.

THE DINNER.
About lour o'clock upwards of sixty gentlemen

sat down to a most excellent dinner at the Royal
Hotel, and which was highly creditable to the

establishment. Henry Chellingworth, lisq., Presi-

dent, ably occupied thechair, supported on his right

by K. Evans, Esq., Hill Court, R. D. Cooke, Esq.,
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Hellens, and on his left, J. Partride, Esq., Bishop's

Wood, J. W. R. Hall, Esq., K. Hoskins, Esq.,

M.P., Edward O. Partridne, Esq., and Wni. Hooper,

Esq. ; John ,S. Collins, Esq., C. E. Thomson, Esq.,

H. Harj^raves, Esq., and most of the leadinq: agri-

culturists of the neigrhbourhood, includin<]f Messrs.

Bennet, Iliggins, Powell, Bonnor, Rndge, Jones,

Garrold, Street, Prince, Peake, and several of the

most respectable tradesmen of the town. Mr.
Wm. Price, of Benhall, and Mr. Henry Burgham,
of Bickerton, offici.ited as vice-presidents.

The usual loyal toasts having been drunk,

The Chairman having proposed "The County
]\I embers,"

Mr. Hoskins, a liberal contributor to the funds,

rose and said,—As one of the representatives of

this county, I beg to return you my sincere thanks
for the honour you have conferred upon ns. Our
worthy chairman has read Mr. Bailey's letter, in

which he states that very important business pre-

vented his attendance ; and we may safely conclude
that some pressing engagement is the cause of Mr.
Baskerville's absence, otherwise he would have been
here and enjoyed, as much as I do, the proceedings
of this day. {Hear, hear). Our chairman in pro-
posing the toast, has said much more of me than I

deserve. (Cries of No, no.) In reply, I can only
say, that I have done the best in my power, accord-

ing to my views, to promote the interests of agri-

culture, because I considered it my duty, having
the honour to represent a county, the population

of which is dependent on the cultivation of the soil.

{Hear, hear). I am very happy to support these

institutions, because I consider them of vast im-
portance to the community ; at the present time
we have great difficulties to contend with, which I

conceive can in some degree be lessened by uniting

together to promote the objects we have in view.

{Cheers). It certainly is natural for me to be fa-

vourable to these institutions, and I can assure you
that I will not deviate in my attachment to the

agricultural interest; for if I did, I should consider

myself unworthy of your confidence. {Hear, hear).

It is my duty to take everything into consideration

which is of the least importance to agriculture, and
you shall always have my best endeavours to fur-

ther your interests. {Cheers). I have told you,
and with the greatest truth, that I consider these

institutions of the highest importance to the county,
and I am sure you will all agree with me, that much
of their prosperity depends on having talented gen-
tlemen to conduct them ; in this respect we have
been exceedingly fortunate. We have presiding

over us a gentleman of great ability and talent—

a

practical agriculturist of much experience {hear,

hear, and cheers) ; and I need not say more than
propose to you the health of our worthy president,

Mr. Chellingworth, (The toast was received with

three-time-three.)

The Chairman rose amid renewed cheers.

Order having been restored, he said, Gentlemen,

—

In rising to return thanks for the honour you have
done m», I cannot refrain from expressing my gra-

tification at seeing the anniversary of our society so

well attended. {Hear, hear) I trust we shall go
on steadily advancing, and add more members to

our lists every year. Our object is to bring toge-

ther, in one interest and companionship, all classes

engaged in the cultivation of the soil, and to in-

crease, by every means in our power, the produc-
tiveness of the soil. {Cheers). Associations of this

kind are highly calculated to strengthen the bond

of union and good fellowship between landlord,

tenant, and labourer, which ought ever to exist .

and one of their most prominent features is that of

bestowing rewards on individuals who have main-

tained an honest, upright character, and have dis-

tinguished themselves by good conduct. {Hear,

hear). The good resulting from this is incalculable

—it stimulates the servant to maintain the proud

position he has gained, and induces others to follow

his example, {Hear, hear). The meeting to-day

has brought into competition the skill of plough-

men of many farms, and the judges have certified

that the work has been done exceedingly well,

which is highly satisfactory to us all. By holding

these meetings, we have the opportunity of seeing

new and improved implements exhibited, from

which we can select those best adapted to the cul-

tivation of our farms. We are told that unity is

strength—then let us be united in promoting the

interests of this society, for by so doing we shall

promote the good of the country. {Hear, hear).

Our society has been very successful hitherto, and

I trust we shall still go on increasing in prosperity;

and I would merely observe that, were our funds

ever so great, we should not expend our money in

sending paid orators into the manufacturing dis-

tricts to s5w the seeds of discord amongst the com-

munity, and to set the working man against his

employer. {Hear, hear). Both manufacturers

and agriculturists are all embarked in the same

ship, and if one sink the other cannot swim very

long. {Hear, hear). Before I sit down allow me
to propose to you the health of a gentleman, one

who has filled the office of Chairman of Petty Ses-

sions, and also of the Board of Guardians, who has

done all in his power to promote the best interests

of the town and neighbourhood, and who is so well

known amongst you that I am quite sure it would

be superfluous for me to say anything further;

therefore I will propose to you "The health of

Kingsmlll Evans, Esq." {Great applatise).

Mr. Evans rose and said—Gentlemen, I should

ba extreinely in want of gratitude if I did not ex-

press my thanks for the manner in which the toast

has been given by our worthy chairman, and also

to you for the cordial manner in which you have

received it. This is the first time that I have had

the honour of appearing before you as a member of

this association, because I did not think myself

justified in appearing before you until I had enrolled

my name. It afibrds me great pleasure to find that

it should so happen that I sit next to, and have the

honour of supporting so respectable a president as

the gentleman who presides over us {hear, hear),

and allow me to say, that although my acquaint-

ance with him has not been so long as yours who

live nearer to him, I have been in his society suffi-

ciently long to know the virtues and merits of the

gentleman ; and as he has spoken of me as filling

the office of Chahman of the Board of Guardians,

I must beg leave to say that there is no gentleman

who has more faithfully served his parish as a

guardian than our worthy president. {Hear, hear,

and cheers). I am fully convinced that societies of

this kind must prove beneficial to all, and it is to

be hoped that in every agricultural district like

this, similar societies will be established, and then

we may expect, should unhappily any dilferences

exist between landlord and tenant, a better union

will be promoted amongst them. {Cheers). I have

no doubt of the great benefit that will arise from

these associations—'that they will induce the tenant
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to look carefully to the terms of the contract which
he made with his landlord when he commenced his

tenancy, in order that nothing should arise fiom his

entrj' into the farm to his retiring from it, that

would cause any diflference between them. One of
the most material points for a farmer to consider,

and which goes very far to bind man to man, is a
faithful discharge of those laborious duties which
he takes upon himself when he enters upon an
estate—an endeavour to increase to the utmost of his

power, the productiveness of the soil, by adopting
the most productive course of cultivation.—On the
other hand, allow me to say that there is another
great benefit that our chairman has spoken of, and
that is, the distribution of prizes to labourers and
servants. This is the first time that I have wit-
nessed the ploughmen at work, and I must say that
great competition prevailed ; by these meetings
much emulation must be excited, and I feel con-
vinced that they will act as an inducement to

parents to bring up their offspring in a proper man-
ner, and I trust they will act as a stimulant to the
rising population of every parish. {Hear, hear,
and cheers) . Gentlemen, there have been so many
speeches of late on the subject of agriculture, that I

should consider myself intruding upon your lime
were I to enlarge upon it. Allow me to assure you
that I shall be happy at all times, whenever my
abilities can be of service, to promote the best in-

terests of the Association. (Mr. Evans resumed
his seat amid loud cheers.)

Mr. Hall rose and said : Gentlemen, I have the
permission of our worthy Chairman to propose the
next toast, and I do so with great pleasure, because
I think if it were not for good and efficient officers

associations like these could not exist. I have the
honour to propose to you the health ofthe Honorary
Secretary of the Ross Farmers' Association
(Cheers). It has so happened not only from public
report, but also from private sources, I have heard
of that gentleman's zeal in promoting the interests

of this society, and I witnessed at the time the great
energy he exhibited in establishing it (Hear, hear).
I have seen to-day the great exertions he has made
to cause everything to pass off agreeably, and I am
sure we cannot fail to observe how much we are in-

debted to him for the great assistance he has ren-
dered the institution, for turning his experience to
the best account, and for giving us the benefit of it.

(Hear, hear and cheers). There can be no inter-

ested motives on his part ; everything he has done
has been voluntary, for the benefit ofthe association
and the community generally (Applause). I have
very great pleasure in proposing his good health,
and feel much obliged to our President, Mr. Chel-
lingworth, for allowing me to propose a toast so
congenial to my feelings. [The Honorary Secre-
tary's health was drunk amid loud cheers.]

Mr. Price : Mr. President and gentlemen, I beg
to acknowledge with feelings of pleasure the kind
notice you and my friend Mr. Hall have been pleased
to take of me and my exertions in so good a cause.
Whatever I have done I have done with the sin-

cerest motives, and with self-gratification (Cheers).
From the commencement of this society I have had
its welfare at heart, and have anxiously laboured
to see it prosper

;
judge then with what feelings of

delight I have this day witnessed the support and
countenance (indications of its future importanci;
and prosperity) that have been accorded to it

(Cheers). Knowing that great good must arise

from the establishment of a society like this, I have

rendered my humble assistance cheerfully, and I shall

continue to do so as long as I have the pleasure of
discharging the duties of Honorary Secretary and
Treasurer to the Association (Loud Cheers). (Gen-

tlemen, allow me again to acknowledge your kind-
ness, and in conclusion to drink all your very good
healths. [Mr. Price resumed his seat amid much
applause.]

The Chairman next gave "the health of the
Judges," which was responded to by Mr. Bonnel.
" The health of the new members" was next

given, and acknowledged by John Partridge,
Esq.

The Chairman : Gentlemen, I have the pleasure
of proposing to you " The health of Henry Clifford,

Esq., of Malvern," from whom I received a letter a
short time since, expressing the great interest he
felt in the society, and in the letter he enclosed two
sovereigns, which he wished to be given as a pre-

mium to the labouring classes. [The toast was
drunk amid loud applause.]
" The health of Whaley Armitage, Esq.," was

next given in a neat address by the chairman.
Mr. Hall: Gentlemen, having the permission

of the President to propose a toast, I will briefly

do so. It would be useless for me in proposing the

toast to enlarge on the objects of this society ; they
have been very ably dwelt upon by our worthy
President, and also by the Chairman of the Board
of Guardians. We have had to-day the pleasing

gratification of witnessing the awards distributed to

the successful candidates. I have heard, amongst
other trite remarks, that good landlords make good
tenants, and I have also heard that good masters
make good servants. As an illustration of this,

sure am I that we should not have seen the gratify-

ing exhibition to-day, and more especially that very

worthy old man, with his snowy locksand blooming
face, unless their employers had been sound, up-
right, honourable, good masters (Hear, hear).

Gentlemen, in proposing to you the health

of the masters of those servants who have re-

ceived the prizes, I cannot help noticing the beam-
ing countenance and glowing pride that was exhi-

bited in the face of one master present, Mr. Jones,

of the Flan. I could not help noticing him looking

up with the pride of a master whose servants have
honestly served him ; and he has good cause to look

up with pride, for three of his servants have gained

prizes this day (Hear, hear). In vain shall we
look for good servants, unless we have good mas-
ters; therefore I propose to you " the health of the

masters of those servants who have gained prizes"

(Loud cheers.)

Mr. Jones, of Flan, returned thanks, giving his

servants a most excellent character, and stating

that the old man should be taken care of as long as

he lived.

Mr. Hicr.iNs, of Fawley, also in acknowledging
the compliment, said he regretted he did not see

more of his agricultural friends present, because he
thought the society was in every way worthy of

support (Hear, hear). Many of them objected

to it because, they said, they were not going to

spend what they had earned the last fifty years on

new societies ; and others said that these institutions

were only established to open the eyes of the land-

lords. His landlord was present, and he was sure

he did want liis eyes opening as much as some of

the rest of them. It might not be amiss, as they

were met for discussion of agricultural subjects, to

allude to what had become a question for the coun-
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ty's consideration. He did not wish to allude to

politics, but souie time ago the cry was " petition,"

but now it was "cultivate," aiul much had been
said by the new doctors about draining. He would
ask any gentleman who knew the nature of the soi

of the county, what would justify the tenant, under
the present state of things, in making permanent
improvements ? He did not think there were many
large landlords who would grant a lease, and there-

fore it was useless to expect that a tenant would lay

out his money in permanent improvements, unless he
had better security to stay on his farm and reap the

benefit of them, and to which he would be justly

entitled (Cheers). Mr. Higgins continued in a

very able address to advocate farms being let on
leases, on a fair corn and meat rent ; and expressed
liis surprise at the remark of Mr. Bailey, at the
Hereford agricultural dinner, with regard to the
probability that if tenants would offer 2s. Gd. or 3s.

per acre more for their farms, landlords might be
disposed to grant leases. Now, if this were the
remedy required, he (Mr. H.) blushed for the
liberality of landlords, add hoped in vain for redress

from them (Hear, hear). Mr. Higgins concluded
by proposing the health of J. W. R. Hall, Esq.,

which was received with deafening applause.

Mr. Hall : Mr. President, 1 feel exceedingly
obliged to our worthy friend, Mr. Higgins, for

having proposed my health, and to you, gentlemen,
for the kind manner in which you have received it.

I certainly did inform Mr. Higgins, this morning,
that I should be happy to place at the disposal of
the committee one or two premiums ; and, if it

meets with tlieir approval, I would suggest that it

should be given to labourers of good character
(Cheers). Gentlemen, I will not follow my friend,

Mr. Higgins, through the whole of his observations
and remedies for the present state of agricultural

distress ; but I would beg to notice that part of his

address which has allusion to leases (Hear, hear).
A tenant of skill and ability would give an estate
the benefit of his experience, if he had a long lease

;

and quite certain am I, from observations that I

have made, that it is decidedly the interest of the
landlord to get upon his estates gentlemen of ability,

integrity, and capital (Cheers). Now, as the inter-
est of the landlord to possess such tenants, it is

quite evident the best way for him to secure them
would to grant leases {Hear, hear). It must
also be highly gratifying to the landlord to see,

year after year, the same tenant upon his estate

—

he and his family become attached to the tenant
by ties of affection, through a long and uninter-
rupted intimacy—and he looks upon his tenant as
the main prop and support of his family ( Hear,
hear). Our friend, Mr. Higgins, in alluding to

these meetings, has said they are productive of
much good ; but I cantiot go with him and say
that we are to look to these meetings alone
for relief from the present depression. We must
not only cultivate, but we must apply all our ex-
pBrience in endeavouring to increase the produc-
tiveness of the land—that is the grand object we
should Lave in view (Hear, hear). Whether we
fight to improve agriculture through this small
meeting, or whether we fight through the
larger one, the Royal agricultural Society of
England, we must strenuously exert ourselves
to produce more from the same quantity
of land (Hear, hear). This should be our
first object but we cannot be expected, by any
reasonable landlord, to expend our time, talents,

ability, and capital in such pursuit, unless we know
that our interest in the land is secured by a lease
sufficiently long to remunerate us. fCheers.) I

have ever felt the truih of this most deeply ; and
one of the most correct observations that I have
mailc, is that those estates always look best cul-
tivated where tenants have long leases upon them.
(Hear, hear, and cheers.) With respect to these
meetings.Jl would only say that I wish we cotild
attend here in larger num()ers. Mr. Higgins has
said that some of our neighbours object to attend,
for myself I cannot comprehend how any one can
raise an objection, or have the slightest foundation
for doing so, when an object is the rewarding of
labourers for superior skill, and servants for their
honesty and long services. (Hear, hear.) I should
not have credited such an assertion had it not
come from so respectable a source. How illiberal

for a man to say I cannot bestow the knowledge
I have gained by a fifty years' experience, on the
members of such a society as this ! Why, gentle-
men, what would become of our land if we had
not men of ability to spread their knowledge ?

And, 1 would ask such men as those alluded to by
Mr. Higgins, do they suppose they have some pe-
culiar covering to their land that we cannot see
their method of cultivation ?—their absurdity is

so great that I scarcely fancy our friend Mr.
Higgins is in earnest. I can only say if such in-
ividuals do exist among us, that they are of a very
old school. (Hear, hear.) It is no credit to me
that [ have not become a member of this associa-
tion before, and I hope and trust that many of our
neighbours will take an early opportunity of en-
rolling themselves in the society. (Mr. Hall re-
sumed his seat amidst much applause.)
The Chairman— I beg to propose the health of

the Right Hon. Lord Ashburton, a large landed
proprietor in this neighbourhood, and I regret
that he, or some part of his family does not reside
amongst us ; we all know the injury a locality sus-
tains by the absence of landlords, and I trust

the time is not far distant when his lordship will

do away with the grievance. (Hear atid cheers.)

Mr. liuRGiiAM, one of his lordship's tenants,

returned thanks.

K. Evans, Esq., in an interesting address, gave
the health of "Sir Hungerford Hoskyns, Bart.''

Mr. I'eake, the respected baronet's steward,. re-
turned thanks.
Mr. Hall proposed *' the health of Mr. Cooke

of Hellens." (Great applause.)

Mr. CooKF. rettirned thanks.

Mr. Wm. Prick—Mr. President and gentlemen,
I cannot forget the very great benefit the society
has derived from the good working of the commit-
tee. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) I have received
great assistance from them, and also much useful
advice. Allow me to propose to you " the health
of Mr, Burgham, Mr. Higgins, Mr. S. Edwards,
and the committee." (Cheers.)

Mr. RuRGiiAM—Gentlemen, for what little ser-
vices I have rendered the society 1 am most amply
com])ensated by this expression of your good
feeling. I rejoice in having been instrumental in

establishing the society, by having been its first

l)resiilent, and I am proud to say that its principal
feature is rewarding labourers. (Cheers.) We
may differ in almost every other matter, but I be-
lieve we all agree that honest, faithful and indus-
trious servants are valuable members of society

andare worthy of reward. (Hear, hear.) So much
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has been said, and well said, on the subject of agri-

culture, that I really think there is nothing new to

oflFer, and therefore I would merely observe that

leases with corn rents are much wanting, and in

sittinc; down return you my sincere thanks on
behalf of the committee {Applause.)

JWr. Evans, in a neat address, proposed "Mr.
Woolley, and the town and trade of lloss," which
was received with loud cheers.

Mr. BunciiiAM ])roposed that Mr. Gary Cock's
name sbouldalso preface the toast, which was car-

ried by acclamatfon.

Mr. Carv Cocks—Mr. President and Gentlemen,
allow me to return you my most sincere thanks
for the compliment you have paid me, and also to

return thanks^on the part of the inhabitants of Ross.
I regret to see so few of my neighbours present,

for it pays the agriculturists a very ill compliment.
{Hear, hear.) I cannot answer for them; I can
only state that I am very happy to be present
myself. (Cheers.) Before I sit down, allow me to

suggest that I think it would accord much better if

the buttons on the shepherds' clothes had an ewe
and a lamb upon them instead of a plough. Mr.
Cocks resumed his seat amidst loud applause, and
having afterwards been informed that a new die

would have to be made for the device suggested,

he liberally offered to defray the expense.
" The professional gentlemen of the town of

Ross," was next given, and acknowledged by T.
Edwards, Esq., and W. Hooper, Esq. ''The better

health of Mr. Thos. Cooke, of Hereford," followed,

witli expressions of regret that he was labouiing
under severe illness. Mr. Thomas announced
his intention of becoming a member of the society,

which was received with applause.

TO THE LANDOWNERS AND
AGRICULTURISTS OF THE
UNITED KINGDOM.
Gentlemen,—It has for a long time past been

my conviction that the essential principles upon
which our AgricKltural Clubs were constituted,

would in the end be the cause of their destruction,

and this is the more strongly impressed upon nie at

the present moment by the pertinent observations

made by the Rev. Mr. Cox, at the Hinckford meet-
ing, upon that subject. During a time ofpeace per-
haps, there was propriety in excluding all subjects

having a political tendency from discussion; but
when the enemy is at our gate in full force, it is then
time to arm for the contest, and with a manful
struggle to contest the field, to concentrate and
bring all the power of the agricultural body into

opposition, and not to take the motto, " Knowledge
is power," without fully acting up to its precept.
The Anti-Corn Law League has grown into a for-

midable body ; and exceedingly well drilled and
supplied with materiel to carry on the contest, having
uU their energies directed to one object, the des-

truction of the CKjricxdtural interest. With the

assistance of a j)owcrful press, and well-arranged
meetings in every district in tlie kingdom, can it

Ijc supposed that success will not attend their ef-

forts, so long as their opponents make no exertion

to resist them, but rather suffer themselves to be
annihilated in detail ?

I would not for a moment venture an opinion

upon the subject (notwithstanding the utter disre-

gard to decency and truth exercised by the League),
unless that opinion would be borne out by truth,

and supported by argument, and such is the con-
viction upon the subject that must come home to

the mind of every honest man, if he fairly investi-

gates for himself, that he will at once see the neces-

sity of protection to agriculture necessary as a na-
tional good, independent of any boon it may be
supposed to confer upon the agricultural body as

the recipients.

The words dear and cheaj) arc always applied to

the value of land produce, and merchandisable ar-

ticles ; but the api)lication of the words in relation

to the value of the produce of different countries

can only be measured by the ability of the inhabi-

tants ofeach country respectively as sellers or pur-
chasers : thus, wheat at 35s. per qr. in all wheat
growing countries north of tlie Baltic, may be abso-

lutely dearer to the inhabitants of those cotmtries

than it would be to the inhabitants of this country
at 50s. or even GOs. per qr. ; and it is quite notori-

ous, tliat in all the cheai:)est producing countries,

the distress of the lower portion of the population

is increased over the dearest producing countries

;

and in all those districts from which the finest

wheat is imported via Dantzig, the poorer classes

never taste wheaten bread, but live upon rye and
oat bread of the coarsest description.

It would follow, then, as a consequence, that if a
free importation of corn were to take place, the mo-
ney would find its way from the dear corn growing
country to the cheap corn growing country, and the

latter, having no wealth except what they might
obtain by carrying on the trade, would not become
purchasers of our manufactures only to a limited

extent, and then only with the money first obtained
from this country. Mr. Keer Brown, who lately

addressed his lettees to me upon the subject, has so

fully explained this that I refer your readers to his

pamphlet, now in process of publication.

I have entered into this subject merely to show
that it is money and money only that would flow

from this country in exchange for corn ; and if

there were no other proofs existing, those alone of

the hostile tariffs of all European nations as well as

of America, at the present moment, would be sufli-

eient—the determination of the Governments of

those countries being to j)reserve their oicn trade

and ma7mfuctures from being breught into compe-
tition with the English producer ; and unless a tariff

carried out upon the same principle shall be es-

tablished in this country, our trade must sulfer by
such one-sided and I may say short-sighted policy.

When the League first commenced their attack,

they stated that the object was to produce food at

a rate so cheap in this country that the English me-
chanic might be able to compete with the foreigner

;

they found, however, that this line of proceeding

was open to attack, as they were immediately
challenged upon having the intention of reducing

wages by means of lowering the price of food. It

therefore abandoned this course, and started ano-

ther—that a free trade in corn would allow propor-

tionate exjiorts of maimfaetured articles, i)rc-sup-

])osing that all foreigners having wheat to dispose

of would be in want of clothing, hardware, ice, in

exchange.

Tlie fact is, the League do not expect that either

result will follow, without the other accompanying
it—one object being to reduce wages, but the nrain

object being to involve the whole agricultural body
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in ruin ; and such is their inveterate hatred that

no pains will be spared to effect their object.

I must, in the space of a letter, only touch upon
the leading jioints connected with the subject; but

at the same time that I do so, I cannot let those

pass that materially apply to, and affect the agri-

cultural tenants and labourers. The whole object

of the League has been to destroy confidence be-

tween the landlord and tenant, and to produce dis-

satisfaction between the labourers and their em-
ployers, by telling the one that they pay exorbitant

rents, and by endeavouring to convince the latter

tliat they are paid inadequately for their labour.

By the returns made at the last census, tbe rent

of tbis county appears to be under SOs. per acre, a

much lower sum than many would have supposed ;

from this 20s. all the usual drawbacks for repairs,

maintenance of sea walls, &cc., for a deduction of at

least lol. per cent, leaving a net rental of only 17s.

(»d. per acre. The average of the poor and county-

rates is about 4s. per acre; the tithe-commutation

about 6s. per acre; surveyors' rates lOd. per acre;

labour about 30s. per acre ; and horse labour about

yOs. per acre. The land-tax, assessed-taxes, pro-

])erty and income-tax, also, all direct cliaroes, unal-

terable in amount, except that in proportion as tbe

value of produce dechnes they are proportionably

advanced. Let me ask any tenant, therefore, who
thinks rationally, what must be the result of any

sudden change in the value of his produce ; expe-

rience has already taught him in part, and he has

onlv to imagine what a further declension in value

would produce with so many unalterable charges

upon the land, the rent itself being proportionably

insignificant in amount, and I may fairly state that

the picture drawn by ]NIr. Cox so forcibly, of the

sales that would follow of agricultural property, is

neither overdrawn nor exaggerated.

The average consumption of a full-grown indivi-

dual is about 1 quarter of wheat per annum, and

admitting that he pays 8d. or 6d. for the 41b. loaf, or

the difference between lOs. and 52s. per quarter, is

it not of consequence to him as an agricultural

labourer, and worth his consideration, whether, in

tbe event of his obtaining his bread at 6d. he would
probably obtain only '.'s. per week, with half em-
ployment, whilst at 8d. the ioaf he would obtain

lis. per week, making a balance of 4/. I'is. per an-

num in his favour, with full employment—placing

Jiim in a better situation, even should he have seven

in family, as to the comparative amount of his earn-

ings with the actual cost of his food.

As regards the occupying tenant, all those who
hold under leases and agreements would be bound
by them, and a fluctuating price in corn would not

at first materially aft'ect the annual value of land. It

is very true that rents would, in the event of a free

trade, be reduced from 25 to 35 per cent. ; this sum,
however, would be so disportionate to the reduction

on produce, that ruin would inevitably overtake tlie

tenant, before he could produce an adjustment of

claims upon him ; and all those who have liabilities

unliquidated, either from borrowed capital or other-

wise, would find their difficulti<^s increased in a pro-

portionate degree, as they would have to pay pro-

bably one-third more in produce than that under
which the debt was contracted.

As regards the landlord, a greater confiscation of

property would follow than ever took place during
•dr\y proxlons revolution; for I contend that tbis

change would in effect be a revolution, and of such
magnitude as to involve every one except fundhold-
ers, who would have their property apparently in-

creased for the time, in the same proportion as the

value of land would be decreased. But can any
one, with the least pretension to political discussion,

so stultify himself as to believe that the taxes could

be raised from a deprcciateil produce as easily as

from one of increased value '! or, to put it in plain

terms, could as much rent continue to be paid from
land with wheat at 40s. as with wheat atOOs. ?—the

proportionals being the same as applicable to

either, whether it be rent, tax, or any other fixed

payment whatever.
Let me ask them, can the statements I have

made be received as true, or can they be contro-

verted ? If not, is it not worse than madness to

suffer such a harpy as the League to prey upon our

very vitals without even a show of resistance ? I

say then, Gentlemen, let me exhort you to put the

machine in motion that has been hinted as neces-

sary for our protection. Let our landlords come
forward handsomely and liberally in its support,

and let the tenants by their assistance show that

they are warmly interested in the cause ; let a com-
mittee be formed at once, and let the watchword be

protection; let all societies in the country, whether
agricultural or consisting of Farmer's Clubs, be in-

vited to join, and let us one and all, from the land-

lord to the labourer, show by our firmness that we
do not intend to succumb to the League, but rather

to meet them with argument, and expose their falla-

cies and false statements. " Knowledge is power,''

and if fairly exercised will tend as greatly to repel

an attack as to commence one. The agriculturists

have all the wisest and best men with them ; but

however good and righteous their cause, it must
fall if not bravely and vigilantly defended.

If such be the case—and the danger that threat-

ens is so fraught with mishief—I ask, is this a time

for agriculturists to stand still ? I suggest, then,

that the Agricultural Societies and Farmers' Clubs,

in every county, put themselves in motion ; that

liberal subscriptions be made for the purpose of

counteracting and contradicting the falsehoods con-

cocted and published by the League; that the press

be enlisted in our service, and that plain incontro-

vertible statements be published, to convince the

working classes and occupying tenants of the ne-

cessity of protection to agriculture as an end, and
as a national good, irrespective of any individual

advantages that it may confer, except as tending to

increase and maintain the hand-labour of this coun-

try, not only as the greatest source of wealth, but

as the basis of all wealth and the support of all

national greatness and jirosperity. Are the

men of cotton origin, and I may say with cotton

minds, to dictate laws, and to hold in subjection

that class who have ever been the nation's thought

and pride, and who for many centuries caused her

to be envied by surrounding nations ? So long as

England was an agricultural kingdom she was
happy ; the golden days of bye-gone ages, handed
down by our historians and poets, confirm it : when
she became a commercial nation she became great,

and wealthy, and glorious; but when she became a

manufacturing nation the plague-spot was upon her
;

its livid hue was at first supposed to be a sign of

health ; but it has proceeded until it has sunk so

deeply into her system, that nothing but the knife or

caustic will eradicate it. Casting metaphor aside,

can any true friend to his country but deplore the

morbid state of the manufacturing classes ? De-
bauchery and vice has laid the foundation for se-

dition and treason ; the wily leaders of the League

exasperate their passions and influence their judg-
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ments by inundations of vile trasL and inflamma-
tory harangues ; repetition upon repetition fol-

lows, until the deluded victims, that at first onlv
doubted, at length iiecome convinced, and finally

look upon the agricultural bodv as o horde of
har])ie^, banded together for their destruction. In
confirmation of this, I give you a i'ew of the epithets

that they have applied to us :
—" Rapacious har-

pies !"—" merciless footpads !" — " monsters of
impiety !'' — " relentless demons !" — " heartless

brutes!"— " inhuman fiends!"—"swindlers!"

—

" murderers !"—" plunderers !"

—

[Vide League Cir-
culars, No. 27 to 100,) These, and a thousand
others of like nature, are constantly issuing from their

press against us, and unless met in open contest,
the result will be fearful to the welfare of our classes,

and destructive to our existence as an influential

body in the state.

I place little reliance in the boasted vnuntings of
their fund. I do not, nor does any rational man,
believe that one-half the subscription will be paid.
The public are more awake than formerly to the
modes resorted to to raise a subscription. A name
with 500^ attached is sometimes as effective to

draw others as if 500/. were actually subscribed. No
account, I believe, has been rendered of the
'"jO.OOOZ. ; nor will any account be rendered of the

100,000^. The subscribers will be told how many
tons of paper have been printed and circulated,

how many speeches have been delivered, and how
many lectures inflicted upon the public ; as if the

number of bottles, phials, and pill-boxes found in a

chamber after sickness could convey anything of the
good effected to the patient beyond the length of the
bill that was to follow their introduction.

But I fear that I am carrying my letter beyond its

fair proportions ; if so, place it to the warmth 1 feel

in the cause, and let me conclude by reiterating the

motto that we have adopted—" Knowledge is

power ;" and let me at the same time connect it with
another—" Union is strength." Combine these in

action, and you will still live to see the agricultural

interest flourish as formerly

—

the Jirat in the state.

I have the honour to remain, gentlemen,

Your most obedient servant,

Robert BAKtn.
Wriltle, Nov. 30th.

ON MANURES, EXPERIMENTAL
FARMS, AND AGRICULTURAL
CHEMISTRY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Much as had been written on the subject of

manures and the cause oftheir action on the growth
of plants, no true explanation was given to the
woild till the publication of Liebig's immortal
work. That cultivated land required the addition

of something to keep it in a state fit lor vcget.iblc

increase, and that the experience of ages had
pointed out certain substances which produced
the desired effect, were truths well known ; but

the true i)art that manures played in the jjrocess

of vegetation, was, up to the year 1840, a profound
mystery and a vexatious uncertainty.

Liehlg has unveiled the mystery; and, in my
eyes, he stands a greater creditor to mankind
than all the heroes, or statesmen, or philosophers

that have preceded him. He has, in a won-
derfully plain and simple, yet profound and logi-

cal manner, laid hare the true jirinciples upon
which successful agriculture depends ; and, doubt-
less, every deviation from those jjrinclples will be
a loss of time and profit to the farmer who goes
astray. " There is no profession," says Liebig,
" which can be compared in importance witli that

of agriculture ; for to it belongs the production of
food for man and animals; on it depends the wel-
fare and development of the whole human species,

the riches of states, and all commerce. There is

no profession in which the application of correct

])rinciples is productive of more beneficial effects

or is of greater or more decided influence. Hence it

appears quite unaccountable, that we may vainly
search for one leading principle in the writings of
agriculturists and vegetable jihysiologists. The
methods employed in the cultivation of land are

different in every country and in every district;

and when we inquire the causes of these differences,

we receive the answer, that they depend on circum-

stances. No answer could show ignorance more
plainly."

This ignorance has been manifested very plainly

in the numerous trials that have lately taken place

with the various new species of manures. So
many contradictory accounts have been received

regarding their fertility, that we can only come
to the conclusion, that the farmer has been
guided more by chance than by principle in their

application. Guano has been proved to be suc-

cessful here, and a failure there ; burnt clay

answers with one, and not with another;, and so

on with all the other kinds of manure. One far-

mer lauds the action of this as wonderful, and
another disparages it as valueless. And why all

this. Men of common honesty surely would not
tell falsehoods about the matter—would not wil-

fully lead a«tray, because there is so much igno-

rance as to whatconstitutes the nourishment or food

of plants. Land only requires for manure that which
it is deficient of; and where there is already an

abundance of the salts of lime and a sufficiency of

the salts of ammonia, it would be an absurdity to

go and apply guano. In Sir Robert Peel's speech
at the Tamworth agricultural meeting, he alludes

to the fact that the farmers are bewildered and
know not what to do. " With respect to experi-

ments, 1 believe nothing is more bewildering to

the practical farmer than the dift'erent results of

the experiments that have been lately made with
artificial manure, natural manure, and patent n)a-

nure ; in fact, the tenant hardly knows what to do
from the result of aseries of conflicting experiments,

and cannot tell whether they do not owe their

success to situation and soil;" and, in truth, they

never will know what to do until they gain know-
ledge and become acquainted with principles.

Why, farmers are acting on the principle that

Morrison so successfully (for his j)urse) pursued—
" Here, take these pills, they will cure whatever is

the matter with you ;" and the fact is, they did

cure some, but I believe not a few met an earlier

grave than they calculated for. Just so with the

land : it happens to he sickly sometimes ; it wont
grow what the farmer wants, or so much as he
wants, and what docs he do 1 Why, he applies

the remedy that has been latest advertised or most
talked about ; and expects that, because this very
lemedy happened to prove successful with his

neighbour and friend, that it must so prove like-
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wise with biin. Is Ihis not (lunclccry ? to find men
applying to their soils— soils which differ as much
in their constitution, as piitients do in their dis-

orders—a kind of universal restorative f What can

be expected when such a course is pursued? Just

what we find— mystery, doubt, and uncertainty.

Let the farmer ascertain what the true composition

of his soil is, and then let him learn \»hat the

constituents of a healthy plant are ; he becomes

immediately acquainted with the remedy, and at

once supplies the deficiency. Let us suppose that

a farmer wishes to grow a crop of turnips,

and instead of manuring his land from his

yard, he makes an experiment with guano. It

is evident, if his soil he deficient in the

salts of potash, he will not obtain a remunerating

crop ; for turnips require a large proportion of

potash to insure a perfect and vigorous growth,

and guano is deficient in that very constituent.

But guano would be the very material to add to a

soil already rich in the salts of potash, because it

contains a sufliciency of the salts of lime, magne-
sia, and ammonia. Sir Robert Peel's remedy,

however, is a recommendation to landlords to set

aside a few acres of their land for the prosecution

of experiments on manures ; so that the tenant

farmer may be assuredly informed of the genuine

jiroperties'of whatever species of manure may be

tried. I believe that to be an unsafe mode of pro-

ceeding; for it may lead astray, as exemplified

above, and it does not go far enough. The nature

and constitution of the soil should first be taken

into consideration ; then the properties and com-
j)Osition of the plant intended to be grown ; and

lastly, the species of manure to be employed.

What means are necessary to enable a field to

sustain its fertility for the same plant, and to make
it fit for the cultivation of one, two, or for all

plants ?

The latter questions are proposed by the art of

agriculture, but they are not susceptible of solu-

tion by means of the art. W^hen a farmer insti-

tutes experiments for the purpose of making a

field fertile for plants which it would not formerly

bear, the anticipation of success must be small

unless he is guided by scientific principles. Thou-
sands of farmers try analogous experiments in

various ways, and the results of these constitute a

mass of experience, out of which a method of cul-

ture is finally formed, and this method suffices for

a certain district ; but the same method fails with

a neighbouring district, or it may jirove actually

injurious.

What an immense amount of capital and power
is lost in these experiments ! What a very different

and certain path does science follow ! It does not

put us in danger of failure, and it gives us the best

security of success.

What then is the best, and safest, and surest

plan for the landlord to adopt to dispel the doubt
and uncertainty that now attaches to many of the

farmer's operations 1 Why, he should employ a

competent chemist to survey the whole of his

estates, and to make accurate analysis of every

species of soil under cultivation. The individual

who undertook the investigation should go to his

task with an honest ardour, and a pure love of

science; seeking only for the truth.
" These investigations are a necessity of the times

in which we live ; but in a few years, by the united
diligence of chemists of all countries, we may ex-
pect to see the realization of these views ; and, by
the aid of intelligent farmers, we may confidently

cxjiect to see established, on an immoveable founda-
tion, a rational system of iarming ibr all countries

and for all soils."

Many chemists are to he found now-a-days, pos-

sessed of every qualification necessary to ensure

success, and capable of conducting the moat com-
plicated analysis, and for a trifling consideration, if

the benefits that arc sure to accrue he taken into

the account. But whoever undertakes the duty
must discard all the former results that have been
obtained by preceding authorities; or rather, he
must not be led astray by them ; and it is not to

be doubted, but that a mass of information would
soon be obtained, which would more than remu-
nerate all expenses attending the labour. Till

lately many important conslituents of fertile soils

escaped the dexterous manipidation of all those

who had pretended to investigate their composi-
tion ; and perhaps, after all, the farmer is not so

much to blame, if he is more doubtful than cre-

dulous, when it is considered he has been bandied
about by so many quacks.

Agricultural associations might likewise extend
their sphere of usefulness by establishing ex-
perimental farms on a small scale. A rod of

ground is as good as an acre to show a result.

The produce of a small farm, say fifty acres,

would assuredly nearly cover the cxi)enses of
cultivation ; and it appears to me that the practical

results that must follow the employment and the

carrying out of the suggestions of intelligent men,
would decidedly prove more beneficial in further-

ing the objects of the association, than the mem-
bers merely meeting at stated times and discussing

subjects taken at random.
It has been far from my intention to disparage

the associations now in existence, because every-
body knows that they have done incalculable good

;

but I wish humbly to express an opinion, that the

true road to success in all investigations is experi-

ment ; and it is because the experiments that in-

dividual farmers are in the habit of making are not
exactly to be depended on—for prejudice has such
great sway, it does so blind us—that I ardently

recommend the establishment of experimental
farms by the associations now in existence. One
experiment, well and safely conducted, does more
to advance truth than all loose reasoning and ver-

bose argument. There are two modes of experi-

menting: one mode is to establish or falsity a
specific proposition, based upon known data ; the

object of random experiment is to see what chance
will do.

Let us exemplify the latter. We possess a spot
of land not capable of growing to advantage some
kinds of wheat, and as we possess no previous
knowledge to enable us to judge of the kind best
suited to its nature, we throw upon its surface a
medley of twenty known varieties : when autumn
comes our object is attained. A random experi-

ment of this kind possesses a certain advantage

—

it does away with speculation, and at once estab-
lishes the truth sought after. The time is fast

coming, however, when experiments of this na-
ture will be entirely superseded.

The first kind of experiment leads us to put
into practical operation theories deduced from
scientific reasoning. We have found by analysis,

for example, that wheat in corn and straw contains

certain constituents. " Four Hessian acres of a soil

have removed from it by a crop of wheat l^Clllbs.
of the salts of potash and soda ; 67.55Ibs. of the

salts of lime, magnesia, and iron ; and 260,051b5,
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of silica ;" whereas the same soil gave; " with a crop
of peas 198.4'ilbs. of the salts of potash and soda

;

371.461bs. of the salts of lime, magnesia, and iron;

and only 46.001bs. of silica." Now if we reason ac-

cording to the dictates ef common sense and sound
philosophy, we ought to conclude that a soil defi-

cient in the salts of potash and silica will not pro-

duce an abundant crop of wheat • and that peas
cannot be grown to advantage in soils wanting
the salts of potash and lime. Experiment justiiies

that mode of reasoning. Peas cannot be grown
in soils wanting lime, and wheat will not arrive to

maturity in the soils deficient of potash and silica.

In recommending, however, the establishment of

experimental farms, I wish to explain ; because it

is a matter of importance, that I would not have
them to be considered or looked upon as example
farms. Now that the true principles of vegetable

growth are established, and simple and plain rules

laid down for the guidance of the farmer, example
farms are perhaps needless ; and, as has been pre-
viously explained, that as almost all soils differ in

some one material quality, the policy that may suit

one farm may not be applicable to another. Just
let us reflect for a moment on the great number of

constituents that are necessarj' to render a soil

fertile for beans, and that if one of those constitu-

ents be absent, or not present in sufficient quantity,

its fertility is vastly diminished, and the produce
comes not to maturity. Example farms might then
prove an injury to a farmer whose soil but slightly

varied in nature and appearance from that, the

systeni of cultivation on which he was going to

adopt.

An experimental farm has this object in view:

to discover the particular features of every species

of cultivated vegetable, the distinct properties of

every variety of each species, and to bring vegeta-

tion to such a state of perfection, by employing a

system of cultivation based upon known data and
recognised principles, that, unless visited with those

dispensations of Providence it is not in man's
power to avert, we may always be enabled to cal -

culate with certainty upon the exact amount of

produce the land is capable of bearing. Those who
have read Colonel Le Couteur on the cultivation of

wheat will at once acknowledge the desirability of

experimental farms being established.

Experimental farms will act as a stimulus on the

mind of the farmer, and may eventually be made
to be safe and sure guides for him ; but time is re-

quired to eifect tha,t object. The true cause of

barrenness and fertility must be previously well

understood by the cultivator.

I cannot help in tliis place making a quotation

from a letter written by Mr. Hillyard, and pub-
lished in the Mark Lane Express of November
Cth. That gentleman says, " that greater good
has arisen from mechanical science in the improve-

ment of agricultural implements than could have

been expected ; but it does not appear that there

has arisen that great good from chemical science as

anticipated. I'do not mean, in saying thus much,
that, although as yet no important chemical dis-

covery has been made to bring into general farming
practice, still I believe it possible that some great

discovery may yet be made by chemistry, and so

develop some of tlie mysteries of nature as to

enable the occupiers of the land to get a larger

produce from it than they have hitherto been able

to obtain." We will now place in juxta-i)osition

an observation or two made by Liebig in his pre-

face to the third edition of *' Chemiatry applied to

Agriculture.'' " la the three years which have
elapsed between this edition and the first, I Jiavc

not neglected any opportunity of subjecting to a
rigorous and careful examination the principles

whicli I had developed of the nutritive properties

of plants, and their application to agriculture. I

have endeavoured to make myself acquainted with
the condition of practical farming, and with what
it rccjuircs, by a journey through the agricultural

districts of England and Scotland; and during

this interval a long series of experiments were
carried on in the laboratory of this place, with the

sole object of giving a firmer basis to my exposi-

tion of the causes of the advantageous results at-

tending the practice of rotation of crops, and also

of effectually banishing all doubts concerning their

accuracy.'' And in the next paragraph but one he
state*, " Now that the conditions which render the

soil productive and capable of affording support to

plants are ascertained, it cannot well be denied that

from chemistry alone further progress in agricul-

ture is to be expected.'' Now, which of these two
statements is the correct one I will leave the

reader to judge for himself; only I do think per-

sons should be more careful, especially when their

statements carry a kind of authority with them,
not to allow their tongue to utter or their pen to

write what their cool judgrnent must repudiate.

The first idea that struck me on reading Mr. II. 's

letter was, that he had never heard that such a

man as Liebig existed, or that such a work as the

"Chemistry of Agriculture'' had been published;

but, as it is evident he is a reader, I am astonished

he should have displayed such gross ignorance. He
is as bad as the obstinate pilot, who suffered his

ship to be wrecked because he would not look at

the compass.
The chemist can do no more than lay down just

principles, and I boldly say that Liebig has pro-

pounded the true theory of vegetable growth. It is

now the farmers' duty and interest to put those

principles to the test; but if he will continue obsti-

nate, if he will remain in ignorance of, or reject

without trial, well considered plans, he has only

himself to blame. Let the farmer do justice to sci-

ence, and make her his future guide, and let him at

once leave the paths of doubt and mystery, and let

honour be done to the name of Liebig ; and when-
ever we pass through fertile fields, let us bear in mind
that it was he who first showed the certain way ofmak-
ing two blades of grass grow where only one did be-

fore. I never look at the satellites of Jupiter without

doing honour to the memory of Galileo ; I never ex-

plain the properties of the earthy and alkaline bases

without calling to mind that Davy was my coun-

tryman ; and I seldom talk about America, without

reflecting on the dangers that Columbus underwent.

It may be desirable in this place to point out a

few of the advances that chemistry has made to-

wards perfecting the art of agriculture. Cliemistry

has exploded the old theory of the action of humus

,

and has satisfactorily shown us the true source of

carbon and nitrogen in plants ; it has explained

why the alkaline bases are necessary, for vegetable

life—that " they are present for the purpose of ef-

fecting the conversion of carbonic acid into a living

part of the plant." It has likewise explained to us

the true nature of fallow, and how it operates in dis-

integrating from the soil some of the necessary con-

stituents of plants ; and it has discovered to us the

true reason why a rotation of crops has been ren-

dered necessary, and how it was that the land could

not grow to advantage two successive crops of the
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same nature. Chemistry has also exploded the tisc

of mysterious language, so that we shall no longer

hear of land " bcinu, tired,'' and it has given us the

remedies to prevent exhaustion for tlie future. It

has also given to us the means of knowing to a cer-

tainty the particular kind of manure or food to ap-

ply to a field, to render it fertile for any particular

plant. It has sliowu that wheat, rye, and barley,

cannot be brought to maturity in soils deficient of

potash and silica ; that tobacco, peas, and clover,

require an abundance of the salts of lime ; and that

turnips, beet-root, and potatoes, require an excess

of potash. I do not think it ought ever to be re-

peated, then, that "Chemistry has done nothing for

the farmer. "

Let the farmer state fairly what it is he does expect

from the aid of science. I know this, tliough, tluit

he will never find it to play the part of either con-

juror or magician. It may be that he expects Her-
cules to shove the wheel round for him, while he
stands still and looks carelessly on ; but I am satis-

tied that the day has long gone by wlien a mere
common application was all that was necessary.

Depend upon it the time is not now when fruit

could be gathered without first pruning the tree.

The application of chemistry to agriculture will

indubitably require greater application and more
labour, but the results will be more sure and the

crops more abundant. Skill and energy, know-
ledge and perseverance, are now the only elements

ofsuccess ; and I tell the British farmer that he may
sooner than he expects it, feel the effects of being

deficient in either of the above neeessarj"- qualities.

Let enlightened landlords set an example, then,

and show to their tenants what is to be done by fol-

lowing just principles deduced from scientific rea-

soning. I have said before there are many intelli-

gent men, fully capable of midertaking the duties

that would devolve upon them, Avere they called

upon to fulfil such a task ; there can be no difficulty

about that matter. The first th'ng, of course, to

be done is to obtain an accurate knowledge of the

constituents of the soil—every field ought to un-

dergo a searching examination. As Liebig says

—

" The farmer will thus be enabled, like a systematic

manufacturer, to have a book attached to each field,

in which he will note the amount of the various in-

gredients removed from the land in the form of crops,
and, therefore, how much he must restore to bring

it to its original state of fertility. He will also be

able to express in pounds weight how much of one
or of another ingredient of soils he must add to his

own land, in order to increase its fertility for certain

kinds of plants." This is not mere speculation,

there is nothing visionary about it—it is truth. It

has often struck me, when I have been going over

a field of turnips, for instance, and seen a few
isolated ones much larger than the others, as a mat-
ter of great importance to learn the reason why
those turnips should have outstripped in size and
weight the smaller ones that have surrounded them.
It is evident that certain conditions must have been
present to have operated on the growth ofthe larger

ones, and an intelligent man might make that a
means of obtaining important information, and,
perhaps, of gathering a better knowledge of the
means of cultivating them. There must be a reason
why some of the turnips attain a larger size than
the remainder, and it often happens that from such
apparently accidental circumstances, great truths
are obtained. I hope the reader will not look upon
the views here entertained as visionary or specula-

tive^ I am sure I have endeavoured to keep within
the bounds of scientific reasoning; but I believe

there is no calculating the amount of good an intel-

ligent man, being a clever practical chemist, is ca-

pable of effecting. I believe it will be as easy for a
farmer, by and by, through the agency of the che-
mist, to predicate results, as it now is for the astro-

nomer to foretel celestial phenomena.
Having ascertained what the constituents of the

soil are, and made a careful calculation of each in-

gredient, so as to . ensure a faithful result ; the
next point is to obtain a knowledge • of the

mineral ingredients existing in full grown healthy
plants. But let me inform the farmer here, that

the analysis of a soil is not such an easy matter as

most writers on agriculture seem to apprehend.
The fact is, there is not one single plan published in

agricultural works, which is now of any service at

all. Recent investigations have so comjiletely

altered our views concerning the causes of barrenness
and fertility, that it has become a matter of the

greatest importance to obtain an accurate knowledge
of the exact quantity of every constituent existing

in a soil. The plans that have hitherto been published

are useless in a chemical point of view, because they
take no account of, and consequently give no mode
of, discovering the real active agencies of fertile

soils. When we come to examine a soil fertile for

wheat, and find that it contains as many as 12 or

14 different constituents, and that most of them are

essential to the healthy growth of the plant ; and
when we likewise find that some of those consti-

tuents do not form more than a two-hundredth
part of the soil, it requires a dexterity of manipula-
tion and a nicety of observation, and such an
amount of chemical knowledge, to discover and
distinguish them, that few but practiced and ex-
perienced hands really possess the necessary amount
of skill. It is not every one that is capable of giving

a popular lecture, possesses that practical know-
ledge of chemical compounds which is so essential

a requisite in all investigations of this kind. If

there is one business more than another which re-

quires a long and studious apprenticeship, it is that
of the practical chemist.
A few tables of the mineral constituents of several

kinds of manure, and of some of those plants more
generally cultivated by the farmer, are here sub-
joined. They are taken from Liebig's work, and
are worthy attentive study.

100 parts of the wheat
ashes contain— Seed

Phosphate of

potash
Phosphate of

soda

Phosphate of

lime

Phosphate of

magnesia ....

Phosphate of

iron

Sulphate of ")

potash (com- )•

mon salt) , . J
Silicate of pot-

ash
Silica

Coal \
Sand J

36.51

32.13

3.35

19.61

3.04

traces

White
Wheat
Seed.

52.98

5.06

32.96

0.67

0.15

4.99

0.30

8.03

Rye
Seed.

2.91

9.27

5.21

26.91

1.88

2.98

0.34

0.50

52.78,

5.67-'

10.77

13.78

2.46

9.09"!

3.96/

68.60

9.35

19.11

0.00

1.84

1.11
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rOat straw with seeds.

cs «
I
Wheat straw

^ g <( Barley straw with

^ 'H- I
seeds

(^Rye straw

fTobacco (Havaiuiah) ...

i Ditto (Dutch)

§ I
Ditto (grown in arti-

'S.'^ ficial soil)

S
I

Pea straw

•3 I
Potato herb

ijVIcadow clover

fMaize straw

•^ ^ I
Turnips

*
i ^ Beet-root

p^ "p,
I
Potatoes (tubers) ....

l^Helianthus tuberosus

.

Salts of
Potash
and
Soda.

34.30
22.00

m.oo
18.65
24.,34
23.07

29.00
27.82
4.20

.39.20

71.00
81. (iO

88.00
85.81
84.30

Salts of
Lime
and

MaMesia.

4.00 62,00
7.20 161.05

I

25.70 I55.O3
16. .52 163.89

67.44
62.23

59.00
63.74
59.40
56.00
6.50
18.40
12.00
14.19
15.70

8.30
15.25

12.00
7.81

36.40
4.90
18.00

1,000 parts ,of human
urine contain

—

Urea 30
Lactic acid and"j

lactate of am- >17
moiiia J

Uric acid 1

Suljjhate of soda! -

and potash . . j

Phosphate of soda 3
Phosphate of am-
monia 1.5

Chloride of sodium 4.5
Muriate ofammonia 1 .

5

Phosphate of mag-
nesia 1

Water 933

100 parts of horses'

dung.
phosphate oflime 5.00
Carbonate lime.. 18.75
Phosphate of

magnesia .... 36 . 25
Silica 40.00

1,000 parts of human
foGces yield 150 of

ashes by incineration.

Sulphate of potash

and soda, and
phosphate of soda 8

Phosphate of mag-
nesia and lime,

with a trace of

gypsum 100

Carbonate of soda 8

Silica 16

Carbonaceous resi-

due and loss .... 18

1,000 parts of horses'

urine.

Carbonate of lime 11

Carbonate of soda 9

Hippurate of soda 24

Chloride of potas-

sium 9
Urea 7

Water 940

100 parts of a specimen
of guano from Liver-
pool.

Muriate of am-
monia 6..500

Oxalate of am-
monia 13.351

Urate of am-
monia 3.244

Phosphate ofam-
monia 6.250

Sulphate of pot-
ash 4.227

Sulphate of soda 1.119
Phosphate of
soda 5.291

Phosphate of
magnesia and
ammonia .... 4.916

Phosphate of

lime 9.940
Oxalate of lime 16.360
Residue inso-

luble in nitric

acid 5.800

Loss 22.718

Cows' urine, 1,000 parts.

Chloride of potas-
sium, muriate of
ammonia 15

Sulphate of pot-

ash 6
Carbonate of pot-

ash 4

Carbonate oflime.. 3
Urea 4

Water 650

Cows' dung, 100 parts.

Phosphate of lime 10.9

Phosphate of mag-
nesia 10
Perphosphate of

iron 8.5

Lime 1 .5

Gvpsum 3.1

Silica 63.7

Loss c .. , . 1.3

A mere survey of the preceding tables must con-
vince any intelligent person, that the successful
application of manure to land is inseparably con-
nected with the nature of the plant to be grown and
the composition of the soil to which it is to be
added.

On looking over the tables, wc shall find that the
ashes of red and white wheat differ very materially

;

for though both contain nearly the same amount of
phosphate—from 90 to 94 per cent.—the ashes of
white wheat are entirely deficient of phosphate of
soda, whilst those of red wheat contain 32 per cent.

Again, the ashes of white wheat contain 53 per
cent, of phosphate of potash • those of red only
36.51 per cent., and whilst the ashes of the former
contain near 33 per cent, of phosphate of magnesia,
those of the latter contain but 19.61 per cent.

It will also be found that plants are naturally di-

vided into three separate classes—silica plants,

lime plants, and potash plants; consequently, it

would be as absurd to expect to grow wheat or oats

in a soil deficient of silica and the phosphates, or

tobacco and clover in a soil deficient of the salts of

lime, or turnips and beet-root in a soil deficient of

])otash, as to expect to gather figs from the thorn-
tree or roses from the thistle. It is likewise a mat-
ter of importance to know that tlie presence or ab-
sence of the salts of ammonia, affect very materially

the nutritious properties of plants. "Animal ma-
nure exerts a very complex action on plants, but
as far as regards the assimilation of nitrogen, it acts

only by the formation of ammonia. One hundred
parts of wheat grown on a soil manured with cow-
dung (a manure containing the smallest (juantity of

nitrogen) afforded only 11.95 parts of gluten, and
62.34 parts of lime or starch; whilst the same
quantity, grown on a soil manured with human
urine, yielded the maximum of gluten, viz., 35.1

per cent., or nearly three times the quantity.

Putrefied urine contains nitrogen in the forms of

carbonate, phosphate, and muriate ofammonia, and
in no other form than that of ammoniacal salts.

Putrid urine is employed in Flanders with the

best results. I gave, a short time ago, an effectual

and economical mode of preparing human excre-

ments for agricultural purposes, in the Mark Lane
Express, and I have received many letters from va-

rious parts of the country, thanking me for publicly

making known the process. As to its efficacy, if

tried, I doubt not ; it is only astonishing that so

little attention should have been bestowed on such
valuable materials.

I look upon farmers as manufacturers of food,

and considering that man cannot exist without it,

the consumer has a right to expect that every and
the best means are adopted to procure a sufficient

supply.

In urine, and in the solid excrements of animals,

and in guano, we furnish ammonia, and, therefore,

nitrogen to our plants. I'his nitrogen is accompa-
nied by the mineral food of plants, and actually in

the same proportion as both exist in the plants

which served the animals for food, or, what is the

same thing, in the same proportion in which both
are capable of being applied to a new generation of

plants.

I must now bring these random observations to a
close ; but 1 will take this opportunity of giving " A
Welch Farmer" a word of advice. Never more mix
wood-ashes with guano, or any manure containing

the salts of ammonia ; wood-ashes contain a large

portion of carbonate of potash, which decomposes
the ammoniacal salts immediately it comes in con-
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tact with tlicm. I finil yuano couUiiiis somclimcs

more than 30 per cent, of the salts of ainiiionia.

Neither shouhl caustic lime he added to t^uaiio, fur

it acts in the same raauner as iiotash or its carbo-

nate.

If, sir, you should think the hints here thrown
out be of any value to your readers, I should feci

flattered by your inserting them; and if I should

not be thought intrusive on your columns, 1 believe

I have amode of rendering potash more permanently
available as a manure than any we possess at pre-

sent, and which will form the subject of a short let-

ter at some future period.

I am, sir, &;c.,

15, Maze Pond, Borough. Ja.s. Coombe.

LONDON FARMERS' CLUB.
On Thursday, Dec. 7, between 100 and 200 gen-

tlemen, members of this Club, the now successful

establishment of which is attributable to the energy
and perseverance of William Shaw, Esq., its foun-

der, dined together at the Club-house, in Bridge-

street, Blackfriars ; enjoying one of those social

re-unlons which the visits at tliis season of large

numbers of influential agriculturists from the pro-

vinces, attending the anniversary of the Smithfield

Cattle Show, and the meetings of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society, render so obviously opportune and
agreeable.

William Shaw, Esq., Member of the Council
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, pre-

sided. The dinner, which was sumptuously served

up by the experienced and practised caterers for

this establishment, took place, as appointed, at six

o'clock ; and perhaps the only drawback to the

completeness of the festival, was the unavoidable
division of the members, owing to the impossibility

of locating them in one room, though in itself of

most ample dimensions, but obliging theui to be
distributed in three different rooms in the estab-
lishment.

Amongst the leading gentlemen and members
we observed—Hon. Mr. Wilson, Capt. Aitchcson,
Rev. Mr. Waller; Robert Baker, Esq., ofWrittle,
in Esse.v; W. R. Brown, Esq., Devonport-street,
Oxford-street ; George Emery, Esq., the Grange,
Somerset; Humphrey Gibbs, Esq.; Stephen Gran-
tham, Esq., Sussex ; W. F. Ilobbs, Esq., Marks
Hall, Coggeshall, Essex; John Hudson, Esq., Cas-
tleacre Lodge, Swaffliam, Norfolk ; Wm. Hutley,
Esq., Power's Hall, Witliam, Essex ; Fielder King,
Esq., Petersfield, Hants; II. Price, Esq., H. Latti-

more, Esq. ; and a large number of the members of
the Royal Agricultural Society of England.
The cloth being removed, and grace said

—

The Chaikmax rose to propose the first toast

which, he said, would be readily anticipated, for it

was one which was always first proposed and loudest
responded to at all meetings which partook of a
public character. They had so frequently had the
happiness of hearing eulogiums passed upon our
most gracious Queen, that probably it would be
found difficult for him to say anything of novelty
on that subject. There was, however, one remark-
able circumstance which had occurred since they
had last met together, and which he thought was
entitled to their regard and observation. Her
Majesty had paid a visit to the King of the French;

and though he was not one of those who was dis-

]i')se(l to consider that governments could be regu-

lated by the visits of i)rinces, still he looked upon
it as an omi'n of good, with respect to that bond
of union and concord which it was desirable to see

subsisting between the two countries. {Cheers.)

It was, moreover, ex]tcdicnt in every i)oint of view,

that the Sovereign should be acquainted with the

character of her country and her subjects ; that

she should be seen, and known, and heard by the

nation ; and not like the Sardanapules of old, re-

main immured in their palaces, afraid of show-
ing themselves to the ])eoplc. (Cheers.) He
would give " The health of her Majesty the Queen,"
coupled with the heartfelt and fervent wish that

she may long reign over her people. {Loud cheer-

ing.) The toast was responded to with three times

three.

The CxiAiKMAN—The next toast he had to pro-

])Ose 'was " The health of the Queen Dowager, of

liis Royal Highness Prince Albert, Albert Prince

of Wales, and the rest of the Royal Family."

(Cheers.) Of the Queen Dowager, either when seated

on the throne, or retired from that exalted station,

he need not say one word in commendation.
(Cheers.) Of Prince Albert he would say, that since

he had been among them, he had distinguished him-
self alike by his good feeling, his amiability, and
condescension ; and he need hardly say that the in-

terest which he had lately been induced to take in

farming, (loud cheers) had endeared him more
than ever to that important body. (Renewed cheers.)

It was to be hoped that his Royal Highness
would devote himself to that pursuit in such a way
as to become thoroughly acquainted with it, so as to

enable him at the same time to appreciate and un-
derstand the true position of the British farmer.

(C'leers.) On Albert Prince of Wales the nation

placed its hopes prospectively, and he would call

on all present to unite with him in drinking that

he might live long to wear the crown of his ances-

tors. (Loud cheers.) Drank with three times three.

TlieCiiAiKMAN—The next toast was one of a
bodj' of men who must at all times command their

resj)ect and attention, as the moulders and the guar-
dians of the minds and characters of the
labouring population of this country ; he alluded

to " The Clergy of England." (Loud cheers.)

Rev. Mr. Waller, of Hampshire, returned
thanks, and expressed in a brief but appropriate
address, his best wishes for the future prosperity of
the club.

" The Army and Navy" having been proposed,
coupled with a marked tribute to his grace the
Duke of Wellington,

Captain Aitciieson rose to acknowledge the
comi)linient, as a representative of the two services.

(Cheers.) He had always felt the deepest interest in

agriculture, and conseciuently as a member of that
club, the deepest interest in its welfare and advance-
ment. (Cheers.)

The Chairman then said, that, although this

was only a festive meeting of the members of the
club and of their friends, and not one of their an-
niversary meetings—being as yet not old enough
for such a celebration—it would be a singular over-
sight on their part were they to permit that op-
portunity to pass by without drinking prosperity
to their own institution. " Success to Ihe Farmers'
Club.'' (Loud and long continued cheers.) Al-
though, for some short period before opening in

June last, the club had progressed but slowly, he

C
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(the Obuirmau) having moved first in the matter,
I'elt Limsclf in no way dislieartcaed, since
it was uot the first occasion on wliicli he liad

experienced a slowness to move amongst the
fanning body. {Hear, hear, and cheers.)

AlthougL, Lovvever, " slow to move,'' they were,
when once set in motion, very effective Qiear,

hear, and cheers); and he felt satisfied that every
one would concur with him that the progress of
their own Club was all-sufficient proof of this,

when it was remembered that since their public
opening six months ago they had added sixty

members to their list, making their numbers now to

approach to the amount of 400 members (loud cheers.)

It must be further borne in mind, that this addition of
one hundred was made in tie latter part of the
year—a period when it was least to be expected
that persons would be willing to join in an institu-

tion of the sort, when they bad the prospect
before them of the payment of two subscrip-
tions in little more than one year and a fraction

(hear, hear, hear.) They, however, found that

members were coming in from time to time, and now
the Committee had come to the determination that

all members joining the Club in the mouth of De-
cember should be admitted immediately by a certain

operation of the ruies, and by paying only their sub-
scription for the following year; he felt persuaded
by this arrangement that, before they held their anni-

versary meeting in June next, their numbers would
be considerably increased (hear, hear, and cheers.) Al-
though but at present in their " swaddling clothes,"

Le had the gratification to announce to them that,

unlike many other clubs to which lie had adverted
on a former occasion in that room, they had already
begun to show that thriftiness and industry which
distinguished the British farmer by laying by some-
thing for a future day (cheers.) Thus, with as yet,

a small number of members, a small entrance-fee,
and a small subscription—all but too necessary for

the present position of the farmers—they had been
enabled to invest, as a sort of nest-egg, SOOL in the

Three per Cents (loud cheers.) It was not much,
but he (the Chairman) hoped that they would go
on accumulating until it reached a sum worthy of
mention (cheers.) This, he thought, was a good
earnest for the future, so far as the funds of tlie

Club were concerned (hear, hear.) He had had the

satisfaction of knowing, from several members of the

Club now in town, that they felt the greatest grati-

fication in finding that this institution had been
established on a firm foundation, and that they
should henceforth have an opportunity of meeting
with their brother farmers from diflferent parts of the

country, for the purpose of discussing their mutual
interests ; to quote a celebrated remark of a high
individual expressed the other day—of improving
themselves by " rubbing their minds one against the
other" (laughter and cheers.) He hoped that the
farmers of England would make the Farmers' Club-
House, as it were, a "rubbing-post" for their

minds (hear, hear)—that they would bring their

mental faculties into collision ; he (the Chairman^
being convinced that by so doing, as in the collision

of flint and steel, they would produce light for their

own irradiation, and draw into closer union tliose

elements wliich should bind them as a brotherhood
together (f/im-s;. At present, the institution being
so recently established, the Committee had been
unable to make such extensive arrangements as they
could have wished. They were obliged, for in-

stance, to divide themselves with reference to the

dining-rooms, which he was afraid had given a

considerable degree of dissatisfaction to many ; in-

deed, he was sorry to state, that between twenty and
thirty had gone away, but he believed that it would
be far more satisfaction to them to have to say, that

the room instead of being half-full, was so crowded
that all could not be accommodated ; showing, as

it did in truth, a disposition among the farmers, to

support and promote an institution which was
emphatically their own (load cheers). Now in what-
ever point of view they might regard the institution

of this club, there was one object connected with it

of paramount importance, and one to which he might
most legitimately advert—namely, that of forming
in the metropolis a central point of union for the

farmers of the kingdom, for the difi'usion of know-
ledge, and the protection of their interests (cheers).

Whether it was to be regarded in that point of view,
or for forming a bond of union amongst farmers
which had hardly ever yet existed, it was equally

incumbent upon them, and equally important that

such au institution should be supported (clieers).

He had just been informed thata club at the western

end of the town, honoured witli the names of divers

noble lords and influential men, paying large sub-

scriptions, was about to close its doors ; and he

hoped he might not be thought presumptuous in con-

trasting the position of the Farmers' Club with

theirs—they had been only six months in operation,

and had contrived to save a little money ; the other

had been six years in operation, had exhausted all its

funds, and was now no more (lauglder and clieers).

He had every reason to hope that such was not

likely to be their case. In the first place, they had
not large funds to squander, and that, it would be

admitted, was one way of keeping them tolerably

regular and frugal ; and even if they had, he believed

that the management of the club was in such hands
that they would not, like others, be unnecessarily

lavish (hear, hear, and cheers). He hoped that each

member of the club resident in the country, and
whom business had brought up to town on the occa-

sion, would go back impressed with the advantages
of the institution, and use his utmost energies to

add to the present number of the club ; for it was
only by perseverance, and by a progressive increase

in numbers that they could hope to make
it useful to themselves, and useful to the

country at large (cheers). He (the Chairman) should

never be content to see it a mere Club House (hear,

hear, and cheers). He must confess he had ulterior

views. He might indeed be too enthusiastic, but he

hoped some day that, even if they might not become
so large as the Koyal Agricultural Society, they

might at least number amongst them a numerous
proportion of the best farmers through the counties

of England (loud cheers). He felt, for his own part,

that the farmers of England wanted some systematic

organization (hear, hear). He remembered when
some three or four years ago an institution was
established in London for other purposes, he sug-

gested that arrangements should be made, that com-
munications might readilv be opened from it as a

central point with every parish in England ; as he

anticipated, the necessity of having such a machinery

ready for action would arrive (hear, hear, hear).

They had all seen wiiether such machinery was
necessary or not. Tiiey all knew pretty well that it

had been required (hear, hear, hear), and that the

time was come when such an arrangement would be

useful. Whether it was for the object for which

this club was more particularly established, or for

other objects, he should wish to see members corres-

ponding with that institution dotted all over the
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kingdom, so that reports and communications sent

from farmers' clubs, and other fountains of improve"

meat in the country, might be forwarded to a central

club in the metropolis, and bavins: been there

digested and put in proper shape, returnee] so di-

gested to the respective clubs (//far", hear, and cheers).

lie felt confident that a machinery of that sort, if

only judiciously established, would wort well for

the improvement of the agricultural body ; and
d fortiori he conceived that whatever conduced to

that interest, must be conducive to that of the nation

at large (loud cheers). He would conclude by calling

upon all present, to pledge themselves with the

utmost warmth and determination in support of the

institution, and to drink "Success to the Farmers'

Club House." (Loud and long cheering.)

Hon. Mr. Wilson next addressed the meeting.

He had to propose 'a toast which he was confident

would meet with the heartiest reception, and most
pleasurable response—the health of their most
worthy Chairman. (Loud a7id long-continued cheering.)

To him they were all most deeply indebted for the

exertions he had made, in rearing the Farmers' Club
from its infancy to its present position. He (Hon. Mr.
Wilson) individually felt most peculiarly indebted
to that gentleman, for his noble and persevering

exertions, seeing that he (Hon. Mr. Wilson) was one
of those who in years of former agricultural distress,

had exerted his bumble means lo the utnr.ost, to ad-

vance the interests of clubs like the present. (Hear,

hear, and cheers). He rejoiced exceedingly to see

that such an institution was likely to be prosperous
and useful, feeling, as he did, firmly persuaded that

the)' contained within them all the elements of

usefulness and success to the farmers and agricultu-

rists of the country. (Benewed cheers). He wished
their worthy Chairman had explained himself more
fully when he spoke of ulterior views. (Hear,
hear.) He was quite aware that all institutions of

that description must be entirely devoid of party
politics—in fact, that they must never in any such
society introduce any topic which was likely to sa-

vour of political hostility. (Hear, hear), But at the

same time, as an assembly of intelligent men, they
were met to devise the best means disseminating
knowledge on the practical parts of husbandrjr and
of science, and of those great facts which were asso-

ciated with their interests. (Hear, hear, ayid cheers.)

This was the distinction which, in his opinion, ought
to be kept in view. They ought not to look at other

men, measures, or party, or acting as a body of Bri-
tish farmers, to be curbed in their expression as to

facts which most vitally aftected their interests.

(Cheers.) He believed that with such limits as

these the Farmers' Club would flourish, and that it

would be the means of disseminating the most
useful information throughout the length and breadth
of the land. In conclusion, he would express the

sincere gratification which he felt in being enabled
to attend on that occasion, coupled with his hearty

thanks to ]Mr. Shaw, for bis exertions in bringing it

to its present crisis. The bon. gentleman sat down
amid loud and long-continued cheering, again pro-
posing the health of Mr. Shaw, which was drunk
with three times three, and amid the most enthu-
siastic cheering.

The Chairman in acknowledging the toast, ob-
served, that he was most sincerely grateful to the
members for the approbation they had bestowed upon
Lis humble exertions. He could assure them that
lie felt so unremittingly attached to everything that

related to agricultural pursuits, to which his mind
had been directed- from his youth upwards, that to

bestow his utmost exertions in their advancement

was a gratification rather than a labour. [Loud

cheers.) Nothing could so stimulate him to in-

creased exertion, or leward him so well for

his labour as the approval of those for whom he

felt such a deep attachment and respect, and who were

ready to unite and rally round at. every point which

was calculated to improve their position and conso-

lidate their interests. (Cheers.) He regarded such

men as the chosen pioneers of agricultural improve-

ment, and as the benefactors of their country and

their kindred. (Renewed cheers.) They had heard

much, both in ancient and modern times, of those

who might be said to benefit their country ; but for

his own part, he was proud to be one of those who

believed that there was no man who could now-

more ;;benefit his country than he who turned his

attention studiously to the advancement of the agri-

cultural interests of this kingdom. (Loud cheers.)

He felt that he was treading upon tender ground,

otherwise he should have been disposed, as the hon.

Mr. Wilson had observed, to have entered more

largely into the subject ; but he thought, under the

circumstances in which they were associated to-

gether, that it would be more prudent to refrain

from trenching on the subject. He should he per-

fectly prepared in any other place, or upon any other

occasion, to do anything in his power to co-operate

in the adoption of auy other course which the

agricultural class might think it judicious to adopt.

('cheers.) But that was not precisely the period or

the place. He believed, however, that it tvas the

time, however much he might regret the inappro-

priateness of the place, or the occasion (heai, hear,

and cheers,) or that in matters so deeply affecting the

agricultural body, they should, generally speaking,

be found so slow to move. (Hear, hear.) Again

thanking them for the honour they had conferred

upon him, he would conclude by assuring them that

so long as his health and strength, and mental facul-

ties were preserved to him, he would exert his

utmost efforts to support and promote the interests

of the farmers of the kingdom. (Loud and prolonged

applause.)

Captain Aitcheson rose to propose the health of

the Hon. Mr. Wilson, almost the only member, he

believed, of the aristocracy who was a member of

the Farmers' Club. (Cheers.) The hon. gentleman

had been emphatically " the farmer's friend through

life." (Loud cheers.) They had heard him deliver

his sentiments on the subject. Let tbem make as

much of him as they could, for he deserved all that

they could possibly say of him. (Loud cheers.) He
would propose the health of the " Hon. Mr. Wil-

son," the farmer's friend. (Renewed cheers.) Drunk
with three times three.

Hon. Mr. Wilson rose to return thanks. Captain

Aitcheson had been kind enough to say that he (Mr.
Wilson) was the "farmer's friend." He must confess

that from his cradle he had been brought up a farmer,

that his delight had ever been in agriculture, and in pro-

moting it by every means in his ]50wer in the counties

with which he had been connected (Cheers). It was
certainly a pleasing symptom of the times to see the

prime minister of this country laying aside the dignities

of his station, and the party strifes of political feeling,

to unbend his mind to the interests of agriculture, and

to unite with the nobles of the hmd in presiding at

farmers' clubs, throughout the kingdom (loud and long

cheers). He (hon. Mr. W.) v/as one of those who had

mingled with farmers from his youl.h, and from them

had received invariably every mark of attention and

respect. It had been hh great obje( ;t, no less than his

desire, to bring together, on every ( iccasion, the land-

C 2
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lonl and llie (eniiiil farmer (chccrt); that lliey mig'lii

meet, as it liyd lately been expieisccl at the niecliug- of

a farmers' club—that they nii^lit " ineut one another
face to face," without the intervention of the agent
(litur, hear, and cheering). He was perfectly satisfied

that it was only by mutual intercourse and interchange
between the landlord and the ten;int, that an honest
and straightforward understandin;? cnuld be come to

{cheers). This it was that he (hon-BIr. W.) had so

particularly and strenuously desired to see established

throughout the kingdom. He was satisfied that by the
institution of clubs like the present, where they could
meet together, and have a mutual iHterchange of opinion,
that the wants and the protection of agriculture could
best be carried out {hear, hear, and clieers). He re-

gretted that the room in which they were assembled
was not snflficiently large for their first meeting, and
would suggest that in future a larger one •should be
taken, so that if possible all members might be present
{hear, hear, hear). An observation had just suggested
itself to his mind, and which indeed had been touched
upon by their worthy chairman, to the efiect, that they
ought to have a communication with every parisli and
province {cheers). He knew, and his friend opposite
Mr. Ellis, of Barming, who had worked hand in hand
with him on a former occasion in anolher society, to
relieve the agricultural interests irom those burthens
which pressed upon them; they now knew well enough
why it was they failed— it was because of want of union
{hear, hear, and cheers). The agriculturists in one part
of the kingdom wanted this, and the agriculturists in
the other part wanted that, and for want of a proper
union and system agriculture went to the wall (hear,
hear, hear). It was necessary that they should coalesce
together, that they should, as their worthy chairmaa
had expressed it, have intercourse and communication
with the various agricultural societies in the kingdom
{hear, hear). They did know that there was a society
in existence (and he hardly knew whether in that meet-
ing he ought to name it), but there was a society in ex-
istence whose energies were unsurpassed, and whose
means were most extensive {hear, hear, Itcar), who had
communication, not only with every parish, but with
many individuals in every parish, and who were un-
remitting in disseminating their papers and fallacies

through the kingdom, and everything that was most
apt to set man against man (loud cheers). Were the
farmers of England, uuder these circumstances, to be
told, if they meet together in hundreds to-morrow, that
they must not attempt to say on3 word as respects their
individual interests (hear, hear, and clieers) 7 'I hey knew
moreover, that mischief was going oa in the sister coun-
try, and that communications were bemg carried on be-
tween parish and parish, and province and province

;

and he had been told that a society now existed, and
that an agent from the sister country had been sent out
ior organizing such a system of communication. Whe-
ther it might be used for the interest of the agricultural
body he would not pretend to say ; but while they, as
farmers, have an interest in the land, while as landlords
a stake in the soil—while the gr^at mass of the popula-
tion of this country were de])eKdent, first upon the
farmers, and then upon the ariitocracy— while, as he
would not hesitate to declare, the great manufacturing
interests of this country vvere primarily dependent upon
agriculture (cheers), which was the home market of
nature to the world—the landeil interest must be sup-
ported (cheers). He was afraid that he had pressed far
too much upon their time (h>ud cries of " go on"), and
would therefore conclude by saying that in whatever
situation he might be placed, his best exertions would
be directed towards the support and promotion of agri-
culture. The hon. gentleman resumed his seat amid
long and enthusiastic cheering.

The Chairman bad much pleasure in proposing for
the next toast the health *' of the Council and Members
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England." (Cheers.)
It was unnecessary for him to occujjy their time m
adverting to the great benefits of that inslitution. He
knew full well that there wu; -carcely one gentleman

in the room who was not a zinlou') member ol one or

more local agricultural societies, as well as being- also

many of them members of the Royal Agriculiural So-
ciety. The fact of that society numbering nearly

7,00J members, from amongst the leading landowners
and best practical farmers of Enj^land, was sutlicient

evidenceof its power and importrmce. (Hear, hen'-.) For
his own part he could say that the council of that society

devoted itself with the utmost attention to do that which
must best promote improvements in agriculture through-
out the kingdom, and he could only wish, as on a
former occasion, that they could see a greater number
of practical farmers numbered in the ranks of the coun-
cil. (Hear, hear, hear.) They were, however, adding
to the list, and he trusted to see the time when one-half

of the fifty members of the council should be bona fide

practical farmers. (Clieers.) He (the chairman) had
had the gratification that day of iuiroducing an addi-

tional member into the council, who was not only an
extensive but an excellent practical farmer— he alluded

to Mr. Hudson, of Castleacre. (Cheers.) In
conjunction wiih this toast he would name his friend

iMr. W. Fisher Hobbs. He (the chairman) bad before

borne testimony to that independence which character-

ized that gentleman, and who, never withheld what
he conoeived to be a sound opinion, however it might
difi'er from high authority, and supported that which he
considered to be truth. (Lond cheers.) He would pro-

pose the Royal Agricultural Society of England, as-

sociating with it the name of Mr. Hobb«, a member of

the council. ( Cheers.)

W. F, HoBBS, Esq., said he felt highly flattered at

the manner in which Ids name had been associated with
that of the Royal Agriculiural Society. While that so-

ciety was increasing in the number of its members, it

was likewise increasing in uselulness throughout the

country. (Cheers.) Whatever was of value in improv-
ing the breeds of stock, in diffusing useful and practical

information in the improvement of agricultural ma-
chinery, or in bringing science to bear upon agricul-

ture at large, these things wt-.re patronized and sedu-
lously cultiviited by the Royal Agricultural Society.

(Cheers.) In connexion with the Fartuers' Club, he was
particularly gratified at the numerous attendance on this

occasion, and though he regretted the circumstance
that they were not all able to meet in one room, still he

thought that in beginning in the way in which they

had, they were beginning upon safe grounds. (Hear,
hear.) He thanked them most heartily for the expres-
sion of their good wishes.

The Chairman, in proposing the next toast, said

there was another institution of considerable importance,

though directing its attention to different objects than
those of the Royal Agricultural Society, and which
was now very active in the metropolis, which they

could not pass over without mentioning ; he alluded to

the Smithfield Club, and collectively with that the name
of a gentleman present, who had rilled the office of

honorary secretary to that club, and who had likewise

performed, to the satisfaction of every member of the

Royal Agricultural Society since its establishment, the
laborious duty of honorary director of its shows; he
alluded to his friend Mr. Cibbs, and who had devoted
his eneigies, both night and day, to those duties, not
as a paid, but as an honorary officer. (L(fud cheers.)

He regretted, as must every one connected with tfie

Smithfield Club, that, owing to ill health, they were
about to lose his valuable services. (Hear, hear, and
cheers.) Hetrusted that steps would be taken to make
some suitable testimonial to mark their sense of his

services. He begged to propose the health of Mr.
Gibbs, accompanied by a hope that he would speedily

be restored to henlth and strength. (Cheers.)

Hi'MPHRKY Gibbs, Esq., said he felt it to

he a duty no less than a pleasure to respond to a
toast, expressive of so much good feeling towards him-
self and the Institution to wfjich he now no longer be-

longed. It would be perfectly superfluous upon his

part to point out the utility of that Institution, or to do

more than say that it was established in llilS, and had
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grone on progressively up to tlie present time. Although
for a certain period it \va<! mucli dtpressed by the accu-

mulation of a larpt; drLt, I.e had now the plea-

sure of tellint; tliein llrat tiiey had lari^'e availably hinds

in their bankers' hand* for the present year, (Lmid
cheers.) He had to thank them ibr the testimony which
had been borne for his own humble services to that

Institution during the past seven years, and which the

state of his health, and the severe l!il)ours he underwent
at the last show of tiie Royal Agricultural Society had
rendered it necessary that he should relinquish at the

suggestion of his medical adviser. He had not resolved

upon this step precipitately, not without considering

that in reiiriog from the office lie bad introduced into

it one who was, in every respect qualified, nay, perhaps

more so, to undertake the performance of that duty,

(Cheers.) In undertaking the duties of that office, he

(Mr, Gibbs) had been solely actuated by the interest

which he had always felt in agriculture, from the cir-

cumstance of his friends being nil of them either landed-

proprietors or farmers, and from the fact of his father

being the only living original subscriber to the Smith-
field Prize Cattle Club. (Cheers.)

E. H. Lattimoue, Esq., rose to propose the
" Health of the Commiitee of the Farmer's
Club. {Cheers.) It liuil always struck him
as a great deficiency on the part of the agricultural

body that there existed amongst them none of that

social co-operation and union which was so absolutely

necessary for the successful organization of all great
bodies, and such as were to be seen in the present day
established by trades—such as the Fishmonger, the Poul-

terer, the Goldsmith, and others. Ihese bodies had
their clubs and corporation's, while the farmers of Eng-
land, (perhaps one of the most important, and certainly

one ot the most useful class in the kingdom,) hail no
systematic plan of organization, or of so bringing their

interests together, as to unite them for the general be-

nefit of the mass. (Hear, hear.) They must be all

aware how deeply they were indebted to the exertions

of their excellent Chairman for the promotion of the

Farmers' Club, andfor bringing it to its present jjosition;

and he personally tendered him his thanks in that be-
half. (Cheers.) Agriculture was a great and im-
portant science— it was to be looked upon as a great
national interest— as an interest in which all states and
countries had first been engaged when emerging from
a state of barbarism into the light of civilization and
improvement. It was an occupation that must natu-
rally remain to man nhen artificial occupation must
have perished. (Cheers.) No community could be-
come celebrated, influential, or happy without the cul-
tivation of the soil ; and entertaining these sentiments,
and actuated by thes2 motives, it did not take long to

persuade him in becoming one of the members of the

Farmers' Club, (Cheers.) He should be sorry to
trespass on the rales and regulations of the Club, but
there appeared to him to be something mysterious
in what the Chairman had hinted •when he
said that he would not enter further on the subject.

He thought this was foreign to the principles of Biilish
farmers. Anxious as he was to promote the' good of
agriculture, and to see the Farmers' Club exercise its

legitimate influences in that class, still he thought that

there should be no mystery in their movements. (Hear.)
He should be most happy himself to bring members to
the Club ; butsupposinghe was to go to a neighbouring
farmer and say, " Oh, we have a Club formed here,
and we ought to have you in it. I have joined if, and
do you do the same." Would it not be natural for bim
to say, " Well, what do you propose to do, now that
you've got the Club?" That is the question which he
(Mr. Laitimore) must answer, or else the farmer would
naturally say, " Don't trouble me to get subscribers to
your Club.'' (Cheers.) The existence of anythincr like
mystery about the Club would not be consistentWith
the character of a Briiish yeoman. They ought to have
some decided ground of aciion. (Hear, hear.) If it

was the purpose of oflering information it was all well
and good; but they wanted even more than that. It

should he made a great. nalion:il society, operating
throughout the kingdom. There was also another point
he would allude to. He considered that a Farmers'
Club should be a club which the tenantry of the coun-
try ought to have. He did not think that it ought ta
he a landlord's club. The tenants should have their

club, as ilie landlords already had theirs. Neither
ought it to be a club for land-agents. He would wish
not to be misunderstood as saying that they ought to

exclude iho^-e gentlemen, but it ought to be more
particularly a tenant club, to promote their inde-

pendence, and promote the system of tenure and good
fanning, and to give to the tenant security for his oc-
cupation, (Cheers.) He thought that in many res-

pects it was a vvije determination to exclude political

subjects : but he thought that in making these excep-
tions to this rule, they ought not to exclude agricultural
politics. (C/(ee/-,s.) He knew thatthe interests of landlord
and tenant were by nature identical, but they must not be
so misrepresented as to become enemies to each other.
He was sorry to say, it had been his fate to find land-
lords neither conversant with business nor practical

men. He did not speak of the Lord Leicesters or the
Lord Spencers— at least, the late Earl of Leicester was
a practical man—but he thought that landlords were
very dangerou'; in this respect, 'i hey looked upon im-
provements simply with an eye to give value to their
property. He considered that the great object of the
Farmers'Club was to promote the security of the tenants,
to furnish them with one common ground of union
so that they might meet on equal terms, and ex-
change their ideas for their own advantage. Those
were the views that he entertained when first he heard
of the club. Some allusions had been made to a body
acting hostile to their interests. Now agriculture
was a naiional interest, and whatever militated against
the interest of the country at large must militate
agaiust that of agriculture. (Loud cheers.) They
were all members of one common family. The
merchants and the manufacturers of this country
were their customers, and if the farmers failed, they
could not sell their produce, and consequently they
must fail also. Agriculture in itself was a natural and.
noble occupation, dependent for success on the rich
bounties of heaven, and the beneficence of Providence;
and no true farmer, when he sees the result of his la-

bours beaming in plenty around him, should shut his
heart to their influence and say, " I care nothing for the
distress of other classes." (Loud cheers.) That man
was not the true agriculturist, but only a selfish and
mercenary one. (Cheers.) He always felt himself
called upon to speak out, when he heard arguments ad-
duced to the effect that the British agriculturist had
no sympathy in the welfare of the commercial or ma-
nufacturing' classes, but that he was a mere selfish,

mercenary animal, wrapped up, like the oyster, in his
own shell, and indifferent to the interests of those about
him. Tiiat could not be the case with the real British
agriculturist. (Cheers.) He was quite certain that
from bringing into harmonious union such an amount of
influence and respectability as he then saw around bim,
much advantage would be derived ; but unless they
acted upon perfectly clear and fair and open princi-
ples, they could not attain those benefits which were
capable of being derived from a club of that description.
(Hear, hear.) He believed it to be the duty of every
one present to dismiss all prejudices from their minds,
to harbour no feelings of enmity against any other class
in existence, to hold out the right hand of fellowship to
all. The working of the present system of landlord and
tenant had a great tendency to lower the character of
the British yeoman, and to degrade him into a mere serf.

(Ciiesot " what .'") A gentleman said " what ?" He
(Mr. L.) would reply the present system of letting land,
the system existing between landlord and tenant. He
would give them an instance. He was not a very old
man, but he had known nine farms within the circle of a
few miles, and how many tenants did they suppose those
larms had had in the space of twenty years? One
farm hail had five occupiers, another had had four, five
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had had three, and two, two. That was the system of
which he spoke. He did not i?ay it was a common one,
but it was becoming very prevalent. {Hear, hear, and
cheers,)

Capt. AiTCHESON—You do not tell us whose fault it

is. (Hear, hear)

Mr. Latttmore continued—He did not wish to deal
in personalities. He spoke merely of the system, and
of the principle upon public grounds. (Hear, hear.)

He spoke of tlie evils of the system existing at the pre-
sent moment under their own eyes, that of persons un-
acquainted with agriculture owning the proprietorship
of the land. They were the most dangerous of land-
lords. (Hear, hear.) They never thought of granting
a lease—a lease would make a farmer independent.
Were they to have no security for outlay upon capital ?

Was this the system which the Farmers' Ciubiatendetl
to support? (Hear, hear.) It was with a secret and
innate pride that he heard of the establishment of their
club, from a strong desire to see the British farmer
and yeoman resume his legitimate position in the scale
of society. If by this means the independence of the
British yeoman was to be sunk—if his was to be merely
a yearly tenanty—he could not consent to uphold the
principles of the club, or recognize such a principle.

(Cheers.) The meeting would gather from these obser-
vations, that his feelings and interests were identified

with those of the tenant farmers present, whose weltare
and independence he believed that this club was estab-
lished to promote ; and so long as it subserved this

noble purpose, so long should he, as a member of liie

body, lend his best energies in the promotion of its ob-
jects. (Loud and long continued cheering.)

W. R. Browne, Esq-, a member of the committee,
responded to the toast.

The Chairman, before proposing the next toast, but
without any view of prolonging the discussion, would
just advert to an allusion which had been made by the
speaker last but one, who seemed to hint that there
was something mysterious in the observations which
he (the chairman) had felt it his duty to maka. Now,
he wished it clearly to be understood, that his words
had reference to the use and establishment of certain
machinery which might be useful to the purpose to
which he was unwilling to advert, as being contrary to
the rules of the club, and not likely to lead;' to a good
result. He hoped that if any remarks went forth to
the public, they would not be construed into anything
in the shape of mystery as connected with the club, the
only mystery in the matter being that he (the chairman)
did not wish to touch upon matters irrelevant to the
meeting. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) The objects of the
club were involved in no mystery, but for promoting the
advantages of agriculture. He only considered that the
machinery which was useful for evil, might also, if pro-
perly directed, be useful for the propagation of good.

( Cheers.) The next toast he had to propose was the
"Labourers of England." (Loud cheers.) He knew full

well that all in that assembly exercised their
best energies towards making the labourer as g m-
fortable as they could. (Hear, hear.J There might
be circumstances over which they had no control,
which might place them in situations of diffi-

culty ; aud he was fully convinced that it would
be far more useful if persons, in whatever situ-
ation in life, were to direct their best attention towards
making the position of their labourers comfortable,
rather than, as they often had occasion, lec-
turing the tenantfarmcr to take the labourers under his
especial care. {Hear, hear, and cheers.) It was his
own wish to see that such parties would practise the
good advice they gave, and reflect upon the painful
position in which the tenant farmer is placed, when called
upon to draw perhaps his nearly empty purse-strings.

( Hear, hear, and cheers.) He believed that much of the
happiness of the country depended on the moral and
physical condition of their labourers (hear, /tear), and
he felt fully persuaded that at this moment there were
parts of the country where, from a variety of circum-
stances, great energy should be directed to the condi-

tion of that class. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) If any
one would take the pains to peruse the publications
that had recently come forth from authority on the
conditition of tlie agricultural labourers of this country,
he would see that there was ample scope for the
exercise of his philanthropy at home, I'.nd that he need
not go beyond the border of his own country in

search of objects for his charity. (Hear, hear,'and loud

cheers.) He now gave " the labourers of England,''
and trusted ihey would exert themselves to contribute
as much as possible towards bettering the condition of

those who were dependent upon the sweat oC their

brow for their daily bread and support. (Loud cheers.J

George Emery, Esq, returned thanks, as an as-
sociated member of the Labourers' Friend Society,

which had to deal with the practical knowledge and
improvement of the agricultural labourer. (Hear, hear.)

In consequence of the various situations which he (Mr.
Emery) had held in life, during upwards of 17 years, he
had been enabled to judge of the beneficial working of

the field garden, and land allotment system with refe-

rence to the agricultural labourer. He had also

seen the benefits which arise from associating with
these labourers ; not associating with them hand and
glove, but showing to them acts of kindness, and more
particularly in bringing them to feel an interest in the
soil. He had been in various parishes where he had
put in operation hundreds and hundreds of poor persons
under the allotment system (apxilausc) ; aud although
he had heard that system condemned, it had been only
by those who were ignorant of its operation. (Hear,
hear.) The system had produced the happiest results in

a parish within 20 miles of his own neighbourhood,
where the inhabitants, who had worked for 60 years on
the land, had little fields and gardens of their own.
The system is exceedingly simple, and beneficial in

its operation. Perhaps it will be thought that he was
entering too much into 7ninutia:, but as a corresponding
member of the Labourer's Friend Society, he felt it to

be his duty to state thus much. (Hear, hear.) He
would recommend all gentlemen present not to allow
another year to pass away without introducing the

system into all their parishes, for he was assured that

it was one of the most effectual modes of keeping the

labouring man from the public-house, and uniting him
with his fellow-man in brotherly love and affection.

{Cheers.)

Hon. Mr. Wilson here rose to comment on the

remarks which had been made by Mr. Lattimore,

with reference to the propriety of the club, being

only for the tenant-farmer and not for landlords or

their agents. If such was understood to be the case

—if landlords were not to appear amongst them, he
must be permitted, deeply as he desired to promote
the club, to make bis bow and retire, apologizing for

intruding on the occasion, and promising that such

an intrusion should never take place again. (Loud
cries of " no, no," we wish to see you always, and
" cheers.") He had always deemed it of the last

importance that the interests of landlord and tenant,

of tenaiat and employers,should be looked upon as one
and identical ; and that they should always endea-

vour to draw a stricter bond of union ''between the

landlord and the tenant, the poor man and his em-
ployer. (Clieers.) The hon. gentleman intimated

that having a pressing engagement elsewhere, he

was under the necessity of leaving the company, but

felt it to be his duty before retiring, to express

to them briefly his sentiments on the subject.

The Chairman then proposed " Success to the

Local Agricultural Societies.'' (Cheers.) He
would not occupy their time by descanting upon the

great good which the objects of these societies were
calculated to confer upon the country ; but would
connect with the toast be had proposed to them, the

name of a most intelligent and high-spirited farmer

of Essex, wbo was exactly, as regarded liis treatment
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of tbe agricultural labourer, the very man they would
all -wisb to see, and who employed more labourers

on his farm, in proportion to his occupation, whicli

was considerable, and who perhaps, paid iheui more
liberally in projiortiou to their work, than any other

man in the county. He would fiive "the Local

A3;ricultural Societies, coupling with them the name
of Mr. Hutlev."

William Hi'tlev, Esq., of Witham, Essex, said

it was quite unnecessary for him to speak of the

great value to the country of these local socipties.

There were several in his neighbourhood, wliich he

had the pleasure of supporting, for not only did they

benefit t])e poorer classes, but they brought the far-

mers into union, and gave (hem an opportunity of

rubbing their minds one against another. {Laughter
and cheers.) He was in the habit of using a great

deal both of land and labour, and it was his pride to

pay his labourers as much as circumstances would
admit. {Cheers.) The more comfortable the la-

bourers were, tbe more work tliey performed. (Hear,
hear.) 'I'hey became better servants, and looked
more to the interest of their employer. {Hear,
hear.) They were living in some of his districts

without leases, which in his opinion was a very bad
thing. (Hear, hear.) For his own part he would
not live on the land unless he had a lease. (Hear,
hear.) He was sorry to hear the Hon. Mr. Wilson's
last observations ; but he was pleased to see a gen-
tleman sitting opposite to him, holding between
600 and 700 acres of land, cheer when that point

was touched on. He was pleased to see the farmers

take up the idea of not giving leases, the want of
which was a very great curse, (Hear, hear, and
cheers.) For if your political ideas, under the sys-

tem of yearly tenure, were adverse to those of your
landlord, you must of necessity beturnedout. {Hear,
hear, and Unci cheers.) He begged, in conclusion,
to thank them for the toast, and to respond to the
compliment by proposing, " May the Farmers' Club
prosper forever." {Loud cheers.)

I'he Cn.^injiAN said, it again devolved upon Lim
to propose another toast, which he was sure would
be heartily welcomed by all present—" Success to

tbe local farmers' clubs," associating with it the
name of Mr. Baker

—

{cheers)— than whom there
could not be a more zealous supporter of such insti-

tutions, or one whose talents were more successfully
employed in promoting the success of a farmers'
club, (Cheers.) He ("the chairman) was |)erfectly

convinced that nothing could so much tend to the
advancement of the agricultural interest as the es-

tablishment of farmers' clubs, which would furnish
a central point of communication for promoting
practical knov\ ledge, so that they might no longer
lemain in an isolated position, but associate together
like other classes in society for their own
advantage and advancement. {Cheers.) It was
this association, which was calculated to unlock the
faculties of the mind, and call forth the intellectual
powers, and which obtained so much amongst the
dwellers in towns and large communities through the
kingdom,and which was so much needed at the present
moment amongst farmers. (Hear, hear, and cheers.)
Let him not, however, be understood for one mo-
ment to agree with those who set down the body of
farmers as a stupid set of fellows {cheers) : for be
believed that if the farmers were accustomed to
meet one another, for the constant transaction
of their business, after the fashion of dwellers
in towns, their intellect would become sharpened
by the contact,and their minds would experience the
benefit to be derived from not lying fallow. (Cheers.)

Robert Bakek, Esq., felt highly gratified at the

complimentary manner in which his name had been

associated with the farmers' clubs throughout the

country. He felt that in the formation of farmers'

clubs they were advancing science and practical

intelligence among men, such as was never known
in the days of their forefathers. {Hear, hear). It

will be readily admitted that if one hundred farmers

in a district met and united together, they would

speedily become so well informed on the various

points relating to their interest, that they would
soon form a combination of talent in the aggregate.

It was one of the celebrated axioms of Lord Uacon,
" that knowledge is power," and according to the

means which they took to arrive at it, so must be the

corresponding benefit conveyed. {Hear, hear.) He
had been exceedingly gratified to hear during the

evening the observations that had been made with

reference to the club, and none full a more ardent

interest in it than he did. So:ue pertinent remarks

had been made by a gentleman on his left, relative to

the objects of the club. Now he (Mr. Baker) always

considered that these were to bring the farmers

together to act upon some definite principle of

association, similar to the objects concentrated and

sought for in otlier clubs throughout the country.

He had never supposed that with regard to the

entire construction of the club, that they were to re-

main an isolated few ; or that because it was called

a Farmers' Club, that landlords or land agents were

to be exempted from it. lie had considered that tbe

door was open to all men who were desirous of

acquiring agricultural knowledge; and that, as long

as their conduct was correct and consistent with the

rules of the society, so long should they be held to

be good members of the club, whether they were

tenants or—if they could accomplish it—even

if they were labourers. {Cheers.) Another subject

had been started, and that was rather an ambiguous

one, as to tbe introduction of political discussion.

(Hear, hear.) They, the Farmers' Club, had cer-

tainly started without any political object in view,

but so soon as any political attack was made upon
tlje occupation of tenants at large, they were bound
to offer resistance to that attack. (Loud cheers.)

They were not to appear hand-bound before the

enemy without struggling legitimately for their own
defence. (Hear, hear, and cheers.) An opinion

had gone forth amongst the local societies to the

effect that they were not to touch upon po-
litical subjects, and that they were to hear

libels heaped upon them without animadversion or

resistance. This was indeed a great mistake.

He need not tell them that there was a formidable

body in existence—a ''great fact," as the Times had

called it—and the great object of that body was not

only to destroy the tenant farmer, but to destroy the

whole of the agricultural interest. (Cheers and
counter-cheers, and cries of " No.'') And if there

was any fact that could convince him of this, leaving

all others out of the question, it was the fact of

Lord Spencer having joined that " great fact," in

the face of his whole tenantry, against the interest

of himself and the whole of the agricultural body

to whom he had been looked to for a long series of

years. (Cheers) They were now to become no-

thing but a mere politiciil football; and the Earl

Spencer and the men of his class were now hoping,

through the assistance of the Corn Law League, to

ride again into Parliament ; and the agricultural in-

terests were again to be ridden over and to be treat-

ed in the way that they might think most proper.

(Cheers.) He did not attend that meeting of
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the Club with bis tongue or bis bands tied, for if

tbere was anytbing to convince bini mote strongly
that Lord Spencer felt tbat what be bad done to tbe

agricultural interest witb wbom be bad so uniformly
acted, was inconsistent witb bis own feelings, and
contrary to tbe interests of tliat body, by bis late

declaration for tbe Leag^ue, it was tbe not seeing
him on tbat day, where tbev bnd always been in tbe
babi't of seeing bim, at tbe Sinithfleld Prize Cattle
Show. It was evident be felt tbat be bad
done an act by which be bad forfeited all regard
of those agricultural friends witb wbom for

years he bad uniformly acted (cheers). lie would
not attack tlie noble lord further, or animadvert at

greater length upon his conduct [cheers). It only
reminded him of that ancient saying, tbat, like rats

when thay left a house, it was generally from a fear

that it would fall (cheers). There were no fears,

however, upon that score witb reference to the
farming interest (hear, hear, and cheers). Although
Lord Spencer had joined the League (disapprnhatioii)

and united with the repealers of the corn-law in

opinion, although be told bis tenants and ibe public
tbat he did not wish to be misunderstood, to be con-
sidered as doing anything inimical to the interests

of himself or of bis tenantry (ironical cheers) ; if

he had thought so be could not on tbat day have
said or done what be bad. But he considered tbat

Le was not doing anything that was injurious to bis

tenants, because he believed tbat free trade in corn
was carried ; the price of corn would not diminish,

but that it would literally rise in this country
(ironical cheers). Tbe mere assertion destroyed

itse\f (re7iewed cheers). If the introduction of foreign

corn would not lower tbe price of corn iu this coun-
try, which was tbe crotchet Lord Spencer contended
for, could it be denied tbat, while tbe object of the

League was to lower tbe price of corn, it vv-as no
also to lower tbe price given for labour (cheers)t

The Anti Corn Law League bad told the people of

this country tbat if they could import foreign corn

they could export manufactures in return
;
just as if

corn could be imported into this country to be shot

into the Thames (clieers). A certain quantity of coin

only was required in this country ; tbe population

could not eat more bread than was wanted [hear,

heal-), and bow could tbe exportation of manufac-
tures be increased when instead of wanting im-
portations of foreign corn the population consumed
as much as was now grown (hear, hear)1

Captain Aitciieson : What is to become of the

overplus of tbe immense quantity returned in lieu

of exportation?

Mr. Bakkr : We can feed tbe pigs witb it, as in

1822 {laughter). They might import champagne
and other articles of commerce, but they could only

import certain quantities of corn. He, for one,

would recommend, as a great and governing prin-

ciple of the Club, that the members do unite them-
elves witb the parishes and districts in the various

counties in tbe kingdom, and form themselves intoone
multitudinous head against that great monster of

faction, tbe League (cheers), 'i'he papers of this

body were now being circulated tiirougb the king-
dom, containing the vilest falsehoods and libels

against tbe agricultural body, wliicii they endea-
voured to make the credulous and unsusjK cling

farmer believe in as true (hear, lieur, hear). Were
tbe farmers tlicrefore to present no point of defence

—

110 f ice of opposition, no aiitidnto to the evil (c/icc'-.s) >

He had always foumi an iuaptitudi! and a slowness
in the farming class in taking slejis for the pion)0-

tion of their own interests ; what tl cv vvanted was,

that union which was strength, that knowledge
which was power (cheers). He would call upon
them in conclusion to unite with them in common
cause against the great enemy of their interests, so
that whatever might be the ajipearances against them
they need not fear while they united themselves in
one common brotherhood, for tbe purpose of carry-
ing out these important principles, when the end
would enable them to achieve a great victory. (Loud
and long applause.)

Mr. HoBiis said that, differing as he did from Earl
Spencer on the corn laws, be entirely differed witb
bim as to the effects of free trade in corn. For he
believed that if they were to carry out the opinions
of his lordsliip, it would ruin one-fourth of the far-

mers, and would reduce them to pauperism. (Cheers.)

His lordship had been engaged for four hours and a
half tbat day on tiie council of the Itoyal Agricul-
tural Society, which was the reason of bis absence
from the Smitbfield show yard. Though be (Mr,
Hobhs) altogether differed from Lord Spencer on
the subject of the corn laws, yet be thought that tbe

true reason for bis lordship's absence from the show-
yard should be stated.

After some further discussion on this particular

topic

—

Tbe CiiAinjiAN interfered, and said that probably
he was to blame for allowing it to be carried to such
an extent. He, however, generally acted on tbe

princii)le of tbe propriety on such occasions of letting

oft' tbe steam. (Hear, hear, ar,d laughter.) He would
now change the subjectaltogetber,nnd propose to them
the health of an officer of the club, to tbe zealous

performance of whose duties he (tbe Chairman) was
most happy to bear testimony. That gentleman,
though not over largely remunerated, was most
spiiited and indefatigable in tbe discbarge of his

duty ; iind he was sure they would all most heartily

unite with bim in drinking " The health of Mr.
'J horpe, the Secretary of the Club." (T.oud cheers.)

Mr. Tiioni'E returned thanks in a few brief but
appropriate remarks, assuring the members that his

continued exertions would bo employed in carrying
out, to the best of bis ability, tbe interests and
prospects of the club (npplauae ).

The more formal proceedings then diverged into

asocial conversation amongst the members, and the

conviviality of the evening remained unbroken until

nearly midnight.

GRANTHAM AGRICULTURAL
CLUB.

At the last quarterly meeting of tbe above useful

association the subject for discussion was " The best

method of managing Mtadow and Grazing Land."
Tbe chair was taken by Mr. W. Sills, and tbe sub-

ject was very fully and ably opened to the

meeting by S. Hutchinson, Esq., who com-
menced bis observations by stating that moist

lands were most naturally denominated mea-
dow liiiids, as they were best calculated to strug-

gle with dry and hot summers, and also

least suit(!d for grazing heavy cattle. Of these,

river-side meadows wore by far the most ))rcductivo,

contained tlu; best grasses, and required little or no

manure in return; their surface was usually even,

and by means of one or more open drains into

tbe river (if kept clean) were entirely freed from
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stagnant water, which is greatly injurious to all

lands. It would be very detrimental to meadow,

or indeed any lands, to be poached with cuttle dur-

ing any season of the year, as each impression of

the foot left a hole for water, which starved the

herbage. High land meadows, which were perhai)s

the most extensive, were managed with greater

difhculty and expense ; inasmuch as the drainage,

which, to a certain extent, was absolutely necessary,

was generally not easily accomplished, and the pro-

curing and carriage of a frequent supply of manure
very serious. The greatest enemy to dry as well

as wet meadows Avas moss; a good dressing of

manure in the former case, and draining and ma-
nuring in the latter, he (Mr. II.) believed would be

found to be the best remedy—but manure should

not be laid on newly-drained lands until the expi-

ration of one or two years, as the herbage would
not sooner appreciate it. Very close mowing
tended to weaken the herbage, esi)ceially in

dry seasons; and bad raking was not only a

waste, but a serious injury to the herbage, as nothine

was more distasteful to vegetables than decayed

substances of their own kind. Hay foddered upon
the land in spring is said, by its seeds, to thicken the

herbage, and that moss is also destroyed by treading

of the stock ; but this is not a plan to be recom-
mended, as the stock arc not comfortable, and
mostly deposit their dung in the best sheltered and
richest part of the land, and he was of opinion the

moss disappeared more from the droppings than

the treading of the stock. Grass should always be

mown before it became quite ripe ; it would make
the best hay, and impoverish the ground least. The
most legitimate plan for improving the herbage of

meadows was undoubtedly a free application of jna-

nure, particnlarly on natural and old grass land.

Laying the land early in tl;e spring would be of the

greatest advantage to it, and the best means of ob-

taining a large hay-stack, and agood crop might be
secured at a little more expense than a bad one.

Ant-hills, or other unevenness in the ground, should

he carefully levelled and kei)t down by rolling or

bush-harrowing. With regard to pasture lands, he
considered the most valuable wore salt marshes,

and almost the only care in their management was
an early and plentiful supply of mixture of stock to

keep them close eaten down at all seasons of the
year; open drains, as in the case of river meadows,
are required to carry off the flow-watei-. Upland
and all pastures are the best tested by the sreatcat

number of the different varieties of grasses found in

a given space; as it will be seen, by practical expe-
rience, that such lands will carry the greatest por-
tion of stock, inasmuch as there will be every week
or month a sufficient quantity of the numerous
species of grasses iu their highest state of perfec-

tion, so as to give a regular and an abundant supply
of food at all times ; and it is the duty of farmers
to arrive at the same perfection in this respect as

florists do in obtaining a proper succession of flowers.

Whatever difierence of opinion may exist as to the

pro[)riety of draining meadow lands, he (i\Ir. Hut-
chinson) imagined tbere would be none ns regarded
pasture, and every available means ought to be je-
sorted to in order to acquire that grand funda-
mental improvement. Ant and mole-hills should
be periodically attended to, for in this, as in other
cases, prevention was more easy and less expensive
than cure. The dung of cattle should be spread at
least once a month; for, if left as drojipfd, coarse
and distasteful grass would be produced from tiie

excess of manure, and the herbage, instead of being
benefite<l, would be best improved by asuitable top-
dressing of manure?, ora judicionsly mixed compost.
The her1)age most difhcult of improvement was that
where the land has at some period been nnder the
plough, and improperly, and pci-haps naturally
returned to grass : unless such lands undergo a
judicious course of husbandry, and are properly
inoculated or sown down with a good selection of
grass seeds, it would be almost impossible to arrive
at any satisfactory result. Scarifying and harrow-
ing are very beneficial, if preceded by a liberal

covering of manure, as few things can be improved
or fattened without extrafood. Rough parts should
be regularly mown, especially where cock's-foot
grass predominated. Hassocks also should be pared,
and eitlier burnt or made into compost ; and where-
ever there was a surplus of rou'^h grass or dry land,
it was evident that an application of some mineral
manure was necessary to correct the acidity of the
soil. All pastures should be eaten well "down at
least once a year—say in the autumn—and should
never be allowed to grow too much previous to
being stocked in the spring ; and a mixture of stock
is best calculated to keep a clean pasture and return
the most profit. He knew of no rule for excluding
sheep, as some afhrm, except the fear of rot, as
they keep down and destroy many pasture weeds.
Shelter for stock, by means of sheds, &c., might be
more generally used, as it was well known that
warmth was very necessary to promote their well-
doing. Mr. Hutchinson next adverted to the sub-
ject of manure. He was of opinion that salt wa.s
almost the only manure that could be applied with
advantage to river-side or wet meadows; it would
create a sort of artificial marsh, and the produce
both of hay and eddish would thereby be rendered
abundant and agreeable to all kinds of stock. Ve-
getable and animal manures were, in a general way,
best calculated for high land meadows—inasmuch
as such lands were most deprived ofthose substances
by the abstraction of the hay crop. Horse-dung
would be the best for cold lands, and that of cows
for light lands, and it should be applied in a liquid
state when practicable ; besides which it was im-
portant that manures should in all cases be applied
in minute particles, and well brushed in without
delay. Ashes may be used with great advantage
upon dry coarse meadows, as they rapidly find their
way to the roots of the grass ; lime is also an appli-
cation for pasture land overcharged with vegetable
matter, arising from the neglect of spreading the
dung of cattle or otherwise—he had seen even dry
limestone walls built upon moor-lands, previously
yielding nothing but ling, have the effect of produ-
cing, in a short time, an abundance of white clover
for several feet on each side thereof, whilst no bene-
fit resulted from walls of freestone adjoining. Lime
absorbed a great deal ofmoisture,and was atthe same
time of a warm nature—thus possessing two pow-
erful productive qualities. One good covering— for
instance, from .'?()() to 400 bushels per acre—would
be wortli twice tbe quantity laid on at three or four
different times ; for by one application the full ad-
vantage of a chemical operation upon the soil was
obtained and its impurities corrected, and it would
afterward form a valuable component of the land.
Upon lands laid down to grass witli a dressing of
lime, the herbage woulil always begin to grow tvn
days earlier in tiio spring than it would do witliout
sucli treatment; nt tlie snine linio, lime applied to

poor meadow hmd where no inert substances exist.
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may be injurious ia its effect. Claj' or marl may un-

doubtedly be regarded as the best management to

light lands. Rones are now used to a considerable

extent upon clay dairy-farms in Cheshire, with vory

great advantage. Mr. Hutchinson here read the fol-

lowing excellent letter from Lord Henry Cholmon-

deley :

—

"The use of bones on pasture land is now be-

coming very general in Cheshire ; the benefits to

our dairy land are very great indeed. Strong lands

are hy far the most favourable /or the application, in-

deed 1 have seldom known this manure used except-

ing on clays. On lands which have been exhausted

by a long course of improper cropping (a common
case in Cheshire), and when such lands have after-

wards been converted into pasture without care in

the selection of grass seeds, the effects are often

almost beyond belief. I know many acres of land

which, four or five years ago, would have been dear

at five or si.x shillings, and would now readily let at

twenty-five shillings or more. It is most desirable

that the lands should be sound and free from wet at

the same time ; although no doubt the effects would

be in all cases improved by draining
;
yet 1 have

often seen bones applied with excellent effect to un-

drained clay land, although in such cases, ofcour.se,

the driest and soundest fields were selected. Spring

and autumn are supposed to be the best seasons for

the manure; I prefer the latter, whilst there is grass

to cover the bones. The expenses are considerable

—farmers seldom apply less than sixty or sixty-five

bushels of dry bones per acre, the price varying

from two shillings and three-pence to two shil-

lings and ninepence. In Cheshire, boiled bones from

manufactories are much used ; they are cheaper, not

costing above 4Z. ns. per ton ; a Ion and a half ample

for an acre. Farmers are much divided as to the

merits of dry and boiled bones; I prefer tlje latter.

It is quite certain the effects are more speedy, and

1 have never been able to mnke out (as affirmed by

some) that the benefits are less lasting. Although it is

only within eight or ten years that the use of bones

has become general, yet I know of instances where

this manure has been applied for upwards of twenty

years, and the pasture is still excellent. It is almost

the universal practice only to use bone manure on
pasture of at least three or four years' duration. I

have, however, seen a successful application in

opposition to this general rule. About four years

ao-o, I boned for a tenant a field of strong clay, which

was utterly worn out from improper cultivation;

crops of corn had been grown for many years witii-

out any green crop, or even a load of manure. The
land WRS boned in the autumn, at the rate of one ton

and a half per acre, on the seeds after a crop of oats.

In one year the herbage was remarkably great, and I

know of no other boned land in the neighbourhood

where the pasture is so fine. A small portion was
purposely left unmanured—it is now only a bed of

weeds, and quite worthless, lam now repeating this

experiment in other places. I have, in one instance,

heard of a successful application of bone manure for

a hay crop ; a field veas pointed out to me as having

bad a good crop of hay for tenor twelve years with-

out any further manure. I have lately made this ex-

])eriment ; but, as my tenant has only taken three

crops of hay, 1 cannot at present S})eak as to tfie per-

manent advantage. Our Clieshire farmers are much
too poor to make these expensive improvements, but

lantllorJs are now generally finding the capital, and

charging 7/. 10s. per cent, for the outlay. The bones

should be well broken, but I do not like them too

fine ; some farmers recommend that the bones should

he almost reduced to dust. This was done once by
a tenant of mine, and certainly the effect was much
less than on any other boned land with which I am
acquainted ; at the same time it is impossible from one
instance to feel sure that the smallness of the bones
was the cause of the failure.

" Henry Cholmondeley."

Mr, Hutchinson- continued—The proper time for

applying manure is of the greatest consequence. It

is admitted on all hands that it should be laid upon
the land whilst the grass is in a growing state, for

it would be of no use offering food to either vegetable

or animal life when dormant ; but at the same time

it may be a matter of dispute whether it is best to

apply it in the s])ring or autumn. In grass-land

districts the latter was most approved ; but, as far as

his own judgment went, be preferred the former, as

he always considered the luxuriant growth of the

grass less wasteful in the hay than in the eddish

crop since the process of drying would counter-

balance the disadvantage of a forced production ; and
by hoarding up manure from the spring until the

autumn, the quality would not only be deterioratedj

but much tirae would be lost in reaping the benefit

to be derived by an earlier application. jMr. Hut-
chinson here read a letter from Mr. Garth, a gentle-

man of great practical exj)erience, residing in the

neighbourhood of lieeth, in the North Riding of

Yorkshire :
—

"I duly received yours of the 8thinst.,and as

you wish me to state any remarks I may have
made relating to the cultivation of meadow and
pasture land, and my attention having been long
turned to that sort of land (our climate being too

high for tillage), I shall with great pleasure state

for your consideration a few ideas which I have
long considered as bearing on the subject, and hy
a regular ap;)lication of which, my land has been
gradually very much improved without much extra

expense, as every increased crop adds to the quan-
tity of manure for the next. I have not tried any
of the new varieties of manure now attracting

public attention, my object always being to raise

as much manure as possible Cand apply it to the

best advantage I could^ from the produce of the

land itself. It is not only the dung of animals
carelessly thrown together forms the supply of

manure, but any kind of vegetable matter, when
it has undergone nature's process of putrefaction,

produces valuable manure ; and also soil, if used
to take up the urine of cattle, and mixed with the

other manure, increasers both the quantity and
quality of the whole to a very great extent—espe-

cially if attention be paid to its being such soil as

possesses the inorganic substances which the soil

you apply it to, or a given crop, requires. When
we consider the volatile pro])erty of the best part

of the manure, and the effects of the extremes of

the seasons to aid in carrying it off, when it is

applied as a top-dressing on the land, and also the

nature and physiology of plants, and their certain

powers to absorb from the air and he fed hy any
effluvia therein suitable to their nature, we shall

see it becomes of the utmost importance to ascer-

tain the best season to lay on manure. Under
these ideas it occurred to me, tliatto lay on manure
when the grass was in a languid or not growing
state, was certain waste, and that the time to api)ly

it was when the grass was in an active growing
state, and would cover it in a short time, and
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also be able to absorb its food, viz., any effluvia

that was rising from it. If laid on in the latter

end of April or IMay, and the season comes dry, it

does not get down before hay-time. I, therefore,

prefer just when the hay is cleared off and the

fog beginning to rise ; and such part of the fog as

does not heat off adds to the improvement and
towards economizing the manure, as it may be

laid on much thinner on either meadow or pasture.

AVhere other local circumstances admit, I think a

mixed stock of horses, cattle, and sheep keep the

finest pasture. A proper attention to draining is

the foundation of all impiovement when the land

requires it. I have obtained a valuable shelter for

cattle, and still more so for improving the vegeta-

tion within its influence, by planting belts of

mixed trees nearly across the current of the wind
to which we are most exposed ; which in a few
years makes the best of sfcclter, besides producing

a great quantity of wood. In conclusion, allow me
to express the pleasure it gives me to see the in-

creased attention bestowed upon subjects tending

to promote improvements in the foundation of our
prosperity—the cultivation of the soil.

" RiciiD. Garth."

Mr. Hutchinson observed, with regard to the

remaining subject for discussion, the employment
of surplus labour, he should not make many re-

marks, as there were gentlemen in the room much
better qualified than he was to give them informa-

tion. The subject was certainly one of consider-

able interest, particularly at the present time.

The few suggestions he should offer would be dig-

ging up waste lands by the sides and corners of

ploughed fields—giving an extra dressing to

ditches, and laying in under-drains instead,

where practicable—plashing fences, especially by
the sides of public and occupation roads. JMr.

Hutchinson concluded by producing specimens of

different dried grasses—in number between seventy

and eigbty—which he had collected, and which he
had much pleasure in showing.

W. J. Chaplin, Esq., chairman of the South
"Western Ilailway Company, who attended the

meeting as a visitor, made a few appropriate obser-

vations on the system of drainage, which he had
adopted with advantage on pasture land, in the

neighbourhood of London, by the use of the mole
plough.

T. C. Beaslev, Esq., stated that in consequence

of his friend J^.Ir. Hutchinson having so fully and
practically treated on the subject under discussion,

he feared he should have little to add to what had
already been advanced. He considered that no

food was so expensive as hay grown on land not

naturally meadow land. The principle should be,

therefore, to mow as little as possible, and to make
that little grow all that it was capable of pro-

ducing. Sufficient manure would generally be
found for this purpose that was unfit for arable

land, and the deficiency might be made up by a

mixture of soil and lime, and also by a mixture of

soil and liquid manure, which was too often allowed

to go to waste. This would find employment for

more manual labour there was so much complained
of. His own experience satisfied him that the

more manual labour there was employed on a farm,
so longasitwas well directed and well superintend-

ed, the greater would be the gross produce, and
not only so, but the greater would be the net pro-

fit. He should be very sorry to mislead them, and
induce an outlay that they were not likely to be
repaid ; but ho was fully convinced that no outlay

produced so quick and certain a return as that which
was made in the employment of the labourer.
They must be maintained—they ought to be em-
ployed—and unquestionably the proper place for

them was the farm, and not the highways, beyond
what was necessary to secure the roads being in

a good state.

The CirAiRMAN next addressed the meeting, and
concurred in most of the observations made ])y

Mr. Hutchinson ; high lands ought to be properly
gripped, in order to carry off the water, and the
less they were mown tbc better. He recommended
the practice of mowing meadow land every year, as

a change in the mode of cultivation was not bene-
ficial to them. Manures from the barn doors, and
other refuse, and inferior manures may very ])rc-

perly be applied to the extent of three or four
loads per aero; and the best time for putting it on
would be during the month of February. If oil cake
were given to stock grazing on poor meadow land
it would be a sure means of greatly improving it.

He did not approve of too much drainage in mea-
dow land, as it would be injurious to it. He
begged to difier with Mr. Hutchinson as to the
plan ofmowing; he liked close mowingof meadows,
as it was well known that the eddish sprung from
the roots of the grass, and he did not imagine that

any jjrotcction was afforded to it by a portion of
the grass being left. Early stocking of eddishes
was desirable—say about the middle of Septem-
ber ; at which time he would stock them with
Iambs and young cattle. He (the Chairman)
sometimes found one part of afield much inferior

in quality to the remainder ; in such caseshis prac-
tice was to manure the inferior parts well, and by
that means all would be made alike. Hassocks
may be heaped in the field, as well as portions of

the ant-hills, and mixed with quick lime, and
after lying two years they would make good ma-
nure; this plan he considered preferable to burn-
ing. With regard to surplus labour, however be-
neficial it might be employed on the land generally,

it might with truth be said, tbat with cheap corn
and bad times, there would be great difficult}' in

finding the means to pay for it. He was an advo-
cate for permanent improvements being made

—

such as forming new main -drains for outfalls, and
new hedges in the room of old decayed ones ; re-
gard being had, where practicable, to improve lines

in the formation of new hedges if they were pre-
viously crooked. These were matters which would
at once afford considerable employment for the
poor, but, as they were improvements which
could not be expected to be made by the tenant,
the proprietor of the soil would do well to turn
his attention to the subject

;
particularly at a time

when the farmer could not afford to expend any
extra labour on his land. He was quite sui-e that
improvements of this kind would be regarded by
the tenant as a greater boon than the occasional
return of lOl. per cent on his rental.

Arrangements were then made for the next quar-
terly meeting, which will take place on the last

Thursday in December : the subject to be then
discussed will be—"The use of artificial manures
and the description of land on which each should
be applied." Mr. Lawrence Wyles will be re-

quested to open the discussion.
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STATISTICAL TABLES.
Area.—The area of England is oO.SRT square statute miles ; Wales, 7,42.5 ; Scotland, 29,600 ; Ireland,

32,445; Guernsey, 50; Jersey, 62; Alderney, 6; Isle of Man, 210.—Total, 120,185.
The following Statkment shews the Distribution of the Soil of Great Britain in Statute Acres:—

England ,

Wales
Scotland
British Islands

Arable and
Gardens.

10,252,800
890,570

2,493,950
109,630

Jleadows, Pas- Wastes capable
tares, iScMarslies. of Improvement.

15,379,200

2,226,430

2,771,650
274,060

3,954,000
5.SO,O0O

5,950,000

166,000

Incapable of Total in Statute
Improvement. Acres.

3,2.56,400

1,10.'),000
8,523,930
569,469

32,342,400
4,752,000
19,738,930

1, 119,1.59

ToTAT 13,746,950 20,651,340 10,500,000 13,454,799 .57,952,489

Table slewing- tlie Area in Square Miles and Statute Acres ; also the Annual Value of Heal Property, and
the Annual Value of Land in the several Counties of England and Wales:

—

Counties.

England.

Bedfordshire

Berkshire

Bucliingharashiie

Carahridgeshire

Cheshire
Cornwall
Cumberland
Derbyshire

Devonshire
Dorsetshire

Durham
I'lsscx

G loucestershire ,

Herefordshire
Hertfordshire

H untingdonshire

Kent
Lancashire

I jeicestersbire

Lincolnshire

Middlesex
IMonniouthshiro

Norfolk
Northamptonshire
Northumberland
Nottinghamshire
Oxfordshire

Rutlandshire

Shropshire

Somersetshire

Hampshire
Staffordshire

Suftolk

Surrey
Sussex
Warwickshire
Westmoreland
Wiltsliire

Worcestershire

Yorkshire, East Riding .

„ Cty. & Ainsty

,, North Hiding

,, West Hiding.
Fractions

square
JJiles.

Total England.

Total Wales. .

.

England and Wales.

463
752
738
8.57

1052
1330
1523
1028
2585
1006
1097

1533
12.58

863
630
372

1.5.57

1766
806

2611
282
496
2024
1016
1871

837

7.56

149
1343
1645
1625
1184
1515
759
1466
897
762
1367

723
1119

86

2055
2.576

7

50, 387

7,425

.57,813

Area in

Englisli Statute
Acres.

296,320
481,280
472,320
548.480
673,280
851,200
974,720
657,920

1 ,654,400

643,840
702,080
9iU,120

805,120
.552,320

403,200
238,080
996,480

1,130,240

515,840

1,671,910
180,480

317,440

1,295,360
650,240

1,197,410

535,680
483,840
95,360

859,520
1,052,800

1 ,040,000

757,760
969,600
485,760
938,240
."i? 4,080
487,680
874,880
462,720
7lC,160

55,040

1,815,200

1,648,640

4,480

32,247,680

4,752,000

36,999,680

Total
Annual Value

of
real Property,

1841.

£
495,396
732,116
674,334
868,684

1,423,835

909,497

696,352
866,488

1,852,144
735,234
931,.348

1,585,719

1,782,197

631.235
667,710
317,718

2,111,675

5,266,606

933,799
2,127,307

7,293,369

421,050
1,893,824

940,395

1,326,414
.3.56,675

695,752
119,134

1,170,008

2,0.50,516

1,362.026

2,006,760

1,297,956

1.927,493

1,169.230

1,609,747

266,33.5

1,175,616

995,242

1,111,807

1,011.885

3,324,802

59,685,412

2,8.54,618

62,540,030

Annual Value
of

real Proiierty
per

Square JMile.

£
1,070
973
913

1,013

1 ,353

683
457
842
716
730
849

1,034
1,416
789

l,()f)()

854
1,356

2,982
1,1.58

814
25,683

849
935
925
708

1 ,023

920
800
871

1,246
838

1,694
856

2,540
797

1,794
349
860

1,376

922

492
1,290

1,184

Total Annual
Value of Land,

1841.

£
326,684
477 ,.570

545,157
.581,761

778,560
603,119
497,573
625,396

1,241 ,,523

550,567
516,971

1,018,650
898,9.57

5.52,383

386,341
236,633

1,044,999

1,402,208

690.914
1,766,740

304,6.53

251,019

1,209,181

748,116
740,609
563,840
528,242
106,119

874,316
1,361,547

723,087
900,102

912.062
376,644
611,320
713,390
221.054

899,878

605,610

760,942

845.547

1,449,007

30,448,991

Annual Value
of Land per

Statute Acre.

584 2,206,116

1,081 32,655,137

s. d.

22
19 10
23 1

21

23
14 2
10 2

19
15
17
14
20
22
20
19 1

19 10
20 11

24 9

26
21
33
15
18 8

23
12 4
21

21 10
22 3
20 4
25 10
13 10
23 9

18 9

15 6
13
24 10
9

20 6
26 2

19 8

12 10

17 7

18 10

9 5

17 8

The annual value of real and landed property in each county is given from the return made to the
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House of Commons tor 18U, beinjr the net rental,

or aiinuul value of property assessed to the poor-

rates for tlie year endeil Lady-diiy, 1811.

The total annual value of real properly in Kn;^-

land and Wales in iSl.i was £.Sl,8P;)/12o

And iu 1811 6^,540,030

Increase since 1815.... 10,641,607

In 1841, the net rental of landed pro-"!

perty assessed to the poor-rates in > 32,655,137
England and Wales J

Annual rental of tlwelling-bnuses .... 23,386,401
All other kinds of property 6,498,492

Total .£62,540,(toO

The lowest annual value of real property jter

square mile iu England is £349, being the county

of Westmoreland ; and the highest, the county of

Middlesex, £25,683. In \Vales, the lowest is the

county of Merioneth, £l7o ; and the highest the

county of Flint, £877.

The lowest annual value of land in England is in the

county of Wilts, being on an average 9s. per statute

acre ; and the highest the county of Middlesex, being
33s. 9d. In Wales, the lowest value of land jier

statute acre is 4s. 8d., in the county of Merioneth
;

and the highest 193., in the county of Anglesey.

AGRICULTURE AND MANU-
FACTURES.

About one-third of the population are employed
in agriculture; and of these fully three-fourths arc

directly or Indirectly engaged in the raising of
corn. The average growth of all sorts of corn in
the United Kingdom may be safely estimated at

about 64,000,000 qrs., of which about 55,000,000
are consumed by n)an and the lower animals.
Taking the average price of the different descrip-
tions of corn at 35s. a quarter, the total value of
the corn annually produced will amount to

£112,000,000, or nearly four times the annual
value of the cotton manufactures.
The total annual value of the agricultural pro-

duce of England and Wales, exclusive of wood,
&c., IS estimated at £132,500,000
The following estimate of the gross annual pro-

duce of some of the great departments of manu-
facturing industry, is considered by Mr. M'CuUoch
to be nearly correct :

—
Cotton £35,000,000
Woollen 22,000,000
Iron and Hardware 17,000,000
Watches, .Jewellery, ^c 3,000,000
Eeather ".

13,500,000
Linen 8,000,000
Silk 10,000,000
Glass and Earthenware 4,250,000
Paper 1,500,000
Hats „ 2,400,000

The value of the above articles amounts to a

gross sum ,of £116,650,000 ; but, exclusive of
these, there are other departments of manufac-
turing industry of great value and importance

—

such, for example, as the manufacture of spirits

and beer, cabinet makers' goods, &c.

FARM LEASES.

TO Tin; EDITOR OF THE FARMEtl's IVJ A<;A/MNF,.

Sxii,—It is no uncommon thing for men to point

out evils, without being iil)Ie at the same time iff

suggest a remedy. The Prpaclier in Holy Writ

states, "There is a time for everythhig under

heaven ;" and no sooner is one thing allowed to ex

haust itself, but we have others immediately

started. At the present time the all-engrossing

subject, next to the drainage of land, is the neces-

sity (stated by some to exist) there is for the

farmers having leases of their farms; and a great

deal of stress and weight is laid upon a speech

made by the first minister of her Majesty'sGovern-

ment, at a recent meeting held at Tamworth, that

he has not been sufficiently explicit in his views as

to the welfare of the farmers, and that he has not

stated whether he is really favourable to granting

leases or not. I—humble as I am, and not able to

cope with theright hon. Baronet cither by speech or

with my pen, and although I dificr with him in a great

majority of his views and arguments—still on this

subject I do agree with him that it is one at the pre-

sent time not sufficiently matured to bring it into

practice ; and I do not think it was necessary for him
to allude to it in any other way than as attempting

to allay their fears. How many men have erred

with regard to leases! IIow many have wished

they had never had a lease at all, when it has ter-

minated ! Who is bold enough, in the present day,

to frame a lease that shall secure to the farmer the

full enjoyment of it during his lease, and an ample

return for the improved management during the

last few years before his lease expires ; that is, se-

curity for him for his course of husbandry, or

tenant-right, on quitting ? Why, to take the ma-
jority of the leases which have been made, they

have afforded, where the parties were determined

to have their rights, more funds and more amuse-

ment for the bar and the lawyers, than almost any

other thing which can be named.
Let us look for their necessity, as stated by some

who would point out to the farmers their real in-

terests, if they knew the way : but I would observe

to them, " beware of your friends." I know of in-

stances in the eastern counties, where farmers and
their ancestors have been upon the same place for

400 years without a lease, and have lived in com-
fort and affluence; and Professor Buckland, in his

speech at the meeting above-named, alluded to the

tenants of the Earl of Yarborough, many of whom
he stated had been for a period nearly as long. If

there had been any necessity with these men for

leases, why have they not discovered it ere this ?

I will tell you and them the cause which has led

to this ; and if there is any necessity for its being

adopted, when I have stated my views with regard

to leases, I shall be glad if some of your readers,

more enlightened than myself, will endeavour to

show me the way clear in this matter, so that I

may not be at fault again, but become an advocate

for them. 40 years ago, when we were fighting the

battle of liberty with the world, and runiuiig our-

selves over head and cars into debt to enrich

other people, farmers were said to be doing well.

Those who managed pretty well, and got good

crops, got a good deal of money in return for them ;

and at that time, when wheat was at something like

6;. arid upwards per quarter, it was thought by

landlords and their agents generally, that they

could bear some more rent, and consequently, to a
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great extent throughout the khigclom, a revision

of rents took place, not as to tlic relative value of

land, but as to the extra quantity of rent which
the fanner could bear. Men were appointed to

value farms, which simply meant putting a per

centagc upon the rent, not ascertaining what was
the value of each separate piece of land, although

in many instances something having the appear-

ance of a value was put upon it in a book. And
so little regard was paid, that I could name many
instances where land worth 50s. per acre to rent

was put at 30s., whilst land worth 20s. was again
put at 'OOs. ; clearly showing, either that the parties

who made the valuation did it at their own ofhccs,

and never looked at the land, or if they did, had
forgot the worth between viewing it and looking at

their plans ; or else, on the other hand, that the

simple process of making up a " book" was
adopted. And again, where the valuation was
really made, the farmer who had managed well

was made to pay well, wliilst the slovenly farmer
was turned out, after the increased rent, to make
room for a new tenant and an improved system of

management ; and in all probability, when this

land was properly managed, it was quite as good
as that which was placed at a high rent in the first

instance. And here begins one of the first inequa-

lities with regard to rents.

But let us glance at this per centage upon the

rent, or improved value of grain, and let me ask
any reasonable or practical man, whether the re-

duction since made has been at all equal to the

amount put on? The amount put upon the rents

was 95/. and lOOZ. per cent.—in some cases a little

more; in fact, rents were doubled: and so long as

the price of corn continued high, numbers were

enabled to keep upon their farms ; but at the same
time there were many v»ho could not continue, and
that practical way of reasoning, against all their

arguments, was adojited, of telling them, " If they

did not like it, they could go ;" so that they had no
alternative but to run their chance with the times.

Some did go, and left their paternal homes, to seek

in other countries better landlords, or a change of

land; and certainly a great number of these

changes were very beneficial, as they carried their

improved methods along with them.
As soon as the war was concluded, and the pro-

ductions of our land were to be grown and con-

sumed at prices which we could afford to give at

home, it was immediately found that our corn was
worth little more than half, or about 70s. per

quarter ; and even at this price, it would be diffi-

cult for the majority to pay for it. But this was not

the whole of the evil connected with this doubling

tlie rents. An example once set is very soon fol-

lowed ; and having had its origin with great

owners, why the little ones followed in the same
wake, and consequently raised their rents in a

greater proportion than large ones. Everything
rose with this increase. The great landlord's

rental was doubled, his establishment increased,

and in too many instances his expenses increased in

the same proportion. Jn like manner, the clergy

had found, that, as the rental had doubled, their

tithes likewise had doubled ; and we find them in-

creasing their mode and style of living in the same
ratio as their higher and more wealthy brethren.

And this course of proceeding rapidly extencicd

through all classes, from the highest to the lowest

:

all had alike advanced with the times, or with this

iucrcased value of laud ; but all were not alike dis-

posed to retrograde with them. We know what an
easy thing it is to step up the ladder with good for-
tune ; but how unpleasant it is for us to descend
again when misfortune meets us on the road. It is

too much the way of the world to smile while
everything is going on well with a man ; but how
little sorrow or sympathy is extended to him when
misfortune besets him ; and this is one of the rea-

sons that causes the backward road to be trodden
with regret. It was very easy to raise rents—not
so to lower them ; and a very few years told the
tale that they were too high. Then came a reduc-
tion of 20 per cent. ; a few years more, and then an
abatement of lOZ., and within the last ten years,

20/. per cent, more; and this was considered final,

as the improved management of the land in the

course of thirty years had brought this to some-
thing like a fair rental. But here is the baker's

practice of raising his flour 4d. per stone, and
dropping it 2d. It is very rarely that he can afford

to drop it all at once to 4d.—there is such a vast

difference between raising and lowering. And
such has been the case with the majority of land-

lords. There are many exceptions to this state-

ment, and it is well there are for those under them,
as they had their rents lowered considerably at
first : and some there are who had the good sense to

lower them from the first, or rather did not insist

upon the whole of the increase, and have not been
meddling constantly with their rents, raising and
dropping them according to circumstances; and
this has been another cause why rents have been so

unequal. Another, and a very bad plan, has been
adopted—viz., the mode of letting land by auction,

or to the highest bidder by tender : and what has
been the result of this ? Why, that land has been
let to tenants, who have occupied it a few years,

and then given it up again, to be again let, and
oflered to some one else; and this has been another

cause for the great inequality of rents.

But I now come to a question by the reader

—

What has all this statement to do with leases?

Why, everything: it is one of the great causes

which has led to the question being asked about
leases at all. During tlie period I have named, our

population has increased in an extraordinary de-

gree, and our wants in a like proportion, calling

forth an improved system on the part of the

farmer, to grow an extra quantity of produce to

meet the demand. Has this been done ? Have the

productions of the land been increased ; and if so,

how has this been brought about ? By the farmer's

investment of his capital in the land, trusting to

Providence and the honour of his landlord for the

return to be reaped by him ? What has this to do
with his capital, or the investment of it ? Why,
simply this :— First, that the seasons may be so fa-

vourable as to give him an ample return for his

seed sown ; and secondly, that his landlord will be

favourable in the rent, and not change it ; or else,

if they should differ and separate, that he may be

allowed such outgoings, in the shape of tenant-

right, as may in some measure remunerate him for

his outlay in the last year of his holding. And in

this alone comes one of the great stumbling-blocks

against leases at all—viz., tenant-right.

There is an absurd and ridiculous word often

made use of as connected with farmers—" custom,"

and the custom of the country ; and many farmers

have been told by agents, and there are at this mo-
ment agents who will not admit of any alteration

iu the shape of tenant-right, but date all their al-
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lowanccs to tenants back to custom. Cau any-
thing be more absurd than this ? Why, it was
customary to carry corn to market, in many parts

of Lincolnshire, on horseback, along the present

foot-roads. Wliat should we say to a man doing

such a thing now ? It was customary formerly to

manage land with two crops and a dead fnlloio

;

and the same land is now managed with two white

crops and two green ones, and no fallow at all.

What would be said to a man who was farming in

that manner at the present day ? Why, that he
was half a century behind-hand.

It is quite clear, then, that we cannot refer to

custom to guide us in the present day as to ma-
nagement. Why, then, should it be referred to as

an argument to direct the valuer as regards the

tenant-right due to the outgoing tenant ? How
many uew modes of management have been tried,

adopted, and found to answer, in the last forty

years ? And if these are allowed (in proportion) to

be the property of the tenant in Yorkshire, Not-
tinghamshire, and Lincolnshire, why should they

not be allowed to the tenant-occupier in the mid-
land counties—such as manures, bones, lime, marl-

ing, draining, seeds, &c., &c. ? I ask, why that

which has been adopted as a rule in one county
should not be practised in another, allowing to the

tenant his fair proportion of the value of unex-
hausted manures at the time of his quitting? And
until some definite conclusion can be arrived at

with regard to this question, it will be impossible

for the best lawyer living at the present day to

frame such a lease as would secure to the landlords

a proper entry—that is, one general course of good
husbandry from all tenants up to the time of their

quitting at the expiration of the lease.

H. H.
(To be continued.)

AVHITFIELD EXAMPLE FARM.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMERS* MAGAZINE.

Sir,—I have read with pleasure your remarks
respecting Whitfield Example Farm, as well as

your correspondent " Headland's" letter. I also

visited the farm about the same time that be did,

and with equal satisfaction ; and would recom-
mend every agriculturist, who can without serious

inconvenience, to do so likewise. I must, how-
ever, confess that I was disappointed at one thing,

and the same was expressed by other visitors at

the same time ; I mean that, instead of finding the

sheep and cattle upon the farm, we were told they
were nearly all on the grass land of Tortworth
Park, which also belongs to Earl Ducie. We
were informed of the reason for this : Lord Ducie
has a herd of short-horns, not part of the stock of
Whitfield Farm ; and as it is convenient to him
to send them to be wintered at Whitfield, he takes
what he considers an equivalent number of sheep
belonging to Whitfield to be fed in his park in

summer. It is said that by this arrangement
double the number of sheep are kept at Whit-
field that could otherwise be kept there, but no
cattle. This is what I object to. Whitfield is in-
tended to he an example farm, and too much
praise cannot be given to the noble owner for his

intentions ; but unless it is managed without con-
nectioa with any other farm or stock, it must lose

much of its usefulness. The farm produces, I

may say, immense crops of corn and roots ; it is

also said (and I do not doubt it) to maintain a
large number of sheep and cattle, but a farmer
would like to see what stock it does actually main-
tain «i all times; but when, upon visiting it in

summer, he finds all the stock except the horses

removed to another farm, he is dissatisfied. It is

no example to him ; it rather confirms him in his

original opinion, that a farm without permanent
pasture will not answer ; and thus a principal

feature in Mr. Morton's management, and of

Scotch farmers in general, ceases to be of any
use, is not appreciated, and, in fact, its feasibility

is doubted by most of his English visitors.

This is a great pity. Lord Ducie's idea in ori-

ginating the farm is a noble one, and worthy of

imitation ; but (I say it with deference), to make
it as useful as it might and ought to be, he should

sacrifice the convenience he derives from sending
his cattle there in the winter, and allow the farm
to support its own stock of sheep and cattle winter
and summer. The profit on stock could then be
correctly estimated, which under existing circum-
stances can scarcely be done.

" Headland" remarks upon the management of

the sheep stock ; to which he objects. From the

answers I received to my inquiries at Whitfield,

it is evident that Mr. I\lorton considers his ma-
nagement of that stock as one of the great features

of his system, differing as it does from that of
most others. The test of its utility must depend
upon the profit ; that is what most nearly concerns
the farmer. That it may be more pleasing to see
the sheep feeding at large in grass fields than in

small pens upon clover in summer, and in winter
in still smaller ones (only ten feet square, each
containing ten sheep), in a yard under sheds, I

admit ; but by which system can most profit be
made, and most stock be maintained, and the land
be most equally manured ? Mr. Morton says by
his system. Certainly, when I saw his lambs last

September (a cross between the south-down and
Leicester), they did not appear to be very good;
and yet he expects 'to turn them off (all, or very
nearly all) fat between January and May-day, as

he did last season, I understand, weighing from
181bs. to 24Ibs. per quarter, averaging 221bs., hav-
ing consumed, besides roots, ten gallons of oats

each on an average. If these year-old sheep pro-

duce 44s. per head, at 6d. per lb., deducting 4s.

for corn, leaves 40s., which, it must be admitted,

is aremunerating price, if the loss incurred in feed-

ing does not exceed the usual allowance of five in

the hundred, and such as is rarely obtained for

sheep under 18 or 20 months' old.

And here I would remark upon what appears to

he wanting in Mr. Morton's accounts ; I mean,
the yearly profit on each sort of stock during the

year. The value of the sheep stock on the farm
at the commencement of the season (either Lady-
day or Michaelmas) should be put down; added to

which, the cash paid for any purchased, and also

for purchased food (in which I include corn,

though grown on the farm, but not roots or

straw) ; then, at the end of the year, the value of

the stock then in hand, together with the cash re-

ceived for sales, the balance showing the profit to

pay for attendance and roots consumed ; the same
plan with regard to cattle, and the profit on both
will give the value of the green crops and straw,

adding whatever might be judged right for the

food (exclusive of corn) consumed by the eight
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working horses ; this is the number kept on the

farm of 240 aeres of ploughed land ; and as otily

40 .icrcs arc ever under clover :it one time, it must
he allowed that these horses have full employment,
for the ground on which tbo root crops grow (80
acres) is almost incessantly worked by the horse-

hoes until the crop ceases to grow.
You arc quite right in saying that the report of

Whitfield Farm, for the year ending at I/.idy-day,

1843, is a matter of some anxiety, embracing as it

docs a year of low prices, and moreover being the

Jirst year in which the full rent is to he paid to

the landlord ; for if I rightly understand the re-

port published to 1842, comprising a jieriod of

three years, the rent therein charged is only M'M.,

which is in fact only 07ie year's rent at the present
su])posed improved value ; therefore, as before
observed, the report for the year ending Lady-day,
1843, and which I suppose may now soon he
looked for, must prove highly interesting to all

who have watched the proceedings on this farm.
If, with present prices, the farm can jjay the in-

creased rent and taxes, and aft'ord the expected
interest for the farmer's capital, it must be consi-

dered a most successful experiment for both land lord

and tenant. Lord Ducie, it must be allowed, will

have purchased it at a heavy sacrifice in the first

instfince, having given up entirely two years' rent

of the farm, and also two years' interest on 7,828/.,

which at 4 per cent, is IVlhl. ; this, with 400/,, the
two years' rent, make 1,000/., which ought to be
added to the above-mentioned outlay of 7,828/. by
the landlord, but for which he will receive 3!)0/.

per annum, equal to 4^ per cent. This might he
an encouragement to landlords to do evon as mncli

as Lord Ducie has done for this farm, though I

must say I think he has done more than can be
expected from a landlord. The allowance of tico

years' rent for damage done in removing timber
appears to be unreasonable, nor do I think that a

landlord could lie fairly asked to sulisoil-plough

his farm after he has jiaid for draining it, nor to

jiay for Ihtun'i it ; these two last should be consi-

dered as tenant's outlay, to be repaid him by the

increase in the crops.

Your obedient servant,

N<ycemher2Uh,\Q'i6. L.

New Food for Sheki'. — Whilst 1 was at

Geneva ill the aulumu ot 1837, I observed every one

CollectinfT carefully tlie Iruil of the horse chestnut, and

upon inquiry I learnt that the butchers and holders of

grdzing-ilock bought it readily at a certain price per

bushel. 1 inquired of ray butcher, who hunself kept

a very extensive grazing farm, and he told me it was

given to those sheep in particular that were fatteninfr.

'J'he horse-chestnuts were well crushed, yonicthiii;!,' in

the way, so 1 understood, that apples are, previous to

cider being made. They are crushed or cut up in a

machine kept solely in Switzerland for that purpose
;

then about two jiounds weight is given to each sheep

morning and evening. Sheep eat it greedily : it must

be portioned out to them, as too much would disagree

with them, it being of a very heating nature. The

butcher told me that it gave an excellent lich flavour

to the meat- The Geneva mutton is noted for being

as highly flavoured as any in England or Wales.

—

F. D. Eli/neet,.

LOUGHBOROUGH AGRICUL-
TURAL SOCIETY.

The quarterly meeting of this institution for the

discussion of subjects connected with the welfare

of agriculture, was held on Thursday, the 26th of

October, in the long room at the King's Head Inn,

after the market ordinary. 'J'he subject for dis-

cussion was " The best method of keeping Farm-

horses;" and Mr. Henry Lacey, of Hoton, was an-

nounced as the person engaged to ojicn the discus-

sion. In consequence of an accident that happened

to S. B. Wilde, Esq., that gentleman was iirevcnled

attending and taking the chair, which, however,

was well sustained by Mr. C. Stokes, of Kingston,

and the vice-chair by Mr. George Fowler. The

meeting, we believe (whether we look at the number

attending, the interest taken in the discussion, or

the good feeling that uniformly and universally

pervaded it), has not been surpassed, if equalled,

by any the society has held.

After the usual loyal toasts had been jn-oposed

and responded to heartily.

The Chairman read the notice that had sum-
moned the meeting, and called upon H. Lacey to

introduce the subject for discussion.

Mr. Lacey, on rising, said—Mr. Chairman and
Gentlemen,— I am (piite sure you will sympathize
with me on this occasion. I ho]>e 1 am not that

vaiu man (I believe you will not think so), as, when
I see such a number of gentlemen and v/ealthy in-

dividuals, to think that it is out of regard to what
I have to say on this occasion, that has induced you
to come here; no, it is to me a proof of the liold

which this society has upon your attention. I am
much gratified to see such a spirit of inquiry and
investigation as is exhibited by you. I must say I

am only sorry that I shall not be able to do justice

to the subject entrusted to me; you will, however,
give me credit for doing my best. (Hear, hear.)

I certainly feel bound, as a member of this society,

to contribute my share, as far as lies in my jiowcr,

to promote its interests; nevertheless, I cannot but

lament the choice of the ofheers, in fixing upon me
to introduce this discussion. They have given nic,

however, a kind of apology for my observations, by
saying they want a plain staten:cnt of the manner
in which I keep my horses. Most of you may
know that I have been in the habit of using steam
for the purpose of preparing their food, for some
time past; without, however, taking particular no-
tice of the quantity of food consumed ; and it was
not until I entered into tliis subject, and resolved

to test the matter fairly, that I made such observa-

tions as I have subsequeiitly done. In June I took

a particular account of the value and quantity of

the food consumed by ten horses in a week—that

is, from the 12th to the 18th, both inclusive, which
was as follows :

—

£, s. d.

New beans, 7 bushels, at 3s. Gd 1 4 6
Bran, 2 cwt., at 4s 8
Malt-combs, 28 stones, at 5d Oil 8

Cut chaff", a mixture of barley-straw, chaff',

and hay, about a third of it being hay, 8
cwt. 3 qrs., at 3s 1 (! 3

14 strikes of potatoes, at is 14

£4 4 6
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Tlic tutiil weight of iill st)rtji ol' iiiiitcriul for this

week's coiisiii))|itioii wiis as follows :

—

lbs.

Beans , 441

Malt-coiubs 39(3

Brail 224
Potatoes 1120
Chall" 980

Total 3161

So (hat the avernjie aniouiit of keep is sometliiii!::;

like 8s. od. per horse per week, exclusive of 3d. per
day for fuel used in the prei)aration. And the ave-
rage consumption is about 31Glbs. per week per
horse, of all sorts of food I gave them. Gentlemen,
I should be asluimed to give you a wrong statement
if I knew it ; the amount I have stated is the real

bonafide quantity, as they had it, and the regular
average amount given to them at other times. I

can find them work proportionate to their number,
and wi<h the above sustenance I can keep them in
good working condition, whether for ploughing or
going long journeys to fetch coals. 1 have further
examined, and find from the week just past— that
is, from the 18th of Octolicr to the 24th, both in-
clusive, the following result :

—

£ s. d.

Potatoes, 14 strikes, at Is 14
RI alt-combs, 3 cwt., at 4s 12
JVew beans, 7 strikes, at 3s. 3d 12 9
Hay at niglits, :; cwt., at 3s 9
16 cwt. of cut chaff, one-third straw, and

tlie other two-thirds clover and dried
dills, both very much weathered, and
tasteless, at 2s. 6d 2

£4 17 9
The total amount of this week's consumption

was as follows :

—

lbs.

Beans 44

1

Malt-combs 336
Potatoes , , 1120
Chatf 1792
Hay 336

Total 402.J

So that I find the horses' keep this week averaging
about 9s. 9d. per head, having consumed more by
8641bs. per week at this time of the year than they
did at the earlier ])art, the average in this week
being about 402^1bs. per horse, and whicli proves
that they want more fooil at the latter end of the
year than they do at the spring. I observe here,
however, that thoy had 2 cwt. of bran in the spring,
which I admit is cfjual to 4 cwt. of chaff, which
\yould, therefore, reduce the difference in weight to
6401bs., or 64Ib3. per horse per week, or a little

more than 91bs. per day. As it regards the cliarge
of the articles, some gentlemen rnay think it too
low; I would just say, therefore, ia reply, that I

have given them at cost price, and the dills anrl
clover were tasteless heforc subjected to the opera-
tion of the steam. With a view to test the thing
thoroughly as to its results, I can say, I reduced
my horses by excessive labour previous to weighing
their food, and yet found them equal to the" task
afterwards assigned. And then, as it regards the
advantages, I may offer a remark or two. I have
been a farmer a good many years, and on ray land
I have found it difficult to keep my horses in good
condition, and often had to buy hay in the spring.

I applied my mind to ascertain how 1 could im-
prove in this respect, and found tiiat I could take
the mouldy hay and bad-got hay, and cut up, and
by the application of steam with malt-combs, po-
tatoes, broken Iieans, kc, produce a nutritious and
palatable (and I think cheap) provision ; for 1

find, in general, 1 have hay to spare, and mow six

acres less now, and make my manure better through
this process tlian on ray former plan. Tlien, gen-
tlemen, as this subject embraces the farmer's

manner of summer keep, I would just add that I

have been in the habit of cultivating about one acre

of rye for them, afterwards dills, then two crops of

clover : all of which I cut for them, for the waste
and havoc in dills has always been an annoyance to

me. I have thought some farmers, by their

manner of throwing dills down for horses to eat

or trample under their feet, have considered them
of little value, saying sometimes," We have plenty of

them, and they will make good manure.'' My plan
in general is, to cut the dills, spread them on the

floor, and by so doing keep them from heating

;

after which I steam a quantity of chaff, whicli 1

mix with the dills; by which means I consider

I have made the value of 2s. per cwt. of
my chaff. I kept them all last summer, hav-
ing a quantity of good barley-straw, which I

mixed witli a quantity of cut dills and some malt-
combs, and I found it to answer very well ; and,

gentlemen, I can assure you, I have never had a
greasy-heeled horse by this method, nor but one
with inflammation, and that (an old one) through
improper usage. This is my unvarnished statement,
and if I have given satisfaction to those gentlemen
who called upon me to give it, or by giving it

should render an advantage to any individual

present, or in any way ])romote the interests of the
society, I shall be happy in having done so.

Mr. Lacey then resumed his seat, amidst loud
cheers; and the Chairman rose to propose his

health, with thanks for the statements he had given
them.

Mr. Lacev, in returning thanks for the manner
in which his health had been received, and the at-

tention given to his remarks, said, since he sat

down, he had been informed he had not given them
the expenses of his cooking, or told them how he
obtained such cheap potatoes. As to the latter,

he Ijought them out of a field of Mr. G. Pagett's,

of Sutton, at Is. per strike; and in reference to

the former, from his servant's statement, he esti-

mated the fuel at 3d. per day. As to cutting chaff",

and fetching the materials to cut—as to the opera-
tion of crushing beans, corn, and so forth, there

was no particular expense more than all knew of;

but as to steam, it was ad infinitum, for the more
it docs, the more it wants to do; and the more
done, the cheaper. The principal matter was
" getting the steam up" (lanfiiter) ; then a person
throwing on a shovel-full of cinders will be able to

effect an almost incredible amount of cooking. It

was, however, a fixed thing ; the man who adopted
it must light his furnace as regularly as he lights

liis kitchen fire : and, he might add, if at any time
they were straitened in the kitchen by entertaining

a number of friends, it would be easy to steam half-

a-dozen plum-puddings, or, as he had done on one
occasion, cook a ham; there is no difficulty when
once you have " got the steam up.'' ( Cheers and
laughter.) At any rate, the engine-house is a Jiicc

place for a stray servant to lay in (cheers), instead

of the hay-loft or stable, as some servants, alas

!
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had done ; or, on certain occasions, for a starved

lamb, instead of putting it in tliedunglull to warm,

as many did. lie (Mr. L.) had one, and he took

the poor little thing, almost dead, and tucked it

into a heap of steamed chaff, with its head out, and

it was soon restored.

The Chairman said : I am sure I shall have

the concurrence of all present in giving, as the next

toast, "The Leicestershire Agricultural Society,"

couphng the name of Mr. Kilby with it.

Mr. George Kilby, of Queenborough, on

rising, said he was quite unprepared to answer

the compliment which his friends had just paid

him. He could only say, that that society and all

others throughout the kingdom were of the great-

est benefit, not only to agriculturists, but to the

community at large. Mr, K. then enumerated

some of their advantages, particularly those result-

ing from discussion, and afterwards descanted on

the improvements in mechanics, science, and phi-

losophy ; observing that, from a review of the last

30 years and the present state of science, it was

impossible to say whether the time would not come
when all the operations of agriculture would be

performed without a single horse being used ; and

if so, what a blessing it would be to the country at

large, if we were only to look at the quantity of

food now raised for horses, which, in that case,

would be adapted to human consumption. With
such a supposition before them, the subject of dis-

cussion might seem to be Utopian ; they were not,

however, to leave their own duty for the specula-

tion of what might come to pass in the days of

those who would follow them. lie (Mr. K.) must

confess his ignorance of the subject before the

meeting. He conceived all the importance, as it

regards the steam, was here—can Mr. L. thereby

make that good and nutritious which before was

bad? Now, the expense is very considerable—be-

tween 'Ml. and iOl. first of all, for the operation,

which is of importance ; and when we look at the

difl'erent implements wanted in the various opera-

tions of farming, it is a very serious matter ; but

then the question is, whether, after all, it is or it is

not the best and cheapest. Mr. L. has said that

he used a variety of articles, such as malt-combs,

beans, bran, potatoes, hay, clover, dills, and chafi";

now they are various and numerous, and it requires

considerable caution in the management. If he

has calculated right in his statistics, I must confess

it is a cheap process ; I cannot say but I think it is

cheaper than mine, although I have not taken par-

ticular notice. My plan is this—in the first week

in May I think I should have a portion of green

meat for my horses ; I sow rye and tares for this

purpose, wliich I add partly to the dry food until I

give them full green food. iVIr. L. has mentioned

his cutting tares throughout the summer to prevent

waste ; I think a little may be wasted by putting

it in the cratch, which waste, however, will make
good manure. There I lay down this rule, there

should nothing be given in the rack at night.

Everything should be cut for them in the autumn,

whether the corn be in the straw or not, I com-

mence giving them dry food at an early period,

thinking it not to be i)rudent to keep them out in

cold nights. I come, however, to learn better

plans ; not to propose my plans for your adoption

(hear), but to compare and improve. I give them

cut clover and half a gallon Of beans per head until

we have done witli wheat-sowing. In the spring 1

grow some peas, which I boil, and that is tanta-

mount to Mr. L.'s steaming [Mr. L.—Not so good],

which I allow with clover ; but now I cannot give

the cost, being ignorant of the particulars as to the

expense. It behoves every one of us to search into

and acquire that plan which is themosteconomical,

not only in this particular, but in every department

of agriculture. The land is depreciating in value,

and we need the establishment of more farmers'

clubs, and the introduction of greater improve-

ments, if we are to meet the difficulties; and I do

not fear them. I must confess, I believe there is

in the British farmer a sometliing which will sup-

port him, while he contends with all that makes

against him. I do not say this of the mere occu-

piers of the land, unless the owners of the soil and

the nobles of this country are found supporting

them; but that they are doing already. Mr. Kilby

went on to remark upon the advantages to the

owners of the land by co-operation, and the bene-

fits to the farmer and the community at large, by

the adoption of a good system of cultivation ; and

afterwards conclmled by wishing success to that

and every similar institution throughout the coun-

try. (Cheers.)
The Chairman, having proposed " The health

of their President, G. W. Packe, Esq." (which was

received with cheers), said he should be very glad

to hear the opinion of any gentleman who had any

remarks to make upon the subject before the meet-

ing.

Mr. Walker, of Bradmore, rose and said, he

trusted he should be excused by the chairman and

gentlemen, in not waiting until called upon. No-

thing was of greater importance to that society than

free discussion; whether the sentiments spoken

emanated from rich or poor, he was satisfied they

would always be accepted with courtesy ; and very

careful should they be to weigh the remarks of the

practical farmer; for though of apparent little

worth, and clothed in homely guise, still, when in-

vestigated, they might involve some great principle

and its consequent results. Everythiug was sup-

posed easy after its discovery, however ditticult or

insurmountable ; the story of Columbus, on being

taunted with the trifling merit of the discovery of

the new world, was familiar to them all. Mr. W.
was much pleased by the careful manner in which

Mr. Lacey had conducted the details of the sub-

ject; no doubt it was an act of reciprocity on the

part of Mr. Lacey, that had induced him to come for-

Avard and cast his valuable information into the

common stock for the benefit of others. He would

excuse him if he (Mr. W.) tested his remarks by a

few queries. First, the amount of work done, or

number of acres cultivated by the horses so kept

;

and since he bad observed that cows kept on hot

grains and warm food did not come up in condi-

tion afterwards, when otherwise fed, to equal those

fed on natural food, he would ask, in reasoning by

analogy, whether steamed food might not weaken

the stomach of the horse? Another thing which

had escaped Mr. Lacey's notice was the practice of

feeding horses on lucerne. Necessity (said Mr. W.)

is the mother of invention ; and having a farin with

little natural meadow or i)asture, I sowed some

lucerne on land with a dire marl bottom ;
this, as

gentlemen well know, is of a dry nature, and on all

such bottoms, wherever situated, will grow luxu-

riantly. He (Mr. W.) had four acres as described

the last three years, and had had it mown nine

times, generally beginning about the 12th of May ;

afterwards vetches, back to lucerne, &c., taking

care to have the horses lie in yards, and well
)

bedded. Mr. Kilby referred to corn and straw
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being- cut up tofcctbcr: if I cut up straw (said Mr.
W.), it is !)}• itself. I always thrash out tlie corn
and break if, as in that state it is easier of diges-
tion ; I am able to consnine three times the quan-
tity of chaft" that I could with unbroken corn, I

would further remark, in our efforts to assist na-
ture, it is of importance we should be careful of the
length we have the stuff cut ; I am of opinion it

should be sufficiently long to render mastication
necessary, instead of bolting it. I have no weighed
amounts of food to submit to your notice ; my
horses have half a strike of beans per week the year
round, and which, with chop in winter, one-third
straw or chaff, keeps them in fair condition. Mr.
W. concluded by replying to objections he had
heard against agricultural societies.

Mr. Stokes proposed " The health of the Stew-
ards," which was acknowledged by Mr. T. C. An-
GRAVB.
The Rev. J. Powell, having proposed " The

health of Mr. C. Stokes," which was received with
applause, Mr. S. offered some remarks upon the
advantage of such institutions, and regretted the
absence of Mr. Wild. It was his opinion that Mr.
Lacey's plan was as yet untouched ; he should be
glad, therefore, to hear any other observations.
Some one calling out for Mr. G. Bakewell, of

Lockington, to speak,
Mr. Bakewell rose and said : Gentlemen, had

my friend Mr. Kilby called upon me to have given
you the best and cheapest method of keeping farm-
horses, I should certainly have declined responding
to his call; but as I am to give you a plain state-
ment of the manner in which I keep my waggon-
horses, I shall answer it with pleasure. Gentle-
men, I commenced farming in the year 181.3. It
was the practice in our neighljourhood at that time
to farm on the six-course system—viz., first and
second seeds, wheat, barley, turnip-fallows, and
barley ; it was then customary to mow the clover
for the horses, and to keep them on clover, and in
spring and autumn on corn. Having also a large
dairy, I was always short of hay and clover in the
spring. No one but a practical man knows what a
team of ten or twelve horses will consume. At
length, gentlemen, I was determined to alter my
plan

; I then began to eat my seeds with sheep, and
I found that the first crop of seeds would keep
twice as much stock as the second, which was only
rye-grass, for the months of May and June; I
likewise found the wheat better on the clover brush
than after second seeds. After the wheat, I sow
the crop for the horses (which is the partridge
pea) ; this crop I always consume on the farm. I
cut up the peas in the straw for my horses, letting
the peas be a year old before I use them. I am
quite convinced that one acre of good peas will
keep a horse the year in the stable, letting him go
to grass the latter end of May or the beginning of
June, and keeping him up to the latter end of Oc-
tober or the beginning of November, giving him
cut peas all the time nights and mornings ; with
this kind of keep, there is no other corn or hay re-
quired, either in the spring or latter end of the
year. (Hear, hear.) I can say from experience
that my horses are in good condition, and fit for
work

; nor do they flag at their work (laughter
and applause), but are always ready for hard
work. Gentlemen, I think steamed warm food
good for some horses; there are some horses that
never go out of the stable in the winter, except
about once a week to take out the corn— these

horses would be better with soft wood; but my
opinion is, that those horses that arc always at

work, when it is possible for a man to be out, for

eight or ten hours a day, are much better with dry
food ; but, gentlemen, I did not come here to give

advice, but to hear and learn, and especially from
those who are practically acquainted with the keep-
ing of farm-horses; and, seeing so large and re-

spectable a company, and some of the most opu-
lent and best farmers of the two counties (Leicester

and Nottingham), I feel much flattered by the at-

tention you have paid me ; and I hope some other

gentleman will give us his experience on the sub-
ject, and teach us to keep horses cheap and with-
out flagging at their tvorJi. (Hear, hear.) Mr.
Bakewell resumed his seat amidst loud cheers j

which having subsided,

Mr. Lacey rose to proijosc "The health of Mr.
Attenborough, of Bradmore," in a brief though ap-
propriate speech.

Mr. Attenborough rose to thank them for the
honour they had done him by drinking his health,

and expressed his happiness to see so many prac-
tical farmers at the table, and in hearing the
statements of Mr. Lacey. He was confident, with
reference to Mr. Walker's horses, that they were in

good condition ; but attributed their condition
to his lucerne, and not to the bean flour. It was
his opinion, from personal observation and experi-
ment, that lucerne was the most substantial food
that can be produced for horses, and if the farmers
and gentlemen knew its value, they would more
generally cultivate it where it was practicable. He
was aware all soils were not suitable, but where it

could be cultivated he should advise it ; and he be-
lieved the change from lucerne to dills, and then
back to lucerne, v^as so advantageous that whoever
adopted it would not repent. He would repeat it,

he believed the principal thing in Mr. Walker's
case was the use of lucerne. Mr. A,, having
thanked them for their kindness and attention, sat
down amidst loud cheers.

Mr. A NGRAVE very much regretted that, in his

former remarks, he had forgotten to acknowledge
the satisfaction he had felt in listening to the re-
marks of Mr. Lacey, and in an ingenious manner
proposed "The health of Mr. J, Fowler;" for
which thanks were returned in his felicitous mode
of expression, assuring them he felt the honour done
to him in the i^osition they had assigned him, and
apologizing for any defect, being deprived of his
brother's services through sickness.

Mr. G. Eaton, of Castle Donington, one of the
stewards, was then called upon, who said he had
no plan to propose, and but few remarks to offer.

He should, however, be glad to hear from Mr.
Lacey how many arable acres he had for ten
horses ; and he should be glad to hear the same
from Mr, Walker, whose horses, by his grinding
half a strike of beans a day, were in a run-away
condition. (Cheers and laughter.) [A reply.

—

Not Mr. Walker's, but his neighbour, Mr. Atten-
borough's.] Oh ! but was it not Mr. Walker's corn
that Mr. Attenborough ground (cheers and laugh-
ter) ; and were not his own horses in equal condi-
tion ? He would also be glad to know whether
those persons who had not given their expenses,

have greater work to perform than Mr. Lacey in

proportion (cheers) ; and also, whether Mr. Lacey's

horses are also in a run-away condition. Mr. Eaton
resumed his seat amidst loud cheers and laughter

in parts of the room.

B 2
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The Chaikman having proijoscd " Tlio health of

the Farmers' Sons" (to wliich Mr. Birchall, jun.,

replied), said—there could be no pcood ploita;hing

without good instruments; and propot^cd "The
health of Mr. Ilanford," who acknowledged the

compliment.
"The Press" having been proposed by Mr.

KiLBY,
Mr. Walker rose and said—it appeared to him

that it would be better for Mr. Lacey to reply to

all at once ; he, therefore, while up, would attempt
an answer to Mr. Eaton, who inquired the number
andlabourofhis(Mr. Walker's) horses. Ilchadfif-

teen horses, and 350 acres—that is a little better than

23 acres per horse ; but the real labours of his fifteen

horses was about 150 acres ofcropping, and 00 of fal-

lows. He would, however, be understood to speak in

round numbers, and not positively.

J. Buckley, Esq., of Norraanton Hills, rose to

propose " The health of S. B. Wild, Esq.," which
was received with loud cheers. Mr. B. wished,

while on his legs, to ask how Mr. Lacey's waggon-
horses stand the green food after the dry food

steamed in winter. He then gave an outline of the

manner in which he managed his horses, which was
received with applause.

Mr. Lacey, on rising to reply to the different

queries proposed, said : Gentlemen, I have great

pleasure in attempting to satisfy your minds on the

subject under discussion, and only feel sorry that I

was not a member of an agricultural society twenty
years ago. Declining age obliges me to use these

glasses, in order to see a number of notes I have
made on your questions : I hope, therefore, your
indulgence will be afforded me, if I trespass too

long upon your time and patience. I am asked,

how many horses I have, and how many aci'es of

land. I reply, I have 10 horses, and 300 acres. I

have two which are chiefly occupied for my own
use, being unable to get over my ground without
their assistance, either so often or so rapidly as J

now do. I am further asked what quantity of

work my horses perform. I consider myself a
green-crop farmer; I cultivate about 120 acres of

corn, 20 of potatoes, and 20 of turnips. I am quite

an enemy to dead fallows. I hold that nature in-

tended a crop every year ; and as there are no dead
fallows in the rent-roll, so there ought to be no
dead fallows on the farm. I have no rest-horses

;

they are no good. If they have nothing to do, as

my waggoner told me this morning, they will eat

the more. My conclusion is, that idle horses and
idle men arc a nuisance wheiever they are found.
You may take it for granted that my horses are to

work from eight to ten hours a day the year round.
I am not otherwise prepared to answer the ques-
tion in figures. They are generally worked in

pairs, and every physical exertion is brought into

demand. The next question is, how cows do after

steam food. I reply, I have not cows, but horses,

in question; but I will give a satisfactory answer.
Mr. Laccy then said : I have had cows wlio, being
fed on steamed food, did well—very well ; liked it,

and lowed after it, as they would after turnips
;

these made beasts which would have borne examin-
ing. Mr. Buckley has asked how the horses would
stand green food, after steamed food had been given
in the Avinter. I would ask, whether food which
keeps a beast well all winter, will not keep it in
order for the spring? To Mr. Kilhy's question,

whether I cut up the straw with the corn in, I

liave Avrittcn no go ; not from any disrespect—

I

highly esteem him—but because I cannot afford fo

give them the corn, but can the straw; and of all

straw for horses, 1 believe oat-straw to be the best.

I believe oats to be their legitimate food, and there-

fore I consider oat-chaff, of all chaff, to be pre-

ferable. Mr. Walker has offered some remarks
upon the advantages of thrashing out the corn and
breaking it, but could not tell the expense

;

yet he had an honest miller by his side, who
could have told the charge for grinding, if

he could not the toll taken out. (Laughter.)
Now, my beans, being new, cost me Is. per bushel

less, and there will be 25 per cent, towards the

wear and tear of machinery, and I can steam and
crush my beans for Is. per quarter, which is an-

other advantage ; and then I have another advan-
tage, which, when there is a scarcity of capital, is

Avorth attention. (Hear, hear.) I have no sooner

got my peas than I can begin to use them directly,

however soft (if they are not rotten), and they will

do as well as old ones ; here is another saving, for

there is Is. a bushel difference between new and old

ones, as used by Mr. Bakewell. (Hear, hear.)

There is another saving which will help to pay for

the apparatus and labour on my plan, and that

arises from the capital being turned quicker ; now
the slow movement of capital is the greatest curse

on the farm ; therefore to quicken it is an advan-
tage, not only to ourselves, but to society at large.

Malt-combs were next a subject of question. I am
a great user of them, and they cost mc about 4/.

per ton. I got a friend of mine at Leicester to

analyze them, and he found there was a very con-

siderable quantity of saccharine matter and alcohol

in them. I used them at the rate of six stones a

day ; and mj^ ostler said to me, the more they had
the better they did and looked, and that is my
answer. That bran, malt-combs, oil-eake, &c.,

should not be calculated at cost price, appears to

me reasonable ; I think there is one-third of the

value to be put to the manure ; this, in my mind,
is another important consideration, and would
lower my calculated costs. In the remarks of Mr.
Attenborough about lucerne I fully concur, but

cannot grow it, because my land is unsuitable,

otherwise I should grow it; and as it can only be

grown upon particular soils, I would advise those

who have the soils suitable to take the advantage.

Mr. Kilby had asked the expense of my apparatus.

Gentlemen, you will excuse me if I manifest a

little egotism. He has asked me because he has

some thought of adopting my plan ; I believe

he is half a convert, and I can assure him, if he
once begins to steam, there is something so subtle,

so insinuating, he is sure to go on until he steams

his beans, peas, bran, chaff, and straw ; and should

he have the misfortune to have a cow die, a hun-
dred to one, if he has a litter of pigs, if he does not

hash uj) the carcass for them, and take off the fat

to grease his cart and waggon wheels. ( Lavghter.)

I should like to make him a convert. ( Continued
cheering.) I have several already [whom he men-
tioned], and I hope to have more. Every day my
furnace is lighted, and beans, potatoes, chaff, &c.,

is put in a process of preparation for my cattle as

imiformly as for my servants or myself. As it re-

gards the question of warm food not being suitable,

I admit that nature at first did not ordain for them
warm food, nor am I sure it did for anything; but

does warm food do best for tlie cottager's i)ig, or

cold ? Wiien your horses come home heated from

plough, or flag on a journey, would you give them
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cold water, or warm oatmeal and water, or a warm
raasli? Why, doubtless, one of the latter, in pre-

ference to tlie former. If yonr servant comes home
from the field, where he has laboured hard all day,

do you set befoic him a piece of cold bacon, or a

basin of cold broth three days old, with the fat sot

over the top ; or do you say, " Give him a good hot

dinner— it will do him good ?" (Cheers.) And yet

man, as it regards his body is but another animal.

I say, assimilate the nature of the material to the

temperature of the animal system, and it will be all

the better, whatever the nature of the food. As it

regards steamed food not preparing animals for

green meat, I humbly submit that, of all others, it

must, most and best of all kinds of food, prepare

them for it; for which is, in its nature and action

upon the system of the horse, the most like green
meat, steamed food or dry food? Gentlemen, I

have used food of this kind for the last live years,

and have had less farrying than before ; my old
horses have worn better and done more work, and
my young ones have improved thereby ; and that,

gentlemen, is my apology. I am much obliged to

you for your attention.

Some remarks having been offered by Mr.
Kii.BY, in commendation of Mr. Lacey's answer,
and explanatory of other observations by himself,

Mr. Stokes rose and said, he had no details to

present to them, but he w«uld offer a remark upon
Mr. Lacey's system. At present it stood perfectly

uncontradicted, and he (Mr. 8.) could not bring-

forth any statement to contradict it; and he hoped
the subject would be thoroughly investigated by
the keepers of horses; it was a subject of great
importance to them as agriculturists. If they
could not keep them so cheap as Mr. Lacey, they
could improve, and every improvement should be
adopted by them. In this neighbourhood there
had been no system of keeping horses ; one had
adopted this plan and another that plan ; he was
sure, however, the more they could introduce sys-
tem in all their operations, the better for themselves
and those with whom they associated.

After a few more remarks from other gentlemen,
the Chairman gave the concluding toast, " Happy
to meet, happy to part, and happy to meet again."

ROYALAGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
OF ENGLAND.

At a Weekly Council, held at the .Society's Howe
in Hanover Square, on Wednesday, the 29tli of No-
vember, present, Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq., in
the chair. Colonel Austen, French Burke, Esq.,
F. C. Cherry, Esq., Henry Colman, Esq., Humphrey
Gibbs, Esq., Brandreth B. Gibbs,Esq., and Trolessor
Sewell.

Gold of Pleasure Flax.
Mr, Kimherley iuforraed the Council that having last

Spnng sown a portion of the Gold of Pleasure Flax
Seeds, presented to the Society by Mr. William Tay-
lor, and also grown as usual about 4^ acres of the com-
mon Flax from seeds of his own growdi, and from
others imported from abroad, he had found among- the
plants prowa from the foreig-a seed a considerable
qnautity in every respect like those of the cultivated
Gold ol Plfca«>ure, which, upon examination Ji;id com-
parison, appeared to him lo be nothing more than a
bastard variety of the Flax, not ro <^aod he conceived
for the purpoBes of spinning: on iiccount ot its having

more hranclie;, but more valuuble, probably, for the
proiluciion ot oil of a lighter colour, and therefore bet-

ter adapted to the use of artists in paintings requiring
gicat delicacy of colour.

Daiuv Measure.
]\Ir. Arkwright, ofSutton Hall, Derbyshire, presented

to the Society a very useful and economical measure
for the use of the dairy, adapted to ascertain by simple
inspection the quantity of milk or other liquid passed
through it for the purpose of being strained. This mea-
sure is formed of a tinned-iron cylinder, about a foot

high, and the same in diameter, open at the top, but
having a curved bottom, with acyiindric neck proceed-
ing downwards from its middle, to which is fitted on,
outside, a rim containing the brass wire-gauze which
constitutes the strainer. In vertical lines along opposite
iides of the inner «.urface of the measure, rise small studs
in the metal, which mark the amount of liquid poured
into it. The aperture at the bottom of the vessel, and
above ihe strainer, i« about half an inch in diameter,
and is stopped before pouring in the liquid, by means of
a wooden liandie about a foot long, and furnished at one
end with a brass ferule, accurately fitting the aperture
in question, and serving as a plug to intercept the pas-
sage of the liquid as long as it is desired to be retained,
hut allowing the whole to pass off the moment it is

withdrawn. It was stated that measures of this con-
struction, capable of holding eleven quarts, were sup-
plied by the tinman who had been employed to make
them at the price of 4*. 6d. each.
The thanks of the Council were ordered to Mr. Ark-

wright for Ihe present of this measure, which Professor
Sewell stated would prove of the greatest utility in the
Veterinary College, where he should immediately in-
troduce it.

Cheese-making.
Mr. Arkwright having had a series of observations

instituted in his dairy at Sutton, on the conditions
under which the process of making cheese is most
favourably conducted, and of the changing circum-
stances of stock, pasture, temperature, and weather
affecting the quality and amount of cheese produced,
had found that a certain combination of such circum-
stances induced in their recurrence almost an invariable
result. On the completion of these enquiries he would
communicate the details to the Society, presenting to
the Councd in the meantime the tabulated observations
of the past year, which were received with thanks and
referred to the Journal Committee.

Draining Tiles.

Mr. Arkwright also presented to the Society speci-
mens of draining tiles from twelve to fifteen inches long,
of which, during the past season (from May to Septem-
ber) 235,000 had been made by hand, on his estate at
Sutton, at a very cheap rate, from an inferior clay—the
tiles, however, when burnt, being found to be of a very
sound and compact quality. The Council received
these tiles with thanks, and referred the details con-
nected with their manufacture to the Journal Com-
mittee.

Seed-Wueat.
Mr. Shelley communicated his Report on the trial of

Ihe Bristol Seed Wheat with other varieties commonly
grown in Sussex, which was read and referred to the
nest monthly council, when the question of an award of
the prizes for red and white wheats would be taken into
consideration.

Scour in Lambs.
Mr. Fisher, of Alceston, near Stratford-on-Avon,

Warwickshire, informed the Council of the success
which had attended his adoption of the plan of dipping
lambs affected with the scour in cold running water;
and Professor .Sewell undertook, at the request of the
Council, to report to them his enquiries on that sub-
ject

Claim for Exhibition-

Mr. Shelley informed ihe Council, that having re-

ceived from the parlies who had been excluded from
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exhibiting: at the Society's future Sliows, on the ground
of iin alleged attempt on their parts to effect an irregular

entry beyond the limits prescribed to other exhibitors,

a satisfactory explanation on that subject, he gave no-
tice that he shoukl move at the next monthly meeting,
that the Council should take into consideration the re-

moval of that disqualification accordingly.

Professor Brande's Lectures.

The Secretary was directed to announce by public

advertisement the Lectures which Professor Brande, at

the request of Earl Spencer, had kindly undertaken to

give to the Members on the evenings of Wednesday
and Thursday next, in the Theatre of the Royal Insti-

tution of Great liritain, in Albemarle-street.
A letter from the Rev, George Thompson, of Ab-

botts-Ann, near Andover, on the best njode of placing
horses for efScient draught in dung-carts and vsraggons,

having been read, the Council adjourned to Wednesday
next, the Cth of December.

At a monthly Council, held at the Society's
House in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the
6tb of December, present, his Grace the Duke of
Richmond, in the chair, Colonel Austen, Thomas
Raymond Barker, Esq., French Burke, Esq., Henry
Blanshard, Esq., F. C. Cherry, Esq., Henry Colmaii,
Esq., W. S. Dugdale. Esq., M.P., Henry Handley,
Esq., and Professor Sewell,

Finances.

Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the Finance
Committee, presented to the Council the monthly Re-
port of the state of the Funds of the Society, and the
amount of receipt and expenditure respectively du-
ring that period ;'tlie current balance in the hands of
the bankers on the SOtb of November, being ^'243,

and the amount of capital invested in the funds,
£T,7Q0.

Exemption from Rates.

The Duke of Richmond having called the atten-

tion of the Council to a recent Act of Parliament by
which all Societies instituted for the purposes of

Science, Literature, or the Fine Arts, were rendered
exempt from County, Borough, Parochial, and other

Rates, the necessary steps were directed to be taken
to obtain for the Society the benefit of that ex-
emption.

Great Painiino of the Society.

Mr. Thomas Agnew, of Exchange-street, Man-
chester, the Proprietor of the great painting, by Mr.
Ansdell, of the Society's Trial of Implements at the

Country Meetings, presented to the Society a proof
impression of the engraving of Mr. Handley's por-

trait, taken from that painting, which was received
with thebest acknowledgments of the Council. The
following communic.ition addressed to the Council
has been also received from Mr. Ansdell, in reference

to that print and the destination of the original pic-

ture :
—" I beg your acceptance of a porti-jit of

Henry Ilandley, Esq., framed complete. It is one
of a series of portraits of distinguished agriculturists

which I have arranged to publish ; they are all to be
uniform in size and style. I shall have great plea-
sure in presenting the Society with one of each as
they are completed. I take the present opportunity
of repeating what I have already stated to the Right
Hon. Earl Spencer to be my intentions relative to

the large picture of the Meeting of the Society for

the trial and inspection of implements. The paint-
ing has cost me 1000 guineas. It is my intention
to present it to the Society, as soon as 300 names
are registered for the engravings upwards of 200

are already subscribed, and I have great hopes of

being able to complete my wishes previous to the

nest annual Country Meeting of the Society."

Belgian Carrot.

Mr. Lister Maw communicated, through ]\Ir.

Gibbs, the success which had attended his cultiva-

tion of the white or Belgian carrot on land " which
four or five years ago was so foul and run out that

it would produce little or nothing," but by judicious

drainage and manuring had produced the fine speci-

mens of carrot he then presented to the Society, and
which ho found to be best adapted as food for horses

of every kind after being suppered up for the night.

Phosphate of Lime.

Mr. Pusey having signified to the Council that

Dr. Daubenv was desirous of instituting certain en-
quiries on the agricultural applications of the phos-
phate of lime he had brought from Spain, and pre-

sented to the Society, the Council ordered that Dr.
Daubeny should be allowed to have such a portion

of the Society's stock of the mineral in question as

he might require for the purpose of liis proposed in-

vestigations.

The Council then adjourned to the special meeting
of the following day.

A Special Council, f»r the transaciion of such
business connected with the period of the December
meeting, as might be postjioned from the monthly
Council, was held at the Society's House in Han-
over-square, on Thursday, the 7th of December

;

present—The Right Hon. Earl Spencer, president,

in the chair, Duke of Richmond, Viscount Camp-
den, Hon. Capt. Spencer, Colonel Austen ; Charles
Arkwright, Esq. ; Henry John Adeane, Esq. ; David
Barclay, Esq., M.P. ; Thomas Raymond Barker,

Esq. ; Robert Beart, Esq. ; Samuel Bennett, Esq.
;

French Burke, Esq. ; Colonel Challoner ; F. C.

Cherrj'-, Esq. ; Henry Colman, Esq. ; John Bell

Crorapton, Esq. ; W. S. Dugdale, Esq., M.P, ;

John Ellman, Esq. ; Humphrey Gibbs, Esq.
;

Brandreth Gibbs, Esq. ; Henrv Handloy, Esq.
;

C. Hillyard, Esq.; W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq.; Wm.
Henry Hyett, Esq. ; Samuel Jonas, Esq. ; George
Kimberley, Esq. ; John Kinder, Esq. ; Fielder

King, Esq. ; John Morton, Esq. ; Sir Robert Price,

Bart., M.P. ; Philip Pusey, Esq,, M.P. ; Francis,

Pym, Esq. ; Professor Sewell ; William Shaw, Esq.

;

John Villiers Shelley, Esq.; Charles Stokes, Esq.;

and W. B. Wingate, Esq.

Agricultural LAnouRERS.

On the motion of Mr. Shaw, seconded by Mr.
Raymond Barker, it was resolved that a Committee
for considering in what manner the 10th object of

the Society enumerated in the charter, " to promote
the comfort and well'are of labourers, and to encou-

rage the improved management of tiieir cottages and

gardens," can be carried out, should be appointed,

and consist of the following gentlemen : — Earl

Spencer, Duko of Richmond, Mr. Pusey, fllr. Shaw,
Mr. John William Clark, Rev. C. T. James, Mr.
Burke, and Mr. Hobbs.

Implement Regulations.

Mr. Gibbs submitted to the Council the additional

regulations for implements he proposed should be
incorporated with those already ngreed to by the

Council, and offered suggestions respecting the

mode in which the whole of them might be most
conveniently classed ; when the Council resolved on
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tlie motion of Mr. Barclay, to refer tbe subject to

a coniinittee, consisting of all the Stewards of Imple-

ment and Cattle ^ards at tbe Derby Mooting, in-

cluding Mr. Gibbs himself, with a request that they

would report to the Council, on or before the first

Wednesday in March ; with an instruction that tbe

price of admission to the implement yard on tbe

Tuesday and Wednesday should be half-a-crown

each day, instead of five shillings, as formerly.

Claim for Exuiisition.

!\Ir. Shelley read a letter from the parties who had

been disqualified for future exhibitioUj on account of

an intention on their part, as inferred from the

terms of their own written communication to the

Director of the Show Yard at the Usrby Meeting,

to obtain an irregular entry and admission of one of

their implements ; disclaiming any such intention

iis tliat imputed to them, and expressing a hope

that, on the explanation they had thus communi-
cated to the Council, the disqualification might be

removed. On the motion of the Dule of Richmond,

seconded bv Mr. Shelley, it was resolved that a

committee, consisting of the same gentlemen who
compose the Finance Committee, be appointed to

enquire into this case, and communicate personally

with all the parties concerned.

Wheat Prize.

The reports of Rlr. Pusey, Mr. Shelley, and the

Rev. Dr. Webb, on the trial and cultivation of the

wheats selected as the best samples eshil)ited at tbe

firistol meeting, having been read, the Council de-

cided, on the motion of Mr. Barker, that none of the

results were of such a nature as to justify tlie award
of tbe Society's prize; but that, as the white wheat.

appeared liliely to become useful on certain soils,

it was resolved, on tlie motion of Mr. Bennett,

that a further trial should be made of its value.

Weights and Measures.
Mr. Colman called the attention of the Council

to the great inconvenience found at present to arise

in all comparative trials in agricultural enquiries,

from the want of an uniformity of tbe weights and
measures employed in ascertaining the resulting

produce, and a conventional standard of comparison
to which the terms of every expression of value

in these trials should have reference. Jn travelling

through England, be had himself found it difficult to

draw accurate conclusions from tbe results commu-
nicated to him ; in some districts the load being said

to contain three, and in others five quarters, the

bushel on one occasion being estimated as equal to

tbirty-eight quarts. In weight, on the other hand,

he sometimes found tbe pound to be made up of

sixteen, and at other times of eighteen ounces ; while

in Cambridge butter was sold by the yard, and in

Nottingham by the pint. The Council concurred
with Mr. Colman on the desirableness of an uniform
system of weight and measure in all comparative
trials. Tlie President suggested that it would bo

found convenient if all results of measure were ex-

pressed in bushels and parts of a bushel. Mr.
Pusey, as Cliairman of the Journal Committee, was
careful to reduce all foreign quantities into terms of
English value ; and it was a regulation of the Society
that "the imperial weights and measures are those
only by which calculations are to be made.'' Mr.
Hyett thought that, in the wheat trials especially, a
model plan of cultivation and an uniform system of
comparison were essential.

SouTHAMPioM Meeting.
The reports of Mr. Miles, Mr. Shelley, and Mr.

Gibbs, on the sites beat adapted for the Show-yard

and Pavilion ; and Mr. Moyes's Utter to the Presi-

dent on the grant of any portion of the race-course

required to "complete the space required for the

Show-yard ; Mr. Milhurn's communication ot the

phm of the Doncastcr Pavilion, and Mr. Sandford's

of that erected at the Belf^ist meeting, were referred

to the General Southampton Committee.

Vacancies in the Councii..

The Council then proceeded, according to the

charter, to fill u]) tke vacancies in their body, occa-

sioned by the decease of j\Ir. Woods Page, Mr.
AVebb Hall, and the Rev. Mr. ^Ilham ; and duly

elected Mr. Compton, M.P., Mr. Etwall, M.P., and
]\Ir. John Hudson, of Castleacre, Norfolk, tooccujiy

the places respectively of those gentlemen deceased.

Standing Committees.

Tbe Council then re-appointed, agreeably with
the by-laws, tbe following standing committees for

the ensuing year, namely, tlie Finance, Journal,

House, Southampton, Veterinary, and By-law com-
mittees ; Mr. Hyelt's name being added to tho

Journal committee in the place of that of the late

Ptev. W. L. Pihani, a new form given to tlie con-

stitution of the House Committee, and the By-iau-

cominittee requested to report the result of their in-

quiries at an early date.

The Netherland^Government transmitted, through
their Minister residing in England, a copy of a work
on " Barrenness in Cattle," recently published by-

Professor Numan, Director of the Royal Veterinary
College at Utrecht; the Roval Academy of Sciences

at Munich, presented their last volume of Transac-
tions, and series of proceedings ; his Grace the

Duke of Portland presented a copy of " Extracts
from the works of the late Mr. Arthur Young, on the

Cultivation of Beans, and the application of Ma-
nure," edited by his Grace, and printed for distri-

bution among- his tenantry ; M\: Allen Ransome, a

copy of his work on the " Implements of Agricul-
tyire ;" Mr. Colman, the second volume, just pub-
lished, of the transactions of the New York
State Agricultural Society ; Mr. Shaw and Mr.
Cuthbert Johnson, a copy of tbe Farmers'
Almanac for 1844; i\Ir. Parkes, copies of
his Pajjcrs on Steam-engines and Steam-boilers,

read before tbe Institution of Civil Engineers
; Mr.

Henderson, a copy of his Meteorography ; Mr. Dean,
a copy of his work on Tottenham and its Institu-

tions ; Mr. Blurton and Mr. Brown, their respective

Essays on Draining ; the Highland, Royal Asiatic,

Statistical, Labourer's Friend, and Geological So-
cieties, their latest transactions ; the editors of tbe
Farmer's Magazine, Veterinarian, Polytechnic Re-
view, Farmer's Herald, West of England Almanac,
British .\merican Cultivator, and American Agricul-
turist, their last publications; the Regulations of
the Guernsey Agricultural Society, and the fourth

report of the Framlingham Farmer's Club, fiom
their respective bodies : for all of which the Council
ordered their best thanks to be returned to the se-

veral donors.

The Council then adjourned to the following
.Saturday, at eleven o'clock ; and resolved, at its

rising on that day, to adjourn over the Christmas
recess to the first Wednesday in February,

NEW MEMBERS.
The following gentlemen were elected members of

the Society :
—

Baldock, Edward Holmes, 5, Hyde Park Place, Cum*
berlaad Gate
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Beesley, G., Apfeat's Office, Lytham Hall, nea

Preston, Lancashire
Browne, Richard Thomas Staples, Launton, Bicester,

Oxon
Burden, llowland, Castle E len, Stocktoa-on-Toes,

Durham
Burgess, Stephen, Westbrook, Lydd, Keat
Carnac, John Rivett, F.R.S., Warborne, near Lym-

iiiSton, Hampshire
Eofrold, John, her Majesty's BailifT lor the Home Park,
Windsor

Frere, (jeorg-e Edward, C E., F.R.S., Billon, near

Bristol

(Juy, John, Yiddlevan Farm, Millord, Lymington,
Hampshire

Henry, Howard, St. Cross, near Winchester, Hampsh,
Holdsworth, George, Fair Mill, Coliham, Surrey

Jenner, Montague Herbert, 1, Chesterfield Street,

May- Fair.

Lines, Edward A., Hillesden, near Buckingham
Markham, Charles, .Tun., Northampton
M'Tagsart, James, Foxlease, near Lyndhurst, Hants
Nightingale, Richard, Lyndhurst, Hampshire
Pain, Henry, Manor Farm, Mitcheldever, Andover
Road, Hampshire

Pope, William, Toller Whelme, Beaminster, Dorset
Quartly, James. Molland House, South Mollon, Devon
Kaine, William Surtees, 9, Lacsdowne-plnce East,

Bath
Salmon, William, Paik Fields, near Stowc, Bucks.
Salmon, Perridge, Luffield Abbey, near Stowe, Rucks,
Scott, Sir Edward, Bart., Great Barr, Lichfield, Staflsh.

Simmonds, Henry, Hadlow, Tonhridge, Kent,

Worsley, the Rev. Peunyman Wartou, Little Ponton,
Grantham, Lincolnshire

Wise, John Ashford, Clayton Hall. Newcastle, Staffs.

GENERAL MEETING OF
THE ROYAL AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF ENGLAND.

The members held their half-yearly general meeting,

at the Society's house in Hanover-square, on Saturday
the 9th of December, present

—

The Right Hon. Earl Spencer, President, in the

chair.

Duke of Richmond, Sussex ; Henry Handley, Line;
Philip Pusey, M. P., Berks.; W. H. Hyett, Glouc.

;

Geo. Kimberley, Surrey ; F. Burke, Middx. ; 'J'homa's

Raymond Barker, Bucks.; Colonel Challoner, Surrey;
H. Blanshard, Essex; S. Druce, Oxon.: J. Druce,
Oxon.; G. E. Hannam, Kent ; Geo. Crundwell, Kent

;

T. Umbers, Warw. ; S. Umbers, Warw. ; R. Rigg,
Bliddx.; R. Hornsby, Line; R. Hodkinson, Notts.

;

G. Cottam, Middx.; R. Parkinson, Jan., Notts.; J.

Houghton, Berks. ; H. Gibbs, Beds. ; J. Kinder, Herts;

R. W. Crowdy, Berks.; David Barclay, M.P., Surrey;

Capt. Randolph, Kent : C. Stokes, Notts. ; S. Bennett,
Beds.; J, F, Potterton,Northamp.; J.Walter, Kent ; C.
Tawney, Oxon ; G- Kilby, Leic. ; John Wood, Middx-;
H. Ingram, Sussex ; C. Alderman, Berks. ; C. Hiliyard,

Northamp. ; F. Wratislaw, Warw. ; Rev. .T. R. Smy-
thies, Heref. ; W. F. Hobbs, E-;sex ; Rev. John Mills,

Camb. ; E. Matson, jun-, Surrey; W- Walter, Kent;
Geo. Webster, Leic ; B. Almack, Middx. ; J. F. liaines,

Essex ; J. Parkes, C.E., Middx.; F. W. Etheredge,
Hamp, ; A. Spong, Kent ; H. Price, Kent; R. Her-
bert, Surrey ; J. Allen Ransome, Sutf. ; S. R. Solly,

Herts.; J. H. 'I'urner. Sussex; G. H. Peppin, Som.
;

.r. Holder, Heref.; W. Shaw, .Middx.; Pr<if. Sewell.

Middx, ; A. Leighton, Northamp. ; Sir R. P. Todrell,

Hart., Deri). ; R. S. Grai)urn, Line; W. S. Tomkins,
Hamj). ; W. Holbech, Oxon; .f, ISromley, Deib.;
\V. A^ibury, Middx.; G. K'ncry, Somei'ifl; R.
T. Staples Browne. Oxon; H. I'ulland, Sussex;

Sir Robert Price, Bart-, Hereford; J. Read, ftlid-

dlesex ; T. Tweed, Kent ; R. W, Baker, Rutland

;

J.W. Bury, Middx.; W. Garrett, Suif.; C. J. An-
drews, Berks; Pti«r Purcell, Dublin; W. Shaw,
Jun., Northamp.

; J. Jeffery, Som.; Colonel M'Donall,
2nd Life Guards ; H. Paget. Leic. ; R. Fulshaw, Leic.

;

W. Writrht, Suff.; J. A. Williams, Wilts ; R. Cobb, J
Kent; E. Hill, Middx.; .L Ransome, Suff. ; J. Ste- 1
phens, Berks ; W. Smith, Herts ; T. Jones, Herts. ; 1

Colonel Blane, Middx.; H. Cobb, Middx.; C.
Tongue, Line; S. B. Hodgkinson, Notts-; W. Y.
Frcebodv, Middx. ; J. Hedding, Hunts. ; W. Skirving,
Lane; 11. Biddulph, Hero;!.; C.Hill, Northamp.;
R. Burgess, Notts. ; R. Matron, Kent ; Captain Gar-
diner, Surrey ; W, Tanner, Sussex ; Dr. Hamel, St.

Petcrsburgh ; C. W. Hoskyns. Warw, : T- J. M.
Bartlelt, Middx.; J, Hunt, Middx,; F. C. Cherry,
Surrey; T. Mount, Kent; N. Blake, Oxon.; R.
Brice, Kent; T. Crisp, Suff.; E. Lawford, Beds,;
W, Burt, Dorset. ; Henry Colman, United States.

The CiiAiRjiAN opened the proceedings by stating

that be was happy to observe the society was in a very
flourishing state, and was improving year by year in

the extent of its usefulness. But this was not to be
wondered at when the ]irincipal part of the business

of that society was confined to " practice with
science." (Clieers.) The Noble Earl stated his con-
viction that the study of agricultural mechanics would
increase in importance in lbs minds of all engaged
in the cultivation of the soil. If that should

not be observed for the moment, it would in

the long run; and which the noble Chairman felt

assured would be principally through the instrumen-
tality of the Royal Agricultural Society of England.
" Although," said Lord Spencer, " we have re-

ceived during the past year a large accession of

members, I am sorr^'^ to say that our financial affairs

are not in a favourable state. It should be borne in

mind that our annual country meetings, though
necessary, are very ex[)ensive to us. For instance,

the Derby Meeting this year was productive of a

loss to the Society, after allowing 1,19.5/. to be
distributed as prizes, of between 1,600/. and 1,700/ ,

This, it will be seen, is one great means of

our outlay
;

yet that outlay is unavoidable.

The show-yard and dining-vooms at Derby cost

a large sum, but unfortunately they were not

filled. At Southampton, next year, I trust we shall

not be in such difficulties. The amount of arrears

has, I am glad to say, been very much reduced
since last year. As a corporate body, we have now
a legal right to sue for all these debts ; but really it

is due to the Council of this society to say that they

have not proceeded to harsh measures in the matter
in any one instance. Still, if these arrears be not paid

up, we must take means to have them settled. I

have no doubt that, in many instances, these debts

to our funds have arisen from negligence. However
that may be, I trust to see more attention in future.

I shall not detain von longer, but shall call upon the

secretary to read the Society's Report,

Mr. Hudson, the Secretary, then read the follow-

ing report :
—
Repoht of the Council.

The Annual Country Meetings of the Royal Agricul-

tural Society of England have already been attended
with so many important results to the particular dis.

tricts ill wiiich they have taken place, and to the king-

dom at large, that the details affecting their future

regulation, and the best means of rendering them still

further useful and effective, are topics which have en-

gaged much of the attention of the Council during the

jja'it half-year.

The Meeting at Oxford wa-; eminently successful

;

and its arrau'jrements, lor so novel an undertaking, were

in every rtspect a Itquiite to the occasion. As a .";pon-
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taneous assemblage of the friends of agricultural im-
provement, formed for tlie purpose of cnrrvine out a
great national object, that memorable fust Country
Meetinprof the Soi^iety will perhaps never be rivallc<l ;

but, in point of magnitude and detail in the dei)iutinent

of the exhibition of stock and implements, a lapid in-

crease has annually t;iken place, and in a ratio tins year

so unprecedented, that at Derby the Show-yard occu-

])ied twice the space of that of either Oxford or Cam-
l)rid|»e, and contained nearly four times the number of

animal?;, and more ilian seven times the number of im-

plements, than at Oxford ; exceeding-, in this amount,
the successful exhibition even of Bristol by 1G5 anim;iU,

nnd 251 iinpleoients ; there having been exhibited at the

recent Derby Meeting in July la.^t no less than 878 head
of stock and 7U0 distinct implements. While, however,
the excellence of the stock, and the number, variety,

and importance of the agricultural implements, exhi-

bited on that occasion, formed a most tfralilving jiroof

of the success resulting- from the Country Meeting's of

the Society, the corresponding' increase in the deluils of

the arrangements, and the general expences attending-

the Show, are circumst-rinces whicli iiave required

and received the serious consideration of the Council.
The Society have already voteil their best thanks to

the ]\Iayor and Corporation of Derby for the aid tiiey

so etliciently rendered to the meetiui? in the preservation
of the peace and good order of the town ; to Mr. Col-
vile, M.P., and the Local Committee, for their zealous

co-operation in carryiusr out the details of the business

immediately connected with the local arr^O'^'ements ;

and lo ihfi various Railway Companies for the accom-
niodatioQ of special trains, and the remission of one
half the usual charges in favour of agricultural imple-

ments conveyed along- their respective lines, which they

granted to the members and the public. The Council
arc also scn<;il)Ie of the attention shown to the Society

by the M.-igistrates, in the grant of the use of the

CouDty-Hall for the purpose of theCouncil dinner ; by
the various owners and occupiers who plactd their land

at the disposal of the Society; an.l bv Mr. Bromley,
the Secretary of the South Derbyshire Agricultural

Society, in the devotion of his time and exertions in ful-

filling- th» duties of Srcretary to the Local Committee.
The CJouncil and Members of the Society, as well as

the implement-makeri and public at larg-e, experienced
considerable disappointment at the Derby Meeting,
that they were deprived of the opportunity of witnessing-

a trial of implements on lighter soil than that at Hough
Ileanor, on which the heavy land implements were
worked, and for the use of which the Society were in-

debted to the liberality of Mr. Chandos Pole, the pro-

prietor. The Council have taken every measure which

they think best adapted to prevent the recurrence of a

similar disappointment ; and in the meantime, at the

suggestion of tlie .ludges of Implements, tliev have re-

que^teil Mr. .Taques, of Easby Abbey, ne;ir Richmond,
in Yorkshire, to subject Lord Ducie's Uley Cultivator,

and Mes=:rs.Ransomt's improved Biddeil Scarifier, with

the consent of the respective makers, to the compara-
tive tr.al of a whole season's work on soils ot various

texture: tlie Duke of llichmond, the Hon. Captain

Spencer, and Mr, Jaques having undertaken to test the

respective merits of the Dynamometers of Messrs.

Cottam and Hallen, and Rlr. Ciyburn, when applied to

the trial of the draught of agriculturalimplement ; and
Mr. Graburn has expressed his willingness to ascertain

thr effects of Messrs. Ransome's and Mr. Alexander

Dean'sporlable metallic and stone corn-millsby constant

use in his own household.
A deputation of the Society was appointed to visit

Southampton, immediately at the close of the Derby
meeting, for tlie j)urpose ot inspecting the various sites

for the show-yard, pavilion, and council dinner ; and
being received by the Mayor and Corporation, they

were conducted to the several localities considered to

be most siiitdble for those objects. Alter receiving
their report, the Council decided to select as the site (if

the show-yard, a portion of the Southampton common,
origiually offered to thy Society by the RLayor and Cor-

poration, and directed a coinmunication of that decision
to be made to the Mayor, who has since that lime
irausmiited to the (Journal the resolutions of a public
meeting of the rate-payev* and commoners of the town,
unanimously expressing their most cheerful and cordial
co-operation with the corporation in sanctionio"- the
application of iitiy portion of the common that may be
required for the purposes of the Society. Mr. Miles,
M.P., Mr. Shelley, and i\]r. Gibhs, were deputed ac-
corilingly to inspect the localities most suitable for the
show-yard and pavilion ; and those gentlemen having
roade their report to the Council on those points, it

was found that the site most advantageously situated

for the show-yard would comprise a considerable por-
tion of the race-cotirse ; and the President having,
therefore, communicated that circumstance to the
Mayor, he inform.vd the President in reply, that the
portion of the race-course thus included within the pro-
posed area ol the show-yard would be willingly ceded,
and every a(.'commodalion in the power of the authori-
ties and inhabitants of Southampton to grant, would
be readily arranged on their part to meet the wishes of
the Society.

The Council have appointed Mr. Miles, ]\I.P., and
Mr. Shelley to be the stewards of the implement de-
partment, witli full power to take every measure to

render the exhibition and tri-.il of implements in every
respect satisfactory at the Southampton meeting.
The Council havi appointed Mr. Parkes to bo the

consulting engineer of the Society ; to be remunerated,
when emi)loyed in that capacity, either by the Council,
from the funds ot the Society, or by individual members,
at the usual rate of professional charge. Mr. Parkes,
us a civil engineer, haslong maintained a high standing
in his profession; and as a judge of implements, and au-
thor of the vtiluabl-j reportson theexhibition and trial of
the implements at the Liverpool and Bristol meetings,
is vvell known to the members of the Society at large.

In addition to Mr. Parker, as the Consulting Engineer
of the Society, the Council have decided that a greater
number of Judges of Implements, including practical
farmers, shall be appointed : aLo that the exhibition of
implements on the Tuesday and Wednesday previously
to the principal day of the show shall be open at half-a-
crown on each ot those two days, instead of at five

shillings as heretofore, ihey have limited the accom-
modation in the Pavilion to the number of 1400 persons
at dinner, and decided th;it tickets for the Pavilion
Dinner shall be reserved for members until 12 o'clock
of the day of dinner, and afterwards sold to the public.
'I'hey have fixed the time of the meeting as the fourth
week of July—Thursday, the 25th, being the principal
ilay of the sIkjw. The Council have settled all the
prizes for the Southampton Meeting, including among
those lor stock special local prizes for cattle of the
Chanuel Islands breed, and for short-woolled sheep not
qualified lo compete as Southdowns : all certificates

lor implements being required to be sent to the Secre-
tary on or before the 1st of i\Iay, and all others on or
before the 1st of June ; and the Council have decided
that, after those dates respectively, no certificate shall

be received under any pretence whatever.
The Finance Committee have laid belore theCouncil

the detailed Balance Sheet of the Derby Meeting Ac-
count ; from which it tippears that the receipts on
account of that meeting were .£3,390, while the ex-
penditure had been X5,075 3s. 7d., being an excess of
expenditure over the receipts of £1,685 3s. 7d., charg-
able on the fun(U of the Society. The Council trust

that they will be enabled to prevent the recurrence of
such a ileficit at the ensuing country meeting.
The Finance Commiitee have also laid before the

Council the following siatement of the arrears of sub-
scription at the present time, in comparison with their

amount at the last December mreiing:—
'J'otalamoant of arrears in December 1842. , £3705
Do. do. do. in December 1813.. 1GI4

Total amount of arrears paid or discharged
during the last 12 months £2091
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By the new regulation, all subscriptions of the pre-

sent year, due in advance on the ]it of Jannary last,

became in nn-ear on the Ist of June ensuing: ; and
agreeably will) such rule, the amount of subscriptions

in arreur for 1843 i?. only 1,879Z. ; a praporlion of the

year's subscriptions by no means prreat, wlien it is taken

info consideration that the fact of sueli new rule being
in operation niyy not be known by the members gene-
rally who are thus in arrear.

The Committee h;\ve laid before the Council the

following census of the Members remaining' on the list

of the Society after the removal of such names as were
referred to by the Council in its lust lieport to the

General Meeting in May.
108 Life Governors.
193 Governors.
434 Life Members.

G115 ftlembers,

13 Hon. Members.

6863

The Journal Committee have reported to tlie Council
the adjudication of the Society's gold medal, along with
Mr. Slaney's addition of 10/, to the prize, for the best

essay on the construction of cotlnges, to the Rev. Co-
pinger Hill, of Buxhall, near Stowmarket; and the

completion of the new part of the Journal, which will be
publis^hed in a few days.
The Council have to acknowledge the favour Profes-

sor Braude h:is conferred on the members, in delivering

to them, at the request of Eur! Spencer, your presi-

dent, two lectures in the theatre of the Royal Institu-

tion, on the chemical properties of lime and clay.

The judges of the seed-wheat selected for trial at the

Bristol raeeiing, having madi'; tlieir respective reports

of the results obtained in ouliivating the selected wheats
along with well known varieties of the neighbourhood
in which each tri*al was made, the Council have de-

cided, that although the white wlieat promised favour-
ably under certain circumstances, tlie Council had not
sufficient proof that it had the requisite merit for the

society's prize, while the two reds were very ialerior in

every respect. As the trials had been made during an
unfavourable season, the Ccmncil have decided that

the white wheat will have advantage of further trial.

Agreeably with the charter, the Council have filled

up the vacancies in their; bndy, occasioned by the la-

mented deaths of Mr. Woods Pagfe, I\Ir. Webb fLill,

and the Rev. Mr. Rhara, by the election of Mr.
Comptoa, ]M.P.. vice Mr. Page, to go out by rotation

in 1844; Mr. Etwall, M.P., vice Webb Hall, to go
out by rotation in 1844 ; Mr. John Hudson, of Castle-

acre, Norfolk, vice the Rev. Mr. Rham, to go out by
rotation in 1845.

In conclusion, the Council have mach satisfaction in

reporting the increasing recognition of the utility of the
society, by the accession of m>-mber,5 of all classes

throughout the various district? into which the kingdom
has been divided for the purposes of holding its coun-
try meetings; and though the increasing numbers will

severally be found in Ihe peculiar locality of Ih-: year,

still a very larpe addition is at the same time going on
from every part of the country.

Mr. I'^MF.nv moved that the report be adopted, and
ordered to be printed and circulated.

Mr. Raymond BAriKEn then read the following
half-year's Balance-sheet of the Society :

—

Auditors' Half-yearly Balance Sheet, from
Jan. 1, TO June 30, 1843.

RECEIPTS. £ s. d.

Balance in the hands of the bankers, Dec.
31«t, 1842 65G 3 4

Balance in the hands of the secretary .... 26 12 4

Dividends on Stock 114 Ct

Governors' IJfe Composition 90
Members' Life Annuities ,.... 345

Governors' Subscriptions < £890 10

Members' Subscriptions 3688 9
Sale of Cottage '4 lacts 13 19 8

Sale of samples of waste butter, sent in

to compete for the Society's prize 14 8

Receipts on account of the Bristol Meeting
during 1^ year 1 10 10

£5,855 18

(Signed) Tnos. Raymond Bahkeu, Chairman,
C. B. Challoner,
Tnos. Austen,
Henry Blanchahd.

s; d.

6 8

5

Disbursements. £
Investment of stock 1013
Permanent charges 531
Taxes and rutes 50 1 10

Establishment and building-work 1235 5 1

1

Postage and carriage 61 15 11

Advertisements 95 15

Expenses of Journal 564 2 6
Country meetings' charges during the

half-year 701 3 3

Prizes for essays— half-a-year 60
LJiscellaneous and returned permanent

subscription account 31 16 8

balance in the hands of the bankers, June
30, 1843 1509 19 10

Do- in the hands of the secretary 1 6 4

£5855 18 6
Audited on behalf of the Society,

8th December, 1843.

(Signed) C. H. Turner
Chas.Tawney.

The above report having been carried, Mr. Bar-
ker said, with reference to the arrears which Lord

Spencer L;id referred to, he was glad to find they

were diminishing. The noble lord had wisely said

that they principally arose from incautiousness ;

while he (Mr. Barker) had thought that many of

the circulars which had been transmitted to those

who had not paid up their subscriptions had been

thrown aside and forgotten.

A Member stated that he, for one, had no objec-

tion to make a personal apjdication to those who
were indebted to the Society in bis own immediate
neighbourhood.

Mr. Raymond Baricer said he felt obliged by the

offer, but he was fearful it would lead to no good

result. For instance, two gentlemen bad taken the

trouble thus to solicit, but their efforts were quite

futile : one of them, who had 40?. to collect, not

having received a farthing ; while another, who had

35/., procured only 1/. (^Laughter.) Still, he (Mr.

Barker) felt much obliged by the offer then made.
The balance-sheet of the Derby meeting was

next read, and from which it appeared that the ex-

cess of payments on that occasion exceeded the in-

come by 1,6851. 3s. 7d.

Annual Country Meeting Account,

Derby, 1843.
Receipts. £ s. d.

Dinner Tickets 1,077 16

Ladies Gullery 'lickets 63
Show-Y.ard Receipts 1,969 11 8.

SaleofCatalogties 268 13 4

Saleof Hurdles 112
Sale of B.idges for Council and Stewards 9 7

Excess of J'aymeuts over Receipts at the

Derby Meeting, chargeable on the

Funds of the Society 1,685 3 7

5,075 3 7
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Coat^a^c?s7Snners .: £982 10 THE SMITHFIELD CLUB
for ladies' refreshmeats 25 CHRISTMAS SHOW OF

si:^^^'^;:!:^:::^!:!^'':!^:^':.:.:. ili d I cattle, implements, &c.
Trial of Imijiement ditto 11117 8 .

London Police 186 6 luis great national exuibilion—the greatest of its

Judges
".

2'5t) 19 6 kind in tbe world—was opened to the j)ublic at an

Auctioaeer 21 early hour on Wednesday, December 9, and attended

Printing 322 12 6 throughout the day by a much larger number of vi-

Slationery 1^ -^ sitors than has been known to have attended upon
Advertisements 174 16 5 any previous occasion. It might be fairly supposed
Carriage and Porteraee. 23 18 4 ^j^t t^g inspection of fat stock would be 'interesting
Expences of Official btafl -W d b

^^j^ to even a portion of the male sex, but it is a
Surveyor 3 1 lans . . , .... it)

^
o

j.g^j,rlvable fact that this exhibition has become at-
Registration of Lodgings iu lo /

* i i- -• .i i
•

i ^ i r i j

Miscellaneous ...... °.... 7 19 4 tractive to ladies ot the highest rank. Indeed a

large proportion of the visitors at the bazaar were

(Sif^ned) £5>075 3 7 females, who contemplated the diflerent specimens

Thos. Rayaiond Barker, Chairman. of animal beauty with a mixed feeling of curiosity

C. B. CiiALLONEft. and admiration.

Titos. Austen. The collection of animals this year is not onl}'
Henry Blansiiard.

j^^^j.^ numerous, but of a more varied description.
Lord Spencer next proposed the thanks of the

^,^^^ ^^ -^^^^ exhibition. It will be fiund
Society to the judges of the stock at Derby, for

^^ reference to the award of prizes by the judges,
their services.—Larried.

that the competition has not, as heretofore, been li-
The Noble Chairman said he had to propose a ^^-^^^ ^^ ^i^^^.^^^ ,^^.,^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^ metropolis, but

vote of thanks to Professor Brande for having given
^^^^ j^ j^^^ ^^^.^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^.^^^. extending to

two lectures at the Royal Institution. Although
^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^1^^ kingdom. This may

those lectures did not supp y much practical infor-
^^ accounted for in part by the facility of transit af-

niation, they were extremely interesting.-Carried
f^^^^j ^^ railways, but is in a greater degree attri-

^")^, * ^^? "^^;
-r, 1 • i- X 1 ^, i.

butable to the encouragement held out by the Sraith-
The Duke of Richmond here intimated that

^.^^^^ battle Club and the Royal Agricultural Society
those gentlenaen to whona medals had been awarded

^f England, which has induced cattle breeders to
would have them presented to them by the Secre- abandon their old-fashioned treatment of animal.,
tary at the close of the meeting

^.^j ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^,,^ newly-discovered scientific
A proposal was now made to have catalogues

jn^iples as had met with the sanction of competent
published of the various animals intended for sale.

]^j ^^ ^„j practical graziers. The consequence of
Such a rdan was calcidated to secure a larger sale

^his overthrow of old prejudices is evident in the
The Chairman intimated that the Council

large number of new competitors from parts of the
would take the plan into consideration. kingdom in which the idea of iattening an animal

Mr. CoTTAM said, with the noble chairman s per- ^.„^ .,,3 gmithfield Cattle Show was never enter-
mission, he had a suggestion to make to the meeting

t^jned
of interest. It was evident, he intimated, that those ' „„ ',,.,, . .

who had gone through the various show-yards of the ,
^ ^^ '°'=''l agricultural associations, it must be con-

society, must have been pleased with the mechanical
fessed,have had no inconsiderable influence in pro-

skill {herein observed. The society had given great 'V°"°£
^P'/!^ emulation. Many members of

support to agriculture in general, yet he (Mr. Cot- "^^« •'°^;'=^' al^I^O"?!' goo^ practical farmers, and

ta^) was firmly convinced, if gentlemen would turn
thoroughly conversant with the treatment of stock,

their attention more to implements, the society would !^°"''l ^^^^ deemed it presumptuous to enter the

obtain great benefits. He (Mr. Cottam) considered ''^'^ «3;=^'"St noblemen and gentlemen of condition,

that the machine makers were not exactly repre-
^^-"^ " "°t

l^^^ f the meetings of the local associ-

sented at the council. At Derby, several little
ations they have been mvited and stimulated to do so.

difficulties arose, but which mioht have beeu wholly Tbe principal contributors to the present exhibi-

avoided had the subject been better understood by t'O'i are Lord Spencer, president of the club, the

the council. What was required was, that the Duke of Richmond, vice-president, the Duke of

machine makers be heard " at the bar" of the conn- Bedford, the Earl of Warwick, Sir William Wake,

cil. by some one being called upon to represent them. Lord Western, the Earl of Hardwicke, the Earl of

He hoped he was not asking too much. Doctor Radnor, Sir Charles Tempest, the Marquis of Exeier,

Buckland pressed forward the necessity of tlie Duke of Manchester, the Hon. W. Wilson, and

a mechanical science in agriculture, but the f*^'"' f'sher Hobbs.

machine makers bad never had a powerful organ to The appearance of his Royal Highness Prince
make known their plans. It was evident that more Albert as a competitor for prizes at this annual ex-

attention should be paid to mechanics; of their value hibition Hill not fail to raise the character of the

he required only to refer to what had been accom- Smithfield Club still higher in the estimation of the

plished by Mr. Smith, of Deanston, and Earl agricultural community. The Prince has been un-
Ducie (applause). He (Mr. Cottam) was confident successful this year, but it should not be forgotten
that a lecture on mechanics would be attended with that his royal highness has only recently turned his
beneficial results. attention to those practically useful pursuits, and

Mr. Pusey was glad to find the subject alluded to that this is the first time he has entered the field,

by Z\Ir. Cottam ; but, as there was already a long His royal highness exhibited two Scotch oxen,
report being drawn up by ]Mr. Parks, and which and three Suffolk pigs, all of which have been bred
would be in the hands of members in a few days, he and fattened at his royal highness's farm near Wind-
would say no more on the subject. sor, under his own immediate superintendence. Al-
Thanks having been voted to the Chairman, (he though not considered by the judges entitled to

meeting concluded. prizes, the animals were much commended by all
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who saw tbem. These specimens attracted a great

deal of curiosity throughout the day.

There was never, perhaps, a fuller attendance of

agriculturists in the raetropolis on any similar occa-

sion than at juesent. Uesides the annual exhibi-

tion of the Siuithlield Cattle Club, the Koyal Agri-

cultural Society of England holds its soirees in

Hanover-square : and Professor Brande delivers two

lectures on the application of chemistry in connec-

tion with agriculture, in the theatre of the Royul

Society, Albemarle-&treet ; and the Farmers' Club,

recently established, holds its meetings at lladley's

Hotel, Bridge-street, Blackfriars. These friendly

rewiioiis are in every respect desirable, as they must
necessarily tend to the diffusion of knowledge upon
various points essential to the well-being of that

important body.

CATALOGUE OF STOCK AND AWARD OF
PRIZES.

N.B. The figures at the commencoment of each

description signify the judge's number, and those

at the end of each animal the number of entry.

OXEN.
Class I.—Oxen or Steers, of gny breed, under five

years of age, without restrictions as to feeding, yet

the kind or kinds of food must be certified.

4. Mr. Robert Burgess, of Cotgrove Place, Notts, a

3 yesrs and 85 months ohl Durham Ox, bred by him-

self, from the stock of Earl Spencer, and fed on grass,

vetches, hay, clover, cabbages, turnip<<, oil cake, and
boiltd barley. Travelled to the show by van 6 miles

and by railway 130 mile.'.— 197. '1 he 3d prize of 10/.

13. Mr. II. Mann, Pigburn, near Doncaster, an

under 3 years and 6 months old short-horned Ox, bred

by himself, and fed on hay, sainfoin, green clover, tares,

white turnips, Swedes, potatoes, and linseed cake.

Travelled to the show by van 9 miles and by railway

176 miles.—188. Commended.
19. rhe Right Hon. Earl Spencer, of Altliorp, near

Northampton, a 4 years and 6 months old Durham Ox,
bred by his lordship, and ted on Swedes, mangold
wurzel, cabbages, hay, oil cake, and bean meal.

Travelled to the show by van 10 miles and by railway fifi

miles.— 182. The 1st prize of 20/., and a silver medal.

23. Mr. .1. Watson, of Thorney, near Peterboroush,
a 4 years and 85 months old Hereford Ox, bred by Mr.
C. Blakeney, ot Shelderton, near Ludlow, and fed on
hay, cake, barley and bean meal, hnseed, tares, carrots,

and cabbages. Travelled to the show by van 31 miles,

and by railway 95 miles.—178. The second prize of 15/.

Class II.— Oxen or Steers, of any breed, under 6 years

of age, weight 90 stone and upwards, that shall not

have had cake, corn, meal, seeds, grain, or distillers'

wash, during 12 months previouii to the Islof August,
1843.

24. Mr. John Beasley, of Chapel Brampton, near

Northampton, a 4 years and 8 months ohl short-horned

Ox, bred by himself from ahull of Earl Spencer, and
fed on mangold wurzel, turnips, hay, and l,7701bs,of
oil cake. Travelled to ithe show by van 10 miles, and
by railway GO miles.— 177. The first prize of 30/. and
a Sdver Medal.

25. His Grace the Duke of Bedford, of Woburn
Abbey, Bedford, a 4 years and 7 menths old Hereford
Ox, bred by liis grace, and led on grass, luiy, turnips,

earrots, mansold wurzel, 1,000 lbs. of barley meal,
340 lbs. of oatmeal, and 1,000 lbs. of linseed. Tra-
velled to the show by van 42 miles.—176. Highly
commended.

31. Mr. A. Perkins, of Arntsby, near Leicester, -a 4

years and II month* old Henford Ox, bred by Mr. .1.

Williams, of Ivingsland, near Leominster, and fed on
grass, hay, turnips, and 1,200 Ib^. ol od cake. Travt-lletl

lo the show on loot 9 miles anil by railway 100 miles.

—

170. The 2nd prize of 20/.

33. The Right Hon. Earl Spencer, of Althorp, near

Northampton, a 4 years and 7 months old Durham Ox,

bred by his lordship, and ltd on Swedes, mangold
wurzel, cabbages, hay, 1,143 lbs. of cake, and 12 bushels

of bean meal. Travelled to the show by van 10 miles

and by railway 66 milus.— 168. Commended,
34. The Right Hon. the Earl of Warwick, of War-

wick Castle, a 4 year*, and 8 months old Hereford Ox,
bred by Mr. VV. Perry, of Monkland, near Leominster,

and fed on grass, hay, turnips, potatoes, 951 lbs. of

cake, 450 lbs. of barley meal, and 390 lbs. of bean meal.

Travelled to the show by van U miles and by raUway
84 miles.— 167. The 3rd prize of 10/.

Cr.ASs III.—Oxen or Steers, of any breed, under 5 year*

of age, under 100 stuns and above 70 stone weight,

that shall not have had cake, corn, meal, seeds, grains,

or distillers' wash, during 12 months previous to the

Istof AugHSt, 1843.

35. His Grace the Duke of Bedford, of Woburn
Abbey, a 4 years and 3 months old Hereford Steer, bred

byMr. Tliomas Davis, of Dilwyn, near Weobly, and
fed on grass, hay, turnips, mangold wurzel, clover chaff,

925 lbs. of cake, and 5 bubhels of bean flour. Travelled

to the sshow by van 56 miles.— 166, Commended.
36. Mr. Bouverie, of Delapre Abbey, near Northamp-

ton, a 4 years and 8 months old Hereford Ox, hred by
Mr. J. King, of Colwall, near Ledbury, and fed on
grass, hay, mangold wurzel, turnips, potatoes, 632 lbs.

of cake, and 1 bushel of barley flour. Travelled to the

show by van 4 miles and by railway 60 miles.—165.

Commended.
43. Mr. J. T. Senior, of Brou^hton House, near

Aylesbury, a 3 years and 6 months old Hereford
Steer, hred by l\Ir. P, Stephens, of Hamptou, near

Kingston, and fed on grass, hay, and 730 lbs. of cake.

Travelled to the show by railway 50 miles.— 158. The
2nd prize of 10/.

45. Mr. George Turner, of Barton, near Exeter, a
3 years and 7 months old North Devon Steer, bred by
Mr. R. Mogfreridge, Molland, South Molton, and fed

on hay, mangold wurzel, 360 lbs. of cake, and 4 bushels
of barky meal. Travelled to the show by van 25 miles
and by railway 170 miU-s.— 156. Commended.

46. Mr, Thomas Umbers, of Wappenbury, near
Royal Leamington Spa, a 3 years and 7 months old
North Diivon Steer, bred by himself, and fed on grass,

hay, turnips, 8501bs. of cake, and SOOlbs. of barley and
bean meal. Travelled to the show on foot 9 miles, and
by railway 83 miles,— 155. The first prize of 15/. and
a silver medal.

Class IV.—Oxen or Steers, of any breed, not exceed-
ing 4| year* of age, under 85 stones weight, that shall

not have had cake, corn, meal, seeds, grains, or dis-

tillers' wash, during 12 months previous to the 1st of
August, 1843.

54. Mr. Thomas Umbers, of Wappenbury, near
Royal Leamington Spa, a 3 years and 6 months old
North Devon Steer, bred by himself, and fed on grass,

hay, turnips, 850lbs. of cake, and 800lbs. of barley and
bean meal. Travelled to the show on foot 9 miles, and
by railway 83 miles-—148. The first prize ol 10/. Sil-

ver medal.
55. Sir W. Wake, Bart., of Courleen Hall, North-

ampton, a 3 years and 8 months old Hereford Steer,

bred by Mr. J. Williams, of Staunton-upon-Wye, and
fed on grass, hay, mangold wurzel, turnips, carrots,

and I,098lbs. of cake. Travelled to the show on foot I

mile, and by railway 60 miles.— 147. I'he second prize

of 5/.

Class V.—Oxen or Steers, of any breed, under 4,j years

of age, under 80 stone weight, without restrictions as

to feeding, yet the kind or kinds of food must be
specified.

56. Mr. W. .T. Bailey, of Shenley House, near Stoney
Stratford, a 3 years and 1 month old Hereford Steer,

bred by Mr. Stubbs, of Wheetmore, and fed on grass,

hay, and oil cake. Travelled to the show on loot 2
nnles, and by lailway 52 miles,— 146. Highly com-
mended.
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W). Mr. T. Briciuc, of Biittsbury.near In;;:ateslonc,a

3 years and 11 nionilis olJ ilerdoril Sleer, lircd by Mr.
Aidcn, of ihe Ley, near W'tobly, ;uul fed on vesetrtble

roots, gras.s Imy, «i! c;ikc, and bean meal. Travellctl

to the show by van 21 milos.— 143. The prize of Wl.,
and a ^ilvl;^ inedul.

tii, l\Ir. J. Manniof?, of Ilarjjole, Northampton, a

Scotch Ox, fed on oil cake, bean meal, grass, and hay.
Travelled to the .~liow on foot 4 miles, and by canal
boat 72 mile*.— 13!)- Highly commended.

61. Mr. J. Mdler, of Ballumbie, near Dundee, a

3 years and 8 montiis old Durham Ox, bred by himself,

and led on turnips, potaioes, cut clover, tares, hay, oil

cake, and bean meal. Travelled to ihe show by van
15 miles, and by steam-boat 400 miles.— 138. Com-
mended.

65. Mr. J. Tucker, of West Ham Abbey, Stratford,

a 3 years and 1 month old Hereford Steer, bred by Me.
Roberts, of Invingioabury, aiid (cd on cake, meal,
hay, Swedes, and parsiiips- Travelled to the siiow by
van 8 miles.— 137. Commended.
66. The Right Honourable Lord Western, of Felix-

hall, Kelvedon, a 3 years and 6 months old Devon
Steer, bred by his lordship, and fed on turnips, cake,
hay, mangold wurzel, and bean meal. Travelled to

the show by van 43 miles.— 136. Highly commended.

COWS.
Class VI.—Fattened Cows or Heifers, under 5 years

of age. Free-martias and spayed Heifers are not
qualified.

68. Messrs. Fudling'ton and Kemp, of North El-
kington, near Louth, a 4 years and 3 months old short-

horned Heifer, bred Ly ihcnselvr^;, and fed on g^rass,

hay, cake, turnips, and bean meal. 'J'ravelled to the
show by van 30 ndles, by radway 256 miles, and by
boat 3 miles.— 134. The scconfl prize of 10/.

HK 'J'he Right Honourable the Eail of Hardwick, of
Wiiiipole, near Arrington, a 4 years and 3 months old
short-horned Heifer, bred by his lordship, and fed on
bean and barley meal, mangold wurzel, and hay.
Travelled to the show by vaa 45 miles.— 133. Com-
mended.

70. Mr. William Laddf, of Ellington, near Hunting-
don, a 4 years and 1 month old Durham Heifer, bred
by him«eU, and fed on gra^s, Swedes, cake, and bean
meal. Travelled to the show by van 68 miles— 132.
Hisrhly commended.

71. The Right; Honourable the Earl of Radnor, of
Cole--hill, near Farringdon, a 2 years and 7 months old
Herelord and short-horned Heifer, bred by his lordship,
and fed on hay, roots, corn, and cake. Travelled to
the show by van 6 miles, and by railway 74 miles.— 131.
Highly commended.

73. Sir Charles Tempest, Bart., of Broughton Hall,
nenrSkipton, a 4 years aud 9 months old sliori-horned
Heifer, bred by himself, and fed on hay, cake, and
turnips. Travelled to the show by van 30 miles, and
by railway 196 miles— 129. The first prize of 20/., and
a silver medal and a gold nif dal.

74. The Hon. H. W. Wilson, of Keythorpe Hall,
near Leicester, a 2 years and 11 months old short-
horned and Ayrshire Heifer, bred by himself, and fed
on cake, barley meal, beans, peas, hay, and vegetables.
Travelled to the show by van 30 miles, and by railway
about 100 miles— 128. The second prize of 5/.

Class VII.—Fattened Cows, of 5 years old and up-
ward.«. Freemartins and spayed Heiltis are net qua-
lified.

76. Mr. Barnett,of Stratton-park,ncar Biggleswade,
a 5 years and 6 months old Durham cow, had 1 calf,
bred by himself, and fed on grass, hay, oil cake, lin-
seed, bean meal, and carrots. 'I'ravelled to iheshow
by van 45 miles— 126. The first prize of 20/., and
silver medal.

78. Mr. J. T. Smith, of Thornby Grange, near
JNorthampton, a Syeirs and 2 months oldshort-horned
Heifer, bred by Mr. Cooke, of Cunnington, and fed on
cake, bean rneal, carrots, and hay. Travelled to the
show on foot 5 miles, and by railway 78 miles— 124,
1 he second prize of 5/.

Class Vlll.— Fattened Cows, of 5 years old and up-
wards, that shall have had at least 2 live Calves at
separate births.

80. The most Hon. the Marquess of Exclcr, of
Burghley, a 7 years and 2 months old Durham Cow,
had 2 calves, bred by himself, and fed on oil cake, bar-
ley meal, and turnips. Travelled to the show by van
84 miles— 122. I'hc second prize of 5/.

81. Mr. Edward Lakin, of BcMucharap Court, near
Worcester, an 11 years and 9 montlis old >hort-liorned
Cow, had f) calves, bred by himself, and fed on hay,
grass, vetches, straw, cabbages, turnips, mangold
wurzel, potatoes, oil cake, and beau meal. Travelled
to the show hy van 9 miles, and by railway 140 miles—
121. The first prize of 16/., and a silver medal-

EXTRA STOCK- Cattlk.
98. Mr. James Webster, of Feakirk, near J^;lcr-

borough, a 3 years and S months old sliort-horned Ox,
bred by himselt, and fed on cake, beau meal, turnips,
and hay. Travelled to the show on loot /i miles, by
van 45 miles, and railway 78 miles— 105. A silver
medal.

SHEEP.
Class IX.— Long-woolled fat Wether Sheep, l year

old, that have never had cake, corn, meal, scLd-;, or
pulse.

102. Mr. 'Thomas Twilchell, of Willington, Beds, a
pen of three 20 months old Leicester Wethers, breu by
himself, from rams hired of Mr. S. Bennett, of Bicker-
ing Park, Woburn— 10/. The first prize of 20/-, and a
Silver Medal.

103. Mr Thomas Umbers, of Wappenbury, near
Royal Leamington Sp.i, a pen of three 20 months old
New Leicester Wethers, bred by himself, from rams
hired of Mr. \V. Umbers, jun., and Mr. J. Buckley—
100. The second prize of 5/.

Class X.—Long-woolled fat Wether Sheep, i year
old, under 8 stone weight, that have never had cake,
corn, meal, seeds, or pulse.

101. Mr. J. S. Burgess, of Holme Pierrepoint, nr.ir
Nottingham, a pen of three 20 months old long-woolled
Wethers, bred hy himself—99. The prize of 10/., and
a Silver Medal.

Class XL— Long-woolled fat Wether Sheep, l year
old, without restrictions as to feeding."

108. Mr. J. S. Burgess, of Holme Pierrepoint,
near Nottingham, a pen of three 20 months old long-
woolled Wethers, bred by himself—95. Commended".

112. Mr. George Piercy, of Kirkburn, near Driffield.
York-hire, a pen of three 20 months old Leicester
Wethers, bred by himself, from rams hired of Sir T .

Sykes, Bart.— 91 Highly commended.
114. Mr. William Sandy, of Holme Pierrepoint, near

Nottingham, a pen of three 20 months old long-woolled
Wethers, bred by himself—39. 'i'he second prize
of 5/.

117- Mr. 'J'homas Twilchell, of Willington. near
Bedfonl, a pen of three 20 months old Leicester Wethers,
bred by himself, from rams hired of Mr. S. Bcnnett--
86. The first prize of 20/., a silver medal and a gold
medal.

Class XII.—Long aud short wooUcd cross-bred fat
wether Sheep, 1 year old, without restriction as to
feeding.

121. His Grace the Duke of ftlancliester, of Kini-
bolton Castle, Kimbolton, a pen of thee 21 months old
South-down and Leicester cross Wethers, bred by Mr.
G. Edie, Wytonhill Lodge, near Huntingdon, (rorn
Rams of his Grace.— 82. 'The second prize of 51.

122. Mr. Charles Tonison, of Sundon, near Luton,
Beds, a pen of three 21 months old Down and Glouces-
ter Cross Wethers, bred by himself.— 81. The first

prize of 10/., and a silver medal.

EXTRA STOCK.-LONG-WOOLLED SHEEP.
129. Mr. Charles Large, of Broadwel/, near Bur-

ford, a 56 months old long-woolled Ewe, bred by him-
self.— 74. A silver medal-
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Class XIII.- Sliorl-woolled fat wether Sheep, 1 year

old, without restnctions as to feeding.

138. Mr. Grantham, of Stonehara, near Lewes, a pea
of three 20 months old Soutli-dowii Wethers, bred by
himself.— G5. The firit prize of 201. and a silver medal
and the gold medal-

142. ^Ir. S. Webb, of Babruham, near Cambridge,
a pen of three 20 months old Soulh-dowa Wethers,
bred by himself.—61. The second prize of 51.

Ci'Ass XIV.— Short-woolled fat wether Sheep, 1 year

old, uuder 8 stone weight, without restrictions as

to feeding.

149, Mr. Samuel Webb, of Babrahana, near Cam-
bridge, a pen of three 20 moaths old Sonih-down
Wethers, bred by himself.—54. The prize of 10/. and
a sdver medal.

Class XV.—Short-woolled fat wether Sheep, 2 years
old, without restrictions a? to feeding.

153. INlr. Grantham, of Stoneham, near Lewes, a
pen of three 32 months old Soulh-down Wethers, bred
by himself.— 50. The prize of 20/. and a silver medal.

156. Mr. Samuel Webb, of Babruham, near Cam-
bridge, a pen of three 32 months old South-down
Wethers, bred by Mr. H. J. Adean, of Babraham.

—

47. The second prize of 51.

EXTRA STOCK.-SHORT WOOLLED SHEEP.
161. Mr. W. B. Harris, of Hinton Farm, Abingdon,

a seven years and nine months old South-down Ewe,
bred by himself— 42.

166. JMr, Thomas Higgins, of Woollton, near North-
ampton, a 20 months old Down and Leicester Wether,
bred by hira?elf—21.

PIGS.
Class XVI.—Pigs, of any breed, above 13 and under

26 weeks old.

167. Mr. William Hobman, of Ewell Marsh farm,
near Epsom, a pen of three 24 weeks and 5 days old
Neapolitan pigs, bred by himself, and fed on peas,
barley meal, and middlings—38. The first prize of 10/.,

and a silver medal.

Class XVII.—Pigs, of any breed, above 26 and under
52 weeks old.

168. His Royal Highness Prince Albert, Windsor
Castle, a pen of three 28 weeks old Suffolk and Bed-
fordshire pigs, bred by his Royal Highness, and fed on
meal, milk, and peas— 1. Highly commended.

171. Mr. W. F. Hobbs, of Markshall, near Goggles-
hall, a pen of three 30 weeks and 6 days old improved
Essex pigs, bred by himself, and fed on peas, barley
meal, steamed potatoes, mangold wurzel, and milk—35.

The first prize of 10/., and a silver medal,
176. The Right Hon. Loid Western, of Felix Hall,

near Kelvedon, a pen of three 27 weeks and 2 days old

improved Essex pigs, bred by his lordship, and
fed on barley meal and beans—30. The second prize

oi5l.

EXTRA STOCK—PIGS.
178. Mr- Jacob Crawther, of Isleworth, near Brent-

ford, a 31 weeks old improved Middlesex pig, bred by
himself, and fed on boiled potatoes, fine middlings, and
bkimmed milk—28. jCommended,

182. The Right Hon, Lord Western, of Felix Hall,
near Kelvedon, a 27 weeks old improved Essex piar,

bred by his lordship, and fed on barley meal and beans
—24. A silver medal.

Implements.

We are happy to state that the Show of the

Smillifield Cattle Club continues to improve both

in cattle and agricultural impleitients. Amongst
tiie latter we particularly noticed the following.

—

Several implements of agriculture, manufactured
by 11. Garrett and Son, Leiston Works, Sax-
mundham, Suffolk, particularly his drill for general

purposes, vvilii its patent improvements ; the ma-
chinery for dropping the manure and seeds makes

it complete for every purpose. The following

prizes have been awarded to Messrs. G.and Son for

these machines :—At Cambridge, in 1840, tiie

Royal Agricultural Society, 10/. ; same Society at

Liverpool, lOZ. ; and at Bristol, in 1842,20/.;
the East Norfolk Agricultural Society, in 1842,

4/.; Royal English Agricultural Society, at

Derby, in 1843, 30/. Mr. W. Crosskill, of the

Beverley Iron-works, Yorkshire, exhibited his

celebrated patent clod-ciusher, which was the

prize implement of the Great Yorkshire Agricul-

tural Society, 1843. This implement has been
tried for several years by soine hundreds of the

first agriculturists in the kingdom, and its efficacy

ascertained from practical experience. It is now
acknowledged to be the most useful implement
upon the farm, and is in general use in the highly

cultivated districts of Yorksliire and Lincolnshire.

Upon sotne of the larger frirms two clod-crushers

are considered indispensable. The patentee has

been assured that, in a few years, when its real

value is generally known, every farmer will have
them in use, both upon light and strong land farms.

For rolling corn upon light lands soon as sown,
and in the spring after frost, it is invaluable; and
to stop the ravages of the wire-worm and grub it

is found a complete remedy. The clod-crusiier

consists of twenty-three roller parts, placed upon a

round axle, 6 feet wide, by 2^ feet diameter. Also

Crosskill's iron liquid manure-cart, with improved
apparatus for watering hilly or uneven land, upon
a very simple and perfect principle, and for two
rows of turnips. Also a portable patent iron pump,
with seven feet flexible leather pipe, and three feet

copper tube. Small-sized cart, to contain 100
gallons. Also Crosskill's new patent wheels for

carts and waggons, made by machinery, which
received the honorary medal of the Royal Agri-

cultural Society at Derby, and of the East Riding
of Yorkshire Agricultural Society, 1843. By the

invention of machinery, these wheels are made
better, firmer, and mathematically true; com-
bining lightness with strength, and great durability

with cheapness. The wheels are fitted up with

iron axletrees, iron naves and hooptire ; also pa-

tent axles and oil-boxes. Fanners can be supplied

with patent wheels and axles, and fit up their own
carts or waggons. Also Crosskill's improved po-

tato steamer and apparatus for steaming food for

cattle, which may also be used as a brewing or

washing copper, by using the boiler only, and re-

moving the apparatus when not required. Also

Gillett's patent lick-ventilator for hav and corn

stacks, and for trying the quality of hay, &c., be-

fore making a purchase.

From the Earl of Ducie's Iron Works, Uley,

Gloucestershire, some line specimens of ploughs,

drills, cutting machines, rollers, ike, ^c, all ma-
nufactured in the most workman-like maimer, and

calculated as well for llie uses for which they are

intended to be applied as for durability and
strength. We also observed, among the many
implements exhibited, some of a very superior de-

scription, manufactured by Mrs. Mary VVedlake,

widow of the late and much-respected Thomas
Wedlake, of llornchurch, Essex. Attention was

particularly drawn to the superior manner in which
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these implements are produced, and in jjarlicular

to a liorse-power cliafl-engine, to cut any length

required ; also to an improved double-action

turnip-cutter, whicli cuts for^lambs, slioep, or bul-

locks without altering the knives. Some very

good mills for oat-bruising or bean-splitting, to

work with horse or hand labour; some very excel-

lent oil-cake breakers, to break for sheep or bul-

locks. On the whole the implements were very su-

l)erior to former years, and was much praised. Also

the celebrated patent turnip and chafl'-culting ma-
ciiines, manufactured by Gardiner, of Banbury,

Oxon. The single and double ploughs, winnowing

machines and thrashing machines, &c., by Bar-

rett, Exall, and Andrews, of Heading, Berkshire,

were greatly admired. R. Ilornsby, of Grantham,

Lincolnshire, liad several specimens of thrasiiing,

drilling, and corn-dressing machines, scarifiers,

corn rectifiers, See, &c. The 12-couUer drilling

machine received three prizes, viz., from the Royal

Agricultural Society at Liverpool, in July, 1841,

25/.; at Bristol, in 1842, 30/.; and at Derby, in July,

1843, 10/. A newly-invented barley hummeller,

by Cooch, which received the R.oyal Agricultural

Society's prize at Derby and Worcester ; also a

winnowing machine. A patent iron plough and
iiarrow, by John Howard, of Bedford. Plenty's

newly-invented horse power to thrash on wheels,

for thrashing-machines. This instrument gained

the prize at the great Bristol Meeting, in 1842.

The vapour-inhaler, and improved hollow probang,

by J. Read, of Piccadilly ; a great variety of pa-

tent scales, by Burchfield, of West Smilhfield; a

double-action horse-hoe, by Warner and Sudbury,

Loughborough, Leicestershire; patent machines

by Hall, Cambridge; a great number of beautiful

specimens of agricultural implements by Cottam
and Hallen, of Winsley-street, Oxford-street,

amongst which the serrated chain harrow, turnip

and chaff-cutling machines were much noticed.

A patent lever horse-rake, for hay, corn, stubble.

Sec, &c., by Grant, of Stamford, Lincolnshire, was
greatly admired. Mr. Grant received a premium
at Liverpool for this excellent instrument. A
patent machine for making drain-tiles. This par-

ticularly attracted the attention of his Royal High-
ness Prince Albert, who conversed for sometime
with the patentee, iMr. Etheredge, of Southampton.
Several improved thrashing, cutting, hay-making,
and other machines by J. Perrabee, Stroud, Glou-
cestershire ; a patent fire-pump, by Freeman Roe,
Strand, London ; specimens of guano manure,
from Boyd and Co., London Bridge ; safely reins,

of Putland and Co., London ; Carson's instrument
for salting and curing meat ; specimens of stack-

cloth, tarpawling, &c., Sec, by Davis and Co.,
Bow, and Orchard and Co., of Smilhfield, Lon-
don; patent asphalted felt, by M'Neill and
Co., of Bunhill-row, London.

Roots, Seeds, &c.

On entering tlie Implement Gallery, the first

stand was one of considerable interest—we allude
to tliit of Messrs. Thomas Gibbs and Co., the
seedsmen to the Hon. Boards of Agriculture of
England and Sweden, whose names are two well
known to the agricultural public to render any

comment necessary ; but we cannot in justice to

the public refrain from noticing some of the articles

exhibited, especially their mangold-wurtzel, of

the yellow globe kind, which is daily increasing

in reputation. The white carrot, of which such

enormous crops are obtained, and of which their

specimens from field-crops were most extraor-

dinary for size and quality ; some Swedish turnips,

which were marked " Gibbs' Purple-top Swede,"

were of surpassing beauty of form ; and the flavour

of some of those which were cut plainly proved

their nutritive qualities. JMessrs. Thomas Gibbs

and Co. also exhibited a large collection of dried

specimens of grasses, the importance of which must
be but too evident to every agriculturist desirous of

possessing pastures containing a i)roper collection of

the grasses best suited to the nature of his soil

—

which mixtures those gentlemen have been most
successful in supplying during nearly half a cen-

tury.

Messrs. George Gibbs and Co. had an excellent

display of roots; some of the mangold-wurtzel, both

the globe and long red varieties, weighing 33 lbs.

each. We noticed some remarkable Swede turnips,

weighing 241bs. each; some very large white and
other carrots acid sugar-beet. These gentlemen

had good collections of wheats and other grains,

and their varieties of natural grasses in seeds and
dried specimens are well deserving the attention

of those who are desirous of improving their grass-

land.

Mr. Lance exhibited some fine specimens of

oats, wheat, rye, flax, barley, &,c. &c., grown ou
Bagshot sand from his manures.

New editions of the following valuable works,

edited by W. Youatt, Esq , and W. C. Spooner,

veterinary surgeon, were exposed for sale on a

stand :
— '^ Claler's Every Man his own Farrier,"

" Clater's Every Man his own Cattle Doctor,"

and " The Complete Grazier," also " Johnson and
Shaw's Farmers's Almanack," published by
Ridgway.
The area of the Cattle Show was again covered

in by Mr. Benjamin Edgington, and the effect

superior to last year. The pointed roof and great

width of the pavilion gives it a noble a]5pearance,

the cattle have every comfort secured to them, it

is well ventilated, and the visitors are protected

from any unpleasant weather.

In the Implement Loft, Mr. B. Edgingtou
exhibited models and drawings of his temporary
pavilions, marquees, and rick-cloth^;, now so gene-

rally in use, and much admired. There were also

horse-cloths, sheep-nets, sacks, waterproof-dressed

cloths, flags in silk and buntin, &:c.

The Queen's Tent, as used at Dunkeld last

autumn, was much admired.

SMITHFIELD CHRISTMAS
CATTLE MARKET.

Monday, Dec. H.
The great Christmas show having been appointed to

be held to-day, the market this morning exhibited a de-
gree of animation and bustle seldom or never before
witnessed in this or any other similar place of business
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in the UaiteJ Kiasrtlom. Not only vvtis the attendance

of London and country butchurs large, but the market
was crowded throughout the iluy by agricultural and
other visitors, who expressed tliemselves higlily grati-

fied with the stock brought forward.

In particularizing' the slock, we shall commence with
the beasts, as is our usual custom. In takina: a com-
parative view ofit, we may sidely venture to intimate

that a finer, more symmetrical, a heavier, or better con-
ditioned supply of those animals was never wiintssed by
the oldest grazier living, in many respects, it was de-

cidedly .superior to th.it exhibited at the cor-

responding period in 1842 ; while, if we take

its average quality, we must j,'-ive our opinion
in favour of this day's shorv. For a series of

years the Hereford breeds have held the first

position on [these interesting occasions ; and we
have to observe that that position was never before so

marked as to-dny : in tact, without detracting from the

meiits of some of the Herelords shewn in the yard at

Jiaker-street, and which carried off prizes, we cannot
but express our surprise and regret that some of these
beasts should not have been entered in the li^ts lor com-
petition at the Smitlifield Club's ^iiow. Take, tor in-

stance, the 25 pure Uerefords and Sussex beasts brought
to this morning's market, by Mr- Senior, of iJroughton
House, near Aylesbury. 'J'hese wonderful creatures

—

5 years old—were estimated to weigh, on tiie average,
250 stones each. For weight of fat, and symmetry,
tiiese, we unhesitatingly affirm, were never belorc ex-
celled by any grazier in the kingdom ; lience worthy of

our especial notice. Even these, however, we do not
consider the prodigies of the shew, as we accord
that honour to l\Ir. Terry's seven Hereford Steers, bred
and fed by that gentleman, on his farm, near Aylesbury.
These beasts were wonderful indeed —siiowinsr, in our
judgment, the greatest weight, m the same compass,
ever observed in any similar breed in the world. Ami
this, by the way is not saying too much for them;
therefore, we place them as the firit and most valuable

beasts—in other words, as the wonder of the market.
The next, iu point of excellence, we consider the twenty
superior Devons shown by Mr. Cliaoelsn. The twenty-

six Devons, the property of Mr. Johu'.Somers, of Salt-

moor House, near Bridgwater, were very wonderful
animals, as will be perceived when wc observe that their

weight was from 140 to 170 stones each, and that some
of them found purchasers at 36/. per head. iMr. H.
Brown, of Stawell, near Bridge water, had also some
remarkably good Devons, bred by Mr. John Birch,

of Bridlord, near Taunton, and by Mr. T. IJaiiger, of

Trunstile, near Bridsewaler, which elicited much ap-

probation. We have aUo to notice favourably the 26
Devons shown by Mr. W. Bond, of Bishop Lydiard,

near Taunton, Somersetshire; as also some by Mr.
G. Bond, of Oak Farm, ne»r I'aunton, and which re-

flected the highest crcilit upon those gentlemen's skill

as breeders. The 20 Devon- exhibited by Mr. Har-
man, of Barrow, near Bridgewattr, were well made-
up beasts, though not r.uch heavy weigher; as those

above-noticed. Mr. Carrier had also an extraordinarily

fine show ol Uerefords, Devons, Rants, and Scots;
wliile Mr. Collins liad two of the best shorthorns, bred
and fed by Mr. Simpson, near Cambridge, we ever
saw, exceeding in weight 170 stone; cacli. 'I'he

10 Hertford?, the proj)erty of Mr. L:iyton,of 'I'horney,

near Peterborough, and nlftred lorsale i)y Mr. (jollins,

were firit-rate animals. Mr. liobert Morgan iuul also

'20 very superior short-homed and Herelord Oxen,
grazed by VV. Goodall, Esq., of Market Deeping, Lin-

colnshire. Thc-e bea<ts were greatly admired by the

butchers, and allowed by judges to be the 20 best beasts

shown in London, of any one gentleman's feeding. Mr.
Morgan had, likewise, some very good Oxen on sale,

the property of W. VVi-^einan, Esq., of Moulta Eauget,
and some remarkably fine Scots, belonging to G. Hay,
E^q., of Aberdeen ( N. B. ) The short-horns and Here-
fords lust referred to weighed quite 200 stone eacli.

Mr. Verley had on show 14 Herelords, sent by Mr.

B. Simpkins of Oby, Leicestershire, and which were
justly admired by all present.

H.iving now given our readers a faithful statement
of the quality anti condition of the Bullock supply

—

whiol), as we have belore observed, was never before

excelled—we shall now refer to the aggregate numbers
and general demand. With respect to the former, they

Were quite a< large as those brought forward on any
similar occasion during the last six years ; but we cer-

tainly consider there was more weight of flesh, both
lean and fat, than ever before recollected. It is true,

we did not see quite so many good Scots as formerly—
the best in the market being those shown by Mr. Maid-
well, of Leathcrhead. But this comparative deficiency

was more than made good by the Herefonls and Devons
—not forgetting some unusually fine pure Diirhnms.
Such being the state of the bullock supply, we could
have wished to report equally favourable of the Beef
trade. Notwithstanding the l.irge attendance of
buyers it ruled heavy, and the prices realized were
certainly beneath those that could be considered le-

munerutive. For instance, though a few of the finest

Scots, Durhams, Hereford^;, and l^evons were disposed

of at 4s. 6d., the iiighest general figure for Beef did

not exceed 4s. 4d. per 81bs. 'I he trade for the best

qualities—and for wliicii scarcely any comparative ad-
vance in value was realized, considering their extraor-
dinary excellence—was by no means brisk, yet a good
clearance of such was effected. For the middling and
inferior kinds of Beef—of the latter of which scarcely

any was on offer—the sale was likewise slow, yet their

currencies had an upward tendency. In comparing
the rates of Beef obtained to-day with those at the

samemarketin 1842, a present decline in value must ho.

observed of nearly 6d. per Bibs., some of the Scots and
Herelords last year producing as much as 5s. per Bibs.,

and that too at a period when the snjiijly was not, taken
as a whole, so good as that shewn this morning.

Although tiie epidemic is still complained of, wc
observed scarcely a single instance to-day in which it

had committed any serious ravages, the stock being
mostly well on its legs.

Tire arrivals of beasts from Lincolnshire, Leicester-
shire, Northamptonshire, &c., consisted of about .3,000

short- horns, &;c. ; from the western and midland dis-

tricts, 600 Herelords, Devons, Darhams, &.<:., were re-

ceived ; while for other parts of England the numbers
were rather over 800; those from Scotland amounling
to 12.5 Scots, by steamers.
We now come to the Sheep, but in which, with some ex-

ceptions—to which we shall presently allude— there was
ashght failing off in quality, but not in numbers (the lat-

ter being about the average of those shewn on this occa-
sion). Prime old Downs being scarce were taken off

somewhat fVeely, at currencies fully equal to those ob-
tained on this day se'nnighf, or from 4s. to 4s- 4d- per
8lbs. ; but with polled and oihc-r breeds the trade was in

a very depressed state, at barely stationary prices.

In glancing through the supply of Sheep we perceived
some unusually fine creatures amongst it— Mr. Weal
having on oiler Ifj polled sheep, the jiroperty of !•;. F.
Whittmgjtali, Esq., of Langley- Berry, Hertfordshire

;

as, also, 20 remarkably tine Downs, bred by the same
gentleman. Some of the former produced (>/. per head.
J\lr. Weal likewise showed two wonderful Downs, sent
by Mr. Addams, of Wa'e, Herts, and which were justly

ju'aised. 'ihc'e were shown by other salesmen some
remarkably fine Downs, bred and fed by Mr. Tuck •

well, of Signett ; five jiolled Sheep, bred and fed by
Mr. C. I..arge, of Broadwcll ; and some exceedingly
fine Downs, belonging to Mr. F.iulkner, of Berry
Barns, which were certainly the prodigies of the supply
of Sheep.
The numbers of Calves were seasonably good, yet the

sale for ihem was tolerably steady, and the late im-
l)rovemenl in their quotations was well supported-

The show of I'igs was good, but not quite equal to
that of some former years. Neat small Porkers sold
freely ; other kinds of Pigs slowly, at late rates.
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REPORT ON THE EXHIBITION
DERBY MEETING OF THE
CIETY OF ENGLAND, IN 1843.

OF IMPLEMENTS AT THE
ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SO-

(From ihc Joiiriiul of the lloyal Agricultural Society of England.)

With a few preliminary remarks, (lie Judges pro-

ceed to lay before the Council their award of pre-

iiuums, and au analysis of the Implements exhibited

at Derby.
They have already stated, at the desire of the

Count'il, the motives which induced tjiem to with-

hold particular prizes offered by tlie Society ; ad-

vising:, for certain specified implements, u more
lengthened and accurate trial than circumstances
permitted at the Meeting. The adoption of this

advice by the Council, together with the new and
improved rules already made known or under
consideration, for the managcmentof trials at future

showfi, spares the necessity of alluding furtlier to

the reasons which indued the Judges so to act,

borne out, too, as they were, by a previous resolu-

tion of the Council to that effect.

The Judges have again the gratification ofrecord-

iug that, in number, variety, and perfection, tliis

exhibition greatly excelled all that preceded it ; and
their tlianks arc due to the Council for Siinctioning

their application of the pecuniary value of the with-

held prizes to the rewarding of many useful and
unexpected implements, which were not and could

not be classed by the Society as special objects for

encouragement. Justice to the exhibitors, and the

fulfilment of the intent of the Society, required this

appropriation of the funds set apart for the fur-

therance of agricultural mechanism ; and, perhaps,

a more substantive proof of the progress made in

this great department of the Society's solicitude

cannot be adduced, than that the exhibitors an-
nually outgrow enlarged show-yards, and entreat

jnore stringent and exact trials of tlieir implements.
It is thought that the following analysis of the

contents of the show-yard may not only serve to

convey a just idea, but be a i^roper historical record

of the magnitude and variety of the collection; and
that it may tend to confirm the Council in their de-

sire to render the catalogue of implements a perfect

register of the exhibition. As such, the catalogue

would become not mei'cly a momentary guide, but

a useful annual work for native and foreign pur-

chasers to consult, after as well as during tlie bho\^-.

With the appendage of an analytical index, the
agriculturist, on entering the yard, would at once
be enabled to direct his attention to the more par-
ticular objects of his search, and tlie document
would thus contribute equally to the advantage of
exhibitors and the public. The analysis now given,
as prefatory to the award of premiums and usuaj
short account of some of the implements, presents
a concise classification of the macliinery employed
in various departments of British husbandry ; and
it may possibly aid the Council in selecting tlie ob-
jects or classes which more particularly demand
future encouragement by the Society. With this
view, the number of prizes allotted to each class
and object is also tabulated.
As a digest of the nature, number, and value of

the implements in habitual use by farmers, it cannot
fail to impress the mind with the importance of
agricultural mechanism as a branch of national in-
dustry, and as consuming an immense amount of
native materials. Nor will it, perhaps, be uninte-
resting to the agriculturist and his mechanic to
learn that not a few highly skilled Lancashire ma-
nufacturers and mechanicians, attracted by prox-
imity to the meeting, expressed unqualified ad-
miration of the workmanship and constructive
skill displayed^ with no slight surprise that so many
varied and necessary tools were used in the culture
of the soil and preparation of animal and human
food.

The award of premiums has been arranged on
this occasion with a reference to the page of the
published catalogue, the number of the exhibitor's
stand, and that of the article rewarded. A reference
to the article forming the subject of a prize has been
deemed advisable, in order to define it ; as, in many
instances, an exhibitor produced a large variety of
implements of the same class, having an apparently
similar but really a distinctive character and appL*
cation, each being adapted to some specific opera-
tion in the art of agriculture.
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ANALYSIS OF THE EXHIBITION.

ANALYSIS OF THE EXHIBITION.

TILLAGE IMPLEMENTS.
Ploughs :

—

Swing, moulding and ridging, in-

cluded
One-wheel
Two-wheel, double-l'urrow included
Subsoil, common
Ditto, various

Sub-pulverizers . . . >

Ditto and surface-ploughs
Ditto and hoes
Stubble and paring
Water-furrow clearing, or boat-

plough
Draining
Drill-ploughs, one-row
Ditto, three-row

°Ji

Harroavs :

—

Common, and improved.
Drag, and scarifying . . .

Extirpating
Lever
Revolving and sowing. .

.

Ditto, vertically

Ditto, horizontally

Chain-web
Foldino;

148

ScARIFIBRri:

—

Cultivators, grubbers, scufflers, in

eluded ,

Clod-Crushbrs :

—

Various ,

Rollers :

—

Various, cast and wrought iron .

Couch-Rakes :

—

Various

DRILLING, SOWING, MANUR-
ING, & HOEING MACHINES.

Drills and Pressers :

—

Drills for corn and seed, with ma-
nure

Do., do., without manure
Do. for turnip-seed, v/ith manure,.
Do., do., without manure
Do., do., with manure-cart
Do. for seeds, with manure
Do., do., without manure. .......
Do. and pressers, with manure. . .

.

Do., do., without manure
Do. for solid manures only
Do. for liquid manures only
Pressers without drills

,

Seed-sowing barrow, without ma^
nure

Drill-ploughs—(see Ploughs). . .

.

31

25

12

2fii

41

17
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DiBBLERS :
—

Five-row horse dibbling machine
and sower.

Two-row do
Two-row hand or horse dibblin

wheel
One row hand do

ao.

Horsb-Hoes :—
Broad, narrow, and variously con-

trived, to suit drilled crops...,

HARVESTING MACHINES.
Hay-Making :

—

Tedding machines
Horse-Rakes :

—

Hay, corn, and stubble

BARN MACHINERY.
Horse-Engines :

—

Various powers, travelling and fixed

Steam-Engines :

—

Travelling for threshing, &c
Applied to corn-mills, &c

Threshing-machines :

—

Driven by hand
Driven by horse or steam power..

WiNNOAViNG, Corn-Clean-
ing, AND Barley-Hum
MELLING :

—

Various

20

11

15

Crushing and Splitting
Mills :

—

Various

Corn and Meal Mills :

—

Metallic ;hand corn-mills

French burr do
Grey stone do
Mill, with two-horse power engine.

IMills for animal, engine, or other

power
Metallic meal-mills

Hand dressing-machine

20

36

Chaff-Cutters :

—

Various, adapted to manual, animal,

and steam power

Cake-Crushers:—
Various

51

14
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AWAIU) 0!' TliliMIUMS.

n. Chavf Cutters.
To the Earl of Diicie, of Tortworth, near Wootton-uiulpr-edge, for his patent

Chaff Cutter ; invented by himself, K. Clyburn, and E. Budding
To James Smith, of Gloucester, for his Chaff Cutter; invented by himself..

4. Draining Tiles.

To the Tweeddale Patent Drain-Tile and Brick Company, Loadon, for a Hand-
Tile Machine ; invented by the Marquis of Tweedale

To Messrs. J. A. and R. Ransome, of Ipswich, for a Patent Tile and
Brick Machine ; the invention of R. Beart, with improvements by A.

Stickney •

To F. W. Etheredge, of the AVoodlands, near Southampton, for his Drain Tiles

with covers ; his own invention

To J. Read, of London, 35, Regent Circus, for his Cylindric Drain Tiles ; his

own invention

6. Harrows.
To John Howard, of Bedford, for a set of Four-beam Iron Harrows ; invented

by W. Armstrong
To Messrs. Sanders and Williams, of Bedford, for their Patent Iron Harrows .

.

To Robert Hopkin, of Hartington, near Ashbourne, for his Circular Horizontal

Revolving Harrow ; his own invention

To William Abraham, of Barnetby-le-Wold, near Brigg, Lincolnshire, for his

combined Drag Harrow and Scarifier ; invented by Joseph Jliller

To Messrs. Cottam and Hallen, of London, Winsley-street, for a Chain-web
Harrow, with serrated rings; invented by James Smith, of Deanston, im
proved by G . Cottam

6. Agricilturai. Carriages.
To Richard Stratton, of Bristol, for his Spring Waggon on the equi-rotal

cross-lock principle, with 'I'hatcher's Breaks attached ; his own
vention ^ -^ - ,

To Richard Stratton, of Bristol, for his low Manure Tipping Cart, with a Liquid

Manure Cistern Body to fit ; his own invention ,

To Daniel Coombes, of Shipton, near Burford, Oxon, for his Two Carts, con
vertible into a AVaggon ; his own invention

To A. White, of Old Sleaford, Lincolnshire, for his Spring Carriage for delivering

corn and other purposes ; his own invention .,

To William Crosskill, of Beverley, for his Cart-wheels with cast-iron Naves and
turned Axles ;, his own invention ,

7. Drill Prbssers.
To John Caborn, of Denton, near Grantham, for his two-wheel Land Presser,

with Manure Drill attached ; his own invention

8. Churns.
To William Wood, of Knutsford, for his improved motion to an upright Churn;

invented by Thomas Wood ,

9. Root Steamers.
To James Richmond, of Salford, near Manchester, for his Apparatus for Steam^

ing Roots ; his own invention

10. Couch Rakes.
To Richard Stratton, of Bristol, for his Revolving Couch Rake; his own hv

vention

11. HoBSE Hoes.
To Messrs. R. Garratt and Son, of Saxmundham, for their Improved Patent

Horse Hoe ; their own invention

To Joseph C. Grant, of Stamford, for his Patent Lever Steerage Horse Hoe; his

own invention
To Joseph Scurrch,of Crakehal],near Bedale, Yorkshire, for his light Horse Hoe,

with Rake attached ; his own invention

12. Cheese Presses.
To James Smith, of Gloucester, for his single Lever and Screw Press; his own

invention

To Richard Stratton, of Bristol, for a double Lever Press ; invented by W. Jas
Gingell ,
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Award of Pbemiums,

13. Hay -MAKING Machines.
To Thomas AVedlake, of Ilornchurcli, near Eomford, Essex, for his Improved
Spreadmg or Tedding JMachiae ; his own invention ^

14. Turnip Cutters.
To Thomas Wedlake, of Hornchurch, near Romford, Essex, for his Turn Plate

Turnip Cutter; his own invention .... ^

lo. Corn and Cake Crushers.
To James Spencer, of Hopton, near Wirlisworth, Derbyshire, for his Oat and
Bean Mill ; his own invention

To the the Earl of Ducie, of Tortworth, near Wootton-under-edge, for a Corn
Crusher ; invented by R. Clyburn

To Richard Hornsby, of Spittlegate, near Grantham, for his Cake Crusher; his

own invention

16. Corn Cleaners.
To B. Millington, of Asgarby, near Sleaford, Lincolnshire, for his Corn Chaffer
and Dresser ; his own invention

To Joshua Cooch, of Harleston, near Northampton, for his Barley Hummeller,
attached to a Winnowing Machine; his own invention

To John Newham, of Kegworth, near Loughborough, for his Double-blast Win
nowing Machine ; his own invention

17. Dibbling Machines.
To Messrs. Cottam and Hallen, of London, Winsley-street, for their Two-wheel

Double-row Hand or Horse Dibbling Wheels; invented by G. Cottam

18. Steam Engines.
To William Cambridge, of Market Lavington, near Devizes, for his Travelling

Steam Engine ; his own invention

To Alexander Dean, of Birmingham, for his Travelling Steam Engine; his own
invention

19. Weighing Machines.
To H. G.James, of London, 3, Great Tower Street, for two Patent Weighing

Machines, of his own construction ; invented by M. George, of Paris

20. Miscellaneous.
To C. R. Colvile, M.P,, of Lullington, near Burton-on-Trent, for his Iron

Wheelbarrow and Furnace for melting and transporting gas-tar ; his own in-

vention

To John Gillett, of Brailcs, near Shipston-on-Stour, for his Patent Rick Venti-

lator; his own invention

To the Earl of Ducie, of Tortworth, near Wootton-under-edgo, for a Self-

Registering Corn Metre ; invented by R. Clyburn
To Edward Hill, of Brierley Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, for his Wrought-

iron Cow-crib and Slicep-rack ; his own invention
To Edward Hill, of Brierley Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, for his Wrought-

iron Farmers' Field Gates and Posts ; his own invention
To George Parsons, of West Lambrook, near South Petherton, Somerset, foi

his Stack-roof or covering ; his own invention
To Charles Thatcher, of Midsomer Norton, near Bath, for his Patent Self-

acting and Self- regulating Breaks, for carriages, waggons, and carts; his own
invention

To Messrs. J. R. and A. Ransome, of Ipswich, for their Patent Iron- truss

Whippletrees and Pomeltreos ; their own invention
To Alexander Dean, of Birmingham, for a Cider Mill ; invented by Jas. Ashwid,

of Bretforton, Worcestershire
To Joseph Hall, of Cambridge, for his Weed and Bush Extractor ; his own in-

vention

To J. B. Denton, of Southampton, for his Map in Relief, showing the water-
courses, levels, &c., of a district; his own invention

To William Hutchinson, of Derby, for his Cast-iron Thrawl, or Barrel-tilter ;

his own invention

To Andrew Notman, of Painswick, Gloucestershire, for his improved Drainer's
Level ; hi:? own invention

To Messrs. J. R. and A. Ransome, of Ipswich, for their general Collection of Im
plements, and superior workmanship ...» .,,.,., # . = t -

Prize.

Sil. M,

£2

£5

Sil. M

£5

£5

£3

Sil. M

£2

£10

£10

sil. M

Sil. M

SiLM

Sil. M

Sil. M,

m. M,

Sil. M.

Sil. M.

Sil.M.

Sil. M.

£2

Sil. M,

Reference to

Catalogue.

Stand. Article.

£2

Sil. M,

Gd. M

88

50

8

36

26

86

10

108

90

91

101

3

4

8

22

22

49

58

84

98

100

113

114

116

7.'i

73

73

43

5

44

19

71

6

97

75

78

85

1

2

5

16

16

41

44

66

78

82

106

109

111

66
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Ploughs.—A chasm will this year appear in the

record of the draught and performance of the gene-
ral collection of ploughs, first commenced at Liver-

pool. This is the more to be regretted, since at no
previous Meeting had the exhibitors exerted them-
selves so strenuously to present this implement in a
state of high perfection, and adapted to so many
varieties of soil. A great number of ploughs were
put to work on Mr. White's farm at Rough Heanor,
and inspected by the Judges ; many of them with
unqualified satisfaction. They would particularize,

as worthy of high commendation, those produced
from the manufactory of Messrs. Ransome, com-
posed entirely of iron and steel. The beams of
these ploughs are constructed on the truss principle,

which, though novel in its application to the plough,
has long been appreciated by mechanics as possess-

ing the greatest stiffness combined with lightness.

It is this consideration which has hiduced those
makers to abandon the use of wood, heretofore

chiefly used by them for this part of the plough iu

preference to a beam of solid metal. The structure

of their improved iron beam is such as to destroy
lateral vibration, particularly at its roof or junction

with the body of the plough ; it admits also of a neat

and powerful fixing, as well as ready adjustment of

the coulter.

Tremor in mechanism is well known to consume
power uselessly ; and, in the case of the plough, vi-

bration in the beam, though it be insensible to the

eye, renders the guidance of the Implement more
difficult and its work less exact. The circumstance
of increased stiffness attending mere weight of mat-
ter, may have been one cause why the heavier

ploughs have not unfrequently been found to re-

quire less force of draught than lighter ones, for an
equal weight of soil moved ; but stiffness is not in-

compatible with lightness, and a dimiimtion in the

weight of an implement, when perfect action is

otherwise secured, must be attended with economy
of power, or, what is the same thing, with a dimi-
nution of resistance, whence truer work results.

It is also important that the stilts or bandies

should be stiff enough to transfer the effort of the

holder to the body of a plough, with the least ex-
penditure of his strength ; for, the easier its guidance,

the greater will be the certainty of the labourer's

attention to his business. This property has also

received the care of Messrs. Ransome, and, toge-

ther with the simple means applied for adjusting

and replacing the mould-boards, shares, and wear-
ing parts of the various ploughs exhibited by them,
testified to the thought and ability bestowed on the

most minute details of an implement which still

maintains its claim to be the most indispensable, as

it was probably the earliest invented, auxiliary to

human labour in tilling the soil.

Mr. Howard, of Bedford, again produced his

wheel-ploughs, so much admired and rewarded at
the Bristol Meeting, which appeared from their

action to have lost nothing of their excellence.

Mr. Hill, ofthe Brierley Hill Iron-Works, near
Dudley, exhibited several specimens of Mason's
plough with pulverizing knives. On trial tliey were
found to effect an amount of comminution which
the Judges had scarcely anticipated in a soil of such
tenacity as that at Rough Heanor. From experi-
ence in the use of this implement by two of their
number since the Bristol fleeting, a"nd by accounts
received from other agriculturists, the expectations
expressed in the last Report, of the practical utility

of this combination in certain suitable soil.-*, may
bo considered to be in course of realization.

The stand of Mr. E.D. Falkner, of Fairfield, near

Liverpool, contained a variety of substantial and
WL'U-constructed ploughs, by Mr. E. Brayton, of

Dykesfield, near Carlisle, which acted well; and it

was a matter of particular regret to the Judscs that

they were unable to compare the work and draught
of a three -wheel implement, by this maker, with
others.

A double-furrow plough, by Messrs. Barrett,

Exall, and Andrews, of Reading, gave great satis-

faction ; as also some single ploughs by the same
firm, especially their one-wheel light-soil plough,

rewarded at Liverpool.

The swing-ploughs exhibited by the Earl of Du-
cie, and manufactured by Mr. Clyburn, were speci-

mens of excellent workmanship and construction,

and justified on this occasion the opinion formerly

given of their merits. The same may be said of IMr.

Law's of Shettleston, near Glasgow, of Messrs.

Ransome's, Mr. Howard's, Messrs. Barrett and Co.'s,

Mr. Brayton's, Mr. Scurrch's, Messrs. Sanders and
Williams's, and those of other makers. Of the
wheel-ploughs several were readily convertible to

the swing kind, and furnished with variously formed
mould-boards to suit the condition of difterent soils.

Drill-Ploughs.—Three Ploughs, with single-row
drills, were produced ; to one of which, constructed

by Mr. John Meakin, farmer, of Spondon, near
Derby, a silver medal was awarded, it being in the

opinion of the Judges, the best implement of tlie

kind they yet had seen; Motion is communicated
to the seed-apparatus from the plough-wheel, and
the seed is immediately covered by a small light.

harrow, or roller, according to the kind of seed

sown. This plough executed its work neatly, and
the drilling apparatus was readily thrown out of

gear at the laud's end

.

Suh-Pulverizers.—Under this, or some synony-
mous title, a variety of implements was exhibited,

of greater or less merit. The object of by far the

larger number was to effect pulverization, or com-
minution of the soil below the depth of common
ploughing— not the breaking of it up in lumps or

masses. In tliis respect, the makers may be said

to have profited by the example set by the many-
tined tool of the Hon. M. W. B. Nugent, shewn and
rewarded at Brstol, which again appeared, with

improvements for its management, from the hand
of Mr. Clyburn ; but the opportunity did not serve

for ascertaining their value, much to the regret of

the Judges.

Mr. Carson, of Warminster, produced a sub-

pulverizer, on three wheels, having a lever for

raising the tines out of the ground at the land's

end, or when meeting any formidable obstacle. This

machine acted in a manner to elicit warm en-

comiums. The mainframe is disposed in the shape

of a right-angled triangle, the fore wheel being-

placed at the vertex, and the hind wheels at the

extremities of the base. The leading and right-hand

hind wheels are in a line, and travel in the furrow

made by a plough ; thus assisting to guide the ma-
chine, and to determine in part the depth to which

the tines plunge : whilst the left-hand wheel rolls on

the land side, and serves to maintain the whole in

equilibrio. From this arrangement of parts, it is

evident that fair swimviing must result; and it was

found that the disposition to pitch and roll, common
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to the ordinary swing subsoil-plough— properties

wliich render it difficult to be haudledand inanaLjed

HO as to preserve es'cn tolerable uniformity of depth
and action in many soils— is entirely overcome.
As respects ease of guidance, this implement

worked, under the eye of the Judges, through long-

spaces without holding, maintaining a straight path
and very even depth in the stiff clay operated upon.
At the end of a bout, the tines were raised out of the

ground and set in again without stopping the

horses, and with no greater trouble to the holder
than is required by the common plough. The
leading wheel is on the castor or Bath-chair prin-

ciple, and therefore turns .with the horses; the
liind-wheels can be set to various depths below the
frame, in order to regulate its parallelism with the
surface.

On first examining this machine in the show-
yard, it was feared that the hind-furrow wheel
might press too heavily, and flatten the lightened
earth ; but, on trial, no such effect was perceptible.

In fact, some additional weight was requisite to

bring that wheel to a bearing; its principal use is

for turning and setting in at the land's end. The
horses may be yoked in line or abreast, as may seem
best to the farmer, according to the state of his

land.

It will be understood that there is a second
frame, in which the working tines are fixed. This
is also of the right-angled triangular shape, and is

supported by and under the main frame. The apex
of tills frame is jointed to one extremity of the lever,

having its fulcrum on the beam ; the after part or

base of the triangle swings upon a rod or centres

above the hind-wheels. Thus, by elevating or de-
pressing the lever, the tines fixed in this frame are

lowered into the soil or raised out of it, the degree
of depression being determined by a stop and holes

in an arched guide through which the lever passes.

Each tine is separately adjustable. A general re-

semblance of arrangement between this implement
and that of the brakes or scarifiers will be observed

;

but, on closer examination, it will be acknawledgsd
that no slight originality of design has been grafted

by Mr. Carson on a practical acquaintance with the
requirements of a subsoil-pulverizer. Five tines,

set at different depths, may be used in the furrow,
or one only ; and it is capable of being employed as

a scarifier with ten tines ; but the Judges did not
see its action in the latter capacity. The moderate
price of this implement, stated to be 81., is also no
slight additional recommendation of it to agricul-

turists. A premium of 10/. was awarded to Mr.
Carson for this admirable invention.

An excellent many-tined pulverizer and stirrer

for lighter operations, was exhibited by the Earl of
Ducie, deriving its origin from Mr. Nugent's in-

strument, and adapted by Mr. John Morton, of
Chester Hill, to sub-pulverizing after the common
plough, and for stirring the soil between the rows of
turnips, &c. This light and easily-managed imple-
ment is furnished with one leading wheel. The
frame contains eight mortices for narrow tines, and
is so disposed that the tines may follow the plough
in a nine-inch furrow, and loosen the subsoil, or be
set to comprehend a breadth of 18 inches, and pul-
verize tlie general mass of upturned soil, or, as
aforesaid, work between rows. The Judges ob-
served its action when five tines were set at different

depths (all being adjustable), acting In a clay soil,

at Rough lleanor, which had fortunately been
brought into proper condition to exhibit tiie pro-

perties, of such a tool. It worked cleverly with a
])alr of horses, and as it passed along, the soil had
the appearance of being thrown into a perfect state

of commotion and mixture. The style in which it

was turned out of hand did great credit to the

maker Mr. Clyburn. The Society's silver medal
was awarded for this implement.

Surface and Subsoil.—To Mr. John Bruce, of

Tiddington, near Stratford-on-Avon, 51. were ad-

judged for a novel and apparently very useful com-
bination of two subsoil tines with the common
wheel-plough. The show-yard contained imple-

ments having stirrers upon the plan of the Charl-

bury subsoil, i. c, affixed to the hinder part or heel

of the plough. Mr. Bruce's contrivance is on a

different, and it is thought a superior, principle.

He applies to the right-hand side of his plough-

beam, and about parallel with the point of the share,

a frame containing two tines, adjustable as to width
and depth, which, by means of a lever brought con-

venient to the ploughman, can be raised out of

work at the land's end, and set in again on the next

bout with great readiness. The tines stand off from
the beam so as to work to the depth of about 5
inches below the furrow- slice last turned, and thus

loosen the soil previously trodden by tlie horses,

leaving tlie slice also in no inconsiderable state of

division. On trial, the action ©f the tines did not

at all appear to derange that of the plough, or

throw additional labour on the holder. The Judges
have learnt that this combination has been used
and much approved by practical farmers in the in-

ventor's neighbourhood.

From observing the effect of this arrangement, it

has been suggested to Mr. Bruce, that in certain

soils, with the addition of Mason's knives, a very

complete disintegration of the surface, as well as the

loosening the subsoil, would be effected off the

plough at one operation. This is in course of trial.

The treble combination may be found to be too

complicated for general purposes, but yet very

manageable in many soils, and particularly suitable

for drill husbandry, which requires a finely com-
minuted preparation, rather than that the furrow-

slices should be packed into masses, as for the

broad-cast system.

Neither agriculturists nor their mechanics seem
yet to have quite comprehended that the machinery
for executing the drill system in perfection should

be accommodated expressly to the object in view.

The broad-cast system, or sowing after the plough,

necessitates the formation of angular-topped, ridged

furrows, for the reception of the seed, and the

harrow is necessary to cover it. But a strict ad-

herence to these methods is obviously unnecessary

for drill-husbandry, as the masses must be broken
up and pulverized by some means before the surface

be fitted for drillage. The more recent addition of

manure to that of seed in drilling also renders a

thoroughly pulverized and clean condition of the soil

still more important, as the manure must be buried

at a greater depth than the seed. The present pre-

paration for the drill consists in pulverizing the

ploughed surface by the harrow, which has to tear

to pieces the roots of plants, such as rye-grass and
timothy ; an operation which requires several pas-

sages of the harrow. These considerations lead to

the suggestion that, by the use of the skim-coulter

with the plough, which divides the roots of plants

and buries them, together with the application of

IMason's knives, and perhaps a pair of vertical di-

viding blades, a cheaper and more perfect pre-

I
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paralion of the soil would be obtained for the au-
tumn drilling of ley lands with wheat than by the
present system. The good effect of the skim-
coulter is well known ; it is highly prized and much
used in some districts ; and the plough furnished

with it was proved at Bristol to require no additional

power. It was also proved that Mason's knives did

not add more than 15 per cent, to the draught of
the plough.

The object of the foregoing observations is to en-

gage the implement-makers and agriculturists to

consider whether preparative tools may not be de-

vised hotter calculated to economize and perfect the

preparation of land for drill-husbandry than those

now employed. Constructive skill has triumphed
over the mechanical difficulties of the drill ; but it

seems to have been forgotten that the previous

tillage operations are also susceptible of a special

adajitation to the final process; and that, by dimin-
ishing the number of operations, and consequently
the number of times necessary for horses to travel

over and poach the surface, economy and profit

will result.

Woter-Farrow, or Boat Plough.—This imple-
ment was not tried in the field, but was known to

the Judges as useful in clearing the bottoms and
levelling the sides of the furrows in clayey soils

;

also for forming channels for carrying off flushes of

surface-water. It is a cheap tool, principally formed
of wood, its section representing the fore-part of a
boat, whence its name. The two wings overlap the
edges of the furrows, leaving them and the bottoms
smoothly rounded and clean

;
giving an exceed-

ingly neat finish to a newly-sown wheat field. It is

the invention of a celebrated agriculturist, Mr.
Stickney, of Ridgemont, in Holderness, where it is

highly appreciated. A silver medal was awarded to

the maker, Mr. John Caborn,of Denton, Grantham.
Stuhhleparing or Skim Plough.—Four imple-

ments appeared in the show-yard, responding to the

Society's wish for the exhibition of improved stubble-

paring ploughs. The Judges had no hesitation

in selecting for reward the iron skim in the col-

lection of Mr. Hill, of Brierley Ilill Iron-works,
near Dudley.

This plough was invented by an amateur, nearly
twenty years since, in the neighbourhood of Paunt-
ley in Gloucestershire, and had scarcely travelled

out of its native parish until Mr. John Allen Stokes
(to whom the Society is already chiefly indebted

for disinterring and making known Mason's pul-

verizing plough), struck by its effective appearance
at a blacksmith's shop, ordered one, and introduced
it into his own neighbourhood, " where its use,''

he observes," has extended more rapidly than any
other implement I am acquainted with, excepting

Gardener's turnip-cutter." The judges cite this

opinion, given in reply to their subsequent inqui-

ries, as the same effective appearance structe, them,
and induced them to reward it with a medal, though
unable to test its qualities on a stubble. This
skim cuts a slice of two feet in width, and is ad-
justable from two to eight inches in depth. It is

represented as capable of completing three acres
per day, with a team of three or four horses, ac-
cording to the depth of cut. Mr. Stokes speaks of
it as an excellent instrument for preparing the
cleansing of stubbles, and it is constructed by Mr.
Hill at a very moderate price.

Draining Pjoughs.—Three forms of plough for
economising the labour and cost of drainnge, were
produced by different machine-makers, without the

stimulus of any prize offered by the Society. Of
these there could be no question as to superiority
in design and probable effectiveness; and lO/.
were nwarded to Mr. David Ilarkes, of Mere, near
Knutsford, for his implement. A partial trial was
made of it in the grass-land of the show-yard, the
cut being about twelve inches deep and as many
wide. The sod was well raised, and thrown to a
distance from the excavation in a continuous line;
and gave promise of this implement's fulfdlingthe
intentions of its inventor, and becoming a valua-
ble addiiion, in suitable soils, to the stock of agri-
cultural mechanism in one of its fundamental and
most important branches. The acting paits are
supported on four wheels, with simple and efficient
contrivances for determining the depth of cut, the
raising of the excavater from the ditch at tbe end
of a land, and its easy guidance.

Harroios,—The Society's offered prize of 10/.
for the best set of harrows was divided between
Mr. Howard, and Messrs. Sanders and Williams,
of Bedford. Both these makers produced the im-
plement in so effective a form as to render a
judgment as to any decisive superiority extremely
diflicult without a lengthened practical trial.

Mr. Stratton, of Bristol, exhibited the harrow
contrived by Mr. Evan W. David, of R.idyr-court,
rewarded at Bristol, and which is again highly
commended for its strength, lightness, and adap-
tation to general purposes. A harrow constructed
on an original principle was produced by Mr.
Robert Ilopkin, of Ilartington, near Ashbourne,
Derbyshire, which appeared on trial to be worthy
of encouragement, and .'i/. were awarded to the
ingenious inventor. The harrow is circular, like a
cart-wheel, and lies flat on the ground, the tines
passing through the felloes. A horizontal revolv-
ing motion is communicated to it, as it is drawn
forwards, by means of an endless chain proceed-
ing from a carriage in advance, and passing round
a pulley fixed uijou and concentric with, the rim of
the harrow, but of smaller diameter. The power
is derived from the carriage-wheels, as in other
cases. The execution of the apparatus was very
imperfectly adapted to give effect to this novel idea,
but the principle, perhaps, merits the attention of
mechanics, as the double action compounded of
the progressive and circular movements appeared
to produce a very considerable comminutionof the
soil. Several circles of teeth may be inserted in
the same wheel ; and if it be found that the power
used in giving the spinning or revolving motion
be paid for in the quantity or quality of the effect,

this construction might prove advantageous as a
surface-pulverizer. The experiment should be
made with short small teeth-

Mr. Smith's (of Deanston) chain-brush or web-
harrows, rewarded at Liverpool, where exhibited
by Messrs. Cottam and Hallen, of London, with a
change in the structure of the edge of the rolling-
rings, or discs, the latter being notched or serrated
instead of plain, and therefore presenting increased
abrading surface. The harrow tried was five feet
square, covering, therefore, an area of twenty-five
square feet, and weighing 392 lbs. This implement
is adapted for merely superficial operations, such as
covering small grass-seeds, &c., as it rubs or
brushes the finest pulverulent soil upon the seed ;

in addition to which it acts as a light compresser or
roller ; for, though the direct pressure is only about
16 lbs. per square foot, this weight continues to

act through five feet in the space passed over, and
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tends to set down tlie earth upon the seed,

which the common harrow cannot effect. It may
also prove useful for spreading and pulverizing
manure laid upon meadow-land in the winter, and
for 0])erations where the teeth of harrows might
be injurious or unsuitable. It is right that the
Judges should observe that they noticed its action
at a time when the clay soil at Rough Heanor was
very dry, and in a peculiarly fit state for display-

ing its good qualities. A silver medal was awarded
to Mr. Cottam lor his improvement.
A variety of other harrows was offered to the

agricultural world, among them a new lever-har-

row, by ]Mr. Joseph C. Grant, of Stamford, and a
new revolving and sowing harrow by Mr. Harkes,
scarcely yet perfected ; the merits of which, |with

others of the revolving kind, time did not suffice

for ascertaining.

Scarifiers.—After a minute examination ofthe va-

rious implements contained in the show-yard under
this or otlier nearly synonymous title, the Judges
determined on recommending the Council to ap-
point a future and more accurate trial than could
be then entered ujjon, of the respective merits of
the Uley cultivator exhibited by the Earl of Ducie,
and of Biddel's scarifier as improved and exhi-
bited by Messrs. Ransome. Both these powerful
implements have received prizes at previous meet-
ings, and are most effective for breaking up and
cleaning land after lying long under crop, or infested

with couch, &c. The scarifier is, indeed, become
little less indispensable to the agriculturist than
the plough, and its utmost attainable perfection
well deserves the Society's earnest encourage-
ment.*
Mr. Win. Abraham, of Barnetby-le-Wold, near

Brigg, Lincolnshire, produced an implement in-

vented by i\Ir. Joseph Miller, for which the silver

medal was considered to be due ; being a cheaj),

light, and effective tool for cleaning light soils. It

partakes of the nature of Finlayson's harrow and
Biddell's scarifier.

Clod-Crushers.—Mr. Crosskill's implement re-

mains undisturbed in the opinion ofthe Judges as

the most efficient of its class yet introduced. They
would not, liowever, withhold from Mr. Joseph
Hall, of Cambridge, much commendation for the
crusher produced by him ; but, on trial against
IMr. Crosskill's, in the clay of Rough Heanor, well
and purposely prepared for testing the qualities of
such tools, it appeared to tbem that the simple,
serrated, independent series of wheels composing
Mr. Crosskill's implement, effected more perfect

pulverization than Mr. Hall's more complicated
tool; also, that tlie latter is less well adapted for
rolling young wheat, &c., to which Mr. Crosskill's

crusher is so advantageously ai>plied.

A spike-roller or clod-crusher, of excellent
workmanship, was'exhibited by Mr. Hornsby ; but,

from some misapprehension, it did not reach the
field in time for tiial. A rough roll, by the same
maker, was tried, and much approved ; but its

application is limited, as compared with Mr. Cross-
kill's.

Messrs. R. Garrett and Son, of Saxmundham,
brought out an improvement which more expressly

* These implements were, with the consent of
the makers, subsequently j)laced iu the hands of

Mr. Jaqucs.of l^asby Hall, near Richmond, 'i'ork-

Bhire, who has undertaken the task of reporting to

the Council his opinion of their respective proper-

ties.

applies to the convenience of the farmer than to

the improvement of the clod- crusher ; viz., iha
furnishing it with wheels which are raised from
the ground when at work, but remain attached to

the implement. The wheels arc thus at all tinnes

ready for travelling it, instead of their having to

be sought for, probably at some distant part ofthe
field, when the work is done.

Hollers,—The Judges did not see occasion to

award any special prize in this class, though many
well-contrived rolls, and of various dimensions
and arrangements, were presented. The principal

novelties were two implements of wrought iron in

the collection of Mr. Hill, of Brierly Hill Iron-

AVorks, near Dudley. The general advantages
contemplated by the substitution of wrought for

cast iron as the material of rolls, are the obtaining
enlarged diameters without increase of weight,
and the diminishing the chance of breakage. One
of these rolls, formed of two separate cylinders,

was furnished with sliding weights, so as to ren-

der it heavier or lighter, ranging between 15 and
40 cwts. in order to accommodate it to different

purposes. In commending these wrought-iron rolls,

which were well manufactured, the Judges are not
prepared to pronounce, with any certainty, as to

their durability being equal to those composed of
cast iron ; wrought iron being subject to more ra-

pid decay from oxydation than cast metal, when
exposed to the vicissitudes of the seasons. Some
experience is desirable to determine this question,

Coiich-raJies.—The attention of machine-makers
was solicited by the Society to the construction of a
rake for collecting couch, which had the effect of
bringing forward four implements expressly designed

for the purpose. The silver medal was awarded to

Mr. Stratton, of Bristol, for a tool which appeared
to possess the desired qualifications. The raking

apparatus consists of two separate rows of long
curved teeth fixed upon a shaft or axis, the points

of one of which are upon the ground collecting

whilst the other row stands vertical and emptj'.

The row of teeth collecting is retained firmly in

action by two catches ; and when filled, the driver

gives half a turn to a handle which liberates the

catches, when the rakes instantly make half a re-

volution, the one set discharging its load whilst the

other set comes into play. The machine is mounted
on three wheels, is calculated to be worked by one
horse, and the inventor estimates its capabilities

at raking from twenty to thirty acres per day.

The Judges were unable to experiment with this

new implement on couch land, but are disposed to

consider the principle sound, and likely to be effi-

cient in the collection of hay, corn, and stubble, as

well as couch. It is also proper to mention that it

is designed, on a stronger construction, to collect

cane trash in the plantations, for which it was
originally contrived, and has been found, in the

island of Antigua, to be well adapted.

Drills.—The existing system of drill-husbandry,

practically considered, has an origin intrinsically

English, though faint traces of its use are mentioned
as of high antiquity. It will not be thought an un-
due tribute of praise to the English agricultural

mechanics, to notice that the implements employed
are also of purely English invention ; neither the

mechanic nor the agriculturist has been indebted to

any other portion of ihe British empire, or to the

foreigner, for any improvement in the art itself, or

in the machinery by which it is accomplished. To
the drilling of seed has been added, within the last
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few j'ears, the drilling of manures, a process also

purely English, and which can scarcely be ranked

as secondary in importance even to that of the me-
chanical deposition of seed. If the annual collection

of mechanism sent to the Society's country meetings

afford any evidence of the demand for p;irticular

implements, or of the progress made in distinct

branches of husbandry, then we may with confi-

dence deduce that the drill system is advancing

with rapid strides. INIore than sixty implements,

expressly designed and employed for the deposition

of seed and manure conjointly or separately, called

for the examination of the Judges on the present

occasion. If to these be added the horse-hoes and

other tools auxiliary to the system, it results that

one-third of the articles in the tillage and cultivating

departments of the exhibition consisted of drilling

machinery ; and if the ploughs common both to the

broadcast and drill systems be excepted from the

summary, more than one-half of the remainder was
specially subservient to the preparation of the soil

for drilled crops, or to their after treatment. The
contemplation of such a display cannot but have

been gratifying to the members of the Society, in-

cluding as it did an adaptation of the drill to al-

most every species of grain and seed crop, and
justifying the encouragement evtended by the So-
ciety to this pre-eminently important division of

the agricultural art.

By referring to the analysis of the exhibition, it

appears that, of the 61 implements denominated
drills and prcssers, two-thirds of them combined
the deposition of manure with that of seed ; thereby

testifying to the fast increasing appreciation of the

value of these united processes both by agricul-

turists and mechanics. The following concise
history of the first introduction and progress of the

manuring drill-system in Lincolnshire* has been
obtained from sources on which it is believed full

reliance may be placed ; and its relation may have
the effect of exciting the farmers of more backward
districts to emulate those of a county excelled by
none in Britain, in respect of the quantity of its

produce, though far inferior to many in the natural

fertility of its soil and character of its climate.

" The introduction of manure drills into Lincoln-
shire is comparatively of recent date. Previously
to 1814, small single-row drills, attached to the

plough for depositing beans in every alternate furrow,
and turnip-seed drills, were the only seed-sowing
machines used in i' e county. In 1814, the firm of
Seaman and Ilorn^hy, of (Ji:\ntham, made a drill for

depositing bones with turnip seed. In 1816, Mr.
Gregory, of IVottingham, brought a sample of
crushed bones to Grantham market, in a mahogany
box, to exhibit to the farmers the perfection he had
attained in reducing them to a small size. In the
same year several spirited farmers purchased drills

for bones. In 18l7 these drills became general.
In 1819 portable bone-mills were first introduced :

these flourished but a short period, giving place
to the large fixed steam-mills. In 1828, we first

began to drill ashes mixed with bones. In 1839
originated the first attempt to improve the delivery
of manure S^by means of stirrers in the drill-box

;

and by these improved machines the drilling of
compost was effected. At present, 1843, we pie-

* The Judges have set on foot inquiries relative

to the origin of manure drills in the south-eastern
counties, but have not yet succeeded in establishing
the historical dates to their satisfaction.

sume to be able to deposit by the drill, fold and
stable-yard muck with our seed. For the rapid

adaptation of the drill to this latter purpose we feel

to be much indebted to the stimulus given to our
mechanics by the Society. Neither Jethro Tull,

the honoured father of the drill system, northellev.

Mr. Cooke, the inventor of the Suffolk drill,

dreamed of depositing manure of any kintl with the

seed ; an addition which we consider to belong to

the eastern counties' farmers, ambitious only at first

to economise their then favourite manure, the

bone."
The Society's prize of £30 was awarded to Messrs.

R. Garrett and Son, of Saxmundham, for their drill

for general purposes. A mode of steerage was ap-

plied to this implement, which was thought to be

calculated to render its use less diflScult to novices,

and to ensure straightness in the lines. Facility in

the guidance and management of these implements
is a property of unquestionable importance, as pro-

viding for the more complete and safe action of the

horse-hoe. It may not, however, be out of place

to observe that experienced drill men reject refined

appliances of this kind as incumbrances. The late

Earl of Leicester is said to have remarked that" he
would not employ a labourer who could not lead a

drill-horse straight from Ilolkham to St. Paul's."

To Mr. Richard Horntby, of Spittlegate, Gran-
tham, £10 were adjudged for a twelve-coulter corn

and manure drill for general purposes, which bore

ample evidence of the care and skill bestowed by
him in the construction of this class of machines.

Both the above mentioned drills were provided

with well contrived apparatus for dropping seed and
manure at intervals, should the agriculturist prefer

that method to their deposition in continuous

trains.

The silver medal was awarded to Mr. Ilornsby,

for a thirty-coulter drill, effecting the deposition of

clover and grass-seeds, either separately or mixed,

in rows three inches apart. This excellent imple-

ment facilitates an extension of the drill system,

and does much credit to the inventor.

A third implement by the same maker was con-

sidered to be equally, if not still more deserving of

encouragement and approbation ; viz., a cart with

drills attached for both ridge and flat culture, adap-

ted for sowing from two to four rows of turnip seed

and bones, or other pulverized manure. This is

another and important step made towards the per-

fection of the drill system, by accelerating the

operation and diminishing labour in the field. The
silver medal was given to Rlr. Ilornsby for this

original combination of drills with the manure-
cart.

To Mr. Thomas Hunter, of Ulceby, near Barrow-
on-Humber, Lincolnshire, £5 were awarded for an

excellent ridge turnip and manure drill, the inven-

tion of Mr. Cartwright. Without the aid of diagrams
it would be next to useless to attempt to convey a

distinct idea of the particular mechanism adopted by
the different makers for discharging manure and
ensuring uniformity in its deposition. A safe and

perfect judgment of mechanical sufficiency, or of

the superiority of one method over another, can, in

fact, scarcely be arrived at without a patient trial.

That a considerable advance bad been made during

the past year in the manuring faculty of the drill

was manifest in most of the machines exhibited;

and the Judges were disposed to estimate very

highly the arrangements of Mr. Hunter's simple

apparatus, which he represented to be quite effective

for drilling putrescent manure; yet they did not
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feel so satisfied of its powers as to award to him tbe

Ligliest prize, wliicli they migtjt otherwise have
done, tliougb his drill was limited to turnip culture.

Tbey now tiiink it tbeir duty lo report that, since

the meeting, one of tbeir number has carefully tried

Ibis drill, and found it perfectly capable of depositing^

well chopped fold-yard manure mixed with soil,

without tbe aid of the riddle, and with as much
regularity and precision as has been hitherto eft'ected

with dry bones, ashes, or compost. He is also of

opinion that, with this drill, moisture not being an

impediment, ashes are unnecessary as assisting in

bringing compost 10 the drilling state j and further,

that all that is required for the preparation of fold-

yard or stable muck is, that it should hare a certain

degree of fineness so as to admit of its being
covered by soil when deposited. He is satisfied

that Mr. Hunter's drill is capable of uttering any
required quantity of such manure, and of passing

lumps, without obstruction, even of five inches

diameter.

Mr. John Caborn, of Denton, Grantham—the

whole of whose collection showed an acquaintance
with sound mechanical principles as adapted to

agriculture—produced a well-contrived convertible

corn and turnip drill, more especially remarkable
for its possessing a peculiarly simple and efficient

manure stirrer. It was rewarded with tbe silver

medal. The axis of this stirrer, instead of being
straight, and having tines, forks, or otherwise formed
limbs projecting from it, in order to agitate the

manure and prevent its arching in the box, is

fashioned of a continuous serpentine figure from end
to end of tbe box. The simple change of figure

adopted by Mr. Caborn is no inconsiderable im-

provement in the mechanism applied to effect

manure delivery.

A premium of £5 was awarded to Mr. James
Smyth, of Peasenball, near Yoxford, for the adap-
tation of a nine-couher corn drill to sowing hilly

land. The purpose of the inventor is simply and
ingeniously managed, as will be understood in few
words by stating that tbe seed-box and delivering-

cups are always maintained in a horizontal position

whilst crossing a bill ; so that, wbeiher in going or

returning, the seed is prevented from shifting to one
end of the box. This is accomplished by suspending
the box on levers, and giving motion to the cup-
axis by wheel work at both ends ; so that on raising

either end of tbe box by tbe lever, in order to ad-

just it to a level line, one set of wheels is out

of gear, whilst the other set gives rotation

to the axis and effects tbe delivery of tbe

seed. In other respects, too, the arrangements of

this machine did much credit to Mr. Smvth.
Mr. Crosskill's grass land cultivator and manure

depositor, rewarded at Bristol, was again considered,

by reason of its utility and the subsequent im-
provements made in it, to merit a silver medal.

Mr. Huckvale's liquid manure drill, mentioned in

the Bristol report, and rewarded at that meeting,
was produced in a more finished and effective state.

There can be no question as to this machine now
possessing tbe requisite qualifications for apj)lying

any liquid dressing, and in any desired quantity, to

plants in rows. 'J'be barrel of tbe one exhibited held

100 gallons, dimensions which may be increased.

The inventor recommends it as a convenient mode of
distributing soluble or miscible manures, as salt-

petre and guano, which may be deposited below the

seed ; or as a surface-watering machine in a dry
seed-time. The fluid is delivered by cups, or small

scope-wheels, which revolve in a water-tight trough

supplied from the cask or cistern. The quantity of

fluid taken in and delivered by these scope-wheels
is regulated by a metallic shroud or band, which
passes over their face, and is adjustable so as to

increase or diminish tbe size of tbe a])ertures. For
dressing grass land this machine has the advantage
over common liquid manure carts of depositing it

with perfect uniformity throughout tbe space passed
over, as the discharging-wbeels revolve a definite

number of times in a given distance, at whatever
pace the horse may be travelling. Tbe silver medal
was adjudged to Mr. Iluckvale for his perseverance
and ingenuity in adapting this novel idea to practi-

cal uses.

A seed hand-barrow was exhibited by Mr. James
Smyth, jun., of Peasenhall, for the more accurate
sowing of small seeds by machinery than can be
done by hand-scattering. The seed-box covers a
considerable breadth at once; and precision of deli-

very is secured by cups, instead of brushes, which
are the more usual but less exact mechanical means
used for meting out small seeds by the drill. The
revolution of the cup-axis is derived by toothed
gearing from the barrow-wheel. The arrangement
is highly creditable to Mr. Smyth; and, by reason
of its lightness, cheapness and efficiency, this sow-
ing-machine will prove useful to the small farmer.

Drill- Pre.'^'sers.—Ten machines for forming drills

by pressure were brought forward by various makers,
the greater number of them bearing the stamp of

improvement, particularly as adapted to the depo-
sition of seed and manure. After a careful exami-
nation, the Society's prize of lOZ. was awarded to

Mr. John Caborn, of Denton, Grantham, for a two-
row implement, having wheels 3 feet 8 inches in

diameter, and comprising very effective arrange-
ments for depositing the manure in the trenches.

The price of this machine is also moderate.

Dibblers.—The collection of the Earl of Ducie
contained the dibbling and sowing machine with
five wheels, invented by James Wilmot, rewarded
at Liverpool, and described in that report. No im-
provement was observed on the original specimen,

but the machine was reported as gradually coming
into use.

Mr. Stratton, of Bristol, exhibited the single-row
dibbling wheel used by Mr. Miles, M.P., of Kings-
weston, chiefly for forming the holes to receive the
seed of mangold-wurzel. It is a tool of the simplest

kind, gives mathematical precision to the spaces de-
sired between the plants, and is represented by Mr.
Miles as leaving the holes quite sufiieiently true and
clear for the purpose. It consists of a light wheel,

furnished on the rim with dibbling points, set at

equal distances from each other, and making holes 2
inches in depth. The wheel is comprised in a frame,
and worked by a man.

Messrs. Cottam and Hallen,of London, produced
a two-row dibbler, with wheels 3 feet in diameter,

the principle of which is precisely similar to that

last mentioned, but rendered adaptable to a greater

number of purposes. The machine is entirely con-
structed of light iron. The dibble points are ad-

j ustable to any distance from each other ; and the

wheels can be set at any space asunder from 4 to 30
inches. A man can work it on light soils, and it

has a pair of shafts for a pony on stiffer lands. A
premium of 2/. was adjudged to Messrs. Cottam
and Ilallen for this well devised implement.

Horse-Hoes. — The well-known horsc-hoe of

Messrs. R. Garrett and Son, rewarded both at

Liverpool and Bristol, was exhibited with improve-
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tuents, rendering it skill more complete in its fittings

and adaptation to follow the drill in the various

forms of culture to which the latter implement is

applied. The silver medal was awarded for these

improvements.
A silver medal was also given to Mr. Joseph C.

Grant, of Stamford, for his new patent steerage-

lever horse-hoe, which appeared to possess the

requisite properties for cleaning drilled crops. It is

provided with a very manageable and efficient

steerage, and a lever ])ower for instantly and readily

raising the hoes from the ground.
For hoeing and scuffling between rows of turnips,

potatoes, &c., the show-yard abounded with imple-

ments, most of them well known, and constructed,

with more or less skill, in most parts of the kingdom.
A premium of 3/. was given to Mr. Joseph Scurrch,

of Crakehall, near Bedale, Yorkshire, for a turnip

and jwtato horse-hoe, having a small but effective

lever-rake attached to it, which collects the weeds as

they are hoed down, and prevents them from grow-
ing again. The rake is in an instant freed of its

collection by the action of the lever. It is a cheap
and good implement.

Some remarkably well-made tools of the scuffling

kind were also exhibited by Mr. \Ailliam Wood, of

Knutsford, Cheshire.

HatjDiaking Machines.—Mr. Wedlake, of Horn-
cliurch, produced a spreading or tedding machine,
for which the silver medal was adjudged, as being

the most complete of its kind yet exhibited. It

has two separate cylinders, with a ready means of

reversing their motion, so as to scatter the grass in

the usual M'ay or leave it behind in rolls, on the

plan of Mr. Lovell's machine, rewarded at Bristol.

Tliis faculty of reversing the motion is an advantage,

as the wet heavy grass of the swath requires tossing

and spreading evenly ; whereas, as it approaches in

dryness to the state of hay, the more quiet action

of turning it is considered to be preferable, less seed

being shaken oul. The judges, however, have
ascertained, from several farmers using and highly

apjjroving these machines, that there is still room
for improvement in them. The journals are not
yet sufficiently secured against clogging, and time
is lost in freeing them from grass. An extensive

and experienced hay-grower observes that, with

one horse and changing the horse every three or

four hours, Mr. Wedlake's machine will strew more
than two acres of newly mown heavy grass per

hour, in a manner far superior to the hand ; and
that he considers its performance fully equal to the

work of twenty haymakers. There is no harvesting

machine yet introduced which economises labour to

such an extent, or tends to save a crop so surely, as

the mechanical haymaker ; and it is very desirable

that the manufacturers should use every e.\ertion to

remedy such defects as may abridge the utility of

so valuable an implement.

Horse-Rakes.—Several horse hay-rakes were ex-

hibited, but the judges adhere to the opinion

formerly expressed, that none of them excel the

patent rake of Mr. Joseph C. Grant, of Stamford,
rewarded at Liverpool and Bristol, which was again

produced by him, with improvements tending to

secure its more perfect action, durability, and con-
venient management.

Horse-Engines.— The horse-engine, or horse-

work, as this machine is more commonly but in-

correctly named, has become—where steam is not
used—indispensable as a prime mover of barn ma-
chinery, more particularly as applied to threshing-

machines and chaff-cutters. For these and other
purposes it is extensively and economically used,
whether fixed or as travelling from farm to farm on
hire. The judges have to notice the production of

two novelties in this class by Messrs. Ransome.
The first was an arrangement of the travelling en-
gine, which obviates the necessity of imloading it

from the carriage or removing the wheels. By these

means, too, the main shaft, which communicates the

power to the object, is kept above the horses' backs,
so that they pass under instead of having to step

over the shaft, as on the common plan. The se-

cond had a more important purpose in viewj viz.,

the establishing a kind of intermediate mechanism,
planted between the engine and the objects to be
set in motion, from which (without disturbing the

engine or any machine applied to it) any other ma-
chine may be driven, and at any part of the barn
which may be most convenient for its use. It

would occupy too much space to attempt to de-
scribe this arrangement ; nor could it be done
justice to without drawings. Suffice it to say that

the purpose was accomplished in a simple and satis-

factorj' manner. This contrivance for diverging

power in various directions will be found useful

where it is desirable to put in motion several ma-
chines at the same time by the same horse-engine,

provided no one of them requires a greater force

than one horse : thus, the chaff-cutter, the turnip-

cutter, and the domestic flour-mill, or a pump, &c.,

may be driven together or separately. There is

certainly no part of the farmer's establishment
which more commonly needs a thorough revision

than that devoted to his barji operations. It is too

often formed without plan ; is too often devoid of

systematic arrangement ; and seems rather to re-

semble an incongruous mixture of things of no
value, than of mechanism, in the disposition of

which space and method should be considered as

elements of the first consetiuence. As an appliance

to palliate existing defects of this nature, and as the

germ of a superior system of mechanical arrange-
ment in barns, Messrs. Ransome's contrivance

merits the highest commendation.

Steain-Engines.—The truth of the last remarks
will receive the acknowledgment of all those agri-

culturists who have applied or desire to substitute

fixed steam-engines for manual or horse-power, as

the prime mover of their barn machinery. Then it

is that the disadvantage of crippled space and pre-
viously bad arrangements becomes prominently
apparent, from the difficulty of connecting the
power with the machines, in such manner as to

unite economy of outlay with convenience as re-

spects the fold and stack yards. These are points

especially deserving of study by persons erecting

new farm buildings.

The show-yard contained six well-constructed
steam-engines, three of which were of the travelling

kind ; and two of these were set to work at Mr.
White's, of Rough Heauor. A premium of WL was
awarded to each of the exhibitors—Mr. William
Cambridge, of Market Lavington, Wilts ; and Mi-.

Alexander Dean, of Birmingham. The judges can-
not presume to pronounce an opinion as to the
comparative merits of these engines, to determine
which would require a longer and much more severe

trial than they were able to submit them to. Both
appeared to jjossess the qualifications necessary for

good working and safetj^

It will be in the recollection of the Society that

the first portable steam-engine which appeared at
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any of tbeir mfctings (aiul, it is believed, the first

of the kind introduced to the notice of the agricul-

tural world) Avas that exhibited at Liverpool, in

1841, by Messrs. Ransome; of the performance of

which, during a short period, a separate report was
made. This engine, on the disc-principle, was

afterwards converted into a locomotive, and again

tried at the Bristol meeting, in conjunction with a

travelling engine by Mr. Cambridge, and both re-

ceived premiums. The j udges may now report that

the manufacture and use of travelling steam-engines

is become a systematised business. In Lincoln-

shire, steam-engines both fixed and portable arc

becoming general on large farms. They are also

let on hire. The charge made for threshing is

necessarily dependent on the quantity of grain

capable of being threshed out in a given time, and
whether the straw has been reaped or mown ; also,

in some degree, on the amount of work to be done.

It will be useful to the members of the Society to

be informed that the hire of engines for wheat and
barley threshing varies between Is. and Is. 3d. per

quarter, including the wages of the engineer and
the feeder of the machine j the farmer usually

finding coal and the assistant hands. The
travelling steam-engine is also employed to give mo-
tion to draining and other apparatus, which may only

require to be put into occasional activity. Incident-

ally to tbis [subject it may be of consequence to ob-

serve that the judges have ascertained that the York-

shire Fire Office will insure at 3 per cent, where

these engines are used; their usual charge being 2

per cent. It is believed that other offices effect as-

surances at the same rate. It is the opinion of the

judges, from the attention they have given to the

furnace and boiler arrangements of these engines,

that little or no danger is to be apprehended from

their use ; and that, by proper representation and

inspection, all the fire-offices would speedily release

the farmer from a tax which bears heavily upon bim

and the machine-maker. At the same time it be-

hoves the employer to satisfy himself that the engi-

neer adopts the best known precautions against the

issue of sparks or flame. Coke is a better and safer

fuel for these engines than coal ; it is also cheaper

wherever it can be procured at only one-fourth higher

price than coal, weight for weight.

Thrashhig Machines.—Two of these machines were

elected for trial, and taken out to Mr. White's farm.

One of them, constructed by Mr. Cambridge, was
driven by his own travelling steam-engine, exerting

probably at the time a power of about three horses.

The performance of both threshing-machine and en-

gine was satisfactory to the judges and creditable

to their maker. It will not be expected that the

judges can assign the cost of threshing by steam

from such short experiments as they are able at any

time to superintend. The yield is so dependent on

the condition and quality of the straw and corn to

be threshed, that no rule of produce can be safely

quoted in terms of the power and time expended.

The average rate of hire, which includes that of the

threshing machine, has been already cited ; to which

will have to be added the cost of fuel, a variable but

small item per (juarter, and that of the assistant

hands. On obtaining these facts from the makers,

the farmer will be able to determine the economy of

Bteam-threshing in his own locality, compared with

the flail or the horse-engine.

A wheat threshing-machine, by Messrs. Ransome,

was distinguished by some novelties which deserve

notice. It was driven by the horse-engine previously

referred to as having the connecting shaft over head.

Its chief characteristics consist in an arrangement

of the beaters, so that tliey are fed with the stiaw

and ears in a horizontal instead of a vertical direc-

tion, by which means the straw is delivered flat,

straight, and unbroken. Thus, the straw, after be-

ing threshed, issues in a state ready for immediate
tying up. The machine is also furnished with a

contrivance for conveying and shaking the straw.

The judges cannot but highly commend Messrs.

Ransome's efforts and ingenuity in perfecting a spe-

cies of threshing-machine more particularly coveted

by farmers residing near large towns, to whom the

production of clean unbroken straw is fiequently an
object of more importance than the threshing out the

greatest possible quantity of grain in a given time.

Corn Cleaners.—The collection of these machines
was larger than at any previoi'S meeting, but the

judges take occasion to remark that some of them
bore rather the external appearance and polish of

cabinet-work, or articles of household furniture, than

of serviceable barn tools. Good workmanship is as

important to the efficiency of the light winnowing ma-
chine as it is to the sturdy horse or steam engine

;

but there cannot be worse taste in mechanism than

the overloading it with finery. The good sense of

farmers is pretty sure to cause them to leave such
things in their makers' hands rather than to transfer

them to tbeir barns. Many excellent implements of

tbis nature were, however, exhibited ; and, after

trial, a premium of 5/. was awarded to Mr. liryan

Millington, of Asgarby, near Sleaford, for a machine
which united simplicity of construction with useful-

ness. Its distinguishing advantage consisted in the

first operation termed chaffing, which it effected with

great celerity, producing a clean sample of corn.

A silver medal was given to Mr. John Newham,
of Kegworth, Leicestershire, for his double-blast

winnowing-raachine with stamped riddles. Both
these adaptations are mechanically good, and do
credit to the constructor.

IMr. John Caborn, of Denton, Grantham, also ex-
hibited a double-blast winnowing-macbine, exceed-
ingly well got up.

Mr. Joshua Coocb, of Harlestone, near Northamp-
ton, produced a superior barley-burameller connected
with a winnowing-macbine, and supplying itself by
an elevator. It is a matter of surprise that this well

known and useful auxiliary, the elevator, is not

more frequently ajjplied to barn work. The power
required by it is a mere bagatelle, scarcely indeed

appreciable by the man, and it saves much severe

labour. A premium of SI. was awarded to Mr.
Cooch for this useful combination.

Cruihhig and Spliitiug Mills.—Two prizes were
adjudged in this class, after a minute examination of

the numerous specimens exhibited, and (he trial of
many of them. A premium of 51. was awarded to

Mr. James Spencer, of Hopton, near Wirksworth,
Derbyshire, for his oat and bean mill ; and the silver

medal to the Earl of Ducie, for a crusher invented

by Mr. Richard Clyburn. The first was a remark-
ably well constructed and eflective machine, on the

horizontal fluted-roller principle. Mr. Cly burn's
implement consists of two rollers of diflerent

diameters, having a series of vertical grooves turned

in each of the form of a V, and working into each
other. By reason of the diflerence in velocity given

to these rollers, a bruising action takes place, and any
species of grain is reduced to the desired state of

fineness, which can be regulated by approaching or

withdrawing the rollers from each other. It is aa

excellent macbiae.
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Cake Crtishers.'^A premium of 51. was awarded to

Mr. Richard Hornsby, of Grantham, for his conical-

pointed, case-hardened, toothed crusher, wliich had
every appearance of being as durable as it proved
to be eflective on trial.

Chaf-Ciitters.— This universally-used implement
was produced of all dimensions and powers, whether
suitable to the purposes of the smallest stable or the

largest farm. A prize of 3/. was awarded to Mr.
James Smith of Gloucester, for a chaff-cutter of

medium size, power, and price ; wliich possessed, in

the opinion of the judges, very good provision

against choking in the feed, as well as the means of

regulating the length of cut to great nicety. The
same maker also exhibited a combined corn-crusher

and chaff-cutter, commendable to those who may
prefer one machine to two separate ones.

The powerful chaff-cutters exhibited by the Earl

of Ducie and IMessrs. Ransome (both of which had
undergone considerable improvements since the

Bristol meeting) were selected for trial at IMr.

White's farm. The former was driven by Mr.
Dean's travelling steam-engine, presumed to be ex-

erting a power of from two to three horses; under
which circumstances tlio spiral knife-barrel made
about 500 revolutions per minute, and cut at the rate

of about 'i'28 bushels of wheat-straw chaff per hour.

IMessrs. Ransome's machine was worked by their

horse-engine with two horses, the knife-wheel making
about 230 revolutions per minute, and cutting at the

rate of about 112 bushels per hour. No very nice

judgment can, however, be formed of the expendi-

ture of power for the work done when two different

agents are employed, as the horse and steam ; but it

was safe to conc.'ude that Lord Ducie's implement
required the least force for equal effect, and was
capable of sustaining the velocity given to it with-

out derangement or danger. The spiral knives are

also very readily sharpened without removing them
from the barrel, and require no fresh adjustments,

which are no slight recommendations of the imple-

ment. For these reasons the Society's prize of 101.

was awarded to the Earl of Ducie.
Messrs. Ransome's machine, which had received

valuable improvements (patented by Mr. Charles

May, one of their firm), by which its durability is in-

creased, the feeding improved, and the cut rendered

cleaner and more effective, merits high commenda-
tion and confidence in its use as the best plain knife

chaff-cutter yet exhibited.

Corn and Meal 3Iills.—A large assortment of do-

mestic hand-mills was exhibited by Mr. Alexander
Dean, of Birmingham, the grinding parts of which
were composed of metallic, French-burr, and grey-

stone materials. Mr. Dean's attention to this sub-

ject and his good workmanship deserve the encour-

agement of agriculturists. Several of his mills were
applied to the force of small steam-engines as well

as horse-power. The judges were unable to deter-

mine between the respective merits of Mr. Dean's
metallic and French-burr mills, and of a metallic

mill recently invented by Mr. Luke Herbert, of

Dover, exhibited by Messrs. Ransome and other

manufacturers. INIr. Graburn has undertaken, at

the request of the Council, to submit a specimen of

these mills to a lengthened trial in his heusehold,
and to report on their respective qualities and per-

formance.

Cor7i Weighers and Meters.—The silver medal
was adjudged to the Earl of Ducie for a self-regis-

tering corn- meter invented by Mr. Richard Cly-
burn. This is a well-contrived and useful instru-

ment, and will be appreciated by feeders of stock,

kQ., as conducing to exactness of measure, dimi-
nishing the chance of robbery, and obviating mis-
takes of count, as the quantity abstracted from tlic

granary must pass through the machine and be
registered on the dials ; which are calculated to

denote 80 bushels, in measures of a quarter of a
peck each.

A simple corn-weighing machine was exhibited
and invented by Mr. Colville, M.P., but as it was
not furnished with a self-registering a])paratus, its

utility is bounded as compared with the foregoing.

Nevertheless, when it is wished to give small deter-
minate weights of grain to animals, in preference to

measure, and without regard to a mechanical record
of them, this little instrument will be found to an-
swer the purpose.
Turnip Cutters.—A number ofthese implements

appeared in the show-yard, the best of which
seemed to partake more or less of the well-known
principle introduced by Mr. Gardener. A prize of
•M. was awarded to Mr. Thomas Wedlake, of Horn-
church, for a machine provided with extremely
simple means for cutting two sizes of slice for beasts

and sheep, which is effected by reversing the mo-
tion of the cutting cylinder, and turning over a plate

in the feed-box, wliich directs the roots to one or

other side so as to subject them to the action of
the different knives fixed on the cylinder.

Root Graters.—Two machines were exhibited for

grating turnips and other bulbous roots to a pulp or
very small particles, by Mr. E. Moody, of Maiden
Bradley, Wilts, and Mr. John Green, jun., of New-
town, Worcester. It is urged by these gentlemen
that there is considerable economy in so reducing
mangold-wurzel, carrots, and turnips, as to mix
them more intimately with hay, chaff and straw

;

they assert that cattle eat the mixture more
greedily, and thrive better on it, than when the
roots are given separately with the chaff. As the

parties were not present, the Judges did not try

these implements. They may observe that the
practice of grating roots, rather than slicing them,
is said to obtain very much in the United States.

Cider Mill.—The silver medal was awarded to

Mr. Alexander Dean, of Birmingham, for a new
cider-mill manufactured by him, and invented by
JMr. James Ashwid, of Bretforton, "Worcestershire.

This implement is in fact a crusher or squeezer,

being furnished with a piston worked horizontally

in a substantial wooden box, from which the apples

are discharged in the state of pulp. Mr. Ashwid
describes its mode of use and effects as follows :

—
" I drive it by a one or two horse power used for

chaff-cutting, &c., and place it as near the cellar as

convenient. It requires two women—one to carry
fruit from the heap and throw into the hopper, the

other to regulate the feeding with her hands ; tv%'o

men to remove the pulp and press it through hair-

cloths, the same as with the old mills ; and one
man to carry and tun the cider. The quantity of

fruit it is capable of reducing varies, according to

its ripeness, from 300 to 400 bushels per day,
and produces from 800 to 1000 gallons of juice.

Several of my neighbours have already bespoken
the use of my mill for the present year, who have
seen the efficiency of its work and the superior way
in which the cider keeps from it. I also tried it

last V inter for pulping turnips and potatoes for

pig-feeding, and found it most economical. The
juice is not squeezed out by it, but the pulp is

beaten up to about the consistence of paste, which
I mix with barley or bean meal, and find the pigs

feed much faster than when mi-xed with water.''
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This new machine was very well got up by Mr.
Dean, and accoinniodated to manual as well as

animal or steam power. It has been represented

to the Judges that ihc grating of apples is much
preferred in America for cider-making to the old

rolling mill ; the saccharine matter being much
better evolved by grating, and the pips in great

measure reduced. This may be worth the atten-

tion of cider-mill manufacturers.

Potato Washers.—Mr. Crosskill produced a ma-
chine for washing and raising potatoes out of the

water, which was deemed to be the best in the

exhibition.

Steaming Apparatus.—The Society had called

attention to improved steamers for roots. Five
sets were exhibited : after examining which a pre-

mium of 5/. was awarded to Mr. James Richmond,
of Salford, for a very complete apparatus, particu-

larly in its fittings, as regards safety, the supply of
water, &c. In respect of cost it is moderate.

Feeding Appnrutus.—The silver medal was ad-
judged to Mr. Hill, of Brierley Hill Iron Works,
for his very excellent iron cow-cribs and sheep-
cribs on wheels. His collection also contained
numerous other articles of a similar description,

which deserve the highest commendation as re-

gards moderate price, lightness, strength, and good
workmanship.

A fodder-preserver, more particularly applicable

to parks, was exhibited by Mr. James Moorcroft,
of Bratley, near Burton-on-Trent, which deserves

commendation on account of its neat arrangement,
substantial structure, and cheapness.

Weighing Machines.—Mr. H. G. James, Great
Tower Street, London, produced two weighing-
machines invented byM. George, of Paris ; which,
on account of the correctness of their principle,

were considered to merit the Society's encourage-
ment, and a premium of 10/. was awarded for

them. It would requite more space than can be
devoted to this subject to explain the causes of

error incident to all weighing-machines hitherto

made, and from which Mr. James's arc free, 'ihe

principle is mathematically correct, and mechani-
cally carried out ; as is proved by placing the

object to be weighed on any part of the scale-

board, when it will be found to be balanced by
the sarae weight. Sca'e-boards of the largest di-

mension may be used : and it is hoped that by

means of this invention agriculturists will be in-

duced to ascertain the relative value of varieties of

food in the fattening of cattle, by frequently placing

them on the weighing-machine ; which will indi-

cate the weight of the largest ox, or loaded cart,

with as much accuracy as the sack of corn, or still

lighter objects.

Fire and Garden Engines.—A number of these

eminently useful machines were exhibited. To
one hand-engine in particular, invented by Mr.
J. Read, Regent Circus, Piccadilly, London, the

Judges desire to invite attention, as uniting con-
venience as respects the garden, with very con-
siderable power in case of fire in dwelling, out-

houses, &c. With four men it will discharge 20

gallons of water per minute, to a distance of 69

feet; a quantity which may often serve to arrest an
incipient fire. The valves are solid and spherical,

and may be pronounced as at all times in order

for use, so little liable are such valves to get out of

repair. It is very light, is moved on two good-

sized wheels, and will pass thro\igh ordinary door-

ways. By an arrangement of the Icveis it is

readily reduced to the power of a single man and
adapted to horticultural use.

A very powerful pump was applied to Mr. Dean's

travelling steam-engine ; a combination which may
often be found extremely useful for emptying
ponds, draining, irrigating, &c., as well as a fire-

extinguisher.

Richs.—The silver medal was given to Mr. John
Gillett, of Brailes, near Shipston-on-Stour, for a

A'^aluable and cheap little tool termed a rick-

ventilator. The very simple idea of boring a

hole perpendicularly into an overlieating hay-rick

or barley-stack, has been ingeniously carried into

jjractice by the inventor. The contrivance consists

of a kind of auger, which opens its road with a

screwed point, and withdraws a core of hay, &c.,

leaving a circular hole of seven inches in diameter.

By repeating this operation a hole is quickly pierced

to nearly the bottom, but not quite through the

rick. The judges have been informed that the holes

thus made remain firm and open, and that the anti-

cipations indulged in the show-yard of the effective-

ness of the invention have been fully verified in

practice.

A silver medal was also awarded to Mr. George
Parsons, of West Lambrook, Somerset, for a mode
of raising and depressing a roof over a rick. The
roof is constructed of light timber on the truss

principle, and covered with some species of imper-
meable cloth. The rick is made around a post or

pillar, having a coarse threaded screw of cast-iron

fixed upon it. The centre of the roof is furnished

with a nut, so that by turning the roof round it

ascends or descends upon the pillar. Much con-
structive ingenuity was evinced by the author of

this contrivance, which is superior in many respects

to the common Dutch barn, though it may be
found too costly as a fixture iu stack-yards.

The Society's offered prize of 20/. for the best

and cheapest stack-covering, was not adjudged.

Field-sundries.—Extensive assortments of iron-

fencing, gates, scats, &c., were exhibited. The
silver medal was well merited by Mr. Hill, of

Brierley Hill Iron Works, near Dudley, for Ills

wrought-iron farmer's field gates with cast-iron

posts, manufactured and solcl by hira at the low
price of 28s. These were selected as more espe-

cially deserving the notice of agriculturists (in ad-
dition to the cow and sheep cribs before mentioned)
on account of their remarkable lightness and stiff-

ness, which give assurance of durability. Many
other field articles by the same maker, such as

hurdles, deer and cattle fencing, Sec, were con-
structed with equal attention to strength and mo-
derate cost.

A silver medal was awarded to Mr. C. B. Col-

vile, M.P., of Lullington, near Burton-on-Trent,
for ills invention of a useful wrought-iron wheel-
barrow, arranged with a furnace and melting-pot,

to transport gas-tar for paying over palings, &c.

Mr. Joseph Hall, of Cambridge, produced a new
tool, called a weed and bush extractor, which is an
ingenious combination of the lever with a gripper
for drawing out tap-rooted weeds, or stocking up
fences. The implement is handy in use, and
adapted both in strength and price to the object for

which it may be required. The silver medal was
given to Mr. Hall for this iuveution.

Waggons, Carts, i^c.—Four premiums were ad-
judged to exhibitors in this department, and though
the show-yard contained specimens of vehicles

which had partaken but little of modern improve*
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mcut, no previous exliibition approached the pre-

sent citlier in tlic variety or excellence of many of

the carriages ii<lai)ted to the ninneroiis uses of the

ygriculturist. Anionirst the builders of tliesc im-

plements Mr. Richard Stratton, of Bristol, shines

conspicuously.

To him the Society's prize of 201. was awarded
for his sprinjT-waggon on the eqnirotal cross-lock

principle, referred to in the Bristol report. On the

present occasion it was improved in its details,

mounted on springs, and furnished with Thatcher's

breaks. It will be understood that the fore-

wheels are of the same size as the hind ones, which

must considerably diminish tiie draught. It had
a pole, driving-seat, foot-board, and patent axles.

Mr. Stratton estimates the saving in draught arising

from springs as equal to 30 or 0.3 per cent., in

which opinion he is borne out by well-known expe-

riments. This wagiron turns in a suMiciently small

space ; and the adapting such a carriage to the

general puposes of road and field does the highest

credit to 5Ir. Stratton as a btuJder and mechani-
cian. In price it did not exceed that attached to

several ancient clumsy waggons exhibited.

The same maker also produced a variety of other

waggons, as well as single-horse carts on springs,

applicable to general or more sjiccial uses; and the

judges have to notice with high commendation a

market and family cart on springs, tlic arrange-

ments and finish of whicli were of the first style of

workmanship. The observation, however, may be

made, that some small deduction from the comforts

of this vehicle may be advisedly spared in order to

reduce it safely below the duty price.

The silver medal was adjudged to Mr. Stratton

for a low manure tipping-cart, with a liquid

manure cistern body to tit. This cart combines a

number of excellent properties. The cranked axles

so reduce the height of the cart-chest from the

ground as greatly to diminish the labour of filling.

The chest tips upon the line of the axles, which is

the only true place for effecting tliat operation
;

and it is retained in place by a spring-catch, or

adjusted to any angle for discharging, in the simplest

and safest manner. The liquid manure body is five

feet long, by three feet three inches wide, and 20
inches dee]), containing about 169 gallons, or about

15 cwt. , which, with the weight of the body, pump,
&c., brings the whole to about ^3 cwt., and there-

fore within the power of a single horse. The
removal of one body and affixing the other is per-

formeii with the greatest ease by one man. Tins

adaptation of solid and liquid manure bodies to the

same wheels, axles, and shafts, is strongly recom-
meuded to the attention of agriculturists.

Mr. Daniel Coombes, of Shipton, near Burford,

Oxon, introduced a novelty, by rendering two
single-horse carts convertible into a waggon, so

that the purchaser of the former may have a wag-
gon at his disposal, as his preference may dictate.

The comljjnation or separation of these carts is ac-
complished very quickly, and by simple means

;

and it was considered that the inventor well merited
the encouragement of Gl. awarded to him. It re-

quires some experience to ascertain whether the
carts so joined have the requisite strength in the
centre, when loaded as a waggon ; and also whether
the place of junction be sufficiently strong to resist

the lateral strain thrown on that part when the
fore-wheels turn, and the hind-wheels arc fixed.

Having, however, overcome so much, Mr. Coombes

may see his way in remedying any defects which
time may render apparent.

A premium of lOl. was adjudged to Mr. A.White,
of Old Sleaford, Lincolnshire, for his spring car-

riage, for the carrying of linseed-cake, delivering

corn, and other uses. This vehicle was furnished

with a pole and driving-seat ; it had a well-closed

cover removable at will ; and side-rails for convert-

ing it into a harvest- waggon. Its usefulness would
also be found for numerous other purposes in a

farmer's establishment.

A gig-cart, exhibited by the Rev. Thomas Sewell,

of Nether Broughton, near Mdton-Mowbray, and
built by Mr. Thomas Dutt, of Bungay, Suffolk, is

entitled to high commendation as uniting peculiar

comfort and accommodation, whether for family use

or the transport of luggage, &c. It was designed

and finished in a superior style, and its price under

duty.

It is a pleasing task to have to record such rapid

im]irovement in the construction of implements so

indispensable to the agriculturist as those of which

the horse will probably ever continue to be the

prime mover. The economy of his force is so much
dimiiashed expense to his employer. It was no-

ticed in the report of last year's exhibition that
" the show-yard did not furnish a single specimen

of a waggon or cart on springs.'' On this occasion

no less than 15 oit of 58 of the vehicles exhibited

were furnished with them, proving that the Society

has only to indicate a want, and that machine-
makers are able and ready to supply it.

Carriatie Drays or BreaJn:—The silver medal
was given to Mr. Charles Thatcher, of IMidsomer

Norton, near Bath, for his patent self-regulating

self-acting breaks, applicable to carts, waggons,

and vehicles of all descriptions. This invention was
rewarded at the Bristol Meeting, and described in

that report, si:ice which time it has been materially

improved by doubling the force of the horse's

pressure on the wheel-nave, and therefore increasing

ids confidence in descending hills. The Judges
took the opportunity of testing its powers, and the

sagacity of the horse in trusting to them, by causing

a cart furnished with these breaks, and heavily

lailen with implements, returning from Rough Ilea-

nor to Derby, to be turned up a steep bank adjoin-

ing the roacl. The horse was then encouraged to

descend by the voice of his driver, having never

before felt the breaks. After a slight hesitation,

and a few experimental steps, the animal seemed to

acknowledge his power of holding the load, and
came down the bank as steadily as if he "were

drawing on a level. Coaches have also been fitted

with tins simple apparatus, and the Judges under-

stand that the strangest horse unhesitatingly avails

himself of it, and regulates his resisting force with

remarkable delicacy, according to the greater or

less degree of the declivity.

Cart Wheels and Tires.—Several manufacturers
exhibited sets of wheels and axles, for one of which,
by Jlr. Crosskill, of Beverley, the silver medal was
awarded, as combining good workmanship with
cheapness.

The Judges have also to commend the 42-inch
ridged tires applied by Mr. George Coatcs, of Rich-
mond, Yorkshire, to some well-made carts exhibited

by him. These were rolled in apiece, and made an
excellent job.

Harness and Gearing.—With respect to harness

no improvement of moment was brought to the

observation of the Judges,
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Under the head of (/earing, wliicli includes the

methods of conneetnig orcouphng animals with the

objects to be put in molion, Messrs. Ransome pro-

duced some new patent iron-trussed whippletrecs,

remarkable for their simplicity, strengtli, and du-

rable properties. For this invention the silver

inedal was adjudged.

Dairy Implements.—Various churns were exhi-

bited both of tlie upright and barrel construction,

and having difl'orent motions. Tlic society's prize

of ol. was given to Mr. William Wood, of Knuts-
ford, Cheshire, for the adaptation of a rotative

movement to work an upright churn. It was in-

geniously and conveniently managed so as to ac-

commodate a female in the sitting posture.

Six cheese-presses claimed attention, and two
premiums of M. each were awarded ; one of thern

to Mr. James Smith, of Gloucester, for a single

press, and the other to Mr. Richard Stratton, of

Bristol, for a double press, invented by Mr. W.
James Gingell. The lirst of these was furnished

with a convenient and excellent pressing power,
combining the continuous action of the lever with
that of a screw to elevate it as required, so that the

weight has never to be released in order to raise the

lever. Cleanliness is also ensured by furnishing

the screw-handles with wooden hafts, in order to

prevent the dairywoman's hands from touching
iron, which is represented to be a matter of no
slight importance, Mr. Gingell's double press is on
the same lever principle as his single one rewarded
at Bristol, but better constructed, and is a very
neat, compact machine. The judges, however, are

disposed to consider the compound screw and lever

principle, as arranged by Mr. Smith, to possess

advantages over any pressing power yet exhibited.

Tliis plan may possibly be made applicable to the
double press through the medium of one screw,

wliich would diminish the cost, and is a matter
worth the consideration of the inventor.

Dynamometer.—A dynamometer on a new con-
struction, invented by Mr. Clyburn, was exhibited

by the Earl of Ducie. This instrument purported
to possess new and valuable properties, and has
been referred by the council, together with Messrs.
Cottam and Hallen's instruments, to a future and
more correct trial than either time or the condition
of the land permitted at the meeting. The charge
of comparing and reporting on tlieir respective

merits lias been undertaken by the Duke of Rich-
mond, Captain Spencer, and Mr. Jaques, who will

use them in succession.

Model Map.—The silver medal was awarded to

Mr. John Bailey Denton, of Southampton, for a
highly ingenious and well-executed map in relief,

showing the superficial variations, water-courses,
levels, ice, of an estate or district. An ordinary
paper map can only represent truly a flat super-
ficies; and, however well it may be executed and
shaded, such a map cannot convey to the mind
any correct idea of undulations, depths of water-
courses, relative levels, or the general configuration
of the country. Neither are sections of much aid
in enabling a landed proprietor to seize and retain
in his memory a correct image of all those terres-
trial phenomena by which many of his agricultural
operations must bo, and are in reality, governed.
'J he multiplicity of sections requisite to denote such
data at a glance would only tend to confuse. It

has been Mr. Denton's ol>jcct, in contriving the
raised map submitted to tlie society, to place under
the eye an exact miniature model of a farm, estate,

or district, so that it shall represent the minutest

difference in level, and carry on its surface a pic-

torial fac simile of its character. He has suc-

ceeded in giving to the surface a coating which
renders his model map imjjervious to water; and
he reiirescnts it as pi'oof against shrinking, crack-

ing, or warping. In fact, it carries water when
poured upon it, by means of which and of simple

accompanying instruments, the discovery of evei'y

hydraulic fact, as touching outfalls, the proper

courses for drains, the capability of distributing

water collected by drainage, or of employing it as

power for farm uses—as has been so skilfully ac-

complished by Lord Ilathcrton—will be greatly

facilitated. The surface is coloured in oils, and
therefore admits of its displaying a picture of the

particular use or culture to which the various divi-

sions of an estate or farm may, at any time, be

appropriated ; and a simple method is applied of

recording the geological stratification as ascertained

by boring. Mr. Denton states the price of com-
pleting these maps at from 2s. Gd. to 3s. Gd. per

acre. In awarding the society's silver medal for

this invention, the judges have looked at it not as

a mere ornament or toy, but as a useful auxiliary

to the agriculturist, by assisting him in the record,

study, and full comprehension of the phenomena of

that surface and subsoil upon which his art and ca-

pital are expended.

Drainer's Level.—An instrument for assisting

workmen in giving a uniform fall to drains was
exhibited by the inventor, Mr. A. Notman, of

Painswick, Gloucestershire, and rewarded with the

silver medal. It is simple, convenient, and possesses

the requisite properties to ensure accuracy. The
use of levels is chiefly required by workmen habi-

tuated to drainage where the fall is but slight, and
the length of cut great. In such localities extreme
exactness may be obtained by means of Mr.
Notman's level, and it is used with the facility

which the nature of the work demands.

Domestic Articles.—The principal object worthy
of note, besides the hand-flour mills already
mentioned, was a barrel thrawl, or stillion, of cast-

iron, furnished with a very simple and efiective

lever apparatus for tilting casks without shaking
their contents. It is the invention of IMr. William
Hutchinson, of Derby, to whom a premium of 2/.

was awarded for this cemmodious and durable
piece of cellar furniture.

Messrs. Cottam and Hallen exhibited Mr. Carson's
patent syriijge for salting and curing meat, wdiich

merits trial in families, as it is said to afford a more
speedy and efficacious method of impregnating the
internal parts of flesh with the intended pickle

than can 1)e eflected by steeping the mass in liquid,

or covering it with salt. It is averred that meat
thus treated may be cooked the same day, and
will be found to be uniformly and perfectly pre-

pared.

Award of the Gold Medal.—In concluding
their notice of this immense and splendid show oi

agricultural machinery, the judges have to record
the estimation in which they held the constructive
skill and admirable workmanship displayed by
Messrs. Ransome, of Ipswich. The society's gold
medal was awarded to these mechanicians as an
acknowledgment justly due to the merit of their

varied collection. Josiah Parkes,
R. S.Graburn.
Geo. Legakd.
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ON THE ECONOMY OF MANURES.
Were wc to announce that we had discovered a

chemical process, by which, for the mere trouble

of collecting, we could supply every farmer with

abundance of that inestimable manure—guano,

doubtless our table would groan witli the weight

of applications for information as to the means to

be used. We do announce that such discovery has

been made ; and without putting those under
whose notice this may fall to the trouble of farther

application, wc tell them the secret consists in the

proper management of the manures constantly ac-

cumulating, and, we regret to say, as constantly

going to waste on most farms. Every particle of

manure which lies for an hour exposed to the air,

or to rain, is parting with its ammonia—the prin-

ciple which renders guano so valuable; every
pound of the fluid from the cattle-house, or even
from the house-bucifet or wash-tub, which is al-

lowed to flow down the stream, or be absorbed by
the yard or the air, is so much of the essence of

manure thrown away, or, in other words, of food

wasted. We have repeatedly endeavoured to

bring the matter under ihe notice of farmers
;

it is a subject, however, of such importance that

we must not omit any opportunity which may
present itself of recommending it to their atten-

tion.

The following is from " Trimmer's Chemistry
for Farmers :"—" The waste of the most valuable
part of farm-yard manure is so great under the
English system as to render it desirable that,

without abandoning the use of it for that of liquid

manure, till the superiority of the latter has been
fully proved by experiment, the farmer should en-
deavour to introduce improvements in the present
management of it, based upon a knowledge of the
chemical properties of the substance with which
he has to deal, by which a vast amount of manure
may be saved, which is now lost. Not contented
with promoting the escape of as much ammonia
as possible in the volatile form during the process
of heating, turning, and spreading tlie dung, and
during the time which it is frequently allowed to

lie on the land before it is jdoughed in, we appear
to endeavour to deprive it as much as possible of
all soluble matter, by making the dunghill the
channel through which all the water which is col-

lected from the roofs of the buildings passes by
the main drains of the farm-yard into the nearest
stream. The annual waste of manuring matter
which takes place on most farms, from this mode
of management, is immense. In order to prevent
it, the eaves of all the buildings should be supplied
with spouts, which would lead the water away
without allowing it to reach the dunghill, which
should receive, except in very dry weather, only
the water which falls on it directly from the at-
mosphere

; and a drain should convey a surplus
moisture from the dunghill to a covered tank, in
which it should be pi-eserved in a separate state.
The brown or blackish fluid thus collected will
consist partly of urine, partly of water, with many
dissolved particles of the solid excrements. It
must be putrefied before it can be used, in order
to neutralize the caustic ammonia, with carbonic
acid

; but if putret''action be allowed to proceed so
far that the smell of ammonia is entirely gone, it

will have lost the greater part of its manining
properties. It will be better, however, to convert
the ammonia into sulphate of ammonia during the

process of putrefaction, by means cither of sul-

phuric acid or gypsum. The liquid thus prepared
may be applied, by means of the water-cart, to

some of tlie most accessible of the growing crops,

but not during wet weather ; for, holding, as it

does, so many salts in solution, it may convey too
much nutriment to the plants, and injure instead
of benefiting them, should the ground not con-
tain moisture enough to dilute it properly. If it

contain more than four or five pounds in the hun-
dred of solid matter in solution, it will be too con-
centrated to be applied with safety to growing
crops in dry soils. If derived from a manure-pit
flooded by rain from the roofs of the buildings, it

will scarcely contain two per cent, of solid matter,

and will then be of little value. If the farmer dis-

like the use of the drainings of the dunghill in a
liquid state to growing crops, they may be distri-

buted upon uncropped land immediately before
ploughing or harrowing it, or they may be nsed
for the purpose of saturating heaps of compost

;

but to such compost, and indeed to any, contain-
ing, like all dungheaps, salts of ammonia, burnt
lime should on no account be added, as it decom-
poses most of the salts of ammonia, and causes the

escape of volatile ammonia.

" Mode offixing the Amvionia by 3feans of Sul-
phates."—The dungheap, thus freed from super-
fluous moisture, and the fluids which drain from
it being preserved for use, instead of being got rid

of as a nuisance, the next object' is to provide
that during- the heating of the dung, and the sub-
sequent management of it, as little ammonia shall

escape in a gaseous form as possible. The best
mode of fixing it appears to be by means of gyp-
sum. Liebig recommends the strewing of the

floors of stables and cow-sheds with it, for the

twofold purpose of removing the offensive smell,

which must always be more or less prejudicial to

the health of the cattle, and of preventing the es-

cape of the ammonia in the form of the volatile

carbonate. Gj'psum and carbonate of ammonia
cannot be brought into contact at ordinary tempe-
ratures without mutual decomposition, and the
production of the non-volatile sulphate of am-
monia and of carbonate of lime. It is stated jo a
note by the editor of Liebig's work, that the prac-
tice thus recommended prevails in some parts of
England. In Germany, according to Sprengel, it

is usual to strew gypsum over land on which
sheep are folded, in order to fix the ammonia of
their dung and urine in the soil. The dungheap
might also be strewed with gypsum for the
same purpose. It is a very cheap substance,
easily obtained in most parts of England. Consi-
derable beds of it exist in Cheshire, Derbyshire,
and near Watchet, on the Bristol Channel ; and it

might be raised in much greater quantities than at

present, if there were a demand for it. Of the
quantity that would be required upon a farm for

those purposes, we may form a rough estimate,

by supposing that for every horse or head of
horned cattle kept, as much ammonia is lost in a
volatile state, by our present mode of managing
farm-yard manure, as Sprengel calculates is lost

in Belgium by putrefying urine without diluting

it with water, or saturating it with acids—viz.,

1621bs., requiring for its saturation 37.31bs. of sul-

phuric acid. This quantity of sulphuric acid

might be obtained for somevs-hat more than five

cwt. of gypsum. But as the cattle are not in the

yard above six months in the year, tliis would be

F 2
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reduced to 2; cwt. per head, which should prodiice

2;j cwt. of sulphate of ammonia—a powerful ma-
tiure, not to bo bought for less than 2ris. the cwt.

Ot" course, however, if the dungheai) is to be
llooded witli water, wliich will carry this soluble

sulphate away from the farm, its formation by
means of gypsum will only incur an unnecessary

e.\pensc.

HINTS TO THOSE CONTEM-
PLATING THE FORMATION OF
FARMERS' CLUJ3S.

We take from the " Sherborne Journal," the fol-

lowing report of an eloquent speech delivered by the

Rev. C. Woodcock, vicar of Chardstock, at the re-

cent meeting of the East Devon and Dorset Agri-

cultural Society.

He did not rise to address the meeting as a f:irmer,

for the nature of a clergyman's important duties did

not permit of his doing- much as a practical farmer
;

bathe had turned his attention of late soniewliat to the

suiiject, with a view to aid hia parishioners in meeting
some of the difficulties under which they laboured

(hear, hear). No parish could be under greater diffi-

culty than his was, from the fact of iis having no resi-

dent landlord ; and he firmly believed that we should

never see agriculture prosper until landlords resided

upon their own estates. In the case of Chaidstock the

non-residence arose from inability on the pa"t of the

late landlord ( fjord Henley, we believe), who would
gladly have come, had liis liealth permitted, to cheer

and reside among his tenantry. In the absence, tiien,

of any resident influential landholder he (Mr. Wood-
cock) had dabbled a little in agriculture, but by no

means to the benefit of his pur^e, lor no novice could

expect to succeed in a pursuit which required so much
experience. He had circuhited those excellent publi-

cations " The Farmers' Magazine,"and " Tl;e Farmers'

Almanac," by Johnson and Shaw, and they had been
extensively read ; the impression that faimers nerc un-

willing to help themselves was, he believed, a false one;

for vfhen they saw any one willing to assist or instruct

them, he had found them ready to carry forward all

useful plans. Last Easier a Farmers' Club had been
formed in his parish ; he called a meeting, and the firU

question was—who ia to support it? It could not be ex-

pected that he (Mr. Woodcock) should bear all the

expense, and there seemed at first some difhculiy, but

it was less than might perhaps be imagined. They
met, 18 in namber; in a fortnight they were 36, and
by paying 2s. 6d. a year each they got a very good
change of book?, and each an Almanac containing va-

luable information at the end of the year. They also

were forming an agricultural library, and he hoped in a

year or two he should see in the poor parish of Cliard-

stock a good society (c/ieers.) He would impress upon the

farmers presen' that some little good was to be done
by reading. It jounded very fine to say ''an ounce of

practice is worth a pound ol theory or of reading," but
that was a fallacy. If his jjrolessional friends around
bioi did not read up to the present limes, they would
not retain their position ; and if it were necessary for

them to keep jjace with the spirit of the age, purely the

farmer coulJ not expect to be exempt from the same
obhgaiio:). 'i'liere was agricultural chemistry to be
studied, and those farmers who nuuie this science their

own, would leave others far behind. It was not pos-

sible, perhaps, (or plain farmers to become expe-

rienced agricultural chemists, but they might make a

begiiiniug; and he would specially advise Ihem to ex-

plode old Fraiicii ALmre, and re:',il the Fanii'r's Aliiia-

/i((c, containing information of yesterday and of the

utmotl value- fie sliouUl like lo see landlords turn

farmers, and then ihey would know some of the diffi-

culties with which their tenants had to contend. When
they had well burnt their lingers, iht y would say of

draining, " Well, farmer, 1 see a shilling a rope i» not

enough ; I will allow yoa eiglneenpence." (Uenr,

hear.) He (Mr. Woodcock) would advise every

farmer to run up and see Lord Ducie's model farm,

where, alter enormous outlay, his lordship was reaping

now his 8 per cent, by draining. He would furdicr

rtcommend every farmer to cultivate habits of inter-

course with his landlord, it possible ; he would say to

him, "don't be afraid ; don't go to any one else—to any

eo-betwcen men—but stranrht to your landlord, face to

face, ivith any grievance" (Loud cheersfrom the fariiurs,

in nliich those from (lie profefsionid gentlemen present

icere quite lost J The farmer should give his landlord

credit for Christian feliog, and should lay before him

his disadvantages. This was the course recommended
the other day by Sir R. Peel, and he never spoke more
wisely than when he advised the landed gentlemen to

meet their tenantry lace to face. Faimers should not

go upon the principle that what their grandfathers did

mU't be right ; bultliey should let science go hand in

hand with practice and experience. Then as to schools

—it was not enough thai farmeis'^ons should be able to

read a chapter in the liible ; they ought to be sent to

tho>e respectable mi<ldle-class schools which taui^ht

matters of u'iliiy iu idler life. He meant nothing un-

kind or personal in these observations— he wished the

farmers present might ever be delivered from that

greatest curse—a poor landlord- ((-/(eers)— and he

trusted that ihose under who-n they rented would al-

ways be ready to come forward Iieart and hand to their

assistance. ( Loud cheers greeted the excel ent vicar us

he resinned his seat)

ON DRAINING.
TO THE EDITOR OV THE FARMEUS' MAGAZINE.

Sir,—The agriculturists throughout the kingdom,
ought to be grateful for the very many and valu-

able articles on the important subject of draining,

esfiecially furnished by your very popular and in-

valuable publication. In the number for iV^ovember

last, I met with an article—or rather, some speeches

at the Witham Agricultural Meeting—Avhich i>arti-

cularly interested me; inasmuch as the plans there

suggested for draining bog lands agreed so well

with my own experience, and further, with the plans
I have lately recommended to a gentleman in this

neighbourhood, a great land proprietor, and who is

at present occupied in draining similar laud to that

named, but wdio is pursuing quite a different course
to the one I recommended to him, and which I

have no hesitation in saying will be a failure. Since
receiving your magazine for November, I shewed
him the articles it contained on the subject, but all

to no purpose; the old plan must be pursued that

has been followed for years in this country, and yet
with little or no permanent benefit. Indeed, it ap-
pears to me as if the farmers generally hereabouts
look with discredit and suspicion rn all new plans;
I think, indeed, should a premium be offered for

agricultural simpletons, and the farmers of the old
school have the awarding of it, I don't know whether
you or 1 would obtain the prize.

The plan pursued by the above-named gentleman,
is by making parallel drains, about three feet

deep and eighteen feet asunder. The plan I sug-
gested, was to make a drain along the foot of the

hill, on flio three sides of the field, about six feet in

depth, which alone will be found sufficient to reach
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the root of the evil. If prcjadlce to ohl custoins or

plans be allowed to rule in this district as it has done

for years past (witii few exceptions), the land now

in a' fair state of cultivation will soon become sterile,

and that in a bad state will oet worse.

l?ut I hope tlie tiino is near when your magazine

—the farmer's best friend—will be found in the

house of every farmer, and that its plans will be

adopted and carried out by them ; and if so, I shall

feel no surprise at seeing the land in the Craven

district vieldin;; double, and, in some instances,

treble to what it does at present, as well as paying

good interest fi)r the outlay.

Perhaps some uf your numerous readers will give

an opinion which of the two plans is most likely to

be successful ; by so doing, you will oblige.

Yours respectfully,

A CRAviix Farmer.

STEWPONEY FARMERS' CLUB.

SinjKCTS FOR DISCUSSION FOli

1844.

Tllli YEAR

January 1st.
—" On the most economical mode

of keeping and using Cait Horses." '1 his subject

includes the consideration of the best food adapted
for such horses ; draught, or the number required

to Jraw each waggon, cart, and plough ; the man-
ner of using them, whether single or abreast, and
the nnnd)er nccessaiy to be advr.ntageously em-
ployed for the size of each farm.

February 5th.—"On the relative advantages
of different manures, both natural and artificial."

This includes the consideration of llie cost and
value of theappliciition of farm yard manure, heaps
of compost ami urine collected in tan!;s as ai>plied

to the land ; as to its immediate or permanent
effect, compared with the introduction of guano,
gypsum, nitrate of soda, &c. and other manures
purchased and brought from a distance ; whether
applied sepiirately or mi.^ed.

March 4ih.—" On the advantages of nii.xing and
deepening Soils, by subsoil ploughing and trench-

ing.' Subjects to l)e considered aie the proper
depth to be tried ; the relative cxjientJes incurred

by each method ; and the profit to be deiived from
thetn, at the time required, when a return may be

expected for the capital expended ; the nature of

the soil so treated ; and the crops to be grown to

produce a remuneration for the money expended.

April 1st.—"On the cultivation of turnips."

Subjects to be considered :—The time o( sowing;
the manner ; whether ridged, drilled, or broadcast,
the quantity and quality of manures applied ; the

mode of treating the young jilanis, whether by
scuffling, hoeing and setting out; the proper dis-

tance apart ; the number of hoeings ; the time for

cleaning the fallows, whether in Autumn orSi)ring;
the probable difference of expense of each method
of treatment, and the average weight of the crop to

be giov\n per acre.

May nth.— " On the management of Grass Land
and the best rotation of Green Crops." Subjects
to be considered: The time of putting up meadows
intended for hay ; the time of making hay, and its

relative value, whether grown and made early or

late ; the use of aftermarth ;
the time n-.cadov.s

oughtto he Kft cleareil ; the artificial green food

required to allow meadows to be so treated, such

as turnips, vetches, Italian ryegrass, clovu-, cS^c.

.TuNEord.—" On the management of Stieep."

Subjects to be considered -.—The sort best adapted

for different soils ; the average number to be kept

])er acre ; the relative profits between a breeding

and a fattening lloci. ; the best mode or treatment,

and the nature of food, with reference to the be-

nefit to be derived from it, both by the animal and

the land.

July 1st.
—" On the best method of Harvesting

Coin." Subjects to be considered:—The state

of cutting, whether ripe, or not quite ripe ; the

manner of cutting, whether with scythe or .sickle ;

the best waggon adapted for carriage; the best

place fur !iiaking ricics, whether in the field or rick-

yard.

AufiUST 5th.—"On the best management of

Hedges."—Subjects to be considered:—The relative

expense between annual trimming and periotlical

plashing ; the proper shape and form of trimming,

and the quality of fence obtained by such methods.

SEPTE.MI5ER 2nd.—" On the advantages of Drain-

ing." Subjects to be considered :—The cheapest

and best mode of draining different qualities of

soils; the capital rc(piired i>cr acre, and there-

turn to he expected therefrom.

October 7th.—"On the best mode of keeping

Farm Accounts." Subjects for consideration :

—

Number and division of entries to be made ; di\i-

sion of live and dead stock ; interest to be charged

on capital sunk in making im])rovements and pur-

chase of implements ; number of years required to

bring back capital.

Nove.mher 4th.—"The best method of bettering

the condition and increasing the comforts of tlie

Agricultural Labourers, by such means as are in

the power of the owners and occupiers of Land."

Subjects to be considered :—keeping labourers in

farm houses, whether hired as yearly servants or

hired weekly; the sort of cottage requisite to their

wants ; the allotment system ; benefit societies ;

premiums for good behaviour and length of ser-

vice.

December 2nd.— " On Leases." Subjects to

be considered:—For what number of years

granted; whether on a corn rent or not; certainty

of possession ; facility of borrowing cajjital ; ex-

pectations of improvements to he effected by ten-

ant ;
probability of remuneration ; confidence in

the custom of the country and character of land-

lord ; as to annual takes; reduction of rent, in

bad times, no rise if otherwise ; repairs, &c. done

by landlord, without churge ; improvements, such

as draining and irrigating, for wiiich the tenant is

charged a per centage.

It is intended to recoinmend the Stewponey
Agricultural Society to offer a premium of twenty

pounds, for the best e-say to be selected from those

sent, on all or any of the twelve foregoing sub-

jects, to be founded on experience and observa-

tion alone, and limited to menibers of the Stew-

powney Farmers' Club, to be deciiled in .lanuary

1845, in which case the said members will he in-

vited to transmit any essays they are willing to

write for competition, on any of the above sub-

jects, to the secretary of the Agricultural Society,

"before the ."5 1st of Dcceniber, 1844. Marked as

agreed upon.
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AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.

TO THE EDITOR OP THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Having read of several experiments where

3 cwt. of guano has produced a heavier crop of po-

tatoes than farm-yard manure, I feel anxious to

malce use of it ; but, before doing so, shall feel ob-

liged by any of your subscribers informing me
•whether it is requisite to apply any other manure
for the following wheat crop. In this neighbour-

hood we manure heavily for potatoes with farm-

yard dung, and the following wheat crop is gene-

rally good, without any additional manure. Will

this be the case where only 3 cwt. of guano has been

applied for the potatoes ?

I am, sir, yours, Sec,

A Yorkshire Farmer.

Sir,—What is the greatest quantity of rain-water

known to fall in twenty-four hours ; and, with this

knowledge in view, what would be the proper size

for tiles at 12, 15, 20, 25, &c. feet distant?

Are not cylindrical tiles or pipes, especially for

close draining—say, under twenty feet apart

—

cheaper than the ordinary tile and slate sole,

less liable to break, and more certainly kept clean

when only a small run of water is passing, than a

flat bottom with slate or tile sole ? Amicus.

Sir,—As the system ofeating vetches off by sheep
has become very prevalent, especially in the

neighbourhood of Worcester, there appears to be
but one objection, namely—as we generally lay down
in the succeeding crop, we can rarely ever grow
good seeds after ; so that it is evident that the

vetch crop is detrimental to, and robs the soil of a

property that is congenial to the growth of seeds.

I should esteem it a favour if some of your cor-

respondents would inform me, at their earliest con-
venience, what it is, and what we could apply to

the soil to prevent the failure of the seeds.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

A Worcestershire Farmer.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sin,—I observed an advertisement in your jour-
nal of last week, which also appeared in the Far-
mers' Almanac, regarding Etheretlge's Patent ]\Ia-

chine for making Drain Tiles, Pipes, &c.
As tile-draining is now come to be almost univer-

sal, anything relating to it, more especially anything
calculated to lessen the expence, is seized upon with
avidity. I as one belonging to the agricultural
class would respectfully solicit your insertion of the
allowing queries, to wliich I have no doubt Mr.
Etheredge will give satisfactory answers.
He says—" ibis machine is simply a common

pug mill, which at once makes a number of tiles

from its bottom—the clay being forced by tLe action
of the knives through several dies.'' Q. 1st. Is the
clay taken from its natural bed and put into the pug
mill, or does it undergo any pieparation previous to

this? Q. 2n(J. Is the hole where the clay is forced
through quite round, or is it in the shape of a com-
mon drain tile? If round, what form are the tiles

when severed ?

" The culling off is performed by a wire strained
across the top of two upright bars, and is instantane-
ous in its operation.'' Q. Is the cutting performed as
it progressively descends, or is a stop put to the ma-
chinery while doing so ?

" The pipes cut off to the length required are re-

moved on barrows to the hakes and placed on the top

of each other." Q- Are the tiles placed upon one

another immediately after coming from the mouth of

the machine ? If so, of what stiffness is the clay

when put therein?
'• They do not crack in the arch." Q. Does the

clay require to be free from stones or lumps, and of

one consistency ?

" They are much stronger than any others made
by hand or macliinery." Iho machine " is usually

worked by a horse." Q. Are the tiles made thicker,

or is the pressure greater, that they are stronger than

others?
" The tiles require no shelving.'* Of what form

are the hakes, and are they under a roof?

'' The whole manufacture of the tiles is performed

at one operation by the pug mill.'' Q. Is a single

horse the only moving povver for all that is des-

cribed ?

" Plans of tile works on economical princples

,

with estimates oF expence, are supplied at a small

charge, which will be found far less expensive than

those generally adopted." Q. Is it from practical

experience alone that these plans and estimates are

given ?

I have every reason to believe that Mr. Etheredge

will insert in your widely-circulated journal satis-

factory answers to the above queries. Such answers

will be of vast importance to landed proprietors and

others who are about to embark in this all impor-^

tant improvement.
I am, yours respectfully,

Nov. 27. Querist.

Sir,— VV^ill you allow me the favour to inquire if

yourself or any of your valuable correspondenis

could furnish me with some information on the fol-

lowing subjects :

—

Being somewhat interested in the breed of cattle

denominated "short-hoins," I am desirous of know-
ing which are considered the most essential points

in an animal (a two-year-old short-horn bull for in-

stance), and what relative proportion do the

different points bear to each other ? We must as-

sume that there are few that possess all good points :

supposing for argument's sake that there are twenty

or even thirty points in the animal which are more
paiticularly deserving of notice, such as the touch,

the head, the eye, the nose, the coat, the colour, &c.,

&c., it would be necessary to balance the good with

the bad points to judge of the animal.

I have very frequently seen two or three hulls of

the same age standing by the side of each other so

nearly equally good, that were I asked the question

which was the best, I should, as far as my own
judgment would go, have some difficulty in deciding,

i-iy inserting this in your next week's Express, you
will much oblige your very obedient servant,

A'oL'. 2(kh, 1843. A Subscriber.

Sir,—Will any person inform me if there is a

cheap tract or paper of any kind, instructing labour-

ers how to manage their gardens to the best advan-

tage ? Also what are the best and simplest regula-

tions to make, in letting land to the poor for

allotments? I am, sir, your obedient servant,

A^itJ. 29. Warwickshire.

A correspondent inquires what is the best and
easiest procured article for fixing the ammonia in

liquid manure ?
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Sin,—It appears tbat our legislative agriculturists

have come to tbe mnture conclusion that it is abso-

lutely necessary for the farmers of tbe present day
to adopt tbe surest and cheapest mode of cultivation

to obtain the largest amount of produce, which must
be acknowledged a judicious precept in a country
like this, where tbe annual produce is inadequate to

tiie demand. Therefore, it becomes necessary to

know which is the most speedy mode to arrive at

this object ; viz.—large occupations or small. An
answer to this query by some of your practical cor-
respondents, would much oblige a proprietor,

Ilerti, Dec. 7, 184;5. A. J.

Sir,— I nisi) to rear as many calves as I can by
keeping five cows for this purpose only, and not
attempting to make butter or cheese. I should like
to be informed by any of your correspondents what
breed of cows they consider best for this purpose,
and how many calves each cow can rear in the year,
bow many a good cow can support at one time', and
for how long the calves should continue to have
milk ? Whether it will he better to allow the calves
to suck the cows, or that tbe latter should be milked
&nd the calves fed by the hand i Any other infor-
mation as to what food should be given with the
milk and after its discontinuance, will much oblige

Your obedient servant,
Dec. 7, 1843. Inquireh.

Sir,— If any of your readers can inform nie the
best means of keeping rats out of the thatch of a
new barn, I should feel very much obliged.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

A ^\'^>TsnIRE Farmer.

Sir.,—There is a small insect called " wevel"
which is very injurious to and destructive of malt
and other grain, and is generallv to be found in gra-
naries. [{, through tbe medium of your valuable
paper, any person can inform me of the most effec-
tual mode of destroying this insect, it would confer
a favour on, sir, your obedient servant

Nov. 8th. A Subscriber.

Sii5,— If any of your readers should have tried
any experiments with guano against any otiier ma-
nures, and would favour (he writer with a short and
accurate account of the results, it would greatly
0*>''ge> An Old Svuscriber.

'

Sir,—Will any one of your correspondents
oblige me with an answer to the two following in-
quiries? Which is tlie cheapest, best, and^most
simple instrument to ascertain tbe degree of in-
clination of land, with a view to dmining ? and
will land, occasionally overflown by salt-wa'ter, re-
ceive benefit from the application of chalk ?— I am,
Sir, your obedient servant, A Subscriber.

Chichester, Dec. 1, 1843.

Sir,—Will any of your correspondents oblige me
by answering the two following enquiries ?—What
IS the best procesc to be adopted for sowing turnips
on ridges ? and whnt is the best food for fatteiiino-
Jambs ?

°

I am, sir, respectfully yours,
Crondall, near Farnham, Siirreij. R. S.

Sir —In the Fipress of the 18th is a recipe given
tor destroying rats, by " A Hampshire Farmer." If

he will take an early opportunity of giving, through
the same medium, the lot of butter with which the

two ounces of arsenic is to be incorporated, he will

oblige, sir, your obedient servant,

Stroudivater,Dec. 21. A Subscriber.

ANS^VERS TO AGRICULTURAL
QUERIJ5S.

TO TIIE EDITOR OP THE iMARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—In reply to your correspondent, '"Inquirer,"

rcpecting the rearing of calves

—

1st. '1 he breed of cows most suitable must, of
course, be matter of entire opinion ; those producing
most milk would be to him of most value, as with
dairy cows. I should prefer Hercfords.

2nd. A good cow would rear about seven calves
in the year—say from April till October.

.Srd, When in full milk, they would support three
calves at one time, or nearl}' so.

4ih. The calves should continue on milk about
eight weeks, more or less, depending on the healih
and condition of the animal.

5th. I consider feeding by hand much better than
allowing the calf to suck tbe cow— for this reason,
that each calf has a regular and proper quantity,
which is of the utmost importance. When a calf
refuses milk in sucking, those rearing from the same
cow get too much. This generally produces scour-
ing, which is highly contagious, is always attended
with ill effects, and frequently destroys the animal.

I should allow the calf to suck the cow six or
eight ddys (uot more, as there is often a difficulty in
getting them to take the milk by hand, if jiermitted
to suck too long) ; then give it five pmts of milk,
morn and night, for a fortnight ; after that time,
three quarts, twice per day for a few weeks ; then
gradually reduce the quantity, and give it only two
quarts once in the day for the last week.
A supply of clean water and gurgeons or flour

should be provided in the building they run in.

Hay and Swedes, or mangel-wurzel sliced, in the
winter months ; and vetches or cut grass, natural
or artificial, in the summer.
The large and small calves should be kept sepa-

rate, and bran may be substituted for flour as they
advance in age.

When turned out, as tbe summer months advance,
they should be provided with shelter—the bran con-
tinued, with chair,

Ocerhury, Dec. 21. J. R.

" Warwickshire," who wi.shes to instruct bis
"labourers how to manage their gardens to the best
advantage," will find " Paxlon's Cottagers' Calen-
dar" suit bis purpose. It is cheap and well
digested. They are sold at tbe rate of 5s. for 25
copies.

Sir,— One of your correspondents, wishing to he
informed of a cure for the " wevel"—or, as Dr.
Johnson calls it, " weevil"— I beg to tell him that a
liberal application of strong lime-water, with a
brush, to the floors and walls of the granary, will
eft\-ct its destruction ; and a iev.- days afterwards
the floor must be scoured with soap and hot water,
or the future corn j)laced upon it will be injured by
the dust of lime.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Twickenham, Dec. 22. J. G.
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Sxn,—An " Inquirer," in your paper of Dec. 18,

wishes to know ilie best w;iv of weaning calves. I

bave had good luck, and will relate my ])lan ; hoiung
many will state theirs, as 1 may perhaps find one
i)etter.

I never bejjin till April, and for the first fortnight

[jive ihtee (juarts of new milk each per diy, attiiree

times (putting tiieir mouths into the mill;), never
placing the finger into their mouths to make tiieia

sucli—that is a bad plan, and iheywill he double the

time taking to drink ; then, if they go on well, be-

gin to water it by degrees, and mixing it with linseed

gruel and white peameal ; one pint of linseed makes
a pail of gruel. Thus, by degrees, thev do without
milk at all in about five weeks, the whole lime being
in a warm meadow with ashed in it. A great point is

to feed them three times a day, giving them a quar-
ter of a pail at each feed. A cow will thus wean a

great number—two fresh ones every fortnight, at

least—and from the middle of July till Christmas,
if the weather is open, an acre of good rowen will

keep one calf well ; from then till iMay 1 like them
to lay in a warm yard or meadow, with shed, and
have as much good hay as they like.

If weaning gO()(i calves wont pay, nothing will. I

calve them at not less than two-and-a-half years old,

and calculate I can rear them to that age at a cost of

£9. Aiuus.

Sin,—I beg, in answer to vour Wiltshire cories-

pondent's request respecting the rats in new thatch,

to say, the best aud, I venture to add, tiie only

preventive is to destroy them. Perhaps your Wilt-
shire correspondent will say, and it is reasonable to

suppose he may, how is this to be effected ? I an-

swer thus :—Take a slice or two of bread of about
half an inch thick, mix two ounces of arsenic with a

piece of butter, exactly in tiie same way that flour

is with butter, supposing it to be meant as a thick-

ening for gravies, «S;c. ; this done, spread it on the

bread of a pretty good thickness; wiien thus pre-

])ared cut it in small squares, place these in different

parts of your buildings, but principally that part to

which the rats resort for food ; and they will I am
confident, without any previous allurements, ))artake

bountifully of it, which it' for a short time continued
will destroy the whole number.

I am, sir, respectfully yours,

A Hampshirk Faumfr.
Bishop's Sutton, near Alresfm-d,

Dec. 6th, 1843.

Sir,—" A Subscriber" wishes to know what is the

b«st food for fattening pigs. 1 have myself tried

nearly every description of food, and have never

found anything to produce so much weight or sucli

fine meat in a given time as bean-meal. Some pigs

fed with this food, mixed with a small portion ot

fine toppings, weighed at six months old twenty
stones ; and the pork was allowed to he extremely
tender. I gave at [that time 17s. for 2 cwt. I last

year tried to fatten them upon grey peas alone, giving

them liquid (milk if you have it, or water) to drink ;

these also were fat in an amazingly short time, but
they did not weigh so heavily as those fed on bean-
meal.

I have tried potatoes in every way, both boiled

and raw, mixed with meal and alone, but have never
found them answer. But let the food given bo what
it may, plenty of it must be given, so as to excite

repose, I am, sir, your obedient servant.

An AoniCULlURAL ExrEHlHIENTAI.rST.

Herts. Dec. 2, 1843.

Sir,— In answer to a letter in the Mark Lane
Express of the 18lh instant, enquiring as to the best

mode of fixing ammonia in the soil, 1 beg to draw
your attention to Justus Liebig'a work on organic

chemistry of agriculture and pliysiology. In the

8/lti Jiago of that work is a passage, of which the

following is a copy :
—

" The action of gypsum on chloride of calcium
nally consists in their giving a fixed condition lo

the nitiogen, or ammonia, which is brought into the

soil, and which is indis[:ensable for the nutrition of

plants. In order to form a conception of the effect

of gy[)sum, it may be sufficient to remark that 100
Hess. lbs. of burnt gypsum fixes as much ammonia
in the soil as 6,'2JO lbs. of horses' urine would yield

to it,'' &c.
A careful perusal of the work above alluded to,

edited by Lyon Playfair, I'h.D., should be recom-
mended to agriculturists.

There were ether letters in your last number upon
which I might offer a few observations, but the fear

of being thought obtrusive prevents me referring to

any excepting the one on the subject of bearing-

reins for horse;--. In the opinion that a tight bearing-

rein causes uneasiness, pain, and often stumbling,
every sensible man must coincide ; but it is ques-
tionable whether it is not the cause of a still greater

evil, viz., roaring.

For further information upon this subject, the

writer in your journal may be referred to the ICOih
page of a book entilleil '' The Horse,'' by W.
Youatt, published under the superintendence of the

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge.
Hy taking such notice of ray remarks as may best

answer tlie end for which your journal is intended,

you will oblige

Dec.'~0. ASuBSCRinER.

Sir,— In answer to an " Isle of Wiglit Farmer,''

concerning sca-wced, in your paper of the 'JOth

inst., I beg to say that the best v/ay of rotting the
weed is, to mix it with other manures in the yard.
By experience I have found that putting it in a
lioap by itself it decays away almost to nothing.

If he has got plenty of sti-aw to mix w-ith it and
the other manures, it is astonishing how soon it

converts them into excellent manure.
The crops that I liave found it to suit best when

so mixed were turnips and barley. I have known
it applied in this way jjroducing barley iilbs. more
per bushel than farm-yard dnn;^. I have known it

producing good crops of oats ploughed into the

land fresh Irom the sea ; but this \\ ay of using it

encourages the growth of weeds, but by being
fermented with other manures checks it.

Nov. '60th, 1843. An Agriculturist.

Sir,— In reply lo your correspondent, signed
" Warwickshire," I beg to say that IVlr. Kimberley,
one of the Council of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England, has written two or three tracts upon the

subject of cottage gardening and the manageinrnt of

allotments, which I consider worthy an extensive

circulation; they are published by C. C. Wetton,
Egham.

I much wish that some one of your intelligent

correspondents may furnish your subscribers with

a tew sinqde regulations for letting allotments to

the poor, feeling 'iure that many landowners would
adopt the system if a good plan weie suggested.

I am, your obedient servant, N. C.
Shirley, Southmnptoii, 6th Dec, 1843.
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Sin,— I liope the following; answers to the queries

of " Querist,'' regarding i\Jr. Etheredge's patent

inaeliiiie for making drain-tiles, pipes, Sec, will

])rove satisfactory to his mind, and remove any
doubts that may be resting there as to the accuracy
of the statements that have appeared in various

journals regarding the subject.

To prevent mistakes I shall adopt the plan of
" Querist'' in conveying the information, by taking

his questions as they coine and giving the answer to

each.

Question 1st. Is the clay taken from its natural

bed and put into the pug-mill, or does it undergo

any preparation previous to this?—The clay is

taken from its natural bed during the winter or

spring, and soaked ; after wldch it is ready to be put

into the pug-mill. If jnany stones arc found in tlie

clay, it should be washed previous to using.

ind. Is the hole wliere the clay is forced through

quite round, or is it in the shape of a common
drain tile ; if round, what form are the tiles when
severed?—The holes in the bottom of tlie machine
(eight generally) are commonly of an oval form,

about inches by 3 inches, from which two tiles

are formed 3 inches wide by 3 deep. When the

holes are round, pipes are formed williout being se-

vered. The latter part of this question 1 consider

unnecessary to answer ; to suppose any one capable

of writing even the letter of " Querist" ignorant

of the form of a semicircle, would be a complete in-

sult to their understanding.

3rd. Is the cutting performed as it jirogressively

descends ; or is a stop put to the machine while

doing so?—The cutting off is performed after the

tile has descended, and no stop is put to the ma-
chinery while doing so.

4th. Are the tiles placed u))on one another imme-
diately after coming tVom the machine ; if so, wdiat

stiffness is the clay when first put therein?—Drying
ground or hakes are prepared according to the

quantity contemplated to be made in a season,

which, for the sake of illustration, we will suppose

filled with one day's making (one Ime round) ; the

maker may then begin on the top the second day,

and go on with another course, until he has pro-

duced a sufficient nund:)er to fill up his hakes or be-

gin burning.
5th. Does the clay require to be free from stones

or lumps, and of one consistency?— As stated in

answer 1st, if many stones occur in the clay, it

ought to be washed. Tiie machine reduces it to one
consistency.

()th. Are the tiles made thicker, or is the pressure

greater, that they are stronger than others .'—The
tiles are not thicker, but the ]iressure is greatiT, and
also the manner of pressure is more favourable to

the production of a strong tile than otliers.

7th. Of what form are the hakes, and are they

under a roof?—The hakes are simply lines of tuif

raised throe or four inches from the surface, and of

a breadth suitable to the length of tile to be placed

thereon. Two of these hakes, about six inches

apart, are placed under one roof: which is called by
the workmen a double-bladed hake.

8th. Is a single horse power the only moving
power for all that is described?—A single horse is

(piite adequate to perform the labour, but any other

equivalent power of steam or water may be applied.

Dth. Is it from practical experience alone that

plans and estimates are given of tile- works?—This

is rather a curious sort of question, and not put in -4

very courteous way. If Mr. Etheredge gives suffi-

cient guarantee to perform his promises, I cannot
for my life see what right " Querist" has to ask the
way or manner by whi(d-. he may have gained his
kiiowh (Ige. But as this is altogether a jiersonal af-
fair, 1 Would strongly recommend "Querist" to ap-
ply by letler to Mr. Etheredge, who possibly may
condescend to answer even tliis question. If I hall

felt satished that "Querist" had proj)ounded the
above questions from no other motive than merely
to obtain information, I would have given my name
and address, but in the mean time he must be con-
tent with the iintials of O.P.Q.

P.S. Should this not prove satisfactory, let
''• Querist" throw off the mask, and give his real

name and address, and I pledge myself publicly
that vmiple information will he afforded even in the
most ndnute particular.

Sin,—I observe t!ie le:ter of " Inquirer" resjiecl-

ing furze-Ledges and thistles has been answered by
a " Dorsetshire Farmer."

In regard to tlie former tlie time of sowing vrill do
very well in flliirch, but when grown, furze-hedges
should only be clipped during the last L;df of June.
With respect to thistles, the best mode of extirpat-
ing them is to trend) plough fourteen inclifs deep,
antl have a careful man following the plough to lift

U|> the long tough roots, of whicii manv yards may
otten he taken u|) at once, with branches or joiuis
about a font asunder, from each of which a tiiistle of
that particular kind springs. The roots will be
found about the depth mentioned, precisely like the
mesiies of a net, twelve or fourteen inches square.

1 aui, sir, your obedient servant,

Noo.2i. A ScoTTisn F.\Ri\ii;R.

PLOUGHING MATCH OF THE LIFTON
AGKICULI (iRAL SOCIETY.—Tlii, took place on
Wednesday la<t, at Liltun, iha weather being remnrk-
ably fine. Twealyfour ploughs (vvidiout drivers)
started. The Judges were Mr. Peter Tanton, of
Thrushelton, Mr. Pengilly, of J^amerion, and Mr.
Lobb, of Lawhiuou; and the prizes were awarded as
follow:— Men of any r.ge— Best, II. 10*., to .J. JIol-
m-in, plouiihman to Mr. J.ick^nan, of i.iooniioui-e,

i.ifton. Second best, lZ.,toJ. Adams, plouirhman to
W. [i. Gould, K-q , Lewinuchard. Third, lO*., to J.
Slenlake, ploughn'.an to iMr. \V. Morlhey, Lake, Liflon.
Fourth, 6s., to Edmund M;i<on,soaof Mr. Mason, of
Stone Barton, Litton, «ho performed the whole of bis
work widioiii reins or any kind of assistance, except
the word of conimand. J'oys under 18 years of ape
— Best, IZ. 10s., to C. Kellaway, Mr. Ja-'.kman's,

IMoonhoujc. Second, li. Wulltr, Mr. Mason's, Stone,
(I his boy was under \6 years ot a^e and very small; it

was a^itonishing to behold the dexterity and neatness of
his work at so eiirly an age.) Tinrd, to J. Rundle,
j\lr. Jeficry's, Bore Kell. Fourth, bs. to VV. Heard,
son of ftlr. Heard, Sydenham Baiton, Marystow.
Best pdr of horsfs— I\]i-. Barllett, Lilton, H. ; second
best, lO':., Mr. J. D, Palmer, Yeash, Lifton. Third,
5s., to .Mr. Fai;y, Dowrihouse, Lewtrenchard. Amongst
the crowd we no'iced W. A. H. Arundell, Ivq., I'ecn-
fred Arundell, l-:sq,,J. D. Harris, Esq., G.Webber,
Esq., J. Braddon, Esq., Rev. T. M. Martyu, &c., to-

gether with most of ihe influential agriculturists of the

neij;l]bonrhood. jhey now proceeded to Litto;i, where
about 50 sat down to a good old Phr.Hish dinner, to

which they did justice at the Arundell Arms Inn, The
ploughmen were also provided with dinners at the Bell

and London Inns.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
DECEMBER.

The vveatherof this month has been characferisod

by extreme mildness, its position in the calends

considered ; nevertheless, though afew sharp frosts

would certainly have had a favourable influence

upon vegetation in general, it has not been pro-

ductive to any inconvenience, if we excppt the

sloppy state of the roads, to the agricultural

body, 'i lie process of sowing the seed wheat
having been generally concluded under, for

the most jiart, favourable auspices, and immense
breadths of plant above the surface of the soil, we
are now enabled to assert that the young wheats
have the appearance of health, that very few
grains have missed " chitting;,'' and that every-
thing looks promising for the next crop. Farm
labours are generally quite as forward as are usually
observed at this period of the year.
The progress which has been made in thrashing

out the present year's wheat and other crops, now
enables the growers, as well as ourselves, to form
something like a correct idea of the actual yield.

Although accounts have reached us from some
quarters to the efiect that it amounts to an average,

we think we are justifiedin asserting that, taken in

the aggregate, the produce is less than was that of
last year. In speaking thus, it must be understood
that we are referring to wheat and oats oidy ; as

it is very evident that the quantity of barley, as

well as that of beans and peas, is fully adequate to

meet the consumptive demand.
The long-continued heaviness in the corn trade,

.ind the comparatively low rates at which all kinds
of the soil's productions have been selling, are,

unquestionably cieaiing serious considerations
in the minds of our agriculturists ; and many are
the inquiries made as to the period at which im-
provements will be observed. To us, it is very
evident that the present state of demand, the
heaviness in which is chiefly altrihuied to the
principal markets of consumption having been well

supplied,'and to the fact ofmost ofthe dealers having
purchased wiih yxtremc caution, cannot long con-
tinue; especially if we bear in mind that the stocks of
grain in the hands of our fanners are by no means
laro:e for the season, and that the consumption is

going on freely,

Depastured and home-stall stock have fared
extremely well, from the la'rge supply of good
fodder obtainable ; and it affords us unspeakable
pleasure in being enabled to afKrm—notwithstand-
ing it must be admitted that losses to some extent
have again been experienced—that the ravages of
the epidemic appear to be gradually subsiding.
Our advices from Scotland are cheering. The

produce of the flail and thrashing machine is repre-
sented as abundant ; and sonic parties seem to be
of opinion that a large surplus will be found for

shipment to En^^land. The weather, as with us, has
been very mild and humid.

In Ireland nothing has occurred worthy of parti-

cidar observation. The crops are stated to be
abundant, and of pood quality. Fine wheat has
gone off freely, at full prices ; while in other kinds
of grain exceedingly little has been doing, with
larger exports of wheat, flour, and oats to Liverpool.

The English provincial markets have been

somewhat largely supplied with wheat in the course

of the month. Fine qualities have supported their

previous rates, but all other kinds liave had a

downward tendency. Good malting barley has

been in brisk demand, at an advance of from Is. to

2s. per qr. ; while the value of other descriptions

has been well sustained. Oats, beans, peas, and

flour, have moved off slowly, at unaltered figures.

The following is our usual statement of the

supplies and prices of fat stock exhibited and sold

in Smithfield cattle market in the month just

ended. The former have rided as under, taking

their extreme range :

—

Per 81bs., to sink the offals.

s, d. s. d.

Beef 2 G to 4 G

Mutton 2 10 — 4 8

Veal 3 — 48
Pork < 2 8 — 4 4

The supplies have amounted to the following

numbers :

—

Beasts 13,290

Sheep 110,362

Calves 980
Pigs 1,260

In comparing the above returns with those at

many previous corresponding periods of the year, we
find the value of stock to have exhibited this month

a great falling oft", but the supplies have consisted of

a fair average.

Although we have had by no means on excess of

supply—even on the great Christmas market— the

demand has been in a very depressed state, at low

prices. In support of what we have here advanced,

we give the following table of supplies and prices

for the " Great Day"' during the last five years :

—

1839. 3 840. 1841. 1842. 1843.

Beasts .. 5074 3528 4334 4490 4510
Sheep .. 23490 21550 20020 24800 26560

Price, per Bibs, to sink the offals.

BEEF.
1839. 1840. 1841. 1842. 1843.

s. d. S.J. s.d. s.d. s.d. s. d. s.d. s.d. s. d. s.d.

34 to 50 44 to 58 38 to 50 34 to 48 28 to 44

MUTTON.
4 to 5 4 4 4 to 5 6 4 4 to 5 4 3 6 to 5 2 8 to 4 4

From the above it will be observed that farming is

reduced to a low ebb indeed. Last year some ex-

tremely prime Scots were sold as high as 5s,, but
this year nothing exceeded 4s. 6d., even for the prize

animals. Some difference of opinion appears to have
existed as to the actual quantity of the stock brought
together at Smithfield ou the liih of December this

year, but we are of opinion that it was quite equal to

that of any season of the past five years, save that

shown in 1835. The only reasonable fault that can
be fo'ind with it is that the supply was not quite so
even as previously advised ; but we can safely ven-

ture to assert, there were shown some of the most
extraordinary animals ever witnessed, and we cannot
but express our regret that the return in the shape
of price, should have been so unsatisfactory to the

grazing community.
The principal portions of the bullock supjilies have

been derived from the northern, western, and mid-

I
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land districts, with a much smaller number from
Scotland than we have noticed for some years past.

Up to Newgate and Leadenhall nearly 37,000 car-

casses of beasts, sheep, calves, and pigs, have been
received from distant quarters, owing to which, and

the large supplies of London-killed meat—in quality

seldom surpassed—on offer, the trade has ruled very

dull, on the following terms :—Beef, from 2s. 8d. to

4s. 6d. ; mutton, 2s. lOd. to 4s. 6d. ; veal, 3s, to 4s.

6d.; and pork, 2s. 4d. to 4s. 4d. per Bibs, by the

carcass.

No imports of foreign stock worthy of notice have
taken place in the course of the month, either in

London or at the outnorts ; but some Inrge shijiments

of beasts, sheep, and pigs, have been made to France
and Belgium.

AGRICULTURAL REPORT, to CllRLSTAIAS.

We never recollect a season so singular as that of

the whole of December instant. Duritg upwards
of twenty-three successive clays, the barometer has

never once fallen to 30 inches, or, in more familiar

terms, those by which persons would generally in-

dicate a high state of the glass, the mercury has

been at " fair." This is wonderful ; and Scotland

re-echoes the same tale ! Our last letter tells us that

the barometer was never known to stand so high.

In Thanet we once noticed it at 30 in. 80 c. ; but

the situation is close to the sea, and therefore low ;

but here, in Berks, we have observed it once at 30
in. 50 c, and during several successive days at 30
in. 40 c. ; and tin's elevation we never before ob-

served during the last twelve years.

Whether frost may be predicted or not, neither the

atmospheric pressure nor the aspects of the planets

appear to decide. We read of it—are told to ex-

pect it—but our thermometers register nothing but
spring-like temperature, with now and then a frosty

rime, which on every occasion has either been follow-

ed by rain or clouds, with increased warmth.
Of rain there has been little since our last, and

the ground has become capital for the plough. Fogs
have been dense and extensive. Some of our fields

were intended for late wheat, after turnips, but they

turn up cloddy from lack of frost, and the sowing is

deferred till February. Much wheat is up, and
beautiful, though sown late. Complaints are made
of slugs, which however, if they do not make a

field bare in large patches, never seem to thin away
the plants sufficientlv. It should appear that, in

drill sowings, nine seeds of ten nre superfluous ; for

in examining a row, we find six, eight, or moie
young plants huddled within the length of three

inches ; whereas, to tiller well, a space of nine inches

would not be excessive for each plant.

We have dibbled wheat at home, putting four

seeds in a hole, nine inches asunder ; and all,

excepting in two spaces, seeru complete : hence, if

each hole can retain permanently one plant, it is

evident that, even at these distances, three or four
seeds are supernumerary. But in all land some
considerable loss of seed will inevitably occur, but
surely we throw much away ; and therefore it be-
hoves our machiiiists to contrive some handy dib-

bling machine for light lands ; and this would ob-
viate many objects, and economize seed and labour.

The growing wheat, the turnips, and some few
other things— and particularly the abundant stores
of animals on the farms—offer good promise.

1
Much might be saved in every prudent family

1 by baking at home, in a good brick oven, heated
1 by small beech billets, a little furze, and small

brushwood ; 281bs. of good seconds flour absorb ex-
actly six quarts of luke-warm water at this cold
season ; half a pint of white, washed yeast is ample,
and the yield will be generally more than .3Slbs. of
perfect bread. We calculate our fire at about 3d.

;

it may vary from 2d. to (id. in diflorent localities.

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE
FOR JANUARY.

At the commencement of the new year, we would
so vary the order of our calendarial notice as to con-
fer upon it something of a new or fresh character.
In respect to general operations, the month of
January is so uncertain in its meteorological aspects
as to set at defiance any fixed rules. In proof of
this, we might refer to the sudden mutation of 1838,
when, after one of the warmest Decembers ever re-
membered—the thermometer at Christmas marking
near GC—the 2nd of January introduced at once
that terrible frost which lasted nearly six weeks,
and on two occasions reduced the mercury nearly
to, or even below, zero.

The January of 1843 was, on the contrary, bland
and open; so much so, that there was no period of
three successive days wherein it would have been
difilcult to break up the surface of the soil.

The weather of the late December was singular.
To the 25th (Christmas day) the barometer had at-
tained an altitude, during the whole course of the
month, which, we believe, has never been recorded
in Britain. We had once seen the mercury at 30 in.

80 cents, in the Isle of Thanet, near Broadstairs—

a

low situation. But here, in a high one, on Christ-

mas eve, we registered 30 in. 4G cents.; and during
the last twenty-eight days it has never receded to

30 inches. It is a plienomcnon of remarkable pe-
culiarity, and may indicate a very severe January.
The gardener, therefore, is prernonished to have all

his appliances for protection ready, his frames well
glazed, his hot-beds and flues in good serviceable
order ; so that, if a sudden attack come on, nothing
may be endangered from want of preparation.

It will be the object of all these monthly articles,

throughout the series, to make it appear that horti-

culture is a science ; that it is governed by laws
certain as the light, but which have heretofore been
scarcely suspected to exist. Wc have, indeed, ap-
liroached only to the threshold of knowledge ; our
clearest theories amount to little more than specu-
lations, and our practice is that of routine.

Under the impression of these truths, we offer

this, our first, as a preliminary article, explanatory
of the order of the series which it is proposed to

adopt.

The phenomena of vegetation are governed by
several great natural agents, over which man exer-
cises a certain degree of control. Some or other of
these we shall allude to as an introduction to the
calendarial directions of each month.
As the operations of every month must, in a

degree, be contingent, we shall notice the state of
the weather existing at the latest period prior to

each monthly article being transmitted to the

printer.

The probable operations in the kitchen, fruit,

and flower garden, will be considered in a sort of
weekly progress, so as to avoid confusion of dates.

The (Hrections for culture unde?' glass will always
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be maila to refer to tlie YireHume^ condlHon of

tlie s>olar light.

1. 'I'lie gieat )i(itiiral agent \\]\\ch claims imme-
iliate atteiiiion is liglit, the light tliffuscd by the

solar rays through the niedimu of refraction, (he

atiiio?])liere. At the inorueiit of wtiling these

words the day has incrt'ased in length, though not

quite to one niinuie. The snn, having [lassed the

limits of depression on the 21st by entering the

sign Capriconms, has begun to ascend, acquiiing

a slight degree of increased niciidianal altitude,

which rendeis itself api)arent chiefly h)' the

lengthening of the evenings. This increase began
on the J 8th of December. With the tuin of

day the torpor of vegetation diminishes; and
though, by the severity of a January frost, nature
would appear more paralyzed than it now is un-
der the high unnatural temperature of December
(42° by night. So'-* by day)

;
yet when ])lants are

protected by glass, they speedily exhibit the vivify-

ing influe!:ce of solar light, and assume some de-

gree of activity.

During the latter weeks of November, plants

like the Gloxlnca, of which we had several speci-

mens, abounding with verdant leaves and blossom-
buds, afford evidence that under a declining sun,

however biilliant its power, no degree of artificial

heat could induce any colour in the corollas which
lay deep in the cu];s of the calyxis.

It seems, then, that during the declining months
a great portion of the finer rootlets, connected
with the lute formed leaves and fiower-buds,

perish or become inactive ; but as light advances
vital activity is resumed, new rootlets or absorbent
feeders are piotrnded , and then the upper parts

receive aliment, regain colour, and begin to grow.
Iti the open air, direct frost checks and may

kill some succulent plants; hut the roots of the

more hardy tribes are not idle. This may be as-

certained by examining cuttings of China roses,

gooseberries and currants, inserted late in October
or November, many of which «iii, at the end of

January be found to have emitted a ring of callus

between barli and wood, which will f)rotiude roots

during early spring.

Meadows under grass appear deplorable during a

severe January; but the soil under the herbage re-

mains corii])arativelj' open and warm, so that they as-

sume verdure almost immediately alter a thaw. Cut
these remarks refer whollv to the rise of the year

;

for, priorto turn of days, decreasin" ligl.talwa\ s pro-

duces torpor, especially in severe weather.lt is thus

that we can account tor the accidents which occur in

pits and greenhouses, particul.irly in November and
February; both are danip months, and in the former

too much water and heat are frequently given to

maintain verdure, at a period when the weakest
root-fibres are languishing, and thus vitality is des-

troved by misapplied stimulants. In I'ebruary,

after a season ot'confn-med torpor, swhir power, lolth

want of sufficient air, excites the debilitated buds
before a corresponding development of new roots

can supply the required aliiiiei.t; and then decay
comes on suddenly, and the plant perishes.

i. The increase of light, day by day, points to the

necessity of keeping all the departments of hardy

and half-hardy plants and shrubs exposed to as nmch
air as circumstances permit in dry weather, when
there is no actual frost. It is a great improvement
in greenhouses to have the glazed roof secured, so

that the sashes cannot be moved by rough wind or

even by baud, iinlcss done expressly to clean or re-

pair them, while the admission of air is provided

for by means of front sashes made to move on a cen-

tral pivot, and by corresponding wooden shutters at

the upper part of the back wall; rain need never
be then admitted, though air is effectually secured.

^\'ater should he sjiaringly supplied whenever the

soil becotnes manifestly drv, alvi'aj's apportioning the
quanlitjr to the actual power of the sun. It is asto-

nishing how rapidly evaporation proceeded, even
during the heaviest logs of last December, while

the barometer was at nearly its maximum of eleva-

tion
;
i)roving that ]ieat and temperature—high or

low— have little com|)aiative influence with the ex-

isting condition of the atmosphere.

3. The early Vinery, if not already at work,
should be excited b)' the first of the month; and this

can be done with the greatest effect in a house pro-

vided with the hot water aj)paratus formeilv alluded

to, and which ni.iy now be described in a inw lines.

Any ordinary six or eight-gallon copper is brazed
with two co))per pipes, a foot long (more or less,

according- to the situation), three inches in the bore,

and about four inches apart, one above the other,

the lower one being very little above the bottoin of

the coi)per. To these pipes are adapted a series of
common red earthen tubes, now easily met with :

these are bent or elbow pipes also made, by which
the angles of the erection are turned ; and thus

the house, at ends and sides, is completely fur-

nished.

Tlie earthen pipes terminate in the lower brazed
tube, and a fall of four inches distributed through-
out is amply sufficient to secure a regular flow of

the warm wafer. Another advantage attendant on
these earthen ])ipes is their porosity, by which a
quantity of moist vapour is disseminated throughout
the atiiiosphere of tlic vinery. If their red colour

be objected to, the ])ipes can be painted with black-
lead, and thus made to resemble iron tubes ; while

tlie radiating power is thereby increased. The cost

of fitting up a twenty-four feet house was about

,£2, the cost of each pipe of 18 inches being 7d. (it

is not more than Gd. at the manufactory).
4. The piiie stove of fruiting plants ought now to

be kept at 70"' by fire, and 80'^ with the sun.

The sneccssiun pits are advantageously worked by
the aforenamed eaithen hot-water apparatus, by
which, with dung linings, a steady growing heat of
70'' can be insured night and day. Growing pi?ies

never suffer from shaded or diffused light ; they are

by nature suited to sombre, vajiorous habitats, and
therefore deep I'its, well covered during frost and
snow, are adapted to them.

5. Cucumbers are grown to full perfection in

similar \nts, and so are melons, both plants being

tiained on a trellis a few inches below the glass.

It is much too early, however, to contemplate the

culture of the latter, but fine cucumbers have been

cut for several weeks.

G. Mushrooms used to be grown on beds in the

open grounil, but in improved horticulture they are

now produced in dark sheds, at the back of the

stoves or vineries, each consisting of various ranges

of shelves and troughs, prepared first witli rich,

pure horse-droppings, covered with a firm stratum
of yellow maiden loam, and duly spawned. In-

spection of a good mushroom-house in any great

garden will exliibitthe method at once. In such a

house, ably managed, and kejit at about 50'^ or

little more, an amazing su])ply is obtained.

Weekly Opf.raiions.

First week.— I'cas, sow thickly a row or two of

the early Charlton, May, Warwick, or frame, three
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inches deep, on a latbcr firm liottoin, and cover

the row with sawdust or sifted \vuod-a«lics. In

the row, among the peas, cboi)peil furze is a good
lueventivc against mice. Early loity-pod beans

are treated in tiie same way-
First and second weeks.— Radish twice ; the

short top red is preferred.

Third week.—Sow any kind of hardy cos or

cnl)ba:;c leliuce.

Fourth week.—Repeat sowing of peas, beans, and
radish.

Plant now, but not before, anj' deciduous trees

or shrubs which were omitted in the autumn.
The roots will soon be active at this season, if the

ground bo open ; but prior lo the end of the month
miscbiif may result from very severe weather,

frost-hardened ground, and chilling snow.
God.ubory and ciirrant bushes may be pruned,

if the weather be mild, because tliey will sprout

ere long. Spur the currants, but cut clean away
more or less of the older wood of the goosebcrrj',

leaving a regular supply of last year's young
branches. Dust every mossy tree with ])owdered

lime and a fourth of coal-soot ; lay a few inches of

rich dung over the site of the roots, and then re-

verse the surface of the intervening soil (of

rows) two inches deep ; but avoid digging unless,

to remove suckers.

Prune no wall tree nor espalier at j)resent ; but
if insects be susi)ected, syringe the trees freely

with a wash made of soft soap, mixed with a

fointh of sulphur, and warm soft water, sufficient

to form suds-

JJlg or trench every plot, which ought to have
been exposed to frost long ago, had the drenchinji;

rains of October and November permitted the

work.

Any plot intended to be early cropped shotdd,

in our opinion, be now covered with two inches

or more of mellow duntr, if the surface be frosted
;

because thereby the heat from beneath will tend

speedily to make the ground pulverable. It is

seen that land under turf rarely freezes to any depth,

and an artificial covering of some meliorating sub-

stance will be useful.

Earbi potatoes are jirocurcd by setting the entire

small tubers of the ashlcavcd upon grass turves,

inverted uj)on a w arm bed of tree-leaves, prepared

a mouth since in brick piis, covering the tubers

with four or five inches of soft mellow loam. Abun-
dance of air will he rc(iuircd ; water now and then

;

and the distnt:ce from the glass should be not more
than the steins will rciiuire.

Time also is gained by placing tubers in some
warm house or pit till the eyes push, when they

can he planted in a warm border.

The Lancashire Union kidney is thus procured
during May, in that county. Never cut an ash-
leaved [lotato, if the tuber be small, either for

forcing or out-of-door culture.

Remove weeds every where, and littery leaves

from walks or lawns; but disturb no parterre or

flowcrquarter till nature shall rouse the plants into

incipient activity.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF DECEMBER.

The year 1843 has now passed away, and during

its course nothing has occurred in any manner
calculated to dispel even the smallest portion of

the gloom which has l)ceu suspended over the

heads of the agricultural interest, anil of the pro-

ductive labourers generally throughout the United

Kingdom, since the passing of the present corn

law, and since that equally fatal measure to the

internal prosperity of this great country, " the

alteiation in the rates of duty previously charged
on the importation of various articles of foreign

agricultural product," was carried into effect.

During last month, the supplies of wheat of home
growth, which have been forwarded to the different

markets of consumption, have not been large;

and yet no improvement in its value has iieen the

consequence. The quality generally, however, has

been soft and inferior, and in some instances it

has been damaged in the fields. In our previous
reports respecting the last harvest, we have de-

scribed the wheat crop, on the whole, as being
neither abundant nor of superior quality ; and, in

as far as the corn season has as yet progressed,
we cannot see any reason to alter our previously-

so-often-repeated opinions on this highly im-
portant subject. Our farmers, thciefore, during
the jjresent season, have for the present very little

prosjiect of being better paid for their wheats than
they have heretofore been : and the average price

has, since the la?t wheat crop appeared at market
for sa'e, been somewhere about 8;. per quarter
under tho price at which the prime minister of

the crown so lately declared it could be profitably

produced in this country. That the information

received by Sir Robert I'eel on this subject was
correct, we have no reason to doubt; indeed, from

our own observations in these matters, we know
that o8s. per quarter is rather under the mark
than otherwise. 'I'he farmers, therefore, must
again sink a farther portion of their capital em-
barked in their farms, during this season, and a

further reduc'ion of rent, on the part of the land-

proprietor, must again be submitted to ; although

it is not easy to make rents, in England at all

events, much lower than they are at the present

time ; nor would the remission of them entirely

make good to the farmer the loss which he sus-

tains in his agricultural operations, when he is

com()elled to sell his wheat at the average price of

oOs. per quarter, after payment of the ex])enses

attending on its transmission to market. Unless,

therefore, by the investment of additional capital,

the imm.ense improvements which every acre of

land in this country is cajjable of undergoing, can-

not he prosecuted hereafter ; and then—when it

is too late—the iniquity of the demand now making,

by a well -organized conspiracy, for the total re-

peal of the corn laws, or even for fixed duties on

the importation of foreign grain into this country,

will be hut too fatally illustrated by the misery

and starvation which it must create amongst our

industrial classes of all denominations. To the

proprietors of the soil, to their tenantry, and to

the reduced establishment of agricultural la-
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bourers, wbicli the employment of foreign land

lal)Ourers in preference to our own must occasion,

the total repeal of the corn laws cannot be of

the same importance as it must be to the re-

remainder of the population. The tillage of the

fields hereafter will, at all events, supply those

who may be employed in this manner with all the

necessaries, and even with many of the comforts

of life ; but from the practical introduction into

this country of the principles of free trade in corn

with foieiRn nations, a million at least of working
men must inevitably be thrown out of employ-

ment, and be reduced to public charities for their

daily bread. The agricultural labourers have no

cause to complain of their present lot in life.

They are satisfied with their condition generally
;

but even n-erc this not the case, the divison of

their labour, and consequently of their wages, with

foreign agricultural labourers, is not a very intel-

ligible mode for curing their evils, if they actually

be subjected to any. To the serfs of Poland, and
to the slaves of Muscovy, the illustration in this

country of the doctrines of the Anti-Corn-Law
Leaguers must be of as much benefit, as it must
be detrimental to every class of industry within

her Majesty's dominions. To the national credit,

and to the property which three hundred thousand

families, and upwards, hold in our national debt,

a free corn trade with foreign nations must natu-

rally be ruinous ; for fifty millions sterling of taxes

could not afterwards be annually raised in this

country. But the cotton-lords regard little the

happiness of the vast mass of the British people,

and the protection of their property. The increase

of their own wealth is the sole object which they

have in view. No doubt they profess a sufficient

quantity of philanthropy—they desire to relieve

their own vrorkmen from distress—although this

profession be attended by their own condemna-
tion; for, within a dozen of years, many of these

masters have accumulated more than princely for-

tunes ; and, had they acted with only common ho-

nesty towards their own workmen, by whose toil

they have acquired their wealth ; had they paid,

and did they now pay, to them wages commensu-
rate to their own profits, distress could not, and

never can, exist amongst the manufacturing la-

bourers. The league, however, must be reminded

of the declarations made by its orators at its first

formation. The object then was to retain the

present profits of the masters, and at the same
time to undersell foreign manufacturers in all the

foreign markets of consumption. These advan-
tages, however, could not be obtained without re-

ducing the wages of manufacturing labourers;

aiul these wages had been previously so low that,

without an a^-sault on the property of the agricul-

tural interest, their further reduction was not

possible. Hence arose the demand, on the part of

the Anti-Corn-Law League, for an unrestricted

trade in agricultural jjroducc with foreign nations;

for this was the only channel open to them for in-

creasing the immense riches of many of them, at

the expenseof tlie agricultural interest in the United
Kingdom. But oven should our legislators gratify

the ambition of the members of this combination
against the property of allclassesinthe British I''m-

pire, their professed principles can never be illus-

trated by such means. Foreign nations refuse, and
very properly too, to admit into their consumption
lirilish manufactured goods, unless duties be pre-

viously paid on them, which may give ample pro-

tection to their manufactures at home and to

their internal industry. Indeed, the United States

of America, and the Germans generally, have in

this respect overstept the road of prudence ; for

their import duties are luuch too high to be pro-

tective, and accordingly our manufacturers at

present enjoy a much more advantageous trade JM
with Europe and Araerica, than they can by any H
possibility do (vere the corn laws actually repealed

and the commercial laws of reciprocity perfectly

established ; because our manufactures are now
chiefly smuggled into consumption there, without
being charged with any import duty whatever.
We have within the United Kingdom the means,
in the greatest abundance, of raising food perfectly

sufficient for our population, were the number
doubled. We have plenty of money, and plenty

of ino'ustry and farming knowledge, for the deve-
lopment of our great agricultural resources ; and
security, therefore, is only necesary to call into ac-

tivity the internal riches of the United Kingdom.
No extended foreign commerce is necessary to the
productive employment of our own population ; al-

though it is far, indeed, from our intention to

undervalue the great and generally admitted im-
portance of foreign commerce to the British empire.
To give protection to the property of those who
direct their attention to the improved cultivation Jm
of our fields is, hovi'ever, immeasurably more im-

'™

portant to the real wealth of the British empire
than foreign commerce can ever be, however much
it may be extended. By agricultural improve-
ments we must eventually become entirely inde-

pendent of foreign nations for any of the necessa-
ries of life ; whilst, by increasing our commercial
relations with them by reciprocity in trade, we
forge chains for rendering our dependence on them
more lasting and more galling. In the mean time,

however, although our farmers are generally losing

confidence in many members whom they placed in

the legislature for the vindication of their interests

and principles, still, fi-om necessity, they are com-
pelled to prosecute their agricultural pursuits, as

offering to them the only remaining chance for

saving a part of their capital invested in their

farms; and, consequently, the winter operations arc

^irogressing as usual. The winter seed wheat has
been committed to the ground generally in good
order, although, in some of the western districts,

complaints are making of too moist weather, and
^

of the young plants consequently not being very

healthy iu their appearance. This circumstance is,

however, not now of much consequence ; for spring-

sown Avheat sometimes produces as large crops as

the M'inter wheats do ; but the season must be ex-
tremely favourable for the production of this effect,

the plants not being so hardy as those are which
have been subjected to a M'inter climate. After se-

veral deficient wheat crops, we may naturally look

for the next one being abundant; but even this

prospect is little cheering to the farmer, for an
opinion is gradually gaining ground, that it is the

intention of the ministers to yield to the clamour of

the anti-corn-law conspiracy against agricultural

property, and, on the meeting of Parliament, either

totally to repeal the corn laws, or to i^lace low fixed

duties on the importation of foreign grain of all de-
scriptions. In the same act of Parliament, they

may as well declare the necessity also of Ameri-
canizing our national debt, and of repudiating the

future payment of the half-yearly dividends ; for

Ibis must be the certain consequence of the admis-

sion into this country of foreign agricultural pro-

duce, free of duty. The repeal of tlie corn law will
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be the last will and tcslaniciit of llie British em-
pire, and the abrogation of the national debt will

be a fit codicil to such a suicidal document. The
minister has only to propose an act of this descrip-

tion to Parliament, and most ccrtainlyhe will carry

it. He will be supported by the theorists in both

Houses, and the opposition of the farmers' and of

the labourers' friends there will be entirely nnavail-

ina:.

The mail from Halifax has arrived in due course

of post; and the information received by this con-

veyance, although not of immediate, is still of con-

siderable ultimate importance to the agricultural

interest in the United Kingdom. The elements
have brought to a conclusion the navigation of the

St. Lawrence, and a limit has consequently, for a
time, been placed to farther shipments of flour,

wheat, and cured provisions, from that part of our

American possessions. Tlie quantity of flour re-

ceived, under the Canadian Corn Bill, has already

far exceeded the most sanguine calculation made of

its magnitude ; but this quantity will be small in-

deed,when compared with theimportations which we
must receive when the rivers are again opened to the

pursuits of commerce. Throughout our possessions

in North America, and in all the western states of the

United States, possessed as they are of continuous
navigable lakes, rivers, and canals, from Lake Mi-
chigan to Quebec, and from that city to Great
Britain, without even being subjected to the ex-
penses of trans- shipment, very large crops of grain

of all descriptions w^re produced last year ; and,
uniler our liberal system of nominal import duties,

our infoimation will indeed be most incorrect, if the

shipments to be made to this country in the course
of the next summer and autumnal months, be not
immense; so much so indeed, that they will mate-
rially interfere with the wheat crop here, now in

the fields, when it arrives at maturity. The anti-

corn-law orators urge, as an argument in favour of

an entire repeal of the present corn laws, that the

importations of foreign grain will be afterwards re-

gulated by our actual demand for it ; and that they
will not then be, as is the case at jtresent, thrown
into our markets for consumption during the harvest
months. Now, in as far as this doctrine applies to

Canada, next year will prove its fallacy ; for the corn
duties with that country are already most efTectually

repealed, and yet no mandate, even if issued by
friend Bright himself, can alter the laws of nature,
nor i'orce the importation of Canndian flour and
wheat at any other period than at that critical one
when our own crops are first brought into the mar-
ket for sale. It matters not what our prices may-
then be, for here, and here alone, can a market be
found for the consumption of the surplus agricultu-
ral produce oftliis meat proliOc portion of the Ame-
lican continent, and by this circumstance alone must
thousands more of our agricultural labourers be
thrown entirely out of omplovment. Throighout
our American possessions, and throughout the United
States generally, large preparations are also in pro-
gress for'theTuture supply of our markets with many
other descriptions of agricultural produce. The
cheese already received, and weekly arriving, from
the United States, is seriously interfering with the
property of our dairy farmers, and the quantity is

now daily on the increase. This is one of the con-
sequences of the changes made of late in our custom
house duties ; and for whose benefit ihey have been
effected, it is difficult indeed to conceive, unless they
be for the encouragement of foreign agriculture at

the expense of our own. Cured provisions, also, we

shall receive in the greatest abundance from all

quarters in the course of the ensuing year; for the

benefit, no doubt, of the cattle breeders and feeders

in Ireland; for, according to the Anti-Corn-Law
League doctrines, the greater the comjjetition with

foreiirners in these articles may be, the greater must
he tlje prosperity of our dairy fanners and of our

breeders and feeders of cattle and of swine. But it

is not with Europe and with North America alone

that our graziers will, in future, iiave to compete.

At Buenos Ayres, at the Ci-.pe of Good Hope, in

Australia, A'an Dieman's [^and, and even in the

ports of the Pacific Sea, and in thoseofNew Zealand,

the public attention has been directed to this new
channel for commercial operations ; and our future

prosperity will indeed, within a very short period,

be buundless, if it be regulated by, and dependent
on, according to the new phdosophy of the Anti-

Corn-Lavr spouters, annually increasing supplies of

all descriptions of foreign agricultural produce ar-

riving in this country, superseding our own produce

in all our markets of consumption, as they most as-

suredly must do eventually, and causing the culti-

vation of our own fields to be for a time neglected,

because unprofitable. It is useless for the friends

of agriculture in Parliament to recommend now to

their constituents increased exertions for the im-
provement of their agricultural products; for the

American cheese already in our markets, is not infe-

rior to the best (jualities made in any county iu

England; and the same remark will soon be equally

applicable to cured American provisions, when com-
pared with those of Ireland. Our landed gentlemen,

however, are yielding without any resistance or even

complaint, to this iniquitous conspiracy entered into

against their property ; and the farmers, consequently,

must submit to circumstances, and may lose their

money with grace, at all events ; but it will be over

the heads of hundreds of thousands of agricultural

labourers that the evil consequences of this most
abominable combination must eventually burst, for

it will reduce them either to the workhouse or drive

them into the grave. Their sacred property is in

productive employment, and a part of this property

is about to be fraudulently taken from them, and to

be transferred to foreign labourers, for no intelligible

purpose wliatever; for where is the wisdom or

necessity of admitting American cheese into this

country on the payment of a nominal duty of some-

where about Id. per lb. ? At New York they act

differently, for the dairy farmers are protected tiiere

againstcompetition with thoseof the United Kingdom
by the imposition ofv'd. duty on each pound weight

of cheese imported into the American Union from

this country. The grain growers there are likewise

protected by the imposiiion of heavy duties on the

importation of foreign grain, the duty on wheat being

little short of I5s. per qr. ; and thus is internal in-

dustry encouraged by beneficent laws, and the pros-

perity of the Union perfectly secured. If Sir Robert
Peel would call on the British Legislature to emu-
late the conduct of these republicans, and to pre-

fer the productive employment of our labourers (o

those of foreign nations, prosperity would speedily

crown the labours of our workmen, and the Minister

himself would enrol his name high in the list of the

great benefactors of the British Empire. His sys-

tem of expediency, however, and consequently of

frequent changes in our commercial laws for the

regulation of our foreign imports, we greatly fear,

prevents him from acting that part in his character

of Prime Minister which is so absolutely necessary

to the public good.
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From the ports in the north of Europe, within
and without the Ijaltic sea, the news received in

the course of last montii, is not interesting to the

British agriculturist. 'I'hc corn trade is interrupted

always at this season of the j'ear, and the prices

generally in all the large markets of exportation

were, at the latest dates, entirely nominal. The
letters, however, are filled with s])eculations on the

future prospects of Polish and of German landed
proprietors ; anticipating, as the writers do, an
annually improving trade in the exportation of all

descriptions of agricultural ])roduce. We shall,

therefore, during the next summer and autumnal
months, be again inundated with wheats of the

finest qualities, whether our next crop he abundant
or the contrary, whether we want foreio;ii assist-

ance or not; and, according to the opinions of

mnny of these merchants, onr export trade in

manufactures, and in hard ware goods to the north
of Europe, cannot be increased, even by the total

repeal of our existing corn laws, or by any com-
mercial treatises which we may conclude with any
of those states, wherein these agricultural articles

are produced. The Polish serf, the Russian 5.1ave,

and the German boor, will dress themselves in

British woollen and cotton soods, at the same time

that the London dustman is clothed in Italian silk

velvets, but certainly not one hour earlier, and
this is but a dreary prospect even for the cotton
lords themselves. To them the existing state of
our corn trade with tlie north of Europe can do no
good, but to our landed interest and to all our
productive labours, it must be attended by very
unfavourable consequences. With all descrijjtions

of cured provisions also, we shall be plentifully

supplied during the coming spring months from
the German Ports and rivers witliont tiie Baltic

sea; a circumstance which must be injurious to

our graziers, and to the labourers employed by
them. In a short month also, our markets will he
plentifully supplied from Holland, with salmon and
fish of all descriptions, which, according to the new
philosophy, must be highly agreeable to our fisher-

men; and, when the season permits, we may
expect abundance of cordage, chains, and cables

from the upper ports in the l?altic, by which our
rope-malvcrs and blacksmiths will be again enabled
to enjoy another year of idleness, and to ficdthem.-

sjclves and their families on the ex[)ectations of

reaping in some future period of their lives, the

promised harvest of a free trade in grain, provi-

sions, and fish with foreign nations. Hatmakers,
shoemakers, and, indeed, all our other ])rotluctive

makers, may expect to be again gratified with
similar advantages, originating in general recipro-

city in trade ; and thankful ought our working
classes to be to ihe strenuous exertions of the Anti-

Coru-Law Leaguers, so disinterestedly made in

their favour.

Since our last jmblication, the supplies of barley

in the principal markets of consumption have not
been very large, but still they have been, on the

wdiolc, equal to the demand. The distillcis re-

quiring at this time of the year, large quantities of

secondary descriptions of barley ; the average price

is a shade higher than \vc quoted it in our last ma-
gazine, but for malting qualities the demand has

been unusually dull for the season of the year, and
no iniprovemcnt whatever can be noted in their

prices. Annually now is the (jnantity of barley

consumed by Ihe malting trade ialling away, not

because the quantity of beer in use is beconnng less,

but because the half of it is spurious, and extracted,

not solely from malt and hops, but from various

descriptions of deleterious ingredients, which are

nnxed with the pure beer after its delivery from the

public breweries. Malt and hops are the chea))est

articles which can be used in brewing, but it would
really appear that our rulers' object is to prevent

the consumption of beer in its wholesome and perfect

state. By the act of 181.5, the mean value of barley

was declared to be about 45s. per qr., and so long as

this act was in perfect operation, the barley growers

were paid remunerating prices for their crops, and
the beer generally was of excellent quality. The
currency bill of 1819, which became most effective

in 182.'}, put an immediate end to this favourable

state of the barley and of the brewing trades. The
alteration in the currency advanced the value of

money little short of forty per cent, but it did not

proportionnbly reduce the public expenditure. It

reduced the value of barley, in many instances, from
forty to fifty per cent, and it increased the pressure

of the malt and spirit duties in an equal degree.

The fall in the value of all descriptions of property

was naturally attended by a most ruinous decline in

the rates of wages paid to the industrial classes of

all denominations ; and thus the distress became
universal, excepting amongst the tax-eating portion

of the community. Had the malt duty been then

reduced to moderation ; had it been made Is. per

bushel, then the adulteration of be 'r to its present

alarming extent would not have b>.on, as it now is,

a work of absolute necessity ; nor would the farmers

now be in want of consumers for the finer qualities

of their barley crops. They would have continued

to increase the cultivation of barley in proportion

to the increase of the population and of wealth; and
no small portion of the distress now existing in the

agricultural interest would, in every probability,

have been avoided. But our legislators have, it

would appear, not considered the barley growers

and the beer consumers sufficiently punished even

by the gold currency bill, for they have lately re-

moved a great portion of the protection which the

act of 1827 guaranteed to them against the compe-
tition of foreign agriculturists in our markets of

consumption. Barley at present pays into the

public treasury upwards of twelve millions annually,

and this amount would be materially increased by
the malt and J^iglish spirit duties being reduced to

moderation. One-half of the beer now consumed,
hov/ever, is brewed neither from hops nor malt, and
consequently it pays nothing towards the public

revenue. A rumour certainly has found its way
into circulation within the last two or three weeks,

that our finance minister intends to propose to

Parliament, during the next session, the transfer of

one-half of tlie sum now collected on manufactured
barley to other articles on wdiich no direct taxation

has as yet been imposed. We much fear, however,
that the wish is father to the thought on this occa-

sion ; but if the minister be really serious in his de-

sire to relieve agriculture from a part of the taxes

under which barley has so long suffered, the barley

growers, maltsters, distillers, ami the great mass of

beer consumers, will consider the transfer of one-

half of their public burdens to any other quarter as

a very great advantage ; and as the cotton manufac-
turers assert that the malt and spirit duties do not

injure the barley grower, because they are eventually

paid by the consumers, so the imposition of six

nullions sterling annually on manufactured goods,

coidd do no injury whatever to the manufacturers,

because, accoidiug to their doctrines, the consumers

eventually pay the taxes. But we repeat that the
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revenue would not be rendered less by the reduction season, for a time, preventing the arrival ofany great

of the barley taxes; on the contrary, a charge of quautity from the north of Europe. Still, however,
Is. per quarter on malt, and of os. per gallon on even Uic prospect of farther large supplies from
English spirits, would much increase the revenue

;

abroad when the winter montlis have passed away, has

for although it certainly would very materially at the present moment a very prejudicial influeiiceon

diminish the consumption of ardent spirits now used the value of oats, which are now lower than the

in this country, still tliis reduction of consumption expenses of their production. To the agricultural

would be taken from smuggled spirits alone, which interest in Ireland this state of the oat trade is little

contribute nothing to the national revenue, the less than ruinous. Tlie agricultural labourers are

quantity of wholesome British spirits now in use in a state bordei'ing on starvation. The farmers

would be doubled, and the illicit foreign spirit trade can pay neither poors' rates nor taxes, unless they

would be speedily destroyed If the public good be draw them from the capital embarked in their

the object of the Anti-Corn-Law Association, farms; and the land proprietors have reduced their

the mcuibers of it cannot better illustrate their rents on an average very httle short of thirty per

benevolence towards the industrial classes, than by cent. Even should the public credit be applied in

calling the attention of the legislature to the man- future to the cultivation of tlie waste lands in Ire-

ncr in wliich barley is at present taxed in this land, Irish agricultural grie\ ances could receive no
coHutrj'. It pays nearly one quarter of the annual very effectual relief, unless the produce of the soil

pubUc expenditure, and tlie working classes are the and the wages of the labourers hereafter be pro-
chief contributors. The beer which is now used is tected amply against the interference of foreign

adulterated by the manufacturing arts, and is most agricultural property in our markets ofconsumption,
prejudicial to the health of its consumers. No in- It is not possible to fancy that this staie of tilings

gradients for the brewing of beer, we repeat, can be can continue for any length of time, without wash-
cheaper than malt and hops, were the public charges ing away the land proprietors' rents altogetlier,

on them only moderate. The favourite beverage of and putting England on a level with Poland,
the people would then be pure and wholesome, and Kussia, the greatest part of Germany, and the

certainly considerably cheaper than is the spurious whole of North America; where tenants are

trash which, under existing circumstances, they unknown, or at least heard of only in a very small

are compelled to use. liut these are not the only degree. The lowest estimated value of landed
advantages which'Mie reduction of these highly ob- property is three thousand millions throughout
noxious duties wo'dd confer on the labouring classes the United Kingdom, and upwards of two millions;

generally; for thejr property in labour would be of male labourers are employed in the tillage of

vastly increased by the productive employment, our fields. Add to this immense national interest

which many thousands of them would, from neces- that of the national debt, funded and unfunded,
sity, receive, in the cultivation of upwards of two being nearly another thousand millions sterling,

millions of acres of laud, at present in a perfect state and on which, three hundred thousand persons,

of unproductiveness, which the additional consunip- chiefly orphans and widows, are subsisiing at the

tiou of barley would render requisite. The cultiva- present time ; and then the dangerous tendency of

tion of this quantity of waste laud would increase the principles of the anti-corn law leaguers must
the landlord's rents and the value of his lands; and become perfectly obvious to every unprejudiced

the profits of the tenantry and of the farming la- mind. In commercial pursuits much less than

bourers thereon, would be perfectly equal to the tbree hundred millions sterling are embarked, and

payment of the increased expenditure which the the cotton manufacturers in England give produc-

jucreased consumption of beer would occasion. But tive employment to less than half a million of

this is the vcrj' reason why the Anti-Corn-Law human beings, of whom two-tbirds are either

Leaguers remain profoundly silcnton this subject, for women, or children much under age ; and yet thia

their object is the reduction of wages, and not their interest is held forth by the cotton lords as by

increase. The cultivation of our waste lands would far the most important one within the British Em-
rcnder labour more valuable than it now is, and pire. Ste.im is their workman. This is the mighty

consequently the wages of all our labourers would engine from which they draw their immense for-

be raised. This would but badly assort with the tunes. The productive employment of as few

present views of the members of that combination, labourers as possible, is their practical philosophy
;

and hence their silence on the subject. But and in the cultivation of their fields they recorn-

still the cultivation of waste lands throughout mend to the fanners, in as far as possible, to be

the United Kingdom is a matter infinitely more im- economical of human labour, as being the best

portant to the real interests of her Majesty's subjects means for the production of cheap food ;
little re-

thau any addition to our foreign commerce ever can fleeting, that by the means to pay, must the con-

be. By extended commerce with foreign conimu- sumption be regulated, and that to adopt their

uities, onlv a very few individuals can Veap advan- liberal tenets must deprive the great body of the

tages ; but by improved agriculture the vast mass people of wages sufficient for the payment of even

of the people must be rendered happy and indepen- starvation allowances of food. Unless, therefore,

dent in their circumstances of foreign aid, all their speedy attention be given by the legislature to the

wants bemg most plentifully supplied by our agri- actions of the anti-corn law leagues, before long

cultural producers at home. In Ireland this is all will have reason to mourn over their reduced

particularlv the case at the present moment. Tlic circumstances and their fallen independence.

cultivation' of her waste lands would be perfectly CURRENCY PER IMP. MEASURE.
sufficient to mamtain, in great comfort, double her

^^,5^^, E,,^^ and Kent, new, red 48 54 Whitc48 53 58 60
present population ; but coundence in the security

jjisl, 48 50 Do 50 52

of money so invested, and protection to the produce Old, red 54 59 Do. ..58 j50 63

of these undertakings are absolutely necessary to ^^^' ^'"^ •••.•V"-'Vo";r,V'* ^2 ^r nf^::,]L t^- q^... ... °. m 11. 4.1 „ 1 BAaLBY, Grinding 30 32 Malting 34 35 Cheralier 35 36
itsimmetbate prosecution. The oat markets through- Irish.... 26 28 Bere... 24 26
out Great Britain have been, during the last month, jj^lx, Suffolk and Norfolk .... 60 62 Brown.. 56 68

chiefly supplied with oats of Irish growth; the Kingston and Ware .... 60 €3 Chevalier 60 63
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Dais, Vorksli. iv Miicohisli., teeJ 21 2'J Potato.. 22 25
YuUKliall and Cork black -- 1!) Cork.wliitc 19 20
Dublii 18 VJ Weslport 19 80
Watciloid, white 18 19 Black.. — 19
Newry..... 20 21
Galway 17 18

Scotch feed ... 30 22 Potato.. 23 25
Clonmel 18 20 Limerick 19 20 21

Londonderry 18 19 Sligo .. 18 19

Beans, Tick, new 28 34 Old, small 34 38
PBA8, Grev 32 33 Maple.. 81 33

White 33 36 Boilers. 34 88
Plouh, Town-made 48 60 Suffolk— 40 pr sk. of aSOlbg.

Stockton and Norfolk, 38 40 Iritli 42 —
FOREIGN GRAIN AND FLOUR IN BOND.

WllBAT, Uantzic 42 45
Hamburg 40 —
Rostock 42 44

Bablsy 20
Oats, Brew 12
Beans. 15
Peas S3 25
Flour, American, per brl 21 23 Baltic.. 21

16 Feed.
19

11 15

23

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
Wek ending Wheat. | Barley.: Oats, i Rye. i Beans. I Pea

JVov. II til...

I8th...
2 Jth . .

.

Dec. 2nd....
9th...

Kith...
Aggregate average
of the six weeks
which regulate
the duty ,

Duties payable
in London till

Wednesday next
inclusive, and at

the Outports till

fhearrivalof the
mail of that day
froui London .,

:

Do. on grain from)
British jiosses-'

sions out of
Biirone

{

1 I 32

61 3

COMPARATIVE PRICESof GRAIN.
WEEKLY AVERAGES by

|
A'V ERAGES fiom the corrcs-

the hist

24th,

the Imp. (iiiirter, from the
GHzetJc, of Friday last,

Dec. 22nd, 1843.

pomling Gazette in

year, Friday, Dec.
1842.

Wheat 50
Baklev 82
• >AT3 IS

Bye 30
Beans..... 31

Pfas 32

WiirAT.
Barlfy
Oats . .

.

Rye ....

BEA>b..
Peas . .

.

s. d.

47 2
26 5
17 4
28 8
28 n
31 2

Account shewing the Quantities of Corn, Grain, Meal,
and Flour, imported into the United King-ilom, in the
month ended the 5th Dec,, 1843 ; the Quantitit:* upon
which Duties have been paid for Home Consump-
tion during tiie same month, and the Quantities re-
maining in Warehouse at the close thereof.

Foreign Grain
Flour.

Quantity
imported.

qrs. bush
Wheat, fiom British

PosKPssions
Barley
Peas, from do
Indian Corn, do....
Wheat, foreign ....

Barley, do
Oats, do
llye, do
Peas, do
Beans, do
Indian Corn, do. . .

.

Buck Wheat, do. .

.

cwts. qrs. lbs.

Flour and Meal from i

British Possessions ;80H41 2 23
riour&Mcal,foreignj2&877 22

4900
I)

1199

56801
11460
18985
2212
9899
317

Quantity en-;* Quantity
tered for remaining in

consumption, warehouse.

qrs. bush

4000 2

1

841 6
24 C
840 1

12509 2
1172 3

1

4804 5
8431 7

3
cwts. qrs. lbs

80513
208

2 13
2 5

qrs. bush.

428 6

746
19

100786
11599
61007
2225

25293
9:)528

2531

cwts. qrs.lb^

2125
7269

1 16
3 22

PRICES OF SEEDS.
Carraway — — new 67 G2
Clover English, red .. .. 46 65 white none, per ovt

Flemish, pale .... 44 52 do.. 60 90
New Hamburgh .. 63 68 do.. GO 92
Old do 42 54 do.. 50 90
French 50 70 do., none.

Linseed, English, sowing 50 60
Baltic — — crushing 35 37perqr.
Medlter. & Odessa 30 38

Coriander 15 20 percwt.
Mustard, brown, new .. 12 18 white.. 10 12p. busli

Trefoil — old.. 14 22 new 70 32s
Rapeseed, English new.. 25/. 20/. per last.

Linseed Cakes, English.. 9Z. 10s. to 10/. per 1000
Do. Foreign.. 51. to 6t. 10s. per ton.
Large, foreign.... — —

Rapeseed Cakes 5/. 5s. to 5/. lOs.

Hempseed 35 38 per qr.
Rye Grass, English — Scotch — — nominal.
Tares, winter 4s. Od. to 4s. 6d.
Canary, new 58 — tine 60 — per qr.

PRICES OF HOPS.
BOROUGH, Monday, Dec 25-

This being Clirisimas day, we have of course nothing
to report beyond the transactions of last week, when a
good business was done at former prices. Hops gene-
rally are scarce, and a bargain is noted in Mid. Kent
bags, at 135s. to 170s. per cwt., the consumers meeting
with such a scarcity of pockets. Our last week's quo-
taiiona inay stand up for the bargains eflected since,

whether in Sussex, Wealds, East Kent, or Farnhani.
rOCKETS, 1843.

Sussex 116s. to 118s. j
Mid Kenta ....140s. to 180s.

Wealds 118s. to 122s. I East Kents 140s. to 210s.

Do. Choice ... 126s. to 130s. | Farnhams ..,,195s. to 210s.

POTATO MARKET.
SOUTHWARK, WATERSIDE, Dec. 25.

The weather during the past week has been similar

to that of several of the preceding ; the supply continues
to be moderate ; the demand for the best samples from
all countries i< great, and especially for the reds, which
have gone off freely at last quotations. There is a
slight advance in those from Scotland and Devonshire,
the supply from those districts being limited. There
appears a general tirmaess in the market, at the an-
nexed prices :

—

rUESEXr PE.10E3 A3 ASKEXED :—
per ton. I per ton.

York Reds 60s. to 80s. Kent&Essex Wli. —s. to 566.

Perth do 60s. 65s. Do. Kidneys 60s. 65s.

Fifeshire do. ....—s. —s. Wisbeacli do — s. 55s.

Early Devons ....— s. 65s. 1
Do. Blues —s. 45s.

Lale do — s. —s. I
Do. Whites — s. — s.

Cornwall — s. 65s.
|
Guernsey Blues. .

.— s. 50s.

Jersey Blues — s. 60s.
|
Do. Whites — b. — s.

Do. Wliites ....— s. — s. Prince Regents ...60s. eSs.

'

'

I —

PRICES OF MANURES.
Subjoined are the present prices of several sorts of

manure :

—

Hunt's Bone dust, 16s. per qr.

Hunt's Half-inch Bone, 14s. per qr.

Hunt's Artificial Guano, 8/. per ton
Rape Dust, 6/. to 6/. 10s. per ton
Rape Cake, (SI. per ton.

Rags, 41. to 4?. 10s. per ton.

Graves, 61. lOi. per ton.

Gypsum, at the waterside, 3'2s. dd. per ton ; landed and
housed, 38s. to 42s. per ton, according to quantity.

Agricultural Salt, 34s. per ton.
Lance's Carbon, 12s. per qr.

Ditto Humus, 14^. per qr.

Soap Ashes, 10s. per ton.

Poittevin's I'alent Disinfected Manure, 13:=. 6d. per qr.
Toittevin's Highly Concentrated Manure, SOs. per qr.

Printc 1 by Joseph Rogerson, 24, Norfolk-street, Strand,
London,
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PLATE I.

CHARLES COLLING,

PLATE II.

BUTTERCUP.
Red and white Heifer, calved on the 11th of April, 1841. She was bred by, and is the property of, Mr.

Henry Watson, of Walkeringham, near Bawtry. She was got by Garrick (3863), dam by sou of Blyth Comet

(5250), of Young Eryholme (1981), gr. dam by Belzoni (1/09), gr. g. dam by Comus (1861), gr. g. g. dam

by Denton (198), a son of Comet (155).

She was the winner of the first Prize at the Meeting of the Great Yorkshire Society at York, in 1842, as

the best yearling Heifer. " Princess Royal" from the same cow, obtained the first Prize also at the Hull

^Sleeting the previous year. Last August at Doncaster, Mr. Watson also obtained the first Prize, with his

celebrated Heifer, "Myrtle," winner of the YearUng Prize at Derby ; having thus in three successive years,

viz., 1841, 42, and 43, obtained Piizes at the Great Yorkshire Society.

MEMOIR OF CHARLES COLLING.
By Cuthbert W. Johxsox, Esq., F.R.S.

The improvement of the noble breed of English cat-

tle, to which the life of the distinguished suVjject of this

memoir was so long devoted, is an effort to which the

general reader will hardly perhaps assign the importance
it so richly deserves. And yet we need only trace

the progress of improvement, in the breed of cattle

by the few imperfect, historical notices, in our pos-

session to feel convinced of the importance of the

undertaking. It Ls, indeed, needless to go back for any
instruction in the art of breeding to the descriptions

given by the old agricultural -svriters of the breeds of na-
tive cattle, since it is very evident, that the breeders of
those days were entirely unacquainted with the desira-

ble points to be obtained in the animals they pro-
duced, large bones and wide spreading horns being on
more than one occasion dwelt upon with much com-
mendation in their descriptions of the cattle of those
ages. Cattle have always been a prominent pro-
duction of this countr}'. They were mentioned by
Csesar, Strabo, and other ancient writers. They have
ever since continued, more or less, particularly to en-
gage the attention of the farmer, not only for the
dairy and the plough, but also as a source of food.

The breeding of cattle, however, had been so much
neglected in the time of Edward VI. for the more

OLD SERIES.^

profitable pasturage of sheep, that in 1555, an act of

parliament was passed to remedy the evil. The pre-

amble states that '
' Forasmuch as of late years a great

number of persons in this realm have laid their lands,

farms, and pastures to feeding of sheep, oxen, runts,

scrubs, steers, and heifers, &c., having no regard or

care to breed up young beasts and cattle, whereby is

grown great scarcity of cattle'and victual ;" and there-

fore it is enacted that a cow shall be kept wherever are

sixty sheep, and a calf reared where there are one hun-
dred and twenty, &c. (2 and 3 Phil, and Mary, c. 3.)

Many other enactments occur in the legislative records;

but reason and interest are much better promoters of

improvement than acts of parliament. A due attention

to thebreedingof cattle was first aroused by Mr. Bake-
well. He let bulls for one hundred and fifty guineas

during four months, and five guineas per cow was no
uncommon charge. Pedigrees of different animals have

since been preserved with as much care as those of race

horses. The attention and care that have thus beei.

paid to their breeding, have met with an appropriate

recompense. In no other country is there now to be

found such breeds of cattle ; and that none are so

highly esteemed, is proved by the prices that have

been given for particular animals. (MarshalVs Mid-
land Counties, i. 331. Parkinaon on Live Stock, ii.

469.)

To what an extent the cattle of England have steadily

H [No. 2,^V0L, XX.
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increased, may be in some measure estimated from the

luimber annually sold in Smitlificld IMarket. In 1730,

they amounted to 70,210 ; in 1762, they had increased

to 102,831; in 1792, to 107,318; in 1822, to

112,043; and in 1832, to 160,224. And tliere is no
doubt that while the immbers have been enlarging,

the average weight of these has progressed with nearly

equal rapidity. According, says Mr. MacuUoeh, to

an estimate of Dr. Davenant, in 1710, tlie average

weight of the neft carcass of black cattle was then

only 3701bs., and of calves 501bs., but now there is

every reason to believe that the nett weight of black

cattle will average about 5501bs., and that of calves

lObViK.—CMacnlloch Diet.)

Of the private life of Charles Colling (an excellent

likeness of whom, engraved by Mr. Cook, is pre-

fixed to this memoir) we have but few particulars ; and,

as we have elsewhere observed, it is only in his great

public efforts as certahily the most celebrated breeder

of his day that the reader wiU feel interested. It is

said that soon after the commencement of his career

as a breeder of cattle, he spent three weeks with Mr.
Bakewell, at Dishley, and a man of his powers of

observation would not allow such an opportunity to go
unimproved. It is probable that this visit had consi-

derable influence in inducing him to turn his attention

to the improvement of the cattle of his native county.

He long resided at Ketton, near Darlington, on a farm
which will ever be an object of historical interest to the

grazier and the farmer, and which his father gave up to

him upon his marriage ; it was liere that he not only

accumulated an ample fortune, but secured to him-
self the gratitude not only of the English farmers of

his day, but of all countries, and after ages.

The character of Chailes ColUngwas evidently cool,

calm, sagacious, and energetic. His neighbours and
rival breeders, who watched his progress with all the

anxiety that his unexampled success so naturally ex-

cited, could never divine the objects he had in view,

or tlie princiijles on which he acted. These traits in

his character have been incidentally noticed by Pro-
fessor Youatt, in his excellent work on cattle, when
ti-acing the history of the Teeswater Sliort Horns

;

and what he has so well described we will not at-

tem])t to give in other language. " Whatever," says

Mr. Youatt, " had been the previous merits of the

Teeswater cattle, it is certain that Mr. Colling greatly

improved them, and although it has been often as-

serted that his success was the result of chance, arising

from the possession of an animal with the merits of
which, it is supposed, he was at one period unac-
quainted, yet the writer of this article is of opinion that

i\lr. Colling's success resiuw^^ f. ;". « J.Jilberate and
well considered plan. Colling found the Teeswater,
like all other extravagantly large cattle, very frequently

of loose make and disproportion. He was sensible,

also, of the chfficulty of breeding with anything like

certainty lar(/e r/ood animals ; and though he had on
all occasions declined to throw any light on his views
and proceedings, still the writer thinks he can 'detect,

in the very outset, and through the progress of his

practice, a resolution to reduce the size of this breed,

and at the same time, by that means, to improve its

form. This he is supposed to have effected in the first

instance through the medium of a bull called " Hidj-
back," an animal respecting which there has been
much controversy, pruicipally touching the purity of
his blood, acpiestion now of little importance, because
it is admitted on all hands that Mr. CoUing adopted
another cross which prevails in a majority of superior
short-horns of the present day. It may, notwith-
standing, be a matter of interest to state a few parti-

culars respectujg this bull.

Without entering on an enquiry as to the circum-

stances by which " Hubback's" title to be considered

of pure blood is supported or weakened, it may suffice

to observe, that it appears probable that he possessed on

one side the impi-oved blood. The possessor of his

dam was a person in indigent circumstances, and

grazed his cow on the highways ; when afterwards she

was removed to good land, near Darlington, she be-

came so fat that she did not again breed, and her son

having the same propensity in a high degree, was useful

as a bull but during a very short period. The quality

of his flesh, hide, and hair, are supposed to have been

seldom equalled ; and as he was much smaller than

the Teeswater cattle, he was eminently calculated to

foi-ward Mr. Colling's views.

It has been remarked that we have at present no su-

perior horses on the turf, which does not boast the

blood of the Godolphin Arabian ; so it may be asserted

that we have no superior short-horns which do not

claim descent nearly, or remotely, from Hubback.*
This account of " Hubback" differs in some jiarti-

culars from one that has reached us from another

quarter. According to the latter, the animal narrowly

escaped being cut off while a calf, being actually on its

*This is true, because Hubback was the sire of the

dam of Mr. Charles Colling's bull, Foljambe, who was
the grandsire of Favourite ; and there can be no doubt
that there has not been for many years any siqjerior

short-horn who was not descended from Favourite.

Mr. Charles ColUng is said to have considei'ed that the

bull, Foljambe, was the one that did his stock the

greatest good ; and this is not improbable, as Foljambe
was the sire both of the sire and dam of Favourite.

Hubback, however, must have been a remarkably good
animal, and, considering the short time during which he

was used as a bull, proved himself a first-rate stock-

getter.

The following account of " Hubback" we had from
Mr. Waistell, of Alley Hill, who, although his name does

not appear conspicuously in the " Short-Horned Herd
Book," deserves much credit for his discrimination

here. He used to admire this calf, as he rode almost

daily by the meadow in which it grazed ; and at length

he attempted to purchase it from the owner. The
price asked, 8/., seemed much for a calf not a year

old ; and the reputation of the short-horns not being

yet established, the bargain was not struck. Still he

longed for the young beast ; and happening to meet Mr.
Robert Colling near the place, he asked his opinion of

the animal. Mr. Colling acknowledged that there were
some good points about him ; but there was somethuig
in his manner of acknowledging this which induced

Mr. Waistell to suspect that Mr. Colling thought
somewhat more highly of the calf than his language ex-

pressed, and therefore he hastened the next morning,
concluded the bargain, and paid the money. He had
scarcely done so before Mr. R. Colling arrived for the

same purpose, and as the two farmers rode home toge-

ther they agreed that it should be a joint sjieculation.

Some months passed by, and either Mr. Waistell's

admiration of the calf a little cooled, or his partner

did not express himself very warmly about the excel-

lences of the animal, and Messrs. Waistell and R.
Colling transferred young Hubback to Mr. C. Colling ;

who, with the quick eye of an experienced breeder,

saw the value of the little beast. Mr. Waistell expres-

sed to us (October, 1832) his regret (natural enough)

at having been induced to ])art with the sire of the

short-horns, and his extreme disappointment that when
Hubback began to cover, Mr. Charles Colling confined

him to his own stock, and would not let him serve even

one of Mr. Waistell's cows.

—

Professor Youatt,
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way, in a cart, to tlie butclier, when it was obsen'ed

by a blacksmith residing at a phice called Harrowgate,

on the high road to Darhngton. Being struck by its

appeai-ance he bought it for his son-in-law, by whom
it was reared, until purchased by Mr. R. Colling and

IVIr. "VVaistell, as already mentioned. Previously to

bujing it Mr. R. ColUng asked his brother, Mr. C.

ColUng, to look at the animal, and upon the latter

giving a most favourable report of its merits, the bar-

gain was effected. As before stated, the animal was

shortly afterwards transferred to ?.Ir. C. Colling for

its origuial price of 8/., who was highly delighed at his

acquisition ; and ou its arrival at Ketton he asked his

wife to go out and look at the handsomest little bull

she ever saw in her Ufe.

After obtaining this bull, Mr.. Charles Colling pro-

ceeded with singular success to produce, from time to

time, superior animals ; and the number of bulls he

disposed ofby letting was higldy encouraging. But the

circumstance which brought the improved short-horns

into most extensive notice was the production of the
" Durham Ox," an animal which speaks volumes in

favour of even a single cross of this blood ; for the ox
was the produce of a common cow, which had been put

to '^ Favourite." At five years old, the Durham ox
was sold to ]Mr. Buhner, of Harmby, near Bedale, for

public exhibition, at the price of 140/. : this was in

February, 1801. He was at that time computed to

weigh 168 stones, of 141b., his live weight being 216
stones ; and this extraordinary weight did not arise

from his superior size, but from the excessive ripeness

of his points. !Mr. Bulmer having obtained a carriage

for his conveyance, travelled with him five weeks, and
then sold him and the carriage, at Rotherham, to Mr.
John Day, on the 14th May 1801, for 250/.

On the 14th of INIay, Mr. Day could have £. s. d.

sold him for . . . 525
On the 13th of June for . . . 1000
On the 8th of July, for . . , 2000

Mr. Day travelled with hunneai'ly six years, through
the principal parts of England and Scotland, till at

Oxford, on the 19th February, 1807, the ox dislocated

his hip-bone, and continued in that state tUI the 15th
April, when he was obliged to be slaughtered, and,

notwithstanding he must have lost considerably in

weight during these eight weeks of illness, his carcass

weighed

—

Imi). -stones. lbs.

Four quarters . . 165 12
TaUow .... 11 2

Hide .... 10 2

This was his weight at eleven years old, under all the

disadvantages of traveUing in a jolting carriage, and
eight weeks of painful illness. Had he been kept
quietly at Ketton, and fed tUl seven years old, there
is little doubt but he would have weighed more than he
did at ten years old, at which age Mr. Day stated his

live weight to have been nearly tliirty-four hundred
weight, or two hundred and seventy stones, from which,
if fift)' be taken for offal, it leaves the weight of the
carcass two hundred and twenty stones.

It is a weU-ascertained fact, that, during his career
as a breeder, Mr. Colling tried several experiments in
crossing^and resorted to breeds which were, on these
occasions, very considerably smaller than the short
horns, a circumstance which tends to corroborate the
writer's opinion that he considered it desirable to re-
duce then- size. The cross with the Kyloe led to no
results worthy enumeration, but that with the polled
Galloway must not be passed over without comment.

Before stating the circumstances attending this expe-

riment, it may be jiropef to observe that no breed of

cattle promised so successful a cross with the short-

horns as the Galloway. They were calculated, by their

deep massive frames and short legs, to bring the short-

horns nearer the ground, and to dispose of their weight

in a more compact manner : their hardy habits would

be essentially useful, and the quality of their flesh and
hair was such as to render the experiment still more
safe. Add to this, that they could be obtained of a

red colour, and we are prepared to admit, even with-

out the sanction of a successful experiment, that they

were admirably adapted to cross with the short-horn,

standing fre(piently too high from the ground, not very

well ribbed home, and not seldom of loose, disjointed

frame.

To this breed Mr. CoUing resolved to resj)rt ; and
though at the time when he did so, the attempt was re-

garded with some degree of ridicule by the pure-blood

advocates, and comments were made which would have

deterred ordinary men from the exercise of their

judgment, Mr. Colling persisted.

He was much favoured by circumstances in promo-
ting his object, which was to take one cross, and then

breed back to the short-horn,—the only course,

by the way, in which crossing can be successfully

adopted. To breed from the produce of a cross di-

rectly among themselves will lead to i*esults which

have induced many persons, without due consideration,

to believe conclusive against crossing ; but to take one

a single cross, and then return and adhere to one breed,

^vill, in the course of a few generations, be found to

stamp a variety with sufficient certainty.

Mr. CoUing's short-horned bull Bolinglrolce was

put to a beautiful red polled Galloway cow, and the

produce, being a bull-calf, was, in due time, put to

Johanna, a pure short-horn,—she also producing a

bvdl^alf. Tliis grandson of Bolingbroke was the sire

of the cow, Lady, by another pure short-homed dam,

and from Lady has sprung the highly valuable family of

improved short-horns, termed in reproach, the alloy.

How far the alloy deteriorated the breed, let facts

testify.*

It will probably be admitted that the prejudice

agamst this cross was at its height at the time of Mr.

Charles CoUing's sale. The blood had then been

little, if at all, introduced into other stocks, and it was

manifestly the interest, whatever might be the inclina-

tion, of the many breeders who had it not, to assume

liigh ground for the pure blood, and to depreciate

the alloy. Under these untoward circumstances,

what said public opinion, unequivocally certified

by the stroke of the auctioneer's hammer? Lady,

before mentioned, at fourteen years old, sold for two

hundred and six guineas. Countess, her daughter,

nine years old, for four hundred giiuieas. Laura,

another daughter, four years old, for two hundred and

ten gumeas. Major and George, t^o of her sons,

the former three years old, the latter a calf, for two

hundred guineas, and one hundred and thirty ; besides

a number of others, more remotely descended from

Lady, which all sold at high prices ; in fact, in a sale

of forty-eight lots, realizing 7,115/. 17s. Lady and

* The dam of Lady was also the dam of the bull

Favourite ; and as the grandson of Bolingbroke is

not known to have been the sire of any other remark-

ably good animal, it is most probable that the unques-

tionable merit of Lady and her descendants is to be

attributed more to her dam than to her sixc.—Profes-

sor Youatt,
H 2
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her descendants sold for a larger sum than any other
family obtained.*

It is gratifying to be able to add, that by such suc-
cessful, and such richly rewarded efforts, Charles Colling

secured an ample fortune. Retiring, after spending
many years of his life (he was only sixty when he re-

tired) in the most noble efforts to improve the breed
of cattle, he removed from Ketton, the scene of his

* The whole particulars of this first grand sale of short-horn stock ought to be preserved. We extract
it from Mr. Bailey's Survey of Durham :

—

A Catalogue of Mr. C. Colling's Sale of improved Short-Horned Cattle, October Wth, 1810.

Names.

Cherry.. ..

Kate......

Peeress. . .

.

Countess .

.

Celina ....

Out of Got by

COWS.
Cows'
•Age.

Old Cherry

,

Favourite.

Comet . .

.

Cherry Favourite.

Lady Cupid . . .

Countess Favourite.

Johanna. . . Johanna Do

Lady Old PhoenLx . .
. {

^
Bdifbroke^"""^ }

Cathelene

Laura . . .

Lily

Daisy % . .

A daughter of the

dam of PhoenLx
}^^'^^^"g*'

Lady Favourite.

Daisy Comet

Old

11

4

5

9

5

14

Bulled by

Comet .

.

Mayduke

Comet .

.

Do

Petrarch

.

Do

Comet .

.

Do

Do
Mayduke

Comet ,

.

Sold
for.

Gs.

83

35

170

400

200

130

20G

150

210
410

JJ. D. N
\ ton-le

Bouglit by

Nesham, Esq., Hough-

Daisy ...J A grandson of Fa- -I

^
1_ vourite J

Cora , Countess Favourite 4 Petrarch

.

Beauty. . . . MissWashington Marsh 4 Comet .

.

Red Rose. . Eliza Comet 4 Mayduke

Flora Do 3 Do

Miss Peggy A son of Favourite 3 Comet .

.

Magdalene. {^^;^fgf^;^y^;^^_^^^^ 3 Do 170

140

70

120

45

70

60

Mr. Hunt, Morton, Durham.
/Major Rudd, Marton, York-

\ shire.

Do.
JSirH. Ibbitson, Bart., Den-
\ ton Park, Yorkshire.

JH. Witham, Esq., CUff Hall,

\ Yorkshire.

rC. Wright, Esq., Cleasby,

\ Yorkshire.

f G. Parker, Esq., near Malton,

\ Yorkshire.

Mr. Grant, Wyham

.

Major Rudd, Lincolnshire.

J Major Bower, Welham, York-

L shire.

f G. Johnson, Esq., near Scar-

\ borough.
C. Wright, Esq.

f W, C. Fenton, Esq., near

\ Doncaster.

Earl of Lonsdale.

J O. Gascoigne, Esq., Paring-

\ ton, Yorkshire.

f Champion, Esq., Blyth,

1 Notts.

BULLS.
2669

Xatiifs. Age. Out of Got by

Comet 6 Phoenix Favourite

.

Y'arborough. ... 9

Major 3

Mayduke 3

Petrarch ...... 2
Northumberland 2

Alfred 1

Duke 1

Alexander 1

Ossian 1

Harold 1

Do.
Lady Comet . . .

Cherry Do
Old Venus Do

Favourite

.

Venus Comet . . .

Duchess Do
Cora. .• Do
Magdalene Favourite.

Red Rose Wmdsor .

Price.

Gs.

1000

55
200
145
365
80
110
105
63
76

50

2249

Bouglit by

/ Messrs. Wetherill, Trotter, Wright and Charge,

L near Darlington.

A. Gregson, Esq., Lowlmn, Northumberland.

INIr. Grant, Wyham.
Smithson, Esq.

Major Rudd,
Mr. Buston, Coatham, Durham.
Mr. Robinson, Acklam, Yorkshire.

A. Compton, Esq., Carham, Northumberland.
Mr. Fenton.

Earl of Lonsdale.

Sir C. Loraine, Northumberland.

BULL-CALVES, UNDER ONE YEAR OLD.

Names.

Ketton
Young Favourite

Geerse

Sir Dimple ....

Narcissus Flora

Albion Beauty

Out of Got by

Cherry Comet . .

.

Countess Do
Lady Do
Daisy Do

..Do

..Do
Cedl. Peeress ......... Do.

Price.

Gs.

50
140
130
90
15

60
170

Bought by

Major Bower.
Skipworth, Esq., Lincohishlre.

Walker Esq., Rotherham.
T. Lax, Esq., Ravensworth.
Mr. Wright.

T. Booth, Esq., Catterick.

H. Strickland, Esq., Boynton, Yorkshire.

655
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triumphs, to Monkend, near Croft, in the North Riding

of Yorksliire, where he died, January 10, 18.'56, in

the eighty-lifth year of his age. Tlie memory of such

a man as this must ever Uve in the gratitude or the

grateful recollection of the accomplished modern
farmer ; for the efforts of Charles CoUing were de-

voted, not merely to the improved appearance of

his favourite shorthorns, but also and mainly to those

points which add so much to the profit of the
breeders. And if ever a column shall be erected to

those who in former days liave so nobly and so suc-
cessfully struggled for the improvement of agricul-

ture, Charles Colling will certainly be found among
the list of names with which such a monument will

be adorned.

—

(Farmers' Encijclopcedia—Youatt on
Cattle—Parkinson on Live Stock.

HEIFERS.

Phoebe 3

Young Duchess ... 2

Young Laura .... 2

Young Countess.

.

2

Lucy 2

Charlotte 1

Johanna 1

Dam by Favourite

Do
Laura Do
Countess Do
Dam by Washington. . Do
Cathelene Do
Johanna Do

Got by

Comet .

.

Do

Bought by

Sir H. Ibbetson.

T. Bates, Esq., Ilalton Castle, Northum-
Earl of Lonsdale. [berland.

Sir H. Ibbetson.

Mr. Wright.
Mr. R. Colling.

G. Johnson Esq.

808

HEIFER-CALVES, UNDER ONE YEAR OLD.

Names. Out of Got by

Lucilla Laura Comet . .

.

Calista Cora Do
White Rose Lily Yarbro' .

.

Ruby Red Rose Do
Cowslip Comet . . .

From this account it appears that

—

17 Cows sold for £2802 9s.

11 Bulls 2361 9s.

7 Bull-calves 687 15s.

^^- Bought by

106 Mr. Grant.

50 Sir H. V. Tempest,
75 Mr. Strickland.

50 Major Bower.
25 Earl of Lonsdale.

306

7 Heifers
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their slow motion ; and witli the other sort, much loss

arises by their imperfect tillage, and the necessity for

frequently putting three horses to do what should be

the work of two. For many years I have used none

but the Cleveland coach-horse; and, by their great

strengtli, quick step, and endurance, I have efTected

a considerable economy in my horse labour ; and,

as I would grudge the payment of full wages to

worn-out, feeble workmen, so do I refuse to keep

horses incapable of full employment. A slow work-
man is a loss in himself, and there the mischief

ends ; but, with a slow or weak horse, his own
work is below what it should be, and on the same
low scale must be the work of the horse his com-
panion, of the carter, of the dung-filler, and all

that attend him ; and by him all the operations on
the farm are retarded. The necessity to combine
strength with quickness of step and hardiness of con-

stitution, for the due economy of labour, is, in farm-
ing, of more consequence than in any other pursuit*;

for in horse labour is the principal expense, and on
the full return obtained for this expenditure will

the farmer's profits largely depend.

As I am passing in review the various ways in

which better economy may be introduced, I must
not omit a few words on the insufficient attention

that is paid to the preservation of manure, and
the keeping of its most valuable qualities ; but, as I

am hereafter going to allude to the want of better

conveniences, I will here simply refer to the waste
from evaporation and drainage which the farmers
frequently incur by putting their dung into heaps,
without receptacles of mould or other material
in order to absorb the moisture, or coverings
to preserve it from evaporation. Yard manure,
from its moisture and tendency to fermentation, on
exposure to air, rapidly decays and throws ofl' its

finer particles; and the loss in a few weeks amounts
to 20 or 40 per cent. Strange to say, although
farmers are fully alive to the value of manure, as
they prove by the price they will pay, and the
distance they will travel to obtain stable manure,
they are most improvident in their care of it ; and
frequently—perhaps I might say generally—a third

of the manures are lost, by the drainage and fer-

mentation which it undergoes prior to application
to the land.

I have now gone through those matters which
may be said to be the province solely of the farmers
to look into ; their attention to them will be well
repaid by greater economy in his expenses : and,
whilst I trust that science will lead to further
improvement, I am quite sure investigation and
comparison of what has already been done may
still produce large savings. By enquiry and
examination into the practice of others, we may
always find something to learn, some excellence to
adopt, and the work of improvement is never at a
stand.

I am now about to direct attention to the ineans
which during late years have been made known to
us for enlarging the returns of the farmer, by in-
creasing the fertility of the soil. These are of still

more consefpience than greater economy, for they
make large returns to the cultivator, and give to
the nation an increase of the necessaries of life;

adding at once to the farmers profits and the
country's wealth. These appear to me to fall

more particularly to the province of the landlord
to have done ; 1st, because the advantages thus
made are permanent ; and 2ndly, that the skilful
phinning, direction, and execution of themjwill be

better performed by the employment of profes-

sional men than when left to the tenant, whose
short interest and want of experience leads fre-

quently to very imperfect execution ; but, besides

the certainty of getting them well done, the advan-

tage of having them done at once, so as to enable

the tenant to immediately reap the full advantages,

will in these times make it politic in the landlord

to take the doing of them on himself, even if he has

to stipulate in consequence for an increase of rent.

The principal buildings and conveniences neces-

sary for carrying on the cultivation of a farm,

every cultivator is aware, are barns, stables, out-

houses, cattle-sheds, tanks, ponds, and rick-stands

with yards, and cottages for the labourers ; and a

landlord's first care should be to see that a due
provision of these has been made, and that the

most economical and profitable arrangement has

been adopted. The want of any necessary building

is to the tenant productive of increased expense, or

deprives him of the means of adding to his returns

by keeping of stock, both in the profit to be made
from them, and by the greater fertility their manure
would give to the land. The absence of a proper

arrangement of the homesteads, and the ill forma-
tion of the yards, in the south of England, is re-

markable : the buildings appear di'opped in any
vacant spot, and the yards are frequently so formed
that the most soluble portions of the manure are

constantly washed away ; and the stock, if any be

kept, lie unsheltered or exposed to the stormy and
coldest quarters.

This is the place for me to allude to the almost
entire waste of the urine and liquid manures of the

farms in England, from the want of tanks to catch

these most valuable fertilizers. I believe that the

farmers in Flanders are indebted, for the high fer-

tility of their farms and the large rents they are in

consequence enabled to pay, to the deeper tillage

of their land, and the economy of those manures of

which in England no use is made ; whilst the loss

to the English farmer— the consequence of this

neglect of his manures, and bad arrangement of his

homestead—is so great, that it is difficult to esti-

mate where it terminates.

In a well-arranged homestead, the following de-

tails will have been attended to :

—

1st. The situation will be central, that access

may most readily be obtained to all parts of the farm.

2nd. The farmer's residence will be so jilaccd,

that he from it may see what is doing at the home-
stead, and have a ready eye to the live stock and
other property on the premises.

3rd. The yards will be so protected by the sta-

bles, cattle-houses, and barns, that the stock may
be sheltered from the east, north, and west, and
open only to the south ; and also that the manure
may collect with the least possible drainage, exposure

to evaporation or loss of its soluble matter.

4th. The barns will extend east and west, tliat

the noon-day sun may fall on the barn-floor.

5tli. Tiie opeji cattle-sheds and pig-sties will fixce

the south, that the sun may at noon shine into

them, wliile the stock will lie dry and sheltered

from the colder winds.

Clh. The rick-yard will be so situated as to have
a quick and convenient connection with the barns,

and be provided with stands best adapted for the

ventilation and protection from the vermin of tlu'

corn.

7 th. Tanks will have been made for the collec-
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tion and preservation of the drainage from the

stables, cattle-sheds, and yards.

8th. A su])ply of water" will have been provi<led,

in convenient situations, for the ready and constant

supply of all the animals ; and
Oth". Cottages will be built, that the labourers

may be accommodated, with little loss of time, in

poing to or coming from their labours ; and the situ-

ations for them will have been selected to assist in

the preservation of the property on the farm.

These arc details that farming agricultural

surveyors arc alone competent to regulate; and
the necessity for skill and practical knowledge
in ])lanning them is very much wanted. I have
placed these improvements as one of the means
ifor increasing the farmer's returns ; and, I may
add, no quantity of arable land can be made the

most of where proper provision for winter keeping

of stock is not provided, and the points here alluded

to liave not all been attended to.

The next step to making the most of the arable

land—and it is one I would strongly impress on
landowners as a cheap and very efficient mode for

improving their farms, and enabling their tenants to

meet the times—will be by the removal of all super-

fluous hedges and injurious trees ; for the unneces-

sary divisions of arable land are hurtful, by the

loss of time which they occasion in the cultivation,

and by the destruction of the crops from the har-

bour they afford to birds, and by the injury from

their shade, and by the imperfect tillage they occa-

sion over a large portion of every field, as well as

the encouragement they give to idleness to the

labourers. Compare the economy in cultivation,

and increase of produce, and superiority of the

corn, of forty acres lying together with forty

acres subdivided; and tbe difference in favour of

large fields will be seen to be very great. Indeed,

HO great is the loss by small enclosures and hedge-

rows timber, that I do not hesitate to say 1 know
of much land in the Wealil of Sussex and elsewhere

tliat, simply by loss in this way, is reduced more than

half in value; whilst the benefit to such a clay soil,

liy throwing it more open to the sun and wind,

would do much to assist in drying it and bringing

it into lighter cultivation. I think six or seven

divisions of the arable land of a farm all that is

necessary, and beyond this they are injurious. I

know of no good argument for maintaining more
;

for even the climate of a country is improved by
being open ; and, for effect to the eye, six hedges

on a farm will be abundant—or, if not thought so,

a few trees, left park-like over the land, will have
a much better effect.

Of the improvement of all poor soils by sub-

soil ploughing and trenching, I am prepared to

speak most positively. In this way I have more
than doubled the produce of thin chalky and gra-

velly soils; and the benefit remains for ever : for no
bad farming can do away with the increase of

mould thus formed. These are operations which
1 have carried out the last 12 years extensively, and
on various soils and in different situations, with
most satisfactory results. By their effect all land
is improved ; thin soils are permanently deepened
and benefited in proportion to the increase of

mould thus given to them ; and the advantage is

greatest to those soils where improvement is most
needed. This is not the place for me to enter into

arguments to support a practice which, although
only of late years prominently presented as advan-
tageous, has been always pursued by gardeners,

and was recommended so far back as the time of

Columella whose precept, that good farming was

"lirst bv good ploughing," and " second, by good

ploughiiiij," should be interpreted as meaning

deep ploughing ; or still further, to the days of

TEsop, who inculcates it by his fable of a dying

father bcfiueathing to his sons a pretended treasure

hidden in his fields, thereby inducing them to

dig and trench it over, that it afterwards produced

so luxuriantly as to well repay them for their

labour, and thus turned out the prize their father

wished them to find; and the agriculturist too,

will also discover that by deeper ploughing, ho

can likewise obtain the riches, as is plainly illus-

trated by the practice of the gardener and the cot-

tager, after enclosing a piece of fresh ground. The

latter may frequently be seen to have broken up the

most barren spots—on the sides of commons or the

brows of hills ; and in a few years the place where

heath or waste alone existed, will be seen luxuriant

with beans, cabbages, and other garden produce-

crops which the farmer very well knows will only

flourish on good and deep soil. How has this im-

])ortant change been Ijrought about but by the sweat

of the labourer's brow in the use of his pickaxe and

spade ?

Next to trenching, I must notice the improvement

of soils, by the addition of some constituent that is

wanting; which is a simple, ancient, and very effica-

cious means of increasing their fertility, readily

accessible in most situations. In this way may in-

creased texture be given to the too porous sands and

gravels, or the tenacity of clay soils be lessened by

bringing on of sand, gravel, or chalk; and the means

of doing this are generally at hand ; and frequently

may be found underneath, by sinking a pit a few

feet, that soil which is most wanted on the surface

;

and this work is best and cheapest effected in frost,

and at the season of the year when the farmer has

little else for his cattle and men to do. I have seen

land that has been dressed with chalk show the

benefit after many years have elapsed since the ap-

plication ; and the old cultivated chalk soils abound

with pits that have been sunk for the purpose of

top dressing : indeed, these pits are remarkable as

showing the extent of the practice formerly, and

also that this dressing was frequently applied to the

soil immediately on the chalk.

The change that takes place by the effectual

drainage of wet land, may frequently be said at

once to convert the worst into the best of land ; for

that fenny soil which, undrained, produces only

rushes or the most worthless of herbage, requires

but the removal of the stagnant water to become a

rich vegetable mould, alike useful for the growth of

corn and grasses and for turnip husbandry ; and

thus have thousands of acres of land, which are now

yielding the largest returns, been reclaimed from

waste. But there still remains a very large portion

of the arable land of this kingdom sadly neglected

in this respect ; and which, although in cuhivation,

has its produce annually diminished, its tillage im-

peded, and its usefulness made imperfect by the

accumulation of water in the soil. I have already

alluded to the necessity for agricultural building

surveyors, and I would now also call attention to

the want of employment of professional engineers

or drainers in laying out drains. The usual prac-

tice is imperfect, and but a very temporary and

partial cure of an inherent evil, arising from leav-

ing the execution of this very important amend-

ment of land to the bailiff or tenant, whose want
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of practice and scientific knowledge and eagerness

to save exjionse, lead liiin to adopt the readiest

ir.tans and at the least cost to get rid of only so much
of tile evil as is inude evident lo his eye by his crops

lying sodden in tlie winter season: to cnre this, and
under the impression that it is only from the sur-

face-water not sinking that he suifers, he cuts a

trench 24 or 00 inches deep for the receipt of some
bushes, and in this way he supposes that he has

done all that is possible to effect a cure, without
examining into the source and cause of the wetness,

or even a desire to do more than to stop for his time
the mischief.

The wetness of land must arise cither from the

water I'eceived on the surface not running off ; or

from springs from underneath rising in the winter
and overflowing ; or from water draining into

hollows faster than it can sink into tlie earth

;

or from a top porous stratum lying above an im-
pervious one, and so receiving the rain without let-

ting it get away, and basining it as it accumulates.
In order to effect a cure of wetness of land, it

must be evident that the cause and origin of the
water found at the surface should be first ascer-

tained, and the drainage made in situation and in

direction and depth accordingly as the source of tVie

water be from top accumulation or under springs, or

be there collected from sources on high grounds. The
usual idea (and hence the practice of shallow drains)

that land becomes wet by the rains not soaking
away, is generally an error; were this the case, the
farmer by throwing his ploughings into round
balks or lands with deep furrows, would readily
clear oft' the rain water, whilst under-drains at any
depth would be useless.

Wherever land is wet from water collecting, or
from springs, or from water thrown to the surface

by an impervious under stratum— and in these
cases alone can drainage be useful— the drains
should be as deep as the fiiU will admit ; and four,

five, or six feet, or more, will generally be found
not only most effectual, but very often the most
economical, from the greater radius from which
such drains cut off" the source of wetness; and their

situation and direction should be carefully chosen
with reference to the course the water soaks, and
the spot from whence the wetness can be traced.
The fact that it is the rise of water from beneath to

the surface which is the origin of the injury that com-
monly passes as the effect of the surface lodgment of
the rain, is far too little known; that it is so may
be seen by the different depths at which water at
different seasons is found. A spring causing in
winter a large extent of boggy ground, in summer
will be found many feet from the surface, and as the
winter progresses, it gradually attahis the surface
and spreads ; but it will not be until it reaches this
point that injury is perceptible, and the skill of the
drainer lies in cutting off" the water at its rise. Of
late years a very considerable reduction in the price
of drain-tiles has been effected by means of tlie

Tweeddale patent ; these laid with a slight covering
of heath or brush-wood, make the best and most
durable drains.

I must not close my account of the means for the
improvement of agriculture, without calling attention
to the advantages of good roads, both on the farm
and those on which the pioduce passes, and by which
communication is held with the neighbouring towns.
The greater speed and ease with which tlie cartage of
the farm may be done by sound roads, and the
encouragement they afford for fetching manures and
effecting improvements, should make them a serious

consideration. There are few situations but where,

with a knowledge of road-inaking, sound roads may
be olitained at moderate cost. The neighbourhood
where I live is an instance of their advantage. My
land and the surrounding ground were not many
years since barren, but the former spirited owner of

this and the adjoining estates commenced his im-
provements of large tracts of uninclosed heath land

by the formation of sound roads, and thus rapidly

made valuable a poor desolate district. He not only

made them on his own land, but by taking the office

of surveyor of the roads of the adjoining parishes,

he improved the highways and facilitated communi-
cation with the neighbouring towns, and thus in-

creased the value of all the surrounding property, and
induced general cultivation and the erection of new
buildings and improvements which have never since

ceased progressing.

Having now gone through the principal heads
under wliich greater economy or increased returns

may be sought, there only remains forme to strongly

urge that, advice, on the farmers and landlords

which 1 feel will be most sensibly to their interests

to attend to. On the farmers I wish to impress the

certain loss that must accrue by a perseverance in

old practices and habits ; and it has been my en-
deavour to point out to them the means they should
look to, to lessen their expenses and to increase

their returns, and I have began, in order to gain

their conffdence, by showing them that they are

already indebted to modern innovations for their

late i)osition. And on tiie landlords I would still

more strongly impress the means they possess to aid

their tenants, not by a reduction of rent—from this

very little good can be done—but by affording them
that assistance which, whilst it will lessen their ex-

penses and increase their returns, will also perma-
nently add to tlic fertility of the land, and thus for

ever enhance the value of the property. The land-

owners should bear in mind that the reduction in

their expenditure which is produced by the lessened

cost of all the necessaries of life, makes it their

interest, and enables them, even at some outlay but
without actual loss, thus to come forward to sustain

the farmers in their efforts to produce at lower
prices. In this way they have in their power ample
means to give the relief which the times render
necessary ; whilst to rely for the adoption of great

improvements from the growth of better intelligence,

or the unaided exertions of their tenants, will be to

expect sudden enlightenment of a class whose edu-
cation and habits naturally make them not rapid in

progressive knowledge, but cautious in effecting

changes from previous jiracticc ; whilst their late

loss of capital, if it does not deprive them of the
means, will certainly increase their reluctance to

travel out of their usual track, or to make any out-

lay that is not immediately called for by their accus-
tomed practice. Hewitt Davis.

3, Frederick's Place, Old Jewry, London.

EXPERIMENTS OF VARIOUS TOP
DRESSINGS FOR BARLEY.

The following experiments were tried upon a

mixture of brick-clay and sand; the clav being dug
twenty feet below the surface, and clean white sand
intiiiuUely mixed and put into small beds upon a sur-

face of strong white clay, each partition being carefully

divided and the mixed earth being, as near as possi-

ble, in equal portions to the depth of 10 in. by 1 ft.
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square. The barley being sown on tlie 5tli of March

,

the top dressings were ajjplieil on the lath of April,

as per label to each partition. The intention of sow-
ing these small heils was for llx? purpose of fixing my
atleniion lo the samo liinds of manures sown in the

field in square rods and chains in the same propor-
tions, as well as to ascertain whether certain salts

were mere stimulants or manures, the mixed earth,

ia the bed heinpr free from animal or vegetable sub-

stances. If any benefit resulted from the applicalion

of the top dressing, we have a right to infer that it

must be a manure ; but a perusal of the following
will give a better idea of their relative effects, pre-
mising that the soil in the lield is a dry brown clay
(not sufficiently dry for feeding oil" turnips upon),
with a surface staple of 1 ft. 6 in. in depth, the di-

visions of each dressinsr being separated by small
paths.

PRODUCE OF THE BED OF PUHE EA IITII AND SAND WITU THE VARIOUS TOP DIIESSINGS.

Nitrate of Soda
Saltpetre ..

.

Carbonate of Ammonia
Muriate of Ammonia ..

Guano

Charcoal

Soot

Red burnt Earth

Ditto black Ditto

Kiln Dust
Pale Malt Dust
High-dried Ditto

^^'ood Ashes from Kiln
The undressed Earth ..

Gypsum
Sulphur

Oz.
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naoe covered with sbeet iron, in the same manner
that it is burnt here (in making pot mould by merely
scorcliing the parti), from which a rich compost is

prepared for strong feeding plants), it would open a

new field for the employment of our labouring poor.

It is unquestionable, that it is indispensable, in the
common manner of burning, to have too much heat

in the fires, to preserve the charcoal, alkalis, &c., of

the plants burned. The effect of nitrate of soda is

decidedly pernicious upon clay soils in increasing its

adhesiveness : but saltpetre is less so than nitrate,

as is the muriate of ammonia even less so than salt-

petre, and it appears to produce a kinder growth
than any of the saline manures I hitherto employed.
It is certainly worthy of farther trial ujjon a larger

scale. It may be ])urchased, I am informed, at the
same price as saltpetre. There is, certainly, an imi-
tation of nature in the application of saline manures,
or, we may enquire, how is it that various fertile

alluviates, reclaimed in distant ages from the sea, are
so much more fertile than the same kind of soil in

the interior of the country, at a distance fiom the
sea ; or that sea-weed is a universal and powerful
manure, where it can be procured; or, that animals
fatten so much quicker upon salt marshes ; or, that

that they pine and die in the interior of America if

they have not salt given them often? But this is a

field for the investigations of chemistry. It is not a

solitary experiment, either upon a large or small,

scale, but a multiplicity instituted upon various soils,

and in various seasons ; and where the climate, in

respect to distance from the sea, altitude, &c. is

taken into the account, ere we can arrive at the truth

in these matters so as to apply them in agriculture
to advantage. I am. Sir, your's, &c.,

Sawhridgworth, Herts. J. Kivf.rs.

ESSAY ON THE MANAGEMENT OF
FOLD-YARD MANURE.

Read by Mr. Wr.sr, of Collikgiiam, at tiif,

LATE MEETING OF THE MaRTON AGRICULTURAL
Society.

(Continued.)

But I must now introduce to your notice. Sir
Charles and gentlemen, another agent in this bu-
siness ; and that is a tanJe or cistern to receive
what the Scotch farmers, with their usual shrewd-
ness, call the " essence." And, gentlemen, they are
perfectly right ; it is the " essence ;" and I have, from
my earliest years, been astonished that farmers in
this country should have been so careless and in-
different, so blind and mistaken, upon this subject.
Bvertj farm-yard might most imdoubtedly to have
a tanlt, which should bo i)roportioned in size to

the quantity of stock kept during the winter. This
tank should have commimlcatlon with every fold-
ynrd on the premises, including that for the sheep;
and should be emptied as often as it fills, by
means of a pump and a water-cart, constructed
with a box behind, which should be perforated
with holes, to distribute the "essence" over the
land, when it is applied for that jjurpose, which
the greater part of it should be, in my opinion, if

there is extent enouph of grass-land or seeds to

receive it. As to the mode of applying it, I would
remark, that a good deal will dei>end upon the
state of the weather. In a showery season, h may
be pumped out of the tank, and at once carried to

the land; but after a long continuance of dry

weather, it will be necessary to supply some water
to dilute it, as it is quite possible to put it on too

strong. I have myself done this more than once.

To meet this requirement, there must be a con-
nection, by means of a sough, between the com-
mon spring-water pump and the tank or cistern.

The period for applying the liquid may comprise
all the winter months, avoiding wet weather when
it can be done. During the spring and summer
months, it should be constantly thrown upon the

heap of compost, which ought, for that purpose,

to be placed as near the tank as possible. If this

compost consist, as it ought to do, of all the refuse

substances which 1 have before mentioned, by
moistening it well as often as there is any liquid

to throw over it, and by repeatedly turning it over,

so as to exjjose every part to the action of the air,

the seeds which may be in it will all or most of

them vegetate, and instead of filling a farm full of

rubbish, as they too often do when the chaff is

blown into the fold-yard, they will decompose and
serve the purpose of |)roducing, not " seed after

their kind,'' as in the other case, but something
better than themselves. A good deal of care will

obviously be required to bring all such seeds

within the action of the sun and air; but there is

no difficulty in the matter which close attention to

these directions will not overcome.
Where a farm is of sufficient size, a tank should

be built of brick, and either lined with cement, or

the mortar which is used should be made of such
lime as has a tendency to set hard. Into this

tank Jthere should be put a pump, having its spout

at such an elevation that a water-cart may conve-

Tiiently go underneath it, by which means the pro-

cess of emptying it will be reduced to the capabili-

ties of a boy of twelve or fourteen years of age.

The building of this tank properly belongs to

the landlord, and there cannot be a doubt but it is

the interest of all landlords to provide tanks for

their tenants ; but where the latter may fail in an
application to their landlords for this purpose, I

would strongly advise the tenants to build for

themselves, as the cost is really as nothing to the

benefit. Should they continue their occuiiations,

they will very soon be re-imbursed ; and if they

quit they may safely leave the question of com-
pensation to their referees. But where expense is

an object, and when the subsoil is an impervious
clay, it will be sufficient to dig a reservoir ; and
by fastening the sides and ends with piles so as to

keep them from falling in, this will, for a time at

least, answer all the purposes of the other. In any
case, much care should be bestowed in the selection

of the place or situation for the tank. In the cases

last supposed the principal point will be, to fix it

where, by means of a scoop, the " essence" may be

at once thrown upon the compost heap, inasmuch
as, where it may not be thought worth while to build

a tank, it will not be deemed advisable to set up a
water-cart. On sand land there is nothing for it

but to build the tank as I have recommended, else

all the essence would escape through the open
strata below.

I will not conclude this part of my subject

without a more particular reference to the value
of the tank. It would be imi)0S8ible for me, in

this address, without compUtely exhausting your
patience, to detail to you a hundredth j)art of the
advantages which you would derive from duly
economizing, that invaluable liquid which, in more
than fifteen cases out of every twenty, is now ab-

solutely lost to you. Almost every fold-yard is
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now so constructed as to purposely afford as ready
means of exit as possible for tluit which forms one

of the very staple constituents of good fold-yard
manure'. In general, all the rain that falls within
the area of the yards, and all that which descends
upon the buildings, together with a large proi)or-

tion of the urine of the animals wLiicli are kept
within them, are industriously hurried off, carrying

away also the finer particles of the maninc, into

the nearest ditch, to be seen or heard of no more.

And all this waste goes on, in order that the yards

may be sufficiently dry and comfortable for the

stock ! It is not possible for one to help blushing

for the ignorance which perpetuates this cardinal

error! this grievous mistake ! And who is there

who does not sec that the tanlt supplies a remedy
for this mighty raiscliibf ? Permit me then, gen-
tlemen, respectfully to entreat that you \vill, all

and each of you, immedintely set about building

one for each of your farm-steads, and thus wipe
asvay at once the disgrace which attaches to the

carrying on of the ruinous practice which at

present obtains. I could tell you of the extensive

benefit which has followed the practice which I

recommend, upon farms which have come under
my own eye, upon the estate of a gentleman in a
nei^jhbouring county, w hose agent I was ; but
time will not permit. I shall, therefore, only say

generally, that as far as my observation has ex-
tended, all who have properly carried out the plan

have come forward to advocate it ; and those

whose observation has been most accurate, aud
whose experiments have been most numerous,
have been its warmest advocates. My own indi-

vidual opinion is, that, so far from any farm being

without a tanh, not even a cottage ought to be with-

out one; but some simple contrivance, which
ingenuity will be at no loss to devise, ought to be
resorted to, by means of which every drop of

liquid which possesses a particle of the manuring
quality should be collected, and put on the farm
or the garden. This will appear the more im-
portant and desirable, in proportion as the value

of liquid manure becomes better known.
It is calculated by Liebig that every pint of urine

would produce a pound of wheat ; and that every
pound of ammonia which evaporates from an over-
heated manure heap, or runs off in the form of a

liquid from below, is equivalent to a loss of (JOlbs. of

corn. I have myself, for many years, applied liquid

manure to grass, both pasture and meadow ; and
have seen it on good land increase the produce very
much, and on inferior land it Las done mora—it has

greatly improved the character of the herbage

—

and in both cases it has quickened the growth so

much as to make it considerably earlier in the spring.

I have seen it applied to a crop of seeds w hich it

very much benefited, even on good Innd, on which
its effects to a yard were most manifest in the crop
which was produced two years after, viz,, a crop of
beans. I have no doubt but it would be equally

beneficial to any other crop were it tried, but I leave
that point to time and further experiments.
The quantity of liquid sufficient for an acre may

be put atl,500 gallons, or thereabouts ; and if grass
land be treated with this quantity two or three times
in a season, it will well pay for it. The size of a

tank for a farm of 200 acres would not be far wrong
if it were made 7 ft. long, 4^ ft. wide, and .5 ft. deep.
I believe this would hold about 2,700 gallons, and
would therefore be nearly sudicient for two acres.
The cost of such a tank as I have described, with a
pump and a water cart, would be from \2l. to 15/.j

but it must be well understood that, to do this, all

the materials must be procured at the lowest rate
possible. I am quite aware that the water cnrt
alone would cost the money, if due regard to economy
were not paid in the construction of it; but that it

may be done I thus show: viz. the bricks and
brickwork and the lime or cement of the tank,

£3. lOs. ; the covering forit, I5s. ; the pump and
fixing, £.5. ; the barrel, a pair of old wheels and
shafts, and the workmanship for the water cart,

£4. 10s.: in all, £i:<. 15s. At a trifling outlay
like this, part of which ought to be borne by
the landlord, a considerable extent of ground, if

grass, may be [)ermanently improved every year ;

and, if arable, the crops may be greatly increased,
and that from a source and by means which at pre-
sent are wantonly neglected and wasted. Aslsliall
have occasion again to refer to ])oints closely con-
nected with the value of the liquid, I shall only add
in this place a recommendation to those who may
have tanks, frequently to throw into them a portion
of common salt, which will have an important efl'ect

in retaining the volatile salts which will be gene-
rated during tlie process of fermentation.

Gentlemen, I trust that you will bear with me in
what lam about to say— that you will attribute any
warmth of expression which you may hear, to my
anxious advocacy of the rights and claims of the
hitherto neglected and unjustly treated dunghill. I

must then, in commencing this the second part of
of my subject— viz., as to the best way of managing
your manure when it is made— at once, and without
the least hesitation, pronounce the present practice
of must farmers to be extensively mischievous, and
inexpressibly absurd. These are strong assertions,
gentlemen, but I will not stop without proving tliem
to be true. Is it not right, I ask you, thus to charac-
terize a practice which allows the essence, the most
valuable portion of your fold-yard manure, to escape
from the hea])s whicli are thrown up, into the near-
est ditch , and from thence into the brooks and rivers,

where it is for ever lost, and does nobody any good ?

That it does so escape in numberlessinstances.noone
present will deny ; that it never ought to do, I hope to

prove, by showing that it forms a most essential at-

tribute in the comjiosition of a good manure heap. Is

it not right, I ag;iin ask, thus to speak of a practice
which does all that can be done to facilitate the escape
of the volatile portions of the matuire heap, instead
of trying every means that scientific skill could devise
in order to keep them ?

It might have been thought sufficient that every
practical farmer must have had before his eyes
almost daily, during the whole term of his farming
life, the most palpable proof of the great value to
vegetation of \.\\e essence oi which I am speaking;
for there are few farmsteads without some sort of
drainage to them : and there are not many cases
where the essence does not overflow a grip, or in

some way or other, without the assistance or even
the leave of man, give the most convincing evidence
that it is all-powerful in quickening the growth of
plants. Not only, however, has this evidence been
resisted or overlooked, but other facts have spoken
as strongly and have not been heard, or, if heard,
have not been regarded. In fact, whatever the evi-

dence may have been, it has, in a large majority of
instances, been alinost if not altogether slighted, even
uj) to the present time. I offer further proof of the

total want of thought and consideration, wliich ap-
plies to the conduct of most farmers upon this sub-
ject.

Manure heaps have been carried, are now every
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day being earned, and still will be carried, in

spite of all that can be said about it, into

fields were they are likely to be wanted ; and it is

more than probable that a jilace will be found for

thcifl in a corner, having a convenient slope towards

a ditch, into whicti, as I said before, all the easence

inustrun; and these heaps, when lead out again, will

frequently be found to have lost nearly half their

weight, and more than half their bulk. But mark
well, gentlemen, this eftect, disastrous as it is, has

not been brought about without some trouble and
expense. Oh no, the farmer has been obliged to

give the manure a turning or two, in order to accele-

rate and increase the mischief. Let me pause here

and ask you gentlemen, what has become of the dif-

ference'! If you know no more about it than that it

really has gone off; nay, more, if you do not know
from actual experiment—which lam quite sure you
do not—that wliat remains is so much better from
being divested of something it contained before,

which would have been pernicious to vegetation, you
must admit that I have proved the absurdity of your
present plan, asfaraslhavecorrectlydescribedit,and
that it is high time you began to make some inquiry

into the matter ; and if you should ever beconvinced,
by any process of reasoning, or by the evidence of

facts which you can no longer resist, that you have,

by the way in which you have managed your ma-
nure, actually lost the better half of it, you cannot

fail to condemn yourselves because you did not long

ago adopt a different practice.

But, gentlemen, it is not only by allowing the

essence to escape that you suffer loss: a very seri-

ous injury arises to the manure heap, when unpro-
tected, from evaporation. You will all have seen

hundreds of times, the smoke rising from a manure
heap which has recently been either first carried

out or turned over. And v^hat is this steam that

thus flies off, and so powerfully salutes your sense of

smelling, even sometimes at a distance of half a

mile from the spot where the ruinous process is

going on ? What is it that thus impregnates the

air with a strong efHuvium 1 Why, gentlemen, it is

proved, beyond the possibility of disiuite, that this

also is the very best part of the manure. Observe,
I do not mean to say that no one will dispute it ; oh
no, for it is true in these cases, as it is in many
others,

" Convince a man against his will,

And he'll remain a doubter still."

That will not alter the fact, however—and a fact it is,

though all men deny it ; a fact as clearly and satisfac-

torily established as that two and two make four.

Let me endeavour, as strongly. as I can, to show
this. Hitherto I have purposely avoided perplex-
ing either you or myself by the employment of high
sounding technical words and phrases. I have en-
deavoured to confine myself to a plain and familiar
style of address, which I have thought would be more
agreeable to you than the use of scientific language.
I shall still do so, always choosingsuch terms as are
best understood by us all, when they will express my
meaning as well as any other ; but upon this part of

my subject I shall necessarily have to employ some
of those terms which belong to the science of agri-

cultural chemistry, without which it woidd be im-
possible fully to enter into the matter. Before pro-
ceeding any further, however, 1 must most unequi-
vocally declare to you that I am not myself a practi-

cal cheirdst ; nay, moro, that I am unable myself
either to conduct or very clearly to explain those im-
portant processes by which scientific men are enabled

to draw dirKCt and positive and unerring conclusions,

affecting your interests most closely. All I pretend

to is, that I have read extensively on the subject, and

have narrowly watched what has been going on ; and

although I am not, as 1 have just said, at all compe-

tent to prove, as some would do, by experiments ex-

hibited before you, the truth of the principles and

views which I advocate, I no moie hold myself at

liberty to doubt their truth than I do to oppose my
own feeble conjectures on the subject of astronomy,

to the sublime theory which has been laid down by
the immortal Newton. I say again, then, that the

smoke which is seen to escape from a manureheapin
a state of fermentation, consists of certain gaseous

matter, which is evolved or set at liberty during

that process ; and which is well known, by those who
are versed in this highly interesting and, to every

farmer, most important science, to constitute the vi-

tal principle of the manure heap ; in fact, the gases

which are thus dispersed in the air are clearly proved

to enter into the structure of all plants, aiul to be ab-

solutely necessary to their existence. Why, then,

should they be allowed to escape?

In some cases fermentation is carried on to such
an extent, and is rendered so complete by turning the

manure, and by long exposure to atmospheric in-

fluences, that the whole, or nearly the whole, of the

eleraentaoy principles useful to vegetation of ndiich the

heap was originally composed, are set at liberty, and
either fly off by evaporation, or run off below; and about
one-fourth at most, it has been calculated, of the origi-

nal essential material is left to be spread on the field.

There may, and probably will, in appearance be
much more, but it is of comparatively little value;
the real manure is gone, and what remains is little

betterjtban a mass of unputrefied rubbish; what little

value it does possess consists of the alkaline matter
which it contains. But let it not be supposed, from
what has here been said, that I am opposed to any de-

gree of fermentation ; nothing of the kind : what 1 am
opposed to is, the total absence of calculation and
forethought which may be said to apply to the pre-
sent practice of most farmers. It is quite clear to the

man of science, and particularly to the scientific far-

mer, that in no branch of farming economy is a greater

need of reform than in this. It is asserted by one of
the greatest chemists of modern times, that the dead
loss, as I have before endeavoured to show, from the

present modes of managing fold-yard manure, is not
less than from two-thirds to one-half of the value of
the whole ; and as the annual value of the manure con-
sumed in Great Britaiu and Ireland is laid at the

gross sum of thirty millions sterling, we may form
some idea of the saving that might be effected were
the whole process conducted on sound and scientific

principles.

Great numbers of experiments have been made of

the comparative effect of fold-yard manure when
highly fermented, and when unfermented or but
slightly so, and the most satisfactory proof can be
adduced of the superiority of the latter. We have the
testimony of Sir Humphrey Uavy, among scientific

men, given in language as strong as could be em-
ployed, that, by throwing the dung of the fold-yard
together in one general mass, the fermentation which,
as a natural consequence, is kept up, has the effect of
exhausting and dispersing in the atmosphere the
gases of which it is composed ; and which, he snys,

are the only valuable properties of the manure. Hav-
ing, then, such evidence as this, and having also

infallible proofs, from chemical analysis, both of the

constituents of manures and of plants—condemning
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the present practice as to the inan<i£;;enit'nt and appli-

cation of manure— 1 do hope tliat I sliall he excused
by the gentlemen who hear me, even for reiterating as

I have done, over and over again, tlie same truths in

their ears ; and I further hope that, if any of you
stand convicted in your own eyes, of having in time
past, proceeded exactly in theold way, without bestow-
ing one single thought on the question, whether or not

there is a better to be found, you will now set about
the inquiry in good earnest.

At present, no rule that can be safely relied on,

as of universal application, can be laid down to fix

the degree of ferrocntation which may be allowed
;

but without attempting to settle the point, it will not
be too much to assert that it should in most cases

be decided with reference to three things: viz., first,

the texture of the soil—that is, whether it be clay

land, a loamy soil, or of light sandy quality ; secondly,
the nature of the plants to be giown •, and thirdly,

the time of its application. As clay soils, for instance,

are more tenacious of moisture, or unfriable than
others, tbey are greatly benefited by being rendered
more incobesive and porous ; and, consequently, ma-
nure may be applied to them which is much less de-
composed than for light land, and that simply because
the undecomposed fibre of the straw will naturally

separate the closely-adhering particles of the soil.

On the other band, rotten dung has a tendency to

make sand land firmer and more solid ; an advantage
1

not to be overlooked by the occupier of land of this

description. Again—some plants seem to thrive bet-

ter with fresh dung than others do. This is the case
' as to potatoes ; but all the small seeds, such as clo-

ver, &c., dec, which are extremely tender in the

early stage of their growth, require to be pushed for-

ward into luxuriant vegetation by very short dung,
the organic matter of which will be at the time of
applying it, easily rendered soluble, and therefore fit

for food for the young plant.

MISCELLANEOUS MATTER.— EXPERI-
MENTS.—ANSWERS AND QUERIES.

Sir,—As a subscriber, and also attentive reader

of your instructive iNIagazine, may I venture to

hope, through your means and that of somp of your
correspondents, for information upon some parti-

cular points: and, being somewhat of an experi-

mentalist myself, I shall at all times be willing to

communicate the results, if likely to be of service,

though upon this head I would venture to remark,

that in all such cases the informant caimot be too

explicit in stating, not merely the result of bis ex-

periment, whatever it be, but also all concomi-
tant circumstances, such as the soil itself, its situa-

tion, condition, and nature ; for I fear that there is

a constant misapplication of theory, and total or

partial failure in practice, from want of a due un-
derstanding or analysalion of the soil itself: for we
all know that what will answer for one sort of soil

may be a failure on another. And this is confirmed
by what I have read in the No. for this month of

January, page 28. And in the seventh line of page
29, will be found the best answer to a " Worcester-
shire Farmer's" enquiry, page 86 ; who, if he can
procure gypsum near home, had perhaps better top-

dress his seed land with it, and if not sufficient, sow
it by hand again upon them the beginning of April.

Now that agriculturalists are becoming more alive

to the importance and value of applying the princi-

ples of chemistry iu their systems of management,
l)articuiarly in making experiments for them-
selves, I believe much (lisapi)ointment and waste of
time and money might be saved by getting some
trustworthy practitioner or professor to analyse the
soil of some part or parts of the farm iu the first in-
stance, if intending to adopt some different system
of culture. In my farm, for instance, I have no-
thing but fair good land, yet varying from sandy
loam to the stiffcst clay ; and looking at the care-
fully drawn tables of the constituents as well as
products of soils, does it not stand to reason that
difierent modes of tillage should be consulted, and
one's judgment aided by analysis of the soil : in
fact, tlic detail of experiments, from the commence-
ment to the result, cannot be too particular;
nevertheless, if all wellwishers and contributors
have not time to be thus communicative, it would
be a great boon to the improved and improving
science of agriculture, and in the fullest sense, pro
bo)>o publico, if such a man as Mr. Morton of the
Whitfield farm, or other talented or even pains-
taking agriculturalist, would devote an tiour or two
some winter's evening to communicate their good
or bad opinion on the difierent points of practice,

particularly in the results of experiments with ma-
nures, both foreign and home-made ; for instance,
I am not at all satisfied, nor do others write with
any confidence as to the ulterior benefits from tije

application of guano—I mean in the 7icxt crop—or
whether it be not merely forcing like nitrate of soda
for the first or present growing crop ; whereas, we
know that good comj)osts and good yard manure
have virtues which will shew themselves in a
second and third year. Last spring, after testing the
goodness of some guano with a little lime, I dressed
a portion of a field with it for turnips after the rate

of only IJ cwt. to the acre, being all I had for it,

sown by hand, then harrowed previously to sowing
the turnips, though my firming man had very little

faith in it compared with a good ripe compost of
bones and ashes from couch and rubbish allowed
him for the remainder of the field ; and yet he ad-
mits that the guano turnips always kept the lead in

the top ; and being now compared, after being
topped and tailed, shew equal quantities for equal
lengths of row gathered separately. The land was
of good loaining quality, rather high ground, upon
a substratum of coarse, rough, stony, dry earth,

rather gravelly in its nature but close. I should
have stated that besides the drilling in of the com-
post the other jiart of the field had had a moderate
quantity of fold manure worked in. \Vhat may be
the condition of the next corn crop upon each part

of this fifld, I should be glad if possible to anticipate

from the experience of some obliging correspondent.
I had tried some guano upon meadow land, but I

think there had not been a sufficient quantity ap-
plied. Of finely powdered gyj)sum, sown by hand
on a calm damp morning the beginning of April,

upon dry old meadow land, after the rate of six

bushels per acre, the result was certainly more
bloom and luxuriance of the clover (mostly red clo-

ver) and some little increase of the meadow, but
none perceptible in the after-math. A portion of
the same field being dressed with nitrate of soda,

after the rate of 140 lbs. to the acre, it soon made
that spot clearly distinguishable both in colour and
quantity of crop, with a little improvement in

the after-math also ; but I do 7iof anticipate perma-
nent benefit visible next summer, as I do from
another part of the same field dressed with good lime

and soil compost. As to the operation of lime there
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Las been, and I think still is, much contrariety of

opinion, some even contending that it hardens

vegclable fibre; whcrens, the generally received

opinion, and certainly mine from actual experiment,

is, thai it dops act heneficially in composts, decom-

poses vcgcrablo matter, and in due time mellows a

heup, and fits it for the apiilication to, and nutriment

of, another crop : for instance, I had (thanks to my
l)redecessor) to collect from one field a large heap

of couch or twitch and various weeds, which laying

many weeks were turned and seemed as far from

decay ns ever, and being things very tenacious of

life, soon presented a fine verdant cover; I then

had them turned and well mixed with newly slaked

lime about harvest time, life has ai)peared quite ex-

tinct, and tlie Leap has become (juite mellow and
tender; and, instead of that heap i)eing reduced by

fire to a single load of asLes, I have a good large

heap of excellent lime compost, almost fit now for

any crop that would benefit by it.

In answer to a question of Mr. Franlilen of the

Swansea Farmers' Club, there is no better or easier

test of the'goodness of guano than in any little

deep vessel to put a very little, and nearly as much
of good fresh slaked lime, a little water to them and

shake them well, and if good guano, the fumes of

ammonia rising would save any delicate lady the

trouble (if in the country) of sending for a more ex-

pensive bottle of smelling salts.

Another much mooted point, and which is of great

importance in the judicious management or making
of manure, is the fixing of the ammonia, whether by
occasional sprinkling of salt or other means. Of
course, upon strictly correct chemical principles,

gypsum will be the best application, if easily to be

procured ; but after the able article before alluded

to, in pages 28 and 29 of the No. for January, I need

say nothing, except that any clear instruction and

information, particularly any definite result made
knovv'n tbrough a valuable and widely circulated

publication like this Magazine, may be more acces-

sible, and more eagerly studied by a great portion

of ])ractical men than tbe more formidable scientific

books of a Davy or a Liebig. From some cxiieri-

enceof my own, I am satisfied of the good effect of

applying soil or even road scrapings, and I not only

cover over a good midden with soil from hedge

sides or road sides, or even scrapings, whereby the

escape of ammonia is prevented, but 1 even mix
some portions of it in the formation of the heap,

whereby a too violent fermentation is prevented and
the decay more eft'ectual. Occasionally a thin coat

of such soil is given in my fold yard over the accu-

mulating litter, though Avith the spoutings of the

roofs (any yard always having enough of moisture

from above it) I have still a drainage from the pui--

posehj dished shape of the yard to a reservoir out-

side the wall, where the liquor is ladled upon a heap
of compost or collection of odds and ends, to which
fresh matter is constantly being added, sometimes

a little manure also, and wliich heap, last October,

was in as fine a condition for drilling with wheat as

I should ever wish to possess. The chaflf and waste

from the barn, after being picked thoroughly over by

pigs and fowls, and led away carefully for a detached

heap, the manure heap in the fold yard may be

greatly and beneficially increased by starting the

first covering of the empty yard with a good coat

either of dead gra?s, rubbish from hedge sides, or

any other dry vegetable matter whatsoever, and
soon afterwards a covering of soil or scrai)ings

which will absorb some of the future supply of

xirine, and there may, with great advantage, be

occasionally brought in and spread a cover of ma-
nure from the horse stable. And on the improve-

ment by proper and liberal feeding of the stock, see

page 18 of the January No. If a cover of soil be

given before the yard is once littered over, it is apt

to set or bind too solid to the bottom and interfere

with the slope for the drainage. Dunghills away
from the yard should he placed, if possible, upon
some level and shady place; and if, besides being

level, there should be a substratum of clay which
would prevent the waste of any drainage— all the

better. But to return to the ammonia and the pre-

servation of it. J/" salt (as argued by some) be suffi-

ciently cff'ective, it is tolerably easy to be procured,

and worth the expense. It is unfortunate when
doctors d lifer ; the patient will lose confidence. It

is lamentable after good muck is made, to see the

great waste by laying it on grass lands in heaps, or

spread, and leaving it to dry in the wind, cold, and
heat, and waste its sweetness on the desert air, when
many a pound's worth of benefit might be saved to

the farmer and added to his crop by refraining from
laying it on in cold blowing weather, long before

nature prompts the herb to shoot into active life,

and absorb (if I may so say) this accession of nutri-

ment; whereas,by laying it on later in the spring (if

spring), and when the falling of the barometer per-

haps indicates the approach of rain, and getting a

little additional force to spread it all at once, and
brush it ia the very same day or hour (all the better

if the rain catches the people in the act), the benefit

would be incalculably increased. It may be said

that many farmers could not afford the extra ex-

pense of this extra force, but let them ask them-
selves whether they ought to grudge say one pound
for extra labour, when by the loss on the manure as

above, double that amount may be lost in the crop

itself. Of course, with ripe compost of lime and
soil, the reasoning does not hold, but I would re-

commend that the lime in such heaps never be laid

in layers in the first instance, nor so covered up in

the lumps as brought from the kiln, for a great part

of them will either not fall, for want of either actual

moisture or contact with the atmosphere, or if they
do fall (as the expression is) the heap, when turned,

will discover layers or cakes of carbonate of lime,

which forming moist if not hard lumps, do not get

so intimately mixed with the soil as lime should be,

and which, I am satisfied, will pay or compensate
for an additional pair of hands in the very first for-

mation of the heap to mix the whole more tho-

roughly. If pond or ditch mud be very moist and
rich, I should recommend its being mixed with even
j)Oor soil or r( ad scrapings at the same time that

fresh slaked lime is added and thoroughly mixed in,

and then, after laying say six weeks or more, it will

turn over again with shovel in fine condition.

I'his present No. for January contains an answer
to an enquiry last month, as to the potatoes for

feeding i)igs. The enquirer will no doubt see the

j)assage near the commencement of page 18 of the

January No. I do not think the public generally

will agree with our amusing horticultural as well as

political writer, Cobbett, in his abuse of potatoes,

concluding with merely calling them tolerable food

for pigs. I lately met with an article treating of

(he Guernsey practice of feeding pigs on parsnips,

that it was the most fattening food possible, by no
means to be boiled nor steamed, but given to the

animals raw and earthy. Parsnips arc raised

like carrots, and will bear intense frost and even
improve thereby, unpullcd up. Moreover, variety

'

must be pleasing to a pig as well as a christian, „
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though good mc;il makes a pig despise some otber
things before relished. Pcihnps some experienced
correspondent can say whether it is more fittening

for [ligs to have their food actually fermented, as 1

have known recorainended, and whether the vinous
or acetous fermentation, and yet wliere the feeding

of stock is on a large scale the cooking is always in

progress and therefore fresh ; and, what is of great

importance, can be given warm. Probably the sort

of potato signifies very little, provided it be well

grown and in good condition ; and by all means
give them to pigs and oil other cattle not raw, but
steamed, there being an extract from or near the

rind, which an exj)urienced chemist will tell you,
m;d<es the liquor in which potatoes are boiled deci-

dedly pernicious, and in some degree poisonous; and
steaming is a very easy and simple ])rocess. I, last

winter.found my workinghorses very fond of steamed
potatoes mixed with some crushed corn, and it kept
them in capital working condition. It is otherwise
as to steaming some watery roots, such as turnips

in particular. With regard to the growing of pota-

toes, though there is a useful article on the subject

in this January No. of this magazine, I will shortly
state the result of some experiments upon good
loamy soil, about an acre and a half in a field of
four. The Irish Reds (a large coarse potato;
were the most productive with fold yard manure)
Cheshire Whites (a good table potato) the next ; but
tsvo rows done with a compost of soot and soil

mixed a full week, though of excellent odoriferous
quality, disappointed me in the produce ; and the
adjoining rows, with gypsum placed upon every set,

still more so ; however, the latter mentioned rows,
with soot and gypsum, were perhai)s somewhat
shaded by the hedge adjoining on the south, and
deserve a better trial

;
good soot, if possible nn-

adulterated, being, as we all know, a very j)owerful

manure, from the ammoniacal salts it contains. With
reference to the subject of feeding stock, perhaps
some one of the numerous readers of this ma-
gazine will be able to speak from experience ; whe-
ther it is true, as supposed by some, that hay which
has been salted in the stack tends to make milch
cows go dry, and how does this act; for though hay
possesses, we are informed, a larger proportion of
saline matter than other dried fodder, yet it surely
(even ia hay salted in the stack) cannot prevail to

the excess that is considered by some to have in-

jured live stock having free access to salt left out
for them.
By reason of this publication being a monthly

one, and the next expected No. bringing us fast on
towards spring sowings of various sorts, I would,
before concluding, like to ask information from
some one (if possible one who has tried the crop)
as to the easiest and best mode of sowing carrots,

the land a sandy loam now in due prejiaration, and
intended to be ridged for sowing.' And whether
any insirument or machine work is preferable to

hand sowing; the seed, in any case, by reason of its

roughness, being well rubbed in dry sand ?

No doubt some of the above remarks are familiar
to, and in actual practice by some who may possibly
cast their eye over them, but there are hundreds
who greatly neglect points worthy of attention, of
which they think lightly or care tor very little, but
which attention might greatly benefit their courses
of husbandry and the produce ; such, for instance,
as the oftmentioned management of manures,
which can never be too much impressed upon
all agriculturalists, for it must be obvious to
every thinking man, that the greater the quan-
tity of manure made on a farm, the better and

more productive will be the condition of it, and
the greater the [jroducc the more live stock
can the farmer keep if ha chooses, and the more he
docs keep, if with gooil convenience of folding and
housing, the greater will be the accumulation of
manure again. The modern manures, natural and
artificial, are not to be despised as helps and addi-
tions, where manure may not be in sufficient abun-
dance ; but, when we all know that yood farm-yard
manin-e cannot bo excelled, nor, I niay say, even
equalled, by reason of its containing all the essen-
tials for the culture of every sjjecies of farm pro-
duce, it must obviously (notwithstanding that che-
mistry, geology, and botany are good councillors)
be the farmer's best friend, and his friendly "al-
ways at home,'' worthy of esteem and cultivation.

Yorkshire, Jaimary H'^th, 1844.

FARMERS' CLUB HOUSE,
NEW BRIDGE STREET, LONDON.

At the monthly meeting of the Committee held

here, on Monday, the 8th inst., present—W. Shaw,
in the chair ; W. Purser, Tliomas Knight, and Henry
Price ; the following additional nrembers were elected :

Lord Viscount Torrington, Yoles-court; .Sir R. B.
Vaughan, Dolgelly; W. P. Wood, Chelmsford ; Thos.
Abbott, Aylesford ; J. Ylew, Catterick, York ; Wm.
Bushell, Wmgham, Kent ; \^'m. Verrall, Lewes ; W^m.
Rogers, Bedford ; J. Turnley, Bedford ; J. Plowman,
Oxford ; E. Hopkins, Alresford ; F. H. Brockman,
Hythe ; Thos. Mount, Hythe ; T. Elman, Bedinghara;

Wm. Shaw, jun., Northampton; R. Brice, Bridge,

near Canterbury; Jabez Hare, 10, Nelson-square
;

Chas. Murton, Sittingbourne ; E. W. Moore, Coles-

hill ; Richard Garrett, Saxmundham ; J. Grant, Stam-
ford ; Fras. Rotch, New York ; Heniy Muggeridge,
Blackfriars ; Henry Gray, Blackfriars ; T. H. Burrel,

Chelmsford ; T. W. Crook, Chelmsford ; J. Emery,
Petersfield; A. A. W. Gale, Shepton Mallet; G.
Burtt, DuiT\-eston; T. Lovell, Winwick Warren;
Henry Paget, Birstal ; Edward Muggeridge, Blackfriars

;

Jas. Vallance, Hurst-per-Point ; Robert Crosse, Stam-
ford-street; R. Brearey, Derby; W. Hezeltine, Broad-
street ; T. Staff, Stamford -street ; Thos. Paris, Green-
wood; J. Harris, S]n-ingf\eld, near Bedford ; Francis

Vigors, 3, Frederick-place ; J. Skilbeck, Hull ; J.

Wood, York ; J. S. Wliitten, Coventry ; W^m. Lyall,

Esq., Cotton's Wharf.
The followmg newsi)ajiers and periodical publications

will be found in the reading room :

—

London Daily Papers :—The Times, The Moru-
uig Chronicle, The Standard, Tlie Globe.

London Weekly Papers :—Mark-Lane Express,
Bell's Weekly Messenger, Farmer's Journal.

Country Newspapers : — Essex Standard,

Leicester Journal, Northampton Herald, Herts Re-
former and Advertiser, Cambridge Chronicle, Cam-
bridge Independent Press, Exeter Flying Post, Glou-
cestershire Chronicle, Wiltshire Independent, Lincoln-
shire Chronicle, Essex Herald, Maidstone Gazette,

Cambridge Advertiser, Hampshire Advertiser, Oxford
Chronicle, Berkshire Chronicle, Midland Counties

Herald, Worcestershire Chronicle, Maidstone Journal,

Northampton Mercury, Worcestershire Journal, Bristol

Mirror, Bristol Mercury, Worcestershire Guardian.

Periodical Publications.—The Journal of the

Royal Agricviltural Society of England, The Highland

Society's Magazine, The Farmer's Magazine, The
British Farmer's Magazine, and Tlie Labourer's Friend

Magazine.
All the agricultural and country papers are filed for

the use of members.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, LEASES,

GAME, &c.

Tlie following Speech was delivered by W. Richard-

son, Elsq., Great Limber, Lincolnshire, one of the

Judges at the Rutland Agricultur;il Show, held at

Oakham, on \Vednesday, the iyth November, 1843,

io reply to the toast of " The Judges."

In consequence of the absence of Mr. Chamberlain
and the diffidence of my friend Air. Parkinson, the

duty devolves upon me of acknowledging the com-
pliment you have thought proper to pay the judges,

and to return our thanks to the honourable gentleman
in tbe chair for the handsome manner in which he has

alluded to our services on belialf of ibis society.

He has very properlv told you that the ofHce of

judge is at all times an unthankful one, and very often

disagreeable ; and so I have sometimes found it, for

sentiments were occasionally uttered by the unsuc-
cessful competitors which were anything but agreeable

to those who officiated in that arduous capacity.

We, however, have performed our duties to the best

of our power and ability, and, although we may not

have given general satisfaction, still, if we have acted

in a manner to deserve the encomiums which have
been paid us, every exertion on our part is amply
repaid The honourable gentleman in the chair has

told you that he did not intend to expatiate u|ion the

merits of the animals which have been exhibited, as

that is more peculiarly the province of the judges.

I, therefore, take this opportunity of stating, tliat,

although in some cases there was a deficiency in

numbers, the quality was exceedingly good. Classes
J, 2, 3, 4, o, 8, 11, and 14, are deserving of great

commendation, and, altogether, the show has reflected

credit upon the county of Rutland, and would have
proved honourable to any county in the kingdom.

( Cheers.) I entirely agree in tbe sentiments ex-
pressed with regard to the utility and importance of
agricultural societies, and it, has always been my
opinion that much benefit would accrue from the

formation of associaiions like the present. A great

improvement has of late taken place in the breed of

stock, and opportunities are now afforded of bringing

together the landlord, tenant, and labourer, and
thereby shewing the latter that, whilst the idle and
vicious are discountenanced, tbe honest, sober, and
industrious labourer will always meet with that due
reward to which he is so fully entitled. I now wish to

make a few remarks ii;;oD some obseivaticns which
have been made, upon Tarious occasions, by landed
])roprietors. I feel the liveliest interest in every-
thing relative to agriculture : 1 ain myself a tenant

fanner, and it gives me pleasure when I hear, from
the owners of land, anything which can he considered
beioficial to those in the same station as myself.
^'ome landlords, in addressing public assemblies like

fho jirescnt, have recommended the occupiers of their

lands to marl, drain, clay, to use artificial manures, to

bring science to bear uj)on agriculture, to increase

(he produce of the land, and at the same time to di-

minish tbe cost of production. Some have also

(h clared that the lands of England were not properly
cultivated, and that, in consequence of the bad state

of cultivation, the outcry was now made by the

Anti-Corn-Law League. At those meetings where
such sentiments were uttered, some tenant farmer
ought to have arisen and told them that they had ex-
pended their private capital in improving their firms,

and that it was ungenerous of landlords now to charge

them with a dereliction of duty [Mr, Heathcote here

asked Mr. Richardson to whom his observations par-

ticularly applied.] Mr. Richardson continued—I was
speaking generally : my remarks were not intended

to apply to any one present. I have always avoided

jiersonalities, and j hope I always shall. (Brain, and

hvul cheers.) These, gentlemen, are the remarks

that have been made by many landlords respecting

the occupiers of the soil, and I think it would have

been much better if they had come forward and said

—

"You have effected great improvements in agriculture,

by marling, by under-draining, and by the use of the

various artificial manures, recommended by men of

science—we know that the improvements which have

been made have been attended with great expense to

you, therefore we will assist you, not only by a reduc-

tion of lent, hut you may depend upon it, if you can

convince us that you have effected these improvements

out of your capital, and not from the profits of your
farms, you shall be reimbursed by us." (I.oud cheers.)

These remarks would tend to produce that confi-

dence, of which so much has been said, between

landlord and tenant. I differ from Mr. Heathcote,

who iias told you that in Scotland leases were
required to bring the waste lands into cultivation.

[Mr. Heathcote :—I beg your pardon— I said, when
the landlord had not sufficient capital.] Mr. Rich-

ardson :— I misunderstood Mr. Heathcote. I should

wish to know why leases were more required by
the tenant farmers in Scotland than in England

—

perhaps the reason given bv Mr. Heathcote may carry

with it some force; but I would ask, is it not a posi-

tive fact, that a great part of Lincolnshire was formerly

a fruitless waste, and has it not been redeemed and

brought into a state of the richest verdure, by the in-

dustry, the skill, the enterprise and energy of the

tenant farmer? (Loud and continued cheering.) I

have the honour and happiness to live under an

airiiable nobleman and a truly kind and generous

landlord, whose farms have been brought into their

present high state of cultivation without the aid of

leases ; therefore, I am of opinion, where confidence

does exist [Mr. Healy :—Ah! there's the point.]

between landlord and tenant, there is no occasion for

leases or parchments. There is one other subject

only, which has been introduced, to which I would
briefly allude, if I am not trespassing too long upon
your attention

—

(Cries of go on, go oi)—it is the

subject of hares and rabbits. If there was one
sentence in the Sjieech of Sir R. Peel, at Tamworth,
more v^'orthy of attention than another, it was that

where he said tliat he would not allow his tenants to

be annoyed by hares and rabbits ; that he w'ould kill

the bares in moderation, and destroy all the rabbits.

\Vhere men have cultivated their land at great labour

and cost, was it not a shame that the produce should
be thus eaten away by those obnoxious vermin, rab-

bits ? Wherever there is an excess of game, lands

ought to be set apart entirely from them. Let tbe

landlords kfe[) their game, and the tenants their corn
to themselves, and let them feed the population of

this country at the least possible expense. I beg to

apologise for trespassing upon your time. (Cries of
no )io, go on.) I shall now conclude by proposing
a toast which has been put into my hands, viz.,

—

"The Vice-Presidents of the Society." I understand
they support this association by their liberal sub-
scriptions— I wish they would support it by their

personal attendance. I much regret that so few are

present ; I think that the time of the absentees could

not have been much better occupied than in as-

asociating, upon these occasions, with the yeomanry
of the county of Rutland. (^Loud and long-continued

cheering.)
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DESCT^TPTIOxN OF 3IR. ALFAANDER'S J)l{AI.\J.\a PLOUGH.

The liiijh importance of tlioroiigh-draiiiinc;, and
the great extent to \vl)icli it is now being carried,
together with the heavy ex[)cnse attending tlie

operation, are producing constant calls for amelio-
ration in tlie latter point. The casting or ojiening
of ilie ground for the formation of the drain,
thongh not the heaviest item in the list of expenses,
forms yet a sufficiently forniida'ile item to call for

reduction. This oi)eration has, for tlie most part,

been, and in numerous localities must continue to

be, an operation wiih the sjiade; but numerous at-

tempts liave from time to time been made to bring
it more under mechanical influence, and for this

purpose the plough, under a variety of shapes, has

been frijd wi;Ii more or less of success. Seeing
that no implement hitherto brought out for this
purpose had possessed all the requisite advantages
that were desired, and that a general desire still

prevailed for an instrument of the kind, the So-
ciety offered a iiremium which appeared adequate
to bring out the energies of practical men towards
the attainment of this object ; the result of which
has been the production of the plough now to be
described, and which seems to possess, in the
opinion of practical farmers, a greater amount of
cai)ability for jierforming the operation required
than any implement hitherto adopted.

Fig. 2.

This plough, or rather ploughs, are represented
above, ant] are described in general terms by
Mr. Alexander himself in the following words :

—

"This jilough was first brought into operation in

December, 1840 ; since then I have drained upon
my own farm about 70 Scotch acres, and likewise
above 200 acres to neighbours and others

; per-
forming, in general, the opening or casting out the
drains, .'50 feet apart, over one Scotch acre per
hour; the depth varying according to the nature
of the ground, but averaging about two feet two
inches. The operation is most advantageously
eflectcd by using two such ploughs—a leader and
follower: the first taking out a depth of sixteen to
eighteen inches, with a width of seventeen inches
at top and seven inches at bottom ; the second,
or finishing plough, takes out the remaining
depth of eight to ten inches, giving to the cut a
width of five inches only at bottom, and without
producing any change in the surface width. The
earthy matters lifted in this second operation are
laid on the surface, on that side of the cut oppo-
site to where the products of the first furrow had
been laid; and the cut is thus finished, with the

exception of the cleaner or scoop being passed

along the bottom before the tiles or drain-stones

are laid on. Though I have here described two
ploughs as being reqtiired to complete the cut for

a drain, either of those described may be used

alone to finish a cut, by changing the sock and
niou'd-board ; and in using the plough in this

way, it is propir to go over a half or a day's work
with the plough under ihe Jirst form, and then to

change the irons to the second, or finishing form,

completing those cuts that have already got the

first turn, before the plough is again altered to the

^first state. In practice, however, I prefer a

plough of each kind complete, which allows the

work to proceed more uniformly, and without the

loss of time to man and horse.
" By removing tlie mould-boards and other out-

standing attachments, these imi)lemciits can he

employed as subsoil ploughs ; and though tlicy

have hitherto bern principally used for cutting

drains in strong and deep clay lands, ihcy havo

also been succcs'-fully employed in dry Jicld land,

where the soil was free of large stones. The

weight of each plough is about five hundred-
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v.fi:,'lit, mul tlio I'iicili/. ; hut, with tlic additioiKil

iin.iiM-l)',);ii<i iiiiil luouiiliiig lur luakinij the second

cut, a single pimigh amounts to about 11/.

"in coinp-.uing the expense of culling chains

l)y this im])lcinci)t and by the spndc, it we take

land that has li;id thu drains laid in at fifteen feet

separate, which gives 44 cliains of drain to the

imperial acre, the price for cutting drains, of 2(!

inches average depth, with the spade, may be

stated at (i.id. per imperial chain, or 23s. per acre

iicarlj'. The expense of cutting out drains with

my ploughs—which, with ten horses, are capnble

of finishing the drain-cuts of half a Scotch acre

Ijcr hour, or of half iin imperial acre in 48 minutes

nearly, and equal to six and a (quarter acres per

day of ten hours—taking the expense of ten

hours, together with men, at ol. lbs. per day, gives

the expense per acre 12s. ; showing a diftV:rence in

favour of the plough of lis., being a saving of

nearly one- half the expense of cutting the drains.
" It will be seen that the principle of these im-

plements lies in their cutting the furrow or drain

on both sides with coulters, and gradually ele-

vating the earth so cut and loosened upon the in-

clined plane of the mould-board, until it is thrown
off by the latter, and deposited on the surface by

the side of the drain.

"The implements have been in competition at

several drain-ploughing niatclics, where they car-

ried the first prizes ; and I beg to submit herewith

a number of certificates bearing upon the merits of

the ])loughs.* Perhaps it may not be out of place

for me to state that they have also been recently

introduced into England and Ireland, and in both

cases with entire satisfaction."'

In further describing these ploughs of Rlr.

Alexander, there remains to be pointed out, that fig.

1 is an elevation of the first or leading plougli ; and,

as will be seen from inspection, the slieleton or

frame of the implement is very similar to the sub-

soil-plough. The beam, which is twelve feet in

length from a to b, has a depth in the body parts

of four and a half inches, and about two inches in

breadth, tapering from the coulter forward to a,

and from the body-frame backward to b, to about
three by one and a half, and two by one inch re-

spectively. The handles, c c, add three feet more
to the length of the plough, or fifteen feet in all.

The main coulter, d, is inserted at two feet nine

inches from the point of the beam, and from that

to the hind part of the body the distance is two
feet eight inches. The length of the sole, in-

cluding the sock, is three feet six inclies ; and,

when the plough is resting- on the sole, the height

of the beam at the coulter-box is two feet nine
inches ; and at the point of the beam, and also at

the lowest part of the body, it is two feet five

inches, the height of the handles being four feet

eight inches. 'J'he body, on the land side, from the
coulter, d, to the hind part, is a uniform pigin sur-
face, lying in the plane of the beFim ; the sole-shoe
and sock arc similar to those of the subsoil-plough,
but here, in the leader, the breadth of the sock is

seven inches. The mould-board, e, which springs
from the back of the coulter, d, extends backward

* It Las been considered unnecessary to publish
the certificates, bi.t they are all expressed in terms
of commendation of the plough.

and upward to a kn:^lii of six feet IVoni llie point

of the sock ; its height at the hind part, Iroin the

sole line to the lower edge at /, is 21 inches, and
its height, from / to e, 22 niches. The mould-

board is not twisted as in the common plough, but

simply bent into the curve exhibited in the figure.

The fiauncl), which, together with the sock, form the

inclined plane, i f, is a flat plate attached to tbc

lower edge of the mould-board ; serving, on the one

side, to carry up tiic furrow-slice, and on the other

to support and strengthen the mould-board, which

is further attained l)y the stays, k k. The angle-

plate, I, is inserted in the angle of the mould-hoard

flaunch, and is worked to a concavity suited to as-

sist in turning out the slice taken up by the and

plough. The second coulter, m, which cuts the

right hand side of tbc drain, has its point inserted

into the feather of the sock as a support to its

point, while the head is sustained by the stays, n,

at a width of about twenty inches from the land

side of the beam. In working this plough, it is

held with a slight inclination to landward.

Fig. 2 is an elevation of the furrow side of the

body of the second or finishing plough, the tail of

the beam and the handles being cut off. In con-

struction, it differs from the first in nothing ex-

cept the mould-board. In this, the mould-board

is seven feet long, from the point of the sock, i,

to the extremity, e; its height above the sole-line,

to the lower edge, /, is two feet nine inches, and

from / to e eighteen inches. The flaunch, forming

the inclined plane, is only four inches broad,

while in the first it is eight inches, and the angle-

plate, I, is left out. The sock, in fig. 3, is reduced

to live inches in breadth over the feather, and the

coulter, vt, is set at the same width below— five

inches; while its distance from the land side of

the beam above is sixteen inches, that this part

may pass freely through the former cut. The co-

nical roller, o, is also an appendage of the second

jilough, to serve the purpose of keeping the beam
more steady when working at this great depth

;

the roller may be of wood, and about twelve inches

diameter at the base, its height being nine or ten

inches. The vertical axis, on which the roller

turns, has its upper end fitted to slide right or left

on a horizontal arm, which is attached to the

beam, and is fixed at any point of the arm by a

pinching screw.

Fig. 4 is a side view of the great master-tree,

which is immediately yoked to the plough ; and to

this again is attached the greater and lesser main
and common- trees, tiy which ten or twelve horses

may be yoked. This great master-tree is twelve

feet long; in the middle it measures ten inches by
four inches, and it is furnished at each end with

the skid-blocks, a a ; these, resting on the ground,
form a sledge, upon which the tree travels over
the ground.

Fig. 5 is an end view of the tree and skid, b

being a section of the end of the tree, ard a the

skid, which is about two feet long, twelve inches
high, and four inches thick, is well supported by
iron stays to the tree, and the outward lesser

master-trees arc hooked to the skids at c, while
the centre one is hooked to the tree at d, opposite

to the point of attachment to the plough.

—

Journal

of the Highland AfjricuUural Society.
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ALEXANDER'S DRAIN PLOUGH,

Mode of yoking with twelve horses.

Fig. 1. Airanaemeut of horses for the first cut or furrow.

Pig. 2. Arrangement of horses for the seconfl cut. The earth having- been thrown out witli the first
cut, prevents the horses walking so close to the drain in taking the second, and on that account a different
arrangement is rcfiuired.

N.B. When ten horses are used, six arc placed next the plough, three on each side ; and four in front,
two on each side; and, in this case no alteration of their order is required in taking tlie second cut, as being-
fewer they have room enough to walk clear of the earth thrown out.

iQ
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THE CURRENCY.

Sir,— In September last a memorial was drawn
up, and read before a large assembly at H udders-

field, i)iirportiiig to be presented to her Majesty,

for the protection of labour. In making a few
remarks on this memorial, in the ''Ten Towns
Alessenger," I vetitured the assertion that, for la-

bour to have its just rights, we must cither have
a sufficiency of valid currency in circulation duly

to represent it, or have no currency at all ; and
thus for labour to represent itself. I will now
endeavour to advance proof to support the asser-

tion.

It has long been the prevailing oi)inion of many,
that our ])resent defective and deficient paper
currency is the cause of most of our commercial
and operative distress, and of very much of our
social disquietude also ; to which opinion I have
long since unreservedly subscribed. We will sup-

pose a wheat grower, cattle feeder, &c., a spinner,

weaver, builder, tailor, &c., &c., to form a com-
munity. No doubt can be experienced but such a

community might not only live, but get licli, by
exchanging the produce of each other's labour,

without the interventiim of money. As labour is

the source of all wealth, whatever labour was per-

formed more than the current demands of such a

society required, would be real riciies or labour

stored, in the shape of cattle, grain, yarn, cloth,

houses, clothes, &c., &c., for future want. A
community of men, have what money they may,
without labour, cannot possibly supply current

wants, neither create further accumulation of

riches. Money appears to me more a representa-

tive of riches tiian riches itself. Be this as it

may, property and labour are each essential to the

other, more {>articularly in a civilized community,
where the productions of nature are stimulated

by art; for, however the property and labour
may be concentrated, as in the case of the wheat-
grower, spinner, tailor, &c., in one and tlie same
person in such a community, wc still find them
essentially necessary to each other; tor without
property, in tiie sbape of bread, corn, houses,
clothes, &c., to support, clothe, and shelter the

laborirer during seed-time, growth of plants, har-
vest, while furnishing materials for building, cloth

for clothing, &c., the labourer could not exist;

neither without labour could the land be tilled,

building materials prepared and used, &c. Yet in

all this, money is not indispensably requisite, and
its real character may be shown more in the light

of an article of convenience than of necessity;

therefore, there certainly must be something very,

very wrong, where an article of mere convenience
is allowed to interfere with the comfortable sub-
sistence of those who produce this money and
every other commodity, or the real wealth of
which money is now made the representative, and
thus " rob the labourer of his hire."

Is or is not tliis laniontably too much the case
in this nation ? I will maintain that it is, and that

common ju>tice to the labourer, and common pru-
dence in the property owner, demands an altera-

tion. As the whole of a community, supplying it

own real wants, must rely upon the agriculturist

for subsistence ; so must the agriculturist depend
upon the miner, manufacturer, and trader, for

artificial wants requiring skill and division of la-

bour in their jiroduction. I'lius arc mutual benefits

derived from agriculture, manufactures, and
conuncicc : and that man who thinks by injuring

the one to benefit the other, must be void of re-

flection ; or if from individual interest he strives to

sever these bonds of concord, he can be no patriot,

but a base traitor to his country. In all this no
money is of necessity required. For so many bushels

of wheat or other grain, so many cattle or sheep,

or so much manufactured goods, taking so much
skill, labour, and attention to produce them, may,
without the intervention of money, be exchanged
for any other product requiring an equivalent

amount of skill, labour, and attention tor their

production ; but no man fur a moment will dis-

pute the great convenience of money, in making
these cxclianges, over the primitive mode of bar-

tering goods for goods in the ordinary transactions

of life ; and as there is as much labour condensed
in gold and silver, Sec, which constitutes their in-

trinsic worth—as much so, as in every other jiro-

du€tof labour—it only comes to this consideration,

whether a sufficient amount of these, duly to re-

present the labour of the country and sui)port a

just deninnd n|)on the labour maiket, are attain-

able. Through the agency of money a nearer

approximation to fractional value may be ob-

tained ; and every person in civilized society is

willing to receive sterling money in lieu of any
other article he may have to dispose of, as it

serves him as a depository of condensed labour,

to lay by for future want ; whereas any other pro-

duct of labour cannot ahvays command a cus-

tomer. On the oiher hand, a man having money,
knowing it to be always marketable ibr any
commodity in the market, is less disposed to part

with it than he would be with any produce of his

own labour, except when his interest or necessity

led him to do so. The grower of wheat, &c., hav-

ing more produce than he requires, and knowing
it to be a damageable article, were there no money,
may be disjiosed to exchange it for some article of

manufacture that was not liable to damage : thus

the manui'acturer gets the wheat which he wants.,

and disposes of his manufacture which he does

not want ; the farmer gets out of grain which he

does not want, but is damageable, for manufac-
tures tliat he does nut want, still that are not da-

mageable. Hence we see the real use of foreign

trade, to take off the surplus produce of riches,

whether of grain, raw material, or manufactured

goods. Then it may be asked, if, by and by,

tiie agriculturists arc supplied with all, and more
than all, the manufactures they require, and a

foreign market cannot be found to take the sur-

plus, how must the manufacturer fare? Why,
very much better than he does now with a re-

stricted currency.

In a civilized community, where division of la-

bour is extensively carried out, artificial wants, to

some extent, must abound ; consequently, wear

and tear of manufactures, as well as consumption
of food. Still, if the whole wants of society

came to require but four or bix hours per day to

supply their wants and repair their waste, the la-

bourers generally could be called upon to woik
but four or six hours per day, did labour repre-

sent itself. It could not be, as it now is, accu-

mulated, and accumulating stock, reducing wages,

and thus coinpelling tlie labourer to produce more
of tiiat which society cannot use, to make u|) in

increased quantity of work for the loss he sustains

in diminished wages; and thus perpetuate his

own poverty. Tlic same ruinous system pervades

the mercantile community, as well as the opera-

tive; indeed, the whole of productive industry suffers
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from it, WbGrcas, ilid the liiboisr and skill of one

man represent the labour and skill of any other

man, so much of either as would snpply the natu-

ral re(iuirenients of society would he called forth ;

but uo farther—that is, of necessity. Without
money, great masses of wealth niav be accumu-
lated ; hut the accumulation would be voluntary,

and not compulsory, on the part of the pioduccrs.

Immense masses of individuals could uot he

crowded together, as now is the case; and nothing

but idleness, improvidence, or calamities uncon-

trollable by man himself, could cause the dis-

tresses of poverty now experienced by not only

individuals, but by far the greater portion of

the largest section of English society. Thus to

lue it ajipears self-evident, that the oi)oiative ])or-

tiou of society would, under the priisiitive but in-

convenient mode of simple barter, be found in an
incomparably better social position without any
money at all, than with money insufficient in

amount to cause that equitable demand u])on the

labour market that would secure to labour its just

reward, yet sufficient in amount to take those ad-

vantages of the labouring rr.an's necessities that

will keep the general rate of wages at starvation

point. No man in sane mind would recommend
such a retrograde movement as returning to pri-

mitive barter ; but every man of honest principle

would, I should think, wish to see sound prin-

ciples of integrity, and strict laws of eciuity, pro-

moted and secured between man ami man ; and
this certainly cannot be, if we have any money at

all, unless we have a sufficiency to represent the

industry of the nation, or so much as this indus-

try can call into circulation and duly paid for.

Coin of sterling worth is not attainable to a

sufficient amount, or this is the most desirable of

all money; but I conceive that a government
paper currency, secured upon real, immoveable
property, is attainable to any required amount, if

productive industry can pay a small government
tax, and in addition a moderate rate of interest to

induce proprietors of such property to give security

in trust to the government, for the public, that

the tax shall be paid, and the currency redeemed
when no longer required, thus giving it per-

fect validity. This is a currency that never has
been adopted on such a footing ; and did our legis-

lators permit it, and the productive industry of the

country could not or would not avail themselves of

it, then could we uot blame the Government. Free

trade we surely shall have, for abstractedly the

principle is sound ; but free trade, with so restricted

a currency and so heavy a load of taxation, will, I

am very fearful, press sorely upon operative indus-
try. I am aware specious arguments are advanced
to prove that free trade, with our present restricted

currency and immense taxes, will improve the la-

bouring man's position; it cannot be so, I am much
afraid. And, poor fellow ! to make his condition
worse, would be bad indeed; and this to enrich a
few individuals already too wealthy. But with an
extension ef valid currency to such amount as pos-
sessors of real property could secure and render
valid, and productive industry could pay for, our
great minister may safely untrammel the trade of
this great nation, as the taxes—great and burthen-
some as they are, with our present scanty supply of
money to represent our astonishing industiy

—

would then be little felt, and less thought of; and
such a government valid currency would bear no
more comparison to the vile trash Sir Robert Peel's
Wise, just, and prudent measure of 1819 threw out

of oir('ul:iti(m, than do sovereigns hrnr to counterfeit

coins; neither would .Sir Robert be tlio least incou-

sislent with his own legislation of 18U>, in aihnit-

tiuii" such well-secured constitutional currency into

circulation. As a matter of finance, it coidd not be

surpassed in principle ; for should it be to the in-

terest of society to call it into circulation, the tax

paid will be a voluntary tax, and, rely upon it, to no
small amount ; whereas, should the industry of the

country prove inadetptate to the payment, we arc

but as we now arc. I'ew men are unwilling to have

a power vested in them, if the using of that power
depends entirely on their own will, and when
neither the laws of honour nor any sense of duty

urge them to employ it. And this would be the

exact position of our landed proprietors, were Sir

i^obert Peel to bring forward a currency measure

of government paper, to be secured on real pro-

perty, paying a tax of—say, 1 per cent half-yearly.

I am a Whig, certainly, if any political bias

sways my nuud ; still, I do not think a more pru-

dent, honest statesman exists than Sir Robert Peel

;

and of this nothing can bear stronger proof than

that some or other of his measures have given of-

fence to some of all parties—from Ultra Tory to

Ultra-Radical. And I am firmly convinced, if

any influential body of men could prove to Sir

Robert Peel that a government paper currency

—

bearing a tax, and secured upon real property

—

would be productive of national good, that he would

not turn a rleaf ear to them. But what could be

expected from him but the sensible remarks he

made when a paper currency was proposed to him,

to be secured upon—what do you think ?—why
the national solvency, not on the terra firma of the

nation? Can we wonder that he descanted upon

the ideal unit .' His ideas must have been led into

an ideal course, surely.

Tlie farther an adequate supply of valid currency

to represent the industry of the people is departed

from, until we arrive at no currency at all, the

farther are the rights of labour from being duly

maintained in a dense population of civilized so-

ciety ; but where this point of adequateness maybe,
no "human legislator can determine. But this is

pretty clear as regards the labourer— surpassing it

with a valid currency cannot possibly injure him.

But this cannot be for long ; for were more money,

bearing a tax, brought into circulation than the in-

dustry of the country could profitably employ, and

consequently pay for, the tax must inevitably force

such surplus out of circulation. Before we can be

overburdened with money, the unjust credit system

must be much curtailed; and this common justice

much demands. To reflect upon its evils, would be

to enter upon the whole catalogue of social misery

in some shape or other. We may therefore con-

clude that, if society is permitted to have as much
constitutional valid currency as they can call into

circulation and pay for, this is the point of

supply most nearly to be approximated ; and that

the legislator who brings forward such a measure

will be a blessing to his country generally, but to

productive industry particularly. For want of such

a valid currency (and there are but few nations o^"

the earth where the government, the habits of the

people, the condensed gold value of the land, and

its circumscribed limits can admit of it^, a paper

currency— secured upon mere personal, or credit

credit without property, and a demoralizing credit

system also—has been run into by England, to the

great injury of productive industry. Now, bad as

this system is, there would not, 1 think, need any
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compulsory legislative measures lo cause its abnu-

(Joniuent ; but merely tlio peimissiou of a more v.ijiil

couslitiitional currency to talie its place, if society

should give it the pr(>ferenee. And I Lave no more
hesitation in supposing such would be tlic case, and
that our present paper money, and much of our

credit system, would die a natural death, than that

travelling by stage-coaches has given way to the

more desirable mode of travelling by railway trains.

That England has arrived at a high pitch of national

wealth anJ grandeur, of individual riches and splen-

dour, under our present system, no rational man
will deny ; but can such a man—if he have any

feelings of sympathy in his composition—bo blind to

the mass of misery, toil, and privation, on vvliich

this superb superstructure has been raised ? Surely
not. It is a known and admitted fact that, as the

currency has expanded or contracted as to general

circulation, so has the prosperity or adversity of

productive industry been realized. If the trash of

the period during the suspension of cash payment
by the Bank gave such a spur lo industry, what
may we not expect from so valid, so efficient, so
constitutional a currency as would be a government
paper secured upon real property? We should not,

with such a steady supply, be periodically elevated
and depressed, as the case now is, to suit the interest

and convenience of a few bank directors. Productive
industry could then furnish itself, at all times, with
a wholesome steady supply of valid currency to

such amount as it could profitably employ, and con-
sequently duly pay for ; instead of which, we now
have iieriodical expansions and contractions, liishly

prejudicial to the more steady and respectable por-
tion of the mercantile and manufacturing sections of
society ; and the labourer is bandied about between
extreme labour — accompanied too frequently by
great profligacy—and want of employment, bringing
in its train all the erils of idleness, misery, and
want. This ought not to be, it must not be ; it

cannot be, and England long maintain that state of
social tranquillity every well regulated mind must
earnestly wish to secure to his country. The conse-
quence of money being scarce amongst the productive
classes of society, is a diminished demand upon the
labour market. This, ©f couise, is a check to im-
provement, and to increase of wealth ; not only so,
but leaves many that would be honest labourers
to pine in want, if not by want driven to evil courses
their more natural and better feelings would lead them
to abhor.

This ought not to be, so long as an acre of uncul-
tivated but improvable land remains to England,
the value of which would give to the public"valid
security for a constitutional currency wherewith to
pay the labourer for its improvement, and recom-
pense the proprietor for calling it into circulation;
moreover, with so condensed a population as Eng-
land now has, no man ought to be permitted to let
Lis land lie waste, if parties could be found willing
to cultivate the same, on paying a rent to the pro-
prietor for a term of years eq'uivalent to its worth in
its unimproved state. If labour is not made the
direct representative or measure of labour, without
the intervention of money, no income should i)e de-
rived from money but through the intervention of the
labour market. I do not mean to say that no man
should live upon the interest of his money without
labouring himself. No, no! This would not bo
lair play towards the moneyed man; for certainly he
has as much right lo live upon the interest of
money he lends to another, as the man who
lends the produce of his labour, in the shape of

a house, or goods of any sort, has a right to pay-

ment for their use. What 1 mean is, that no income
should be extracted from the earnings of the

labourer, when the capital from which this income
is derived is not employed iu the labour market

;

thus could a sufficiency of constitutional money,
secured upon real property and bearing a tax, be
introduced into the labour market, which tax would
jjrove sufficient, gradually but surely, to pay off

the national debt. Such amount of debt so paid off

must gradually, but surely, go into the labour mar-
ket, if income is to be derived therefrom ; for, under
a gradual payment of the national debt, money
woidd be compelled to seek this source, or the

owners thereof must use the principal, and this

comes to the same, ultimately, but more slowly;

and thus the adetjuate point as to amount of cur-

rent circulation M'ould be more nearly approximated.
Turn and twist the subject of currency, as con-

nected with the rights of labour, by whatever
stibtle arguiucnts we may, to support different

classes and different interests, the main point for

productive industry to look at, is to see that there

is a sufficiency of valid money— mind, valid money
—either of intrinsic worth or secured upon real

properly, duly to represent tlie industry and ex-

changes of society, and cause that just demand
upon the labour market which will insure to the

labourer the maximum amount of wages the

country can advantageously pay. The oi^erative

class is too numerous a portioir of society, in a con-
densed population like ours, ever to obtain exor-

bitant wages ; luoreover, riches have, and ever will

have {lower, and were wages here to become un-
reasonable, the competition of foreign labour would
soon restore an equilibrium. We may hence con-
cliule that payment of the debt, the interest of

which extracts income from the labour market
without placing principal therein ; the reduction
of unnecessary public expenditure, which has a
similar tendency ; and providing a sufficiency of

valid currency duly to represent our industry-—are
the principal questions for legislatorial considera-

tion, and all of which come immediately within

the true province of government ; and not only by
equitable administration thereon will the rights of

labour be restored and maintained, but the rights

of property aud national tranquility also will be

secured thereby. Post dated bills as extension of

credit, and even commercial regulation as now in

use, may continue under an improved and more just

inoney system until they make their exit naturally
;

for as they have been accepted of from necessity, they

will as siu'cly be rejected when the need for them
is removed. So soon as it was evident that any
man of industry, prudence, and integrity, may ob-

tain a valid currency sufHcient to carry on his legi-

timate enterprisis in trade, no man, iu a very short

time, would be deemed fit for trade who required

post dated paper, or extendfltfl credit, or promissory

notes, wherewith to carry on his trade, that is, for

his general mercantile transactions, from which
such almost countless millions have been lost to

the industrious classes of society, and thus protec-

tion to meicautile property would in great measure
be established.

No man will, I suppose, assert that too much
gold or, in other words, too much condensed labour

can be laid by, or legitimately procured and intro-

duced amongst any civilized counnnnity ; neither

will he assert that, so long as gold recpures a certain

expenditure of labour to bring a certain qriantity

of it into the market, the price or value of gold
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can, for any lengthened period, be much below
the amount of this labour. There is a wide dif-

ference in crtoct between gold supplied by honest

industry, or surreptitiously, by war, jiiracy, or rob-

bery ; the former is all we ought to iiavc; anything

to do with. The price of gold would and must be
regulated by the amount of labsur required to

bring it to market, be the quantity ever so great;

but were it in excess, in the shape of coin, com-
petition would arise amongst the possessors of this

coin, and reduce the rate of interest to its lowest pos-

sible amount consistent with the insurance for the

risk of lending, if they desired to obtain income

therefrom ; still tliis would be a great desideratum

for the labour market. But gold is not obtainable,

to say nothing of excess, but in any quantity at all

adequate for the requirements of society ; hence the

proposal has arisen of a government jjajier currency,

secured upon real property. I have h(;ard it said

that the amount of this currency wo\ild be so great

that it woidd do away with interest of money alto-

gether : a more unlikely occurrence could not have

been prognosticated. In the first place our coin has

no tax upon it; the government paper currency I

propose would have a two per cent, annual tax to

pay ; also a premium, or license to be paid on its

first issue, and on every transfer of the property

on which it was secured. Then there must be a

something like 2 per cent, for ri^k in lending such
valid money ; for real property is pledged for the

payment of the tax until the proj^erty may be re-

deemed by repayment of the government issue taken

upon it, and to winch it gives such undeniable

validity. I would ask the moneyed nran, now pos-

sessed of gold, if such a system would not secure

to him quite as good an interest as he is now re-

ceiving ? No man can for a moment deny that a

government currency system would lessen the real

securities to be obtainecl by individuals—such must
be satisfied with mere personal security ; but, by
the vile, demoralizing credit and note systems being

superseded by the equitable i)rinciple of barter,

or prompt payments, personal securities would
soon be very different in value to v.'hat they arc

now, under these demoralizing influences which
have so long and so unjustly i)ressed upon the

more prudent portion of tlie mercantile community.
The j)roposed tax and premium must secure to the

present moneyed man 2 per cent, at least, before the
projiosed government currency could enter the

market at all ; and would it be unreasonable to

suppose that persons possessing real property
would saddle upon that property a 2 per cent, per
annum, certain payment, fov less than a clear I

J

or 2 per cent, per annum insurance, for the risk of
so doing ? If they woidd not, then how much worse
off, as to interest for his money, would tlie moneyed
man be than he now is? Tliat an excess of ji(jlil

currency, if it could not rerlnce the laljonr price of
gold, woidd reduce the rate of interest, we have
before seen ; but that any amount of taxed cur-
rency could reduce the interest of untaxed cur-
rency, below the amount of annual tax paid, and
the amount requisite for insurance as a compensa-
tion for risk iu tending, cannot be made ajjparent.
In fact it is impossible, from what would be the na-
ture of such a currency, that such a state of things
could long exist, even were it possible they could
arise to any extent. The tax in such a case must
prevent its being further called into circulation

;

and if in circulation, at depreciated value. Such
depreciation would cause those who could redeem
their pledges with it at full value to purchase it at

the depreciated or current value, and thus relieve

the market, and restore the just equilibrium, and
reduce the amount in circulation to tlivs just point
—the maximum amount that productive industry
could prolitably employ and duly pay for. This
is precisely wluit we want, and what such a govern-
ment paper currency would equitably provide for us,

if labour were to have its just rights and property
its due protection. It is pretty evident that no more
injury or injustice could be iuliieted on society gene-
rally, ov individually, from an adequate supi)ly of
constitutional, valid, pai)er currency, than from an
adequate supi)ly of gold currency; and that, in com-
mon equity, it is due to operative industry that a
sufficiency of currency to represent it duly should
be found, and that of a valid and not of a spurious
character; or, as before shown, labour ought to re-

present itself without the intervention of money at

all. If the foregoing reasoning is correct these are

the conclusions we must arrive at. As society in

England is now constituted, money is of indespensa-
ble necessity in carrying on the transactions of life;

and it is the prescriptive right, and it may be said

the bounden duty of the Government also, if pos-
sible, to furnish an efficient supply of either a valid

paper currency or a currency of intrinsic worth;
which certainly now is very far from being the case,

either in quantity or quality. Tlie deteriorated

quality of much of our present paper money presses

more immediately on the mercantile classes; but its

deficiency in amount presses sorely upon productive

industiy generally, but particularly so on operative

industry, by staying that demand that otherwise

must and would be upon the labour market. Would
to heaven that Sir Robert Peel, with his mental
capability and political influence, would meet the

case and relieve our distresses, and not wait for their

excessive pressure to compel legislatorial enactments

!

His advice, when president at a late large agricultu-

ral meeting, was fraught v/ith good sense and good
feeling; but means are wanting amongst agricultu-

rists generally to beneht from it practically. I have

not the shadow of a doubt upon my mind, that were

Sir Roljert to reason patiently and duly as to the

social advantages and disadvantages that would
arise from a government paper currency, secured

upon real property, that the former (the advantages)

would so preponderate, both in a national and indi-

vidual point of view, that he would be led after-

warils to bestow his most earnest attention to the

sid)ject, and carry out some improved measure there-

on. From the peculiar nature of their property, a

great boon would be offered to our landed aristocracy

on introducing a government currency secured upon
real property ; I)ut it is for our own good (I mean us

of the productive classes) that we would have it

ofiered, and not for theirs only : a great power would

be given into their hands, to use or not at their own
option ; but it would be a power that if used it could

never be long abused, as it would carry with it an

innate corrective principle, a principle that ever must

adhere to it. Therefore I should think any minister

would have a majority of the landed interest in his

favour, were he to advocate such a measure of relief

as it is presumed an extended valid currency would

prove itself to be to productive industry generally
;

indeed to general society, but to o]ierative industry

particidarly. The government itself would be only

trustee and agent in the business, if possessors of real

property were induced to call such money into cir-

culation on payment of a tax ; merely to hold the

wiitings in trust, between the depositor and the

public ; that the tax should be paid, and the validity
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of the paper be secured, and to keep possession of

the money arisini;- froin the tax until ii sufficient

sum was in hand wherewith to make a small divi-

dend upon the national debt, in reduction thereof.

Had we a sufficient, valid, constitutional currency
;

the national debt in progressive liquidation, so that

ultimately all money whence income is derived must,
if the income arises from the labour of England,
have the principal whence it arises engaged in the

English labour market ; the public expenditure kept
as low as may be, consistently willi national integrity,

Jionour, and dignity ; and the price of gold allowed
to fluctuate with other articles of commerce, as it

surely ought to do ; then I think no human legisla-

tion could exceed that of England, as regarded the

just rights of labour and protection of commercial
property. AVe will suppose a case, wherein to show
liow the agricultural labour market would be evi-

dently benefited by the proposed government cur-
rency. A person is possessed of, say 1,000 acres of
waste land, which from want of draining, stocking,
or some other process of agricultui-al labour being
carried into effect upon it, is almost valueless as to

rent to the proprietor, and unproductive to the
labourer as to furnishing him with employment;
still such land in a country teeming with wealth as

England does (but in too circumscribed a section of
society), and with a very limited and not to be ex-
tended surface of land, compared with the immensely
increasing daily population—this 1,000 acres may be
worth in the market 6/. per acre, or G,000/. ; if so,

then a government currency to the amount of
4,000/. may, with the greatest security to the public,

be secured upon it. This would amount to St. per acre
on 500 acres thereof, which would give employment
(after paying the premium or license, say of 2 per
cent., for bringing it into circulation) to 150 men
for one year, at 10s. per week ; and almost any waste
land with 8/. per acre thus laid out upon it, if of
moderate elevation, would be worth 8s. per acre ad-
ditional rent. Thus the 500 acres would command
u rent of 200/. per annum, and hereafter would find
employment for the farmer, and from five to eight
labourers as the case may be. If this supposition
approaches to a probable result, were it reduced
practically, would not a great present, and very con-
siderable permanent demand be made upon the
labour market ? At the same time, the emolument to

the proprietor would be a pure " God-send ;"' for he
would have no unpleasant negotiations as to money,
for by commanding it he would benefit, not only
himself and the labouring poor, but his country also

most extensively, in a physical and financial point of
view. 2 per cent, on 4,000/. would be a voluntary
tax of 80/. per year to the public purse; leaving
120/. per year to the purse of the i)roprietor ; and
still leaving him 500 acres of land in an unimproved
condition, but pledged to the public as giving validity

to the government paper currency, whereby such
permanent good to the country aiul to the indivi-
duals immediately concerned has been wrought. I

do not mean to say that money laid out on hinds
now in cultivation, commanding a fair rent, will

command an increased rent of 5 per cent, for tlie

money laid out in further improvements ; but I do
say that waste lands of moderate staple, now carry-
ing little or no rent to the proprietor, will pay 5 ])er

cent, for bringing them into a state of moderate cul-
tivation, if the money is expended with judgment
and economy. It would be no trifling benefit to the
country to have 500 acres of barren soil rendered
fertile ; its yearly produce enabling the proprietor of
this hitiierto barren laud to expend 120/. per year

more in his own gratification, which perhaps may
lead him to the gradual improvement of the remain-
ing 500 acres, for five to eight of the valuable sons of

toil to have daily subsistence thereon, and thus kept

in their country's service, instead of seeking their

bread in a foreign land, and blessing the same with

the benefit of their labour—and for a farmer and
his family, or peihaps two or three farmers and their

families, to find subsistence thereon : thus, not only

keeping up, but increasinti- the number of this valua-

ble class of our fellow citizens; of whose compara-
tive value the poet seemed well aware, from the

penning of the following lines :—

•

" Princes and lords may flourish or may fade,

A breiith can make them, as a breath has made;
But a bold yeomanry their country's pride.

When once destroyed can rarely be supplied."

To go no further, if there is approximation to truth

in what has been advanced, these are no mean or

trifling considerations for our legislators to look to

in these times of distress and destitution from want
of employment.

Some may say, as many have said, that unemployed
money is in great plenty, at low rate of interest, on
good security. Granted, as a well known fact ; but

it must be under peculiar circumstances, indeed, that

a prudent man dare engage with borrowed money

—

even if he could have it at 2 per cent., but liable to

be called in at the will of the lender—to reclaim

barren lauds, or work permanent improvements on
those now in cultivation ; for the return is sometimes
slow, and his tranquility of mind must under such
circumstances be much disturbed. Thus it appears

that our present money system is a bar to improve-
ment, and consequently to the demand that ought to

be and would be made on the labour market; a bar

to prevent a voluntary tax that would arise from a

government paper currency, secured on real property,

which would amount to a great sum annually, appli-

cable for the reduction of the national debt, an en-

couragement to gambling speculations, over tiadiug,

unbased jjaper, undue competition, and consequent

exploded profits and diminished employment, and
consequent diminished wages ; and numberless other

ills that may be detailed to any length. It is an ad-
mitted mercantile axiom, I believe, that increased

capital leads to diminished profits. So far as un-
reasonable profits go, this is very good ; but real bond

fide capital will never lead to extinction of just pro-

fits: it could not be, for real capitalists would with-

draw from trade under such circumstances ; but now
the wreckless ti'adcr on fictitious capital goes head-
long to ruin, and takes the man of moderate capital

too frequently in his wake. "We may safely conclude

I think, that no amount of government taxed paper
currency, secured upon real property, can do other

than tend to su])port the just, and no more than the

just, rights of labour ; and give to the labourer " that

command over the comforts and conveniences of

life" to which his honest industry so justly entitles

him, and to property its due protection, of which
our present nefarious, and demoralizing money and
credit system have so long, so cruelly, and so un-
justly deprived both. It is the opinion of many re-

flecting men, that with an efficient currency we may
confidently expect general prosperity and accom-
panying contentment, in place of that great com-
mercial and oi)erative distress that has so long

over-shadowed our once prosperous and hapjiy

country ; ami which alone can enable our agricul-

turists to meet the change that must otherwise work
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tlieir ruin, if free trado measures nio forced upon

ministers muler our present restricted eiiiiency and

oppressive weight of indirect taxation.

I remain, sir,

Your obedient servant,

Bncdlc'j, Worccstershh'e. C. V. Hancks.

RICIIMONDSHIRE FARMERS' CLUB.

The following- have been the subjects discussed

durint^ tLe year 1813, and the decisions respectively

recorded thereon :—
On Thursday, the leth of March, the subject was,

" The best melhodofmanagino; Ewes, especially during

the lambing season." Tue Decision—"That at all

seasons of the year, the greatest cnre should be tid^en

that the ewes are depastured upon the soundest land
;

that for a few weeks previous to iho rams being

put amongst tbeni, and during the time that he is

will) then!, they should be extremely well kept;

that, when the flock is extensive and the blood valu-

able, it is desirable to employ a teaser, as by this

means tlie services of the rain may be made more
available (some breeders having used the same ram
successfully for 120 ewes in one season,) and a

betiercropof lamhs is ensured; that at the time of

lambing great attention is necessary, but at the same

time great caution should be used by the shepherd in

rendering any assistance, (upon which point seve-

ral valuable remarks we;e made by the medical men
present;) and that, for the first lew days, shelter is

of much benefit. Quiet and retiied ])astures were

much recommended for them whilst iu lamb, and

bay and corn to be given in preference to turnips as

extra food.'' There Wiis some difference of opinion as to

whether anii eiiia food should be given prior to their

producing their young; but, if any was given, that dry

food was prelerable to green. A very good plan was
suggested bv a member for numhcring the ewes pre-

vious to the ram being used, and having tiie date of

each ewe placed opposite to her No. in a book ; by
which means the flock may be afterwards divided, and

their food given at the discretion of tlie owner. It

was stated that the interval between the ewes being

in use, was from fourteen to seventeen days ; and

that it continued for two days.— Introduced by Mr.
James Bell.

On Thursday, the 18th of April, the subject was,
" 'i'he properties and application of I.ime.'" Upon
lliis subject there was apparently much difference of

0|)iQion, and many contradictory statements were
made by the members present; but which a cliange of

locality, and a better knowledge of cause and effect,

would most probably have cleared up. On the

whole, it seemed to be the general opinion of the

meeting, that by discretion in the time and mnc'c of a])-

plication, and by previously ascertaining the (jualities

of the liiiie, and the wants of the land, to which it is

to be applied, lime raav be used very beneficially as a

fertilizer
; that this information is of the more conse-

<|uence when a])plied to arable land, where very ge-
neral disappointment arises by applying the lime too

near to the imie of sowing. On grass lands the applica-

tion of lime seldom fails in its effect, by improving the
quality of the herbage, if it does not much increase
theqnantity.—Introduced by JMr. T. Sinurtliwaile, of
Holme House.

(Jn 'Ihursday, the 11th day of May, the subject was,
" The best method ofpaying the wages of Agricultural

Labourers." U[)On this subject there was little dis-

cussion ; several stalemenis were made as to the mode
adopted in Scotland, iS:c,, and the meeting then di-
vided upon the (picstion, whether it was desirable to

pay the wages of agricultural labourers partly in

kind or not ; whicli was carried by a majority of ten

to three.—Introduced by Mr. Lister.

On Thursday, the fitii of June, the subject was
"The prevention and treatment of the Foul and Foot-
rot in Cattle or .^heep." The DrcisioN :

•' 'J'hat foot-

rot is in a great measure prevented by not confining
shei'p to ricii,d.mip pastures ; and that a cure is effect-

ed by a free use of the knife, and an application of
nitric acid, antimony, or blue vitriol, diluted with
water." Aperient medicine was recommended, 'i'he

meeting was divided in o|)inion, wiiether lambs or old
Ehee|i were more liable to foot-rot, and it was agreed
that sheep having been once infected, are more liable

to a return of it. In case of foul, it was recommended
to wash the feet affected perfectly clean, and apply
tar and salt, or the anliiiiony, &c., as in cases of foot-

rot.— Introduced by Mr. .1. Fiyer, of Kirby Fleetham.
On Thursday, the Gth of .July, the subject was,

"The best method of making Hay.'' The Dfcision :

" That grass should be cut before the seed is ripe

;

that, if the weather Le fine, it should be strewed im-
mediately—but that it takes less harm in swath in

bad weather ; that on all occasions lap-cocking is re-

commended, and that great care is to be taken in

rr.aking thein hollow in the middle ; that clover
should be rucked, but that it should be lialf-dry

prior to the operation." Hay barns are extensively
used ; in some districts they are recommended, and in

certain localities indispensable.—Introduced by Mr.
Jno. Outhwaite.

On Thursda}', the 10th of August, the subject was,
"The most equitable method ofadjusting Rents, more
especially with reference to the policy of converting a

money into a corn rent, or otherwise." Tlie Deci-
sion—"That a corn rent would be beneficial in this

district," was carried by a show of hands.—Introduced
by Mr. Jaques.
On 'I'hursday, the 5tb of October, the subject

was " The best method of growing Winter Tares,

or other Spring food." Upon this subject
no decision was come to, but several members were
de])uted to make trials of different kinds during the

ensuing season, and report the result to the Society.

—

Introduced bv the Ilev. VV. F. \Vharton.

On Thursday, the 'iiid of November, the subject
was, "The best artificial food for Cattle, in case of a
deficiency in the crop of Turnips." The DnciSjOM :

" Tliat bruised or ground corn, or linseed cake, should
be given with the turnips ; and that the selection of
the article must dejiend materially uj^on the price."

—

Introduced by JMr.T. Smurtliwaite, of Holme House.

On Thursday, the 7tb of Hecember, the subject
was, '' I he best method of managing Farm-yard Ma-
nure."—Tlie DixisioN :

" That, in order to secure the
greatest quantity of this indispensable article to the
farmer, animal and vegetable substances of every
description shall be collected and deposited at the
bottom of the fold-yard, or other proposed situation

for the dung hill ; that the mine and lupiid constantly
escaping from the heaji, if not jMeserved in tanks lor

particular use, should be collected in trenches, or other
temporary contrivances, near to the dung-hill, and
regularly thrown over them. That in leadi.ng out
manure from the folds into the fields, a (doughing
field should he selected for tlio pie ; and if not wan

-

teil for a|i|dication during the sjiacc of three months,
that it be jdaced together in as solid a state as possi-

ble (some gentlemen even recommend carting over
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tbe heap), and covered over witL soil, in order to

keep in the gases and salts, supposed to be the most

valuable portions of the manure. And that, in form-

incc tlie pies or he:ips the manura from the dif-

ferent folds, and from animals living- in dilferiut ways,

should be carefully mixed and blended together.''

—

introduced bv Mr. Turner.

Tbe folio winor is the subject appointed for discus-

sion : on Thursday, the 4th of January :—" Tbe

best method of Shoeing florses." To be introduced

by i\Ir. Lister. 11. M. Jaques,

CliairnTian and Secretary.

ON BRINGING INTO TILLAGE OLD
PASTURE LAND.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE NORTHAMPTON MERCURY.

gijj,^

—
"VVe live in eventful times as farmers, and oiu-

oncupation is now attracting the attention of men in

all grades of society. Time was when every farmer

was allowed to pass on in unobserved silence and se-

clusion ; the responsibilities of the present race of

farmers have greatly increased, and this arises from the

rapid increase of the population, whose wants must be

supplied from the productions of the soil, either from

this or foreign comitries. Hence arises the import-

ance that is nov,' attached to agriculture ; and as much

of human happiness or misery depends upon a supply

of food, it behoves every one engaged in the pursuit,

directly or indirectly, to put forth his best energies for

the accomplishment of this imjiortant object.

\Miile it must be admitted that great improvements

have taken place, still we are behind ; the demand is

greater than the supjjly afforded by our own country.

Allow me, then, through the medium of your valuable

paper (whi(;h is kindly open to scribbling farmers), to

suggest a practice that would, in my humble opinion,

supi)ly tbe wants of all from our ov.n soil, without

being de]icndent upon the foreigner ; namely, to bring

into tillage our second and third class of grass lands.

I shall now venture to give you a few facts resulting

from the practice in cpiestion, without giving the names

of the ))arties. Mr. A. ploughed 28 acres that had

been in pasture seventy years. Tiie first crop ]n-o-

duced nine cpiarters of oats per acre from one plough-

iui;-. It has been occupied as arable land these twenty

years, giving 50 per cent, beyond what it did when in

a grass state. B ploughed up eighteen acres of mixed

soil, part of which never had been brought into tillage
;

bears abundance of crops both of grain and roots, has

been under the ]>lough twelve years, and is now in a

high state of cultivation. C ]iloughed a field,

grazed for a century, of tbe second class.

There have been grain crops ten successive

years without manure (lime excepted), and this

season the wheat croji was so ]n-odigious in straw that

it fell clown from the rains, and was unproductive. D
brought into tillage forty acres of third class land by

paring and burning. Had been in jiasture a century,

growing an inferior herbage. By skilful culture it has

produced forty-four bushels of wheat per acre, and is

now in high condition. 1 might multiply facts of this

kind until they became tedious, but shall leave them

and appeal for their truth to the judgnu'ut of every in-

telligent and practical farmer.

Ts'ot willing to trespass further upon your sjiace and

patience for the jn-esent, on this interesting and im-

portant subject, I beg to subscribe myself—Your

obedient sen'ant, Thos. Underwood.
Hardinyfiton, Dec. 13, 1843.

CORNWALL AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIA-
TION.

Report of an Essay on Sub-soil Ploughing, to which

a Premium was awarded by the Cornwall Agricul-

tural Association, and read at the Annual ]\Ieeting

in December, 1843. By Mr. Peters, Tehidy Farm,
lllogan.

Sun-soiL Ploughing.—In the essay on this sub-

ject, Mr. Peters commences by remarking that in most

of the great and permanent improvements in agricul-

ture, considerable time must elajjse before the full be-

nefits can be derived. It is only by noting the jiro-

gress and devolopment of ariy scheme that we can ar-

rive at that degree of knowledge called experience
;

after which we may lay down as acknowledged truth,

the benefits to be derived, or the period when they will

become tangible.

In the greater part of the county of Cornwall, shal-

low ploughing was all but universal ; sub-soil plough-

ing, therefore, came as a direct innovation here, but

it had also something to recommend it, even to the

advocates of shallow ploughing, as while it broke and
pulverised the sub-soil, it left the same stratum upper-

most.

The frtit object sought to be obtained by the opera-

tion was deejiening the soil ; the second, facilitating

the descent of surface water where the sub-soil was re-

tentive ; and the third, to secure the beneficial influ-

ence of the atmosphere and manure to a greater depth.

The first object is described as mechanical, deepen-

ing the soil so as to remove obstructions for the more
easy and perfect performance of all the operations ne-

cessary to correct cultivation ; and the essay points

out the advantages of this mode of deepening the soil,

over the frequent practice of carrying on earth.
'

' To cover an im})erial acre one inch deep with soil

would require G, 272,G40 cubic inches, or a fraction more
than 134 cubic yards. It is well known that a cubic

yard is a good ('art load, and if brought from any dis-

tance at all, with filling, sjn-eading, &c., would not

cost less than Is. per yard ; this would amount to G/.

14s. 5gd., an expense sufficient to sub-soil plough the

land, and leave more than 5/. to be applied in manure;
this, at the present prices of guano and bone, would
purchase 7 cwt. of the former, or '10 bushels of the

latter, being double the quantities of these manures
applied to an acre, and undoubtedly sufiicient to ma-
nure several inches of sidjsoil."

The second object may also be said to be mechani-

cal ; when the sub-soil is retentive, or when *' a })an or

emit" exists, this does much good, not only by facili-

tating the descent of water, but by equalising the sup-

])ly of moistui-e during drought, not only by ca])illary

attraction, but by allowing the roots of plants to pene-

trate freely below the )iarched surface into a cooler and
damper medium. But besides its mechanical ojiera-

tion, it is intimately connected with and lays the foun-

dation of the third and most inijiortant change, that of

allowing tbe infiuence of the sun and air to penetrate,

and, by the filtration of rain, to make that one of the

most beneficial, which had ]U'eviously been one of the

most detrimental of atmos])heric agencies ; thus pro-

ducing such remarkable changes as are often seen by
the draining and deeji cultivating of land, without any

visible foreign chemit^al agent or re-agent being intro-

duced.

Then follows a detail of a number of exi)eriments

tending to shew tbe advantages of tbe operation on

various soils—on thin soils with open shelfy killas sul)-

soil—on blue and other clay subsoib—on granite soils

when the bottom is retentive—and in cases in which

the actual sub-soil plough had been used, and the soil
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and sub-soil had been deep idoughed u]i by the com-
}iioti jiloiigh and mixed together.

In conclusion, it is stated, " that if the experiments

are not held to prove tlic advantage of sub-soil ])!ough-

ing, they prove that it is not injurious. In no case

where the writer has seen either deep working with the

conimon plough or with the sub-soil plough has it had
the least possible effect; but, on the contrary, the crops

have txirned out beyond his expectation. And if, as

will be conceded, a dee]) soil is better than one of a

contrary character ; and if it be of importance 2/cn7ia-

nenily to improve land, this appears to be one of the

most feasible and necessary preliminary steps. Not
that all land requires such a process ; nor should

a jiractice be condemned from having been tried with-

out jiroducing any good effect where it was absolutely

not needed.
" In regard to the expense of the operation, it may

be slightly different in different soils and situations
;

but where four ordinary horses draw the sub-soil

jilough, with two going before with the common plough,

three-fourths of an acre may be a fair day's work. At
this rate the cost would be per acre

—

One pair of horses and a man I3 day, at 8s. £Qi 10 8

Two ditto and two ditto l.V day, at IGs. 1 14
Tear and wear, say 2 8

£\ 14 8

The land having to be ploughed, at any rate

the single plough ought not to be charged
against the sub-soihng, therefore deduct . . 10 8

Leaving £\ 4

as the additional expense for sub-soiling an acre."

ON THE FORM AND TRUE PRINCI-
PLES OF BREEDING DOMESTICATED
ANIMALS.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Perhaps two more interesting and important
enquiries regarding the successful breeding of stock
have not appeared in print for a considerable time,
than those in the ilf«/'i- Lane E.i press of Dec. 18th,
and the Farmer's Magazine of the same month. " A
Subscriber," in the former, says—" I am desirous of
knowing which are considered the most essential points
in an animal, and what relative proportion do the dif-

ferent points bear to each other?" And "A Young
Farmer," in the latter, enquires—"What are the
ruling principles to be attended to in the breeding of
stock, in order to obtain a stock ofsuperior excellence ?

'

'

And adds,—" That from not being acquainted with the
correct princi])les of breeding, I am at a loss to know
how to ))roceed." According to the knowledge that a
breeder possesses of these two chief pillars of his
undertaking, his success or non-success will depend.
Indeed, so deejily was I impressed with their conse-
quence, that some time ago I addressed a communica-
tion to the Council of the Royal English Agricultural
Society, humbly soliciting it to adopt a.s/r/H(/«/v/ of the
form of animals, and the characteristics of their dif-
ferent breeds, as likely to be a most fruitful medium
of instruction to those interested in the acquirement of
such useful knowledge. From this communication, I
received letters of approval from many leading agricul-
turists in various parts of the kingdom, but the main
difficulty to the adoption of my suggestions, was to
get individuals to perform such an arduous task, so as
to meet with universal approbation. Still, had it been

effected, much and continual good would have resulted
from it. In the absence of such a reference, I should
advise " A Subscriber" assiduously and carefully to
study " Cline on the formation of animals," as con-
taining in its brief pages more useful information than
any other book with which 1 am familiar. There are
many publications on cattle, describhig the form of
animals very minutely iVom head to tail ; and were I to
relate the numerous points which in my estimation are
necessary to constitute jierfection in an animal, it

woidd be of little assistance "to " A Subscriber" in the
prosecution of his object, as I am confident I could
not adequately express my meaning to meet the con-
ception of others, for the presence of an animal is re-
quisite to aid and assist in the conveyance of such in-
struction, which is only to be thoroughly learnt by
practice and experience. Until he has erected a
standard of form in his mind's eye, he cannot test the
merits and shape of stock, or come to any just and
satisfactory conclusions respecting it, nor does he
stand the slightest chance of successfully breeding it.

Frequently do those who are selected as judges differ

in opinion when examining animals for competition,
tliereby showing indisputably the necessity for a model
of perfection to guide their determinations as much as
your " Subscriber," when comparing his short-horned
bulls. Sometimes the points are so nicely balanced as
to render the office, to the very best judges, by no
means pleasant or enviable. Having stated all that
appears likely to be turned to good account by the
" Subscriber" in search after the best model for farm
animals to exhibit, I am naturally led to the solution
of the " Yovmg Farmer's" question, "What are the
ruling principles to be attended to in breeding ? " I

shall assume that he has advanced so far as to have
decided on the form, and other desirable qualities that
he wishes his stock to possess, and to be informed the
best and surest means of transmitting them to their
descendants without deterioration, and if possible with
improvement. In order to eifect this grand deside-
ratum with the greatest certainty, animals of a dis-
tinct family or race must be jirocured, which have
been found to inherit the desired form and qualities,

through a long line of ancestry (and the older the
family pedigree the more surely will they be developed).
Such animals will seldom be found to disappoint the
expectations of the breeder; indeeed, the offspring
may be calculated on with almost mathematical cer-
tainty, and may be so bred, regardless of relationship,
to the end of time. The evils that have been attributed
to breeding from close consanguinity, are piu-ely
imaginary, and have resulted either from selecting
animals with (or predisposed to) hereditary disease, or
the breeder has paid undue attention to some qualities,

and neglected others equally important ; whereas, if

they had received the same care in their preservation,
would have been retained, and even augmented.
To those who may be inclined to doubt or cavil at

these sentiments, 1 beg to intimate that my object is

not public disputation, which I shall studiously avoid.
To such, as well as to those who may agree with me,
should they require further demonstration, I shall be
happy to attend to private communications, and to
show them cattle that have been bred in strict ac-
cordance with the ))rinciples above advocated for nearly
a century—which is the strongest testimony that can
be offered in its favour. Should these remarks prove
of any advantage to either your " Subscriber," or the
" Young Farmer," my object will be fully attained.

I remain, sir, yours obediently,

George Drake.
Manor Farm, East Tytherley, near

Stockbridge, Dec. 29fh, 1843.
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FRAMLINGHAM FARMERS' CLUB.

FouxiTii Report, PKESENTED at tiik General
Meeting, November 7tii, 1843.

Wc have pleasure in laying before our agricultural

friends the following summary of our proceedings

during the past year.

Our earnest endeavour has been to settle upon
more fixed and enlightened principles the disputed

(piestions brought Ijefore ns ; and our future inten-

tion is, faithfully to keep tlie same object in view,

feeling assured tluit we shall thereby secure the con-

tinued support of our brother farmers.

The club reassembled on the 20th December,
1842, and proceeded to discuss " the most advanta-

geous mode of consuming the root crop," and arrived

at the following conclusions :

—

1st, That, as there is but a small proportion of

sheep-feeding land in this district, it would be ad-
visable to ajjply the greater part of the root crop to

the feeding of cattle in yards, beginning first with
common white turnips, after these Swedes, then
white carrots or mangold wurzel, cutting all into

slices, and giving therewith bean or pea-meal.

Tlie next resolution (agreeing with one passed De-
cember, 1841, recommending that some sheep should

be kept even upon our heavy land farms) was to this

effect:—" Tliat a portion of the root crop ought to

be appropriated to the trough-feeding of sheep in

the yard or meadow, during the winter."

Tlie third decision states—" That too much root

is usually devoted to the purpose of feeding milch

cows, and recommends that a smaller quantity of

turnips only should be used for them, a cart-load

per day, as drawn, being sufficient for eight."

Tlie fourth resolution, in order to economize
stover, provides, " That roots may be beneficially

given to cart-horses, at the rate of half a bushel per

day, with cliatf; and a like quantity of corn per

week."
The gentleman who opened the business of the

evening attached much importance to the cultiva-

tion of roots ; accordingly, after calling the atten-

tion of the membeis to Mr. Pusey's recent article ou
the progress of agricultural knowledge, ho said he

believed that the superiority of modern husbandry,
as compared with former practice, was chiefly due
to the attention bestowed upon this department of

farming. As a grazier, he was strongly of opinion

that we ought to endeavour to have a supply of roots

the whole year round. To carry out this suggestion,

he would delay feeding with beet root or white car-

rots until March. The last mentioned root he very

anxiously wished might be more generally introduced

into our rotation, since it would not only prove very
useful as a variety of food, but would likewise pre-
vent the too-frequent repetition of turnips upon the

same land. The nature of the soil in this neighbour-
hood, it seems, has hitherto occasioned the farmer to

doubt the practicability of carrying out these wishes;

but it appears, where tlie experiment has been tried,

it has proved so far successful that several members
were induced to believe that there are many farms
around us capable of growing them to advantage ; a

general trial was therelbre agreed upon, and sweep-
stakes entered into for tlie best specimens to be pro-
duced at the next annual meeting.

It was asserted by one party that there was no
necessity for cutting common turnijjs for bullocks

—

they are so soft as not to need it, and if cut are

likely to be eaten too greedily ; but this opinion, as

the resolution shows, was ultimately overruled.

One member ex))rcssed a doubt whether some of
the manure expended in the cultivation of roots
would not be more profitably employed about our
liay and stover crops. '' Our meadows," said he,
" are too much neglected." He kept cows, and,
conse(juently, considered a plentiful supply of hay
and stover more important than an extra quantity of
roots produced at tlieir expense.

Others acknowledged that too many roots were
given to milch cows, but argued that the breadth of
laud now under corn crops required more manure
than could be obtained without their cultivation.

In proper proportions with other provender, cows
may now be kept with the aid of roots as well as
when more pasture existed, notwithstanding that the
land is chiefly devoted to the production of corn. A
gentleman stated that Swedes given whole would
occasion horses to go blind ; he had known ten or
twelve belonging to one person lose their sight, as
lie believed, from this cause. Another made a
casual remark respecting the effect of red beet root
upon poultry. Hens, he said, were very fond of it,

and had been noticed by two or three persons to lay
more eggs.

January \lth, 184.3. — On "the best Method of
Jilling up a deficient Plant of Wheat.

The annexed questions were put to the meeting:

—

What should be done if the plant is generally de-
ficient to the extent of one-fouith? Answer—Make
no attempt at filling it up.
What if regularly deficient one-half? The same.
And what if only one-fourth of your seed vege-

tate? Plough it up.

Suppose you have a full plant over half the field,

and the rest large patches, cnUrely naked, what
should be done ? Dibble in Talavera wheat in Feb-
i-uary, or early in March ; or, as was thought might
be better, the new April wheat instead.

A strong opinion was entertained that transplant-
ing fi'om those spots which have taken well might
succeed better than any other experiment in the
last-mentioned case. It was calculated that an acre
might be transplanted for 25s.; consequently. If

such a scheme be practicable at all when the land is

wet, half a plant might be made good for 12s. Gd.
The chances of success, it was thought, are far
gieater, and the crop would be sure to ripen altoge-
ther. In spring sowing, it is difficult to cover the
seeds—hence they seldom vegetate ; the farmer con-
sequently loses both his seed and his labour.

Filling up by dibbling or sowing, it was said,
should be commenced early, in order that it may
come to maturity with the rest of the crop, and also
that time may remain for some other course to bo
pursued if necessary. The drill should never be used
for this purpose, as it is apt to root up that which
lias taken; and besides this, v/hen strong land is

wet, drills deposit the seed too deep, and make fur-
rows for the water to lodge in. '1 his last remark ap-
plies to the drilling of wheat on heavy land, at any
time of the year, in very wet seasons ; so that sowing
by hand, if possible following the plough, is best ; or
if the drill be employed, it should be without
coulters. Putting in wheat near before Christmas
was thought to be less likely to succeed than if de-
ferred until February or March.

Sheep-feeding, with repeated harrowings and roll-
ings, wire highly approved in cases of thin plants;
and wlun suffering from wire-worms or slugs, six or
eight bushels of salt per acre may be used likewise
with g( od effect ; if the land will bear, heavy tread-
ing with cattle may also be tried. Ueans and peas
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have brcn tried with pavtiiil success for filling up, as

liavc also oats ; but as these last cannot be separated
from the wheat, merchants will not buy them.

Fcbniarij IWi.—On " The Propriety of j)ayinfj

more Attention to the Drainagefrom our Farm-
yards"

A\"liatever impoitnnce may have been attached to

this subject by agriculturists in other parts of the

kingdom, an observer will readily discover that it

has received but little attention in Ibis county ; the

perfect Indifference with which the drainage from
our cattle yards and our domestic offices is allowed

to run to waste, is everywhere apparent. It may,
however, be somewhat encouraging to reflect that

the greater the amount of waste which has been thus

suHered, the gieater will be the bcnetic attending

more careful management, and greater still the gain

should the doctrines which have been recently pro-
pounded in regard to animal manures succeed in

practice. Assuming that this scarcely admits of a

doubt, the business of the evening was very properly

opened by an analytical explanation of the constitu-

tion of urine. The'changes which spontaneously occur,

as well as some which may be effected by art, being-

illustrated by reference to a table constructed for the

purpose. From the great attention with which this

address was listened to, we may justly conclude that

it was rendered both intelligible and instructive ; and
we doubt not many went home with a clearer con-
ception of the contrivances by which nature makes
the animal and vegetable kingdoms the mutual sup-
port of each other than they had before any idea of.

However desirable such a thing miahtbe, it is indeed
Idle to suppose that a mere lecture upon any parti-

cular branch of chemistry will make chemists of all

Vfha hear it ; but should we thence infer that no
good can arise from such expositions of philosophic

research? Vt'c are disposed to think that nothing is

so likely to dispel ill-founded prejudice, and implicit

reliance on precedent, as the making ourselves ac-

fpiaintcd with the principles which ought to govern
our practice. The farmer is ever careful about col-

lecting the dung of his cattle, and ever anxious to

augment his supply of litter; but he must be taught
more correct notions respecting vegetable nutrition

before he will be convinced that the principal use of
the litter is to absorb the fluid portion of animal ex-
cretions ; he must learn to regard it chiefly as the
vehicle by which this is carried to the land, and by
the gradual decay of which it is yielded to the crop
as required. When this matter is better understood,
it is to be hoped that it will point out means of increas-

ing both the quantity and quality of manure without a
superabundance of straw. Tliat such a view of the
question is beginning to be favourably entertained,

we refer with j^leasure to the opinions expressed at
this meeting—viz , "That too little attention has
hitherto been paid to the collection and preservation
of our liquid manure, and that it is advisable to

form a tank in some convenient place upon every
farm." In this heavy-land district, this may be
easily and cheaply done by sinking a pit of such a
size as may be deemed requisite, or embankments
across a dry ditch will answer the same purpose

;

and should the soil not prove sufficiently retentive,
the interior may be rendered impervious by doing it

over with clay puddle. Into this tank drains sbould
be led from every source whatever, whence fluids
impregnated with fertilizing principles issue. As the
liquid actumuUites, throw into it occasionally a
small quantity of gypsum for the purpose of fixing
the ammonia as it is generated.

In addition to a tank of this description, it was
thought projier also that another reservoir slioubj he
dug, of larger dimensions, as a general receptacle for
all manner of weeds and rubbish, border stuff, loam
marl, sand, or clay, to empty the tank upon as it

tills, always taking care that every portion of rubbish
gets well saturated therewith, some months being
required to fill thisi)it; the compost may then be
carted direct to the field wliere it is wanted. Regard
for the health of the family may make it expedient
that these pits should not be too near the dwellin"-,
whilst excessive heat in summer and immoderate
rains in winter make it advisable to cover them in.
It was afterwards suggested that the better j)Ian
would be to empty the liquid upon the earthy
bottoms intended for the yard muck, putting it into
trenches and filling them in as it gets absorbed.
To this a doubt arose whether the bottoms bein"-
thus saturated with fluid would take up also the
additional quaniity of moisture that filters from
the manure : it was likewise objected that al-
though the quality of the manure would be thereby
improved, the absolute quantity would remain
the same ; whereas the other method really in-
creases the quantity of manure, by turning to pro-
fitable account a variety of hitherto neglected uud
otherwise useless and noxious matters, and so far
economizes an equivalent amount of straw. A
similar objection was raised to a third proposition for
applying the contents of the tank in tiie liquid state
to layers and pastures, in favour of which it was
argued that there would be a difficulty in tindin"- a
sufficiency of absorbent refuse matters.

Troughs to the buildings surrounding cattle-yards
were again recommended, but should be so fixed as
to be easily taken down in the summer.
March \Ath.—" The best Description of Vegetables

to cultivate for Stock-feeding."

It was proposed and adopted by this meeting," That
it is desirable not to confine ourselves to a lar^-c
growth of any one particular kind of root, but to
grow a portion of each, so as to have at least a suc-
cession of turnips and beet." To this a recommenda-
tion was added, " That, as our success in farming
depends so materially on keeping our land clean, il

is prudent to limit the breadth of land devoted to
root crops, so as to have a larger extent in fallow

;

the farmer is thus enabled to do more to insure a
full crop, and to use the hoe with greater effect."

Artificial grasses standing next for discussion, the
conversation this evening was entirely confined to
roots— t. e., to beet, Swedes, common turnips,
carrots, and potatoes.

The variableness of soils and seasons, and conse-
quent risk of failure attending the cultivation of this
species of food, when we confine ourselves to any
particular kind ; the adaptation of the various
kinds to different sorts of soils and stock ; and
different periods of the year; together with the sup-
posed advantage accruing to the land by changin'--
the description of plants grown upon it—were held
to be sufficient reasons for introducing as many va-
rieties into our root crop as possible. Some idea of
the proportions which it is prudent to grow of each
may be formed from the following comments upon
their respective qualities.

The common turnip was decided to be equal, if not
superior, to any of the roots when fresh, but highly
objectionable when long removed from the ground

;

its succulence is soon lost by clamping, and decay
quickly ensues ; it is expedient, therefore, so to re-
gulate the quantity grown that it shall be cousumecl
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soon after Cliiintnias. I(,« coming so soon into use is

sometimes a great couvciiiciicc ; there is besides an-
other recommendation in its lavoiir—it does not re-

quire to be sown early ; an opportunity is therefore
given for fallowing previously.

A few words were spoken on behalf of Scotch and
pudding turnip for grazing purjioses, but both were
objected to—the first because, although acknow-
ledged to be ricli and sweet, it usually runs very
small in this district j the last were liable to injury
JVora frost, on accoinit of their standing so far out of
the ground. Swedes were reported to be very va-
luable to the grazier, to succeed the common turnip

;

and a considerable outlay for hay and corn may be
saved by giving them to horses early in spring. Pigs
were likewise said to do remarkably well upon them,
but our land is too heavy to produce good quality.

They require to be put in early, yet when too early
are prone to mildew. They will not keep so long as
beet, and can be clamped only in small ridges. One
gentleman thought they did not require to be sown
very early if the land was dry. Another mentioned
the success he had had in grazing, by using lin-

seed pulp with them.
Beet were highly extolled for the valuable pro-

perty which they possess of keeping to a time of the
year when all other food is scarce. It was stated
that if they are carefully covered and allowed to dry
before being closed in, they will even improve by
keeping ; but they must not be stirred until wanted, as
exposure to the air is vei'y hurtful. No occupation,
it was said, ought to bo without a portion of beet

;

if the soil is not favourable, the recommendation
noted in the foregoing resolution should be acted
nj)on. In comparing the value of the three roots as
articles of food, beet was allowed to stand first for
all kinds of stock except young stock, and when
given too freely to cows. Swedes occupy the next
place, and after them the common turnip; but the
choice, of course, must be determined by the nature
of the land. Light-coloured beet had been noticed
to be richer than red or purple, and the fact seems
to be corroborated by the preference given to them
by cattle ; it vcas an equal matter of dispute, how-
ever, on both sides (and it shows the necessity of
bringing such things to the test), whether this gain
in quality was equal to the inferior yield of yellow
as compared with red beet. Some members had
observed a great difference in the comparative
weight per acre; others had tried both and seen
none; whilst others recommended the yellow globe
as better fitted for our neighbourhood. It was sug-
gested that beet ought to be removed from the field

soon after Michaelmas, and that they, as well as
other roots, should be planted wider than is ctis-

tomary.
The principal arguments adduced against their

cultivation were, the necessity for a deal of manure,
the expense and trouble, their liability to foil, and
their requiring to be planted early.

Observations were made respecting carrots similar
to those occurring in our December report.

As to potatoes, it appears our land is generally
too heavy to produce either quantity or quality
sufficient to answer: but little was therefore said
about them.

April Uth. — ^'The merits of Italian Rijc-grass
and other artificial Grasses.

Some gentlemen having found, notwithstanding
the abundant produce of Italian rye-grass, that they
were sufferers by the extreme difliculty of eradicating
it from the ground, and by the consequent injury to

the succeeding crops; ils cultivation, in their view,

became a matter of doubtful propriety, and one very

proper for discussion : the question was accordingly

laid before the meeting. From the information

elicited, it appears that the difficulty referred to has

not been by any means general. It seems to have

arisen either from too early sowing, or too late feed-

ing or cutting, whereby the plant has been allowed

to seed upon the land. Some have sown in March,

others not till June or July : the first complained,

the latter spoke well of it. Some practice feeding in

the beginning of April, although not sown till mid-

summer in the preceding year; and their crop for

mowing has been thereby improved, and no subse-

quent iuconvenience has been experienced by them.

Others have not begun to feed till later, or not at

all; and, some heads seeding, they cannot get the

land free of it. The quantity of seed sown also

varied exceedingly; two bushels per acre (broadcast)

if alone, and three pecks when with clover, were said

to produce a good even plant of fine quality, which
smothers the weeds and comes earlier to feed ; less

seed grows in tufts, coarse in quality, difficult to

clean, and troublesome to remove from the land.

Being ready to turn into before any other green crop,

Italian grass is highly esteemed by many of our

neighbours; but several objected to sowing it with

clover, because they do not arrive at maturity at the

same time, the grass seeds being ripe before the clover

is ready. This inconvenience, it was suggested, might
l)ossibly be obviated by sowing it after harvest, in-

stead of spring-time. Experience has shown that it

does very well when sown at this time of the year

;

it was 'therefore considered an excellent thing for

filling up deficient layers. Sowing it on wheat for

early feeding, where fallow succeeds, was much ap-
proved of; in this case, some persons mix white
clover with it instead of red. A member who has
grown it for seed says it then affects the after crops,

and he finds it necessary to let the land rest till the

scattered seeds vegetate before he ploughs, otherwise

they spring up afterwards and cause much trouble.

The remarks made respecting thick sowing were re-

ported to be equally applicable to common rye-grass,

lucerne, and Passey's grass.

Lucerne is not much grown here, but the atten-

tion of the meeting being directed to Mr. Rodwell's

account of its extraordinary productiveness, as given
in the "Journal of the Royal ^Agricultural Society,"

the members were advised to make trial of it, an
opinion prevailing that there were tracts of land

upon many farms in the neighbourhood which would
be found favourable for it. The requisite quantity

of seed per acre was stated to be SOlbs.

Mai/Wth.—On " the Payment of Labourers' Wages
partly in Kind.

The member who introduced this subject was one
of the remaining few in this neighbourhood who
still supply their labourers with wheat in part of

wages ; and his object was to prove that the system
which he pursues benefits both master and man.
His arguments were founded upon the following cal-

culation, which he asked the club to dissect, and, if

they could, to point out his errors. He supplied

—

Bushels.

8 men with -1 bush, each per month . . 32
o men with 3 bush, each per month . . 15

5 men with 2 bush, each per month . . 10

67
Fifty- seven bushels per month, for thirteen

months, is 741 bushels per annum. This quantity,
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be tlic iirice <;!' wlicat whiit it. may, he sells to

thciii iioniiually at Us. per bushel, taking it from

the same corn which supplies his own family, the

allowauec being a peek to the man, half a peek

to the woman, and half a peck to each child ; com-
pellhig no man to take more than he wants, and
permitting uo family to take more than a bushel per

week, liis standing wages he calls Us. per week
;

therefore, he who re<iuires a bushel of wheat per

week has 3s. cash in addition ; he who takes half a

bushel, (is. cash, and so ou. jN'ow, the average price

of wheat, for several years, was estimated at 7s. (kl.

per bushel; hence the actual market value of the

£ s. d.

Wheat supplied as above was 277 17 6

Add to this cash paid in addition thereto 108 18

It yields a product of. . . . 476 15 G

as the annual wages of eighteen men. Now calcu-

late the wages of eighteen men for 52 weeks, at the

usual pay under such averages—viz., lis. per week :

it gives the sum of 514/. IGs., and, consequently, a

balance in favour of corn wages of 38/. Os. 6d., be-

sides the expense which would be incurred in sending

this quantity of wheat to market. On the other

hand, the labourer gets from his bushel of wheat
three and a half stones of flour, of the average value

of 8s. Od., besides 3s. in cash, making lis. 9d.

—

L €., 9d. per week, or 27/. 15s. Od. a year for eighteen

men, more than is paid in money wages ; at the

same time, the offal furnishes food for a pig, or pay
to the miller. This plan, he contended, yields a

constantly fair and self-regulating scale of wages, at

all times proportioned to the price of corn. For in-

stance, if the price of wheat were 40s. per coomb,
his wages would be a bushel of wheat, 10s., and 3s.

cash, or equal to 13s, ; if wheat were only worth
20s., his pay would be a bushel, value 5s., and cash

3s. or 8s. per week, whereas money wages frequently

continue unaltered, although there may be consider-

able variations in the market value of produce. In

proof of the benefits of his system, as regards the

labourer, he said he always gave them the choice of

taking wheat or not, and they uniformly prefer hav-
ing it ; moreover, he occasionally withholds their

weekly supply, and pays them money wages in lieu

of it, by way of punishment; and he feels sure that

they regard it as a severe deprivation, for they inva-

riably beg earnestly for its restoration. The two-
fold saving obtained by supplying wheat, he be-

lieved, arises from its being furnished at first cost,

the flour-dealer's profits being divided between the

master and servant ; and he is persuaded that the

practice not only provides poor families with a
sufficiency of the most wholesome necessary of life,

but secures advantages to them which, in conse-

quence of the fluctuations of the market, cannot be
guaranteed to them in any other way ; hence it has
a tendency to bring the employer and his dependents
into closer connection with each other ; they are
thus led to regard him as their benefactor, and to

serve him accordingly ; improvement in their social

and moral condition is consequently the result.

After acknowledging the trouble of measuring out
the corn and keeping the account to be considerable,
but much more than compensated for by the advan-
tages referred to, this gentleman concluded by
moving " That, in the opinion of this club, it is de-
sirable to find farm labourers with wheat as part of
wages, being advantageous to both master and man."
On the other side, it was argued that the practice

of paying wages in kind was neither more nor less

than the truck system which has been so miiversally
condemned, and thereibre a curse or a blessing to
the labourer, accoiding to the disposition and neces-
sities of his emj)loyer. In the hands of benevolence,
if the means coexist, the poor will certainly reap
good. " I5ut," observed one gentleman, "it is not a
system for general adoption, inasmuch as it opens
the door for oppression. Human nature is such,
that when a man's interest and his duty are opposed
to each other, the former is too likely to obtain the
mastery. Admit it as a fixed principle that it is

better to pay labourers' wages in kind ; and, whether
employed iii)on the farm or in the factory, necessity
must often compel them to lie at the mercy of those
who have no mercy. If a man is paid 10s. in cash,

he knows what he earns ; he can buy what he wauts,
where he likes, or save what he chooses ; but tell

him he shall have corn, butter, cheese, or pork,
cloth, leather, or calico, to the amount of 10s., and
it may turn out to be worth not more than 5s., or
he may not want some of the goods, and be obliged
to sell them at a loss."

It was further shown that the plan of giving
wheat as part of wages did not always work fairly ;

for example, if wheat is worth 30s., a man may get
a bushel, value 7s. Gd., and 3s. cash, making 10s. 6d.
for his week's work ; another, an equally good
workman, only gets half a bushel, value 3s. !)d., and
6s. cash, together 9s. 9d. ; making a difference of
9d. a week, which increases as corn advances.
When wheat is below 24s., the man who takes the
least has the advantage ; but as the averages run
higher, the system manifestly acts as a premium to

married men with families. Further, although the

calculation was not disputed, it was denied that pay-
ing in wheat could be profitable to both parties,

since the miller always prefers the grist trade; why,
it was asked, should it be so, if he does not extract
a larger profit out of wheat sent to be ground than
competition permits him to levy upon flour ? To con-
firm this view of the question, one farmer said he
had sold all his corn for three or four years, and
bought flour, and found he lived cheaper. Another,
in opposition, said, he got from a coomb of wheat,
for which he could only get oflfered 25s., flour which
would have cost liiui 30s. Many other arguments
were employed on both sides, and the debate ended
by the following amendment being put and carried :

—
" That it is better to pay wages in money, and let

the men go to what market they please."

June \Wi.—" The vianagement of Swine."

Swine being always supported in some measure
with the refuse produce of the farm, there must of
necessity be great difficulty in prescribing any spe-
cific rules for their management ; for the same rea-
son, it is equally difficult to arrive at the actual cost
of keeping a pig upon a farm, or at the comparative
advantages which might attach to any systematic
plan ; our remarks are consequently confined to such
points as experience shows us are generally appli-
cable.

The first question to be answered is this, is it more
profitable to the farmer to breed or to buy his pigs ?

Several members made calculations upon this head,
showing that there is considerable advantage in

breeding. It was resolved, accordingly, " That
every 100 acres should be stocked with two breeding
sows ; that these should be long, and the hog short

;

that pains should be taken, if possible, to regulate

the time, so that the pigs fall conveniently for shack,
and that they do not come in the depth of winter

;

and that the sow is well kept whilit the pigs are
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iiptjii lior, soaked beans, barley-inca], and milk
lieing siipiiliofl to licr liberally, and increased in
(|nantity as tlic pigs grow. At the end of six weeks
tlic latter may Ijc weaned, and a fortniglit after tliis

cut, care being- taken that they are fasted for twelve
Lours preceding tlie ojieration. From tbis period
until tbey ai'c slnit up for fattening, it is rigbt tbat
tbey sbould be maintained in a tbriving condition,
first witb soaked beans or barley-meal, and dairy
waste or milk, till they are a quarter old ; then give
them the run of the bullock-yard or the meadow,
with from half a pint to a pint of corn per day
during the winter, and tares, or green beans from
the iicld, in the summer. For fattening, barley and
peas, mixed and ground, were recommended with
whey or milk, all given in limited but sufficient
quantity at stated intervals. Soaked beans were
believed by some to possess superior fattening pro-
perties. Lastly, an opinion was given that liogs
cannot be profitably kept beyond fifteen months."

July lU/?.—" The Dairy versus Grazbu/.''

Taking this subject in its literal sense, we can
hardly say that two opinions existed upon it. As a
pecuniary speculation, dairying was allowed on all

hands to be attended with tlie lenst risk. From this

source, it was said, there is always something coming
in Mhercwith to defray current expenses ; whereas
the grazier's outlay continues to increase more and
more, until he sells out ; he is obliged then to turn
about and stock himself in again, and should the
markets prove unfavourable, he Avill probably find
that nearly the same amount of capital must be in-
vested for a whole season as before. It was, indeed,
argued that the superior quality of grazing manure
indirectly yields a profit equal to that obtained from
keeping cows; this, however, was not admitted to
the full extent. " Your extra manure," says the
dairyman, " is chiefly expended in producing the
large quantity of food required for grazing purposes

;

so that, after all, little or no visible progressis made."
It was, moreover, contended, that if the same out-

lay was devoted to the keeping of cows as is com-
monly applied to grazing, not only would manure
of equal value lie produced, but we should have all

their produce as a set-off against the direct profits
on grazing. Good keep, with great care and atten-
tion, particularly witiiin doors, were urged as indis-
j.ensablc to successful dairying. Many persons, it

was observed, allow their cows to consume vast
(pumtities of straw required for other purposes; the
quality of their manure is thus impaired, whilst
their produce is diminished in proportion. If some
of the cost lavished on grazing beasts were employed
in such cases, it might prove advantageous. It
seems, however, according to our resolution, that it

is not right to depend entirely either upon the dairy
or upon grazing. To keep a sufficient number of
cows, and to kcei) them well enough, icholly on home
produce, the land will suffer. The ruling maxim is,

" Cows, bullocks, and sheep -some of each, and too
many of neither;" but it is one which requires ma-
ture judgment to act upon. It is influenced by so
many varying circnmstances as to make it impossible
to fix upon any standard ])roportion for a given
number of acres; the seasons, the climate, the size
of the farm, the extent and quality of the pasture as
comparcil to the ploiiubed land, the distance from
home and from market, the prices which generally
rule at the market, the plan of the premises, &;c.,

every farmer knows, must all be considered in appor-
tioning the stock upon a farm. Ufon the uveragQ

quality of land in this district, with from one-third

to one-fourth jtasture, it was believed that four

cows, three or lour bullocks, and 40 lambs, would be

something like a fair projiortion for 100 acres.

Where dairying has been the main object, some ob-
jection was made to sheep, because they generally

occasion the cows to fall ofl'in their milk; but as a

few of them often tend to improve the quality of the

grass, and in most cases pay something, this circum-
stance is overlooked ; nevertheless, where a great

many are kept, it is usually thouglit right to dispose

of them before midsummer, or the pastures arc a
long time before they again recover for cow-feed.

One memljcr, at the recjacst of the meeting, gave
a minute account of the stock upon bis farm, and of

his mode of management; he also stated the profits

arising from his cows. This account excited much
interest; still, whilst it undoubtedly evinced much
judicious care on his part, his pastures are of such
a superior description as to make the statement of
little value as an example of the comparative advan-
tages of dairying. lu the course of his relation, he
remarked that he never ke]>t a bad cow ; his numljcr
was six only, and he always renews one every year.

He likes his calves to fall in February or March ; if

earlier, the cows consume a great deal of hay. He
allows two acres of good pasture to a cow. Through
the months of May and June, he feeds all his young
stock in a siied upon border-grass, and he finds

enough to keep them all in an improving condition.

This i^ractice was alluded to by other members as

being a great saving to their meadows. Borders
grow a deal of food, and improve by mowing. The
cost of setting a dairy of six cows was estimated at

lt)OZ. Tlie discussion terminated with a resolution

to this eflxict :
—"That a proportion of cows, bul-

locks, and sheep, regulated according to circum-
stances, is preferable to depending entirely upon the
dairy, or lying at the mercy of the markets by
grazing only."

September oth.— " The best mode of breaking up
Pasture; also, the best way of laying down
ploiifjhed Land to permanent Pasture."

Many members being still in their harvest, the at-

tendance this evening was thin. Our notes supply
the following observations only :

—

First, in breaking up pasture, a member recom-
mended flaying thin, burning the flag, and returning
it to the field; except where there exists a good
depth of mould, in which case he would cart off"

about one-third for bottoms, &c. lie would first

plant TH'ith oats, next with beet or turnips, then with
oats again ; and, if he considered it necessary, apply
clay in the third year.

Another member advised ploughing the turf to the
depth of an inch and a half, and carting it ofi', in all

cases. " Old lands," he said, " are renovated and
much improved by the addition of vegetable mould

;

whereas the crops on newly broken-up fields often

fail from excess of it.'' This person recommended
breaking up in the spring, and, if possible, to finish

the work in time for a crop of turnips. As to clay-

ing, one gentleman thought it did not always repay
the cost; he would not resort to it unless the soil

were loose and spongy.

In laying down arable land to pasture, it was pro-
])oscd that the seeds should be sown down witii a
crop of barley, if the land is in clean condition ; but
this proposition was deemed admissible oidy when
the field was a long fallow the preceding year. It 13
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very diHiciilf., sometimes, citlirr to clean or level a

piece of laiul in the spring; for this reason it was
concluded, " That grass seeds for permanent pasture

ouglit always to be sown upon a long fallow.''

October 106'/.—" The ilesirahilit'j of changing Oc-
cupations and Servatits at neio, instead of old,

Michaelmas.

The circumstance of old Michaelmas being still

adhered to in this county, as the period for changing
occupations and servants, carries so many inconve-

niences with it, that it is a matter of astonishment

how the practice can have been so long persisted in

without any attempt to remove it. This practice

was believed to be almost peculiar to Suffolk; we
therefore desire to jjoint out a few of the inconveni-

ences arising out of it, in the hope that some of the

leading landed proprietors of the county who may
chance to read our report, will be induced to set the

example of making their contracts terminate at new
Michaelmas.

In the first place, we will briefly notice the effect of

the anomaly itself. A member stated that his father,

in removing from Essex to Suffolk, was obliged to

seek shelter for his family, stock, implements, and
furniture for twelve days, because the tenancy of the

farm which he was about to enter upon did not

expire until the 11th of October. Other instances

were mentioned where parties have been put to

very great trouble and inconvenience from the same
cause.

Time is money. No man knows the truth of this

maxim better than the heavy-land farmer ; to him
the twelve days preceding old Michaelmas are very
valuable, because they are longer and generally finer

than those which follow, and because this is just the

time when he wants to be laying up his long fallows,

ploughing up his stubbles for the future root crop,

carting on his manure for his wheat sowing, putting

in his winter tares, drawing off his beet, and carrying

on a variety of other important operations, which, in

short, wet winter days, proceed very slowly and at

great disadvantage. These twelve days arc also im-
portant in respect to the after-grass, which is valued

to the new tenant; in wet and low situations, this

frequently comes to very little account if reserved

till old Michaelmas.
As regards the outgoing tenant, in the event of a

late harvest, it was suggested that he might prepare

himself for an earlier quittance by setting on extra

hands ; and as it would occasionally happen that his

bean-fields could not be cleared before the 29th of

September, a clause might be inserted in his lease,

empowering him to cart them after yielding posses-

sion to his successor ; indeed, there can be no reason

why the same provisions which affected the change
in other counties should not be applied to Suffolk.

A letter from a gentleman in Essex treated the sub-

ject in detail, and showed that tenants (particularly

farmers) found much advantage and comfort in

changmg at new Michaelmas. Such being the case,

the members of the Framlingham Farmers' Club do
hope and trust that other kindred societies will co-
operate with them in their attempts to bring about
not only this but every other change that may tend
to forward the interests of agriculture.
The prizes for roots, at the meeting on the 7th of

November, were adjudged to—Mr. Peirson, Fram-
lingham; Mr. G. Edwards, ditto ; Mr. James Read,
Laxfield; and Mr. G. Edwards, Monk Soham.
The red prize beet was beaten by Mr. Goodwyn

Goodwyn, and Mr. Broadhurst carried the prize for

white carrots.

A FEW REMARKS ON TPIE FARMERS'
BEST FRIEND—THE MIXEN.

It raav be considered presumptuous in a person who
Las bad little or no knowledge of practical farming to

venture an opinion on a subject which is generally

supposed to require a life of experience. But I have

often observed in otber pursuits, besides the one un-

der consideration, that an uninitiated person often

solves a difficulty wbich the most experienced had
failed to remove. 1 shall consequently put together

a few observations, from which, although probably

iucorrect in part, some benefit may be derived. It ap-

pears to me that farmers pay too little attention to

what are in general considered trifles and unworthy
their observation, not considering that these things

lead to great results. They are economical in some
things where a small outlay would be advantage-

ously employed, and prodigal in others which do not

eventually yield much profit. This habit in a great

measure arises from inexperience, caused by their not

keeping regular accounts and striking a fair balance

of their books at the end of each year, not only of the

genend result of the farming operations, but likewise

of many individual ones which it may be necessary to

know in order to ascertain whether the outlay on them
had been covered. One of the principal things to

which too litile attention is always paid is the farm-
yard manure, which must be allowed to be the most
valuable object on the farm; but how much of it is

lost in the course of the year from the want of care

and indeed from want of common attention, and
why? Merely, perhaps, to economise the wages of a

man, although the outlay would be quadrupled in

three months by the improved quality and increase in

the quantity of the manure. Farmers are generally

sufficiently careful in harvesting every car of corn

they can collect together, and in thatching or housing

it afterwards to prevent its being injured by rain or

otherwise, always employing a sufficiency of hands for

the purpose ; but do they act in the same manner to-

wards the manure which is to produce this corn? t

believe few will reply in the alfirmative. The dung
is generally thrown out of the cow-house and stables,

and left to accumulate opposite each building until

required to be carried into the field. The consequence

of this mode of procedure is, that the dung generally

covers a very large surface of ground, thereby receiv-

in<^ much more wet than is required for fermentation,

and much ammonia or essential part of manure es-

capes in the atmosphere to enrich the neighbouring

land ; as the more extended is the surface of the

mixen, the greater will be the evaporation which
will necessarily take place. Another great evil is,

that as a large quantity of rain falls on the mixen from

the unnecessary extension of its surface, and as all

tbis liquid cannot possibly be retained, a portion of it

goes off by evaporation, carrying with it, as I before

mentioned, the best portion of the manure, and a

great part escapes through the bottom of the mixen,

charged likewise with good manure to injure, as it

very often happens, the public roads, but never by any

chance to be spread over the pasture land, where it

would do so much good. Seeing this state of things,

any person not a farmer would ask why is this method

still carried on if found to be so detrimental? I will

endeavour to answer the question, and afterwards to

suggest a remedy.
'Ihe farmer, from iDa.ttention, from jjrejudice, or

from having been accustomed all his life to jiursue

one particular course, does not consider that he is him-

self receiving tlie damage which his own neglect iU'.

K
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flicts, and w ill not believe ibat so long as the nubstaiice

is there, the escape of the essence will do him any harm.
And now for the remedy.

i'arm buildings are generally very badly situated
with reference to (be object of allowing the most being
made of tbo manure, being wide apart, with no connec-
tion between them. The best form, iu my opinion,
is that of a quadrangle, the doors of the stables and
cow-houses opening inside, so as to allow of the dune
being deposited with little trouble in the centre; but
as farm-yards cannot bo altered, except at a great
expense, which the landlords are generally speakino-

too unenterprising, and the tenants too poor, to bear,

1 would propose the following plan :—Let a conveni-
ent site, of sufiicient extent, be selected for the mixen
on the highest part of the premises:, at least sufliciently

high to allow of a descent of six or eight feet on one
side. After the site is marked out let it be excavated
to the depth of five or six feet, and the bottom of it

flagged Cwith good clay betwetn the stones) with a
small descent from every side to the centre, in which
there should bo a well, grated over and connected
with a good sized drain to convey the moisture which
oozes through the mixen to a bank or reservoir made
to receive it in some convenient siiot. Then build a
stone wall (using clay instead of mortar) all round the
excavated space to the height of six feet above tlje

surface of the ground outside, leaving an opening on
every side for the convenience of putting in and taking
out the manure. Over all this a roof should be placed
to prevent the rain falling on it ; and as some water
is required to aid the fermentation and decomposition
of the manure instead of thatching or slating the roof,

let it be covered with a tarpauliug or any other sub-
stance which can easily be removed when re(|uired,

so as to allow of the rain falling on the mixen. The
place for the mixen being now ready, i.-.stead of leav-
ing the manure outside of every cowhouse or stable
door, in perhaps half-a-dozon spots, let it be wheeled
to and deposited in the place above described, and
this will not be much more trouble for the cowman or
waggoner, if done, than would be caused by his pre-
sent slovenly system. The dung will, by this means,
be regularly mixed, that of horses with cows, and a
good mixen be made with little trouble. As there is

always a large quantity of dung about the farm-yard
and buildings froni pigs, poultry, horses, and cattle,

when turned out, which it is no one's business to
clean up, there should be a man about every farm-
house employed in some office which would keep him
always on the spot. He should clean up once a day,
and collect every particle of dung or other substance
which can be turned into manure, and deposit it in the
mixen. Once a week also he should empty the neces-
saries, of which there ought lo be two, one for the
family and another for the farm-servants, so as to
collect every particle that may be possible, which
is of some importance when we consider that the
ftcces of a human being voided in a year will produce
800 lbs. of wheat (vide Smith's Productive Farming),
and allowing fifteen individuals to a fiirm-house all

the year round (not counting the extra number em-
ployed in the harvest), the product will be loO bushels
of wheat, worth about £(^0 sterling. This man might
be employed in a number of useful offices besides the
one above mentioned, viz. as gardener, which, on a
large farm, is absolutely necessary. He might like-
wise keej) all the hedges well trimmed, in order to
collect a quantity of material to burn soil and clay
dug from the hedgerows, which I will venture to say
will give sufficient ashes to serve to mix with guano
to manure a field of turnips. These offices will af!brd
a man full occupation all the year round, aad pay a

farmer well for his wages, which would not exceed
20/. per annum. When hedges are trimmed, which is

not often, the stufi'is allowed to remain in the ditch

where it has fallen, absolutely of no use to any one,

whereas if collected and burnt with the cleansing of

earth out of the ditch it would pay the wages of the

man employed. This is a source of manure little

thought of. Another is the litter and cbafi' thrown out

of a barn after thrashing and winnowing. The pigs

certainly pick out a few stray grains from it, but after-

wards it is of little or no use, as the wind blows away
the ji;rcater portion of it. Cannot this be made use of

for fodder, by mixing it with cut hay and straw? The
farmer will answer that he has sufiicient fodder with-

out it; but if he use this instead there will be a saving

in his hay, which he can sell. Or if, which I do be-

lieve, it cannot be applied in the way I have mention-
ed, let it be carefully collected and carried to the gen-
oral deposit to restore to the land a small portion of

what has been taken out of it in the straw.

The want of the man I have mentioned above is

never more fully exemplified than when you see a far-

mer taken with a fit of cleanliness, which is sometimes
the case, vrben he puts a boy to scrape his farm-yard.
It is done, and the result is apparent in a dozen good-
ly heips ofmanure ; but what becomes of them"! They
are left where they were collected, for the cattle to

trample over the fold again, or the rain to wash all the

goodness out of them, so that this boy's labour abso-

lutely goes for nothing.

Keturning again to the necessaries, I would observe
that the jjroduce of them is rarely made use of ; and
if it is after a series of years, it is of little value com-
I)ared to what it might have been liad proper care beea
taken of it, as the greater part of the ammonia has
escaped. Another occupation for the man above men-
tioned, if he has any spare time, would be to destroy
the thistles, docks, nettles, and other weeds in the

pasture fields before they grow to seed, and augment
their number thousand-fold. These will also yield

manure, if collected. A farmer is often surprised to

see the immense quantity of thistles on his land; but
if he will only search the hedge-rows in the sararaer,

he will find, almost hidden, a great number of these

noxious weeds, which are never destroyed, and the

consequence is that they run to seed, and in the autumn
are furnished with wings which convey them all over
the fields, attbrding a plentiful crop the next spring,

and then the wonder is whence they came.
flitherto I have only spoken of the dry manure, or

solid excrements, the only kind ever thought of by the

farmer ; but there is another equally valuable, and that
is the liquid manure. \Vhat becomes of the 2 to 3000
gallons of urine secreted and voided by every cow on
his farm in the course of a year ? [Smith's Productive
Farining). Some portion of it certainly finds its way
to the mixen ; but will a heap of manure made by a

hundred cows or young cattle, in six months, contain
'225,000 gallons, or 446 tons weight of urine in addi-
tion to the rain which by every shower is added to it?

Certainly not ; for, at the lowest calculation, three-

fourths of it escapes ; as, were the dung in such a

mixen subjected to the pressure of the most powerful
hydraulic press, 3.5,000 gallons of mixed urine and
water could not be extracted from it. We will suppose
that 90,000 are lost. Does a farmer know how much
wheat could be produced by this quantity ? 360,000
lbs., or .5,62.5 bushels, even allowing that a pound of

urine will only produce half a pound of wheat, and the

general calculation is double. (Smith's Productive
Farininy.)

The dry solid saline matters contained in the above-

mentioned 90,000 gallons will weigh about 21 tons,
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worth 18/. per ton, or equal to 31. 15s. eacb animal.

Tbis may appear iucredible, but it is nevertboless true.

Even in I'landers, wbere manure is cheaper tban in

England, 2/. per annum is paid for tbo urine of a cow,

and allowing that only this sum, or one half of it, could

be obtained in England, is it not worth a farmer's while

to preserve it? This may easily be done by construct-

ing the gutters in the cowhouse in such away that the

urine may run into drains or pipes to convey it into a

common reservoir, whence it may be taken out in

water-carts to put upon the grass lands, or as a top-

dressing for wheat, as may be considered most advis-

able. Tlie urine from the dwelling-house should like-

wise be collected in lieu of throwing it into the farm-

yard, with other substances to create miasmas—which
cannot but be injurious to health. Other liquid sub-

stances from the kitchen and pigsties may also be
collected in the common receptacle, by means of under-

ground drains or pipes, which, mixed with the urine

and the drainings of the mixen, would form an abun-
dant and invaluable manure. The mixen should be
turned often, so as to aid the decomposition of the

different substances of which it is composed, and as

much care taken of it as of the granary (for it is equally

valuable) instead of allowing it to take care of itself, as

is generally the case.

There is another thing connected with the accumu-
lation of manure to which I would call the attention

of farmers ; viz., the practice so prevalent of feeding

cattle in open yards, in lieu of stalling them, through
the winter. The disadvantages of this system appear to

be the following, viz. :—A great waste of fodder, which
is generally carried out in much larger quantities than
they can consume; the consequence is, that it is trodden
under foot and wasted. The dung which is spread
over the surface of a large yard must inevitably lose

a great portion of its goodness by being exposed during
the winter to the rain and snow which fall upon it,

and the urine is all lost. If the oxen were fed in

stalls there would not be half the expenditure of fod-

der, as it could be cut for them ; they would feed much
better, and all the dung and urine would be preserved.
I cannot see any advantage in the present system, as

a beast, when it has done growing, feeds in less time
in a stall than out, exposed to the weather. When
young, exercise is of course required to aid in the
development of the muscles, &c. ; but even in this

case the young cattle might have their fodder given to

them in open stalls for them to run in and out, and the
yard could be cleaned everyday, and made with a fall

to the centre, in order that the urine might run into a
drain and be preserved,
W hilst on this subject I will allude to another repre-

hensible practice, that of turning horses out into a
clover field instead of cutting it for them to eat in the
stable. At least one-fourth of the clover is wasted,
and the dung and urine lost, it being of little or no
use on the field, as voided by the animals.
Mixens will sometimes require to be watered when

there is no rain to do it naturally. This may bo effected
by means of a small garden engine, by the man who
has the care of the mixen, and as the fermentation will
be increased by the addition of water, let the dung be
well turned over, so as to expose the interior of it to
the atmosphere.

Farmers do not generally consider that by attending
to what are thought to be trifles, the increase in their
substance is in a compound ratio. ¥ot instance, we
will suppose that by taking a little more care in the
collection of manure they add five tons of dry dung
and five of urine to their usual stock. These ten tons
shall be applied as a top-dressing to three acres of Ital-
ian rye grass, thereby increasing the produce bv 30

tons, weighed green. These 30 tons, after having been
eaten by horses, will give, say ten tons of manure,

which will produce on the second year 'M tons extra

on three acres. So that the increase is not as at first

sight would be, suppose merely ten tons yearly, of

manure ; but the first year 10 tons; the second 10, and
10 increase, or 20 tons ; the third 40 tons, and so on.

These calculations may not be quite correct, as I have

not had an opportunity of testing them ; but what I

wish to make apparent is, that the wheat, bay, grass,

&:c., produced by a certain quantity of manure, when
converted again into its former state, will be augmented
instead of being diminished, thereby causing, as I said

before, a compound ratio of increase in the product of
the land.

I sincerely trust that my remarks may tend to set on
foot a better system in the management of farm-yards,

on which the prosperity of the farmer mainly depends,
than has hithetto been pursued. The landlords should
make the beginning by affording their tenants proper
buildings, or making alterations in those already erect-

ed, in the way of sheds, drains, pipes, reservoirs, &c.,

so as to collect the liquid manure, and preserve the

mixen from the deteriorating effects of the rain which
falls upon it, as let it be remembered that an uncov-
ered dung heap, measuring 20 yards long by 10 broad,

will imbibe, from Dec. to Alay inclusive, according to

Dalton's tables of the mean average quantity of rain

which falls in England, nearly 8,000 gallons of water,

every drop of which, in passing through the mixen,
carries with it a portion of the richness of the manure.
The system of cutting fodder and crushing corn, I

should wish to see more generally followed, as an
immense saving is effected by it. Agricul ure is now
making rapid strides; and would landlords afford to

their deserving tenants that countenance and support

to which they are so justly entitled, I am convinced
tliat in the next ten years we should see such improve-
ments in this principal branch of our national industry
as would enable us to bid defiance to foreign compe-
tition. A Friend TO Agriculture.

PRESTWOOD AGRICULTURAL MEET-
ING.

The eleventh annual meeting given by Mr. Foley to
his tenantry took place the day after the late meeting at
Stewponey. Mr. Foley, accompanied by some of the
friends and tenants round the estate, to view the differ-

ent farms, when everybody was much gratified by the
uniform neatness and regularity of the cultivation, and
were struck with the industi-y and activity displayed by
all the tenants in cutting their fences and cleaning their
turnip fallows, the whole of the ground intended for this
course next year being now in a state fit for that pur-
pose, between four and five hundred acres ofgood di-illed

and ridge turnips were to be seen (notwithstanding the
failure of that crop in many places), and appeared to be
of the same quality as usual. The party ended the day
by partaking of an excellent dinner at the Hall. The
follo-n-ing prizes were given on this and other days
during the present year :

—

A chased silver jug to I\Tr. John Robins, of Duns-
ley, for the best cultivated farm.

A silver tankard and cover to Mr. John Yardley, of
Stapenhill Farm, for the best drilled and ridged
turnips.

A brown jug, with silver cover and foot, to Mr,
James Corbett, of Prestwood, for the best fences.

A sweepstakes Ibr the best cultivated meadows be-

K 2
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tween the tenants occupying lands adjacent to the Stour,
and Smestone. The losmg party to pay for a dinner,
and two dozen to be added by the landlord. Awarded
to the occupiers of land near the river Stour, August
12th.

LABOURER'S PRIZES.
TURNIP HOEING.

For a quarter of an acre of turnips hoed and set out
in the best manner.

Candidates. By whom, recommended. H. M.
Joseph Burford Mr. J. Davies 3 45
Thomas Childs .... Ditto 3 45
John Cox Mr. J. Beddard . . 3 7
John Penzer Ditto 3 Q
John Shepherd .... Mr. J. Corbett 3 4.5

Joseph Webb Mr. G. Cook 3
Thomas Webb Ditto 2 30
Thomas Bennett Mr. J. Yardley . . 3
William Haywood . . Ditto 3
A prize of 1/. was awarded to William Haywood;

15s. to Joseph Webb ; and 10s. to Thomas Webb.
HEDGING.

For five perches of hedge, cut and trimmed in the
best shape for future growth.

Samuel Johnson J. H. H. Foley, Esq.
W^illiam Bevan Mr. J. Beddard
Thomas Williams Mr. G. Burgess
John Davies Mr. J. Corbett
Thomas Bowen Mr. J. Davies
Thomas Bennett Mr. J. Yardley.

First prize \l. 5s., Second IL, Third 10s.

Samuel Johnson, William Bevan, Thomas Williams,
and John Davies, having performed their work so
nearly alike, and in the same time (viz. 40 minutes),
the judges were unable to decide which was most en-
titled, and they agreed to divide the jirizes equally be-
tween the four. Tlie unsuccessful competitors were
given 2s. 6d. each for refreshment.

BURTON-UPON-TRENT
CLUB.

FARMERS'

The first meeting for discussion, after the annual
dinner, was held on Thursday, the 7th ult., at
which Sir O. Mosley, the president for the year, took
the chair.

Wr. Daniel brought forward the subject of
" The best rotation of crops for heavy and light
soils.'' He began by censuring the system of
taking several grain crops in succession, as tending
to impoverish the soil; and to choke it with weeds.
He instanced a farm which had attracted his notice,
where, after the third grain crop, the land was
covered with couch grass close enough to be mown.
On heavy land the course of cropping he preferred
was a six-couise shift, on which the land remained
in pasture two years. 1st. Turf broken up for oats.
2nd. Wheat. .Ud. Turnips. 4th. Barley laid down
with clover and rye grass. 5th and 6tb. Clover and
grass. Ho drilled his barley !) inches apart, horse-
hoed it, and put in the seeds at the same time. Tur-
nips had not proved a successful crop this year on
heavy soils, yet he found them on the whole a pro-
fitable crop, on account of the increased stock of all
kinds which they enabled him to keep, and also be-
cause he could by means of them convert the straw
of his farm into good manure. He some t/ines ex-
tended the course, and took beans in the placeof tur-
nips, in which case unless the land was kept c "can by

horse-hoeing that crop, he made a summer fallow

;

or otherwise he followed it by barley, and, after the
barley, turnips, and finished the course as before
with barley laid downwith clover as before mention-
ed. He generally sowed vetches twice in the year—in

September and in the spring. With these he soiled

his horses in the summer. He sowed them usually
on the wheat stubble; or, when more convenient, on
the oat brush ; and in either case they served to

lessen the severity of the course of cropping which
he pursued when turnips did not immediately suc-

ceed the wheat. By this system of rotation, he had
found that he was able to keep the land in good
condition, and to avoid the necessity of summer
fallows ; whereas, if the cropping with grain be
carried further, the land requires additional manure
and fallowing, the expense of which more than

balances the value of the extra grain crops ; and
if manure and labour be not applied to the land to

repair the damage of the grain crops, it must ne-

cessarily be both weak and foul at the end of the

course, the clover and seeds will be unproductive,

and consequently the land cannot recover its lost

fertility as it would do if the clover were abundant.
On light lands the four-course Norfolk system, of

wheat, turnips, barley, and clover, could not be im-

proved ; but he remarked, that some of the farmers
who took wheat after clover, and then auother white
crop, practised an exhausting course, and by no
means strictly adhered to the Norfolk system.

He concluded by recommending a spirited and im-
proving system of farming, to meet the difficulties

which now beset those engaged in agriculture.

The improvement of the soil by lime and every kind
of manure not made on the farm, though it might not
always repay the farmer in a jjroportionably in-

creased value of his produce, would always in-

crease the value of the soil itself, and hence
landlords should consider it as an imperative
obligation on themselves to rcinimerate any far-

mer who might leave his farm in such an improved
state of cultivation as would enable them to realize

from it a larger rent.

The Chairman suggested that the question as to

the best rotation for heavy or light soils should be
discussed separately.

A Member objected to the practice of growing
turnips on heavy lands, and would substitute for

them a crop of vetches; which would equally well,

when they were carried off, help to convert the
straw into good manure. They would also come
off early in the summer, and give time for a good
fallow, which would clean the land more thoroughly
than turnips.

Another Member agreed that on the really heavy
lands in this neighbourhood turnips could not be
grown to a profit, while in their present state ; but

thorough draining would so alter the character of a

heavy soil as to make it suitable for turnips.

One of the members thought that the rotations

for heavy lands advised by Mr. Daniel would not

sustain the condition of the land. Of all the

courses which he had seen recommended he most
approved of Mv. Stace's plan as described in his

Essay, to which the prize was awarded by the Royal
Agricultural Society. The Essay was to be found in

the Journo.l ofthe Royal Agricultural Society, and, at

the request of the club, Mr. Greaves read it. His
system approaches nearly to the alternate one as it

is usually practised on light lands ; the proportions

of green crops mixed with the corn being sufficient

to repair the waste of the latter, without having
recourse to laying down the land into pasture for
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awhile, as is done o» what is called the converti-
ble sj'stem of husbandry ; but the kind of crop, and
the time of the tillages, and sowing, are so modified
as to suit heavy land. Such crojjs <u"c grown most
frequently as have a tendency to lighten the soil,

and for which the tillages are required at seasons
when tlie treading of the horses is least injurious.

The following is the course lie proposes:— 1st.

Winter tares to be fed off witli sheep, and followed
by turnips and r^ipe ; the rape and ])art of the tur-

nips fed on the land, the remainder carried oft to the

yards. 2nd. U heat. 3rd. Clover, to be cut for

hay on one half, and trefoil and rye grass mixed
on the other half, to be fed off bv sheep in tbe

spring ; and followed by spring tares, also to be fed
off by sheep. 4th. Wheat, otb. \Vinter beans.
In the succeeding course the clover is grown on
tbe ground occupied by the trefoil, and rye grass in

the previous one, and thus an interviil of ten years
occurs between the successive crops of clover. By
this system 100 acres of land would produce, each
year, 40 acres of wheat, 20 acres winter beans, 30
acres tares, 20 acres turnips and rape, 10 acres
clover, to be mown twice, 10 acres trefoil and rye
grass, to be fed a few weeks in the spring.

A Member bore witness that Mr. Daniel's system
bad answered on his (Mr. D.'s farm.) When he took
it in hand it was cold, poor land, which would grow
little besides rushes, but it now grew good crops of

everything.

Another Member said, in allusion to tbe plan of
Mr. Stace, that he considered it more suitable for
strong loam, than for what were called heavy lands
in thid district. On really heavy lands the tares
and the turnips and rape could not be fed off" with-
out rendering the land very difficult to prepare for

the next crops. In reference to Mr. Daniel's plan,

he would prefer, if the market price of beans were
favourable, to grow that crop after the oats ; but in
the present state of things he himself grew wheat,
and did not find his land deteriorated, and it was the
practice of most good farmers about him to do so.

The Chairman most ably snmmed up the argu-
ments which had been adduced, for and against
the plan of Mr. Daniel, and the question being
put, the club approved of it by a large majority.
Mr. CoLviLLE, M. P., said, in regard to rotations

on light Imds, that he was of opinion the Norfolk
course, recommended by Mr. Daniel, was faulty in

two points. The clover recurred so frequently as to
render its abundant produce a matter of great un-
certainty ; and by having so much as a fourth part
of (he land in turnips, the work of the team was too
heavy at one particular period of the vear. He
greatly preferred the plan pursued by Mr. Morton,
on Lord Ducie's model farm, which combined all

the excellences of the Norfolk course without the
objectionable points he had alluded to. The fol-

foUowing is the course proposed by Mr. Colville :

—

Ist. Swede turnips and mangold wurtzel, sown in
alternate half acres. The mangold carried off for
food in the sheds, and the turnips fed off, the sheep
being folded so as to range over both the turnip and
mangold ground. 2nd. Barley, with clover, and
the next course rye grass in the place of clover;
the barley drilled and the seeds hoed in. 3rd. Clo-
ver. 4th. Oats. fJth. Rape and vetches, the vetches
part fed and part carried to the yard. 6th. Wheat

;

and after the crop is removed, rye and rape are
sown for feeding with sheep in spring, previous to
the turnip crop. Mr. C. recommended a crop of early
common garden cabbage for spring keep hi fore the
turnips, which he had seen grown to advantage, even

high in the Peak. By this plan seven crops are grown
in six years—three grain, and four cattle crops. The
greater part of the green crops being con=;umed on
the ground, but little manure is required in addition
to i-upport the condition of the land. Fifteen tons
of manure fcr the turnijis, and a little bone manure
and rape cake are all that the land needed in the
course. Only one-sixth of the land is in turnips,
and the clover only recurred once in twelve
years,

Mr. J. Greaves opposed to the plan advocated by
Mr. Colville, his own, which equally well removed
the objection. He thought cabbages much too ex-
pensive a crop for spring feed after a corn crop, and
even doubted whether they could ever be grown to a
profit, when sown in the autumn to be eaten in
the spring, so great was the expense of the plants
and of their culture. His system on light lands
was, to let the turf lie two years, and then to take
two white crops :— 1st. Wheat on the turf, pressed
and hoed. 2nd. Barley drilled and hoed, and
sowed in autumn, half with rye and half with winter
vetches. 3rd. The rye eaten off early, followed by
Swede turnips, and the vetches carried to the yard
and succeeded by common turnips. 4th. Barley
drilled, and clover and grass seeds put in with the
second horse-hoeing. 5th and 6th. Grass and
clover, either fed or mown as convenient. He
put three tons of lime on the wheat stubble,
and used more or less manure for turnips, accord-
ing as tbe previous seeds had been fed or mown. In
this rotation the seeds only recurred once in six
years, while the turnips being only one-sixth of the
land, and being besides half Swedes and half white,
which were sown at different times, the work of the
team was economically engaged. Seven crops were
also grown in six years—four cattle, and three grain.
The Chairman having put the question, the Club

approved of the Norfolk or four-course shifts for the
light soils of this neighbourhood.
A member read some remarks on the general

theory of rotations of crops, the object of which
was to show that every rotation should fulfil these
three requirements :— 1st. To grow cattle crops as
frequently as is necessary, to keep the land capable
of bearing the greatest amount of produce. 2nd.
To alternate crops which admit of cleaning or pre-
vent thefgrowth of weeds with the corn crops, which
favour the growth of weeds, so as to avoid fallows.
3id.—To alternate deep rooted plants with others
which only occupy the u]iper soil, so that all the food
of plants which resides in the soil may be brought
into use.

It was contended also that there was no good
reason for supposing that the failure of a crop,
when frequently repeated, was owing to any poi-
sonous matter left in the soil in the previous years
of its growths, but was altogether owing to the land
being exhausted of the particular salines which the
crop required for its vigorous growth.

A simple preventive from injury by lightning to corn
and hay ricks, is that of merely putting an inverted
broken bottle on the point where the thatch termi-
nates ; instead of which a sjjar or spiral pinnacle of
reed is placed at the summit, both of which are, with
the exception of iron, the best conductors of the electric

fluid, and are the general cause of the accidents which
occur from lightning ; whereeis glass and sealing-wax

are non-conductors, and, therefore, repel the fluid in-

stead of attracting it.
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ON THE POSSIBILITY OF GROWING
WHEAT CONTINUOUSLY AND PRO-
FITABLY ON THE SAME LAND;

BY MR. BRIGGS, OF OVERTON.

READ BEFORE THE WAKEFIELD FARMERS* CLUH, AT
THKIR MEETING HELD ON THE IST OF DECEMBER,
1843.

Having been requested to draw up a condensed
statement of the arguments that I made use of, in

my former paper, on the possibility of growing
wheat, &c., continuously and profitably on the same
land, accompanied with any additional observa-
tions on the subject that may since hare occurred to

my mind, 1 willingly accede to the request, in the
hope that in doing so, a spirited discussion may be
provoked ; for nothing, perhaps, is more calculated
to elicit truth, and to enable us to arrive at just con-
clusions, than by having a subject coolly and dis-

passionately presented to the mind in all the points

of view in which it occurs to different individuals.

Parties generally view different subjects according
to their various temperaments; the sanguine man
accordingly sees no difficulties in any new schemes
that are propounded to him, and frequently looks
into dark futurity with almost the same feeling of
confidence of success, as be now enjoys in any
undertaking in which he has already surmounted all

difficulties, still untaught or undaunted by the
failures that may have arisen in prosecuting many
—perhaps the majority—of his schemes. Again,
there are others who see objections and difficulties

insurmountable in any new plan that is presented to

them, or in any variation from the modes of opera-
tion to which they have been accustomed from their

youth up. It is the part of wisdom to hear what
arguments can be made use of, by both these oppo-
site characters, and the opinions of those of less

sanguine dispositions on the one hand, and of those
who less pertinaciously adhere to old notions on
the other, before a judgment is finally pronounced.
I hope, therefore, that all now present will unre-
servedly state their opinions of what I advance,
for I have no other object in view than that of pro-

moting the best interests of the agriculturist and the
country at large, and if the plan that I propose is

not grounded on fair and reasonable princijiles, it

is but right that the theory should he exploded.
The groundwork of the theory, then, is this—that

all crops extract certain nourishment from the soil,

which by successive cropping must eventually be
exhausted, \mless means are adopted for restoring
those nutritive ingredients which have been so

extracted. I think that all parties will agree to

this first step in the argument.—Again, if by che-
mical analysis it can be ascertained of what ingre-
dients the different crops are compounded, it seems
but fair to deduce, that tliose ingredients or sub-
stances must be the most appropriate food for those
crops ; and that as they become exhausted in the
soil, they must be restored ; which restoration, it

is presumed, renders the land capable of producing,
successfully, the same crop year after year—pro-
vided that nothing absolutely injurious to vegetation
existsin the soil,—a proviso, indeed, which is equally
applicable to all systems of farming. The next
step in following up this interesting question is

—

what are these constituents of ctdtivated vegetables?
To simplify the matter, I will take wheat as the
particular crop for examination. Now, in wlicat

(that is, the ^j/^m^, containing both straw and grain)

about thirty-nine parts out of forty are volatile or

gaseous, which may be, and indeed are, almost ex-

clusively, obtained by the plant from rain and the
air. The remaining one-fortieth part consists of
several fixed or solid ingredients, in different pro-
portions, namely, potash, soda, lime, magnesia,
alumina, silica, sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, and
chlorine. These are, and must, all be extracted

from the soil, and in proportion as the farmer neg-
lects to replace them, after the cro|) is reaped from
the land, so will the fertility of his fields decrease.

But then, again, will the simple restoration of these

substances, bring back the land to its original state ?

I believe it will—always providing that proper
cleanliness and freedom from weeds are attended to.

I know it is maintained that plants give out some
poisonous matter by their roots, which renders the

soil unfit for bearing successive crops of the same
species. This I conceive to be a supposititious cause
for a known eflect.that will not bear strict scrutiny,

as I have never met with any proof of its correct-

ness. A more rational mode of accounting for the

incapacity of the land to bear continuous crops of

the same plant, appears to mc to be, the exhaustion

of the necessary nutriment, rather than the impart-

ing to the soil of something injurious. It is a noto-

rious fact that some soils have produced good crops

of wheat for many years successively, without any
tillage having been applied ; which certainly coidd

not have been accomplished, had the land, according

to this poisoning theory, been rendered incapable.

To illustrate this theory of restoration, I will fami-

liarly compare the process to a barrel of beer which
is full to the bung, the fulness standing for the high
state of fertility in the soil. If you keep drawing,
pint after pint, from the tap, without replenishing

at the bung-hole, you soon exhaust the barrel of its

contents; but if for every pint that you draw, you
introduce another at the hole, you always keep your

barrel full. So I imagine it to be with land,— if

you constantly replace the ingredients extracted by
the crop, you may go on "ad infinitum," growing
wheat on the same land—provided, as 1 before said,

that you pay proper attention to cleanliness. I cer-

tainly have not yet practically proved the feasibility

of this plan, but in our farm we are this year com-
mencing a trial of it, and have sown, or are about
sowing, upwards of eighty acres that were wheat
last year. To accomplish this we are putting upon
the land, per acre: two bushels of bones ; fourteen

pounds of common salt; ten pounds of gypsum ;

and about two dozen of lime per acre, in fields that

have not lately been limed ; which ingredients I

imagine will yield all the constituents of wheat
that are deficient in our soil—potash and the re-

maining constituents being already in sufficiency.

The bones yield phosphoric acid and lime

;

Common salt yields soda and chlorine;

Gypsum yields sulphuric acid and lime;

potash, alumina or clay, and silica being alrcadj^

present.

I imagine that if any one of the constituents

before enumerated are absent from the soil, you
must not look for a good crop. To insist upon hav-
ing a good crop without all these constituents, is

like insisting upon your cook preparing savoury
viands, and not providing for hor the necessary sea-

soning. I stated in my previous paper that I have
grown potatoes on the same laud for eighteen years,

—of course manuring them each year,—and the

produce is still as good as it originally was. Why
then cannot wheat be equally grown on the same
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land ? for potatoes arc certainly quite as exhiiusting

a crop, and I do not know that wheat is any more
given to exuding poisonous matter into the soil than

potatoes. In endeavouring to obtain good crops

from land, the first effort of the farmer ouL;ht to be

to ascertain what injurious ingredients his soil

contains, or what is tlie cause of inTeriility.—Want
of proper draining is most i'rcquently the jjriinary

difficulty in obtaining good crops ; but when that is

accomplished, even then the farmer may he disap-

pointed, in the result not being so desirable as he
Lad anticipated. This will generally arise from the

presence in the soil of injurious compounds, fre-

quently from the salts of iron, that is of copperas,
or the sulphate of iron, and the protoxide ot iron

;

the former of which is decomposed by tlie applica-

tion of quick lime witli which it enters into combi-
nation, and forms other compounds which are
fertilizing ; the latter is corrected by exposure to the
air, and by burning. After these bad ingredients
are disposed of, and the soil is rendered more pure,
then the application of nutritive constituents may
be proceeded with. Since I read my last paper I

have met with a report in Liebig's Agricultural
Chemistry, of an experiment that was made at

Giessen, which strongly corroborates the position

which I maintain, of the possibility of successfully

restoring the constituents of plants to the soil.

He took a qtiantity of pure sand, in which he sowed
different seeds, and into another portion of the sand
he introduced the diflFerent substances of which
plants are composed, thereby making an artificial

soil, and in this soil he also sowed the same sorts of

seeds. The result was, that the seeds in the sand
certainlj' germinated, but grew in a very imperfect
manner, and had not strength to come to maturity,
having died before the seed was even formed. The
seeds, on the other hand, that were sown in the soil

formed by the addition of the mineral constituents,

germinated luxuriantly, and subsequently mntured
their seed in a proper manner. There cannot be a
doubt that this was caused by the addition of these
constituents. It is my intention to try the same
experiment in the spring, and to report the result to

the club. I have also lately met with a passage in

Liebig, which hints at the possibility of accomplish-
ing what I advance, which runs thus;—
"A soil will naturally reach its point of exhaus-

tion sooner, the less rich it is in the mineral ingre-
dients necessary as food for plants. But it is

obvious, that we can restore the soil to its original

state of fertility, by bringing it back to its former
composition—that is, by returning to it the consti-

tuents removed by the various classes of plants."

And another passage in Johnstone's lectures:

—

" It may he said that this explanation (speaking
of the mode of plants imbibing nourishment) seems
to imply that the same kind of crojis may be reaped
from the same soil for an indefinite number of years,
by simply adding to it what the crop carries off.

This is certainly implied in the principle— and if we
knew exactly what to add for each crop, we might
possibly attain this result, except in cases where the
soil undergoes some gradual chemical alteration

within itself, which it may require a change of
treatment to counteract. At all events it does not
appear impossible to obtain crop after crop of the
same kind—and we may hope, hereafter, not only to
be able to effect this, but to do it in a sufficiently

economical manner."
Thus you see that these great men seem to give a

colourable sanction to the idea with which I set out

;

they hover about it, but appear not yet to have

come positively to the same conclusion. I will not

anticipate what objections may be made to the

theory, in the discussion which I trust may ensue
this evening, but will merely state two, which have
lately been mentioned to me; namely, 1st, that if we
can grow wheat successively on the same land, the

landlords will advance rents : and, again, that they
will never allow it, as it will exhaust the land. In

reply to the fornitr, I will merely say, that if, by fol-

lowing the proposed plan, the tenant can afford to

pay more rent, he will be in no worse condition, and
the advance would no doubt not be adequate to the

increased production of wheat; and to the latter

objection, I hope that what I have before stated will

be considered a sufficient answer. There may be
some difficulty, under this system, in obtaining the

proper dressings of the land ; but I stated in my for-

mer paper that to obviate this I should recommend
different sorts of wheat being sown, beginning with
the Michaelmas wheat and finishing with the spring

or March wheat, which will give more time, and a

better opportunity of cleaning than if all had been
sown before Christmas. And I also recommend
drill sowing, and spring hand-hoeing, for the pur-

pose of keeping the weeds down.
The same principle, I imagine, is applicable to all

sorts of crops ; and by knowing what ingredients are

exhausted by any given crop, the farmer may turn

his attention to any description of produce which
is the most profitable, and the best adnpted to the

nature of his land. The system of rotation of crops

is certainly efficacious in keeping the land in a state

of fertility, but if you can make more profit by
growing the same crop year after year, and by so

doing produce more food for man, without injuring

the soil, the sooner the slavish adherence to the pre-

scribed system is abolished the better. Under the

fonr-course system the land obtains a thorough

cleaning only once in four years, and those noxious

weeds which mere ploughing and harrowing do not

exterminate (which is the case with couch grass,

colts-foot, and some other running weeds that are

very tenacious of life) are gathering strength, during

the whole of that time, and helping to exhaust the

soil of nutriment which ought to be appropriated

solely by the cultivated crop. Under the system of

growing the same crop successively, a slight dress-

ing may be made every year (accompanied by hand
hoeing in the latter end of spring), and will no doubt

be much more efficacious in keeping down the weeds,

than by having recourse only to one great dressing

every four years. Farmers generally, I conceive,

are too sparing of labour, thinking that hand-hoeiog

and other cleaning are very expensive; but the

grudging this labour, trouble, and expense is, in my
opinion (to make use of a homely expression), be-

ing penny wise and pound foolish; for a shilling

spent in cleaning a crop will often bring back

eighteen pence in additional produce, yielding .50

per cent, profit, besides affording ample employment
to the poor cottagers, and thereby economising in

the poor rates, as well as acting a patriotic part by

increasing the resources of the nation.

It is a common saying, that ho who makes two

stems of corn or two blades of grass grow where

only one grew before, is one of the greatest bene-

factors to his country ; for plenty of food, jiroduced

by plenty of employment, is one of the strong foun-

dations of peace and happiness. Let us then each

try to render himself one of these benefactors by

fulfiiing these conditions, and give all the work that

we can to our industrious poor.

As I conceive that very erroneous ideas are fre-
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quently entertained about the effect of different

manures, I will repeal what I before said respecting

them—and that is, that their relative value consists

entirely upon the circumstance of their containing

either a greater or less number of the constituents

of vegetables. To exemplify this, 1 have copied a

table of analysis of different sorts of tillage, drawn
up by Mr. James Haywood (who, I am happy to say,

has this evening favoured us with his company),
which I consider very Viiluable, as giving us the

desired information at one glance :

—

MR. HAYWOOD'S AXALYSIS OF MANURES.
ONE TON OF EACH.
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the Thames, the Mersey, the Bristol Avon, the Hum-
ber, &c., besides the innnecliate drauiage uito the

ocean from such places as Brighton, Dover, Ports-

mouth, Southampton, Plymouth, !kc., ike. ! We may
obtain bones and guano from abroad—the importation

of which nvAy be advantageous at all times—yet only

by the exchange of an equivalent ; but to allow mat-

ters generated within the country, and highly valuable

for maintaining and increasing its fertility, to be

washed away, or to remain unemployed, is an absolute

loss of national wealth.

I have before me a published estimate of the weight

of food consumed in the metropolis, wliich for

1,800,000 persons amounts to 913,770^tons annually,

exclusive of wine, spirits, drugs, and homekeep.

Surely economy ought to be exercised with respect to

the decomposed matters resulting from this vast con-

sumption. If we continue to neglect the economy
here advocated, we may, with all our industry and
skill, stand for ever before the world as a realization of

the fable of Sysiphus.

I have the honour to remain, &c.,

Bristol, Dec. Uf/i, 1842. R. J.

P.S.—(January, 1844) According to the census of

1841 the population of London and suburbs amounted
to 1,873,670. I believe it will be found upon investi-

gation that, upon an average, the consumption of each

of the inhabitants of the metropolis is equal to the

produce of an acre of land. Consequently the popu-
lation above stated consume between a thirteenth and
fourteenth part of the whole produce of England, taking

the quantity of land in cultivation at 25,632,000

acres. Any man who can put two ideas toge-

ther may tell, without teaching, what must necessarily

be the ultimate consequence of the disproportionate

increase of towm population, coupled with a neglect of

the economy advocated in the foregoing letter, adding

to these causes the absorbing power of accumulated
wealth.

Letter IT.

Sir,—The profit derivable from due manuring
and cultivation being immediate, and the necessity

of those operations being of annual occurrence,

tenants may be left, as to those particulars, to the

influence of their own interests, of improved instruc-

tion and example, and of such covenants as tliey

and their landlords may mutually agree upon. It is

true that the landlord, as well as the tenant, derives

benefit from proper manuring and cultivation ; but
the interest of the latter in these particulars is so

immediate and substantial as to induce him to ad-
vance in them as far as his means may enable him.
But an efficient draining is not an improvement of

this description : once accomplished, it is in a inea-

sure permanent, and many years aie necessary to

enable the tenant to realize an adequate return for his

outlay therein. Tlie expense of draining is therefore

one which a tenant should not be expected to under-
take wholly at his own cost, unless he has before

him a sufficiently long term ; and even where the
tenant may probably derive a profit from such im-
provement, the fact of the landlord ultimately taking
a gratuitous share in the tenant's expenditure may in

some instances disincline the latter from under-
taking it.

Long leases have been lately insisted upon as a
sine qua non for encouraging improvement in agri-

culture. This is very well as a recommendation,
and I doubt not but that both landlord ami tenant
would in general benefit by its adoption ; but being
a recommendation only, not to be enforced, 1 pre-

sume, by legislative provisions, it is to be expected
that, under the influence of various reasons (wliether

wise or fallacious, commendable or condemnablej,
many landlords, and perhaps some tenants, may not
choose to adopt it; and there are many existing

leases, the unexpired remnants of which being of

various durations, the tenants holding under them
would be entitled to fair adjustment with reference

to any permanent improvements they may under-
take. It appears to me, therefore, that, instead of

limiting the vie w to long leases as the only basis of

agricultural ini provenumts, some principle of a<ljust-

ment ouglit to be adopted so as to suit every variety

of tenure.

As icgards draining (which is all that I intend
here by permanent improvement), there are two
faces to the subject : either tlie landoi'd or tlie tenant
may be desirous of undertaking it at his own ex-
pense. If done by the landlord, the rent ought to be
increased to the extent of a fair return for the capital

expended ; if by the tenant, he ought to receive, at

the expiration of his holding, the sum expended, re-

ducible according to the length of time during
wliich he may have had the benefit of the improve-
ment, or a lease ought to be immediately granted
him at a rent reduced proportionably to the rever-

sionary benefit to the landlord. Therefore, if a laud-
lord will not grant a lease at a reduced rent to a
tenant desirous of draining, the landlord ought
either to drain at his own expense, in consideration

of an improved rent, or undertake to pay his tenant
upon the determination of the tenancy a sum of money
equitably adjusted, according to the outlay incurred

by the latter, and the time during which he may
have enjoyed the benefit of the improvement.

I think that the party desirous of draining should,

in the first place, cause an estimate to be made of

the cost, and then upon that basis let a calculation be
made (if on the part of the landlord) of an increased

rent to be paid by the tenant, or (if on the part of

the tenant) of a reduction of rent commensurate
with the unexpired jiortion of a lease then existing,

or with the length of a lease to be granted, or of

a sum to be paid the tenant at the expiration of his

tenancy. In case of tenancies from year to year,

or of leases having only a year or two to run, neither

party should be subjected to compulsory terms ; for in

any such case, either party has his remedy against the
contumacy of the other by a speedy determination of

the tenancy ; but in case of leases of which a certain

number of years or ujjwards were unexpired, a legis-

lative enactment would be necessary. The process

might be in the way of arbitration, under which (if

upon the tenant's application) the landlord should
be compelled to the alternative, between which he
should be at liberty to choose, of a certain reduced
rent or payment to the tenant of a certain sum at

tlie expiration of the tenancy ; or (if upon the land-
lord's application) the tenant should be subjected, in

tlie alternative, to a certain increase of rent, or the

forfeiture of his lease.

I have the honour (o remain, &e.,

Bristol, Dec. IG. R. I.

Letter III.

Sir,—I believe tlint one of the most important and
difhciiJt cases witii which you h;ive to deal is that of

the cotton manufiicture, as at presnit circumstanced.

There are probably other manufactures moro or less

involved in the same circumstances, and to « hich may
be applicable in some measure the same observations

and suggestions. The cotton manufacture has, no
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doubt, been productive of great wealth, and though it

may also Lave been prolific of much misery and em-
barrassment, yet I imagine that the wisest course is

as well to restore its vigour as to check its degenerate

tendency, rather than to contemplate its downfall. 1

would advocate neither the " razing of the manufac-

turing towns," nor the conversion of this island into

" the workshop of the world." Our main dependence

for national safety and lasting prosj)erity should ho

placed upon tlie soil ; but in a thickly populated

country, manufactures well regulated aflord a great

auxiliarv. The great evil incident to the cotton ma-

nufacture, carried on with powerful and extensive ma-
chinery, consists in the alternations which often occur

between excessive and contracted production, and the

most grievous social diseases which spring from those

irregularities are the physical wretchedness and mo-
ral depravity of the workpeople.

It appears to me a duty incumbent upon the mas-

ter manufacturers, whose average profits are magnifi-

cent, to pFovide against the consequences of depressed

trade as respects their workpeople ; for neither the

latter nor the country in general (which also suffers)

can control the speculations or remedy the want of

foresight of manufacturers in the conduct of their ope-

rations.

Let means be taken for ascertaining periodically a

minimum market value of labour, below which manu-
facturers should not reduce wages, and allow no short

time work under a certain number of hours a day at

lower wages. If a manufacturer was unable to provide

full work, he should be required to turn out such hands

as he could not aftord to or would not retain at the

current legal rate of wages. The people thus put out

o! work must be provided for until agnin employed,

subject to a notice from the master manufacturers, to

be presently mentioned. Tbe fund for that purpose

should be raised and maintained at a certain amount

bv a moderate ad valorem duty upon the product of

the mills. The phui might be brought into operation

in the following manner. In the first place enter in

a list or register the names, &c., of all persons em-

ployed in the factories ; then, suppose the people so

registered to be in full work and in receipt of full

wages, and that afterwards more h;mds were required

and employed at full wages, the latter would also be

registered when taken on. On the other hand, sup-

pose a falling off of work, disabling a manufacturer

from keeping on the same number of hands at wages

of the current legal rate, in that event he should not be

allowed to reduce the wages below that standard, but

must relieve himself by turning out all hands except

those for whom lie had so much work as to enable him

to pay wages at the required rate ; and that operation

would be repeated from time to time as depression

increased, and when a revival took place the mills

would make their drafts from the registered workpeo-

ple unemployed. I he registered operatives unem-
jiloyed should not be placed on a level with paupers,

neither should their allowance equal the pay of those

in work ; for a master turning out hands would natu-

rally retain those of his workpeople who were supe-

rior in capacity or cliaracter. The OiieralivHS unem-
ployed should 1)0 at liberty to abandon their mainte-

nance out of the manufacturers' fund and acce[)t any

employment other tlian that of the mills ; and while

dependent upon the fund they should be iiound to do

any work provided for th"m other than work in the

mills, and might take turns uiih tiie operatives em-
ployed. My reason for requiring that all to whom the

manufacturer will not pay as much as the legal cur

rent rate of wages should be turned out is, that if

operatives remained at reduced wages to be made up

out of the general fund, a manufacturer might contrive

to get more than a due quantity of work done at the

expence of the fund ; and if the hands were not turned

out, other manufacturers wanting additional labour

could not well supply themselves without taking on
fresh operatives, and thereby unnecessarily increasing

the registered number and further burthening the

fund. 'I'he inspectors of factories would be the pro-

per persons to carry the measure suggested into ope-
ration.

It would be but fair towards the manufacturers to

begin the system at a time when trade was dull, and
then being put in operation it would be for the manu*
facturers so to regulate their future operations as to

avoid being buithened for any length of time with a

large number of unemployed operatives. I would not

render the unemployed workpeople permanently
chargeable upon the fund, but would allow the ma-
nufacturers to relieve themselves of the whole or

any part of them by a six months notice to be given

in pursuance of a resolution to be agreed to at a gene-

ral meeting of manufacturers, and, as a furtiier relief

in the meantime, the allowance to an unemployed ope-
rative should he liable to be reduced to the level of a
pauper's, upon proof of conduct which would afford a

reasonable objection to his being employed. There
are many other regulations and checks which might be

mentioned for ensuring the efficient working of the

measurp, but which it is not possible to detail (bad

I leisure to do so) within the ordinary compass of a

letter. I have the honour to remain, he,
Bristol, Jan. 10th. R. I.

Letter IV.

Sir,—I take it to be well understood that general

distress may bo produced, not only by fluctuations

in commerce and manufactures, but also by varia-

tions in the currency—that general exponent of

contracts and universal medium of commercial
dealings.

Fluctuations in trade and manufactures cannot be
wholly prevented by direct legislative measures :

merchants must be free to export and import, and
manufactureis to fabricate at their discretion. We
can only hope that experience of the evils resulting

from doing those things at random or to excess, will

by degrees teach the classes referred to the duty of

governing their transactions by a sober juilgment,

and a conscientious regard to the public interest.

However, a great blow may be given to an unsound
commercial and manufacturing system by prohibit-

ing private issues of paper money, and an undue
extension of n)annfactures may be further checked
by the measure suggested in my last letter (No. 3 of
this series).

The abolition of private issues, and the substitution

of government paper, also appear a necessary

foundation for regulating the currency. The substi-

tution of government paper shotdd be to an amount
equal with the average total of l)anker's notes hereto-

fore in circulation, which is about 35,000,()00Z. for

the United Kingdom.
It is impossible to maintain an inconvertible go-

vernment paper. It 7)iust be convertible in one
way or another, direct or indirect, so that the mixed
paper, and metallic currency of this country may
adapt itself from time to time to the relative condi-
tion of the currency of other countries, anil the cir-

cumstances of our foreign trade. It seems highly
desirable thiit such convertibility should not bo
direct and immediate, but be limiteil to some chan-
nel which would not be available for other than legi-
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timate operations, so as to obviate the necessity

Cwhieh otherwise the government would be under)
of maintaining a large amount of specie to provide

against uncertain demands, and the possibility of an
extensive run ; a necessity which would rob the sys-

tem of government issues of a great portion of its

benefit. Now, as gold cannot be required in ex-
change for treasury notes for any legitimate purpose
within the country, I would suggest as an efficient

means of obviating all difficulties, that no person
should be entitled to receive specie at the Treasury
in exchange for government notes ; but that, either

in exchange for such notes or for gold, the Treasury
should issue its notes, or drnfts payable abroad, to

enable persons in this country to make payments
out of it, or to transfer tlieir property from thence.
To meet those drafts the government would of
course be obliged to export the precious metals ; and
the exportation of them, except by the government,
should be prohibited under pain of forfeiture, so as

to preclude the possibility of a derangement of the
currency, or the country being deprived of any por-
tion of the profits to be derived from difl^erences of
exchange, by the operations of private exporters. It

is possible that the treasury might occasionally be
short of the necessary amount of gold to meet its

obligations abroad, but then (having the exclusive
exportation of that article) it could command a suf-
ficient supply at a very trifling premium.
The system suggested would render necessary the

employment of government agents abroad, who
might perhaps be advantageously selected from
amongst native bankers, or brokers resident in for-

eign states ; or British ministers and consuls might
transact the agency—but that is a matter of detail

.

The general management of the business would re-
quire skill and experience, and if it were ably con-
ducted, and due advantage were taken of the relative

and varying states of the exchanges of foreign coun-
tries, it would be productive of considerable profit,

independently of the original gain arising from the
issue of 35 millions of paper money. The Treasury
would transmit, from time to time, to its agents
abroad an amount of the drafts upon them issued,
with a specification of numbers, marks, and other
necessary particulars, so as to prevent the payment
of spurious instruments. The time which such drafts
were to run after sight should be sufficiently long to
enable the Treasury to make necessary remittances,
and no such drafts (not remitted abroad) should be
received back and cashed at the Treasury unless
retuniud within a limited time, and should then be
paid only with Treasury notes circulating in this

country. It would also be well to require that notice
by the holder should be immediately given to the
Treasury of the remittance abroad of any foreign
Treasury draft. Such regulations would enable the
government to keep all their foreign transactions
within a safe manageable and profitable compass,
and to restrict their exportations of gold to the
amount actually required.

I have set down the immediate financial gain to
the Treasury from the substitution of government for
private paper at 35,000,000?. The indirect and con-
sequential pecuniary gains from that measure are
too uncertain for me to hazard an estimate of them.
The grand benefits, as I conceive, whicli the country
would derive from it, are that of maintaining the
money circulation upon a just equilibrium ; of putting
a stop to that excess of manufacturing and trading,
whicli is fostered by the ill-exercised power to issue

private paper money ; and of protecting the people
against the distress and ruin caused by the failure of
banks of issue.

All experiments with the currency upon any
theory as relating to prices, or the improvement of

trade, or any other speculative and visionary object,

I denoimce most fully ; advocating government
issues only to the extent of private paper money
now in- circulation, and in substitution thereof.

Under the title of private issues I include the notes

of the Biinks of England and Ireland, and the Joint
Stock Banks.

I have the honour to remain, Sec,

Bristol, Jan. 2Sth. R. I.

Letter V.

Sir,—While on the one band measures should be
adopted (us suggested in my last letter) for preventing
great fluctuations in the currency by means of finan-

cial operations, it is necessary, on the other hand, to

provide against the effect of changes in tiie value of
money, arising from extrinsic causes, as affecting con-
tracts of long continuance. The most im[)ortant of

such contracts comprise the national obligations, wbich
ought to be governed by a less variable standard than
that of nominal money amounts. Adopt the principle

of the tithe commutation, adding to the corn averages
other ingredients, as the base metals and staple com-
modities of trade. For the sake of illustration, and
to simplify it, suppose a mere corn average—the

holder of £100 Three per Cent. Stock, should receive

from time to time such a sum, by way of yearly divi-

dend, as (according to the averages) that quantity of

corn would sell for which may now be pur-
chased for £3. Considering the large amount
of Government expenditure, besides the interest of

the debt, it is important tliat this principle should be
applied to the whole of the national payments—an
arrangement which might be fully carried out with
ease.

I will not add any observations in regard to the

application of tiie principle in question to private

obligations, as to which it is so far less important

;

as that these are generally of short duration, while

those of the state are, for the most part, permanent.
I must, however, observe (for the observation relates

to a cliiss of private contracts of the greatest and most
general importance), that lands on lease ought not to

be subject to strict money payments, but to rents vary-

ing according to the prices of agricultural produce.
I have the honour to remain, &c.,

R. I.

Bristol, Janvary 30, 1843.

P.S., January, 1844.—Is it not strange that the

Legislature should gravely and deliberately apply a

great and sound principle in relation to tithes, which
amount to about £3,500,000 per annum, and leave

utterly neglected in this respect a general yearly ex-
penditure of nearly 50 millions ? As if a farmer

should take great pains in the cultivation of his

gfirden, and afford no attention to his farm! AVho
cannot well understand what must be the effect of an

increase in the value of money, or, in other words,
a reduction of prices and wages, with such an enor-

mous taxation always standing rigidly at the same
nominal amount 1 There is no section of the commu-
nity more deeply interested in this subject than agri-

culturists, though such questions are mostly consi-

dered the province of commercial men. The agricul-

tural members in Parliament neglect a great duty in

leaving this matter in its present state.
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THE WOOL TRADE.
LIVERPOOL, January 1.—We are glad to be

enabled to give quite as satisfactory a rejiort of the

wool trade as we anticipated iu our last annual circu-

lar. For the first sL\ months of the year, the ir.am

features of the woollen, worsted, and wool trades

continued unaltered, and characterized by extreme

caution in the purchase of all the raw materials used

in the manufacture, and production of goods limited,

except to order.

The prospect of a good harvest, and the eifects of

cheapness and plenty upon the home trade, which

were happily realized, gave a decided impetus to trade,

in August and September ; and the improvement in

both demand and prices of wool which then took

place, has since been maintamed, and in some descrip-

tions still further advanced, whilst stocks have run
down to a very low ebb ; and a large business, con-

ducted with entire absence of anticipation or specu-

lation, has marked the year of cheap provisions and
steady employment for labour.

As we foresaw, we find that there is a considerable

falling off in the imports of wool at this port, the ap-

parent equality with last year's being constituted of

ballots of Alpaca or Peruvian wool, of 80 to 100 lbs.

weight. The causes of this deficit, we fear, are not

easily to be surmounted, and we apprehend that no-

thing but higher prices, and the abolition of the ab-

surd and injurious wool duty, will bring up imports

to their former extent. We refer particularly to Pe-

ruvian, Buenos Ayres, and all the low Mediterranean

wools washed and in the grease. A duty of id. per

lb. upon an article value here only 2M. to 6d. per lb.,

added to the prime cost, expenses of transit and land-

ing charges, must be a prohibition to their regular im-

port, during the continuance of low prices here ; the

duty driving the British importer out of competition

with the American and French, who are now the two
largest purchasers in Buenos Ayres, and forcing return

cargoes of low-prized wools into continental ports

where tliis enormous tax is avoided, besides somewhat
higher prices realized.

The suicidal short-sightedness of this barbarous im-

post is every year becoming more apparent. Wlien

it has dwindled to non-productiveness to the Ex-
chequer, by excluding all low foreign wools, it may
possibly be abandoned by Government.

Australian wools being uniformly offered by public

auction, always meet ready sale, and these wools being

in esteem with manufacturers, have commanded a

steady advance in value during the year—prices, which

had receded, being now fully equal to our quotations

twelve months ago.

East India wools axe in great favour with consum-
ers, and have sold with great spirit throughout the

year, our quotations showing an advance of IJd. upon
all the better qualities, since January last.

Alpaca and Peruvian Wools continue to be so pro-

miscuously entered at the Customs, that accuracy

cannot be arrived at in estimating the imports of each.

Taking the arrivals of Alpaca at 35,000 qrs. 8,750

cwt., this will show a large deficit of Sheep's Wool
compared with previous years' imports, the combined
result of unremunerative prices, and the ojieration of

the Wool duty. The demand for Alpaca for export,

to a large extent this season, desei^ves notice, as mark-
ing the inroads of foreign competition on the English

manufacturer, in a bi'anch which lie has had almost

exclusively to himself, and again demonstrating the

impolicy of levying Id. per lb. import tax upon liim,

from which the foreign buyer is exempt. The effect

of this new and large tlemand has been to raise the

price of Alpaca to nearly tlie highest rates ever ob-

tained for it. Portvgal and Spanish Wools must also

be added to the list of diminished imports. The bulk
of this class has been coai-se Lisbon Wool this season,

])rices of Merino Wools ruling too high for this mar-
ket, and being chiefly purchased on French account,

we believe.

We cannot foresee causes for any material variation

from the present course and rates of business in the

Wool, Worsted, and Woollen trades for some months
to come, which would be dangerous and undesirable

on many grounds. In the present low state of stocks

of Wool, with the steady drain of consumption upon
them, the tendency of prices will be upwards, till the

supply be better adjusted to the demand, or other

causes affect general business, among which next

hai"vest is one of the most influential, for good or for evU.

As the two last plentiful harvests were the germ and
cause of the present improved state of trade, so upon
the next, under existing laws, its continuance depends.

That a large business is doing on improved terms, is

admitted ; still there is a cautiousness—amounting
almost to mistrust of the permanency of present im-
provement—generally prevailing ; purchases continue

to be made, as it were, from " hand to mouth." En-
gagements are contracted to a much narrower compass
than formerly ; and the whole attitude of business is

defensive, and indicates doubt and want of confidence

in the sources of demand and employment. There is

not that activity and vigorous prosecution of business

—that confidence and consciousness of the stability

and soundness of our great manufacturing and com-
mercial interests—that full occupation of machinery
and labour, which used to mark "good times," and
which are the characteristics of a healthy and profita-

ble trade, such as the capital, ingenuity, and industry

of the manufacturing districts are equal to sustain,

were their limbs unfettered, and free scope given to

their capabilities. Every trade feels this, and instinc-

tively acts upon this impression ; nor will it be safe or

prudent in the manufacturer to do otherwise till the

prospect is widened, and he possesses the power of

free exchange with every customer and every country

he trades with, free from the fetters of restriction, and
able to negociate on equal terms with foreign competi-

tors wherever he may meet them ; whilst his home
trade, created by the regular employment of capital

and labour, is regulated and sustained by the sale of

his surplus production in foreign markets.

Dawson and Hance.

THE WOOL TRADE.
LIVERPOOL, January 1.—In reviewing the

wool trade for the past year, it is satisfactory to be

eoiabled to give a more favourable report than in our

last annual circular, which was marked by almost uni-

form depression and despondency. At the commence-
ment of 1843, although stocks of the raw material

were not large, yet importers were subjected to such

heavy losses from the low rate of prices ruling in the

consuming markets, that a very contracted importa-

tion for the year was expected ; whilst the low price of

))rovisions, and the generally favourable aspect of our

commercial negociations in the east, led to the hope of

an extended trade abroad, with increased means of

consumption at home. Both these anticipations have

been realized. With a diminished import we have ex-

perienced a considerably increased demand, both for

the home and foreign markets.
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During the early months of the year the transac-

tions were characterized by die utmost caution, both in

the purchase of the raw material and the scrupulous

avoidance of any acciunulation of goods on the part of

the manufacturers. This continued up to June, prices

fluctuating about 5 per cent., with a moderate amount
of business doing. About this period, the prospect of

the approaching harvest being favourable, a lively ac-

tion in ])usiness commenced, which has continued un-

abated to the present time.

It is gratifyuig to remark that, whilst the consump-
tion is greater than, perhaps, ever belbre known, the

trade is healthy and legitimate, being prhicipally to or-

der, not the result of speculative demand, and unac-

companied by any excess of stock of the manufactured

article.

The import of Colonial wools shows no material in-

crease ; whilst on Foreign, generally, there has been a

considerable faUing off. The diminution applies more
partiularly to Buenos Ayres, and other low foreign

wools of that class, which we attribute principally to

the heavy duty imposed on their admission, amounting

to from 10 to 25 per cent. This is much to be re-

gretted, for they are a class of wools required by our

manufacturers, and if admitted duty free would open
an extended and beneficial trade. They are for the

most part imported in the unwashed state, and, being

infested with burrs and other impurities, the increased

cost for freight, the loss in washing and cleaning,

amounting to from 40 to 60 per cent., with the ex-

pense of the process, which is considerable, make the

duty onerous almost to prohibition. The removal of

the duty would secure the advantage of the carrying

trade, give a better supply of a commodity required by
our manufacturers, and form a useful article of return,

which is the great want of our merchants in foreign

commerce. Many English houses have lately con-

signed their cargoes to the United States and the Con-
tinent, where the pressure of duty is less felt and the

quotations offer a better margin. The greater portion

of these wools received here, during the year, has been
re-exported. The exports of wool from Buenos
Ayres to the 9th September, 1843, to Great Britain,

have been but l,418,1251bs. ; those to France, to the

same period, have been 3,9G6,6251bs. ; and to the

United States 3, 763,2721bs. : the greater part of which,

were the duty removed, we hesitate not to say, would
have found its way to this country.

The first public sales of Australian wools for the

season took place here in June, and were immediately
followed by a large series of sales in London. The
opening prices were low, notwithstanding a numerous
attendance and spirited competition. At each of the

succeeding sales prices have rallied, and we now quote
them 3d. per lb. higher than at the first. The wools,

generally, have been well got up, and not oi)en to the

objections with regard to condition, &c., we have had
to notice on former occasions.

In Alpaca wools we have to notice a considerable

increase of imports ; but, from being mixed in the

Customs return with sheep's wool, it is difficult to

arrive at the exact quantity. In fixmg it at 14,000
ballots we shall not be far from the mark. For the

first five months of the year it was in extremely limited

request, at decUning prices, with a heavy stock in the

market, amounting at one time to 10,000 ballots. At
the beginning of Jmie prices had fallen so low as Is.

6d. for white, for black Is. 2d., brown Is. to Is. Id.,

with a prospect of stUl further reduction. During this

month a Uttle demand arose for export, chiefly for ex-
periment, which caused a trifling advance in prices :

matters continued tolerably quiet till August, when an
e.^tensive demand existed for export, which led to an

advance of about ten per cent. In October the ex-
porters again came forward, the inquiry being very
general and on a large scale, and almost cleared the

market, the prices paid showing an advance of about
2,5 per cent. : prices have since remained steady. It

is expected the arrivals for some months hence will be
extremely small, and all at present advised of have been
purchased by the home trade to arrive. The last price

paid was 2s. 4d. for white, and Is. lOd. to Is. lOJd.
for colours.

In Peruvian, East India, Mediterranean, and Rus-
sian wools we remark a very diminished import-
Prices since June have improved from 15 to 20 per
cent. , leaving a scanty stock of all at the close of the

year.

Up to the time of clip the demand for English and
Irish wools was languid, and prices ruled low : since

then they have been gradually advancing. The stock,

which then was large, is not now above an average.

The rise in the meantime is about 20 per cent, on
combing, and 15 per cent, on short wools. At the

commencement of the present season there was a brisk

demand for combing wools for the continent. For the
last few months there has not been much doing for

that quarter.

There has been a 'good demand for Scotch wools
since the clip, and we never remember, at tliis period
of the year, so little remaining in farmers' hands, or,

indeed, in the country. Notwithstanding the un-
usually large import into Liverjiool, the market is quite

bare. The advance on Laid Highland is 20 per cent.,

on Laid Cheviot about 15 per cent., and on white

Cheviot and Cross 10 to 15 per cent.

Hughes and Roxald.

SPADE HUSBANDRY.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE TIMES.

Sir,—After your excellent observations the other
day on the too common infatuation in agriculturists

preventing their own larger per ccntage of imme-
diate profits by pursuing modes of husbandry, which
also operate against public and popular good by
diminishing instead of increasing employment among
our increased population; and also taking into con-
sideration the letter of " Observer" on spade hus-
bandry, with the reply of " Subsoil Plough," from
the Union Club, in your paper of Tuesday, I am in-

duced to think that a copy of the following letter,

from a practical fanner near Easingwold, with the

addition of other experience, will be acceptable to

you, and Interest a very large proportion of the
readers of The Times.
Yen must allow me first to explain that I had

ridden over to call on the writer, which gave me the

opportunity of conversing with some of the labourers

around, besides seeing the field dug last winter, and
another which was undergoing the spade at the

time of my visit. Mr. W. S. was not at home, so I

did not see him, but left a note, to which I send you
the answer. He is a perfect stranger to me ; but
any one doubting any detail, and ever visiting the

neighbourhood between Thirsk and Easingwold, will

have no difficulty in finding out this farmer, and his

letter to me sufficiently predicts the welcome which
they will find. I am not at liberty to write the

farmer's name at length:

—

"October 18, 1843.
" Rev. Sir,—I have great pleasure in answering

your inquiries respecting my having employed poor
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men to dig in tlic field last winter. AVheu I com-
menced I had no intention of doing more than an acre

or two, partly to try tlie experiment, and partly to

cmjiloy a destitute labourer or two who could not

lirocurc work. Others unemployed soon applied, so

I gave leave for anj' to dig^ who chose to do so, when
they could procure no work elsewhere. At the com-
mencement I offered them 5s. per land, without any
regard to, or calculation of, what it would amount to

per acre, but found afterwards that it cost me 25s.,

which I considered a fair price. They did not clean

nor stone it, but merely turned it over. I was very

particular in having it turned well over for the bene-
fit of the fresh soil. The quantity done was 12

acres. A few lands indiscriminately left were turned

up by the plough in the same field to see if there

was any difference in the crop ; and it was very per-

ceptible when reaped that the lands ploughed were
inferior, I think at least by 12 bushels per acre.
" The field (being the nearest I had to the men

employed) was drilled in the spring with oats, after

a wheat crop. Those lands which were ploughed I

am digging this autumn, and drilling the field with
wheat (an extra crop). That part of the field which
was last winter dug turned n\} now as rich and mel'
low as a garden, and I have no doubt Avill be much
improved and produce better crops in future years.

By thoroughly draining arable land and then digging

it a good depth (where there is a sufficient depth of

soil) I think nearly double the quantity of corn might
be produced, and by that means both owner and
occupier benefited, the poor employed, and poor-
rates reduced.
" The earnings of the men differed according to

their ability and industry. On an average they
earned about Is. 3d. per day—none too much.
" The dejith I had it turned up was 12 inches, ex-

cept in the furrows, which was about six or eight. I

had a pretty good depth of soil, rather strong but
not very stony. When the land is very stiff and
strong I should consider 25s. per acre rather too

little, if very light too much.
" I have some doubt of its answering so well on

very light sand, and on very tenacious clay I think
the benefit would not be visible the first year or two.
I so much approve of * spade husbandry' that I in-

tend, if spared, to have a field dug every year until

the whole of my arable be turned up. If I am not
remunerated for the extra expense in the crops, it

will afford me abundant satisfaction to see some of
the starving poor employed, who would otherwise
have been without employment. If the land was
hand-weeded and cleaned when dug, it would require

more price, and that according to the quantity of
roots and quicks and the nature of the soil.

" You will perceive that the extra cost of digging
to me is only 20s. per acre, 'that is, after deducting,
say 5s. per acre for ploughing, if ploughed. Tlie

supposed 12 bushels of oats per acre, at 2s. per
bushel, is 24s. ; so that I consider it has more than
paid me in the first crop, exclusive of the extra straw.
"Digging land intended for a fallow, I think,

would be about as little expense as ploughing. It

would require to be ploughed five or six times, as
well as dragging and harrowing. After digging it

would require less dragging and harrowing, the land
would be so much lighter, and loose and open, and
the quicks much easier to get out; and it would
require only one ploughing (light) for the seed
furrow.

" It would, in my opinion, be more humane, as

well as beneficial, if the owners and occupiers of land

would in every township allot portions of land to the

labourers to dig in the winter months, aud pay them
a fair remunerating price, than to send them to the

poor-house, or compel them by hunger to rob and

steal, and foster in their breasts hatred and ill-will

towards those who ought to employ them.
" Yours, &c.,

" To the Rev. E. D." " W. S.

Now, sir, I shall not weaken this right-hearted and

sensible letter from this practical Yorkshire farmer

by any enlargement, beyond communicating other

facts. I myself last month consequently had dug,

with the Sussex flat-pronged fork, an acre of a fallow

field of my glebe, only just then taken into my own
hands, because I could no longer endure to see It so

under-valued and scandalously farmed. I only ad-

vert to this to show that this acre was in the state of

all others to occupy men the longest time in digging,

cleaning, and stoning as they went on. I put two
men on to it at 2s. per day each, with two village boys

at 3d. each (one of them thought by others too dear

at any price) ; but I shall raise him above par in

time. The acre was dug, cleaned, and stoned by
these in 13 days, not including the carting away the

stones and rubbish, which were laid in heaps till all

was finished. The cost, therefore, to me for this acre

was this first time, digging, cleaning, and stoning,

21. 18s. 6d. ; but one of the labourers said, " 1 would
rather dig it next time for 20s. per acre." The acre

was immediately dibbled, three pecks to the acre, and
it is now showing a very promising crop of wheat.

It was dibbled in rows, 9 inches and 12 inches apart,

to prove Mr. H. Davies's theory of very thin sowing

a great saving in seed.

There is another point which seems worth men-
tioning to prevent discouragement on shallow soils.

The soil on half this acre is unusually deep, so that

we did not bottom it ; but digging 12 inches turned

up only about G inches fresh soil on this part. It

gradually grows shallower till it runs up to barely 6
inches on the limestone. Yet no difference as yet

appears, and I anticipate none will, if the seasons next

year are favourable to our soil at all ; for the more
wet in the spring and early summer, the better for

us always.

A farmer well known to all around him as a shrewd
man is now digging out several acres near Borough-
bridge, stiff soil, turned quite over (" topsy turvy

and 12 inches deep," are the words of the agreement).

He is paying 30s. per acre. Numbers of labourers,

far and near, have consequently asked him to let

them have some digging. Tliey work long or

short, as they like. The old men earn about Is. or

Is. 2d. per day ; the strong and lusty from Is. 3d. to

2s. The days are very short, otherwise these latter

would earn nearly 2s. Gd., I reckon. The employer
is confident that he is a considerable gainer, espe-

cially in these respects- -burying the quicks and
weeds so deep that they will die and operate as ma-
nure as far as they go, and thus so improving and
cleaning his farm, lately entered on, that in due
time it will resemble a garden, and employ more
fellow Christians, and entail fewer horses to realize

better results continually.

A gentleman a few miles north of York, though
personally unknown to me, favoured me with some
details from his experience in spade husbandry,
which I knew him to have tried to a considerable ex-

tent with very great satisfaction to himself and
neighbouring labourers, lie deprecates adopting it

only when employment is scarce, so convinced is he

of its profits to all parties in the long as well as the
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short ruu ; and he names ;30s. per acre for stiff, and
26s. I'or light laud, as the price at which he is con-
fident that generally labourers would gladly take
digging when once they get accustomed to it.

I hope that it will not appear saying too much of

myself if I conclude by adding, that as tlic re-

mainder of the glebe comes into my bauds under
notice given, which is about 2(! acres arable, I pur-
pose as much as I am able to follow the good ex-
ample of those friends to "the employment of the
people'' instead of horses who have introduced spade
husbandry into their neighbourhoods. IMay others

wealthier, and in every way more able, come and do
likewise in these j^prilous times of accumulated
wealth on one side, and accumulated destitution and
desperation on the other. Yours,

Rectorij, Newton Kyme, Dec. 21. E. D.

PROBUS FARMERS' CLUB.

The annual meeting of this club was held at the
Hawkins's Arms Inn, Probus. on Saturday Dec. 21),

when there was a very good attendance of members
and their friends, i he chair was occupied by Mr.
Tresawna, the president of the club, and Mr. W.
H. Cardell, the treasurer, acted as vice-president,
in the absence of Mr. R. Doble, who was kept away
through the severe illness of a member of his
family.

After the withdrawal of the cloth,
The Chairman proposed the health of " the

Queen" {loud cheers), "Prince Albert, the Queen
Dowager, and the rest of the Royal Family " {loud
cheers ) ; and then called upon the secretary to read
the Report.
Mr. Williams proceeded to read this document,

which staled that the proceedings of the club during
the past year were such as would redound to its

honour, and secure its future prosperity. It was
gratifying to the committeethat nothing had hitherto
transpired calculated to mar their onward progress
or divert their minds from the objects which they
had kept steadily in view, viz. : Agricultural Im-
provement. The report went on to slate that no
means were so well calculated to attain this end as
the establishment of farmers' clubs, which were in
reality schools for grown-up persons,—where expe-
rience was matched against fanciful theories, and
prejudices arraigned against truisms. " One ac-
knowleged evil," observed the committee, "to which
agricultural life in the mass has hitherto been ex-
posed, arises from the isolated situation of the
farmer; and this has, perhaps, tended more than
any other to confirm his prejudices and narrow his
understanding. He sees little of society, and even
his limited intercourse with his fellow men, espe-
cially if the few he meets with entertain similar
views to himself, by the daily repetition of the same
sentiments, if wrong ones, will confirm him in the
belief of the most absurd opinions. The establish-
ment of Farmers' Clubs will remedy much of this
evil, for in addition to the many agricultural sub-
jects discussed at the different meetings through-
out the year, they placed hooks of sound and useful
instruction in the hand of the farmer, such as he is
likely to read and comprehend, and thus he is gra-
dually and steadily informed of the true principles
on which farming should be conducted and regu-
lated, namely, by the union oi practice with science.
The encouragement of Farmers' Clubs, therefore.

ought to be an important object among the friends

of general and local improvement." In conclusion,
the report stated " that the committee would beg to

acknowledge the receipt of some very important
communications on the relative value of different

kinds of food used for feeding live stock, from Profes-

sor Playfair, the consulting chemist of the Royal
Agricultural Society, in explanation of the tables of

nutrition adduced by him before the members at

their annual December mctting in 1842.''

The CiiAiKiMAN next gave "the health of the
county members " (cheers); this was followed by
the toast, " Prosperity to the Probus Farmers'
Club." (Great checriiuj.)

Mr. KiiNDALL responded to this toast, observing
that he felt a great interest in the welfare of the
club. He was fully sensible of the great benefits to

be derived from meetings of this kind, and he
thought that there was no institution more de-
serving of the consideration and support of farmers,

as well as other persons, than a club that taught a

correct acquaintance with the principles of agricul-

ture. {Cheers.)
The Chairman next proposed the health of Mr.

Peters,—whom he warmly eulogised for his readi-

ness on all occasions to assist in the spread of

agricultural knowledge among his brother farmers.
{Loud cheers.)

Mr. Peters returned thanks, and observed that

he was perfectly satisfied with the utility of these

clubs where they were placed on a right footing ;

but it was a matter of regret that some of the clubs

had declined, while the Probus club was increasing

every year. (Cheers.)

Mr. Tretiiewv then proposed " Liberal landlords

and deserving tenants." (Great applause.)

Mr. James Davis, in responding to this toast, said

that some of the tenant farmers laboured under
great disadvantages in the tenure of their estates.

Some landlords preferred letting their estates for a
seven years' term. Could it be expected that a
tenant would cultivate his farm properly under such
circumstances ? (Loudcheers.) Tenants would like

to have an interest in their estates before they laid

out money in improvements. (Cheers.) He was
very well aware that the tenant farmers of this

neighbourhood were foremost in the most approved
system of cultivation, and this he attributed prin-

cipally to the liberality of Sir Christopher Hawkins.
{Loud applause.) He was the first landlord who
granted for terms—not only for 21 years, but for

longer terms than that ;—it was to him and to his

praiseworthy conduct, as well as to his agent, Mr.
Trethewy [loudcheers) that farms in this neigh-

bourhood had been brought into so high a state

of cultivation.

Mr. Drew, in proposing the health of the Chair-
man, said that the prosperity of such clubs was
greatly ensured and their benefits advanced by the

order kept by the gentleman who presided over
their meeting. They owed much to Mr. Tresawna,
who had presided over them from the formation of
the club, and he begged to propose his good health.

(Loud cheering.)

Mr. Tresawna, after thanking the company for the

manner in which his health had been drunk, spoke
of the unsatisfactory way in which, to himself, he
had performed the duties of Chairman ; but as it

was again the pleasure of the club to elect him, he
would do all in his power to promote its prosperity.

He considered these clubs not only useful and bene-

ficial to the members but to many others— in fact to

a great part of the farmers j for they might depend
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upon it that the seeds which were sown at their

nionthlj^ meetings would take root, and ahhough
they might not spring up in ahundance for some
time, yet they would spring uj), one here and an-
other there, and prove that their labours had not

been lost. (Cheers.) When tbey contemplated the

object that farmer's clubs had in view —that it was
by a better state of cultivation to increase the food

for the use of mankind—he thought such clubs were
worthy the support of every person ; because, if by
means of such clubs, more beef, more mutton, and
more corn were sent into the market, the nation

would receive the benefit of it. {Hear, hear.)

Mr. Kahkei-k having been called on by the chair-

man to propose as a toast, " the Royal Agricultural

Society of England," said that he should be want-
ing in his duty as a member of the Probus Farmers'
Club, if he did not state how much he felt flattered

by having the toast committed to his h;uuls. This
great society, he said, possessed upwards of (),5()0

members, with an annual income of about 5,000/ ,

besides a funded property of about 6,000/.; and
with such means as these at their disposal, and ac-

tuated, as they evidently were, for the general
improvement of agriculture, it was impossible to

suppose but that an immense good must arise from
its establishment. {Cheers.) He, Mr. Kaikeek, had
witnessed the last two exhibitions of the society at

Bristol and Derby. At Bristol, the stock generally

was very good, with the exception of the thorough-
bred stallions, which were not at all calculated to

produce a good half stocli, when crossed with the
general average of half-bred mares. If the horse
which won the first prize there was the best that

could be produced in that neighbourhood, he was not
surprised to hear of the scarcity of good useful hacks
and hunters, as was now generally complained of.

At Derby, the sliew of horses was considerably bet-

ter than at Bristol, but be confessed that he ex-
pected to have seen a very difi'erent kind of animal
altogether in that neighbourhood. He thought to

see animals possessing plenty of bone and muscle,
and capable of carrying a heavy weight, with
varied pace through deep ground, or across a stony
country. It was high itime for this society to make
some alteration in their rules in that respect, and to

offer prizes for a different description of horse
altogether. {Hear, hear.) The next thing which re-

quired censure at the Derby exhibition jjarticularly,

was the enormous fatted state of the milch cows of
the short horned breed, which, to judge from their

appearance, would do mucli better for the butcher
than the pail. It was true that tbey were splendid

animals, as were the short- horned race generally
exhibited there, such as he never before witnessed,

but he doubted very much whether many of these
cows would breed again. It was too common a
practice at our Cornish exhibitions to shew breeding
ewes in a fattened condition, and immediately after,

they were placed upon a reducing or starving sys-

tem, otherwise they would not be capable of breed-
ing as before. But farmers were not aware of the
effect of fattening breeding animals, which was
this, that in proportion as an animal was fattened

were the organs of nutrition reduced in size; and
although this effect would most certainly tend to

induce a great capacity of fattening and early
maturity in their race, which was highly desirable

when a breed required these valuable jjroperties,

still in the instance of the Derby cows, jxjssessing

these qualities as they evidently did in an eminent
degree, any increase of them must necessarily in-

terfere with the natural strejigth and health of

constitution of the animal, and would most certainly

prevent their breeding for the future. He concluded
by proposing the toast, "the Royal Agricultural
Society of England." (Loud ajiphmse.)

Mr. H. Ckoguon proposed " Agriculture and
Commerce," and described their mutual dependance
on each other for continued prosperity; expressing
his decided belief, that with an unshackled com-
merce, a greater benefit would accrue to the coun-
try ; for rhere would be a greater demand for bread,

and that would enable the farmer to meet any
alteration which might be made in the laws of the

country. {Loud applause.)

Mr. John Gatlev briefly replied. He had for

many years been carrying on a trade intimately

connected with agriculture, and he had always felt

a degree of pleasure in lending his assistance to the

cause of agriculture. He wished, indeed, that he
had met the firmers with different prices to what
they were at present getting, for he believed they
were seiling their produce at much lower prices

than they could afford. {Hear, hear.) One interest,

however, could not flourish without the other. At
present, the manufacturers had the best of it, but if

they succeeded they would have more money to

spend in buying food, from which he hoped the

agriculturists would benefit. {Cheers.)
:Mr. James, of Grampound, proposed the health

of " The Srangers.''

Mr. Dkrw next propo'^ed " Science as the result

of the happy combination of theory with practice."

Mr. Peter Davis proposed the health of " the

Secretary,'' which was drunk with loud and hearty
applause, and acknowledged by Mr. Williams.
Mr. Wi\i. James next gave " the Vice-presidents

of the club," whom he described as men of talent

and men of candour, who readily gave their oj)!-

nions and advice on agriculture, so that it was no
small benefitpto young agriculturists especially, to

be able to have their advice. {Loud cheers.)

Mr. W. H. Cardell, the treasurer, expressed his

regret that his friend Mr. Richard Doble, who was
to have taken his place, was not able to be present

to respond to the toast just proposed. Mr. Cardell

then expressed the pleasure he felt at being a mem-
ber of the club, and stated that other bodies had
sent for their rules, and had established clubs upon
those rules, though in too many instances they had
only adhered to a few of them, and to that he attri-

buted the failure of many of the clubs. (^Cheers.) He
was glad to see that there was to be a new club

established at Stratton, which he hoped would
prosper. {Cheers.)

The Chairman next gave "Prosperity to the St.

Austell Farmers' Club," which was drunk amid
loud and hearty cheering, and briefly acknowledged
by Mr. Anstev, of Menabilly. The remainder of

the toasts were then postponed, and arrangements

made for

THE LECTURE.

Mr. Peters, of Tehidy, now proceeded to deliver

his lecture on the " Subdivision of Farms, and Im-
provement of Fences, with regard to the F>conomy
of Land and Labour, and for the purposes of Shel-

ter," as follows :

—

The subject on which I am about to make a few
observations, is one of more importance to the

practical farmer than might at first be supposed.

The effects of an inconvenient arrangement of the

fields, and the greater amount of labour conse-

quently required in working the land, in keeping the

fences in repair, and ia exterminating a host of
r
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noxious \vce(I.>, of which oM ami iireguliir tencos
aiegicut tiursfiics, ttml, altliough perliaps imper-
ceptibly, to lessen the prufits of the farmer, besides
the loss of ground occasioned by tiieir irregularities.

A farm inconveniently subdivided, like badly ar-
ranged farm buildings, is a source of )'early, nay
daily inconvenience. These evils do not aft'ect the
farmer for a season only; they cling to him while
his lease endures; bnt too often thev become as old
acquaintances, they are submitted to from time to
time, tilt they, instead of being looked upon as
hurtful, become engrafted into the system of nian-
agemcnr. Rotations, &c., are adapted lo the fields,

instead of the fields being adapted to the rotations,
that might be wished for, and more profitably pur-
sued. I sliall not upon this occasion enter into
any history of enclosure in Eughind ; the
practice must be very ancient. Jfwe look at the
immense roots of oak in some of the fences in the
eastern division of this county, it at once becomes
apparent that the fences on which they grew, and
where their hollow trunks still remain, had been
erected centuries ago. The irregular forms of old
inclosures are attempted to be accounted for in
many ways, some supposing that they were erected
around the cultivated spots which had been previ-
ously manured, and that their smallness and irregu-
larity was occasioned by the small quantity of ma-
nure at command ; while others gravely affirm that
" the old men were not so great fools as people might
suppose, for these crooked corners of all shnpesand
forms, were meant by tbem as shelter for their stock
in all winds." My own opinion, however, is, that
these irregularities proceeded from causes very
different. That there was no particular design in
these erections is very evident. If we consider
the tenure u])on which land was held in former
times, and the state of ignorance in which the culti-
vators of the soil were—the total absence of scien-
tific pursuits or fixed habits, we cannot ascribe the
irregularities of ancient enclosures to anything else
than chance. The embryo farms and "town places

"

perhaps begun in the midst of dense forests, formed
a few inclosures, small at first, around tlieir dwell-
ings, where were congregated different individuals,
who having different purposes to serve, the inclo-
sures were likely to be as varied as the different
views and fancies of the owners. Be this as it may,
what we now have to look at is, how we shall best
adapt fences to existing circumstances, and how we
may improve them so as to enable us to carry out
the most profitable, which will, as a matter of
course, be the most productive system of agriculture,
as at present appreciated, leaving to those who may
come after us to criticise us as we do those who
have preceded us. The first thing I shall consider,
then, is the subdivision of a farm, and this, with the
accommodation in houses, is the first thing that \\\\\

necessarily engage the attention of a farmer in en-
tering on an estate. Every man engaging in the
culiivation of a farm has, or ought to have, an idea
what rotation he intends to pursue, and what crops
he means to cultivate, as, before taking, he knows
the quality and nature of the soil. 'J he rotation of
crops will have great influence in directing as to the
number and size of the fields ; for instance, in a
farm of 100 acres intended to be cropped after a
five years' rotation, ten fields of ten acres each
would be a most convenient subdivision, and so in
proportion

; but it is better to have one or two
more rather than two few divisions, as they can
come in in case of accidental failure of any crop,
or Ihey may be subdivided for trying experiments.

8()nic prefer having a permanent grass field nciir the
farm yard for rearing calves, i\c., or for letting out
the dairy cows where tliey arc house fed, that they
may have air and exercise. Whatever the rotation
on the rest of the farm may be, it appears to me de-
sirable to have a few small divisions contiguous to
the farm buildings, and not included in the rota-
tions purKucd on the rest of the farm. The manner
in which the fields are arranged must depend upon
several circumstances, such as, first, the situation of
thefarm buUduHjx (these, if a new site is to be cho-
sen, should be as centrical as possible); second,
tlie incqnalit'ies in the surface, so that advantage
may be taken for carting manure to the difTerent

fields and carrying home the produce; and third,

watering thefelds, h is of the utmost importance to

the stock to have access to water in the fields. When
it is impossible to have this, 1 would always prefer
carrying the water to the stock instead of driving the
stock to the water. The formation of stagnant
ponds is, I think, of questionable utility, if they are
to remain on the surface of the ground, ^V'hen a
farm is already subdivided into irregular and incon-
venient inclosures, a plan of it should be laid down
as it is, and the best arrangement it is susceptible of
made, by doing away with part of the old and sub-
stituting new lines or additions. This can be done
without a very great degree of inconvenience, after

having arranged the future plan, by only altering
such portion yearly, as is likely to come into green
crop the succeeding year. In regard to the economy
of labour and land, it will be evident to all practical
farmers, that this is a very material point. If a field

is conveniently situated for carriage of manure
from the yard, and of the crop to it, there is a great
saving of labour, time, and of course money. If

eight loads of manure can be carried in a day instead
of six, the work of four days is done in three. In a
field of ten acres, for instance, to be manured at the
rate of, say, thirty loa<ls an acre, and the men and
horses charged at the rate of 8s. per day, the carriage
of the load in the one case would cost Is., in the other
Is. 4d., equal upon the ten acres to a difference of
.')/., a sum in these times worth notice by a farmer.
The carriage from the field, if a crop of turnips were
grown, would at least during the rotation be equal
to the carriage of manure.*—Again, in ploughing
and other ojerations in an irregular field, much time
is lost, especially in the ploughing—in many cases,

equal to one quarter of the time is lost ; that is,

instead of ploughing an acre a day, only three-
fourths can be done ; the time taken up in turnings,
&c., being sometimes equal to the time occupied in
ploughing. Thus, taking, say, a ten acre field, or one
that after being properly laid down would contain
that quantity the same as before, and the same rate

per day,-f- viz., 8s., the loss on a single ploughing
(three-quarters instead of an acre) would be 2s. per
acre, or 1/. on the field. In the ordinary course of

a five years' rotation the land would not be ploughed
less than five times, oftener more ; this would make
a loss of 5^. during the course, which added to the
loss of carriage of manure (supposing it to be ma-
nured but once) oL, and home carriage for the
rotation 5/., makes a total loss of 15/. on the ten
acres, in the course of five years—to 30s. per acre

' 1 have often calculated llie value of an active ser-

vant in comparison with a lazy one, upon the same
principle, 'i'ho lazy fellow idles his time in filling his

load ; he then either overdrives his team, or loses his

time; it is doubtful which is most hurtful.

t Rate of labour in Scotland Is. per hour.
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—6s. per acre added to tlic yearly expenses on an
acre, the same as if 6s. were added to the rent.

Tliis is not an overdrawn picture, and ought to

come under the consideration of landlords as well

as occupiers. The economy of land in the better

arrangement of fences is considerable. I need only
refer to the plans shewn. In one about eighteen

acres of ground, tlie saving is fully half an acre,

—

besides, there are '2')0 yards less fence to uphold ; in

another, the saving amounts to several acres ; in a

thiid, a saving of one and a quarter acre of ground,
in twenty acres. In a small field which was previ-

ously six fields, there is a great saving of ground,
and looking at the plnn of this, it v\'ill be admitted
that the field can now be ploughed in half the time.

I do not pretend to say that I am an advocate for

converting all small fields and farms into larger

ones, but in my opinion, I have heard a great deal

of false argument in favour of jmall holdings.

'lliey must he 1007-Jted, and if they are so by a greater
amount of labour, it must be a less if that labour
could be employed elsewhere, as nil extra labour

from hod arraiiriemetd that does vot tout to in-
crease produce is labour lost. And although I am a
most decided advocate for the emidoyment of labour,

I cannot see the advantage of employing it where it

malces no return. The case is different if we culti-

vate tiie desert waste, as although it should not
yield a profit, it increases the amount of our actual

produce. I am aware that in advocating the doing
away with many of the unnecessary hedges, I would
be doing away with all the resources of manure that

many resort to—manure did I say? alas ! too often

it is but a name. The practice of ploughing the

field into the ditch to grow weeds, and then get full

of their seeds preparatory to its being ngain carried
out into the field for manure, cannot, in my opinion,

be too soon done away with ; and a proper arrange-
ment of the fences, and alternately ploughing the
land outwards and inwards, would render it neces-
sary ; while improved care and management of the
real dung heap would create less labour, and be
attended with much better effect. The filling the
fields with weeds, and the constant attendance re-

quired if these are to be kept under, forms an item
of expenditure which produces no return. It ought
to be laid down as a maxim, by ])roper care and
cultivation to prevent the growth of weeds, rather
than to make a virtue of pulling them after ihey
Lave acquired strength and have exhausted the soil.

The construction of fences is different in different

districts of the kingdom, according to the materials
most readily procured in the district. Dry stone
walls are used in some places where stones are
plentiful. They look naked and do not afford much
slielter, but have many other advantages ; they har-
bour no vermin, and grow no weeds, while "they
are major from their birth." Hedges of white thorn
are to be found in almost every part of the king-
dom, and where properly trained make excellent
fences, both for beauty and shelter, hnt their man-
agement vhilc yowuj in too many instances that
come under my observation is bad, either from neg-
lect and inattention, or from a want of knowledge
how they should be managed. Instead of being
planted on the fence and never more attended to,

they ought to be hoed at least twice a year, and
kept regularly clean for a number of years. They
are too thickly j)limtcd. (Jue strong plant nursed
individually in every eighteen inches would be bet-
ter, and become a stronger fence than double lints
with the plants only si\ inches apart each way.
This can be easily accounted for, as in the case of

other plants when standing too thick. In regard to

the sort of fences used in this neighbourhood, I

need not describe them ; they are well known ; but

it is evident that more care and attention when young
would reiKler them more regular. It is neither the

soil nor the climate that causes the deficiency, as on
looking over the fences, strong and luxuriant white

thorns may be seen here and there without an ap-

parent reason for the hedge not being all as strong,

had it been properly planted and attended to. The
last point I propose to consider, is the shelter

afforded by fences. If we were to judge from the

current of the present agricultural movement, fen-

ces would soon be rendered needless, as shelter on
all the better class of arable land, as house feeding,

from the increased supplies of manure and pro-

duce, seems to be gaining ground. Mr. Blacker,

of Armagh, has aroused the attention of all parts of

these islands to the benefit of the system where
small holdings abound. The experiments of

Earl Ducie and other great agriculturists, have
proved that even that naturally roaming ani-

mal, the sheep, can be fed to most advantage
in sheds or houses. It must, however, be a

long time before such a practice could become gen-

eral ; therefore, as the results of their experiments
prove the advantage of shelter, it is well to obtain it

in as high a degree as possible under the cii'-

cnnistances, where it is needed. I shall only offer

a few general remarks on the subject. In providing

a slielter in the fields, the highest and driest situa-

tion sliould be chosen for the resort of the stock

during the winds or storms. It may not, in the

fields of an arable farm, be possible to liave a shel-

ter from all witids in each field, but it can generally

be so arranged that if it is not in one, it may by
shifting the stock be found in another. It is a mis-

take to suppose that stock, more especially sheep,

will take shelter in damp hollows; they in general

prefer braving the storm. This is readily accounted
for by the difference in the temperature in the

marshy as compared with the dry ground. If then

it be found necessary to have a shelter in such a

l)lace, the ground should be effectually drained

before the animals will resort to it, or remain
healthy. Clumps of plantation upon the higher
grounds, where trees will thrive, form the best

shelter, and are calculated to improve the climate of

the neighbourhood, while low marshy grounds,
wholly or partially covered with wood, have a

directly contrary tendency. The forms of clumps
for shelter are various, but this form (referring

to a plan) seems best adapted for shelter from
the different winds, while from its extended fronts

it shews a large wood in all directions, without
occupying a very great space of land. In bleak

mountainous districts, where trees will not grow,
hedges of stone or turf erected in the same
form are serviceable, and I should consider that

stock would prefer the external shelter to the inter-

nal, where whirling currents are likely to prevail.

On the tops of the clifis along the sea shore, the

sheep generally take shelter on the very brink,

where the current has been broken by beating
against the cliff.

IVIr. Tretfikwy said he would ask about the divi-

sion of the fields suggested by the lecturer. In the

first place it must be understood that the farmers,
generally speaking, who held under a lease, had not

the power to alter those fences. He agreed with the

lecturer that for tillage fields those alterations made
in the fields exhibited in the plane were better, but
not for a sheep walk.
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Mr. Peters said there was one observation which
ho intended to have made. lie then stated that the

fiehls in question were to be grazed on by bullocks,

aud that they were protected by having a plantation

on one side of them. However, it is difficult to ex-

plain this well, without a reference to the plans

which Mr. Peters had. There was one tbing he said

which he must apologise for having forgotten ; most
of tbem were farmers, and they had got very few
landed proprietors amongst them. Now he should
suggest that the farmer should consider the altera-

tions that he wished to have made on his farm, and
those alterations should bo agreed upon with his

landlord before the tenant put his hand to the lease.

{Hear, hear.) With regard to the expense, either

the landlord ought to allow the tenant a lease at a

lower rent for the first live or seven years, or let the

landlord pay the whole of the money, and the tenant

allow interest for the outlay. He was always for a

lease of considerable duration, for without that he
would never lay out a shilling on any man's land.

(Loud cheers and cries of bravo .') It was no use to

talk about the goodness of the landlord or anything
of the kind ; if a landlord was good, was a lease go-
ing to make him bad? {Loud cheers.) Besides,

although the present landlord might be good, who
could tell what the landlord might be who came
after him ? Never would permanent improvements
be executed in a proper manner, till leases were ob-
tained. {Cheers.) For who in the world would go
and make all these alterations with a faith on any
man's word ^ Words were wind, and too often van-
ished like the wind. Besides, there were ways of
avoiding verbal arrangements, or of giving to them
a diflerent meaning, which could not be the case if

leases were granted. He was afraid it was the want
of this condition— the want of sufficient encourage-
ment in good leases—that made so much bad farm-
ing. [Cheers.) The moment they found the land-
lords say they would give a lease, they should do as
Sir Robert Peel's tenant did—they should avail

themselves of the oflfer and take the lease. (Cheers.)
The lady whom he served was a decided advocate
for leases. (Loud applause.) He knew she was, or he
would not have used her name ; and she says that
the tenants will never be on the right footing that
they should be till they are secured by leases. {Loud
cheering.) Why should a man go and invest two
or three thousand pounds on a farm unless he have
a lease? What certainty had he that he would be
allowed to get a return for his investment unless be
had a lease ? This was the ground-work of all

good farming. (Cheers.) Mr. Peters then referred to

the mode of planting hedges, and recommended
that they should not be planted so thick as was the
custom in Cornwall. Hut farmers could not, he
said, get on if they were thwarted at every step in
their improvements by their landlords. The jjarties

should sit down and talk the matter over, and see
what alterations were necessary. He considered
the science of farming was to knosv what was
necessary to be done before a beginning was made.
Let the farmer have all his designs matured; let him
then say to the landlord, " I will take your property
on such and such conditions," and the landlord would
find his interest in so transacting his business.
(Cheers.) It would notbean unfair thing for the land-
lord, at the end of twenty-one years, to say, "I indulg-
ed you with every thing in your lease; now you have
improved the farm and our agreement is at an end,
it is now only right that you should give me the fair
value of the estate." (Cheers.) But while a tenant
held his farm on an uncertain tenure, why should

he make those improvements ? The fact was, that

under the present system, the conditions between
the parties never allowed the time to come for either

improving the land or raising the rent, nor yet for

the farmers to improve their circumstances. In a
great many cases where he saw the farmers trying

to get on, they appeared to he satisfied if they could
only make the two ends meet, and never tried for
anything further. (Hear, and cheers.)

A discussion ensued on several points touched upon
in the lecture. None of the observations made
were opposed to the principles laid down by Mr.
Peters, but the carrying of those principles out on
old farms, and in sterile and exposed situations, ap-
peared to be attended, in the minds of some of the
farmers, with considerable difficulty.

Mr.TRETiiEWY said that the expenses of removing
some of the old fences would be double that of
building new ones ; besides which they might de-
stroy their shelter, and it would be long before
they could raise another.

Mr. Peters replied that Mr. Shearim, of Stratton,

had taken down a great deal of old hedge; he had
removed about 200 yards for 25s., the party taking
down the hedge having the fire-wood. They could
erect new hedges for about 5s. for 18 feet. Mr.
Peters then described the means he had adopted
for obtaining shelter.

Mr. Trethewv perfectly agreed with Mr. Peters
that straight fences were best for tillage purposes,
but the expense of removing old fences and building
stone fences could not be less than 6d. a foot, and in
some cases it would take as much to remove the old

fences. But then there was a saving in the land.

The discussion then turned, on a question from
Mr. Trethewy, upon the growth of the whitethorn
in Cornwall, to which Mr. Peters expressed himself
very favourable.

After the discussion on Mr. Peters's paper had
concluded, Mr. 'Irethewv proposed the thanks of
the meeting to Mr. Peters, which was seconded by
Mr. Gill, and carried with acclamation.

Mr. Karkeek next proposed " The Press," which
was responded to by Mr. Chorley and Mr. Lati-
mer.
This was followed by Mr. Gill proposing the

health of Mr. Trethewy—a toast which was drunk
with applause that was loud and long continued.

Mr. Trethewy having responded, many other

toasts were drunk, and speeches made, and the day
passed off altogether most pleasantly.

MAIDSTONE FARMERS' CLUB.

LECTURE ON THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OP
MANURES.

(From the Maidstone Gazette of July l%th, 1843.)

Mr. Nesbit, in commencing his lecture, stated

that chemistry taught thein the action of particles of

matter on each other, and enabled them to discover

their various properties, aud to apply them to the

greatest advantage. One great result of the labours

of chemists had been to show that these substances

may all be divided into, and comprised in, fifty-six

elementary bodies. These bodies must not be consi-

dered as absolutely elementary, but simply as not

having yet been decomposed. Manures are the food

of plants ; and all the substances which can be found

in plants, on analysis, must so be considered as the

L 2
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food of plants. On analysing the various substances

which farmers are in the habit of putting on the

land, such as dung of various kinds, chemists find

certain substances. On analysing the crops which
afterwards grow on the land, similar substances are

found. These substances were very various, and
differed in their comparative proportions in diflerent

crops—as in oats, beans, and wheat, for instance;

but the greater part of these crops comprised per-

haps not more than eight or ten of the elementary

bodies. The principal of these ingedients were, as

he had previously stated, oxygen, hydrogen, nitro-

gen, and carbon. The inorganic or earthy parts of

plants chiefly consist of combinations of the follow-

ing elementary bodies :—phosphorus, sulphur, sili-

con, potassium, sodium, calcium, magnesium, iron,

manganese, and oxygen. These names might at first

be strange, but they would, by repetition, rapidly be-

come as well known as the terms plough and harrow.
Phosphorus and oxygen form phosphoric acid ; sul-

phur and oxygen form sulphuric acid, or oil of

vitriol ; silicon and oxygen form silex, whi'jh is the

same as sand, or flint, or rock crystal
;
potassium

and oxygen form potash; sodium and oxygen form
soda ; calcium and oxygen form lime ; magnesium
and oxygen form magnesia ; iron and oxygen form
oxide or rust of iron ; manganese and oxygen form
oxide of manganese. Phosphoric acid and lime form
phosphate of lime, which is contained in wheat;
phosphoric acid and magnesia form phosphate of

magnesia, also contained in wheat ; sulphuric acid and
lime form sulphate of lime, or gypsum ; sand and
potash united form a glass, which is the same that

covers and protects the straw of wheat and other
plants. Carbon and oxygen form carbonic acid gas,

and this, united with lime, forms carbonate of lime

or chalk ; hydrogen and nitrogen form ammonia, and
this, imited to carbonic acid, produces carbonate of

ammonia, a substance contained in good manure,
and absolutely essential to the growth of wheat.
Oxygen and nitrogen form common air ; oxygen and
hydrogen form water ; and carbon and hydrogen
form the gas which we burn in our streets and
houses. To show the powerful action which might
be excited by the combination of those bodies, he
would place a piece of carbon (charcoal) in contact
with oxygen gas. If these bodies remained of their

usual tempeiature, no immediate eiFect appeared to

be produced. If, iiowever, he raised the temperature
of the carbon with the blow-pipe, combination
would take place directly the two substances were
brought into contact. (The lecturer here placed a
piece of heated charcoal in a jar of oxygen, and
combustion took place instantly.) An action shnilar

to this was constantly going on in nature, although
the same amount of heat was not produced at once,
and the action was slow and gradual. Iron, again,

Avas one of the most combustible substances in na-
ture, and burned much more rapidly in oxygen than
wood did in common air. (The lecturer here heated
a coil of steel wire with the blow-pipe, as before,

and burned it in ajar of oxygen.) The action in this

case, it would be seen, was more vehement. It

would be seen that the oxide, thus formed on the
iron, was nearly the same as that which was i>ro-

duccd more slowly by exposing iron to the common
air. He would next show "them the combustion of
sulphur in oxygen. When in common air, sulphur
burns very slowly, but when in contact with oxygen,
the action is much more vehement and powerful.
(The lecturer here burned sulphur in oxygen.) The
result of the combustion of sulphur in oxygen is

sulphurous acid. Sulphur, with more oxygen, forms

sulphuric acid, which is much more powerful than
sulphurous acid, and is to be found largely in gyp-
sum, a substance so beneficially applied to agricul-

ture. Phosphorus was also an exceedingly com-
bustible substance. He would burn a small portion

of phosphorus in oxygen—an experiment, however,
which was seldom tried without the glass being
broken by the violence of the combustion. (The
lecturer here heated a small quantity of phosphorus,
and placed it in the oxygen ; the violent combustion
which succeeded broke the glass jar to pieces.) The
action would not commence until some exciting

cause was applied. In this case, the exciting cause

was the application of heat to the phosphorus. He
had mentioned before, in speaking of the dififerent

substances of which plants were composed, that a
powerful chemical action took place between soipe

of these substances. He should now refer to the

substances which were obtained by plants from the

air, and first to carbonic acid gas. He would make
some of this gas by burning a piece of charcoal held

in copper wire in a jar of oxygen. (The lecturer

performed tiiis experiment.) One of the best tests

of carbonic acid was lime-water, the carbonic acid

uniting with the lime which the water held in solution,

formed chalk—making the water white and opaque.

He would then prepare the carbonic acid gas of the

chemists, by addmg muriatic acid and water to

carbonate of lime, or chalk, till it effervesced, Avhen

carbonic acid would be liberated. If the test of

lime-water were applied to gas, so prepared, the re-

sult would exactly correspond with that obtained by
applying lime-water to the gas prepared by combus-
tion of carbon. Any carbonate would liberate carbonic

acid gas when mixed with a stronger acid. This gas

was heavier than air, was generally found in foul wells,

and was called " choke damp" in the coal mines. As
oxygen was essential to the maintenance of animal life,

so carbonic acid gas was essential to the life and growth
of vegetables. If carbonic acid gas were to be poured
into a jar, and lime-water poured upon it, the lime-

water would become white and opaque. He had
mentioned before, that vegetables, in daylight,

breathed oxygen, and that animals breathed carbonic

acid gas; if he (Mr. N.) breathed, for instance,

through a tobacco-pipe into lime-water for a few
minutes, the lime-water would also become white,

having been acted on chemically by the carbonic

acid gas which came from his lungs. (These ex-

periments were exhibited.) These three experiments
proved that the gas made by combustion, and that

made by mixing carbonate of lime with muriatic

acid and water, and that expired by animals, were
identical. It was this gas which supplied plants

with about two-thirds of their bulk. This substance,

it would be recollected, was not derived in any quan-
tity from the land, but from the air. He had before

mentioned that this gas was separated from the at-

mospheric air by the leaves of plants. The use of

leaves was formerly not known. It had been found,

however, by recent experiments, that they performed
functions as important to the plant as those of the

root. If the plant was deprived of its leaves, it

would be deprived of life ; and although the plant
might still have strength enough to throw out fresh

leaves, if these buds were to be nipped the jjlant

would die. As the animal digested the food which
had been taken into its stomach, and the chyle was
subjected to the action of oxygen in the lungs, and
thus became blood, so did the vegetable imbibe by
its roots tlie food which it found in the soil, and the

juices of which, being combined with the carbon of

the air which was taken up by the leaves, formed to-
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g-ether the sap that was required for its growth and
subsistence. If a plant were deprived of any of its

leaves, it would be to that extent deprived of its

means of growing and existence. For tliis reason,

stripping ofl' the leaves of mangel wurzel and other

plants was highly prejudicial to the plants so treated.

If large plants were required, the leaves were indis-

pensable ; if small ones, no better mode of getting

them could be adopted than that of pulling off the

leaves. So necessary were the loaves to a plant, that

a large tree exposed some hundreds of yards of sur-

face to the action of the sun and air by its leaves.

The action on the leaves in the sun's light and heat

was necessary to enable them to decompose this car-

bonic acid gas, and when they did so, they gave out

oxygen and retained the carbon in the juices of the

tree. This gas comprised a thousandth part of the

air. Starch, wax, turpentine, oils, and many other

substances which plants produced, were nearly

wholly formed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen. He
would now refer to nitrogen. This substance is

found in almost all vegetables, and abounds in all

animal substances. It is separated from the atmos-
pheric air in the form of ammonia, and every acre of

land receives from this source about 851bs. per
annum. This quantity would answer all the pur-
poses of nature, but it would not answer the purposes
of the farmer. The object of nature was to make
one grain of wheat grow where one grain grew be-

fore; but it was the object of agriculturists to pro-

duce as many grains as they could. In this case,

the efforts of nature must be assisted. It had been
found that nature has in this way furnished quite

enough nitrogen for most of the gases, and for

many other plants, as, perhaps, the turnip and
mangel wurzel ; but she does not so furnish enough
nitrogen for wheat, to which, as also to beans, oats,

and barley, nitrogen has to be applied. This sub-
stance was contained in small quantity in- the solid

excrement of cows, which, as also that of the horse,

contained about one-half per cent. ; but of all animal
manures, that of the human race, especially the

liquid portion, contains the largest quantity of ni-

trogen, and was consequently the most conducive to

the growth of wheat. Human urine contains five or

six per cent, of nitrogen. That of the cow contains

five or six times as much nitrogen as its solid excre-
ment. It had been said that almost all manures
were good for the land—no matter how they were
applied—if applied directly, so as to keep the am-
monia from escaping. It was to prevent this loss

that experiments were now being made, at the sug-

gestion of Professor Henslow, to ascertain how this

was to be done. It had been long known to che-
mists that sulphate of lime (gypsum) would prevent
the escape of ammonia, but it had not been known
to what extent, and this was what practical farmers
alone could ascertain. Mr. Nesbit earnestly ex-
horted the members of the club to join the hundred
Suffolk farmers who were now trying experiments
on this subject : for unless practical farmers lent

their aid to the chemists, it was impossible to know
to what extent chemistry could be applied to agri-

culture. If any gentlemen present were to read over
carefully the letters of Professor Henslow on this

subject to the farmers of Suffolk, they would have
a much better idea of what can be done for agricul-
ture by science than they could i)ossibly have pre-
viously entertained. They might find a piece of
land to abound in some of the chemical constituents
of any given crop, and if they placed in that piece of
land the same quantity of these ingredients which
had been abstracted from it, its fertility would still

be maintained. It was essential that they should
maintain these substances which the crop required,
or the land would no longer be fertile. It was usual
for agriculturists to put on the land whatever ma-
nure they might happen to have, although it miarht

perhaps contain very little of the substances required.
This was just as useless as to place clay upon land
which required to be improved by a mixture of sand
or gravel. If the land wanted silicate of potash to

make it grow straw, and phosphate of lime were
added, straw would not be produced, any more than
wheat, which required phosphate of lime, would be
made to grow by adding silicate of potash. Vege-
table manures would produce straw, and bone-dust,
which contained phosphate of lime, would produce
wheat ; but neither would answer as a substitute for

the other, or for the presence of ammonia. If the
food of men had been produced on the land, it would
be necessary to add some substances which men
produced ; if the food of sheep, the dung of sheep
must be applied, and so on. This, however, was
frequently found inconvenient, on account of the
distance to which, it might be, such substances
had to be carried. Consequently, chemists had ana-
lysed the excrements, liquid and solid, of man and
other animals. This was no very delightful labour,
but an ardent love of science had induced scientific

men to do this, and much more, for the improve-
ment of agriculture. It had been found that many
of the substances which these excrements contained
could be prepared in the chemical laboratory. These
bodies must evidently have the same effect on the
land, whether they are prepared by the chemist in

his laboratory, or by men and other animals in their

stomach, or by the disintegration, corruption, or
putrefaction of animals and vegetables. He would
now direct their attention to the making of mixens
or dung-heaps. "Vegetable substances alone would
not decompose, if kept dry. If moistened and ex-
posed to the air, they would effectually decay, but
the process would be slow. Take, for instance, the
straw thatch of their barns, which had been exposed
to rain for years without being rotted. If wet vege-
table matter be laid in a heap, it would certainly

heat, and might perhaps take fire, as many a farmer
had found to his cost ; but the proper manure
would not be produced. If animal matter, such as

dung and urine, be put to vegetable matter, the
proper action will take place, and good manure may
be produced. No organized mutter was ever
taken up as the food of plants, which must first

be decomposed. Animals could not exist without
the organized substances of plants, but plants could
not take, as food, any substance which had not been
previously disorganized. This was an essential law of
nature. The carbon and hydrogen of a piece of paper,
when lighted at a candle, would, in burning, unite
with the oxygen of the air. The flame of the candle
communicates the exciting cause of combustion,
which afterwards continues, the paper remaining un-
changed in those parts where the exciting cause has
not reached it. So it was with many substances,
which, when once excited, might produce a most
powerful chemical action on each other, but which,
without the commencement of the exciting cause,
might remain in close contact with each other for a
long time without chemical action. He would sliow
another instance of bodies, which were calculated to

produce a violent action on each other, lying in con-
tact without producing this action, until the exciting

cause was applied. He would place some iron filings

in a glass, and add to them concentrated or strong

nitric acid, which was calculated to produce a most
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violent action on tlie iron, but would not do so unless

water were added to tlieni. The oxygen of the water in

this case combined witli the iron, forming oxide of

iron
;
part of tlie nitric acid was decomposed, and

tlie other part united with the oxide of iron. Great

heat was evolved by tliis action, and a similar action

was taking place in their dung-heaps during fermen-

tation and decomposition. If the juice pressed from
grapes were immediately bottled, and the air kept
from it, it might be kept for years without fermenta-

tion. Once, however, take out the cork and admit
the atmospheric air, when, even if the cork were to

be immediately replaced, fermentation would com-
mence and continue. In making their mixens they

must mix the urine and excrements of their animals

with their mould, straw, and other vegetable matter.

The proper fermentation would be excited by the

presence of the animal matter, and a much better

manure would be obtained than by the mere decom-
position of vegetable matter. The decomposition of

urine commences almost as soon as it is formed.

The result of this decomposition is the carbonate of

ammonia, which is a substance of a very volatile na-
ture. This body might be escaping as a gas from a

mixen, without their being able to see it ; but if they

placed muriatic acid near it, they would then see

fumes arise, which would convince them that this

vapour was flying ofl', to manure in a friendlj' way
the surrounding farms, and the commons and waste
lands of the neighbourhood. Without ammonia, in

some shape or other, it was impossible to grow wheat
and other crops. He would recommend agricultu-

turists to try whether the escape of this gas could

not be prevented in the same way as its escape was
prevented by chemists in their laboratory, by the

application of gypsum or sulphuric acid. Unless

they adopted this plan, they would find that if the

heat exceeded 08 deg. or 100 deg., the ammonia
would escape, do what they might. Their mixens,

to prevent the escape of this gas, ought not to be
above 70 deg. or 80 deg.—certainly not more than
blood heat, which is about 98 deg. Another mode
of retaining the ammonia was by mixing with the

dung the old soil of hedges, or peat, or anything else

which contained vegetable mould. If this mould
were placed in heaps and watered with urine, the

ammonia would, in a great measure, be mechanically
retained. The only way, however, to make sure of
retaining the ammonia, was by some chemical means.
Chemists, in their laboratory, had a hundred modes
of doing this. He would show one mode of doing
so, by pouring on carbonate of ammonia, in powder,
some dilute sulphuric acid. The sulphuric acid, in

this case, united with the ammonia, and liberated

the carbonic acid gas. Carbonate of ammonia (com-
mon smelling salts) is a mixture of carbonic acid
(formed of carbon and oxygen) with ammonia
(formed of hydrogen and nitrogen), so that in this

substance was contained the four principal elements
of plants. The ammonia, as he had shown, could be
fixed by the chemists, and it then became a question
whether the same could not be done by the farmers.
This was a question which the farmers could alone
decide by their own experiments. He had already
shown them one mode, and they would find that,

after pouring the sulphuric acid on the carbonate,
the ammonia was retained, and the carbonic acid gas
driven away. They had observed that the smell of
ammonia was not found afterwards, but it could be
proved by a very simple experiment that the whole
of the ammonia remained in the liquid. This experi-

ment sufficiently proved the ruinous and absurd cha-
racter of the custom of putting lime on dung-hills.

He would, however, prove this further. The mix-
ture of ammonia and sulphur was perfectly without

smell, but by moistening with it a small portion of

lime, tliey would find that the ammoniacal gas was
again evolved. He was not aware that chalk was of

any benefit in dung-hills, excepting, perhaps, by its

acting mechanically ; at all events, its deleterious

effects were not so great as those of quick-lime. The
action of quick-lime was chiefly beneficial on the

land, but it must be always borne in mind that it

had no beneficial effect in the manure heap. In

order to improve their dung-heaps, he should recom-
mend, wherever it was practicable, that agricultu-

rists should obtain as much as possible of these ani-

mal substances which were procurable in towns ; for

they must remember that, whatever quantity of

straw they might have, they could not procure from
their mixens all the elements which were essential to

the growth of plants, unless they placed them in

contact with some putrifying animal substances. The
mixens to which these substances were applied

should, however, always have gypsum mixed with
them, so that the carbonate of ammonia contained
in the urine and excrements of their animals might
be prevented from flying oS"; for it was of so volatile

a nature, that it certainly would do so if not pre-

vented. It would be for agriculturists themselves to

decide by their experiments whether it were better

that the dung should be dug fresh into the ground
or not. His (Mr. Nesbit's) own opinion was, that it

would be better after being well fermented. It

should not, however, lie on the ground for any
length of time exposed to the air ; indeed, he thought
it would be well for one set of men to be digging it

into the ground, whilst another set were carting it

from the mixen. He would next consider artificial

manures, or substances such as were not produced
on their own farms. In growing wheat, he had be-

fore mentioned that it was necessary to supply to

the soil some substances which were required for the

ear. If they were not aware which of these sub-

stances were necessary, tliey might perhaps put into

the land only those substances which would produce
a good crop of straw ; or, on the other hand, they
might not supply those substances without which
straw could not be grown. It was essential that the

land should contain the elements essential to the

growth of straw, in order that the juices necessary

for producing the grain might be taken up. Gene-
rally speaking, the heavy clay lauds contained a

great quantity of soda, or potash, and of some of the

phosphates, which were good for the growth of

wheat; but if crops had been taken from tliem more
frequently than the materials for the growth of straw

could be formed by the sun and air, these materials

must be supplied in some way or other. The pow-
dered glass joroduced was nearly the same substance

with the straw of wheat. This was furnished by
the disintegration of vegetable and earthy matters

in the soil, and this jirocess took place slowly ; but

if the substances themselves were to be placed in the

soil by the farmer, they would of course answer the

same purposes. All clay lands were not alike. In

some heavy clays nitrate of soda was of no use,

whilst in other heavy clay lands it was found highly

beneficial. The first of these abounded in materials

for producing straw, whilst in the others these ma-
terials were deficient. It would seem that, on

chalky soils, nitrate of soda was generally good for

straw and grass crops. Wherevei", indeed, tlie soda

and potash were exhausted, it would be beneficial,

but not so where they were not exhausted. One of

the principal uses of fallows was to allow the action

i
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Induced by the sun and air to disintegrate the par-

ticles of matter in the soil, and thus to fiunisli

potash and soda. Every acre of land was also sup-

posed to receive from the air 851I)s. of ammonia
daring the year. Where lands were found to require

fallows, it was not difficult to ascertain what sub-

stances they required. If they found that the land

produced good straw, but was delicieut in ear, they

would have to apply ammonia, in tlie shape of guano,

or sulphate of ammonia, or carbonate of ammonia.
And it must always be borne in mind that though
the ammonia received from the air was as much as

nature required, the farmer wanted more. A fallow,

of course, gave nearly twice the quantity to a field

for the next crop. If, on the contrary, the land

grew sliortor imperfect straw, it was cviileiit that it

required potash and soda, which might be applied in

the shape ef nitrate of soda, or of nitrate of potash,

or saltpetre. He believed that the sulidiate of am-
monia was highly beneficial to all lantls to the ox-

tent of from one cwt. to one and a half cwt. per

acre. [Mr. J. Ellis, of Barmiug, here mentioned
that he bad very successfully tried sulphate of am-
monia when mixed with an equal quantity of salt.]

He (Mr. N.) had not before heard of the sulphate of

ammonia having been nscd in this neighbourhood,

and was glad to hear that it had been used so suc-

cessfully. It was most important that the value of

this substance in agriculture should be fully known,
because enough of it was produced in the several

gas-works to supply all tlie farmers in England, if

they had no other manures. Guano was another
manure of which he had to speak in the highest

terms. This was the excrement of sea-birds, found
in vast accumulations in certain islands of the Pa-
cific Ocean, near the coast of Peru. AVhere exposed
to the spray of the se;i, this guano was of inferior

quality, and was of an unusually dark colour. Agri-

culturists should bear this in mind, in purchasing

guano, and only buy that of a light colour. This was
Yolckel's analysis of guano :

—

Urate of ammonia 90
Oxalate of ammonia 106
Oxalate of lime 70
Phosphate of ammonia GO
Phosphate of ammonia and magnesia 26
Sulphate of potash 55
Sulphate of soda 38
IMuriate of ammonia 42
Phosphate of lime 143
Sand and clay 47
Organic matter—traces of salts, of iron,

and water 323

1000
It contained about twenty per cent, of the salts of

ammonia. He could speak from personal knowledge
of the action of guano, having known it to have been
used by Mr. Allen, of Wilmington, near Dartford

;

Mr. Parkhurst, of Grove Farm ; Mr. HodsoU, of

Ash ; Mr. W. Andrus, of Meopham ; by Mr. Love,
of Shoreham, and several other gentlemen near
Ashford. Mr. Parkhurst had tried on wheat soujc

guano alone, and also some guano and nitrate of

soda. The results of the application were quickly
perceptible, and could then be witnessed at a con-
siderable distance. The strength of the piece of
land dressed with nitrate of soda and guano, as

much exceeded that dressed with guano, as the
latter did the portion that had not been dressed with
either. The best of the two had wheat six or eight

inches higher than that which had not been dressed.

Farmers had beeu known to put on the same kind of

manure for years together, to manure their fields plen-

tifully with it at an expenditure of large sums, but
withoutany beneficial result; not because this manure
did not contain many substances which plants required,

but because some one or two important ingredients

were absent. If tbcy had every other ingredient for

growing wheat excepting potash, they could never

grow straw ; if they had all save ammonia, they
could not grow grain. The London urate was also

spoken of as an excellent manure. He would pro-

duce some, and try if there was any ammonia in it.

It would be observed that it had no smell. (The
lecturer here mixcil a little quick lime with the urate,

when a smell of ammonia was perceptible. The
odour was not so strong as when the sulphate of

ammonia alone Avas used with lime.] The experi-

ment showed that some ammonia was contained in

the urate. If the ammonia was too strong, it would
destroy their crops, just as too strong a di'essing of

guano would destroy them. Indeed, on the islands

where the guano was collected, no plants would
grow ; for all the seeds were killed before they could

germinate. Any farmer would quickly observe this

;

for the portion of the field where a bag of guano was
laid would almost certainly produce no plant for

some time afterwards. He (Mr. N.) had seen pas-

ture lands where the guano had been applied, v/here

every step missed by the man who had distributed it

might be distinctly seen. On Mr. Ilodsoll's farm,

at South Ash, he had seen wheat growing on laud

which bad been dressed with two cwt. of guano per

acre, which was estimated to produce from five to

six quarters. Mr. Parkhurst, at an expense of 35s.

per acre of guano, had found great benefit from its

use. The lecturer then described how the sulphate

of ammonia might be ]n'ocured from the ammoniacal
liquor of the gas-works, either by the direct applica-

sion of sulphuric acid to the gas liquor, or by allow-

ing the ammoniacal or gas liquor to percolate or filter

through a bed of powerful gypsum. The resulting

liquid is boiled down and crystallized, and then

formed the sulphate of ammonia of commerce. He
had mentioned that silicate of potash was necessary

to grow straw, and that phosphate of lime was ne-

cessary to grow wheat. This latter substance,

which is the earthy part of bones, and contained in

bone-dust, is always to be found in small quantities

in the soil, but not in sufficient quantity. To ascer-

tain in what proportion this substance existed in any
soil, they must, of course, know the particular con-

stituents of the soil. This required a considerable

knowledge of chemistry, and imtil the agriculturists

gained that knowledge of particulars they must be

content to go on calculating on generals, which,

however, was much better than going on on chance,

as they had mostly hitherto done. A very little

knowledge of chemistry would, however, enable

them to know that they might grow some wheats

containing only five per cent, of that essential of

good wheat, gluten ; while other wheats might con-

tain 35 per cent. In bad harvests, wlrcn wheat pos-

sessed little gluten, it was usual to say that it was
fit for nothing but making starch. All poor wheat
was principally fit for making starch ; whilst the

good wheat, containing gluten in large quantity, was
used for making bread. They could not, indeed,

grow wheat without a certain per centage of gluten.

There Avas one substance which contained all the

most essential materials of the wheat itself, and

which the chemist could prepare artificially at an

expense very little exceeding that of guano, and which

preparation would prevent the price of guano being

raised to any very considerable extent ; ho alluded
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to tlie artificial guano prepared by Mr. Potter,

which he believed to be quite as good as the natural

guano. Gypsum was a substance largely contained

in clover, to which croj) it was generally beneficially

applied. It had been in some cases complained of, that

gypsum burnt up the crop ; that eflfect might as pro-

bably arise from the absence of some other necessary

ingredient as from the presence of gypsum. He
would beg to impress most particularly on the agri-

culturists the necessity of organizing themselves in

a practical association for the advantage of agricul-

ture, of science, of themselves, and of those parties,

who, knowing something of iccience, want to ascer-

tain facts relative to the operations of nature, with

which the agriculturists only could supply them.

There were scientific gentlemen who were willing to

do anything for the agriculturists, if the agricultu-

rists would do something for themselves. If the

agriculturists would assist these gentlemen in ascer-

taining what were the laws of nature, they might

soon perhaps find it unimportant to ask the protec-

tion of any other laws, so valuable, it was believed,

were the improvements which might be made. Tliere

were a thousand things, in reference to the applica-

tion of science to agriculture, which could oidy be

determined by practical experiment. It was only by

carefully watching the manner in which nature per-

formed her duties—it was only by comparing the

results of a large number of combined practical ex-

periments, that science could be beneficially applied

to any very large extent. A striking instance of the

certainty and importance of such combined observa-

tion existed in the calculations on annuities. It was
most difficult and uncertain to calculate the average

duration of life of any man at a given age ; but, by
ascertaining the average duration of life of some
thousand men of that age, it had been found easy to

base certain tables on the laws of nature as to the

average expectation of life of each of them. There

were laws of nature applying to the growth of

wheat, and other agricultural produce, as well as to

the mortality of man. Little of these laws was at

present known ; and what these laws were, it was
the object of scientific men to learn. If agricultu-

rists proceeded in opposition to these laws, they were

sure to be defeated in everything they did ; if, how-
ever, they could ascertain what these laws were, and
act in accordance with them, they could not fail to

succeed in everything. Mr. Ncsbit tlien stated that

a plan was in course of suggestion by Professor

llenslow, for forming a co-operating body of agri-

cultural experimentalists, in all parts of the king-

dom, and earnestly recommended the gentlemen
present to give their names as willing to join in this

good work, wluch would not cost each of them pro-

bably ten shillings per year, and of which the ad-

vantages might prove inestimable. In a letter which
he (Mr. N.) had had the lionour to receive from the

Duke of Rutland, his grace had said, " I shall be

most willing to give my feeble support to the im-
portant object of your exertions. Tliat chemistry

and science arc most necessary to be applied in aid

of agriculture, there can be no doubt; and the en-

lightenment of tlie cultivators of the soil must be

productive of the most beneficial results." The
letters of Professor Hcnslow, of which the club had
Autliorised the purchase of fifty copies, weie then

in the room, and were calculated to convey to every

farmer who read them some most valuable know-
ledge on the nature of the experiments to be tried,

and of agricultural imi)rovemcnt generally. He
concluded by beseeching them to give the closest

and most serious attention to those proposed ex-

periments, by means of wliich he confidently hoped
that the day was not far distant, when all the phe-
nomena of nature would be brought under the laws

of mathematical science, and be susceptible of de-

monstration by the same method of analysis (Ap-
plause).

After a very interesting conversation amongst the

members, on the constituents of various substances,

a vote of thanks to Mr. Nesbit, for his excellent lec-

ture, was proposed by Mr. J. Ellis, of Barming.
C. G. Whittaker, Esq., the Chairman, in putting

the motion, reminded the members tliat if they re-

quired a good scientific and general education for

their sons, Mr. I^esbit, to whom several of his (the

chairman's) friends had sent their children, was quite

competent and ready to give it tliem.

The motion was carried unanimously ; Mr. Nesbit
retured thanks ; several members gave in their

names as co-operators in Professor Henslow's pro-
jected experiments ; about thirty copies of that gen-
tleman's letters were purchased by the members

;

and the meeting adjourned.

PLEASANT PROSPECT TO THE FARMER
ON THE REPEAL OF THE CORN LAWS.

Our Lincolnshire friend shows the probable pro-
ceeds of three acres of land cultivated on the three-

field system, of four acres on the four-field system,

and of five acres on the five-field system, with the pre-

sent protective law, and under a free-trade, thus :

—

PRODUCE OF THREE ACRES
WITU PRESENT LAW.

£. S. d.

Rape or turnips 2 15
8qrs. oats, 193. perqr. 7 12
4 I qrs. w]ieat, 52s . . 11 10

21 8

Deduct rent on three

acres 6

15 8

FOUR ACRES.
Rape or tui-nips 2 15

4 \ qi-s. wlieat, 52s. 11 10
4 j qrs. beans, 29s... 6 1 3
4 qrs. wheal, 52s .... 10 8

30 5 3
Rent of 4 acres 8 00

FIVE ACRES.
Rape or Uirnips 2 15 Rape or turnips ...

8 qrs. oats, 19s 7 12

4 iqrs. wheat, 52s.... II 10
4 qrs. l)eans 29s ... r> 16

3 a qrs. wheat, 52s... 9 15

36 19

Rent of 5 acres 10

WITH A FREE TRADE.
£. s. d.

Rapeor turnips 2 00
8 qrs. oats, 13s. perqr. 5 40
4 J qrs. wlieat, 37s... 7 17 3

15 1 3

Rape or tiu'nips .... 2 00
4 i wheat, 376 7 17 3
41 beans, 22s 4 13 6
4 qrs. wlieat, 37s.... 7 8

21 18 9

2
8 qrs. oats, 13s 6 4
4 J qrs, wheat, 37s. . 7 17 8
4 qrs. beans, 22s 4 8
4 5 qrs. wheal, 373... 6 18 9

26 8

So that on a farm of ."jOO acres—even with a calcu-

lation so favourable for free-trade as the above—it is

obvious that the farmer would lose by a repeal of the

Corn Law about 60/. a-year, in addition to the whole

of his rent '. \\'hatever, therefiu-e, might be the fate

of the landlords, the farmer, it is clear, would be

ruined outright.

—

Linvolnahire Paper.
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WRENTHAM FARMERS' CLUB.
FIFTH REPORT. 1843.

The Committee of the Wrentliam Fanners' C'liil), at

tlie close of aootlier year, in accordance with tbeir

usual cusloo), are desirous of performing the duty
which again devolves upon tliem, of placing before

the members a brief review of the proceedings of the

Club; in doing which, they have to rep-ret that the

paucity of matter resulting from tlie observations

which have been elicited, will not allow of any ex-

tended remarks on some questions ; at the same time,

they trust that any information, however trivial,

which may be afforded, with regard to those subjects

which have been brouglit before them, will be found
of a practical nature.

At the commencing meeting of the year, the pre-
paratory business connected with the management of

the Club having been despatched, a desultory dis-

cussion was entered into with regard to the proper-

ties of white, or Belgian carrots, as compared with

other roots.

The introducer observed, he considered white car-

rots as amongst the most valuable descriptions of

rocts for feeding purposes grown at the present period,

and he believed that frequently, as a change, they can
be cultivated to more advantage than turnips, jiarticu-

larly on poor soils, as, under good management, a

much heavier crop lias generally been [iroduced ; and
although, it was allowed, tiie labour and expense in-

cident to a proper cultivation was greater than that

attending otlier root crops, still the increased quanti-

ty obtained would be found mere than an equivalent
for such extra expense incurred. In experiments
which he had recently made with regard to the com-
parative weights grown of carrots, beet-root, and
Swedish turnips, the preponderance was considerably
in favour of the former.

Another important feature, deserving of notice, ap-
pears in the value of the carrot tops; which is rather

enhanced by its being found necessary, in order to

effect a good preservation of the root, to have a small

portion of it severed with the top. 'i'his being the

case, would render it in some measure obligatory, as

well as advantageous, that they should be consumed
as cattle food, with a portion of cut hay, rather than
ploughed in : and where this practice has been pur-
sued, the manure left upon the land by sheep was be-
lieved to be quite equal to that from a third crop of
common turnips.

With regard to manuring for carrots, it would ap-

pear rather paradoxical that no material benefit should
result to the crop from so doing; but in those cases
where both systems had been tested, little or no dif-

ference was perceptible, and by no means sufficient to

warrant an application : under such circumstances it

was considered desirable that the manure thus in-

tended should be applied to the following crop of
barley.

It is necessary to observe, as stated from experi-

ence, that where game extensively abounds, the cul-

tivation of this root has almost invariably been found
a failure.

The next meeting was occupied in an inquiry with
regard to the system of artificial feeding of cattle on
the principle advocated by Mr. Warnes; and also to

consider the propriety of introducing the growth of
linseed for that purpose.
The member who ably brought tlie subject under

the notice of the meeting, observed, it could not be
introduced at a more desirable period than the pre-
sent ; for, in adverse seasons, the cultivator must not

blind himself to improvements, but look principally

to his own exertions. He, therefore, believed it

would be found good policy to consume the native

l)roduoe, especially when the value of the home com-
modity is below a remunerating price ; and, in order
to carry out such u system, the public were indebted

to Mr. Warnes for introducing a compound of barley

and linseed in lieu of oil cake, which was stated to

have led to useful results as far as it had gone. Ex-
tracts from that gentleman's [lainphlet on the subject

were read, in which he strongly urged the desirable-

ness of promoting the growth of linseed in this

country. The ailvantage, however, attending its

home growth was considered rather questionable, the

climate as well as the soil, in this locality, not being
considered congenial; and, in one or two instances, in

whicli it had been cultivated on a small scale, the

crops obtained were not sufficiently remunerative to

induce a second trial. But, although this may be the

case, it would appear highly desirable, as well as ad-
vantageous--, with a low j)rice of corn, even to pur-

chase the linseed for the purpose of making the com-
pound, should it be found to answer for extensive

use.

There having been no experience with regard to

its fattening properties by members in this immedi-
ate neighbourhood, an adoption of the system, by

way of experiment, was particularly recommended,
and it was agreed that the question should stand over

to a future period. It should, however, be observed,

that the reduced price of oil cake at tliat season had
the effect of deterring many from entering upon it who
had otherwise intended doing so.

Barley Sowing, with regard to the preparation of

the land, &c., was the next question which engaged
attention. From the remaiks offered on this subject,

it appeared that, as regards light lands, a good crop

of turnips was the great desideratum; and when fed

off, at least, two ploughings should be given—the

first to be fleet, the second deeper. \Vhere beet are

grown it was not considered desirable to plough

more than once : those lands having received the

frost, would seldom be brought into a better state.

With regard to heavy land, upon which the dis-

cussion principally turned, some difference of opinion
jjrevailed as to wliether a good clean fallow, or the

growing of tares on such soils, were the better system;

it was, however, generally admitted that, as a pre-

paration for barley, tlie cultivation of tares had a fa-

vourable effect upon that particular crop, although it

appeared rather questionable if sucli were the case

with the crops that followed. If the land shall have

been sufficiently jiulverized by fiost, harrowing,

with heavy harrows was sirongly recommended in

preference to cultivating, this latter practice having

fiequently'been found injurious.

Drilling the seed was the system generally adopted ;

although, in some cases, on heavy lands, sowing had
been successfully pursued. The proportion of seed

necessary depended much on the nature of the soil ;

as instances were stated, in which the quantity de-

posited varied from six to twelve pecks per acre,

although seldom exceeding the greater quantity. On
light lands, and more particularly on poor soils, thin

sowing was recommended ; while on lands of better

quality, a heavier seed was deemed essential. A
moinber, farming on good mixed soil, had observed,

th:it by increasing his seed from ten pecks to three

bushels per acre, he obtained barley of better quality,

without either increasing or diminishing the produce.

The meeting agreed :

—

"That in preparing for bailey, on light lands, two

ploughings are requisite before sowing ; but on
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stronger soils, after the landbas been sufficiently

pulverized by frost,' no further ploughing is

advisable. On either descriptions of soil, har-

rowing with heavy harrows, at the time of sow-

ing, is, in most cases, to be preferred to culti-

vating. 'I'hat drilling, on all lands, is the most
desirable system ; and that a seed, varying from

eight to twelve j)ecks per acre, is considered as

most adapted to this locality, which it is neces-

sary should be occasionally changed."

At the following meeting, the subject for considera-

tion was, "The best method of growing beet, whether
ridge or stetcb."

At a previous discussion on the cultivation of beet-

root, in April, 1810, no conclusion was arrived at on

this particular point ; each system, it was believed,

having its peculiar advantages. In again canvassing

the question on the present occasion, it was contend-
ed that, under the lidge system of cultivjition, more
weight of root and better quality were obtained ; that

they grew clearer and were less fanged, and can be

renooved from off" the land with less injury. The system
was also believed to possess greater facilities for cul-

tivation ; it was, however, allowed tliat the land re-

quired to be in a good state of pulverization, and it is

also most essential that the operations of ridging and
drilling be performed with the greatest exactness, by
which means horse-hoeing can tlien be done more
eifectually ; and in order to test each system satisfac-

torily, the same proportion of manure should be ap-

plied to one as the other, which principle, it was ob-

served, had not generally been acted upon with regard

to ridging.

The principal objections to the system were, that

on heavy lands, in a dry time, there is more difficulty

in obtaining a plant, particularly on poor tenacious

soils ; as they can seldom be brought into a sufficiently

pulverized condition for the reception of the seed
;

and that such lands were generally found in an unfa-

vourable state at the time of getting off the crop.

This latter objection, as regards ploughing afterwards,

it was stated, may, in a great measure, be obviated at

a trifling expense, by drawing the land out wide, and
spreading the furrow slice about the stetcb, thus pre-

venting tlie necessity of any further ploughing when
not desirable.

The majority of members present being of opinion,
" that on all desciiptions of land, where a sufficient

degree of pulverization exists, the ridge system is to

be preferred; " a resolution to that effect was accord-
ingly adopted.

The discussion on this question led to sweepstakes
being entered into for competition on both principles

of cultivation, which it will be seen were decided at

the proper season.

The next question before the club was, " The effect

of growing tares on heavy land, and the advantage or
disadvantage resulting therefrom."

It was remarked that, from observation, the culti-

vation of tares on heavy lands, appeared to have the

effect of producing an abundant crop of barley, but
was injurious to the layer, which followed, and con-
sequently, in some measure, to the succeeding wheat
crop; although it was believed the growing of tares

did not prevent the obtaining a plant of clover, but
that it materially interfered with its growth after-

wards. The meeting was, however, of opinion that

the growth of tares on lands of the above description,

was, in many respects, highly desirable; and in order
to provide a remedy for tlic evil complained of, it;

was generally agreed,[thatthey may be advantageously
cultivated to a moderate extent—not exceeding

one half of the fallow—provided peas or beans are
grown in lieu of clover the following courae; thus

taking a layer but once in eight years, and it is con-
sidered very essential that the greater proportion of

the tares be fed oft' on the land by sheep.

This system was believed to be decidedly prefera-

ble to growing turnips extensively on heavy lands
;

and in order to carry it out effectually, it is necessary
that the tares should be sown at intervals, although at

no period so late as to preclude the opportunity of
making a clean summer-land.
" The effect produced by different kinds of roots

upon the after-green crops," occupied the attention

of a subsequent meeting.

On this question there was a diversity of opinion

with regard to the effects of beet and Swedes on the

following crops, as in some cases the former, and in

others the latter root, was considered as productive
of the most benefit: but on heavy lands it would
appear that, generally, the after-grain crops were the

best where beet had been taken; while, on other

soils, Swedes were believed to have produced this

effect. In most cases, on light lands, better barley
was obtained after common turnips, than from either

beet or Swedes ; and where the turnips are fed off" by
sheep, it is but fair to assume that such would be the

case. A tew instances were noticed with regard to

soils of this description, in which the layer that fol-

lowed after beet was perceptibly better than from
other roots.

The growth of carrots, as far as observation with
regard to their cultivation extended, was not found
to have a deteriorating tendency towards any of the
succeeding crops.

Potatoes were allowed to be decidedly of a most
exhausting nature ; but as an abundant produce is

generally obtained, something may fairly be allowed
as a sort of deduction from the following crop of
barley.

Upon the whole, it is inferred, that (with the ex-

ception of potatoes) where an impartial treatment has
been given, or such treatment as is peculiar to each
description of root, no material difference has been
perceptible, further than the effect of seasons, or the
particular time of sowing.

" The most approved treatment of lands tired of
growing clover, or what is termed 'clover sick,' " was
the standing subject at another meeting.

The deficiency of the requisite quantity of gvpsum,
in such soils (which in others, favourable to the

growth of clover, is found to exist naturally), was
attributed as a principal cause of failure ; and it was
stated that in other localities, the use of gypsum had
been found effectual in preserving the plant ; but in
this particular district its artificial application does
not appears in any single instance, to have been at-

tended with successful results. It was therefore

recommended, that the best means to be used by way
of precaution, in order to secure a plant, was to lay

down the land but once in eight years with small

seeds of any kind ; and, as its failure is principally

confined to poor heavy soils, the cultivation of peas
or beans in alternate courses was considered in no
way disadvantageous.

At the November meeting, the annual show of roots

took place. The different sweepstakes previously
entered into for growing fields of roots were decidt-d

as follow—the crops having been inspected by those
gentlemen who had kindly consented to act as

judges :—
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Mr. Hingeston, a field of beet on the stetch, against

Mr. Girling, on the ridge—awarded to Mr.
Girling.

Mr. Riches, a field of beet on tbe stetcb, against Mr.
Girling, on ibe ridge—awarded to Mr. Girling.

Mr. Tallent, a field of bett on the stetcb, against

iMr.{Jirling,on tlieridge—awarded to iMr.Girling.

Mr. Riches, a field of beet, against Mr. Wigg

—

awarded to Mr. Wigg.
General sweepstakes for the best field of beet, with-

out restriction as to cultivation—awarded to Mr,
L. O. Cottingbam.

Ditto for tbe best field of Swedes—awarded to Mr.
L. O. Cottingbam.

Several Piemiums from tbe Labourers' Fund, were
also awarded to tbe occupiers of cottage allotments,

for tbe production of vegetables, &:c.

Tbe subsequent part of tbe evening was occupied
in a short discussion on " 'Jbe utility of working pea
and bean stubbles as a preparation for wheat.''

Tbe member who first spoke upon tbe question

was of opinion that, on particular soils, breaking up
pea and bean lands was desirable; not so much in

reference to wheat, as regarded a preiiaration in some
measure for tbe succeeding root crop ; alibougb be

believed, that on lands subject to bind, crowsfoot, and
weeds of a similar description, it was beneficial for

wheat, as be had observed the crop to be less affected

by them afterwards.

This system was, however, decidedly objected to
;

and satisfactorily proved, in many instances, to have
been productive of tbe greatest injury, frequently

causing tbe wheat to become root-fallen ; and it is

also generally found that more advantage will accrue

to that crop by plougliing in all superfluous weeds,
rather than, by breaking up the hind, destroy the so-

lidity so essential as a preparation for wlieat ; and,

where lands are free from grass, the propriety of even
discontinuing altogether our present system of plough-

ing up bean stubbles was urged : the previous crop

under such circumstances having been manured for.

Scarifying, in that case, was believed to be more de-

sirable ; and, as regarded cleaning tbe land, working

it for that purpose, when a barley stubble, was con-
sidered preferable.

Tbe opinion of the meeting being decidedly against

the working of pea and bean stubbles for wheat, a

resolution to that effect was agreed upon.

Your commiltee, in summing up this Report, while

they are desirous of bearing testimony to the unani-

mityand good feeling which have at all times character-

ized the meeting of the Club, cannot but observe that

the interest formerly evinced with regard to the pros-

perity of these institutions has, in some measure, sub-

sided into a degree of apathj'. They will not attribute

this to any want of interest with regard to improve-

ments in the management and cultivation of tbe soil
;

but while they could have desired that a larger mea-
sure of active support should have been afforded, in

order to have arrived at more satisfactory conclusions

on some questions, they would still trust that the ob-

ject for which societies of this description were
originally established has not been altogether futile;

and, whatever may be the future intentions of mem-
bers, your committee, in conclusion, would indulge in

the agreeable reflection, that a spirit of inquiry has
been set afloat, and a desire for improvement mani-
fested, as some salutary effects resulting from their

labours. J.yjies Hinceston, Chairman.
Dec. 8tb, 1843.

REVIEWS.
FAMILIAR LETTERS ON CHEMISTRY AND
ITS RELATION TO COMMERCE, PHYSI-
OLOGY, AND AGRICULTURE.

By JusTt;s Liebig. M.D., Pn,D.,F.R.S.—Edited by
John Gardner, M.D.

Taylor and Walton, 1843.

We have read the above interesting letters with

unmixed pleasure ; and as far as regards practical in-

formation and useful instruction, the author is most

happy in this small volume. As tbe force and power
of an agriculturist to produce good crops in great

measure depend on tbe manures he can command, and

as the way to derive tbe greatest benefit from his

available resources is one of the most useful subjects

to engage his attention, we insert Letter XIII. as a

specimen of this useful work :
—

"Having in my last letter spoken of the general
principles upon which the science and art of agricul-
ture must be based, let me now direct vour attention

to some of those particulars which will more forcibly

exhibit the connection between chemistry and agricul-

ture, and demonstrate the impossibility of perfecting
the important art of rearing food for men and animals
without a profound knowledge of our science.

" All plants cultivated as food require for their

healthy sustenance the alkalies and alkaline earths,
each in a certain proportion ; and, in addition to

these, the ceralia do not succeed in a soil destitute of
silica in a soluble condition. Tbe combinations of
this substance found as natural prodi'ctions— namelv,
the silicates—difter greatly in the degree of facility

with wiiich they undergo deconijiosition, in conse-
quence of the unequal resistance opposed by their

integral parts to tbe dissolving power of the atmos-
pheric agencies. Thus the granite of Corsica dege-
nerates into a powder in a time which scarcely

suflSces to deprive the polished granite of Heidelburg
of its lustre.

" Some soils abound in silicatesso readily decompos-
able, that, in everyone or two years, as much silicate

of potash becomes soluble and fitted for assimilation

as is required by the leaves and straw of a crop of
wheat. In Hungary extensive districts are not un-
common where wheat and tobacco have been grown
alternately upon the same soil for centuries, the land
never receiving back any of those mineral elements
which were withdrawn in the grain and the straw.

On tbe other band, there are fields in which the ne-

cessary amount ofsoluble silicate of potash for a single

crop of wheat is not separated from the insoluble

masses in the soil in less than two, three, or even
more years.

" The term fallow in agriculture designates that

period in which the soil, left to the influence of tbe at-

mosphere, becomes enriched with those soluble mine-
ral constituents. Fallow, however, does not generally

imply an entire cessation of cultivation, but only an
interval in the growth of the ceralia. 'i hat store of

silicates and alkalies—which is the principal condition

of their success—is obtained, if potatoes or turnips

are grown upon the same fields, in the interme-

diate periods ; since these crcps do not abstract a par-

ticle of silica, and therefore leave the field equally

fertile for the following crop of wheat.

"Tbe preceding remarks will render it obvious to

you that the mechanical working of tbe soil is the

simplest and cheapest method of rendering the
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elements of nutrition contained in it accessible to

pl.nnts.

" But, it may be asked, " Are there not other means
of deeouiiiosing the soil besides its mechauical sub-

division ? Are there not substances which, by their

chemical operation, shall equally well or better ren-

der its constituents suitable for entering" into vege-

table organisms ?" Yes : we certainly possess such

substances; and one of them, namely, quicklime,

has been employed for the last century past in Eng-
land for this purpose. And it would be difficult to

tind a substance better adapted to this service, as it

is simple, and in almost all localities cheap and
easily accessible.

"In ordertoobtain correctviews respectingthe effect

ofquicklime upon the soil, let me remind you of thepro-

cess employed by the chemist when he is desirous of

analysing a mineral, and for this purpose wishes to

bring its elements into a soluble state. Let the

mineral to be examined be, for instance, felspar.

This substance, taken alone, even when reduced to

the finest powder, requires for its solution to be

treated with an acid for weeks or months; but if we
first mix it with quicklime, and expose the mixture
to a moderately strong heat, the lime enters into che-

mical combination with certain elements of the fel-

spar, and its. alkali (potass) is set free. And now
the acid, even without heat, dissolves not only the

lime, but also so much of the silica of the felspar as

to form a transparent jelly. The same effect which
the lime in this process, with the aid of heat, exerts

upon the felspar, it produces when it is mixed with

tlie alkaline argillaceous silicates, and they are for a

long time kept together in a moist state.

" Common potter's clay, or pipe-clay, diffused

through water, and added to milk of challc, thickens

immediately upon mixing; and if the mixture is

kept for some months, and then treated with acid,

the clay becomes gelatinous, which it would not

have done without the admixture with tlie lime.

The lime in combining with the elements of the clay

liquifies it; and, what is more remarkable, liberates

the greater part of its alkalies.

" These intfresting facts were first observed by
Fuchs, at Munich. TLey have not only led to a more
intimate knowledge of the nature and properties of tbe

hydraulic cement; but, what is far more important,

they explain tlie effects of caustic lime upon tbe soil,

and guide tbe agriculturist in tbe application of an

invaluable means of opening it, and setting free its

alkalies—substances so important, nay, so indispensa-

ble to bis crops.
" In the month of October tbe fields of Yorkshire

and Oxfordshire look as if they were covered with
snow. Whole square miles are seen whitened over
with quicklime ; which, during the moist winter
months, exercises its beneficial influence upon the

stiff clayey soil of tliose counties.
" According to the humus theory, quicklime ought

to exert the most noxious influence upon the soil ; be-
cause all organic matters contained in it are destroyed
by it, and rendered incapable of yielding tiieir humus
to a new vegetation. The facts are, indeed, directly

contrary to this now abandoned tlieory : the fer-

tility of the soil is increased by the lime. The ceralia

require the alkalies and alkaline silicates, which the
action of tbe lima renders fit for assimilation by tlie

plants. If, in addition to these, there is any decaying
organic matter present in the soil supplying carbonic

acid, it may facilitate their development, but it is not

essential to their growlii. If we furnish the soil with

ammonia, and the phosphates, which are indispensa-

ble to the ceralia, with the alkalioe silicates, we have

all the conditions necessary to insure an abundant

harvest ; the atmosphere is an inexhaustible source of

carbonic acid.
" A no less favourable influence than that of lime is

exercised upon the soil of peaty land by the mere act

of burning it: this greatly enhances its fertility. We
have not long been acquainted with the remarkable

change which the properties of clay undergo by burn-

ing. The observation was first made in the process of

analysing the clay silicates. Many of these, in tlieir

natural state, are not acted on by acids, but they be-

come perfectly soluble if heated to redness before the

application of tbe acid. This propeity belongs to pot-

ters' clay, pipe-clay, loam, and many different modifi-

cations of clay in soils. In their natural stale they

may be boiled in concentrated sulphuric acid without

sensible change; but if feebly burned, as is done with

the pipe-clay in many alum manufactories, they dis-

solve in the acid with the greatest facility, the con-

tained silica being separated like a jelly in a soluble

state. Potters' clay belongs to the most sterile kinds

of soil, and yet it contains within itself all the consti-

tuent elements essential to a most luxurious growth of

plants ; but tlieir mere presence is insufficient to se-

cure this end. The soil must be accessible to the at-

mosphere, to its oxygen, to its carbonic acid—these

must penetrate it, in order to secure the conditions ne-

cessary to a happy and vigorous development of the

roots. The elements present must be brought into

that peculiar state of combination which will enable

them to enter into plants. Plastic clay is wanting in

tiiese properties, but they are imparted to it by a feeble

calcination.

"At Hardwicke Court, near Gloucester, I have seen

a garden (Mr. Baker's) consisting of stiff clay, which
was perfectly sterile, become, by mere burning, ex-
tremely fertile. The operation was extended to a

depth of three feet ; tliis was an expensive process,

certainly, but it was effectual.

" The great difference in the properties of burnt
and unburnt clay is illustrated by what is seen in

brick houses, built in moist situations. In the towns
of Flanders, for instance, where most buildings are of
brick, efflorescences of salts cover tlie surfaces of the

walls, like a wliite nap, within a few days after they
are erected. If this saline incrustation is washed
away by the rain, it soon re-appears ; and this is even
observed on walls which, like the gateway of Lisle,

have been erected for centuries. These saline in-

crustations consist of carbonates and sulphates, with
alkaline bases, and it is well known these act an im-
portant part in vegetation. The influence of lime in

their production is manifested by their appearing first

at the place where the mortar and brick come into

contact.
" It will now be obvious to you that in a mixture

of clay with lime, all tbe conditions exist for the solu-

tion of the silicated clay, and the solubility of the al-

kaline silicates. The lime gradually dissolving in

water charged with carbonic acid, acts like milk of
chalk upon the clay : this explains, also, the favour-

able influence whicli marl (by which term all those

varieties of clay rich in chalk are designated) exerts

upon most kinds of soil. There are marly soils which
surpass all others in fertility for all kinds of plants

;

but I believe marl in a burnt state must be far more
effective, as well as other materials possessing a simi-

lar composition ; as, for instance, those species of

limestone which are adapted to the preparation of hy-

draulic cements, for these carry to tlie soil not only the

alkaline bases useful to plants, but also silica in a state

capable of assimilation.

" The ashes of coals and lignite are also excellent
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means of ameliorating the soil, and they arc used in

many places (or this purpose. The most suitable may
be readily known by their property of forming a ge-

latinous mass when treated with acids; or by becom-
ing, when mixed with cream of chalk, solid and hard

as stone.
" I have now, I trust, explained to your satisfac-

tion, that the mechanical operations of agriculture—the

application of lime and chalk to lands, and the burn-

ing ofclav—depend upon one and the same scientific

]>rinciple ; they are means of accelerating the decom-
position of the alkaline clay silicates, in order to pro-

vide plants at the beginning of a new vegetation, with
certain inorganic matters indispensable for their nu-

trition."

Want of space prevents us from giving further ex-

tracts from this excellent little work, but we particu-

larly recommend the perusal of the three concluding
chapters.

SOME REMARKS ON LANCASHIRE FARM-
ING, and on various subjects connected with the

Agriculture of the Country : with a few suggestions

for remedying some of its defects.

By Law. Rawstohne, Esq.

London : Longman and Co. 1843.

This is another of those useful and practical works
we would wish to see in the hands of every farmer.

It is completely free from all superfluous matter, and
comes at once to the way in which farming should be

profitab!^^ pursued. We cannot refrain from making
the following short extract, which shows plainly in

what good farming is comprised :
—

" In the attainment of excellence of any kind, the

first thing to know is what to do, the next to prac-

tise what we know ; although hard and persevering

labour may go a great way to the attainment of an ob-

ject, and large sums expended may contribute to

forward it, yet even, though an entire failure may not

ensue, the advantage derived will not be so great as

it should be, unless proper means are directed to a

proper end. It is on tliis account that it should be

well weighed and considered, first—^Vhat the objects

to be ai ned at, are, in the improvement of land! and
next— What is the best method of carrying them out

with the fairest prospect of success, and with the least

loss of time, labour, and expense? Now, itmay be laid

down as a standing rule, and as a guide to direct our

exertions, that all good farming— the whole of that pro-

cess hv which bad 1md is to be converted into good,

or land naturally good and productive is (o be con-

tinued in that state—is comprised in the three follow-

ing operations of husbandry :

—

" 1. 'i'o carry ofT all stagnant and superfluous water

by means ofjudicious draining.

"2. To return, through the medium of manure, the

strength and fertility which has been extracted from

the land by cropping.
" 3. To eradicate all weeds, that the strength of the

manure may be thrown into the crops, and not into the

weeds.
" 1. Draining is the basis and groundwork of every

agricultural improvement. Of this there are two
kinds

J
the one for carrying off spring water from the

land, the other surface water. Each of them is dis-

tinct in its nature and effects, the first of the two being

partial, the other universal. The former is chiefly con.

fined to hilly countries, or, at all events, to those

where there is a considerable variation in the rise and

fall of the land; for though water will, under certain

circumstances, find its own level, yet springs are

rarely to be met with, unless there is more elevated

ground above them. The principle on which they act

is clear : the wet penetrating through the ujiper light

soil, and beingcaught by a more retentive one beneath,

will be conveyed along that until it finds an outlet on
the side of a declivity. Lodging there, it forms a

swamp ; the only way of removing this is to cut a

trench through the higher part of the swampy place,

and thus, the source of the spring being reached, its

contents ate discharged in a new direction. A deep
cutting is generally required, and this through a soft

sjiongy stratum. Nothing can serve so effectually the

uses of a conduit as a hollow drain of stones, which
on the top should be filled up with pebbles, gravel,

brushwood, turf, or some light material. This will

keep the drain open for any number of years, and will

give a j)erfcct firmness and solidity to the ground be-

low. The other kind of draining is of a more general

character, and it is from the want of it that so large a
portion of this kingdom has so long lain in a barren

and unprofitable condition. All land, with the ex-

ception, perhaps, of the blowing sands of Norfolk, and
some other peculiar soils, such as chalky ones, will be

improved by draining, and without it tlie common
operations of husbandry cannot be carried on with any
certainty of success. Crops of corn or grass may,
doubtless, be raised by the plentiful application of

manure alone; but it is also certain that an increase of
produce by equal means, or the same produce with

inferior means, viz., with less manure, may be etl'ected,

if the land be laid first thoroughly dry, rather than
being drenched with stagnant water. As this subject

will be treated more in detail in the sequel of this, it

is unnecessary to say more in a general way at present.
" 2. But however well the land may be drained, all

this will be of little avail unless attention be paid
afterwards for renewing it with such manures as are
within the reach of the occui:)ier. The first rule in

making a good dung-heap, is to let nothing be
wasted. Let all such materials be collected as may
serve to increase the quantity, to cause it to ferment,
and to enrich it in such a manner, as, when used,
may contribute to restore the soil to the fertility it

possessed before it was cropped. With this view, if

bog or sea slush be within reasonable distance, these
should be carted up in the summer time, when the
teams might else be lying idle. These should be
placed at the bottom of the farm-yard, for the dung
to lie upon in winter; or they should be formed into
a large heap ready to be mixed with lime, or with
stable manure, when this has been sufhclently heated
and decomposed from its original dry state. Thus
the real quantity of this restorative compound will

be much augmented, and a valuable compost be ob-
tained ; which will go much farther towards keeping
the whole farm, both grass and ploughed land, in

good heart.

"3. As to the eradication of weeds, common sense
points out the advantage, and even necessity of re-

moving or destroying these noxious intruders, which
often cause more exhaustion of the laud than the
best crops, and which, if allowed to remain and run
wild, will much prevent any crop arriving at its

proper maturity. One year's seed is said to be six

years' weed. If the weeds are well-rooted up, and
turned over with the harrow as soon as thej' appear,
they are easily eradicated ; but if allowed to get
a-head, and particularly to seed, the labour required
to get rid of them is immense—double and treble

what it would otherwise have been. l\Ir. Coke, of

Norfolk, afterwards Earl of Leicester (to whom the

agriculture of the country is perhaps more indebted

than to any other person), having visited the cele-

brated Mr. Roscow, anti being asked what he thought
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of Lancashire farming, replied " that he had not seen

any clean farming." Now, if anything can describe

our style of farming it is pricisely this. The potato
culture has all along been excellent ; but, with this

exception, no attempt had been made to use the drill

husbandry until this method was applied to the

turnip crop to a large extent, which is quite a late

introduction, and is a great improvement. It was
not uncommon to grow what we call blendings,

which were a compound of a few beans, a sprinkling
of peas, more vetches, still more weeds, and all sorts

of rubbish. Farmers, who have no lengthened or

certain interest in their possessions, want fore-

thought ; they only look to present advantage, and
therefore will not give themselves the trouble or ex-
l)cnse to do what is only to bring in a return at a
more distant period. But if a tenant has a suffi-

ciently long term in his farm, he should lay out his

money in good time, so that in the end he may reap
the fruits of his labour. He would then see that by
growing the crop broad-cast, he might possibly raise

as heavy a bulk of some sort of produce as if he had
adopted the drill system; but he would likewise find

that by doing so he would make his land foul, and
thus injure it for a succeeding year. By the crop
being in drills, the sun and air would penetrate more
freely; it would be brought forward to a better

growth from its receiving the benefit of the whole
strength of the manure; and by its being put at the

top of the ridge it would be kept comparatively dry,

even if the land were not drained, as by all means it

should be. Further, by the ground being well

stirred and earthed up with the drill plough, it would
be kept perfectly clean ; the crop thus grown would
become what is called an ameliorating crop, and it

would be used as a substitute for a fallow. In really

good, clean farming there should be no occasion for a
fallow, or, if at all, it should be had recourse to only

about once in seven years. Land under any manage-
ment is liable to become dirty ; and then it is perhaps
the easiest and cheapest mode of cleaning it again,

to begin with a fallow, and to follow with a regular

rotation of crops. In this country, however, we
have not yet approached so near to perfection, as to

be able to do without a fallow ; and as it may take
some time before we recover from the evils of former
mismanagement, it will probably long continue an
inherent part of our system."
From this extract will be seen the admirable and

easy style this small pamphlet is written in.

THE APPLICATION OF GEOLOGY TO
AGRICULTURE, and the Improvement and
Valuation of Land, with the Nature and Proper-
ties of Soils, and the Princii^les of Cultivation.

By Nicholas Whitley.

Longman and Co., London.

The work before us, while it is to the geologist

most interesting, must be also to the farmer most
instructive, by explaining to him the nature and
capabilities as well as the properties of the soil he
cultivates. In it are some admirable extracts to

carry out his views, from the works of Mr. John
Morton, Sir Hiimiihrey Davy, and Professors John-
ston and Liebig ; and, in fact, for one determined to

make the most of his farm, this work is admirably
adapted. Tlicre are also instructions to the land
surveyor, which, from the author's perfect acquain-
tance with that branch of science, will be found most
useful.

*' The object of the farmer," says the author, " is

to raise the greatest amount of valuable produce at

the least possible expense, and in such a manner as

will not impoverish the soil. In order to effect this,

all the natural properties of the soil should be called

into action, and every aid which experience and
science can furnish should be adopted as valuable

auxiliaries.

"The principles of cultivation may be divided into

those which relate to— 1st, The management of the

soil ; 2nd, The application of manures ; 3rd, The
rotation of crops ; 4th, The plants cultivated.
" 1. The management of the soiL-~The state of tilth

in which a soil is kept and prepared for the reception

of the seed is of the utmost importance. The land

should be well ploughed and worked, so that there

remain no hard masses, impenetrable to the roots of

vegetables ; and be brought into such a state, that a

circulation of air and moisture may take place in it.

The soil should not be cut, but as much bruised as

possible by agricultural operations.
" Crops tilled in the autumn require more compact-

ness in the soil than those sown in the spring, in

order that the plant may be firmly rooted against

the storms of winter, and that the surface of the land

may not be washed by rain. On the return of spring,

however, the growth of the plant would be greatly

assisted if the face of the soil were lightly broken,

and thus rendered permeable by the genial warmth
and moisture of that season. It cannot be too gene-
rally known that when the surface of the land is

worked, the soil participates in the benefit to its full

depth, by the access thus given to atmospheric

agency.
" The crops which are put in in spring, and which

require a rapid'growth, must have a well worked soil,

in order that the humus may be more rapidly pre-

pared, and fitted for the purpose of assimilation.

No fermentation or decay takes place in the manure
deposited in the soil, until air be admitted ; the

opening of the soil may therefore be considered as

the means by which its nutritious i>roperties arc

called into activity.
" The manner in which land, whence turnips have

been drawn, is often left until the sun has dried and
hardened it, is very injurious to the succeeding crop

of barley. The surface should have been worked
and the weeds destroyed long before the last plough-
ing was given which prepared it for the seed.
" In general, the soil should be rendered as open

(" bruisy") as the season of the year or the peculiar

liking of the plant will permit.
'' 2. The right application of manure is one of the

most difficult and important duties of the fanner.

Where it is constantly required, theprofits of farming
will be much affected by an indiscriminate or a judi-

cious application.
" All soils do not require the same manure. That

which is beneficial on one, would be useless, or even
detrimental on another. This observation especially

applies to mineral numures ; but it is also applicable

to decayed vegetable matter, which will produce
little or no effect in instances where the soil is already

rich in humus ; or on peaty soils, where alkalies or

alkaline earths do not exist in sufficient quantities to

render the humus soluble.
" Decayed animal and vegetable \wviiiev (hiimus)

is of the first im])ortance in manuring. Without its

presence in the soil, the application of mineral ma-
nure will be of little service. If it does not exist

naturally in the soil horn, the decay of vegetation, it

must be supjilied artificially.

" Humus is particularly necessary in the early stages

of vegetable growth, in order to nourish the plant
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until its leaves be sufticicntly expanded to enable it

to procure a portion of its food from the air. It

should therefore be well fermented before it is ap-
plied ; but as vegetable matter gives off much of its

fertilizing properties during fermentation, it should
be mixed with a iiufficicnt quantity of earth by which
its virtue would be imbibed and preserved.

" It appears that three-fourths of the substance of
the plants usually cultivated is derived from the air;

and it is on this fact that the principle of green
manuring is founded. If a crop of clover he grown,
and ploughed in when it begins to flower, it will give
to the soil four times the quantity of humus it ex-
tracted from it. Land which is rich in the inorganic
food of plants, may in this manner readily be fur-

nished with a proper quantity of humus. It is

manifest, that all the organic matter taken from the
soil is not again returned to it ; and therefore without
the supply of vegetable food in the gaseous form
from the atmosphere, all lands would become gra-
dually impoverished and eventually sterile

" The vegetable fibres in a soil prepared for tillage

are much more valuable when rotted than when
burnt. In the former case they arc converted into
humus ; in the latter, the organic portions are
driven off into the air, and only the snlts and earth
remain. Burning should therefore be adopted only
where vegetable matter is in excess, or where
weeds cannot otherwise be extirpated.

"All organic manures actby yieldingcarbonic acid
and nitrogen in the form of ammonia, and their re-

lative value is nearly in proportion to the quantity
of nitrogen which they contain. Animal substances
contain a large quantity of nitrogen, whilst only
small portions of it exist in vegetables. The flesh

of horses and other animals not used for food can
occasionally be obtained ; and when these are
mixed with a large quantity of earth, and suffered
to decay, they form a very rich and stimulating
compost. The carcass of a horse is equal to at

least ten times its weight of farm-yard manure; and
would prove much more valuable to the farmer, if

converted into a compost, than if sold for the ken-
nel.

" The least valuable digested manure is that sup-
plied by animals fed on green crops or roots ; those
fed on grain yield a much stronger manure ; and the
dung of carniverous animals is still more effica-

cious.

"The following is a comparative experiment made
with potatoes and diflerent kinds of manure : ex-
hibiting the quantity of the manure per acre, and
the produce of the crops on a poor gravelly loam.
The results show the superiority of nitrogenous
manure :

—
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supplied with hiiimis, as those which have been for a

loiig period inaiuircd witli diiiic;-, or to peaty soils.

" A continual application of lime to the same soil,

without dung, will more rapidly exhaust the humus
which it contains.

" Lime is especially serviceable after green manur-
ing!

"A soil is kept in the most active state of fertility,

when it is alternately manured with lime and dung.

"In corn crops, humus principally supplies food to

produce a strong and healthy plant; whilst lime

strengthens the stalk, and gives a well filled ear.

*' :3. The rotation of crops.— It has been shewn that

while all plants require humus for their growth, they

difter as to the mineral constituents which they ab-

stract from the soil. If therefore, the same plant be

successively cultivated, the soil rapidly becomes ex-

hausted of that particular kind of food which it re-

quires. This is one of the circumstances on which
the necessity for a rotation of crops is founded ; and
it points out the rule by which that rotation should

be regulated : viz., those plants slioiild be cultiva-

ted in succession, which extract different kinds of

inorganic food from the soil ; and the rotation should

be so ordered that all the various fertilizing proper-

ties of the soil should, by the change of crops, be suc-

cessively called into requisition.

" We find from experience that some plants are pre-

judicial to the growth of others, and that they will

not both thrive together, nor if cultivated on the

same soil in successive years. ' Wheat will not grow
on a soil which has produced wormwood, and vice

veran, wormwood does not thrive where wheat has

been grown, because they are mutually prejudicial

by appropriating the alkalies of the soil. It is evi-

dent that two plants growing beside each other will

mutually injure one another, if they withdraw the

same kind of inorganic food from the soil. Hence,

it is not surprising that the wild chamomile and
Scotch broom impede the growth of corn, when
it is considered that both yield from 7 to 7.43 per

cent, of ashes, which contain
/j,

of carbonate of

])otasli. Tiie darnel and fleabane blossom and bear

fruit at the same time as corn ; so that when growing,

mingled with it, they will partake of the component
])arts of the soil ; and in proportion to the vigour of

their growth, that of the corn must decrease; for

what one receives, the others are deprived of."

{Liehig.)
" Some plants especially require alkalies for their

growth, another sjjecies require phosphate of lime,

another phospliate of magnesia, and several do not

thrive witliout carbonate of lime.
" IVIost j)lants extract alkalies from the soil, but in

very variable quantities. I'he wheat crop withdraws
most of the silicate of potash, which is in a soluble

state ; and the land requires to be rested and exposed
to the action of the weather, in order that a further

quantity of potash may be released. This is the chief

benefit resulting from fallowing, and is the principle

on which it is grounded.
" But it is found, that if plants which require only

small quantities of potash arc cultivated after

wheat, and the soil well ]juiverized and exposed, the

benefit of fallowing is to a great extent obtained, and
a valuable crop raised in addition. Thus turnips, po-

tatoes, rye, huclc-wheat, clover, lucerne, and sainfoin,

require very little inorganic food, as they contain

very minute portions of soluble salts. These may,
therefore, be cultivated, instead of allowing the land

to liefallow. Nor will they 'exercise any influence

detrimental to the corn which is grown immediately

after them on n soil rich iti humus, because they do

not exhaust the alkalies which the corn plants rpquire.

Turnips also require very little inorganic food, and

may advantageously be grown in rotation with corn
;

whilst the soil, at the same lime, can be pulverized

and cleaned.

" There is another circumstance from which the ne-

cessity of a rotation of crops is deduced. It has been

shown that while plants absorb all soluble substances

within reach of their roots, they retain only the parti-

cular constituents wliirh form their natural food, the

remainder being returned to the soil as excrements.

" When the saraecropis successively grown, the

matter thus exjielled accumulates round the root,

clogs the fibres, and partly excludes or replaces that

life-giving aliment which the plant seeks to obtain.

The excrements of a plant, if again taken up by the

root, impede its growth ; but the rejected matter of

one plant is not injurious, and may be even favour-

able, to the growth of another of a different species.

" These excrcmentsare compounds produced in con-

sequence of the transformations of t!ie food, and of the

new forms which it assumes by entering into the com-
position of the various organs ; and they are either of

an acid or resinous, or of a mild and gummy nature.

Until these substances are dissolved and washed out

of the soil, the crop vi-liich produced them cannot be

cultivated vrith the same success; and the time re-

quired to produce this effect will be proportionate to

tlie capabilities of the soil, resulting from its texture,

to admit the air necessary for their decomposition and

decay. Quicklime, by decomposing the excrements,

is a great sweetener of the soil, which it thus prepares

for an earlier re-cultivation of the crop which pro-

duced those excrements. These are the principles on

which the tbenj-y of a rotation of crops is founded
Analyses of the ashes of different crops would shew
the nature and quantity of the food which they
severally require, and point out the rotation which it

would be most beneficial to adoi)t.

" 4. The plants cultivo ted.—On a well-constituted

soil, all plants suited to the climate may be success-
fully raised ; but as some soils contain a greater por-

tion of one kind of inorganic food than others, and as

there is a great difference in their texture, it becomes
evident that tlje most advantageous mode of cultivation

is to raise principally those plants which, from the

food they require, are best adapted to the peculiar

nature of the soil.

"The analyses of different crops, compared with the

constituents of a particular soil, would show what
plant it is capable of sustaining. Upon this know-
ledge depends the most profitable application of the

fertilizing properties of the soil ; for by it the capa-

bilities of the soil are made known, and its most pro-

ductive energies may be called into action, and directed

into the channel in which they act most effectively.

" The texture of a soil should also much influence a

farmer in his ciioice of a crop. Some plants re(]uire

a firm soil, as wheat and beans ; others one that is

warm and open, as barley, turnips, and potatoes.

The ex])ense of cultivating some heavy lands must
also be considered. Tiie lias and Oxford clays con-
tain all the elements necessary to jiroduce wheat in

abundance ; but the difficulty and expense of tillage is

so great, that the peculiar qualities of the soils are not
availahle ; and the most profitable mode of culture is

to allow them to remain in old pasture. If the texture

of these soils were improved by thorough-draining,
they would, for a long time, prove most productive
in wheat."
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LKClURt:8 0\ AGRlCUI/rUllAL CIIKMIS-
ii{V AND GEOLOGV.

I3v. J. P. W. Johnston, M.A., F.R.S.S. L, .V K.

Blackwood and Sons, Edinburgh and London.

\Vc exlrnct tbe following fiom the number fur No-

vi'mber, 1845, which is entirely devoted to the con-

sidcriiiion of " Milk nnd its Products," iind will be

found invniunhle in hints to the dairyman :
—

" Scparal'ioii of Creoin.—The fatty pai t of the
niilli which e.xislj in ihe cream, and which forms tlje

luitter, is nie'elv niixcil with and hcl I in suspension
by liie water, ol which l!ie milk chielly consists. In
the udder of the cow it is in some measure separated

from and floats on the surface of tiie milk, the later

drawn portions being always the richest in cream.
During tho milking, the rich and [)oor jiortions are

usually mixed intimaielv togciber again, atul thus the

after-separation is rendered slower, more difficult,

and less complete. That this is really so is proved by

two facts— first, that if milk be well shaken or stined,

so as to mix its parts inMrnaielytogetherbefore itis S3t

aside, the cream willbecrnsiderably longerin rising lo

the surface ; andsecond, that more cream isobtaincd by

keeping the milk in separate portions as ic is drawn,
and selling these aside to throw up cream in srpaiate

vessels, ih.m when the whole milking is mixed to-

gether. When the collection of cream, therefore, is

the principal object, economy suggests that the first,

second, third, and last dr<iwn portions of the milk
should be kept apart from each other. Even in large

dairies this could easily be efFected by havinj; three

or four p.iils, in one of which the first, in another the

second milk, and so on, might be collected.

" Creamdoes not readily rise throtigh any consider-

able de|ith of niilk ; it is usual, therefore, to set it aside

in broad, shallow vessels, in which the tnik stands at

a depth of not more than two or three inches. By
this means the cream can be more effectually separated

within a given time.

"But the temperature of the surrounding air ma-
terially affects the (ju.intit)' of cream which milk will

yield, or the rapidity with which it rises to the surface

and can be separated. Thus ii is said that from tlie

Same milk an equal (Quantity of cream may be extrac-

ted in a much shorter time during warm than during
cold weather; that, for exami)Ie, milk may be
perfectly creamed in

Hours. ^^eg'> Eah.

o'.i when the temperature of the air is .. .^()

24 do. r>'->

18 to 20 do. 68

10 to I'i do. 17

While at a temperature of .'il" lo 37° F., milk maybe
kept for three weeks without throwing iipany notable

quantity of cream ( S/jrengi:l).

" The reason of this is, that the fatty matter of the

milk bee. lURs partly solidified in cold weather, and is

thus unable to rise to the surface of the milk so

readily as it does when in a warm and perfectly fluid

state.

"The above remarks apply to niilk of ordinary

quality jifid consistency. In very thin or poor nidk,

in which little cheesy matter is contained, the cream
. will rise more quickly'."

ON TIIE AGKICyLTURAL L^IPROVE-
MENTS OF LINCOLNSHIRE.

r.Y Ph. Puskv, M.P.

(From the Journal of the Iloyal Agricultural
Society of England.)

t)n a sunny morning in November, 1842, Sir.

Ilaiidley having undeitakon to show ii;e Lincoln-
shire farming, wo jiasscd through Sleaford on our
road to Lincoln, and soon entered iij-'on a high but
level tract, presenting a cultivated exuberance sujli

as I had never seen before. Farm succeeded farm,
each ap|tcaring to be cultivated by the owner for
example— not, as was really the ca'^e, by a tenant
for profit ; and s ) for miles we passed on tbrougli

fields of turnips wi'liout a blank or a weed, on which
thousands after thousands of long-woolled sheep
were feeding in netted folds ; and so large as well
as regular were the turnips in the nariow rows,
that the lower halves which remained in the ground
when the uj)i)cr patt had been consumed, seemed to

pave these slu'ep folds. F.vcry stubble field was
clean and blight; all the hedges kcjit low, and
neatl\' trimmed ; every farm-h<iuse wed built, with
spacioiis^ourts, and surrounded by such rows of
lii;.li, long, saddle-backed ricks, as showed that the
land did not forgot to return in August what it had
received from the fold in iJcccmber, since the num-
ber of these farm houses, which might always be
seen at one view, proved that the size of the farms
would not account for the extent of the rickjards.
^'et this land, s.) loaded with roots and with corn,
showed no mark of natural fei tility. On the con-
trary, it is a fawn-coloured sand, about sis inchc<t

deep, lying on a dry, thirsty wal ing stone. At
length, as we journeyed on, Mr. Haiidicy pointed
out to mo, standing by the side of the road, a
column seventy feet high. It was aland lighthouse,
but no longer since than the middle of the last

century, as a nightly guide for travellers over the
dreary waste, which still retains the name of Lin-
coln Heath, but is now converted into a pattern of
farming. Ihis Diinston Pillar, lighted no longer
time back for so singular a purpose, did appear to
me a striking witness of the spirit and industry
which in our own days have reared the thriving
homesteads around it, and spread a mantle of teem-
ing vegetation to its very base ; and it was certainly
surprising to discover at once the finest farming I

had ever seen, and the onl}' land lighthouse that was
ever raised. Ts'ow that the pillar has ceased to
cheer the wayfarer, it may serve not only as a
monument of past exertions, but as a beacon to en-
courage other landoAfuers in converting their dreary
moors into similar scenes of thriving industry

;

within living mi'inory it « as by no means useless,
fir Lincoln Heath was not only without culture, but
without even a road. W hen the late Lady Robert
Manners wished to visit Lincoln from her residence
at Bloxholm, a groom was sent forward previously,
who examined some track, and returned to repoit
one that was found practicable. Another family
from Bhmkney was lost on this heath twice in one
night, in returning from a ball at Lincoln, and was
obliged to remain upon the waste until morning.

Passing Dunston I'illar, the road continues due
north for four miles along the level hill-top, through
the same beautiful farms, until it dips to cioss the

narrow breach or valley in which Lincoln city is

placed, antl through which the western streams find

their way to the sea, but in, mediately rising, passes

by the lofty caihedial through a lljnian arch, and

M
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stretches along llie ancient llonian wny (iMmine-
stfcet) for nearly twenty miles, in ;i ]>cn\ctly straight

line northwards, npon North Lincoln Heath, over
the same sluillow sandy soil, but among tlic same
neat enclosures, heavy turnip crops, numerous
Jlocks, spacious farm buildings, s\irrounded by the
same lofty and crowded corn ricks, 'riuis, in tra-

Aolling due north for forty miles from Sleaford to

Hrigg, you traverse the raised jilatform of the South
and North Heath, as may be seen by reference to

Arthur ^'ouug's maj) ; and during tlic whole time
you pnss through the best farming upon very mode-
rate land, recently enclosed, as the fences them-
selves show ; and, what struck me particularly,

you not only sec generally very high farming, hut
you see in for'y miles hardly any bad faiining

—

scarcely two or tliicc slovenly liclils. 'i'hc standard
of cultivation is evidently very high, and to raise

this standard is of course the great means of im-
proving the farming of any district.

during the whole day we saw to our right, on the
lioiizon, a high range of liills stretching parallel to

the heath from south to north. 1 hcsc were the
wolds of Lincolnshire, being a continuation of the
chalk hills, and it was to the northern extremity of
this range that we crossed ; and here, on a subse-
quent day, in looking over the farm of Mr. Up])erby
and lAlr. Graburn, at Wootton, and the farms of
Lord Varborongb, constituting alone ;H),000 acres,

1 found on the clialk also the same jieculiar features

of high farming as upon the opposite range of the
heath ; ngain also it was in every farmer's mouth
that this vast trr.ct of hill had been redeemed, like

the heath, from nearly equal desolation, within liv-

ing memory, and they ha<l certainly been brought to

a state of which, having always lived upon chalk
hills or near them, I could not hut see the supe-
riority. Here, then, there is a still larger range,
estimated at j;U),000 acres (nearly the extent of
Bedfordshire), added in our own times to the corn
land of England.

It being the wish of our President that in each
English county an inquiry should be made into the
present state of its farming, compared with tlic Re-
ports made to the Board of Agriculture during tlie

war, in the hope of fulfilling this object 1 have
twice returned into Lincolnshire ; ami in order to
be assnred of not having ignorantly over estimated
the excellence of Lincolnshire farming, have care-
fully examined, during the last autumn, Northum-
berland and the south of Scotland.

It is not until you reach the further part of
Northumberland that superior farming is found.
There, indeed, around Belfordyou find it excellent,
and on the land of Lord Grey and of Greenwich
Hospital ;* again, too, in following the banks of the
Till, down to the Tweed : yet even between these
two fine districts a moorland tract must be crossed,
neglected indeed, but not barren. So again in Scot-
land, thirty miles beyond Berwick, arriving at Dun-
bar, you find, along the sea coast, some of the
famous farms of East Lothian. It is an extraordi-
nary soil, for which the tenants, farming admirably,
pay the well-known rents of 4/. or T)/. the acre, which
some suppose to be the common rents of East Lo-
thian. Bui ride two or three miles only inland, and
you find, first, land well farmed at 21. ])er acre ; then
land at 1/. per acre—some of it very ill-farmed, foul,
and out of condition ; then the Lamniermoor Hills,

* I may mention also the farm of iMr. Nairn at

Warne Mills, near Belford, and that of Mr. Jobson, of
ChillingLam.

which arc not farn.cd at all, but are in the same
state as Lincoln Heath when the Dunston beacon
was lighted nightly. Onwards again to Edinburgh,
for thirty miles through the Lothians, you will see

good land most excellently farmed, but sometimes
also moderate laud in a very slovenly state. If from
thence you travel along the mail-coach road to Car-

lisle, on losing sight of Edinhnrgh Castle, you pass

for seventy miles through the heart of South Scot-

land, over moors covered with a rank grass, which
shows that they might bear something better, or

among scant)' corn crops, wliich ])rovc that nature

has been little assisted by art. I cannot, therefore,

place the general farming of southern Scotland or

of Northumberland on a level with the farming of

our southern counties, such as Bucliiughamshire,

but rather with that of North Devon ; nor the gene-
ral farming of East Lotbian on a level with the

general farming of Lincolnshire, nor the best farm-
ing of East Lothian on a level with the best farm-
ing of Lincolnshire, because it is the best land only
of East 1-othian on which such noble examples of

farming arc given, while in Lincolnshire the barren

heath and wold have been taught nearly equal luxu-

riance.

Being thus satisfied, by a journey in the north of

our island, that the discovery which I owed to IMr.

Haudley last year was not imaginary, but that Lin-
colnshire aftbrds a very high example of farming, I

had wished to lay before our Society, in detail, the

various modes of management by which that excel-

lence has been attained, but 1 have not enough nuis-

tered the subject. As the fullest description of a

system, however, would not enable a farmer to

follow that system, which he must see before he

can imitate, aiul as my own experience had led me
to tlie opinion expressed by Sir Robert Peel at the

Lichlield meeting, that the young farmer, like the

German craftsinan, should enlarge his views by tra-

velling in well-farmed districts, 1 will shortly state

what arc the objects of agricultural interest which
Lincolnshire ))rcscnts to such a visitor, attempting
also to trace the history of its former and its recent

improvctnents.

'Jhis great county is marked by the two ranges of

hill, the heath and the wold, stretching side by
side from south to north, separated by a wide level

])lain, which wiilens southwards into a district of

ten containing about o.jO.OOO acres, and forming
part of the great morass that extended formerly, for

seventy miles, from Cambridge to Lincoln, and was
inhabited, as Camden tells us, in Elizabeth's time,

by feniuen—" a kind of people, according to the
nature of the place where they dwell, who, walking
high upon stilts, apply their minds to grazing, fish-

ing, or fowling. Ihe whole region," be adds, " in

the winter, and sometimes most parts of the year,
is ovcrHowcd by the rivers ; but again, when their

streams are retired, it is so ]>lenteous of a certain

fat grass and full hay, which they call ' Lid," that

when they have mowen down as much of the
better as will serve their turns, they set fire on the

rest in November, at which time a man may sec

this fenny and moist tract on a light, flaming fire all

over everywhere, and wonder thereat." Soon after

the writing of this account, great efforts were made,
amid much opjiosition from the fenmcn, to redeem
the Lincolnshire lens by cutting new courses for the
rivers, and digging main drains (or canals rather
they should be called for their width), such as the
North and South Forty-foot ; but though the body
of siagi\ant water was greatly reduced, still it was
not subdued, so that the fen-land was worth little
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even when George tlic I'liiid caiuo to the throne : I

nieiin tlie true Cen-lanil in the interior: tlic gronnil

rises towards the sea, which lias thrown liovvn upon
it an excellent soil of fine sand aiid mud. Then,
however, as the main water- courses, after the labour
of two centuries, were still insuflicient for delivering
the waters into the sea, ditlerent districts began to

seek their own remedy hy surrouiulint; themselves
with enibaiiknicnts, which excluded the rising floods;

while the rain which fell within these embankments,
or downfall water as it is called, was pumped up by
wintimilis into these chief rivers and cuts.

IMr. Vounij's report, which was made soon after-

wards, in 1799, gives us some insight into the
former, as well as into the improved state of the
fens thus embanked. ''In that long reach of fen,"'

hesays, " which extends fromTattershall to Lincoln,
a great improvement, by embanking and draining,
has been ten years effecting. This is a vast work,
which in the whole has drained, enclosed, built,

and cultivated between 20 and 30 square miles of

country. Its produce before was very small ; let-

ting for not more than Is. (id. an acre, but now from
lis. to 17s. an acre." Of another fen, Mr. Young
says—"Deeping Fen, which extends most of the
eleven miles from that town to Spalding, is another
capital im{)rovement by draining. Twenty years
ago the lands sold for about M. an acre ; some was
then let at 7s. or 83. an acre, and a great deal more
was in such a state that nobody would rent it : now
it is in general worth 2O3. an acre, and sells for

20/. an acre." After mentioning other operations,

he says—"These, when carried to such an extent,

arc great works, and reflect the highest credit on
the good sense and energy of the proprietors.

Without going back to very remote periods, there
cannot have been less than iriO.OOO acres drained and
improved, on an average, from .")S. an acre to 2.')s."

Still, however much the last generation may have
exerted themselves in these marshes, there re-

mained enough to be done by our own ; for Rlr.

Stone, in the year following the Report to the
Board of Agriculture, writes thus:—"There arc
upwards of 300,000 acres at this time (1800) in

Lincolnshire, suffering at least, on an average,
300,000/. a year for want of an efficient drainage,
which might be carried into effect for one or two
years' ioiproved value; and upon the borders of
the county nearly the same quantity, connected
with it, capable of the same imi)rovement hy similar

means." This statement was certainly well calcu-
lated to stimulate the men of Lincolnshire ; and I

believe that it has been well responded to by them
in the forty years which have since passed. I can-
not say to what extent, but must mention some of
the leading improvements. The first attack was
made upon a track of 40,000 acres, containing the
Wildmoor, the west and cast fens ; the last of
which had been thus described by Mr. Young :

—

" Sir Joseph Banks had the goodness to order a
boat, and accompanied me into the heart of this

fen, which in this wet season had the appearance
of a chain of lakes, bordered by great crops of reed.

It is in general from three to four feet deep in

water, and in one place—a channel between two
lakes—five to six ; the bottom a blue clay under a
loose black mud, two to tsvo and a half feet deep."
The description was certainly not very inviting,
but these difficulties were overcome hy the late Mr.
Kennie ; the water was drawn oft', the loose black
mud settled down into fertile soil, the boat disap-
peared, the plough took its place ; and, though the
expenses had been estimated at 100,000/., or 10/. an

acre, such was the land produced, that, after being
pared and burnt, it yielded two or even three crops
of oats in succession, of not less than ten quarters

an acre, and its value was rated at 2,000,000/.,

leaving a i)roftt of 1,1)00^000/. to the proprietors.

It was in this work that Mr. Kennie established

the i)rinci|)le of sejjarating the downfall from the

upland waters, which may be thus explained :

—

The whole district is so nearly on a level with the
sea, that when the tide is up, there is not fall

enough in the drains, or, as 1 would rather terra

them, canals, to carry the water seawards : hence
their mouths are furnished with gates, which,
opening from within, allow the drainage water to

pass when the sea is low, but are closed by the
rising tide. Mr. llennie, however, observed that

these fens were drowned not only by the rain

which fell u])on them, but also by the surplus of
the rain falling on a large tract of higher ground,
which (lowed down upon them ; and it occurred to

him that if, by a catchwatcr drain cut round the

base of the rising slope along the whole margin of

the fen, he could intercept these upland waters,

they might be carried across the fen by a separate

channel, and, having a greater fall, would discharge

themselves in a higher state of the tide; so that

the lowlands, being henceforth encumbered with
their own share of rain only, this downfall water
vvould more easily be discharged while their sea-

gates could be left open. Another recent improve-
ment has been the general use of steam, instead of

wind, for pumping the water out of embanked dis-

tricts. .Justly as Mr. Young had praised what had
been done in Deeping Fen, this wide tract, while de-
])endent on wind for its emersion, was sometimes
reduced, we arc told, in calm weather, to a dc-

l)lorable state. These 30,000 acres, however, are

now entirely emancipated by two steam-engines

—

one of forty, the otlier of sixty-horse power—set

up at I'odes-hole. These drive a large water-
wheel, which, acting not by but against the fall of

the water, forces it upwards into the main channel
that over-rides the district ; and so this great fen

is dried at all seasons. A steam-engine, however,
cannot always be set up ; for, while it frees its

own, it of course swells the flood which drowns
other districts. Hut another field of improvement
has been entered on, which, if carried to its full

extent, will render embankment unnecessary, and
also pumping, whether by wind or by stream, keep-
ing the rivers always below the level of the adja-

cent lands—the improvement of their outfalls into

the sea. All these fen-rivers fall into the great

bay called the Wash, shallow and full of shifting

mud-banks, through which at low tide they wind
their shifting course into deep water. At tho

mouth of the Welland, this difficulty will be over-

come hy carrying the river itself out to sea. Here,
as Dr. Buckland informs me, no wall is built, but
two rows of bush-faggots are laid for perhaps .^)0

yards in advance on the mud, at low water, on each
side of the mouth. After a few tides, these faggot-

heaps are found full of a substance called warp, a
mixture of fine sand and mud, which renders them
in some degree solid. Another tier of faggots is

then laid upon the first, and is again embodied with
them by the warp. Thus the growing embankment
at last rises above high-water level ; and the Wel-
land, being now confined by its new banks, digs

itself out a new channel through the yielding bot-

tom. A fresh advance of faggots is then made, and
a similar addition to the double embankment en-

sues. In this way has the engineer advanced three

M 2
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miles into the sea, compelling tlic waves to cement
the liail materials of their own subjiifjation ; and
by these means all the rivers ol' the Great Wash
might be carried forward to a common outfall, so

that the fen district would acquire a perfect and na-

tural drainage. Nor is the benefit of these outfalls

confined to drainage and navigation ; for when the

new river-banks are completed they are connected
with the shore by cross embankments, and the por-

tions of sea thus cut off are gradually filled up by
warp, and become excellent land. Before wo leave

the south fens of Lincolnshire, I must mention a
great work about to be undertaken in the neigh
bouring county of Cambridge— a new main channel
or river, passing for more than 'AO miles upwards
from Lynn, through the heart of the Bedford Level,

to '\^'hittlesea]Meer, in Huntingdonshire—one of the
two only lakes which, as we learnt in our books of
geography, belonged to the south of England.
Ramsey Meer, its Cambrido;eshire neighbour, has
already disappeared, and fine crops of wheat are
growing upon the bottom ; and I rejoice to hear
Ihat, by means of Mr. Walker's new cut, Whittle-
sea Meer will shortly be likewise blotted out of our
maps.

Leaving now the south of Lincolnshire, we find

that the great central valley, as it inclines towards
the north also, soon becomes a fen district; and we
find too anotlier great work of drainage—the new
Ancholme River, cut towards the end of the last

century, a wide canal running in a straight line for

20 miles to the Humbcr, laying dry 17,000 acres.

Of this level Arthur Young says—" Before the drain-

ing it was worth but from Is. to 3s. Cd., now it is from
10s. to 30s." 1'hesc redeemed meadows, or carrs, as

they are called, I found to consist of an unctuous peat,

which derive its richness from a mixture of sediment
thrown down by the former floods while the peat was
deposited.

There is still one other lowland tract of which,
having visited it in the summer, I wish to say a few
words. It lies on the west of the western hills,

partly in Yorkshire, the level of Hatfield Cliase.

When you ride across this vast plain, througli end-
less corn-fields, with the distant uplands of Yorkshire
and Lincolnshire for its opposite boundaries, you see

a single hill which, rearing itself midway from the
dead flat between them, was formerly an island, and
is still named the Isle of Axholme. A great part of
this fertile plain was once sea, as it would now be
again if its embankments were neglected, being
mostly below high-water maik. In early times the
island was a strong post : thus it was occupied by a
Lord Mowbray, under Henry II., but was taken by
the men of Lincolnshire, who attacked it in boats.
It was a refuge for some of the barons after the battle
of Evesham. In the time of Charles I. the M-atcrs
were drawn ofi' by a colony of Dutchmen under
Vermnyden ; but during the civil war, the Parliamen-
tarian committee of Lincolnshire, fearing an attack
from the Yorkshire Royalists, cut the dyke, and
again interposed the sea between the two hostile
counties. This great level is now generally well
drained by asystcm of canals and side-vents, but the
farmers of Axholme have not forgotten that their
forefatliers attended Doncaster market in boats.
Having mentioned tliese farmers, I ought not to
omit what Young says of their condition :—
" As to proi)erty, I know nothing more singular

than its great division in the Isle of Axholme^ In
most of the towns there, for it is not quite general,
tlicrc is much resemblance of some rich parts of

France and Handers. The inhabitants are collected

in villages and hatnlets, and almost every house you
see (except very poor cottages on the borders of

commons) is inhabited by a farmer, the proprietor of

his farm of from 4 or 5, or even fewer, to iiO, 40, ami
more acres, scattered about the open fields, and cul-

tivated with all those minutite of care and anxiety

by the hands of the family which are found abroad
in the countries mentioned. Tlicy are very poor re-

specting money, but very happy respecting their

mode of existence. They have, generally speaking,

Jio fallows, but an endless succession of corn, pota-

toes, hemp, flax, beans, &c. They do nearly all their

work themselves, and are passionately fond of buying
a bit of land."

Such are some of the great Lincolnshire drainages,

most imperfectly described. I will only add that

the example might well be followed elsewhere. In
the Bridgewater Level during last May, many thou-

sand acres of young corn were deeply flooded; and
nightly struggles took place, with discharge of fire-

arms, between the labourers on one side of a dyke
endeavouring to cut it through for the discharge of

the waters, and those of the opposite district resisting

the inundation. Whatever may have been already

done, more might be evidently efiected if those who
possess the course of the water to the Bristol Channel
could be brought into concert with their less fortu-

nate neighbours. There are numberless districts also,

tliroughout England, where the ditches are now
stagnant throughout the winter, and all improve-
ment of the land thus prevenfcd— the remedy lying

in some inexpensive cutting of a paltry brook, on
which neighbouring landowners, however, cannot
agree : whence these sound lands are drowned for

half the year, though Deeping Fen is kept dry and
firm by its steam-engines. We ought to act at last

on the declaration of Kiiig James, that he would not
suffer any longer the land to be abandoned to the

will of the waters.

But before leaving the neighbourhood of Axholme
I must mention tlie practice of warping, known in no
other part of the world. AVe have seen that in the

southern part of the county the sea casts down a fine

mud or silt, which obstructs the mouths of the rivers,

and fills up any shallows that are partially enclosed

from the waves. The Humbcr, where it mixes with

the sea, contains in dry seasons so much of this silt or

warp, that if a glass tube be filled with it to the height

of 15 inches, an inch of sediment, we are told, may
sometimes be seen at the bottom. About seventy

years ago it occurred to a landowner at Rawclifte,

that if this water were laid upon his land the sedi-

ment would be secured ; and his success established

the system, of which I saw an examplenear Axholme.
The water is brought up from the Humber by a

canal, cliiefly made for the purpose, the level of

which at high tide is much above the adjr)ining land.

Two adjoining fields, of perhaps 50 acres, had been
surrounded by a temporary bank about G feet high,

which confined the water when admitted from the

canal by a cut through its side. The tide, when I

saw these fields, was retiring, and they had the ap-
pearance of a muddy harbour covered partly .with

water, partly with slime, hut in part showing the

original lierbage which was not yet buried. This

marine appearance was striking in an inland field, 10

miles distant from the Ujjper end of the llumhcr;
still it was only the commencement of the operation,

for the object of warping is not to improve the exist-

ing soil by a slight covering of mud, but to create an
entirely new soil. As Mr. Young observes :

—
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" What the land is, intended to be warped, is not
of the siiiallcst cunsequenoe—a hosj-, chiy, sand, or a
barii-tloor, all one—as tiie warp raises it in one sum-
mer from 6 to 10 inches thick, and in hollows or low
places 2, 3, or i feet, so as to leave the whole piece

level. Thus a soil of any depth yon please is formed,
which consists of mud of vast fertility, though con-
taining- not much besides sand, but a sand unique."

The owners of the canal charged in this case l.")?.

per acre for the use of the water, but the benefit cor-
responds with the price ; for this new soil will some-
times bear wheat and beans alternately, with an oc-
casional naked fallow, for twelve or thirteen years
without any manure; and the crop, Jlr. Young says,

should be 30 or 30 bushels of wheat, 00 of beans.
An acre was once measured to produce 09 bushels of
beans. Yet, even for such an imj)rovemcnt, there is

great enterprise in the landowner who expends 15/.

per acre ; and great confidence in that landowner's
spirit must also have been entertained by the adven-
turers who risked their capital on a canal with the
hope of selling the water, or rather the future land,

at such a price. This practice is now imitated in

the same neighbourhood, by a process which, until it

was shown me by Mr. Childcrs, I could not believe

to be practicable. The site is over the borders in

Yorkslure, but the operation ought to be put on our
Society's records. Mr, Gossip having purchased,
about Hatfield Chase, 4,C00 acres of worthless, deep,
quaking bog, devoid of any mineral matter, for a
trifling sum, found that near it, in the bed of a river

which had been abandoned when a straight cut was
made for draining the level, he possessed a deep and
extensive bed of warp with which the deserted water-
course had been silted up during the temporary re-

turn of the waters when the works were destroyed
;

and he conceived the plan of spreading this deposit
over his barren waste. On visitins? the spot we found
a quarry of several acres excavated to the depth of
30 feet in the bed of warp—the loaded earth-waggons
being drawn up an inclined plane by a steam-engine
fixed at the quarry's mouth, travelling thence along
a railroad over the moor, and depositing their loads,

m a regular coat 8 inches deep, upon its surface.

AYhen they had thus covered the bog on each side of
the railway, as far as it reached, an enormous but
manageable machine proceeds to the extremity, takes
up each piece of the railway as an elephant might
with his trunk, and deposits them in a fresh line

upon the uncovered morass. Thus you see the thick

sheet of firm and fruitful soil steadily spreading over
the hopeless quagmire ; and you pass, at a single

step, from the Bog of Allen to the Yale of Aylesbury
or of Whitehorse ; for you not only see oats sown in

March upon land made in February, but beans, the
surest sign of a good staple, upon the new soil of the
former year.

The expense is about 15/. per acre, the first cost
of the land was 31. ; and it is now well worth 25s. to

rent. This is not, however, an example which can
be followed ; for scarcely could such a mine of soil,

capable of supporting vegetation at once, be worked
elsewhere te such a depth, though Mr. Everett in-

formed me of one such deposit found in the United
States. Nor, indeed, could water-warping itself be
generally adopted, though along the banks of the
Trent, Air, Dun, and other streams of the Humber,
it has been followed up with great spirit since Mr.
Young's time, to the extent of 50,000 acres, if I am
rightly informed; and the tide has been thus set to
work upon land near Gainsborough, which is 20
miles up the Trent, and 60 miles distant from the

open sea. It is by simpler processes, however, that

farmers generally must be contented to work ; and
in the fens of southern Lincolnshire may be seen an
excellent example of changing the soil, not indeed by
laying down another upon it, but by tempering the
surface anew with a material which nature has hidden
beneath it. I mean the claying of peat, which has

been described in our Journal, but must not be
omitted from the great improvements of Lincoln-

shire ; its effect may be conveniently seen in the

Diqby, the Dorrington, and other fens, not far north
of Sleaford. Mr. Cooke, of Digby, has given a plain

and practical account* of the process to this effect.

The peat of that neighbourhood is poor and hollow,

producing naturally not more tlianS quarters of light

oats, worth 20s. ; and 20 bushels of very light wheat,
fit only for seed, worth at the time 50s. per quarter.

Beneath this peat, however, is found, at a depth of 4
feet, a blue soapy clay. Trenches, then, are dug
down to this clay, at the interval of 11 yards across

the field, and a large quantity of the clay thrown
out from their bottom upon the surface, after which
they are filled in. The operation costs only 54s. per

acre ; but henceforth the land produces 30 bushels of

good wheat, worth more by 8s. per quarter, so that

very batl land is changed into very good land for less

than 3/. This cheap transformation of soil has been
carried out with great spirit in the Lincolnshire fens,

since Mr. Y'oung's report ; and as he does not speak
of the process, the whole credit of it is due, I suppose,

to the present generation of farmers. Another
transformation of the same character has been ex-

ecuted, with equal vigour, by the employment of

chalk ; and as this process takes us out of the

marshes where we have so long lingered, and leads

us upon the high wolds, I will now endeavour, in

discharge of my task, to trace the farming history of

these hills, examining what had been done by the

last generation when Mr. Y'^oung wrote, and how
much the farmers of this century have improved upon
what they had received from their predecessors.

Of this high range, equal in extent, as I have said,

to the county of Bedford, and now a pattern of neat

fences and good farnung, Y'oung says, in 1799,
" Forty years ago it was all warren for 30 miles, from
Spilsby to beyond Caistor" (indeed the present Lord
Yarborough remembers when, in riding from Spilsby,

the southern point of the wolds, to his own scat at

Brocklesby, many miles beyond Caistor, and in sight

of the Humber, he met but two fences) ;
" and by

means of turnips and seeds, there are now at least

twenty sheep kept to one there before." Having
visited these hills in 1760, Mr. Young is an unim-
peachable witness as to their former condition. Great
improvements, it appears, had taken place between
his two visits, for elsewhere he says,

" Remembering as I do this county, about forty

years ago, no circumstance in it surprised me more
than the astonishing change effected in respect to

the turnip crop. At that time there was scarcely a

turnip to be seen where now thousands of acres

flourish ; and the few sown in the whole county
were nniioed, except by here and there a gentlt^man.

This has been a most meritorious progress, closely

attending that first of improvements, enclosing

heaths and wastes. The crop is not yet perfect in

the hands of all farmers ; but immense tracts are

very well managed, and, by many persons, in as

capital a style as any in Norfolk."

After all these improvements, however, there still

* See Journal, vol. ii., p. 406.
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remained many wide wastes, as we find in gathering:

tlie state of these hills from the scattered remarks of

Mr, Young, in 1799. Thus he says in one place,

" From Louth to Caistor, 18 miles, 10 of it arc war-

rens, chiefly silvers" (that is, the rabbits) ;
" rent 2s.

an acre.''

Again, "The wold land about Louth, to the west

and south-west, is good ; very generally a dry, fria-

ble, loamy sand, on a flinty loam, and under that

chalk everywhere : this is the soil on the warrens

between Gayton and Tathwell, which I passed, and

I was much hurt at seeing such land so applied. I

exclaimed to Mr. Clough on seeing it; he replied,

' Oh, it is goodfor nothing hut rabbits ; what would

you do with such poor land, ttoo or three miles from
thefarms V When men have long been accustomed

to see rabbits on such deserts, and hear only that

they are good for nothing else, they come to think

with their neighbours, let the absurdity be what it

may."
Turning from the south of Louth towards the

north, Mr. Young says again,

—

"The tract of wold north of Louth, by Elkington,

Ormesby,Wyhara, Binbrook, Swinhop,Thoresby, &c.,

exhibits a great variety of excellent soil—all calcare-

ous, friable, sandy loams, on a chalk bottom—dry

enough to feed turnips, and much good enough for

wheat. The red chalks are particularly good, being

almost without exception excellent for turnips and
barley. At Thoresby Warren the vales are red, and
nettles are among the spontaneous growth. Nettles

and rabbits together !"

These warrens have all disappeai'ed ; but let it not

be imagined that we have no similar waste of land

in our own days. Often, I must say, on the shooting

moors of Somersetshire and Derbyshire, and Scot-

land, have I also wondered at seeing such land so

applied, and passing among bright fern that tufted

the strong heather, could have exclaimed, " Fern

and blackcocks together '." But on those moors I

will venture to make a few remarks presently, and

will only quote one more passage, which I met with

in Mr. Young's report, describing the Lincolnshire

chalk-hills in 1799, towards their northern ex-

tremity :

—

" Near Brocklesby , &c., there are large tracts of

excellent land under gorse; and at Cabiirn and Swal-

low I passed through the same for miles. It is a

beautiful plant to a fox-hunter. Lord Yarborough

keeps a pack of hounds : if he has a fall, I hope it

will be into a furze-bush ; he is too good to be hurt

much, but a decent pricking might be beneficial to

the country."

I must say that when Mr. Handley pointed out to

me this estate in 1842, then entirely unknown, its

fine farm-buildings, on which 150,000/. have been

expended, surrounded by lofty ricks, its 30,000 acres

of good turnip-land, divided by clipped hedges of

thorn, where Mr. Young saw miles of gorse, and of

course thousands of rabbits, I thought I had made
the discovery of a domain equal in the spirit, mag-
nitude, and rapidity of its improvement to the well-

known estate of Holkhara ; and having seen it again

last October—though, in consequence I suppose of

the weather, the turnips did not look so well as be-

fore— I think so still. Mr. Young was informed by
the late Lord Yarborough, that his wold land then

let for 5s. an acre. I may state that, tithe free, it

is now worth five times that amount ; and great as

is the change on the Brocklesby estate, it is not

greater than the general change of these chalk-hills.

The first step was of course grubbing the furze,

paring and burning the rough peaty grass ; the latter

costing a guinea per acre. Then there was brought

a heavy dressing of chalk, 80 cubic yards to the acre,

costing at the time 6Gs.; last followed 60 bushels of

bones, for bones were cheap in those days, and a

bushel cost but Is. 3d., making another item of

nearly 4/. I am told that the wolds have been

chalked twice over ; and that, without chalking, the

turnips are destroyed by the excrescence called

" fingers and toes ;" but even the first outlay of the

tenant amounted to more than 8/. per acre—a great

sum for the individual farmer, and a very large

amount upon the acreage of the whole district. And
here, though I would by no means argue against the

granting of leases, but think, on the contrary, that

when a tenant is ready to sink his money upon a

farm, he is entitled to that security, if he desire it;

I must state in fairness that this large sum of 8/.

per acre, or 8,000^. on a farm of 1,000 acres, has

been expended on the farms of Brocklesby (accord-

ing to the practice of Lincolnshire) only through

well-merited confidence in the owner ; and I must
also mention, that whereas in East Lothian, where
leases run in general for nineteen years, the lease

and the tenancy are often ended together; here, on
the other hand, the farm, though on a yearly tenure,

passes almost as a matter of course from father to

son ; in one case, when a farmer dying left a son

three years old only, two neighbouring tenants

undertook, and were allowed by the landlord, to

manage the farm for the infant, in trust until his

majority. Nor has the spirited outlay on the part

of the farmers been without its return. The parish

of Limber, 4,000 acres, was formerly let to four

tenants, at 125/. each, or 2s. 6d. an acre, and all four

became bankrupts. It has been enclosed, is now
Well farmed, excepting what has been planted, and
at the present rent the tenants are doing well. In

some instances considerable fortunes even have been

made. I may cite the case of Mr. R. Dawson, well

known in the county, who occupied the entire parish

of Withcall, 2,600 acres of ploughed ground, with

one barn at the homestead. He was one of the first

who ventured a heavy outlay upon his land; his

yearly bill for bones alone was from 1,500Z. to 1,800Z.

A friend, who staid at his house for three days about

1835, tells me that he thought Mr. Dawson's man-
agement the perfection of farming ; and you might
see a single field of 350 acres in turnips. He died a

few years since, and left a large fortune. Such in-

stances, of course, are uncommon ; but I believe

that what Arthur Young observes, in his " Six

Months' Tour," is perfectly true, namely, that large

fortunes can only be made in farming by the spirited

cultivation of land which had been previously ill-

farmed, or of absolute waste. The three points of

ordinary chalk-farming in Lincolnshire are—first,

thorough chalking of the land, repeated when the

first covering of chalk is worn out; secondly, boning
the whole of the turnip crop, at 12 or 16 bushels per

acre, to which farmers are often bound by their

agreements ; thirdly, keeping always in winter a

large number of horned cattle in the yards, which
being fed on oil-cake, convert the straw into ex-

cellent dung. This practice, though almost unknown
in the south of England, is common in the eastern

coimties and in the Lothians, but with an important
difference. In the eastern counties the beasts receive

turnips drawn from the land, and in the Lothians are

fed mainly on turnips, which in the North growing
more slowly are more nutritious than in the South.

But on the light lands of Lincolnshire the farmers

say that their weak soil cannot spare the turnips

—

that is, cannot spare the manure which the sheep
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would make from those roots upon the land where
they grow. Instead, therefore, of drawing liomc

their turnips, they purchase large quantities of oil-

cake (80 tons perhaps, upon a large ftirm costing

600/.), by the aid of which their beasts thrive on the

straw, and the manure is at the same time enriched.

This peculiar ]nactice appears to me so important
that 1 inquired into its details. The cattle are bought
in November, and kept loose in separate yards, 10
or 1.5 together; and such is the abundance of straw,

that I have seen a gate hung between two of these

yards nearly three feet high, that it might have room
for opening at the close of the winter. The number
of beasts thus wintered upon a farm of 1,000 acres

varies from 70 to 100, or more. Tliere are two kinds

of beasts purchased, and hence two kinds of man-
agement. Generally young beasts, two year olds,

are bought in for about 8/. a-head—no small outlay

of capital in addition to the ordinary stock of a

farm; and without of course attempting to fatten

them, the farmers give to each about four pounds of

liuseed cake daily. They are thus kept growing,

perhaps slightly improving, through the winter; and
when they are sold in the spring, the increase in

their value is exj^ected just to clear the cost of the

cake they have eaten, though it has been also stated

tn me that if the beasts repay half the cake
they have eaten, the farmer still thinks himself well

rewarded. Another method is to buy in three-year-

old beasts, to give them first eight pounds, then

twelve pounds, at last as much as sixteen pounds
daily; so that when these beasts are sold out in the

spring, also, they are three quarters fat, and ready

to be finished elsewhere at grass. These, however,

like the others, only pay I suppose at most the bill

for oil-cake, and are what the Lincolnshire farmers

call them, machines for converting the straw into

dung. But it is oil-cake dung, not the litter trampled
by a few horses or pigs, and turned by the rains into

the semblance of dung, which we frequently see in

the south: and as the third horse is cast off from the

plough upon our light land, southern dung, if it can

so be called, will become weaker. We feed our

sheep, indeed, sometimes more rapidly, and so re-

compense our land in some degree ; but in the

manufacture of dung I must admit that we are dis-

tanced. It also strikes me that this Lincolnshire

process might be applied to a kind of soil for which
so little new help has yet been struck oat—I mean
the cold, heavy, almost hopeless, clays. Drain them
as we may, there are many tracts of such land on
which roots cannot be grown ; or if roots be

forced to grow, J the injury done to the land if

folded by sheep, or by carting the roots away, more
than counterbalances the ad\ antage, as Mr. Ilandley

informs me that he and other farmers have found by
experience. How then is good dung to be made
upon such a farm? I should say by transferring to

it the Lincolnshire method. It is true that the straw

is usually short and thin on such land; but I do
think, and I hope the suggestion will not appear
theoretical, that if on such a farm, after draining and
dresssing it with burnt clay, the bulk of straw were
i icreased, by applying guano, for instance, to the oat

crop ;' and if that straw thus increased were

* It is proposed to apply the guano to the oat

rather than to the wbeat-crop,because the slightest ex-
cess of stimulating manure applied to wheat brings tiie

risk ofniildev^. Wbere guano has been drilled with

wheat on a cold clay I have seen injury produced to tljs

crop on the crown of the ridge, while the effect near

the furrow was good. On the same farm the tenant

used by cattle with oil-cake,* a new face might

be given to its cultivation. The method would then

be equally important for soil which is solight that the

turnips grown on it cannot be drawn without weaken-

ing the succeeding crop, and for land which is so

heavy that turnips cannot be grown on it, oi-, if

grown, cannot be -removed without trampling it into

a state of clay. There is no doubt, at all events,

that the practice answers upon the wolds, where a

farmer would as little think of holding his farm

without sheep on his turnips, as without beasts in

his yard. It is equally general upon the opposite

i-ange of Lincoln Heath, where, if the reader will

now cross the great central plain of the county, we
may close our survey of Lincolnshire farming.

This range, which 1 have already endeavoured to

describe as it was shown me by Mr. Handley, had

lost none of its agricultural beauty in last October;

but I need not, as on the wolds, establish by evidence

its former barrenness, since of that the Dunstan

Pillar is still a visible witness. One passage of Mr.

Young's report, in 1799, will be therefore enough :_

—

"Tiie vast benefit of enclosing can, upon inferior

soils, be rarely seen in a more advantageous light

than upon Lincoln Heath. I found a large range

which formerly was covered with heath, gorse, &c.,

and yielding, in fact, little or no produce, converted

by enclosure to profitable arable farms, let on an

average at 10s. an acre, and a very extensive coun-

try, a/Z 5^U(^</erf yoi^/t noofarm-houses, hams, offices,

and every appearance of thriving industry ; nor is

the extent snu^ll, for these heaths extend near seventy

miles, and the progress is so great in twenty years

that very little remains to do. The eff'ect of these

enclosures has been very great ; for while rents have

risen on the heath from nothing in most instances,

and next to nothing in the rest, to 8s. or 10s. an

acre, the farmers are in much better circumstances,

a great produce is created, cattle and sheep increased,

and the poor employed."
This is indeed a bright picture of wide and rapid

improvement drawn at the close of the last century;

and Mr. Young might well say that little remained

to do. But has nothing been done ? Under another

head of his report, " Amount of Crops," I find the

following entry —" In the enclosures from the heath

—crop of barley, three quarters; oats, four; no

wheat." And in my own note-book, taken on the

same lieatli in the present year :
—" barley, six quar-

ters ; oats, none—since they are too poor a grain for

such farms; wheat, four quarters, sometimes five,"

—a warning that in farming as in other pursuits,

we should not say " very little remains to do," 'i'his

latter amount of croi^s, too, was noted upon a farm

which is thus spoken of by Mr. Young, even in 1799,

when the general enclosure of Lincohi Heath had
been carried out; it is under the head "Wastes." At
Blankney and its vicinity Mr. Chaplin has 3,000 or

4,000 acres of warrens let at the highest at 3s. Gd.

an acre, some at 2s." This very land was enclosed by

had used guano with ad vantage on wheat by hand-
sowing it in March on the parts near the furrow, and
afterwards hoeing it in. The result of the guano so

applied was very favourable.
* I do not mean that cattle so wintered must neces-

sarily be kept on oil-cake. There is no doubt that

the farmer might use spring-corn grown upon his own
fields. Mr. Graburn informs me that the oil-cake im-

ported into and produced last year at Hull amounted

to more than 30,000 tons, which must have cost the

farmers of Yorkshire, Lincolnshire, and Nottingham-

shire, as much as l(iO,000 quarters of barley.
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tlie pre^Jfiiit Mr. Chaplin as latc-ly as Iho year 18-2ri, a
year of the lowost. th'in'cSf^iou for agiicnltuial pri(H's

and spirits, so that his iindfi-takiiig' was si)okoa of as

an act of absurdity ; but Mr. Cliaplin was not <lis-

tiirbol nor iliscoaraiiod. On one of these faiins

which he tlien established at Temple Uruer, his

tenant, iSIr. Franliisl;, a jiractieal fainier, now ad-
vanced in years, has been steadily jxirsuini; a system
of farming-, so admirable that I muststate the details,

thourrli its merits, I fear, can only be a|)preciated by
other farmers. Tlie soil is a yellowish sand, abont
six inchi s deep only, and on a dry walling-stone
rock. Tlie extent of the farm is about 700 acres, of
the same liuht shallow soil, all un<U'r the iilougli.

'llie rotation is the cmnmon foni--coiirse one—turnips,
barley, clover or grass seeds, and wheat.
The pccnliarity is in the number of dressings pur-

chased and successively applied to these ciojis. The
ordinary number of dressings varies in other districts

wlierethis four-course system prevails. 'J'iuison one
farm of myovvii,thelandduringtlie(uuryears' rotation
only received a little poor dung, or rather rotten
stra\r, at wheat-sowing. The turnips, if any
turnips grew, were fed off by breeding ewes,
who sometimes obtained roui^li hay, and who in one
season, as I found, obtainiufj; only mouldy pease-
straw, had lost one-half of their sucking land.s,

wJiich they could not sustain. Such starvation of
land, and far worse of animals, is, one must h)]>e,

extraordinary also. A better treatment i-i to give
dung to some of the turnips, and to buy woollen rags
for part of the wheat. A iurthei- step would be to

fatten off the young shee]) when they are a year old,
giving them corn with their luinip* ; and this could
not be called bad farming, if the soil Inul any deptli

ornatnral strength; l)ut the farm at'remi)le Uruerhas
neither depth nor naturalsti,Tngtii,and I will state how
these two defects arc sujijilicd by its tenant beginning
wi til the turn ii)cro[) as the foundation. This ciwp is sown
with IG bushels of bones, and it is fed oii"upon the
land by shee|) receiving oil-cake, which may be r(!-

garded as a dressing for the following barley crop.
In the next year, after the bailey is mown, follows a
dressing which will surprise many farmers. Tiie

dung of the whole year, which I saw in a vast mass,
cleared out of the yard in October, enriched with
oil-cake that had been purchased f(H- sixty beasts
wintered there, is laid at Christmas upon the barley
stubble for the benefit of the artificial grasses which
follow. Of these grasses or seeds, as they aif called
(among which two pounds of parsley are sown, a
conmion Lincolnshire practice), only one-third is

made into hay and carried oil", two-thirds are depas-
tured and return again to the ground. Oiwerving too
that troughs were set out upon these seeds last Octo-
ber, I found on enquiry that they contained oil cake
for fatting ewes ; and that this is a growing practice,
the ewes receiving each a ]iound of cake daily. Last
follows the wheat-sowing; and not content with
having spread the whole of his oil-cake dung upon
the seeds at the iirevious Christmas, or witli having
fed off two-thirds of these seeds upon it in the siun-
mer, and so restored to the ground what it had
brought forth, or even with having given oil-cake to
his ewes in October upon it ; this practical farmer
buys rape-cake, which he throws on his land at the
rate of 4 ewt. to the acre, when he has ploughed the
ground and pressed it for wheat sowing. 'I'hus in
tiie four years' course the turnips obtain bones, jiur-
chased ; the barley obtains oil-eakc; eaten by the
sheep, i>urcha9ed ; the seeds obtain the dung made
with oil-cake that 1ms been purchased; and the

wheat obtains two-thirds of the seeds fed on theland
;

oil-cake for the fatting ewes yiurchased, and rape-

cake at its own seed-time also inirchased. This rej)e-

tition of dressings is, I should think, quite unexam-
pled. The result is noble crops ii])on land for which
a few years since the rent was paid by two rabl/itsan

acre. The ycaily outlay, indeed, on manures may
well amount to a second rent ; but the tenant (who
occupies other farms also) is regarded as a prosperous

man. Anotlier farm of 1,000 acres, enclosed at the

same time by Mr, Ciiapliu from the same warren, is

held by a tenant who last year kept 1 10 beasts in

his straw-yard, and bought 80 tons of oil-cake. The
beasts could not lia\e cost less than £1,000, nor the

oil-cake less than £040. This exi>enditure, it should
be observed, is not in diminution of the investment
in slufp,the ordinary stock of such land. Indeed it

aiqjeared to me, on the contrary, that the flocks of

sheep were unusually numerous, and the following

statement seems to bear out that impression:—

A

farm of 000 acres, having l'2<j acres of turnips, is said

to winter from 10 to 12 sheep i)er acre, that is from
l,2dO to l,.jOO shce|). The breeil, too, is theimiiroved
Lincoln, which, though very inferior to the Down
sheep in quality, exceed them in weight, and conse-

quently in their demand for food, in the proportion

of .") to 4 ; and these sheep are in addition to 40 or 50
beasts in the straw-yard. Isuch is Lincoln Heath,
lately a warren ; now on a bright frosty day in De--

cembor like a sheep market. It icmains only to

show how far the example of Lincolnshire farmers
may be imitated in other parts of the country ; but
first I oii^iht to mention some points in which I

think their own farming might be iin|)roved.

Their ploughs, though drawn by two horses, ex-
cepting on heavy land, where three are employed,
are heavy swing-i)loughs, for which the new light

wheel-jiloiiglis onglit to be substituted. In some
jxiints too, Ea-st Lothian has surpassed them. The
Lincolnshire horses are slow ; the Clydesilales quick,
stout, and in higher condition. The Lincolnshire
waggons are very ponderous masses of timber. In
the north, light one-horse carts only are used : and
here, as the (piestion of carts or waggons is an ini'

portant one, 1 will mention an exjieriment lately

made at my reipiest by three Berkshire farmers
living near Farringilon. Mr. Edmunds, who has
lately introduced one-horse carts, and Mr. Brookes,
who employs the li^ht Berkshire waggon, agreed to

comiiare the quantity of wheat carried by them from
two fields of similar crop, along the same kind of road,
to their homesteads. The result ajipcars in the fol-

lowing table :

RIr. Brooks—3 Waggons.

Driving
lads.

3

Tinii-

4 .50

Distance in

I'lirlouss.

Mr. Edmunds—4 Carts.

5 4? 4

Acn;-. of

L'lcart..l

n

The crop carried with waggons was a litlle thicker
upon the land than the other, Imt not so much so as
to make much diHerence in the trial. It was neces-
sary also to try the one-horse system in the other
branch of farm-carriage, the carting of dung. This
was (lone by Mr. Harris, of llinton. One day he
led the dung with his own three-horse carts; the
next day lie led it to llie same lield with tlie one-
liorsecartaof Mr. Edmunds. The strength employed
was as follows:

—
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Cart?. Drivins la.ls. Hovsos.

Thrco-liorse carts 4 ;J 10

One lioi'sc carts n 4 5

Tliough the hoi-sos on tlie tir«t diiy doubled those

on tlu! srctiiul in iiuuibcr, 'Sh: Harris carried nearly

or quite as niucli diin^ on tlie second day as on tlie

first. These two tiials seem decisive in favour of

onc-horsc-carts, which are used, not in the North
alone, but in IJedlbrdshire and neighbouring- dis-

tricts ; and as a cart with a moveable harvest-rail may
be bought for £1^., I have now no lon^rer any doubt
that, unless on very deep land, if a farmer will ])art

with all his waggons and lieavy dnng-carts, buying
a complete set oflight one-horse carts in their room,

he will be quickly repaid by the large immediate
saving in horse-keep.

Again, though tlie farm buildings of Lincolnshire

are excellent, I was sorry in some of the yards to see

the numerous cattle standing shelterless in the midst
of a snow-storm. These yards should at once be

furnished with slieds, for the boast's sake and his mas-
ter's. One more im])rovement only I will beg to

suggest. After i)assing through north Northumber-
land or East Lothian, one misses in Lincolnshire the

liigh steam-engine chimney which in those districts

towers over every farm-house, and though travelling

steam-threshing machines arc ])artially used in Lin-

colnshire, the large farms at least should, I think,

have a tixed one. A steam-engine has been already

set up on Mr. Uppleby's farm at \Voottou,of which
his relative, Sir. Graburn, gives the following ac-

count :
—

"The disc-engine exceeds our expectation in every

respect ; it is easily managed without the employ-
ment of an educated engineer, and has hitherto re-

quired no repairs. At present we thresh and winnow
grain by steam, cut chaff, grind and dress corn, fiat-

ten linseed or beans, and break caV;e. Bones we
propose breaking, and also the steaming of chart'.

We have not reduced our number of horses, having
undertaken our owu ' marling,' or chalk leading,

which is generally contracted fi>r ; but we are con-

vinced that four horses out ofeighteen will eventually

be saved by the use of steam."
The disc-engine, which from its simjjle form is the

best 1 believe for farmers, was put up for Mr. Up-
pleby by our consultinv; engineer, Jlr. I'arkes.

These imjirovements, if they be such, will doubtless

be made by the farmers of this county, for the face

of their fields shows that their niinils have not been
closed to enquiry. They have one advantage indeed
in those fields which must not be passed over—their

size I mean—whicli varies from 30 to 50 acres, and
their clipped hedges uninjured by trees—an advan-
tage which will be felt by farmers from the west side

of England, whose 4 or 5 acre fields are half over-
shadowed by trees. One farmer indeed in Devonshire
lately grew, I was assured, 100 acres of wheat in

fifty different fields. The profit of the trees which
grow in these fences cannot compensate for the land
which they injure. I have seen turnii)-fields in

which one-third of the crop has been spoiled by the
hedgerow timber, partly through the dripping from
the leaves, but in great part by the roots, whose fine

threads shoot up amongst the turnips into the freshly-

ploughed ground, and sometimes clog the harrows in

the following spring. It is clear that, though the
landlord's trees may be permitted to stretch their
roots through his own land, when that land, jwor
and starved, is left on the old system of farming to
its owu natural eff'orts, they cannot be entitled
t> forage upon manure bought at a heavy
expense by the tenant; and though the forest-

like appearance of such small wooded enclosures

is very beautiful, still, were the fences removed,*

one-fourth might often be gained to the land,

while a few tiees spared give to the open laim the

appearanci' of ;!n arable park. In Lint-olnshirc, how-

ever, [lerliaps the opposite fault of too bare exjiosure

should be corrected bv the ])lantaiion of screens, and
the piercing winds of winter and spring be thus

niitigaied.

It remains only to inquire liow far tlie nirlhfds of

farniing, so successlul on lijjht land in l^incolnsliire,

are applicable to other counties ; and it so liappens

thai the widds of thai county are liut a pail ot the

great range of chalic-liills wliicli traverse the soutli of

England. Now, one featiiie of cliylk-fariiis in Lin-

colnshire is thai tliev contain no waste ground. But
on our southern clialk-liills, the furze-bushes, of
which we only read on the wolds, Lave not disap-

peared. '1 hese uljould clearly he grubbed, and in

jiioof that this niav be done vviih success in the south

also, I may cite a farm of 360 acres, at Kingswood,
upon the Surrey chalk-hills, inclosed in lii 1-t, grubbed,

pared, and burnt, the ashes |)Iouglied in very tliinly

and chalked, as the tenant inlorins iiis landlord,

Rlr. Alcock, and now worth \is. an acre. " Near
Kingswood,'" however, Mr. Alcotk states, "there
are Banstead and Walton commons, together be-

tween i^OOO and oOOO acres of land. I should

suppose," he adds, "that their annual value is not

uiore than od. or Ad. per acre, but I do not hesitate

to sav that, if enclosed, they would be worth 14s.

per acre." A larger portion of uncultivated sur-

face on our sonihern chalk- hills is down-land, on
which the sheep feed bv day, but do not remain

at night, sd that, year by year, the natural strength

of this land is thus carried away to more favoured

fields. All these downs a Lincolnshire farmer

would bring under the plough ; and though, if downs

* The improvement which may be produced by the

removal of old fences is described in the following

statement by Mr. Keeliiig, a slallordshire farmer:—
" At the re(juest of Lord Ilatherton I send you the

measurement of the two large fields at Yew-Tree
Farm. The turnij) iield is Co acres ; it was two years

back, at the lime 1 entered upon the farm, in eight

enclosures: I have taken u]) 1,1)14 yards of fences,

and intend dividing ii into three fields ; it will take

800 yards of new fence. The tlehl in whicli 1 was
subsoiling is -I'i acres; if was in six enclosures. I

took up l,2(i4 yards of fences. If I divide this field

it wiil take 3U6 yards of new fence. Tlie land Lord
Ilatherton nientioned on my Deanery Farm was
originally in 27 enclosures, 91 acres. I took up
4,427 yards offences; ii will now lie in five fields,

and will take 1 ,016 yardsof new fence, a part of which
are planted.

'
I really cannot say what land is gained by the

different operations, but some of the fences were from
three to four yards or more wide, that the plough
never touched ; my new fences are upon tiie level

without di:ches ; in the whole of IJje old fences there

were a preatnumbert.f ash-trees which areall stocked
up, as well as a good part of the o:ik, oidv leaving a

few for ornament and shelter. 1 think the greatest
gain in land wdl be from getting rid of the trees.

—

Cunyer, i\oi. :',{)lli, l84;-i."

Mr. Keeling, it will be leinarked, after the exten-
sive clearance by which he has thrown tweniy-sevea
fields into one field of 92 acres, subdivides it again

into five fields. My own lenants do riot generally

wish to haveniore than one ploughed field on a farm.

Ph. P.
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after ploughing, be first sown with two or three crops
of corn in succession, then left to casual grass and
the sheep, their last state would be worse tiian their

former condition, there can be no doubt, oq the other

hand, that if they were handled as in Lincolnshire,

with artificial manure, their value, as property, would
soon greatly increase, and that this new field of em-
ployment would much encourage the labourer. It

may be said that the soil is thin on our downs ; but on
these wolds, soil not five inches deep bears excellent

corn. Subject, of course, to exceptions, our downs,
I believe, should be broken up ; and a tenant should
be encouraged to do so, provided he undertook by
agreement, as at Brocklesby, to bone the land in every
rotation. Another feature of Lincolnshire farming is,

that not only is the whole farm in fields, but that,

however large the farm, all the fields are treated

equally well : while on other parts of the chalk-hills,

an outlying field may be used for twenty years
without any manure, because it is too distant from
the yard for the carriage of dung, and lighter ma-
nures are not bought for it. The third point is, that

not only are all the fields of a faim fanned by an
equal standard, but that the standard of the district

is a veiy liigh one. On every part of the southern
chalk-hills there may be individual farms as highly
manured as the Lincolnshire Wolds, but I know of

no part where so heavy an outlay on manure is the
universal rule of the country.
The Yorkshire Wolds, I may add, have been treat-

ed almost in the same manner, and this outlay appears
to answer in the hands of one Yorkshire and of two
Lincolnshire farmers, who have settled upon our
southern chalk-hills. A lesson from these wolds
might thus he read, I should think, wherever the
chalk stretches, even as far as Dorsetshire ; but the
example of Lincoln Heath is capable of an applica-
tion far wider. In 1780 it was a tract of well-known
desolation for nearly 70 miles, as Young informs us.

Within twenty years nearly the whole of it was en-
closed and studded with buildings ; now it is a pat-

tern of farming. Might other ranges of heath, as yet

equally dreary, be rendered in the next twenty years,

not less cheerful or fertile? I believe that they might

;

and as heath-land forms a large portion of our ini-

proveable wastes, which, in England, amount to

4,000,000, and in Scotland to 6,000,000 of acres—as
whoever recommends an improvement, is bound to

show the means of its execution—and as I should not
presume to recommend this change without having
examined many heaths for the purpose, 1 may be per-
mitted to enter into some detail on the improvement
of heaths.

Since it is better to speak of individual cases than
to deal with a matter vaguely, I will mention first an
extensive tract of heath which fills the western end of
Somersetshire. Ihese moorlands occupy a wide
range of hills, or rallier low mountains, interrupted
only by deep, narrow, and beautiful glens ; of which
the sides, almost loo steep to be climbed, are feathered
with oak coppice; while the bottom is occupied by
streams which dash along reeky beds, sometimes in a
continuous waterfall. The wild stag has not yet dis-

appeared, and is often followed in a straight course
of 20 miles across these western highlands. On return-
ing to the Exmoor country in 1841, I was surprised
to find that moors which had formerly appeared to he
fitted only for the pursuit of the blackcock and the deer,

consist in great part of sound land—not in my own
opinion meiely, but in that of the farmers, one of whom
said to me, " Here was land onougli idle to employ the
surplus population of ICngland." The expression, I

now believe, would be literally true if applied to the

country at large. Onthe Exmoor wastes you find the

heath growing knee-high— a proof that the land has
strength

;
you frequently find tall ferns mixing their

bright green or yellow fans with these purple bushes:

yet fern is an unfailing sign that the land has depth

as well as goodness, and wherever ferns grow, unless

indeed the elevation be too great, wheat might be

reaped. But in that neighbourhood there is a won-
derful indiflTerence in the owners to the use of their

land ; which struck me the more, because I had not

yet observed it elsewhere. These moors are divided

into large sheep-walks for neighbouring farms. The
sheep, a dwindled breed, are kept for their wool, and
are sometimes left to die on the hills, of old age, in

the snow. 'J'he rent may bo Is., or perhaps 23., an

acre. Sometimes you find a large piece of the best

land enclosed with a high fence, and you hope that

the owner is about to begin tilling his freehold. On
the contrary, the object of this improvement is to

keep out the only sign of farming, the sheep, and to

preserve the best of the land (because where the land

is best the covert is highest) an undisturbed

realm for the blackcock. Every blackcock killed by
an owner of these moors has cost more, I was con-

vinced, than a full-fed ox ; though, indeed, it is no-

thing new that sporting should impede farming. The
New Forest was made for the deer, and Henry I.

aflforested 70,000 acres of fens, " doing," as Uugdalo
says, " for the pleasure of hunting, much harm to the

commonwealth." In later times, when it was proposed
to lay the fens dry, t!ie fenmen opposed the scheme
obstinatelv, and their main argument (as I found in a

curious old pamphlet) was the destruction that would
fall on the wild-ducks and other water-fowl. In the

last generation we have seen how rabbits resisted the

long-woolled sheep ; and now blackcocks and grouse,

I believe, are the main impediment to the extension

of cultivation. On the Somersetshire mocrs the

sheep are indeed generally admitted, but the rent of

the land, as I have said, is Is. or 2s. an acre— quite

sufficient for such food as the animals find. Yet
there is land so lot, for which I know that in Berk-
shire 30/. an acre would he a fair price ; and if the

landlords in Somersetshire sold some of their moors
at a rate calculated on the present rental, that land I

found, on riding over it, would be as cheap as any
that can be obtained in the backwoods of Canada

—

not only as cheap, but more easily cultivated, near a

much better market, and, above all, at home. Nor is

this goodness of moorland confined to Somersetshire,

as I have since ascertained. 1 may mention Tansley
Moor, near Matlock, in Derbyshire, covered with

heath, but also with fern. It seemed to me to require

nothing but the plough to become an excellent farm.

A great deal of worse moor, indeed, has been already

enclosed : and a farmer informed me that, if he were
allowed a field even of that inferior quality for one

year rent-free, he would he content thenceforward to

pay for it 10s. an acre—an important statement, as

proving how trifling, in his judgment, is the outlay re-

quired for bringing this waste into a state of produc-

tion ; and this is a point which makes the neglect of

our moors the more extraordinary.

It is about Rlatlock that the great central chain of

moors begins which, running northward between
Yorkshire and Lancashire, spreads into Scotland. I

have not examined this chain, as I had hoped to do:

but near Bakewell, 10 miles beyond IMatlock, I\Ir.

Greaves, an excellent farmer, showed me land which
be had himself enclosed from the moor, bearing crops

which would be good u[)on any old arable land, and
that without having been drained; for thouLjh even
draining is no longer formidable, now that the mate-

I
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rials are reduced from 903. to 21s. per 1,000 feet, Mr,
Greaves's farm, like much otlier moor-land, was by
nature perfectly sound. Between Bakewell and
Cliesterfield you cross the main ridge, now lying as

shooting-moor, and see fern in tlie heather. At tlie

summit, liowever, is a newly inclosed farm, of the

Duke of Portland's, in a fair state of cultivation.

Northwards, again, towards Sheffield, the shooting-

moors occupy, I am told, good land ; and at tlieir

summit, also, a single but very productive farm is to

be found. In Northumberland, north of Alnwick,

there is a long ridge of good moor: but beyond the

borders, from a high hill near Abbotsford, between
Selkirk and Hawick, you look down upon a large

part of South Scotland, and east, west, north, and
south, you see nothing but one ridge of moor -land

rising behind another—all, I believe, reclaiinable

land : though these Scotch moors seem lo require

draining, and so far expense. But the most extraor-

dinary piece of waste ground is one I have just visited

in England, Cannock Chase, a low ridge of 13,000
acres, in Staffordshire, The greater part has fern in

the heath. A piece which was ploughed up for ex-

amination seemed a reddish, warm loam ; but a gen-
tleman who had surveyed the whole moor, told me
that this was by no means the best part of it, that little

of it required draining—that be should put the whole,
if ploughed, at from 10s. to 1.5s. an acre—and that

there were 500 acres, every one of which was well

worth 2Z. to rent if it were broken up. Yet the only
stock on this moor are a few starving sheep ; though
I saw grouse in abundance. Now this fertile wilder-

ness looks down on one side ujion the Potteries, and
on the other side you may see the fires of the

Dudley iron district, where vacant hands cannot

have been wanting of late for its cultivation.

It must be almost within view, too, of Lincoln
Heath, where no ferns can have grown. Rut
though many of these moors might easily be

brought into the state of that heath, if they

were treated with Lincolnshire energy, the

treatment would not he precisely the same, because
most of them are towards the west, and though no

precise line can be drawn, there is a natural dis-

tinction in farming between the western and the

eastern sides of our island. The eastern side may
be called the corn side of England, because the dry-

ing east wind produces, on that side, grain of finer

quality : the western is the grass side, because the

moist and soft south-western brings up grass sponta-

neously, as ill Ireland, upon naked land ; whence has

arisen the old practice of keeping land for four or

five years in corn, and alternately for as many in

gra^s. Another distinction between the two coasts

consists in the use of lime, an unusual manure
towards the south-east, because, on that side, the

soils either contain lime or have chalk generally

under or near them ; wliile the western soils, being

usually devoid of it, the cart.ige of lime for periodi-

cal dressings becomes one of the farmer's principal

troubles. In the Exmoor country, a hill farmer

may set out in the morning, riding one horse, and
driving six others with paniers (for there are no

passable roads); after travelling 18 miles to the sea-

side and back, he may be seen in the evening

bringing home 9 bushels of lime, which will dress

one quarter of an acre. That wild highland tract is

also under the disadvantage of great elevation, so

that harvest is tardy; and it may be objected, I

know, that, however good the land, the climate is a
bar to its culture. On Brendon Hill, however, is a
farm which proves that elevation may be overcome.
It stands 1000 feet above the sea; and has been re-

claimed from the surrounding moor by INIr. Roales,
who settled there, among the clouds, in 1816, in a
house built for him by the late Lord Carnarvon.
In November, 1841, I went over every field of it,

and found excellent crops of oats, about (iO bushels
per acre ; though the average produce of oats grown
on the ol<l land in the parish is said to be not more
than 80. Wheat he certainly could not grow at that

height : but, on 20 acres of seeds, he had folded 100
large sheep, the grass growing in summer as fast

as it was fed off; and had sold them, fat, at 12s.

advance per head, or 'M. profit per acre. Behind
bis house was a field, in which I have myself fol-

lowed black game ; it had been broken up only two
years, yet had been brought into excellent grass,

though the heath had been short, and without fern.

Mr. Roales first pared and burnt, and next limed it

with 60 bushels an acre. He did not plough it at

all, because be bad one inch of clear soil only, all

below being rubble; but he stirred it a foot deep
with a scarifier. The ashes of the heath secured

him turnips, which he fed off on the land. Even
then he did not take a corn crop, but laid down his

new enclosure to grass, which was so good that

many farmers had ridden over to view it. After

twenty-four years of conflict with this high moor
and its climate, Mr. Roales was ready to convert

another hundred acres of heath, provided a boundary
fence were put up for him : for fencing, not drain-

ing, is the chief expense in taming these moors.

The fence is raised against a special enemy, the At-

lantic gales, which sweep this whole western coast.

It is a broad bank of earth, 5 feet high, supported on
each side by walling, and planted along its summit
with beech, forming a hedge 20 feet high. This is

called succour; without it stock does not thrive;

and even corn crops, on these heights, are better by

one-fourth for being well sheltered. The growth of

the trees on these earth-walls must arise from the

moist air of the country : in South Devon vigorous

oak timber may be seen upon them. Such is Mr.
Roales's experience of moor-land at the height of

1000 feet. On the opposite side of the moor, 20

miles from this place, Sir Thomas Acland's farm of

Clotsham has been gained from the waste on a

ledge of Dunkcrry, which rises boldly from the

Bristol Channel to the height of IG/O feet. The ele-

vation of the farm itself is 1100 feet. Yet, on this

crest of Clotsham, hanging almost precipitously

over the low valley of Ilolnicote and the sea, I saw
not only excellent oats and turnips, but good water-

meadoivs, on the very brow. Strange as the situa-

tion would elsewhere be thought for water-meadow,
in West Somerset it is not uncommon ; and as the

plan of these meadows is peculiar, and may be wide-

ly applicable to the improvement of heaths, I will

endeavour to describe their formation. Along
the Lambourn, in Berkshire, and nrore extensively

by the streams of Hampshire and Wilts, water-mea-

dows have long since been formed. The water, it is

well known, is thrown over them in winter, and

produces a fine growth of grass in spring, while the

other pastures are brown. But as it must trickle

over, not stagnate upon the surface, these fields

must generally be thrown up with the spade into

high ridges, that the water may flow along their

crowns and escape in their furrows. Hence arises

an outlay of from lOZ. to 20/. on an acie in their

formation ; and hence I doubt whether, now that

sheep can be fed in spring on late-kept roots,

such an outlay is generally expedient ; though, as

water-meadow is worth a rent of il. or 5/. an acre,

if the money can be spared from other objecls, the
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cost will be repaid. These water-meadows may
be seen sonietinics hy the rivers in West Somerset;
but oil the slopes of the narrow glens, yon see

what is much more important, the catch-meadow.
In formin<^ a catch-nicadow the ground is not re-

shaped, but shallow rjuliers are carried at a level

round the slopes of the sheltering field, tier above
tier ; and no .sep;irate channel is recjuircd for carry-

ing the water otf, because, after flowinj^ over from
one carrier it is anight in the one below ; from
which circumstance the name is derived. As you
follow the small but rapid rivers, you frequently see,

along: the sides of the valley which rise steeply above,
clear spaces opened in the high bank of oak-coppice
covered with gra.^s of emerald-green by the hill tor-

rents, which have thus been guided and distiibiited

along the slope. The ease with which these catch-

meadows are formed is remarkable. A hill-farmer

at Winsford showed me a field so steep that one
could not climb it without the aid of the hands. It

had been rough ground, worth !J3. an acre ; he had
limed it, and allowed his labourers to break it up
and take potatoes for two years ; after wliicli lime
they returned it to him, with the water-gutters

traced along the slope ; so that, instead of waste at

5s. he obtained, almost for nothing, a field bearing

perpetual grass, worth certainly 40s. an acre. Great
as the change is, and strange as it appears, the prac-

tice is a part of every-day farming in this hilly dis-

trict, and these catch-meadows meet you at every
turn ; indeed the word meadow here means only

watered grass land. Mr. Roales has formed them
from the moor on Brendon Hill, and Sir Thomas
Acland near Dunkerry Beacon. Mr. Blake, of Upton,
has brought less than 400 acres, which had not let

for 1/. an acre, to produce liim 1,200/. a-year, chiefly

by catch-meadows, which he formed out of moor-
land, and lets each year as summering ground to the

low-land farmers. There are some beautiful catch-

meadows at Cutconibe Pass, on very high ground,
south of Dunster Castle. In Devonsbii'c, too, l\Ir.

Iloare, at Luscombe, near Dawlish, has made them
from very poor lands, on which he turns the water,

first in the winter to feed, then to mow, and then

three times afterwards in the summer to feed off the

lierhage in the course of each year, I saw some also

at Mr. Turner's, of Barton, near Exeter; ami the

late Mr. Bultecl made them, I believe, largely near

Plymouth. On one fixrm at King's Brompton, near

Exmoor, the tenant had drained a piece of moor-
land, collected the runnings into a reservoir, which
the present Lord Carnarvon had built for him, and
used the water which had been poison above, as food

for the field belovv. For it is remarkable that water
which has flowed over a bog is injurious, but brought
by undcr-drains from the same bog is nutritious. I

do not mean that these catch-meadows were all

made without expense; but where the land is pre-
viously dry, 2/. or 3/. ]»er acre would be a fair esti-

inutc of the cost ; and in order to show what
improvement may be effected by catch-meadows, I

will only mention one case, pointed out to me by a
farmer at Winsford, as perfectly easy to be carried

out ui)on a neighbouring farm. That hill-farm con-
sists of 232 acres, and is let for only 75/. ; but as the
farmer observed, 100 acres aie a steep slope, covered
with rough grass and slu)rt furze, worth about 5s. an
ai-re. Now there arc; two coi)i<)US springs gushing
forth near the brow which might be turned along
the wild land, and thus, for 2/, or 3/. an acre, the

worthless slojte would be converted into catch-
meadows, which elsewhere would be worth (JOs,, and
even in that secluded spot, 40s. an acre ; so that the

value of this farm might be raised, for 300/., from
75/. to 250/. yearly. This is a farmer's plan, and a
moderate estimate. There are several ]>ractices of
English farmers changing the nature of land at a
moderate cost—transformations of soil, which I have
brought before the society ; the application of chalk

;

the use of marl on sand, winch was the foundation of

the improvements of Holkham ; the use of clay

upon peat in the fens, which makes hollow land close

and good ; there is tlic old I'^nglish practice of
thorough draining, on which all are agreed; but no
discovery has surprised me so much as the marvellous
effect of hill-side irrigation— for while under- drain-
ing, after great labour, may add 10s. to the value of
au acre, in West Somerset a mere rill is made to

in'oduce on the barren flank of a moor more abundant
herbage than the old grazing laml of Northampton-
shire yields. The method seemed to me capable of

wide application, as it requires but trifling outlay, a
rapid stream untainted with peat, or even a bog
capable of drainage, and moderately sloping ground,
however poor. There is no doubt that it might be
widely extended in its native district round Exmoor,
and I should think also in Wales. There are many
tracts in the north of England, and I have seen
many valleys in Scotland, which if they were in

Somersetshire, I could not doubt would be covered
with catch -meadows; but the climate of the north
may counteract irrigation. 1 have not seen it farther

north than at Teddesley, in Staffordshire, where 80
acres of catch-meadow have been formed for 224/.,

or about 50s. an acre, and 40?. added thereby to the

yearly value, a return on the outlay of 80 per cent.

This place embodies all the principles of mooilaml
improvement. When Lord Ilatherton came to

reside there in 1820, his house was snrrotmded by
heaths and by alder-bogs. Of these he has under-
drained .500 acres, at the moderate expense of about
3Z. an acre, and ni)ou them are fine Swedes and
clean wheat-stub Ides. All the water thus tapped
from these bogs is conducted to the farm-yard,
where it turns a wheel which thrashes the corn and
does the other work of the barn. Thence this subter-
raneous water issues iVnth in a full stream, and
finally divided into slender livulets, spreads verdure
over the catch-meadows, carrying with it the liquid

manure from more than a hundred beasts kept in tlie

yard summer and winter. Tlie beauty of this ar-

rangement, which resembles the complicated func-
tions of an animal body, is as strikmg as the
practical benefit of changing a morass into a sound
corn and stock farm, for the farm of 1250 acres

carries 1,500 sheep, besides more than 200 head
of cattle. I know of no farm which offers so

perfect a model for the improvement of moor-
land lying towards the west side of England.
But the importance of enclosing our wastes has led

me too far. An objection, however, is made
which carries us back for a moment to Lincoln-
shire. Enclosures, it issaid, injure the poor. Now
Lincolnshire is one new enclosure from Cambridge-
shire up to the ilumber: yet I know no coutity in

which the labourer is better jjrovided for. His
wages vary from 10s. to I2s. and 15s. a-wee^ : he
obtains a great deal of taskwork,* for more labour

* The following remark is from a Lincolnshire
agriculturist:— Whetlier "task" work be more in

]>racticein Lincolnshire than elsewhere, I, from my re-

tired habits, know not, but it is a practice highly bene-
ficial both to the farmer and labourer; the one gets

infinitely more work done, and the other more wages
and better habits; for instance, in fdling the carts with
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is thir-i paul lieic tliui clscwliorc—filling diin;,^-

caits, lor inslaucc, at 2'\. per load, and the liirvest

waggJii at Is. ])cr acre, wliich diU'iiscs activity

through tlic whole oi)oralion. Good hands arc at

this Miotneiit earning at task-work from los. to 18.s.

wceklj'. ilis cottage

—

unlike the hovels of Noitbum-
berliind and of Scotland, where one room on the

ground holds the family, however nnmerous, by
day and by night— is neat and cheerful. Many
labourers have allotments, and some even cows. So
far from injury accruinj^ to the labourer by enclo-

sures, it is clear in theory, as it is proved by the

practical contnist of Lincolnshire with Dorsetshire,

or of Derbyshire with Sonth Wales, that where ihc

demand for lah.mr is stationary, wages must be low,

but that they will be raised wherever the plonj^li

breaks up new fields of employment. The Lincoln-

shire lal)ourer living among new enclosures is well

paid, clothed, lodged, and also, I should mention,

well fed, sometimes with ficsh ment. The conse-

quence is that being better fed they are able to

work harder than other labourers ; and thus Ihc

farmers are repaid for their expenditure up')n their

men as well as upon their land. Indeed what
Arthur Young said, fivc-and-forty years since, of

the Lincolnshire farmers may be said now :
— " I

have not seen a set more liberal in any part of the

kingdom : industrious, active, enlightened, free

from all foolish and expensive show or pretence to

emulate the gentry, they live comfortably and hos-

pitably, as good farmers ought to live : and, in my
opinion, are remarkably void of those rooted pre-

judices which sometimes are reasonably objected to

in this race of men. 1 nict with many who had
mounted their nags, and quitted their homes pur-

posely to examine other parts of the kingdom, and
done it with enlarged views, and to the benefit of

their own cultivation." They have visited other

districts, and they have since so managed their

own farms that these deserved to be viewed in

return. Practical farmers may perceive defects

which cscai)cd my observation : but if they see

Lincoln Heath, or the Wolds, either in harvest or

later in winter, when the sheep are in the fold ami
the cattle in the yard, I do not think that they will

be disappointed. They will see the result of great

expeniiiture oa the part ot the landlord as of corres-

ponding energy on that of the tenant ; and if other

owneis of desolate places should he encouraged by
the example to fit them for mati's use in like man.
ner, thereby enriching their families, multi;dying

farmei s, strengthening and, one may say, enlarging
their country, above all raising the weekly dole of

the labourer, by the only means of raising it, namely,
by ploughing up fresh land on which llu; labourer's

arm will be wanted, I earnestly hope that on what-
ever moors their buildings may be reared or their

fields he enclosed, they may be no worse seconded
in their praiseworthy ertbrts to pioneer for i)OS-

terity than I^ord Yarborough and Mr. Chaplin at

Broekleahy and at I'emfde Bruer.

manure by the day the labourer seldom fills more than

8 or 9 loads, whereas for days together, this year, 1 had

160 loads of manure, each load Ij cubic yards, filled

by 10 labourers, at Ijd. jierload, and spread upon llie

fallows niih 9 carts, 9 horses, and 9 of my own men,
and generally finished bv 2, never later than 3 p.m.,

sharp work of course, but the labourers push every-
tliing else on, no creeping, and tliey thus earn -s. 4d.
a-day, and have atriple time to do a little work in their

own gardens in the evening.

CHEPSTOW FAiniEHS' CLrH.

Second Annual Urroiri.

In presenting their Second Annual Report of tim

(Chepstow Farmers' Club to its mctnbers, the com-
mittee are hajipy in being able to -'innouiice the addi-

tion of many new members to their list of subscribers,

as well as lo stale that several gentlemen have added
their names as contributors to the separate fund for

premiums to ploughmen, labourers, and servants.

'J'be committee hope, that all the gentlemen residing

in the neigbbourbnod, wiio irave not yet become hono-

rary membeis, will, when lliev are made aware of tlic

beneficial objects, the attainment of which is so anx-

iously sought for by the society, step forward to its

assistance ; and, by increasing the funds, enable the

club to publish a longer list of prizes for the year t814,

for competition among the labourers and servants,—

a

class whose encouragement the committee consider of

primary importance.

The committee gratefully acknowledge the promise

of a piece of ]date, made lliem by the inhabitants of

Chepstow for the ensuing year, to be awarded to the

son of a member who shall plough half an acre of land

in the best manner,— a promise which tbey consider as

so much the more accejitable, because it exhibits a

feeling of kindness and interest on their part towards

their farmers' club which cannot be too much com-
mended ; for the committee have always considered,

that the interests of commerce and agriculture should

never be separated.

The committee have also to olTer their most sincere

thanks to J. 15. Snead, Esq., for the handsome manner
in which be has announced his intention of giving a

silver cu[>, value five guineas, for the best four acres

of Swedes, to be contended for by members of the

club not farming more than 1.50 acres of land.

Y^our committee are sorry they have not more dis-

cussions to introduce into their report, wbich they

fear will exhibit a paucity in this respect, when com-
pared with that of the former year ; but they hope that

the member's will in future remedy the defect in ques-

tion, so as to render the next report more voluminous
and instructive.

As the committee are in hopes that this report will

pass into the hands of some scientific men,—should

any of them, feeling sufficient interest in the welfare

of the club, and having a little spare time at their dis-

posal, be willing occasionally to take the trouble of

explaining, either in the form of a lecture or paper,

the elements of chemistry and geology as applicable to

agriculture, they assure ihem, that in no way do the

committee consider they can render greater service to

the society.

To show the consequence of a little chemical and
geological information, it will be sufficient to state a

circumstance for the knowledge of which the committee

are indebted to the kindness of the honorary secretary

of a neighbouring club. On analyzing several speci-

mens of limestone, all made use of in burning lime for

manure, one was found to consist of nearly pure car-

bonate of lime, while the others bad a quantity of mag.

nesia in combination, varying from two-fifths to nearly

one half the limestone. When it is taken into consi-

deration that magnesian limois generally acknowledged

to be injurious to vegetation, at least in the quantity

usually applied to land, the importance of some know-
ledge of the composition of sods, and the means of

ascertaining the difference of substances often used

indiscriminately as manure, must be admitted; par-

ticularly so, when to the casual observer no difierence

may be apparent.
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Opinions liave varied respecting the efl'ects of mag-
nesian lime when :ip])lied in moderate quantities;

probably from the difFerent kinds of soil on which it

has been tried : but all the writers to whom your
committee luive had the opporlunity of referring, agree

in stating, that an over-dose of this substance will

Ciiuse a teniporarv sterility. Dr. Ure says,—" The
lime resulting from the calcination of magnesian lime-

stone appears to have an injurious effect on vegetation,

unless applied in quantities considerably less than

common lime, when it is found to fertilize the soil.

After two years its hurtful inlluenco seems to become
exhausted, even when used in undue quantity.

Great quantiiies of it arc annually brought from
Sunderland to Scotland by tiie Fifeshire farmers,

and employed beneficially as a manure, in preference

to other kinds of lime, it has been unfairly denounc-
ed by Mr. Tennent and Sir H. Davy, as a sterilizer."

Geological writers affirm, that the magnesian lime-
stone is often found beneath a fertile soil, generally of

a light description ; and this may well be the case, even
though a quantity of the finer particles of the stone be
blended with the soil ; because the magnesia as a car-

bonate in the limestone is in an inactive or harmless
state, but when the carbonic acid is expelled by heat,

the magnesia becomes caustic, and, in quantity, is inju-

rious to vegetation. It is probable that a larger pro-

portion of magnesian lime may be advantageously
applied to one soil than another ; and the committee
are rather of opinion, though without any precise data

to come to a positive conclusion, that the greater the

quantity of vegetable matter in the soil, the less likely

will the apidication of magnesian lime be to prove in-

jurious. The committee are rather inclined to go
farther, and favour the opinion, that on peaty soils the

magnesian lime would be found more fertilizing as a

manure than any other kind.

The committee hope the members will excuse this

digression from the main subject, to one of which they
confess their incompetency to give a clear explanation,

particularly as their sole object is to induce some
gentlemen of liberal education to furnish the club with
an occasional paper on scientific subjects of this na-

ture.

At the January meeting a discussion took place on
the " Best method of consuming Root Crops ;" when
Mr. G. Dowle stated, that the expense of looking after

500 sheep, when consuming turnips in the common
wav, was as follows :

—
One man at 123. per week,
One woman at 3s. ditto docking up

15s.

Tiie sheep to be in the following proportion :—
150 fat sheep
150 young ditto

200 ewes

500

The sheep to average 1.5Ibs. per quarter, and they will

consume 25 tons of Swedes a week.
Several members said tbey were convinced the profit

arising from cutting turnips and consuming them in

troughs was more than equivalent to the extra expenses,
but they could not give any precise statement as to the
amount of profit.

The question of petitioning the legislature for the
abolition of (he duty on malt was brought forward by
Mr. G. Dowle, and seconded by Mr. T. Pride; when
it was unanimously resolved, that the malt tax is

highly injurious to the interest of the farmer.

At the February meeting, the discussion on the "Best

method of consuming Root Crops" was resumed ; and
it was unanimously resolved, that the most profitable

mode of consumption with sheep is by cutting the

roots and putting them in troughs.

Mr. John Matthews undertook to introduce as a

subject of discussion at the next meeting

—

'' The best

manner of preparing the land, and sowing barley and

seeds, including the best variety of barley and the

most profitable kind of clover."

I'he following books were ordered :—Hillyard on
Faiming— British Husbandry—Rlorton on Soils

—

Squarey's Agricultural Chemistry—Johnson on Guano
—Johnson's Cottage Farmer's Assistant—Journal of

R. A. Society.

At the March meeting, the discussion " On the

best manner of preparing the laud, and sowing barley

and seeds, includinsr the best variety of barley and

the most profitable kinds of clover," was introduced

by Mr. J. Rlatthews, who said, the turnips should be

cut and consumed on the ground by sheep ; then the

land to be ploughed across, dragged down, nnd
worked as fine as possible; after which to be ploughed

up in double cast ridges (8 yards wide), and the

seed drilled in at 6 in. Where the land is in good
condition, and the turnip crop heav3', he considered

it advantageous to draw and cast off part of the crop

for the cattle. The best time of sowing, from the last

week in Rlarch to the middle of April. For barley

soils, the Chevalier was the best variety, and four

bushels the proper quantity of seed. He thought the

best mixtures for light soil were, 10 lbs. white Dutch,
3 lbs. yellow trefoil, and 1 peck of rye grass; or

6 lbs. cow grass, 4 lbs. white Dutch, 4 lbs. yellow

trefoil, and half a ]ieck of rye grass per acre : while

he concluded broad clover mixed with Dutch best

for heavy land.

Mr. B. Phelps stated that last year he planted

twelve acres with barley, six acres of which he cross-

ploughed, worked down fine, ploughed up in ridges,

and then drilled in the seed; the other six acres he

never ploughed at all, but merely, after the turnips

were fed off, scufiled the land three inches deep,

dragged it, struck up the furrows, and then drilled it

across the ridges. He grew better barley on the lat-

ter six acres than where he ploughed the land twice
;

and he is of opinion that, on light soils, provided the

land be clean, it is a better plan than ploughing.

The chairman recommended planting barley on dry
soils earlier than the last week in March, should the

season be favourable : instead of the last week in

March he would suggest the second week in March.
He always finds early sown barley of better quality.

In every other respect he argeed with Mr. Matthews.
M. G. Dowle said, that he would recommend a change
in the seeds sown with barley ; for instance, when
Dutch clover and trefoil are sown in one rotation,

broad clover and rye grass should be sown in the

next course. By this plan he considered the broad
clover would be more likely to stand, not being re-

peated so often.

Proposed by Rlr. Wason, and unanimously re-

solved, to take into consideration the propriety of

establishing at Chepstow, a pitch market for the sale

of corn.

Recommended that the drainage of the town of

Chepstow be collected in one spot, and sold as

manure for the benefit of the inhabitants.

At a meeting in April, the discussion on " the best

method of preparing the land, and sowing: turnips,"

was introduced by IMr. C. Blunt, who stated, that

the land should be [iloughed light as soon as possible

after harvest, well worked, and any weeds that

come to the surface burnt. Then the land should be
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ploughed deep, and left rough for the winter.

About March it should bavo a waste ploiin;hing and
be worked fine, when it will be ready to ridge up for

the manure. He thought half Swedes and half

common tiirnips were good proportions, but that

would inuch depend upon circtimstances. On light

sandy land he strongly recommended to sow the land

intended for coranaon turnips witli winter vetches

soon after harvest, to be fed off early, and the turnips

drilled in on the flat at one plougbing. He thought
it advisable, when possible, to use fold manure for

the vetches, but otherwise to drill some artificial

manure with the seed. The drills for Swedes should

be from 2 feet to 30 inches apart, any time from
the last week in May to the middle of June.
Common turnips to be consumed early may be sown
from tlie end of ftlay to the beginning of July.

Turnips after vetches may be drilled on the flat or
sown broadcast ; the former was preferable; but as

the turnips are not required so large for spring use,

the drills should only be from a foot to 18 inches
apart.

Unanimously resolved, that the permanent altera-

tion of Chepstow Wool Fair be advertised in the

following manner;

—

Chepstow Wool Fair.—All who are interested in

this fair are requested to take notice, that in future

it will be held on the 22nd of June.
Chepstow Farmers' Club.

At the ]\Iay meeting, a good deal of time was taken
up in drawing up a circular to send to the gentlemen
of the neighbourhood : and no regular discussion

took place.

Mr. Proctor, of Bristol, called the attention of the

farmer to the advantage to he derived from saving

the drainage of fold-yards, &c. ; also, to the import-
ance of using the manure " fresb," not rotted: like-

wise to the benefit of using small quantities of gypsum
in the stable to prevent the loss of the ammonia ; and
promised to forward a paper upon the subject.

At the June meeting, the attendance of members
was rather thin, owing to many being much engaged
with the hay harvest.

All present expressed great satisfaction at the suc-
cess which had attended the change in the day for

Chepstow Wool Fair ; and the oldest members stated,

that they had never seen so large a quantity of wool
at any previous fair as had been brouglit to Chepstow
on the 22nd instant. It was generally admitted, that

all who were willing to sell at time's price had no
occasion to take their wool homo again.

The rest of the evening was occupied in arranging
a list of prizes for October, which was ordered to be
printed, and a copy sent to each member.
At the meeting in September, the time was entirely

occupied in appointing the judges, receiving claims

for the premiums, and other preparations for the

ploughing match.
Unanimously resolved, to accept tiie offer of a field

of clover lay for the ploughing match, made by
Mr. R. Philpotts, of Hays Gate, and to return him
the best thanks of the club. Tbat the day for the

ploughing match be altered to Wednesday tlie 18th
October.

October ISth.—This being the day appointed to

celebrate the second anniversary of this Club, by
giving premiums to the best ploughmen, &c., was
hailed with pleasure, not only by the members and
candidates, but also by those who were at all in-

terested in the agricultural proceedings of this dis-

trict.

The ploughing match took place in a field occu-
pied by Mr. R. Philpotts, of Hay's Gate, near St.

Pierre. As the day was beautifully fine, there was
a large assemblage of spectators, among whom were
Colonel Lewis, Chas. Lewis, Wm. Hollis, J. Baldwyn,
and Tho. King, Esqrs., with most of the members of
the club. Twenty -live teams started tJ compete for

the prizes, and the best judges of ploughing de-
clared the whole of the work to be executed in a
most masterly manner. The ground allotted to each
competitor was about 12 perclies more than half an
acre, which was finished within four hours.

At the conclusion of the match the company re-
paired to the George Inn, where about 50 gentle-
men sat down to an excellent dinner provided by
Mr. and Blrs. Baker, and served in the best style.

Mr. R. Philpotts, chairman for the year, presided,
supported on the left by Colonel Lewis, and on the
right by T. King, Esq., Mr. T. Pride being vice-
chairman. On the removal of the cloth, the fol-
lowing toasts were given from the chair with due
honours :

" The Queen,"—"The Prince of Wales,"
"Prince Albert, a brother farmer,"—" The Royal
Family,"—Colonel Lewis." jMr. Jones proposed the
health of " The Duke of Beaufort," and " The Mem-
ber.'? for the County," in two eloquent speeches.
On the health of the Treasurer being given, J. L.
Baldwin, Esq., said, " he could assure the chairman
and company, that be was very grateful for the
honour conferred upon him in drinking his health;
that he much regretted not having a larger debtor
and creditor account for the club in his hands;
that he had not refused any light sovereigns lately,

though he acknowledged with many thanks the
receipt of two from Mr. R. Willey, as an annual
subscription from Wm. Peel, Esq. He certainly
had not applied to some gentlemen, who might
possibly have become subscribers had the bene-
ficial ends proposed by the society been explained to
them, though he had expected they would have
come forward unsolicited : but he now pledged him-
self to muster a little brass, if gentlemen would
allow the e.xpression, and persuade as many as pos-
sible to enter their names as honorary members of
the Chepstow Farmers' Club ; and he hoped in this

manner to turn his newly acquired brass into gold,

and thus succeed in making the debtor and creditor
account for the ensuing j'ear appear to greater
advantage."

In returning thanks for " Success to the town and
trade of Chepstow," Mr. T. Stephens said, he was
authorized by many of the inhabitants to announce
their intention of placing a piece of plate at the
disposal of the committee, as a prize to be con-
tended for in ploughing by farmers' sons at the
next anniversary meeting.
The secretary was called upon to _read the award

of the judges, as follows :

—

Judges for the Ploughing—Mr. M. Williams,
Mr. Pearce, and Mr. A. Gardiner.

Class I.—1st prize, 21, George Hollister, owner
Rlr. J. Matthews; 2d prize, 1/. 10s., William Hop-
kins, owner Mr. T. Perkins ; 3d prize, 10s., John
Paine, owner Mr. C. Townsend. William Jones,
owner, W. Hollis, Esq.; John Williams, owner,
Mr. T. Pride; much commended.

Class II.— 1st prize, 1/. 10s., George Riddle,
owner Mr. S. Matthews ; 2d. prize, li., John Holmes,
owner Mr. J. Matthews; 3d prize, 10s., William
Bird, owner Mr. Musgrove.

Class III.—1st prize, 2/., Thomas Kilby, shepherd
to Mr. Powles ; 2d prize, \l., John Williams, shep-
herd to Mr. D. Baker.

Class IV.—1st prize, \l. 10s., William Lewis,
master Mr. H. Williams; 2d prize, 1/., William
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Roberts, master I\Ir. I'owlcs ; M\ prize, 10s., Tho-
mas [lairv, master Mr. Musgiovc.

Fi;mai,i; Skrvants.— lit prize, 1/. 10s., Jane
Abralr.im, master Mr. S. Rlattliews; 2il jirizc, U.,

no cliiimant; .'5(1 prize, lOs., no claimant.

JlJDGR FOR TIIK CoTTAGIvRS— IMr. J. Maltbcws.
CoTTAGr.RS.— 1st ])iizc, 11. lOs., Kicliard Ihougb-

toii, master Mr. K. Willpy; 211 prize, 1/., 8amiicl

Huiitlc)', master Mr. R. Pbilpotts; 3d prize, 10s.,

J .lines Davis, master Mr. R. IMiilpotts.

A collection was ilien made for ilic unsuccessful

candidates.

At tbe meeting, October 30, it was resolved, tliat

Mr. -lames Rymer, ofWilxion, and iMr. Patten, of

C pliill, be appointed judges for Colonel Louis's

cup, and tliat the secretary .-•boukl write to ajjprize

them of the resolution, forwarding a ]i>t of the

claimants, and reqnesiing them to view the turnips
belorc the next monthly meeting, so as to be able to

make their award at that time.

That the unsuccessful candidates at the ploug^iing

match be given 2s. (id. each.
ISIiich time was taken up in receiving the claims

for the cuf) and paying the premiums, when no one
being prepared with a subject t\.r discussion, the

meeting was adjourned.
Ac the November meeting it was resolved, that

in consequetice of Mr. Hymer having refused to act,

Mr. John Sandlord, of Mounton, Mr. John Powles,
of Siroat, and Mr. Patten, of Coi»hill, l)e apjiointed

judges for Colonel Lewis's cup for the best general
crop of turnips and swedes, not less than one
quarter of the arable land in each occupation, the

quality of the land to be taken into consideration.

Mr. T. Stei)liens announced, that J. B. Snead,
E'^q.jhad come forward in the most handsome man-
ner, and promised to give a cu|), I'aUic five guineas,

for the best four acres of swedes, to any member of
the club not farming more than 1.50 acres of land.

A great deal of time was taken up in appointing
the judges; and after some desultory conversation

the meeting was adjourned.

At the December meeting, the officers were aj)-

l)ointed for the ensuing year. The jiulges gave in

the award for Colonel Lewis's cup, viz. to JMr.

homas Perkins, of ftlatherne.

Resolved, that the Gardeners* Chronicle be or-

dered for the use of the club.

A vote of tliauks was unanimously voted to Mr.
R. I'liiljiotts for his able services as chairuian.

'I'he accounts were jiassed ; the report was read,

and 200 copies ordered to be printed.

The committee having observed the advantage
derived by other clubs from exhibiting specimens
of the dift'ercnt kinds of grain and roots, recommend
the memljers to strive to get up such e.vhibitions

amongst themselves, and they do so the more an.x-

ionsly, from being aware of the (piantity of inferior

corn grown in this district. They do not mean to

insinuate that there is not a great deal of corn grown
in tills lU'ighbourhocMl of a (jnality that would do
credit to any county, but the committee wish not
to see any cxcej)tion to this, and they are sorry to

be compelled to admit that at present this is far

from being the case.

In concluding their address, the committee must
again apjical to the members, requesting them to

attend regularly at the monthly meetings, and never
to let an evening pass over without bringing for-

ward a subject; for discussion, as they are convinced
that by no other tneans can an equal portion of

generally useful information be elicited.

For the Committee, Arthur Hall, Hon. Sec.

The following gentlemen were elected for 1844.

—

Chairman, JMr. Tliomas Pride; Vice-Chairman, Mr.
(icorgc Dowle ; Treasurer, J. L. Baldwin, Esq.;

Secretary, Mr. A. Hall ; Librarian, Mr. R. Taylor.

CoM.MiTTi:t\— iMr. R. Pbilpotts, Mr.S. Miittliews,

IMr. R. Willey, Mr. John Matthews, IMr. Charles

Towtrsend, Mr. John Sandford, Mr. I'oiwlcr,, Mr.
'1 homas Williams, Mr. D. li.iker, Mr. P.ittcn, Mr.
C. Blunt.

ON ARTIFICIAL AND OTHER MANURES.
A short abstract of Mr. Karkeek's report, read at the

Annual Meeting of the Cornwall AgriciUtural A'-so-

ciiition on the i:3th inst., aiwl to which Sir C.

Lemon's iiremium was awarded.

In this report, JMr. Karkcek commenced with
some of the earliest experiments made with bone-
dust, in the year 1830, by Mr. Trethewey, of Trcwi-

thun, ou some waste lands adjoining Trelyon Com-
mon. The effect of the bone in this instance was
very satisfactory, us it proved that its fertilizing

principle was a permanent one, and lasting to the

present time, in the author's opinion completely
settling the question which is frequently agitated

amongst faruK^rs as to whether the manuring jiro-

perty of bone exists in the animal matter, which cou-

.stitutes about J (d" its substance, or in the earthy

matter constituting the remaining J;, since it was al-

most impossible to supjiose that any other tlitin the

earthy matters could have remained so long in the

soil, the animal matters being probably decomposed
in the first or second crop.

The next experiments that Mr. K. noticed were
those made by Messrs- S. and R. Davey, of Redruth,
on a part of St. Agnes Common, showing how by
the use of bone dust, ami guano, a profit had been
made on the two first crops, and leaving the laud
which previous to its cultivation was a poor barren
waste, with scarcely turf enough to build the hedges,

worth from 18s. to -iOs. per acre. Those experiments
of Messrs. Davcy's, were by fur the most valiuible

jiart of the leport, and proved, Mr. Karkeek said,

that a large portion of the waste lands of Cornwall
lias dormant energies within it, which only require

skill, cnterprize, and a small outlay, to be brought
into cultivation. In both the experiments of Mr.
Trethewey, and the Messrs. Davey, a clear profit was
realized almost immediately.
The next experiment was one made by Mr.George

Mason of Kenwyn, between bone and Truro scaven-
gers' dung, on turnips, in which the difference in the

expense was so considerably in favour of bone, that

Mr. Mason could have cultivated three acres with

bone at the same expense as one with dung. The
next was one between bone and guano, by Mr. C. W.
Parks, of Michell, shewing a decided difterence in

favour of guano. The next were some experiments
made on Trelowarreu estate, by Sir R. R. Yyvyan,
Bart., between bone dust, Peruvian guano. Potter's

artificial guano, and bone and guano mixed, giving

the advantage to the latter. The next experiments
were some instituted by J. H. Tremayne, Esq.,

Ileligan, between fish refuse, rich dung, bone dust,

Poitteviii's manure, ammoniacal compost, Lance's

carbon, Clark's manure, and the urate of the London
Manure Coni])any, giving the advantage to the bone
dust, next Lance's carbon, next Poittcvin's manure.
Tbe next experiments were of a similarkind ma<Ie liy

Mr. Doblc of Bartelivcr, between bone ami dung
mixed, bone dust by itself, Lance's carbon, and
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Clark's compost. In this experiment, the advantage

was in favour of tlic bone and dung mixed.
The next experiments were made by Sir C. Lemon,

on nitrate of soda, ammouiacal liquor, bono dust, and
sulpliate of ammonia, as a top dressingfor grass land,

shewing tliat whereno manure was applied, there was
the heaviest crop. Also the effect of nitrate of soda,

sulphate of soda, guano, sulphate of ammonia, Scott's

soluble manure, and waste from the farm yard as a

dressing for wheat, giving the advantage in favour of

guano, and the waste from the farm yard. There

were a great many others on nitrate of soda, nitrate

of potash, Daniel's patent manure, gypsum, cfcc.

The whole of tliese experiments were made with

reference to weight and measure, as well as tlic value

of the crop, and of the different manures used. The
whole forming a most valuable report ; and as the

names of the different parties wdio instituted tlie

experiments arc each known, it is a suthcient guar-

antee for their correctness and accuracy. We feel it

unnecessary to give a longer abstract of this paper,

as it is about to be published very shortly, at a low

price. We understand that nearly (300 copies have
already been subscribed for.

AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE 1 AnJIER's MAGAZINE.

Sir,— If quite convenient, an early introduction of

the following question would oblige; and perhaps some
readers of your valuable magazine may be sufheiently

conversant with chendstryand agriculture to enlighten

me, and possibly some others upon the article of gas

lime, which may he procured reasonably at many
gas works. Is it of value for application in agricul-

ture, and in what mode and season to be ajjplied,

and to what crops in particular, and the reason

thereof? for though you and I may both under-
stand the natures of quicklime and hydrate, and car-

bonate, tlie man at tlie gas works could probably
only tell us that the gas had been forced or i)assed

through it which gives it that delectable odour.
It must be obvious that the correct knowledge of

its chemical nature and properties as it lies ready for

carting at gas works ; and whether deteriorated or

not in the gas-house must be one's guide in api)lying

it either mixed or unmixed with other mattersat the

time of using it. I remain, Sir, vours, &c.

W.

Sir,—I should feel i)articularly obliged ifany cor-

respondent to your valuable journal, can give me in-

formation as to the use of gas tar for tillaire,

and also the best way of applying the ammonia
water for the same jjurposc. The writer is an ex-
tensive manufacturer, and his gas tar is either thrown
away or burned, so that if information can be elici-

ted to show what ingredients may be mixed with it

to form a compost suitable for tillage, it will be of
infinite service to many, who, like himself, have
applied it to no useful purpose.

I am, your obedient servant,
January 22nd. A Sub:?criber.

Sir,—In the report of a lecture given by Professor
I Johnston, in the November number of the Farmer's
\ Magazine, .36.) p., the professor refers to experiments
(
made in Ayrshire, and Renfrewshire with nitrate of

j
soda and sulphate of soda, as manure for potatoes.

j
He states that when these salts were used separately,

the result Avas a failure ; when combined, the crop
enormous. Can you or any of your correspondents
give the detail of the experiment, or state where it is

to be obtained, at what time, in what proportions,
and how the manure was ajiplied—potash and soda
being so essential to the jiotato (see p. 59 of the
Fanner's Ahnannc, " Analysis of Agricultural Pro-
duce"). The analysis of the soil on which the exjie-
rinient succeeded would he a great public benefit.
IVIay not the want of these salts in the soil, from potatoes
now being so largely cultivated, and forming one crop
in a four or five course rotation, have something to do
with the enormous losses sustained, in the present and
late seasons, from decay both before the potatoes are
got uj) and after they are stored .' In these manu-
facturing districts the loss from the frost was from five
to ten per cent., while the loss from stored potatoes,
in many cases, from the rot was, rather is, from 20 up
to, in extreme cases, 70 j)er cent. The distinction i.s

this : the loss from frost is ascertained by the decay
commencing at the "nose," or small end of the
potato

; the rot is ascertained by commencing at the
large end, the end to which the fibre of the parent
plant is attached, or by showing itself in the centre of
the root. The loss in the field, before the croj) was
lifted, was some 10 per cent, of the finest potatoes,
and we were obliged to send the remainder to market
without storing them, in my own case.—I remain,
sir, your obedient servant,

Macclesfield, Jan. 8. A Potato Grower.

ANSWERS TO AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.
TO THE EDiron or the rAKMER's MAGAZINE.

Sir—In reply to the inquiries of your correspondent
T. W. in your lust number, who wishes to be informed
" wlmt is a good substitute (or straw," 1 beg to state
that 1 have found couch-gmss to answer adnHrahly for
litter in the place of straw. My phin is to save all the
couch-grass collected from my turnip-fallows in the
spring, by carting it into a slack, which is made in a
convenient situation to be conveyed to the fold-yards
when wanted, taking care to have it made secure from
penetrating rain, which would cause it to heat and de-
compose. I collect the couch-grass in as dry a state
as possd)le, choosing fine weather for carryino- it to-
gether, and ihvays have the dirt well shaken out of
it, after it is raked up into rows for carting off, which
is done by a dra<:;-rake drawn by a horse, « much more
expeditious method than ihe slow process of hand-rak-
ing. By putting it together into a stack in this dry state
it does not ferment, and therefore does not decrease in
bulk, acd when brought to the yards in winter, forms
an excfcllent bedding (or cattle and pigs, and makes an
addition to the manure heap, quite equal in quality, if
not superior, to that made from the beddings ofsliaw.
(Jf course care should be taken that it is sufficiently
withered by the wind anJ sun previous to its bein"
carted from tho land. If located in a neighbourhood
where fern grows in abun lance, that also may be sub-
siitvted with the same auvnntage. Ycurcorrespondent
may also increase the quanliti) of his straw for litter by
altering the rotation of his crops. If, instead of seed-
ing down all his l)arlev ground every year (which I

suppose he does by the four-course system), he were
to reserve a portion of it (say one field annu dly) lor

a crop of |ieas instead of clover, it would afford him a
very considerable increpse of bedding for Lis cattle.

This system, while it would afford him more straw,
would not interfere with, but rather improve the con-

N
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di'.ion of liis land, prov-'diog the fields are taken in

regular succession for tl c cop of peas, wliicli should

be drilled and ^^•ell lioed, and the field inanm-ed for

wheat afterwards. The increase of mnnure made by
this system would be found ample for Ihe cro|) of

wheat. Should iLese hints be considered worihy a

place in your useful publication (the Farmer's Mag-
azine) I shall feel obliged by your inserting them.

I remain, Sir,

Your obedient servant.

January Qth, lo44. A SuBscniccn.

Sir,—In answer to your " what is n good substitute

for straw, " I would recommend timber. The stalls

should be floored with deal planks, having a dip from

the iiead. At the hind feet of the cow, a trench shotjld

be made about 8 inches deep, and 12 wide, to receive

all dung and water. Care should be taken that the

cow stands at ease with her hind feet on the edge of

this trench. Cows will bo always dry and clean, and

the wood floor warm enough— 1 speak from experi-

ence.

If the wheat had been sown, the cows would have

done more good. Sheep driven over after sowing

wheat, improves loose soils. Uienew.

December 2?, 1843.

Sn?,—" Enquirer" of the Gth of November, wishes

for some information as to the best and most approved

method of raising furze hedges. I have seen many dif-

ferent plans adopted, according to soil and situation,

and I shall recommend one, I think,of the best. "En-
quirer" must cast up a sod fence of three or four sods

high, each from six to ten inches high on both sides of

his fence, giving Ihebase one yard, and carry it np very

neatly, the same as a mason would do a stone wall, fil-

ling the inside with soil out of the ditch in each side from

where the sods are taken ; he must give his fence six

inches batter on each side which will bring the ex-

treme breadth at the top to two feet ; level the top

nicely and sow the seed in a straight small drill in the

centre in the month of March; as they grow they

should be kept clean, the top shoots levelled, and
annually to bring the fence all regularly to the same
height, the sides also kept trimmed with the shears

imtil its height is two feet and its base tapers to the

outside of the top of the fence : by keeping it regu-

larly clipped it will form a fence almost impenetra-

ble and very beautiful. When the stem or under-
wood gets too strong and becomes open at the bot-

tom, which it will do in a few years, it must be
cut close off by the top of the fence and sprung
again, and so trimmed in the same way as before;

all shoots from the side of the sod fence must be
carefully cut off each year, once or twice, otherwise
they will not only spoil the top growth, but the ap-
pearance of the fence.

If "Enquirer" will cut his small thistles, when
they begin to show the flower, and then again in

autumn, for two or three years running, he will soon
get rid of them. I am, Sir,

A jNorthximbrian
January 11 th. in the West Riding.

Sir,—" An Inquirer" wishes to know the best

way of weaning calves, but I suppose he means
rearing calves. With respect to the cows, I should
prefer short-horns, of a good milking kind, if their

produce are taitcu into account ; I don't moan your
over high bred short-horns, but good useful animals
and good milkers, and plenty such there are : next,

I will state my plan of rearing calves for the last

twenty years; and, like " Albus," may say I have
been very fortunate. I like to have my first calves

dropped in the latter end of October or early in No-
vember : I give them new milk for a month, if I can
spare it ; if not, three weeks; then two parts new
and one of old for a week or so, and so by degrees

lessen the new and increase the old : I then boil for

each calf a small tea-cup of linseed and give two or

three quarts amongst either the new or old milk, as

circumstances require, and according to the age of the

calf: by the time they are six weeks old, if they have
done well, they get no new milk, as their drink then

consists entirely of linseed with a little old milk,

until they are two months old, by which time they

can cat sufficient turnips, nicely cut, with good
sweet hay, to keep them in good growing condition

to go to grass : a pound or two of cake each in the

day will materially assist in getting them forward
;

by this means five good cows will rear twenty calves

well. I prefer weaning calves through the winter,

because, when you have tnrnips for them, and will

attend properly to them, they require less milk, and
when turned to grass in the spring are as good as

year olds ; besides they are much easier wintered next

winter. When your cows go to grass in the spring,

they will increase in their milk and enable you to do

better to your late calves, by giving them new milk

longer, when your turnips and mangold are done, and
so get them up to the older ones ; but I differ with
" Albus" in one point, for I would not keep a calf

dropt later than May, and 1 never allow thein to

suck the cow. Great care must be taken in keeping

their pens clean, dry, and well ventilated. I have
sold my two-and-a-half year olds, fat, from £1G to

£20 each, according to times. *

I remain. Sir,

A Northumbrian
January \lth. in the West Riding.

Sir,—In reply to " A Subscriber's" inquiries, in

the Mark Lane E^vpress of last week, I beg to inform

him that the bean-meal, with a small portion of top-

pings, was mixed with water, but not sufficient to

make it a liquid. Tlie beans were very finely ground.

The peas which I last year used were put whole into a

wooden trongh— and for all kinds of food I prefer flat

bottomed ones. I am at present fatting some pigs

upon boiled peas, and shall at a future period be happy
to make known the results, if any service to " A Sub-

scriber." I remain, sir, your obedient servant,

An Agricultural Experimentalist.
Herts, Jan. 12.

Sir,—In your last E.vpress " A Subscriber" asks

for information respecting the destruction of slugs. I

have adopted the following method for some years,

and have never known it to fail. When I intend

sowing bean-stubbles or clover-ley with wheat, two

or three days before ploughing I dress them in this

manner :—Having prepared as much quicklime as

will allow five cwt. to the acre, or more if the slugs

are numerous, I slake it the day previous to using,

and have it carefully done as the whole may fall.

Before daylight on the following morning this is spread

on the land as evenly as possible, so that the whole be

well dusted, in case the atmosphere is moist and mild ;

for if the wind be drying or frosty, the labour w^ill be

in vain, and the work must be delayed till the weather

* I consider it better to rear twenty well than

thirty badly.
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suits. I send my inpn about two o'clock ; for from
tlifit time to six I liave found to be most destructive,

the slugs being tlien on the surface ; and tliey Tvill all

assuredly perish, for they cannot get free from the

canstic lime by sloughhig, it being every where pre-

sent in their path.

From the mildness of the season this pest is very
injurious to the wheat crop, yet fi'om the precaution I

have taken as above, I have not seen any on my bean-
stiU)ble or clover-ley wheats, nor do I perceive that

they have suffered in the least from the slug. Some
years back I used to delay the dressing till I saw whe-
ther the young plant was attacked ; if it were, I then
sowed the lime on the crop by the hand. Tliis plan is

e(|ually fatal to the insect, but is a more tedious and
difficult work for the men from the lime being hot,

and must be carried by them and sown, instead of

being spread by shovels out of carts, as they cannot be
taken on the ground when the crop is sown ; beside,

the mischief will, in a great measure, be done before

the blade of the wheat appears above ground ; and it

is much better to destroy the enemy before the ground
be stirred, and so remain free from danger.

Your correspondent used salt, but this is not so effi-

cacious as lime, and a little reflection will, I have no
doubt, convince him ofthis. Salt forming into chrystals,

does not cover the surface of the land so perfectly as

the dust of lime ; and also being of a damp nature, and
quickly dissolved when exposed to a similar atmos-
])here, is more easily sloughed off by the slug, and he
finds means of escape to his hiding place ; but the lime
completely covering the ground, all means of escape
is cut off, and from its drying and caustic nature, the

creature soon dies.

Any person may be convinced of tlie different effects

of these minerals : if he puts a lump of salt, as large

as a horse-bean, upon his tongue, it will dissolve, and
he may eject or swallow it without inconvenience

;

but let him try a similar quantity of quicklime, and
he will find greater difficulty in getting quit of it in

either one way or the other.—I am, your obedient
servant, G. Kilby.
,yQ.ueenboroug7i, Jan, 11.

Sir,—la answer to one of the questions asked in

your valuable publication of 25th ult., by 11., of
CronUall, near Farnham, Surrey, I beg to say, from
my experience in supplying drills for the purpose of

depositingturnip seeds orraangel wurzel seed iu ridges,

&c., that there is no better method than depositing it

with a drill of the following description, viz. : for

two ridges of 27 inches apart, more or less ; or for

three rows on broid work of 18 inches apart, more or
less; rolling the ridges before and after the seeds, or
seeds and manure are deposited, being all done at the
same time by the drill; the rolls are of a peculiar
shape, and compass the ridge, and has the coulters
attached to the rolls operating upon an a.xle, and
guided by the ridges regularly or irregularly ploughed,
and the coulters with certainty guided upon the centre
of the same; the seeds and manure may be deposited
by the same coulter, or by a separate one, dividing
the seeds from the manure by a portion of soil ; for
strong, powerful manures, the last named method is

essentially necessary, and is generally adopted. This
drill being upon an improved construction, either
system may be adopted on arrival at th3 field.

N. B. A drill, constructed for the above distances,
viz., 18 or 27 inches, will admit of the cart-wheels
jVassiDg directly in the middle between the rows.

I am, your obedient servant, James Smyth.
Corn, Seed, and Manure Drill Mimufacturer,

Pcasenhall, Suffolk.

Sin,—In reply to a query in your paper, respecting

the best method of fixing ammonia in liquid manure,

1 bi'g to snv that 1 was reconimended by a friend to

try muriate of lime for this purpose; and, as tlie

ammonia therein exists in a state of carbonate, a

double decomposition immediately lakes place. The
muriatic acid leaves the lime, and unites with the

ammonia, forming muriate of ammonij, and the car-

bonic acid combines with the lime, and carbonate of

lime, similar in its properties to chalk, results. The
manner of using it is this:—I dissolve from one to

five cwt. of muriate and lime in warm water, and
when the water has talicn up as much as it will do,

I pour it into my li(juid manure as long as any pre-

cipitation or cloudiness takes place, taking care to

stir it all tlie time. The ammonia is then fixed, and a

heat equal to boiling water, will not expel it.

I tried common salt for this purpose, but the result

was not at all encouraging.

I am. Sir, your obedient servant,

An AcRicui.TuniST, and a Dabbler
IN Chemistry.

I find I purcliased ray muriate of lime of Bush and
Co., Agricultural Chemists, Bow Common, near

London. I paid 53. (3d. per cwt. for it.

CovaUf near Glasffow, Dec. 2(3.

Sir,—Observing in yoor valuable Journal of the

1st inst. a request madebj^a correspondent of Rectory
Farm, Saxilby, desiring to be furnished with a receipt

for the scab in horses, &cc., I beg to suggest to him
that the following prescription will, if properly ap-

plied, effect a safe and lasting cure. Take half a

pound of gunpowder, ])ut it into one gallon of cow's

urine; to this add half an ounce of sulphur, one ounce

of antimony, and one ounce of diapente ; stir it well,

and put it over a slow fire to heat ; when warm, wash
well the animal affected with tho disease. This quan-

tity will be sufficient for one horse only. Subsequent

to this application the irruption will disappear ; at

which time take from the animal some blood ; if a

strong powerful horse, from three to i"our quarts should

be taken away at least ; take one pint of the same and

drench the animal with it.

Should the inquirer think the above recipe, which
is handed to him with all confidence, woith his atten-

tion, and will give it a trial, ho will confer an obliga-

tion on the writer by informing him,ti)roug'i the same
channel, the result.—Respectfully yours,

The Hajipshire Fj^.umek.

Bishcp's Sutton, Jan. 3.

Sir,—In answer to the query of an " Old Suoocri-

ber," in your Express of the 18th inst., I beg to state,

in October, 1843, I tried an experiment with guano
and rape dust, both drilled with the wheat the same
day, at the same expence per acre : one-half th.c

field with guano, at 171, per ton ; the other half with"

rape dust, at 61. I5s. per ton. The wheat on that

portion of the iield where the guano was used, cama
up two or three days before the other part rape-dusted,
stood the severe frost in February better than the

rape-dust, and at harvest was six inches longer in

straw, and had six bushels more wheat per acre.

Since then, I have tried guano for turnips, as well
as corn crops, with similar success, and this autumi \

I have used it for all my wlieat, except ten acres,

which I intend to top-dress in the spring. Perhaps
itwould bo well to sav, I farm a sort of thin lime-

stone soil, better adapted to guano than most lands.

I am, Sir, yours respectfully.

By Poutefract, A Yorkshire Farmer.
Dec, 22,

N 2
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
JANUARY.

Notwithstanding the mildness—extreme, in many
instances, from the influence of westerly and south-
westerly winds—which has characterised the wea-
ther of this month, the auspices of the period have
been, in that particular, tolerably favourable to the
interests of the agricultural body; slill, it cannot
be denied that, had the temperature i>roved colder
than that experienced, a larger amount of benefit
would have resulted to the land, as well as to the
young wheat plants. The absence of frosts suffi-

ciently severe to check the progress of the latter, as
well as the ravages of the slug, has been much com-
plained of in many quarters, especially in the south-
ern and western counties, in parts of which it has
been found necessary to re-sow the land, from the
plants having been almost completely destroyed.

Such complaints, however, cannot be considered
general, hence we are led to the conclusion that the

present position of agriculture is, under all circum-
stances, quite as flattering— viz., for the future

prospect of crops—as could be reasonably expected.

More than the usual quantity of herbage has been
observed on the pastures: indeed, it has proved
nearly equal to that growing in some spring months

;

hence the stock has, with the assistance of a mode-
rate amount of artificial and other food, fared ex-

tremely well. Although some severe losses have
been again experienced in the flock districts, from the
effects of the epidemic, it aftords us much pleasure

in being enabled to intimate that its virulence has
considerably abated. With respect to the difl'erent

medicinal preparations for arresting its progress, it

appears to us that nature herself has done more
towards it than the most skilful practitioner. There
is one matter connected with the disease which re-

quires the particular attention of our readers. For
instance, wc have observed that the disease has
apparently originated, and been more destructive,

amongst thot^e beasts and sheep grazing on low
damp meadows where couch and other rank
herbage h?.3 been plentiful. We do not contend
that exceptions have not been noticed to this cir-

cumstance : still, it must be evident to all connected
with grazing that the more free from such pas-
turage, the less likely is the general health of the
stock to be affected, and to receive injury from an
epidf;mic. In the present and the approaching sea •

6on, therefore, let every attention be paid to the
stock in this particular ; let the land be divested of
noxious weeds, and we feel tolerably certain that
g'ood results will follow.

The progress which has now been made, through-
out England, in thrashing out last year's crops of

wheat has been, it cannot be denied, to that extent
frovn which the growers are able to form an accu-
rate judgment of the productive qualities of that
description of grain. Of course—in the absence of
statistical data respecting a matter of such moment
to the community at large— it would be imj)ossible

/or us to state what the actual dedcicncy is; still, we
liave the authority of the most extensive and best-

itiformcil agriculturists for stating that a decided
deficiency is found to exist. This deficiency, how-
ever— arising from the abundant supplies which,
from obvious rras- iis, have Ikpu on oflcr in tlic

London as w ell as the leading provincial markets

—

has, as yet, been without any material influence upon
price. True it is, that consumption has, from the

principal portion of the operatives finding good em-
ployment, been increasing; but the foreign wheat
pressing forward has tended to prevent the quota-

tions rising to that point which can he considered
remunerative. Until, therefore, a large portion of
the latter shall have been cleared off, it is evident,

thougli the quantity free of du'y does not ex-

ceed ()00,000 quarters, that prices cannot rise

much above their present level
;

yet from the

comparatively small supjilics now in the hands
of the home growers, we are quite of opinion

that the rates have seen their lowest. We need,

wo presume, scarcely intimate that the efforts

—

efforts formidable ia their character, subversive

of the best interests of llie country in their ten-

dency— which are now making, by a faction, to

obtain an abrogation of the corn laws, are creating the

serious attention of our agriculturists, and that the
approaching parliamentary session is looked forward

to with considerable anxiety. Although we are of

opinion Sir Robert Peel will not venture to suggest

any further alteration in those laws, even by wa)' of

experiment, it is gratifying to iind that the farmers of

England are showing a boldness and determination not

to allow themselves to be trampled upon by the iron

hoof of the League, which cannot fail to be gratifying

to every well-wisher to his coimtry. The millocracy

have raised large sums to carry on their nefarious

designs; but the farming body is likewise raising

an amount which, it properly and judiciously ap|)lied,

will, we have no hesitation in affirming, by conviction

and honesty of purpose, stem the torrent of free-

trade. Now, it is evident— it is certain, that the

League, from the locality and concentration of its

members, have advantages over the farmers of Eng-
land, by the readiness of their appliances to dissemi-

nate their poison ; besides which they are principally

men of talent, though comparatively of little standing

in society, and enjoy tie means of strict direction.

These, then, are matters— matters which cannot be
gainsayed— which should have their due weight with

the tillers of our soil. To those gentlemen, therefore,

we recommend the necessity of their nieasures being
jtrincipally worked in some central situation, say the

metropolis, for instance; for we are fully convinced
that, unless energy and perseverance be immediately
adopted, the sliding-scale will be doomed.

The demand for wheat, particularly for the finest

parcels, has somewhat improved in the course of the

month, and that improvement has resulted in a slight

advance in price. In its early part a good business

was doing in barley at advanced rates ; but the sup-
plies towards the latter end of the period proving
considerably more than equal to meet the wants of the

dealers, the demand fell off, and currencies suffered a

downward tendency. Malt has come forward some-
what freely, but not much progress has been made in

effecting sales, and prices have ruled without material

alteration. The supplies of oats have been about
adequate to the demand, and the prices of that grain,

as well as of beans, peas, and flour, have been about

stationary.

However much rre ma^* regret to notice the work-
ing of any measure inimical to ihe interests of home
producers, we cinnot refrain from alluding to the

working of the tarifi". It has been asserted, over and

i
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over again, that that legislative enactment would not

depress tlie value, or, at least, to any material extent,

of articles of home produce. It does not, however,
require a ])Iiilosopher to demonstrate iliat, when a

superabundance exists, then must prices fall. Ex-
tending, as dots our famous tariff, its influence to

such a variety of articles, it was only reasonable to

expect large supplies of foreign productions in our
markets : that the extent of these supplies has, in the

aggregate, already exceeded the previously-formed

expectations of many parties, is unquestionable.

The only exception we can notice in this particular is

ihat of the limited importations of live stock which
have as yet taken place, ihis, however, cannot be a

matter of surprise, seeing that the quality and condi-

tion of the foreign slock are so much inferior to our
own

; yet we are fully assured that, from the exer-

tions now making to improve tlie breeds in Germany,
Holland, Belgium, France, and Spain, by large im-
ports of our best animals; in process of time our
graziers will have formidable rivals in those of the

countries above alluded to. If we regard the foreign

provision trade, and the immense exertions which are

making in America to supply us with salted beef and
pork, with bacon, lard, cheese, and other commodi-
ties ; if, moreover, we consider the vast quantities

and the improved quality which have already found

their way into consumption here, we are led to the

conclusion that this measure is fraught with injustice

and requires repealing.

The early lambing season has, we find, been pro-

ductive of a fine fall of strong and healthy lambs
;

and, comparatively speaking, few losses have been
sustained, arising chiefly from the mildness of the

temperature.

Our advices from Scotland, in relation to agricul-

ture, are favourable. As the thrashing of wheat and

other grain has been proceeded with, the produce is

represented as amounting to nearly or quite a fair

average, while the quality is good. The corn trade

Las ruled slow, yet no material depression can be

noticed in the quotations.

The shipments of corn from Ire'and to London and

Liverpool have been again extensive, but the supplies

on ofl:er in the various markets have fallen off; owing
to which, the trade has ruled steady at fully previous

rales. The produce of the crops is but moderately

represented.

The following is our usual monthly statement of

the supplies and prices of fat stock exhibited and

sold in Smithfield Cattle iMarket. In comparing the

former with those of the corresponding period of

1843. we find the numbers stand thus:—
Jan., 1843. Jan., 1844.

Beasts 13,500 12,220

Sheep 124,000 122,000

Calves 1,100 899

Pigs 2,600 2,700

The prices in the past month have ruled as follows:

—Beef, from 2s. 8d. to 4s.; Mutton, 2s. lOd. to 43.

4d,; A'eal, 3s. lOd. to 5s.; and Pork. 3s. to 4s. 2d.

per 81bs., to sink the offtl.

Considering the moderate supplies of stock which

have been on shew, the trade must be considered as

much depressed, and prices—if we except those of

veal having somewhat improved—have had a down-
ward tendency. This stale of the demand, however,

may be chiefly attributed to the large arrivals of

slaughiored meat up to Newgate and Leadenhall

markets, which have been disposed of at miserably

low figures. In the latter markets the general de-

mand has ruled very dull, on the following terms :
—

—Beef, from 2s. 4d. to 3s. 4d. ; Mutton, 2s. 8d. to

3s. 6d. ; Veal, 3s. lOd. to 4s. lOd. , and Pork,

2s. lOd. to 43. per 8lbs., by the carcass.

A STATEMENT and COMPAKISON of the SUPPLIES and
PRICKS of FAT STOCK, oxliiliited and sold in Smitiifield
Cattle Maiiket, on Monday, January 80, 1843, and Mon-
day, Jan. 29, 1844.

Per 81bs. to sink the offals.

'Jan. 30, 1843. Jan. 29, 1844.

's. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Coarse and inferior Beasts 2 10 to 3 .. 2 8 to 2 10

Second quality do 32 34.. 30 34
Primp large Oxen 3 6 3 10 .. 3 6 3 8
Prime Scots, &e 4 4 2 .. 3 10 4
Coarse and Inferior Sheep 2 10 3 .. 2 10 3
Second quality do 3 2 3 4 .. 3 3 C
Prime coarse woolled do 36 38.. 38 3 10

Prime Soutlidown do 3 10 4 2 .. 4 4 4
Larse coarse Calves 42 4 10.. 40 48
Prime small do 50 54.. 4 10 50
Large Ho?s 3 10 4 4 .. 3 3 8
Neat small Porkers 4 6 4 8 .. 3 10 4 3

SUPPLIES.
Jan. 30, 1843.

Beasts 2,517
Sheep 25,450
Calves

I 71
Pigs 361

Jan. 29, 1814.

2,744
26,170

83
270

The season must claim our first attention, because
it is almost without a precedent. December, as was
stated and noticed in all quarters, was remarkable for
the amazing and consistent height of the mercury.
Never did we register such an altitude, and that for

about thirty successive days : no rain fell, and yet
a more foggy month of gloom we never saw. How-
ever, so far from floods, the lands were brought into
admirable condition ; and, at the end of the year, the
young wheats were fine—green, but not gay. On the
31st the weather changed: brisk wind succeeded torpid
calm ; a profusion of .snotv fell on the 2nd of January,
and was succeeded by one day, or rather moniing, of
a frost so intense, that it did the work of a winter.
We saw ice by cart-loads brought to an ice-house,
nearly two inches thick, all the work of the few hours
comprised between 10 p.m. of the 2nd and 8 a.m. of
the 3rd day !

The frost went and the snow vanished almost with
magical celerity, and since then but two gentle frosts

have occurred, but no more snow.
The crops have the same healthful appearance, and

strange it is to say that, with much sun and an average
temperature of about 40" for three weeks, the plant
retains the same healthful, unaspiring character. In
1842, the wheat was rich, tall, and thick on the
ground. Now, though still too close on the whole
(which it ever must be while seed-corn is scattered at
random), it bears more the appearance of that de-
scribed by Mr. John Morton, when he says—" Land
that is in good condition always produces the best crop
when the plant appears i/ihi in the spring.

The dibbling system adopted in land suitable to it

can alone insure the spaces required for perfect tiller-

ing, consistently with strict economy of seed ; and we
hope to see these brought about by adequate machi-
nery.

Turnips seem to hold out capitally, and sheep are
thriving upon them. Some clover is close and fine,

but we hear of it being patchy. If so, why } And
herein we require the analytic chemist, who, by burning
a fine specimen in proper ves.sels, would ascertain cor-
rectly the quality of the ashes. By comparative ex-
periments with inferior clover, and the soils of both,
the manures required would be ju'etty well seen. Now,
if it be the absence of gypsum (sulphate of lime), that

salt, even where the native could not be procured,
would be easily attainable by spruikling powdered
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chalk with diUited sulphnrin acid, A small quantit}'

would go far, as may be said of nitrate of soda, sul-

))hate of ammonia, ike, &c. ; and thus, by compara-

tive experiments duly noted, would science be justified

and its utility (confirmed.

What shall we say to the announcement concerning

the wonderful efficacy of naline sfeeps, which has been

made in the " Transactions of the Highland Society ?"

(Journal of Affriculdtre, "No. HI., new series, pp.

155-8). Correct and unquestionable trials only can

answer the question ; but the statement is so clear,

and the effect produced bo evident, that no one ought

to reject them as false or delusive.

In a word, the spirit of the times becomes more

and more manifest. Science has broken ground, is

making rapid strides, and, unless impeded in its march

by some unforeseen obstacle, must soon place in the

back-ground the squabbling of opposing parties.

What we really want is unanimity, and a jiowerful

appeal to those energies which can bring about a total

melioration of the practice of agriculture.

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE FOR
FEBRUARY.

Ttetrospect of the Weather.—In onr last, pap;e 91,

we were enabled to report of the weather to Christ-

mas, and then alluded to the singular altitude of the

barometer, indicative of great atmospheric pressure.

We have now to add that, till the last day of the

old year, that phenomenon continued to exist,

and with it a persistent state of clouds and gloom,
Avith no cheering ray. A change, however, occurred
on the ;!lst ult. ; and then, for the first time during

a period of thirty-three successive days, tlie glass

receded below 30 inches (f. e., below the point
usually marked " Fair"), and a little rain followed.

It was natural to expect frost after so high a

glass, but none occurred till January 2, when, after

a fall of six inches of snow, on the morning of the

3rd, ourtherniometermarked 9 degrees of Fahrenheit
—equivalent to 23 degrees of actual frost. With
us the consequences were a destruction of more
than half of the finest broccoli, and the utter de-

composition of all the foliage of the articholce

{Cyiiara). But this severity was local ; even three

miles distant the mercury stood 8 or 9 degrees
highfr, and near London we read of 14 to 21 de-

crees of Fahrenheit. Subsequently, the weather
lias generally been cool, bracing, and cheerfiii, with
one day of continuous rain, and two of seasonable
frost; and hereupon we must observe that the
north and north-east winds have brought no se-

verity—a wonderful circumstance, and another
peculiarity of this singular winter. The intense cold
of the ^5rd came with a westerly wind, which veered
to the south-east.

To the third week, inclusive, January was alto-

gether propitious, in so far that there was a snifi-

cieticy of solar light—that great agent of vegetable
action, which was cursorily noticed in onr last

calendar. By it, and a frequent lively stale of air, the
ground also was brought into a state fit for any tool.

The earth or soil is the agent which will now
claim attention, because it is the direct medium by
and through which plants are supported and nou-
rished.

The analysis of soils, to be duly efiected, requires
the skill and assiduity of the philosophical chemist.
We shall not press the subject, l)ecausc we are aware
that no working man can undertake the operation

;

andagain, because it is known to every one who has

tried experiments in any locality, that a difference,

to no slight extent, does exist in earths, the plots of

which may not be five yards asunder, to say nothing

of the upi)er and lower strata. We believe that

either in constructing or re-modclling a garden,

the true upper soil should be dug througli, its depth

and quality as a loam generally determined, and
those of the subsoil equally ascertained to the deptli

of a full spade. But we see no reason for that

deep, laborious trenching which was insisted on. In

an old garden it may hajq^en that the spit below
the surface should be brought up; but generally it

Vvill be wise to blend the two gradually.

A good loam— the staple of all fine vegetation

—

consists of a major part, say two-thirds, of soft sili-

ceous sand,with but little coarse grit, still fewer stones;

one-third or better ofday (aluminous earth), tinted

pale, or rich brown, or ochrous, with some oxide of

iron, and the whole containing a few hundredth jiarts

of carbonate of lime (chalk). The only chemical

agent required to determine the presence of chalk,

will be a few drops of muriatic acid ; which, if it

excite hissing upon being added to a quarter of an

ounce of the earth made liquid by rain-water, will

prove that some chalk exists.

If a subsoil retains stagnant water, it must be
drained; if it be gravelly, water will pass off too

freely, and some clay in trenching, or a six-inch

layer of clialk, if at hand, hud on the gravel, would
be an essential improvement. And this remark fur-

nishes the just inference tliat a pure natural chalk
bottom, if 18 inches below a good soil, is a benign
foundation ; for not only does it secure drainage,

but it obviates drought in the hottest seasons, and
tends to render the roots of iVuit-trees healthy.

The texture of a loam can be ascertained by at-

tending to the simple process of the late Mr. Rham ;

or, still more easily, by drying a sample at the heat

of boiling water, powdering an ounce of it, and, hy

repeated friction on a stone-ware mortar, with

fresii additions of water, washing off the very fine

substances which float, till only the rough grit re-

mains. By drying these two portions at boiling

heat, the weigl>t of each will determine the propor-
tion in which they are united, and, also pretty accu-
rately, the quantity of soluble matter taken up by
the water.

Earth, or loam, is very slightly soluble ; in itself,

therefore, it contains but a very small c[uantity cf

matter that can contribute to the nourishment of

any plant. A trace of potassa is occasionally pre-

sent, and this may combine with definite quantities

of alimentary decomposable substances added as

manure; or, in all probability, it jjasses with the

water of the soil into tlie cellular substance of the

roots. But though simple earth may not nonribli,

it assuredly supjiorts the plant—aftbrding it a bed
or matrix, wherein its roots can ramify in search

of aliment. Moreover, it is the mcdiimi of terrene

electricity, the voltaic apparatus in which— connected
with the air by the channels of the plant—these

mysterious elect rolysations are effected that laborate

the raw materials into sap, and conduct it into the

l"O0tS.

In the aptness of a soil to the organization of

each individual vegetable, we find the necessity of

studying the texture of any earth in connection

with the niitiiral character and figure of the roots ;

and thus we discover the means by which appro-

priately to meliorate any earth, according to the

object we desire to effect.

Further reiiyirlis must be deferred till we come
to the consideration of manure.
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Vegetable Department.—Weeki-y Opera-
tions.

The weather has been so dry, tliat it is reason-
able to expect a good deal of rain, sleet, and per-

haps snow ; tliorefore advantage must be taken
of every seasonable opportunity.

1st week.— Excite a sowing ofpeas in boxes, pots,

or in turves reversed, placed in some gentle forcing-

bouse, or under glass frames : seed and time are
thns husbanded.

'I"he Laucashire early kidney potnio will not force

well, but if the tubers be laid in a warnihouse till

the eyes push, time will bo gained; and beiny; then
planted in warm borders, five inches deep, covered
with long litter, the crop will become caily. In

Lancashire they think it late if they do not dig by
the middle of May.
Sow celery en a warm bed of leaves, covered

with a fi'aiiie or lights ; onions, likewise, for trans-

planting ; radish, of sorts, under glass. No erection

is more advantageous than a range of low pits, even
if built of luif, provided they be excavated to afoot
below the surface ; in such [)its salads and early ve-

getables of most kinds can be raised, and effectually

protected by the glasses covered with mats.
2nd and 4th week.—Sow beans, either long- pod

or green-seeded Windsor, spinach, salad—each two
crops.

In the latter week—cabbage, the York, Yanack,
&c., and a sjninkling of the red.

3rd week.—About this time, if the weather suit,

transplant cabbage from nursery-beds, and therewith

also fill up the blanks of the autumn transplantings.

Plant slips or rooted off- sets of the sweet j)ot-

herbs.

In digging plots for planting, always work back-
ward, and plant as the work advances, to avoid
treading on the moved ground.

4th week. The rotation of cropping must be some-
what dependent upon convenience; but, as a good
general rule, cabbage in all its varieties or species

{bnissicco) succeeds well after potatoes, and with it

the manuring of a plot Ehouhl take place. Potatoes

do well after brassica on plot so eniichcd. Peas
may follow broccoli or celery. i?f«»s after spinach.
Legumes should generally have an intermediate crop,

for they fill the land with peculiar retnains, which
are not propitious to plants of the same family, espe-

cially in shallow loams over chalk.

Fruit Department.
Currant-bushes must now be ])runcd : first cut

clean out all the crossing and superfluous wood that
is too close, for the figure ought to be pretty regular,

thebranchesrisingfromasingle stem. Thcncutback
to the fruit-buds all the small last year's shoots, and
shorten the leaders to about four or six eyes; thus
the bush will consist of main shoots, furnished from
end to end with short stubbles or spurs.

Godseherrles:—Treat the sameas regards redundant
old branches, but avoid systematic f jiurring. Spurs
are required in some varieties, because, it will be
seen in pruning, that at the very base of their short
twigs one or two plump fruit-eyes are formed.
Retain a fine healthy young shoot from the central
stem, here and there, in lieu of an old branch, which
may be cut away. Remove suckers from the base
of the stems.

lluspherr'ies

:

—At the end of the month cut away
crowding, superabundant canes ; and shorten the rest
to a bud, seated just below the part where the canes
are weaker, and take a bend. '1 heseprunings finished,
remove any weeds ; lay some nice manure over
V he roots 3 then turn he soil by raising thin slices

with a sharp spade—this will make the plot neat,

without injuring the roots, Never dig the ground
—only so far as with a fork, to remove carefully

any wandering suckers.
Siraii'berries may remain till March, and so may

esj)a1ier apple and pear trees.

Fig-trees are, we suspect, scanty of fruit this year ;

for so severe and unexpected were the fronts of Oc-
tober, that many trees must have had all the young
fruit destroyed—at least it is so with us.

Apricot, I'each, and Nectarine trees:—When the
season is so far in advance as to show an enlarge-
ment of the buds, pruning should be comi)leted.
Lay in the main branches orderlj"-, and otily so near
as to permit the regular distribution of the younp
bearing wood ; then shorten that to a well-placed
growing or leaf-bud, a little above the fruitful eyes.

In some shoots, all the eyes have liloom only; in

tliut case, if the shoot be small, it will be better to
retain it at full length.

Persons sacrifice much to figure ; otherwise, a
tree bent and crossed, as it were irregularly, is fre-

([ucntly most fruitful. The observant amateur, who
is at liberty to please himself, should study the
habits of his trees, and treat them according to

their own indications.

As to cropping fruit-tree borders, we do not advise
it within a yard or four feet of the trees, because ij.

implies digging ; but a row of dwarf peas, lettuce,
or strawberries, further off in front, can do no
harm.

Ornamental Grounds.
Avoid digging at present ; many bulbs and her-

baceous plants are not visible yet, and would be in-

jured. Leaves upon the surface will gradually de-
cay, and may be further covered with old cow
manure, or oven some of the new composts, as they
shall be found suitable by experience; and in a
month or six weeks all the quarters may be forked
and trimmed. A little pruning of shrubs should be
attempted, always in conformity with the habit of
each tree and shrub, so as to retain bloom ; otber-
wise, cut back to a bud. Observe fig-ure in every
attempt, and by no means reduce shrubs to a mass
of ill-placed twigs. Every man who manages a
garden ought to know his plants, and this he can
do by watching their early developments.
Keep the lawns swejit and rolled, the walks free

from weeds and litter.

Sow annual seeds in pans of light earth, with
gentle heat.

Forcing Grounds.
Observe generally the directions of last month

(see p. 92); but, with the manifest increase of
light, give additional stimulus of heat. The vinery,
by fire or hot water, may, in cloudy weather, he
raised to 60 or 70 degrees, when the vines are
flowering. The state of moisture is an ambiguous
question. With earthen water-pipes and the new
" lank system'' some genial moisture is certain

;

but very able growers, who court flavour of fruit,
iiever raise any vapour. Theacarus, or red spider,
is said to be banished by the new water improve-
ments. Bottom heat, by tanks covered with mould,
powdered charcoal, or sand, is an improvement of
real consequence ; for all fermtntating materials

—

tan, leaves, moss, sawdust—decay, fail in heat, and
breed oniscus (wood-lice). Where the heat by
water isat command, and the plunging-bed can be
kept at one uniform depth, and in a state free from
grubs, &c., a mixture of half sand, half charcoal,
we suspect would be found a most desirable me-
dium.—January 22.
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REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF JANUARY.

Another month has been concluded, and no im-

provement hi the prospects of agriculture has oc-

curred daring its progress. In the value of wheat,

instead of that advance wliich, when the corn trade

is in a sound and healthy state, naturally takes place

after the turn of the year, the farmers' weekly sup-

plies in all the great markets of consumption, al-

though by no means abundant, have been generally

sold at drooping prices since our last publication,

and thus have our wlicat producers been subjected

to even heavier pecuniary losses than they could

have anticipated two or three months ago. Conii-

dance in the eventual profitable results of farming

operations is, for a season, entirely gone ; nor can it

bj again restored without the determined interference

of the legislature in favour of agricultural property,

and of agricultural science and industry. If, liow-

ever, that portion of the public press v.hich is con-

sidered to be ministerial has latterly expressed the

opinions of her Majesty's present ministers on this

all-important subject, we can hold out to our agri-

cultural readers not the slightest hope of assistance

being given to them from this quaiter, during the

ensuing session of parliament. These ministeiial

journals have been, during the whole of last month,
most loud in their praises of all the late measures of

the advisers of tbe crown. A flourishing revenue,

and a flourishing commerce undoubtedly they have

most just reasons to boast of; but we in vain look

around to discover the grounds on which they assert

that neither land nor agricultural pro])crty has been

subjected to any farther decline in value, since the

gathering of the last harvest was completed. In

looking at the mean value of Biitish grown wheat in

August last, we find the price quoted in the London
Gazette to be some pence above .jGs. per quarter

;

and, during the same month, we find eight hundred
thousand quarters of German and of Polish wheats

entered for consumption in the United Kingdom, on

the i^ayment of not half of the duty to which the

British producer is subjected by the payment of direct

and indirect taxation alone. With tl>e Gazette nvcr-

age price of wheat in the course of last month at

49s. GJ., and with these large reductions in rents, we
really cannot conceive anything more perfectly im-
pudent and contemptible, than is the assertion,

m.de deliberately too, in a portion of the public press

wishing to be considered as the organs of the present

government, that land has not declined in value

during tlie last half-year. Tlie present prime
minisUr has, with great truth, fixed the mean price

at which wheat can be, without loss to the farmer,

])roduced in the United Kingdom at 503. to 58s. per

quarter; and yet the would-be supporters of Sir Ro-
bert Peel's late system of reducing the legislative

protection previously hehl out to native industry,

iiave now made the notable discovery that the Essex

and Kentish farmers can sell their wheats at the

aveiage price of 4l)s. (id, per quarter, without de-

preciating, in the slightest manner, the value of land,

lie these, however, the sentiments of the ministers or

not, still public confidence is at i>resent withdrawn
from those gentlemen who were placed in the House
of Commons by the power of the agricultural interest,

aud who must eventually depend on the same power
for the retention of the elevated positions which

several of them now hold in society ; and unless the

friends of agriculture in the Lords and in the Com-
mous make a determined effort, during the ensuing

session of parliament, for the protection of agricul-

tural property, and of native industry of every de-

scription, whether it be applied to manufactures, to

field labour, to minerul pursuits, or to the fisheries

and naval affairs generally, wc are morally persuaded

the time will have passed away when prosperity

might Lave been easily restored to the pursuits of the

British people in all departments of productive la-

bour. The farmer's friends in the legislature, aud
those who take under their protection the wagv^s of

honest industry, have at present a wide sea and open

ocean to navigate in the pursuit of their most
patriotic and humane objects. With many millions

of acres of land now in a perfect state of unproduc-

tiveness, but eminently calculated to be converted

into green or yellow fields ; with many millions ster-

ling of unemployed capital ; with a highly intelligent,

industrious, and, unfortunately, only partially cm-
ployed population ; and with boundless public credit,

they can have no difficulty whatever in bringing

sound )irinciples again into action in our internal

polity, and in placing an effectual remedy to the

many evils which at present affect our social system.

By tlie cultivation of our at present useless lands,

and by the immense improvements which may be
still made in even our best cultivated fields, most
excellent employment may at present be given to the

entire population, and the foundation may belaid for

most abundantly supporting, by home-grown agri-

cultural produce, all tlie inhabitants of the United
Kingdom before another quarter of a century can

elapse, w^ere they triple their present numbers. But
the importation of foreign agricultural produce, and
of foreign manufactured goods, cannot, under any
circumstances, be attended by any advantages to the

industrial classes in these kingdoms. Indeed, it is

contrary to the nature of things that it should be so,

for it is the bounden duty of every well-ordered

community to give most effective protection to na-
tive industry, in whatever channel it may receive em-
ployment. It is not by employing foreign workmen
to perform that labour which can be done at home,
that the real wealth of nations can be promoted, so

long as a productively employed people constitutes

real public riches. The complaint now is that, in

consequence of the superabundance of agricultural

labourers, the wages of that description of labour are

most ruinously depressed at the present moment.
It is a strange way certainly for raising the wages
of our agricultural labourers to em)doy those of tlic

continents of Europe and of America, in the pro-
duction of agricultural jiroduce for the consumption
of the British people, which we are perfectly able to

grow at home, and the jirofits arising from which,
would most comfortably maintain many thousands
of industrious families at present reduced to distress.

This is a new system of ydiilosophy, which no
doubt the master manufacturers and many of the

cotton lords perfectly understand, althougii by com-
mon minds it cannot be easily comprehended. The
object of themendjcrs of the -luli-Corn-Lnw League
cannot, however, be misunderstood, for it has re-

peatedly been declared by them at their public meet-
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ings, although for tho present it has answered their

purposes to chauge their arguments. The reduction

of tlie wages of their labourers, and the recovery of

tlieir losses occasioned by the overproduction of goods,

arc the points at which tliey aim; but in the agricul-

tural property alone, can the necessary means be
found for the gratification of tiieir most unjust desires.

By reducing the price of food most unnaturally, these

conspirators against agricultural projicrty most cor-

rectly imagine that the wages of their worlvmen can

be alone reduced, and then they know that foreign

manufacturers cannot any longer compete in foreign

markets with goods produced chiefly by steam ma-
chinery in tlic United Kingdom. To ol)tain tliis,

the highest object of their ambition, tlic reduction

of two millions of agricultural labourers to poverty

or to the union liouse, gives them not one liour's

uneasiness; and tlie only advantage wliich they

promise to the country for this sacrifice, is the in-

crease of steam-engine labour and of tlieir private

fortunes ; for the employraentof additional manufac-
turing workmen comes not into tlieir contemplation.

Tliese gloomy prospects are beginning already to

regulate the operations of the farmers throughout
the United Kingdom. Tlie quantity of winter wheats

planted this season is less than usual ; and until there

be some certainty of wheat prices becoming equal to

tlie expenses of production, the cultivation of all des-

criptions of grain must yearly become less. Although
the winter season has been unusually mild and open,

still the young wheat plants are not too forward,

yet they have generally assumed the appearance
of liealthand of luxuriance, in as far as theirgrowth

has as yet progressed. This short cultivation of win-

ter sown wheats is, in part, causing an opinion to be

entertained, in the corn trade generally, that prices

must be considerably dearer before the next wheat
can be brought into our markets for sale. When we
consider that the last wheat crop was both deficient

in quantity and a great part of it inferior in quality,

we cannot lielp thinking tliattliere exist good grounds

for Ibis expectation ; but then do advance hereafter can

be of much advantage to tlie great majority of our

wheat producers, for low prices have comj^elled many
of them to sell very largely ; the stock on hand, con-

sequently, is even already unusually small, and little,

we much fear, will remain for sale, at that period

when the improvement in prices most probably will

occur. Foreign corn merchants, we happen to know,
are already regulating tlieir conduct by these, to them,
favourable prospects ; for they are not pressing foreign

free wheats too heavily on our diSereut large markets

ofconsumption, and purchases, to a considerable ex-

tent, have been even thus early made in the vari-

ous corn markets witliin the Baltic sea, and iu tlic

north of Germany, at rather moderate prices, for

shipment to this country, as soon as the season per-

mits mercantile operations. No mandate of the Anti-

Corn-Law League can induce storms, frost, and ice

to allow grain shipments to this country, at tliis sea-

son of the year, from any partof thenorthofEurope
;

nor can the same League prevent an immense quan-
tity of foreign wheat from being annually poured into

our markets during the summer and autumnal months,
whether our own crops be large or small, so long as

our farmers are not proi)erly jirotected against the

competition of foreign land proprietors, who pay
neither rent, taxes, nor tithes, and who maintain their

agricultural serfs by the smallest quantity of coarse

food,just enough to keep life andbody together. That
large importations of foreign wheat will be found ne-

cessary; duringthis corn season, the unfavourable state

of the large wheat crop sufficiently proves already
;

hut even this necessity is no sound reason for not

charging on that wheat a duty at least equal to the

public and private taxes paid by our wheat growers

at home. This would be only an act of common
justice to all, and should be performed without any
reference to that protection which it is the duty of

every government to extend to internal industry.

These foreign wheats, however, will be entered for

homeconsuniption at the commencement of the next

harvest season, when our home grown wheats will bo

exhausted, and when prices shall have reached that

point which must materially reduce the importation

duty. The difi!crencc l^etween our present duty of

'20s. per qr. and the probable one of from .^s. to 8s.

per qr. in August next, will, at tb.e expense of our

revenue, add materially to the profits attending these

importations, and will be divided amongst foreign

land proprietors, the Hebrews (who bring it down
from Poland to the ports of sliipment in the north of

Europe, and in the Black sea), and the German corn

merchants, who consign these wheats to this country

for sale. In this state of the corn trade it is utterly

impossible that our agricultural interest can ever re-

turn to a sound and licalthy condition, for it must
annually be subjected to pecuniary losses ; and all at-

tempts to prosecute further improvements in the

fields must be abandoned ; the farmers, from neces-

sity, must reduce largely their farming expenses, and
one halfoflhc agricultural labourers must be reduced

to poverty and distress, because it is the pleasure of

the leaders of the Anti-Coru-Law League to transfer

one half of our agricultural employment to the serfs

and slaves of foreign nations, tender such circum-

stances, however, every interest in the eiupire must
eventually suffer.

The steam packet, from North America, of last

month, arrived, as usual, in due course of post. The
navigation of the lakes and of the rivers was, at tliat

period, unobstructed. The letters from Upper Ca-
nada communicate one piece of information wliich

will be rather startling to lier Majesty's present

Ministers, and to those members of the Legislatni-e

calling themselves the friends of agriculture, and

tlie protectors of the wages of internal industry ; but

which can create no surprise amongst those mer-

chants and agriculturists who are acquainted with

our North American possessions, with their internal

resources of wealth, and with their great capabilities

for supplying the United Kingdom with large quan-

tities of all descriptions of American agricultural

products. It will require only a couple of years, or

so, to illustrate the injurious consequences of the

present Canadian Corn Bill to our farmers, and to

the best interests of our productive labourers. Of
the possibility of transmitting the agricultural jiro-

dnce of the far west Siates of America direct to this

country, witLout incurring even the expense of

trans-shipment, the news now received by the Hi-

bernia steam- packet must convince the self-called

fiiends of British agriculture themselves; for we
learn that a ship had tlien been actually loaded, at

the head of Lake Huron itself, with wbeat, and

had sailed direct for London by way of tbe Welland

canal. Thus this Canadian Corn Bill is scarcely

made ])ui)lic, when a cargo of wheat—most probably

from Ohio, INiichigan, or some other of the western

provinces of the United States of North America—is

sliipped direct to London from that part of our

American possessions which is nearest to those of

our trans-atlantic brethren in those regions. Ship-

ping, at this late period of the season, was then
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alone wanting; else we would now receive very
considerable supplies of wheat, flour, and of cured
provisions from Upper Canada ; but this want, next
year, will be removed by New Brunswick ships,

intended for sale in the United Kingdom, proceed-
ing to Lake Huron, and taking cargoes of grain and
of provisions on boaid there, at very moderate
freight, which will be much more profitable tlian

coming to England direct from New Brunswick or
Nova Scotia in ballast. To the members of the
Anti-Corn-Law League this intelligence, however,
must he highly gratifying; for, if their doctrines be
correct— that competition is the only true source of
real prosperity—our ship builders and ship carpenters
will, in a short time indeed, be rendered much more
prosperous than they are at present, by the increased
competition which they will hereafter meet with
from those ships built in our North American
possessions, partly occasioned by the Canadian
Corn Bill—that act of such supreme wisdom for the
promotion of our internal industry. To our far-

mers, the jjrospect for the future must also be, in
a high degree, gratifying ; for yearly now must the
quantities of foreign agricultural products for sale
in all our large markets of consumpiion be increas-
ing, and yearly, therefore, must the prices for home-
grown agricultural products be improving, if the
modern system of political economy now taught by
the philosophers of the Anti-Corn-Law League be
sound and correct. Our graziers, cattle growers,
and provision curcrs, must likewise have just
grounds to congratulate themselves on the altered
aspect of their aft'airs ; for one half of the cheese
now consumed in this country is foreign ; and that
portion of it which is imported from the United
States of America is inferior in quality to none
produced in any county in England, including
Cheshire itself. The prospects of the cattle breed-
ers, feeders, and curers, in Ireland and in .Scotland,
are nndonbfedly rendered daily more brilliant by
similar causes. At a grand inspection of American
cured provisions held in London in the middle of
last month, and attended by the leaders of the free-
trade system, the quality of these provisions was
unanimously declared to be most excellent, and the
prices were lower than similar descriptions could
have been produced at in any part of' the United
KinL;dom—a circumstance which gave the highest
satisfaction to the patriotic friends of the produc-
tive classes in this country. Competition in these
articles, therefore, must also enhance their value
and increase their consumption amongst all classes
in the United Kingdom. At the same London ex-
hibition, samples of cured salmon were shown ; and
from their exceedingly good quality and moderate
value, they were highly approved of by the judges.
Salnion rivers, formerly, were considered valuable,
particularly in Scotland and in Ireland, because
they gave food and clothing to numerous industri-
ous families; but it no doubt is much better for
these men that the employment, in which they so
lately gained their daily bread, should be trans-
ferred to foreigners professing the same profession

;

for, althoujjh it may deprive them of wages altoge-
ther, still they will have ample time allowed them
for the enjoyment of the most profound idleness,
with all those luxuries which usually attend this
mode of passing through life. Shoemakers, hatters,
ropemakors, and even our fishermen, a few years
ago considered the hulirarlis of British luiviil pou:er,
have equal reasons for jjiaising the alterations made
during (he last session of Parliament iu our Custom
House duties ; for the only consequences which can

attend them must be annually increasing competition,

and that additional prosperity to all which must be

the result of the adoption, by the British legislature,

of the new doctrines of the Anti-Corn-Law school of

philosophy.

From the north of Europe the intelligence received,

in the course of the last month, is only important in

so far as it confirms the rumours in this country of

purchases of wheat having been already made at Stet-

tin,
j Rostock, Danizig, and Elbing, for shipment to

this country, when the navigation of the Baltic sea

again becomes practicable, and that the quantity will

be considerably larger than it was last summer, should

our prices here be encouraging. At jjresent the ele-

ments stand in the way of immediate shipments ; but

even were shijiments practicable, they would be de-

layed until our impoit duties be reduced by higher

prices. The open weather, however, has permitted

the shipments of oats i.nd barley to be continued from

Germany; and, accordingly, the arrivals of these two
articles from the ports without the Baltic sea have

been rather large since our last publication, have
been entered on arrival for home consumption, and

Lave materially interfered with the prices of giain of

similar qualities grown in this country. This trade, so

favourable to the German landed interest, continues to

be carried on under foreign flags, and in ships navi-

gated by foreign seamen. The grain is paid .'or in

gold and silver, and so also are the freights. Goods are

not wanted in the regular way of commerce, because
the smugglers have already most abundantly sujqjlied

all the markets in Germany with the manufactures of

the United Kingdom. Ireland, however, sutlers se-

verely by these large importations of foreign oats ;

our coasting trade ismjured by the same cause, and it

confers not one benefit on any class of the people within

the British empire. It, however, is pleasing to (he

Anti-Corn-Law Leaguers.
In the prices of barley the variations, during the

last month, have been exceedingly uninipoi tant. The
supplies, generally, have not been at any time large

since the last crop was gathered from (ho fields ; but
with tliK addition of foreign barleys, of which a con-
siderable ([uantiiv, whilst the season jiermitted, ar-

rived, they have been fuUy equal to the consumption.
For the maltsters' demand the quantity wanted is an-

nually becoming less, and this department of tillage is

consequently attracting annually less of the farmers'

attention. The quantity of malt manufactured last

year is one-third less than it was ten years ago, and
this deficiency is the natural consequence of ex-

orbitant taxation. In (his source has originated that

system of introducing so many deleterious ingredients

into the great proportion of the beer now consumed, by
which the ])ublic health is injured, and by which the

beer consumers are defrauded of that pure beverage for

which they pay their money. Malt and hojis are the

best as well as the cheapest articles from which beer

can be extracted, but taxation has rendered them the

dearest. Adulteration, therefore, is the necessary

consequence of (his erroneous system of legislation
;

and the numerous convictions which are periodically

made in the Excise Courts prove, most clearly, the im-

mense extent to which this nefarious trade is carried.

The practice of it is easy,whilst its detection is diflicult.

Those acquainted with its details, in the first place,

start into a vat two thirty-six gallon barrels of pure

beer; and, (o increase the quantity', thirty-six gallons

of water arc introduced into (he same vat: to restore

the colour, treacle and coarse sugar are put into the

mixture, hut these articles are loo dear to permit any
great quantity being used. 'Jo give this ))recious

drink a frothy head, green vitriol is the article used
;
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and coculus indicus is requisite to give it the quality

of intoxication
;
grains of paradise to warm, pepi)er

to sharpen, salt to create thirst, and tbe essence of

pigtail tobacco to stupify, are all necessary to tlie

completion of this higlily poisonous beverage. In

this manner is the consumption of barley yearly now
becoming more and more limited, nor can any im-

provement in the maltsters' trade f.ike place, until, by

the reduction of the malt and hop duties, this infamous

system of beer adulteration be rendered unprofita-

ble. Instead of reducing so very materially the Cus-

tom-house duties on all descriptions of foreign

agricultural produce, our financial ministers would,

indeed, render most valuable and important services

to the vast majority of her Majesty's subjects, did

they direct tbe attention of the legislature to the un-

equal manner in wliicli onr internal system of taxa-

tion fdWi on the people, and particularly on the

landed gentry, their tenants and agricultural la-

bourers. Barley pays more than a fifth of tlie

annualj public expenditure, the interest on the na-

tional debt included; nor is the amount paid from

this article into the treasury complained of, but the

manner in which it is imposed. It is still rumoured
that Sir R, Peel means to introduce some reform

into tlic malt and home made spirit duties, should

bis principles of expediency allow any alteration to

be cfFeeted in them. But of this we feel much doubt.

There, however, can be no doubt of the benefits

which tlic reduction of the malt and of the home
made spirit duties would confer on this country,

even in a pecuniary point of view. To reduce the

malt duty to Is. per bushel would triple the con-

sumption of beer, and would entirely destroy the

iniquitous system of beer adulteration, to which we
have already so frequently had occasion to allude.

Englishmen would tlien again enjoy their favourite

beverage in a pure and wholesome state, and many
millions of the people, who at present cannot afford

to consume beer at all, will, at all events, have occa-

sionally some portion of this article, so necessary to

their contentment and comforts. Within a year or

two after this reduction was effected, the sum an-

nually i)aid into the treasury from the malt duty

would be considerably greater than it is under tlic

present system of outrageous taxation. In conse-

quence likewise of tbe high duty charged in England
on the distillation of spirits, two- thirds of the spirits

now consumed in that portion of the British empire

are smuggled, pay no duties towards the public

burdens, and are of the worst possible quality. Their

introduction into this country corrupts the public

morality, whilst their consumption is highly injuri-

ous to the public health. Smuggling is the founda-

tion of many crimes in Great Britain, particularly

of that of drunkenness ; and moderate duties in

England would suppress many of these evils as they

have done already in Scotland and in Ireland. Here
we have perfect experience of the benefits which
arise from a moderate system of home made spirit

duties. Drunkenness prevailed when the duties

were high, but ceased in a great degree when they

were rendered moderate. When the duty was high

the sum paid into the public treasury was small ; but

when it was reduced, smuggling was suppressed, and
the treasury received the full duty on every gallon

consumed. This is the case at present in Scotland and
in Ireland, where the spirit duties arc low; and the

same principle, if adopted in England, must be at-

tended by similar consequences. The reduction of

the duty in England, even to os. per gallon, would
put down the trade of tbe smuggler, and would open
the spirit trade to fair and legitimate competition.

But the reduction of the duties now charged on
manufactured barley and on hops would be attended
by other advantages fully as important as any to

which we have now alluded. The increased con-
sumption of barley which it would occasion, would
render necessary the cultivation of hundreds of

thousands of acres of land, at present in a state of

perfect nnproductivencss, and would give employ-
ment to many thousands of agricultural families, in

addition to those who already obtain their food by
the cultivation of the fields. Necessity would no
longer exist for transporting to the colonics thousands
of families annually, and this expense, at all events,

would be spared to the community. With the un-
bounded public credit now enjoyed by the United
Kingdom, it is wonderful that one acre of land
should be allowed to remain in a state of nature,

or that one industrious family should ask for em-
ployment in vain. It is not by encouraging the

cultivation of foreign fields, or by throwing our own
lands out of tillage, that the people of this country
can be properly supported. Neither the public

health nor the public morality can be improved by
transferring the peaceful and salubrious labour of

the fields from our own labourers to those of Europe
and of America, nor can their condition in life be in

any manner improved by increasing manufacturing
and mineral employment amongst them. It is not
by furnaces, muchinery, and steam, that the

labourers can ever be rendered contented with their

lot in life ; but in field employment alone can the

vast majority of them receive productive employ-
ment. These great advantages can only be obtained

by the legislature again restoring fair, and at the

same time perfect protection to our internal industry

in whatever channel it may be employed. The re-

duction of the malt and English spirit duties

would be an excellent beginning to the improve-
ments which may be easily effected in our internal

polity, and real prosperity would speedily after-

wards be showered on all classes in British society.

The oat trade has continued nearly in the same con-

dition in whici) we described it to be in our last

publication. The supplies in all the great markets

have been fully equal to the wants of tbe consumers,

but, having been increased by the foreign arrivals,

prices have remained lower than are the expenses of
their production in this country. To tbe farmers in

those districts, in Scotland and in England, wherein
oats are still cultivated, their depressed value is in-

jurious; hut, to the agricultural interest in Ireland,

who iiave directed their attention ]irincipally to the

production of this former valuable article of culture,

it is little short of being ruinous. Before tbe fair

protection given to native products was withdrawn
by the repeal of the corn laws, in as far as oats are

concerned, agricultural im|)roveraents were making
rapid progress in the sister kingdom, and her trade

was gradually increasing. Neither the farmers nor

the ship-owners in the west coast of Ireland now
lion ever, can compete with tbe oat growers of Ger-
many, nor with the ship-owners at the ports in the
north of Europe without tlie Baltic Sea. Freights at

Is. 3d. per (juartcr, from Bremen and Emden to the

east coast of Great Britain, pay well the expenses of
foreign shipping; and as only the finest qualities

are forwarded to this countrv, tbe difference between
cur highest and our average prices pays the duty
charged on importation. So long as the corn law
remains in its present state, and our tariff of duties

on the importation of foreign agriculture is con-
tinued, the labour of till.ige in Ireland must annually

become less, and a total stop niiist bo put to any
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further improvement beinsj attempted in her, at pre-

sent, millions of acres of most excellent but unculti-

vated lands. U itb the encouragement vvbich the

English market might give to her agricultural pro-

duce, and to her live and cured cattle and swine, and,

with the use of the large sums of money at present

unemployed in the United Kingdom, in Ireland alone,

may iood be grown perfectly sufficient for the con-

sumption of our population ; but remunerating prices

must be secured l>v an alteration of our custom-bouse

duties, and the capital so invested must likewise be

rendered safe, else these mighty advantages can never

be obtained. I'he protection of agriculture would

give full employment and ample wages to the Irish

people, and agitation and complaint would speedily

afterwards cease to exist amongst them. Thus the

principles of the free-traders deprive Ireland of ad-

vantages which would soon reader the population

generally happy.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
Wheat, Essex and Kent, new, red 48

Irish 43

Old, red 54

Eye, old 30

Barley, Grinding, 30 32 JIaltint; 34

Irish 28

Malt, Suffolk and Korfolk CO

Kingston»aiid Ware CO

Oats, Yorksh. &z Lincolnshire, feed 22

Yontchall and Cork, black.. 19

Dublin 10

Waterford, white 19

Newry 21

Galway 18

Scotch, feed 20

Clonrael 20

Londonderry 20

Beans, Tick, new 28

Peas, Grev 32

White 23

Seed, Bape 27/. 2S>. Irish.,

Linseed, Baltic 30 38 Odessa 41

English Red Clover .... — — per cwt.

Flouh, Town-made 48 50 Suffolk— 40 per sk. of 2801bs

Stockton and Xorfolk 2S 40 Irish 42 —
FOREIGN GRAIX AND FLOUR IN BOND.

Wheat, Danizic 42 45

Hamburg..... 40 —
Rostock 42 44

Baklet 20 —
Oats, Brew 12 16

Beans 15 19

Peas 23 25

Flour, American, per brl 21 23

.54
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POTATO MARKET.
SOUTHWARK, WATERSIDE, Jan. 29.

Havin;? had during the past week a continuance of

fine weather, whicli lias brought tlie turnip-toiis into

the green market earlier and more abundaut than usual,

and consequently arrested the improvement in the de-

mand for Potatoes, though holders of Scotch reds have

increased their pretensions ; yet where it was necessary

to clear vessels coming on demurrage, no advance

whatever conhl be obtained on last week's ]n-ice. We
liave cpioted 70s. for Perth and Devonshire reds, as

that jirice has been generally asked, but can only be

regarded as nominal.

The supply dming the past week has been limited,

but these with former arrivals have been fully suffi-

cient for the present demand.
per ton.

1
per (on.

York Tlcds GOs. to 80s. ' Do. Kidneys — s. C5s.

Perth Jo 6.5s. 7ils. ' Wisbcach do — s. 65s.

Early Devons ....65s. 70s. t Do. Blues —s. — s.

Cornwall 65s. 70s.' Do. Whites 50s. 55s.

Jersey Blues GOs. — s. ' Guernsey Blues ...60s. —s.

Kent&Essex Wh. 50s. to 55s. Prince Kegcnts ...55s. Cos.

BUTTER, BACON, CHEESE, AND HAMS.
Irisli Butter, new, per cwt.

S. 3

rlow, now .(

>li>j

84
72

Banbridgc 72
Cork, 1st 84
AVaterford 70

Eiiglisli Butter,

Dorsft,' per firkin . 54
Foreisn Butter, cwt.

Prime Friesland.. 100

Do. Kiel 98
106
106

Cheese, per cwt. s. s.

Double Gloucester . . 52 60

Sinfflc ditto 43 51
Cheshire 52 70

Derby 51 60

Foreign ditto 40 44
Bacon, new 36 40
Middle 40 44
Hams, Irish 60 70

Westmoreland 66 70

York 76 80

Fresh Butter, I4s.6d. per doz.

WOOL MARKETS.
BRITISH.

LEEDS, Jan. 20.—.Sales of combing wools have

been brisk this week, and a further advance in price

has been realized ; though not equal to the rates which
the staplers have been compelled to give in the coun-

try. There is more doing in clothing wools, and at

better prices than of late ; but they are still considera-

bly lower in proportion than fleeces and combing
sorts.

WAKEFIELD, Jan. 26.—Stocks in most kinds,

both of long and short wools, have been moderately re-

plenished this week, and sales have been about equally

extensive, at prices somewhat further improved upon
last week's prices.

LIVERPOOL, Jax 27.

Scotch.—There has been a decidedly better feelmg

in our market this week as regards all kinds of Scotch

wool, and Laid Highland has been sold at an advance

ou late rates. Wliite Highland is also in request at

advanced rates. Good Crossed and Cheviot Wools
have been much in demand at an advance likewise on
late rates.

Laid Highland "VTool.per 24 lbs .

White do. do
Laid Crossed do., unwashed.

Do. do.. washed ..

.

Do. Cheviot do. unwashed .

Do. do.. washed ...

White do. do
Foreign.—The stocks of all kinds being low, there

is necessaiily a limited business, but at rather increas-

ing rates ; besides the 650 advertised for the 9th

February, 200 bales of Entre Rios and Buenos Ayres
are to be brought forward.

s.
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PRICES OF SHARES.

No. of Div.

Shares. Iper Ann.

10s pr sli

;$s 4d))sli
6,300
C300

10,000
15,000
.56,000

88,000
114,000
12,5(10

18,000
18,000

10,918

11,000

10,000

25,000
2.5,000

37,.'500

8,000

8,000
16,000

2,100
6,100

7,968
11,47.5

36,000

48,000
43,077
11,136

4125000;
54,4.50

41,3.50

46,200

83,000
7,000

13,000

13,000

30,000

10,000
10,000
10,000

19,000

15,000

15,000
22,500

10,256
3,136

12,208
80,000
72,000
2,600
0,600

40,000
7,000

1,000

1,500
2?,000
2^,000
7,.500

8,700
6,700

l/4sp6ll
fis Od
il per <'t

3s Od

.',/ pel' v\

>}jl]'vr pi

^iSspsh
,7s;0Llp.s.

jlO/per ct

ilO/percl

ij',/perct

13/ 5s psli

inospsh
12s prsl.

U pi r ct

lOipcrct
lOZpcrcl
lO^perct
WlOspsh
r>l per cl

ol per cl

10?perci
10; p ct

II 14s

:l/OsOdps

I3s4(t p s

3n7spsl
U13spsli

Is

63

3?0s
II lOiCd
U Os Od

\t 5s

15s

51 per ct

U I5s

15/perct

lOZpercl
lOiperct

IRON RAILWAYS.

Birmingham & Derby ,. lOOZsh pd
Do. Thirds, iss. SJdis. 33.^ sh 25« pd
Do. Eiglits ; . . . 1 J/ pd
Do. and Gloucester ... 100/ sh jid

Do. New, iss. 7J dis, 25/ sh 17^? ))d

Bristol and Exeter . . 100/ sh 70/ pd
Eastern Counties .... 25/ sh 23/ pd
Ditto Nmv 25/ sh pd
Ditto Extension. .fi/1.3s4dsh 13s 4d jid

GIas2;o\v, Paisley & Ayrshire -iO/sh pd
Edinburgh *: Glasgow ,. 50/ sj pd
Ditto New 12j/shpd
Ditto Registered !2i/ i)d

Grand Junction 100/ sh pd
Ditto Half Shares 50/ sh pd
Ditto Quarter Shares .... 25/ sh pd
Great Xorth of Ensland. . 100/ sb pd
Great Western 100/ sh 75/ pd
Ditto Hall Shares 50/ sh pd
Ditto l-ifths 20/ sh 12/ pd
Hull and Selby 50/sh pd
Do. Quarter Sliares .. 1 2 J/ sh 4/ pd
Lancaster and Carlisle. 50/ sh 5/ pd
Leeds and Bradferd
Leeds and Selby 100/ sh pd
Liverpool & Jlanchester . . 100/ s]i pd
Ditto Half Shares 50/ sli pd
Ditto Quarter Shares .. 25/ sli pd
London and Brighton .... 50/ sh pd
Ditto Loan Notes 10/sh pd
London & Blaclcwall Av. 16/ 13s 4d
London & Greenwicli Av. 12/ 15s 4d
Preference or Privilege Av. 18/ 1 7s 2d
London & Birmingham ..... Stock
Ditto New Quarter Shares ... 2/ pd
Ditto New Thirds 32/ sh 2/ pd
r.ondon&South West. Av.41/6s lOd
Ditto Eighths
London (Sc Croydon .. Av. lS/15s9d
Do. Scrip, iss.50/dis lO/sh 5/pd
Manchester & Leeds 100/ sh 70/ pd
Ditto New Shares 50/ sh 30/ ]id

Ditto Quarter Shares 2/ pd
Manchester ^Binning . . 70/ sh40/ pd
Ditto Extension 70/ sh 7/ pd
Midland Counties 100/ sh pd
Do. J Shares, iss. 10 dis. 25/sIi 15/ pd
Ditto Fifths 20/ sh 2/ pd
Norwich and Brandon.. 2^/ sh 2/ pd
Newcsl,l&DarlingtJuiic.25/sh 15' pd
North Midland 100/ sh pd
Do. ^Shares, iss. lOdis. 50/sh 40/ pd
Ditto Thirds, iss. at 11/ 13s 4d di

21/ 13s 4d sh pd
Nortliern & Eastern . . .50/ sh 45/ pd
Do. Scrip .. iss. 6 dis. .50/ sh i5/ pd
Do. J Shares 12/ 10s sh pd
Paris and Orleans 20/ sh pd
Paris and Rouen .... 20/ sh 20/ pd
Preston & Wyre, a])propriated 60/ si

Ditto, not all appropriated 25/ sh

Rouen and Havre .... 20/ sh 6/ pd
Sheffield, Ashton-under-Lvne, and
Manchester 100/ sii 82^/ pd

Sheffield and Rotherhaui 25/ sh pd
Stockton and Darlington.. 100/ sh pd
South Eastern and Dover.. .50/sh jid

Ditto New, iss. 25 dis. 25/ sh 25/ pd
Yarmouth and Norwich 20/sh 13/ jid

York & North Midland .. 50/sh pd
Ditto Now Shares .... 25/sIi 20/ pd
Ditto Scarboro' Brandt 2J/ pd

Priceper
Share.

5i).i a 01

IWj a J

4a.-!J
67 a 6
16}
67 a a

lOia i
12iallg
pm.

59 a J

I4J

110] a 10

I a i
i9j a J
59i a 9

109 a i
t

45 a 43-

Ojai

244 a 5
50 a i
43
761 a 7
ija^jprn.

16 a
l(

I0.i

1
09A a T^

4^ga 9
10 a Oi

91 a 89^

4ia 4

30J a 30
95 a 6

54J a i

335 a i

32i n i

35J a i

123 a2i
o4.J a 5i
I8ia i

Shares. I Div.

4,000

10,000

2,000

10,000

6,000

11,000

12,000
8,.5O0

10,000
l,.5O0

20,000
10,000

15,000
5,051

20,000
11,500

1,872
3,.54S

10,000

30,000

10,000

10,000
5,709
6,000
10,000

10,000

10,000

5,000

2,700

20,000

8,000

10,000

20,000

5,387

14,000

4,000

10,000

u
1/

3/ per ct

I7s6d

MINES.

Alien 15/$hl3j/pd
Anglo Mexican, iss. 6/ p. 100/ sh pd
Ditto Subscription 25/ pd
Bolanos 1.50/ sh pd
Ditto Scrip

Price.

6Sai

28 a 30

Brazilian Imp. iss. 5/p. 35/sh 21/pd 1

Do. Mocaubas & Cacaes United
25/ sh pd

Do. St. John Del Rey .. 20/sh 15/pd
Cobre Copper 40/ pd •

15s Copiapo 20/sh 13/ pd
Columbian iss. 5/ pm ... 55/ sh pd
Ditto New 11/shpd
General Mining 20/sh pd
Hibernian 50/ sh 10^/ pd
Imp. Slate Company .. 10/sh 3/ pd
Mexican 60/ sh 59/ pd

lO/perct Mining Comp. of Ireland 25/sh7/pd

10s p sh Real del Monte, registered Av.

I

63/ 10s 6d
Ditto Ditto unregistered

4/ per cliDitto Red Debentures .. 73/ 15s pd
4/ per cttDitto Black Ditto 71/ 6s 3d pd

I

Ditto Red and Black
1 / Rhyniney I ron 50/ sh pd
10/ p sb, Santiago de Cuba .. 25/ sh 10/ pd 18

United Mexican, iss. 2/ p. 40/ sh pd 3J a J
Ditto Scrip . . =

Ditto New Scrip U' pd
1

1/ 4s

15s

per ct

per cl

per cl

5/ per ct

4/ per ct

5/ per Cl

5/ per ct

liper cl

l/8s and
2s 6d bs

10/ &bs.
U 10s.

5/ per ct

5/ per ct

7/ per c)

4.J/per ct

6/ per cl

6s

MISCELLANEOUS.

Anglo Mexican Mint .... 10/sh pd
Australian Agricult. 100/ sh .30/ pd
Australian Trust Comj). I00/sh35/pd

British Aineri. Land 50/sh 35j/pd
Canada 100/ sh 32J/ pd
Upper Canada Bonds
Ditto
City Bonds
Conip. Copper Miners in England

100/ sh / pd
General Rever. & Invest. 100/sh pd
Equit. Reversionary 100/ sh 70/ pd

G^n. Steam Navipat. 15/ sh 14/ pd
Hudson's Bay Stock .... 100/sh pd
London Commercial Sale Rooms

Average 75/

London Reversionary Int. 50/ sh

17/ pd
London Wood Paving Company

10/ sh 2/ pd
.Mexican & South American 10/ sh

7/ pd
New Brunswick (Land) .... 75/ pd
New Zealand 25/ pd
Ditto New 25/ sh 12^/ pd
Peninsular & Oricn Steam 50/ sh pd
Ditto .50/sh 35/ pd
Reversionary Int. Soc .. 100/sh pd
Royal rtlail Steam
South Australian .... 25/ sh 20/ pd
South Metropolitan Cemetry 25/ pd
Thames Tunnel 50/ sh pd
Van Dienian's Land ,. 100/sh 20/ pd

6S

27i a 3

53^

IP4

Printed by Joseph Rogerson, 24, Norfolk-street, Strand,

London.
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TLATE I.

PEACH, THE B R O U G H T O N HEIFER.

This heifer was bred by Sir Charles Robert Temiiest, Bart., of Broughton Hall, near Skipton, Yorkshire,

and was calved February 14, 1839 ; she was got by Edmund the Second (3G93), dam Pine Apple, by Norfolk,

(2377), gr. dam, Vestris by Cato (1794), gr. g. dam Verbina, by a son of old Wellington (G79). Her weight

was 221 stones 2 lbs., of S lbs. to the stone, and she produced 28 stone 4 lbs. of loose fat.

We saw the Broughton herd the early part of last year, and they are as beautiful as they are numerous.

Several of liis cows are excellent milkers, one had at that time by her side lier fourteenth calf, it was the gr. dam

of Peach, or sister to her dam. Sir* C. R. Tem])est is well known in this country as one of our best breeders,

and has won the Gold Medal of the Smithfield Club two successive years ; this has not been done by any other

person, although, we believe Earl Spencer has won it twice, but at separate times.

PLATE II.

TOUCHSTONE.

Touchstone, a brown colt, was bred by Lord Westminster in 1831, and is by Camel, out of Banter by

Master Henry, her dam Boadicia by Alexander, out of Brunette by Amaranthus—May-fly, by Match'em

—Ancaster Starling.

The following is the total of Touchstone's winnings for each year, the Cups and Plates being given by

their value in specie:—In 183-3, ^01.; in 1834, 2filol.; in 183u, 1,2G0Z.; in 1836, 1,040 j in 1837, 450^.

:

total, 5,475^

In 1838, Touchstone stood at Moor I'ark, where he served forty mares by subscription, at 30gs. each. In

1839, '40, and '41, he covered an unlimited number of mares at the same place and price. In 1842, he was

removed to Eaton, where, in 1843, his price was raised to 40gs. each ; his subscription for the ensuing season

of forty mares at 40gs., has been full for some time.

The following are some of the principal winners which have already appeared by Touchstone :—Auckland,

Ameer, Audrey, Blue Bonnet (winner of the St. Ledger), Cotherstone (winner of the Derby), Celia, Dil-bar,

Fanny Eden, Gaiety, Jack, Lady Adela, Orlando, Phryne, and Rosalind.

His stock first came out in 1841 as two-year-olds, when they won amongst them in public money, 300?.;

Hi 184-2, 9,530/.
J and in 1843, 20,4-54/.

OLD SERIEH.} [No. \i.-VOL. XX.
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ON LAND DRAINAGE.
BY CUTIIBEKT AV. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

At ;i iici'iod, vvlicii so manj' excellent efforts, arc

used in many directions, to devclope the resources of

tlic soil, by improved modes of drainage, it can
hardly fail to be productive of some little benefit to

the farmer if I collect together a few well ascer-

tained facts upon the ordinary modes employed;
and this remai-k, will still in a great measure apply,
even if I only repeat, and enlarge, upon what I have
already in another place collected together.

—

{Far~
mcrs' Encyclopaedia.)

The importance of this great agricultural operation
is, in fact, rarely regarded so justly as it in reality

demands; although upon but ordinary reflection

every one connected with the cultivation of the
earth very readily admits that in truth the very first

care of the farmer, that on which the value of his

future crops almost entirely depends, ought to be
the removal of unnecessary supplies of water, whe-
ther arising from the tenacity of the surface retain-

ing too much water, or from springs exuding to the
surface, or keeping the subsoil too much saturated
with water. And it is evident to the most careless

observer, that as different crops require varying quan-
tities of water, and even the same crops in different

climates, so the cultivator must adapt the drain-
age of the soil to the crops he proposes to produce,
and to the circumstances in which those crops are
placed. The supply which is necessary, for instance,
for the profitable growth of the rice plant, would
destroy the corn crops and the meadow grasses of
England. And again, the damp soils which support
many of the richest meadows of England, would be
by far too moist for the cereal grasses. The nature
of the climate, the soil,''and the subsoil too, must all,

then, be taken into account. The plants grow-
ing on the sands, of course, will bear a much
larger supply of water than plants of the same
species vegetating on the clays ; and thus the
very soil which in the dry eastern side of Eng-
land grows excellent crops of corn, would in the
western counties, where twice the amount of rain
falls on an average than in the east, be found to be
materially too moist for the profitable growth of the
same species of plants. Placed, then, as the farmer
is, under such a variety of circumstances, cultivating
lands of all kinds, resting on such widely differing

subsoils, and in such varying degrees of atmospheric
moisture, it is useless in this paper to attempt to
assist him with more than general directions.

The water carried off the soil by artificial drainage
is usually assisted to escape, either by boring, by open,
or by underground, drainage, or by both. The system
of land drainage by boring, is that first recommended
by Elkington. It is chiefly adapted for low situa-
tions surrounded by high lands, and merely consists
in boring with an auger, or digging a well in the
land intended to be drained, until in some stratum
or other a spring of water is pierced, whose head is

lower than that of the surface of the field : and hence
it follows, that when the water is suffered to drain
into the hole made by the auger or the well, the water
of necessity drains from the land out of the bottom
of the well as fast as it flows into it at the top. This
plan might be profitably emjiloycd to a much greater
extent than at present. When combined with sur-
face-draining, it saves, by shortening the water-
channels, a considerable portion of the expense. Of
open-surface drains, the very nature of the soil, its

declinations, and its chemical composition, can alone

guide the farmer. In either case, too much care can
hardly be bestowed upon it. It is a question that

the legislature has deemed to be of eren national

importance, for, by the 3rd and 4th Vic. c.55, land-
owners, possessing only limited interests in estates,

are empowered to raise money, by way of mortgage
on such property, to be employed for the purpose of

improving them by draining. The preamble of this

act, as is truly remarked in the public address of the

Yorkshire Land-Draining Association, expresses very
clearly the objects of this association, and, at the

same time, shows the importance attached by the

legislature to the subject. "Whereas much of the

land in England and Ireland would be rendered per-

manently more productive by improved draining,

and nevertheless, by reason of the great expense
thereof, proprietors having a limited interest in sucli

land, are often unable to execute such draining; and
Avhereas it is expedient, as well for the more abun-
dant production of food as for the increased employ-
njcnt of farming labourers, and the extended invest-

ment of capital in the permanent improvement of

the soil, that such proprietors should be relieved

from the disaljility, due regard being had to the inte-

rests of those entitled in remainder." The associa-

tion to which I have just alluded is formed for the
purpose of carrying out the objects of this statute,

aftbrding to the agricultural interest, by means of its

collective capital, the funds necessary for the thorough
draining of land ; the repayment of the money ad-
vanced being arranged to be made, with interest, by
such equitable half-yearly instalments as in the several

cases may be determined. Whatever may be the fate

of this society, yet that its objects are of the highest

importance no one will be willing to dispute, for, as

Lord Stanley remarked, at the meeting of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England at Liverpool in July,

1841, " There is no bank in the whole country—no
commercial speculation—no investment so safe, so

sure, and profitable, as that in which even borrowed
capital may be engaged, by investing it under the

ground of your own soil."

I shall confine my observations, in this brief paper,

chiefly to the formation of under-drains. These
commonly vary in depth from 2 j to 4 feet ; and on
peat soils, on account of the very material settling

which takes place as such soils are brought into cul-

tivation, from this to 6 or 7 feet. The first operation

commenced upon a field intended to be drained is the

examination of the strata, or veins of earth, of which
it is composed ; and this is commonly effected by
either the boring auger, or by digging small pits or

open drains, as, by this means, the oozings or weep-
ings will speedily display themselves, and indicate

pretty correctly the source from whence the super-
abundant water proceeds. The practice of thus
carefully examining the soils previously to the ar-
rangement of the drains, is rarely attended to with
the necessary degree of care. It would be well, in-

deed, if in all cases the landowner would employ a
regular drainage engineer ; for I am confident that,

by so doing, considerable waste of property would
be generally avoided. A regular scientific civil en-
gineer, too, will, in very many instances, place his

drains at a much greater depth in the soil, and wider
apart, and use larger tiles than are usually adopted
(not less than (> by 5 inches) ; for, by this mode,
they arc more completely, if not entirely, placed out
of the reach of the roots of plants ; they become,
in fact, really permanent drains. I have recently
witnessed some extensive draining on such a system,
executed by an excellent Essex ilirmer (Mr. W.
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Hntley, of Powers Hall), uiuler the direction of IMr.

I'earsoii, a very iiigencous draiuiiiff ciii;:incer, and
irrigator, in the service of Henry Dixon, Esq., of

\Vithani, near A^'iekliam Jlills, in the valley of the

Blaclvwater, which I would commend to the notice of

all tliose within a spring morning's ride of the farm.

]Jy these deeply-laid drains (from 4 to 8 feet from the

surface), not only is the surface-soil drained, but that

surface soil now no longer rests upon a substratum
of soil, saturated with water, surcharged with the

red oxide of iron, or other ingredients noxious to

tlie roots of plants, or water which at least is injurious

by dissolving a portion of the soluble matters of the

hind. And it is of importance to notice that the lands

to which this system of deep draining is the most
advantageous (and to which no other mode of drain-

ing ai)plies), commonly consists of the very best low
situated soils in the country ; and, although these

deep drains cost, for labour and tiles, from Is. to Is.

Gd. per lineal yard, yet, from the great distance at

which these are placed, this system is, in the end,

much cheaper than the ordinarj- surface draining.

The source of the surface or stagnant water being

ascertained, the direction of the under-drains will be
the more easily decided upon. If the soil is of a de-

scription where the subsoil plough can be used with
advantage, in that case the top of the stones, bricks,

or tiles by which the drain is formed and preserved

should not be less than 2i feet from the top of the

surface-soil. In the formation of these drains, the

workman always commences on the lowest extre-

mity ; by this means, besides other advantages, the

water, as he arrives at it, drains away from him, and
shows him, by the escape of the water, that he is

preserving a proper fall. When the drain is cut to

a requisite depth, he proceeds to fill it up with the

materials through which the drainage waters are to

flow, to within such a distance only as is still com-
pletely out of the reach of the plough, and then the

earth is shovelled back again over the drainage mate-
rials. The description of these materials of necessity

varies with the7iature of the country and its produce.
In Essex, brushwood and straw are chiefly used ; in

the northern parts of the island, stones, or broken
lime or sandstones, are employed; bricks and tiles are

resorted to in districts where cheaper materials are not
to be procured, and these last are made in a variety of

forms, and recently one or two valuable improve-
ments have taken place in the construction of them
by machinery, so that by those of the Marquis of
Tweeddale, ]Mr. Etheredge, and Mr. Beart, draining
tiles are now made at a very reduced price. Those
of the Marquis of Tweeddale are described in the
Trans. High. Soc, vol. vi., p. 50, and Journ. Roy.
Ag, Soc, vol. ii., p. 148, and those of Mr. Beart. with
engravings of his machine, in the Journ. ofthe Hoy.
Eng. Ag. Soc, vol. ii., p. 93, by which it seems that in

Huntingdonshire the cost of the tiles made by liis

apparatus is about 15s. per thousand ; this varies of
course with the price ofcoals, of wliich variation Mr.
Pusey has constructed the followuig table :

—

Price of Coals
Making the tiles

ner ton ^^ *^^ Proprietor s
per ion.

Yard, per 1,000.
s. d. s. s.

6 11 18
9 6 12 19

13 13 20
16 6 14 21
20 15 22
23 6 16 23
27 17 24
30 6 18 25

Selling price,

per 1,000.

These are used commonly with (ho flat or sole tiles,

which last cost in Huntingdonshire from 8s. to 10s.

per tliousand. The clay best adapted for tiles is that

wliieh contains a small proportion of sand or marl,

or sand may be mixed with the clay.

The Tweeddale tile-making machine is described,

with engravings, in various periodicals (Johnson and

Shaiv's Farmers' ^l?/«rt?iflc,1844, p. 170). Its owners

remark of it that " its advantages are easy of attain-

ment at any tile work, however limited ; it may be

worked by' hand; is portable, and may be shifted

about in sheds, however irregular ; will easily pro-

duce, by the labotir of one man, from 10 to 15 tiles

per minute ; and is the only machine in the kingdom

producing a very strong and completely formed
draining-tile at one operation."

The very simple tile-making machine of Mr.

Etheredge is also described (^ihld, p. 169) by its pro-

prietor, and it is there said of it that its advantages

are

—

1. From ils great simplicity of construction, little

skill is required in working it ; there is very little

liability to get out of order, and the wear and tear is

trifling.

2. Pipes or tiles can be made of any size, shape,

or substance. They do not crack in the arch, and
are much stronger than any others made by hand or

machinery.
3. It is usually worked by a horse. Steam or wa-

ter power may be applied.

4. That a machine with twelve dies will make 1,500

tiles per hour, or double the number of covers and

soles; and one with eight dies 1,000 per hour, or

double that quantity of covers and soles.

5. The tiles require no shelving.

6. The whole manufacture of the tiles being per-

formed at one operation by the pug-mill, the cost

per thousand is three-fourths to half that of former

modes. Price of a machine with eight dies, £43.

The pipe, or pipe-drain tile machines, of Mr. W,
Ford, of Nine Elms, are described by the proprietor

as being " the most easily worked yet introduced

;

making two perfect pipes or tiles at once of any
shape ; from three to four thousand per day being

made at a cost of labour in making of less than 2s.

per thousand. To ascertain the relative value of the

different machines, or mode of making the drain tile

or pipe, Mr. Ford very justly observes the estimate

should be conKned to the making only, divested of

those operations which must take place, and at the

same cost, whether the tiles be made by hand or ma-
chine, viz. ; the digging and preparing the clay, the

drying and burning the tile. The price of the ma-
chine complete, with moulds to make pipes or pipe

tiles of three sizes, only 1 3 guineas.

" The pipe tile is in the shape and form of the com-
mon drain tile with sole attached.

*' The advantages of the pipe and pipe tile are, that

being a perfect conduit, the expense of soles is saved ;

is of far greater strength, resulting not only from the

cylindrical or entire shape, but from the extreme pres-

sure in making, although the durability of tiles de-

pends upon the proper burning, still pressure is ad-

vantageous as giving increased strength. Tliese pipes

are not subject to one-twentieth the loss from break-

ing in making or cartage, and more than double the

quantity can be carried in a waggon. A further

economy is effected by the use of the pipes of above

one-third in the cutting of the drain. In some parts

of Kent, where the clay is suitable, these pipes are

made less than I inch thick, 1 inch in diameter, 12

inches long, weighing only lib. each, consequently,

O 2
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8,000 make a load of 3.J tons: these pipes are proved son and Sliaw's Farmers' Almanac" (vol. I, p. 391),
to answer to perrcelioii." the follow in- :ip]>earb to he the size, wei'^ht, and cost,
From the returns made to the Editors of " John- per thousand, of the tiles of various makers :—

Najuc of Miikur.
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nt one tiiiu^ ; but tlie sudden cLanges in tlie vnlue of

produce may be met bv being exteniled ovei' a longer

jieriod th;in a year, and thus counteract oneol'tbe prin-

cipal objections r;iiscd ao;ainst coiii-renls by tenants.

A corn-rent, on the principle of tnkiiig- the average

price of corn every vear in lixing the rent of that year,

is against the tenant in bad seasons, as he lias a higiier

rent to pay and makes less of his jiroduce, except liis

farm be very favourably situated in point of soil or

climate. Kow, if tlie average of three years were

taken to govern the rent of one, upon the same prin-

ciple as the 'J'ithe Comnuitalion Act, this difficulty

would be overcome vvitliout prejudice, inasmuch as

the tenant would pay exactly the same amount in his

term, with tliis difference only, that he would not

pay the jncreasGd rent in ono year, but upou the

average of three, or as the agreement might be

made.
When a land-valuer makes an estimate of wLat the

rent of a farm should be (when the rent is to be a fi.ted

sum) for a term of vears, he must fix ujjon son;e data

on which this must be obtained ; jje must take tiie

value of produce at the present time, or take the aver-

age of a number of years jireceding, or what be sup-
poses it will average for a number of jears to come,
or he may strike a sort of average between them all

;

some data he must have, or his work is of no value.

The farmer who intends to offer for it should also

make bis estimate to see tliat the rent asked is a fair

one ; for this many things have to be considt-red, such
as tiie thickness of the soil ; its texture, whether
dayev, loamy, stony, gravelly, sandy, .S;c. ; also the

subsoil, whetlier clay, sand, rock, marl, &c., wet or

dry ; land much exhausted ; distance fiom manures
and markets ; rates and taxes ; tenure from year to

year, or on lease?, 14, or 21 years
;
])riceof produce.

The real annual value is affected by every one of the

above circumstances, together wiili harl seasons. It

has been fairly calculated that during the last •12years

there have been seven bad ones on moist soils an<l si-

tuations. 'J'lie loss from ba<l seasons will amount to 10

per cent, on the rent, which it is only fair to divide

between landlord and tenant ; another 5 jier cent. should

be deducted for loss in cattle, casualties, and other

losses.

To insure g-ood cultivation long leases are necessary,

and with longleascs, to do justice to both owner and
occupier, the principle of corn-rents should be

adopted; whoever is nnfavonrable to this principle

must wish to take some undue advantage, whether
he bo owner or occupier.

This is the time to push the question. The tenants

have long been seeking leases, the landlords are now
disposed to grant them; and although the advantages
will be mutual, yet as the details of the agreement arc

of more importance to the occupiers, it becomes their

duty to consult on what covenants are best ftn- both
parties, and to lay their views before the owners of

land, with jiroper arguments in suj)portof them The
farmer who is about to enter on a farm which requires

capital to be expended on it, ought to have a lease
;

for although he might have the most perfect confi-

dence in his landlord, yet as the land might get into

the possession of some other peison, the tenant ought
to be secured under such a circumstance in retaining
the occupation of the land. It is certain that the
much valued good-will and mutual kindness belwe(n
landlord and tenant would be better j)romot(<l by
independence than dependence, the latter generates
servility and checks many noble feelings.

I have often wondered, when reading of the dis-

covery of any new science which has been brought
to light by our professors in chemical knowledge as

applicubh? to agriculture, that they shnuld have

never stumbled on the metallic base of the human
race, a l)ase which exerts more influence on agricul-

ture, and on liinnan affairs generally, than all the

metals, minerals, earths, alkalies, gases, and acids,

put together; and while societies and clubs are

engaged in the trifling occupation of decorating the

attic story, Ictus examine the foundation of the house,

an<l impiireif no improvement can be effected there.

Tenant farmers, it should be recollected, are liable

to all those losses consequent (hi the vicissitudes of

seasons in a tickle climate ; and how much more
must the elements aflect him wdio holds his farm
from year to year ! Surely his risks must be great.

J5ut with a lease the farmer was safe, because what
he lost in one year he gained in another. The great

cry at the present time, from men of all parties, in

regard to agriculture, is improve, improve. But
where is the tenant that would be disposed to incur

expenses in improving the pioperty of another per-

son—expenses wdiich might not benefit him for some
years to come—when he might, at the pleasure of the

landlord, be tin ned out of his farm at the end of any
year, and lose all his capital and labour ; as the law

now stands there being no compensatiou recoverable

by a tenant?
If the landlords really wish to see improvements

eflected on their estates, which cannot be carried out

in a single year, but sometimes occupy two, tliree,

or four years, let them make up their minds to adopt

the system of long leases which prevails in Scotland
;

the one thing necessary being to give the farmers

confidence in their holdings, for we shall find that

the most improvements in agriculture, have been

carried out to the greatest extent by the farmers in

the north of England and Scotland, who hold their

farms under leases of no less duration than 10, but

generally 42 years.

I was much amused at reading, in the Farmers'

Mocifizine for August last, the conditions of a Scotch

grain lease. After stating the terms and conditions

of entering, &c., it states, " And to encourage the

tenant in improving the said land by drainage, the

landlord agrees to allow him a deduction from the

rent of each of the first four years of £ . on his

producing vouchers that he has expended such sums
of money in improvements on the said farm." It

then goes on to stat(! that tl.e tenant is directed to

jiay to the factor, in the landlord's name, the quantity

and value of a certain (pumtity of (juartcrs of wheat,

in the name of rent or tack duty for the said lands,

the conversion to be taken at the I'iar's prices of the

county in which the farm is situated. The Tiar is a

person oppointed to make an annual valuation, ac
cording to the judgment of anassize, of the average

]>rice of all the different sorts of grain, of all the

different quantiti(>s of each, according to the actual

price in every county. Now, if such jtractice as this

were to be aflo)itrd in this country, I have no donl)t

the tenantry would improve their lands to as greata

perfection as the Scotch farmers, because they would
be benefited by so doing, they would feel an interest

to themselves and their families, and would al.^o con-

fer a benelit on the country at large ; for let it le

ob.sei ved, that the first want ofman is food, and the

first source for it, the ground to obtain food, is the

first consideration of mankind. Bread is the main

object, but then great Industry in the cultivation is

required, and that must be directed by intelligence.

Then, I would ?.ay at once, let not the landlords any

longer stanil in the way of those improvements which

are necessary to be made by the tenantry of this coun-

try, but on the other hand let them aid and assist them
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by granting leases under the Scotch plan. Give
them a beneficial interest in the land they occupy,

by securing the property wliich they invest;'as annual
tenants incur so great a risk by investing tlieir capital

in the improvement of land on so uncertain a tenure,

that I might venture to assume that a lease is the

only security that can justify a farmer in an outlay

for which he can only expect to be remunerated in

the course of some years.

i I think that I have brought before this club suffi-

cient arguments in favour of leases, that I presume
we shall be all unanimous in their adoption ; but
tliere may be some little difference in the plan whicli

I suggest, viz., leases on corn-rents, as the most
equitable mode for all parties interested, that it will

be necessary to state the principle on which this

plan can be carried out.

In addition to the one which I have referred to as

adopted in Scotland, several writers on leases have
recommended several methods of fixing corn rents

on land, but the one which appears to me the sim-
])lest is that of " Veritas,'' in the June number of

the Farmers' Magazine.
It lias been fully proved, from the experience of

farmers, and confirmed by agricultural writers, that

a farmer should make three rents in order to procure

a proper remuneration that would justify him to con-
tinue lioldingon his land. Taking this as the ground-
work whereon to fix a corn-rent, the average num-
ber of bushels, both of wheat and barley, such land

is capable of producing per acre over the whole farm,
the value of one acre of wheat and one acre of barley

added together, and one third of the amount, will be
the rent for four years, providing the land is farmed
Tinder the four-course system. On this principle the

intervening green crops are considered as merely
preparatory, and therefore are not taken at all into

this valuation. As half the land is under corn on
the four-fold system, the value of the farm on these

two acres is the rent of four, in fixing a corn-rent,

for example :—Suppose we agree<l that the land
would produce 17 bushels of wheat and 25 bushels

of barley per acre, and make the calculation of the

average of prices for the year 1842 for a corn-rent

—

17 bnshels of wheat at 8s. 136s.

25 do, barley at 4s. 100s.

3) 236s. Three rents.

4) 78s. 8d. Rent for four

acres.

19s. 8d. Rent per acre.

If wc take these valuations from the price of corn
for 1 843, wc have
17 bushels of wheat at Gs. 102s,

25 do. barley at 3s. 75s.

14s. 9d. per acre.

This would be a reduction of 4s. lid. per acre,

and would assist the tenant in meeting the depression
in agricnltural produce.

Mr. Ilillyard, who lias written very extensively on
agriculture ;says, that no one can deny but that
tiie amount of rent ought to be regulated by the
average price of corn, and that tlie rent should de-
pend upon the i)rico of wlieat only, which may be
estimated to vary in worth from two to seven Imslicls

per acre. Supposing llie price of wlioat sliould be
60s. a quarter, rent should bo as follows :—

bush. s. d.

Very poor land.... 2 .... 12 6 per acre.

Poor land 3 18 9
Fair quality 4 .... 25
Good 5 .... 31 3
Very good G .... 37 6
Extraordinary 7 .... 43 9

And for every 2s, a quarter, which tbe annual average

price in each year shall fall below 50s. per quarter, '2^

per cent, to be deducted from the rent, and an increase

of 2J per cent, when the price shall exceed 52s. per

quarter.

The only objection I have to Mr. Hillyard's plan is,

that, in order to know what the description of land is, a

land-surveyor would be called in, in order to satisfy his

employer ; and he, heing a person of theory, and not of

practice, might call land good which was of that de-

scription called fair quality, thereby making a differ-

ence of 6s. 3d. an acre. My opinion is, tliat land-sur-

veyors have been the cause of the high price which has

bien paid for land generally, and which has ended in

the insolvency, in many cases, of tenants, and deterio-

ration of the land which they occupied.
1 have one more example to state of fixing corn-rents :

it has been done on wheat alone, and in some others

on wheat, barley, oats, beans, and peas; 'thus a

corn farm, cultivated upon the four-fold shift of hus-
bandr}', would have the payment made up from one-
fourth in wheat, one-fourth in barley, one-fourth in

oats, and one-eighth in peas and beans. If the rent

was agreed upon at 220/., and wheat was at 50s.,

barley 32s., oats 20s., and peas and beans 28s. per

quarter, the nest question would be, what quantity of

each grain would be wanted to make the sum agreed
ou ?

50 quarters of wheat at .50s £125 Os.

25 ditto barley at 32s 42 10s.

25 ditto oats at 20s 25 Os.

12i ditto peas and I »-. ^
beans at 28s / ^' ^"^•

£220 Os.

Then, if the price of grain did notreach the price fixed

for the sum required, a deduction to be made from the

sum fixed ; if it increased beyond that sum, the rent to

increase likewise.

A rent should always bear a relative proportion to

produce. That mode must be the best that ensures it

to both parties, making the contract a lease, that, being
fairly adjusted to-day, may not, from sudden clianges

in the value of produce, at a subsequent period be-

come ruinous to the tenant ; and whenever such is the

case, the landlord may be unwilling to remit any por-
tion of the rent, feeling that he has entered into a

contract that is equally bindiug on both parties. But
all this may be remedied, as I have shown, by a well-
adjusted lease upon a corn-rent. Nor am I advocating
a new system, for it appears that, in ancient times,

almost all rents were paid in kind, in a certain quan-
tity of corn, cattle, or poultry. And if I turn my
attention to foreign agriculture, the country that far

excels all others in that art, I mean China, where the

condition of the labourer is said to be much superior

to the artificer, because no man is allowed to till tlie

soil who has not a complete knowledge of chemistry;

what is tbe ambition of the Chinese but to get posses-

sion of a bit of land, either in property or in lease,

never thinking of renting from year to year ? Then
let us imitate the Chinese in demanding leases, that

our fields may no longer remain in an unproductive
state, satisfied as I am that this is the only correct

principle, and one which will tend more than any
other to improve the soil and increase its produce.
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FLOCK^IASTERS IN THE OLDEN TOTE.

Edward Lisle, Esq., a magistrate and gentleman of

fortune, of Crux Easton, in Il&mpshiro, who died in

172i!, Las the foilowiug remarks, in his " Observations
on Husbandry," which, at the present day, are amus-
ing and novel:—"Mr. Bishop, of Dorsetshire, his

shepherd and his carter, told me, that, in lambing-time,

and whilst the lambs might be in danger of the fox,

they send out a couple of fellows with horns all night,

to walk about and blow and halloo, and on these nights

stake down a couple of dogs, at a fit distance, in a

bleak, cold, place, which will make them bark all night

;

but that way, the shepherd says, will not always do,

hut a Iamb, however, will be lost sometimes ; nor can
the some dogs abide it for above two or three nights,

for then they will be so cramped as not to be able to

get over a stile for two or three days afterwards. These
men, who walk about, have six|)ence a night and meat
and drink. They must not walk about with a dog, for

bv so doing the sheep will be set a bleating and run-
ning as much as if the fox was amongst them ; so tliat

they would not know when the fox came ; which, by
the disturbance among the sheep, may be known.
Another gentleman, a farmer of that county, assured

me he drew his flock together within two acres of
ground, almost as close as if he had folded them, and
set four dogs, staked down at each corner, to keep off

the foxes by barking all night, and yet the foxes stole

away that night two lambs, and bit a third. I had an
ewe in June, 1701, that broke out most miserably about
her eyes, and had a watery running, with a swelling,

with which she was blind, and continued so for six

weeks : we could not imagine what was the matter
with her ; my shepherd said, he believed she was
lark-spurred. I asked what that was ; he said, at this

time of the year, when the larks build their nests, if

a sheep should come so near to a lark's nest as to tread

on it, the lark will fly out, and spur at the sheep, and
if the spur made a scratch anywhere on the eye or

nose, it was perfect poison, and would rankle in such
a manner as this ewe's eye did : this, said he, is cer-

tainly true, and other shepherds would tell me the

same."
Mr. Lisle appears to have been very fond of farming

and rural affairs, and altogether a good specimen of the
" fine old English gentleman" of former days. He
was in the habit of asking his tenants and others

questions about farming, and noting them down ; and
by such means furnishing amusement and instruction.

Most of his writings were upon divinity. He died at

the age of 55, having had a family of 22 children, 17

of whom survived him. He observes in the introduc-

tion to his work—" Among the Greeks, the knowledge
and estimation of agriculture was at the greatest height

in their best times. Amongst the Romans, their sena-

tors ploughed, and the great examples they gave of

virtue and industry laid the foundation of all their

after greatness; but as agriculture decreased in their

esteem,luxury took place and soon put a period to their

power. Other worldly business carries our minds off

from God, whereas in this we draw near to him : so

that a country gentleman, especially if in the commis-
sion of the peace, shall in this station do a world of

more good in preventing evil by his example than by
punishing it."

Mr. Lisle has the following observations on the ma-
nagement of swine, &c. " In January, 1700, 1 was dis-

pleased to see the damage ray tenant's hogs did me in

rooting about, and told him I would have them penned
up in his foddering-yard. His dame replied, if so, they
must sell them, for they must not come into the fod-

dering-yard amongst the beasts. 1 asked her why
j

she said, it would endanger the cows, being big with

calf, overlaying themselves : for, said slie, the hogs

would nuzzle and make holes in the straw, and
the cows lying down in such hollows might die

before morning, because they could not rise. The
farmer said it was very true. And I observed
that though no pigs came there, they took care every
night to lay the straw smooth. I spoke of it after-

wards to Mr. Edwards, and he was well apprised of
the truth of it. Farmer Collins, of the Isle of Wight,
assures me, that if pigs meet with a piece of hemlock-
root in their digging up and down, be it never so

little, they will turn perfectly mad, and jump as

high as an ordinary chimney-piece, and it is quite

odds but they die.
" I kept four sows, but soon grew weary of their

farrows; finding that, from the neglect of servants,thG

quantity of corn they required, and various other

circumstances, the profit of breeding- these creatures

is lost. I infer from hence, that it is no ways proper
for a gentleman to be a breeder of pigs, or other

young creatures, as poultry, calves, &c., any farther

than a conveniency is to be regarded ; but rather

leave them to farmers' wives, who can attend to them
themselves, punctually in all respects. A certain

dame was commending the breed she had of sows and
pigs. I replied, I thought them to be the smallest

sort. She said the farmer could not abide the larger

sort. I asked her what was his fancy for that ; she

said that the pigs that were farrowed in March, of

the greater sort, would not make porkers in winter,

for they will keep on growing still, instead of becom-
ing fat.

" Farmer Morant, of Essex, assured me, that in

their common field one of the tenants one year sowed
rye in but two acres, and there was not that year one
piece of wheat in the whole field clear from rye. It

was conjectured it must be the common field sheep,

crossing over the two acres of rye after it was sowed,
that carried it about in their claws. It is a commoti
proverbial saying of the countrymen, that at what-
soever farm a colony of rooks planted themselves,

and made a rookery, it is a sign of good luck and
good fortune attending that man ; and on men grow-
ing unfortunate and low in the world, the rookery
has been observed to forsake such farm—for botli

which observations some good reasons may be offered.

For when a man has the means of farming his laud
well, thereistobefound agreaterabundanceof worms
and insects on which these birds feed ; but when a

farmer who is a bad cultivator of the land comes,
there are fewer of these insects to be found, upon
which it is no wonder if they say let us go hence.

The destruction that ro jks and pigeons make is in-

credible. A neighbouring farmer assures me that

he has known an acre of land sown with peas, and a
rain coming, so that they could not be harrowed in,

every pea was fetched away in half a day's time.

" A farther evil there is in rooks : that their nests,

when their breeding time Is over, is a harbour to the

latterbrood ofthe sparrows; which birds choose them,

when the weather grows warm and the air mild, to

build sub dlo, and not to stive themselves up under

the eaves of houses. I advise every farmer to era-

ploy a nimble, active, and free labouring man in

such business as consists in jobs and fractions ; and
employ the dull, heavy man, if such he employs, to

single works (such as thrashing, &c.), whereof an

account can be kept; for a lazy lubbard will lose

half his time in the vacancies between one work and
another if you employ him in many in the day. I

had, in November, 1711, an ox fell lame in the field
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as he was plougliing, and I had in the same field my
heud of kiiie and a bull poing with thein. The bull
had never l)een yoked ; however, the men ventured
to take liim, and yoked him to an ox. The bull
bellowed as he went along for two or three turns,
but withont making any resistance he jdoughed
quietly that day and the next; wherenpon I was very
well pleased, and thought tohavecontinued ploughing
with him ; but my oxmen said if I did he would kill

the ox he went against. I thought they meant by
horning him, but tliey said the bull would kill him
with his breath. I was surprised with the answer,
and asked how that could be. They said by blowing
on him with his breath, which was very strong ; and
that in Wiltshiie they, for that reason, always
ploughed with two bulls together in the same yoke.

" IJeing in company with Mr. Gooch, a Norfolk
gentleman, we discoursed about the turnip husbandry
of Norfolk. I could not find that they so much
valued tlie harm the fly did to their turnips while
they were young and tender in the leaf, as they did a
distemper or disease that fell on the roots of their
turnips, wliich they called the hanberry, which was
a warty excrescence that would sometimes grow to
the bigness of one's fist; and that some years this
distemper would take whole fields, and after it began
togrowin the turnips they would never thrive. No one,
he said, could ever find out the cause of this disease.
I told him I thought it must proceed from the egg
of a worm or fly that was laid in the turnip in the
place where it had been bit ; and the little maggot
lay in the hollow place, which, with its tail con-
tinually working circularly, formed the juice of the
turnip into a round excrescence about itself, in

which it continued growing, like that of an oak-
apple."

There is scarcely any subject relating to farming
which is not touched upon in some way or other in

the volume from whicli these extracts are made, and
many of them arehighly amusing at the present day.

the axti-corn-law league am)
their agitation for a total,
im:\iediate, and unconditional
repeal of the corn-laays.

Sin,—It is not my intention, upon the present oc-

casion, to enquire into the relative merits of a sliding

scale and fixed duty, bxit to shew that the demand of
" a total, immediate, and unconditional rcjieal of the

corn-laws" is based ujion a statement of cinHunstances

grossly fallacious, ami that it is a most unjustifiable

attenijit to i-evolutionize property and to depress the

wages of labour.

In revolutionary enterprises, such as that in which
the League has embarked, the agitators never deduce

their claims from a clear, imi)artial, and unimpassioned

exjiosition of facts, but usually begin with begging the

whole question, aiul then jiroceed to intiammatory de-

clamation, dap-trap illustrations, and unmeasured
al)use ; their doctrines are always as " clear as the

sun at noon-day ;" the duties on corn are the " bread

tix," are declared to be ))lainly and jjositively o]iposed

tj the laws of (Jod and Imly writ, are represented as
*' miuxlerers of the poor," and as wresting from the

working-man a great poi'tion of his hard earnings for the

direct purpose of filling the landowner's pocket. The
latter are represented as l)enefiling by tiie whole dif-

ference in prices occasioned by the protecting duties.

Tliese arc the allegations and charges of corn-law re-

pealers, which they follow wp with a loud and confident

demand of " total, immediate, and unconditional re-

jieal." Tlie verdict of guilty is shouted by mobs
deluded by fiUse representations, and heated by public

declamation ; and then, with the breathless haste and

blind fury incident to such convictions, they would

rush upon their victim and execute summary ven-

geance, " immediate and unconditional."

Amongst other arts for cheating the ignorant and

unthinking into convi(-tion without reason, the leaguers

vociferate, " Monopoly ! odious, inhummi monopoly!

When the East India Company carried on the trade

between this country and the East Indies and China,

to the exclusion of all other British subjects, we there

beheld a monojjoly in the true sense of the term ; but

there is no such exclusion in favour of any privileged

body or class of persons, either as to the pos.sessiou or

cultivation of land or trade in its ])roduce ; every and

any person, who has the means, may at his own mere

will purchase land, farm it, or deal in its productions.

A\'here then is the monopoly .' Foreign vessels are

wholly excluded from our coasting and colonial trades,

from the importation into this country of the produce
of any other country besides their own, and in some
instances even goods imported in vessels of that coun-

try, of which such goods are the produce, are chargeable

Mith considerably higher duties than if imported in

British shijis. If protection to British agricultural

produce be monopoly, then here is a monstrous mono-
l)oly sufficient to make the venerable locks of Nej)tune

to stand on end, and to in(;ite the leviathans of the

deep to form a league. But no

—

protection is the

))roper term. It is no doubt convenient to the Anti-

C'orn-Lavv League to enlist into their vocabulary a

word which has acquired an odious signification ; but

such artifices only convince one more fully of the dis-

honest ])urj)oses which actuate the prime movers in

that body.
Having brought out the proper title of the subject

matter in question, viz., Protection, we will proceed
to a fuller discussion of it than may suit the leaguers.

In this discussion I will take the case as it stood before

the alterations, made in 1842, in the duties and i)ro-

hibitions att'ecting agricultural produce, and other

subjects of importation: first, because those alterations

having prejudiced the agricultural interest, the reasons

in favour of agricultural ])rotection befoi'e that period

will apply with greater force at the ju-esent time against

further reduction of duties : secondly, because I have
no sufficient data subsequently upon which to base my
investigation ; and lastly, because the real gist of the

(juestion may be ecpially well arrived at upon results

either before or after that period.

The average ])rice of British \Mieat from 1829 to

1840 (both inclusive) was, per qr., 21. ISs. 4d.

The average ))rice of Wlieat .at Dantzia, dui-ing

the same period a) )pears to have been . jfl 14

To which add freight, shipping charges, insur-

rance, and other incidental expenses of im-

portation 10

Importer's jirofit 10 jier cent.

4

4 4

2 8 4

Leaving as the amount of protection per qr.

afforded by the duty . . . .0100
The annual average ]iroduce of land in England aiul

M'ales, is about (i/. per acre, and the axerage rent 1/.

Tiien if produce amounting to 2/. 18s. 4d. commanded
a i>riilcction 10s., what did that protection amount to

]ier acre .'

[2/. 18s. 4d. : 10s. : : Gl. : \l. Os. 7d.]
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The an>:wer is 1/. Oh. 7il. ; he'nvj^ more than the

niHoimt i)t' the laiKlldril's rent. Here then we liave an

immediate refutation, l)v the <iff/iijiU'/i/i'iii ad dhxiirduni,

of tlie asst-rtion that the inerease in the price of British

jiroihiee oeeasioned hv proteetive dnties, goes into tlic

hmdowner's ])oeket. It' that were the ease, tlien it is

evident that without protection the hnullord would
have no rent whatever, and that " immediate and un-
conditional repeal'' wouhl he a total confiscation of

his property. However, it is at once evident that the

ditt'erenee does not go into the landlord's pocket, hut
that lie only shares in it jiroportionately with others,

as an indemnitication against the greater hurthens
horne hy all classes in this country. In regard to

the indeinnitieation here mentioned, I shall have occa-

sion to say more ]iresently, as the case stands lietweeii

the several classes of the commnnity. The natural

]u-otection which the expense of importation affords,

together with that given hy the duty, amounted to

'11. 10s. i)er acre, which is more than donhle the land-

lord's rent, and ahout two-tifths more than rent and
farmer's jirotits together. As the (juestion afl'ects

either landlord, fanner, or labourer, the natural jiro-

tection afforded hy cost of importation is equally

operative with that which the duty supplies.

I have taken wheat as the basis for ascertaining the

protection in favour of British agricultural jiroduce

generally, as I conceive it aft'ords a snthcient approxi-

mation. It is true that the prices of, as well as the

duties ujion, wheat are greater than the jiriees of and
duties upon other grain, and that British agricidtural

jiroduce also includes beef, mutton, and other meats,

cheese, bacon, butter, ^cc; but then the (juantity of in-

ferior grain per acre is in general pro])ortionably greater,

and the protective duties ujion other items of agricnl-

tural ]n-oduce are about e(|nivalent to those upon wheat.

I will now- jiass on to a detail of the jirotection

which our laws afford to other branches of industry
;

and we should bear in mind, as we })roceed, that agri-

culture is essentially a manufacture (the greatest of

all), the soil and seed being the raw materials ; and
that the (u-oduce would be little else beside.s weeds and
briers, without the farmer's capital and skill and the

labourer's toil.

By wav of preface, I w ill jilaee at the head of the

protecting dnties in favour of manufactures, the rate

of protection afforded to agriculture according to the

jireceding calculations.

Protkctiox in favour of Agricultitral Pro-
DUCK (before the CHANGES OF 1842) AMOUNTED
to 17 fer cent.

Protecting Duties in favour of British
Manifactures :

—

Cottnii Maanfaclvrosi.— Not made up, including

yarn, 10 per cent. ; made u]), 20 do.

WititUen Maniifacfuro;.—Not made up, l.") jier

cent. ; made up, 20 do. ; worsted yarn, (id. ]ier lb.

Linen Mannfachirex.—Certain enumerated articles,

on which might be jtaid, at the option of the imjiorter,

instead of the specified particular duties, -10 jier cent. ;

sails, ,'iO do. ; manufactures of linen, not enumerated,

2j do. ; ditto, made uj), 40 do.

Silk Maniiftictnres.—Certain enumerated articles

at specified dnties, or at the ojition of the cust(nu-

house officer, 2."j to 40 per cent. : thread, los. to ISs.

Gil. per lb. ; lace, 30 per cent. ; millinery, 40 ))er

cent. ; velvets, gauzes, crapes, .'^0 jier cent.

Metals and Miiierals.—Iron in bars, .'50s. per cwt. ;

iron hoops, 2.3s. ltd. per cwt. ; ditto i;aPt, 10 jier <-ent.
;

ditto wrought, 20 per cent. ; iron ore, .'is. per ton ;

pig iron, 10s. per ton ; manufactures of copper and
brass, .'iO per cent. ; ditto of pewter, steel, and tin,

20 per cent. ; copper ore, 12s. per cwt. ; tin ore, lOs.

per cwt. ; lead ore, 25'?; per cwt. ;
pig lead, 40s. per

ton ; lead jiencils, .'iOs. jier cwt. ; coals and cinders,

40s. per ton ; slates, G(i.\ per cent. ; tiles, 30 per

cent. ; Dutch tiles, l.'i percent.

Hordii-di-e and Cntlenj.—Buttons, cutlery, and

jajianned or lac(piered ware, 20 per cent. ; silver or

l)lated ware, 2.') per cent. ; bronzed ware, 30 per

cent.

Poltcnj and Glass.—Ornamental china, 30 ])er

cent.; plain ditto, I.") percent.; earthenware, l.'> per

cent.; crown glass, H\ percent.; other sorts ditto,

Gs. to lis. per s(juare foot.

Fis/iPi-icx.—Duty on Whale oil, caught and im-

ported in British vessels, only Is. per tun; in foreign

vessels, 2()/. 12s. per tun.

MiscellfinedUN MaiiiifiicliirCN. — Artificial flowers,

2.') per cent. ; blacking, 72s. per I'wt. ; boots and
shoes, 18s. to .')4s. jier do/en ; boxes, 20 per cent.

;

bricks, 22s. Gd. per 1,000; candles—tallow, G3s. 4d.

per cv.t., .sperm and wax, 2s. Gd. \^e\• lb. ; carriages,

30 per cent. ; clocks, 2.") per cent. ; corks, 7s. per

lb.
;
gloves, 4s. to 7s. per dozen; glne, 12s. per cwt. ;

gunjiowder, GOs. jier cwt. ; Hair, manufactured, 30

per cent. ; hats and bonnets (chip and straw), 1/. to

G/. IGs. per dozen ; hides, tanned or curried, 30 per

cent. ; leather, 30 per cent. ; mahogany \eneer.s, 20
])er cent. : mats and matting, 20 per cent. ; musical

instruments, 20 per cent.
;
painters' colours, 10 per

cent.
;

jiaper hangings, 20s. per square yard
;
pastc-

lioard, 3/. Ss. 2d. per cwt.
;
pens, 30 j)er cent.

;
))er-

fumery, 20 per cent. ;
plate, gold, 1/. per oz.

;
gilt,

2s. Gd. Jier oz.
;

plaiting hair, 20s. per lb. ; ditto,

straw, 17s. jier lb. ;
powder, liair, 9/. l.")s. per cwt. ;

ditto, perfumed, Y.M. l,'5s. jier cwt. ; sculpture, pro-

hibited ; snuff, Gs. peril).; soap, hard, 4/. 10s. per

cwt. ; ditto, soft, 3/. Us. ,"id. per cwt. ; spermaceti.

Is. Gd. per lb. ; spirits, '.)s. to .'50s. per gallon; starch,

•>/. 10s. per cwt. ; sugar, refined, 8/. 8s. j>er cwt.
;

tobacco jiijies, 150 per cent. ; toys, 20 per cent. ;

turnery, 30 per cent. ; twine, 1/. lis. per cwt. ; ver-

juice, 73/. 12s. Od. per tun ; vinegar, 18/. 18s. per

tun; watches, 2.') percent.; wax, bleached, 3/. per

cwt. ; ditto, sealing, 30 jier cent.

The extensive protection afforded to British shipping

was briefly stated in the early jiart of this letter.

The preceding statement shews that agriculture

—

which Montesipiieu justly denominated " the greatest

of manufactures"—enjoys no better, and indeed not so

great a protection in general as other branches of

British industry. If jn-otection be jirejudicial in one

instance, a plain, unsophistiirated man must be at a

loss to understand why protection in yeneral should

not be abolished. If dear liread is an evil, are dear

calicoes, linens, woollens, iron and other metallic

wares, hardware, ]iottery , candles, common oil, soap,

straw-hats, and tohacco-jiipes, blessings/ One must
infer, from the jiresent outcry, that bread, and no-

thing else hut bread, entered into the expenditin-e of

the working classes. I have read somewhere of a man
who derived so much solace from his jiinch of snuff

and cigar, that they were to him, as he expressed him-
self, " meat, drink, washing, and lodging." Now,
will you, manufacturers, clamouring and plying every

available power and artifice for the abolition of agri-

cultural protection—will y(ni (yea or nay, without

eijnivocation) consent to the aluiliiion of all protection
" inimediatelif and nncondilionnlly .' " Common
sense and the experience of the session of 1S42, in

which Sir Robert Peel slightly reduced a few of your,

protective duties (but not including any upon cotton

manufactures), as a jiartial counterpoise to the reduc-

tion of duties on agricultural jnoduce, assure me that

the consent which 1 ask would not be " immediate
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and unconditional," but be clogged with ifs and buts,

evasions, qualifications, and delays. Oh, no ! the

present agitation, under the mask of patriotism, aims

at a violent revolution, for the benefit of a class which

has already absorbed too great a share of the general

wealth, by spoihng the rights of another class, and

letting in the competition of foreign labour upon our

dense labouring population.

We will now incpiire into the true merits of that

policy which is best known as pi-otection to British

induntry. It appears to me an eftbrt of legislation to

stem back the otherwise overpowering effects of taxa-

tion and of accumulated wealth upon the industrious

classes. I beg the reader to look back through the

preceding detail of pi'otective duties, and he will per-

ceive that the rates are proportioned to the amount of

labour expended upon the several articles respectively,

being always higher where the labour has been greater

or more valuable. Free-traders ! place this one cir-

cumstance plainly and honestly before the labourers

and artizans of your country, instead of attempting to

gull them by corn-law rhymes and inflammatory tracts,

illustrated with woodcuts and garnished with texts of

scripture : place that circumstance clearly before them,

and then be sure they will not lend themselves to

"agitate" for an "immediate and unconditional"

abolition of duties which save them from the competition

of foreign labour.

But we will enter into the question more largely.

The landowner, the farmer, the agricultural labourer,

respectively, contribute by direct and indirect taxation

to a very large public revenue ; and the miner, manu-
facturer, and artizan are also subject to the like bur-

then. Now, besides excluding the competition of

foreign labour, protecting duties aim at indemnifying

each protected class against the burthen of taxation,

and also against the pressure occasioned by protecting

duties in favour of other classes. The duties which

favour agriculture bear upon every class of the com-

munity (including fund-holders and other tax-re-

ceivers), according to the proportion of agricultural

produce which each consumes, and the protecting

duties in favour of each particular branch of manufac-

tures also bear upon agriculturists and every other

class (including fund-holders and tax-receivers) pro-

portionably to the amount of manufactured articles

used or consumed by each. Thus, supposing all pro-

tective duties to be recijirocally equal and evenly

balanced one against another, every class is in its turn

indemnified by means of its own particular protect-

ing duties, against the pressure of the protecting

duties which favour other classes. It may be asked,

of what use, then, are protecting duties, seeing that

what each class gains by means of its own protection,

it loses by that in favour of other classes .'' If I

granted that protective duties were useless, it is evi-

dent that it would be most unjust to abolish only those

in favour of a particular class, which would be the

plundering of that class for the gain of all others. It

is also to be considered, that all existing contracts,

in which the obligation on one side or the other is the

payment of money, have reference to the proportionate

value of money and of all landed produce, manufactures,

merchandize, and other subjects of exchange and com-
merce. How blind or wicked, then, must that man
be, who would enforce by popular " agitation," " an

immediate and unconditional" repeal of protective

duties ! But there is (as I have already noticed) a be-

neficial result from our system of protection, that being

applied in due proportion to the products of industry,

they exclude the competition of foreign labour ; and in

that way would operate, if we were free from taxation,

for the purpose of revenue. In this country, popula-

tion and accumulated wealth have together rapidly in-

creased, from whence ensues a consequence to the

working classes far more serious than any results of

taxation. The competition of labour in this country

is already too great, and the lords of the loom and the

anvil, who have added the gigantic competition of ma-

chinery, would now tear down the embankments which

protect the working people of their country from the

inundation of foreign industry. We cannot arrive at

any just conclusion as to the effect of protective duties

on wages, merely by comparing wages in this country

with wages in other countries : there are many other

circumstances to be taken into account, particularly

the relative abundance of labour in the several countries

between which the comparison may be instituted.

It has been observed, that protective duties bear

upon fundholders and other receivers of taxes propor-

tionably with the other classes of the community, all

of whom have the means of indemnification. Officers

of state and public functionaries, soldiers, sailors, &c.,

are also indemnified by the grant of salaries and al-

lowances commensurate with the cost of living, and the

taxation to which they are subject ; but I cannot dis-

cover that fundholders have any means of indemnifica-

tion, and it therefore seems that protective duties are

an absolute charge upon funded property.

The leaguers give themselves no trouble about the

interests of those who have purchased land with re-

ference to existing rents, and whose investments in

general afford less than four per cent. Neither have

the leaguers any sympathy for those who have mort-

gaged their estates—no pity for such spendthrifts and

improvidents ! Such foolish persons having run

through two-thirds of their property, what harm in

robbing them of the residue ? Virtuous men deem the

frequenting of houses of ill-fame as infamous, and have

no pity for those who are robbed ui them ; but, never-

theless, the law deals with the pilfering strumpet and

the plundering bully as with any other felon ; and all

but rabid revolutionists will so judge of leaguers who
have no respect for an equity of redemption, because

belonging to an improvident man. " But there are

other mortgagers besides the improvident, and there

are those who are subject to rent-charges, fixed ac-

cording to the present annual value of the property.

Many have purchased estates subject to mortgages and

rent-charges, and others purchasing property have

mortgaged it to enable them to com]ilete the amount

of purchase-money paid." Mortgages are not unfre-

quent for enabling parties to pay off portions and le-

gacies under settlements and wills, and rent-charges

are created under similar arrangements in order to

provide incomes and annuities in favour of others than

the proprietors of the estates on which charged.

Owners of property thus circumstanced are surely en-

titled to consideration, and are not to be overwhelmed

by " immediate and unconditional repeal."

As to the farmers, the League endeavours to cajole

them with the i)rophecy that they will be as well, ay,

better off after " immediate and unconditional repeal,"

than at present. Monstrous absurdity ! In our im-

plicit submission to the League, we nmst resign our

common sense and abandon all the rules of arithmetic

we have before learned. The farmers cannot under-

stand the free trade logic of the League, and they have

no reason whatever for placing implicit confidence in

their dogmas ; consequently they are now rising in all

quarters manfully to oppose the designs of that body.

]5arl Silencer tells the farmers that, in the event of

free trade, the price of corn on the continent would

rise to a level with corn in this country. Wonderful
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discovery ! Tlie price of home grown produce would
go down a great deal, and increased imjiortations into

this country would cause continental ])roduce to rise

a mile ; and thus the two would meet. Remove or

perforate the barrier which separates the one stream
from the other, and then of course they will assiune

the same level.

The Leaguers glory in their association being a
" great fact ;'' an expression which they are continually

mouthing ; and no sooner has a nobleman (the Mar-
quis of Westminster) subscribed 500/. to their fund,

tlian they forthwith spend it by posting upon all the

walls of the country, immense handbills announcing
the subscription as '

' another great fact ! What
trumpeiy ! Everybody knows that the Anti-Corn-
Law League is a great and very monstrous fact—but
what then ? Napoleon's army which he marched to

Russia was a " great fact," but tlie " great fact" was
annihilated. And Napoleon's force at Waterloo was
" a great fact," but it was defeated. Let the farmers
arouse themselves, and stand shoulder to shoulder, and
the " great fact" of the League will share the same
fate.—I am Sir, your most obedient seiTant, R. I.

Bristol, Jan. 18.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
ASSOCIATION.

LECTURE BY PROFESSOR JOHNSTON.

The first of three lectures was delivered in the

Highland Society's Rooms, on the important subject

announced below, and for which the thanks of the

meeting were voted.

Professor Johnston began by adverting to the si-

multaneous feeling that began to be entertained in

almost every country in Europe, and even in the

United States of America, that great benefit was
likely to result from the application of science to

agriculture, while in none of them had it been
brought into more practical shape than in Scotland.

The reason he believed to be that Scottish farmers

were better instructed than any other on the face of

the globe; that the cultivation of their land was far-

ther advanced ; and that therefore they were able to

start from a higher level, and to take a wider and
more comprehensive range, than the farmers of

other countries. The association, whose officer he
was, believed that important benefits might be at-

tained by the application of science to agriculture.

These benefits were of two kinds— direct and indi-

rect. With regard to the direct benefits, they

hoped to diffuse more extended knowledge among
the people, and to increase the resources of prac-

tical men, so that they might surmount difficul-

ties which were before believed to be insurmounta-
ble. In consequence of that higher knowledge, they

hoped that the old methods of cultivation, slavishly

following in the footsteps of their fathers, would
give way to more improved processes ; and the re-

sult of the whole would be, that farming as an art

would itself be elevated. Among the indirect bene-
fits to be expected from this association, one would
be, that the expenditure of money would be limited

to those soils that would return an adequate amount
of profit, or that it would be expended in such a way
as to secure the same result. Above all, they ex-
pected that the experiments which the farmers might
make would be increased in number, and that they
would be conducted in such a manner that the

theorist could depend upon them as well as the far
mer. And on this point he begged to state, that of
all the experiments a farmer might make, none
could be reckoned a good one whicli did not holdout
a fair prospect of paying its own cost, and leaving
some profit ; that no experiment would be recom-
mended to be undertaken which did not hold out a
fair prospect of paying its own cost ; and, lastly,

that no man should undertake an experiment which,
if it failed, would be likely to injure him by the loss.

This would show that the association was not com-
posed of mere theorists—that they did not even
adopt the motto of the Royal Agricultural Society
of England, which was, " Science with practice"

—

they ratlier wished to adopt for their motto—Science
with profit. (Applause.) To obtain these ends the
association proposed to have recourse to two means
—the first of which was to diffuse the knowledge
which was at present in existence, but which was con-
fined to a few ; and the other was to enlarge the actual
amount of knowledge. To carry out the first of these
objects, the committee had already received invita-
tions, from various parts of the country, that he should
deliver lectures on agricultural subjects, which they
were willing to accede to—only, at the solicitations

of various parties, they had agreed that he should
commence his lectures by delivering the present
course in Edinburgh upon the improvement and
manuring of the soil. Now, there were three sources
of information on this point. The first was by
an examination of the soil itself; the second, by an
examination of the vegetable substances that were
raised from the soil ; and the third was by actual
trial. These three sources ofinformation would form
the subject of his three lectures ; and that of to-day
would be an examination of the nature of the soil.

Every man at all acquainted with the subject knew
that there was a great difference in the nature of
soils ; so that by personal examination, though he
could hardly explain why, he could at once pro-
nounce that one soil was fertile, and another barren.
Now, the study of the soils and of the rocks that
lay beneath them, had led geologists to conclude that
the loose materials of which the soil were composed
were derived from the solid rocks that lay beneath
them ; that there was a time when these rocks were
everywhere on the surface; but that gradually, by
the operations of the rains and other natural causes,
these rocks had been worn down and disintegrated,
till what had been solid rock became the loose ma-
terials which formed the soil. These rocks were
essentially of three kinds—limestone, sandstone, and
clay or slate, the latter in various degrees of hard-
ness ; so that if they wanted to know the kind of
soil in any given district, they had only to inquire
into the nature ofthe rocks which formed the substra.
tum of that district. The learned professor here
pointed out the practical advantages ofgeology, whicli
thus enabled a man to form an opinion, if he knew
the geological formation of the district, upon the
various degrees of fertility of districts in England, or
even in New Zealand or Australia, without ever visit-
ing the places. But besides this, the physical exami-
nation of the soil told a good deal of its nature. For
instance, if they were to take a quantity of soil of a
given weight, and pour water over it in a vessel, then
allow a minute or two for the heavy particles to
subside, and pour off the water, with the lighter par-
ticles floating in it, into another vessel, and repeat
this till all the lighter particles arc carried away,
then again dry the heavy materials and weigh them a
second time—the diftercncc between the first and the
second weight of the soil would give the amount of
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tlie fertilizing: matter contained in the soil ; for all the

vegetable or fertilizing substances would be carried

off in tlie water, leaving the inorganic or unfertilizing

substances behind. Exactly the same result would

be arrived at by heating a quantity of soil, of given

weight, in an oven or other place—the vegetable mat-

ter would be burnt out ; and the dirterence between

the first weight and that of the residuum would be

the amount of fertilizing substances in the soil. These

were rude chemical tests ; but when they examined

the soil by more refined analysis, they discovered

that there were tlcven substances (a tabic of which

he exhibited) every one of wiiich was necessary for

the growth of vegetation. This, he said, he would

dwtll upon more particularly in his next lecture,

lletlieu referred to the subsoil, and that part of the

s.oil to which the vegetables do not usually pene-

trate. Every farmer knew that a few years after he

had limed the surface of liis fiehls, the presence of

the lime became gradually less and less, till it alto-

getlier disappeared. Now, it happened that tliis

lime was to be found sunk into the subsoil. So it

often happened that the very substance of which the

upper soil was most deficient were to be found in the

subsoil. The cause of this might be easily explained ;

for when they considered tlie action of tlie rains, &c.,

tliey would see that their tendency was to carry fer-

tilizing substances from the surface, down to the

subsoil. It became, therefore, a matter of import-

ance to know whether it would be advisable to bring

up the subsoil to the surface, and mix the two toge-

ther. This was not in every case advisable.

l"or instance, he exhibited a section of a soil,

eighteen inches deep, which he had received from

a place in Renfrewshire, tlie surface of which con-

tained a certain quantity of fertilizing substances,

while the subsoil contained only half the quantity.

It was clearly unadvisable, therefore, in this case, to

do more than, by draining, to open up tlie soil, and

let the roots of the plant draw from tlie subsoil that

nourishment which it was capable of affording, lie

concluded by stating that his next lecture would

contain more beautiful illustrations of this subject

from an examination of the nature of plants.

KIRBY STEPHEN AGRICULTURAL
SHOW.

At the late meeting, Wm. Hr.F,isoN,'Esq.,of Sizergh,

amongst other useful observations, said that, as re-

garded the sheep, there were premiums offered for

Leicesters, but the greater part shown for l-eicester

])rizes were not of that breed, they were what is

commonly called Teeswatcr, or long-woolled sheep,

big and narrow shouldered ; of course the premiiun
was given to the Leicesters, and he was glad to see

those shown were not too fat, as, wlieii so, it injured

tlicir lireeding jiropensiiics and usefulness : over-

feeding, ill l)reeiling stock, was a great error ; one-

half, nay, far more than half of wliat was shown at

the Itoyal Agricultural Sooiciy of iMigland's meet-
ings, male or female, did not produce one-third of

what they would have dniit' had they not been over-

fed ; the ranis, the boars, ;.iiid bulls—what a folly

it is to have to reduce them in condition before

they can serve their species nnd procure procrciitidu.

'I hough not aiipoiiifed a judge of jiigs, he had taken

an o)ipoiliinity of looking at tiic pens in wliich

they were, nn<i he was glad to see some very gofid

ones, pnrticniaily a sow which olitained the head

prize. Mr. Eleison made some veiy valuable re-

marks on the new manure, guano, waicli he had
tried in various ways; he found it acted very dif-

ferently on ili'-'similar soils : wheat, at 2 cwf.

the acre, and sown on the land in the autumn and
brush-harrowed in, had not produced so well as

that in the middle of the field on which no guano
was put. Tlie guano seemed to answer best on
heavy land for grain, but on thin limestone land it

failed; for grass, the yield had been greatly in-

creased. One result seemed to him certain, that

the guano answered best with corn if sown in the

s|)riiig, when the giain was up. As regards its ex-

haiisiing properties, that was easily answered—tlie

land might be renewed by adding more manure ;

though, of course, in most cases, it was better for the

land to have the turnip crop eaten upon it; still, if dung
was brought, as pro|)ortionally to what was taken

off the soil woultl take little harm : the quantities

he ajiplicd were 2 cwt. per acre for grain ; 4 cwt.

per acre for turnips, mixed with peat moss for the

latter : on one ])iece of grass, at the rate of 2^' cwt.

jier acre was put on a ]iatch, it fcemed a little

burnt ; but, this year, it jiroduced two-thirds more
grass than the land adjoining, which had no guano,
(iuano answered well with i)eat moss for jiotatoes.

After some further remarks, he said that the

^\'yersdale cow, his friend enquired about, was one
of a cross breed he met with at Lancaster fair, bred
in Wyersdale, near Lancaster, and a cross between
the late i\lr. Cothorn's, M.]*., Argyleshires and short

horns—the cow had a dark muzzle and bine horns.
{lauf/hfer), in other respects very superior. He
gave VM. or \?il. 10s. for her, with lier calf: he told

the man, after he paid for her, that he meant to

carry away the fifteen sovereigns at the Royal Agri-
cultural Society's show, who laughed at the idea,

lie sold her calf, fat, for o/. and shewed her and
won the 1")/. prize, and then sold her as not being
suited to his stock of Ihorough-brcd short horns

;

he also obtained 10/. for his horse on the plonghing
field, this gave him great jilcasure as he was of his

own brecil. The Kendal Agricultural Society was
instituted in 17y'J ; many years after that the Idack-

faced moiiiitain sliee|) were the staple breed amongst
farmers in the Kendal district, but now nearly all,

or, at least, a very great part of the sheep on the

inlands or cultivated grounds, are improved sheep,
between the Leicester and Teeswatcr breeds.

Pamphlets are jmblished to show that less beef and
mutton is slaughtered, in almost all towns, than a
few years ago. The community must bear in mind
that the beef, mutton, and pork, are now (piite dif-

ferent to what they were .>0 years ago, by the forma-
tion of agricultural societies ; and premiums given

forcultixation have been such a stimulus to im[)rovc-

meiit, lioth in the cultivation of the soil and ihe

breeding of stock, as no person would ever have
contemplated ; by the iin|)rovenient in breeding
stock .')() to 40 ])er cent, more animal food is pro-
duced, and the average weight of each animal,
compared with 20 or ;>0 years ago, is full one-thiid
more: take one of the old fashioiiei! j)ntch cows,
and take an iiujirovcd siiort horn, let them have
the s;inie given (jiiiiiitity and (|iiaHiy of grass, and
tfie short, liorn will be fat before the Dutch is half

fat. I'anners now make great exenions ; agricul-

tural .societies' preiiiiiims have been a great stiiunliis

to iin|>rovemenis— the more they do to cultivate the
?:oil the more they IxNielit the community, by rais-

ing a greater inodiicr' fur Ihe increasing pojmialion
of the eountrv -- they ^ive more labour to the ope-
rative, and he wished he could say that the liines

permitted them to give better wages.
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SALT AS A 3IANURE.

TO THK r.DITOR OF TUK LlVERrOOJ. MAIL.

Siis,— I 1)1'^ lo call the attention of your agricul-

txiv.il readers, who are in the habit of usinj; guano and
artificial manures, to the fact that nuist of the carbon-

ate of anuuoiiia contained in them, or generated during

their deeomjiosition in the soil, is cjuiekly evajiorated

before the ]>lants can derive any benefit from it. At
least 20 or 'M) j)er cent, of animal manures may be

.saved bv the use of salt, which will prevent the am-
monia escaping into the atmosjihere, and two sub-

stances highly necessaiy to vegetation will be formed.

The merits of salt as an agent in agricultural opera-

tions seem to have been nearly entirely overlooked by

our experimental farmers ; but I am satisfied, from

extensive experience of my own, that when it is ))ro-

jierly ap}ilied it will be found a most valuable addition

to the various natural and artificial manures now of-

fered to the public. I am, &c.,

A Farmer.

KXTRACT FROM A FARMICR's DIARY.

"During the i)rocess of fermentation which takes

jtlace when large quantities of stable and farm-yard

manure are thrown together, a considerable portion of

the most valuable part is lost in the shape of carbonate

of ammonia, which flies oft". To prevent this great

waste, common salt may be used. It is a princijile in

chemistry that substances combine more freely at the

moment of their generation or disengagement than at

any other time. The chloride of sodium or counnon

salt immediately unites with the carbonate of ammo-
nia ;is it is formed, and a double decomiiosition takes

l)lace, producing muriate of ammonia and carbonate of

soda.

"A recent discover}' in chemistry has elicited this

fact, and goes tar to "prove the utility of salt as ap-

plicable to numure. That the ancients were acquainted

with the several properties of salt and its uses, is suffi-

ciently shown by the following passage fijom scriji-

ture :— ' Salt is good ; but if the salt haVe lost its

savour, wherewith shall it be seasoned ? It is neither

good for the land nor yet for the dunghill : men cast it

out.'

"To render this quotation perfectly intelligible, it

is necessary to observe that in parts of Syria a species

of rock-salt exists, which, if exposed for any length of

time to the atmosphere, loses its saline projierties, but

retains its outward appearance. ' It has lost its sa-

vour ;' ' men cast it out ;' ' it is neither good for the

land nor yet for the dunghill.' Here are two distinct

uses, besides domestic purposes, to which salt was ap-

plied, and in both caxes it was good. Upon the land

it produces various effects according to the quantity

used, and most agriculturists are acquainted with

its nature ; but the great source of its utility is

upon the dunghill. There, in nature's laboratory, a

chemical change takes place, and carbonate of soda and

muriate of ammonia are formed.
" Sir H. Davy, in his ' Agricultural Chemistry,' re-

marks that farm'-yard dung, in its decomposition, loses

from half to two -thirds its weight ; besides a saving of

this immense loss, all noxious weeds and seeds are

destroyed by the salt, as also the Ian se of insects, and

the insects "themselves, which consume great portions

of the dung. To all farmers who are desirous of in-

creasing the value of their farm-yard manure, I would

strongly recommend the use of salt on the dunghill. It

may be used in a liquid state, sprinkled amongst the

manure at the time of throwing it into a heaj), or

spread afterwards in a dry state as a covering to the

whole."

ON SPADE HUSBANDRY.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMERS' MAGAZINE.

8iH,—At a tinio when the whole country are de-

jdoring the want of eniploynicnt for the i)oor, and
conseipicnt increase of jioor-rates, any system that

can be i)roiMulgated to remedy those evils must be

l>iodiietivc of good to all classes. Seeing we are all

links in oiu; continuous chain, which cannot sutler

material injury iii one jiart without wi'akening the

stability of the other, it becomes the duly of indi-

viduals (even theorists) to make known their ideas

for the benefit of the common weal. With thfsc

views I feel disjiosed to oiler you some observations

on the comparative merits of spade or liainl culture,

with jilongh husbandry. I will su|)posc an acre of

land to be fallowed f(H' mangold or turnips, and cal-

culate as near as I can the cost of each method of

preparing it fit to leceivc the manure previous to

sowing", and the difference in amount.

Si'ADE ClI.TIRK. £ s. d.

First digging with three lined, flat-pronged

forks (7 inches deep), picking the couch,

&c.,in October and November, 1(10 rods

at 3d. period J

Second digging, as above, in Feb. and
March, l(iO rods at iJd 1 8

Pi.orGii Culture. s. d. 3 G 8

First ploughing (with 3 horses) in

Oct. or Nov 12

Second ditto, with do. in Feb 12

Harrowing 3 times at Is. 3d., pick-

ing couch 4s 7 9
Third ploughing with 2 horses In

April J)

Harrows Is. 3d., picking 2s. Gd.,

scarriiier 2s. Gd., harrows and
picking 4s. Ud 11

Fourth ploughing 9s., harrows and
picking 2s. 9d 11 9

3 3 6

Surplus cost on spade culture, 3 2

If, sir, this calculation be correct and fairly stated,

the extra cost to the farmer for cultivating a few

acres by the spade is a matter totally insignificant in

itself, when compared with the advantage to be ob-

tained in reducing the rates by employing the i)Oor,

and thereby prevent the ill consequences to society

engendered in idleness. Independent of which, there

is, I believe, but few soils which would not improve

under hand tillage, and gradually become more
valuable and productive under that system than

under the plough, and a greater advance towards

perfection in agriculture be obtained than adhering

to one method alone, viz., the plough. It is lamenta-

ble to see so many persons wanting employment,
when employment could be given on such easy

terms. The philanthropist fails to supply that

sturdy, honest independence by gifts ami iiresents

which full employment would afford, and the pride

of our most useful link in the chain is fast sinking

into mendicity for the want of it.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Yours, &c.,

Ojigur, Feb., llth, 1844. Essex.

P.S. Some querist perhaps will consider I have

not calculated sufficient for the digging and picking,

but I would remind them that it is as necessary to

have a proper instrument for digging as for plough-

ing, and that the three tined, flat-pronged fork is as
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far superior tu thespaiie for that purpoeie as the foot-

jilougli now ill use to the lieavy tiirn-wrist plough of

the lust century ; and I am convinced by experience

that a man will accomplish much more in a given

time with the fork alluded to, and with greater effect,

than by the spade.

ON THE EFFECTS OF SOAKING SEEDS
IN CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS.

(Abridgedfrom the Scottish Journal ofArgricuUure.)

There was perhaps no object in the exhibition of

jilants in the society's show, at Dundee, in August,

1843, which attracted such general attention as the re-

markably strong and vigorous oats growing in soil,

exhibited by Mr. James Campbell, of the Educational

Seminaries of that town. The soil in which they grew
possessed no peculiar property, except that it had not

been manured for eleven years. The vigour of the

plants, according to Mr. Campbell, was entirely to be

ascribed to their seed having been subjected to a pro-

cess by which they were soaked in certain chemical

solutions. Mr. Campbell has, since the show, in the

most liberal and disinterested manner, placed the par-

ticulars of his process in the hands of the society, for

the benefit of agriculturists generally ; and to further

liis good intentions, the society has thought it proper

to pulilish his own explanation of the method of con-

ducting the process of preparing the seed, as it is

given in a letter to the secretary.
" I steeped the seeds of the various specimens ex-

liibited in sulphate, nitrate, and muriate of ammonia,
in nitrate of soda and potass, and in combinations of

these ; and in all cases the results were highly favoura-

ble. For example—seeds of wheat steeped in sulphate

of ammonia on the 5th of July, had, by the lOtli of

August, the last day of the show, tillered into nine,

ten, and eleven stems of nearly equal vigour : while

seeds of the same sample, unprepared, and sowti at the

same time in the same soil, had not tillered into more
than two, three, and four stems.

"I prepared the various mixtures from the above
specified salts exactly neutralized, and then added from
eight to twelve measures of water. The time of steep-

ing varied from fifty to ninety-four hours, at a tempe-
rature of about CO degrees Fahrenheit. I found,

however, that barley does not succeed so well if steeped

beyond sixty hours.

"Rye-grass and other gramineous seeds do with

steeping from sixteen to twenty hours, and clovers

from eight to ten, but not more ; for, being bi-lobate,

they are apt to swell too much and burst.
" The very superior specimens of tall oats, averaging

one hundred and sixty grams on each stem, and eight

available stems from each seed, were prepared from
sulphate of ammonia. The specimens of barley and
bere were prepared from nitrate of ammonia ; the former

had an average of ten available stems, and each stem

an average of thirty-four grains m the ear ; and the

latter an average of also ten available stems, with

seventy-two grains in the ear.

" The other specimens of oats which were next the

most ])rolific, were from muriate of ammonia ; and the

promiscuous specimens of oats were from nitrates of

soda and potass—strong, numerous in stems (some
having not less than fifty-two), and not so tall as either

the preparation from the sulphate or muriate of am-
monia.

" It was objected by some that the tallest oats were

too rank, and would break down before coming to seed

;

but 1 have no fear of that, as they were strong in pro-

portion to their height ; and should there even be any
ground for the objection, I am confident that a com-
bination of sulphates of ammonia and soda, or potass,

would rectify the excess of height, and render the grain

equally productive.
" I have at present a series of experiments going on

in the countrj^ with seeds prepared in seven different

ways, and sown in jiure sand, and in a tilly subsoil,

taken six feet from under the siirface, and in which
there is no humus or organic matter of any kind. Along
with the prej)ared seeds are also some unprepared , and
I expect to be able to form a comparative estimate of

their growth by visiting the place in October.
" At all events, from the experiments which I have

already tried, I am quite satisfied that, even unthout

the application of common manures, double crops, at

least, may thus be raised ; and under the application

of the ordinary manures, crops tenfold greater than

usual.

"The various salts were prepared by mc from their

carbonates.—I am, &c."

PROTECTION VINBICATED.
BY CINCINNATUS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Having trespassed so much on your indul-

gence, and occupied so much space in your useful

pages, in detailing the economical and simple expe-
dients I have adopted in draining, fencing, and improv-
ing land; and also in endeavouring to draw the at-

tention of government to the palpable contradic-
tions, absurdities, and blunders, in the numerous
General Turnpike Acts, in order to lead to the
enactment of a short, clear and simple digest of the
law on turnpike roads, I really feel ashamed of
attempting a further intrusion; but the question of

free trade has, of late, assumed an aspect so dan-
gerous to agriculture, and, in its consequences, by
injuring the home trade, so infinitely more ruin-

ous to manufactures ; and the view taken of it by
all parties, both in and out of parliament, appear-
ing to me to be unnecessarily comple.'f, I am in-
duced to ofler the opinion I formed upon it, nearly
half a century ago, which has been confirmed by
subsequent events and mature reflection.

I fear its simplicity will cause it to be disregarded,

for it seems to be the fashion of the day to attend

only to things monstrous or magnificent—millions,

for the construction of railways, arc readily ob-

tained, but to borrow a mere trifle to repair an old

road is almost an impossibility; we have money in

abundance to enlighten and improve the most dis-

tant parts of the world, whilst our fellow-country-

men and neighbours, the brave and loyal Cambrians,
are driven to open rebellion by a total disregard

to their feelings and their necessities: however,
with your permission, I shall proceed to explain

what that opinion is, and to endeavour to establish

a principle, the departure from which has greatly

added to the distress which prevails, not only

amongst agriculturists, but amongst numerous
branches of trade and manufacture.

I am well aware that, in suggesting a principle,

at variance with the numerous opinions and theo-

ries that have issued from the press, I expose myself
to the charge of being presumptuous or rash. That
I may not be so deemed by those who investigate

and reflect before they condemn, I crave indulgence
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whilst I nanate tlic train of events which fust drew
Hiy attention to tiic sul>jcct.

On leaving school 1 was received by an old

established commercial and manufacturing house,

and, in the first place, I was taught to warp, or, in

other words, to arrange the threads that run

lengthways in the piece, and to form them into a

ball ready to be delivered to the weavers, then a

happy class, residing in the country. Amongst a

variety of articles which I was instrucJed to prepare,

calicoes were the most extensive, and I well recol-

lect being much puzzled to account for the invaria-

ble practice of placing three blue threads on each

edge or selvage'; they certainly were not ornamental,

and I could not discover any utility.— In due time

the mystery was explained to rae. It was to pro-

tect the cotton vianufacture from the overwhelming
superiority of calicoes manufactured in India ; vast

warehouses of the East India Company, in London,
were filled with cotton clotb, called by various

names, derived from the places or districts in

which they bad been manufactured ; the kingdom
of Callicut produced such an immense quantity,

that calico became a general term for plain cloth

made of cotton. The East India Company was not

allowed to sell any for consumption in Great

Britain, all were exported; and, in order to pre-

vent their being smuggled into the kingdom, the

admirable expedient of blue threads was adopted;

any calicoes found in Great Britain without blue

threads, were seizable ; and, in order still further

to protect the imperfect manufacture of cotton,

and, at the same time, to encourage the art of

calico printing, then also in its infancy, India

calicoes were allowed to be printed in Britain,

on the party applying for the privilege giving a

bond, with a heavy penalt)'^, to insure their exporta-

tion; and, as a further protection, double duty was
charged on the printing of foreign clotb—3|d. per

yard being the duty on British, and 7d. on Foreign

calico. This simple fact, to which I can bear wit-

ness, I defy the League to invalidate; and, as to

their frequent affirmation, that the cotton trade has
not been benefited by protection, it is an abomina-
ble falsehood.

The King of Prussia well knows that if British

cottons were now, in the Infancy of the Prussian
manufacture, permitted to be imported, ruin and
misery would ensue ; though friendly to Britain, he
wisely prefers his own subjects ; nor would it be
possible by a free trade in grain, or any other tempta-
tion, to induce that benevolent sovereign, by unequal
competition, to throw any of his subjects out of era-

ploy. This remark applies with at least equal force

to other European powers.
But how does this apply to that earthly paradise,

that paragon of perfection—in the opinion of the

League—the United States of America ? This brings
me to my second narrative.

In the spring of 179G I visited the states of New
York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland ; General Wash-
ington was then president—it was before that repub-
lic had manifested decided hostility to Great Britain,

by tlie embargo, by the war, and by that master-
piece of knavery, repudiation.
The wisdom, integrity, and honour of Washington,

well supported by Vice-president Adams, had then
raised the United States to a high station in the esti-

mation of the civilized world
;
prosperity seemed to

reign triumphant, to pervade all classes of society. I

was so much struck by observing the general pros-
perity, that I took great pains to ascertain the cause
of it, and fortunately I had the opportunity of

acciuirinn' information from the best sources; with

the President I hiul the jilcasure of convershig on

agricultural tojjics, his J/iiwt lUvourito pursuit; with

members of the senate and of congress, judges and

lawyers, on politicalquestions, revenue, and statistics
;

and with merchants, both American and the repre-

sentatives of British houses, on commerce, cur-

rency, &,c.

The result of the information thus acquired led to

the conclusion, that the country, generally, was in a

state of decided prosperity ; and that this happy

state of things arose principally from duties so judi-

ciously imposed as to protect every person, whether

engaged in agriculture or manufacture, from foreign

rivalry. At that time Great Britain received Ameri-

can flour duty free ; but this made not the slightest

difference in the American tariff, which w'as formed,

not to please foreigners, but to protect their own
agriculture and their imperfect manufactures from

foreign competition. Thus, in order virtually to ex-

clude foreign cheese, and to encourage native industry,

the duty on the importation of cheese was 7 cents.,

or, as nearly as possible, 4d. per pound. The wisdom
of that policy is now manifest; by protection, the

manufacture of cheese improved ; and it increased

in magnitude in a similar ratio with the manufacture

of cotton in England ; both were effectually pro-

tected, and each country has been immensely bene-

fited by the plain common sense of their respective

governments at that period. America continues to act

on the same wise principle of protection, regardless

of free trade mania : whilst Britain sits down, like a

simpleton, with open mouth to have her teeth ex-

tracted; impoverisliing her own children to enrich

rivals who laugh at her folly. The conclusion I must

defer until your next publication. Cincinnatus.
Feb. 22, 1844.

VALE OF EVESHAM AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

The amicable discussion between Mr. Holland, of

Dumbleton, and Mr. Hanford, of W^ollashiU, agreed

on at a recent meeting of the Association, upon the

question of tenure by lease, was entered into on Mon-
day afternoon last, at a meeting of the Association.

Mr. Holland commenced by thanking Mr. Han-
ford for the offer which he had lately made, and, as

some then present might not have attended the October

meeting, explained the manner in which the present

discussion had then been agreed upon. It was difficult

to enter into the question of tenure under lease with-

out adverting to other details, as the subject of land

stood not alone, but was blended with others, such as

rent ; but he should endeavour to keep as closely as

possible to the question of tenure by lease. Every

practical man allowed that whatever a man's capital

be vested in he ought to have it secured, and is en-

titled to the time necessary to I'eceive a return from it

;

yet, strange as it may appear, only one-fourth of the

land of this country was let upon lease. The reason

of this appeared to be that the landlord objects to his

land going out of his hands for a certain period, be-

cause, if prices rose, he would then be letting it too

low ; or, whatever may be his politics, he felt that he

possessed influence. That influence, in feudal ages,

compelled the tenant to follow the banner of his chief,

but, in modem times, it too often sent him to the poll.

Another reason was, the landlords wish to preserve a

large quantity of game ; but the two last he should dis-

miss, and confine himself only to money, or profit,
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Here he a])j>roache(l liis tViend Mr. Hant'urd, when he
stated there were <'iri'iiiiistaiices where it was Itetter

for a himUord not to lease, hut, taking advantai;e of

the price of corn, to let (in short tenures. Mr.
Hanford considered it jiossihle that in a twentv-

one yeai's' lease the tenant might farm well diu'ing

fourteen years, and hut indiH'erently during the re-

mainder, and therefore he re([uired security for hi.s

property. These ohjections Mr. Holland considered

were to he met hy the principles of the lease consi-

dered as a prote<'ti()n to both jiarties. Most leases

were at present hampered with emjity covenants, which
in earlier times were j)erhaps necessary ; hut now that

agricidture had become a science, all covenants in

leases should be based on common sense. The simpler

such documents were, tlie better ; small in comj)ass,

but yet secure. First, no harm, but good, would, he
considered, be done by ceasing to tie down the tenant

to raising particular crops. He would, however, in-

sist on not having two white crops successively, but in

alternate years, and that on clean fallows, free from
couch. Another item should be introduced, to secure

the consumption of hay and straw u]i(Ui the land ; and,

in case of any covenant being unfulfilled, the landlord

should have the power of re-entry on the estate. All

disj)utes should be settled by a friend chosen by each,

in conjunction with an umpire. Thus ]Mr. Hanford's

objection as to the tenant farming well during only a

jiart of the term would be avoided, for, if from any
cause the cultivation was neglected, this right of entry

would satisfy the owner. As to the sujiposition that

landlords were not blameable for taking the higher

rents, when so much comj)etition is urging them, the

landlord ought to choose the man who gives the r'njht

rent, and not the largest sum ; otherwise, the tenant, to

obtain the farm, may expend in rent what ought to be
exjiended on the land, and thus the landlord injures

his estate. Tenants were, he considered, generally in

favour of leases ; for whatever their confidence in the

landlord hinvself might be, this lasted oidy during his

life : they knew not what might be the conduct of his

executors.

]Mr. Hanforo, though )ilaced in a difficult ))osi-

tion by his friend's mode of treating the ([Uestion,

would still endeavour to make good his ground that

the granting of leases should depend upon circum-

stances. He could not regard the lease as a nine qua
noil, for he did not consider it as necessarily advanta-

geous to the landlord, the tenant, or the community.
Security of property being the foundation of the social

structure, without that we must degenerate into barba-

rism. Security of property is e(|ually necessary to the

]>roi)rietiH- of 10,000 acres as to the owner of a solitary

rood. If we looked at the title-deeds of most estates,

we found them granted from the Crown to some feudal

baron, who was bound to military service in return.

He thus holding, and having no enterprising middle

(dass, let the estate in portions for a long j)eriod to

fighting men. The Crown thus secured his service,

and he his tenants' aid. Such was the origin of leases.

Leases in the present day were chiefly held under
chapters and other corporate bodies, and the holders

of such were, by the covenants, regarded as claiming

half Ihe value of the land. His friend, he thought,

^vonld hardly so let his land that the tenant might thus

claim, and if so, he must admit that land ought not

unilorndy to he leased. Mr. Hanford then cited

other countries in the present day, where, from lack of

capitalists, the ]iro])rietor was content to divide the

])roduce with the culti\ator. Now that we have nun
with capital and inergy, .Mr. Raiulell's arguiiu-nt had

been that, iu case ut'ii laudlyid's death, wlivrg uo Ivy-'-v

was granted, ad\antage might be taken of the tenant
by the trustees. But, to reverse the case, ]Mr. Han-
ford asked, how is the landlord to be jirotected, in case
of his tenant's death, for the fourteen years that may
continue unexpired ': The tenant's executors mu.st
not be allowed to injui'e the farm to screen the family,
and at the .same time to injure the connuunity, who
would derive increased advantages from proper cultiva-
tion of the land. But in the case of farming without
lease, the farm in its best condition may be U])on
hand ; but we don't want jiarties running over each
other to take it, jierhajis without the necessary capital,

and by such entry impoverish the farm. Regulations
to i)revent such outrages were needed, and he believed
that the provisions of Lord Portman's bill (which he
would, if in Parlianu-nt, cordially suj)port) would be a
sufficient remedy. All grrat and jiermanent im]uove-
ments, he (conceded, ought to be made by the landlord

;

but though a lease was not in such case always
needful, yet it might at all times be necessary—as upon
new inclosures, and in breaking up commoTis, or where
the landlord, from embarrassment, was unable to con-
tribute. One provision of his friend would ground
e\ery lease ujion a corn rent. There would then be
s(nne security for the landlord ; but every reasonable
n\an ought carefully to examine all circumstances be-
fore either giving or receivhig a lease. It might
chance to bind only one jtarty ; and in case of bank-
ruptcy, neither the tenant, the landlord, nor the com-
munity, would be bettered ; and the latter must be re-
garded, for ])roi)erty claims its advantages as well as
its rights. Thus, leases ought to dejienduponcircimi-
stances ; but if considered otherwise, he nnist submit.

Mr. R.\NnEi.i. explained, in reference to one of Mr.
Hanford's remarks, that a landlord's trustees might
naturally consider it their duty to make more of the
land, to the injury of tlie tenant, if only hohling at
will. As to file supposition of the tenant's death when
holding on lease, the terms should prevent his execu-
tors from then injuring the farm.

Several other farmers jiresent here exi)ressed their
sentiments upon the question, being invited to do so
by the chair, Messrs. Izod and Morris siding with Mr.
Hanford; ]\Ir. Heman, Mr. Woodward, Mr. Good-
win, and ]\Ir. Asliwin, with Mr. Holland.
Mr. Hoi.i..\ND, in reply, thought that his friend

differed more upon detail than upon jirinciple. For
himself, he admitted that he desired a corn-rent as the
basis of a lease, and, with regard to the consumjition of
corn and hay, which some members had noticed, .said

that if sold, artificial manures might be jjurchased in-
stead, but those might benefit certain crops more than
the laiul, and his object was to notice what might gene-
rally apply thr(nighout the country. Landlord, tenant,
and labourer, ought now to join.

" The tenant luLt been
called ni)on at every agricultural meeting, the landlord
must help him with leases under a Ciirn-rent. This
woidd be fair for all. Then, when times mend, and
landlord and tenant tl^vhc, the labourer would reap
the advantage '.vhiih increase of employment would
confer.

Mr. H.vNFOun briefly rejoined, and cmiduded hy
expressing his satisfaction at the veiy amicable jliscus-
si(m which had taken place, and th«')ugh he well kru-w
that the decision of the meeting would be against
him, yet he had deemed him.self called ui)on to endea-
vour to elicit truth, which he should, with due hoUL
ness, still seek after.

The (jue.-tion being ])\\t to the vote, the i)roprietv of
granting leases \vas carried ou a show of hands" by
twenty to two, and <>,n a corn-rent fourteen for anil

tlucv asainst.-T jrc<(c-e<iYc'/' Cfiruitkk,
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ON THE :\roDE in which lime ope-
RATES IN RENDERING THE SOIL
BETTER ADAPTED EOR THE GER-
MINATION AND GROWTH OF PAR-
TICULAR PLANTS.

By Robert M'Turk, Esq., of Hastings Hall,
Dumfries-shire.

[ Premiuiii, tlio Silver Mednl, ]

There is no substance, perhaps, so extensively

used for agricultural purposes, with regard to whose

agency and the time of applying it to the soil the

opinions of practical men have differed so widely as

that of lime ; for, while it has been, and I may sny

is at the present time, regarded by one class of agri-

culturists as a manure, it is by another, and per-

haps not the worst-informed class, regarded merely

as a stimulant; that of itself it contributes almost

nothing to the growth of plants, and that the benefit

resulting from the application of it to the soil is ow-
ing entirely to the action which it exerts upon other

bo'ilies which it encounters in the soil. It would

not be difficult to shew that lime, like the other

earthy bodies, enters so sparingly into the constitu-

tion of plants, that its presence in many whose
growth it promotes can, upon analysis, with diffi-

culty be detected ; and we are therefore entitled,

perhaps, to regard its presence on some occasions

as accidental, rather than as a necessary constituent.

Were lime really regarded to be entitled as a ma-
nure, we are inclined to think that its effects would

be less evident than they really arc, especially when
we take into consideration the very small propor-

tion in which it is found to exist in those plants

which are considered as most worthy of cultivation,

and for promoting the growth of which it is most

frequently applied. To what, then, are we to attri-

bute the increased fertility of those soils which have

received a due proportion of lime ? JMost certainly

not to the influence which it exerts over the earthy

bodies which constitute the soil, these being satu-

rated metalic oxides, which have no affinity for it.

Nor has lime an affinity for any of the elements

which they contain ; and if the soil did not contain

other ingredients, upon which it powerfully acts, its

application would be followed by no beneficial re-

sults. These ingredients are the remains of bodies

which have lived and died, and still, in some degree,

retain their organization ; and in proportion to the

quantity of decomposed matter which they contain,

and the causticity of the lime when applied to them,

will be the effect produced. If, then, the action pro-

duced by the lime depends so much upon the state

in which it is applied, it is also proper that we
should mention that its causticity depends, Jirs(,

upon the freeness from other earthy matters, or, in

other words, its purity; and, secondly, on the time

th-.it is allowed to elapse between the burning and

the application : the burning being simply the

means by which the carbonic acid is expelled, and

the lirae being thereby changed from a mild to a

caustic state, or, as it is called, quicklime. "Water

is then applied for the purpose of slaking or pul-

verizing it, in order that its distribution over the

land may be more equal and effected with greater

facility. But, from the time it is cooled, after it

comes from the kiln, its affinity for carbonic acid

gas is vervT^-rong, and it will continue to attract it

from thea';niospbere till it is again united to a pro-

portion equal to what was expelled by the operation of

burning; and if this is allowed to take iilace before

it is applied to the soil, it returns to a state com-
paratively inactive; and in proportion as it hag

been allowed time, atid placed under circumstances

favourable for attracting carbonic acid gas, it will

lose tlie power of acting upon, or disorganizing the

animal or vegetable remains which it encounters

in the soil, and aho of neutralising any acidulous

matter which may tlicre exist.

AVe shall now endeavour to explain the nature of

the action which lime exerts upon the organized

matter it encounters in the soil, and in what man-
ner this action tends to promote the germination and

growth of particular vegetables.

When a plant dies, it leaves its roots in the soil

;

and the roots of some plants occupy a much larger

space than a person unacquainted with their grovTtli

may suppose. The softer and more juicy patrs

begin to rot or to be decomposed—which, in fact, is

the loosening of that mysterious influence by which

the elements of all organized bodies are held to-

gether as long as life endures ; and the process of

decomposition of any animal or vegetable substance

is, therefore, simply the restoring to nature those

substances in their elementary forms, which it at

first received from the soil or atmosphere— and this

process goes on with more or less rapidity, accord-

ing to the nature of the substance and the cijciim-

stances under which it is placed. Although it is a

well-established fact that putrefactive fermentation,

or the process of decomposition, cannot take place

unless in a temperature of above 32 deg. Fahrenheit,

a free admission of atmosphere, and a certain degree

of moisture ; still these agents are always present

in the soil within a moderate depth from the surface,

and under circumstances sufficiently favourable to

effect the decomposition of the softer and more

juicy parts of animal and vegetable substances: but

when their decomposition has taken place, the more

solid parts still remain ; and these, with the yearly

contribution afforded by the more recent plants,

constitute an inexhaustible source of organized

matter from which, by well-directed skill and indus-

try, man may derive his means of subsistence. In

this beautiful provision of nature, we find that, when
man commits to the earth the remains of animal or

vegetable bodies, he not only secures a present nou-

rishment to crops which supply his own immediate

wants, in the more decomposable parts of those re-

mains, but has also laid up a bountiful store for

those of his race who will take his place on earth

when his labours are over. Lime, then, is an agent

which enables us to avail ourselves of the hidden

stores of nourishment which the soil contains ; for,

when it is applied to the soil in its caustic state, it

is washed in by showers of rain, and, in its progress

through the soil, encounters a portion of inert,

insoluble, but decomposable matter, which it_ acts

upon in such a manner as to effect its decomposition,

and resolve it into three parts, essentially different

in their nature and character, all which parts are

contained in the smallest portion that can be de-

composed—Ji'rst, the gaseous; second, the soluble;

and, third, the residuary matter. It is the two first:

of these we are to regard as the immediate cause of

the increased fitness of the soil for the germination

and growth of particular plants.

First, then, with regard to the germination of par-

ticular seeds; and there is none with regard to

which it is more remarkably the case than that of

white clover, and at the same time, there is no

plant more desirable to be obtained. When lime is

applied to the surface of pasture land of such inferior

quality that clover has not before made its appear-

ance, and if the land is not so wet as to counteract

the influence of the lime in the course of the seconci
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year aficr its api)lication, wlilto clover is almost cer-
tain to appear. It is evident from this lliat the
seeds of the clover must liave been in tiie land be-
fore it was limed, as the calcination of the lime
completely precludes the possibility of fhc lime
itself being the medium through which they had
been conveyed. How long the seeds may have lain
there williout the vital principle being destroyed, wc
have no data to form an estimate ; but we know
they mus-t have been there from a very remote pe-
riod, and their coat must be of a very impervious
nature to have prevented germination, and to have
protected it so long from injury ; for germination,
like decomposition, requires a certain teniper.iture,
and the seed to be in contact with moisture and the
atmosphere ; and the rapidity of the process, in
these circumstances, depends upon the temperature,
60 long as it does not exceed 100 deg. of Fahrenheit.
AVhen lime, then, commences its action upon de-
composable matter, a portion of gas is disengaged,
which penetrates the soil above it, and is partly ab-
sorbed by the soil, and partly malics its escape to
the atmosphere; and, as decomposition proceeds,
the soil becomes looser and more permeable to the
atmosphere. The temperature is, at the same time,
increased by the more ready admission of the sun's
rays, while the heat which is always evolved in the
process of putrefaction stimulates the seed to absorb
moisture, and, at the same time, oxygen from the
atmosphere, which now finds ready admission
through the now permeable soil. The germination
of the seed is thus effected which had lain for ages
in the soil, and might have continued so (or ages to
come, had the action of lime on the decomposable
matter not rendered the superincumbent soil porous,
by which the atmosphere was admitted, and the
oxygen, its vivifying principle, absorbed, and the
temperature raised by the ready admission of the
sun's rays and the beat evolved during decom-
position.

The next point for consideration is the manner in
which lime promotes the growth of particular plants.
Although tbe seeds of some plants are covered with
a coating so impervious to moisture and the atmos-
phere as, when buried, in the consolidated earth,
germination cannot take place without the agency
of some powerful stimulant, such as lime, still we
are acquainted with no plant of which it does not
in some degree promote the growth. It is true
that, when applied to land, some of the plants which
before occupied the surface disapjjcar ; but it is
doubti'ul whether this arises from anything in the
lime w^hich is deleterious to such plants, or whether
its action has so powerfully promoted the growth of
others that their increased luxuriance proves fatal
to those of weaker character; and, if pasture is
allowed to become too tall and rank for two or
three summers together, the white clover, which
indicated the improvement of the land, is choked

;and the action of the lime having subsided, the ger-
mination of other seeds of the same plant docs not
take place.

When gaseous matter is disengaged by the action
of lime, the matter to which it has united itself is
partially rendered soluble in water ; and it is a truth
which requires no illustration, that no substance of
any kind can be received as nourishment by plants
which has not, in the first instance, liei'n dissolved
in water, the mouths of the roots being so very
small as not to adndt the point of the finest
jiccdle. It farther seems to be a law of nature that
organized substances cannot again form j)art of a
living being without bciog in the first place dis-

organized ; and in proportion to the quantity of tbe

inert matter which the lime has acted upon and

rendered soluble, and also in proportion to tbe

gaseous matter which has been evolved during the

process and been absorbed by the soil, will be the

amount of nourishment or advantage resulting from

the application of lime. Although we have selected

clover as the plant, the germination of which fre-

quently follows the use of lime, there are others

over which it exerts an equal influence ; but as its

appearance is the surest indication of an important

change having taken place in the soil, whether the

lime had been applied to improve the pasturage or

to enrich the soil for the cultivation of other crops,

the appearance of other plants is often overlooked,

and some do not germinate till after the land is

ploughed and placed under more favourable cir-

cumstances, of which class of plants the dead nettle

furnishes a good example.
Tlierc is another argument which we may advance

in support of this view of the germination and
growth of clover, arising from the influence of

draining. Where this improvement has been suf-

ficiently made, so as to effect an amelioration of the

soil, white clover is sure to make its appearance.

This is owing exactly to the same change in the

soil, in consequence of drainage, which we have
ascribed to the lime ; for, when superabundant
moisture is withdrawn, plants of a semi-aquatic

nature die, and others more suited to the altered

nature of the soil take their place, and the atmos-

phere and sun's rays are permitted to penetrate with

facility the space which the water had occupied.

The necessary agents for promoting decomposition

are then present, and the process first commences
among the partially decomposed remains of vege-

tables which have perhaps died many years before,

and it matters not whether their decomposition has

been brought about by the action of lime or the in-

fluence of draining. Seeds of difficult germination,

existing in the soil, are placed under the same
favourable circumstances as with lime; for the

oxygen absorbed by the seeds during the process

converts the farinaceous matter which they contain

into sugar, and the roots of the infant plant are

supplied with it till it possesses strength to take

hold of the soil, and to appropriate to itself a por-

tion of the soluble matter which the process we
liavc described had formed in the soil.

The INIarquis of Tweeddale stated, at the Society's

meeting at Ijcrwick, that lime seemed to be inju-

rious to crops on land that had been drained. The
noble Marquis did not stale in what respect tiic

crops were injured in consequence of the lime ; but
it appeared to us not less evident that if his Lord-
ship had stated it in explicit terms, that the injury

could only have arisen from one of two causes,

namely, from too violent action excited by the

united influences of draining and liming a soil con-
taining much decomposable matter ; and the conse-

quent evolution too of much gaseous matter in its

ascent to the surface, had loosened or heaved the
soil, that the seed was thrown out, or the plant

rendered so loose as to becomeincapablc of nourishing

itself in the slightest drought. This is one way in

which litnc might prove injurious to drained land j

but there is another we have frequently witnessed
in the lodging of the crop before the car is filled,

from the luxuriance arising from excess of soluble

matter, excited by the united agencies of liming and
draining.

We shall now mention some of tbe experimenta
which wc made in the course of the season, which
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tend to illustrate anil confirm the statements licic

ailvanccd as to the causes of tlic appearance of white
clover when lime is apjdiod. On the I'ith May,
1841, we had a piece of land, well dug and cleaned,

divided into nine parts, by means of pins driven
into the ground, and division-boards nailed to them
to keep them firm in their places. The use of

the division-boards was not only to divide the

portions of ground separately, but also, when the

ground was levelled within tiiem, the exact depth of

earth in each division might be measured.
No. 1.—Six feet square ; the clover-seed sown on

the surface.

No. 2.—Ditto; the clover-seed raked in gently.

No. 3.—Ditto ; half an inch of cover.

No. -1.—Ditto; six-eighths of cover, one-half of

tlic division compiessed by treading and afterwards
smoothed.
No. .5.—Ditto 5 one inch of cover, and the other

half compressed.
No. (i.—Ditto ; one inch and a-quarter of cover,

the other half compressed and smoothed.
No. /.— Ditto ; one inch and a-half of cover, the

other half compressed and smoothed.
No. 8.—Ditto; two inches of cover, one-half com-

pressed and smoothed.
No. 9.—Ditto; two inches and a-half of cover,

one-half compressed and smoothed like the rest.

After the one-half of tbe divisions, Nos. 4, 5, (>, 7,

S, and 'J were compressed by treading upon them,
and smoothing thcra with the back of a spade, the

one-half cf each of the nine divisions in the oppo-
site direction received an ordinary liming. The
weather, for some time after the r2th, was mild and
sufficiently moist to forward germination. Nos. 1,

2, and 3 were in an active state of germination on
the 19th day of the month; No. 4 on the 21st,

and the compressed division wjt till the 25th ; No.
v> on the 24th, and the compressed and limed
divisions not till the 1st of June, the other sometime
afterwards ; No. 6 germinated only on the limed
divisions, the uncompressed about the middle and
towards the end of June; No. 7 exhibited at this

time no appearance of clover, and afterwards a few
])lants appeared on the limed divisions some time
after the removal of the weeds which had germina-
ted upon it; and this operation no doubt promoted
both the action of the lime and the germination of
the seeds, by allowing the air more ready access to

those parts from which the roots had been ex-

tracted, and also, not improbably, by bringing some
of the clover-seeds nearer the surface. On Nos. 8

and 'J we had no clover-plants in the course of the

season. On Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4, we could observe

no difference on account of the lime, though applied

in a hot or caustic stats; and the reason we conceive

why it had no influence on these divisions was, because

they were placed under circumstances so favourable to

germination that it was effected before the action of

the lime commenced ; and that on Nos. 5, 6, and 7,

which were under circumstances less favourable,

the germination did not take place till stimulated by
the action of the lime ; and whether it will have any
influence on Nos. 8 and 1), next summer will shew.

The practical inference we would draw from these

experiments, in the first place, is this— Is the pre-

sent system of sowing clover calculated to promote
germination ? We have no hesitation in saying

that it is precisely the reverse ; for, when sown with

ryegrass seed, and harrowed in in tbe usual way, it

cannot fail to be too deeply covered, and the consc-

(lucn 'c of the rolling, which isnowagcnetal practice,

must also increase the evil. It is, perhaps, fi-om

this cause that we always sec the best braird of clo-

ver on the hard and gravelly ])arls of the field, and
wc therefore conclude that it is the land best suited

for its growth ; when, in fact, we arc inclined to

think that under the present system of sowing,

harrowing, and rolling, that it is only the best

adapted for the germination of the seed from its

more permeable nature. It might be worthy of in-

vestigation to ascertain how far the present system
of management will account for the falling off of the

crops of red clover, which has been experienced for

some years back ; for the germination of the seed of

this plant requires circumstances not less favourable

than that of the white. To ascertain this point, it

would only require to be sown by itself, after tijc

ryegrass is harrowed in, and might be tried cither

with or without rolling.

There is another practical application that may
also be drawn from the view wc have advanced re-

garding the action of lime upon decomposable
matter. We have imputed to this action nearly the

whole benefit resulting to the crop from its applica-

tion. If this view is well founded, it must follow

that its application to land which naturally contains

but little, or which has been exhausted of its decom-
posable matter by overcropping or otherwise (for

much ploughing, by exposing the soil to the action

of the atmosphere, also tends to decompose animal

or vegetable matter, and the crops to exhaust it),

can be attended with little or no advantage, and it

is from this cause that the first application of lime

is always attended with the best effect from tbe un-

diminished accumulation of this matter in the soil.

The application of dung or any other manure to the

soil, to use a familiar illustration, is like giving a

feed of corn to a horse—it tends to strengthen and

nourish ; while lime may be regarded as the appli-

cation of the whip or spur—it imparts no strength,

hut stimulates into action the power which previ-

ously existed.

—

Quarlerty Journal of Agricidlure.

ACCOUNT OF IMPROVEMENTS ON
LINSLADE FARM.

BY W. G. HAYTER, M.P.

In November, 1839, I took in hand a farm at

Linsladc, in the county of Bucks, of about 250 acres

of couvertible land, which had been for some years

untenanted (the previous tenant having, after a long-

continued course of bad management, failed upon it),

and which had been held on by a bailiff, put ia

merely to prevent it from falling into absolute waste

until some opportunity of letting it might occur.

The capital, upon the farm, when taken in hand,

was computed and taken at £1,000 ; and the annual

value placed upon it, but which it was wholly out of

the question, without a very considerable outlay on

the part of the landlord, to obtain, and which, in

fac-t, could not be obtained, was £250.
The quality of the land was of a varied character

;

nearly one-half of the arable (the whole being about

170 acres) consisted of a strong clayey loam, and

the other half of a light siliceous sand, but both

very wet, and requiring extensive and thorough

draining. The meadows (40 acres) were of the worst

possible description, divided into numerous and ca-

pricious portions, intersected by broad and dctq)

ditches, overgrown with sedges and other aqnafio

plants, and flanked with old and decayed willow-

trees ; they were at all periods of the year liable to lo

p 2
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overflowed by a mill-stream, which half encircled
them, and the bed of which had been gradually raised

by a long-continued deposit brought down by the
sluggish river Ouzel, the boundary on this side as well
of the property as of the counties of Bedford and
Bucks.
The fields, as well arable as pasture, were unequal

in dimensions, divided from each other by wide,
overgrown, and irregular thorn hedges, the ready and
constant receptacle of weeds and vermia. Upon the
whole, the farm was much in the same condition as
many others in that locality and in other parts of
the county now are, although from its pecuhar cir-

cumstances somewhat below the average.
In the course of three years, by an improved sys-

tem of husbandry, by a greatly increased growth of
green crops, and by a consequently increased stock
both of sheep and cattle, an entire revolution in its

character and prospects has been efl'ected ; and that
which was one of the worst is now in tbe progress of
being made—and when a set of farm-buildings, about
to be erected, shall have been completed, will be-
come— one of the best farms, for its size and
situation, in the county of Bucks.

Nearly the whole farm has been thoroughly
drained, and the principal part of the arable land
subsoiled and limed; indeed, more than sixty miles
in length, both of tiles and soles, have been laid down.
The fields have been squared as well as circumstances
would allow (a curve of the Birmingham railroad
passing through the centre of the property), the
roads have been straightened and shortened, and
the arable land has been divided into ten fields, each
as near as may be of 17 acres, fenced with live quick
hedges, and protected throughout by strong fir rail-

ing. The bed of the river has been effectually cleared
out by the removal of upwards of 7,000 cubic yards of
alluvial deposit, by the means of which the wide, open
ditches of the meadows were all filled up, preparatory
to the laying down of tiles over the whole extent of
them, which has been effected. The meadows have
been now completely drained, and by their abundant
crops have already paid an ample interest upon the
outlay. The cleansing of the river has also afibrded
the means of etfecting a great permanent improve-
ment in the texture and composition of that part of
the arable land which consisted of a light sand, upon
a great portion of which from 40 to 50 tons per acre
have been carted.

The farm has, moreover, been amply stocked, and a
regular course of husbandry adopted and laid down
for its future management. Upon the strong land
the course proposed is—
Wheat, followed upon a portion by tares, to be

fed off".

Green crop, consisting of potatoes and turnips.
Barley.
Grass.

Beans.

Upon the lighter land—
Circen crop, consisting, as to one half, of carrots,
mangold-wurzcl, and cabbages ; and, as to the
other half, of turnips.

C Half wheat, after carrots, mangold-wurzel, and
•^ cabbages.

C Half barley, after turnips.

Grass.

Grass, to be fed off.

Oats.

On the 1st of November, 1842, the live stock upon
the farm was as follows :

—

46 bead of cattle, of the im^jrovcd short-horn
breed.

317 sheep, principally the improved Leicester.

25 pigs.

10 horses.*

The value of the live and dead stock and grow-
ing crops upon the farm on the Ist of Novem-
ber, 1842, at the then depreciated prices, amounted
to £3,177 IGs.

To what extent, then, has this outlay been carried?
And has it or not been beneficial ? This I will now
proceed to show.

During the period of the three years to the 1st of

November, 1842, in which the course of improvement
has been proceeding, the total amount of the disburse-

ments, including rent at £250 per annum, interest at

5 per cent, upon the capital, together with the salary

of the bailiff, has been £8,1G3 16s. 8d. Tbe receipts

during the same time have been £3,079 9s. 7d. And
the value of the stock on the 1st of November, 1842,
was ^'3,177 16s., making a total of receipts and
stock o( £6,2!i7 5s. 7d., and constituting an excess of
disbursements over receipts of ^£'1,906 1 Is. Id.t

The result, therefore, is that on the 1st of Novem-
ber, 1842, there bad been e.xpended upon the farm,
beyond the value of the stock and crops, the sum
of l,906i. lis. Id. This expenditure, however, was
incurred with a view to the ultimate improvement
of the farm, and to its increased value as property,
and neither could nor ought to have been incurred
by any tenant except under the security of a twenty-
one years' lease, in which event it would Lave been
a provident investment of capital.

In order to ascertain the actual position of the
property consequent upon this expenditure, the
farm was, in the month of July last, valued by an
able and experienced surveyor, himself the tenant
of a large farm in the immediate neighbourhood,
and who, during the whole course of improvement,
has been a witness to it, and from continued and
personal observation is enabled to testify as to the
correctness of the above statement.
The annual value which he has placed

upon the farm is £344
t A small portion let off 12

t Three cottages and gardens 11

£367

Several applications have of late been made by
most respectable persons to become tenants of the
farm, and there is no doubt whatever but that it

may be readily let at the above rent, or even at an
advanced sum for a twenty-one years' lease ; and if

that be so, the result is, that an annual increased
rental of 117/. has been obtained by the outlay of
1,906/. lis. Id., in other words, that land has been
purchased (for permanently increasing the value of
existing land is tantamount to the purchase of an
additional quantity) at a price which will yield

rather more than 61. per cent, per annum upon
the capital invested.

—

Journal of the Royal Agri~
cultural Society.

* At present there are 57 head of cattle, and 8

horses ; but seven horses, including a riding horse
for the bailiff, will ultimately be adequate.

t Stock is taken regularly on the 1st of November in

every year, everything is then valued as if at that pre-

cise period a tenant were to succeed taking off stock

and crops. The very reduced price of all farm pro-

duce made a difference of nearly 20 per cent, upon
the value of tbe stock and crops in November, 1842,
and also in the subsequent estimated rental.

^: These two portions are included in tbe original

rent of 2bQU
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LEOMINhiTER FARMERS' CLUB.

Ax. a meeting of this institution on Friday the Sth

ult., the subject of discussion was "J he Rearing and
Management of Apple Trees." The opinion of the chib

was this—that while a large portion of the orchards

of the county were now in their prime, sutiicieut

care is not taken to plant a succession of young trees

to succeed the present plantation as it becomes unfit

for bearing. This being an important subject to the

neighbourhood, it was resolved to adjourn the meeting
till the next Friday. Upon the lijth ultimo the club

again met, when the following paper was read " On
the Rearing, Management, and Grafting of Apple
Stocks." A vote of thanks to Mr. Galliers was car-

ried unanimously f«r his valuable communication and
liberal ofler of grafts of hischoicest cider fruits to the

members of the club. Tlie opinion of the club coin-

cided with Mr. G. in the rearing, management, and
grafting, but thought it advisable to plant the trees

full ten yards apart. It was suggested by a mem-
ber that grafts should be taken only from the

wood of young healthy trees, as the stocks so grafted

were of finer growth, and not so liable to canker, as

when the grafts were taken from old trees. H.
Rudge, Esq., of Leominster, kindly consented to de-

liver a lecture upon the diseases of wheat, notice of

which will appear in the county papers ; being a sub-

ject in which the agriculturist is so deeply interested,

it cannot fail, we tliink, in procuring a large atten-

dance of members.

ON THE REARING, MANAGEMENT, AND
GRAFTING OF APPLE STOCKS.

(Comimmicatedby Mr. Galliers, Pridewood.)

" For upwards of twenty years I have been a plan-
ter of eider apple trees, and after ten years' experi-

ence on dlflferent sorts and on different plans of
raising an orchard, I strongly recommended that

(at this season of tlieyearj some women be employed
to take kernels from the apples now in heaps in the

apple yards, selecting them from the mildest sorts of
fruit and kindest apple trees,—and after having col-

lected sufficient seed for planting a bed ten feet by
five, (or any other size), being first prepared with
light soil of a sandy nature, mixed with a little mould
from the woodyard or an old hedge-row, or other like

place. In the latter end of January or early in Feb-
ruary deposit the seed on the bed, lightly raking it in

in quantity about a quart to a bed of the size shove
mentioned. I should here observe that on the seed

being taken from the pulp of the apple it should be
placed in a flower-pot or like vessel, with some dry
sifted sand to prevent mouldiness, to which the ker-

nels are very liable. A week or nine days after the
seeds are deposited on the bed, care should be taken
to prevent the chaffinch from devouring the kernel,

(which they are very fond of), as it is then sprout-
ing. This is easily done by placing a net over the

bed, supported by sticks about four or fiveinchesfrom
the ground, afterwards keeping the bed until the

beginning of September free from weeds; a little soot

mixed with bran should be strewn lightly over the
bed in summer in order to keep it free from slugs.

In the month of July or August following the sowing
of the kernels, prepare ground sufficient for a nursery
for transplanting; this ground should be prepared,
selecting a dry soil, with scrapings of the turnpike-
road spread over the intended nursery, which should
be double dug and well mixed up together, leaving
the ground as rough as possible in order that the sun
and wind may pulverizeit ; repeated diggings should

be given the ground between now and the time for

transi)lunting, but no dung should be used, :i^ that
iiiay cause the plants to canker. In the latter end of
February or early in March, or even in January, if

the weather is suitable, take tlie plants which have
made most jjrogress from the seed bed and plant
them in the nursery one foot apart, and two feet be-
tween the rows, first taking off tlie "carrot" root;
the other small plants may remain in the seed bed to

be done the same with the next year; after planting
the nursery let the plants remain three years, in the
mean time being particular to keep the nursery clean

;

the summer before the end of the three years prepare
another larger piece of land, let it be sward, and in
the month of November select the stroneest plants in

the nursery, and re-plant them three feet apart, and
four feet between the rows, keeping them clean and
free from weeds ; three years after the second plant-
ing select from kind trees, free from canker, the
fastest growing wood, being particular that the fruit

growing on the trees from which the grafts are selec-

ted is of a mild and sweet nature, being as free as

possible from acid ; then graft the stocks In the
nursery about four or five inches from the ground.
It should be here observed that the trees after trans-

planting into the second nursery should be pruned
about one foot each year from the ground according
to the progress of the plants, cutting off the offshoots

about two inches from the body of the plant, serving
it the same the next year about two feet from the
ground, and taking the old offshoots off close to the
body; this will cause the plant to have better roots,

and also stiffer, the bottom of it to receive the graft.

My object in grafting so near the ground with a mild
fruit, free from acidity, is, to form the body or trunk
of the tree ; when the trunk is formed, which will

be in about five or six years, then select good cider

fruits, which graft with to form the head, taking care

to keep the body or trunk of the tree free from shoots,

which is easily done by rubbing your hand downwards
on the tree when the shoots are young, and this in a
great measure will also prevent the " American
blight." Let the trees remain in the nursery two or

three years according to the strength of their growth,
then select a piece of turf-land deep in soil, well

double ploughed or dug about Candlemas, turning
the turf undermost to receive the apple stocks ready
for planting in the month of November; now select

the strongest stocks in the nursery and plant them
seven yards distant each way, at about the depth of
eighteen inches, making the holes at least four feet

square, putting in a little compost of rotten turf and
road-scrapings, or any other light rich soil, taking
care it is free from dung. The smaller trees are then

to be planted, two between each standard in a simi-

lar manner : at the usual time for planting a jwung
hopyard, plant the piece of land intended for an
orchard with hops, not planting any hops in the rows
in which the trees are planted ; thus, supposing it to

be a piece of three acres, it will raise sufficient stock

by taking away the lesser stocks, and being well pre-

served, to plant an orchard of six acres, over and
above the piece already planted. In pitching the

poles in the hop-yard, caution the pole-pitcher to

take the shoots off the trees, and also those which
spring up from the roots, and also the same on strip-

ping and piling the poles: it Is also necessary to

thin the tops of the trees, that they may not become
too heavy for the trunks, taking care to cut out

those branches that are most likely to sleeve off,

thereby forming a proper head to the tree. Great

care should also be taken in the winter months to

firm the soil round the bottom of the trees with a
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llnlit rammei in order to kocp tho wet from llio roots.

The tree sliould be kept f>i-()wing at least six or seven
feet from the ground till it is allowed to form the
lieail, and the younj^f trees should be occasionally

pruned, the prnuer always taking care to cut the
bough upwards. With respect to grafting old trees,

the method I use is to take the heads off in the
month of December, leaving a foot or so for the
grafter to cut oft' before lie seats the grafts ; liaving

selected j'our tcrafts from young growing wood, cut
them as soon as you observe the sap arising in the
tree, which may be ascertained by the bud, or by
placing your knife between the bark and tlie wood

;

place the ends of the grafts about four or five inches
in the ground in a shady aspect ; let them remain
eight or nine days before using them ; let the grafter
cut oft' the bough in a slanting direction, sloping
downwards, then set one, two, or three grafts in it,

according to the size of the bough, on the upper part
thereof, not putting any in tlie lower part, as in that
case the wet may get into the orifice cut for the
graft, and thereby destroy the heart of the tree."—
Hereford Journal.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.

The following article was read at a Meeting of the

Great Torrington Farmers' Club, on Saturday, the
lOtli of December, by Mr. Joseph Risdon, of Speccott,

near Torrington :

—

"^Agricultural Societies and Farmers' Clubs are
now very general, and the press is daily giving ac-
count of their proceedings and the speeches made by
the aristocracy, statesmen, and others, who feel in-
terested in the cause. That societies and meetings
of this description tend to benefit the cause of agri-
culture cannot, I think, for one moment be doubted,
as the difi'ercnt grades in society arc here brought
together, and the opinions and private worth of the
l)ersons attending them are more clearly made known
and appreciated. Politics are, I believe, invariably
and wisely excluded, and very properly so ; as, if it

were to form any part of the discussions, the cloven
foot of party would manifest itself, and there would
be angry feelings displayed that would cause endless
disputes and animosities among those that otherwise
would be on terms of friendship. It has long been a
maxim of mine never to fall out with any one on re-
ligion or politics, altliough I hold firm fixed opinions
on those points. To come, however, more closely to
the point I have looked over, most of the speeches of
the freat orators at the meetings reported, of late

—

and I find them very barren as to meaning—indeed
may say the great drift in most of them appears to
be to say much and convey little. It is frequently
pointed out that, by scientific management, more
can be done than Las hitherto been performed ; and
to this I readily assent, as I am one of those who
think we can do much more if our internal arrange-
ments would admit. I believe I have before stated,
when I have had the lionour of addressing you,
'That increase of production has been the cause of
our meeting difficulties unknown to our forefathers
and I am convinced much more can be produced.'

" Loudon, in his Encyclopt^dia of Agriculture,s"ays
that ' rarmers, as moral and intelligent agents,may
be divided into reading men and illiteiato beings.
The first class derive hints for improvements frona
books

^ but the second can only (if at all) derive

benefit from example.' Now, meetings of this de-
scription make thinking men think more, and expe-
rience is more readily conveyed to those around ; and
it must be borne in mind that man is liere for a sliort

time, even he that is spared the longest, and the ex-
perience he has acquired does not devolve on his

heirs; therefore to impart that which experience has
taught to be right or wrong must be of the greatest

consequence to those witli whom we are interwoven.
Nothing can be more pvesumptuous than that which
frequently occurs by pretenders to the science of
agriculture changing their soil and climate, and going
to a distant district and there commence operations
contrary to the received opinions and practice of the
ablest and most experienced persons in that neigh-
bourhood. This we frequently know to be the case

;

and whatever such a person may have acquired, rest

assured he must have a ridiculous opinion of his own
abilities, as, go where he will, he will find otliers that

have been there before him, and persons who have
visited those districts from whence he came, and
who have made comparisons as to how far the opera-

tions can be suited to that particular soil and
climate.

" Caution should therefore be used before any
topsy-turvy measures are introduced, as otherwise
great loss may be sustained. To do away with many
harmless prejudices would be exceedingly tyrannical

to be insisted on at once, as sudden changes are never
good ; but as the mind is improved, all other improve-
ments are likely to follow.
" History furnishes us with the habits, jirogress,

and manners of those who have been the cultivators of
the soil of diff"erent forms of government from the

earliest time up to the present day. That agriculture

is at this time in its infancy I am ready to admit, but
that it is making rapid strides must also be very
apparent to every one who at all looks at it. In this

country we have three classes that are wholly depen-
dent on it—viz., landowners, farmers, and labourers,

and those may again be subdivided into many difterent

grades. There is an highly respectable class, many
of whom may be set down as ornaments to their

country, both as regards their usefulness and intel-

ligence— I mean the woolthy yeoman who farms his

own estate ; but as the landed property is chiefly in

the hands of the nobility and ancient country gentle-

men whose property has descended from father to

son for centuries past, it is with property of this

dcscrijition and the occupiers of it I at present have
more particularly in view. Risdon, the antiquarian,

who wrote his " Survey of Devon'' more than two
centuries ago, in giving a description of the yeomen
of his time, says, " many of them keep up good hos-
pitality, his chief concerns be most in matters of hus-
bandry wherein they are found no where more indus-
trious and skilful in suiting every soil with improve-
ment answerable to its quality •" he then speaks of
paring and burning the turf, and says it is rare in

other counties, and known by the nameofdenshering
in other counties—and goes on to say that burning
lime for manure was at tliat time a new invention,

but produced most beneficial cff'ects, he finishes the
article with these words:—' This kind of life (I mean
husbandry) the Romans have so much praised, that
Cicero aftirmeth nothing to be meter for a free born
man than it, as being the nurse of all arts, other

sciences being only helpers and appendants to it.' It

will be seen by this how Risdon estimated the culti-

vators of the soil, and it will also be seen that he did
not at that time thirdc his countymcn (for he was a
North ]")('von man) under the stigma that has since

been laid on us that we arc a century behind some
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other districts. Be tliat as it may, I trust wo arc

cmergino; from the iy:norance impiitecl to us, and in

point of practical improvements and general intelli-

gence can show ourselves in the ranks of the hereto-

fore more fortunate districts. Within the compass
of the time I have referred to, great progress has
been made in all the arts and sciences—revolutions

and reformations have taken place in this country,

and England is at this time pre-eminently distin-

guished among tlie nations of the world for her com-
merce as well as her other advancements; and to

keep pace with the times, those connected with agri-

culture have been obliged to exert themselves, both
as to the qualilications of their minds, as well as the

improvements on their farms, in order to be fit com-
panions for peo])le of other pursuits. To that end
education has become more general, and many may
be said to have sprung from the plough who have
distinguished themselves in every other national cha-
racter ; and with Ibis general improvement may be
traced the altered dress and manners of the age.

" Leases for lives were formerly very generally
adopted by tiie great proprietors, the lessee forming
as it were a middle grade between the proprietor and
rack-renter; this is now in most parts of England
getting out of use, its advantages or disadvantages
I shall not for the present go into. As short terms are

now usually adopted— a system directly at variance
with this system, and much to be regretted as it makes
the cultivators of the soil feel but little interest

as to any permanent improvements, either as regards
the land roads, or moral improvements of the
labouring poor, nothing being looked at but self-

interest— the tenant, under such circumstances, looks
towards his landlord or steward with suspicion, in-

stead of those fine old English feelings of veneration
and respect.
" The system of tendering for estates is, to the dis-

grace of agriculture, become very general—I say dis-

grace, because it carries degradation witli it, as the
well-intentioned industrious man with a capital has
to contend with ignorant, designing men of straw,
and this too without knowing his true position. I am
aware, under certain circumstances, it may be done
without carrying with it all the odium I have named

;

yet, as one of the evils of the age, I venture to con-
demn it upon principle, for it betrays a want of
knowledge as to the real value by the owner or agent
concerned, or a disposition to make more than a fair

price, provided a tenant can be found under any cir-

cumstances to give it. If an estate is about to be
given up for any cause, it would be much more cre-
ditable to all parties if the conditions for letting were
published, and let applications be made to the agent,
who, as a matter of course, would enquire as to

character, respectability, and competency ; and if the
applicant is found eligible on all these points, let a
price be named, for depend on it the man that offers

more than a proper value should be rejected as firmly
and as cautiously as the man that offered too little.

The conditions for letting should likewise be liberal

;

for he that expects a tenant to take an estate to im-
prove without receiving the reward of his labour will
find himself disappointed.
" Loudon on this point says, ' It may be true that,

under the security of the honour of an English land-
lord, tenants-at-will have been continued in posses-
sion from generation to generation, and acquired
wealth which he has never, like the landholders of
some other countries, attempted to wrest from
them; but there are few individuals in any rank of
life who continue for a length of time to sacrifice

thtir just claims on the altar of pure generosity,

something is always expected in return.* In conelr,-

sion,—'No prudentman will ever invest his fortune in

the improvement ofanother person's property, unless

from the length of his lease he has a reasonable pros-

pect of being reimbursed.'
" We hear it frequently asserted that farmers arc

now what they were not in their altered manners,
way of living, and dress. If they were not, they
would remain among their kindred and friends, in a
country like this (wliere sciences, manufactories,

commerce, and our intercourse with other nations

has changed all aroimd us), a race as singular in their

manners as the .Tews are in religion among Chris-
tians. It sheuld also be remembered that the sons
of yeomen, in all ages, have been found to take part
in what is going on ; we tlierefore fiud members of
the same families sent into the world in various ways,
and have shown too in the church, in science, manu-
facture, commerce, and in all the useful arts, not for-

getting those (when our country was assailed by
foreign enemies) who left their homes and fought and
bled in tlie honour and defence of their native land.

Under all these circumstances, I ask, is it probable or
consistent with reason, that those wlio continue to

cultivate the soil are to remain, in point of general

intelligence, fit companions only for unpolished
clowns ? Depend on it the mind that has received a
proper education is more likely to fill the duties of

his station with honour to himself, and usefulness to

every class connected with him, be his station in

society what it may ; and on no principles of justice

can I ties, if two persons start in life with the same
capital, abilities, and education, equally industrious

and frugal, tliat one shall be allowed to make a for-

tune (or, at least, a competency to retire), and the
other be doomed to be a drudge to tlie end of his

days ; and at last, leaving nothing behind more than
what he originally begun with, and frequently consi-

dered fortunate to do this.

" Adam Smith, in his ' Wealth of Nations,' says of
farming, 'After what are called the fine arts and
liberal professions, however, there is, perhaps, no
trade which requires so great a variety of knowledge
and experience. Tlie innumeraljJe volumes whicli

have been written upon it in all languages, may satisfy

us that among the wisest and most learned nations
it has never been regarded as a matter easily un-
derstood. Not only the art of the farmer, the general
direction of the operations of husbandry, but many
inferior branches of country labour require much more
skill and experience than the greater part of mechanic
trades.' I therefore contend, to make the most of the
soil, farmers should be well educated ; besides, if

such is not the case in a country like this, where
there is such conflicting interest—' If one part of
society has the degree of cultivation desired, anW the
other has it not, it is evident that there can be very
little sympathy between them.' We see, as we mix
with the world in business, many uneducated men
who seem to get on pretty well, but those frequently
make use of low cunning instead of wit; and after

all, however jirosperous, they cannot but feel tiicir

inferiority, for it is said—* To introduce an ignorant
youth into an highly civilized country, under the
supposition that he could obtain the requisite degree
of prosperity and happiness, would be more absurd
than to turn an educated child into a country of
savages.'

" Arthur Young did much in his day to aid the

cause of agriculture, and many political economists
have from time to time thrown many useful hints,

but never was the cause so popular as at present.

The English Agricultural Society,'which has amongst
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its nieoibcrs some of the gicatost men of tlic ago, and
tlie meetings liave been atteudcd not only by tbcin
but by various foreigners of distinction j untl(!r sucb
auspices I tliink we bave reason to suppose that we
shall progress. But we must remember one of the
causes why we are so frequently attacked by others,

whose interests, or pretendedinierests, areto have our
produce below the price it can be produced at, is

that we, as a body, were never incorporated, and till

"very recently never thought of uniting ; it therefore

is a duty we owe to ourselves to watch the move-
ments of our enemies, and do all in our power to re-

sist any violation of our just rights.

"The best works in political economy are by no
means adapted to our circumstances, as we are under
obligations contracted since those workswere written,
and which every well wisher to his country would
shudder at breaking, and that there are wily persons
in all communities cannot be doubted. And it must
be admitted that in the agricultural, manufacturing,
commercial, and monied interests, there may be
found, and certainly are, persons who would sacrifice

all others for the aggrandizement of their own parti-
cular interest; and as all those parties in tlieir various
departments make up the entire population of this

great country, I say to all watch a.nd see that justice
is not withheld from you, and never permit yourselves
to sacrifice your rights at the altar of exjiediency.
To those connected with agriculture I however more
particularly address myself, and say, let us be united
by the ties of equity and justice, and if any League,
however powerful, attempt to rob us of our birthright,
]et us resist it by every means, and that with energy

;

let us sliow with firmness that we are not to be
cajoled nor juggled out of our rights, and that we
will not part with them.
" Hitherto the farmer and his labourers have not

been so well educated as other classes ; this is one of
the causes why others endeavour to take advantage
of us ; and being scattered over the face of the coun-
try, we cannot avail ourselves of the schools and
seminaries where learning and arts and sciences are
taught ; this, however, is in some measure beginning
to be supplied, and will, I trust, become more and
more general, and, as I have before said, that my
opinion is that agriculture is in its infancy. I also

"believe that no one has any need to leave his native
]and, for the purpose of cultivating distant soils,

exclusively to obtain a living, as I am convinced we
can provide for a much greater population than we
have. I do not object to free emigration, on the con-
trary, say let the enterprising go and try what can be
done, it is creditable to them if done in a proper
spirit; but I do object to its being forced, as it were,
on the industrious classes for the mere purpose of
carnipg a livelihood. There is something as endearing
to the poor man in his native clime and connections
as to his wealthy and more fortunate neighbour ; and
if he is an industrious, honest, well-intentioned cha-
racter, he has a claim to be supported at home, and
the fault must be our own internal mismanagement
if he is not able to do so.

"It is the opinion of an author, whose writings
and opinions 1 highly appreciate, ' that education is

as much the birthright of a child in a community
where there is a high degree of civilization, as food
and clothes are its birthright in the rudest state of
society, because without it he has not a fair cliance
of making the most of life.'

" We must be all aware that much ignorance pre-
vails; and even some of those who have had a little

education are equally as unfortunate as their more
ijjuorant bretlxreu. Where their education has not

been founded on right principles, we see many of

tiiom deeply impregnated with transatlantic notions
of liberty and equity which, in fact, nowhere exists.

This, when carried out, shows itself in anarchy and
ruin; therefore the first principles of a sound and
useful education is, duty to God and our neighbour,
which will show itself in obedience to superiors, and
a willingness to alleviate misfortune and misery,
keeping constantly in view that no one is created to

live in idleness, that something is expected from every

child of Adam, and that we are all inheritors of hia

fate—viz., ' By the sweat of our brow we are to eat

bread, till we return to dust again.' He, therefore,

that refuses to work witli his hands disobeys the com-
mand of his Maker, and, consequently, is a rebel in

the sight of his Creator, and a bad member in the

society where he dwells.
" In conclusion, let me earnestly entreat all classes

in agriculture to be united. Let those wliose business

it is to direct the cultivation of the soil go on improv-
ing, and continue to improve ; if this is properly

conducted there may be difticultics, but ultimately

there ' will be no decay, no leading into captivity,

and no complaining in our streets.'
''

ON DRAINING.
SiK—Having already given my opinion, in your

columns, that land cannot be drained effectually but

by three separate and distinct modes of draining, and
not even then unless, at times, accompanied with
piping and boring, under particular and extraordi-

nary circumstances, known only to practical men

—

either tbe party accustomed to setting out, or the

working man who lias been engaged in it for years

—

it was not my intention, at present, to again intrude

myself upon your notice; but it is so difficult to con-
vince some men that they arc in error, and so bi-

goted and attached are they to "old ways and cus-
toms," that it is almost a matter of impossibility to

drive these out of them. If you see a man about to

put Lis bands into the fire, and you were to tell him
he would be burnt, he would be a simjjleton in not
taking your advice ; but there are in the world men
who would not believe, even then, unless they found
their fingers actually in contact with the fire—such
is the case, however, and such is the position as-

sumed by some men in the present day with regard
to draining. Where is the use of men, of long tried

practice and experience, sending their opinions into

the world if they are not attended to .' Of what avail

is it if the press teems with information, from the
1st January to the 31st December in every year, if

some have made up their minds not to read, and others

that do read that tiiey will not carry out the plans laid

down for their guidance? I, sir, am led to make these
remarks, in consequence of reading the admirable
and pithy remarks by "A Craven Farmer," &c.
I cannot sufficiently answer his question as to the

depth of the drains which are requisite to be cut,

without knowing the rise of the uater. This 1 can
tell him, that if the water is spring water, and it is

evident to me from his statement that it is, all the

3 ft. drains he (tliat is the party named) may dig, if

they are at less distance apart than 18 ft. will not
reach the root of the evil, even if they are at 9 ft.

apart. It is a fact, and one that it is impossible to

disprove, that one deep drain, cut judiciously on the

side of a bill, where the water rises, will take tbe

water off scores of acres, if the land in the vicinity

Las open measures, that is, measures of gravel, sand,
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&o., intermixed witlj blocks of clay ; the pressure of
the wrtter t'vom tlie bill forces it along its under-
ground passage, and wherever it finds an ojien, porous
measure, or stratum, it then ascends to the surtace : it

is possible, over this description of land, to place

)'Our drdins in at all depths and distances, and even
to chamber the land with drains, and then not remove
the cause. Such being the case—and practice and ex-
perience may be adduced, in numberless instances, in

support of it—how truly astonishing and surprisin

it is that men will not be convinced ! S}iallow draining

null not cure land that requires de^p draining, but it is

possible for a deep drain to cure a large quantity of

land. I have, therefore, no hesitation in pronouncing
tiiat, if ihe land is of the description named, the shal-

low draining will be a failure. To find the source of
spring water and the depth which it lays, it is neces-

sary to dig for it upon dry land, not upon wet, that

is, above the place where it begins to show itself;

and, in doing so, do not be afraid of going more than

6 ft.; dig several holes in the line, and let them be

from 6 ft. to 12 ft., depending upon the appearance of

the water—the level to whicli the water will rise in

these holes will tell you whether they are all acted

upon by the same water, and the quantity shewn will

tell you the size of the tile (not stones), necessary to

carry it off. The outfall to commence this drain with,

the level line to be taken, the 7)iode of laying the tile,

and the covering requisite for securing it and render-

ing this drainage effectual, are subjects which would
require much greater space than the limits of this

letter will admit of, and are only known to men really

accustomed 'to carry on the work. A truly practical

man may set out lines for drainage, but unless the

man who carries the level of the water and lays the

tile is a practical working man, it is more than 100
to 1 that the work is imperfect. The working man,
who understands his work, is as necessary an append-
age to good drainage, as the scientific individual who
sets it out. The above remarks will, I trust, be suf-

ficient answer to the queries by "A Craven Farmer;"
and I agree with him, in the expression of his senti-

ments, not only with regard to the magazine, but,

that, in a few years, the drainage of the country may
be effected and effectually performed upon the prin-

ciples laid down, so that the productions of the land,

not only in the Craven district, but in all others where
it is required, may be improved from one-fourth to

double its present quantity.

Page 86, "Amicus." There is but one size tile re-

quired for shallow draining, upon all descriptions of
land, with the exception of the outfall drain, which
requires to be larger; and this tile will take all the
water that will fall in any given time upon any quan-
tity of land, if properly put in. It is not necessary to

drain the strongest land nearer than 8 yards, and the
more porous your soil the greater the distance re-

quired for placing in your tiles. The size of the tile

required is 3 inches by 4 inches clear in the opening,
4 inches in height, 3 inches in width ; and tins will

be found sufficient upon strong land at 8 yards : the
outfall will require lobe 5 incliesby 6 inches, depend-
ing upon the mould used in the yard from whence
you obtain your tile, as it may be perhaps half an
inch less both ways; this is no obstacle provided the
proper proportion of height and width are ascertained
and kept in the tile, nor will it make any great dif-

ference in carrying off the water, as this tile will

carry all that may be brought into it, from 10 to 20
acres.

Of what use are the cylindrical or pipe tile in

draining strong clay land ? To any man of common
sense, who understands tile draimng at all, it will be

known that the interstices or joinings of the tiles to-
gether, are the openings for admitting the water in
shallow drainings ; how, then, can it be possible for

these tiles, fitting one into the other, to take the wa-
ter so rapidly as the common or ordinary tile. The
only use of these tiles are the carrying water over or
through soft porous places, in the same manner that
water is conveyed by iron pipes ; and the object is to
keep the water from again entering into the lower
measures of the earth, and to carry it into the out-
fall drains. These tiles, now only making their
public appearance, have been known and used by
practical men for twenty years past; if they had been
of any value, or had possessed claims over the other
tiles, for the purpose of shallow draining, is it not fair

to presume that the public would Lave been in posses-
sion of it ere this. A common draining tile, properly
made and burnt, and judiciously placed in the soil at

a depth of 20 inches, will resist all the weight which
it is ever likely will have to travel over the surface;
unless, by some sudden revulsion of nature, the in-
clination of the earth, where laid, should be shaken;
and will, at the end of fifty years, be found as perfect,
for the purposes of drainage, as on the day when first

jjlaced in the ground.

I trust I have here sufficiently answered the en-
quiries by your correspondents, and, for any further
information on this important and highly essential

and necessary accompaniment to good husbandry, I

I would beg leave to refer them to my forthcoming
work on draining.

I am, sir, your very obedient servant,

H.H.

FARM LEASES.

(Concluded.

J

What is the position of landlord and tenant in va-
rious parts of the country at the present moment,
and how different are the holdings, or the terms upon
which farms are occupied, even under the same
landlord ; how many agreements have been made by
parties who have professed to look after land, and
prevent the tenant from encroaching upon his land-
lord, and what endless blunders have been committed
in drawing them up ; and alter the tenant has quitted,

or about to quit his farm, how have these same agree-
ments been read and mis-read, so as to form a case for

lawyers to get up, and drag on, the one against the
other, into an endless law-suit, in which neither parties

are benefited and both have had to pay ?

There are many farms upon which the whole of the
property, that is the tenant-right, belongs to the tenant,
compriiing the whole of the seed, labour, manure
in the yards, all unexhausted manures in the land,
herbage, following or way-going crop, and allowance
for extra proportions of grass, &c., and which he
claims, and is allowed on quitting, without any inter-

ference. Again, perhaps in the adjoining parish the
whole of these are the property of his landlord, with
the exception of the labour actually performed on
the place, and the seed deposited in the ground prior
to his quitting. There are |)arishes too, in Yorkshire,
where all the claims above-mentioned and enumerated
were formerly the property of the tenants, which were
wrested from them by the agents of a noble duke,
since deceased; that is, by paying those who were de-
termined to have their rights, and quitting them ofi'

the estates, and by compelling those who choosed to

remain to eater into fresh agreements, so as to se-
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ciu'e to the owner tlie rights wLicli were possessed by
the tenants before. This miglit form a case where it

wouhl be assumed that, if the tenant had had a lease,

Le coukl not have been disturbed nor his rights tram-
pled upon ; but lliese are solitary instances, and they

ought to be so. Tliere is an old saying, that "good
agents make good landlords, and good landlords

mnke good and grateful tenants;" that, in cases of
this sort, an awful and serious amount of responsi-

bility rests upon the agent who advises his employer
to adopt such mean and disgraceful practices. Ihere
are other parishes in which certain claims are allowed
from that stupid and ridiculous of all practices,
" Custom," which are exceedingly difficult to define,

even by a man possessing a clear knowledge of busi-

ness ; as what has been a custom in one parish or

hundred, has been totally disregarded in another. Even
with regard to the durability of manures, or rather-

the length of time supposed to elapse before they are

exhausted, it is a matter which has not only occupied
the attention of valuers in various parts of the coun-
try, but has also created great difference of opinion

;

and, at present, so long as there is argument in (lie

case, there is no law to prevent men from giving their

opinions and abiding by them. Let us take two or

three of these instances :—In one county bones are

allowed upon a four years principle, whilst in another

only three years, upon arable land. The duration
of marl is stated, in one county, to be seven years;
whilst in other parts of the same county there has
been no allowance at all. Tiie duration of draining,

in the county of Yoik, was put, by the late author of
" Rents and I'illages," at ten years, deducting one-
tenth for every year from the commencement to the

time of valuing ; whilst, in the county of Lincoln, the

term allowed in the same manure was seven years;
and, again, in other places they have got to twelve
years. Such being the case, and numbers of those ap-
pointed to value knowing no moie of the way in

which the draining ought to have been effected than
the tenant himself, nor yet of the time when he may be
said to have derived the benefit of the improvement

—

it is not at all surprising to see this great difference of

opinion as to the term allowed. 1'hese and numbers of

other instances can bo mentioned of this want of a

rule to guide the valuer in determining the differences

between the ofT-going and in-coming tenant, such as

lime, rape, soot, burnt earth, &ic., and, at the present

time, saltpetie, salt, gypsum, desiccated carbon,

guano, &c. IIow is it possible that, in the event of
part or all of these being used and tried upon the farm
by the occupier, that the lease can he so framed as

that he shall receive the benefits unexhausted in the

laud at the expiration of his lease, when, as j'et, no
definite conclusion has been arrived at to determine
the period of durability.' Will all ihe landlords of the

couiitty agree to put the tenants, from one end of tie

kingdom to the other, uj)on the same footing; or will

they be disposed to give to the tenant that which is in

many instances (particularly small owners) their jno-

perty at tlio present time? Again, are tiie tenants all

agreed to sink their claims, or let them all be consoli-

dated under one general code of rules laid down for

valuers (distinguishing, as a matter of course, the hold-
ings of the light soils from the strong ones), so that they
may, at the end of the term of their leases, receive

such amounts as those rules have established ? Until

this is done, I am of opinion that, as fur as le.iscs are

concerned, it will bo a difficult matter so t© frame
them that they may becotne general throughout the

country. Such then, being the present undetermined
and widely different modes of occupying land, and
receiving the allowances upon it, which are almost im-

possible to reconcile. Low is it likely that the whole
can be regulated ? I have no doubt that some of the

advocates for leases would be disposed to throw them
over altogether, if they thought that their own pockets

would be touched by this revolution in the occupancy
of the land in this country.

Many years ago, a highly respected and talented

individual, and who possessed qualities of no com-
mon order, was called upon to frame an agreeme t

for letting the farms of a nobleman in Notts, the

whole of which were to be managed upon the terms

laid down, and upon a four-field principle, all alike

light land and strong, without regard to seasons.

'J'he land was divided into classes— such fields were
to be wheat, such fallows, such barley, and such
seeds ; and whether the land could be got into order

or not, he was to give this subject close and strict

attention ; and having got the agreement ready, it

was to be inspected by the agent, and the whole
were to be, as the farms fell in by death or change
of entry, put under the regulated clauses of this

agreement ; and it was to be so framed, that the

tenant could not break the conditions, excepting

under heavy penalties, that he should not in any way
infringe upon the rights of his landlord. A few weeks
passed on, and at length the document made its ap-

pearance, or rather the draft of it; when, to the aston-

ishment of the parties, instead of comprising as much
matter as would fill a sheet of foolscap, it was as

bulky in size and quantity as the draft of the title-

deeds prepared for the purchase of a large estate,

and which had a number of unexpired terms in it

which required cutting off. It was returned to the

learned gent, to be pared down, and, after several

attempts, he declared his inability to frame one that

would be applicable to all the tenantry. Such being
the case wiili an agreement from year to year, how
much more so would it be where the duration of
the term was to he fourteen or twenty-one years?

Again, it is stated that the only proper way of let-

ting the land by lease would be by means of a corn

rent, subject to certain conditions as to manage-
ment, &c. 1 his certainly is as near as some may
come to be perfect in rents, but it is imperfect in its

process. Is the corn rent to he the average price of

corn sold throughout the kingdom for the year; or,

is it to be the average of the comity, the district, or

the markets to which he takes his grain to sell, that is

to regulate the rent of his farm ? If the average price

of the kingdom is to be taken, look at the extraordi-

nary difference there is in the markets of one part

as compared with the other part of the kingdom.
If the county, why then the same arguments will ap-

ply, as the markets often vary as much as from 2s. to

4s. per quarter ; then we have but to take his own
market, or the place where he sells his grain, and
the average of it : but even this will be an act of

injustice to him, unless the time when he sells his

corn is taken into consideration. Are all the

farmers in one lordship or parish to be at one
rent, or is the difference to be made between
good and bad land? And even then, are all men
farming tinder like circumstances? It is a fact, as

clear as the sun at noon day, that whilst the small
farmer, who has to sell his produce to pay his bills,

liis servants, and his rents, before lady-day arrives,

has always disposed of his crops, and at a time when
the markets are glutted, \\ hilst his more fortunate

neighbour (the man of capital) has been enabled to

keep on his grain until the following year, the

difference of the selling price between the two, for

the average of wheat, has been 10s. per quarter, and
even more: I say then, that, unless you lake the
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produce of the farm and the farmer's owu selling price,

you will commit an act of injustice by placing his

corn rent at the same rate as that of his neiglihour

;

and, if ynu do not do this, how can you \inder-

tal.e to protect him by a lease? 'i'his, tiicn, is aa-
othcr, or rather other reasons, why leases cannot he
framed so as to protect him, that is, the little J'ar)nei-,

unless you will adopt the plan I have here pointed
out ; and unless these and various other minor mat-
ters, are so arranged as to preserve a distinct and
clear understanding between landlord i.nd tenant,

and so establish that kind and friendly feeling which
has or ought to exist between the two, by securing

to the landlord the free enjoyment of his property

at the expiration of the lease, and the pleasure of

seeing the improvements carried on by his tenant

during the lease, and, at the same time, the tenant

secured from all vexatious, unjust, and oppressive
restrictions, I am clearly of opinion that the po-
sition of landlord and tenant is better under the pre-
sent circumstances than it would be by lease. I

should be sorry to see the landlord out of his proper
place, and, at the same time, the tenant suffering at

the expense of his landlord.

One more remark upon this subject, and, for the
present, I have done : the subject of leases and
the necessity for their being adopted, had its

origin in that worst of all schemes, for dividing

landlord and tenant, viz.. Electioneering, or iiolitical

purposes. The landlords have themselves to thank
for it, in many instances, by coercing their tenantry;

and the object of the parties in starting leases, was
to secure, as they thought, the free enjoyment of

opinion in political matters by the farmers : every-
thing which tends to sever the tie wiiich binds the
two together, is bad both in ])rinciple and practice;

and I would, therefore, humbly urge upon the con-
sideration of landlords generally, the propriety of

non-interference in this matter. As long as the fair

position is held between the two, so long may the

landlord depend u])on the support and assistance of
his (enant ; he is not ungrateful—and it would be a
b id day in this country that should see these social

liuks of the best support which she has, broken asun-
der by any political difference of opinion between
the parties ; and I am well persuaded that those
landlords who have acted on the system of non-inter-

ference hare received as much support as those who
have endeavoured to do so by pursuing an opposite
course.

I trust I have explained my views so as to be un-
derstood, and if I can throw any more light upon it

I shall he glad to do so.

I am, Sir, your obedient Servant,

H. ir.

REARING CATTLE, AYITH A VIEW
TO EARLY MATURITY.

The production of beef at the quickest and cheapest
rate being the object in view, the first requisite is a
stock of cows possessing qualities suitable for this

purpose. Accordingly, they should be good milkers,
able to keep at the rate of two and a half to three
calves each, of a kind known to have a tendency to

fatten readily, and to come early to maturity, and of
a structure likely to produce a vigorous, well-grown
steer. In other words, they must be good short-
horns; only having mure regard to their milking
properties than is usually done by breeders of bulls.

And here it may bo well to notice, that it is in

general highly inexpedient for the beef grower— the
farmer who depends largely on his regular cast of
fat cattle—to attempt breeding his own bull. It is

only a few individuals in any district who have the
taste and skill re(|uisitc for this diflicidt department
of the business, not to mention the large capital

which must necessarily be invested in it, the preca-
riousness of the return, the greater liability to

casualities of such highbred animals, and the ad-

ditional expense of their housing and maintenance.
On Tweed side, the breeding of bulls is confined to

a very limited number of persons, chiefly Nor-
thumbrians, who, by devoting their whole attention

to this department, are able, from year to year, to

furnish a class of bulls which are steadily improv-
ing the general breed of the district. The contrary

practice is at this moment compiomising the cha-
racter of this valuable breed of caitle in several dis-

tricfs of Scotland into which they have been mvre
recently introduced. Made wiser on this point by
experience, the farmer of the Border purchases from
some breeder of established reputation a good year-

ling bull, which he uses for two or three seasons,

and then replaces by another in like manner. This
bull serves his own cows and those of his hinds,

and some of the neighbouring villagers ; and thus,

though his own stud be limited to six or eight cows,

he can select from the progeny of his own bull as

many calves as he requires to make up his lot, and
has them more uniform in colour and quality than

could otherwise be the case. As the male parent

among sheep and cattle is known to exert by far the

greater influence in giving character to the progeny,

and increasingly so in proportion to the purity of

his breeding, it is evidently much to the advantage of

the beef grower to spare no reasonable trouble and
expense in obtaining a bull of thorough purity, and

then to select his calves with the most scrupulous

attention. From overlooking all this, how often

may lots of cattle be seen, on the best of land too,

which can only be fattened at an enormous expense

of food and time, and, after all, are so coarse in

quality as to realize an inferior price per stone '.

Occasionally a few beasts of the right sort will be

seen in such lots, which, by going ahead of their

fellows to the extent of 4/. or 5/. a-piece of actual

market value, shew what might have been done by
greater skill or attention on the part of the owner.

It is very desirable to have all the cows to calve

betwixt the 1st of February and the 1st of April. If

earlier, they will get almost dry ere the grass comes,

and calves later than this will scarcely be fit for sale

with the rest of the lot. When a calf is dropped,

it is immediately removed from its dam, rubbed dry,

•with a coarse cloth or wisp of straw (this being

what the cow would do for it with her tongue, if

allowed), and then placed in a crib in the calf-

house among dry straw, when it receives a portion

of its own mother's first milk, which, being of a

purgative quality, is just what is needed by the

yotmg animal. For a fortnight, new milk is the

only food suitable for it, and of this it should re-

ceive a liberal allowance thrice a day ; but means
should now be used to train it to eat linseed cake

and sliced Swedish turnip; and the readiest way of

doing so is to put a bit of cake into its mouth im-
mediately after getting its milk, as it will then suck

greedily at anything it can get hold of. By repeat-

ing this a few times, and placing a few pieces in its

trough, it will usually take to this food freely; and

whenever this is the case, it should have as much
as it can eat, that its allowance of milk may be di-

minished, to meet the necessities of the younger
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calves wliich arc coming in succession. This is of the

greater importance that it is always most desirable to

avoid mixing anything wiih their milk by way of

helping the quantity. When a substitute must be
resorted to, oatmeal porridge mixed with the nesv

milk is perhaps the best. Sago has of late years
been much used for this purpose ; but an eminent
English veterinary surgeon has recently expressed a

very decided opinion that its use impairs the diges-

tive j)Owcrs of the animal, and predisposes to disease.

The sour smell invariably found in a calf-house,

where porridge or jelly of any kind is mixed with
the milk, is proof sufficient that indigestion is the

consequence. An egg put into each calf's allowance,

and mixed with the milk by stirring with the hand,
is a good help, and never does iiarm : but, with this

exception, it is best to give tlie rnilk warm and un-
adulterated, however small the quantity ; and along
with this, dry farinaceous food, turnips and bay,
ad Hblhim. If more liquid is needed, a pail with
water may be put within their reach, as this does
not produce the bad effect of mixed milk. Indeed,
in this, it is best to keep as closely as possible lo

the natural arrangement according to which the

calf takes its suck—at first frequently, and then at

longer intervals, as it becomes able to cat of the

same food as its dairi. The diet of the cows at this

season is a matter of some consequence. Swedish

turnips yield the richest milk, but it is too scanty,

and calves fed on itare liable to inflammatory attacks;

globe turnips should therefore form their principal

food during the spring months. Care must also be

taken that they do not get too low in condition in

the autumn and winter, and for this end it is well to

put tbem dry at least three months before calving.

Some may think this long j but, on a breeding farm,

milk is of JittJe value at this season. The cows,

when dry, are kept at less e.xpensc, and, by this pe-

riod of rest, their constitution is invigorated, greater

justice done to the foetus, now rapidly advancing to

maturity, and so much more milk obtained after

calving, when it is really valuable. When the

calves are from four to six weeks old, they are re-

moved from their separate cribs to a house where
several can be accommodated together, and have

room to frisk about. So soon as the feeding-yards

are cleared of the fat cattle, the calves are put into

the most sheltered one, where they have still more
room, and are gradually prepared for being turned

to grass ; and, when this is done, they are still

brought in at night for some time. At six weeks
old, the mid-day allowance of milk is discontinued,

and at about fourteen weeks they arc weaned alto-

gether. When this is done, their allowance of lin-

seed cake is increased : and as they have been
trained to its use, they readily eat enough to im-

prove in condition at this crisis, instead of having
their growth checked, and acquiring the large belly

and untbrifty appearance which used to be con-

sidered an unavoidable consequence of weaning.
The cake is continued until they have so evidently

taken with the grass as to be able to dispense with

it. They are not allowed to lie out very late in au-

tumn, but, as the nights begin to lengthen and get

chilly, are brought in during the night, and receive

afoddering of tares and clover foggage. When put

on turnips, the daily allowance of cake (say lib.

each) is resumed, and continued steadily through

the winter and spring, until they are again turned

to grass. This not merely promotes their growth

and feeding, but (so far as five or six years' experi-

ence can determine the point) seems a specific

against black-leg, which was often so fatal as alto-

gether to deter many farmers from breedirig. It

may be well to state here distinctly the particular

purpose for which cake is given at the different

stages of their growth. At first, the object is to

accustom them to a wholesome and nutritious diet,

which will supplement the milk obtained from any
given numbei' of cows, so as to admit of a greater

number of calves being reared, and at the same time
have greater justice done them than could otherwise
be practicable. At weaningtime, again, it is given

to help the young animal over the transition from
milk to grass alone, without check to growth or loss

of condition. During the following winter, how-
ever, the special object of its use is to prevent black-

leg, as, but for this, turnips ad libitum would be suf-

ficient. When put to grass as year-olds, they deci-

dedly thrive better on sown grass of thie first year

than on old jjasture, differing in this respect from
cattle whose growth is matured. They are laid on
turnips again as early in the autumn as these are

ready ; and it is a good practice to sow a few acres

of globes to be ready for this express purpose. It

does well to give the turnips upon the grass for ten
or fourteen days before putting them finally into the

feeding yards ; and then, if they can be kept dry and
warm, and receive daily as many good turnips as they
can possibly eat (globe till Christmas and Swedish
afterwards), they will grow at a rate that will afford

their owner daily pleasure in watching their pro-
gress, and reach a weight by the 1st of iVIay which,
if markets are favourable, will reward him well for

his pains. The leading features of this system are

uniform good keeping and progressive improve-
ment ; in other words, to get them fat as soon after

their birth as possible, and keep them so till they
reach maturity. The details given above are a des-
cription of the expedients generally adopted by the
breeders of this district for securing these objects.

—

Mr. Wilson, Berwichshire.—Transactions of the

Highland Society.

STATEMENT OF A NEW AND SUCCESS-
FUL ROTATION OF CROPS FOR
HEAVY CLAYS.

Bv J. S. NOWLSON.

From the Journal of the Royal Agricultural
Society.

To Ph. Pusey, Esq.

Sin,—My course of crops is as follows, viz., one-
fourth wheat ; after that oats,* one-half of which is

sowu alternately with clover ; after that, sown with

* As a general rule applicable to much, perhaps
most, of the soils of this country, the alternation of

corn and green crops is better than two corn and two
fallow crops in succession ; but on land of the pecu-
liar character of that in Northaw it is otherwise, and
a comparison of Rlr. Nowlson's crops with those
grown on similar land in the neighbourhood, ma-
naged on the alternate system, sufficiently proves that

that rule must not be taken to be without exceptions.

Nyn Farm is situated at the northern extremity of

the extensive parish of Northaw, which is a border
parish of the county of Herts. On tlie south is that

wild part of Middlesex once Enfield Chase, but now
enclosed and cultivated. The quality of the land in

Northaw varies considerably, but its general cha-
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winter tnres, enten ofF green by fatting slieep ;* then
a bastard fallow for wheat—the other half fallowed
for turni|is, part eaten on the laud and part drawn off;

then fallowed for spring-tares or coleseed, eaten off

by fitting sheep; then ready for wheat again. For
example, say if the farm be 200 acres of arable land

—

30 acres Wheat.
50 „ Oats.

2.5 „ Winter Tares.

25 „ Fallow for Turnips.
25 „ Clover.
S5 ,, Coleseed and Tares.

200 acres.

This is a system I have used for some years on
strong retentive clay-soil, which I have found answer
well.t I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Nun Farm, Noi-thmo, Herts. J. S. Nowlson.

racter is that of a wet and singularly tenacious clay

(on the plastic clay formation), interspersed in places
with beds of rounded gravel. These beds are merely
superficial, that is, i&'^ of them are more than 6 feet

deep, and they have invariably the stiff clay beneath,

them. Chalk can in many places be reached, on Nyn
Farm, at the depth of 60 feet ; and about thirty years
ago, when great part of the farm was enclosed from
a state of common by Thompson of Northlaw (a name
well known to the readers of Cobbett), much chalk
was raised, and used in bringing the land into culti-

vation, the good effects of which are visible to this

day. The arable land has been completely drained
with bushes, as is common in this district ; and the

drains having been laid at l!i feet apart, the land is as

dry as, from the character of the soil, is possible.

Still tlie arable land is so tenacious, and its reduction
to a tilth must be affected so much by the action of
the atmosphere, that every plan for its cultivation

should be arranged to avoid unnecessary tramp iig

either with horses or sheep in wet weather.
The object, therefore, of Mr. Nowlson's rotation is

to prepare as much of his land as possible in the sum-
mer and autumn months. For instance, the advan-
tage of sowing oats after wheat is, that the wheat
stubble, on being ploughed up in the autumn, remains
rough through the winter, can be harrowed down to

a fine tilth, and the oats sown in the very first dry
week which occurs in the early spring. Experience
has shown that nothing but early sowing can secure
an abundant crop, and this could not have been done
after the land had been trampled by sheep feeding off

roots, &c.
Indeed, the interval which intervenes in the spring

of many years, between the time when the land is too

soft to be worked and when it has become exces-
sively hard, is often so short, that unless the pre-
parations for spring corn have been nearly completed
in the previous autumn, those crops are with diffi-

culty got in at all.—R. G. WEiFOno.
* One half of all the green and fallow crops, except

the clover, is fed off by ewes and lambs, fattened on
corn for the London market. The other half is drawn
off for other cattle—K. G. W.

t I saw the principal field of wheat, of about 30
acres, on the day the reaping of it commenced (17th
August, 1843), and a more splendid crop is seldom
seen. It has been estimated, by various competent
judges who have seen it, at considerably more than 40
bushels to the acre. This identical field, fifteen years
ago, produced a wheat crop which only averaged 6
bushels to the acre. The wheat now growing is

" ilevetts," a bearded wheat.— 11. G. W.
Northaw, Burnet, August Idth, 1843,

ON DRAINING.
TO THE EDITOU OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—In yourjournal for this month, "A Craven Far-

mer" asks a question on tlie draining of a bog ; but he
does not give such particulars as every drainer would
require, before hecould decideon the mode of draining

it.

Looking simply on the question asked, there can be
no doubt as to which of the two plans named is the

most suitable for the draining of bogs generally ; thotigh

in most of those I have seen, both would doubtless
have failed, unless bv a free use of the auger the errors

as regards the position of the drains had been rectified

by fortunately intercepting the springs. The proposi-
tion of 3 feet drains, 18 feet apart, seems contradictory

to all the observations I have been able to make on
the draining of lands, strictly bogs or morasses, and, I

believe, to the opinions of any writer on the subject.

As regards the cutting of G feet drains on three sides
of the bog, I do not think,°under any circumstance, it

is a plan I should adopt; but before an opinion could
be given as to the probable effect, it would be neces-
sary to know the extent, whether the surface is level

and evenly wet, or more wet at some parts than at

othfrs, with trifling elevations of the surface, and va-
riations in the appearance of the herbage, particularly

in dry weather ; its position, with respect to the ad-
joining lands and country ; and, if possible, the depth
of the peat, and the probable substratum. In short,

before we can form a plan for the drainage with any
confidence of success, we must obtain such a know-
ledge of the bog and its surrounding substrata, as shall

enable us to jutlge of its formation. As I have before

given a short description of a system of draining such
lands in yourjournal for September, 1840, page 205,

1

will not now occupy your space to the exclusion of
other more novel matter ; but should your correspond-
ent deem it worth his seeking, 1 believe, if he can
persuade the gentleman to whom he alludes to adopt
the system there advocated, he will find the drainage,
if properly performed, effectual and permanent. Al-
thougb there is a considerable difference in the details,

the principles are those originally projected by Elking-
tonj; and if your correspondent has not read, he would
do well to read, Johnstone's account of Elkington's
mode of draining ; for, though he greatly erred, but
more particularly those who have followed his system,
in endeavouring to apply the principle of tapping the
main spring, or cutting off water to soils on which it

could not be effectual, yet it must be universally allow-
ed that, on soils where it can with propriety be applied
or partially applied, no system is calculated to work so
great and lasting good at so small a cost—for the drain-
ing of bogs it is peculiarly adapted, it is unquestion-
ably the best and often the only mode of taking away
the water, and at the same time leaving the land, from
the small number of drains required, in the most fit

state to gradually become productive. On soils of so
porous a nature as bogs when drained, it of course
must be injurious to open the soil (and particularly
by drains near the surface) more than we are obliged
in extensive morasses, at least such as during drj' times
will admit of our cutting open ditches, should they be
thought requisite or convenient as main receivers or
fences : we can often, by placing them in or nearly in
the direction of the heads of the springs, avoid cutting
the soil by numerous drains, the auger being of course
liberally used where requisite ; and there are (evf bogs,
I imagine, of any depth where it may not be used with
advantage. I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

January 26t/t, 1844, Aghicultok.
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THE WEATHER OF 1843.

As " the iiieinory of man '' is very treacherous

with respect to such daily occurrences as changes
of the weather, a chronicle of these changes, as

f.ir as respects tlic past year, may, perhaps, prove
hoth useful and amusing to the readers of the Car-
lisle Journal. In the hope that such may be the

case, I will proceed to give the results of my obser-
vations ill the order that I followed in my report ol'

the weather for 1842. Hence we come to consider,

first, the following table of

RAIN.

January. . .

.

February. .

.

March
April

IMay
June
July
August .. .

.

September .

October . ..

November.

.

December..

Quantity fallen.

1842

2.331

1.315

2.962
0.418

1.671

1.819

2.529
1.675
1.812

1.795

1.925

1.543

21.825

1843

2.585
1.327
1.151

5.196
3.021
3.266
4.513
1.688
0.618
3.591
2.157

1.183

30.296

Average
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and lower than it probably ever will be again during
our lives. For a more jyarticnlar account of this

phenomenon I must refer the curious in such mat-
ters to your paper of the 21st of January, 1843.
The greatest height to which the mercury in the
barometer attained in 1843 was 30.574, on the 2;5rd

of September. 1 he difference between this point
and the depression in January is 2.5!)1, or mther
more than two inches and a half. It will be ob-
served on reference to the following table that the

mean pressure of December is higher than that of
any other month.

BAROMETER.
Highest.

January .

.

February .

]\Iarcb

April

May
June
July
August ..

September
October .

.

November
December

Lowest.

27.983

29.043
29.302
29.194
29.368
28.848
:29.419

29.304
29.703
28.593
28.973
29.473

If we compare the following table of the weather
with that of last year, we will find the difference

sadly against 1843 ; for we had 21 fewer clear days,

10 fewer sunshiny days, and 37 more wet days.

This, when taken in connection with such a low
temperature, and Sj inches more rain, is but a dark
catalogue; more especially so if we consider the

manner in which our hopes were raised by those

who put their faith in Cycles. One of these pub-
lished a book on purpose to shew us that 1842 was
the first of a series of nine fine years ; in the which
book he recommends invalids "to make trial at

least of one or two of these years before they resort

to other skies more favoured by natural position."
I pity any one who has been " thus induced" to try

1843; for a worse year for such invalids there has
not been for some time, in this part of the country.
To resume, we have had fourteen days on which
hail fell, and there has been thunder on a like

number. -
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the quality of the hay and in the aftergrass.

July is always a wet, uncertain month—a greater

quantity of rain falls in that month than in any
other (luring the year ; besides, it is a matter well

woitby of consideration whether the giass is not

likely to be more feeding when made into hay be-

fore it perfects its seeds, than when the blade is dry

and the seed almost ripened. Those who were wise

enough to cut their grass in June, not only got

their hay in well, but the aftergrass got all the

benefit of tLe rains in July, and was accordingl}'

better than that of those tcho would 7iot cut till a cer-

tain day in July, whatever the state of the grass

and the weather might be. At the end of this

month garden plants were suifering from the

drought, but farm produce was not injured by it.

The character of July was well sustained this

year—it was a showery and most uncertain month.

It was a cold month also. The farmer had to fight

his way with the hay, and to watch for happy mo-
ments. The crops were, nevertheless, after much
anxiety, pretty well got in, and proved to be pretty

abundant.
On account of the checks in the spring, and the

want of clear sunshiny days in what should have
been our summer, it was late in August before the

grain was cut. The harvest did not begin in this

immediate neighbourhood till about the 24th, which
was sixteen days later than in 1842.

The fineness of the first two or three weeks of

September proved of great advantage in the getting

in of the grain ; and as no complaints were made
by the farmer of either quality or quantity, we may
presume the results were very favourable in those

respects also. Perhaps the best evidence of that

will be found in the fact that during this month
wheat was selling in the market at fifteen shillings

the bag of three imperial bushels. At any rate it

was very comfortable evidence for the poor, who
also had potatoes at three-pence the stone. The
whole month of September was indeed delightfully

fine and almost repaid us for the cold wet summer.
The crops of fruit were a failure, and apples and
pears were sold at a very high rate—a wonderful
contrast to the crops of 1842. All kinds of fruit

were scarce this year, on account of the nipping

winds in April and May. Before the month closed

we had a very severe frost on the 29th, which com-
pletely destroyed the dahlias and other tender
plants. This destruction has hitherto not occurred
till the first week in October, but the extreme dry-

ness of September was probably the cause of the

arrival of the frost so early this year.

October was a showery month, thus changing
characters with September. The wheat seed was
well got in the ground hereabouts, though it seems
that the farmers in Lancashire were not able to get

theirs in at all, at least in many parts. The pota-
toes were generally complained of as a failing crop
on account of dry rot,

November sustained its character well, and was
really a dull, drizzly, dreary month.
December was chiefly remarkable for the mildness

and wetness of the atmosphere. On the .Tth the
temperature was six degrees above that of the 5th

of June, and we had only one day (the 2nd) on
which the mercury sunk below the freezing point.

'Jhe mean temperature of the month was above that

of October. The temi)erature of the nights was, in

many instances, as high as that of the days pre-

ceeding ; indeed, the difference between the tem-
perature of the days and that of the nights was so

small, that the mean of the night temperature for

the whole month was only seven degrees below that

of the day—the difference in September was four-

teen degrees. The air was full of moisture during

the whole month. There never was such a plentiful

displaj' of paragraphs in the newspapers relating to

such wonderful occurrences as thrushes singing,

mushrooms being found in the meadows, birds

beginning to think about their nests, nay, nests

with eggs in, trouts rising to the fly of the angler,

insects sporting in the air, and such like, as might
be seen there in December last. For a wonder, the

weather here in November and December was
most miserably inferior to what those in the south

and east seem to have enjoyed. This is very
unusual.
Of course, said the croakers, we will suffer for

this in January. While I am now writing (on
the 5th of January) the thermometer is standing at

52 degrees in the shade !

It is rather remarkable and worthy of record that

the seasons in the East Indies seem also to have
been turned topsy turvy ; for we find, by a para-
graph which went the round of all the newspapers
of the day, that there were showers of rain during
the hot season, which was seldom if ever the case

before ; that the wet season was upwards of two
months behind its time, and that when it did come
it did not continue for its usual period, but that a
great quantity of rain fell in a very short while.

The usual effects of the wet season had not been
felt by persons, nor by things inanimate—such as

the mouldiness of leather-backed books, &;c. The
hot season was not so hot as usual, the days of ex-
treme heat being very few. In fine, it is styled the
mildest hot season on record for twenty years.

So it seems that if we have had summer heat in

December and ice in June, ours is not at all a sin-

gular case. Joseph Atkinson.
Ilnrraby, near Carlisle,

bth Jan., 1844.

ON DRAINING AND MANURING,
BY PROFESSOR JOHNSTON.

Tbe following paper is the substance of a lecture
delivered at Alnwick a few weeks since, and re-

ported in the Berwiclt and Kelsoe Warder:—
After a few introductory remarks on the pecu-

niary advantages arising from draining. Professor
Johnston proceeded, in substance, as follows :—
Many soils in this country are unfruitful by rea-

son of the noxious matter in the subsoil. In ordi-
nary ploughing you go three or four inches—or it

may be more; and beneath is a reddish, irony sub-
soil, of so noxious a nature as to poison the roots of
plants that penetrate to it. In this country there
are many such subsoils. The most efficient practi-

cal remedy is draining. The rain sinks perpendicu-
larly, washes the subsoil, and cleanses it of its

nosious materials. When once drained, you can
plough it deeper ; and, after a time, even the unpro-
ductive yellow clay and other subsoils may with
safety be brought to the surface. The subsoil
plough acts as a cutter to cut it up, and allow the
water to penetrate ; but this would be of little or
no use without di '\ining. 'i'he clay would again co-
here. Allow it a time to dry— to crack—and the
soil will gradually become mellow by the admission
of the airt You may hear many people object to
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subsoil plougluHg, because, as they say, they have in great regularity. When these crumble down,
tried it, and it did not answer tbeir expectations, they form soils which arc distinguished by various

But, in general, you will find, upon inquiry, that the names—sandy soil, calcareous soil, clay soil, &c.

;

trials have not been made with the proper precau- but, under whatever name, essentially composed of

tions. They have not, probably, allowed the sub- sand, clay, lime, in dilferent proportions in differ-

soil time to become sufficiently dry. It sometimes cut soils. But, besides these three substances, soils

takes one year, in some soils two years, and in others contain a greater or less proportion of eight or ten

longer, before the central part gels dry and cracks, other substances. Thus the following table exhibits

The roots of wheat penetrate six or eight inches

—

the composition of three different qualities of soil;

in better soils ten or twelve ; but they ought and the first fertile without manure, the second with

would gather support from a vastly greater depth, manure, and the third refusing, even when nia-

wcre the land properly drained and subsoil ploughed, nured in the ordinary way, to return remunerat-
After draining, however, the land which yields ing crops :

—
larger crops, must also be more liberally treated.

The greater the crops taken from the land, the more composition of soils in one thousand pounds.

of its substance is removed, and the deejier the roots Without With Very
penetrate, the more completely is it in the power of Manure. Manure. Barren,
the farmer to exhaust his soil. This brings me to

Organic matter.. . . !>7
'

. . 50 .. 40
the subject ot manures. g.,?-^^ (;_j8 ^^ 333 __ -^g

In new countries, where there is so much vir- Alumina 52 .. 51 .. 91

gin soil, as in South Africa, New Zealand, and Lime 59 .. 58 .. 4

Texas, tbe land is cropped, and yields enormous Magnesia 8 .. 8 .. 1

produce without manure. The same takes place Oxide of Iron .... 61 .. 30 .. 81

in Russia and Poland, where it is the custom to Oxide of Manganese 1 .. 3 .. —
keep tbeir manure till the winter, and then Potash 2 .. — .. —
to cast it upon the ice of the rivers, that it Soda 4 .. — .. —
miiy be carried away when the ice breaks up. This Chlorine 2 .. — .. —
practice may be continued a long time—a hundred Sulphuric Acid ... . 2 .. 1 .. —
years perhaps; but the time does come, perhaps Phosphoric Acid .... 4 .. 2 .. —
imperceptibly, when the crops will diminish, for Carbon 40 -. 4 .. —
there is no land but may be exhausted at last. 14 .. — •• 5

In fact, this is already the case in some parts of

Russia, where they cultivate a portion of the soil 1000 1000 1000

till it wears out (as was formerly the case in Scot- .

land), and then they go to a new part. How is this REMARKS-Organic matter consists ot vegetable

exhaustion to be remedied ? One common method is substances derived from decaying roots and stalks

to plough deeper. The usual depth, in many dis- of plants—and ot animal substances derived trora

tricts, is from four to sis inches. A friend of mine the dung of animals and from farm-yard manure,

took a farm from the Duke of Portland, which had Silica—The substance of the sandstone,

been exhausted. He was induced to take it because Alumina—The substance of clay—not altogether,

he knew it never Lad been ploughed more than four however; pipe-clay contains a large proportion of

or five inches. He went ten or twelve inches deep, jt, [^j it also contains much silcia.

and got excellent crops. A gentleman in this jMagnesia—Present in all fertile soils,

country, who was desirous of having a Scotch ^, , • .. • „ ^„if u lo ^ hi„A nf
tenant for a similar f.rm. was told by one who Chlorine exists in common salt-it is a kind of

came to look at it.
" Why sir, this land has never gas-and a powerful disinfectant, &c.

been ploughed ; if you could only drain it all for The above table shews that naturally a fertile soil

me, I could afford to double the rent." In the must contain a notable proportion of at least eleven

Bannat they cultivate one layer of soil for about different substances ; and that, to render a soil fer-

thirty years, and then bring up a new one. la tile by art, we must add a manure which shall con-

Oldenburg, it is the practice to go down six feet tain all those substances in which the soil is na-

in order to procure new soil, and the first crop of turally deficient.

rape not unfrcquently pays the whole expetises.
j^^t, that all these are really necessary in the soil

But it will not suit in all cases to bring soil from
jg shewn by a careful examination of what the crops

beneath. Where the subsoil contains noxious in- ^^ raise actually contain. Observe this piece of

gredients it can only prove injurious to bring it to straw; burn it; you will observe that it gradually

the surface. disappears, leaving a small portion of ashes behind.

Another method of reclaiming worn out soil is by This proves that it consists of two classes of sub-

the addition of manure. Thus crops may be grown stances-the combustible and the incotribustible
;
the

and ploughed in green for the purpose of enriching former is the greatest. In one hundred pounds of

it in vegetable matter, or farm-yard manure may be straw there are five, six, or seven pounds ot ash.

added, or bone or rape dust, or saline substances. The white ash is the incombustible part. Wood

&c. ; but in order that these be effectual, we must contains less than straw— being but halt a pound ot

understand bow tbey act, for what purpose they are ash to the one hundred pounds. 1 his applies to all

added ; what change the land has undergone when plants. Thus ash, however small, as in the case ot

they have been added ; we must understand some- wood, is as essential to the growth ot plants as the

thing also on the nature of soils. In my last combustible or organic parts. I he more inorganic

lecture 1 briefly directed your attention to the sub- matter you take from the soil, the more it is ex-

ject. Look at any quarry, or examine the sea shore hausted : one thousand pounds ot bay takes ort

you will observe ditferent beds of rock lying one three pounds. Let us glance for a moraent at tne

over the other—limestones, sandstones, and clays— proportion of inorganic matter in some or tue more

of various degrees of purity and hardness, generally common crops ;

—
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INORGANIC MATTER IN ONE THOUSAND POUNDS OF
HAY.

T> t^ Clover. TRye Grass.
Red. White,

lucerne.

Potash 8.8 .. iy.9 .. 31.0 .. 13.4

Soda ...." 3.9 .. 5.3 .. 5.8 .

.

6.2

Lime 7.3 .. 27.8 .. 23.5 .. 48.3

Magnesia 0.9 .. 3.3 .. 3.0 .. 3.5

Alumina 0.3 .. 0.2 .. 1.9 .. 0.3

Oxideoflron — .. — .. 0.6 .. 0.3

O.xide of Manganese — .. — .. — .. —
Silica 27.7 .. 3.6 .. 14.7 .. 3.3

Sulpliiiric Acid . . . . 3.5 .. 4.5 .. 3.5 .. 4.0

Phosphate 0.3 .. 6.6 .. 5.0 .. 13.1

Chlorine., 0.1 .. 3.6 .. 2.1 .. 3.2

52.8 74.8 91.1 95.6

Different plants carry off different proportions of
these essential ingredients. To render a plant
healthy, it is essential that the soil should contain
all those elements. That which is present in the
smallest quantity cannot be dispensed with. It is as
impossible for a plant to grow without all the ne-
cessary ingredients, as it is for a joiner to make a
box without the glue or the nails, as well as the
wood. I need hardly now enter into the effect of
removing the crops. Exhaustion consists in remov-
ing one or other of the substances essential to the
healthy growth of the plant. For instance, the fol-

lowing table

—

PROPORTION OF INORGANIC MATTER.
Potash Salts. Lime Salts. Silica.

Oats—straw grain .... 34
Barley—straw grain.. 9

Rye straw 19
Pea 28
Potatoes . c. .... . 86
Potato tops 4
Turnips 88

—shows that a crop of potatoes would extract from
the soil 86 of potash, 14 lime, and 6 silica. But the
silica would accumulate. Oats extract 34 of potash,
4 of lime, and 62 of silica; if you continue this,

the silica (which is necessary for tbe stem) will be
exhausted; but there may remain potash and soda ;

and so on of the rest, each sort of plant produces a
different kind of exhaustion. By cropping succes-
sively and adding no manure, you, of course, ex-
haust the land generally—you bring it into the state
of the second soil in our table, which will not grow
crops without manure ; or into that of the third soil,

which, with ordinary manuring, will not give a re-
munerating return.

You must not remove too much of any one thing ;

for, by repeated cropping with the same plant, the
soil will no longer grow a crop of the same kind.
Again, what is the effect of returning the crops to
the soil ?

^
The same substances are returned, and

the land is kept nearly in its original state. But,
return a part only, then the exhaustion would take
l)lace, not so speedily indeed, but as effectually.
Farm-yard manure consists of a liquid and a solid

portion. Besides the solid there is a liquid which
accumulates in pools, &c., which contains a certain
portion of all that is readily soluble in the manure.
But this soluble part of the manure has been de-
rived, either directly or indirectly, from the crops
reaped from the soil, and by them from the soil it-

self. If this be not returned to the soil, it must to a
certain degree be impoverished. Yet how much of
this is yearly wasted ! What a great waste there is

of what is absolutely necessary as the solid matter I

4 .
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Animal nianuie consists of flcsl),skin, and bones:

I speak not now of the fluid substances. Does
carrying off tbe stoct do harm to the land?

You must ciury oft" those substances which go to

constitute the bodies of those cattle, the inorganic

matter of their boues and their hair, on the same
principle as plants carry off' the inorganic matter

they contain. But in this case the exhaustion will

be more slow, 'i'ake the mere fattening of cattle

—

their bones are already complete, and but a small

quantity is here carried off—merely the fatty matter

that is added to the stock. Oats contain G lbs. of

fat, wheat 4 lbs., and clover 4^ lbs.

I wish you to carry away with you this principle,

that the manuring of land is intended to restore

what the crops carried olT. Tlic practical question is,

what ingredients does my land want ? Vou may add
farm manure and not bring it into good condition ; it

may make it grow some one crop, but not another.
In the rotation of crops, you may add twenty tons in
four years, but this may not contain enough of some
one thing which the land wants to make it grow
the cro]) you desire. But 40 tons, the quantity you
add during the rotations, may contain enough, and
thus every eight years you may get one good crop
of the kind you wish to raise. On this princi[de ia

explained the fact that when clover fails if sown
every four or five yuars, it will give a good crdi)

every second rotation.

1^ g «0 00 V,
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WHAT MUST THE FARMER DO?
TO THE FRIENDS OF PROTECTION TO AGRI-

CULTURAL PRODUCE AND LABOUR.

Gentlemen,—The present formidable combina-

tion, styled " The Anti-Corn-Law League," suggests

the question, " What must the Farmer do?" The
openly avowed object of the League being, by a bold

and well-directed combination of men and money, to

ensure the abolition of all protection for agricultural

produce; as between this League and the farmer it is

not a question of sliding scale or fixed duty, but pro-

tection or no protection.

It may be considered great presumption in a man,
but little known to the party he is addressing ; but

being much interested in the great question at issue,

and viewing the extraordinary vigour and concentra-

tion of the League, as contrasted with the total want
of combination, and tardy movements of the party

attacked, I am emboldened to use ray humble
efforts to cause at all events, a concentration of the

friends of agriculture, without which, I fear local and
divided efforts will fail. The evils attendant upon
divided or uncombined efforts, are, that in publish-

ing their separate and varied views, they weaken the

general cause, and strengthen their opponents, who
are united as one man upon one undivided point.

My proposition is, that by advertisements, meet-

ings be called in every county in the kingdom, to be

held the second and third week in February, of the

friends of protection to agricultural produce and
labour : at which meeting a committee be chosen,

and that committee to elect a deputy to attend a

general meeting of deputies in London, the third

week in March ; to take into consideration the most
effectual means of counteracting tliC attempts of the

Anti-Corn-Law League, and to establish a society

for the " protection of agricultural produce and
labour."

And, as a precaution against disunion, no political

discussion be allowed at either the local or general

meetings, otherwise than that connected with the

protection of agricultural produce and labour.

Having thus far proposed a plan of action, I now
presume to treat of the general question.

Tlie first point suggested, is, can the farmer of

England compete with the foreign agricultural coun-

tries ? I say it is impossible (without repudiation),

and for these reasons :

—

First. The Price of Labouu.—That the price

of labour is four times more in England, than in the

corn countries of Prussia, Poland, and Russia, and
as labour constitutes more than one-half of the cost

of the produce, the price of labour (if maintained) is

a barrier to free trade. Average labour per day, in

England, Is. Gd.; Poland, 3d. ; Prussia, 5d. j Ger-

many and France, lid.

WAGES OF FACTORY OPERATIVES.
EXTRACTED FROM THE REFORT OF THE FACTORY

COMMISSIONERS.
At per day
of 10 hours.

s. d. s. d.

England 09 hours for II 17
America 78 „ 10 13
France 72 to 84 „ 5 8 OBJ
Switzerland.. 78 to 84 „ 4 5 GJ
'iyrol 72 to 80 „ 4 6
Saxony 72 » 3 6
Bonne in Prussia .. 94 „ 2 G 3J-

Shew tliis to the English labourer, what will he

say when told that for the blessing of " cheap bread,''

he is to receive 3s. per week instead of 93. ? Why
even in France, where labour is so much better paid
than ill Russia, Prussia, or Poland, by a statistical table

just published, out of a population of 33,000,000,

18,000,000 never eat bread, and 31,000,000 never eat

meat! {Reforme, Jan. 1844.) And, as may be sup-

posed, in Prussia and Poland, not having the fruits

of France to aid them, they but drag through a

miserable existence, with a scanty supply of black

bread. Even the farmers, in many cases, are but
little better off than the labourer, he being the slave or

worse to the Jew speculator ; not as the English far-

mer (at present), with good local markets for his

lohent, as well as other produce.

Second. Taxes.—That the land and its produce
in England, pays in taxes more than three times the

entire charge of taxes and rent in Russia, Poland,

and Prussia. The tax on land, being 25 per cent.,

equal to per acre, Prussia, 3^d. ; Poland, 2d.

Third. Rent.—England, the average rent per

acre, I9s. ; Poland, 5d.; Prussia, Is. 3d. These are

the three mnin causes, why the English farmer can-
not compete ; neither would the sacrifice of the

entire rent enabla him so to do : but, to eft'ect the

object sought, not only four-fifths of the rent, but at

least two-thirds of the main charge, the price of

labour must be given up! In this lays the whole
grist of the question, the " price of labour."

If the class seeking this reckless measure could be

honest enough to tell us what they really mean, the

public, and particularly those too easily duped from
the seductive motto, " Cheap Bread,'' the labouring

population, would be able to judge the merit of the

question : not as they, the League, speciously would
have it appear, to benefit the poor ; but by equaliz-

ing the price of bread in England with that on the

continent, they obtain the pretext for equaling the

the price of labour.

Tliat by a free trade they would equalize the price

of wheat to within 23. Od. per quarter there can be
no doubt, the fact is the prices must assimmilate to

within the cost of transit; and that difference does

not (taking tlie average freight and insurance from
all our out ports) exceed 2s. Gd. per quarter: in

proof of which, suppose you purchase three cargoes

of wheat at Mark Lane, by sample, all of equal

quality free on board, at the respective ports of Hull,

Limerick, and Dantzic; the freight from Hull, Is.

8d.; Limerick, Is. lOd.; Dantzic, 2s. lOd. The
three cargoes arrive the same day in tlie port of

London, and the following market day you sell

by drawn samples the three cargoes: what is the

cliarge per quarter upon each cargo? The freight from
Dantzic is 2s. lOd. to 3s. 3d. per quarter, sound dues
Gd. insurance not 3(1. per quarter ; in proof of which
I have a price current and monthly circular now
before me, of Messrs. Beanme and Brothers, Dant-
zic, June 17th, 1843. " Vessels are getting rather

scarce, whilst the demand increases, 2s. lOd. to 3s.

3d. has been paid to London." Now the only charge

upon Dantzic wheat to which the cargoes from our

own out ports are not subject to is the sound dues,

Gd. per quarter.

If the three cargoes are not sold, but landed in

granary, still each cargo is subject to the same
charges, the difference still remaining the same, only

upon the freight and sotind dues—and that differ-

ence, I contend, does not exceed 2s. Gd. per quarter.

Upon this important point (he public have been

greatly misled by various pamphlets and speakers,

attempting to shew that the expense of transit is from

lUs. Gd. to Hs. per quarter; thence a sufficient pro-
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tection without a duty. But in this 10s. Od. to 14s.

they have included those charges to which English

wheat is subject, shipped from our own ports ; freight,

insurance, port dues, delivery, metage, waterage,

factor's commission, rent, turning, screening, kc.

Therefore, confining ourselves to the real difference

of transit, "is. 6(1. i)er quarter, it is evident in a free

trade the prices must approach to within this differ-

ence.

The question then is— is 2s. 6d. per quarter, any
protection without sacrificing landlord and labourer 1

No, but by having equalized the price of bread, they

obtain the excuse for equalizing the price of labour,

that they may the more successfully compete with

their foreign opponents in mnniifacturcs. Neither

can we be surprised at this bold attempt to pau-

perize the country, when we consider the great pro-

portion labour bears to the cost of every article. I

know of no manufactured article of which the cost of

material constitutes one tenth part of the sale price

to the consumer, and in many not one-twentieth.

And that the AntiCorn-Law League really seek

this reduction in the price of labour, I need only

refer to the declarations of their leaders and paid

lecturers ; one of them, Mr. Bright, September 29th,

said, " If English yarn went to Russia and had to be

sold at the same rate as the Russian Yarns, he, the

Russian, not paying tlie duty imposed by Russia, it

follows that we must, by some means or other, malte

our goods cheaper by the amount of duty, and to do
that, it is absolutely necessary that the wages of

operatives in this country should be reduced!"
Now what is the plain English of this? Why,

that the wages of the English spinner must be re-

duced below the Russian's! which is barely 4d. per

day.
" What must the farmer do?" By every means

in his power make the English labourer (sjiinner and
all) know his position now, and what this League is

attempting to make it. Do this effectually and the

game is up. Mr. Cobdeu would shortly have to ex-

claim, " Othello's occupation's gone!"
Again, " what must the farmer do ? " Why, what

is worth doing at all, is worth doing well. It is pos-

sible that this, or some future government may enter-

tain the free trade question in corn as a matter of

expediency to allay agitation; and since modern
governments allow themselves to be thus governed,

combine and show your strength constitutionally.

The doctors tell us in inflammatoiy cases counter

irritation is good. Go then at once for free trade at

home, before you allow any further free-trade with the

foreigner. Look for instance to your barley ! why,
in common sense, should you allow (as you have
done) foreign substitutes to destroy the consumption
of your national beverage? In the 12t.h of Anne,
1713, with a population of only .5,320,000, the quan-
tity of malt consumed was 3,774,900 quarters; in

1842, with a population of 20,870,000, the consump-
tion of malt was only 4,302,000 quarters ; and taking

into consideration the lax mode of collecting the duty
in the reign of Anne, there can be little doubt the

real quantity consumed at that period far exceeded
the present. What has caused this decrease but the

encouragement of foreign substitutes, wine, spirits,

tea, coffee, k.c. 1 Of late years reductions are con-
tinually taking place in the duties upon these sub-
stitutes, whilst that upon malt is maintained to the

extent of yielding a revenue of 4,400,000 per annum

!

The abolition of the Malt duty would be of immense
importance to the farmer, inasmuch as he has less to

fear from foreign competition in barley than any
other grain.

CONSUMPTION OF MALT, TEA, AND
COFFFE.
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allow at one fell swoop the flcstniction,or nearly so, of

the first of these great constituted orders, and hence
the second, to the third, blown as it were into such
importance by the steam engine.

Although I would be the last to treat lightly the

importance of the manufactures of this country, yet

knowing that all the machinery in the world cannot
make food or command it in return, I condemn any
scheme which tends to deprive the country of the

means possessed within itself to supply food for its

population. But from the general character of our
soil, it can only be done by great energy combined
with science and great outlay of capital, which
the proprietors and farmers are now applying in

every district of the kingdom. Il is everywhere
evident that the produce of the land has made great
advances, though equally evident not in proportion
to the unexampled increase of population, or in pro-
portion to the increase of our manufactures, but it

must be remembered the manual labour of the field

cannot to any extent be substituted by machinery,
to which the manufacturer owes all his gigantic
strides.

Besides the taxes on land are direct and heavy,
those on the manufacturer indirect and light. The
policy of which I doubt, but agree with ^'oltaire, who
observes, ''the refined industry of the merchant
should pay more than the rude industry of the
labourer."

The supply of food is a concern of itself, and
nothing can be more fallacious, than to apply the
common analogies of trade to it.

Who for instance, would not prohibit or restrict

the exportation of corn in a season of scarcity ? and
that scarcitj' from bad harvests would be avoided by
free trade in corn is a fallacy, for we should be ex-
changing the bad season at home for the bad season
abroad, with ten-fold worse consequences.

In conclusion, I beg to refer to the opinion of a
good authority, Adam Smith, page 107, as to the
confidence which the manufacturer is intituled to.

"The proposal of any new law or regulation of com-
merce which comes from this order, ought always be
listened to with great precaution, and ought never to
be adopted till after having been long and carefully
examined, not only with the most scrupulous, but
with the most suspicious attention. It comes from
an order of men, whose interest is never exactly the
same with that of the public, who have generally an
interest to deceive, and even to oppress the public,
and who accordingly have, upon many occasions,
hoth deceived and opjiressed it."

I will not go farther into the subject at present, or
offer any opinion upon the question of fixed duty or
sliding scale, deeming those questions more fitting
for discussion at the central committee.

Your obedient servant,

W. Ford.
Lawn End, South Lambeth, London,

January 27th, 1844.

To Tur. Editor of tue Fahmer's Magazine—Sir,

—I lately read with considerable interest, in the De-
cember number of your magazine, a paper by
a Mr. Biggs " on the possibility of growing wheat and
other crops successively and profitably on the same
land without exhausting the fertility of the soil. " Je-
ihro Tull, wholived and wrote a century ago, no doubt
thought this quite practicable, and much as I believe
many parts of his system deserve our careful imitation

in reference to the complete cleansing and reduction of

the soil which he insisted upon, 1 cannot think the means
he used were, by themselves, adequate to the end he

sought. But now that chemistry is come to our aid,

by whose assistance we very easily ascertain the defi-

ciencies and the injurious qualities natural to our va-

rious soils, I will not take upon myself to say that Mr.
Biggs's theory may not ultimately prove correct ia

practice. Before it does, however, to any extent, a

knowledge of chemistry must be more widely dissemi-

nated amongst the agricultural body; and as a step

towards so desirable an end, may 1 solicit the favour

of a copy of " Boussingault and Sprengel's analytic

tables " from either yourself or one of the numerous
readers of your useful magazine 1 These tables were
referred to by Mr. Biggs, and I think their publica-

tion would benefit many.
I also wish to know what quantity of chalk-lime is

most advisable to apply per acre on hot, dry, gravelly

land ; and whether Mr. Smith of Deanston, has pub-
lished any practical work on draining; and if so, whe-
ther it is attainable in London.

Perhaps some of your correspondents would kindly

favor me with answers to these inquiries, in wbich
case I shall feel much obliged to them, and also to

you, Mr. Editor, for being the medium of their com-
munication. 1 remain. Sir, your obedient servant,

A Constant Readek.
Witchampton, January 2Gth, 1844.

NORTH CORNWALL EXPERIMENTAL
CLUB, FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
AGRICULTURE.

The members of this club dined together at the

Tree Inn, Stratton, on the 5th inst. There was a
large party present, including most of the clergy, lan-

ded proprietors, and respectable farmers of the neigh-

bourhood ; and several from a distance.

Goldsworthy Gurney, Esq., the president of the

club, presided at the dinner ; William Bray, Esq., of

Grove Park, vice-president. On the removal ofthe cloth,

the president produced specimens of wood, which had
been taken from some wood drains which had been
cut through during the previous week at his estate

at Ilornacott. The first consisted of several pieces,

varying from a quarter to an inch and a half in diam-
eter, and were in a good state of preservation : the

fibres were perfect, and the bark unaltered, which
showed them to be birch. He said he had ascertained

that the drain from whence they had been taken, had
been made nine years since,—that it was perfect as a

drain, when cut through, and that water was ri-nning

freely through it. The next specimens were taken

from another part of the same estate; and from infor-

mation obtained from some elderly people acquainted

with the spot, the drain must be upwards of half a
century old at least. When opened, the drain was
running, and the wood, which was lying in the posi-

tion it had been originally placed in, retained its form.

The fibres, however, were partially decomposed, and
on being pressed with the fingers were easily reduced

to powder;—the bark was not so much affected. He
said he had produced these specimens to show that

bush, or wood drains, if properly constructed, were
sufficiently durable in this district to make it worth
while for the renting farmer to adopt them in thorough

draining his farm, should his landlord withiiold his

help. Notwithstanding there was a difference ofonin-
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ion, generally, as to tbo value of wood-draining,
tbere was, he thought, sufficient evidence extant to

warrant its use, where stone could not be bad, or tiles

were too expensive for the purpose of thorough drain-

ing on some of their coarse land. lie observed lie

had, in large heaps, with brush-wood, mixed burnt
clay into hard noddles of brick, similar to that used
on the Great Western Railway for covering its surface,

and bad broken and filled some drains with it some
years since, which worked well. The brick lumps
were broken to about the size of stone used for the

roads,—the larger portions were laid at the bottom of

tbe drain, and the smaller pieces on the top. He con-

sidered this a most durable material, cheaper than

wood in most of the clay districts of that neigbbour-
hood, in which thorough draining was so much re-

quired, and well worth tbe attention of the agricultu-

rists of the north of Cornwall. He said tbe expense
of burning clay in summer on tbe spot for filling drains

did not exceed a penny per land-yard, and this was
much cbeaper tbsn wojd at tbe price it was usually

sold in that neighbourhood.
A discussion was kept up for some time on the best

kind of wood, size, &c., to be used for draining, should
such be cliosenfor the purpose ; in which it appeared
the majority were in favor of alder and bircb green
wood, of not less diameter than half an inch, not ex-
ceeding one inch and a half.

INIr. BuAY produced a sample ofmow-burnt bay, for

tbe purpose, he said, of directing the attention of tbe

club to tbe subject of fermentation connected with
hay-making: he was anxious to have it analyzed, with
a view of ascertaining what change had taken place in

it as compared to that of a difierent character found
in tbe same rick. He hoped the enquiry migbt lead

to some practical iufoimation as to tbe best stage of

fermentation to which hay should be carried for the

use of cattle.

Dr. Vacey promised to analyze it, and to report

upon it at tbe next meeting.

Mr. Bray said, he wished to communicate tbe fact

that be had used common salt, and found it a remedy
against the wire-worm in that district; he was desi-

rous of ascertaining to vrhat extent it was valuable as

a remedy, compared with that of mechanical pressure

of the soil, as practised in tbe midland counties ; and
hoped some member of tbe club would try tbe experi-

ment this season. He sbould do so bimself, and would
be glad if some one would do so also on a different

soil, Tbe wire-worm was increasing in this district,

and if salt really destroyed tbera, it would be desira-

ble to use it, rather than adopt mechanical pressure,

which latter migbt only protect the plant without de-

stroying tbe worm.
Several members were of tbe same opinion, and

promised to join in tbe experiment.

No member having any communication further to

make,
Mr. GuRNEY rose to call the attention of the club

to tbe subject for tbe evening's discussion proposed
last meeting, namelv, that of " Manures soluble in

rain water." He said nothing was more disheartening

to tbe practical agriculturist tban tbe frequent failures

of some of our best manures. He bad, in connexion
with some friends, made many experiments with a

view to account for tbe uncertain action of similar

manureaon similar soils. Nitrate of soda was wholly
soluble, guano was half soluble, the other half inso-

luble. Humus was insoluble, so was sea-sand and
bone-dust; hut each became soluble often by decom-
position in tbe soil. Some known phenomena jiroduced
by the humidity and quantity of water and state of

its solution in the atmosphere on certain occasions,

had led to the following experiment, made with a view
to ascertain whether manures soluble in water were
not sometimes, by heavy rains, passed through the
soil. On a piece of ground thoroughly drained, and
the drains running together in one exit main, he sowed
some common salt, and had watched the weather.
About four hours after, the next heavy rain, when the
drains began to run, he bad tested the water coming
from the drain with nitrate of silver, and found that it

threw down a heavy precipitate ; it continued to do
so for two days, when it ceased to throw down
a heavy precipitate, and only showed the presence
of the small quantity of muriate of soda generally
observed in rain-water near the sea. Mr. Gurney
now, by a set of plain and interesting experiments,
proceeded to show tbe manner in which the water
from the drains had been treated, and to describe the
action of the tests he bad used. The soil, in every
case, must be regarded as a filter, and would retain all

feculent matters suspended in water. He begged to
call particular attention to the term solubility, that
they migbt not confound it with mechanical mixture or
solution of aggregation in water. He proceeded
to show, by experiment, the difference. He said, chalk
and water might be considered an example of mechan-
ical mixture, tbe fluid had a milkj' appearance, and by
some wovdd be considered in solution. It was not so

;

most of the chalk would settle at the bottom, if allowed
to stand long enough ; some would remain permanently
suspended, but a very small portion,—the latter

was in a state of solution of aggregation, the former
only in mechanical suspension. If to the mixture of
chalk and water be added a small quantity of spirits
of salts, or nitric acid, the chalk would be instantly
dissolved, and the water become perfectly clear and
transparent. The latter was in a state of perfect solution.
Mr. Gurney now, at some length, dwelt on manures
generally, and showed most satisfactorily that all were
more or less soluble. Amongst the rest he said that
stable manure was more soluble than generally sup-
posed. He had reason to believe from experimental
trials that three-fifths of the fertilizing properties of
fresh stable-manure made in the usual way, were per-
fectly soluble in water. He had mixed it with water,
and filtered tbe solution very carefully, and found
from application of the solution to growing plants, that
it contained a large portion of the fertilizing elements.
That which remained behind was chiefly vegetable
matter, capable of resolving itself into humus, inso-
luble until it was acted on by fermentation, or tbe vis

vitaj of vegetables. He had, with considerable effect,

been in the habit of throwing his stable manure fresh

every day over bis growing plants, meadow land, and
clover leys, and let it remain a few days to be washed
by the rain, and then raked off and taken to the com-
post heap. He bad recommended this practice to
several of his friends, and had so used it himself, and
in no instance had it failed. A gentleman who had
often failed in producing a crop when he applied two
hundred of nitrate of soda per acre, at once, bad never
failed when he had divided it into six doses. Similar
success had followed the use of guano, where the or-
dinary quantity bad been divided into two parts, and
applied at different periods. He here stated, at con-
siderable length, the proportions of soluble and inso-

luble matters in manures, separately, and distinguished

between the quantities and qualities, Tbe quantity

respectively was no measure of its amount of fertiliz-

ing quality.

A long and interesting discussion followed. At the

end of tbe meeting. Dr. Vacey said he should at the

next meeting call attention to the chemical and physical

condilion of Bude sand, and also to that found and
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used as manure along the north coast of Corn-
wall.

The Rev. Mr. Wniciix said he proposed to follow

Dr. Vacey, hy a Anther consideiation of manures, if

there wa* time at the next meeting.

The next dinner was fixed for Friday, the 2nd of

February, at two o'clock, at the Tree Inn, Strat-

ton. Ballot for new members at half-past one.

After the president had left the chair, several mem-
bers remained, and with three cheers for their next

merry meeting, separated in great goodhumour.— West

Briton.

ON THE IMPROVEMENT OF SMALL
FARMS.

BY WILLIAM BLACKER, ESQ., AKMAGH, IRELAND.

(From tJie 6th nuviber of the Transactions of the

Yorkshire Agricultural Society.)

Sir,—Having promised to give you some account
of the state of agriculture in the estates of the Earl

of Gosford and Colonel Close, which are under my
care, I have felt anxious to fulfil my engagement

;

but the creditable execution of the task you have
assigned me, is, by no means so easy as you may have
supposed: for, in the first place, it is difficult to en-

ter into details in which you have personally taken au
active part ; and secondly, when the story comes to

be told, there will be found, I am afraid, nothing in

it of novelty or of efiiect, to justify you in laying it

before your readers, as having any peculiar claims to

their attention. In this latter respect, the blame
must rest upon yourself, for 1 have only been induced

by your solicitation to undertake it.

It is unnecessary to enter into any minute des-

cription of the prevailing mode of cultivation formerly

practised on the properties above-mentioned ;—the

general characteristics of Irish agriculture, with very

few exceptions, still applied to both estates, and the

want of manure, and its necessary consequence, a

uumber of grain crops taken in succession, impove-
rished both the land and its occupiers. Where such
ignorance prevailed in regard to the advantage of

keeping the land constantly in good heart by a jiro-

per rotation of crops, it may naturally be expected,

that the advantages of draining should be equally

unknown. To remedy these two defects, the want of

manure, and the want of draining, without overcom-
ing which any improvement of importance was im-
possible, and to suggest other alterations in the sys-

tem the tenants had been persuing, I addressed to

them a small pamphlet,* in which the benefits

likely to arise by following the plan recommended
to them, were pointed out in a manner likely to at-

tract their attention ; to give some idea of the na-
ture of which I make the following extract upon the

subject of increasing their stock of manure, as this is

a point which even in the best farmed districts, ap-
pears to me to be even now not always attended to as

strictly as it deserves. The new light thrown upon
draining since then, by Mr. Smith of Deanston's
pamphlet, renders any extract upon that subject un-
necessary, and, by strictly attending tolas directions,

the stiffcst and most tenacious clay will, by degrees,

* This pamphlet has been since extensively circula-

ted in England, and may le had at Ridgway & Co's.,

Piccadilly, and at Groomb.ldgc's, Panycr Alley, Pa-
temostcr-row, London.

—

Ed. Trans.

and with the assistance of lime, become fit for the
growth of turnips, or any other crop.

"The only way to do this is, in my mind, by iu«

troducing such a system of agriculture as would bring
the entire of the small farmer's holdings into a pro-
ductive state, in place of allowing nearly tlie half of

them to remain nominally in grazing, but in reality

producing nothing. And as this cannot be done
without manure, and manure cannot be had
without stock, the consideration naturally arises,

—

How can the greatest quantity of stock be most eco-

nomically maintained upon your farms, and under
what management can the largest quantity of manure
be derived therefrom ? Now, by referring to the ex-
perience of all good farmers in all countries, and un-
der all circumstanccs,it is ascertained, beyond dispute,

that by the practice of sowing green crops, such as

clover and rye-grass, winter and spring vetches, tur-

nips, mangel-wurzel, &c., the same ground which,
in poor pasture, would scarcely feed one cow in sum-
mer, would, under the crops mentioned, feed three,

or perhaps four, the whole year round,—by keeping
the cattle in the house, and bringing the food there

to them. And the manure produced by one of these

cows so fed, and well bedded with the straw saved by
the supply of better food, would be more than equal

to that produced by three cows pastured in summer,
and fed in winter upon dry straw or hay, and badly
littered.

" Here, then, arc two assertions well worthy your
serious attention. First,—That three cows may be
provided with food in the house all the year, fiom
the same quantity of ground which will scarcely feed

one under pasture for the summer ; and secondly,

—

That one cow, so fed in the house, will give as much
manure as three fed in the field. I call these im-
portant assertions, for if they are i-eally founded in

fact, then any of you who may now be only able to

keep one cow, would by changing his plan, be able

to keep three ; and each one of these producing as

much manure as three fed in the way you have been
hitherto accustomed to adopt, the result must be,

that you would have nine times as much manure, by
the new method, as you have hitherto had by the old.

Now, as I do not think there can be a single in-

dividual among you so blind as not to see at once the

great advantage it would be to have such an im-
mense addition to his manure heap, it appears to me,
that the best thing I can do is, in the first place, to

endeavour to impress firmly upon your minds, the

conviction, that this fact, so much entitled to your
attention, and yet so little attended to, is, in reality,

a truth that may be relied on, and may be practically

adopted, without any fear of disappointment. It is

upon this foundation that the practicability of almost
every improvement I mean to suggest in the cropping
of your land, must ultimately depend; and it is,

therefore, indispensable to the success of any argu-

ments I may offer, to place it before you in the clear-

est point of view, and remove from your minds every
doubt whatever on the subject. To draw the neces-

sary proof, therefore, from what comes under your
own observation, every day of your lives, and wliich

must, therefore, have more weight with you than
anything else I can say, I refer you witli confidence

to the exhausted nuserable jtasture upon whicli your
cattle are now almost universally fed, two or three

acres of which are often barely sufficient to keep one
cow alive for the summer months, but by no means
to afford her a sufficiency of food. Now, one acre

of good clover and rye-grass, one rood of vetches,

and three roods of turnips, making up in all, two
acres, which are now allotted for grazing one cow in
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Summer,—taking; a stolen crop of rape after the

vetclies,—will afford ample provision for three cows
the j'ear round. For you all know, that an acre of
good clover will house-feed three cows from the mid-
dle of May to the middle of October; and with the
help of a rood of vetches, you will be able to save
half the first cutting for hay, to use during the winter

;

then when the first frosts, about the middle of October,
may have stripped the clover of its leaves, the early,

sown rape, (which ought to be put in, ridge by ridge as

the vetches are cut, and the land well manured), if

the seed has been sown by the middle of July, will be
ready to cut and feed the cattle until the turnips

are ripe. Here, then, you have plainly provision
secured until towards the middle of Noveml)cr, and
we have to calculate wbat remains to feed the
cattle until the middle of the May following; for

this purpose, there is a rood of turnips for each cow.
Now, an acre of the white globe and ytUow Aberdeen
turnip, ought to produce from thirty-five to forty

tons per acre: but supposing one half to be of the

Swedish kind, let us calculate only on twenty-eight
tons to the acre, which is not an unusual produce,
even if they were all Swedish, and see what that cal-

culation will yield per day for one hundred and ninety

dayswhich israthermorc than six months. If an acre

yields twenty-eight tons, a rood will yield seven
tons, which being brought into pounds, will amount
to fifteen thousand six hundred and eighty pounds

;

and this divided by one hundred and ninety days,

will leave eighty-three pounds of turnips for each
cow, every day, which, with a small portion of the
hay and straw you are possessed of, ii a very suffi-

cient allowance for a common sized milch cow;
and over and above all this, you have the second
growth of the rood of rape coming forward in March
and April, which, in itself, would feed all the three

cows nearly three weeks.
" Here, then, the facts of the case are brought

before you for your own decision ; and I fearlessly

appeal to yourselves : is it true, that two to three

acres, (I make my calculation on two only), are

frequently allotted to graze one cow during summer?
And again ; is it true, that an acre of clover and
grass seed, a rood of vetches, and three roods
of turnips, with the stolen crop of rape after

the vetches, will fully supply food for three

cows the year round, I defy any one of you
to reply to either of these questions in the ne-
gative. The straw of the farm, in any case, be-

longs to the cattle ; but in the latter case, where
turnips are provided for food, it is chiefly used for

bedding ; and the additional quantity of grain which
will be raised by means of the encreased quantity

of manured land, will always keep pace with the

encrease of the stock, and provide the encreased
quantity of bedding required. I think, therefore,

I am warranted in considering my first assertion

proved, viz , that the ground generally allotted to

feed one cow, will, in reality, supply food for three;
and I have now only to oS'er some calculations as

to the accumulation of manure, which, 1 hope, will

be considered equally conclusive.
" During the summer months, your cow, which is

only in the house at milking time, (and perhaps not
even then, for the practice is sometimes to milk her
in the field), can afford little or no addition to the
manure heap, being upon the grass both day and
night; and even in winter and spring, whilst there
is any open weather, they are always to be seen
ranging over the fields in search of food, so that I

think you cannot but admit ttiat, upon a calcula-

tion for the entire year round, the animal is not in

the house more than eight hours of the twentj'-
four; and it is only the manure made during this
period, which can be reckoned upon; therefore,
upon this supposition, which I think is sufficiently

correct to show the strength of my argument, if

there is any truth in Arithmetic, one cow led, as I
calculated on, in the house, for the entire twenty-
four hours, will yield as much manure as three
cows that arc only kept in the house for eight
hours— the quality of the food being supposed the
same in both cases. And this would manifestly
prove my assertion, viz., that one cow fed within,
would give as much manure as three fed without

;

and therefore, when three can be kept in the oneway,
as I have already shown, for one kept in the other,
it is as clear as three times three make nine, that
the result of the calculation will be just as 1 have
stated, viz., that the farmer will obtain, by the
change of system, nine times as much manure in the
one case as he would have had in the other.
" Now, if after all that has been said, (which

seems to me, at least, quite convincing), any of you
should be so astonished by the quantity of the ma-
nure thus proved to be gained, as still to have some
misgivings on the subject, and be inclined to think
that matters would not turn out so favourable in
practice as 1 have shewn in theory, I would wish
any such person to consider one very material point
which I have not yet touched upon ; for in the fore-
going, the argument is founded entirely on the time
the animals are kept within, viz.; it is stated, that
one cow, kept within for twenty-four hours, will
give as much manure as three cows which arc only
kept in for eight hours; the food being assumed to be
the same in both cases: but it is quite evident, that
if the cow kept within, should be fed with turnips,
and bedded with the straw which the others are fed
upon, leaving them little or no bedding whatever,
that the calculation must turn decidedly in favour
of the animal which is well fed and bedded, both as
regards the quantity and quality of the manure ; so
that it appears the estimate I have made is decidedly
under the mark.''

From the foregoing extract, it will at once be ap-
parent, that my object was to introduce the Flemish
system of agriculture as nearly as practicable. [

claim, therefore, no merit for having made any new
discovery in agriculture; and the only credit I can
take to myself is, for having devised a ])lan of
bringing into practice, what had been long previ-
ously urged in theory without any successful result.
The means which I adopted for this purpose, were
first to secure the services of an intelligent agri-
culturist, accustomed to the practice of the best
farmed districts in Scotland, and thoroughly ac-
quainted with the most improved cultivation of
green crops, cleaning the ground, and every ope-
ration of the farm, anJ the management of every
necessary implement. This person's duty was to
go from farm to farm, and to point out what was
wrong in the system pursued, and shew what ought
to be substituted in its place. It will appear, per-
haps, almost incredible to many of your readers, who
may be accustomed to farms of ."JOO to 1000 acres,
of which there may be ten, fifteen, or twenty, in a
considerable estate, to hear that there are upon the
Gosford Estate, more than 1000 tenants. Of course,
it may be easily imagined, many held very small
farms of five to ten acres ; and that many occupiers
of these small holdings, cultivated in the manner
described in the commencement of this letter, must
have been in great poverty, and many unable to

pay their rent when due. To such as these, the
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agriculturist's visits were first directed, with

power to supply whatever assistance was necessary,

either in manure, seeds, or money, to enable the

tenant to follow bis instructions if so disposed.

People who could not well be worse than the

state they were in, were naturally inclined to try

any plan that promised to make them better; and
accordingly, considerable numbers were induced to

make trial of the ucw plan of pitjcccding ; and the

success attending the change being very soon

plainly perceivable, persons in more independent

circumstances, gradually followed in the same track;

commencing with the sowing of clover, which
had previously been little known, having been almost

universally sown where the ground was exhausted,

and of course produced no crop, so that it was gene-

rally supposed to be quite unsuited to the soil and
climtite ; but when it came to be sown with the first

grain crop after the manure, the contrary was soon

proved, and the superior produce of land under

clover, cut and given to cattle in the house, when
compared to the scanty pasture afforded by worn
out ground, soon brought this crop into general

use: the manure was encreased, and the succes-

sion of one corn crop after another, was, in a consi-

derable degree broken through.
The introduction of turnips was a matter of great

difficidty. The manure, though encreased, was
still hardly sutficient for the growth of potatoes re-

quired by the population ; and it was only by slow

degrees, that even a few, by cncreasing a little every

year, were brought to cultivate as many as afforded

sufficient winter feeding for their cattle; and not-

withstanding the decided proof given in every such

case, that the more turnips cultivated, the more po-

tatoes they were able to grow, even this was insuf-

ficient to induce the universal growth of this crop
;

and even amongst those who had actually experi-

enced the benefit of its cultivation ; it was no un-

common thing, if they had any pressing demand, to

portion a daughter, or send a son to America, or

whatever miglit be the occasion, for them to put ail

the manure they had acquired, under potatoes, as

being the more marketable commodity, and with

the most complete disregard to future consequences,

to give up the growth of that crop to which the

accumulation of their manure had been owing.

There were not, therefore, wanting numberless in-

stances of such a natm-e as to try the temper, and

almost weary out the patience of any one, however
well disposed or anxious he might be to benefit

them.
Still, however, there were some, whose good

conduct and improving circumstances gave en-

couragement to persevere ; and the statements of

persons of this description, at the Market-hill agri-

cultural meetings, where they naturally carried off

the premiums offered by Lord Gosford, excited,

when published, a degree of attention from the

public, which plainly showed the interest uni-

versally felt in the success of every plan, holding

out the most distant prospect of improving the

condition of that numerous and interesting class,

the small farmers of Ireland. But, in proportion

to the interest thus felt, the public expectation has

been raised, and the idea has been taken up, I am
afraid too generally, that the improvement of all

the tenants in the estates in q\iestion, must be
pretty nearly, if not entirely corresponding with

that of the premium men, whose statements were
published, which is certainly by no means the case.

I cannot blame myself, however, with having ever

countenanced this belief; having been careful,

whenever opportunity oflfere(l,to state tbe contrary.

At one time, I certainly was so sanguine as to think,

tliat the value of the turnip crop had been so fully

understood by those who had tried it, that no dan-

ger of its abandonment, by the most inconsiderate,

any longer existed ; and I look forward with confi-

dence, to its becoming in a short time universal.

But having now been unable, from bad health, for

three years in succession, to pay the same attention

as formerly, I find that great numbers have during

that period, fallen off, and from the cause stated,

namely, the desire of raising a sum of money at

once, have, as at first, been induced to apply their

entire stock of manure to their potatoe crop. At
present, however, the deterioration of their own
circumstances, and the improvement in tbe circum-

stances of those who steadily pursued the plan they

had adopted, appears to me to have worked a salu-

tary conviction of their error ; and from what I can

perceive, the turnip cultivation will be augmented
this year, with better prospects of permanently estab-

lishing itself than ever, as it seems now to proceed

from a sense of the advantage from having the crop,

and the loss sustained by not having it, arising from
their own experience and observation, which they

never generally possessed before, and the introdue-

tion of guano manure, has come opportunely in aid to

render an encreased cultivation practicable.

It will, no doubt, supprise many ofyour readers, to

learn the difficulty of introducing the cultivation of

a crop without which they themselves think it would
be impossible for any farmer to attempt to hold land.

But the extensive demand for potatoes, as being the

chief food of the population, when duly considered in

connexion with the character of the people, which is

remarkable for an undue preference for present gain,

whatever may be the risk of future loss, will readily

account for what would otherwise be found hard to

imagine. But notwithstanding all the difficulties

which stand in the way, when I see the improved
circumstances of those who have steadily persevered

and the number who, from observing this, are gra-

dually taking it up of their own accord, throughout
the neighbourhood, I feel certain, that the general

introduction of this crop, isbut a matter of time ; and
that, in a very few years more, it will certainly become
general ; and I feel convinced, that by the use of the

same means, any other agricultural improvement
may be brought about; and without some such
means being taken by landlords to enlighten the

minds, and improve the habits of their tenantry,

—

the spread of improi'ed cidtlvation lolll be slow in-

deed.

The attention of landed proprietors in England
seems at present beginning to be turned to thisfact

;

and wherever the plan I have advocated has been
tried, its success appears much more rapid than liere

from the absence of those opposing causes to which
I have alluded ; and as there are many parts of the
south and west of England, and even Scotland,

where much improvement is wanting, I cannot
help strongly recommending the appointment of an
agriculturist in all such cases, as the most certain

means that can be adopted for the general improve-
ment of the country.

I have restricted my observations, in the foregoing,

merely to the introduction of clover and turnips, as

they are the crops which form the chief sources of
house-feeding the stock, and securing that supply of

manure, without which land can never be made pro-
ductive, nor farming profitable. But the use of the

agriculturist is not confined to one crop or the other,

hut extenda to every operation of the farm. The im-
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provement in ploughing,—the extirpation ofweeds,

—

the squaring and enlarging of the fiekls,— tlio use of
proper implenients,—the economy in the employment
and feeding of horses,—and above all, the eftcetual

drainage of the land. In all these respects, the in-

troduction of an active agriculturist, well supported
by the landlord and agent, will improve the practice

and habits of the tenantry in any unimproved dis-

trict, more in ten years, than would take place in a
hundred, if things were left to take their own cours

Wliere I to go into greater minuti;u than I have
done, 1 sliould exceed the bounds suitable to a pub-
lication like yours. Even in this hurried sketch, I

fear I may have already overstepped the limits whicli

I ought to have confined myself to, and I hasten to

conclude by subscribing myself, dear sir, yours truly,

William Blacker.
Armagh, March, 2Qth,

REPORT OF AN EXPERIMENTAL TRIAL
OF SIX VARIETIES OF PRIZE WHEAT.
By Mr. James Waldie, Millisle, Wigtownshire.

Having, by permission of the directors of tbe High-
land and Agricultural Society of Scotland, obtained,

tlirougb tbeir seedsman, Mr. Lavvson, five varieties

of seed wheat, being portions of those which gained

the society's premiums at Edinburgh, in October, 1842
;

and having also, with the view of following up more
fully and accurately the tenor of the suggestions of

the judges (who awarded the premiums), procured

u quantity of Hopetown, or what is Lere called H unter's

improved wheat, direct from Iladdinglon market, in

order to test the whole with more minuteness, as be-

ing all procured from the same part of the country,

and raised in the same climate, and that also in jjrefer-

ence to any of the other varieties which have been
grown one or more years in this district; and which
latter, from various experiments made by tlie writer,

have been found not so safe a criterion to calculate

upon a comparative trial as the seed procured from

the Lolhians, for the changed seed invariably pro-

duces a better return, and generally ripens a few days
earlier. With these preliminary averments, I proceed

to detail the ultimate results.

Four of the varieties, viz., Chidham, Danzig-woolly-

eared, Pearl, and Hopetown, were white wheat, and
the Belgian-new-red and Blood-red, as their names
indicate, were red wheats.

Twelve adjacent ridges of land were ploughed for

the comparative trial, and two contiguous ridges of

twenly-one feet each in width, and equal in all res-

pects, were allotted for the sowing of two bushels of

each variety, on a thin, light, clay soil incumbent on

a porous subsoil, anci comprehending an area of two
roods and eighteen poles imperial—the preceding crop

having been potatoes, and manured with a mixture of

the dung of horses, cattle, and pigs, coal-ashes, and a

little sea-weed, all carted from the village of Garlies-

ton, and applied thereto at the rate of twenty-five tons

twelve hundred-weight per imperial acre.

AH the wheat were sown on the 17th of November
and harrowed under the same circumstances ; ani all

the varieties brairded equally on the 9th December,
but the woolly-eared and Hopetoun, for some weeks
after, scarcel}' exhibited so rich a verdure as the others,

which appeared without any distinguishable differ-

ence.

It was found, however, in the course of the ensuing

spring, that the two red did not tiller so well as the

white wheat, and especially the Blood-red, which re-

tained a thinness throughout, particularly on the sides

of the furrows. Had the soil been more tenacious,

the red wheat would, in all probability, have succeeded
better.

With respect to coming into flower, a chance head
of all the varieties of white wheat could be seen shoot-

ing into ear by the end ofJune ; still none of the kinds
alluded to could bo said to be in ear till the 1st of

July, when all the white were pretty regularly shot

out ; and the weatlier being peculiarly favourable, near-
ly the half of the ears were in flower, hut those of tiie

woolly-eared appeared somewhat to predominate
;

while at the same time, a decided lateness in the red
varieties was strilangly perceptible, and ultimately,

the Bt'lgian jiroved to be seven days later in coming
into flower than the white varieties, and the Blood-red
four davs later than the Belgian.

After the middle of July, the weather proved wet
and ungenial, during which period rust was strikingly

apparent on the heads of the woolly-eared, while the

Pearl seemingly altogether escaped ; though on the

Chidham and Hopetoun, a very slight tinge might be
said to hedisceriiible. The red varieties were not in so

forward a stage as to exhibit rust till the weather again

cleared up very opportunely ; but it was abundantly
evident that in the event of a continuation of humidity
for a few days longer, the woolly-eared would have
sustained irreparable injury. Hence it is obvious
that, while woolly-eared wheat will, in all probability,

yield a good crop in a favourable season, it is, notwith-

standing, a risk to cultivate such a variety in a moist

and versatile climate.

In point of lipening, the woolly-cared was ready
for the sickle on the 25th of August, but the Pearl,

Chidham, and Hopetoun, were not ready till the 1st

of September. From the time of coming into ear, the

Hopetoun ajjpeared to lag some three days behind the

Pearl and Chidham ; and the heat having become in-

tense, these three varieties were all ready and were
cut down at the same time. The red varieties, from
the last-named cause, also ripened quickly, and were
ready for the sickle on the 4th of the same month.
A continuation of fine weather enabled each variety

to 1)6 stacked and thatched separately in excellent

order.

The final results of the return, after being lately

thrashed and dressed, are herewith annexed:

—

Chidham ....

Pearl

Danzig-woolly-
eared

Hopetoun ....

Belgian, new-
red

Blood -red ....

From the circumstance of the Blood-red' having
been thinner on the ground than the other varieties,

it sustained more damage from game ; and it may be

safely calculated that half a bushel of grain was de-

stroyed, from that cause, more than on the other ridges,

which were also partially damaged. Portions of

the above-named varieties of wheat were sold through

a commission-agent ; and it may be remarked that all

the white varieties exhibited fine samples, and a por-

tion of each separately brought 2 Is. per thirteen im-

perial stones at Whitehaven. The two red varieties

Weiglit
per biishfL
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only brouoht I83. 6J. for the same weight. The white

found purchasers for seed, and the red for grind-

ing.

In conclusion, my impression is, that Ilopetoun (or

Hunter's) and Chidham are the varieties best adapted

for the climate of Wigtownshire, which is mild and

luoist-^the two (ormer as being most productisre in

point of yield, and the latter, like the other two, not

being apt to lodge, and as producing a finer sample,

and consequently more likely to sell for seed in the

projjcr season.

—

Quarterly Journal of Agriculture.

ON THE SOLUTION OF BONES IN SUL-
PHURIC ACID FOR THE PURPOSES
OF MANURE.

Bv THE Duke of Richmond.

(From the Journal of the Royal Agricultural

Society.)

To Ph. Pusey, Esq.

My dear Pusey,—I have not yet received the de-

tails of the experiments tried by the Morayshire

Farmers' Club with sulphuric acid and bones, but I

know that the result has been most satisfactory. On
my own farm, which is light sandy soil, I tried one

acre with it, another with guano, and a third with

stable-yard dung. Early in November I had a

quarter of an acre of each drawn and weighed : the

heaviest crop was from the land manured with the sul-

phuric acid, though it did not cost me above lis. or

lis. 6d. an acre.

I understand also that the turnips came into rough

leaf sooner on thai acre than on any of the others.

Believe me, yours sincerely,

London, Dec. 9, 1843. Richmond.

Note.

The experiment contained in this letter bears out

those of the Morayshire Farmers' Club, the details of

which appeared in the last Journ;d, and affords good

hope that'this, the most important saving which was

ever held out in the use of manure, will be found

generally applicable. For those details I must refer

to that paper, merely mentioning now, that in one

trial a bushel of bones, to which sulpimric acid had

been applied, exceeded in its effects six bushels used

in the common way. As this is the first instance, I

believe, in which chemistry has assisted practical

farming, it may be interesting to examine the theory

on which this application is founded. Bones may be

roughly stated to consist of fat, of jelly, and of an

earthy matter, called phosphate of lime. When they

were first employed as manure, it was doubtful, of

course, to which of these substances they owed their

beneficial effect, and many persons were unwilling to

purchase bones which had been boiled, and had con-

sequently lost their grease. It was soon found, how-
ever, that boiled bones were as good manure as those

that were unboiled. There still remained in the

boiled bones two substances, either of which might

be their active principle. But Sprengel stales that

he found bones which had been not only boiled, but

burnt, still act as manure ; and Mr. Hannam has tried

the same experiment with the same result. Now as

fire drives out of the bone the solid jelly which liolds

it together, there remains only thw earthy matter he-

hind, thus proved to be the manuring substance.

This being phosphate of lime, chemistry suggested

that since the lime was in so small a quantity, the

phosphoric acid united with it must be tlie true ma-
nure contained in the bones ; and that if the lime were

taken from it by sulphuric acid, the phosphoric acid

thus set free would be greatly strengthened in its im-

mediate activity. This the Morayshire farmers

carried last year into effect, and the Duke of

Richmond in the present year, the result wonderfully

according with the predictions of chemical science.

We cannnot even now regard this discovery as com-
pletely established ; but as it promises a very great

saving to farmers who buy bones largely, I hope that

the hint will be followed up until certainty has been

attained. Hitherto the dissolved bone, or gruel, as

one farmer calls it, has been mixed with large quan-

tities of water, and applied as a liquid manure ; but

the use of any liquid manure is so laborious and

inconvenient, that I should greatly prefer, as a trial

at least, to mix the dissolved bones with some dry

earth or ashes, which might be used by the ordinary

method of drilling. Ph. Pusey.

DISTRESS FOR RENT.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Your paper is stti generis. It stands alone

as the organ and advocate of the tenant farmers. So
mixed up are the agricultural journals with the patron-

age of the local landlords generally, that when a ques-

tion arises in which there are adverse and conflicting

interests, it is very difficult, almost impossible, to get

a fair field and no favour to advocate the claims of

tenants. In one sense, and looking theoretically, it

ought to be so. The interests of tenants and landlords

ought to be one and indivisible ; but, unfortunately,

in practice it is often otherwise. No doubt there are

many landlords, I hope a large majority, who do con-

sult the interests of their tenants as well as their own
;

but the minority is sufficiently large to render it

necessary that tenant farmers should have a champion,
powerful, intellectual, and persevering, to advocate

their claims. The circumstances of the present time

are eminently propitious to speak out in favour of the

tenants, for without their assistance the common enemy
must have prevailed, and one of the certain results of

the triumph of the leaguers would be an universal re-

duction of rents. The tenant farmers have fought, and
successfully, in favour of protection—the landlords

would have been utterly powerless without them.

They have fought for the existing corn laws, and with

the existing corn laws for the existing rents. Grati-

tude, justice, nay, expediency demand that if there be
any seiious grievances under which the tenants labour,

the landlords should now redress these grievances. The
greatest grievance is, undoubtedly, insecurity of tenure

—the want of leases securing to them the profits of

their improvements, and of their expenditure in en-

riching and rendering more productive their farms

;

but there is another grievance nearly akin to it, and
almost equal in injurious effects—viz., the present law

of distress for rent.

All landlords cannot be angels ; and even if they
were, they would not be free from the misrepresenta-

tions of stewards and others. Irresponsibility is a

dangerous thing, and it is neither just nor wise that it

should ever exist in the relations of social life. Nei-

ther landlords nor any other class of men should have
all power on one side, without those who are eventu-

ally interested having some check on the other. Our
ancestors thought so who fettered the monarchy with
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constitutional ministers, whom they made responsiljle,

and without whom tliey would not permit the monarch
to act ; who made the legislation of the aristocracy

powerless without the consent of the Commons ; who
gave the subject a Habeas Corpus, to prevent all

wrongful imjirisoinncnt ; and who demanded and
obtained the great charter, that no freeman should be

taken or im])risoned, or disseized of his rights, privi-

leges, and franchises, without the verdict of a jury of

his peers, and the law of the land.

Now, how squares the law and jiractice of distress for

rent with those principles ? The landlord can seize

and sell, and utterly destroy the tenant, paying him-
self all, and giving other creditors nothing, and no hope
or possibility of ever getting anything whenever a de-

fault of payment of rent occurs. There may be bad
seasons, the tenant cannot help it—there may be in-

adecpiate j)rices, the tenant cannot help them—there

may be a thousand disappointments from the bad faith

of others, which the tenant cannot help ; yet no matter

what may be the cause of the tenant's temporary in-

ability to meet his rent—no matter what he may have

sunk in the soil, to be returned, as he hopes, after

many days—he can be sold up, laid prostrate, and
ruined, at the sole will of a present or absent landlord,

or a knavish, selrtsh, or prejudiced steward.

Farmers' clubs ought, I think, to take this matter

up ; they should protect themselves by inducing par-

liament to alter the law of distress for rent upon
tenants at will. Those who have leases have some
chance of repairing their hard fortune by subsequent

years ; tenants at will have none—^when sold up the

latter are turned out.

—— " The world before them, where to choose
Tlieir place of rest, and Providence their guide."

Gratitude, justice, humanity, demand that this state

of the law should not continue. Landlords should not,

in such cases, be permitted to distrain for more than

one half-year, and come in for the remainder of their

claims pari jjassu with all other creditors. The pre-

sent power of distress is fearful, awful, and most un-

just. It is not wise to have "a giant's strength,"

any more than it is equitable " to use it like a giant."

You, who have battled so long and so ably for the

tenant farmer, will not refuse to allow your influential

and impartial journal to bring this monster grievance

before the world, and by so doing you will not only

confer a great benefit upon tenant farmers, but also

especially oblige your sincere admirer and constant

reader, Cincinnatus.
Yorkshire, Feb. 8, 1844.

COMPARATIVE TRIAL OF MANURES
WITH TURNIPS.

Bv Mr. John Hogarth, of Akeld, near Wooler.

The first trial was made on a light gravelly soil,

incumbent on sand mixed with gravel. The turnips

were the imperial yellow, and, as they suffered much
from mildew, were an inferior crop. Indeed, as far

as my experience goes, this kind suffers most of any
from this disease.

Qiidntiti/ Cost Produce
Manures. per aire. per acre. jitr acre.

tons. cwt. £. s. d. tons. cwt. sts.

Guano »... 4 2 5 14 1 6
Pigs' manurcj at

3s.6d.perton.. 12 2 2 14 6
Compost, at Is.

lljd. pertou.. 16 1 11 3 14 3 4

Being resolved to have the soil as similar as pos-

sible, 1 had the manures placed in twelve adjacent

drills, taking forty square yards to each lot of

ground.
The guano was mixed with equal parts of fine

river sand. The pig manure with equal parts of

ashes obtained from the servants' depots. Tbe
compost was of a more complicated nature; but as

its constituents are attainable in every situation I

shall give the metbod and expense of mixing them.

Cost of carting 14 cubic yards of mould,
road-scrapings, ditch-scourings, or any
earth free of stones £0 5 6

Cost of IJ btone of salt (rock or marine),
per cubic yard of earth, 14 yards, at

5,^d. per yard 6 5

Cost of 7 cubic yards cow, horse, or fold

dung, at 2s. (id. per yard . 17 6
Cost of turning 21 cubic yards of earth

and dung, and mixing them intimately,

which 21 yards weighed about 16 tons. 1 10

£1 11 3

In future, I propose using the dung in equal parts
wiih the earth, thereby saving the expense of laying

it on the drills, and of using about twelve or thir-

teen tons ; and I purpose also of increasing the
quantity of salt to two stones per cubic yard.

A trial was also made with Swedish turnips upon
a gravelly loam, incumbent on a strong subsoil

mixed with stones.

(Inantity Cost Produce
Mannres. i)er acre. per acre. per acre.

£. s. d. tons. cwt. sts.

Guano 2 cwt.

Dung salted 9 tons.

Bone-dust 1 qr. "]

Sulphuric acid... 40 lbs. )>2 19 11 23 2 6J
Dung salted 9 tons. J
The guano cost lis. .3d. per cwt. ; dung, 3s. per

ton, exclusive of salt; bone-dust, 20s. per quarter;
sulphuric acid, 3d. per pound. The quantity of salt,

one stone per cubic yard ; carting, about 2s. lid.—

•
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GREAT AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT
MARKET-HILL.

(prom the newry telegraph.)

Sir,—In compliance with your wish, I continue, as

formerly, to send you the account of the Earl of
Gosford's Farmer's Dinner, which took place on the
0th December 1843. His Lordship presided in per-

son, and very judiciously desired that all cheering,

except were particularly ordered, should be dispensed
with, and all complimentary toasts should be ex-
cluded which did not in some way appear connected
with the objects of the meeting, which were all of a
practical nature. I observed, also, upon this occasion,

that the guests were of a more practical character
than on any former occasion, including D. R. Ross
Esq., M.P. for Belfast, one of the largest sheep far-

mers in Ireland ; R. B. Tennent, Esq., a Scotch
gentleman, who wished to take this opportunity of

making himself acquainted with the system of far-

ming here, preparatory to following the profession

of a land agent, or factor, as it is termed in Scot-

land; Mr. Murphy, Editor of the Farmers' Gazette;

Mr. Skilling, manager of the model farm, Glasneviu
j
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Mr. M'Kcan, of Ballyliarridau ; Rev. Mr. Kirkpat-
rick , of Ahorcy ; Mr. Nathaniel Greer, of Ballyna-
liinch, near Richhill ; Mr. IVloocly, of Lisseraw ; Mr.
M'Ewen, of Killaboda, and a great many others from
the adjoininGf estates ; besides Mr. M'Kee, of

Markethlll, Mr. Blacker, and the principal tenants

and premium men upon thcGosford estates—all men
able to give, and anxious to get information ; and
your readers will find, on perusal of this report, they
will not be disappointed in any expectation they may
have formed of meeting with valuable and useful mat-
ter, however high those expectations may have been
raised.

Dinner being over, his lordship gave the usual
toasts, and then called on the judges to read their

decision in regard of the several prizes which were
competed for, after which.

His Lordship called on Mr. Blacker, as the busi-
ness of the premium list was disposed of, to open the
discussion of the diiferent subjects which had been
selected for the evening.
Mr. Blacker—Mr. Lord—The subject which

stands first on the list is the collection and preserva-
tion of farm-yard and liquid manure, and the nature
and effects of guano, as an assistant thereto. The col-

lection and preservation of manure is a matter which
I have often taken occasion to press upon the attention

of the small farmer, and my only apology for so doing
again is, that I am afraid before us are many yet ^vho

have not given the subject the attention it deserves

;

and until this effect is produced, it must be admit-
ted that I am not only justified but that I am im-
peratively called upon, again and again to direct

attention to this matter, which is certainly one of

great moment, and yet in general very little thought

about. To put it in a point of view which may per-

haps excite some little interest, I may, I hope, be
allowed to mention that, as a magistrate, I have
been frequently called on to put the law in force

against sundry unfortunate creatures, it may be,

reduced almost to starvation, who have been caught

breaking into a potatoe pit, and the owner calls for

the utmost punishment the law can inflict upon the

poor wretch who has thus been robbing his children

of their sustenance. But though he is indignant at

seeing others carrying inoay the potatoes which he

intended for the support of his family, how is he less

criminal himselfwhen he stands by and sees the ma-
nure carried away, without which his future supply

of this necessary food cannot be raised ? Nay, he is

perhaps the most inexcusable of the two ; for the

poor wretch may be driven to carry away his pota-

toes by distress, whereas, he stands by with the ut-

most indifference looking on, Avhilst the rain, the

wind, and the sun are carrying away one-third or

perhaps one-half the strength of his manure heap.

If the people who act thus would ask their wives

whether they would give as much for the tea leaves

they have wet three or four times as they would for

that which had not been wet at all, they would be

told, that the best tea after being wet two or three

times is good for nothing. "What must be the effect

then on manure that is wet two or three hundred

times. I maintain, that every man who has his ma-
nure heap on the slope ofa hill, where the rain, and the

water from the roofs of his houses,after every shower,

runs through it, is guilty of this charge and is

robbing himself and his children of perhaps a great

many more potatoes than the poor person has done

whom he prosecutes. Again, 1 say that a man is rob-

bing himself and his family in like manner, who lets

bis cattle range about in search of food, in place of

giving them their food ia the house. There cau be

nothing more clear in arithmetic than this, that one
cow fed in the house for the whole twenty-four hours,
will make as much manure as three cows will do
that are only kept eight hours in the house, which is

as long, in the average, as cows are within, where
there are no green crops. This is just as clear as that

three times eight make twenty-four. Anotlier way in

which a man may rob himself and his family, is by
allowing the liquid manure to be lost, in place of
kee])ing it closely corked up, as it were, in a tank, or
applied to enrich his manure heap or compost, and as
it escapes, to catch it again and again, and always
throw it on the top, and let it sink down through the
mass, in place of running merely at the bottom, and
perhaps flowing on a patch of ground below it. Again,
a man robs himself and family, who carts out the ma-
nure in the potatoe planting season, and leaves it

perhaps for one or two days exposed on the ridge,

before it is covered, to sun, wind, and rain, until it

loses half its value. There are so many who are

faulty in this respect, that I think I can scarcely do a
greater service than call attention to it. Neverthe-
less, I am happy to say, there is ten times as much
care taken now in this respect as there was ten years
ago ; and even fla.K water is beginning to obtain the
notice it deserves, and people are beginning to either

water their crops with it, or put earth into the flax-

hole, or what is much better, pour it on a heap of
compost, where the rain water will not run through
it. As to guano, I am inclined to think very highly
of it, but cannot yet speak decidedly as to the length
of time it continues to operate, but so small a portion

can scarely be expected to have such a permanent
effect as farm-yard manure. I have experienced,
however, in Baleek Park, that it has given a good
crop of oats, and also a good crop of flax, both on
ground manured with it last year for potatoes. It

has been proved, however, to give excellent crops of
turnips, by means of which it will produce farm-yard
manure in abundance. IMany persons have been in-

duced to apply it in too large quantities. I should
say 1§ lb. to 2 lbs. to the English square 'perch, ac-

cording to the state of the ground, was sufficient, and
the crop should be put in early, so as to give time for

the root to swell. If late sowed, or too large a quan-
tity used, it appears to me to force too much to tops.

Half-and-half with dung and bones, appears to me
best, but experience will soon teach us what method
to take; but I should wish to propose for trial the

mixture of a portion of common salt. In some lato

experiments, one cwt. of guano mixed with one cwt.
of salt has been found very nearly equal to two cwt. of

pure guano ; and chemists affirm that a portion of salt

will correct the fault of forcing the plant to leaves,

and contribute to enlarge the root,

Mr. Blacker having concluded, his lordship gave
" The health of Mr. Skilling, who has acquired so

high a reputation from his management of the model
farm at Glasnevin, under the National Board of

Education."
JNIr. Skilling gave to Mr. Blacker a statement as to

the management of manure, which will be found in the

appendix ; and said, national as well as local societies

consider it bad to be wedded to any system of agri-

culture not beneficial to the farmers, and I have always

myself endeavoured to adopt that which makes the

most money. Having looked around the world, I

have found that house-feeding is the best system to

pursue. It was first promulgated by Mr. Blacker, to

whom the country is more indebted, for its agricul-

tural improvements than to any other man living at

the present day. It is one of the most important of

modern discoveries, and if not successful it is not hia
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fault. WLen I adopted tlie Louse-feeding system my
neighbours laugbed at mc, and predicted tbat my cat-

tle would die; others said the cattle would give no
milk ; but their predictions were not verified. I lived

near to a village, through vrhich I led my cows twice
a day to water. They liad a good appearance as they
were well fed ; and they ran through the village wild
and full of spirit. I fed them on mangel wurzel, and
when other cows were dry mine were giving milk.

During three years I kept three cows, and sold £6
worth of butter each year from each cow, besides
Laving a sufficiency for a family of six persons. The
National Board of Education determined tbat, to-

gether with a literary education, they would also

teach agriculture, and I was fortunate enough to be
employed by the Board, and brought from a farm of

4^ acres to one of 62 acres. 1 have placed before

the world the established system ia its full beauty

—

got a cow-bouse erected, and kept my cows in it.

When I took the land in the neighbourhood of Dub-
lin, I did so under disadvantageous circumstances,
but the contiguity of the market equalised the value of
the land. The farm was taken at £o per British acre.

I immediately adopted the system spoken of, and of-

fered to the Board to pay the rent of the farm and
keep a ploughman for the purpose of instructing the

pupils. Mj rent is £257 7s. 8d.; general expenses
from £loO to £200 per year, making in all an ex-
pense of about £400 for 50 acres and 20 perches. I

keep 16 cows, which, on an average, make me
£l5 10s. per year, each. I have estimated correctly

that a cow fed in the house will make 25 tons of li-

quid manure, "nhich will he sufficient for an acre of
ground. I can, on an average, keep a cow on every
two British acres of land, if no horses are kept ;

but if horses are kept, it changes the ratio in the
same proportion as Irish to English acres. Such
are the advantages that accrue from the system of
honse-feeding. There may be difficulties in keeping
cattle in houses, but people should have patience,
and not let difficulties overcome them. The ad-
vantages that arise from house-feeding are, a larger

quantity of mannre and much more milk ; and such
being the case, it would appear strange that men
should continue to practice the old plan, eventually
bringing discomfort to themselves, and ruin to their

families. But it may be objected, that in a very
large farm, say 1,000 acres, how may a cow-house
be erected sufficiently large to accommodate so

many cattle as would be necessary. But the diffi-

culty can be easily obviated. Let a number of cot-

tages be erected on the farm, and beside them let

cow-houses be built, so tbat the persons residing in

the cottages can take care of the cattle in the houses
next to their own. Let the young cattle be in one
house, the milch cattle in another, the fat cattle in

another, and so on, and it will be found at once
that the system is quite convenient, and as applica-
ble to a large farm as a small one. When my pre-
sent farm was in pasture, I have ascertained that it

pastured eighteen cows in summer, but now it feeds

sixteen cows and three horses, all the year round,
and I have as large a proportion of grain crops on
the same land as most other people besides. An
animal used to pasture is brought into the house
and tied up, perhaps injudiciously confined—is kept
filthy— not regularly cleaned—a large quantity of
some particular kind of food is thrown before it,

and this repeated, cloys the appetite, and the ani.
mal becomes satiated, and refuses its food. It is

perhaps neglected in water—by and by it loses

milk—gets out of condition—and the whole experi-
ment is a failure. Success, therefore, is only se-

cured by skill and attention. Cows that arc pro-
perly house-fed must get altogether another kind of

treatment. 'Jhe house itself must be airy, well
ventilated, and kept perfectly clean. The animals
must be well curried and brushed, at least twice
a day. There ought to be one particular person to

superintend and pay attention to the feeding, and
one of the first and most important parts of bis

duty is to ascertain the appetite of every beast.

Cows, like other animals, will eat less or more, and
they ought to be supplied accordingly as they re-
quire it, being kept rather with an appetite than
otherwise. As soon as the animal has eaten its

food, all refuse should be immediately taken away,
and nothing suffered to remain in the stall before
it. Should it seem delicate, or careless in eating,

let the food be at once removed, and if in health
it will be anxious for the next feed, if not, you may
consider there is something the matter with it, and
take steps accordingly. I'his" is one of the great
advantages of house-feeding. An animal at pasture
may be far gone in disease, indeed, past recovery,
before it is observed ; but in the house you per-
ceive the first symptoms, and can apply the remedy
in time. The times of feeding are also of great
importance, and ought to be strictly observed and
regulated. The cattle will know the hour of feeding
as correctly as the clock tells it, and will be disap-
pointed and fretted if neglected. This neglect is

prejudicial both to milking and fattening. The
kinds of food given is also of the utmost conse-
quence. No matter how nutritious, there ought to

be a variety—a change if possible for every feed. T

shall simply state a mode of feeding which I have
found eminently successful; I give six feeds in the
day, summer and winter, beginning at six o'clock
in the morning, and ending at nine in the .evening,

viz., at 6, at 8, at 12, at ?>, at (J, and at 9. They get
water in their stalls at 10 in the morning, and at 5
in the afternoon—they are likewise turned out one
hour, from 10 to 11, where they exercise and drink
if they choose. The kinds of food I use are chiefly

the following:—in summer, at 6, feed with peren-
nial or Italian rye grass and clover ; at 8, with
cabbages or leaves ; at 12, with cut hay and straw
mixed (this feed is to prevent the action of too much
green food on them ; a cow in health ought never
to be purging; if she is, both milk and flesh are
running off) ; at 3, upon vetches; at 6, upon man-
gel wurzel leaves, rape, cleanings of ditches, or
other refuse of the farm or garden ; at 9, clover or
grass, or this may again be a dry feed, if the state

of the bowels require it. In winter, at 6, first feed
with steamed food ; at 8, with turnips raw ; at 12,
with cut hay and straw ; at 3, with mangel wurzel,
raw ; at 6, with steam food ; at 9, with hay and
straw; water must be given, or offered, and plenty
of salt used in the steamed food.

Mr. Skilling having concluded, his lordship gave
" The health of Mr. Ross, M.P. for Belfast, and the
other vistors who had honoured the meeting by
their company."
Mr. Ross, after returning thanks, concluded by

proposing, in terms as complimentary as they were
well deserved, "The health of their Noble Chair-
man, the Earl of Gosford, the patron of the Market-
hill Farming Society."

His lordship briefly replied.

Mr. Blacker then called on Mr. Small, as the
successful competitor for the best tillage farm, to

state his practice in regard to manure.
Alex. Small, of Shanecracken, said— I am a plain

farmer—I am indebted for a simple plan by which I
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am able to double my usual quantity of manure.
At a convenient place in my yard I sunk a pit,

paved in the bottom, and secured it all round, so as

to ])revent any liquid from leaving it. This pit

holds about 50 loads—into it I put all the rough
manure from the cattle, and gather all the weeds
from my farm, and over every 5 or 6 inches of

dung and weeds I put a light covering of good soil,

to prevent evaporation ; and into this pit I have
conducted by paved channels, all the liquid manure
from the cattle and farm-yard. This pit has occa-

sionally to b3 emptied to the dung hill. I prefer

this simple plan to using; a tank for liquid manure
alone, as it enriches and rots all the rubbish and
weeds I can gather, and I have as much dung at

November as I formerly had at the May following.

Mr. Rennox was then called on, and said

—

Having made some experiments with guano, and
comparing it with farm-yard manure, I find the

guano to have the most produce. We sowed Swedes
on it the 14th of May, and had 41 tons to the acre;

and the same kind sown at the same time on farm-
yard manure produced only 38 tons to the acre. AYe

also sowed Dale's Hybrid, the 16lh of May, and the

produce was 43 tons to the acre. We sowed the

same kind later, about the 24th of June, and the

produce was 38 tons to the acre. Those were both

sown on guano ; and, from experience, I find that it

agrees best with early sowing, as the late sowing
grows most to tops, and the bulbs small. All those

turnips were weighed tops and roots. We put at the

rate of 3 cwt. to the acre, mixed with five times the

quantity of ashes. The soil that those turnips grew
on was all alike. It has also a good effect on top-

dressing, but it would require to be used in this way
in damp weather, for in dry weather it is liable to

rise. I have this year applied ij cwt. of guano to my
turnip crop, and I must confess that my faith was
weak concerning it. I put iton in the following man-
ner :—On one part I put one-half dung and one-

half guano, which grew the turnips very large, on
another part I put about 3 cwt. to the acre, which
grew them still greater to the tops ; on another part

about 5 cwt. to the acre. On this last lot the tops

were extremely large, but I think the bulbs were
lesser sized. I do think the best system of applying

guano is, to mix one-half of farm-yard manure with

one-half guano, and to have the turnips sown as

early as possible.

Mr. Blacker having introduced the subject of

guano, said, Mr. Byers, of Mowhan, Mr. M'Clinchy,
J. Gillilan, and several others present, were witnesses

of its efficacy, as a manure. The company seemed
quite satisfied in regard to it, both as a top-dressing

for clover and meadow, in spring, bringing the

former a fortnight earlier, and much heavier than it

otherwise would be ; and also for every other crop
with which it had been tried. Mr. B. then alluded

to liquid manure, and called on,

Mr. Hekd, who said :— I have tried liquid manure
in difierent ways. In the first place, I applied it on
old meadow land, which gave little or no grass, and
what was of a very bad (juality. The manure being
jiut on in the winter months, every fresh watering
made the meadow look green, and in the mowing
season there was double the quantity of hay, which
was altogether changed in quality from what it was
before, as was also the aftergrass. I applied it on a

clover field, in the winter months, and I i7iowed the

first crop for the cattle on the '28th of April, imme-
diately after applying the liquid manure. I mowed
the second cutting on the ind June, still applying

the manure after every cutting, until I cut the same

part four different times. There was some pasture

afterwards on both parts of the field. I tried it on
the heracloum, but the quantity being run out, there

were seven yards of a drill got none, and the difference

of that part from the rest of the crop was very

apparent.

Mr. Blacker said;—My Lord,—The next sub-

ject in the list for discussion is the proper rotation of

crops. This is a matter which has often been strongly

recommended to the farmers, both great and small,

in this neighbourhood, but hitherto, I must say, not

with the entire success I could wish. It is indeed,

admitted generally, that to take the heart out of the

land before you are prepared to renew it by manure,
and thus leave it lying unproductive during the in-

tervening period, must be very bad farming of course.

The practice of taking successive corn crops, although
sometimes still practised, is no longer defended

—

likewise, the sowing clover and grass-seed with the

first crop on manured land, is that usually adopted,
and the preservation of the clover and grass for

house-feeding the following season is almost universal

—still these improved habits have been carried into

practice upon each field separately, and the appear-
ance of the face of the country partakes still of the

irregularity and confusion of the old system. There
is some little difficulty and management in bringing

the entire farm into a regular course where the dif-

ferent portions of the manured land have been scat-

tered over the whole in small patches, which is almost

universally the case, but by endeavouring to plant

the whole of the potato and turnip crops together at

one side of the farm, the thing is easily accomplished
— for, suppose, by the increase of your farm-yard
manure, or the addition of guano, the one-fourth part
of the farm can be manured, for those crops at one
side of it, the thing is then in a certain train of ac-
complishment. The following year the next one-
fourth is planted in the same way, and the land last

manured is sown with grain, and laid down with
grass-seeds and clover ; the third year another one-
fourth is manured, and the fourth year the remaining
one-fourth is manured—thus completing the entire

rotation ; and the farmer in the fifth year again plants

his potatoes which be first commenced. Any one
may imagine the damage done to clay land, by turn-

ing cattle out ou the soft stubble in October, as is a
common practice, with a weight of one to two cwt.

on each foot, poaching the land in every direction.

In order to prevent the necessity of this, only about
one-half of the manured land should be laid down in

clover and grass, and the remainder left in Italian

rye-grass, Avith a little reserved for vetches. The
Italian rye-grass will serve after the clover has been
killed by the frost, and this, with cabbage, or kail, or

rape, planted in the north side of the potato-ridge,

will give ample food until the turnips are ripe, and
leave the stubble to be ploughed down as it ought
to be. Upon the subject of the advantage of a proper
rotation of crops and house-feeding, I know no one
more capable of instructing us than Mr. Murphy, the

talented editor of The Farmer's Gazette.

His Lordship then proposed the health of Mr.
Murphy, the talented editor of The Farmer's
Gazette.

Mr. MiRPiiY said he would assist in carrying out
these highly praiseworthy objects, his Lordship and
Mr. Blacker (whose exertions in the advancement of

agricultural improvement had given him a claim,

and one which was fully acknowledged, to the re-

spect and admiration of the empire) had in view in

thus gathering their respectable tenantry around
iheiu, Green crops being, for the most part, culti-
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vated in drills, afford an opportunity of pulverizing

the soil, thereby obtaining the advantages formerly

sought by means of a naked fallow, namely, an ex-

posure of the matters which the soil may contain to

the meliorating influence of the atmosphere, and also

of the extirpating wecils, and consequently rendering
the whole of the nourishing powers of the soil avail-

able for the crop. The system of rotation to be pur-
sued in any given case must be determined by the na-
ture of the soil. Thus the four-course shift and sheep
husbandry have been found adapted to the sandy
soils of Norfolk, whilst in the stiff clays of the south
of England a course of seven or even nine years is

preferred. A fanner in the company now assembled
has informed me that he has tried the four-course

system, which he finds well adapted to his land ; but
in general it has been found, and that, probably, for

reasons which I shall by and by state, that the quick
return of the same crops to the same land is unfa-
vourable to the produce; that, in fact, the land be-

comes " tired" or " sick" of certain crops, especially

of clover ; but this objection maybe obviated by
sowing down only one-half of the grass -land with
clover, and the other half with grass alone— Italian

rye-grass, for instance—and by this arrangement
clover will only recur once in eight years. This
system requires that one-fourth of the farm be
manured annually, and this, by house-feeding cattle,

and economising the liquid manure, may be easily

accomplished. A farm in the five-course shift may
be cropped as follows:—1st. Manured green crop,

say one -half turnips and mangel, and the other half

potatoes. 2nd year, corn laid down with clover

and grass. 3rd. Grass mown for soiling and hay.

4lh. Ditto. 5th. Corn on the two year old lea, with

a " stolen" crop of transplanted rapeor winter vetches

on the stubble, which should be maimred. "Where
flax is cultivated, a portion of the land which pro-

duced corn on the lea the preceding year should be

devoted to it, which being manured well for trans-

planted rape after the flax, will be nearh' in as good
a state for a corn crop the following season as the

potato land. Experienced farmers are everywhere
agreed, that a rotation and alternation of crops is

necessary, both to the healthful state of the land, and
a ])rofitable return for the labour bestowed upon it.

His Lordship then proposed the health of Mr.
Blacker.

Mb. Blacker then rose and said:—My Lord

—

W'c are now come to that part of the proceedings

of the evening which, if I am not much mistaken,

will prove the most interesting of all—namely, the

discussion upon the cultivation and proper manage-
ment of the flax crop. The low price of all other

agricultural produce gives to this subject great addi-

tional importance, for there is no denying that it is

the most remunerating crop, where it proves even

tolerably successful ; and there seems to be no crop

whatever as yet so imperfectly understood, though
almost every one piques himself upon understanding

the management of it better than his neighbour.

This seems to be decisive, that whatever advantages
old lea may possess, and I don't deny that it does

possess many, yet they arc by no means indispen-

sable to a good crop, and the loss by keeping land

three or four years under pasture, if set against the

produce of the flax crop when broken up, would, in

my mind, very much reduce the profits, or, perhaps,

absorb them altogether; but these are not the only

contradictory facts I can point out. Mr. Greer, who
is a high authority, says the best flax is on wheat or

oat stubble, and yet the whole country is against

him, for the seed is almost universally sown upon
])otato land. Again, some denounce lime as injuri-

ous, which is a prevailing opinion, and yet I recollect

I\Ir Rennox having, a few years ago, a crop after po-
tatoes planted on lime and soil (and which had never
had any farm-yard manure in the memory of man)
worth 201. the English acre, gross produce; and
Samuel Loudon has had a produce of excellent flax of

41 stones from two bushels of seed sown, which is not

very far from double the common yield. IMy own
opinion (as I have often stated it) was, that the most
important consideration of all was that there should
be a long interval of time between any two crops of

flax ; and I rode expressly to inquire from Loudon
when his field which had produced so well had borne
flax before, and was told part had not been in that

crop for seventeen years, but that another part of
the field, of just the same quality, had been in flax

about four years ago, upon which I concluded the
great yield had been on the former portion; but
to my surprise, I heard that the part which had
been recently in flax was by much the best of the two.

But it is not merely in the cultivat'wn of this crop

that we seem to have much to learn. We seem to be
fully as much in the dark as to the after management.

Sir James Stronge, who got the premium for the

second best quality of flax produced at the Belfast

sliow, which is a pretty good proof that it had beea
managed witli considerable skill, informs me that a
few bundles of it which, by accident, were left longer

in steep than the rest which had been sent to Bel-

fast, proved to be, beyond all comparison, superior to

the parcel which got the premium in every respect.

Mr. B. concluded by calling on Mr. Byers, of

Killycairn.

Mr. Byers said :—My Lord, I may remark with
rererence to the sowing of flax, that f would approve

of it being thinly sown, as I consider that in that case

by means of the influence of the sun and atmosphere
acting on it, the plants come to a state of greater

perfection, and the fibre in consequence thereof be-

comes much stronger. I think that about two
bushels and one peck, or two and a-half at most, of

sifted riga seed would be quite sufficient for an
English acre of ground. In the next place, with re-

gard to the fittest and most proper time to pull the

flax. After having bestowed considerable attention

to the subject, and examined it in all its bearings, I

think that it in a great measure depends on the na-

ture of the soil, and that no fixed rule can be given

which would be applicable to all cases. Flax grown
on weighty clay land, sown early in April, will admit
of being pulled in a less ripe state than that sown at

the same time on light tilly soil. This opinion is

built on the fact of the flax growing in a weighty

soil arriving at a state of maturity in a more gradual

way, and getting strong in a shorter time than that

sown on light land. That sown on light land starts

up much sooner, and is therefore much softer in its

fibre, and must, consequently, be permitted to remain
until it be more ripened. I shall next advert to the

watering of flax. 1 would strongly recommend the

farmer to make the hole in which he would steep his

flax in either a blue or red clay, at the same time
taking care that no spring rises out of the subsoil, nor

any leakage be permitted from the flax-hole, and that

also water which has remained a cons^''''r5vMe length

of time in the hole, is much preferable ucic »*--^hich

may have been recently put into it. It may be well

to observe that the flax should be put into the hole,

if possible on the day on which it is pulled. The

practice which I ^dopt at this stage of the procecdinj,',
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in order to ascertain the proper time to take the flax

out of the water, is to take a bundle out of the hole

in the morning, and allowing it to remain in the air

about twelve hours, I take a small quantity out of

the centre, and by drawing it through my fingers,

pressing it very slightly, see if the husk or outward
covering of the flax slides off, which, if it does, and
l)resents a glossy appearance, I then break the stem
about four inches apart, and if the timber freely sepa-

rate itself irom the flax, I think that it has then been
sufficiently watered. Rly reason for letting it remain
twelve hours out ofthe hole previous tomyadopting the
above process is, that some flax gets soft after having
been taken out, whereas other flax gets hard. After

the flax has been sufficiently watered, and taken out
of the hole, it should, in the spreading, be carefully

shaken, so that the stalks may be separated from
each other, as the mucilage produced in the process

of steeping would, if not properly guarded against in

this way, cause the straws to adhere to each other,

"when on the grass, thereby preventing the atmos-
phere from acting on each fibre, and consequently
not only causing the flax to be different in colour,

but also very considerably injuring the quality. If

possible the flax should be turned on the grass, when
about half prepared for lifting.

Mr. Andrews, of Baleek, was then called on for

information as to saving the bolls of the flaxseed.

Mr. Andrews rose and said:— In this present
year I had seven bushels of flax sowed on about 2^
or 3 acres ; and I have of the bolls 22 cwt. of meal,
which I consider equal to 33 cwt. of bran, allowing 1

cwt. of meal to be equal to 1 J- cwt. of bran. Mr.
Andrews then read the followmg account, shewing
the e.xtra labour and expense of rippling, &c.

£. s. d.

To rippling, 10 men at lOd. per day 8 4

To attending ripples, 3 men at lOd. per day 2 G
To horse drawing to the mill 2 6

To turf for drying, 2 loads 3 6

To miller's fee for drying and grinding.. . . 16 6
To horse for drawing home 1

Expense 1 14 4

Value of flaxseed meal, 22 cwt., at 6s.

9d. per cwt 7 8 6

Leaving a profit at present of £5 14 2

Mr. A. continued :—I don't think it does any injury

to ripple off the bolls, but I took care to make
the rippling and the pulling proceed at the same
rate, so that the flax was taken without any delay to

the steep. Horses are very fond of the meal and
thrive well on it. Last year I reared two calves with

it, giving them only milk for a short time at first,

and afterwards feeding them with flax-meal gruel.

PRODXTCE OF THREE STATUTE ACRES OF FLAX.

100 stones at 15s.—£75. ; each stone calculated

to produce GJlbs. of dressed flax—in all 5501bs.—spun
to 30 hanks to the jiound will produce 16,.'>00 hanks.
About 158 females will be employed 12 months in

spinning, at the rate of 2 hanks per week (6 working
days); wages for spinning each hank about Is. 8d.,

or nearly 7d. per diem for each spinner. This quan-
tity of yarn would make 210 webs of cambric i^ocket-

handkerchit'f?^,cach web containing 5 dozen. About
18 weiy-tf**'- c'.id be 12 months weaving this quan-
tity, alloT.1. ,;_ '•icli man a month for each web (172
Aveavers exactly) ; wages per web 2/., or from Os. 6d.

to 10s. per man per week. About 40 females would
be employed 12 months in needle-work (hemstitch or

veining) ; each could do one handkerchief on each

working day ; wages 8s. per dozen, or 8d. per day.

The goods, when finished, would be worth about

21. 10s. per dozen.
£. s. d.

158 spinners, 12 months or 52 weeks at

about 3s. 4d. per week 1,369 6 8

18 weavers 12 months at 24Z. per an-

num 432

40 needlewomen 52 weeks at 4s. each

perweek , 416

216 persons employed.
Amount of wages
Cost of flax

2,217 6 8

75

2,292 6 8

Value of 1 ,050 dozen handkerchiefs, at

bl. 10s per dozen 2,625

Profit £332 13 4

If this country could be made to produce silk, or

cotton, or wine, what zeal and enterprise would be

awakened to take advantage of such a discovery

;

and the government would be applauded for every

exertion it might make to promote the cultivation of

such valuable crops, and realize such an addition to

the productive industry of the community ; and yet

the improvement of our soil, by drainage, for the

production of wheat and flax, equally, if not more

valuable products, and both suited to our soil and

climate, seems, by some strange inconsistency, to

be thought deserving of no kind of national support

;

and that the increase and improvement of their cul-

tivation should be left entirely to the unassisted en-

deavours of landlords and tenants, however unequal

their united exertions may appear to the full de-

velopment of the capabilities of the country, whdst

the public are crying out for food and employment.

APPENDIX.
MR. SKELLING ON MANURE.

The subject for present consideration, the collec-

tion, preservation, and management of manure, is

©ne of the greatest importance to the agricultural

community of every country, and must be a para-

mount object with every good farmer, every success-

ful cultivator of the soil ; no economy, no superior

management, no scientific or practical knowledge, no

system yet discovered or likely to be discovered wdl

supersede the necessity for a liberal and constant sup-

ply of this important ingredient to our soils. It ought,

therefore, to be agreat object with every cultivator,how

he shall best collect the largest quantity, of the best

quality, and apply it in the most judicious manner.

That a great deal of misconception, error, and igno-

rance prevail on this subject, is quite evident, and by

the farmers not alone of Ireland, but also of every

part of the United Kingdom. Were I asked what is

the chief cause of the poverty or embarrassments of

farmers ? I should answer, the want of manure—the

poverty and low condition ©f their land. Much has

been done latterlyin every part of the IFnited King-

dom by draining, deepening, and otherwise perma-

nently improving the soil ; much has yet to be done

in that way, and I trust will shortly be accomplished.

A permanent improvement however, once well done,

will serve for a number of years— a lifetime, or a

century ; but it is not so with manure, a constant

and never-ceasing supply is absolutely necessary to

insure fertility ; and in proportion as these are dealt

out liberally or otherwise, will land of every class and

quality make au ample or scanty return. Much can be
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done liy superior management ami cultivation of the
soil, butour chief liopoi ofabundant crops nuistdejiend
upon the supply of manure. It is rather sinuular
that at this time of day such difl'ercnce of opinion
and different practices should prevail, even in the
best cultivated districts, on a subject that we should
suppose every farmer ought to be intimate with ; and
a subject so immediately connected with his success

in life. At a time when agricultural improvement
and superior knowledge are obviously making rapid

progress, and finding their way into all, even the re-

motest parts of the country, we should suppose this

vital question, the collection and management of

manure, should be prominent; first discussed, and
best understood. But do we find it so ? I fear not.

I doubt there is a lamentable ignorance, as I know
there is a culpable neglect and erroneous practice

prevailing among the great majority of onr farmers
on the subject, ^^'itll all my great respect for the

extensive cultivators of the sister countries, and of

my own, I am constrained to say, that I believe the

great majority are going on a very objectionable sys-

tem of management which chiefly produces their

embarrassments in the want of manures as well as

other matters. A great number depend on grazing.

Another party go too far, and depend on grain crops.

Another is confined to an alternate course of both.

In my mind, neither of these systems is calculated to

bring the land to its most productive state, or make a

fair return to the manager. In all such cases there

must be a lamentable want of manure; money must
be expended on extraneous substances, or the land

will come to a state of poverty. In grazing the land
will not deteriorate; but it never returns one half

what it ought, either to the owner or to the commu-
nity. There is one system which I would rejoice to

see adopted generally, not only in this, but in other

countries—a system that would remedy all the evils

so long and generally felt by the want of manure

—

would supply at all times, and in all situations, an
abundance of this necessary ingredient, bringing the

land into the highest state of cultivation, rendering

the farmer independent of all extraneous manures
;

and in a great measure equalising the value of land

in different parts of the country. I mean the system
of maintaining a sufficient quantify of stock on the

farm, house-feedi?uj this stock summer and winter,

and raisinfj green crops for that purpose. This is

no Utopian scheme, no new idea ; it was first pro-

mulgated a number of years ago by Mr. Blacker ; it

has since been tried by the test of practical expe-

rience, and wherever it has a fair ti'ial it has proved

eminently successful. Like any thing new the sys-

tem has been assailed by ignorance and prejudice,

but eventually it must and will succeed; its own in-

trinsic merits guarantee its final success. I have with

much anxiety watched the progress of this system

during a number of years. I am happy to say it is

making a slow but sure advance in public favour,

particularly where superior knowledge and improved

cultivation have found their way, and it is equally

applicable to a large or small holding. The old mode
of collecting manure was to commence at November,

when the cattle and horses were housed, to throw out

their dung generally before the door, and let it lie

exposed to the weather during the succeeding winter

mou ths, washed by the rain, and bleached by the atmos-

I)hcrc; the liquid finding its way to the nearest gripe or

water-course. In the spring it was drawn out for the

potato crop, and stretched over as large a space of

ground as possible. Bye and bye an improved mode
was adopted ; the dung, wlicu thrown out of the

cow-house and stable, was, at intervals, carted out to

the Helds, and mixed with a spit of cold, heavy, and

dirty eartli, off an end ridge, in suificient quantity to

neutralise and stop the putrefactive process ; this was

turned once or twice over before the spring, and tor

potatoes scattered as before. In both cases there was

a total disregard of li(iuid manure. The drainings

from the cows, the horses, the pigs, the scullery or

kitchen, were allowed to evaporate or run to waste.

I recollect twenty or thirty years ago some of what

we considered our crack farmers, who were in the

habit of carting out what dung they had been able to

make to the field intended for potatoes in the early

winter, and there mix with earth and quick lime.

This compost was turned over perhaps three times

before using, every turning inducing a new fermen-

tation, and allowing a vast escape of gaseous matter

;

in May, when they came to plant their potatoes, they

found the dung heap had dwindled down to half its

former magnitude; it was dry and loose, somewhat

of the consistence of turf mould, and possessed

of much the same nature and properties. The only

advantage they had gained by all their trouble was

this— it was perfectly manageable, easily loaded,

being quite light, easily drawn, and what the farmers

in general considered a first-rate advantage, easily

scattered and stretched over a considerable space of

ground. Now these same farmers have long since

left off this method ; not that they were aware of

having outraged any chemical principle, or scientific

law, but from practice and experience they found

their manure had deceived them ; it was almost

effete ; their potato crop was short, their second crop

worse, and their ground more exhausted and dirty.

At present, if they draw out their dung at convenient

times, they take care to mix it with light rich earth,

or dried peat, and in moderate quantity ; they dispense

with the lime if they have any brains, nor do they

turn the heap so frequently, evaporating its gasses

;

this they have found to produce better crops, and

come nearer their purpose. I trust they will still

improve in their practice, and cease drawing out

their dung to the fields until they can plough it into

the land and cover it up. I have never considered it

the best mode of managing manure to draw it out

and mix it in the fields, and there let it remain for

months withering and wasting before it is used.

Such dung must be inert to a certain degree, and

cannot have the same stimulating effect on the soil

or vegetation as stronger fresh dung from the home-

stead. Such a course is, perhaps, often unavoidable

on large farms, or where the housing is inconveniently

situated. If liquid manure could be conveniently and

frequently carried out to saturate these compost

heaps, it would marvelously improve their quality,

and remove these objections, but I am afraid such

work would be too troublesome and expensive for far-

mers in general to adopt. There is a mode of manag-

ing manure which has been tried by many, and with

great success, and which I consider, where practica-

ble, immensely superior to the former ; that is, as the

dung is suflficiently made and saturated, to draw it

out,° spread it, and immediately plough it into the

ground intended for green crops. This plan has suc-

ceeded particularly well for potatoes. The fresh

strong dung immediately induces a fermentation and

heat in the ground, acts on the inert matter in the

soil it comes in contact with, and renders it soluble,

acting both as lime and dung in preparing the food

of plants; the carbonaceous matter and earths in the

soil retaining the gases, and preventing escape or

evaporation. These views may seem novel, but they

R 2
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are founded on actual experience and oliservation

;

and are at least worthy of a fair trial on so impor-
tant a question. It, may be argued, and with some
justice, that on the large farms of Scotland and Eng-
land, where materials are comparatively scarce,
labourers few, and wages high, it is difficult to make
a sufficiency of manure in all seasons; but in Ireland
no such disadvantages exist ; we can have no such
excuse; onr farmers in general are small, we have
plenty of hands, labour is cheap, a variety of soil,

abundance of peat, and above all, in every season a
most luxuriant crop of weeds over the whole face of
the country; in the fields, the ditches, on the road-
sides. This latter is no inconsiderable advantage,
were the people to avail themselves of what nature
and their own bad management have thrown in their
way ; were the docks, thistles, and other weeds,
which are found on almost every farm and on every
road-side in such abundance, cut green or in flower,
and before they ripen their seed, bedded under the
cows and added to the dung-heap they would make
a most important addition to it, not only in the
organic matter they contain, but the large quantity
of inorganic, the saline substances which they extract
from the soil and subsoil by their roots, and retain in
their leaves and stems, and which are so necessary
to the growth and development of every crop. So
sensible are the farmers on several parts of the con-
tinent of the advantages of these substances, the
salts of lime, magnesia, potash, and soda, that they
sow tap-rooted plants for the purpose of extracting
and bringing up these substances from the subsoil into
their stems and leaves. The plants are then ploughed
down, or covered in green, and are found particu-
larly fertilizing. In regard to collecting manure
and forming of dungheaps, a great variety of prac-

tices prevail, and some of them, I fear, very erro-

neous. The mode of forming the heaps and their

situation are of great importance; it should neither

be on a hill where the liquid will run from it, nor in

a hollow, where much water will accumulate and re-

main ;
neither should it be on a declivity, where rains

may wash it; it ought to be immediately adjoining

the office-houses, where the dung and litter of cows,

horses, and pigs, with the ashes from the dwelling-

house, could be conveyed with the least ])ossible

trouble and expense. Sewers .'dso should be con-

structed to convey the nrine and liquids from all

the houses, including the scullery and water-closets,

along the side of the dung-Leap, so that tiiese

liquids could be scattered over it every day, and
accommodation for loose earth, peat, &c., afforded

to absorb the extra liquid, and be alternately added
to the heap with the dung. The space ought to be

capacious, sufficient to hold the manure of all

parts of the establishment for at least six months
It is not in the fields the best dung-heaps are to be

made ; it is here, in immediate contact with the

liouses, where a variety of substances, liquid and
solid, arc continually accumulating and fermenting
together. Another reason why the dung-heap or

pit should be capacious, is, there ought to be but

one at every establishment, a reservoir for every

lind of substance ;
it is a gross error to have the

cow dung ill one heaj), the horse in another, the

pig in a third, and the refuse of tlie dwelling-house

in a fourth, with the loose rich earth and decaying
vegetable matter in simdry heaps, or in ditches

through various parts of the farm ; all should be

collected together, blended in one decomposing
mass, and thoroughly mixed. It is an axiom, es-

tablished by science and jiracticc, that the greater

the numbev and variety of materials hi any dung-

heap, the more powerful and efficient will be the
manure; the pit shou'd be sunk 12 or 14 inches
below the surface, and if the subsoil is absorbent,
lined with brick, cemented or well puddled with re-

tentive clay, to preserve or to prevent the escape of

any fluid. The proper time to commence the col-

lection of manure is in June, or immediately after

the last of the former season has been u.-ed for

turnips. If the cattle is house-fed, and all weeds
and refuse of the farm rendered available, the sum-
mer is the chief timefor ninklng the munnre, but in

order to do tlie thing efficiently a daily attention v.ill

be required. On anythingofa large farm a man should
be employed at this work alone, collecting the dung
from the different houses, the weeds from the

ditches and roadsides, earth and peat, if convenient,

and bringing all to the main heap to be toixed as

required ; every day the fresh nrine and slops in the

reservoir should be scattered over the heap, and the

liquid manure at the opposite side, either drawn out

to be ai)plied to crops, or returned to the dungheaj);

a man so employed would make a better return for

his wages than any other labourer on the farm.
In respect to the liquid manure, this is a grand
point to be observed ; all manure, of whatever kind,

will become liquid, and, eventually, gaseous, it must
be so before it becomes the food of plants, and the

nearer that state is, ths sooner it will accomplish its

ultimate purpose ; but the manure in decomposing
is not reduced to its elements in the process, new
compounds are formed ; the oxygen and carbon
form carbonic acid, another'portion of oxygen and
hydrogen form water, and the remaining hydrogen
and nitrogen form ammonia. Besides these com-
pounds, (particularly if the dungheap is composed of

a variety of vegetable matter) a considerable quan-
tity of the salifiible bases, in combination with
acids, and in solution in water, as soluble salts are
present ; if the urine bas been regularly thrown
over the dungheap, it immediately decomposes ; and
here are another set of ingredients, the phosphates
and salts of ammonia in solution, which joins and
enriches the already formed liquid which runs from
the dunghill. Now, it is well known that carbonic
acid, ammonia, and water, with the various resin-

ous salts in solution, are the true food, nourish-
ment and sustenance of plants, and these same com-
pounds, when absorbed and acted on by heat, light,

and air, undergo other chemical changes, and pro-

duce all the multitudinous variety of the vegetable

world, which again is the sustenance of animals.
These facts ought to startle the farmer, and make
him reflect that the black fa^tid fluid which oozes
from his dungheap, and is wasted away to the gripe,

or suffered to evaporate in the air, is the true food
aiul sustenance of plants, already prepared, cooked
(as it were) for their use; and this is the reason
why the same substance acts so instantaneously
and effectually on almost every plnnt to which it is

applied in its pure state. These considerations

should induce him to hoard this liquid like gold in

the chest: this is the essence of his manure, the
spirit of the dungheap; when this is gone, what
remains is comparatively inert and useless; he
should, therefore, collect it constantly and carefully

—carry it out to enrich his crop, or return it to the
dungheap; he should never forget that a dungheap
which has the liquid manure in it, and one that has
lost it, are very different subjects, and will act dif-

ferently on his crops. A quantity of rich earth

ought always to be near the dungheap, and to cover
and prevent the escape of gases, and spread about to

absoi b the liquid that might run off. Another sub'
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joct 111 which much ilift'erence of opinion prevails,

viz., whether organic manures ouglit to be decoin-

pose<l before using, or ))lougheJ into the gro:ind

recent and iVesli 1 Willi all deference to the opinion

of Sir Humphrey Davy, and otlier modern wriiers

who agree with him, and recommend the hitter

plan, I entertain a ditlerent view. I would prefer

the well rotcd dung, and were I called on to raise a
cro]) for iny life, I ftiould u=e it. I think the idea

of using rough or fresh dung, and tlie recommenda-
tions to do so nrose from the manner in which such
siihstances were, 'and are still, I fear, usuiiliy treated,

suffered to lie so long cxjiosed to the atmosphere,
fermenting and giving off its fertilising qir.dities, and
allowing the liqi;id to run to v\astc; hut if tiie

dungheap he treated in a jiroper inaMiier, no Kuch
loss can be sustained. 'Iliere is one very iiniiortaiit

observation to be made here, wherever there is a
quantity of straw and other accumulations of vege-

table, ami even aniuial dung, there vsiil be the seed

of aunual or other plants. If this be used fresh and
nndecoraposed, the seed will be fiesh, will start

iu the S])ring, will dirty the land and tlie crop, and
perpetuate the farmer's annoyance; but no such
thing can happen when the heap is decomposed, the
heat generated by the process and continued, and
tlie new fermentation induced repeatedly by the

fresh urine and li(|uid thrown constantly over it,

will dissipate the germ of every such seed, and,
practically, we find ihe well-rotted dung always
])roduces a clean crop. J he gardener is no mean
authority on this as well as on many other agricul-

tural subjects ; we invariably find him and the
steward at loggerheads about tlie diii^g. The former
will always select the best corner of the dunyheap,
that part well rotted, pulpy, and full nf liijuid, cut-

ting with his spade like soap. Such highly con-
centrated and powerful substances he finds neces-
sary to force the large and repeated crops he is re-

quired to produce, 'ihe steward again complaining,
that besides tailing too much, he (the gardener)
selects the best, and leaves the refuse for the farm.
In the use of rough or fresh dung and compost, the
land is more likely to be cheated, than by using the
well-rotted concentrated manure from the original

heap. With regard to tanks for catching or saving
the liquid manure, they may be useful and necessary
to a certain degree, but certainly not to the extent
sometimes used and recommended on the continent,

AS'here peat, light earth, and other substances are
used to absorb it, and these thrown on the heap
alternately with the dung, I think it n better ])lan

t) preserve it, but if the liquid be required for the
vegetables of tiie farm or garden, or for t(q)- dress-
ing lawns or other grasses, a very simple con-
trivance may be made at the under [lart of the
dunghill to suit all the purposes ; but one thing
must be particularly observed, that the tank ought
never to be on the same side as the dungpit, or in

communication with the sewer which contains the
fresh urine and liquid from the houses ; it ought
always to he on the opposite side, and where it will

catch the liquid which has passed through the dung
heap. 'Ihe alkaline qualities of fresh urine will un-
doubtedly be injurious to vegetation if ajiplied in

that state ; it ought always be allowed to ferment,
or be thrown over the dungheap where fermenta-
tion is going on, and where it will immediately join
the process, be decomposed, and run in with the
other liquid manure in its most powerful state;

this may be used with safety and the best effects no
matter how concentrated to almost any crop. The
using it in its fresh and caustic state has somc<

times raised a prejudice against it. Of late two
very important substances have been discovered
and used as substitutes for farmyard manure—

I

mean bone dust and guano, they are entitled to rank
far above any others of the recently jircpared ma-
nures on account of their well ascertained steady
effects iu producing, particularly green crops;
guano, from its suiting every soil and almost every
crop, when judiciously applied, is calculated to pro-
duce a revolution in the agricultural world, in rais-
ing turnips and other green crops in our worn-out
soils already in cultivation, and inducing the im-
provement of our waste and hitherto unproductive
lands; ill these respects the discovery and use of
this substance is an important era in the history
ot farming. No farmer can be excused now win)
wants a sufficiency of green crops for his cattle, a
comparative trifle in the purchase of guano wil
produce him a crop of turnips, and will start him in

a new and profitable course of management. To
the cultivator who commences the first year in a
poor farm without manure, or wishes to extend his
cultivation and provide for the keep of additional
stock, this manure is invaluable, sets hiin at once
upon his legs, and places him in a proper and ad-
vantageous position ; but being so placed and pro-
vided with a sufficiency of food for an adequate
number of cattle, if he house-feed and minds his

dungpit he will not again require guano or any other
extraneous manure, but will have quite sufficient

for all his purposes, and of a quality superior to
anything that ever was or is likely to be discovered.

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING BUTTER.

'J'he cows should not be heated or tormented in

any way ; housed at night, and fed on green food.
In milking—put one eight of an ounce of fine

ground salt])etre iu a vessel that will contain about
eight gallons, and the milk to be drawn from the
cow on this—less or more of saltiietre in proportion
to the size of the vessel to be filled. The dairy
should be perfectly clean and cold, of equal tempe-
rature, very Hide light, and no sun should get on
any part of it, a good current of air to pass through.
Strain with care into coolers perfectly sweet and
dry, and the whole to be kept thus from two to four
days, and then all the milk to be churned, and not
skimmed, as is customary in the south. After churn-
ing, the milk to be withdrawn, and the butler di-

vided and placed in two pans of plclde, made from
pure water and fine salt. The butter to be icell

worked with the hand alternately, and frequently
c!i«nging the pickle until all the milk is worked out,
and the grain becomes quite close and firm—when it

is to be cured with the very finest stoved or lump
salt and sugar. The proportion of one ounce of re-
fined sugar to fifteen ounces of salt to be perfectly
dry, and to be vrell worked into the butter with the
hand, the quantity of curing materials to depend on
the time and labor given by the dairy woman, in
working and beating butter after the salt and sugar
are applied. This should continue until all pickle
is driven out, and then packed close down in the
cask. The cask should be well seasoned for a
week previous with strong pickle frequently
changed, and must be strong and air-tight Tlie

size no consequence if filled and sent off in a week.
if not filled at one churning, the butter to be
covered with pickle until the next, but no cask to

contain more than one week's butter. If butter
should at any time appear pale in color, alittlegrated

carrot juice may be put into the milk, which
will not injure either milk or butter. All butter
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should be at the place of sliipping one day prior to

the steamer sailing, so as to run no risk of going
forward. V. S.—Tlic destructives of butter are air

and light (this also njiplies to millc), therefore it

should be j)rcparcd and forwarded to market with the
utcnost despatch. This with cleanliness and mild-
ness of cure, will ensure high prices at all times,
and a sint^lc trial of this system will convince.

—

RonERP ilF.x & Co., Dyers' Hall Wharf, Upper
Thames Street, London.

Sept. 2drd, 1843.

MR. peters' REPORTS.

I have to state that there were fourteen acres of
turnips on Park last year. There are about thirteen
acres this year, exclusive of these after the rye
(about 21 acres). I'he ground that we are now sub-
soiling was wheat, after potatoes, and is meant for

turnips nest year. AYe arc suhsoilhig with two
horses, and one of our common iron ploughs, with-
out the mould-plate, and a share fitted out for the
purpose—depth about 12 inches. The three half acres
of turnips in the moor were put in with bone-dust
and guano— the guano at the rate of .3cwt. per acre,
on two half acres, and the bone-dust at the
rate of 14 bushels per acre—the guano at 14s.

per cwt.. and the hone dust at 3s. per bushel
(6d. less than the cbarge at Tehidy mil!) makes
the expense per acre alike, and equal to 42s.
per acre. The guano has a decided superiority, in
so far as the appearance of the turnip crop may be
taken as a test.

Our small farmers and cottagers are progressing
in their improvement—more slowly, no doubt, than
could he wished, but certainly faster than could
have been anticipated, considering the difficulties to

be overcome. Drill-turnip cultivation ha'B become
general. House-feeding, 1 have no doubt, will soon
be so, as there are now many converts to the system.
We kept 8 feeding bullocks, 4 cows, and 5 work-
horses, in the house during last summer, at Park
Farm, and upoa little more than one-third of the
ground tliat would have been required to graze
them. Our crops upon this farm have given ample
evidence of the benefit to be derived from improve-
ment being very much followed this season. I Lave
tried the effects of guano in different ways, and with
the best results in its favor. Our turnips are a very
fine crop, when, .'Jyears ago, there was nothing grow-
ing but stunted furze and heath. Onelittlee.xperiment
deserves notice. I gave one of our cottagers on the
new allotment of waste land, 4 lbs. of guano, value
fid. He applied it in a drill 48 yards long, where
the land was newly broke up from short heath,
without other manure. Two of the drills alongside
of it, put in with dung, were dug at the same time,
when it was found that the drill with the guano
produced 12 gallons of potatoes, and the two with
dung produced only 14 gallons. The value of the
potatoes j)roduced from the tid. worth of guano
being from 2s. to 2s. (id. , or at the rate of from IG/.
to 20/. per acre, the value of the manure 41. per
acre. This was as fair a trial of the value of that
manure as could be, for the land would have pro-
duced nothing without it. At a rate of 21. '2s. per
acre, I have raised excellent turnips on very poor
land. Its effects afterwards are doubted, hut wc are
certainly not entitled, at that rate, to more than one
crop, which of itself lays the foundation for future
fertility.

(extract.)

Mr, Bruce's leifer ns to his proccedinffs on Lord
Leitrim's Estate, where he is agriculturist.

Brook-Lawn, 28th Nov., 18-J.*',.

Sir—Enclosed I send you a statement of the
crops the people had who obtained the premiums
for house-feeding on Lord Leitrim's estate. J have
taken it accurately from themselves, and got each
to put his name to it, which I considered was the
best way to give satisfaction to the people present
at your meeting.

No. 1.

—

Patrick Keerigan, Currycramph.
I hold 6 acres of land, at £6 Ifis. 2d. a-year; I

have 2 acres and 2 roods of potatoes, 1 acre of
turnips, and about .'30 barrels of oats ; I house-fed
.S cows, 3 calves, and an ass ; I made 3 firkins of
butter (not sold); I have 2 i)igs, value about £6 lOs.

I have to support a family consisting of 11 persons ;

and I consider T have 20 barrels of potatoes to sell.

Patrick Keerkjan.
No. 2.

—

James M'Gennis, Houskeynamona.
I hold 4 acres 1 rood and 20 perches of land, at

£6 3s. fid. a year ; I have 2 acres of potatoes in ara-
ble land, and 3 roods in reclaimed bog, of which I

have reclaimed 2 acres ; I have 1 acre of turnips,
and 10 barrels of oats to sell ; I have made 3 firkins
of butter during the Summer, two of which I sold at

£3 18s. ; I house-fed 2 cows and 2 heifers ; I have
13 of a family to support, and I calculate 1 will have
10 barrels of potatoes to dispose of; I sold 3 pigs at

£0 1.5s., for which I paid £4 15s., leaving me a
profit of £5.

No. 3.

—

Co7ior Ileslin Cloncoo.

I hold 5 acres of land, at £fi a-j'car ; I have 2
acres of potatoes, 3 roods of turnips, 20 perches of
flax, and I calculate that I have 24 barrels of oats to
sell ; I house-fed 3 cows and a jennet ; I have made
3 firkins of butter (not sold); I consider I have 15
barrels of potatoes to sell. Conor Heslin.
N.B.—The above is all Irish plantation measure.

A Letter from a Tenant of Mrs. Gilbert's from
East-bourne, on Liquid Manure.

Tevington , Feb. 13, 1843.
Sir—I do remember your visiting me, and re-

commending me to water the Italian rye-grass with
liquid manure, which I tried with great success. I
am certain that I have got above double the crop,
and it comes a great deal sooner in the Spring. It
follows the rye in England. I never could have
kept two cows on three acres if it had not been
for the assistance of your book. I have never
had any of the vetches that you mention in your
book, which I should like to try, but cannot get
them in England. I have tried mangel wurzel, tur-
nips, cabbage, clover, tares, rye, and Italian rye-
grass, all which answer well for stall-fed cows. I
think a cow club would be a fine thing, which I
hope we shall be able to raise before long. I am,
sir, much obliged to you for your assistance.
To W. Blacker, Esq. John Dumbrill.

Mr. Robert Murray, the Agriculturist's, Ob-
servations on the subjects selectedfor discussion.

Sir—If you will take the trouble to look over
these few remarks, you may, ])erhaps, find some-
thing worthy of observation :— 1. On Manure.— It
is a well known fact to every practical observer that
the more attention that is given to the manure heap,
so much the better ; and the richer the quality and
the fuller the quantity, the greater will be the own-
er's advantage over his neighbour, who has but a
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small quantity, and of inferior quality. But a good
manure heap can only be obtained by a full stock

of cattle beinj? kept upon tlie farm, with plenty of

fodder, both in Summer and Winter, and, at the

same time, plenty of straw to keep the cattle dry.

It is the large quantity of straw that makes the ma-
nure, and I need not insist on the adcantagcs of

keeping land in good condition. I consider that

potatoes and flax are both scouring crops. They
may realize a few pounds of money, but they leave

nothing behind for the farm-yard. Both the crops

are attended with very considerable expense. 'J'lie

flax crop is a very uncertain one, and should be

used on a limited scale upon a small farm. With
res[)ect to liquid manure, I consider it most essen-

tial to a farm to preserve the liquid manure, and to

use it early in the spring for top-dressing, as it

has a powerful effect on the growth of grass. By
making a compost of earth and scrapings, with a

little dung at the same time, and saturating tbe

composition from time to time with the liquid ma-
nure, an excellent top-dressing for grass land or for

grain crops is made. With respect to guano, it is a
manure I am not much acquainted with. However,
I have tried it partially. One-half I top-dressed in

spring, and the other half after the first cutting, and
in both cases an addition to the weight of the crops
is the consequence ; but I had no additional cut-

tings from it, only a fuller crop. I tried it on
vetches, and found it of use to them. It was the

latest sown that the guano was applied to, and there
was a fuller crop upon tbe land. I used it for

turnips, with a composition of house-asbes, about
nine parts to one of guano, and it did very well, but
the crop was a good deal grown to tops. I tried

two drills with a double quantity of ashes, and
watered them with flax-water, and still they are

deficient,

2. Thorough draining is a most important part of
farming. If the laud is wet, whatever manure is

put upon it is in a manner lost. If you get one
crop from it, that is all. By proper draining and
culture, that is, by drying and cleaning the land,

along with a sufficient quantity of manure, lime, and
dung, and sowing it with clover and grass-seeds

;

when it is clean and dry, and full of good manure,
a farmer may expect a full return. With respect to

subsoiling, it is most important to a good farmer
after draining. By subsoiling with four good
horses in the plough, or good spade labour where a
plough cannot be got, it will break the crust, and
open the bottom of the land for the reception of

the surface-water and the introduction of the air.

Of course it gets into a loose rich mould, equal to

the growth of any crop that suits the farmer.
Robert Murray.

Sir—I have, weighed a square perch, English
measure, of the turnips sown on the artificial ma-
nure, forwarded by A.K. IM'Kinnon, Esq., from the
Isle of Skye, and find the produce 3 cwt. 2 qrs.; and
1 have measured a perch alongside of them on farm-
yard manure, which yielded 3 cwt. 3 qrs. I did not

put on near so much of the manure, sent by flir.

M'Kinnon, as it now appears he recommends to be
applied. Wm. Herd, Steward at Gosford.

To Wm. Blacker, Esq.

fire, rub it to a fine powder, and having wcighod
accurately fifty grains, jiut them into a small flask

capable of hohliug about two ounces of water, and
having a neck four or five inches long, now add liulf

an ounce measure of nitric acid, and half an ouuce
of water, roll up apiece of blotting paper and lightly

stop Ihc mouth of the flask, now place the flask

into a pair of scales and add weights in the opposite

scale until they are balanced, take the flask between
the thumb and finger, just above the bulb, and hold it

over a candle or lamp until the salt is dissolved,

removing it from time to time if the effervesence is

rapid ; the glass between the thumb and finger

should only be slightly warm; now return the flask

to the scales, and note the number of grains lost

;

every three grains lost are equivalent to five of salt

in the sample. Pure nitrate of soda, or saltpetre,

are not acted upon when heated with nitric acid,

but when salt is added, an efFervesonce takes place on
account of the escape of chlorine gas. It is recom-
mended to the inexperienced to try two or three ex-

periments with a known quantity of pure saltpetre

and salt.—J?. Lawes, on Manures.

TO DETECT COMMON SALT IN NITRATE
OP SODA AND SALTPETRE.—Take the sample
to be analysed, and after having dried it before the

SPADE HUSBANDRY.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—In your number for the present month, at
page 143, is an article on spade husbandry, and the
cmployment'of surplus labourhig poor ; and agreeing
as 1 do with W. S. in his account of the increased
productiveness of the soil, from an occasional digging,

as also the necessity of employing the surplus labour-
ing poor, am induced to offer some remarks bearing
on those subjects, which, if thought worthy a place
in your journal, ai'C much at your disposal.

Among the clergy and gentry are many very
charitably disposed persons who annually distribute

vast sums of money for the amelioration of their

poorer brethren's needy circumstances, who, doubt-
less, are willing to bestow some trouble, as well as
money, for their general good : to whom I would
suggest that a too general and indiscriminate gratui-

tous distribution of money among them, if loug i^rac-

tised, will engender carelessness, idleness, and vice

;

rather than promote forethought, industry, and eco-
nomy ; so much so, that tbe mendicant will take
the place of tbe honest, hardy, independent spirit,

formerly the pride of our agricultural labourer. A
remedy for which I conceive to be partly withia
the reach of the clergy and gentry alluded to.

I will suppose a person distributing gratuitously
50/. per annum among the large families and those
able to work. Instead of giving money, set them to
drain, dig, sow, and cultivate a field at full wages.
The 50/. so laid out (if with judgment) will yield a
profit ; at any rate it will return to him in part, to be
again paid for more labour, and so, like their coal
funds, may be made to perform a greater amount of
good than its first amount could accomplish. And
thus all the evil consequences of idleness might be
avoided. The poor, feeling they earned their living,

would study[economy, industry, and forethought ; the
misery of idleness be more dreaded, and indepen-
dence would triumphantly pervade their minds in

the place of mendicity, the end of charity be
answered, and the public benefited. The amount fre-

quently given by individuals would amply suffice to

employ the whole surplus poor of a parish : but where
the population is more numerous, unity ofpurpose
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mit;lit acroniplisli tlie snme end by subscription,

j>lacing lliu dotail under projior numafccincnt.

I would further suggest, that by these means the

benefits of spade culture might be (under good ma-
nagement) made manifest throughout the kingdom,
and thus accomplish the two-fold object of employ-
ing the poor and benefit to agriculture.

The prediction of Jethro TuU, who wrote on agri-

culture may not be misplaced here : lie says, "Proba-
bly if ever agriculture attains perfection, it will be by
spade busbandry."

I have the honour to be one of your constant

readers, Essex.

CHEMICAL SCIENCE, AS APPLIED TO
AGRICULTURE.

A lecture on the above interesting and important

subject was delivered by Mr. Higgs, at the VVeslmin-

sler Literary and Scientific Institution, on 'J'hursdiiy,

the 18th ult. lie commenced by noticing the vast

changes which are continually taking place in tlie na-

tural world.entirely indei)endent of the agency of man.
From the disintegration of the original rocks by tlie

abrasive power of water, the particles of matter are

carried out to the mouths of rivers, forming deltas,

similar to tliat of the Nile at the present diiy. Here
an alluvial soil is formed, on whicli the grisses tiirive,

and other minor vegetation ensues : these, by decay,

enrich the soil, by the decomposition of vegefnble mat-

ter, and prepare it for successive races of the higher

order of plants. By what we consider mere chance,

the acorn and other germs become dejjosited ; and,

after a few revolving years, the stately onk flourishes

liis lofty branches, and the scene is diversified by the

elm, thechesnut, and other timber of noble growth, on

a spot where desolation formerly reigned. All this

takes place without the aid of man, but he has power

to accelerate, retard, or modify these changes. To
accelerate the growth of plants and vegetables, he has

onlv to place tliem in situations, and under circum-

stances, tavorableto their development; and to retard

them, he has only to adopt means unfavourable. A
striking exemplification of the retardation of vegeta-

tion is the circumstance of wheat found in the tombs

of the Egyptian pyramids, which, when brought to

this country, was sown, and a crop raised from it,

after laying dormant for peihaps 3000 years. In the

application of chemistry to agriculture, there are two
distinct matters to be taken into consideration, inde-

pendent of geographical situation ; viz., the soil, and
the crop to be raised. The component parts of the

soil must be ascertained, as to the organic and inor-

ganic substances contained therein, of which, by

analysis, the intended crop is known to be composed
;

and thus, by proper manure, the necessary food of the

plant may be supplied. He then described Johnson's
analysis of wheat straw ; which contains, in 1000 parts

—Organic matter, carbon, 485 ; hydrogen, 52; oxygen,
r>H'J}^ ; nitrogen, S\ ; ash, or inorganic matter, 70—
and this ash, divided into 100 parts, contains 81 parts

of silica, and the remainder is rotash, soda, lime, alu-

mina, magnesia, sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, and
chlorine. It was this silica which gave the glossy ap-

pearance to the outside of the straw, and also imparted

its strength, and he jocularly observed, that, from
this large proportion of the j)rincipal constituent of

glass, at some future time, the lady's old straw bonnets

might be converted into mirrors to view their prettv

laces in. The vegetable acids are—the acetic, pyro-

gallic, mefflgallic, lactic, and kinlc, and the wholefood
of plants consisted of carbon, water, and ammonia,
the latter being formed of nitrogen and hydrogen.
'J"he decomposition of animal and vegetable matter
forming a rich brown mould, contained the principle

of vegetation called humus; it is insoluble in water,

hut undergoes slow combustion when in contact with

oxygen, giving out carbonic acid, and forms the food

of plants. Although, in every instance of manuring,
and the growth of the crops, chemical processes have
been adopted, and carried on, it has been, until with-

in a comparatively few years, with the entire ignorance

of the agriculturist, who, following the plans of his

fore-fathers, vi-as satisfied with the effect, witliout seek-

ing the cause; but, latterlv, chemistry had done so

much for agriculture, and investigation had been so

awakened, that he (the lecturer) was satisfied much
important discovery would yet follow, and it was cal-

culated, to a certainty, that, by chemical means, pro-

perly carried out, four times tiieamount of food raiglit

be raised in this country than is done at present. 1 he

perfection of chemical science was shown by the ma-
nufacture of salts and gems, pncisely similar to those

of nature
;
yet, though the component parts of organic

bodies was equally well known, it was beyond the

power of man to form even the meanest vegetable
;

this was reserved for that power which seemed to sav—" Hereto shalt thou go, hut no farther.'* The lec-

turer then described the properties of the gases, al-

ready known to most of our readers. Oxygen, dis-

covered by Priestly, in 1J"<4, ; hydrogen, the lightest

of all the gases, baing fifteen limes lighter than

atmospheric air, discovered by Cavendisli, in 177(i ;

and nitrogen, by Rutherford, in 1772. He stated

that plants took up carbonic acid from the soil by the

pores in the roots, and from the atmospheric air, by
the under surfaces of the leaves, which were full of
capillary tubes : thus rendering it pure, and fit for

animal respiration, the lignine or woody fibre of the

plant being principally carbon, with water solidified

with it. To show the porous nature of wood, and
from which, by capillary attraction, the juices ascended
the trunk and branches, he took a piece of beech about
fifteen inches long ; and.havingwelted oneend, heblew
through the other, and the water came out in bladders.

A variety of other experiments weie iierformed in

illustration of the lecture; such as, burning a taper in

oxygen gas, the ]jroduction of hydrogen from the de-
composition of water, the union of hydrogen and oxy-
gen to form water, &c. Sugar, lignin, gum, starch,

and other inorganic parts of vegetables, are all cora-

])ounds of carbon, and hydrogen, and oxygen as water.

He placed a portion of lignin in a glass, and a portion

of sugar in another; and, on adding sulphuric acid lo

each, the water was evolved, and a black mass of carbon
only remained. He described the component parts of

bone dust, which contains ol per cent, of [ihosphoric

acid, so necessary in the food of animals, to give

strength to the bones, which, without it, would bo
flexible, and guano, a manure lately so extensively

imported from the South Seas; it is an escremrntiij-

ous substance, voided by sea birds, whose food is fish,

and consists [irincipally of the phosphates, oxalates,

muriates, and sulphates of ammonia, the nitrogen of
which is so essential to the vegetable kingdom. He
concluded hy observing, that it was impossible in a

single lecture, to do justice to the iinjiortance of the

subject, but he had endeavoured lo condense the vari-

ous matter, and give his hearers general information

of the phenomena of the process of vegetation, and
the chemical laws by which it is regulated. The lec-

ture was attentively heard, and Sir. Higgs received

the thanks of his audience.
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UNDERLETTING AND CREDIT SALES
IN WALES-THEIR EVIL EFFECTS.
Amongst the chief, tbougb unobtiusive and silent

causes oftbe distress and discontent wliicb prevail in

South Wales, are the pernicious customs of under-
letting and credit sales of stock,—one custom afft cl-

ing the better class of labourers, the other the farmers,
who have not sufficient capital to work their farms,
and these constitute the great majority of the farmers
of South Wales.

First, with regard to the custom of underletting:
the common practice of the farmers there, on taking a
farm of say 130 acres, with perhaiis two or three la-

bourers' cottages upon it, is to let off' a tield or two
Bich to his labourers who live in these cottages, and
who generally eagerly grasp at such an otter at almost
any rent, as it in some measure renders their position
more permanentj and gives them a degree of respecta-
bility, as compared with otiier labourers, which they
did not before possess. In this manner a farmer will

often let oft' as much as 'JO or 30 acres of his farm, and
almost always at double the rent which he himself
pays to his l.indlord. This custom, in some measure,
explains a difficulty experienced regarding the rental
of land there, and a discrepancy in statements made.
For instance, these better class of labourers, decently
clad and having the aj)pearance of small farmers, pay
253. or 30s. (as the case may be, or even more) an acre
for my land, and it is very poor land, on the hill side.
A labourer, who thus gets half-a-dozen acres of land
to his cottage, works all day at his master's farm at
lOd.a-day wages, his wife usually cultivating his own
small plot of land, except in the most laborious work.
This 10(1. a- day the master-farmer retains in his hands
for his rent. The labourer usually keeps a couple of
pigs and a cow. By living very hardly, and never
sjiending a shilling, he contrives to subsist on the
produce of his half-dozen wretchedly cultivated acres,
whilst the whole of his wages go to pay his rent and
to help the farmer to pay his. The farmer, by this
means, by underletting some dozen acres, always of
the niost inconvenient and worst portions of his farm,
contrives to get the labour he requires done for the
reut of it. The labourers are thus attached to the soil,
they feel they have some little at stake, and they work
hard to maintain their position. ^Vhen they can live,
there can be no class of subjects more peaceably dis-
posed and valuable ; but, when all their hard work
will not give them a sufficiency of barley bread and
potatoes and buttermilk, there can be no men more
desperate and dangerous. Superior to the common
labourer on weekly pay, they see themselves perpetu-
ally on the brink of losing their position, so hardly
struggled for ; their tempers are soured, and thev ra-
pidly become a morose, vindictive, and dangerous
population.

The custom of credit sales afTects the farmer. In
South Wales, sales by auction of farming stock are
continually occuiring. Not a month passes, at this
period of the year, without sis or eight taking place
in different parts of each county. One auctioneer has
sold, during the past year, at least 200,000/. worth of
farming stock. This may give some idea of the extent
to which this custom is carried. At these sales, the
usual announcement made, is, that eight months' credit
will be allowed on good security being given. The
majority of the farmers in Soiith Wales are men with-
out capital, and who scrape on from year to year as
they best can. When the Michielraas rent-day arrive?,
the farmer often has not the means of paying his rent,
and then the system begins. Off he goes to one of
these credit sales of stock, and purchases three or four

oxen on credit, for which he has to pay at least 20 per
cent, more than their value. If a young fanner, he
gets his father or his father-in-law to be security for
him. With his newly-purchased oxen, he walks off
to some fair and sells them for what he can get for
them, usually at a considerable loss, having given
more for them than they were worth ; and with the
40/. or :'>0L thus realized, he pays his rent and retains
his farm. i he landlord, having pocketed his rent,
goes off to England, says the complaints of the far-

mers about high rents are much exaggerated, he has
had every shilling of his rent paid, and he knows from
persorial observation, and from this fact, that the coun-
try is in a satisfactory state, and the farmers are very
well off. We now go a step further ; the credit has
expired, and the oxen ure to pay for ; the farmer has
no money, so he starts again. Off he goes to another
credit auction, buys more stock at 'HO per cent, above
its value, on credit ; his father or his friend is again
security for him, and these oxen he sells at a loss to
pay for the oxen, from the produce of which he paid
liis rent. At length the net becomes closerand tighter;
he can no longer work round this system ; in steps a
lawyer and arrests him for one of these debts; his
stock is then seized, and in its turn adds another to
the list of credit sales of stock ; and, after deducting
the landlord's rent, the debt, and the lawyer's costs',

nothing is lelt, and the poor fiirmer is turned out a
beggar, ready to start again if he can get any farm at
any rent, or he sinks into a labourer. Tliis is the
melancholy, but true picture, of the condition of half
the fdrmers of South Wales—a condition originating
in poverty, and kept up by rapacity. This is the food
on which Rebecca exists.

EXPERIMENTS WITH MANURES.
TO TUE EDITOU OP THE DU.M PRIES-SIIIRE AND

GALLOWAY HERALD.

Sir,— In yonr last number is an extract from the
Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, containing the re-
sults of 13 different ex|ieriments with as many dif-
ferent kinds ofmanure for turnip crops, by K. Rlon-
teath, Esq., of Carstairs. The results of the trials
with guano corroborated the experience of myself and
several of my neighbours, who have found that
guano produces a better crop of turnips, and at less
expense, than either dung or bone dust. But what
startles me in these experiments of Mr. M.'s, and
which I would like to see accounted for, is the failure
in some instances—the more than failure—oi dung
in producing a crop of turnips. For instance, one
portion of ground manured with 4 cwt. guano alone
per imperial acre produced II tons 8 cwt. turnips,
while another portion manured with the same quan-
tity of guano and 28 cubic yards of rfM»j^, produced
only 7 tons 13 cwt. Here the dung seems to have
had the effect ol diminishiny the produce 3 tons 15
cwt., or 33 per cent, per acre ! Again, 25 bushels of
bone dust aloiie produced 9 tons G cwt., while 20
bushels of the same material, combined with 28
yards dung, produced only 7 tons 2 cwt , whereas
the produce from 20 bushels bones alone ought, in
proportion to the produce from the 25 bushels"alone,
to have been 7 tons 9 cwt. Here again the applica-
tion of dung appears to have been without any
effect, to say the least of it. Now it would be very
desirable to ascertain of what kind this dung was
when applied to the land—whether in a rough un-
decayed, or a decayed state j and also whether the
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whole of the land on which the experiments were
made was of exactly the same kind of soil, had been
under the same kind of management, and received

the same preparation for the turnip crop ; for the

total inofhcacy of dung in producing a green crop
is certainly an anomaly in the history of agriculture.

The application of gypsum, too, both alone and
combined with dung, appears to have been a failure.

This species of manure has not, I believe, been
very extensively used in this part of the county. I

have, however, before me a letter from a gentleman
in the neighbourhood of Dumfries, universally ac-

knowledged to be second to none in the south of

Scotland, as an active, intelligent, and successful

agriculturist, in which he says, " In 1842 I tried

gypsum on potatoes, sowing it on the top of the
usual quantity of dung, and the result was 43 cwt.
per acre more than where dung alone was used, at an
expense not exceeding 12s. 6d. I also (merely for a
comparative trial) put in for Swedes, bones alone at a
cost of :M. and 3/. lijs. per acre : guano and gypsum
mixed, at 2/. 9s. per do.

;
guano alone at 21. 4s. per

do. ; and gypsum alone at 12s. Gd. per do. And the
crop raised from the last (gypsum alone) was superior

in quantity to some of the others, and, taking the
cost into account, fa 7- siipei-ior to any of them."
By giving this a place in your valuable paper,

you will perhaps induce some of our practical agri-

culturists to suggest a solution of the difficulties here
pointed out, and you will oblige your obe<]ient

servant, H.
Locharside, Jan. 33»7?.

A SHEPHERD'S LIFE IN NEW SOUTH
WALES.

The duties of a shepherd in New South Wales are

exceedingly simple. A flock usually consists offrom
400 to 500 invcs, or from GOO to 1000 dry sheep

;

three flocks being folded at one station. The shep-

herd is required to take his sheep from the fold in

the morning, not later than one hour after sunrise,

to keep sight of them on the pastures thi'ouglioutthe

day, and to bring them back at sunset to the fold,

'i'hcy are then counted over and left in the charge
of the night watchman, whose duty it is to take care

of the flocks in the fold until the morning, when
each flock is again counted and delivered over to the

shepherd. In the lambing season on well-managed
establishments, the ewes about to lamb are with-
drawn from the flock and kept separate, under the

care of cither the watchman or of some other person
appointed for the purpose, for a few days, until the

lambs are strong enough to travel with the flock.

At shearing time the flocks are brought in rotation

to the home station to be washed and shorn. It is

then the shepherd's business (unless he be also a
shearer) to follow the sheep and take care they are

kept as free as possible from any kind of dirt, un-
til the fleece is in a fit state to shear, which, in gene-
ral, is tlie case about the third or fourth day
after the wasliing. Trom this account of the ordi-

nary duty of a shepherd in New South Wales, it will

be seen that almost any one is capable of taking
charge of a flock. Sliceji are subject to very few
diseases ; and with the treatment of these either the

master or the overseer will be conversant. In such
cases the shepherd has only to follow diligently the

directions he may receivt! from those under whose
snperintendenee he is placed, and if possessed of

common intelligence he will soon be capable of

acting for himself. In fact, a weaver or button-
maker, after a few months' experience, will generally
prove a better shepherd in New South Wales than
the man who, having been brought up a shepherd in

England, may have acquired habits and prejudices

exceedingly diflicult to shake off, however unsuita-
ble to the new position in which he is placed. In
proof of this, it may be noticed that some of the
best superintendents of sheep in the colony are

natives of London, Manchester, or Birmingham,
and that few professed English or Scotch shepherds
are entrusted with the care of even a single flock.

The duty of a watchman is as easy as that of a
shepherd; he sleeps by the fold in a watch-box,
trusting to his dogs to awaken him in case of the

approach of a native dog, or any other cause of
alarm ; he counts the sheep in and out, and shifts

the hurdles. Nor is the life of a shepherd at all

irksome to those who have been accustomed to seden-
tary occupations. On the contrary, such persons
have, in various instances, become strongly attached
to it, which will not seem surprising when it is con-
sidered that it is a life of very great ease and freedom
from care. Indeed, it is commonly remarked of the

shepherds that they are more healthy and seem much
more cheerful and contented that any other class of

farm servants. The wages of a shepherd or watch-
man have been of late about 30/. a-year, on an
average, and from 71b. to 101b . of meat, 101b. of

flour, 2oz. of tea, and lib. of sugar per week ; or,

in the place of tea and sugar, milk. 20Z. a-year is,

however, as much, as in the present low price of

wool, can be given, with profit to the sheep-owner ;

and out of this sum a man of frugal habits may
layby a considerable sum yearly, more particularly

should he learn to shear, by which he may put a

few pounds into his pocket every summer, in addi-

tion to his wages ; and still more so, should he, by
care and good management, get charge of a breeding

flock, and obtain a prize for rearing a large number
of lambs. Again, if he be the father of a family, with

two or three sons, from twelve to fifteen, or seven-

teen years' old, he may, after a short time, take

charge of a station ; the sons going out with the

flocks, while he acts as watchman, in which capa-
city he will have many hours unoccupied during
the day, which may be employed in improving his

cottage and making his house comfortable. lie

may also cultivate a garden, or even a small field of

corn, whilst his wife would find full employment in

domestic matters, the rearing of poultry, &c. ; and
should there be daughters of suiRcient age they will

be sure to obtain good situations as servants in res-

pectable families.

—

A Summer at Fort Phillip, bij

the Hon, Mr. Murrurj.

TO DETECT ADULTERATION IN BONE
DUST.—Take a sample and pick out all the pieces

of bone that can be distinguished, weigh out fifty

grains of the residue, place it in a flask similar to

that described before, and addhalfan ounce ofwater;
place half an ounce measure of nitric acid into

another flask, and place both into one scale and
balance them accurately ; now add the nitric acid by
degrees to the flask containing the bones, and when
all action has ceased, return the two flasks to the

scales and note the weight lost ; every grain lost is

equal to two of chalk ; boil the solution in the flask

and pour it out into a clean basin, wash what has
not been dissolved in clean water, and, on examina-
tion, the sand or brick-dust will be apparent; this

can be dried and weighed,'—JS.iajce*, on Manures.
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AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

A COTJRSE OF TEN LECTURES BV PnOFESSOU
BHANDE, F.R.S., AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTIOX,
DELIVERED JANUARY 27X11.

(From the Civil Engineer and ArchitecVs Journal.)

Lecture I.

The Professor commenced by observing that he
entered npon this course of lectures with p;rcat diffi-

dence and anxiety, and at the same time with a great
deal of pleasure. He was aware that the subject of
agricultural chemistry is one that is attracting a great
share of attention, and tliat it is in the hands of
eminent chemists and skilful practical agriculturists

;

he was also aware that a great deal has been held out
as to what chemistry may do, and can do, and will

do in this very important subject ; upon this subject.

he would endeavour to bring before his hearers, in

plain and intelligent language, the main subject
which the agricultural chemist ought to attend to

—

in fact, the practical agriculturist; because he did
not hesitate to say that every farmer—every practi-

cal agriculturist, ought to be acquainted with at
least the principles of agricultural chemistry.
He entered upon the subject with pleasure, because

lie was appointed by Sir Humphrey Davy, many
years ago, to deliver a course of lectures to the then
existing Board of Agriculture, at the time that he
retired from the office of Professor of Agricultural
Chemistry to that body. He had still the notes and
memoranda which Sir Humphrey gave him upon that
occasion, and he looked back to them with much
pleasure as containing the germs of almost everything
that has ])een done in agricultural chemistry since

that period. The business of the practical farmer is,

in fact, very simple. It is, to raise from a given ex-
tent of land the largest quantity of the niost valuable
produce, and to do that in the most economical way,
both as regards time and money, and further, in such
a manner as permanently to impoverish the soil as

little as possible. It was his business to show what
aids are derivable from chemistry in reference to the
accomplishment of this highly important object.

The subject of agricultural chemistry, if we consider
it as bearing upon the improvement of land in its

practical rather than its theoretical bearing, has now
of course become a matter of the greatest importance.
Our population increases rapidly upon our territory,

and unless means be found to increase the produce
of the land, emigration or other difficulties must
occur to a great extent j and he thought it was
perfectly obvious that a great deal of cultivated

land in this country may be brought into a higher
state of cultivation, and that a great deal of unculti-

vated land may be brought into a state of practical

cultivation. There is something very extraordinary
•—though being every day before our eyes, we do not
regard it as such— in the growth of a seed. If we
take, for instance, a seed of turnip, or rape, or wheat,
we find that in the course of a certain time, and un-
der particular circumstances, it produces a plant or a
tree. Nothing, for example, can be more remarkable
than that, in the course of a few weeks, a small seed
becomes a perfect jilant; nothing can be more
astonishing, if we look at it in all its details, than that
a small acorn in a few years grows into the stately

and majestic oak. The question we have to examine
into is, " How is all this to be effected ? " and to this

end it is obvious that we should consider the changes
in the seed itself, which is a matter of great impor-
tance. We find, when the seed is placed in a conge-
nial soil, that it soon expands, and then the germ

begins to grow ; it puts forth a rootlet, and after a
time it makes its way downwards, and the stem
makes its way upwards. During these changes there
are very curious chemical alterations going on in the
constitution of the seed itself, to which he would here-
after call their attention. Here we find that as soon as

the young plant has taken such nourishment as it

could g( t from the seed, it becomes dependent on the
soil which contains the root, and upon the atmos-
phere to wliich the branches are exposed. From the
soil there is a considerable quantity of matter taken,
and the leaves also imbibe a considerable quantity
from the air. These agents, therefore, wo have to

create.

First, as to the soil—we have to consider it as the
meclianiciil support of the plant, and in this respect
the texture of the soil is a matter of importance.
Then we iind that it derives nourishment from the
soil in three ways :—1 st, we have to examine the inor-
ganic constituents wliich the soil gives to the plant

—

and if we take the stem, or the leaves, or any other por-
tion of a plant, it will be found that it contains a quan-
tity of saline, or earthy, or other particles which we call

inorganic matter, which it cannot take from tiie air,

and which therefore it must take from the soil; '2nd,

there is also a quantity of organic matter taken up
from the soil ; and 3rd, it will be found to be under-
going changes through the influence of the air

affecting both itself and the atmosphere. These are
some of the principles to which the learned professor

observed that he should have to revert in reference
to the soil.

Next, in reference to the state of the air. Hav-
ing determined what are the clenients of the
plant, and which it cannot get from the soil, we
must search the air, and having ascertained its

constituents, ascertain how far they contribute to
the growth of the plant. It is extraordinary,
but nevertheless true with regard to plants, that
the nourishment they derive from the soil is

very insignificant compared with what it obtains
from the air. 'J'ake an oak, for instance; in the course
of a certain number of years it will contain perhaps
several tons of wood. Now, it is quite clear that the
oak must have derived this either from the soil or the
atmosphere. Has it impoverished the soil ?—taken
anything from it .' Certainly not; on the contrary,
we find that the soil, so far from having imparted
organic substances, has in fact gained them, and
there is an increase of the organic matter in the soil,

arising from the shedding of the leaves, or the acci-

dental foil of a branch, &c. It is obvious, then, that
this great acquisition of matter must have come from
the atmosphere. The atmosphere is a continual
source of food to the plant ; and as the plant cannot
go about like an animal to search for its food, the at-
mosphere is continually wafting about the plant; and
no sooner is the nourislimcnt extracted from one por-
tion of atmosphere, than a fresh portion brings fresh
nourishment, which the plant greedily devours.
Without the soil, it is true, the plant could not get

those inorganic constituents to which he- referred.

If, for instance, we find in a plant lime or phosphoric
acid, it is clear they must have come from the soil

;

but the carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen come from the
atmosphere—not entirely, but principally—and in

such quantities as not only enable the tree to grow,
but, as he said before, by the shedding of the leaves,

&c., to enrich the soil : and we do find, actually, that

by the growth of trees the soil is considerably en-
riched, as far as organic matter is involved.

Having, then, examined how far the soil and the air

arc concerned in these matters, wc are next to look at
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wliat will be brought bofove j'ou as the ultimate ami
proximate elements of" a vepetablc. 13y ultimate

elements, we mean those ultimate elementary sub-

stances which cannot be decomposed : by proximate
elements, their secondary arrangements and results

—

sugar, starch, gum, kc, and the approximate ele-

ments of a vegetable.

Then there is another subject I must bring before

you, viz., what are the functions of the different

classes of plants; and lastly, how for mechanical
and chemical expedients may be resorted to, to ren-

der barren soils fertile, and fertile soils continuously
so. We shall find that the roots and the leaves of
plants effect peculiar functions— that the roots tahe
up certain matters from the soil, and that the leaves

and all the green parts of the plant are euergetically

employed in taking up an immense quantity of
nourishment from the atmosphere. W'c are all aware
of the beautiful provision by whicL the vegetable
Is made to take up, as it were, the rci'use of
animals. We may say that we are deteriorating the
air as far as we ourselves are concerned, but we are
impuring it for the growth of plants. We are like

organs engaged in infusing into the air what is pro-
per for plants, which they take up, thereby again
rendering the atmosphere fit for our use.

Under the head of the mechanical and chemical
expedients to be resorted to for rendering barren soils

fertile, and fertile soils continuously so, we shall, of

course, come to a number of facts connected with
the influence of manures and the different operations
of tillage. Looking at soils, in the first place, they
must of course originate in the action of the air, wa-
ter, heat, and light, or of those agents commonly de-
signated under the term of " the weather " upon the

earth ; and as the different rocks or strata which
form the crust of the earth are some exposed in one
place and some in another, giving thereby a different

constiuition to the soil, we see the important bearing
of geological science upon agriculture.

Originally the surface of the earth consisted entirely

of hard rocks, which by the influence of moisture and
other agents, have gradually become disintegrated

and fitted for the growth of plants. It is obvious,

therefore, that the nature of the soil must greatly de-

pend upon the character of the rock upon which the

soil rests—though not always so, in consequence of

the soil from one rock being sometimes cai'ried to a

rock of a different description. In examining a

geological map we fiud immense tracts of chalk, red

sandstone, limestone, clay, coal, and so on, all of

which give rise to different soils ; and it is im])ortant

to consider this branch of the subject, for it explains

to us how one system of amelioration which answers
in one place does not succeed in another.

The diflTerent strata give rise to what are usually

called the different rocks, the term "rock" being
usually applied in agriculture to the base on which
the subsoil immediately lies. The subsoil is the mat-
ter supposed to be derived directly from the disinte-

gration of the rock itself: then upon the top of the

subsoil comes the superficial soil, which in its mineral
contents will agree with tlie rock and the subsoil, but
which is nevertheless greatly different, in consequence
of the animal matter which falls upon it, and the

long exposure to the air, moisture, heat, and light.

" I propose," said Mr. Brande, " first to lay before

you a short account of the inorganic constituents of

tlie soil, and endeavour to show how the preponder-

ance of one or other of these constituents gives a dif-

ferent character to the soil—in other words, what is

meant by a saudy soil, a clayey soil, a marly soil, a

chalky soil, &c. And iu reference to these matters,

I shall endeavour to limit myself to such an account
as presses immediately upon agriculture.''

There are four substances usually called earthly

bodies which are met with more or less in all fertile

soils, and it is highly essential that an agriculturist

should be acquainted with their particular characters

and peculiarities. They are silica, or siliceous earth
;

alumina, or aluminous earth ; lime, or calcareous

earth ; and magnesia— all of which are resolved by
the cluniist, in their purest state, to the form of a

white powder. Chemically speaking, these substances

are all metallic oxydes, and not as was formerly sup-

posed, simple bodies. With regard to silica—that very

important and abundant ingredient iu almost every

soil— it has this curious constitution, that it is com-
posed of equal weights of a metal ie body and oxygen.

He would have his hearers particularly to bear in

mind the following proportions of the four eartliy

bodies which he had just referred to—all of them
consisting of a metal and oxygen, viz:

—

Eight parts of oxygen combine with eight parts of

the metal silicium, to form sixteen parts of oxyde of

silicium, or silica.

Eight parts of oxygen combine with nine of the

metal aluminum, to form seventeen parts of oxyde of

aluminum, or alumina.
Eight parts of oxygen combine with twenty of the

metal calcium, to form twenty-eight parts of lime.

And eight parts of oxygen combine with twelve of

the metal magnesium, to form twenty parts of

magnesia.
The professor then observed that he would pass

through, as quickly as he could, an outlineof the pro-

perties of these bodies. To commence with silica.

Silica exists in nature in a great variety of forms, abso-
lutely or very nearly pure. We find it in rock
crystal quite pure; very nearly so in flint, which con-
tains in addition some slight colouring matter, which
we do not perfectly understand, and perhaps about
one per cent, of foreign matter. If you heat flint

or rock crystal to a red heat, and then plunge it in

water, it immediately becomes opaque, and can then
be readily rubbed down to a fine powder. Another
very abundant source of silica is to be found in the
white pebbles which are so often met with in the
beds of streams. And we also find a considerable

quantity of silica in the form of sand, of which we
cannot take a better specimen than the white sand
from the western extremity of the Isle of Wight, or

from Lynn, in Norfolk. It is a curious fact with regard

to sand, if we examine it microscoi)icallj', we find it to

consist partly of minute crystals, and partly of small,

rounded particles, so that a part may be regarded as

the crystal of flints, and part as small pebbles. It

would appear that crystallized sand arises from de-
composed granite, granite consisting of three sub-
stances—quartz (which is afterwards sand), felspei-,

and mica.

The extraordinary property which strikes us as be-

ing very important with regard to silica, is its utter

insolubility in water and in almost every thing else.

You may keep even the finest sand you can obtain

in water for any leni.,'th of time, and yet not the

smallest portion will be dissolved. Silica, however,
does find its way into plants, and into some in con-
siderable quantities—in common straw, for instance,

corn, and grass, we find a great cpiantity of this in-

soluble substance; and it becomes a curious question

to ascertain how silica is rendered soluble and finds

its way into plants. Silica is indeed of the utmost
importance to the texture of plants—if we take a
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stalk of wheat we shall find (hat it is silica which
gives it firmness, enables it to bear the car in

due season, and imparts to it all those properties

which belong to the move perfect and better kinds of

straw. But though silica is insoluble in water, it is

readily soluble in jiotass, soda, lime, and other alkalies.

In some strata we observe silica presented to the

roots of plants in a soluble form ; but if we dissolve

silica in an alkali, and then throw it down again, we
find that in some case it may be thrown down perfectly

insoluble and sometimes (juite soluble. Sometimes it

is taken up in a soluble form, and sometimes retained

in an insoluble form. No doubt, the silica in

straw has been soluble, 7ww it is perfectly insoluble

in water. Glass is a compound of silica and soda,

yet glass is insoluble in water, for we know that it is

employed as a vessel for holding water. This arises

from the mechanical texture of the glass; for if we
rub glass to a fine powder, we find that it does be-

come soluble in water. This application of silica to

the soil becomes a very important question; because

there is no doubt that certain crops fail, not for the

want of silica, because there shall be plenty, but for

the want of it in a soluble state. Now some agricul-

turists actually mix pounded glass, or another sub-

stance which I shall show you presently, with their

manure, and employ it with great success. If, instead

of common glass, they take another compound of

silica, viz., glass with more soda, they have a sub-

stance which readily dissolves in water. The
lecturer here exhibited a solution— called by the

ancients "liquor of flints," and then preceded to ob-

serve, "I can at pleasure separate the silica from it

in a particularly soluble or in a particularly insoluble

state." He then proceeded with the following ex-

])eriment: — In a glass containing the "liquor of flints"

lie added a large quantity of water, and in another

glass he had some of the liquor in a more concen-

trated state : to each of these solutions, he added a

little of almost any acid. In the strong solution, silica

was thro\\n down in the form of a jelly ; and by
adding more water, he showed that it would not re-

dissolve the silica. In the weaker solution no such

result was obtained ; although he added as much acid

as to the other, yet it remained perfectly clear. " In

the first state," said Mr. Brande, " I need hardly tell

you silica would be perfectly inert in the growth
of plants—in the other state it would be readily

taken up. AVe find also, though common glass

in its usual state does not appear to be acted upon by
the air and water, that it does yield when acted

upon by those agents for a long time. Pieces of glass

are often met with in a field, of all kinds of colours,

and so soft that they will give way to the nail."

There is another curious agent, which has the

power of acting upon silica, and of carrying it at

once away, and when he came to analyze soils, he

would show this substance— it its fluoric acid. Now
it would appear that we have to consider silica first

as a mere mechanical ingredient of the soil—that is,

giving to the soil a certain looseness of texture pos-

sessed by all sandy soils : and then, also, with refer-

ence to the component parts of the crops growing
upon the soil.

Another substance to which he adverted, is the

argillaceous earth or alumina. It is an ingredient in

all fertile soils, and from it they derive some very im-
portant properties. In the first place, all clays con-

tain alumina: and he need not advert to the impor-

tance of clay in soils, and to the functions which
alumina performs in them. It is a very hydrometic

substance, that is, it has a great attraction for water,

which it absorbs and retains in great quantities. It
is t!ic only substance which gives plasticity when
mixed with other bodies ; and whenever we" have a
plastic substance, then we have alumina.
Alumina is a most useful ingredient in the soil

provided that it does not exist in excessive quantities •

if there be too much of it, it forms that stiff, clayey'
unmanageable soil, of whicli there is so much in Eng-
land. I must take you to it in its pure state, and we
get It out of alum. If we dissolve a quantity of alum
in water and add an alkali, we shall throw down
alumina in a pure stale, or very nearly so.

If we only take ten or twelve per cent.'of alumina
and mix it with silica, we shall find that it will give
to It the plastic nature of clay. Indeed, a very small
portion of alumina gives plasticity and adhesiveness
and other important properties, especially as relates
to moisture in any soil. Like silica, it also forms a
component part of the growing crop. Some vc"-e-
tablcs cannot grow without alumina; none, perhap'*
can grow well without it in the soil; some few actu-
ally require it as food. There are certain vines which
cannot be cultivated without alumina; in those vines
we find alumina composing a certain part of the plant
—nay, we find it even in the grape—and even in the
wine. The Rhenish wines contain a considerable
quantity of alumina ; and it is a curious Aict, that a
quantity of wine was actually stopped at the Custom
House some time ago, whicli it was thought had been
adulterated with alum

; when, in fact, it contained no
more alumina than it had taken up from the soil
Alumina at once differs from silica, in that it is
equally soluble in acid and alkali. Another character
of alumina is, that it combines with sulphuric acid
and potass, and crystalizes very readily ; but we have
to deal with alumina only in reference to the soil and
its agricultural purposes.

DERWENT AND SHOTLEY BRIDGE
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

FIRST ANNUAL REPORT READ BEFORE THE GENE-
RAL COMMITTEE, JANUARY 12, 1814.

The committee, in bringing to a close the trans-
actions of the Society for the year now terminated,
deem it of importance to lay before the members
and friends a short report of the proceedings, to-
gether with a statement of the accounts during
the past year, and such suggestions as have oc-
curred to tbem in carrying out the objects they have
in view.

The committee have great satisfaction in con-
gratulating the members on the success which has
attended their exertions for the improvement of the
agriculture of the district, and the numerous attend-
ance at the ploughing meeting and exhibition of
stock (upwards of four hundred persons having
been admitted to the show ground at a charge of
sixpence each) shews the great and general interest
which is taken by those engaged in agriculture in
the labours of the society.

The ploughing meeting was held on Mr. Bell's
farm, High Waskerley, on the !)th February, when
twentj'-nine ploughmen entered the field to com-
pete for the prizes. There was a very decided im-
provement in the ploughing generally upon that of
the previous year, and much of the work was Lighly
commended by the judges. The committee, how-
ever, thinic it desirable that in future, the plongh-
men should be limited to a certain breadth and
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thickness of furrow, and also to the time in which
the work shall be performed ; all of which points

were omitted in the previous competitions. They
also consider it important that the draught of the

ploughs should be tested by a dynamometer, if such
an instrument can be obtained ; believing, as they
do, that a considerable saving of animal power
might be eflected if more attention was paid to the
construction of the ploughs used in the district.

The competition in hedging also took place upon
the same farm on the previous day, when six men
entered. The improvement in this department was
very considerable ; but, considering the very un-
skilful way in which the hedges in the district are
generally managed, the committee consider it of
great importance that more encouragement should
be given towards improving that item in rural
economy, and therefore beg to recommend that
prizes should be offered for competition by young
men under twenty years of age.

The competition for the best reaped farms excited
considerable interest, and although the numbers
entered this year were not so numerous as the ad-

vantages resulting from it in the two previous
seasons led the committee to expect, many farmers
having declined, from a contracted notion tliat they
had no chance of success, and others, it is feared,

from an unwillingness to allow strangers to see
the defective and wasteful system they pursued

—

yet there were eleven farmers with their labourers
entered, viz., seven in the first class, and four in
the second; and, whilst the successful competitors
had the gratification of dividing amongst their
labourers the whole amount of the prizes, according
to their respective merits, it was satisfactory to
hear from the unsuccessful ones that they consi-
dered themselves great gainers in the improved
mode in which the crops had been taken off" the
ground : nor is the advantage confined to those who
entered the competition, for all who know the dis-

trict cannot but have remarked the progressive
improvement that Las taken place in the mode of
gathering the crops in the last two years. The im-
portance of an improved mode of reaping and ga-
thering the crops cannot be too highly estimated,
both as a local and national object ; and if that is

the only benefit resulting from the labours of the
society, Ihey are amply rewarded for all their exer-
tions by the success which has attended the im-
provement in this important branch of agricultural
industry. With reference to jirize reaping and
non-prize reaping, see Mr. Siddell's letter at the end
of the report (No. 1.)

The general show of live stock and agricultural
implements was held in a field belonging to Thomas
Wilson, Esq., Shotley Hall, on the KUh October,
'i'hc show of short-horned cattle was numerous, but
inferior in quality to what the district ought to
produce; and it is hoped that from the stimulus
given by this society in offering premiums for the
best animals, the stock, in a short time, will be
materially improved.

The show of Leicester sheep was not numerous,
but some very useful animals were exhibited. In the
pigs, for breeding purposes, the show was limited,
and those shown were 'capable of much improve-
ment; but the cottagers' pigs were very good, and
excited much interest.

There were some very good agricultural imple-
ments shown, and a few sales effected, which, it is

hoped, will induce the makers to attend the future

meetings of the society. From the great improvc-

nient which has, of late years, been effected in the

construction and adaptation of agricultural imple-
ments, the committee consider that they would best

promote the interests of the society by offering

prize implcmotts, and such as are applicable to the

district, for the higher class of prizes in place of

money, and thus introduce new and improved im-
plements of husbandry, which, in all probability,

would not otherwise be procured.

Much attention has of late years been given by
scientific men to the application of chemistry to

agriculture, and from whicli the most important
results may be anticipated ; but, until we arrive at

that state of perfection when every farmer shall

possess his little laboratory, and, by chemical ana-
lysis, be able to ascertain tlic component ])ai ts of

his soils, and the composition of his plants, and thus
obtain the knowledge of the essential substances to

be added to his soils in the shapeof manures to pro-
duce those vegetable substances he may require.

—until that time arrives, and of which we have no
doubt, we must be satisfied to feel our way by prac-
tical experiments upon the varied soils in our
respective districts. Let us take nature as our
guide, and by carefully studying her laws, and fol-

lowing them out in practice, so far as our jieculiar

circumstances will admit, we have a well grounded
hope we will not be disappointed in the result.

Hear the beautiful remark of the greatest modern
benefactor of agriculture, Liebig, " Experiments
are questions put to nature, and the result of those
experiments are nature's answer." But, in making
these' experiments, great care and attention should
be observed ; otherwise disappointment, in all pro-
bability, will be the consequence.

Should the members of this society make any
experiments on thorough draining, the manufac-
turing and application of fold-yard and the use of

liquid and foreign manures, the comparative merits
of the different descriptions of grain, feeding of cat-

tle, or in any other branch of agriculture, it is hoped
the result will be communicated to the secretary,
so that others may be benefited thereby. We have
much satisfaction in observing that Mr. Burnett, to

whom this society is so much indebted, is, with his

usual ability and perseverance, prosecuting experi-
ments on the win or gorse, so as to make it useful

to man ; and has so far succeeded, by the aid of

machinery, as to make it applicable to the feeding
of his cattle. Next year he has kindly promised to

lay the results of the trial before the society.

It may be useful to those who wish to purchase
foreign manures, to know the success which has
attended their ai)pIication in this district, so as to

guide them in some degree in the selection. Various
experiments have for some years been made on Low
AVaskerlcy Farm, under the direction of our excel-

lent president, and some of the more successful arc

appended to this report. It will be observed that

the application of nitrate of soda (No. 2) has been at-

tended with very important results ; and as that

article is now reduced in price from £28 to £l2 per
ton, it may, therefore, be used at that price with
great advantage. The same remark may be applied
to rape dust, when used upon strong soils, for

wheat, for example, as will be seen by experiment
No. 3, in which the comparative advantages are

shewn between purchasing and applying that ma-
nure, and sowing wheat upon clean fallow withont
any manure at all, and which, it is to be regretted,

is too fre(jucnt a practice in this district, and
bad crops are the conseciucnce. It should always
be borne in mind, that half crops arc ruinous ; and,
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therefore, every means witliin our reach should be management ofwhicli bis future crops and bis own
used to make them more abundant. success or ruin as a farmer depends.
The merits of guano as a manure is now tolerably On tbe subject of tborougb draining and subsoil

well established by the experiments of tlie last two ploughing it is perhaps not necessary for thecommit-
years in this district. It is, however, one of those tee to make many remarks, for the many examples
substances of foreign importation so liable to adul- which the farmers now have before them must carry
teration, that a word of caution may be useful to the conviction to the minds of all, that on our heavy clayey
purchaser. Always buy it from a respectable mer- soils " tliorough draining " must form the basis of all

chant. Perhaps the best and easiest test by which our future improvements. It is a work of much
its purity can be estimated by the farmer, is to put national iraporiauce, and must be accomplished ; but
a quantity into a glass, pouring upon it a quantity how, is a ([uestion to be settled between the owner
of hot water, and in a short time the soluble or and the occupier of the soil, and with which this so-

valuable parts will be dissolved, and the earthy or ciety cannot interfere further than expressing a de-
impure particles will be left at the bottom of the cided conviction that it will aftbrd an ample return
glass ; and the value is, of course, in proportion to for the capital of the landlord and the industry of the
the quantity of soluble matter it contains, and tenant, and an almost endless source of employment
which ought to be nearly one half. to the agricultural labourer. Next report, we hope to

Bone manure is now so well understood in this have a communication on this subject and the appli-
district as not to require many remarks. cation of guano from our spirited vice-president.

In a series of experiments made on Low Wasker- ~

N 1

ley Farm upon turnips this year with various ma-
nures, a solution of bones in sulphuric acid or oil of ohotley iield, Dec, 1843.

vitriol was tried, and the result was very satisfac- Dear Sir,—As many of the members of the

tory; but, in consequence of the unfavourable so^ety are prevented competing for the shearing

season for the growth of turnips in this district, we ^''O"^ ^ '^''^^'^ ^^^^^ t*'° ^^^^^ expense will not be

cannot give so much information as to guide the covered by the increase of the straw, I have made a

farmer in the application of this composition ; but calculation of the comparative cost of reaping the

the experiments will be repeated next season, and <^''0I' °" "^y f'^'"™ ^^^^t year when I did not compete,

it is hoped that others will also turn their attention '"^"^ °^ ^^'^ year when I had the pleasure of receiv-

to it, as from the residt of the decomposition of the '"S the first prize. In 1842 my crop stood thus :—
bones, viz., free phosphoric acid and sulphate of 24 Acres Wheat reaped £7 4

lime, we have great hope of its general applicability. 13 Acres Barley reaped 6 10

Mr. W. dressed seven acres of old grass land 18 Acres Oats reaped 9

with this solution after the hay crop was taken 18 Acres Oals mown 3 12

off; it now looks well and promises an ample re-
~

turn for the expenditure. See also the report of *2o 6

Mr. Bell, on the comparative cost and produce of ^"° wages paid that year were in general about 2s.

various manures in No. 4. per day.

It is an important desideratum to the farmer in In 1843 it stood thus .-
—

this district to be able to raise his turnip crop with ^^, Acres Wheat reaped £6 6

foreign or artificial manures, so that he may be able ^ Acres Oats reaped 1 16

to save that produced in the fold-yard for his fallow '^'* Acres Oats mown 7 12

land or grass; and, with this view, the committee ^ Acres Barley mown 1 16

beg to recommend that a premium be offered next '

year for the best crop of turnips (say three acres) £^'^ 1^ ^
raised with foreign or artificial manures, and re- ^H®,

wages this year for women shearers were Is. 6d.

stricted to tenant farmers. ^''<r
'••'crease in the price of wages, and the larger

But, whilst so much attention is given to the in- 'I'lfitity mown, will in some measure account for the

troduction of something new in the shape of manures, '^'^'^ sum paid this year; but yet it will be seen I had

it is to be regretted that so little attention is given by fourteen acres more corn to cut, so that I do not con-

farmers to a subject of far greater importance, both to S"*®'' '"j^'. e^en «' ^^^ same rate of wages,! paid more

himself and the country at Urge—the management for my reaping than I did last year; and, at the low-

aiid application of thai produced on his own farm, est calculation I can make, I have been a gainer of

It is lamentable to observe the immense wealth which sixty thrave of straw, or a pecuniary profit of £6, in-

is annually washed away from almost every fold-3 ard dependent of the pleasure of seeing well reaped fields,

in the country ; whilst, at the same time, large sums
^

, 1
f
"i- ^^'•^'^ Sir, yours obediently,

are expended in the purchase of manures from foreign 'o J. Ilenton, Esq., Sec. Wm. Siddell.

countries. Let every farmer ask himself this ques- No. 2.
tion-Have I made the most of that within my

.f j,^ following experimen'ts on the nitrate of soda as
reach ? It is feared few can answer m the afhrma-

^ ^^^^^.^ «.c,e made at Low Waskeilev Farm in 1840.
tive. If he cannot, let him, forthwith set about (o ^^.j^^ quantity of nitrate used in each case was at the
remedy so great an evil

;
let h.m in some convenient

..(^ ^f one hundred weight per acre, and applied on
place, form a receptacle tor the liquids irom his cow. the24lhofMav 1840—
houses, stables, fold-yards, piggeries, &c. ; but, let ^'

' ^.,,.4,
him always bear in mind the <;w«Zt^»/ uf his manure UAla.
depends on the good or bad quality of the food con- Weight of „, . ^, ^

Measure of

sumed by his cattle, and that if he should indulge .K-^l^a'o'l CoT'Sr acre, 'aeref"^
them with a little oil cake, he will be doubly re-

^
Stones, lbs. Stones. lbs. Win.Bush.Qfs.

warded for such an outlay, in the improvement in the With Nitrate'.. . .439 9 / 183 6. ... -.65 4
stock and the very great increased value of the Without 267 9 143 8 49 20
manure : above all, let him bear in mind that in his . .

own fold-yard he is carrying on a little but most im- Increase per acre 172 39 12 15 16
portant manufactory, aud that upon the proper 64 per cent, in Straw. 31 J per cent, increase in grain,
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This crop was after grass, nud in a forward and

)ie:dil>y state when the nitrite of soda w<is ai)i>lied.

Soil a good turnij) and barley,

and.—BARLEY.
Woiglit of Jfcasiire of

Corn in the Weight of Corn per
slieaf per arre. Corn per acre. acre.

Stones, lbs. Stones lbs. Win.Uiisli. Qts.

WilhNitrate 41'2 7 192 8 50 17

Without 26'i 1'2 V20 7 31 3

Increase per acre 189 D 7'2 l 19 It

71 per cent, increase in straw. 61 J per cent, increase

in grain.

This crop was after turnips. Soil, a strong loam

u|)on a subsoil of sandy clay, was thorough drained

and subsoil ploughed tUe preceding year.

3rd.—WHEAT (Cheeping Rld).
Wei!;lit of Measure of

Corn in tlie Weight of Corn par

sheaf per aero Corn per acre nere.

Stones lbs. Stones lbs. Win.Bush. (Jts.

With Nitrate ....41'2 12 167 12 46 21

Without 212 13 110 8 29 12

169 3 b7 4 17 9

70 per cent, increase in straw. .78^ per cent, increase

in grain.

This crop was after a clean fallow, which bad a

dressing of shell lime after the rate of forty bushels

[>er acre, but without manure. Soil, clayey loam
upon a subsoil of sandy clay,

4ih.— Grass.

First year, being a mixture of Pace's ])ercnnial and
Italian rye-grass, with red and white clover.

Stones lbs.

With Nitrate of Soda 322 1

Without 232 4

Increase of weight per acre. . 89 11

Being at the rate of 38^ per cent, i'he hay was weighed
cut of dry cock, in a fit state for stacking.

The recurrent year there was a considerable increase

of grass where the nitrate of soda was ap|)lied. 'J'he

field was in pasture, and the cattle were very fond of

the grass where it was applied ; and it was considered

that the advantage this year was fully equal to the

first cost of the article. In the third year little dif-

ference was observed, but it is satisfactory to know
that it was not injured by the treatment, as many
supjiosed it would be. In the above experiments upon
the corn no effect was ob.-ervable in the succeeding
years.

No. 3.

Experiments on the comparative value of manures
made in the Pond Field at Low Waskerley, on wheat
sown October, 1842 :

—

1st.

—

With Fold Yard Manure.
imp. Basil. Qts. £. s. d.

Produce of Wheat 25 12 at 7s. per bush. 8 17 7

Produce of Straw, 263 stones at 3cl 3 5 9

15 folhers of Fold Yard INFanurc at 4s.

12

2nd.—-With Rape Dust.
Imp. Bu^h. Qts.

Produce of Wheat. .22 16 at 7s. per bush
Produce of Straw, 190 stones at 3d. per stone

20 Imperial bushels of Rape Dust at 23.

3rd.—No Manure.
Imp. Busb. Qts. £. s. A.

Produce of Wheat 15 8 at 7s. per bu.sh.. .5 6 9

Produce of fetraw, 183 stones at 3d 2 5 9

£7 12 6

With Fold Yard Manure.

Value of the Crop after deducting the cost

of the JNIanurc per Acre £9 3 4
Value of Crop without IManure 7 12 6

Difference in favour of Fold Yard IManure

over no Manure £l 10 10

With Rape Dust.

Value of the Crop after deducting the cost of

the Manure £8 5

Value of Crop without Manure 7 12 6

Difference in favour of Rape Dust over

IManure £0 12 6

No. 4.

HlgJi Wusherl;/, Dec, IS-iS.

Dear Sir,— I have much pleasure in forwarding

you the comparative result of five experiments I

made witli my turnip crop this last season, giving you

the price of the manures per acre, and the weight of

turnips on a given portion of land :-—

1.

Weisht of Crop
on3I)iil!s32Yds.
long, each, and

d. 26 in. wide.

..385lb3

Manures use), and Cost per acre. £. s.

20 loads of Fold Yard Manure
mixed with Soil at 4s. 6d. ..4 10

25 bushels Dust and j in. 13one

sown by hand, at 23. 3d. ..2

3.

15 bushels Bores, .at 2s. 3d. ..

Mixed with 5 cart Ids.

of Ashes sown by
drill ....atls.Od

16 3 250lbs.

-1 18 9 310lb3.

52 gallons Coal Tar, at Os. Id.
Mixed with 5 fothers

Soil at ls.6d.
And 6 fothersAshes, at Is. Od.

-0 17*10 270lbs.

3cwt. Guano . . . .at 17s.0d.
Mi,\ed with 3 fother

of Ashes at Is. Od.

2 14 3?0lbs.

I am, dear Sir, yours, &c.
To J. Renton, Esq., Sec. Josepu Bell.

GUANO.—The analysis of this substance is so

complicated that it would be useless to give any pro-
cess for detecting adulterations; it is believed that

at present it is not adulterated in this couutry, but
the value of the samples imported vary greatly, some
containing no ammonia, and others as much as

fifteen per cent.; it is recommended to those that

purchase it, to have the ammonia and phosphate of

lime determined by an experienced chemiijtt—.B,

Laices, on Manures.
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LOUGHBOROUGH AGKICULTUllAL
ASSOCIATION.

This society which now numbers in its list of mem-
bers ahnost every intelligent anrl distiiifriiished land-

owner or occupier in the neicihbourhood, who have
established a library in connection with it, and also

quarterly meetings for the improvement of agricul-

ture, by the discussion of subjects relating to that

science, bids fair from its pust operations, and present

aspects, to be a most popular utuI valuable institu-

tion ; and by the information elucidated thereby
6hed<ling lustre and conferring benefits upon thou-

sands. Its last quarterly meeting was held on
Thursday, the 25th January, 1844, at the King's

Head Hotel, alter the market ordinary, which was
numerously attended. l~he subject of " the best

method of Keeping Farm Horses," which was so

ably introduced by Mr. H. Lacey, of Hoton, at the

last meeting was resumed, and that of " the Keeping
of Cattle in General" was also introduced. Further
remarks from us upon the discussion itself, is unneces-
sary ; our agricultural friends will do well, however,
attentively to puruse the report.

After the healths of Her Majesty, the Queen
Dowager, Prince Albert, the rest of the royal family,

and C. W. Packe, Esq., the President of the Society,

had been proposed, and duly honoured,
The Chairman, S. B. Wild, Esq., of Costock,

read the circular addressed to the members, which
stated the objects of their assembling; and called

upon Mr. Stokes, of Kingston, to lead the discussion.

Mr. Stokes expressed the pleasure it would always
give him to be useful in promoting the cause of agri-

culture ; though, with regard to the duty he was
then called upon to perform, he was well aware there

were many members of that association more com-
petent than himself. He would not, however, detain

them, but proceed at once to lay the facts he had
been enabled to gather before them. The first was
on the keeping of horses. From the observation he
had made as to the quantity consumed, and the price,

he found the expense of keeping one cart horse for a

week to be as follows :—No. 1. Half-a-strike of beans,

2Ubs. of clover per day, making 1471bs. for the week,
281bs. of bran, 481bs. of cut hay, 481bs. of cut straw,

and 141bs. of turnips. Now, the beans he estimated

at "25. 3d. being 4s. Gd. per strike, or about 34s. per

quarter; the clover, at 2s. Gd per cwt. 3s. 3^d ; bran
at 4/. 10s. per ton, Is. lid.; the cut hay he put
down at the same price as the clover, Is. ; tbe straw

he took at Is. per cwt., which would leave Gd. ; and
the turnips 71. per acre, which would be 7s. per ton,

the average being 20 tons per acre, and leave Id. for

the week; amounting altogether to 8s. 3d. per week.
(Cheers.) The next. No. 2; was the expense of keep-
ing six horses for one week, viz. 8 strike of bean
flour, at 2s. Gd., IZ. ; 2 cwt. of cut clover and hay at

2s. Gd., 5s. ; 2 cwt. of straw at Is., 2s.; 3^ cwt. of

clover and hay at 2s. Gd., 8s. 9d. ; 12 stones bean
meal at Is., 12s.; and 841bs. of turnips Gd. ; making
2/. 8s. 3d. in the wliole, and 8s. O^d. for each horse.

[Mr. Ilenson : Did you say 2 cwt. of straw at one

shilling?] No, two shillings; a shilling per cwt.

Then tor No. 3.—The expense of six horses for one

week. He allowed 3501bs. of cut hay at 2s. Gd., 8s.

;

3501b3. ditto straw, 3s. l^d. ; 2521bs. of bean flour

at Is. per stone, 18s. ; lOOlbs. of cut hay at 2s. Gd.

per cwt., 4s. 3d. ; 3921bs. of pea straw at Is. Gd. per

cwt., OS. 3d. ; 2241bs. of Swede turnips at 7s. per

ton, 9d. ; equal in the whole to \l. 19s. 4id., and Gs.

6^d. per week, per horse. That was all the keep he

gave his horses. (Cheers.) He hoped some gentle-

man would introduce a system^^iorc oconDmicUl Und
beneficial to all, and hn for one should bo very will-

ing to adopt it. He would next proceed to the stall-

fed beast.—No. 1 , was a beast of his own. He found

the quantities and expense to be as follows ;—701bs.

of cake at 7/. 5s. per ton, 4?. G^d.; 1401bs. of hay at

2s. Gd. per cwt., Ss. \\A.; 2241bs. of turnips, 8id.

;

amounting to 8s. A\a. per week. [The Chairman :

How do you calculate your turnips .'] He took 20

tons to the acre, and calculated them at 7s. per ton.

No. 2, of the same class, he found consumed llOlbs.

of grains. Is. lOd. ; 2801bs. of turnips, Is. 9d.; 211bs.

of oil cake. Is. 8d.; GOlbs. of cut hay, Is. 8d. ; GOlbs.

of cut straw, lOd. ; 141bs. of long hay, 5d.; amount-

ing to 8s. 2d. per week. Next came the second class

of feeding beast : that was, when they were not kept

quite so high. 2451bs. of turnips, at the same price

as before. Is. Id. ; cut hay, Is. Gd. ; and he put down

the straw at 9d. ; amounting with oil cake to 6s. Id.

per week per beast. He gave his milking cows 701bs.

of hay. Is. Gd.; iGlbs. of turnips, 7d.; 211bs. of

oil cake. Is. 4d.; 3jlbs. linseed, 7d.; G31bs. of hay,

Is. Gd. ; G31bs. of cut straw, 7d. ; which altogether

would amount to Gs. 1 d. per week per beast. More

generous food would produce, he dare say, more

milk, but lie found in winter it was necessary to

economise as much as possible (Hear, hear.) For

ths straw-yard beast.—He gave 21bs. of cake per

day, which for the week would come to lid., and

straw Is., amounting to Is. lid. per week. To the

Calves. He gave lO^lbs. of cake per week, 8d.

;

,321bs. of cut hay, 8d.; and 361bs. of cut straw, Gd.

;

amounting to Is. lOd. per yearling calf per week.

Sheep came next.—Now he did not know whether

his sheep had as great appetites as others ; certain it

was they did not eat so much as some wliich he could

speak of. He gave them about 1 cwt. of turnips,

4^d. ; and 13ilbs. of oil cake, 13|d ; making GJd.

per week. For fat sheep—No. 2. Turnips, 4d.
;

S^lbs. of cake, 3id. ; 7^d. per week. He then

proceeded to the sheep fed in the fold-yard, 47

for one week. 4,7111bs. of turnips, 14s. 7d.

;

1471bs. of beans, 9s. 4d. ; 491bs. of bran. Is. 10i|d.;

421bs. of oil cake, 3s. 6d.; equal to about 1/. 9s.

3Jd. in the whole, or 7id. each per week. (Ap-

plause.) He begged to read theni an extract from

the Agricultural Journal, which contained a state-

ment bv Mr. Childers, of Doncaster, " On Shed-

feeding" Sheep," from which it appeared that 20

wether hogs consumed 27 stone of turnips per day,

lOlbs. of linseed cake, Jib. of barley, a little hay,

and a constant supply of salt. The same quantity

was given to the same number of sheep in a shed

;

these Avere in the field. [The Chairman : In a field

with a shed?] They were in a yard, and could go

into the shed if they liked. The first three weeks,

each consumed the same quantity, but in the fourth

week those in the yard consumed tlirce stones of

turnips less than the others, and in the ninth week
five stone. Of linseed cake there was also a falling

off" of 31bs. per day, and the sheep in the shed, though

they consumed nearly one-fifth less food, made one-

third more weight. Now that was a very important

fact, where turnips were grown on common strong

land, and could not be consumed upon it, because

they might have sheep in the yard, where they could

be attended to, and produce a great deal more weight.

But upon all land, where it was of that convertible

kind that would bear the foot of a sheep well, it was

impossible any farmer could draw turnips off witho-jt

being a loser. With regard to the feeding of pigs,

Mr. Childers gave them 741bs. of barley meal, and

one stone of potatoes, Gs. lOd. per week. With those
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lemiuks Mr. S. resumed his scat, stating', he should

be very happy to hear any observations which others

might wish to make. None would be more gratified

than himself to receive information on the subject,

and adopt any plan which should be the most ad-

vantageous and beneficial. ( Cheers).

The Chairman said the meeting was much in-

debted to the gentleman who had just sat down for

leading the discussion, and they would neither be

doing him justice, nor giving satisfaction to them-
selves, were they not to drink his very good health.

He suggested, however, that after that toast, any
gentleman should express his sentiments to the meet-
ing, without the preliminary of his name being
called by himself, as probably there were some pre-

sent who were far better informed on the subject

than those he might call upon, and thus the com-
jjany would be deprived of that intelligence they
would otherwise have obtained. He then gave the

health of Mr. Stokes.

Mr. Stokes returned thanks, and hoped those
gentlemen who intended speaking, would do so

quickly (Hear).
Mr. G. KiLBY, of Queenborough, then rose, and

after a few preliminary remarks, said, with regard
to the manner of keeping horses, he regretted he
was not prepared at the last meeting for the discus-

sion, and he thought it would be a good plan if, for

the future, notices of fresh discussions were sent as

soon as possible to the members, that they might
have time to take them into consideration, and thus
come prepared on the subject. With regard, how-
ever, to the keeping offarm horses, from what he had
heard from Mr. Stokes, he considered that gentle-

man's plans threw his (Mr. K.'s) completely in the
shade, because they were so much less expensive
than his own. He should, he thought, detain them
somewhat longer than his friend Mr. Stokes had
done, as he should give them the whole routine of
his plan of keeping cart-horses for one year. He
would commence with May. For twelve weeks from
the 1st of that mouth his farm-horses were kept en-
tirely on rye and tares, or longer, if he thought he
could get a regular supply of them ; for he would
rather keep them on this food till the time for taking
them up for winter than turn them out to grass ; but
as he did notalways getthis supply, he would consider
in that statement that he only kept them upon this

food for twelve weeks. Unless the spring had been
unusually cold and severe, he generally had rye and
tares ready to mow in the first week in May. He
did not immediately give them to the horses alone,

Ibut cut them up with a portion of their winter fodder,
gradually increasing the green food till it formed the
principal part of the whole. Thenhe ceased cutting, and
gave them the rj'e and tares only in the cribs. When
the rye had been some time in ear, and the straw
coarse and strong, the horses would pick out the
tares, and reject the rye. He then returned to cut-
ting again, and by mixing a good portion of younger
tares with the rye, and, cutting both up together,
they would eat it very well till all the rye was con-
sumed, when he gave them tares in their cribs to the
end of the twelve weeks. He then turned them out
to grass for twelve weeks, the latter half of which he
gave them half a bushel of beans mixed with wheat
or other chaff. He thought it a much better plan to
keep them in the yard on green food as long as pos-
sible, instead of turning them out to grass at all.

Manure was hereby economised. He now came to
the remaining, and by farthe most important, part of
the year for keeping horses, as regarded both trouble
and expense. Perhaps the time of his taking the

horses from grass, and keeping them in the stable,

would be considered too early by many persons, and
it might be so in numerous cases. Mr. K. then allu-

ded to the strong clay land of which his farm was
composed, and the necessity he saw for having his

horses well cared for, both as to their meals and their

comfortable stabling. From that digression he would
return to the subject ofkeeping farm-horses during the

time he before mentioned (from the 1 6th of October
to the 1st of May). The little corn and chaff they

had had for the previous six weeks, he believed, had
prepared them to be taken entirely from grass food,

without any injury, for, he thought, sudden changes
from one kind of food to another was not good either

for man or beast. He then began with cutting their

food by the machine. This consisted of clover and
Italian rye-grass, as it had grown mixed, generally

the grass was the greatest proportion. He had pro-

duced it on his strong clay land five feet in height.

Last season a great portion of the clover disappeared

early in the spring, and he should be very happy if

any gentleman would give him his opinion as to the

cause of his clover dying away, as he could not
account for the destruction of that plant. With
that he could cut about one-seventh part of oats in

the straw. Some hours before it was given to the

horses a solution of linseed cake, a quarter of a pound
to the gallon of water, boiled, was sprinkled and
mixed with the heap, and to it was added a little

salt. At the time that was used it would be found

to have undergone a slight heating, and feel warm to

the touch. This was his plan of steaming (A laugh).

A portion of boiled beans was added, when served to

the horses. He should say, that M-hen he had some
very good pea-straw, a small quantity was cut with

the rye-grass and oats, about as much as the latter

—

one-seventh. With that food, and plenty of straw

for bedding, he found his horses to do well, and keep
up to their work, which was generally severe and
constant, as he never used more than a pair to a

plough, when that was practicable. On the first

stirring of his clay land he was obliged to use three,

and on some occasions four, to the single plough.

He would now state to them, as correctly as possible,

the amount of the food which his six horses ate in one
week, and the cost of it. He had been very parti-

cular in weighing what they had consumed, and he
hoped the statement was void of error :

—

Cwt. lbs. £. s. d.

14 24 of clover and Italian rye-

grass, cut, 3s 2 2 8
2 of oats, in the straw, cut, 3s. G
1 80 of peas, boiled (3 bushels),

3s. 6d 10 6
14 ofoil-cake, boiled in 56 gallons

of water, mixed with the

cut stuff, Is. 3d 1 1

For six horses one week 3 5

For one horse one week. 10

If he calculated his clover at the same price as Mr.
Stokes, it would diminish the cost to 8s. lOjd.
l,594Ibs. of rye-grass, 224lbs. of oats in straw, 1021b9.
of peas, 141bs. of oil-cake, 2,0241b3 of all kinds of
food consumed by six horses in one week, equal to

337ilbs. per horse per week, or 481bs. each per day.
He would next calculate the cost of his six horses
for the other portion of the year. He found,
on an average of crops, four acres of tares

would be about what six horses consumed.
He culcnlatcd that crop which would keep them fox
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12 weeks to be worth £5 per acre, which is 5s. 7d.

])er week each horse. For the next six weeks, in

which they were fed on grass alone, he shouhl charge
at 5s. per week each horse ; and for the last six

weeks, in which they had half a bushel of beans each,

the amount would be 7s. Gd. Thus— £ s. d.

12 weeks for one horse, on tares and
rye, at 5s. 7d. per week 3 7

G weeks for one horse, on grass,

at 53 1 10
G ditto for ditto, on grass and beans,

half a bushel, at 7s. 3d 2 3 6
28 ditto for ditto, on dry cut food, and

boiled peas or beans, at lOd 14 2 4

62 weeks forone horse, at 8s. Ud. ..21 2 10

And for a team of six horses per
annum 126 17

He knew not how that statement would accord with
the opinion of practical farmers there present, as to
the cost of their horses in the article of food alone.
He would at once acknowledge that upon searching
into the details of the matter, be was somewhat
startled at the cost of a team of horses, and as to
the great amount of the produce of a farm which
they devoured. Had it not been for the inquiry
which the establishment of the club had elicited, lie

migLt still have remained in ignorance as to the
precise expense of this part of his establishment, and
he must beg to acknowledge and express his thanks
to their excellent member, Mr. Lacey, for the
elaborate statement which he gave them at the last
meeting, and which put him in the path of inquiry
upon the subject. Mr. K. then, in allusion to an
inquiry as to the loss sustained where more animals
were kept than were absolutely necessary, humour-
ously related an instance which proved the correct-
ness of his remark, and we are sorry the limits of
our columns will not allow us to give it at length.
He would conclude by drawing a comparison °be-
tween Mr. Lacey 's plan and hisown, in regard to the
keeping of a team—the quantity they consumed,
and the cost thereof.

Quantity consumed by
Mr. Lacey 's horses per
week each.

lbs.

Beans 44
Malt-combs 33J
Potatoes 112
Chaff 179
Hay, 33i

which cost 9s. 9d.

402

Quantity consumed by
Mr. Kiiby's horses per
week each.

lbs.

Clover and Rvegrass265|
Oats in straw' 37i
Peas 32
Oilcake 2i

which cost 10s. Id,

307^

He was obliged to acknowledge, that both in
the quantity and the expense Mr. Lacey's scale had

*^t,f
^^"^^ge over his. for that gentleman obtained

4021bs. of food at 9s. 9d., and he (Mr. K.) got only
33/ilbs. at a cost of 10s. Id. That, however, would
not fully prove that his plan was the best, and they
must take It to another test, and that was, whether
the food Mr. Lacey used, though more in quantity,
was of an equal quality. {Hear, hear.) Whether it
contained as much nutriment as his, which he was
inchned to doubt, and he thought the greater quantity
consumed by his horses was some proof. He would,
however, bring it to a surer test. At page / 8 of the
hrst part of the third vol. of the Royal Agricultural
Society s Journal, article viii., -Qn the compara-
tive value of different kinds of fodder," a table gavethe relative quantity of different kinds of fodder
wtiich was equal in nutriment to lOOlbs. of hay.

lbs. lbs.

Potatoes (boiled) 175 equal to 100 of hay.

Wheat, Pea, and Oat chaff. 1()7 equal to 100 of hay.
Rye and Barley chaff .... 179 equal to 100 of hay.
Beans and Peas 45 equal to 100 of hay.
Now, if they brought Mr. Lacey's potatoes and

chaff, &c., equal to the nourishment of hay, it would
stand thus :

—
1121bs. of Potatoes (boiled) equal to GO^lbs. of hay.
lldlhs. of Chaff equal to lOS^lbs. of hay.
441bs. of Beans equal to 97|lbs. of hay.
33^1bs. ofHay equal to 33»lbs.of hay.
33^1bs. of Malt-combs. . . equal to 33^1bs. of hay.

4021bs of all kinds equal to 337|lbs. of hay.
He would then test his food by the same table.

265|lbs. of Clover and Rye-
grass equal to 265flbs. of hay.

37 jibs. Oats in straw. . .

.

equal to 37ilbs. of hay.
321bs. Peas equal to 711bs.ofhay.
21bs. Linseed cake equal to 31bs. of hay.

3371bs. of all kinds equal to 3771bs. of hay.

In the above he had considered the malt-combs,
and oats in the straw, both to be of the value of
hay, as they were not in the table. Now it was
found by reducing those several kinds of fodder
down to the nourishment of hay, he gave his horses
3771bs. per week, at the cost of 10s. Id., and he
(Mr. L.) gave his only 3371bs. at the expense of 9s.

9d., so that he (Jlr, K.) got 39flbs. of hay for 4d.

;

and, in the end, had the advantage both in quantity
and nutriment, and at Ikii cost by about Is. per

week for each horse. After some further remarks
as to whether the plan of steaming inferior food im-
proved its quality of nutrition ; and, confessing his

own inability to give an opinion upon the matter,

Mr. Kilby aijologized for the long time he had occu-
pied their attention ; so long, that he feared he had
been tedious,— {no, no,)—but considering how im-
portant an item in the management of a farm the
keep of a team was, he trusted allowance would be
made for him. He submitted his plan for comment,
and comparison, and not as a dictum to any indi-

vidual. He believed if he had apparatus for steam-

ing he should adopt that method, but be looked at

ih& first cost, and thought considerable expense must
be incurred upon it. He had made no charge for

fuel in his estimate; neither had Mr. Lacey. Tiiey

were met there to arrive at the truth, and none
ought to complain if a search was made for error in

what he advanced. It was doubtless the enthusiasm
he felt upon the subject of agriculture whicii had
induced him to pay so much attention to it, for

upon the success of that science he believed the
welfare of the nation to be grounded. {Cheers.)

The Chairman, in complimentary terms, pro-
posed the health of Mr. Kilby.

Mr. Kilby returned thanks, and hoped, though
he had occupied their attention so long, that never-
theless some other gentleman would soon rise, and
express his sentiments as freely as he had done.
Mr. Walker (of Bradmore) said, as the chairman

had expressed a wish that they should rise without
their healths being drank, he hoped that any mem-
ber who chose would get up and deliver his senti-

ments, and give that free and liberal expression to

his opinions which ought to belong to all societies of

this kind. {Hear, hear.) He had very little to offer

in the way of remark, as to the keep of horses. The
statement Mr. Stokes had given them, respecting

one horse, was from his own stables. Six of his

horses consumed 321bs. per horse, per day, and the

cost of one horse was 8s. 3(1. per week. Now he
thought it a very imiiortant thing to keep horses fit

i3 2
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for any employment, and wliliont injury to tlicir

nerves and energies. He thouglit a nindcralc \cgc-
table mode of feeding would be better tlian powerful
stimulants, at certain periods of the year. He
thought it was highly necessary that the horse
should never be without corn at any period, propor-
tioned always so as lo keep it in a healthful state,

and the system ke|)t up. He gave his beems every
day in the year. He could not go into details, as

Rfr. Kill)y and Mr. Stokes had done ; but he made
use of lucerne daily for his summer keej) : one rea-

son vviis, that it came into use sooner; another rea-

son was, it was cheaper

—

(hear, hcnr) ; and another,
it had not that sudden effect iqion the bowels which
dills had. He was a little at a loss how to cut for

tbem in wet weather. As for the keep of sheep, he
found it a very importaut thing not to give them loo
highly stimulating food, as when tliey c.ime to be
put to the keep again, they invariably fell back very
much. A little would assist in preventing disease,

l)ut by no means should they employ stimulating
food largely. In the keejjing of cattle, as well as
sheep, he bad always found it useful to give them
vegetables to swell them. It was said, seven years
ago, that cake would feed as well as turnips. He
found it w'ould make them fat. He had tried the
experiment by giving some cake and others turnijjs,

and the result was that the sheep which had the
turnips were more solid, and weighed 31bs. per
quarter heavier than the others. These were the
more flediy, but they did not handle well. He
might be wrong ; but if so, he trusted some one
would shew him that he was. This winter, he was
very short of turnips, and he gave his cows a cake
])er day each : they got dry, stiif, and so on, but did

not fatten. He gave tliem turnips, and no cows
could thrive better. Those observations were the

results of his own experience; and he was much
obliged for the attention with which the company
had listened to them.

Mr. Stokes rose to propose the health of their

excellent Chairman, who at all times was so ready
to come forward to do them service. {Cheers.)

Tlie Chairman assured the meeting of his enter-
taining those sentiments of gratitude, which must
necessarily lesult from the kindness which had
been shown to him. It was not his intention to

have addressed them at that early period of the

meeting, for he had hoped that many members then
present, well comjjetent as they were, to elucidate

the subject before them, would have indulged them
with the result of their practice and ex[)erience.

But since it was their pleasure then to call him upon
his legs, he would, at once, introduce to them the
results he had gathered from the observations of
practical men. It was well known, he himself was
not a ])ractical man. It vvas very remarkable how
the weight of food given to farm horses, varied in
quantity. He obtained from three of his neigh-
bours the exact quantity of food supplied to their
stables for one week. In the first place, however,
he differed a little as to the exact statement attri-

buted to ftlr. Lacey. 'J'he figines he supplied, came
to 9s. per week, and he would tell them how he
supplied them. Jn his calculation as to the expense
of 10 horses for one week, he gave KiO lbs. of po-
tatoes per day, 2s. ; (i3 lbs. of lieans, .)s. 3d. ; 67 ll)s.

of malt-combs, 2s. 3d.; 56 lbs. of haj', Is. 3d;
IDt) lbs. of straw and chaff, 3s. yd. ; making 12s. (id.

per day, w-hich multiplied by seven, would bring it

to £4. 7s. 6d., and 2s. (id. for the fire—£4. 10s. the
precise amount per week for 10 horses. Now there
would be some difference in the statements before
them, in consequence of the different value put

upon the food supplied to them. In some instances,

they would be put down at a much lower price

than the others, therefore, the calculations he bad
procured would require to be regulated according
to that limitiition. In the first nlace, for six horses,

1,774 lbs. of clover at 3s.—£2. 7s. 6d ; 309 lbs. of

what were called the ridlings (pulse) of barley or short
straw at 2s.—.5s. 6"(1.; l!)!)^ lbs. or about 3 strikes of

beans at 4s. 6d.— 13s. (id. Ibis, of course, wouhl
have to be regulated by the ])rice of this article.

[Mr. Kilby : They agree with mine e.xactly.] The
whole would bring it to lis. Id. for each horse.

The next statement he had, was for Seven horses,

1,5()8 lbs. of hay at 3s. 6d. Hay had been esti-

mated at 2s. j)cr cwt., this of course wouhl be regu-
lated, but at this price would come £2. 9s

; 210 lbs.

of oats at 2'2s. per (juarter—13s !)d. ; 5(i lb>. of chaff

at 2s. j)er cwt. would be Is., cutting 2-!. Dd. The
cost altogether would be £3. (Js., or 9s. 6d. per
horse instead of lis. Id. as in the other case. His
next statement was (J80 lbs. of clover at 3s. per cwt.
— 18s. ; 331 lbs. of oat straw at 2s. per cwt.-

—

Ss. lid.; 537 lbs. of oats in the straw. To ascer-

tain what quantity of oats was in this straw, a quan-
tity was thrashed out, amounting to 202 lbs.

at I8s. per quarter— lOs. lOd. ; and a strike of beans,

•is. 6d.—£2. 5s. 6d. for the six horses, making the

cost of each one 7s. 7d.* These horses would ap-
pear to consume only about 38 lbs. per day. Now
they would see i\Ir. Lacey's statement showed the

quantity of food per week to be about 54 lbs. His
own next statement was 51 lbs., the next 37.^ lbs.,

the next 38 lbs. Now, the quantity given to ca-
valry horses was 14 lbs. or Id lbs. )ier day, with 8

or 10 lbs. of oats includeil; of other food, there

would be only about 4 to 6 lbs. It was well known
that certain descriptions of food afforded a particu-

lar kind (jf nutriment, and certain other descrip-

tions of food, certain other kinds of nutriment.
Tliis WAS found hy the process of analyzing. In the
instance of a milch cow which had been fed on four

different kinds of food, an ex[)eriment was made
with the milk taken from her, and it was found that

when she had taken bean flour, the result was a
greater abundance of cheese, and when she had po-
tatoes, the result was a greater abundance of butter.

Now it was known, that for the purpose of main-
taining the proper temperature of the body, there

was no other supply, than by the combustion of

food, and it was these very kinds of food which
supplied the butter, and which is used in the main-
tenance of the warmth of the body. 'J'he same
kind of food goes to sup|dy the fat of the animal;
the cheesv kind goes to supply the inusclea of the
flesh. Now if the horse were kept upon potato

diet, It woidd be very unable to perfortn its work,
but if kejit on beau food proi)erly modified, the
horse would not only have flesh, but a proper de-
gree of warmth. Horses might be very well kept

upon equal quantities of straw (bruised) and hay
instead of potatoes ; from 30 to 35 lbs. was said to

be a sufficient daily sujjply. [Hear, hear.) Now,
if they were to attempt to keep these animals upon
potato diet only (in the case of cows in jiarticular),

the most injurious effi'cts would ensue. A very
curious instance occurred of a j)ig that was acci-

dentally inundaicd by a sudden fall of earth, and its

weight being ascertained before the accident, it was
discovered to have lost, after a confinement of KiO

days, 120 lb?.; It was a fact that potatoes would
feed a pig ; but peas and beans, as a beginning for

* Here there must be an omission of an iteui, as

those stated do not ma'e up the amount.
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feeding, were tlie best, niixe.l with potatoes and
bailey meal. It had been stated that sheep, fed

wpon oil cake, would handle soft, and so they might,

unless meal, or soinetliinp^ possessing the cheesy

principle, were given then). So, like a piu: which
was fed u|)on potatoes, it might he fat, hut that fat

would boil out in the cooking. It iiad been said

that warmth was necessary for the feeding of ani-

mals, and it ajjpeared to ho reasonable it slionld be

so, because tliere was a quantity ot food which went
to the maintenance of that warmth. If the animal

be chilled, then they must supply warmth by food.

In the case of sheep, Mr. Stokes had absolutely

stated those which were sheltered ate the less food,

yet they increased most in bulk. The explanation

was plain ; they were not starved, and did not

require that quantity of food which was necessary

to supi)ly the place of heat; but quiet was almost

as necessary to them as warmth. The Cliairman

proceeded to illustrate his previous remarks by
some further very interesting observations, and
concluded by expressing the pleasure be felt in

being thus enabled to place his calculations before

them.
Mr. Miller proposed the health of the Stewards,

which was responded to by iMr. Ward.
The Chairman, in the absence of any further

discussion at the moment, proposed the health of

Mr. Walker.
Mr. Walker returned thanks. He was much

gratified by the remarks of the Chairman, but he
did not agree with him in his remarks as to the

fattening of sheei), nor as to the feeding of pigs.

The best feed for a pig was, in his opinion, po-

tatoes and barley meal. The gradation between
turnips and grain, was as great as between meal
and oil cake. He sliould always prefer using the

two latter in connection with vegetables.

G. Paget, Esq., of Sutton Bonnington, feeling

that he had no right to receive information from
others, without, as far as his experience should
enable him, adding his mite to those of the gentle-

men who had previously addressed them ; said it

appeared to him, they had somewhat confused the

matters of debite. They had been speaking of the

keeping of farm horses, in which it was necessary
that muscular power should be obtained, and of

sheep, where it was not wanted ; but, on the con-
trary, weight and fat for the butcher. {Hear, hear.)

It was very possible that one substance should
induce a considerable quantity of muscle, and another

of fat. One state of temperature might be necessary

for the increase of fat, which would be detrimental

to the increase of muscle, but he did think they had
been confounding the two matters. He was little

accustomed to go through with calculations, of

which they had had a great many ; and still less was
he prepared, from all he ha>l heard, to say which was
the best method of keeping horses, cattle, or sheep.

Something must depend upon the price of the
articles upon which they are fed, and which some-
times could be bought dearer or chea[)er, according
to place and circumstance. Was it not better to do
as Mr. Kilby had done; first to ascertain the rela-

tive nutriment of each article of food in proportion,

compare accordingly, and see how they might he

enabled to kceptheir horses the cheapest ? (C//c<?c,9.)

There was a little elementary treatise by Johnson,
on the relative value of certain articles as to their

feeding properties. Mr. I', then quoted a passage
as to the relative value of hay, straw, barley straw,
and oat straw, beans and oats, barley and oil cake,
and deduced therefrom, that there was a great
waste of power. It was necessary that a certain

bulk of food independently of its feeding propensi-
ties, should be received mto the stomach. For that
jjiirpose he thought it would bo wise to give them
a certain portion of straw, but did not tliink it wise
to throw away tlie same labour upon cut straw,
which was only about one-fifth the value of hay.
In Mr. Lacey's statement he found the price of po-
tatoes at Is. ptr bushel, now the price was 2s,

{Hear, hear.) Here then was a great descripancy
seen at once. [Mr. Henson : He bought them of
of you,] {laughter.) He bought them of himself at
Is. but next year he might have to give 2s. 3d.
per strike, as it might happen. He merely men-
tioned it as an exemplification that there was
no general rule as to the feeding of horses. They
must take the average price of food, and hav-
ing ascertained their different relative value, ac-
commodate themselves to circumstances. They
all knew that very much depended upon the
waggoner. They would find some men who
would keep horses in good condition with one-
fourth less food than others. So that he did not
think they could depend much upon the statement
of others. They must try with their own men
what plan would be the best; and, though it was
very useful to listen to the suggestions of others,
yet they must themselves ascertain which was the
best plan for their adoption. He felt obliged to
them for the attention they had given to him, and
sat down amid very general cheering.
Mr. Smith (late of Dishley) made some remarks

upon the absence of Mr. Lacey, and other matters,
and proposed Mr. Lacey's health, proclaiming
himself and them all (the Society), his friends.
{Loud cheers).

Mr. Stokes.— As I had the honor to bring for-

ward this subject, I assure )'ou 1 shall not feel

sorry, nor angry, at its being again adjourned : and
I move that it be adjourned till tlie next quarterly
meeting, when 1 think our friend, Mr. Lacey, will

be ))resent ; and I am sure we have only one object
in thus meeting with each other. {Applause.)
The Chairman.—The whole question .'

Mr. Stokes.—Yes, the whole question.
Mr. KiLBv seconded the motion, which was

carried without a dissentient voice, and the meet-
ing broke up.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.
The following remarks from Mr. Colman's fourth

Report of the Agriculture of Massachusetts, United
States, will apply with almost equal force to Eng-
land :

—

Agricultural Education — Middlesex county
is the seat of Harvard University, the earliest public
literary institution founded on this continent. It has
been the long-cherished object of private and public
munificence. This subject may by some be deemed
inappropriate to an agricultural report ; yet is no
class in the community more deeply Interested than
the agricultural in the subject of education.

It has always been my earnest desire to see the
agricultural profession exalted, and rendered attrac-
tive to the young. How shall this be done? The
highest distinctions in human character, the bright-
est ornaments v hich can be worn in life, those which
" sparkle with an inherent lusti'c all their own," and
differ from the inere artificial trappings of society,

as the diamond ilifters from the paste, are moral in-

tegrity and religious principle. I shall not fartlier

speak of these in this case. But the distinction

which, separate from these, gives elevation to the
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character is the improvement of the mind. This
confers a rank which wealth cannot purchase; tliis

commands a respect whicli the proudest aristocracy
may envy.

In order to render the agricultural profession
more attractive and respectable, we must seek its

intellectual elevation. In general intelligence and
practical wisdom, the farmers of New England as a
body are not wanting. Much more than this is de-
sirable. There is no class in our community who
have more favourable opportunities for the improve-
ment of their minds than our farmers, if they would,
and knew how to use them. Our long winters,
which bring so protracted a respite from labour, fur-
nish quiet evenings for reading and study. Many
intelligent men among us, some of whom have
been the boast of science and the ornaments of
literature, have made themselves what they were in
the devotion of the hours of leisure, which their long
voyages or intervals of business afforded, to the im-
provement of their minds, the cultivation of taste,

and the acquisition of knowledge. Our farmers
have equal, in some respects more, favourable oppor-
tunities. The improvement of our common schools,
therefore, and the elevation and extension of the
course of instruction pursued in them, particularly
concerns the agricultural interest. It is not enough
to meet the present condition of society that our
boys and girls are able to read and spell, to write
and cypher, and to have some knowledge of geogra-
phy : the highest branches of natural science, the
principles of moral and intellectual philosophy and
of political economy, should be at least so far taught
in them, which is at present perhaps all we have a
right to expect, that a taste for their continued pur-
suit might be formed, inquiry awakened, and the
track marked out by which they might unassisted
advance at their own pleasure to high attainments.
The establishment of social libraries and lyceums in
every village and town, and associations bringing
both sexes together for mutual intellectual improve-
ment, should have every encouragement, and would
be followed with the best results. Such cultivation
of the mind need not interfere with the necessary
and useful labours of the farm ; but would render
these labours, otherwise, in some cases, discouraging
and severe, light and cheerful. Education is a good,
measurable by no pecuniary standard. As the culti-
vation of the highest attributes of our nature—as
furnishing resources of pleasure and gratification in
the solitary and the cloudy hours of life—as fitting

us to be more useful and to do more good to our
fellow-beings than by any other means we can adopt
—as enabling us to use to the best advantage the
power which God has furnished of providing for our-
selves and those dependent on us—as increasing our
self-respect, and saving men from low pleasures and
pursuits—and as securing a position of respectability
and influence in society — education, in the best
and most enlarged sense of the term, cannot be too
much regarded by the rural and labouring classes.
There is indeed no reason and no hinderance in the
way why our farmers and their children should not be
among the best-informed persons in the community.

But knowledge has a specific value to farmers in
respect to the improvement of their art.

It is too late in the day to decry the value of
science in agriculture. Who can name an art, or
trade, or business, in which knowledge is a disad-
vantage or a prejudice to success ; or in whicii, in-
deed, it is not a substantial help ? Who are the men
who best succeed in life— tlic ignoramuses, the block-
heads, the dunces; or the intelligent, the inquisitive,

the observing, the experienced ? Why should agri-

culture, combining as it does so many occasions and
opportunities for the application of skill and know-
ledge, be an exception to every other art and business ?

But it is said that agriculture is altogether matter of
experiment ! "Who, then, are so well qualified to

make, to observe, and to report these experiments
as men of disciplined and enlightened minds ?

All the great improvements which have been made
in agriculture here or abroad have been made by men
of intelligence, inquiry, education, and science. The
present improved structure of the plough—the great

instrument of the farmer, so infinitely superior to

the implement of former times, and by which the

power of draft required in its operation is reduced in

many cases more than fifty per cent, from what was
formerly demanded— is the result of a profound ap-
plication of mechanical science to the construction

of the mould-board and the general manufacture and
make of this important implement. All that has
been effected among us in the production and im-
provement of fine fruits, in the increase of crops, in

the cultivation of crops, in the construction of farm-
implements generally, in the multiplication of arti-

cles of culture, in the redemption of waste lands,

doomed otherwise to perpetual unproductiveness,

has been first made by men of active and enlightened

minds, whose attention has been absorbed by these

matters—who experiment in various processes, care-

fully noting the results—and who are not unfre-

quently stigmatized by the sneering application of
book-farmers.

How much have we yet to learn of soils, of ma-
nures, of the particular improvements which parti-

cular soils require, of the proper application of
manures, of their mode of operation, of the struc-
ture and habits of plants, of their best modes of
culture, of the part which the soil performs in vege-
tation, of the uses of manures which have been little

known among us, of the improvements which have
been made and are still making in foreign countries;
and how is all this, or any of it, to be known but by
inquiry, scientific enquiry and examination ? Who
will pretend to set any limits to improvements which
may be made, or say to what great results inquiry
may still lead ?

Fifty years ago, by the example and influence of
some of the most enlightened men in the kingdom,
the turnip husbandry was introduced into Great
Britain. It has added uncounted millions to their

wealth. Fifty years ago, the cultivation of cotton
was among the smallest of our agricultural products

;

now the value of this great staple approaches one
hundred millions of dollars a year. Thirty years ago
it was scarcely known that sugar could be obtained
from the beet-root ; now the product in France alone
is annually 120,000,000 of lbs. What has contri-
buted more largely to the prosperity of the culture
of cotton than anything else ? The scientific labours
of Whitney in the invention of the cotton gin. Who
discovered the existence of sugar in beets, and who
has perfected the art of manufacturing it ? The
most eminent chemists in Germany and France.

The most common farmer observes a difference in

soils; and his familiar observation enables him to

choose with advantage for his different crops. Tlir

most common farmer is aware of the im])ortance dl'

manure. I'ractice soon teaches a man the times ol'

sowing and reajiing, and the common modes of sav-
ing and using his crops. But why should wo bo
satisfied with this, and why should we think that this

is all ?

The soil may be suited to some crops better than
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to those whicli wo now cultivate upon it. It may be
deficient iu some elements ; it may superabonnd in

otlieiv*. Both of these circumstances may have a
material bearing upon its culture and productiveness.

It may have intermixtures which are poisonous to

some products, but wliich art would enable us to

correct or modify. How shall we come at these

secrets but by scientific and laborious chemical ana-

lysis? The subject of manures is matter of vast

importance to the agricultural interest. As yet we
are comparatively iu the infancy of knowledge in re-

spect to them. The power of some substances to

utfect the crop, when applied to the soil, are among
the profound wonders of nature. Who, before ex-

perience had taught us what it has, would not have
ridiculed the idea that half a bushel of ground plaster

of Paris, strewed over an acre of ground, would
cause land otherwise unproductive to become covered

with a most luxuriant vegetation, and to yield tons

of hay to the cultivator ? Yet who will pretend that

this is anything more than the first step in the pro-

found science of manures and their influence ujoon

vegetation ?

Various mineral manures of extraordinary efficacy

are now coming into use in Great Britain and in this

country, as, for example, saltpetre and the nitrate of

soda? What is to solve the secrets of their opera-
tion, and consequently determine the best modes and
times of applying them, but the science of chemistrj',

aided by practical observation ?

" The fit period," says Daubeny, " for collecting

the fruits of the soil, depends upon the physiological

fact, that the farinaceous matter which constitutes

the nutritive portion of those tubers that serve for

food toman, being designed for the nourishment ofthe
bud, begins to be consumed as soon as the latter

starts into existence."

Here now is a most important fact, which science

alone could have discovered, and which has at once
various practical bearings in the gathering and uses
of these productions.
How far the productiveness of plants is effected by

the nature and condition of the soil, how manures
operate to produce their efl["ects, what relation the
fertility of a soil bears to its mineral constituents,
the dependence of vegetable life upon air and water,
and heat and light, are all questions, which with
many others must materially affect our cultivation.

These are points which science, properly so called,

alone can solve.

When many minds are concentrating their rays
upon the same point, why should it not be rendered
luminous ? It is to the glory of Massachusetts that
she has taken the lead among these States in forward-
ing the plans of scientific improvement ; and by her
geological, botanical, and zoological surveys she has
already contributed to practical science in the most
essential manner. These contributions are not to be
estimated by a pecuniary value ; and the cost, com-
pared with the good accomplished and ultimately to
result from them, deserves not a second's consider-
ation with an intelligent and patriotic mind.

It is only for these sentiments, which are founded
on the highest truth, to become more deeply im-
pressed on the minds of the agricultural community,
for them to take a just interest in the great subject
of practical education ; and to see that, where their
patronage is in any form bestowed, it should be ap-
plied with an impartial hand to the advancement of
their interests in a just proportion to those of other
departments and classes in the community. It is

my honest opinion, which I should be most happy
to correct upon farther light, that this is not done

in any of our colleges or universities to the extent
which is desired. The course of education in general
pursued in these places, is adapted almost exclusively
to the training young men for the learned profes-
sions, and very little for the more practical and pro-
ductive pursuits of life.

Education may be considered as having three
prominent objects ; first as a mere exercise of the in-

tellectual powers, the strengthening and disciplining

of the mind for action ; and in this respect it matters
little what the particular study is provided it is of a
nature to call out the faculties, to foim a habit of
attention and concentration, and to bring the powers
of the mind entirely under the command of the will.

The second is as matter of ornament and luxury and
personal gratification. Education tends to give re-

finement and elegance to the manners and character,
and puts within reach of its possessor innumerable
means and sources of pleasure; yet though it is

called liberal with a large portion of those who enjoy
its advantages, it seems to serve only as an instru-
ment of personal ambition and vanity, or of selfish

indulgence or gratification. But the third and high-
est object of education, is that of forming the mind
and character to everything that is manly and useful,

developing the physical powers iu tbeir highest per-
fection, and seeking a correspondent developement
of the intellectual and moral man

;
preparing men

for the practical business of jiractical life ; to provide
for their own subsistence and welfare, and the sub-
sistence and welfare of others ; to advance civiliza-

ation ; to increase the wealth of the community;
to adorn and embellish society by all the arts which
ingenuity can invent, and to contribute to the gene-
ral comfort ; to multiply and extend the means of
enjoyment and improvement, and further the pro-
gress of mankind in all that is useful and good.

For these objects, which are the best objects of
human aim, education cannot be made too practical.

To these objects the great jjursuits of agriculture,

manufactures, and commerce, when under an en-
lightened direction and raised to the dignity of liberal
professions, must essentially contribute; I will not
say more than all the learned professions, because I
wish to institute no offensive comparison ; but I may
say without these the learned professions could do
nothing. And as far as experience goes, the intellec-

tual and moral progress of society corresponds to the
advanced condition of these great interests.

In every institution, therefore, for liberal and
general education, these objects should be prominent.
They are at least entitled to their place iu the sys-
tem. In every university there should be, for ex-
ample, a professor of commerce and ti'ade, embracing
in his instructions all the subjects of trade, all the
customs and laws of trade throughout the world, the
subjects of currency, banking, and exchange, and
the arts of ship-building, equipment, and navigation.

There should be likewise a professor of manufactures,
who should give instruction in the mechanic arts and
inventions in the various machinery employed in

these arts, and in the history of their condition and
progress. There should be, likewise, a professor of
agriculture, whose department should embrace every
department of this great art, with the kindred
sciences of botany, zoology, and chemistry, as far as

they bear upon it. The university could not estab-

lish more useful courses of instruction. In regard to

this latter subject many of our young men, who are

graduated with a fair classical reputation, seem
hardly to have discovered that the bread which feeds

them does not come as the manna did to the ancient

Israelites.
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EXPERIMENTS WITH MANURES.
By Robert Monteitii, Esq., of Carstairs.

I. Oat Crop, 184.3.—Part of a field manured with

2671bs. of guano, at the cost of 31s. per imperial

acre, produced per acre 5'J bushels.

INIanured with 10 bushels of bone-dust, at the

cost of 2.'?s. 4d. per imperial acre, produced per acre

43 bushels.

The difference may be stated as follows :
—

Cost of guano, 31s. Od. ;
produce, 59 bush-

els, at 2s. (Jd ..£7 7 6

Cost of bones, 23s. 4d.
;
produce, 43 bush-

els, at 2s. (>d 5 7 6

7s. 8d.

Deduct difference of manure.
2

7

Leaving in favour of guano .... £1 12 4

II. Hay Crop, 1843.—To part of a field, manured
tbo previous year with farmyard dung, was given

2fJ71bs. of guano per imperial acre, at the cost of 31s.,

and the extra produce, per acre, was 22 cwt. of haj',

which, at 3s. per cwt., is £3 G

Deduct expense of guano . . 1 11

Leaving in favour of guano, £1 15 per acre

g § §3
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has not, at a later period, witnessed the immense
power wielded by Mr. O'Connell and his friends.

The whig measure of reform, by extending the

constituencies of cities and boroughs, threw an im-
mense power into the hands of the whigs, quite suffi-

cient to swamp the county representation ; until tlie

Duke of Buckingham got the 50/. tenancy c^ualifica-

tion engrafted on the measure, which then gave to

property its due share in the representation, and forwhich
the whigs and the leaguers will never forgive the Duke.
In Ireland the same game is now playing, and will con-
tinue to be played until property obtain its due share

in the representation, and which I am happy to find

will soon occupy the attention of Parliament as a

Government measure ; then we may hope for peace in

that blindly deceived, misguided country, when its

vast sources of wealth will be opened to English capital

and enterprize, for under Heaven I do not believe there

is a more beautiful, more fruitful spot than Ireland.

Long before the whigs quitted office, it was seen by
all who chose to open their eyes, that they were trying

to coax the manufacturing and commercial interests on
their side, well knowing that the landed interest had
taken alarm at their fixed duty panacea, and their other

measures for supporting public credit. Out then went
the hydra of faction in the shape of an Anti-Corn-Law
League ; their pocketswelllined with gold, theyemployed
preachers, not to preach the truth, but to set class

against class, farmers against landlords, labourers

agamst farmers, and shopkeepers and tradesmen
against all of them, especially in cities and borouglis,

where the elective franchise could be employed
to return members pledged to vote for the im-
mediate repeal of the corn laws, regardless

of tlie ruin they knew would spread througli tiie length

and breadth of the land, if such a reckless proceeding

succeeded. Let tlie landlords and tenant farmers look

to these voters. Fortunately the lion heart of Eng-
land was roused ; and if, as Englishmen, they do their

duty, this country will still maintain her high position

among the kingdoms of the world—let the landlords

and tenant farmers but go hand in hand, and let both
look to the due employment and sufficient payment of

their labourers, giving a religious education to tlie

young, and showing kindness to all, when, in the

words of the excellent vicar of tliis parish, on a late

occasion, " they will insure the peaceable enjoyment
of that which they possess, with the reward of having

done their duty here, and the reasonable hope of a

greater reward in another and better world."

Having disposed of the two first items at the head
of my paper, I proceed to lay before your readers the

form of a lease, resulting from cortsiderable experience

in all that relates to the beneficial employment of ca-

pital in agriculture, and promoting the interests of all

parties concerned in the cultivation of the soil. From
the reports of speeches made by Sir Robert Peel and
Lord Stanley at agricultural meetings, held at Litch-

field, Tamworth, and Liverpool in tlie last year, those

gentlemen appeared to recommend landlords to grant

leases upon equitable terms to their tenants, as an in-

ducement to them to expend capital in extended im-
provements, such as might afford the reasonable hope
of a return of their capital with interest, and some-
thing more for then* skill and labour bestowed in its

application. Hence arises three important questions

for consideration—the length of the term, the amount
of rent, and the covenants of the lease, so as to meet
any change in the corn and pro^'ision laws which Par-
liament may hereafter find it expedient or necessary to

make, and so that the rent may keep pace with the
fluctuation of prices, arising from those or any other

causes of a general nature.

Assuming the first year's vent to have been fixed,

with reference to the prices established by law for the
commutation of tithes in England and Wales, viz.,

wheat at 7s. 0:Jd. per bushel, barley at 3s. ll^d. per
bushel, and oats at 2s. 9d. per bushel, the following
form of lease for a Michaelmas entry will a))ply very
generally, varying the clauses to suit particular locali-

ties, omitting some and inserting others as circum-
stances may require.

It will be observed that the tenant is not confined as
to the crops he shall cultivate ; only that he must
adopt a rotation of crops, alternating corn, grain, or
seed crops with fallow or green crops ; and, as the five

course appears to be better adapted for the generality
of soils than any other, the covenants of the present
lease are drawn in accordance with that system : on
some thin soils, a six, or even an eight years' shift

;

particularly on calcareous soils, adapted to tlie growth
of sainfoin, may be necessai^ ; and, on rich soils

near to towns, the four, or even the three course
shift may be employed with advantage. The
lease provides for the drainage of wet lands, for
the improvement of the farm-yards and farm-build-
ings, and a mode of entry and quitting consistent with
the just interests of all parties. Provision is also made
for the landlord to re-enter upon a limited quantity
of land ; to allot as garden ground to labourers em-
ployed upon the farm, or occupying cottages belonging
to him ; also authorizing the tenant, and his friends in
company, to course, hunt, and take hares and rabbits,

those great destroyers of cultivated crops, enabling
tenants to invite their corn-factors, their cattle

salesmen, their dairy-factors, their hop merchants,
and other friends to take a day's sport ; enabling them
also to preserve just so much game as will not
injure their crops, yet sufficient to furnish reason-
able sjiort to their landlords and their friends, whenever
they visit their farms : tenants would then feel an in-

terest in keeping ofl' poachers, who before were their

best friends ; for be it known to all landlords that
poacliers are among the best friends most tenant-farm-
ers at present have. Nor is that all ; it is

quite contrary to reason and common sense,

that tenant-farmers should be expected to res-

pect those landlords who call upon them to pay
the full value of their farms, and then deprive
them of the means of paying their rent, by reserving
all the game to themselves. Pheasants and partridges do
but little harm as compared with that done by hares
and rabbits. By such an arrangement with tenants,
landlords would be certain of a larger proportion of
the former species of game than they now get ; the
farmers would look after, and keep oft', poachers for
their own sakes ; and, by degrees, that class of maraud-
ers would become extinct, a consummation to be de-
voutly wished by all who desire to see our jails free

from that demoralizing class. The covenants also pro-
vide for the care and protection ofyoung trees likely to
become timber, by giving the tenant a direct mterest in
their preservation.

In conclusion, it will be a source of great gratifi-

cation to me if, after a long professional life, and par-
ticularly after a considerable portion of the last four
years, spent in close attention to the rural affairs of
the country, as a member of the Council of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England, to find that I have
been so fortunate as to frame a form of lease adapted
to the times in which we live, and in accordance with
the best interests of landlords and tenant-farmers, and
of the community generally. James Dean.

Tottenham, Feb. 7, 1844.
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Tlie parties.

FORM OF A FARM LEASE ADAPTED TO THE PRESENT TIMES.
BY JAMES DEAN.

THIS LEASE made and duly executed on the 10th day of August, 1844, by and between Sir R.
P , Bart., of , in the county of , of the one part, and Richard Cobden,

rp. . of the parish of , in the county of , of the other part, as follows :

—

lU'iation.
" WITNESSETH that, for and in consideration of the rents, covenants, provisos, and agreements,

liereiiiafter reserved and contained, and which on the part and behalf of the said R. C, are to be

.
paid, done, and performed, he, the said Sirll. P., HATH demised, leased, set, and to farm letten,

*" ^"'^'* and by these presents DOTH demise, lease, set, and to farm let unto the said R. C, ALL that mes-

Tlie parcols. suage, tenement, or farm house, now or late in the possession of Joseph Humus, situate and being
in the parish of , in the said county of , together with all and singular the

More Bir-
y^'"'^''' g^i'dens, orchards, barns, stables, cowhouses, and other farm buildings thereunto belonging

;

eels. ' and also all those several closes, pieces, or parcels of land, containing together 317 acres or there-

abouts, lying and being in the said parish of , the particulars whereof are set forth in a

schedule hereunder written, together with their and every of their rights, members, and appurte-

nances, privileges, and immunities whatsoever.

Exception EXCEPT and always reserved out of the present lease unto the said Sir R. P., ALL timber and
of trees, timber-like trees, saplings, tellers, and minerals, with liberty to cut down, dig, work, take and
mmera s,

c^j-ry away the same, making satisfaction to the said R. C. for the land so taken, and for any da-

mage done to the standing crops. ALSO the right to alter any hedges and to })lant trees in the

hedge-rows or on other parts of the said land. ALSO of exchanging intermixed lands. ALSO of

altering and diverting roads or footpaths, and making new ones. ALSO of diverting streams of

water for the purpose of irrigating lands or otherwise, so as not to prejudice the said farm or lands.

ALSO of making ponds and leading water into or through the leased premises, making compensa-
Withiugresg tion to the said R. C. for any damage done thereby. ALSO for the said Sir R. P. his agents and

s'or &c'^*"to
'^'oi'^^'uen at all times during the said term to enter into and upon the said premises and every i)art

view, ii'c. thereof, to view the state and condition thereof, and of all defects, defaults, and omissions, to give

notice in writing to the said R. C, that he may forthwith repair and make good the same. ALSO
craV" *T^

reserves liberty to sow with clover, sainfoin, grass, or other herbaceous seeds, such parts of the said
" leased premises as shall be planted or cropped with wheat, barley, or oats, next before the determi-

nation of this lease, which seeds the said R. C. shall and will brush-harrow in, and will not nor
shall depasture the produce thereof with sheep, cattle, horses, or other animals, after harvest, but

Reserves ^'^^^ leave the same for the then immediate use and benefit of the said Sir R. P., compensation being

game and made by the said Sir R. P. for such brush-harrowing, and for the feed of the stubble, as may be
tish, kc, agreed ujjon at the time of such occurrence happening, or as the arbitrators hereinafter mentioned

and^rabbit?
s^^^l deem reasonable, they, the said arbitrators, taking into their consideration the foul or clean

which the
' state of such stubble land in the fixing of the amount of such compensation. ALSO reserving all

lessee may game and fish and the right of sporting ujion and over the leased premises, and taking the game
course, found thereon for himself and all persons in his company, or authorized by liim in writing, at all times,

and take.
' except hares and rabbits, which the said R. C. and his friends in company may course, hunt, ferret,

Lessee not and take for his and their use and benefit, he the said R. C. preserving the other game from
to allow poachers and others to the utmost of his ability. ALSO reserves the right of bringing any action

Baths to be
^'^ ^'^^''^"^ ^S^"^*'*' ^'^^P'^*^^'"'' "^ the name of the said R. C, indemnifying him from costs. AND

made. that the said R. C. SHALL NOT NOR WILL allow any other than the accustomed roads or paths
Lessor re- to be made or used across, over, or through the leased premises or any ])art thereof. ALSO reserv-
serves land [^g ,^q|- exceeding acres of the leased arable land nearest to the cottages of labourers em-

dens to cot- ployed upon the said farm, or who may rent cottages belonging to the said Sir R. P., for such time

tagers. and at such rent as may be agreed upon, clear of all assessments, rates, or other payments whatso-

ever, and in case of difterence as to the length of time and the amount of such rent, the same to be
Habendum,

^^^^i^^ ^y t^g arbitrators to be appointed as is hereinafter mentioned. TO HAVE AND TO HOLD
the said premises with the appurtenances (except as before excepted), free and clear of all tithe

For years, commutation rent charge, unto the said R. C. for 20 years, to commence and be computed from the

-a, ^ , 29th day of September next ensuing, and fully to be complete and ended. YIELDING AND
fixeil rent PAYING, therefore, in respect of the first year of the said term, the clear yearly rent or sum of

tlie first four hundred pounds of lawful British money current in England, by erjual quarterly payments on
year after- the 2.5th day of December, the 25th day of March, the 24th day of June, and the 29th day of Sep-

coni'ieiit
tember, the first payment thereof to become due and payable on the 25th day of December next en-

suing tlie date hereof, which rent has been fixed with reference to the average prices of equal

quantities of wheat, barley, and oats, being respectively, of wheat 7s. O^^d. per bushel, barley 3s.

11 jd. per bushel, and oats 2s. 9d. per bushel ; and that the rent of each succeeding year shall have re-

ference to and be regulated by the returns of the average prices of wheat, barley, and oats, as jjublished

at the commencement of each year in the " London Gazette," and the amount thereof shall be paid

by the said 11. C. to the said Sir R. P. in equal )iortions, viz., at Christmas, Lady day. Mid-
summer day, and Michaelmas day, as aforesaid, and in proportion to those averages, as 7s. O^d. per

bushel for wheat, 3s. 11.id. per bushel for barley, and 2s. 9d. per bushel for oats in equal pro))or-

tion are to four hundred j)Ounds, the rent first reserved, PROVIDED that, in no case shall the

amount of rent for any year be calculated upon lower averages than Is. Gd. per bushel for wheat, 2s.

(Jd. i)er bushel for barley, Jind Is. Gd. per bu.sliel for oats, nor on a higher average than 9s. ))er

bushel for wheat, 5s. ))er bushel for barley, and 3s. per bushel for oats ; and in case of diflerence be-

tween the said Sir R. P. and the said R. (,"., as to the amount of rent due and payable from time to

time, the said R. C. shall pay to the said Sir R. P. at the rate of four hundred pounds per annum,
by quarterly payments as aforesaid until such difference shall be adjusted eithei* by themselves or by
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the referees to be appointed as is hereinafter mentioned. AND AT-SO YIELDING AND PAY- An nddiu-

ING, therefore, yearly and every year during the remainder of the said term by (piarterly jiayments 'j'",!'' ]",'''|j.

at the times aforesaid, the sum of .£'50 per aere, per ainium, over and above the rents hereinbefore ing, &c.
reserved for every aere of the leased closes described in the said schedule as meadow and pasture, in-

cluding orchards, which the said R. C. shall plough, dig, break uji, or convert into tillage, and so

in proportion for a less cpiantity than an acre, the first ])ayment thereof to be made on the second

quarter dav which shall happen next after such ploughing, digging, or breaking up of the said Proviso on

meadow or pasture land, or any part thereof. PROVIDED ALWAYS NEVERTHELESS that non-piiy-

if it shall happen that the said rents hereby reserved, or either of them, or any taxes, levies, or as- '"^^"^

sessments, which shall be taxed, rated, or assessed on the said hereby leased premises (except land

tax, tithe commutation, rent-charge, and property-tax), shall be behind and unpaid by
the space of thirty days next over or after the days of payment whereon the same ought on nssign-

to be paid as aforesaid (being lawfully demanded) ; Oil if the said R. C. shall assign inent by

over or otherwise part with this lease, or the premises hereby leased, or any part thereof, J^'s*'^*' witli-

to any persons or person whatsoever, other than as aforesaid, or to his wife, child, or children, jessor may
in and by his last will and testament in writing, without the consent in writing of the said re-enter.

Sir R. P. first had and obtained for that purpose ; or if these presents and the said premises there-

in mentioned, or any part thereof, shall become assignable by operation of law during the said term
hereby leased, then and in eitlier of the said cases it shall and maybe lawful to and for the said Sir

R. P., his heirs or assigns into the premises hereby leased, or any part thereof, in the name of the

whole, to re-enter, and the same to have again, retain, repossess, and enjoy as in his and their first _,, ,

and former estate, anything herein contained to the contrary thereof in any wise notwithstanding, covenants to

AND the said R.C. doth hereby covenant, promise, and agree to and with the said Sir R.P,, in man- pay the re-

ner following (that is to say), that he, the said R. C, will and shall well and truly pay, or cause to be served rents,

paid, unto the said Sir R. P., the said reserved rents, at the days and times and in the manner ''
*"

hereinbefore limited and appointed for payment thereof, according to the respective reservation and
meaning of these presents. AND ALSO that he, the said R. C, shall and will, at his own projier repairs,

costs and charges, well and sufficiently repair, uphold, support, maintain, and keep the said

messuage and farm buildings, gates, posts, rails, pales, stiles, soughs, and drains; he, the said Sir R. The lessor

P. (upon request and notice to him made), finding and allowing on the said premises, or within three to find rough

miles distance thereof, all rough timber, brick, lime, roof tiles, and draining tiles for the doing thereof,
'""^^''> *'''•

which shall be carried to the said hereby leased premises at the charge of the said R. C. ; and the

same premises so repaired and amended, and kept in repair as aforesaid, at the end and expiration
;

or other sooner determination of this present lease, shall and will yield up unto the said .Sir R. P. .
^ ^

AND the said R. C. further agrees that he will, at his own costs and charges, insure, in the joint nants to in-

names of him.self and the said Sir R. P., in the Farmers' Fire Insurance Office, or some other In- sure a.uinst

surance Office in London, the said dwelling-house, barns, stables, and other farm buildings, in the ^'''•

sumof .£'
, and will, once in each year, produce to the said Sir R. P. the receipt for the

have'''ni"ore°

payment of tlie premium thereon. AND ALSO that he, the said R. C, shall not, nor will at any tlinn three-

time during the present lease, have more than three-fifth parts (or as near thereto as the size of the fi*"' parts of

several closes will admit) of the arable land in white-straw corn crops, or other grain or seed crops, in {'"'
,
""''^'^

liiii'l in com
any year ; ANIJ that he shall and will have the remainder of the arable land in grass, crops in any
lea, or fallow crops well hoed and thoroughly cleaned from couch grass or other perennial or annual year, and tlie

weeds. AND that it shall and may be lawful to and for the said Sir R. P., and his heirs and assigns, remaining

with servants, horses, ploughs, carts and other necessaries, after harvest in the year'preceding the ex- .y^^^^ j^^ jg

piration of this present lease, or other sooner determination thereof, to enter upon such parts of the or fallow, or

said hereby leased premises, being not less than two-fifth parts of the arable land, or as near thereto Krcn crops.

as the size of the closes in the rotation will admit, to plough, cleanse, and prepare the same for ^•^'''*°'". '"'"y

wheat, and green or fallow crops, and to have the grass thereof for depasturing sheep, horses, and la^t vtar of
beasts thereon to the end of the said term ; and also to have the dung which shall then be in the the tei in

yard or j'ards without extinguishment of any of the rents herein reserved, but paying for the feed of "l!"" * <".'''-

the land to the said R. C. such sum or sums as may at the time be agreed upon, or as the arbi- on'and'^io""
trators, to be appointed in manner hereinafter mentioned, shall by their award deem reasonable, re- prepare

gard being had to the clean or foul state of the land in fixing the sum so to be paid same for

as aforesaid ; AND ALSO to have .some convenient place in the said dwelling house ^I j"*/ ^'^'.

for his servants to lodge and diet in, and some convenient place to lay hay and chaff lodging for

in, and some convenient stable and sheds for his horses and cattle to stand and be in, servants,

without giving or making any allowance or satisfaction for the same. AND FURTHER that the 6f>i'jl»'

said R. C. shall not at any time or times during the last year of the said term, sell, give away, or for'"'horses'

otherwise dispose of the hay or straw which shall grow or arise upon the said leased premises in said &c.

last year. AND THAT the said R. C. shall and will lay, stack, and in-barn, all the crops of corn, Lessee not

grain, and seeds, which shall be grov\dng and arising upon the said hereby leased premises in every '°, '^^'?
°'*

year of the said term in the barns and rick yards belonging to the said leased premises and not else- dispose of

where, and the same there thrash out, and the straw and stover which shall arise therefrom, and hay or straw

thereby turn into the sheds and j'ards, and the same feed up with his cattle for the better increase '" *''® '•"'

and making of dung, and the dung, soil, and compost which shall arise thereby, lay, spread, and Jg,"_
bestow upon the hereby demised premises in a good husband-like manner, and not elsewhere, and And to in-

shall and will leave unto and for the use of the said Sir R. P., all the muck, dung, and compost which •"'"u &c. tlio

shall be made on the said leased premises in the last year of the ?aid term, which shall arise from the [|"p prcm^'°e"
two last crops of hay, corn, and grain, for manuring, the premises or otherwise to be disposed of as And to use

he, the said Sir R. P., shall think fit and convenient, and that the said R. C. shall cultivate the whole tlie straw

of the arable land in a due rotation of crops to the end of the said term as that not more than ^}'''^^'' .

three-fifth parts thereof shall at any time be in white straw, corn, or other grain and seed crops, and cultivate the

as that not less than two-fifth parts thereof shall be in the grass lea, or jn fallow or green crops, to land in the
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last years of the eud that there shall and may be four clear and distinct courses of cropping of the arable land

iii^ Uie "i)i"-
'^^ ^^'^'^ rotation, within the said term of 20 years, and especially within the last five years of the

vious years, said term ; and farther that he the said R. C, shall not nor will mow any of the ancient pasture liereiu

leased, nor in the last year of the said term mow any of the meadow ground, or any of the artificial

grass crops on the arable land, more than once in that year ; and shall not nor will, at any time or

times during the said term, carry off the said demised premises any unthrashed corn or grain, or any
hay, straw, fodder, muck, dung, compost, or other manure which shall be produced or raised there-

J
on, without the previous consent in writing of the said Sir R.P. ; and that the said R.C. shall and will,

pay taxes '^t all times during the said term of 20 years hereby leased, bear, pay, and discharge all such taxes,

and assess- rates, and assessments, parliamentary and parochial, as are now or shoU hereafter be taxed, charged,
ments, &c. rated, or assessed upon the said premises or any part thereof, the land-tax and property-tax only

Not to out
^-'^cepted. AND THAT the said R. C. shall not, at any time or times during the present

hedges un- lease, ciit, plash, nor make new any of the hedges belonging to the hereby demised premises but
der a certain such as shall be years' growth at the least, and those only at seasonable times in the year, and

Lesse'e'' not
^^^" *'^^ closes and ground to which such hedges belong shall be sown with corn, gram, or seeds,

to lop trees, ^r be closes of old meadow or pasture ; and after the same shall have been cut, plashed, or made
except pol- new as aforesaid, the same shall and will preserve, and keep from biting or destruction by cattle, or
lards. otherwise ; and at such cutting and plashing thereof, will cleanse and scour and if necessary deepen the

covenants to
flitches or watercourses against such hedge or hedges where ditches have been heretofore, and also

find timber, shall cleanse all open drains and watercourses running into and through the leased premises ; and shall
&c., for re- and will, before the cutting or making of any such hedge or hedges, give ten days' notice in writing to

U^'onuo-
the said Sir R. P., or his agent, to the end that he or such agent may set out and mark such saplings

tjce. and tellers therein as were not left from former cuttings of such hedges likely to become timber, to

And to al- remain for that purpose, not exceeding one such sapling or teller in every chain of 66 feet in length

^P^^
'^l*^'""''

runnuig measure, which saplings and tellers the said R. C. shall and will preserve and protect in

thrashing
their maiden state, being allowed by the said Sir R. P. at the end of the said term one shilling for

and using each such sapling and teller so marked, set out, and preserved as aforesaid. AND THAT the said
the lessee's R. C. shall not nor will, at any time or times during the term hereby leased, lop, top, shred, or

ifay *^s'traw
^^^' ^^^ ^^ *^^ trees, except pollards as have been usually topped and cut by former tenants, and

&'(,.' ' those only whose heads are not less than ten years' growth ; and lastly, that he the said R. C. shall

And rooms and will in all respects manage the said farm and lands according to the rules of good husbandry

,

["Vl"''"'*
and shall not impoverish nor make barren the same farm and lands. AND the said Sir R. P. doth

and dfet in.
liereby covenant, promise, and agree to and with the said R. C. in manner following :—(that is to say),

Tlie lessor that he the said Sir R. P. shall and will from time to time durmg this present lease, at seasonable
will repair times for cutting timber, provide and allow unto the said R. C. on the said premises or within three

in^ &c "in
^^^^^ distant therefrom, necessary rough timber, bricks, lime, roof-tiles, and draining-tiles, for the

the'first'in- repairing and amending thereof, within thirty days after notice in writing of the want thereof by the
stance. said R. C, the said materials to be carried to the said leased premises at the expense of the said R.
Les«or on Q_ AND that he the said Sir R. P. shall and will permit and suffer the said R. C. to have the use

find stones ^^ the barns, yards, and granaries, hereby leased, and a paddock of grass land near called , for the

and tiles for laying in and thrashing out and consuming into manure of his crop of corn, grain, and seeds, which
drainingwet shall be growing and arising upon the premises in the last year of tiie said term hereby leased, for

doin'' *^*tlie
^^^ '^P^" ^'"^ ^^ ^^^ straw and stover which shall arise therefrom, with horses, neat cattle, sheep, and

labour, &c. pigs, until the first day of May next after the end, expiration, or otlier sooner determination of the
Or the les- said term of 20 years. AND ALSO to have for those purposes some convenient rooms in the said
sor will hereby leased messuage or farm house for his servants to lodge and diet in, and stable room for his

complete horses to stand in, and some convenient j)lace to lay hay and chaff in, until the said 1st day of May
the drainage next after the determination of the said term of 20 years as aforesaid, as may be agreed upon by the
at his own said parties, or as the arbitrators to be appointed as aforesaid shall appoint. AND FURTHER
see"^"payi*n"

*^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^'^ ^' ^* ^^^'"^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ at his own proper cost and charges, within the first year of

interest on the said term hereby granted, repair and put into good tenantable repau- the said messuage or farm
the expen- house, barns, stables, and other farm buildings, gates, posts, rails, pales, soughs, tile or stone drains.

Lessor will
^^ ^'" '^^longing to the said hereby leased premises. AND ALSO that he, the said Sir R.P. will, at the

re-form and re'inest in writing of the said R. C, from time to time at his own costs and chai-ges provide stone or
improve tiles or both for the draining of all or any of the wet land hereby leased which may require the
farm-yard game, and will cause the drains to be marked out by a competent surveyor, which drains when so

liquM^'^ma- '^'^'k^d out, the said R. C. shall and will at liis own cost and charges cause to be digged and opened

niire, being to such depth or depths as the said surveyor shall direct, and shall and will fill in the same trenches
paid iviterest with tiles, stone, brushwood, straw, and earth, or other material, in such manner and in such pro-

on^'the^'ex-
P°''tions as the said sun'eyor shall direct, the said R. C. at his own costs and charges finding tlie

jienditure. carriage of the stones and tiles and other materials necessary for making and completing the said

And will drains and the approaches and outlets thereto. Or the said Sir R. P. will, on request in writing by
make any the said R. C, at his own costs and charges make, fill, and complete the said drains, and will pru-

nian'en't'^[m-
^^^^ the requisite stone and tiles for the douig thereof upon being paid by the said R. C. 5 per cent,

provemont per annum for the outlay of capital thereon during tlie remainder of the said term, the said R. C.
on the finding and providing at his own costs and charges brushwood and stones and carriage of stone,

n^ils les-
*^'^^' ^"^ other materials necessary for the making and completing of the said drains. AND ALSO

see paying that he the said Sir R. P. will upon request and being approved by him, at his own cost and
interest on charges, sink, re-form, and improve the said farm yard or yards in such ways and manner as to receive

\''f
.';''P'^"' and preserve the liquid manure arising or made therein, and will sink and stein a well or wells in such

'

'

"^^

yard or yards, and will place the requisite ]uimp or pumps therein, for the purpose of raising the

V i|'^'*^*'f
accumulated liquid manure to be used by the said R. C. in manuring such of the land so lea.sed as

to make ™^y require and will be most imjiroved by the same, being paid in respect of such expenditure by
such iiu- the said R. C. 5 per cent, per aiuium during the remainder of the said term, AND ALSO that he
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the said Sir R. P. will upon the request of the said R. C. make any other permanent improvement
upon the said leased premises whieli he the said Sir R. 1'. shall approve, upon being paid by the said

R. C. interest at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum upon the sum or sums expended about the same.

OR m the event of the said R. C's. electing to make such permanent improvements in drainhig and
irrigating any of the said lands, and in the farm yards and farm buildings, at his own costs and
charges iu the first instance, such proposed improvements being approved by the said Sir R.

P. by writing under his hand and made within the first fifteen years of the said term,

the said Sir R. P. shall and will at the expiration of the said term pay to the said R.
C. towards the cost of such improvements such sum as shall be agreed upon, or any sum which
the arbitrators appointed as hereinafter mentioned shall think just and reasonable, such arbitrators

taking into their consideration the then state of such improvements, the time that has elapsed since

they were made, the benefit which the said R. C. has or might have received from the same, and the

advantage which the reversioner may derive from such expenditure. And it is mutually agreed that

the mode of entering upon the said farm by the said R. C, after the expiration of the tenancy of the

said Josejih Humus, shall regulate, as far as is practicable, the mode of quitting by the said R. C.

at the end of the said term ; but, so as not to interfere with the course of husbandry herein pre-

scribed, the difference, if any, to be ascertained and valued by the said arbitrators, and the amount
shall be forthwith paid to the party entitled thereto. AND the said Sir R. P. and the said R. C.
mutually agree that, if, at any time during the said term of twenty years, any difi"erence or contro-

versy shall arise between them touching or concerning this lease, or the buildings or lands leased

hereby, or any matter or thing relating thereto, the same shall from time to time be referred to the

arbitration of three persons indifferently chosen ; one to be named by the said Sir R. P., one other

by the said R. C, and the third arbitrator to be named by the two referees first appointed ; and the

award of the said arbitrators, or any two of them, if made in writing, within one month from the

date of each such reference, ready to be delivered to the parties in difference, or either of them,
shall be binding and conclusive upon both the said parties : and, if it shall happen that eitlier of the

said parties shall at any time or times hereafter, upon request in writing to the other of them, refuse

or neglect to refer any matter or thing then in diff'erence between them in this lease contained or

herein referred to, and such refusal or neglect shall continue for the space of seven days after such
request, and then not agreed to, for the party making sucli request to appoint one such arbitrator

not interested in the diff'erence then in question, and for that arbitrator to appoint a second arbi-

trator also not interested m the difference in question, and for the two so appointed to appoint a
third arbitrator equally disinterested, who shall forthwith (being first sworn by competent authority)

proceed to enquire into the matter or matters in difference, and the award of the said arbitrators, or

any two of them, if made in writing within one month from the date of each such arbitration ready

to be delivered to either of the parties in difference, shall be binding and conclusive on the said

parties, or either of them, as if the appointment had been made as last hereinbefore-mentioned.

OR, if no such appointment shall be made, the aggrieved party shall be at liberty to take such pro-
oeedmgs at law or in equity as he may be advised, and the present agreement to refer all matters in

difference between the said parties shall not be pleaded in bar to any such action or suit. PRO-
VIDED ALWAYS that the powers of the arbitrators so appointed as aforesaid shall not be con-
strued to extend to annxxl or make void this lease or any part thereof, or to exempt the said R. C.
from damages consequent on the commitment of waste. AND IT IS ALSO mutually agreed by
and between the said parties hereto that the name Sir R. P. shall be interpreted to embrace at every
repetition herein of the same, his heirs, executors, administrators, and assigns ; and at every repe-

tition herein of the name of R. C, the same shall be interpreted to embrace his executors, admuiis-
trators, and assigns.

AND LASTLY, that it shall and may be lawful to and for the said R. C. (paying the rents

hereinbefore reserved, and performing the covenants and agreements hereinbefore mentioned and
contained, and which on his part are or ought to be paid, done, and performed) peaceably and
quietly to have, hold, occupy, possess, and enjoy all and singular the said hereby leased premises,
with the appurtenances, during the said tei"m of twenty years hereby demised, without any molesta-
tion, hinderance, or interruption whatsoever by him, the said Sir R. P., or of any other person or
persons lawfully or equitably claiming or to claim by, from, or under him, them, or any of them.

In witness, &c.

SCHEDULE HEREIN REFERRED TO.
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yirovonients

at Ills own
fXpi'llSO,

lessor to al-

low and re-

pay a pro-
portion of
the expendi-
ture at the

end of the

term.

Mode of
entry upon
the farm to

govern the
mode of
quitting at

the end of
the term.

Lessor and
lessee mutu-
ally agree to

refer all

matter of
difference

between
them to

arbitration.

Proviso that

arbitrators

shall not
have power
to annul the

lease.

Interpreta-
tion clause.

Covenant
for quiet en-
joyment.

No. on State.

Map.
1. House, homestead,

and garden . . . .

|

2. Orchard iPasture.

3. Home meadow .... Meadow 10 1

4. Church meadow . . 'Ditto . . 15 3
5. Cow pasture Pasture. 20 2
6. Sheep down Ditto . . 30 2

7. Ley field Arable . 8

8. Stubble ground Ditto . . 12
9. Long field Ditto . . 16

10. Square field .Ditto . . 18
11. Lodge ground iDitto ..620

3

2 o;

3 o;

No. on
Map.
12. Clay field

13. Marl-pit ground
14. Sandy lands . . .

.

15. Loam croft . . .

,

16. Chalk hills

17. Red land

18. Woodside
19. Great park . . .,

20. East Ham
21. Further field . . .,

State.

Arable

.

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

.

Ditto .

.

A. R. r.

18

24
1

3
12

16 1

24 3

1

82

22 Oi

•235

Total acres 1317

i^o<«,—The above atlmeasurements include buildings, yarJs, fences, occupntign rgiids, and wastes, efjiual to about 17 acres.
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ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.

A monthly Council was held at the Society's house,

in Hanover-square, on Wednesday last, the 7th of

February, present, the Right Hon. Earl Spencer,

President, in the Chair, His Royal Highness the Duke
of Cambridge, His Grace the Duke of Richmond,
Viscount Torrington, Hon. Robert Henry Clive, M.P.,

Hon. Captain Spencer, Colonel Austen, T. Raymond
Barker, Esq., Samuel Bennett, Esq., W. R. Browne,

Esq., French Burke, Esq., Colonel Challoner, F.

Clifford Cherry, Esq., H. C. Compton, Esq., M.P.,
Layton C joke, Esq., J. Evelyn Denison, Esq., M.P.,
Humphrey Gibbs, Esq., B. Brandreth Gibbs, Esq.,

Stephen Grantham, Esq., W. Goodenough Hayter,

Esq., M.P., W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq., John Hudson,
Esq., W. H. Hyett, Esq., John Kinder, Esq., Fielder

King, Esq., William Miles, Esq., M.P., Philip Pusey,

Esq., ISI.P., Francis Pym, Esq., Professor Sewell,

William Shaw, Esq., J. Villiers Shelley, Esq., and H.
S, Thompson, Esq.

The minutes of the former Monthly and Special

Councils having been read,

The names of candidates for election at the next

meeting, amounting to 91 in number, were then read,

together with the names of the members on whose
proposition they were respectively nominated to the

Council for admission into the Society.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the

Finance Committee, presented to the Council the

]N'Ionthly Report on the state of the Funds of the So-

ciety ; from which it appeared, that on the 31st of

January, the current cash-balance in the hands of

Messrs. Drummond, the Society's Bankers, amounted
to 1,870/., and the Stock invested in the names of the

Trustees of the Society, to 7,700/. The Report also

announced the extensive distribution of the Cottage

Tracts on Gardening and Cookery among agri-

cultural labourers, through the medium of Members
of the Society ; the addition of Mr. Brandreth Gibbs

and Mr. W. R. Browne to the House Committee
;

and the reception of a communication from the Certi-

fying Barrister of Friendly Societies, informing the

Council that the Society had been included in the list

of institutions entitled to exemption from County,

Borough, Parochial, and other local rates on land and
buildings.

Conditions on Resignation.—The Chairman of the

Finance Committee then called the attention of the

Council to the following paragraph, in conclusion of

the Report :
—"The Committee have had submitted to

them the list of members expressing their desire to

withdraw from the Society ; many of whose letters

contain simply an expression of such desire, while

others assign reasons for their so doing at variance

with the fundamental rules of the Society. The Com-
mittee feel it their duty to recommend to the Council

the acceptance of such resignations, upon the payment
of the Subscriptions due ; but submit to the Council

that they cannot recognize such reasons as grounds for

their withdrawal." The question was then put from
the Chair, and the whole of the Report unanimously
conhrmed by the Council.

Southamjjton Meeting.—Communications were re-

ceived, and referred to the general Southampton Com-
mittee, from Mr. Mayes, the Chairman of the Local
Committee of the Corporation, expressing the readi-

ness of the authorities at Southampton to co-operate

with the Society in the preparations for the meeting
;

from Colonel Le Couteur, President of the Jersey, and
Mr. Dobree, President of the Guernsey Agricultural

Society, explanatory of conditions connected with the

exhibition of cattle of the Channel Islands breed ; and
from Mr. Matcham, agent of the South-Wcstern Rail-

way, offering to contract for the conveyance of all

goods and implements from the terminus of the rail-

way to the .Show-yard.—Mr. Cuthbert Johnson pre-

sented to the Council the draft of a bill " to authorize

the Society to enclose common or other open lands

for the purposes of show-yards, to protect their pro-

perty, and to suspend during a certain period the

privileges of those who possess rights of common and

other claims to the land which may be from time to

time occupied by the Society." The Council resolved,

that their best thanks should be returned to Mr.
Cuthbert Johnson, for this instance of his attention to

the interests of the Society, but that having the assu-

rance of unanimous votes of the commoners at two
public meetings convened by the Mayor at Southamp-
ton, for the consideration of the question, and a full

confidence in the cordial feeling manifested towards

the Society, in the promotion of its objects at the

ensuing meeting in July by the inhabitants of that

town and neighbourhood, they think the measure pro-

posed would in every point of view be inexpedient.

Entry for Exhibition.—Mr. Raymond Barker, as

Chairman of the Special Committee, appointed by the

Council to inquire into the case of the parties charged

with an attempt at the Derby Meeting to effect the

entry of a churn by improper means after the date of

entry had expired, and M'ho had conseqxiently been
declared disqualified for futm"e exhibition, submitted

to the Council the result of their inquiry. Tlie report

stated the explanation offered personally by the repre-

sentative of the parties in question before the Com-
mittee, and concluded with the following paragraphs :

" Under all the circumstances, the Committee regret

that they cannot find sufficient cause to recommend to

the Council any alteration in their decision made on
the 4th of August, 1843. The Committee are further

of opinion that no bye-law on the subject referred to

them need be introduced, inasmuch as they conceive,

that whenever a case of fraud or gross impropriety is

satisfactorily made out, the Society would, as a matter

of course, without the authority of any bye-law, visit

such offence with its highest displeasure, and, so far as

it has authority, with punishment."
West Indian Agriculture.—A letter was read from

the Rev. Dr. Stewart, Hon. Secretary of the Jamaica
Agricultural Society, requesting the favour of com-
munication with the .Society in reference to the com-
mon objects of agricultural interest in England and the

West Lidian Colonies respectively ; and this request

being referred to the Journal Committee, the general

agricultural association of Jamaica was declared a cor-

responding institution, and the Journals of the Society

ordered for the Jamaica association accordingly.

Library and Museum.—Mr. John Robert Hall, of

GroveEnd Road, St. John'sWood, offered to place at the

disposal of the Society, at a valuation, the Agricultural

Library of his brother, the late Mr. Webb Hall, of

Bristol ; originally formed by Mr. Arthur Young for

the Board of Agriculture, and bestowed, on the dis-

continuance of that Board, on Mr. Webb Hall, their

Secretary, in compensation for the loss of office he

thereby sustained. This offer was referred by the

Council to the consideration of the Journal Committee.

Mr. Jardine, as executor of the late Rev. W. L.

Rham, presented to the Society a Flemish plough, im-

ported as a gift to the Society by Mr. Rham, and at

j)rescnt lying at the Custom House. Tliis present was
accepted, with the best thanks of the Council. A
letter was read from Mr. Agnew, of Manchester, ex-

jiressing his hope to be able to present to the Society

the large painting of the Society's trial of implements
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at their country meeting, ami which had been paintwl

for iiim at an expense of 1,000 guineas.—Tlic Duke
of Riclunoiul prcsentetl, on tlie part of Mr. Lewis,

a map of Southampton, on a large scale ; Mr. Layton

Cooke, a copy of his work on the value of landed

property (illustrated by diagrams) ; and the Yorkshire

Society, a copy of the last part of their transactions ;

for which, and lunnerous other presents, the best

thanks of the Council were ordered.—The Council

decided that Dr. Playfair, as consulting chemist to

the Society, should be requested to analyze, under the

direction of the Journal Committee, the s)iccimen of

marl transmitted to the Society by Mr. Trimmer, as

retarding when present the operation of bone dust as u

manure for land.

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the 14th

of February.

At a Weekly Council, held at the Society's House,

in Hanover Square, on Wednesday, the 14th of

February, present. His Grace the Duke of Richmond,
K.G., in the chair. Earl of March, Thos. Raymond
Barker, Esq., F. Burke, Esq., F. C. Cherry, Esq.,

A. E. Fuller, Esq., INI. P., H. Gibbs, Esq., B. Gibbs,

Esq., L. Rogers, Esq., Professor Sewell, H. S.

Tliompson, Esq., and George Wilbraham, Esq.

'Mr. Langdale presented to the Society a new variety

of prolific dwarf pea ; Mr. Wood, a specimen of Alex-

andrian Lupin; the Duke of Richmond, the second

Report of the Morayshire Farmer's Club, on the re-

sults obtained in the application of bones and sulphuric

acid employed as a manure ; Mr. Fleetwood, samples

of the fibres of sunflow'er stalks ; Messrs. Kerr

and Green, details on the sizes and prices of their iron

grated tile ends, for preventing the entrance of vermin

into drains ; Mr. Baines, a communication on the

modes of preserving milk ; Mr. Stronge, a case of pro-

tracted gestation in a cow ; INIr. Bellain and Mr. Coch-

rane, papers on the economical collection of manures
;

Mr. Blurton, on his invention of a metallic churn
;

Mr. Chamock, papers relating to the Yorkshire Drain-

age Society ; and Mr. Meyer, on the destruction of

insects injvu-ious to agricultural crops.

The Council then adjourned, over Ash-Wednesday,
to meet again on the 28th of February.

NEW MEMBERS.
G. J. Bosanquet, Esq., of Broxbourn Bury, near

Hoddesdon, Hertfordshire; Wm. Holbech, Esq., of

Farnborough, near Banbury, Oxfordshire ; and Henry
Hoghton, Esq., of Bold, near M'arrington, Lancashire,

were elected Governors, and the following gentlemen
Members of the Society :

—

Alston, Wm. Chas., Elmdon Hall, near Birmingham
Atkinson, Joseph, Grazing-Nook, Bedale, Yorkshire
Bailey, Frederick, Mitcheldever, Andover-Road,

Whitchurch, Hants
Bassill, Robert, Flamstead House, Redbourne, Herts
Beevor, Henry, Barnby Moor, East Retford, IS^otts

Bennett, Absalom, Mertyn Hall, Hoyw^ell, Flintshire

Bigg, John, Stanstead-Abbot's, near Hoddesdon, Herts
Birchall, Thomas, Ribbleton Hall, Preston, Lane.
Brandrane, John B., Beckenham, Kent
Broderip, Edmund, Manor House, Cossington, near

Bridgewater
Brook, James, Park Farm, Brading, Newport, Isle of
Wight

Butler, John, Caerlcon, Newport, Monmouthshire
Carnegie, the Hon. J. J., Fair Oaks, near Pctersfield

Cartlich, Thomas, Chill Lodge, Tunstall, Newcastle,
Statls.

Child, Thomas, Michelham Priory, Hartshorne, Sussex

Cock, William, Courtledge, Appledore, Tenterden,

Kent
Cole, Thos. Henry, The Green, Wick, near Bath

Coles, Lieut. -Colonel, Woodcote, Alresford, Hants

Cooper, Wm. W., Baniingham Park, Ixworth, Suffolk

Courtney, Thomas, Stratton, Andover-Road, Whit-
church, Hants

Cracroft, Colonel, Hackthorn, near Lincoln

Cunynghame, John, Hensol, Castle Douglas, N. B.

Dandridge, Daniel, East Hendred, near Abingdon
Darnel, Thomas Smith, St. Neot's, Huntingdonshire

Davies, James, The Green, Aberystwj'th, S.W.
Delgairns, W., Guernsey

De Berg, M., Secretary to the Russian Embassy in

London, 30, Dover-street

Dixon, Thos. John, llolton, near Caistor, Lincolnshire

Dixon, Thomas, Darlington, Durham
Dolphin, John, Hxuiter House, Edmondsbyres, Dur-
ham

Eddisou, William, Huddersfield, Yorkshire

Elhott, Jonathan, Sonning, near Reading, Berkshire

Empson, Henry, West Ravendale, Binbrook, Spittal,

Lincolnshire

Fowler, Marshall, Preston HalJ, near Stockton-on-

Tees, Durham
Gibbons, WiUiam, Foxgrove Farm, Beckenham, Kent
Greaves, James, Radclive, near Buckingham
Grosvenor, The Earl, Grosvenor Square, London
Hankin, William, Heller's Place, Bentworth, near

Alton, Hampshire

Hart, Thomas, Wing, near Leighton-Buzzard, Beds.

Hole, James, Knowle House, Dunster, Somersetshire

Hornby, Rev. Robert, Walton-le-dale, Preston, Lane.
Hunt, John, Shirley, near Southampton
Hutton, Thomas, Upton-Gray, Odihani, Hants
Johnson, Francis Dixon, Aykley Heads, Durham
Kerrick, Edward, Arnolds, near Dorking, Surrey

King, John, The Grove, Exton, Alton, Hants
KnoUys, Colonel, Blount's Court, Henley-on-Thames
Langdale, M. R., Mountfield, near Tonbridge WeUs
Langdon, Augustus, Cold-Harbour, near Tonbridge,

Kent
lAnn, William, Broomhill Tile Works, Felton, Nor-

thumberland

Lysons, the Rev. Samuel, Hempsted Court, near
Gloucester

Mason, Richard, Round, near Leominster, Hereford-
shire

Maton, Leonard Pitt, CoUingbourne, near Pewsey,
Wilts

Meggison, George, Gl, Cannon Street, City

Molyneux, Jas. More, Loseley Park, near Guildford,

Surrey
Mundy, Chas. John Henry, Mavis-Enderby, near

Spilsby, Lincolnshire

Pain, John, Houghton, near Stockbridge, Hants
Parkins, Edward, Chesfield Lodge, Stevenage, Herts.

Pelly, Richard Wilson, Upton, Essex

Piper, John D., Colne-Engain, Halstead, Essex
Pope, John Allen, Clifton Farm, near Yeovil, Somerset
Rawlins, George, Lee House, Romsey, Hants.

Rickaby, John, Ulrone House, Bridlington, Yorks.
Roach, John Perreton, Newport, Isle of Wight
Roddam, Joseph, Newton- Stanhope, Weardale, Dur-
ham

Roe, Freeman, 70, Strand

Rogers, Longdon M., E.I.C. Service, Fitzroy Cottage,

Highgate
Rowland, William, Ramsbury, Hungerford, Berks

Shearer, Bettcsworth Pitt, Swanmire Ilousej Bishop's,

Waltham, Hants.
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Shrimpton, Jioli^i'j'Ea'ston, near Wincliester

Shixter, T. Allen, Ilooley House, Coulsden, near

Croydon, Surrey

Solater, Wm. Lutley, Haddington House, Odiham,
Hants

Smith, Chas. Robert, CoUingbourne-Ducis, near

Marlborough
Smith, Charles H., Gwconlluuwn^vyth, near Swansea,

S. W.
Spurgin, Dr., Orplands, near Bradwell, Essex
Strode, Jas. Cranborne, Brighton
Sykes, Edmund, Mansfield Woodhouse, Notts
Tliew, Edward, Lesbury House, near Alnwick, Nor-

thumberland
Tdly, Harry Tobias, Tremough, near Penryn, Cornw.
Tredwell, John Clark, Oddington Grange, Bicester,

Oxfordshire

Vivian, Edward, Torquay, Devon
Warde, Charles, Squerries, near Westerham, Kent
Warry, Elias Taylor, Lyndhurst, Hants
Watts, Robert, Battle, Sussex
Wavell, William Lake, Newport, Isle of Wight
Webb, WilUam, Haselor, near Tamworth, Staffs.

Wedlake, Mrs., Hornchurch, Essex
Whitaker, William, The Ash, Etwall, near Derby
Wliittam, Jas. Sibley, Mayor of Coventry
White, James, Goverland Farm, Isle of Wight.
Williams, Captain, Torquay, Devon
Williams, G. M., Brocklesby, Great Limber, Line.

Williams, Thomas, Brecon, S. W.
Wilkinson, Percival Spearman, Mount Oswald, Dur-
ham

Wooldridge, Henry, Meon-Stoke, Bishop's-Walthara,
Hants

Wooldridge, Jas. Wm., Webb's Lane, Wickham,
Hants

Wray, John, 6, Suffolk Place, Pall Mall East

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.

Tlie Council having referred the communication
made to them at their last meeting by his Grace the

Duke of Richmond, on the results obtained by the

application of sulphuric acid and bones as a manure
for turnips, to the journal committee, Philip Pusey,

Esq., M.P., the chairman of that committee, has re-

commended to the Council the publication of the fol-

lowing reports on that subject :

—

I.

—

The Duke of Richmond's Experiments.—Ex-
periments made on turnips with five different kinds of

manure, on the farm of Gordon castle, in the year

1843. The seed (Dale's Yellow Hybrid) was sown
on the 15th of June, and as it was wished to ascertain

the result while the Duke was at the castle, the tur-

nips, before they came to maturity, were taken up on
the 3d of November, and carefully topped and
weighed.—1st. One imperial acre, manured with 8
bushels of bones and 14 cubic yards of farm-yard
dung, at an expense of Zl., produced 12 tons.—2nd.
One ditto, manured with 2 cwt. 911bs. of guano, at

an expense of \l. 17s. 4d., produced 11 tons 4 cwt.—3rd. One ditto, manured with IG bushels of bones,
at an expense of \l. 16s., produced 11 tons.—4th.
One ditto, manured with 831bs. of sulphuric acid and
2 bushels of bone-dust, mixed with 400 gallons of

water, at an expense of lis. 6d., produced 12 tons
4 cwt.—5th. One ditto, manured with 831bs. of
sulphuric acid, mixed with 8 bushels of bones, and
sown with the hjind, at an expense of 1/. 5s., pro-

duced 1 1 tons.

(Signed) Thomas Bell, Farm Steward.

IL— Z^r. Hanson's Experiments.—My field of

twenty-one acres was last autumn deeply ploughed
with three horses out of oat stubble, it having previ-

ously carried a wheat crop after two years' ley, well

manured. In the spring it underwent the usual pro-

cess of cleaning, and received about the 1st of June
twenty-five quarters of Linksfield lime. Drilling and
sowing commenced upon the 10th, allowing four

bushels of bones and ninety-six .pounds of sulphuric

acid, properly diluted with water, to the acre. The
manure was prepared by putting into a large vat,

placed in a corner of the field to be sown, thirty-two

bushels of bone-dust ; and for each bushel was added
ninety-six pounds of water, and twenty-four of sul-

phuric acid ; there were thus in the vat at once 32
bushels of bones, 384 gallons of water, and 47^ gal-

lons of sulphuric acid. The whole was allowed to

lie for a fortnight previous to use, when it was found
that the acid had nearly dissolved all the bones. The
mixture was then drawn off and added to water, in a

large water-cart, in the proportion of one gallon of

the mixture to 50 of water, and which was distri-

buted to the drills from three spouts into three drills

at a time. The drills were previously slightly har-

rowed down, and immediately drilled up on receiving

the liquid manure. Owing to the great drought
which prevailed at the time of sowing, and the very

recent liming, very few of the seeds vegetated till

after the rain, which fell about a month from the time

of sowing. The heavy gale which prevailed about

this time cut down the greater part of the early

plants, and has thus left the field deficient in some
places. I observed that after the field came to be

singled, it underwent that pi'ocess in the order in

which it was sown ; 13 acres having been sown with

farm-yard manure, and the remaining 8 with the

bones and sulphuric acid, the plants from the acid

keeping the lead of those sown with court manure,
and are to-day a heavier crop, though not looking

quite so healthy in the blade, o^vang to their having
come earlier to maturity. The expense, \l. per acre,

\\x., 4 bushels of bones, at 2s. 6d., 10s. ; sulphuric

acid 961bs. at Hd., 10s. Those laid down with court

manure received 20 cart loads per acre, at 2s. 6d. per

load, 21. 10s. Weight per imp. acre, as ascertained

on 15th Nov., the date of weighing.

Tons. cwt. lbs.

Sulphuric acid and bones 12 5 80 per imp. acre

Court manure .... 10 17 104 ditto

(Signed) D. D. Mansox.
Spynie, Oct. 20, 1843.

PROTECTION OF AGRICULTURE.
CENTRAL AGRICULTURAL PROTECTION

SOCIETY.

A meeting of the Essex Agricultural Protection So*
ciety (consisting of tenant farmers) was held by depu-
tation, at the Freemasons' Tavern, Great Queen-street,

on Tuesday, the 20th inst. , to which the attendance of

deputations from the other Agricultural Protection

Societies of Tenant Farmers throughout the kingdom
was invited for the purpose of conferring on the sub-

ject of making the necessary preliminary arrangements

for forming a central society for the protection of agri-

culture. The meeting was convened by the central

committee ofthe Essex Agricultiiral Protection Society,

a body which has done so much to arouse the agricid-

turists from the apathy into which they had fallen upon
the subject of the aggressive movement of the Anti-
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Corn-Law Leaguo, and indeed from the exertions of

wliicli the present powerful opposition to the machina-

tions of the latter body may, in a great measure, be

said to have origuiated.

The meeting, bemg purely preliminary, was a pri-

vate one, to which the press was not admitted, but we
have been obligingly furnished by the secretary, Mr.
H. T. Bidden, with the followuig particulars. About
250 persons were present. Mr. Robert Baker, the

cliairman of the Essex Agricultural Protection Society,

presided.

There were in attendance deputations from Essex,

Huntingdon, Wiltshire, Worcester, East Kent, West
Kent, Hertfordshire, Berkshire, Northampton, and
Wai-wickshirc. There were also present Mr. G.
Darby, M.P., and Mr. W. Miles, M.P., who attended

as a deputation from the Metropolitan Association for

the Protection of Agriculture, formed at the Duke of

Richmond's, and annexed in our last.

Among the influential gentlemen and tenant-far-

mers present were Sh- John Trollope, Bart., M.P., Sir

B. W. Bridges, Sir Edward Dering, Sir John Chet-
wode, M.P., Mr. E. Fellowes, M.P., Mr. G. Thorn-
hill, M.P., Mr. R. J. Eaton, M.P., Mr. W. S. Black-
stone, M.P., Dr. Sleigh, Mr. J. Plumptre, M.P., Mr.
J. AllLx, M.P., Sir C. Burrell, M.P., Sir G.
Chetwynde, Lieut. -General Sir J. Watson, Captain
Gardiner.

From Berkshire there were present—Messrs. Tho-
mas Fouke, R. Welch, and J. AUnutt.
BrcKixGHAMSHiRE.—Mr. G. Lucas.

Essex.—Messrs. R. Baker, Fisher Hobbs, O. Cop-
land, J. Grove, C. S. Tower, O. Johnson, H. Bul-

lock, W. Worcester, T. W. Crooks, Rev. J. Cox.
Hertfordshire. — Messrs. G. Passingham, E.

Lewis, and T. Oakley.

HuxTivGDOX.— Messrs. G. Bright, J. Warsop,
and J. Knot.
Kent (East).—Mr. J. Cramp.
Kent (West).—Messrs. J. Ellis, C. G. WTiittaker,

J. Osborne, and E. P. Hall.

LixcoLxsHiRE.—Messrs. T. M. Vickery, and W.
Shelton.

INIiDDLESEX.—Messrs. C. Downes, and C. Crouch.
Norfolk.—Mr. E. Barnes.

North.\mptonshire.—Messrs. J. Weston, and R,
Hewitt.

Rutland.—Messrs. J. Hammond, R. Smith, and
R. Dowling.
Suffolk.—Messrs. T. M. Rodwell, J. Wortledge,

and J, Moseley.
Staffordshire.—Mr. J. Hay.
Surrey.—Messrs. T. EUman, J. W. Sutherland,

and W. Lawrance.
W^arwickshire.—Messrs. J. Chapman, and T.

Umbers.
Wiltshire.—Messrs. Kelsey, and W. R. Browne.
The following resolutions were moved by Mr. O.

Copland, of Chelmsford, seconded by Mr. W". Fisher
Hobbs, of Marks Hall, Essex, and carried unani-
mously :

—

" 1. That a society be now formed in London for the pro-
tection of agriculture, to be called ' The Agricultural Protec-
tion Society of Great Britain.'

" 2. That the objects of the society are to maintain protec-
tion for British agriculture, at least equivalent to that at pre-
sent existing;.

" That tliis society shall be under the management of a com-
mittee, which body sliall direct its operations in accordance
with rules hereafter to be determined upon.
" 4. That a provisional committee be now formed, with power

to add to their number, for the purpose of framing rules for
the regulation of the society.

"5. That his Grace the Duke of Richmond be requested to
accept the office of president."

It was then resolved that the provisional committee,
the names of which follow, sliould wait upon lus

Grace the Duke of Richmond, to rec^uest his acceptance
of the office of ])resident :

—

TROVISIONAL COMMITTEE.
Essex— :\Ir. Robert Baker
i?liro)isliiit._Mr. IJloxan
East Kent—Sir B. M. Brydges
Huntingdon—Mr. James Rust
West Surrey-IMr. T. Holland
East Suffolk- Jlr. .1. INloscley
West Suffolk -.M r. W. Rodwell
South Statlordsh.— Mr. Monk
Berkshire—Mr. Allnut
Rutland—Mr. Smith
Atherstone (Warwickshire)—

Sir Geo. Chetwynde
Worcester— Mr. Kirkland
North Bucks—Mr. Pinfold

Brick-Buckingham—.Air. J.

well
Herts— nfr. E. Lewis
Cirencester and Gloucester-
Mr. Bruck

V.^le of Gloucester—Mr. P.
Mathews

East Surrey—Mr. Weale
Cambridge—Mr. Alix, M.P.
Stamford— Sir John Trollope
West Surrey—Mr. Hudson
Sussex—Mr. T. Ellman
Huntingdonshire— .Mr. Jolm
Worsop

At four o'clock the deputation waited upon his
Grace, at his residence in Portland-place. They were
received by his Grace, by the Duke of Buckiiigham,
the Duke of Leeds, Lord Worslev, Lord Beaumont,
Mr. Cayley, M.P., Mr, P. Pusev, M.P., Mr. R.
Palmer, M.P., Mr. W. Miles, M.P.", Mr. E. B. Deni-
son, M.P., and many other gentlemen M'ho take an
active part in the defence of the agricultural interest.

The resolutions passed by the tenant-farmers having
been communicated to the Duke of Richmond and the
noblemen and gentlemen already mentioned, a very
animated conference ensued, characterized by the ut-
most good feeling and cordiality, his Grace frequently
expressing a strong desire that the tenant-farmer should
be fully represented in any union that should take
place between them and the landowners. The follow-
ing resolutions, forming a joint society of landlords
and tenant-farmers, were eventually carried unani-
mously :

—

" That a society called the Agricultural Protection Society
for the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, be now
formed, for the purpose of upholding by constitutional means
protection to Britisli agriculture.

" That the object of this society is to maintain protection for
British agriculture not less than that at present existing.
" That the society shall through the press repel the imputa-

tions, and point out the inconsistencies, contained in the state-
ments of those who oppose such protection.
" That party politics shall not enter into the proceedings of

this society, and tliat the society shall on no account interfere
in any election for a member to serve in parliament.
" That the affairs of the society shall be managed by a presi-

dent, vice-president, four trustees, and a committee of 40 mem-
bers, whereof 20 shall always be tenant-farmers, and that chair-
men or vice-chairmen of provincial societies connected with
this society shall be ex officio members of the committee, and
that the said committee shall have power to add to their num-
ber.
" Tliat the Duke of Richmond be requested to aet as president

of this society.
" That the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos be requested to

act as vice-president of the society.

His Grace the Duke of Richmond said he had great
pleasure in accepting the office of president.

The Duke of Buckingham expressed a similar feel-

ing in accepting the office of vice-president.

Four trustees and a committee of forty having been
appointed, the deputation then withdrew, evidently
much gratified at their reception, and at the result of
the conference.

The following case and opmion in reference to the
formation of the Central Agricultural Protection So-
ciety were laid before the meeting oftenant-farmers :—

•

"CASE.
" An association has been recently formed in the county of

Essex, called ' The Essex Agricultural Protection Society,' the
constitution and objects of which society will be seen by the
printed declaration and rules accompanying this case.

" it is intended also to form a Central Agricultural Protec-
tion Society in London, for the purpose of corresjjjnding with
and directing the operations of the societies of a siuular nature
in different parts of the country.

T 2
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" The Essex A{;ii(ul(ural Proteclion Society will have coti-

silerable I'linds at its disposal, wliieh are intended chiefly to be

expended in ixiWiciitioiistiav. eatins the principles of protection

to the interests of British asrienlture.
" The committee of the Essex ARricnltural Protection Society

wish to be advised by counsel for the guidance of tlic society :—
" 1st. AVhcther there is anything illesal in thus affiliating the

difVerent country or other local societies on the proposed central

society 1

" 2nd. Whe'hcr there is anything illegal in thus forming cor-

responding societies'!
" 3rd. If there is, what course or mode, or extent of co-ojie-

lation, would be legal, and what illegal'!

" Your advice generally is requested."

'•OPINION.
" Tlie •'if) (Jpo. in., c. 79, which I suppose has raised a doubt

ns to the lefialitv of tlie associations in question, has not any
application to the subject. The Essex Agricultural Protection

Society contemplates a legal object, and seeks to attain it liy

legal means. Its object is, to protect the most import mt inte-

rests in the country ; and its means are, the concentration of

agricultural intelligence, the difl'nsion of agricultural informa-

tion, and tlie constitutional apjieal to the legislature, by peti-

tion, in protection of the civil and political interests of the jie-

titioners. I am of opinion that it is the imdoubted right of any
number of her Majesty's subjects to cond>ine for the purpose of

attaining such an object by such means ; and if, for the i)urpose

of giving vitality and energy to such a combination, they form
local and central corresponding societies, such societies are, in

niy judgment, lesal.

.
•' Temple, Feb. 14, 1844." " THOMAS J. PLATT.

AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.
10 THE EDITOR OF THE FAKMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,— I slioulil feel obliged if any correspondent

to your valuable Magazine would give their opinion

of the lelative value of carrots and mangel-wurzel
as winter food for milking cows. I have land suita-

ble for the growth of eitlicr, and have tried the

former (white Belgian) with good success; and
whicli my cows cat with avidity, and giving at the

same time a pleasant taste to the butter ; but perhaps

a heavier weight may be obtained of mangel-wurzel

if it is as nutritious as carrots.

1 am, sir,

Yours rcspectfullv,

Feb. nth, 1844. W.W.

TO THE EDITOK OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Many of your correspondents speak very

highly of giving linseed cake to sheep along with
turnips, and I feel very anxious to do so myself, but
having to buy turnips half of the winter has pre-

vented me from doing so. Suppose I were to buy a
field of turnips at 3/. per acre, and to consume one
acre per week, and also to consume half a ton of

cake per acre, value of the cake 4J., how much ought
I to have returned from the above price of the

turnips in consideration of the cake ? as most cer-

tainly the land will have received an extra quantity
of tillage from what it would have done had not the

cake been given. I hope, sir, some of your numer-
ous correspondents will give me information hereon,
as it may be of great benefit to others as well as

myself. Y. K.

TO ROBERT BAKER, ESQ., AVRITTLE.

Sir,—Referring to a communication from you in

the December number of the Farmer's Magazine,
relative to a subject on wliich I am very desirous to

be more partic-ularly informed, viz., *' On leases and
low rents," I understand you to say, that a tenant
holding a farm at a money rent of 220/. per annum,
covenanted for on the supposition of getting, during
the currency of a lease, oOs. for wheat, 32s. for

barley, 2()9. for oats, and 28s. for beans, per qr., &c.,

by the proprietor taking as much grain at the above

prices as will make up the money, rent, convertible

into money at the average of tlie two or three jirc-

ceding crops, the tenant stands in the same position

he did at entry, however low grain may sell. Now
this is the point I wish cleared up : that he («. e., the

tenant) pays the same rent he formerly did is pretty

evident, though tiic nominal money-rent is less, the

same amount of produce goes to the proprietor that

he originally intended to meet rent, while he loses

the difference between r>Os., &c., and whatever less

wheat and the other grain sell at ; thereby, accord-

ing to this view of the subject, in pecuniary matters

his situation is decidedly worse. Many of our most

liberal proprietors made very much the same arrange-

ment with their tenantry some years ago ; and, not-

withstanding the great sacrifice made by the former,

tlie latter sustained a loss fully as great in proportion,

but being all bound under lease, and legally liable,

they very thankfully acceded to the change.

I sliali feel particularly obliged by your reply at

your convenience ; meantime,
I am, sir.

Your obedient servant,

Moimt Tanel, by Tain, N.B., David Ly.he.

Feb. \ith, 1844.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.
Sir,—A club has been formed in the parishes of

Enfield and Edmonton, for the discussion of agricul-

tural subjects. I am about to bring before the mem-
bers for their consideration a subject which has for

some time jiast occupied the attention of fanners re-

sident in these districts, viz., the disease prevalent in

potatoes.

I should feel much obliged by any of your corres-

pondents giving their ojiinion on the origin of the

disease, and on the best means of eradicating it.

I have been a potato-grower for many years, and,

until lately, have seldom experienced a failure in my
crops ; in fact, I can testify that, during the whole of

the period I have been a farmer, I have not lost so

many acres of potatoes by the rot as I have done

during the last two years ; although I can well remem-
ber seasons quite as unfavourable to the growth of

them as the last has been.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Edmonton, Feb. 10. A Potato-grower.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—Will some one of your numerous readers in-

form me the best mode of making a compound of salt

and lime, the quantity jier acre of each, and whether

the lime should be slacked before mixing with the

salt ; also the (piantity of lime requisite for converting

old ditch stuft' (that is, to the cart-load) into profitable

compost ?

My salt and lime I intend to apply on a fallow for

turnips : should it be put on as a dressing after the

last earth, or he incorporated with the soil pre-

viously ? And would such a compound be beneficial

as a dressing for oats .' Also, what can be most re-

commended as a top-dressing for wheat on wet-

bottomed land .'

If some practical man will answer the a1)0ve, it will

much oblige, sir, your most obedient servant,

Feb. 7. A Tenant Farmer.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—I shall feel obliged if any of your readers

will kuuUy inform uie, through the medium of your
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Express, what quanlity t>t' nitrate of xoda, or Potter's

artificial guano, ox- gypsum, jier acre shonlil be used

upon meadow land ? and in what proportions to ini\

the same with other ^^oil, or ashes, to dress tlie laud ?

also, the best time to ajiply it to the land ?

I am, sir, yours, &;c.,

Beverley, Feb. 7. Enquiueu.

TO THE EDITOR OF THK MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,— If any of your readers will be so kind as

communicate, through your columns, the results of

their adoption of " DinuLixc;," compared with any

other mode of sowing wheat, it might prove very ser-

viceable, both to the farmer and the country ; and it

would much oblige one very desirous of promoting

economy, now more than ever necessary, in every

branch of agriculture.

Feb. 20th, 1811. TruuA Firma.

" A Young Farmer," who resides in a manufac-
turing district, where he can purchiuse " the lime that

has been used in the manufacture of soft soap" at Is.

for a two-horse-load, wishes to know if the lime loses

any of its fertilizing tjualities during the process of

making the soap ; and, if so, which of them ? Also,

what crops will it be most suited for ?

A young farmer enquires the best cure for the scab

in sheeji without salivating the jiregnant ewes, and
doing the least injuiy to the wool ; how long a

lamb would be before he began to break, if the mother
is infected ; and what should be done by them, so as

to keep it from doing injury.

" A New Subsciriber" wishes to be informed the

length of time bacon, hams, &c., in pieces of from 25
to lOlbs. each, sliould hang, so that the llavour and
weight may be best preserved. He intends keeping

them twelve months.

ANSWER TO AGRICULTURAL QUERY.
SWEDE TURNIPS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.
Having been, for forty years, a successful grower of

SwTde turnips, I will answer your correspondent,
" Intpiirer."

If the wheat stubble is clean, I believe it to be best

to plough in dung in tiie autumn. I should have done
so with a few acres last autumn, had I had the dung,
but not having it I am now about to ))lough it in.

Northumberland ridges being often dried through, in

hot dry weather, I mean this year (to prevent, in some
degree, the soil from becoming very dry, consequently

causing the leaves of the turnips to mildew, and the

growth of the bulb stopped) to throw the soil of two
ridges together, and have two rows of turnips on such
double ridges.

Having been a stall-feeder for forty years, I will give

an answer to your correspondent's inquiries as to the

comparative feeding qualities of Swedish turnips and
mangel wurzel. I am again this year trying which are,

and am now j^onvinced of the reality of what I have
time after time publicly stated, that, till Fel)ruary,

Swedes are the best for stall-feeding beasts ; but after

that time mangel wurzel. Your's, tkc,

C. HiLLYARD.
Thorpelands, near Northampton, Jan. 30.

AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
FEBRUARY.

Although the weather of this month has been un-
usually changeable, scarcely a day having elapsed with-

out the wind having blown from several points of the

comjtass, it cannot be considered otherwise than favour-

able to agriculture in general. It is true, the preva-

lence of humidity has somewhat deteriorated the corn,

both in the stack and in the banis ; still the absence

of any very heavy falls of snow has enabled the agri-

culturist to proceed with those labours usual at this

period of the year, without suffering much interruption

from atmospheric inclemency.

In the early part of the month, numerous ac-

counts reached us of the extensive ravages com-
mitted by the slug and other insects upon the young
wheat plants ; but the few sharp frosts by which we
were favoured, from 'the 10th to the 19th, not only

put a stop to those ravages, but acted as a preventive

against those crops becoming winter proud. On
the whole, we consider the losses of plants to have

been fewer than in the ordinary run of years, and
their present appearances to be very satisfactory.

In all quarters, preparations are now being made
for sowing the Lent corn. Should the temperature be
favourable, a few breadths of barley are expected to be

sown in Devonshire, and some others of our forward
districts, within a few days ; while general activity in

that department of farming may be looked for about
the middle of next month.

,
We need, we presume, scarcely intimate that no Uttle

curiosity, not to say anxiety, ;has continued to be

exhibited on the part, not only of the agricultural in-

terest but most other classes, as to the productiveness

of last year's wheat and other crops. It cannot be

denied that the extent to which thrashing has been pro-

ceeded with has afforded most persons an opportunity

of comparing the yield with that of preceding seasons.

In some parts of England, it would seem, a very great

deficiency has been found to exist ; but, as so alarm-

ing a falling oft' is by no means general, the extent

thereof does not, we think, amount to more than a

tenth : still, it must be borne in mind that the quality

is, in most cases, far superior to that generally ob-

served at this i)eriod of the year.

It is with great pleasure that we find, at length, the

spirit of the farmers of England roused against the

Anti-Corn-Law League. In every city, nay in almost

every town in the provinces, have meetings been held to

concert measures for self-protection. Resolutions have

been jiassed detailing future proceedings. We are

glad to find so laudable a spirit of resistance on the

part of the agriculturists. Let it be followed up, and
success must be the result.

The early lambing season, in our great flock districts,

has passed off remarkably well. The favourable state

of the weather has been the means of ]n-eventing any

losses of moment. Twins have been very numerous.

In Essex, Kent, Sussex, and Hampshire, shearing

has been partially commenced. The sheep have come
out of their wool remarkably well, and yielded some

very heavy fleeces.

No serious complaints as to actual losses have
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reanhecl us relative to the so-long-oomplained-of epi-

demic. That disease is evidently subsiding, though a

large portion of the stock is still suffering from its

effects. As we anticipated in our last report, the

damp weather has been productive of several cases of

foot-rot in sheep. The graziers cannot be too careful

with their stock at this period, or bad results will fol-

low. Fodder has been again tolerably plentiful.

The corn trade, in the early part of the month, was

in a state of activity, and prices of wheat advanced from
2s. to 4s. per (p-. Towards the close, however, the

demand fell oft", and the rates decliried from Is. to 2s.

per (p\ The best malting barley has moved oft' freely,

at fully previous currencies ; but grinding and distilling

sorts have hung heavily on hand. In malt very little

has been doing, at late figures. Oats, beans, and peas

have remained about stationary ; but flour has im-

proved in value Is. to 2s. per 2801bs.

By letters from Scotland we learn that farm labours

are in a very forward state. The produce of the crops

is well spoken of in all quarters. Those of potatoes

are acknowledged never to have been surpassed. Fine

l)arcels of wheat and other grain have gone off briskly,

at rather higher rates ; while the value of other des-

criptions has been steadily supported.

Throughout Ireland, the stocks of last year's wheat
crops are stated to be small for the time of year ; hence
the exports to this country have considerably fallen

oft". The various corn markets have been but mode-
rately supplied with all grain ; wliile the general de-

mand may be considered steady, at very full rates.

The following is our usual monthly statement of the

supplies and prices of fat stock, exhibited and sold m
Smithfield Cattle Market. As a comparative return

of the last four years may be important as well as in-

teresting, we hei'ewith insert it.

Prices per 81bs. to sink the offals :

—

AVERAGE FOR FEBRUARY.
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rather better than they have been. Flour has been a

good sale also, the demand for Wales having been ex-

tensive. Barley has been bought up freely as it

comes to market, and there are by no means large

stocks on hand. Beans have moved off but slowly

;

but the supply has not been unusually large. Peas

have been a drug. Oats have rather improved in

price. I may quote corn as follows :—Wheat, red,

CO to 631bs., Gs. 9d. to 7s., white, 60 to 641bs., 6s.

9d. to 7s. 6d. ; flour, 40s. to i2s. per 2801bs. ; barley,

30s. to 34s., grinding, 28s. to 30s., 54 to 561bs. per

bush.; beans, 3s. 9d. to 4s., 64 to COlbs. per bush.
;

oats, 18s. to 24s. per qr., 38 to 441bs. per bush.

;

peas, boiling, 4s. Cd. to 4s. 9d. We have had a

jiretty favourable lambing season—not many double

ones. It has been a fine winter for the sheep, and I

should suppose good for the quality of the wool,

which is selling freely ; long and tine combing, Is. Id.

to Is. 2d. per lb. ; short-downis. Is. OAd. to Is. Id.

per lb. There will be, it is expected, a good
many calves reared this year, particularly heifers, for

which there is a good demand. But veal is not selling

by any means high ; 6d. per lb. for the best is hardly

obtained. There is a good deal of changing this year,

not only in farms, but in the stock kept on the farms,

some looking more to corn, others from grazuig to

dairy, as the latter was almost profitless last year
; yet

the latter could not be said to be paying the way. I

have no doubt but we shall feel the improvement in

trade sooner or later. I should, like some of the

clever League men, as they think, and say that the

agriculturists do not know their own interest, and are

so pushing in their advice to those who they esteem
so much below them in knowing how to take care of their

own affairs—just to make clear by figures how a grower
of corn in Hampshire is to compete with a grower of

corn in Wiltshire in the same market without all the

burthens of poor-rates and other indirect taxes, with

wages just half m the latter county, let the land and
rent be the same in both ; in other words, how is the

highly-taxed corn by poor and way rates, &c., &c.,

besides the taxes on the luxuries of tea, tobacco, and
sugar, &c., &c., or the farmer and labourer in this

country can compete with the un-tacced corn from
abroad, say nothing about the difference of rent 7

One way will be to reduce the wages of the labourer

and the comforts of the farmer just equal to those

abroad, who send their wheat here, and eat rye bread
and Indian corn, seldom tasting wheat bread ; and
then, even with equalizing the rents paid by the

grower here to the level of the foreigner in proportion

only to the advantage of locaUty to the best market
enjoyed, we should still have a heavy poor-rate to

contend with ; but I hope never to see the day when
the comforts of our country population will be

sacrificed to the supposed interest of the manu-
facturer, who may be building castles in the air, in

supposing that free trade in corn would make us the

manufacturers for the world ; w'hen the producers of

com from abroad are willing to have &free trade in

taxes, then afree trade with general consent. The
only protection claimed is that for the foreign growers
sharing -nith our growers the English market, is

here sharing a fair proportion of the difference of
another. There is certainly some disadvantage in the

sliding scale ; there is also a greater one in frequent

changes. I think a simple measure of Legislature

would cure these e\'ils, viz., let the present maximum
of 20s. per qr. be lowered Is. every year until it

comes to 8s., at which price let it be fixed until it be
proved that there is more than equal to the proportion
of burthen to which a quarter is subject independent

of rent in this country than abroad, I am quite

persuaded, to every party, excej'it the fundholder or
those dependent on fixed stipends, the takmg off all

charges on the importation of wheat would be found
ultimately to be inefficient ; and it is evident that it

cannot help the manufacturer unless it lower the
wages of the mechanic, while the unfair competition
it would create between the grower here and abroad
cannot fail to be injurious to the home market, where
he now finds customers for his goods without their

being subject to duties jiut on them to raise a revenue

for their Government instead of direct taxes, which,
and particularly the Americans, are impossible or
impolitic in their imposition. Among the unfair

means of working on the feelings of the vminformed
in representing the repeal of the corn or the abolition

of the bread tax, whereas if it was repealed to-morrow
that made from otir own growth would still be taxed
bread. Let them devise some means of relieving the

growth of corn from poor-rates, and other indirect

taxes, and there will be a proof of their liberality and
disinterestedness , and the tenants will average with
the landlord as regards the rent : this would be far

more just and honourable than denouncing their op-
ponents as hard-hearted monopolists : the motives
of those who monopolize to themselves liberality,

disinterestedness, and philanthropy, are often the most
to be doubted.—Feb. 23,

INNERLEITHEN, PEEBLES-SHIRE.
Since the date of the last report of 31st December, no

variation whatever has taken place in the jirice of

grain. The openness of the season (previous to Can-
dlemas day, upon which the snow storm commenced)
has saved much fodder ; and many a hay stack, which
would othei^wise have been consumed, remains un-
touched. Should the storm, however, continue, which
is pelting on at a fearful rate, and at this moment, it is

much to be feared that the hay may yet be required

for the feeding of the mountain flocks. Some years

ago, I spent a few weeks in the highlands of Pennsyl-

vania with Dr. Rose, of .Silver Lake, and duruig my
stay I had the pleasure of paying a visit to the Messrs.

Hogg, nephews of the Ettrick, who farm extensively in

shares on the estate of Silver Lake ; and during our
conversation on the management of stock, they men-
tioned that, in the winter feeding of sheep, they were
at all times anxious that their hay stack should contain

all the variety of herbage which sheep were known to

partake of ; and in particular that immense quantities

of ferns were cut while young and succulent, and
mixed up with the other dried grasses, forming, as it

were, that miscellaneous'provision which nature reckons
essential for the health and comfort of the flocks. It

affords us no ordinary pleasure to state that the Earl
of Traquair has, with a view to the improvement of

the fleece, intimated to his spirited and enterprising

tenantry, that in July next, the farmer who shall pro-
duce the best managed clip of wool (this to be ascer-

tained by the appointment of competent judges) shaU.

be considered as the holder of the large splendid silver-

mounted ram's horn snuff-mull, which was exhibited

at his lordship's birth-day meeting, on the 31st

January last, and not only for 1844, but until some
other tenant shall be found more worthy ; and at the

expiry of five years, the tenant who shall have
been the holder of the mull for the greatest number of

years will be considered the bonafide proprietor of the

valuable heir-loom. The washing of sheep in this

country seems less understood, or, at all events, less

attended to than any other department connected with

the management of stock. And there is no case more
strongly illustrative_of Scottish negligence than the
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,,
j[irincii)le vipon wluch the wool of lliis country is gen-

'.pruUy produced. Indeed, it must astonisli not a lew,

that the wool-growers of Scothmd have not long ere now
been affronted out of their slovenly habits, when they

see how very perfectly the fleeces of other countries are

sent to market, many of them of yesterday's date, as

9 wool-growers, when compared with Scotland. That
the English manufactures are our best customers, no

one in the least degree conversant with the subject can

question for a moment ; and, from the vast number of

purposes into which the Scottish fleece is fabricated,

and for which it is found better adapted, owing to its

nature and properties, than the foreign material.

There cannot, therefore, remain a doubt in the mind
of those practically acquainted with the woollen manu-
facture, that the staple commodity of our country has

only to be a little more perfectly produced, to insure,

for all time coming, a demand fully equal to the sup-
ply. It is, therefore, fondly to be hoped that the

landed proprietors of our country will see the pro-
priety of following so })raiseworthy an exam))le as that

pointed out to them by the Earl of Traquair, in giving

a prize to the tenant who shall produce the best man-
aged clip of wool. The principle, if generally adopted,

we feel confident, cannot fail to create an emulation
hitherto unknown among the wool-growers of Scot-

land, and which would, no doubt, ultimately stamp
the Scottish fleece with a character for jnirity which it

has hitherto unfortunately never attained.

—

lOi/i Fed.

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE FOR
MARCH.

Retrospect.—Soon after our last article went to

press, the weather began to change. January had
boon so mild, that the average lowest ( or mean

)

temperature of all the nights, was taken at 34 J deg.

;

but the case was soon reversed, for with February
came in deep snow and keen frost. Snow recurred

on the 3rd and 4th days, and buried all the herbage
of humble growth. Every night was frosty to the

13th inclusive, but a change of wind to the S.W. pro-
duced a rapid thaw on the 14th at noon. The 1.5th

became mild, with a fresh current from the same
quarter; and thus, with old Candlemas day, now
Valentine's, we may presume that the winter has
nearly passed away.

The effects upon vegetation are not as yet trace-

able, because the chief mischief that could be done
was inflicted by the excessive and sudden asperity

of January 3rd. A check, and a salutary one, has,

liowever, been given; and nothing, either vegetable
or arborescent, can now become precocious. The
buds of the fruit-trees arc very promising, and we
think that there will be a profusion of currants,

gooseberries, and strawberries.

Early peas must have suffered by the snow, but
the crops sown in January are safe under-ground.
Broccoli, we see and hear, will be found generally to

liave sustained the inost injury.

Upon seed sowing, we beg to offer the following
suggestion : the idea was obtained from a hint given
by a ndghbonr, who has long profited by the prac-
tice. Peas, beans, and kidney-beans are chiefly

alluded to, but it would appear that it admits of ex-
tension. AVhen the qinintity of seed to be sown for

a given extent of row, or i)lot, has been asecilain<'d,

it is mixed with rather dry earth, either in a large

garden pot, or put simply in a glazed frame in a

heap, and covered with a layer of the same earth.

So protected by glass, the seeds absorb a little mois-

ture, and soon sprout. By this means every bad or

effete seed is detected, the destruction by insects or

cold wet ground is obviated, and the plot being

ready, the sprouting seed is dei>osited, and rarely

fails to succeed entirely. Time also is gained, and
trouble saved; for, in transplanting peas, &c., that

have been grown in boxes, a great deal of nicety is

required, and much disturbance of the roots becomes

inevitable.

Natural Agents.

Earths generally have been noticed : it remains to

take a cursory review of the particular species usually

resorted to in culinary and ornamental Horticulture.

For the kitchen garden, good loam, as we have
said, is the staple; but it too frequently happens
that loam, in the proper sense of the term, cannot be

found. The best meliorator of light, sandy, poor soils,

is chalk and good stable manure. For the higher

branches of gardening—as, for instance, the pine-

apple, the earth of perfectly reduced couch-grass,

raked from the neighbouring corn-land, with as little

of the earth adhering as possible, is tlie best substi-

tute for that perfect, silky loam which the plant revels

in. Chopped green turf, an inch thick, smoked and
heated over a wood fire, to destroy grubs, and kill the

roots, is, perhaps, equally good.

For Floriculture, and especially rose-growing, this

said fumigated loamy turf may be found very con-

genial ; but we say, distinctly and forcibly, avoid all

loam for every delicate i)lant, unless its texture be
silky, unctuous, and not gritty or bending. Loam is

good, but the rubbisii called loam, in live instances of

six, is fit only for corn and cabbage : it is fatal to the

American tribes, to all azalias, acacias, kalmias, and
other fine-rooted plants, especially when they are

grown in pots.

Heath-soil (called peat and bog-earth) differs much
in its qualities; it ought to consist chiefly of black,

decayed, vegetable remains, reduced nearly to the

condition of humus, with a predominant quantity of

pure siliceous sand : a trace of iron is just discover-

able in its first stage of oxygenation.

Leaf-moidd is the product of every kind of leaves,

from parks, shrubberies, and woods, decayed in

masses till it becomes of a blackish brown tint. AVe
would except the leaves of the beach and the laurel,

as they do not moulder down so completely as the

other softer leaves of oak, elm, and ash. Chemically,
also, they appear to be differently constituted, so far

as respects the proportion of iron and chalk. Good
leaf-mould with white sand is a far safer medium
than a faulty loam.

White sand: silver-sand is the best material for

the striking of cuttings, and, indeed, for all purposes
of admixture, were it readily procurable; but that

not being the case, gardeners are constrained to pur-
chase river or pit sand. The latter, however, always
contains more or less clay, and some iron, which is

the colouring material : whereas, the white, (^alai':, or

writing sand, is silex, free from iron and clay. It is

a medium which permits the free passage of water,

yet retains sufficient moisture to sustain the vitality

of a cutting, without swamping it, till a callus form
at the base, and then protrude roots. As a general

maxim, propagators |jy cuttings should always so

prepare their ])ots or pans as to have a bulk of soil,

suitable to the individual plant, within the eighth of

an ineh below the sand, into which the roots might
advance at once, and meet with suitable aliment.

No cuttings ought ever to be suffered to mat their
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roots (inc witll the other: tliCy' should bo raised and
potfed oft" so soon as a i'cw real fibres avo jM-oduocd,

otherwise niany of the more delicate })lants will i)erish.

WeEKI.V Ol'EKATIONS IN TlIK XlTCUJiN
Garden.

1st week.

—

Potatoes.—Plant in rows, four inches

deep, the early ash-leaved kidneys; never cutting- a
tuber, unless it have four or five prominent eyes near
the crown end. A little slaked lime, or rather dry
plaster of Paris, over the cut surface, will preserve the

set.

Lettuce, any hardy sort: sow a few shallow drills

in very rich soil. TtatUish— short-top, red and white
turnip, for a small supply : repeat the sowing toward
the end of the month.

Transplant early cabbage to follow the autumnal
plantings : also autumn-sown lettuces.

If the soil be free and dryish, earth up and stick

peas; and draw earth to the advancing stems of
broad beans.

Kemove litter, particularly the broccoli stumps of

plants destroyed by the frost; and if a row be at

liberty, immediately replace with early potatoes.

2ud week.—Sow succession peas, the marrows, or

any approved best kinds ; leans—the Spanish, long-

pod, and ^\'indsor.

Small salad, early spinach, parsley, onions in drill

for a main crop of large bulbs, and the silver skinned
for picklers.

.Jrd week.—Sow chervil, basil, dill,fennel, purslane,

thyme, and nasturtium. Beet-root, carrot, and par-
snip, for main crops.

Some like broad-cast, others drill -sowing; in either

case the land ought to be made free of stones and
other obstructions, and be manured, at least, a foot

below the surface.

Sow more lettuce, such as the best white cos, the

admirable, and drumhead.
4tli week.—Fork carefully the asparagus beds and

rows ; turn the loosened soil into the adjoining

spaces, and cover the beds with two or three inches

of rich leaf-mould and sand, or with (as a trial) some
of the new manures. They are all loose and powdery
substances, and prepared mainly of desiccated night-
soil ; hence, may much improve the staple of the

beds.

Soto asparagus and sea-liale seeds for new rows
;

also a sprinkling of Brussell's sprout. The sea-kale

that is cut should be re-cut over, by passing a very

sharp spade along the ])lants, two inches below the

surface ; thus, many flowering shoots will be re-

moved, and new buds be prepared for next season.

Level the ground and make it even, and dress the

toi)s with leaf-mould and sand ; a handful or two of

common salt sprinkled over the surface, intermediate
of the plants, will do some good.

IIoTBED Culture.

Cucumbers are now sown in pots
;
putting each

seed point downward. Place the pots in a frame
over a gentle hot-bed ; the sooner this is done tlu!

better ; but for melons, the last week will be early

enough.
Celery seed, either the solid white Seymour's, or

the mild 7'ed, is best raised under a hand light, or in

a small box over a deep bed of leaves and manure, a

yard or four feet sfpiarc ; this will retain heat suffi-

cient to bring the plants to a size fit for their first

remove.

Hot-beds, of the best construction, for melons,

cucumbers, or piaes, appear to be thus formed : A

brick pit four-inch "Woik is itillt with the front

and two ends complete, returning at the back so far

as to secure the strength of the erection, and yet
leaving an opening of three or four feet at the back

;

the bed rests upon strong half-inch slates, which
thus form within the walls a hollow chamber.
When the i)lauts are set in a good bed of appropriate
earth iipou the slates, the chamber is filled with
stable manure and leaves mixed together; and
finally, a lining is banked up behind and round the
ends and front, to the top of the brick-work. By
withdrawing the back lining, fresh warm manure can
be introduced, if required, within the chamber. In
pits so prepared, of various sizes, according to the
proposed object, flowering jdants of all kinds, an-
nual or perennial, can be raised. The beautiful gar-
denias (Cape jasmine) may also be thus brought to

perfection in tlie early spring, with their rich, dark
foliage entirely free from the acarus or spider.

FuuiT Depaktment.
Prune peach, nectarine, and apricot trees. —•"

Curtail the spurs of espalier apple and pear-trees,

tying the shoots neatly to the trellises ; regulate all

the wall trees.

Raspberries.— Cut out to five or six good canes,

and shorten them to an upright, good bud. Manuie
round the roots, and just turn an inch of the surface

earth to destroy weeds ; but never dig, excepting to

remove wandering suckers.

Strawberries.— Remove the dead leaves and ram-
bling sucker-strings; then strew soft, rich loam,
with bone dust, or guano, to the extent of one-twelfth

of the loam, around the plants. Make new beds
of the best retained runner-plants of last summer,
about the 3rd week, and place them in all aspects, to

keep up a long succession of fruit.

Forcing Department.
Pines are disrooted by many persons : we say,

never disroot, but re-pot in sonu^ warm day, in fine,

good loam, or chopped turf, and plunge in gentle
bottom heat, keeping the pits and houses close,

moist, and warm.
Vines of the second crop will soon be in bloom

;

desist then from steam and si)rinkling, but keep
70 deg. at least, by day.

Greenhouse.
Give abundance of air, and attend to judicious

watering; watch the approaching growth, suffering
no one thing to flag. As to geraniums, it might be
very desirable to bring the question of the " one
shift system '' to a fair proof with them, for the fol-

lowing reason : It is well known that so long as a
fancy geranium djelargonium) has not filled its pots
with roots, so as to touch and wind round the bottom,
the plant will continue to grow ; but that it tends to
bloom whenever the roots trace about the \w\.
Now, if a plant of good figure be (we will suppose)
in a large 00, and it bo desirable to make it have a
handsome head in a 24, why not remove it, ball

entire, into that size at once? If so removed, it

would be sure to grow richly, soil and other deside-
rata being propitious ; and thus a fine display of
bloom would be prepared for by one operation. AVe
restrict our suggestion to this tribe, and jdants of
like habit, disclaiming the system as referred to the
hard wooded species.

We must defer remarks on the ilower-ganhn till

the next mouth, only requiring that neatness, order,
and attention be observed in the plots, parterres,

lawns, shrubberies, and walks.
Feb. 20.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

DORCHESTER CANDLEMAS FAIR, on Wed-
nesday last, was largely attended by both buyers and
sellers, and the amount of business transacted was
very considerable. Cows and calves were most in

demand, and realized from 9/. to 16/. Good fresh bar-

reners sold as high as 11/. The demand for beef was
rather dull, and the top price did not exceed 8s. 6d.

per score. Mutton was about the same price. Wool
sold frow 15d. to 16d. per lb.

LISKEARD FAIR —This fair was held on Mon-
day last, and notwithstanding the badness of the wea-
ther, was well supplied with cattle, which met with a

brisk sale, although no advance of prices was made.
Good fat cattle made about 48s. per cwt., and sheep
averaged 4 Jd. to 5d. per lb.

—

West Briton.

BATH ORANGE FAIR (Wednesday) was one
of the largest for cattle that has been known for some
years. The supply both of fat and grazing stock was
considerable ; of the latter it was very abundant. From
the high prices asked, however, the sales were not very

numerous. Fat beef fetched from 8s. to 9s. 6d. per

score ; mutton, from 5od. to 6^d. per lb. Horses
were veiy scanty.

ST. MABYN FAIR.—This fair, on the 14th in-

stant, was well supplied with fat cattle and sheep.

Beef fetched from 46s. to 48s. per cwt. ; and there

was a great demand for plough oxen and steers, which
sold at high prices. Fat sheep were very plentiful,

and the sale was dull at a trifle under 5d. per lb.

—

West Briton.

TREGONY FAIR.—There was a large supply of

good beef and mutton at this fair, on Tuesday last,

for which there was a very dull sale. Beef brought
about 48s. per cwt., and good store oxen and steers

from 33s. to 36s. per cwt. Sheep fetched 5d. per lb.— West Briton.

ABBERLEY ANNUAL FAIR, we are informed,

will this year take place on Tuesday, the 16th of April,

in consequence of Worcester Fair falling on the pre-

vious day.

—

Worcester Journal.

DONCASTER APRIL FAIR.—In consequence of

the fair falling this year on Good Friday, the Mayor
has fixed it to be held on the Thursday, the 4th of

April next.

MAIDSTONE FAIR.—This fair on Tuesday went
off rather flatly, the show of stock being much less

than was anticipated. The cart horses were pretty

good, but the demand was anything but brisk.

—

Kentish Courier.

EXETER FAIR.—The Shrovetide Fair was held on
Wednesday last. The day was inclement, but still

the show of cattle was tolerably large, and embraced
all kinds. Business generally was dull, and many
were exceedingly disappointed at the prices obtained.

Fat beef sold at from 8s. to 9s. per score ; the best

lots were readily disposed of, but only the very finest

of them fetched 9s. Oxen were tolerably numerous,
and fetched from 30/. to 36/. per pair. The show of

steers was large, and prices varied from 14/. to 24/.

per i)air. There was a pretty good sale for barreners,

at from 6s. to 6s. 6d. per S(;ore. Cows and Calves

were numerous, but the quality was inferior on the

whole, and ])rices varied from 10/. to 16/. 10s. ; the

latter being obtained in only one instance. T. Gub-
bins Newton, Esq., of Bridestowe, e.xhibited a fine

show of working oxen, being thirty bullocks and
three fat heifers, two of which fetched extraordinary

prices for the season of the year. We understand that

this gentleman's monster ox, which has made so much
noise in the feeding world on account of its prodigious

size, isstill growing, so that he looks more like an elephant

in bulk than a bullock. The animal stands 18 2 hands
high, and measures above four feet from pin to pin.

He is a pure North Devon, and doth infinite credit to

his " broughtings " up. Mr. Bond, of Crediton,

showed a lot of twelve Liecester ewes, bred and fed

by Mr. J. Partridge, jun., of Bow. They were exceed-

ingly fat, and had remarkably fine wool, and weighed
about 301bs. per quarter ; several good judges pro-

nounced the lot to be the finest ever seen in the fair.

Mr. Bond asked 50s. a piece. Leathei? Fair.—
The supply was large, but business dull at the follow-

ing quotations :—Calf skins, 20d. ; rounded ditto,

22d. ; close butts, 14d. to 14id. ; English hides,

12.vd. ; to 13d. ; Spanish horse hides, 16d. to 18d.
;

prime shoulders, 12d. ; English horse hides, 12d. to

13d. ; bellies, 9d. to lOd. ; Russia kips, 16d. to 18d.

per lb.

The annual HORSE FAIR at COCKERMOUTH
took place on Saturday, 17th; but owing, we presume,

to the horse fairs at Carlisle and Egremont being held

on the same day, the show of horses was rather scanty.

The attendance of dealers from distant parts was good,

and considering the number of animals exposed for

sale, more business was transacted than could be rea-

sonably expected. The chief part of the better de-

scription of horses were either bought up on the night

preceding the fair, or at an early hour next morning.—Cumberland Pacguet.
WORCESTER FAIR, on Monday last, was well

supplied with stock, while there were but few pur-

chasers. Prices for beef averaged 5^d., being a lower

quotation than that fetched at Leominster, and a great

many beasts were driven away unsold. Barrens fetched

from 1/. to 30s. a head more than they did this time

twelvemonths. The cows and calves in offer were of

inferior quality, and the trade for them was flat, and
many were \insold. Prices for mutton ranged from
5}d. to 6d.

BRENCHLEY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.
—The ploughing-match of this valuable society is ex-

pected to be a very interesting affair. We hear that

Robert Towner, the winner in this society of the first

prizes in 1841 and 1842, and the successful competitor

with the Horsmouden champion last year, has chal-

lenged Brooker, the Nettlestead man, who lately won
the three-horse championship prize for West Kent.

—

fCpj}fiff/i Cout^'iG)''

EXTRAORDINARY PRICES.—At a sale by
auction, at Elias Court Farm, Dunhead St. Andrew,
on Saturday last, three cows were sold at the following

extraordinary prices :—The first was knocked down at

100/., the second 70/., and the third 50/.

DESTROYING THISTLES BY SALT.— It is

said that if a small quantity of common salt, say about

a tea-spoonful, is taken between the fingers and thumb
and place 1 on the centre of the thistle, in a day or two
it will turn black, and in the course of nine or ten

days the root and every part of the plant will be des-

troyed. This is a cheap and certain method of des-

troying thistles on land. One person will salt as many
as five or six will cut up in the usual way. The salt

should be applied before the thistles have attained a

large size, and great care must be taken that it is not

dro))]ied amongst the grass or other herbage, as it

will destroy it also.
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REVIEA\' OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY.

The turn which afiairs have lately taken is of a

sufficiently encouraging nature to allow us to hope

that tlie crisis which threatened the destruction of

the British agriculturists has heen passed, and that

more auspicious times are in store for the cultivators

of tlie land. The arrogance and unbearable impu-

dence of the Anti-Corn-Law League have, at length,

aroused the landed interest ; the proper steps to pre-

vent further encroachments upon their just rights

have been taken. In all parts of the country meet-

ings of landlords and tenant farmers have been held
;

and though the different societies to oppose the

League are as yet in their infancy, they have already

produced beneficial results. The boast made by the

League, that wherever a vacancy might occur in the

representation of a borough or county they v/ould be

prepared to bring forward a candidate and ensure his

return, is not now very likely to be fulfilled. They

can no longer mislead the people by their one-sided

and notoriously unfair statements ; the body which

their own audacity has called into existence will have

no difficulty in proving the hollowness of their pre-

tensions—truth mustprevail ; the misrepresentations

of the League will be met by honest and straight-

forward statements of fact, acting as an antidote to

poison. Their importance has already been dimin-

ished ; and, judging from the miserable figure their

candidates have cut at recent elections, we trust we

may say their glory has departed.

The "success which has attended the first move-

ments of the societies established for the protec-

tion of British agriculture, promises well ; and now

that we have a central society in London, under the

presidency of the Duke of Richmond, the necessary

preliminaries for offering a determined opposition

to the enemies of the agriculturist may be said to

have been fairly organized.

In how far the pressure from without influenced

Sir Robert Peel when he declared, in his place in

Parliament, that ministers had no intention ofmaking

further alterations in the laws regulating the impor-

tation of corn, we are not prepared to say ;
we are

disposed to think, however, that the counter-agitation

to the League was not without its effects, and we

look upon the certainty of the existing law being

maintained (at least for a year) as the first fruits of

the movement. Be this as it may, in whatever

manner it wasbroughtabout,theircanbenodoubt that

the ministerial declaration has been productive of be-

nefit; and, without enquiring too minutely into causes,

weare satisfiedwiththeresult. Within a few weekscon-

fidence has taken the place of despondency, and weare

fully persuaded that union and cordial co-operation

between the owners and occupiers of the land, and a

firm determination to resist further concessions, will

soon render the Anti-Corn-Law League, with all

its boasted capital, powerless to work mischief.

The livelv interest we must at all times feel in that

which concerns the farmer has now, as on several

previous occasions, caused us to travel somewhat out

of our legitimate province ; and we have, perhaps,

allowed politics to mix rather too largely in an article

professins to be of an entirely agricultural and com-

mercial character. This, however, can scarcely be

avoided at periods wlien legislative changes, highly

prejudicial to the landed interest, are being claraour-

ously and impudently demanded of the government

by a body like the League.

Up to the close of the month of January, the wea-

ther retained the same mild and open character by
which the winter bad been previously characterized,

and fears were entertained that the wheat plant might

become prematurely luxuriant. With the commence-
ment of February a favourable change occurred,

without, at any period, being of so severe a nature as

to threaten to destroy the vitality of vegetation, the

frost was, during the first fortnight, sufficiently sliarp

to give a wholesome check. The heavy fall of snow
which was experienced in most parts of the country,

in the early part of the month, afforded additional

protection to the young wheat ; and from the reports

which have since reached us, respecting the appear-

ance of the crop, we have amjjle reason to be satisfied

with the favourable prospects held out for the future.

The plant is, with few exceptions, described as thick

on the ground, of a healthy colour, and though suffi-

ciently forward, by no means pointer proud. The
ravages committed by the slug are partially com-
plained of,but as an effectual remedyis nowwell known
for destroying this insect, viz., a dressing of unslacked

lime applied to the land, we cannot believe that the

mischieffrom that cause can be very extensive. The ab-

sence of frost, and the comparatively small quantity of

rain that fell during the autumn and early part of the

winter, induced many farmers to continue to sow
wheat to a much later period than in ordinary years

;

and though it was currently reported at one time that

the breadth of land under this crop was less than

usual, the addiiions which have been made from

time to time, have worked so great a change in this

respect, that it is now the opinion of many well-in-

formed practical men, that fully an usual breadth has

been committed to the ground.and generally under very

auspicious circumstances. During the short time the

frost lasted, great exertions were made to get manure
carted on the land, and so successfully was this work
carried on that the labours preparatory for spring

sowing may be said to be in a state of great forward-

ness, and the soil is, we believe, generally in remark-

ably good order.

'i'he various out-door occupations which have

lately engaged the attention of the farmer, have

allowed of little leisure for thrashing : the supplies

brought forward at the different markets in the

agricultural districts have consequently been moder-

ate, and the demand having, meanwhile, become
active, the value of wheat has, within the space of

about a month, risen 5s. to 6s. per qr. Several cir-

cumstances have combined to occasion this rise,

among which the removal of the uncertainty which

was generally felt in regard to the maintenance of

the existing corn laws, and the improvement
wrought by the frost in the condition of the grain of

last year's growth, were perhaps the most prominent.

To give a striking illustration of the magnitude of the

advance which has occurred in the price of wheat,

we shall instance the fluctuations which the quota-

tions of the article have undergone at the town of

Boston, in Lincolnshire : not longer ago than the mid- .

die of January, good 62 to 631bs. red wheat was ob-

tainable there at 50s. per qr., free on board
;
just one

month later, viz., the Uth February, the same quali-
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ties were roiulily saleable at oGs. to 67.s. jtcr qr. ; anil

though a slight reaction has since occiirreil, still

prices are at least os. to (is. per qr. higlai' tluui was
the ease some six weeks ago.

Those laniitrs whose pecuniary affairs have en-
abled them to retain a part of their last croj), have
therefore now an opportunity of realizing something
like remunerating prices ; but in the majority of in-

stances the improvement has, we fear, come too late.

The depreciation which the property of the agricul-

turists has undergone during tiie past two years,
owing to the Tariff, the altered corn laws, and otlier

prejudicial measures, has so impoverished them, tliat

the more needy were compelled to thrash out freely,

very shortly after harvest, and to force their wheat to

market when prices were at the lowest; and now,
when a better state of affairs has been brought about,
they are not in a position to derive the advantage.
Whilst we are on this subject, we deem it right to

warn our agricultural fiiends not to place too much
confidence in the present value of wheat being very
long maintained : we think the most favourable period
for realizing is likely to be between this and the end
of April. Very extensive purchases have been made
abroad during the winter, not only at the near con-
tinental ports, but likewise in the Mediterranean and
Black seas. Some of these will begin to come for-

ward in May, and by the middle of June large arri-

vals may be expected. It is true that high prices

have been paid abroad, and that importers are not
likely to clear in for home consumption so long as a
chance remains of the duty receding; but should the
seasons prove propitious, and the growing crops i)re-

sent a favourable appearance in the spring and sum-
mer, a contrary course would probably be adopted

;

in that case a material dejireciation in prices would
unquestionably ensue, and we therefore are disposed
to believe that the wisest course for holders of English
corn to pursue, will be to sell whilst tlierc is com-
paratively little foreign to compete with. With
regard to the probable range of the duty, opinions
vary materially ; many are disposed to think it will

recede to a very low point before the termination of
June, in which view, however, we are not disposed to

coincide. Whatever disadvantages may have at-

tended the substitution of the present for the corn
laws of 1828, there can be no doubt that the ability

of tampering with the averages has been Avondorfully
lessened, if not altogether rendered impossible. Under
the old law the making of false returns was notorious,

and by the combination of a few wealtliy operators the
duty lias been frequently reduced much below what
it would have been if allowed to work fairly. The
immense inducement held out by the rapid manner
in which the <luty lessened after it had been got down
to 20s. 8d. per qr., naturally led to mal-practices.
The introduction of rests at particular points in Sir
Robert I'eel's scale is a great improvement, and by
renderingal! tampering with the averages unprofitable,
has gone far to abolish any attempt at fraiul. Before
speculators had become practically acquainted with
the working of the new system, eltbrts to influence
the averages may have been made, but so unsuccess-
ful must these have proved that we see little cause to

exjicct tiieir repetition. Tiie general weekly average
of the kingdom, jiublished on the '22nd instant, was
."i^s. (id.; anil the aggregate of the six weeks rose on
that day to .V2s. 2d. ; we have therefore, now, an 18s.

duty. The high prices which have lately been ob-
tained for wheat, togetlier with tlie firm state of the
trade at present, render it probable that the returns

from Ihe country will come sutrK'iently liigh to cause

a rise in the aggregate, during the next six weeks, of

4s. ]ior qr. ; and early in April the duty will most
likely have receded to 15s. to Kis. per qr. Any sub-

!>C(pient changes must depend altogether upon cir-

cumstances, of which nothing can at present be known,
the most imjiortant of which will be the then state of

the weather, and the appearance of the growing crop,

regarding which it would be vain to enter into pre-

dictions.

As the transactions at Jfark Lane have a direct in-

fluence on the grain trade over the whole kingdom,
and are even watched with interest in most parts of

Europe, we jiropose, for the future, to give a some-
what detailed account of the operations which take

place there monthly.
During the whole of February the supplies ofEng-

lish wlieat into London have been on a moderate
scale ; the arrivals from Lincolnshire, which had
previously constituted a large proportion ofthe weekly
receipts, having in a great measure ceased. The
falling oiF in the supplies of home-grown wheat, the

low state of the stocks in the hands of millers, mer-
chants, and dealers, caused buyers—who had, for

many mouths before, operated with the utmost cau-

tion—to gain more confidence; and,with an improved
demand, jiricos began gradually to tend upwards.
On the first Monday in the month, wheat was
generally quoted Is. to 2s. per qr. higher at Mark-
lane, and the following week it again advanced to

the same extent—showing a rise of 3s. to 4s. per qr.

within a fortnight. This was (as might naturally

have been supposed) followed by better arrivals,

the farmers in the neighbouring counties having be-

come anxious to profit by so material an improve-
ment in the value of the article; still the sliow of

samples from Kent, Essex, and Suffolk has not at

any time been large ; and though a check has for the

present been given to any further advance, no mate-
rial reaction has taken place. Good runs of red

wheat, of last year's growth, are still worth 50s. to

57s., and fine white over (JOs. per qr. The enhance-
ment in prices of free foreign wheat has been quite as

great as that which has occurred in the value of

homegrown; having, in addition to a good local

enquiry, experienced rather an extensive demand
for the article for shipment coastwise and to Ireland.

For the latter purpose, low Mediterranean qualities

have excited most attention ; and as these are not at

all calculated for the London consumption, our mar-
ket has been cleared of a portion of those descriptions

generally the most unsaleable. Danzig and red

Baltic sorts have been pretty freely taken by our

own and neighbouring millers ; and, on the whole,

the deliveries fioni granary have been rather exten-

sive. At the close of the year 184.'}, the stock of free

wheat in the port of London was estimated, after

careful investigation, at 280,000 qrs. ; audit is now
supposed to consist of only 180,000 qrs., having
diminished nearly a third in the course of the last

two mouths. Besides a laigc amount of business

done in bonded wheat on the spot, very important

contracts for spring delivery at continental )iorts

have b('('n entered into during the month. For
Danzig wheat in granary 4;3s. to 44s., and, in one
instance, as much as 4(>s. per (|r. has been paid;

whilst equally high prices have been realizeil for car-

goes to be shipped at foreign ports. The quality of last

year's wheat isdesciibed as much inferior to that of

1842 all over the continent of Europe. From I'omme-
rania and Mekleuburg, from whence we received wlieat

of s]dendid fpiality last year, weigliing G2 to ttlMbs. jier

bushel, we have scarcely seen a single tine sample,

the berry Iteing lean and shrivelled, and, from

appearance, we should question whether shipments
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from that qimitcr will, uimn tliuir aniTal in this

country, hf (uinul to wci^li more than />',) to (JOlUs.

Notwitl'i5t;iiiiliii'j; this circiinistancc, ]Miglish specu-

lators have been I'uiuul \villin;j; to pay 'Mis. per qr., at

which tigiire many orders to buy have been sent to

Rostock. Even at these hijjh rates, and with a pro-

bable duty of IG.s. per qr., freight, insuranets, and
other charges, a profit is expected to be derived from
the investment : what i)rotection could the British

farmer, tJiercforc, exjiect under an 8s. ii.ved duty?
In how far the generally reported deficiency in the

crop of Barley at hai'vest time will ultimately be

borne out, still remains to be proved; but so imiver-

saiiy was the oi>inion entertained during the autumn
and spring, that from the increased breadth of land

under wheat, less than the usual quantity of barley

was grown in this country in 184^5, that many orders

were transmitted abroad for the purchase of this

grain. Some of these orders were executed before the

winter had set in on the other side, and from time to

time we have had arrivals from the continent, as well

during this as the preceding month. I'inc malting

qualities (English), whicli at one period were worth
as much as 383. to 39s. per qr, in the London mar-
ket, subsequently receded to 3o3. to oGs. ; and a cor-

responding reduction has taken place in the value of

other descriptions. Many usually well-informed
parties arc nevertheless still sanguine, and stoutly

maintain that our own crop will prove so short that

the whole of what has been bought abroad will be re-

quired before anotlier harvest can be seciu'ed, and
l)redict that the duty will recede, if not to the mini-
mum, at least to a very low point. AVe must confess

that we arc not sulHciently clear sighted to see so far

into futurity, at the same time we arc disposed to

believe that present quotations are likely to be main-
tained, at least until the time the bulk of the foreign

shipments may come forward, which cannot well be

until April or May.
In addition to rather large supplies of Irish Oats,

the arrivals from our own coast and Scotland have
been to a fair extent, and though no material varia-

tion has occurred in the value of this grain, the ten-

dency has been downwards. The future range of

prices will depend mainly upon the extent of the im-
portations that may still come to hand from Ireland.

What degree of credit attaches to the reports from
thence we are unable to determine, but according to

the most recent advices it would appear that stocks

had become greatly reduced in that country; and it

is confidently asserted that, unless we advance mate-
rially on this side of the channel, the consignments
to England will, for the remainder of the season,

be comparatively unimportant. Similar statements

have, however, so frequently been made in former
years by our Irish neighbours without being followed

by the results predicted, that we have become some-
what sceptical on the subject.

From abroad we do not anticipate any supplies of

importance, the prices being relatively liigh in most
of the oat-growing countries of Europe, whilst much
uncertainty exists as to any considerable reduction

occurring in the duty. At present the aggregate
average price for the kingdom is lOs. perqr., and
the duty 7s. per qr., with little probability of its re-

ceding below that point for many weeks.
Beans have, ever since harvest, borne a very low

value, and are at the present moment—weight taken
into account—one ofthe cheapest articles for feeding.

There can be no doubt that the consumption has been
lessened by the unusual mildness of the winter, still

we are disposed to think that prices have been at the

lowest point. So little encouragement has been held

out to make investments in tliis article, that it has

b^cn almost totally neglected ; and we much question

whether purchases have been entered into, to any ex-

tent, on British account abroad. Under these cir-

cumstances, and with a very marked reduction in the

stocks, as well at London as at the principal mari-

time ports, a slight improvement does not appear

improl)able.

The remarks we have just made in regard to beans,

ai)ply, ill a great measure, to peas also. The absence

of severe weather has materially infiuenced the con-

sumption ; and seldom have we had a winter during

which peas have excited so little attention. About
Christmas, choice white boilers were worth about

38s. ; but since then they have gradually receded
;

and they may now be had at least 33. to 43. per qr.

below the j)rice named.

The following statement of the arrivals of the

different kinds of Grain, I'ulse, and Flour into Lon-

don, during the four weeks ending -24111 inst., with the

receipts of the eorrcs[ionding period last year, may
l>rove of interest to our readers :

—

Month ending 24th Feb., Mouth ending February,

1844.

Wheat, English qrs. 19307
Scotch . . . G9d
Irish .... —
Foreign.. 8301

i8303

Barley, English

.

S<'otch .

Irish...

Foreign

.

Oats, English .

.

Scotch .

Irish ...

Foreign

Beans, English .

.

Scotch . . .

.

Peas, English ..

Foreign .

.

1843.

Wheat, English qrs. 17221

Scotch ... 633
Irish 205
Foreign .

.

—

42521

12878
11083
62248

130

86339

5812
27

5839

3891
310

4291

Barley, English
Scotch .

I rish .

.

ForeiKU •

Oats, English

Scotch
Irish ..

Foreign

Beans, English

Scotch .

Foreign

.

Peas, English

Foreign

18119

29786
4333
154

34273

16659
16665
289(i7

983

63274

5223
20

2603

7846

2116
8:5

2199

Flour, English, sks. 27102
Forci-jn .... —

sks. 27102

Flour, English, sks. 25981
Foreign, brls. 6107

sks. 25981
brls. 6107

We shall conclude our observations with a slight

notice of the position of the corn trade in Scotland
and Ireland.

In the former country, the last harvest is now
allowed to have becH universally good; and it is

nearly certain that we shall continue, for some time
longer, to receive supplies from thence of barley and
oats, with an occasional shipment of wheat. The
quality of all the different kinds of grain may like-

wise be described as satisfactory, the greater part of
the crops having been well secured there.
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Ill Ireland the produce of both wlieat and oats may

have been somewhat overrated at the time of har-

vest ; and, as regards the former, we are likely to be

called upon to alFord her some assistance, by import-

ing free foreign from this country ; this, however,

will be merely a change of commodities, and not a

drain for which no return will be made. They are

likely to reciulre some quantity of old wheat for mix-

ing, "but we are far from believing that the shipments

of'' their own growth to this country will entirely

cease ; indeed, we think the balance is, for several

months, likely to be in our favour. Respecting oats,

we have already—in another part of this article-

spoken. There can be no question that the crop in

Ireland was fully an average ; and though the more

needy farmers may have little remaining, we are of

opinion that the large corn merchants will be enabled

to furnish us, for a long time to come, with regular

weekly supplies, should our prices continue suffi-

ciently encouraging.

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
February 26.

White 58 60 66
Do S2 58

Do 63 68
New.... S6 —
Chevalier 36 .37

Bare ... 20 28
Brown.. 56 58
Chevalier 60 63
Potato.. 22 25
Cork,white20 21

Westport 20 21

Black .. 19 20

Wheat, Essex and Kent, new, red 52 56

Irish 50 51

Old, red 59 64

Eye, old 80 36

Barley, Grinding, 30 32 Malting 34 35

Irish S8 32

Malt, Suffolk and Norfolk 60 62

Kingston and Ware 60 63

Oats, yorksli.& Lincolnshire, feed 22 23

Youghall and Cork, black.. 19 20

Dublin 19 2"

Waterford, white 19 21

Newry 21 22

Galway IS 19

Scotch, feed 20 22 Potato.. 23 25

Clonmel 20 21 Limerick 20 21 23

Londonderry 20 21 Sligo .. 18 19

Beans, Tick, new 28 34 Old, small 34 38

Peas, Grey 32 33 Maple.. 31 33

"VV^iite 23 36 Boilers.. 34 38

FiOUR, Town-made 48 50 Suffolk— 40 per sk. of 280 lbs.

Stockton and Norfolk 2S 40 Irish 42 —
FOREIGN GPvAIN AND FLOUR IN BOND.

Wheat, Dantzic 45 50

Hamburg 42 44

EostoGk 42 44

Barley 20 —
Oats, Brew 12 16

Beans 15 19

Peas 23 25

FiiOUR, American, per brl 21 23

Feed

Account shewing the Quantities of Corn, Grain, Meal,

and Flour, imported into the United Kingdom, hi

the month ended the 5th Feb., 1844 ; the Quantities

upon which Duties have been jiaid for Home Con-

sumjjtion during the same month, and the Quantities

remaining in Warehouse at the close thereof.

,
Quantity en-; Quantity

tered for remaining in

consumption, warehouse.
Species of Grain.

Wheat, from British

Possessions

Barley, do
Peas, from do
Indian Corn, do
Wheat, foreign

Barley, do
Oats, do
Rye, do
Peas, do
Beans, do
Indian Corn, do
Buck Wheat, do

Flour and Meal from
British Possessions,.

Flour & Meal, foreign

Quantity
imported.

qrs. bush,

1354 3
12 7

873 7

34060
16305

J 23

3320 6
2985 6

4

cwts. qrs.lbs

17201 2 20
1695 3

qrs. bush.

2627 5
12 7

873 7

918 7

8049 6
152 1

058 7

14213 6
100 4

cwts. (irs. lbs.

18537 1 16

42 21

qrs. bush,

734 G

386

219116
18935 fl

57471 4
2221 2
27856 6
74476
2334 4

cwts. qrs.lbs.

3350 1 13

87277 3 18

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
Weekending, i Wheat.. Barley.i Oats. Rye. iBcaiis. Peas.

Jan. 13th 50 9

20tli 51 8

27tli I 52 3

Feb. 3rd ' 52 6

10th 52 7

17th
AfTf^ref^ftte iivora;;c of

liie six weeks which
rt'g-ulates the duty.

Duties jiayuble in
Loiulon till Wed-
Jipsday next inclu-
sive, and at tlie Out-
poi-ts till the alTival
(if the mail of that
day from London . .

Do. on grain from
British possessions
out of Europe.

.

33 I
18 9 33 5i 29 8

33 7 18 31 7| 29 6

33 8 19 32 4' 29 6

.83 2 18 11183 lOJ 29 8

53 6

52 2 33 4

18

6

19 132 9 29 10| 30 6

19 6 33 5 30

29 1019 32 n

7 010

2 2 C 2 19

COMPARATIVE PRICES OF GRAIN.
WEEKLY AVERAGES by : AVERAGES from the corres-
the Imp. Quarter, from llie

Gazette, of Friday last,

Feb. 23rd, 1844.

s. d.

Wheat 53 6
Barley 33 4
Oats 19 6
Rye 33 5

Beans 30 6
Peas 31 1

ponding Gazette in the last

year, Friday, Feb. 24th,
1843.

s. d.
Wheat 48 6
Barley 27 2
Oats 17 1

Rye 28 4

Beans 26 11

Peas 30 1

STOCK OF GRAIN, &c., IN BOND, IN THE
PORT OF LONDON, ON THE 5th FEB.

Wheat. Barley. Oats. Beans. Peas. Rye. Flour,
qrs. qis. qrs. qrs. qrs. qis. cwts.

00,379 6,086 20,883 25,037 4,176 — 20,291

PRICES OF SEEDS.
February 26.

The late severe, and present M-et weather have been
against the Seed trade, and the little business transacted

in Cloverseed and Trefoil has been at the rates last

quoted. Linseed and Rapeseed steadily supported
former prices. Canaryseed was in fair supply, and
decidedly easier to buy. In prices of other articles no
change occurred.

Carraway —

-

—
Clover, English, red .... 70 80

Flemish 54 76
New Hamburgh ..03 08
Old do 42 54
French 50 68

Linseed, English, sowing 50 60
Baltic — —
Mediter. & Odessa 38 41

Coriander 15 20
Mustard, brown, new...
Trefoil

Rapeseed, English, new

.

Linseed Cakes, Englisli.

new . . 57 62 per cwt.
white., none.
do.. ..70 115nominaIly
do.. .. 70 122
do.. .. 70 115
do.. .. none.

crushing 38 41 per qr.

per cwt.
12 18 white.. 10 12 p. bush.
— — old.. 14 2d new 25 34
25!. 20/. per last.

9/. 10s. to 10/. per 1000
Do. Foreign.. 51. to 61. 10s. per ton.

Large, foreign .... — —
Rapeseed Cakes 51. 5s. to 5/. I Os.

Hempseed 35 28 per qr.

Rye Grass, English — — Scotch — — nominal.
Tares, Spring 4s. Od. to 4s. 6d.

Canai'y, new 55 57 fine — per qr.

PRICES OF HOPS.
BOROUGH, Monday, Feb. 2G.

Although the business done has not been extensive,

prices are supported, the holders not being disposed to

force sales, notwithstanding tlie demand has fallen off

temporarily. We quote

—

POCKETS, 1843.

Sussex 122s. to 130s. Mid. Kent 140s. to 180s.

Wealds 124s. to 130s. Do. bags 140s. to 175s.

Choice do 135s. to 140s. Farnham pocketslOSs. to 2lOs.

East Kent 145s. to SlOs.
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POTATO MARKET.
SOUTHWARK, WATERSIDE, Feb. 26.

The weatlier during the past week has been much
like the ji receding one, remarkable for its changeable-

ness. The market has been sujiplied from most of the

shipping districts since our hist report, but by no
means liberal, yet fully ecpial to the jiresent demand

;

the information received from most of the principal

shipping districts of the scarcity of Potatoes imparts

firmness to holders of the best samples, but it does not

induce the retailers to jiurchase beyond their present

wants, they considering that there are plenty of Pota-

toes left to supply this market at the present languid

demand, as the advance in price has caused a decrease

in the consumption.

per ton.

York Reds 60s. to 80s.

Perth do 65s.

Early DeTons ....65s.
Late Devons 70s.

Cornwall 65s.

Jersey Blues 60s.

Kent& Essex Wh. 55s.

70s.

70s.

70s!

65s.

65s.

Do. Kidneys .

Wlsbeach do. .... 65s.

Do. Blues 55s.

Do. Wliites 60s.

Guernsey Blues ...60s.

Prince Regents ...— s.

per ton.

-s. 70s.

70s.

60s.

55s.

65s.

70s.

BUTTER, BACON, CHEESE, AND HAMS.
Irish Butter, new, per cwt.

s. s.

Carlow, new 84 92
t:*ligo 66 —
Banbridge 72 —
Cork, 1st 80 82
Waterford 70 76

English Butter,

Dorset, per firkin . 54; —
Foreign Butter, cwt.
Prime Friesland.. 100 104
Do. Kiel 98 102

Cheese, per cwt. s. s.

Double Gloucester . . 48 68
.''ingle ditto 42 52
Cheshire 52 74
Derby 50 55
Foreign ditto 36 44
Bacon, new 36 40
Middle 40 44
Hams, Irish 50 62
AVestmoreland 41 70
York 70 74
Fresh Butter, 14s. Od. per doz.

WOOL MARKETS.
BRITISH.

LEEDS, Feb. 23.—Sales of combing Wool during
the present week have not been quite so extensive as

for some few weeks past. Prices are firm, and sta-

tionary. Clothing Wools are in good demand, and last

week's quotations are full realized.

WAKEFIELD, Feb. 23.—Tliere is no further

improvement in the demand or price of Wool since our
last ; sales have been limited in all sorts, but prices

are firm.

LIVERPOOL, Feb. 24.

Scotch.—There continues to be a moderate de-

mand for laid Highland Wool at former rates. White
Highland is also much inquired for

;
good crossed is

much wanted at full rates ; inferior not so much in-

quired for. Good Cheviots are also much wanted,

and our stocks are very low.
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PRICES OF SHAKES.

No. of
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PLATE I.

NORTH DEVON STEER,

Our first plate represents a North Devon Steer, three years and seven months old, bred and fed

by Thomas Umbers, Esq., of Wappenbur)% which was exhibited at the Smithfield Club Cattle Show

in December last, and obtained the first prize in Class 3, of Fifteen Sovereigns and a Silver Medal.

Mr. Umbers also obtained a prize of Ten Pounds and a Silver Medal for another steer exhibited

in Class 4 at the same show.

PLATE II.

RECOVERY.

ENGRAVED BY R. PARR, FROM A PAINTING BY C. HANCOCK.

It is not so much Recovery as a blood-horse, as Recovery a stud-horse, in the very character in

fact in wliich he is here portrayed, that we introduce him to the readers of The Farmer''s Magazine^

as a horse for general purposes by no means unworthy of their notice. He is a horse of great muscular

power, with some rare stout old blood in his veins, with handsome prominent points, and very good,

though for a thorough bred one, rather high action. To our mind, he is just the sort of nag, the

produce of which when crossed with a three-parts bred hackney, or a good roomy roadster, would

very hkely at four, or five year's old, be taken at a couple of hundred by "landlord," and thus

very satisfactorily wipe out half-a-year's rent; or, going a little lower, let us suppose the dam to be

a Welsh gaUoway, which nearly every farmer has to jog round his people on, and which might

continue wth his gentle work to carry him within six weeks of foaling. Here then we have httle or

no labour lost, while the youngster, who is " as handsome as a picture and as swift as a bird," Avill

certainly either be sought after by some of the young ladies at the great house ; or, if the squire

won't have it. Master Arthur most assuredly will, when he comes home for the hohdays. Far be

it from us to wish to innoculate our friends wth a horse mania, but we know many agriculturists

who feel as much pleasure in looking at a weU-bred weU-reared horse, as they do at a well-bred

well-reared heifer ; and as far as our opinion goes, we think none the less of a farmer who can show

us a good horse in his stable, and play a part \vith him out of it.

This horse has obtained an additional celebrity, from the fact of his being the model of the horse

for the equestrian statue of the Duke of Wellington, about to be erected in front of the new Royal

Exchange in the city of London.

Recovery, a chesnut horse, was bred by the late Lord Berners, in 1827; and is by Emihus, dam
(Camarine's dam) by Rubens, out of Tippitywitchet by Waxy. Recoveiy is the sire of many first-

rate animals.

OLD SERIES.} V [No. 4.—FOL. XX.
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THE SOUTHAMPTON MEETLXG.

BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON, ESQ., F.R.S.

The period is now rapidly approaching, when
the farmers of England will be assembled to-

gether at the great annual meeting, at Southamp-
ton, of the Royal English Agricultural Society.

During the hurry, excitement, and contending

objects of interest which press upon the visitor's

attention at, and on the way to, these highly use-

ful, and brilliant meetings, it is difficult for the

farmer to coolly select for his inspection the most
valuable objects which commonly then surround

him. It may not, therefore, be imattended with

benefit to the agricultural visitors, to that highly

interesting town if I attempt to otFer a few rapid

notices of the objects to which I have just re-

ferred.

Supposing that the visitor takes his departure

from London, the agricultural features of the

line, of the South-Western Railway, Avhich present

themselves for the first portion of his journey,

are neither remarkable nor instructi^'e ; till he has

passed the Kingston station, he will find little but

the rich lands of the market-gardeners. Soils

made so rich by the excess of manure from the

London scavengers, as to set the ill-effects of the

\'ilest farming, the most execralile rotation of

crops, utterly at defiance. Leaving these, the

Kingston stationis approached : some gravel slopes

in the lovely district around Kingston are notice-

able more for their richly wooded scenery than

for the farming Avith which they are commonly
disfigured. Passing the Kingston station, the

train almost immediately enters, and for about

thirty miles traverses, a barren-heath district,

which, with little interruption, extends to beyond
Winchfield ; and now the farmer vnW have quitted

Surrey, and have been for some miles moving
through the coimty of Hants. Soon after he

leaves Winchfield, the agricvilturist will glady quit

that dreary series of heaths which must have dis-

gusted him so long. The intelligent farmers of

Norfolk, and of other Enghsh light-land districts

who have made such magic improvements upon
the drifting sands of the East of England, will

hardly without pity, Aaew these neglected, miser-

able heaths. It is idle to say that nothing can be
profitably eflfected in bringing these lands into

cultivation. The farmers from other properly

cultivated, although as nat\irally poor districts, will

readily allow, however, that nothing like profit

can be expected from such soils, if they are treated

as they are at present ; such a ludicrous system

of drainage, of enclosure, of planting, undi-ained

swamps, over unbroken raoorband pans, adorned

as they are, of a natural consequence, with a

wretched collection of yellow-tinted, worthless

Scotch firs, could not in the nature of things ever

be productive of profitable results to their indo-

lent and ill-informed owners. It would be very

desirable, I think, if the attention of either the

government or of some public land-improving

company was directed to the improvement of

these utterly neglected heaths. It is quite evi-

dent that to their present o>vners, they are worse

than useless incumbrances. The portion of the

county of Hants into which the farmer first en-

ters is near the Farnborough station. In a report

drawn up some years since for the consideration

of the Board of Agricvilture, the whole of this

covmty was divided, for the convenience of de-

scription, into five districts; the first of these

in which the fanner w\\\ find himself, is, in the

rej)ort alluded to, called the Woodland District.

The general character of this, however, hardly

corresponds Avith the portion of it traversed by the

South Western Railway trains. Tliis division of

about 103,000 acres includes the whole county
to the north of aline draAvn from Farnham in Surrey,

to the south of Odiam, and the north of Basing-

stoke to Eastwoodhay. The reporter describes

the predominating soil to be a strong broAvn or

grey loam, resting upon a tough blue or yellow

clay, generally wet, and in some places boggy.

In the Eastern part are tracts of a dark coloured,

sandy, or gravelly mould, of a good depth, and rest-

ing upon a dry subsoil ; but even these are in-

termingled with a strong wet and broAvn loam.

Along the borders of the riATilets lie tracts of mea-
dow and pasture lands, the soil ofwhich is a sandy
loam, resting on clay, loam, peat, and gravel, and
abounding in springs. Proceeding northward from
the Woodland Valley, the soil becomes by de-

grees of a lighter quality, until the imjwovement
is lost in a thin, sandy or gravelly mould lying

upon deep beds of white, red, and yellow sand,

and gravel, and a wet hvmgry loam upon a moist

loose white and yellow clay. Along the south

side of this district, the soil is of a mixed charac-

ter, something between the hea\y loams we ha^'C

just noticed and the chalk to which it is ap-

proaching.

As the train arrives within rather more than a

mile of Basingstoke, the farmer will see to his

left hand the ruins of Basing House, memorable in

days of anarchy, and rebellion, for the noble
stand here made against the Republicans of the

time of Charles the First, by the gallant ancestors

of the present family of the Paulets. " The house
was taken by storm in October, 1645," says. Mr.
Bell, in his Gazetteer, "after having been defended

by John Paulett, fifth Marquis of Winchester;
during a siege, or rather a series of sieges, for

two years against the Parliamentary forces. The
house whose remains, walls, and groxmds be-

speak it« former magnificence, was demolished by
order of Oliver CromweU ; though, according to

Hugh Peters, " A'ery spacious and beautiful, and
fit for an empress." From a survey taken in

1798, it appears that the area of the works, in-

cluding the garden and entrenchments, included

upwards of foiuleen acres of land.

Lord Clarenden,in his "History ofthe Rebellion,"
only slightly notices this event. He merelyobserves
(vol. ii. p. 573),—" Cromwell had left Fairfax in the

West, and, mth a })arty selected, had set down before

Basing ; and his unj^erious summons having been
rejected, he stonned the place and took it, and
put most of the garrison to the sword ; and a

little before Wincliester had surrendered on easy

terms,"
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Near the Village of Basing, in 871, Ethelred

was attacked and his army routed by the Danes.

Tlie train next approaches the Basingstoke

station, to the right of which the farmer will no-

tice a beautiful ruin, being a fagment of the Holy
Ghost Chapel—which is stated by Hassel to have
been erected in the early part of the reign of

King Henry VHI. by William, the first Lord
Sandes, who obtained of that King a license for

its foundation, and the establishment of a guild,

by the name of " ^flie Brotherhood, or Guild of

the Holy Ghost." He endowed it ^ath an estate,

for the instntction of youth and maintenance of

a priest, to perfonn divine semce. This Brother-

hood came to the crown in the 1st Edward VI. in

pursuance of the act for the suppression of col-

leges, free chapels, &c. The inhabitants of

Basingstoke, through the mediation of Cardinal

Pole, the Pope's Legate, and Archbishop of Can-
terbury, obtained of Queen Mary the restitution

of this guild to its original state ; which, ha\ang
nothing belonging to it of a superstitious ten-

dency, continued uninterrupted imtil the ci^al

wars, \\'hen it was seized on, and the chapel and
school shut up; imtil Dr. Morley, Bishop of

Winchester, obtained the restoration of this

estate, in 1670, to be applied to the pui-poses

for which it was originally instituted. Camden
says, the history of the prophets, apostles, and
disciples of Christ, was very curiously described,

with their several portraits, upon the roof; and
that Lord Sandes, the founder, was buried here.

The Basingstoke station is about half way be-

tween Southampton and London. There is little

in the toAvn of Basingstoke which is particularly

remarkable. The celebrated navigator, Sir James
Lancaster, was a native of this place.

The farmer is now on the great chalk formation
—and on this he will continue, until he is nearly
close into the town of Southampton, for al-

though, after he has passed Winchester, he will

speedily find himself ghding amid the water mea-
dows of the valley of the Itchen, yet, even here,

he must remember that the great majority of even
these valuable meads have the chalk formation
for their substratum. This great central division

of Hampshire is pretty correctly described in the
report, to which I have already referred, as

containing about 454,000 acres. The higher
portion has the appearance of an elevated plain

broken into unequal portions, and intersected by
hollows, through which numerous brooks and
rividets, rising in these upland tracts, find their

way, for the most part in a southerly direction to

the sea. In these hollows are found extensive
tracts of meadow or pasture land, and almost all

the houses of the inhabitants, the higher tracts

being open and extensive sheep downs. On these
valuable downs the predominating soil is a thin
grey loam, resting on a firm bed of chalk. Par-
ticular places have what is pro-\ancially called a
hazel mould, being light, dry, and friable, resting
upon chalk rubble mixed with flint ; this yields a
short thick grass, affording very' capital pasturage
for sheep. A third soil met with in these downs
is a black vegetable mould, resting on a substra-

tum scarcely difterent from the preceding. A
fourth soil is a strong and flinty loam, resting

from one to eight and ten feet deep on the firm

chalk : this is foimd chiefly on the flat summit of

the lesser eminences, the acclivities of which gi^-e

a fifth description of soil, consisting chiefly of

decomposed chalk— this yields large crops of
turnips and sainfoin. In lower situations the

soil is a strong grey or red loam, rather dif-

ficult to till, but highly productive, especially

of wheat. In numerous hollows, exclusive

of the valleys that are traversed by the run-
ning streams, the soil is termed "shrave"
formed of small flat flints, sometimes red pebbly
gravel, combined with a small proportion of ex-

ceedingly tough loam, in a few places, with dry
sand or small gravel. Of the deeper valleys (the

farmer will see this soil in the Itchen valley, be-
tween Winchester and Southampton), the soil is

a black vegetable mould, resting on calcareous

loam; in these large chasms occur, which are

occupied by masses of peat, which is consumed
in the neighbourhood for fuel, and in which are

found numerous trunks of large trees.

The rotation chiefly followed upon the ]3retty

extensive farms, ,Svhich occupy the chalk forma-
tion between Basingstoke and Winchester, is

chiefly a four or five shift. Sainfoin is here
sown extensively, and this is allowed to remain
one, two, or more years, according to the nature
of the soil and the goodness of the plant—^they

are almost all stock farms.
" The ordinary rotation of crops in tliis district

(as is wellobservedbyMr. W.Simonds, of St. Cross,
in a recent obliging communication), on the four-
field system, is wheat, turnips, barley, clover,

or grass. On the five-field the same rotation is

followed, except that the grass-field remains two
years, and is known in the second year as old ley.

In many instances this old ley is divided into two
portions ; one being prepared for rape and tur-

nips, the remainder continuing in grass, both
upon being afterwards sovra with wheat consti-

tuting one field.

" Wlien sainfoin is grown, a portion of the
fann is set apart for this crop, and it remains on
the land for several years ; the remainder of the
arable being subdivided, according to its ca-
pability, as before stated. The light land farms
vary in the proportion of com; the best soils

usually having annually half com and half

green crops ; the next quaHty two-fifths corn and
three-fifths green crops ; and the inferior only one-
third corn, and in some few instances even less.

The main-stay of the farmers throughout this ex-
tensive district is their flocks, and a vast number
of good lambs are annually sold at Overton Fair

(Feb. 18) to the dealers, from Buckinghamshire,
Essex, Berkshire, and other fattening counties."

The great chalk formation, w'hich the farmer

passes over in the eighteen miles between Basing-
stoke and Southamjiton, is very accurately de-

scribed by Mr. John Morton, in his valuable

work on soils (p. 33), as extending "from Brid-

port in Dorsetshire, by Dorchester, Salisbury,

Hungerford, Henley, Wycomb, Stevenage, Saf-

u 2
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fron Walden, Newmarket, 'riietford, and SwafF-

liam, to Docking, in Norfolk ; along the north
side of the London Basin, and crossing the

Wash, it enters Lincolnshire at Burgh, and ex-

tends through South Binbrook to Barton ; and
after crossing the Humber, it proceeds from
Hull, through BeA'erley and Ganton, to Foxholes.

Tliat which forms the south side of the London
Basin, begins at Dover, and extends through
Cliilham, Chatham, Farmingham, Merstham,
Guildford, Farnham, and AVinchester to Sahs-

bury. There is another branch, which forms the

north side of the Isle of Wight Basin, beginning

at Beachy Head, in Sussex, and extending

through Shoreham, Arundel, north of Fareham,
Bishops-Waltham, to Winchester. There is also

a very small portion along the middle of the Isle

of Wight. The greatest breadth of the chalk for-

mation is about the place crossed by the South
Western Railway, not far from Bishop's

Waltham, in Hampshire, through Winchester
and Whitchurch, to Wantage, in Berk-
shire, being upwards of forty miles. The
water," continues Mr. Morton, "which comes
from below the lower chalk, is pure and
limpid, and delicious to drink. It contains

carbonate of lime (chalk), and is of the best qua-

lity for water meadows—hence one reason why
the best water meadows are in the chalk ^'alleys.

Tlie openness of this formation keeps the whole of

the surface very dry, indeed the whole of the

chalk soil is dr}% and there are no springs in it,

except those that are thrown out by the clay be-

low the lower chalk. Many of the valleys, which
in the winter have rivers flowing in them, are left

perfectly dry in the summer, owing to the open-

ness of this formation, which allows the rain to

run through it to the clay below—these valleys

are called bournes.

The lower chalk forms a range of low hiUs, in

front of the elevated range of upper chalk—the

soil on the lower chalk is also called white land.

It is wthout flints, and has fewer fragments of

chalk in it than the soil on the upper chalk. This

may be omng to a portion of clay or alumina in

the lower chalk, on which the frost and the air

have a great effect, and reduce it to a powder, or

dissolve it into minute particles, so as to form,

with vegetable matter, a chalky loam. This soil

is a deep, strong, grey loam, a chalk marl, or a

calcareous loam, of a white colour, from the quan-

tity of chalk in its composition—white marl,

mabn, or marme, are names which are given to it

in different districts. This is a much richer and
more productive soil than that on the upper
chalk, being stronger and more adhesive ; it is

better calculated, also, for the production of

wheat, beans, and clover, but not so well fitted

for turnips as the other ; for, although it produces

great crops, both of turnijjs and barley, the land

is injured by the trampling of the sheep in con-

suming them on the ground.

A large portion of the uj)per chalk is in downs
and sheep i)asture, and most of the remainder is

imder the plough ; little of this, in the southerly

COUfttjes, is enclosed, though almost the whole

course of the lower chalk is under arable culture.

There is a great i)ortion of the upper chalk which
is covered with either a thin coating of sand (the

sand of the plastic clay, I think) or vegetable

mould, in a state of nature, having been occupied

as a sheep-walk for ages, and it has been kept in

the same state, instead of being increased in value

by the improved state of agriculture. The sur-

face of the chalk formation, from being much
undulated from the low level of the east coast in

Norfolk and Suffolk, to the high hills of Hants,

Wilts, and Dorsetshire, makes a considerable

variation in the chmate ; in Norfolk and Suffolk

the harvest on this formation is much earher

than in Hampshire, Wiltshire, and Dorsetshire.

It is curious that the land on every other forma-

tion should be almost wholly enclosed, and that

this shovdd be almost entirely an open, extensive

plain ; this is the case, whether you take Dorset,

Wilts, Hants, and Berkshire, on the west, or

Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, and Lincoln-

shire, on the east. Is this to be considered as the

cause, or the effect of the sheep fold, as a manure
to fallows ?

The open and porous nature of the subsoil

leaves the surface perfectly dry ; indeed so much
so, that some yearly expense is incurred by the

farmers in making and repairing ponds for catch-

ing rain-water for their stock, and wells have
occasionally been dug through the chalk to a

great depth for water—a great improvement
would be made in the chalk district by inclosing

the whole.

Tliere are few objects of general interest worthy
of notice between Basingstoke and Winchester.
At that city, however, there is much to be seen,

which will well repay the accomplished farmer's

notice. He will here find a splendid cathedral,

whose interior will well compare with, by far,

the largest portion of the English cathedrals.

In it, amidst many other remarkable persons,

repose the remains of the celebrated Izaak

Walton, the prince of fishermen, who, in this

city, long the proud capital of England, passed

quietly through the closing scenes of his tran-

quil life ; following till the last, the happy vo-

cation of an angler on the banks of the Itchen.

Honest Izaak AValton evidently loved fair play in

a fisherman, for he tells us in the fifth chapter of

his Complete Angler, "And you are to know that

in Hampshire, which I think exceeds all England
for swift, shallow, clear,* pleasant brooks, and store

of trouts, they used to catch trouts in the night, by
the light of a torch, which, when they have dis-

covered, they strike with a trout spear, or other

ways. In this kind of way, they catch very many

;

but I would not believe it till I was an eye-

witness of it, nor do I like it now I have seen it."

Winchester abounds with relics of antiquity.

Historical recollections of the highest interest are

connected with its history. It was here that, in

827, Egbert was crowned the first king of Eng-
land. Alfred the (Jreat resided here, and was
buried in its Abbey of Hyde. Canute, too, resided

in it ; as did William of Normandy. Rufus was

buried in its cathedral, By Edward the third it
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was made a staple for the sale of wool. Queen
Mary was married here to PhiUp of Spain. And
in the reign of James the first, the disgraceful trial

of Sir Walter Raleigh took place within its walls.

The cathedral (which contains an altar-piece by
Benjamin West), the college, the Hospital of St.

Cross, about a mile south of the city (founded

in 1132 by Blois, brother of king Stephen), with.

many others, are all objects well worthy of the

traveller's notice. At this last, all wayfaring

travellers are entitled to freely receive, on appli-

cation, bread and beer.

As soon as the train has passed through the

deep chalk cutting at Winchester, the farmer will

begin to perceive, and to gradually descend to

the level of the excellent water meadows of the

valley of the Itchen, which I next proceed to

describe.

These water-meadows, the farmer when he

is on his tour, will find the most ready of access

for close inspection, either when at Southampton,

by pursuing his way along the banks of the Win-
chester or Romsey canals, or, what will be perhaps

still more convenient to him, if he stops at

Winchester on his way (12 miles from South-

ampton), for the water-meadows of the Itchen

valley extend perfectly close to the walls of that

city—are, in fact, within half amile of the railway-

station. These meadows are copiously irrigated

by the bright chalk waters of the Itchen, a river

whose waters are, perhajis, the most copious con-

sidering the shortness of its course, of all the

southern English rivers.—The fanner who views

the mass of crystal water, pouring under Winches-
ter bridge, will hardly feel inchned to suspect that

all this flood is the produce of a few springs which
arise within seven miles of the city. When the

farmer also notices the fertihty diffused by the use

of these bright waters—waters which contain such

^^ery limited jjroportions of either earthy, saline, or

organic impurities, he will feel assured that it is an

error to conclude that it is only very impure waters

that are valuable for the use of the irrigator. It

is, in fact, a mistake which most persons make,
to suppose that even these bright and transparent

waters are perfectly pure, and that they do not

contain any substances which are the food of plants

—for both these popularopinionshave been ])roved

to be erroneous. Thus the waters of the Itchen

contain, in 10,000 parts, 2h parts of solid matter.

Organic matter 0.02 parts.

Carbonate of lime (chalk) 1.89 „
Sulphate of hme (gypsum). . . . 0.72 „
Muriate of soda (common salt) 1.01 „

Now, that these saline substances are absorbed by
plants, from these kind of irrigation waters, has

been shown by Dr. Madden {Trans. Hujh. Soo.

V. 8, p. 687,) who found, in a gallon of the water,

of some springs issuing from the foot of the Pent-

land Hills, of

Carbonate of lime (chalk.) 4 grains.

Chloride of sodium(common salt) 10 „

But after this water had been passed over some
meadows, it was found to contain these salts in

diminished proportions. The same quantity of

water then containing of

Chalk only 2 grains.

Common salt 5 „

Such facts would appear to confirm the conclu-

sions of some of the ablest cultivators, that the

chief advantages of irrigation are attributable to

the foreign substances with which the water is

charged; although, as I have elsewhere ob-

served, almost every farmer has a mode of ac-

counting for the highly fertihzing effects of irriga-

tion—one thinks it cools the land, another that

it keeps the grass warm in winter. And this was

Sir. H. Davy's opinion. He thought that a ^yin-

ter-flooding protected the grass from the injurious

eflfects of frost.

In these conclusions with regard to the

theory of irrigation, I have found many excellent

practical farmers concur. Thus, Mr. Simonds,

of St. Cross, near Winchester, considers that the

great benefit of winter flooding for meadows is

derived, in the first iAa.ce, from the deposits made
by the muddy waters on the grass ; and, secondly,

from the winter covering with water preventing

the ill effects to the grass of sudden transitions

in the temperature of the atmosphere. This geii-

tleman is perfectly aware of the value of the addi-

tion of the city drainage of Winchester to the fer-

tilizing quahties of the Itchen river water, and of

its superiority for irrigation after it has flowed

past the city, ha\'ing water meadows both

above and below the town ; and he finds that if

the water has been once used for irrigation, that

then its fertihzing properties are so materially re-

duced, that it is of little value for again passing

over the meadows ; and so comdnced is he, by
experience, of this fact, that, ha\'ing in this way
long enjoyed the exclusive and valuable use of a

branch of the waters of the Itchen for some grass

land, a neighbour higher up the stream followed

his example, constructing some water meadows,

and using the water before it arrived at those of

my informant, who, in consequence found the wa-

ter so deteriorated in quality (though not sensibly

diminished in quantity) that he once thought of

disputing the right with his more upland neigh-

bour. ITie experience of other irrigators tends to

the same conclusion. In the best managed water

meadows of Hampshire the farmer does not pro-

cure annually more than three crops of grass ; yet

in sitviations where a richer water is employed, as

near Edinburgh, four or five are readily obtained.

Almost any description of grass, it is found,

vnll flourish under proper management in water-

meadows. Those whose soils consist of peat,

resting on sand or on sandy loam, with a substra-

tum of chalk or gravel, generally produce the

meadow foxtail, the brome grass, and the meadow
fescue, on the tops and sides of the ridges. The
furrows and sides of the drains are usually tenan-

ted by the creeping bent, the hard fescue, the

rough-stalked meadow grass, and the woolly soft

grass. In those water-meadows whose soil con-

sists of a sandy loam on a clay subsoil, the chief

grasses are commonly the creeping-rooted soft

grass, the crested dog's tail, the meadow barley.
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and the sweet-scented venial grass. But some
grasses change their appearance in a very remarka-

ble degree when exposed under favourable cir-

cumstances to the influence of the flood waters.

Tliis fact is strikingly exemplified in the case of

two small meado^^'s situated at Orcheston, sLx

miles from Amesbury, in Wiltshire, denominated
from their great produce "the long grass meads."
These, says Davis, "contain together only two
acres and a half, and the crop they produce is so

immense, that the tithe of their hay was once sold

for five guineas." Much discussion took place

amongst the Wiltshire farmers as to the nature

of the crop of these meads, before it was at last

shown that the greatest part of their herbage con-

sisted of nothing else than the black couch or

couchy bent, the agrostis stolonifera, one of the

worst of the grasses or weeds which haunt the

poor, ill-cultivated arable soils.

It is a correct conclusion of the farmer, that

the grass and hay of water-meadows is not so

nutritious as that of permanent pasture lands.

Tlie difference, however, is not so great as is

commonly supposed. The late George Sinclair

determined this experimentally, and he is no
mean authority with regard to dl that relates to

the grasses. He obtained from the rye-grass

(Lolium perenne), at the time of flowering, taken

from a water-meadow that had been fed off Avith

eheep till the end of April, of nutritive matter, 72
grains ; and from the same weight of this grass,

taken from a rich old pasture, which had been
shut up for hay about the same time, 92 grains

;

from the same grass from the meadow that had
not been depastured in the spring, 100 grains

;

and from the same grass from the pasture which
had not been fed off, 120 grains. All the grasses,

in fact, where their growth is forced by the ap-

phcation of either hquid or sohd manures, are

found to contain nutritive matter in diminished

quantities—this, too, was determined by Sinclair.

From four ounces of a very rankly luxuriant

patch of rye-grass, on which a large portion of

cow-dung had been deposited, he obtained of

nutritive matter, 72 grains. From the same quan-
tity of the same grass, growing on the soil which
surrounded tliis luxuriant patch, he obtained 122

grains ; and, in a second trial, the same species

of grass, on a soil entirely destitute of manure,
aflTorded of nutritive matter 95 grains. On the

same soil excessively manured the grass afforded

only 50 grains. In these experiments, the plants

were of the same age, and were examined at the

same stage of their growth. {Horfus Gram., 384.)

With regard to the construction and manage-
ment of water-meadows, there are many practical

works of the highest authority to which the

farmer has ready access, and in the following ob-
servations, therefore, I shall merely veiy briefly

paraphrase the accounts given by Mr. Davis and
others, of the practice of irrigation in the southern

counties

—

{Stephejis\'i Practical Irrigator—
Brow7i's Rural Affairs, p. 263

—

Sinclair's Hort.

Gram., p. ,382

—

Davis's Wiltshire—Driver's

Hampshire). In this, however, ever since the

time when Davis wrote, there has been a great

and steady improvement. The land is better

levelled, the slopes more evenly preserved, the

water ways, aqueducts, and hatches better con-

structed, and in many of the more recent im-

provements in the valley of the Itchen, the sliding

water-doors are regulated by a cogged wheel
turned by a moveable Avince, so as to render them
safe from alteration during the absence of the

meadow-keeper.
ITie management of the Wiltshire and Hamp-

shire water-meadows, as well as it can be briefly

descriljed, is as follows :—In the autumn, the

after-grass is eaten off quite bare, when the ma-
nager of the mead (provinciaUy the drowner) be-

gins to clean out the main drain and " right up
the works ;" that is, to make good all the car-

riages and drains which the cattle have trodden

in, so as to have one tier or pitch of work ready

for dro^vning. This is immediately put under
water, while the dro^vner is preparing the next

pitch.

In the flowing meadows this ought to be done,

if possible, early enough in the autumn to have

the whole meadow ready to catch the first floods

after Michaelmas. The water then being the

first washing of the arable lands on the sides of

the chalk hills, as well as the dirt from the roads,

is then thick and good ; and this remark as to

the superior riches of the flood-waters, is one
that is commonly made in Berkshire and other

parts of England. The length of the autumnal
watering cannot be precisely stated, as much de-

pends upon situation and circumstances, but if

water can be commanded in abundance, the cus-

tom is to give meadows " a thorough good soak-

ing at first," perhaps for a fortnight or three

weeks, with an intermission of two or three

days during that period, and continue for the

space of two fortnights, allowing an interval of a

week between them. The works are then made
as dry as possible, to encourage the gro^vth of

the grass. This first soaking is to make the land

sink and pitch close together, a circumstance of

great consequence, not only to the quantity, but

to the quality of the grass, and particularly to

encourage the shooting of new roots, which the

grass is continually forming to support the forced

growth above.

Wliile the grass grows freely, a fresh watering

is not wanted ; but as soon as it flags, the water
must be repeated for a few days at a time, always

keeping this fimdamental rule in view—" to make
the meadows as dry as possible after every water-

ing, and to take ott' the water the moment any
scum appears upon the land, which shows that it

has already had water enough."

Some meadows that will require the water for

three weeks in October, and the two following

months, Avill not, perhaps, bear it a week in Feb-
ruary or March, and sometimes scarcely two days

in April and May.
In the catch-meadows, which are watered by

springs, the great object is to keep the works of

them very dry between the inten'als of watering ;

and as such situations are seldom affected by
floods, and generally have too little water, it is
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necessary to make the most of the water, by
catchinff and rousinef it as often as ])ossible ; and
as the upper works of every pitch will be liable

to get more water than those lower do^v•n, a

longer time should be jpriven to the latter, so as

to make them as equal as possible. [Davis's

Agriculture of Wiltshire, p. 125—7.)

In Berkshire they first Hood their water-mea-
dows about Michaehnas ; these are situated prin-

cipally on the banks of the Kennet. The first

fiooding they deem the richest in quality : this

they keej) on the land for about four days, then

they dr}' it for about a fortnight, and then the

water is let on for three or four days more : those

meadows which are the most readily dried are the

most productive. There are none more so, in

fact, than those which have a porous, gra\'elly, or

broken Hint bottom, from which the Hood-water
readily escapes, almost without drains, lliey

begin to feed their meadows with sheep about the

(3th of April, and continue feeding till about the

'21st of May, when the meadows are again flooded

for a crop of hay ; the land is then flooded and
dried alternately for three days until hay time.

'llie land in Wiltshire under this kind of ma-
nagement has been computed, and vni\\ a tole-

rable degree of accuracy, to be betAveen 15,000
and 20,000 acres. Some considerable adchtions,

however, have been made to the water-meadows
of the district since this calculation was made.
{Davis's Wilts., p. 122). About the samenumber
of acres are formed into water-meadows in Berk-
shire, and a stiU larger numljer in Hampshire.

lliese water-meads are very commonly held by
those fanners who hold the adjoining down or

sheep-farms ; and they are found to be, in connec-
tion with these valuable stock farais, exceedingly

valuable, as )ielding a supply of green food be-

tween the period when the supply of turnips

usually terminates, and that of the upland spring-

feed commences. For, on these skilfully-con-

structed meadows, their first crop is generally

ready to be fed off long before the grasses of the

arable farms have begun to make first spring

shoot.

These down farms, adjoining the banks of the

Itchen, are principally resting immediately on the

chalk formation ; in fact, their soils are mainly
composed of chalk. They are chiefly farmed on
the four-course system, and are many of them (in

connection with these water-meadows) Worthy of

the careful inspection of the fanner from other

counties. These meads, are a valuable description

of grass land, which, as I have before had occasion

in other places to remark, may be readily fonned
in other districts, with considerable advantage to

the cultivator.

These meadows extend pretty nearly to the

Bishopstoke Station, from whence the Gospoit
branch of the South Western Railway diverges.

At this spot the farmer may notice one or two of

the best farms in Hampshire. Passing this station,

at the distance of about five miles of a district

more noticeable for the beauty of its scenerj' than
its agriculture, the train arrives at Southampton.

Tlie beautiful, and rapidly rising town, of

Southampton,* the farmer will find situated on a
peninsula, towards the head of the Southampton
water. On one side of this peninsula, the bright,

swift-flowing waters of the Ri\'er Itchen reach the
bay ; on the other those of the Test.f
When at Southampton, various objects of inter-

est wiU be readily accessible by the A-isitor.

Within about two miles of the town, on the
banks of the Southjunpton water, are the beauti-
fully situated ruins of the abbey of Netley.
'i'hey will be most readily found by the tourist,

by passing over the Itchen ferry fly-bridge
at the bottom of the town of Southampton,
and by turning to the right, and keeping as closa

to the shore as possible—the ride is a very lovely
one.

'ITie abbey of Netley was founded by king
Henry II. in 1239, who placed in his foundation
a small party of Cistercian monks (from the
abbey of BeauHeu) : these were, says Dr. Beattie,
the most powerful and encroaching of all the
rehgious orders. In point of revenue Netley
abbey was one of the smallest of the monas-
teries. At the time of the dissolution it held only
an abbot and twelve monks, and their posses-
sions pi-oduced, according to Dugdale £100 Is.

8d. 'ITie site was granted by Henry the VIII.
to Sir W. Paulet, aftenvards Marquis of Win-
chester, one of the most i-emarkable statesmen of
his time. Queen Elizabeth was here in 1560.
In the register of St. Michael's parish it is stated
" the Queen's Majesty's Grace came from the cas-
tle of Netley (a house close by Netley abbey, be-
longing to Lord Hertford) to Southampton, on
the thirteenth day of August." The English
monks, in selecting the sites of then- houses,
always endeavoured to secure a good supply of
fish and game. At some distance behind the
abbey of Netley the monks had two fish ponds,
which are still in perfect preseiTation, The first

is nearly square, bordered with underwood, atid

backed with flourishing oaks. The upper pond
is still more picturesque, being perfectly overhung
wth fine trees. There are few traces of their

gardening or their agriculture, but they obviously,
and wisely, never neglected either their vineyards
or their woods. The neighbourhood of Netley
abbey was certainly more thickly wooded in for-

mer times than now. In the steward's book for

the town of Southampton under the date, 1469, is

an entry of two pounds three shillings and four-
pence, paid to the abbot of Netley, for "a grove of
woode bought by the maire for to make piles and
legges by the sea syde." Horace Walpole was
enraptured with what he terms " not the ruins of
Netley abbey, but of Paradise. Oh, the purpled
abbots; what a spot they had chosen to slumber
in ! The scene is so beautifully tranquil, yet so

lively, that they seem only to have retired into the

world." When he visited Netley, there were

* The population of the to\Vn, which in 1821
was 13,343, had increased in 1841 to 27,744.

t These are both celebrated trout stream.s : the

Test, too, is almost the only stream in England
where the angler finds the grayling.
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standing " fragments of beautifully fretted roofs,

pendent in the air, with all variety of Gothic pat-

terns of windows topped round and round with
i^y." Tlie last remains of the " fretted roof"

have long fallen, and most of the windows have,

since Walpole's time, been stripped of their i\y.

It is hardly possible, in the limits of this paper,

to even, but slightly describe to the xasitor all the

numerous objects of attraction which present

themselves within a few miles of Southampton.
The Isle of Wight, to which there are steamers
almost every hour—Portsmouth dockyard, with
the Victory, Nelson's flag ship, at anchor just be-
fore it—^The New Forest (in which the spot is still

shewn where WiUiam Rufus was slain)—the
race course—the new cemetery—the docks—the
Victoria pier—are all objects of interest, which
will well repay the visitor for the time bestowed
upon their examination.

Many historical recollections of the highest in-

terest are connected with, this town. It was here
that Canute king of England reproached his

courtiers when seated on the sea sliore. It was
here that Henry V. marshalled his army previous
to the battle of Agineourt.

But I must conclude these rapid notices. The
Royal Agricultural Society of England has never,

hitherto, held its annual meeting in so lovely

a district ; and when I remember the numerous
objects of interest which the county of Hants
presents to the fanner's notice, I cannot but feel

confident that the meeting at Southampton -will

yield, in its brilliancy and good effect to none
of its predecessors.

[The copyright of this paper is reserved by the author.]

AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS.
On Friday, the 8th instant, a Lecture on Agri-

cultural Mechanics, was delivered by Mr. Cottam
(of the firm of Cottam and Hallen), at the Royal
Institution, Albemarle- street, before Lord
Prudhoe, the Marquis of Douro, Sir WiUiam
Codrington, and a numerous audience.

The Lecturer commenced by saying that to

state that within the last few years the character

of English Agriculture had changed most materi-
ally, was perhaps superfluous. The great problem
which agriculturists now attempted to solve was,
how to draw from the land the greatest possible

product, at the least possible expense ; and this,

not for one year, or for two years, but for many
years in succession, and for periods of long and
indefinite duration. In this consisted agricultiu-e

as an art. Subordinate to this, however, each in

diflFerent degrees, but all more or less subordinate,

was a long range of subsidiary sciences. It was
the recognition of the importance of these subsi-

diary sciences wherein consisted the different

and improved character of the agriculture of
the present day. It was not enough at the present

time to cultivate our lands as either emjjirical

experimenters, or as the indolent followers of

established jjractices : of science, in more than one
shape, we called in the aid and assistance. Of the

particular science of chemistry, the bearings and
the \'alue need scarcely be pointed out upon the

all-important subject of artificial fertilization, or of

manures—the labours, first of Davy, and after-

wards Liebig, had not in vain been expended.

'Yhe, importation of even foreign manure had be-

come a large element of English commerce. We
fetched bones from the continent of Europe, and
guano from the islands of America ; and doubt-

less in this department of traffic, new sources

would be discovered and made available. In the

desert, between Egypt and Syria, the bones of un-
numbered horses and camels, thathadwhitened and
accumulated duringthe lapse of centuries, aftorded

a supply that, according to the report of eye-wit-

nesses, was inexhaustible. Over and above the

importance of geology in aU matters of drain-

age, that science had chscovered the manures that

chemistry had indicated. Liebig had scarcely

shown the importance of the phosphates, when
Professor Buckland indicated an indefinite supply

of them in those remarkable fossils called coprolite,

which analysis had shown to be rich in the phos-

phate of lime. Beds of coprolite underlaid whole
acres of the counties of Huntingdon, Bedford, and
Cambridge, which the subsoil plough could reach,

and whicb might be brought to the surface, and
exposed to the decomposing influence of the at-

mosphere. In the Spanish province of Estrama-
dura, a whole stratum of phosphated rock had
been discovered. A part equally conspicuous

with that of chemistry and geology, was played

by the sciences of botany, of zoology, and of

physiology. These determined the choice of

seed, the culture of artificial grasses, the value

of stock, the merits or demerits of particular

breeds of cattle, the methods of feeding and fat-

tening ; and these, in a manner too direct to be
overlooked, influenced the great question of eco-

nomical agricultvu-al production. The points of

agriculture that brought us into contact vnXh the

exact mathematical sciences and with natural

philosophy, were numerous, varied and dissimilar.

The method by which we lightened the draught of

the plough or carriage, and the plan by which we
converted—by means of drainage—^whole acres of

vinprodiictive moss into fertile soil, were ahke
subject to the calculations of mathematics, and
ahke involved the science of the mechanical

philosopher, the skill of the engineer, and the

practical ingenuity of the machinist. It was upon
the latter subject that he had the honour of

addressing the audience that e\^ening ; and certain

he felt, that in the points which he should attempt

to illustrate, namely, the improvements in agricul-

tural implements and machinery, we had not only

a department of agriculture far from unimportant,

but also one wherein the progress made in late

years was quite on a par with the advancement
made in the other sciences aj)plicable and subsidi-

ary to the art of agricultural production. The
agricultural engineer had to contend against

difficulties unknown to all other branches in the

whole range of manufactures. In manufactures,

M'e had every thing at command : if we required

a high temjierature to s])in cotton in, it was easily
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obtained ; if a iiioderate one for silk, it was easy

to be had ; if we required a ver)^ moist one for flax

—or as it was found to be better spun in water—it

was easily accomplished. If any difficulty was met
u-ith, once removed, it was wholly removed. Not
so with agriculture : if contended against this sea-

son, it would be met ^^^th again the next, or proba-

bly change of weather would increase this difficulty

the next day. The agriculturist had all the diffi-

culties of the seasons to contend against—when he

should ha\-e rainy weather it was drj;, and when
he should have frost he got rain. The seed was

to be sown, and then again he had to contend

against the temperature and the adverse seasons

in this cUmate ; the shortness of the summer, the

almost endless variety in the texture of the soils,

the strong attachment to old customs, the inequa-

lity of the matter to be operated upon, and the

great quantity of material to be operated upon at a

small cost. T\\e operations of agricidture in

which the emplojinent of machinery was required

might be di^aded into five classes : first, imple-

ments used in tilling the land, and in the cultiva-

tion of the crops; secondly, in haiwesting the

crops ; thirdly, in preparing the crops for market

;

fourthly, the implements used in preparing the

food for the stock on the farm ; and fifthly, the

domestic machinery. Under the head of the first

would come the draining tools, the plough, the

harrow, the cultivator, the rake, the roller, the

drill, and the various other implements while the

crop was jjroceeding. The most imjjortant, and
the greatest aid that the agricultural engineer had
obtained, had been the great discoveries made
within the last few years in the system of draining.

That discovery had been made and brought to

bear on agriculture, and had been carried out to a

considerable extent, by Mr. Smith; it had in-

volved an immense outlay of capital, but that ex-

penditure would be amply repaid. It had been
customary to draw stetches on the land, plough-

ingwith three horses in front, foUo^ving one another
in the furrow ; and there was, what was called in

ci^•il engineering, a puddingy surface below the

depth of the plough : if the soil was loamy, it was
impervious to water—the water could not pene-

trate, and therefore the plough threw the land up
into a round ridge ; and, after, the furrow was
opened to make a clean course for the water to

flow. Now it was e\'ident that if there came a

very dry season—and everj' one who knew any-

thing about a field of corn must have obsen'ed

that along the centre was the finest portion of the

crop—if there came a dry season, there being no
depth of soil to hold the moisture, and there Ijeing

no possibilit)' of capillary attraction, or any other

method of getting moisture from below, there was
a puddingy surface. That had been the case, not

only in one season, but for many seasons ; and
even for ages the land had never been penetrated

to the subsoil. Now a great desideratum was to

get a depth of soil, not of four, but of sLx inches,

which was the deepest ever employed ; and the

average depth was foin- or four and a half : twelve

inches was a verj^ great depth, and more than

suflScient for all agricultural purposes. Mr. Smith,

by going thirty inches deep—ploughing ten inches

for his drain—got twenty inches depth of soil

al)ove, when he had drained the land he ploughed
fi^'e or six inches, then he took the subsoil plough
and ploughed, \vithout raising the soil to the sur-

face, twelve, fourteen, or sixteen inches. Thus he
carried out the most perfect system of draining

ever invented.

The subsoil plough, M'hen comjiared with
others, showed the great superiority of the

times in the knowledge of the material. The
Kentish plough used to plough only three inches

in de])th, and with a weight of seven or eight

CM't., required four horses, whereas, with three or

four cv.'t., Mr. Smith could jjlough douTi to a

depth of eighteen or twenty inches, breaking rqj

the soil for a j'ard forward, making it swell right

and left like a little earthquake, allowing the water
to percolate through, and get to the drain, thus

keeping the whole of the surface, to a depth of six

inches, perfectly dr)\ It also kept the drj' land

quite moist. Now the subsoil ])lough, wherever
it had been used, had produced advantages so

great, that it really had become almost dangerous
to meddle with ; and so manifest indeed were the

advantages attached to its use, that lands, at one
time worth only '2s. 6d. per acre, after they had
been under the operation of this plough were
worth £4 per acre (cheers). Many noblemen had
testified to the value of this implement. The Mar-
quis of Tweedale had some land worth only 5s.

per acre : he asked the tenant to give it up to him,
and by cultivating it upon the improved system
of drainage, vnth. the subsoil plough, he so in-

creased its value that the man asked him to let

him have it back again at 23s. per acre. No one
could calculate the value of subsoihng ; no sooner

had the subsoil plough made its appearance, when
no invention or system of agriculture made such
rapid progress. The lecturer then described the

mechanical action of the plough by reference to a

model and diagrams; and he also noticed the

Scotch ploughs, the Essex ploughs, and Ransome's
ploughs, the Kent turn-'SATest, and the Rack-heath
plough. At one time, he said, the Scotch ploughs
were considered pre-eminent over others, and the

Royal Agricultural Society had a great many
meetings in dift'erent parts of the country—at

Bristol and at Liverpool—and a spirit of great

emulation was e^-inced. At these trials a simple
Scotch plough mth a pair of horses, apjjeared to

beat the English ploughs by far in point of

draught, but when it came to be tested by accu-

rate measurement, a great deal of power was
found to be unnecessarily expended. An instru-

ment was invented many years ago for the pur-
pose of testing the draught of ploughs, called a
Dynamometer, but which was found to be not so
perfect as was desired. He (Mr. Cottam) was
written to by Mr. Pusey, to ascertain the result of

several ploughs, and he obtained a pretty accu-

rate notion of the value of the ploughs by a sim-
ple improvement in the Drauyht-guaye. The pa-
tent dynamometer had been contrived with the

intention of obviating the continual nbration of

the djTiamometer formerly in use, which was
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caused (with reference to the plough) by the ob-

structions met with in the soil through which it

was passing ; these \'ibrations were so incessant,

that the indicator could scarcely be discerned dur-

ing the experiment. The improvement made by

Mr. Cottam consisted in the attachment of a

small brass pump filled with oil, the piston of

which had one or two small apertures ; there be-

ing no outlet from the pump, it was evident that

when any shock occurred, caused by a stone, a

root. Sec., the oil having to pass from one side of

the piston to the other, the suddenness was
greatly diminished by the resistance, producing a

corresponding effect upon the pointer, which, as

these shocks were rapid, vibrated nearer the ac-

tual draught of the machine, which was the ob-

ject in y\ew, and not the measurement of any im-

pediment but the mean result of the whole.

There was nothing lost here, there was only a

change from one place to another ; the power of

the horses was felt ; and instead of moving over a

space of six or seven inches from 10 stone to 60, it

moved something hke one or two stone, so that

the whole range of the instrument could be ])er-

ceived. In applying this instrument to the

ploughs, the first time it was tried at Liverpool,

twenty-six ploughs were tried ; and there it was
found that the Scotch ploughs took from 40 to 4.')

stone to draw through, while the English ploughs

went at 32, and as low as 30 with 25 per cent,

less expenditure of power ; and, in every case,

the lowest draught and the bestploughing had been

by the Enghsh ploughs (cheers), none of which

were better than Ransome's. Some of the Hamp-
shire jiloughs went as low as 28 ; but that arose

from the pecuhar construction of the machine,

making a narrower bottom, to go through less

soil. Now, at one time no attention was paid to

the neatness of the ploughs—they were extremely

rough ; but such was the necessity of making the

])loughs go in the ground easily, that it had 1)een

found absolutely necessary to give them a polish,

making the coulter so bi-ight and sharp that it

cut through roots and weeds and a great deal of

tough land. Ploughs, now-a-days, had been

brought to such perfection, that the young far-

mers began to feel the necessity of putting them
into a dry place, instead of throwing them neck

and heels into a ditch, and letting them remain

until the next season. Some years ago, he (Mr.

Cottam) made some ploughs of shear steel, and

they answered very well. Ransomes had made
some ploughs, and put such a pohsh on the steel

that they were fit to go into a drawing-room

;

they slid through the ground with veiy great

ease, and did their work beautifully clean. Mr.
Cottam then described the plough introduced

some years ago by Mr. Stein, of Kilogie, East

Lothian, constructed ui)on the princijile of the

wedge share. About twenty-five years ago, he

said, there was an endless variety of ploughs
;

every county, nay every parish, had its plough.

This, he supposed, was to be accounted for by

the ancient law tliat every jjloughman should

make his own plough—and a veiy wise law for

getting a good plough j but it was upon a par with

the ancient practice of attaching the plough to

the horses' tails, to abolish which absurdity an
act of Parliament was passed, because it was sup-
posed to be painful to the animals. Another de-

scription of plough was that contrived by Mr.
Rand—a gentleman who devoted his time

to agriculture, and certainly rendered it

very great sen-ices. He constructed a share

of a most l>eautiful curve, on every part of which
there were straight lines, and it did its work
extremely well. Some 40 years ago, Bailey, a
great mathematician, took great pains to try

to reduce the ])lough to a system of mathema-
tics, and when he found that he had made what
he thought the best plough that coidd be made,
he discovered that the fallows were much too nar-

row, the plough produced a great deal of fric-

tion. A great contention took place as to the

superiority of the swing o\'er other ploughs, but
after aU it must come to this : if the line were
pretty level, and there wavS no obstruction to the

wheels, it would be much easier for the plough-
man, and he would do his work regularly Avith-

out any difficulty ; but if the land were rough, it

was e-\-ident the wheels would not go over the

ground so smoothl)', and the difficulty woidd be
increased. The system of setting out the plough
was this :—while the horse is in the act of pull-

ing, the inclination of his shovdders varies from
69" to 75° according to circumstances; the me-
dium is 72°, and the medium height and the

length of the draught on the shoxdders of a horse

of 152 hands is 48 inches. These data be-

ing got from experiment, and the depths to be
ploughed say 6 inches, draw a right fine A B at

any point, and a perpendicular fine A P equal to

48 inches ; with A P as a radius from P as a cen-

tre, describe a cpiarter of a circle A Q, which di-

vide into 90 equal parts or degrees ; from P
through 77" draw a right line to meet A B ; in

B set out the traces and swing trace from P to

H ; this is commonly 102 in. = 8 ft. ; from H
upon A B let fall a perpendicular H I, which,

measured on the same scale that A P was
taken from, wiU equal or give the height of the

beam about 16 inches ; then, at the distance of

half the depth theland is intended to be ploughed,

draw a line parallel to A B, and from C, where
it intersects P B, let fall a perpendicular upon
A B to S, which will give the point of the sock ;

and the line dra\vn through C, meeting the angle

of 45° with B A., will be the position of the fore-

edge of the coulter. In agriculture, as in manu-
factures and in the arts, it was necessary to have
proper tools for different things—to have ploughs

to suit stiff clods, and ploughs to suit light lands,

and ploughs for the different depths required, and
to have as little expenditure of power only as

was necessary. In 1652, a Ca])tain Walter
Blythe jiublished a work on agriculture, and de-

dicated it to Cromwell and the Council of State.

He described the Hampshire plough with two
wheels ; also the famous Gloucestershire plough,

which obtained so mvu-h credit about 20 years

ago; and he gave a drawing of the circular coul-

ter, which he called the Dutch coulter ; also a
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drawing of the Dutch share, with the shape of

the present Essex share. The turn-wrest plough,

he said, exceeded all other ploughs in weight and
clumsiness, and was used in Kent, Picardy, and
in Normandy.
The next instrument to be noticed was the

harrow; a very useful instrument, but, as it was
commonly constructed, about the worst for the

purpose of pidverization. It was quite immaterial

whether the harrows \A'ere made square or rhom-
])oidal. Mr. Smith had introduced a harrow
(juite ditterent from all others. It consisted of a

number of serrated iron discs Uke quoits, inter-

woven and linked together by iron rods, the whole
forming a surface of thirty superficial feet, inter-

spersed witli nearly four hundred points or discs,

which, from the saw-hke teeth of their edges,

were more than equally eflectual with the same
large number of common tines. In the common
harrow there was but a small number of tines

which were draMTi through the ground, either col-

lecting or dri\ing before them the couch or large

clods, instead of breaking and separating them,
or allowing the clods to pass from under it at almost

their original size ; from which causes, and from
the larger clods being forced l)y it into the furrow,

frequent repetitions of the process of harrowing
were rendered necessaiy to reduce the soil to a

sufficiently fine state to receive the seed. In its

action the chain harrow was totally dissimilar

from any implement of the kind hitherto made

;

from the large number of discs, and their revolv-

ing motion it could not collect the couch or drive

the clods before it or into the fiuTow on either

side, but allowed them to pass under it, attacking

them right and left, when the serrated edges of

the discs sawed and ])ulverized them. From its

extreme pliabUity it followed all the inequalities

of the ground, fitting it hke a coat of chain

mail did the body, and rendered a second harrow-
ing totally unnecessary. This harrow would l)e

found of essential service in harrowing after seed,

as its construction and roUing motion prevented the

possibilityoftheseed beingi'aised out of the ground,

as was the case ^vdth common tines. To assist

the harrow it was necessary to ha\'e rollers to

pulverize the clod. Smooth rollers were used
when the land was dry, but in wet weather they

did not do so well ; the clods were sometimes
moist in the centre and dry on the surface, and
then the teeth stuck fast. A very ingenious

maker in Yorkshire contrived a clod presser with

a number of discs serrated; it performed its

office very well, but it would only work in

dry weather. The next series of instruments

were the cultivators and scarifiers. In these im-

plements many improvements had been made:
instruments had been made by Cook, Finlayson,

and Biddle. Finlayson called his a self-cleaning

instrument, and it was further improved by ano-

ther Scotch instrument-maker of the name of

Wilkie, who so constructed it as to raise the teeth

out of the ground. Another was made by Biddle,

with three rows of teeth to allow of a sufficient dis
tance to prevent choking. It was an immense
machine, and was made with very large wheels,
and elevated the front and the hind wheels at two
dirterent motions ; it removed the rubbish and
got a good draught. Lord Uucie thought this

not very good, and contrived a new machine. The
great objection made by Lord Ducie to Biddle's
machine was that it was too heavy^ and the
instrument he made M'as much lighter but very
narrow. Biddle's weighed 24 lbs. to an inch, and
Lord Ducie's only 5 lbs to an inch. He (Mr. Cot-
tam) improved upon this, and produced a machine
weighing only 300 cwt., and from experiments
he found that the cycloidal curve was the best.

With regard to thrashing machines, he ob-
served, Lu'o machines were worked at Cambridge.
In one hour they thrashed 6l^ bushels of wheat

:

the corn was cleaned, thrashed, and uninjured,
but the horses were quite exhausted. 'ITiis was
not a fair criterion, as they had neither rakes not
fans. The usual average was about (according to

the state of the croj)) from 30 to 50 quarters in

one hour, or 400 bushels a-day. Now, if we took
•20 sheaves to a bushel, we should have 8,000
sheaves a-day, or 800 sheaves an hour. Now a
good thrashing machine would make 1,000 revo-
lutions per hour, and with six beaters would give
6,000 blows a minute ; so that each bit of straw
woidd receive 115 blows, or each sheave 460
blows, or nearly a blow on every tenth of an
inch.

In conclusion, he said the importance of any
impro\'ement in agriculture would be easily com-
prehended by the foUowng calculation. The ex-
tent of land under wheat in the United Kingdom
was about 8 millions of acres, and the average
produce about 3 quarters, or 24 bushels. Now,
if this average could only be increased to 27
Inishels, this would yield 3 millions of quarters,

which at the present jjrice, say 50s., would amount
to the sum of 7,500,OOOZ. It was not only in

the weight of the crop that the increase
could l)e obtained by the new system of
thorough draining, with an increase in the
quantity of food for stock of all descriptions.

ITie very stabihty of the nation was invoh'ed
in this question, and he gave it as his firm opi-
nion, that if we continued the improvements
lately made, and progressed in the same ratio

as we had done during the last five years to cany
out the improved systems, the time was not far

distant when England would be able to grow as
much corn in a moderate season as would amply
supply the whole of the increasing population,
and in a fine season would produce such an ample
supply as be fully prepared against a ^•ery bad
season ; and then England might consider her-
self really and tndy free.

The lecturer, who was hstened to with great
interest throughout, was warnily aj)plauded on
the conclusion of his able discourse.
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PROTECTION VINDICATED,

BY CINCINNATUS.

( Concluded from page '208X

TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

Sir,—The judicious policy of the United States

in protecting and encouraging internal industry

(commenced during the presidency of general

Washington) has been acted upon hy succeeding

governments, virtually excluding, by heavy duties,

those articles of foreign production which im-

peded either the agriculture or manufactures of

America. France, Russia, and Prussia pursue

the same wise policy, and they fairly tell you they

will pursue it ; and common sense plainly indi-

cates that as their manufactiu-es increase, the ex-

clusion of British and all other foreign wares will

be again and again more rigidly enforced. Whilst

they wanted cotton yarns to employ their own
population, Britain was so simple as to supj)ly

them, though, by so doing, thousands of hardy

British weavers have been driven to the poor-

house ; now they want machinery, and again the

short-sighted poUcy of Britain has given them
every possible assistance ; nor does it require the

gift of proi)hecy to foresee that, if the peace of the

continent remain undisturbed a few years longer,

so as to give confidence to capitalists, our yarns,

our piece goods—ay, and our machinery also, will

be shut out from the continental market—Spain

and Portugal excepted ; already British capital

and ingenuity are largely engaged ill suicidal op-

position to British manufacture, and, ere long,

when these rival manufacturing estabUshments

come fairly into operation, aided by the low prices

of continental labour, British cotton goods will

a1)solutely require a heavy protecting duty, to

enable them to withstand unequal competition.

Your Bristol corrospondent, " R. I.," in page

205 of the Farmer's Magazine for March, cor-

rectly states the duties now paid on the importa-

tion of various articles of foreign manufacture

;

without those protecting duties an immense num-
ber of industrious artizans would be reduced to

penury. Hea-\'y as some of those duties may ap-

])ear, they are in many cases much too low to

counterpoise the low price of labour, and the com-
parative freedom from taxation on the continent.

Were it possible to prevent smuggling, prohibitoiy

duties would, in many instances, be beneficial

;

for it is grievous to behold magnificent shops,

publicly displaying a profusion of continental

wares—shoes, boots, hats, gloves, &c., and espe-

cially articles of female attire, whilst thousands of

Sjjitalfields silk-weavers, and of respectable fe-

males, are unemployed—pining in poverty.

Selfish and cruel must be those Leaguers, who,
knowing the miserable effects of free trade, pay
despicable itinerant orators to disseminate false-

hood, and, l)y the hypocritical cant of cheap

bread, to endeavour to deprive millions of the

means of procuring either food or clothing.

Free trade being impracticable from the fixed

policy of foreign powers, protection is indispensa-

ble. The question is, therefor'^] ' lidl^' ali4 xve to

have protection ?—but, how ?

The excellence of the Com Law introduced by
the present government has already operated

most beneficially by giving stability to the mar-
ket, and a regular supply of grain at reasonable

prices. Speculators detest it ; they can no longer

raise and depress the market when it suits their

purpose ; and the Anti-Corn-Law League are al-

most frantic to see it work so well ; to find that

it falsifies their predictions ; and that the agri-

culturists, lately cajoled and divided by the des-

tructive measures of the late administration, are

now united by the judicious, calm, and dignified

conduct of the present government. The leaders

of the League are just as angry with Sir Robert
Peel now, because his project succeeds, as they

were wth Providence for blessing the kingdom
with last year's productive harvest. The British

lion is at length roused from its favourite repose

;

the yeomanry, the strength of the nation, are

again at their post ; and the League, despised by
all who possess the union of common sense with
common honesty, have, for their consolation, the

gratifying api)lause of those sage oracles, the

Earls Fitzwilliam and Spencer, and the Marquis
of Westminster.
As respects the Corn Law, let the agriculturists

throughout the United Kingdom, giving up all

differences of party, unite in supporting govern-

ment on this essential point ; then may they bid

defiance to their able, active, and wealthy oppo-
nents, the Anti-Corn-Law League— then will

agriculture flourish, our cultivated land will yield

superior crops, our waste lands will be cultivated,

our labourers employed, our poor-rates dimin-
ished, and the United Kingdom will have a su-

perfluity of grain to export to our colonies

;

whilst reasonable prices, the certain consequence
of abundance, will pre^-ail.

As respects the tariff, great allowance should
be made on account of the delicate situation in

which Ministers were placed by the acts of their

predecessors ; a concession to jjopularity is not
easily recalled. To jjlease the liberal—the demo-
cratic—the anti-corn-law party {tria juncfa in

uno) barilla ashes* M'ere relieved from duty, to

the serious injury of the fishermen on the British

coast, %vho earned their livelihood, when not em-
ployed in fishing, by making ashes from sea weed;
taUowf was relieved from duty, to the injury of

agriculture ; and licences were granted for the

exportation of machinery, to the great injury of
manufacturers. By this sacrifice of revenue and
of the interest of sailors, farmers, and manufac-
turers, Manchester was secured as a pocket bo-
rough by the return of Mr. Poulett Thomson,
one of her Majesty's Ministers, in a hard contest

with an able ConserA'ative. That introduction of

the free-trade principle evidently led to its exten-

sion, and had Sir Robert Peel attempted to re-

* The duty on barilla ashes is only five shil-

lings per ton.

t The duty on lard is only two shillings per

cwt.
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\-el'se what had then been conceded, l)efore the

League, by their atrocious a\'0\val of overawing

parhamentaiy elections, excited general rei)roba-

tion, fatal consequences might have ensued : in

passing the Corn Law, and not less by his recent

avowal, to the effect that he will not concede an
iota to the threats or badgering of a faction, the

Premier and his conservative associates have
rendered a most inportant service to the State.

Although it is to be lamented that many farm-

ers have been ruined and a vast number injured

by the operation of the tariff, aggravated by the

panic it occasioned, if I may be allowed to offer

an opinion, it is not to attempt any^change during
the present session, but rather to give it a fair

trial. The protection which the tariff gi^'es to

manufactm'e appears judicious, and if the insuffi-

ciency of protection to some agricultural pro-

ductions be admitted, we should bear in mind
that the most important consideration, that of

corn, stands right ; and that sudden changes,

however judicious, are seldom unattended with

inconvenience.

In order to explain the principle I took the

freedom of recommending in the former part of

this letter, let us suppose one hundred pounds
value of any commodity to be consumed in Great

Britain ; if it be produced upon a farm, the whole

amoimt is subdivided amongstlabourers, shopkeep-

ers, landlord, tenant, the church, the poor, and

the rates and taxes—ever)' part comes into cir-

culation and contributes to the employment

and happiness of society ; and whatever profit

accrues, however minute or subdi\dded, it adds

to the wealth of the nation : or if produced by
manufacture, deducting the portion it may con-

tain (if any) of foreign raw material, it also circu-

lates, in hke manner, for the public good. Now,
if by foreign competition, that which would

other\\ise have sold for one hundred pounds be

reduced to fifty pounds, each of those parties

is seriously injured, and the rates and taxes they

are by law compelled to pay are doubly oppres-

sive ; but by much the largest portion of the sa-

crifice is borne by the labourers. Again, every

individual in this kingdom, from the prince to

the peasant, is subject to taxation: not only the

luxuries and the couA-eniences of society, but the

coarsest food and clothing of the mendicant have

borne their share of taxation. To talk of untaxed

food is to speak of that which has no existence

—

to argue an impossibihty—and to allow foreign

rivals to have what is called free trade, or, in other

words, to have the run of our market, without

ha\ing contributed to the charges to which Bri-

tish subjects are liable in support of it, and of

those institutions, civil and militar)% which main-

tain and protect that market, is unjust and inju-

dicious. Foreigners, knomng the value of our

market, are willing to pay protective duties, and

thereby reheve us from a large amount of inter-

nal taxation, but the free-trade mania takes the

burden from their shoulders to impose, unneces-

sarily, a heavier load upon poor John Bull,

The PRINCIPLE to which I have adverted is

simply to encourage equally the productions of

British agriculture and British manufacture, and
to protect l)oth 1)y heavy duties on every foreign

commodity which, directly or indirectly, has
a tendency to throw the subjects of Great Britain

or of her colonies out of employ.
March 16, 1844.

LORD WORSLEY'S ENCLOSURE BILL.

We take the greatest interest in the success of

this measure, as we have before stated, from
considering it to be one of considerable impor-
tance, in a national point of view, from the en-
couragement afforded by it for an extended or an
improved cultivation over a large tract of land in

this kingdom.

Few individuals, we believe, are at aU aware of

the great extent of commonable and intermixed
lands still to be met with in many districts of the

countr}', nor of the natural fertility of many com-
mons and wastes which are kept out of cvdtivation

solely by reason of their not being, separately, of

sufficient extent to justify the expense of obtain-

ing a local act for their enclosure. Putting alto-

gether out of consideration the advantages which
must necessarily result from the facilities afforded

by this proposed measure for the partial cultiva-

tion and better regulation of the larger tracts of
our common and waste lands, we yet consider it

to be one of immense importance, as applicable to

the three distinct classes of cases above alluded
to ; for we cannot doubt but that, under its jiro-

visions, the produce of the two first of these

classes would be more than doubled in the course
of a very few years, whilst the lands comprised
imder the third class would speedily be made to

yield a large amount of victual, though their pre-

sent produce is of the most trifling value.

Entertaining, as we do, a fa\'ourable opinion of

this measure, we have obsen'ed with deep regret

the strong feelings of distrust which exist in cer-

tain quarters regarding it, and the open and
avowed hostility which it is doomed to encounter
in others. With the view, therefore, of satisfying

ourselves as to the reasonableness, or othenvise, of
the cry raised against it on the ground of its

benefiting the rich at the exj^ense of the poor, we
haA'e endeavoured to trace out this cry and these
feelings of hostility to their sources ; and we have
no hesitation in stating that we are satisfied that

they result from a strange misapprehension as to

the nature of common rights, and from ignorance
of the provisions of the bill. For we find, to our
great surprise, that the general and the prevailing

opinion is, that all common rights are of a per-

sonal nature, and that any cottager may turn his

stock upon any common that he pleases, and
which happens to be situated \vithin his reach.

That this opinion is a most erroneous one, a mo-
ment's reflection must satisfy every one, all com-
mon rights being, as we have before stated, indis-

solujjly attached to certain tenements, from which
they are incapable of being severed, and that they

can only be enjoyed by the actual occupiers of
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such terieilients. We defy any one to show us an

instance of the owner of a cottage entitled to a

common right, letting his cottage without asking

and obtaining a consideration for tlie use of the

common right attached thereto. It may he that

such common right is of veiy trifling value, or it

may he of considerable value ; hut be its value

trifling or considerable, the owner invariably asks

a market \'alue for it. In the case of a cottage of

the poorest and of the most wretched description,

situated at an inconvenient distance from the com-
mon on which it has a right, it may be that its

owner is unable to obtain anj^ rent beyond the

rent for the cottage for such right, in consequence

of its being disadvantageously situated for making
use of the common, or from the tenant being so

pooras not to be able to purchase any stock to turn

out upon it, the tenement being too wretched a

one to command any tenant but of the humblest

order.

In the case, however, of a cottage of a superior

description, and situated conveniently to the com-
mon (and that common a valuable one), a com-
paratively large sum may be asked and given for

the common right; and, indeed, we can state

that within our own knowledge there are in-

stances were so much as £10 per annum has

been, and is, at present, given for common rights

attached to cottages which are not }ier se

worth, as mere dwellings (and without reference

to the common right attached thereto), an annual

rent of £3.

Instances may, no doubt, be found, where

commons are of so httle value, that their legal

owners have abandoned their exclusive right upon
them, and allowed all sorts of trespassers and
squatters to take pessession of them : such in-

stances are, however, verj' rare, as commoners are

generally most zealous in watching and in

guarding their own rights and privileges (when
of value), allowing none to trespass upon them
with impunity. Now, if our view as to the

nature of these common rights is the correct and
the legal one, we are utterly at a loss to discover

in what respect this bill of Lord Worsley's fails

to secure to every one his fair share of interest in

commons on which he has a right. It may pos-

sibly, however, be alleged that the owner of a cot-

tage asks and is content with a smaller conside-

ration for the use of a common right, M'hilst its

value remains in a great measure contingent

upon the abihty of its occupier to command
a full enjojTuent of it, than he would do if such

common right was converted into an allotment in

lieu thereof; for he would then be able to ascer-

tain and to demand the exact value of his allot-

ment, and possibly might, in some instances,

separate the use of it altogether from the cottage.

We have not, however, as yet, observed that any
objection hasbeen taken to the bill on this ground

;

and, therefore, we ^vill not at present proceed fur-

ther \vith our remarks upon it.

We heard, with great interest, the debate upon
the second reading of this bill, and we cordially

agree with Sir Robert Peel in thinking that the vil-

lage-green of a distant and retired parish ought

to be held as sacred as the large common in the

vicinity of a populous tov.'^n ; and that, in deter-

mining upon the extent of recreation ground to be
allotted to trustees for the use and enjoyment of

the inhabitants of the district, regard ought to be
had, not only to the requirements of the present

popidation, but also to those of the future proba-
ble population of si;ch district ; and we do hope
and trust that further provisions will be intro-

duced into the bill, should the present ones be
thought inadequate, for securing a large and a

liberal slice of all commons so situated for the

purposes of recreation, &c.

We obsenT, with regret, that Mr. H. Berkeley
has given notice of his intention to introduce a

provision into the bill, barring its application to

any lands within a certain distance of towns con-
taining a certain ])opulation ; a prohibited ring,

in short, within which no land can be enclosed
whilst the extent of the ring decreases as the po-
I)ulation within it decreases. We had supposed
that the provnsions of the bill upon this point

would have been considered satisfactory^ as it now
stands. Tlie commissioners have the power to

withhold their consent to any jjroposed enclosure.

Assuming, however, that they should exercise an
unsound discretion, and shoidd authorise the en-

closure of a common within a certain distance of

a large town, the check already provdded by the

27th clause woidd appear to us to be sufficient to

meet the case, namely, that in the event of

one-tenth part of the male po])ulation of the

parish on wliich such common is situate, or of

the parishes adjoining thereto, and in any degree
interested therein, should give notice to the com-
missioners of their intention to petition parUa-

ment, all further progress in the matter of such
enclosure shoidd be stayed until parhament
should have determined whether, under the par-

ticular circumstances of the case, the commis-
sioners had decided rightly or wrongly. Suppose
for a moment that this bill should pass, and that

application should be made to the commissioners
to authorise the enclosure of Hampstead-heath
or of Wimbledon-common under its provisions,

and that they were so ill-judging and so incon-

siderate of the interests of the inhabitants as to

authorise such enclosures, would not the inhabi-

tants of those parishes and of the neighbourhood
at once take the alarm, alloAV us to ask, and in-

stantly give notice of their intention to petition

parliament to put a stop to all further proceedings

in the matter of such enclosures? No doubt
they would do so, and most properly. But why
should it be assumed, we shoidd be glad to know,
that any commissioners would so .commit and
forget themselves ? So far from believing that

they would be hkely to do so, we should exjject

to find them constantly shrinking from taking

u]5on themselves the responsibdity of authorising

enclosures, where objections of a nature which

appeared reasonable were urged or hkely to be

urged against such enclosure. We beheve that

any commissioners would be disposed to err in

the withholding rather than in the rashly giving

their coneent to proposed enclosure applications

;
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and that, in practice, parliament would ne\er be
applied to, unless, indeed, for the purpose of pre-

ferring complaints against the commissioners for

refusing their sanction to enclosures of dou1)tful

utility.

We ha\'e before stated that we agree with Sir

Robert Peel in thinking that the ^illage-green

ought to be held equally sacred as the land used
by the inhabitants of populous places for the pur-

poses of recreation, &c. Nov/, it a])]iears clear

tons that, if the existing provisions of this bill are

not considered to be sufficiently stringent to

guard, with perfect security, the recreation-

grounds of large and populous places, they must,
of necessity, be much less worthy to be relied

upon in the case of village-greens.

In populous places there are always to be found
intelhgent and active-minded persons ready to

take up and to spread alarm ujion the discovery

of any invasion, fancied or real, of their rights

and of those of the pubhc. In remote and thinly-

peopled districts this is not the case, and more
especially where the bulk of the inhabitants are

hard-working and not well-educated persons,

whose daily avocations necessarily occupy the

greatest portion of their time and thoughts. In
all such places the inhabitants would be, as we
concei\-e, in a great measure powerless in resist-

ing any invasion of their rights upon their village-

green, and, indeed, would probably be unequal
to even making their case and their grievances

kno\\'Ti to parliament, but for the aid of some be-

ncA'olent and intelhgent individual. We have no
hesitation in stating that we consider the existing

provisions of the bill perfectly satisfactory and
sufficiently stringent to guard securely against
any invasion upon either village-greens or the re-

creation grounds of populous districts. We have
no belief that any commissioners, though armed
wth the most arl^itrary powers, would, in these

days, dare to set public opinion at defiance by
sanctioning enclosiires calculated to benefit the
few at the expense of the many.

The objections to the proposed plan of
a prohibited ring are great and serious; for

within such ring considerable tracts of land
vvill constantly be found, which it would
be more desirable, on every account, to see

enclosed or othervvise dealt Avith, under the

provisions of the bill. To debar such lands from
any participation in the benefits of a public mea-
sure of utility, conferred as a boon upon the coun-
try at large, would appear to be most harsh and
unfair to such lands, and to admit ofjustification

alone ujwn the grounds that, as the interests of
the pubhc at large could not be secured without
this hmitation, the interest of the few must, imder
sxich circumstances, be made subservient to those
of the many. In illustration of the hardships
that must be imposed upon many districts

by the adoption of the proposed prohibited
ring, we could adduce many instances, but
we wUl confine ourselves, on the present oc-
casion, to those of Abingdon, the county town of
Berkshire, with a population, as we recollect, of
about 6,000 inhabitants. Withm about half a

mile of the town there is a large common, and a
commonable meadow, upon both of which every
inhabitant householder has certain rights during
a ])ortion of each year; few, however, of such in-

habitant householders now make any use of their

rights over either of these parcels of land, whilst

for the purposes ofrecreation they are both wholly
useless—both being situated in a swamp adjoin-

ing to, l)ut l)ing under the river Ock, and both
being liable to l)e flooded for many months
together. It is genendly admitted that the damp
and the fog arising from these tracts of land are

most prejudicial to the health of the inhabitants

of the town of Abingdon. They afford no plea-

sure or recreation to any one but the snipe-shooter.

The lands are of first-rate natural quality, and, if

dealt with under the proposed bill, the inhabitant

householders wovdd receive an allotment in lieu

of their rights thereupon. Such allotment might
be sold, and the proceeds invested in the purchase
of a piece of land in a situation suitable for recrea-

tion purposes. But place them within the limits

of the proposed prohibited ring, and they must
remain as they now are, not only useless and
valueless, but actually injurious. In the case of

these lands the objection to the adoption of a pro-

hibited ring would not be obviated, even were it

qualified by a provision that lands within it might
be drained and converted into a regulated pastiu-e.

We must own that we are unable to discover
any better plan for the preservation and the se-

curity of the village-green, and the recreation

grounds of populous places, than the one intro-

duced into the present bill. It is true that it in-

vests the commissioners with large discretionary

powers. To us such powers appear to be abso-
lutely necessaiy to enable them to carry into

operation happily and equitably the provisions of
the Ihll; and we will only add, that if no commis-
sioners can be found to whom these large discre-

tionaiy powers may l)e safely entrusted, we should
then be of opinion that the Legislature would act
wisely in withholding their sanction to the bill.

RESULTS OF TEMPERATURE m PRO-
DUCING BUTTER.

(from the ALBANY CULTIVATOR.)

The results of the experiments on the night's

milk of five cows were as follows :—from the 5th
of Januar)' to the 9th it was subjected to the fol-

lowing process. As soon as the milk was drawn
from the cow it was strained into Jtin pans
and weighed, and amounted to 70^ lbs. After
standing twelve hours boihng water was inti'o-

duced in an under pan, made for the purpose,
which is sufficiently deep to hold about the same
quantity of water as there was of mUk, the toji of
the under pan fitting closely to the upper part of

the other ; the under one nearly straight on the

sides, the other flaring, by which means sufficient

room is left to retain the steam. From the 70^
lbs. of mUk,' after standing in a room, the tempe-

rature of which was from 50? to 55^, thirty-six
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hours, 62 lbs. of cream was taken from it. This

cream was churned in a temperature of 60°, and

produced 3h lbs. of butter—time of churning 17

minutes.

On the 11th of January we commenced setting

the milk for cream, in the usual way, from the

same cows, in the same room, in a temperature

ranging from 48° to 56"^; after standing 48 hours

it w-as skimmed. It was so managed that the

same amount of milk (70i lbs.) was used,;which

produced 14 lbs. of cream, in which unaA^oidably

remained considerable milk, lliis cream was

subjected to the same process and temperature as

the former (60'') and produced the same amount

of butter; and occupied 12 minutes in churning.

Now, there may have been some ounces differ-

ence in the two parcels, as our steelyards mark
nothing less than 4 lbs. ; but we were particular

in noticing the movement of the beam, and did

not discover any material difference.

From the above experiments, we have arrived

at the following conclusions : that when the milk

room is cold, say 30°, it is most advantageous to

scald the milk; but when the temperature does

not fall below 48°. ; httle or nothing would be

gained by adopting it. There is so little difference

in the quality of the butter that it would be diffi-

cult for the nicest taster to distinguish which was

made the one way or the other. The colour too,

is so similar that it would be supposed both

rolls were made from one chm-ning.

C. N. Besnent.
Three Hills Farm, Jan. 20.

REVIEW.
ON FERTILIZERS.

By Cuthbert W. Johnson, Esq., F.R.S., Editor of

the " Farmers' Almanac and Calendar," the " Far-

mer's EncyclopBedia," &c.

London: J. Ridgway, Piccadilly. 1844. Second

Edition.

Our object in calling the attention of our readers to

this admirable volume, will be at once perceived by

all vcho are interested in the cultivation of land, par-

ticularly by those who are aware that a manual such

as this before us, which treats of each fertilizer sepa-

rately, and in a truly comprehensive manner, was

much wanted in the present day. We do not wish to

depreciate any of the works on chemistry, as appUed

to agriculture, or as applied to the manures for the

earth ; many are deserving the liighest praise for in-

dustrial research, and their development of new powers

for the improvement of vegetation ; but many—very

j^any—were too complicated, and required a know-

ledge of chemistry to be as requisite to understand

them as it reijuires a knowledge of good farming to

produce rent-paying crops.

The application of science to the useful arts, in the

great departments of chemistry, has been as close and

untiring as its results have been extraordinary ; but

its terms have been a sealed book to the farmer for

any useful purjiose, unless he received the education

of, or studied chemistry, and in the following passage

which we quote from the first chapter (the " History

of Manures"), our view will be borne out, as to those

mysteries of chemistry which every one conceives he

has discovered, but wiach, as yet, no personMs been

able satisfactorily to explain. , • . . .

, ;
1 . .

" These difficulties with regard to jvegetabla che-
mistry and the phenomena with which it abounds, are,

in fact, not few in number : they meet us in every in-

vestigation, from the period when a seed first begins to

germinate, through its growth, its ripening, its decay ;

and, finally, when the putrefactive fermentation, by
reducing the whole mass of vegetable matter to its

constituent earths and gases, puts an end to every

trace of vegetable substance, we are still obliged often

to content ourselves with examining and noting the

phenomena we cannot chemically explain. These
mysteries were observed at the very dawn of modern
chemistry : that the same mass of earth, the same
water, the same atmosphere, could, at the same time,

produce the flour of the wheat, the opium of the

poppy, the oxalic acid of the sorrel, the vegetable

poisons of the hemlock and the nightshade, the sugar

of the beet-root, and the timber of the forest, none of

which are contained in either the soil, the water, or

the atmosphere, were matters of serious and undivided

attention ; and although the ablest chemical philoso-

phers have investigated these vegetable mysteries, the

harvest they have reaped, though highly important,

has hardly been worthy of the labourers."

In the present work of Mr. Johnson, the farmer is

brought at once to the consideration and appUcability

of the mani^res necessary for the land : whether it be
to the peat and peaty land and the wide fens in Lin-

colnshire, or the weald or oak clay of Sussex, Surrey,

and Kent, each manure is treated of distinctly, and its

best uses defined. Organic, earthy, and saline ma-
nures are explained in separate sections ; the perma-
nent advantages, experiments, and analysis of each

are plainly brought to the simplest comprehension,

and the entire wound up with the adaptation of ma-
nures for ditferent soils ; forming one of the most
complete and valuable publications that has issued

from the press for many years. We will take oppor-
tunities, from time to time, of giving extracts from
this important work. At present we will close with

the following interesting particulars as regards irriga-

tion and water meadows :

—

"It is easy to see why it is that the impurities of river

water are so nourishing to the meadow-grasses. For
instance, if the water contains sulphate of lime (gyp-
sum), which it certainly does if the water is hard, it

must, under ordinary circumstances, on this account

alone, be highly fertilizing to the land it irrigates,

since many of the best grasses contain this salt in very

sensible proportions. Calculating that one part of

sulphate of lime is contained in every two thousand

parts of river water, and that every square yard of

meadow absorbs only eight gallons of water (and this

is a very moderate allowance, for many soils will ab-

sorb three or four times that quantity) then it will be

found that by every flooding more than one himdred
weight and a half of gypsum per acre is diffused

through the soil by the water ; a quantity equal to

that generally employed by those who spread gypsum
over their clover, lucern, and sainfoin, as manure,

either in the state of powder or as it exists in ashes.

And if we apply the same calculation to the organip,

substances, evermore or less contained in flood-waters,,,j

and allow onlytwentyparts of animal and vegetable re-jj

mains to be present in a thousand parts of river water,'

thenwe shall find, taking thesame data, that every soak- '

ing with such water will add to the meadow nearly two'
*

tons per acre of animal and vegetable matters ; which,'"

allowing, in the case of water-meadows, five floodings

per annum, is equal to a yearly appliciitiou of ten tons

of organic matter," "hvj"
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REPORT OF EXPERIMENTS ON THE
ACTUAL AND COMPARATIVE EFFECTS
OF SPE(TAL MANURES.
BY MR. JOHX HANNAM, NORTH DEIGHTON,

NEAR WETHERBY.

(From the TransacHnns of the Highland ami Arfri-

cultural Society of Scotland.)

As "the object of the Society, in ofiering

these premiums, is to obtain results which will he

as vduable to the science as in the ])ractice of

agriculture "—results from which deductions

may be safely drawTi—the exjierimenter is aware

that, however many points connected with the

economy of manures he may ha\e left imtouched
(and all who have travelled in the field of ex])eri-

mental inquiry know how unbounded is its ex-

tent, and how numerous are the ])aths which,

branching to the right and to the left, present

themselves at eveiy step of the journey), still if

his investigations tend to establish one new truth

or to confirm one old one—to settle that which
is disputed or to illustrate that which is commonly
accepted—if, in fact, they afford any information

connected with the operation or the a})])hcation of

special manures on special crops, they will not be

imwelcome to agriculturists.

That his labours might be attended with these

results, in as high a degree as ])ossibIe, has been

the ambition of the writer. To attain this end
some experience, however, in experimental obser-

vation taught him,

1st.—That every experiment should be per-

fectly trustworthy.

2nd.—Tliat each experiment should ha\'e some
special object, i. e., should be designed to answer
some useful question.

1st.

—

To render his experiments trustworthy,

the writer's object was, in the first place, to pre-

vent errors of operation, obsenation, or detail

;

and, in the second, to make the circumstances of

trial as much alike as possible in all cases where
comparative results Avere expected.

To prevent errors, he made it a ])oint of

necessity to design, set out, and measure, every

plot upon which an application was to be made,
and to weigh everj' tillage* himself ; to see eA'ery

operation (sowing, reaping, thrashing, dressmg,

and weighing) executed ; and to record every oVj-

sen'ation and result with his own hand. To ren-

der the circumstances of trial as fair as possible,

the possession of a soil of a similar nature

throughout, naturally ])oor, and requiring fre-

quent manuring, one also under a regular sys-

tem of management, perfectly dry, in new and
straight inclosures, without wood, at a moderate
elevation, many miles from the sea coast, and free

from every sort of local or incidental influence,

l)rejudical or beneficial, offered unusualfacilities.
In addition to which, in cases where the nature of

the application called for it, or the number of ap-

plications was great, or where he had reason to

expect any variation of the soil, he ex])erimented
on small plots ; in others, where all circum-

* It will be obser\'ed that the author uses the

word "tillage" as synonymous wth manure.—Eo.

stances were favourable, he has carried out his

trials on a large scale. Thus, on potatoes, which

depend so much on a large supply of manure,

and upon which the effect of an application may
be judged as easily and as well from half-a-dozen

ridges as from a himdred—upon which, too, he

had many varieties of fertilizers to try—he made
his experiments on jjlots of a moderate size. In

some cases, on turnips—which are similar to po-

tatoes in their dependence on the tillage, and
which afford equal facilities for judging of the

effect of an ap])lication—where he had necessa-

rily a large numl)er of svibstances to use, the

effects of some of which were quite uncertain

(as in experiment E), he also confined himself to

plots of a small size. By this proceeding he was
enabled to obtain more munerous, more compre-

hensive, and more correct results, as he was
able in such plots to secure, if possible, a pei'-

fectly even quality of soil.

In cases, however, where the applications

were less numerous, or less uncertain in their

effects, and alwaj's u]}on corn—from which cor-

rect results cannot otherwise be obtained—his
aj)])lications have been madeon patches of at least

a rood, and in some cases of several acres.

2nd.
—

'ITiat each experiment should have some
special object, and should be designed, as it were,
" to ask a question of nature

"—and that that

question shovild be expressed so clearly that it

could not be misunderstood, was the next object.

To eflfect this, his course was to conform to the

suggestions of the Society, yet, at the same time,

7iot to confine himself to them. Thus, his report

;

Avill show that he has made every trial suggested

in the instruction to com])etitors, and at the same
time has added such other as, without affecting

those requested by the Society, were likely to

illustrate either the science or the practice of agri-

culture.

Of the various cx])criments executed in con-

formity with the princijjles here detailed, the writer

now forwards such particulars as are in his pos-

session, and such samples of soil, grain, and ma-
nures, as may be necessary for the minute inves-

tigation of the results obtained.

To attempt to enter into such inquiries now, or

to offer any opinion on the questions arising from

these experiments, would be foreign to the ob-

ject contemplated, and be out of place in what
should be, and is expected to be, a report of

facts merely—truths newly de'\'elo])ed, moreover

;

and which, therefore, that they may be the sooner

understood and the better known, should not be

clothed in any garment but their own.
Of the soil, then, it will be merely necessary

to state, that it was well adapted for the purposes

of experimental inquir)', being, as has been

stated in the former i)age (with the exception of

soils Q and F), of one nature—on the hmestone
range—and under local circumstances favourable

for any comparative trial.

The manures used by him, the writer has rea-

son to believe, have been also of fair, even

quality—such as any farmer, by a little caution,

may easily ])rocure. 'l"he quantities he has em-

ployed have been such as some experience hag

X
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taught him ought to be (lohatcver price may be) a

fair dressing—at least such a one as should de-

velop visible results.

In this matter of quantity he would also ob-

sei've that he has not been at all guided by the

jnice of the article used; because he is well

aware that the ]irice varies so, according to the

locahty where it is oljtained, that, were it taken

as the rule or measure, experiments would be
of little A'alue ; for in no two places scarcely

would the same quantities be employed. One
would use too much

—

more than eti'ects would
])ay for ; and another too little—that is, Jess than
would haA'e any eftect of consequence. The al-

teration in the prices of several articles used in

these experiments Avill serve as a proof of this.

Hence it will be seen that applications which might
not pay in 1842, would have done so in 1843;
yet was the manure as potent in one year as the

other—the reduction of the price of the tillage

being the cause.

In the real estimation of the relative values of

the various applications, the column of "cost"
has not so much to do vnih the subject as is

generally considered. In all cases, the experi-

menter has used such quantities as he deemed in

fair proportion, according to quality and not accord-

ing to cost. In fixing, therefore, the relative values

of any two applications, it \v\\l be the duty of the

reader to consider the positive effects of each upon
the crop, and to regard the comparative cost of

each, not as here stated, but as he would in his

oion locality have foimd it. For instance, the

writer has paid 20s. per CAvt. for Potter's guano,
though he is well aware that in many places it

may be had at 15s. per cwt.

Amongst other applications, the experimenter

has employed certain waste matters. HaA'ing

been specially engaged by the Yorkshire Agricul-

tural Society to report on this subject, these re-

sults were in his power, and although they were

Index of the Samples

not contemplated by the Highland Society, he
has no doulit but that the particulars will be wel-

come : in the first place, because the economy
of such matters is a question of importance, and
at the present time one of popular interest ; and,

in the second, because these trials were not made
to the exclusion of, but in conjunction \\\i\\,

others especially advised by the Society—by
which proceedingthe resultsbecome the more valu-

able, comparison lending to each additional interest.

Such, then, are the principles which have di-

rected the exj)eriments of the reporter. And to

those who have ever undertaken and completed a

single experiment—and who, consequently, know
the troublesome manipulation (the M'eighing and
measuring ofsoil and tillage; the reaping, thrashing

dressing, weighing, &c., of ])roduce) required to en-

sure correct results, the time these results have to

be waited for, and the anxiety arising from their

liabihty to accidents—it Avill not be necessary to

say that the preparation for "execution" andobser-

tion of a series like the present—comprising 137
applications—has been attended Avith someanxiet)',

some trouble, and some expense. At the same
time, he Avould add that the " labour " has been
one " of love" and, as such, in some degree, is

its " own. reward." To no other motive than this

—a love of the subject—would the leisure of two
years have been so readily sacrificed ; yet must
he confess that no reward for that sacrifice can

be more grateful to him than the approbation of

his fellow-labourers in the field of agricultural

inquirj'.

Annexed is an " Index of the samples of soil

and grain, with the experiments to which they

refer, and the distinguishing marks of each;"
also a " List of the manures used in the accom-
pan3'ing experiments, vnih the prices paid during

the respective seasons of 1842 and 1843, and the

number and hst of the samples of manures sent

to the Society along vnXh the present report."

of Soil, Grain, Sfc.

Distinguish-

ing Marks.

No. of

Samples
of Soil

No. of : Experiments to which the

Samples
!
Sam.ples of Soil and Grain

of Grain.' refer.

Date.

No. of AppU-
cations in Ex-

periments.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

J
K
L
M
N
()

y

K
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'tlidlt"6f'liidiairhs ii^^dtii the accompanying Experiments, rvith the Prices pd'ul durinrf the

respective Years 1842 and 1843, and the Number of Samples sent with the Report.
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13. ihe chemicnl mamire, B,made by the same

person, and called the " bone substitute," con-
tains 112lbs. of gypsum, sulphate of ammonia
15lbs., nitrate of soda lOlljs.. and animal oil

"^quantum suf."—(For further particulars, see
"Lecture on Chemistry of Manures," by Mr.
Barker; Transactions of the Yorkshire Society
for 1842.)

15, 17, 29, 30, and 31, Tlie croppimj waste,
flax do., singeiin/-dust, soap liquids, and urine,
being ivaste matters have no marketable price,
and consequently none is here given. For the
four first I am indebted to John Hcaton, Ksq.,
of the firm of Pease, Heaton, and Co., Leeds.

16. The farm manure I estimate at 6s. i)er
single horse-load on the field, i. e., carriage in-
cluded.

20. The artificial guano is made after the re-
cipe given by Professor Johnstone {vide Appendix
to Lectures on Agricultural Chemistry and Geo-
^'^gy* P; 32) and the carriage of the various ingre-
dients is included in the price.

21. 'Fhe artificial c/uano, made by Mr. Potter,
sells in London at ios. per cwt. Being so far
from town, it cost me 19s. 6d. of the agent of
whom I purchased.

22. The sulphate o/" mff^HeA'?'^, used was manu-
factured by Mr. Bower, Chemical works, Huns-
let, and can be obtained in any quantity.

24. The rape-dust used in both years was

,^?i9,f^^ple only is there-from the same g,tDckv

fore sent.

26. The soot was from our own chimneys, and
jmrchased of the sweeps ; hence there is no cost

of carriage affixed.

27. The two sorts of nitrate of soda used, it

will be seen, are of very diflferent quahties, that

purchased during the present year being very

much inferior to that used in 1842.

28. The sulphate of soda is from the works of

Messrs. Allen and Co., Heworth, Gateshead,

L

—

Experiments on Turnips, , ;

A.—Experiment on the actual and comparative

effects u])on the Swede Turnip crop, of Burnt
Bones, Crushed Bones, Sulphate of Soda,

Farm-yard Manure, Guano, Artificial Guano,
Nitrate and Sulphate of Soda (mixed), Ualton's

Chemical Manure, A, Dalton's Manure, B, and
Gypsum, us Auxiliaries to Farm yard Manure.
Z)e/ff«7i-.—Particulars of the nature, condition,

and management of Soil. Stout limestone, soil,

worth 26s. per acre, to rent. Condition, pretty

good. Prior crops

—

barley (raj)e-dusted) ; seeds

(pastured with sheep) ; wheat (rape-dusted).

Manayemenf.—After being properly cleaned,

the field was ridged (at 24 inches), maniued with

six single horse-loads of farm-yard manure per

acre, the seed (Matson's purple-top) drilled, and
the applications made as follows (May 24,

1842):—

1.
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Oi> Septeml)er 1, the various portions stood in the following order in point of excellence :

—

' '"' '• ist. (iiiano (No. G), short of plant, but very luxuriant in foliage:""''*' "^'sw ^^• > m
r Art. Guano (No. 7), do. do. coarse in the bulb. '

^'f^ ''^^^^^ ^^"^

2nd.

3rd.

1 Hui
iMai

4U.

,noPi9(f

U)ne-dust (No. 2), very good.

Burnt bones (No. 3), do. not quite so blooming as No. 2.

[anure H. (No. 11), do. rather coarse in the bulb.
Farm manure (No. 1), good.

Nit. and sul. soda (drilled), (No. S), do. coarse in bulb.
Manure A, (No. 10), do. do.

4th. Gypsum (No. 12), good. „ , ^ Nothing (No. 4), fair even crop.
5th. Sul. soda (No. 5), fair even crop. ' ' ( Nothing (No. 12), do. do.

On January 2, 1843, five perches from each portion were carefully topped and tailed, and
weighed, when the foUomng were the !rriirp't«n<n i>

Fi/ial Results per Imperial Acre. ' ^ ^
''

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

Extra Tillage.

Farm Manure.
Bone-dust. . . .

Burnt do

Sulph. of Soda .

Guano
Art. Guano ,

Nit. & Sul. Soda

Manure B.
Manure A.
Gyjisum .

.

Quantity.

6 loads.

2 qrs.

2 qrs.

2 cwt.

2 cwt.

2 cwt.

1 cwt. each

2 cwt.

2 cM.
4 cwt.

Gross Produce.

Tons.

17

19

18

1(3

17

20

19

17

15

19

18

18

Cwt.
12

2

5

2

10

11

10

4

St.

G

5

G

4

2

1

2

1

Cost of

Tillage.

s.

16

1

1

19

14

1

13

5

11

12

Increase of

Produce.

Tons.

1

3

2

1

4

3

1

3

2

2

Cwt.
IG

G

G

9

14

15

St.

G

G

No. of

Turnips,
per pole.

155

145

154

144

154
102

147
142
153
156
155
144

Conclusions.—From the foregoing results we
obsen-e

—

1°. Tlrat it is not always economy to apply a

large quantity of farm manure to the turnip-crop

—double manure giving here only an increase of

1 ton 16 cwt. of bulbs.
2'^. That, as auxiliaries to manure, guano, art.

guano, bone-dust, burnt bones, manure B, gyp-
sum, in the above quantities, may be api^lied with

greater eftect than six loads of farm manure.
3"^. That a top-dressing of sulphate of soda

has a beneficial eflfect, and that nitrate and sul.

soda (mixed), drilled at same time as the seed,

acts as an auxiliaiy to manure, 2 cwts. giving an
increase of 1 ton 15 cwt. of turnips.

4". That guano is, of all the applications, the

most potent, 2 cwt. giving an increase of 4 tons

9 cwt. 4 St. of bulbs.
5'^. That guano, art. guano, manures A and

B, and the saline matters, have a great tendency
to injure the Aitality of the seed, if placed in con-
tact with it.

6'*. That art. guano and the manures A and B,
have a tendency to render the bulb coarse.

7°. That the inorganic constituents are the

chief fertilizing agents in bones : thus compare
results Nos. 2 and 3, where 48 st. of bones,
crushed and applied to soil, give an increase of 3
tons 6 cwt. G St. ])er acre ; and 48 st. of bones
burnt (and thus reduced nearly one-half in
weight) give an increase of 2 tons 9 c\vt. 5 st.

8''. That burnt l>ones act quicklj', but do not
continue that action so long as theunburnt. (See
results.)

B.—Compound Exijeriment on the actual and
comparative eflfects upon the white Globe Tur-
nip crop, of Bones, Biunt Bones, Guano, Art.
Guano, as Substitutes for Farm Manure j also
of Rape-dust, Guano, Artificial Guano, Gyp-
sum and Urine, and Manure B, us Auxiliaries
to Bones.

Details.—Soil—moderate limestone, worth, in
its present state, 24s. per acre. Exposed on all

sides, low fences, and no trees. Fonner crops

—

seeds (pastured with sheej)), xcheat (rape-dusted),
outs (rape-dusted).

Manayement.—BnWeiX on the level, July 4, at
12 inches apart. Seed, Matson's white Globe.
Tillages appUed in the following order :

—
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No, 1. Area i acre, Bones 1 qr., applied with the seed.

2. Do. do. 1 qr., do.

3. Do.
4. Do.
5. Area 1 acre.

Art. guano, 1 cwt.,

Guano, 1 c\vt.,

do., mixed M'ith 3 times weight of earth,

do., do.

eighth of an acre was left untiUed—the effect for

every .puqjose of experiment being as good with

twenty rows across the field as \\ath a hundred.

Do. do.

As these manures are used as substitutes for

manure, and as it is well known that turnips will

not thri^'e without some tillage, no more than one-

No. 6. Area i acre. Bones 1^ bush., and rape-dust f bush., mixed and applied with the drill.

and guano 1 stone,
\ ^ ^.^^^^ J^^ ^^^^^_

^^°-

and art. guano 1 stone, do. do.

and gypsum 2 stones, mixed \vith bones and drilled,

{ ^'ir'oTurSe
"'

\
™-^ ™* -«" »d drilled,

and manure B, 1 stone, do. do.

drilled.

The whole were hoed twice, and singled by the hand.

8.
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Conclusions.—ln the preceding experiment we ters, may be used with ^reat advantage a=! stilsfi-

obser\'e

—

titlesfur manure.
1°. That, as substitutes for manure, guano, G°, That it is not economical, in some cases, to

bones crushed, bones burnt, and artificial guano, use a large share of bones only—the effect not be-

may be used with success. ing in proportion to the quantity used. Thus com-
2°. 'i^hat in positive effect, as such, guano, in paring Nos. 1 and 12, 16 bushels per acre give

the proportions used, stands first. an increase of only 1 ton 2 cwt. over 12 bushels
3*^. That the fertihzing properties of bones de- per acre,

pend mainly on the inorganic matters contained 7*^. That rape-dust, guano, &c., may be added
in them. Thus, in this case, a Cjuarter burnt to 12 bushels of l)ones, and used with,(/re«ier si<c-

gives a better crop than a quarter unburnt. cess than 4 1)ushels of Ijones extra. Thus, in ex-
4". That guano has a great tendency to injure periment, the extra 4 bushels in No. 1 produces

the seed if placed in contact with it. 1 ton 2 cwt. increase, when compared with No.
5" 'Diat bones, in conjunction with other mat- 12, but compared with the same

—

tons. cwt. St,

6 bushels rape-dust extra, give 3 9 1 increase over No. 12.

1 cwt. Guano 3 2 2 do.

1 c%\1;. Manure B 2 13 5 do.

2 cwt. (iypsum \ , - ^ ,

32 gaUons urine J
•'

' ^ ^°-

2 c\\1;. Gypsum 1 6 2 do.

1 cwt. Art. Guano 110 5 do.

8°. That a slight addition of urine is of use; Details.—Limestone soil, close upon the rock;

32 gallons increasing the crop 1 ton 1 cwt. 4 st. worth, to rent, 22s. per acre. Former crops

—

Tfif/e Nos. 9 and 10) per acre. barley (rape-dusted); seeds (pastured); toheaf

C.—-Compound Experiment on the actual and (rape-dusted). (Vide sample of " Soil C.")

comparative effects upon the white Glo])e Tur- Management.—Land well weeded and ridged,

nip crop, of extra Farm Manure, Bones, Bones (distance 24 inches). Six loads of manure per

burnt, and Guano ; also of the saline sub- acre spread in the furrow, and other tillages ap-

stances— Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Soda, plied as below. Seed—Matson's purple Swede,
Sulphate of Ammonia, and Sulphate of Mag- sown June 12, 1843.

nesia—as Auxiliaries to Farm-yard Manure,
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On October 2, 1843, I placed tliem as follows :—

ill .oX i

^.t? 1 *roul. Ammoipia
, J Nit. Soda, i

j
Guano. '__

j

j^Farm Manure.

,j^,
2.1" Bones.

("Burnt Bones.

J Sul. Soda.

I

Sul. Magnesia,

L Nothing.

Very luxuriant leaf, dark and strong.

3^"' Leaf not quite so dark.

Do. do.

Leaf not so luxuriant as any of the above.

Not quite so luxuriant as the aljove, Init equal in bulb
Nearly eqvial to do.—Good.

Do. do.

Do. do.

Do. do.

Dec. 1 8th, 1 843, weighed t\\'0 perches from each j)lot, and ascertained the

Final Results per Imperial Acre.}nf :.ob If. 'IVT

Tillage.



Final Results per imperial acre,^,..j\^ \,.Y)i-l, \ .p.ip.r .c- •i^,J,.t .() i!t>

No. Tillage.

Bones (dust). . .'A"J';-*.i"/i

Do. (rough)

Artificial bones

Nothing
Guano
Potter's Guano

Quantity

2 qrs.

2 qrs.

2 cwt.

2 cwt.

2 cwt.

Cost of

tillage.

£. s.

1

1

13

13

1

17

g'o

Gross
produce.

Fns. cwt. sts,

19

18

21

IG

21

19

3

2

2

4

8

12

Increase of

produce.

Tns. cwt. sts

2 18 7

1 18 1

4 18 3

No. of

turnips

per pole.

14G
160
IGO

174
148

182

Conclusions.—In the above experiments we ob-

serve

—

1°. lliat the whole of the above substances are

jiotent auxiliaries to farm manure.
2**. That natural guano has the most beneficial

eflect.

3°. That the artificial bones have a decided and
marked beneficial infiuence.

4'-\ That, even as auxiliaries to farm manure,
bone-f/((A"^ is preferable to rough bones as a tillage

for the turnip croj).

E.—Compound Experiment on the absolute and
comjjarative effects upon the Turnip crop.

1 st, of Farm-yard Manure and Bones variously

applied ; 2nd, of (iuano and Artificial do.; 3rd,

of certain Waste Matters.

Details.—Soil—thin limestone, worth 20s. per
acre. (T7r/e "Soil E.") Former crops

—

seeds

(pastured), ivheat (rape dust), ort/.s' (no tillage)*

Manar/pmetit.—Ridged at 24 inches wide, and
drilled, June 29, 1843, with white Globe turnips

—manured as follows ;

—

* Left untilled for the purpose of this experi-

ment, in order to test better the real effects of

the various substances.

iNo.
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Final Results per Imperial Acre,

iVt
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per acre to rent. Perfectly dry, and free from any
local injurious inlUience. Former crops

—

ivlieat

(after-seed.s i)astured), burleii (after turnips, eat).

Manarjcinent.—Prejiared for, and drilled with,

turnips, June 22, with tillages at same time.

Turnips heing destroyed by the fly, the patches

sown with rai)e on the level, July 20, 1843, as

follows :

—

1. 2,

Guano. Bones.

1.—Guano (2 acres), 4 cwt.—drilled Avith earth,

along- with turnip seed.

2.—Bones (3 acres), G qrs.—drilled, dust and
rough, do.

Observations.—The plant appeared quickly,

guano taking the lead, which it has maintained
up to the ])resent period. This su])eriority was at

first veiy manifest; for, as the manure was drilled

and the seed sown on its le\'el, the eti'ects were
very visible

—

the plant appearing as thoiujh it hud
been drilled—the lines formed by the manure
being marked by the su})erior luxuriance of the

rape immediately over them. Upon the bones
this was not the case—the whole plot looking even

in fpiality.

October 12—The guanoed plot was better than

the other considerably—both, however, consider-

ing the late period they were sown at, are good.

(To be continued.)

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY.

By PROFE.«isoR Brande, F.R.S., &c.

(From the Civil Enc/ineer and Architect's Journal.)

Lecture II.

The next most important constituent of the soil is

lime. Now lime is found in nature in various states

of combination, but principally either as carbonate,

])hosphate, or sulphate. As carbonate it exists in

most fertile soils. It is added, also, largely to fields

as a fertilizing agent. But for this purpose it is not

used in combination, but in a free state, as cavistic

or qnick Ihne, in which condition it is obtained by
exposing limestone rocks, Avhich are carbonate of

lime, to a strong heat in properly constructed

kilns ; this drives off" its carbonic acid, and re-

duces it to the state of pure lime. If chalk, for

instance, is heated, water first escapes, then car-

bonic acid, and the heat should be continued till

it ceases to lose weight. As the limestones are

not all j)ure, but are mixed with other ingredients,

so the resulting lime is of different qualities, and
recei\'es various names, such as hydraulic lime,

fat lime, and meagre lime, each l)eing adai)ted for

some particular object, some being used largely in

mortars and cements. In lime-burning there are

several circumstances that must be attended to,

or success \vill not be obtained ; one is, that the

proper degree of heat be maintained ; another,

that a good current of air be kej)t up. It has

been found, by the experiments of JSir James

Hall and others, that ^\'hen carbonates of lime are

heated to the most intense heat in closed vessel^^

only a i)art of the carbonic acid escapes ; indeed,

they have shoNvn, that if heated under pressure,

none of the gas escapes from it, but that it is con-

verted into a semi-crystalline mass resembling
marble; in fact, it is suj)posed that in this manner
marble has been formed in nature, by the intense

heat of streams of volcanic lava acting on the chalk

whilst imbedded beneath other strata, the pressure

not allowing the gas to escape, and during its slow
coohng assuming a crj^stalline arrangement.

Hence we see the importance of constructing the

kiln so as to allow a good current of air to carry

off" the carbonic acid as fast as liberated ; which
is also assisted by the steam produced from the

moisture in the chalk. Now the change of qua-

lity produced by this burning, was by the old

chemists, and is even by many of the unscientific

agriculturists of the present day, attributed

to something that it abstracts from the fire,

and hence, say they, its caustic quality.

But Dr. Black showed, long ago, that such
was not the case. He found that when 50 lb.

of pure challc were converted into hme, it only

weighed 28 lb., hence 22 lb. had passed oft' as an
invisible gas, which by further experiments was
proved to be carbonic acid, and the remaining
28 lb. of lime has been shown by Sir H. Davy, to

consist of 20 lb. of a metalwhich he named calcium,

together with 8 lb. of oxygen gas, forming oxide

of calcium, or lime. Hence the composition of

pure carbonate of lime may be represented thus :

—

• 1 r carbon. . G
acid-^ o ,r

\. 2 oxygen 1650 carbonate

of lime.
J

carbonic

lime.
.lie, (•

r calcimn

1 oxygen
20
8

50

\Mien lime is exposed to the air it crumbles

down into a fine powder, and if then examined it

will be found to huxe combined with water from
the air and become what is termed slaked. The
same effect may be produced by pouring water on
to hme. By taking a portion of fresh lime

and jiouring water on it, it will be observed

to swell considerably, and to become very

hot, sufficiently so even to char wood and
to fire gunpowder, at the same time falling

into a dry powder, which weighs much more than

it did originally, every 28 lb. of Hme having com-
bined with 9 lb. of water, fonning 37 lb. of

hydrate of lime or slaked lime. If left longer ex-

posed, it is found then to combine with the car-

bonic acid always present in the air, parting again

with the water and returning to the state froiii'

which it set out, of carbonate of lime.
t- Mfi

There are other methods of getting the carbonic

acid from a carbonate than by heat. If to 1,000

grains of chalk, an acid be added which has a

stronger attraction for the lime, the carbonic acid

will be set free, and may be collected as gas in a

glass vessel inverted over water. This is the

ordinary method of obtaining carbonic acid for

experiment. But the lime in this case is not ob-

tained pure, as it combines with the acid em-
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\A6yii\:' Then if an eiqVtat TVtig-lit of chalk he
heated .so as to drive oft" in that manner, all its

carhonic acid, and then placed in the glass vessel

full of gas, it will he found that after a time the

water will rise in the glass, showing that the lime

is absorbing the gas, and again becoming carbo-

nate.

Lime is solul)le in water, and though it requires

800 times its weight of water to dissolve it, the

solution will exhibit most of the properties of hme.
ft strongly reddens turmeric test ])a])er, showing
that it is alkaline : it absorbs carbonic acid from
the air. the surface becoming covered with a crust

of chalk : added in excess to rain or river water,

it j)roduces a cloudiness, proving that they contain

carbonic acid ; but if the water containing the

carbonic acid is in excess, the carbonate first

formed is redissolved, on account of the forma-

tion of the very soluble bi-carbonate of lime.

To this latter property is owing a l)eautiful appear-

ance frequently met with in limestone districts
;

the rain, falling on the surface, becomes impreg-
nated ^nth carbonic acid from the soil, and then

filtering through some crevice in the hmestone,
renders some of it soluble ; it then, i)erhaps, finds

an outlet at the roof of a cavern, and here, being

exposed to the air, parts mth the extra quantity

of carbonic acid, depositing the insoluble carbo-

nate of lime, which first encrusts the roof, then by
constant dripping, forms a series of beautiful

crystalline icicles termed stactilites, the remainder
falling on the floor, forms large stony masses
tenned stalagmites.

'Hie consideration of these projierties of quick

hme will explain its utility when added to the soil.

Its first action when strewn on the field, is to ab-

sorb moisture, to swell considerably, thereby

loosening the texture of the soil—then, when
acted on by rain, to form a solution which is des-

tructive to animal life, killing all grubs and \A'orms

—when brought in contact with organic matter,

to decompose it, which may be illustrated by
mixing sawdust, lime and water into a paste, v/hen

it becomes dark brown, evolving carbonic acid

—

to decompose salts of allumina and iron which
might be pernicious to the young plant—and, ulti-

mately, by uniting with carljonic acid, to diffuse

carbonate of lime through the soil in a finer state of

division than it can be obtained in by other pro-

cesses. One of the uses of lime which has till

lately been overlooked, because taking place more
slowly, is the projierty it has of disintegrating

several kinds of rock, such as felspar, clay slate,

and mica slate, setting free their alkali, which is

highly necessary for vegetation. This accoimts

for the power attributed to hme, by many agricul-

turists, of awakening the dormant energies of some
soils, l)ringing them, in the course of four or fi^-e

years, into excellent condition.

'ITie tests for lime are few and simple. In lime-

stones, the application of an acid causes effen-es-

cence, as it generally exists in the state of carbo-

nate. In river water, such, for instance, as the

Thames, it exists as carbonate, and on boiling,

is deposited, as is evident by the fur which accu-

mulates in kettles. In spring water, so that it is

not too near the chalk, in our blue clay, for in-

stance, it is found as sul|)hate. Oxalate of

ammonia is a very dehcate test for the presence of

lime in sohition, causing turbidness even when a

very minute portion is present. Ammonia causes

no precipitate in solutions of lime, and is therefore

useful, in analyzing soils, in order to remove first

those suljstances which are precipitated by it, and
then the addition of carbonate of ammonia will

throw down the lime.

A fourth ingredient of the soil is magnesia,
which, though not in so great quantity as the for-

mer, is still imi)ortant. This is found as carbo-
nate in some limestones, which are then termed
dolomites, or magnesian limestones. They are

very excellent for building purposes, being very
strong and durable, and were highly recommen-
ded by the Commission appointed to select stones

for the Houses of Parliament. A curious point

in their history relates to their use as manure in

Yorkshire where they abound. It was found
that when burnt for lime, they Idlled the young
plant. Now this is owing to the fact that the
carbonate of magnesia, when biu-nt, is reduced to

the caustic state, or pure magnesia, similar to the
lime ; also, where strewn on the soil, it absorbs
carbonic acid, but so much more slowly than the

lime, that when the young plant shoots U)>, it

still retains its causticity, and destroys it. This
difficulty is, by careful management, got over,

and it is now much used. Magnesia is found as

pure carbonate in some parts of Asia and America.
It is also a constituent of the serpentine rocks of

Cornwall, and forms a large part of steatite,

augite, hornblende, and meerschaum. Many of

these are characterised by a peculiar greasy feel,

hence steatite is well knoM'n by the name of soap
stone. It is also abundant in sea water; when
the salt has been crystalized from it, it imparts
a very bitter taste to the residue, which, on that

account, is termed bittern. From this it is sepa-

rated in large quantities and used in medicine as

Epsom salts, or sulphate of magnesia. Pure
magnesia is almost tasteless, but possesses a
slight reddening power on test paper; it is

therefore an alkaline earth. From solutions of
magnesian salts, carbonate of potash throws down
the insoluble carbonate of magnesia, which bears
the same relation to pure magnesia that chalk
does to lime. Carbonate of ammonia does not
produce any preci})itate, which may therefore be
used to se})arate hme from magnesia ; but if to

the mixture phosphoric acid be added, a precipi-

tate is slowly deposited, which is therefore a very
characteristic test for magnesia.
To these four earths, which are all metalhc

oxides, may be added, as a common ingredient
of the soil, oxide of iron. There are two oxides
of iron, the red, which is insoluble and conse-
quently harmless, and the black, which is very
noxious. Both of these frequently impart colour

to soils. The one is commonly known as rust of

iron, the other, as slag. Dissolved in acids, and
lime or ammonia added, the respective oxides are

precij)itated combined with water, as hydrates.

But the lower gr black oxide has always a strong
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tendency to pass into the hij?her vstate of oxida-

tion, even by cxpos^ure to air. Tliis may often

be seen in ferruginous springs, which at their

source are quite clear, but as they flow along, the

l)rotoxide of iron is converted into the peroxide,

and is deposited on the banks as an insoluble red

]iowder. The best tests whereby to recognise iron

are striking and delicate. One of the best is

a solution of any astringent matter, green tea for

instance, but a solution of galls is best, which

changes it to a dark purple, forming indeed, ink.

It is on this account that spring water, which

frequently contains iron, spoils tea. Prussiate of

potash, also, may be used, which gives a dark

blue, which is Prussian blue.

These are the principal constituents of the soil.

But there are other substances also present,

which, though only in minute quantity, and once

overlooked as unimportant, are now considered

to be of vital consequence to plants, and which

will be considered in the next lecture.

Lecture III.

If the agi-lcultural chemist had been asked, a

few years ago, what were the essential ingredients

of the soil, he would most assuredly have said

that the earths and the organic matter present

were all that were important ; but that the principal

part of the noui-ishment was due to the organic

matter, and that the sahne ingredients were of

A-ery little use. Now, however, he would have

quite a diflferent story to tell, and it is principally

to Liebig that we are indebted for a more correct

view of the subject ; for it is now proved, beyond

doubt, that although the salts present in the soil

may form a small \wr centage of the whole, yet

they must not be considered as accidental, but

as being perfectly indispensable to the plant,

which, according to its nature takes up one or

other into its circulation, and without which it

could not exist. By the salts must be understood

all the substances consisting of a base united to

an acid. The principal bases are potash, soda,

lime, and magnesia; these are always present

in fertile soils. The acids with which they are

generally in combination are the carbonic, sid-

phuric, and phosphoric acids, and frequently silica,

so that when the chemist talks of flint, he some-

times s])eaks of it as an acid, which it really is

;

for although not sour to the taste, being insolu-

ble, it combines with bases, forming neutral and

frequently solid)le salts, which is a better proof of

being an acid than the action on the tongue.

"VMien plants are burnt so as to destroy their or-

ganic part, tlieir saline constituents alone are left,

forming the ashes of ])lants, and the quantity of

ash varies greatly with different plants and with

diffei-ent jjarts of the same plant, as mtII be evi-

dent by inspecting the following table :

Quantity of Ash in 1000 parts of

Hay 90 Potato 40 Birch 3

Red Clover 77 Turni])s .... 70 Oak 2

Wlieat 12 „ leaves 130 Elm leaves 120

„ straw 60 Elm 20 AVillow „ 82

Oats 40 Willow ..... 5 Beech „ 42

„ straw 50 Beech 4 Birch ,, 50

An investigation of the properties of the prin-

cipal salts in the soil and their components will

make this part of our subject more intelligible.

And first of their bases. These are metallic ox-

ides, the metals of which were first obtained in a

separate state by Sir H. Davy. They are named
respectively, of potash, potassium, of soda, so-

dium, of lime, calcium, of magnesia, magnesium,
of baryta, baiium, &c. But potassium, which is,

jjerhaps, the most easily obtained, may be taken

as the type of the class. It is a white metal, like

silver, lighter than water, Avhich is also the case

with sodium, ^^lien thrown into water it runs

over the surface, decomposing it with great ra-

])idity, liberating its hydrogen, which ignites from
the heat evolved, and combining with the oxygen,

forms potash, M'hich is instantly dissolved. iTie

alkaline property of the solution may be rendered

evident by its action on vegetable colours, turn-

ing yellow to brown and frequently red to blue.

If acids be added they Avill combine with it, fonn-
ing neutral salts, which may be obtained by
evaporation. The other alkaline metals go
through the same process, although none so en-

ergetically as potassium; though sodium ap-

proaches veiy nearly to it in this respect. The
proportions in which they combine are

—

40 parts potassium to 8 oxygen, producing 48
jjotash, or

24 parts sodium to 8 oxygen, producing 32

soda.

From these figures it will be evident that wherever
soda can be used as a substitute for potash, 32 lb,

would do the work of 48 lb. of potash.

As it is \-ery important to the agriculturist to

ascertain whetlier a soil contains salts of potash
or of soda, the distinguishing tests must be borne
in mind. In order to get them in a proper state

for testing, boiling water is poured on to a por-
tion of the soil, and then the whole poured on
to a filter; the water nmning through carries

away all the soluble portions. If this be then

evai)orated, the resulting salt wWl frequently indi-

cate, by its shape, solubility, and behaviour in

an% which base it contains. They are generally

in combination with sulphuric acid, and if it be
the sulphate of potash present, it will be found to

be very slightly soluble, and remaining unchanged
by exposure; whereas if it bethesuljAateof soda,

it will be very soluble, and by exposure to air, be-

come covered with a Avhite powder, or efflor-

escence, as it is termed. This arises from its

giA'ing uj) to the air some of the water which it

had com1)ined with when chiystallizing, and so

falling into a white i)owder. The tests most com-
monly used in the laboratory, are tartaric acid and
chloride of platinum, ^^^len the former is added
to a solution containing soda, no preci])itate is pro-

duced ; but if to one containing potash, a very co-

pious cr}'stalline preci))itate is produced of bi-tar-

trate of })otash, or as it is commonly called, cream
of tartar. When there is very little potash present,

it forms very slowly, but it may be hastened by
rubbing the sides of the vessel with a glass rod,

when the crystals are deposited on the ])arts

M'here the rod has rul^bcd, as though a little
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tickling coaxed the solution to deposit its ciystals

more rapidly. AYith the cliloride of platinum,

soda gives no j)recii)itatc, but potash yields abun-
dantly a yellowish brown deposit, consisting of

the double chloride of platinum and potassium.

Some ])lants absorb but little alkali from the

soil, whilst others take an immense quantity.

Amongst the latter is the common wormwood,
which impoA'erishes a soil of its alkali in a very

short time. Indeed, so well known is that, that

it has, for years past, been collected and burnt,

and its ash, knoAATi as salts of wormwood, applied

to many purposes on account of the (juantity of

alkali it contains. Similar to this is the grape,

which ap})ropriates to itself abundance of jjotash.

which it deposits from its juice in fermenting, as

salt of tartar. The alkalis are seldom found com-
bined with carbonic acid, for although they are so

in the ashes of plants, it arises from the decom-
position by heat of other organic acids, they being
converted into carbonic acid. In the wood sor-

rel, for instance, the juice is intensely sour, owng
to the presence of binoxalate of potash ; but after

being burned, the oxalic acid is all decomposed
into carbonic acid, the whole of the salt having
become carbonate of potash.

But it will be interesting here to notice the

bases of the inorganic acids. Silicic acid or silica

has already been touched upon. Sulphur, the

base of suli^huric acid, familiar to every one as

brimstone, is found in nature, both free and in

combination; free, in abundance in Sicily, and in

combination plentiful in our own islands. With
iron it is exceedingly common as iron pyrites or

sulphurate of iron; recognised in coal by its

bright j-eUow colour, and washed out of our
chalk cliffs in rounded masses of almost every

size, which are commonly looked upon as tlnmder-

bolts. TMien sulphur combines with oxygen, it

forms sulphuric acid, which takes place sponta-

neously when iron jjyrites is exposed to air and
moisture. This acid may be formed artificially on
a small scale by immersing a lighted mixture of

sulphur and saltpetre (nitrate of potash) into a

jar of oxygen gas standing over water ; the sul-

l)hur then burns \vith a beautiful l)lue flame, com-
bines with the oxygen, and forms sulphuric

acid, which is dissolved by the water, forming a

weak solution of oil of vitriol. Now this is re-

markable for its fixity, so that it may be placed in

a proper vessel over the fire, and the water Ijoiled

away, lea^-ing the sulphuric acid. This is the

method commonly emploj^ed in the manufactories

for strengthening it. The acid consists of 16

parts of sidphur, 24 of oxygen, and 9 of water,

forming 49 parts of the strongest oil of vitriol.

This acid is very rarely found free in the soil,

as its noxious properties would make it the most
sterile of land. But, as will be shown hereafter,

some plants possess the property not only of

separating the acid from its alkali, but even of

separating from it the sulphur, which it employs
to form new combinations, as for instance, the es-

sential oil of the mustard and the radish, in which
there is a considerable quantity of sulphur. But
decaying vegetables \viU do the same, the sidphur

in this case combining Math the hydrogen which
is being given off, and forming the offensive gas,

sulphuretted hydrogen, famihar to all who have
smelt a foul gun barrel, or a rotten egg. It is to

this decomposition is due the nauseous smell

of water in which vegetables have been boiled,

and is continually taking place at the mouths of
ri\-ers, which empty into the sea vast quantities of
rotting vegetable matter, which there meets with
the sulphates in the sea water, and the decompo-
sition takes place. Shij)s ancliorcd in such situa-

tions have their copper corroded off in one-half
the usual time, and to the same cause is also at-

tributed the unhealthiness of several African
rivers. But although suljjhuretted hydrogen is

known to be very destructi\-e of life when present
in considerable quantity, it is doubtful whether it

is so injurious to man when in the minute quan-
tity which it must l)e in the open air, even in the
worst situations ; the daily experience of the
chemist woidd seem to confirm this, for, from its

being so much used as a test, he is continually

l)reathing an atmos])here sensibly impregnated
M'ith it, and yet with impunity, as it has ne\-er been
known to produce any effects analagous to the

eastern fevers. To other causes, then, must be
attributed the contagious influences present in the

air of these shores, and nothing seems more
probable than that it is due to certain decom])os-
ing organic particles, acting on the blood in the

manner of a ferment. The best test for its pre-

sence, either in solution or in the air, is a so-

lution of sugar of lead, which it blackens even
if present in a very minute quantity, producing
sulphuret of lead. Though sulphuretted hydro-
gen is undoubtedly very pernicious to animal
life, it is not so to plants, and its solution in

water has been used with advantage even in horti-

culture, by Sir E. Solly. Indeed it is essential

that many plants should be supplied with sidphur
in some shape or other, as they require it to assist

in forming some of their constituent parts. ITie

glviten of wheat, for instance, coidd not be formed
without it, and it is essential to the mustard,
cabbage, turnip, water cress, and indeed to the

whole of the large class of cruciferous plants.

From this it is seen that the alkahne sulphates

are frequently doubly useful in the soil, as being
the source of alkali and also of suli)hur. Their
jiresence in solution is I'eadUy ascertained by
bar)^ta dissolved in nitric or muriatic acids, which
forms the veiy insoluble white sulphate of ljai-)'ta,

not redissolved by nitric acid. By this means it

is proA'ed that A\'hereas in M'ood ash the alkali is

present as carbonate, in coal ash it is as sulphate,

which is therefore a good top dressing for many
crops.

"When combined with lime, sulphuric acid

forms sulphate of lime or gypsum. It is found in

great abundance in many parts in the neighbour-
hood of Paris, as plaster stone, where it is ren-

dered anhydrous by burning, converting it into

plaster of Paris, as it is termed. It cr)-stalizes

beautifully as selenite, found in clay districts.

Satin spar is also a very beautifid \ariety of this

substance. It is found anhydrous also, but not
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frequently. It exists in consideialjle quantity in

the rock ^alt of Cheshire. In some countries it

is found to form so large a portion of the rock

salt, even of some kinds^ which are eaten at tahle,

that if the table salt be dissolved from it, it still

retains its form, as a spongy mass. In this way

whole mountains are said to be disintegrated.

This will also ser\'e to explain an expression of

scripture, which is otherwise obscure to us who
use salt in a state of purity, respecting salt losing

its savour; if a mass of rock salt containing

much sulphate of Ume, be exposed to heavy

showers, the table salt is dissolved out, the

original shape still being retained ; and thus salt

may he said to lose its sa\-our. Of the \'irtues of

gypsum as a manure, the agriculturist has lately

heard a great deal, but there is no doubt that its

\ivtues have been highly exaggerated. There is

A-ery little proof of its being useful to any jjlants

which do not include sulphate of lime in their

composition ; but as lucern, saintfoin, clover, and

turnii)s, contain a portion, there is no dou])t it is

of use to them, when applied as a top dressing.

There are cases in AA-hich red clo^-er may spring

uj), i)romising luxuriantly, but ultimately die

away—the soil is tired of cloA'er, as the farmer

says ; in this case sulphate of lime is frequently of

great sen'ice, though it is by no means the only

suljstance clover requires. We have Johnstone's

e\-idence that clover and vetches are both im-

proved by its use. Indeed the ashes of many

jilants show that they require it, as their sulphates

frequently amount to as much as 10 per cent, of

the ash. A waggon load of gyp.sum is said to be

sufficient for 30 or 40 acres. The water falling

on the surface slightly dissolves it, one part re-

quiring 500 or 600 of water for solution. It may

be owing to its sparing solubility in water, that

we have so many contradictor)' statements of its

efficacy, as the farmer who uses it on very diy

land, or during a very dry season, would perhaps

derive but little benefit from it.

The consideration of the phosphates, of bone

manure, with the relation of the inorganic to the

organic constituents of ])lants, wiU form the sub-

ject of the next lecture.

LEOMINSTER FARMERS' CLUB.

The usual monthly meeting took place upon

the second of February, when the breeding, rear-

ing, and general management of cart colts was

the subject of discussion. The great importance

to farmers of improving the breed of cart horses

was generally admitted,'as the expense of keeping

a good horse, and that of one not able to do as

much work by the one-fourth, is frequently found

to be as much. In order, therefore, to econo-

mise the expenses of the farm, every possible

attention should be paid to the breeding and

rearing of colts,

1. Resolved—that particular care should be

taken in the selection of the horse and of the

mare as regards their form and constitution ; l)y

no means to have either of them aged, unsound,

or blemished, there being scarcely a diseas*e to

which the horse is liable that is not hereditary.

Contracted feet, spavin, thick wind, and blindness,

are generally allowed to be so.

2. The mares should have shortness of leg

combined with compactness of form. Not younger
than four years old, and in general not more than

sixteen, though in some few instances where she

has been alwa)'s well kept and not over worked,

she may breed good colts for two or three years

longer.

3. That it would be an advantage to the far-

mers of the neighbourhood to have more acti\-e

horses in place of the heavy slow horse, which
is only calculated for bad roads and for a heavy
undrained soil.

4. That the most convenient time for the mare
to foal is the end of April or the beginning of

May ; that is, as soon as the earliest paddock of

grass is expected to be ready to turn into, which
of course will depend u])on the situation, soil, &c.

of the farm.

5. That during the time the mare is with foal

she may with advantage be moderately worked,
at the same time ])eing kept in a fair average

condition till the end of the fifth month, when
she should be fed a little better, allowing her

then one or two feeds of corn in the day. " This

is, (saysYouatt, in his valuable work on the horse)

about the period when they are accustomed to

slink their foals, or when abortion occurs ; at

this time, therefore, the eye of the owner should

be frequently upon them. Good feeding and
moderate exercise will be the best preventive

against this."

6. Great attention should be paid to the health

of the colt after foaling, being then as well as

the mare peculiarly liable to take cold. Bran
mashes to be given to the mare night and morn-
ing for the first few days,—and afterwards, should

the grass be short, a feed of oats night and
morning. The mare at the end of fi\'e or six

weeks may, if ivanted, be put to gentle work.

7. When the colt has been shut up from the

mare fi^'e or six hours, the mare at the same time

being at work, great part of the milk should be

drawn from her before she is turned to the

colt. The milk formed during the time she is at

work when taken freely is found to disagree with

the colt, causing it to scour.

8. The colt when five or six months old may
be weaned, and have a feed of liruised oats,

bran, and chaff, night and morning throiigh

the first A\'inter, with a plentiful supj)ly of good
hay, and a warm open shed to nm into. It is of

the utmost importance that the young animal

should be well fed, in order to deA'elo])e a jirojjer

form ; so much of the future usefulness of the

horse depending iq)on the colt having a sufficient

sui)i)ly of noiu-ishing food, that it cannot l)e too

often impressed iqjon the breeder ; it being in-

variably the case that colts that have when
young been badly kei)t, never attain the excel-

lency of shape re([uisite in a good horse.

0. That the management of the colt aftenvards

may be thus summed up—good pasture in the
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summer, and m the ^Mnter to he treatrrl the same
ai> in the firfcl. with an enlarged (jiianlity of food

requisite for the increase<l growth of the animal.

It was remarked hy several memhers tliat t'ley

{jreferred liavinfj the mare to foal at Michaelmas,

ettinj; her have an open shed to run into during the

winter, feeding her plentifully with hay, oats, and
Swedes, or carrots ; as hy experience they found
that tlien the colts generally made better horses,

which tliey attributed to their having the advan-

tage of being the winter with the mare, and
having an entire summer to grass immediately

after being weaned ; and that where tliere is much
summer fallow to work, it would occur at a time

when the mare could be best spared.

The attention of the club was called to the

want of an additional fire engine, there not Ijeing

at present one properly mounted to go into the

country, and several parties having handsomely
offered to contribute. Mr. W. Bennett ga^e
notice that at the next meeting of the club he
should ])ropose that a committee be appointed to

procure subscriptions for that purjjose.

The diseases of wheat being a subject highly

important to the agriculturist, Henry Rudge, Esq.
kindly comphed with the solicitations of the

committee to deliver a lecture upon that subject.

CROWN ESTATE AT KING WILLIAM'S
;
TOWN, IN THE COUNTIES OF CORK
'and KERRY.

By J. French Burke.

(From the Journal of the Royal Arjricultural

Society.)

'lliree years ago, some Parliamentary Reports
respecting experimental improvements on the

cro\vn . estate of King William's Town, in the

counties of Cork atid Kerry, were forwarded to
this society by the commissioners of Her Majesty^
woods and forests ; and a summary of their con-
tents WA^ drawn u]), which is published in the
first vohune of this Journal.

In l)eceml)er, 1841, two ftirther Rejwrts were
made on the subject, and transmitted on the part
of the commissioners to the Duke of Richmond

—

as being then ])resident of the society—accom-
])anied hy a letter of which the follo\ving is an ex?,

tract :

—

" In the course of the exjjerimental improve-
ments now in progress on the cro\vn"s estate at

King William's Town, in the counties of Cork
and Kerry, in Ireland, a suggestion was inade, in

the year 1840, by your Grace to the then first

commissioner of this board, as to the importance
of a trial being made of the comparative value of
Scotch and Irish cows, in respect to their relative

produce in milk and butter; and the commis-
sioners accordingly directed the purchase of six

Scotch heifers of the Galloway breed, in order to

such an experiment being instituted at King
William's Town, in regard to their produce as

compared with a like number of Ayrshire and
Kerry cows then on the estate.

" The result of this trial, so far as circum-
stances would j)ermit its being instituted, has
been submitted in detail to the boai'd by Mr.
Griffith, under whose superintendence the several

operations on the crown lands ha\'e been carried

on, in his report, dated 13th of August last,

detailing the proceedings of the previous two
years."

From these reports (as may be seen by their

summary) it appears that the milk of the Kerry
cows was richer in cream than that of either the

Ayrshire or the Galloways ; but rather inferior to

the former in point of quantity.

KING WILLIAM S TOWN DAIRY.

Experiments on Ayrshire, Galloway, and Kerry cows, from the

ISfh day of April to the I7th day of June, 1841.

ni'vii ({(

Total No.
of qts.

milked

3 Galloway cows

- 1 No. of

qts. set

for

butter.

No. of

qts. given

to calves.

1,1 34i
I

1,115-i 17

No. of lbs. of

butter

produced
from milk set

for butter.

li;

Average number of quarts milked from 3 Galloway cows from the

time of calving till the present date, 65 quarts per day each.

4 Kerry cows.

.

1,769 1,69s 64 191

Average number of quarts milked from 4 Kerry cows from the
time of calving till the present date, 7i quai'ts per day each.

9 AjTshire cov.-s 4,3t3i 3,08G 1,202.', 30^

Average number of quarts milked from 9 AjTshire cows from the
time of calving till the present date, 9 quarts per day each.

92 qts. of milk produced
lib. of salt butter.

Si qts. of milk produced
lib. of salt butter.

10? qts. of rnilk j)roduced

llb.of salt butter.

TTie above nine AjTshire cows, when milked their first calf, and each three years old, gave, in
the first summer in 1838, having then produced the month of July, 67

-^
quarts per day, being an

Y
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average number ofH quarts to each cow per day.

The same Ayrshire cows, being six years old at

May, 1841, each haA-ing produced four cah'e.i,

gave, in the month of June, 1841, 93 quarts per

day; average number, 10^ quarts to each cow per
day for the month of June, being an increase of

2| quarts of milk to each cow per day for June.
TTie above four Kerry cows had each produced
their first calf, and were four years old at May,
1841. The above three Galloway cows had each
produced their first calf, and were three years old

at May, 1841.

This, from the press of other matter, remained
overlooked, but was recalled to recollection by a
" Statement of the comparative quality of milk
from Alderney and Kerry (Irish) cows, upon the
farm of the Hon. Robert Clive, M.P., at Oakley
Park,"—as published in the second volume of the
Journal : which shows the Alderneys to have been
superior both in quantity of milk and cream. It

was, however, accompanied -with, a note by the
Avriter of this, doubting the experiment to have
been satisfactory, and calling for further trials of
a more accurate kind; which it is to be hoped
will be comphed wth, as it is very important to

have duly ascertained the real value of a stock so
well suited to the cottager and the occupier of
poor land as that of the Kerry breed.
With regard to the improvements made on the

estate, from the period of the former reports up to

this communication, it is only necessary to ob-
sei-ve generally—that they haA-e been carried on
assiduously, and so judiciously, "that 139 acres
of nearly unprofitable mountain-land have been
reclaimed, manured, and cultivated, and thereby
raised in value from about 4d., to from 8s. to 9s.

per acre ; while twenty-six new farm-houses and
cottages have been erected."

In regard to the roads—which were formerly
impassable for wheel-carriages—they are now so
improved, that during the last two years to which
the reports allude, 5,100 barrels of limestone
(equal in Aveight to about 1,000 tons) have been
drawn to the estate, from the quarry at Carrindul-
keen, for the use of the tenantry ; of which 3,540
were used as manure; and additional Hmekilns
are in course of erection, to afford every facility

for the reclamation of the land : it is, therefore,

reasonably expected that, within a few years, the
value of the estate Avill he more than doubled.

It is also gratifying to learn, that the effect of
this experiment has so favourably improved the
habits of the peasantry, in point of temperance
and industry, as to hold out a striking example to
the neighbouring country, and a powerful induce-
ment to the holders of poor, unimproved soils to
adoi)t similar measures.

WOOLLEN RAGS.-Sl«,~lf tither of your
corres])ondents udll, through the medium of your
highly-instructive magazine, state how the above
articles can most easily be applied as manure for
turnips, he will confer a favour ui)on your reader,
Hendbe Leu,

AN ESSAY ON ARTIFICIAL AND OTHER
MANURES,

To which a Premium was awarded by Sir Charles

Lemon, Bart., M.P., through the Cornwall
Agricultural Association, by W. F. Karkeek,
Truro, Secretary to the Association, and Au-
thor of the Prize Essay on Fat and Muscle to

which the Premium of £20 was awarded by the

Royal Agricultural Society of England—1843.

Published by E. Head, Truro; Longman,
Brown, Green, and Longmans, London.

It appears from the short introduction to this

essay that the agriculturists of Cornwall had been
in the habit of using many of the various artifi-

cial and other manures, which have been recom-
mended from time to time, in a very extensive

manner—that some of them had answered the

farmer's purpose, whilst others had been used
with unfortunate results ; and the Committee of

the " Cornwall Agricultural Association" consi-

dering that a report of the results of many of

these experiments would prove valuable and inte-

resting, inasmuch as it would not be the opinion

or experiments of one individual, howcAcr ta-

lented and accurate he might be, but the com-
bined experience of some of the princii)al agricul-

turists in the county, and thus the errors and
mistakes of one party would be corrected by the

experience of others. The better to carry the ob-

ject into effect, Sir C. Lemon, one of the commit-
tee, offered a premium for the purpose, which
Avas aAvarded to the essay before us. It is pub-
lished in a cheap form—3s. 6d. per dozen, or 4d.

each—in order to be generally circulated amongst
the Cornish farmers.

The first experiments recorded in this essay,

are some that Avere made as early as the year

1835, on the effect of bone-dust, by Mr. TretheAvy,

of Trewehen, on a piece of common, Avhich, in the

Cornish language, means a barren AA'aste, some-
times covered Avith heath and furze, Avhich Avas

the case in this instance, and, previous to being

taken under the management of Mr. TretheAV)%

had been let at 2s. per acre. These experiments

«hoAV in a most striking manner the advantage

of bone-dust as a fertilizer, and its permanent ef-

fect on the land aftenvards for eight years.

" A field of several acres Avas broken from the

common, the largest portion of Avhich Avas ma-
nured Avith bone-dust, at the rate of three quarters

to the acre ; the other portion of the field Avas

merely dressed Avith the ashes obtained from the

breaking and burning of the land. The turnip

crop Avas com])letely carried off by the fly. In

the years 183(3 and 1837 it Avas cropped Avith oats,

and then laid doAvn to permanent pasture u]) to

the jiresent time. There Avas more than double

the quantity of oats on that portion Avhere the

bones had been ajijihed, and at this period its ef-

fect can l)e plainly distinguished, as if a line of

demarcation had been draAvn betAveen rich and
scanty herbage, or betAveen a green meadow and

nn imcultiA'ated soil."

The effect of the bone-dust in thie experiment
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is extremely satisfactor)', inasmuch as it proves

that its fertihzing principle is a permanent one ;

and, in my oj)inion, completely sets at rest the

question which is frequently agitated amongst
farmers, as to whether the manuring property of

bone exists in the animal matters, which consti-

tute about one-third of its substance, or in the

earthy matters, constituting the remaining two-

thirds, since it is almost impossible to suppose

that any other than the earthy matters covdd have

remained so long in the soil—the animal matters

being probably decomposed in the first and se-

cond crops. Tlie second experiment confirms the

previous one.
" In 1S36, another piece of the ' waste' was

broken, which was sown to oats, and on the fol-

lowing year a similar crop was taken. One por-

tion of the field was manured with bone-dust

only. The oats on this part was eqiial to the first

experiment. After this, the whole was laid down
to pasture ; and at the present period, the line of

distinction can be plainly seen where the bones

were applied, at more than four miles distance."

The same beneficial effect is also plainly seen in

two large patches, broken in 1S37 and 1838.

They have been sown mth turnips and manured
with bone-dust only, which produced most excel-

lent crops ; after which a croj) of oats was taken,

and then pastured up to the present period. And
in another piece of about six acres, which was
broken in 1839, and sown with Swede turnips, an
excellent crop was produced ; since which, other
crops ha^•e been taken, and the clover at the pre-
sent time is very luxuriant, being equal to land
let at 40s. Y- acre.

In 1840, another piece was broken and sown
to turnips, with bone as before, and oats in the
following year ; both crojjs were excellent. In
November, 1841, it was ploughed once only, and,
whhout any other cultivation, sown to turnips in

June, 1842. This crop was also good, and plainly

proved that turnips after grain may be produced
without either spring or summer ploughing. In
1841, another large portion was broken, sown
with Swedes and afterwards cropped with oats,

using the bone manure only, which answered as

well as before.

The next experiments are some that were insti-

tuted by Messrs. S. and R. Davey, of Redruth,
in enclosing a portion of the waste of St. Agnes
Common. What was hterally a waste previous
to being enclosed, since then there was sufficient

turf found to make the hedge.

The experiments of the Messrs. Davey are given
in tables, as follows (A, B, C, D, E) :—

A.
A. R. P.

6 3 12

statute.

<u >^

3 CS

C
cS

-3 cS

_ ^

PL,

S3
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In this second experiment, it will be seen that

the wheat failed as in the lir.st, e\-idently showing

that wheat was not adapted to the new soil ; whilst

in the following year we ha\'e a beautiful illustra-

tion of the effect of guano on a crop of oats, pro-

ducing 77 bushels per acre. The Messrs. Davey
had now learned by experience that the method

of cropping and manuring which they commenced
with was not such as would be likely to proA'e

successful, and accordingl)-, in the foUoAving ex-

periment, they began cultivating the next piece of
" waste"' by taking a green crop first, followed by
a crop of oats :

—

c.
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Tlie circumstance most worthy of notice here,

is the powerful effect })roducetl hy the hoofs of

animals, in conjuction with guano, on the oats and

r)'e-grass ; the latter growing in such an astonish-

ing degree, that it completely choked the clover

and \'ery nearly the harlej'. The field has now
the appearance of an old coarse pasture. We
also see the effect of guano and hone-dust mixed.

in an excellent crop of Swedes, 20 tons to the

acre.

We have, in the following exjieriment, a simi-

lar effect produced hy a mixtiu'e of bone and
guano manures on Swedes, and in the following

year another excellent crop of oats, wth only 2
cwt. of guano per acre ;

—

E.

Statute.

A. R. p.

S 2 37
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Manures.
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broad-cast. The plants would be certain to come
up much stronger in the drills, and could be as

easily hoed afterwards as if the seed had been
drilled in with the maruu'e. I have heard of some
instances of failure from another cause, viz., the

impurity of the manure. 'ITiis is very likely, for

there cannot be a doubt that a plenty of inferior

stuff wiU find its way into the market, particu-

larly as, from its A'ery recent introduction, the

farmers can scarcely be considered judges of the

real from the manufactured.

Then follows a series of experiments \\ath

Lance's carbon, Poitteven's and Clark's com-
})osts, and the urate of the London Manure Com-
panj'. Speaking of the first of these manures,
he says, that very considerable quantities of

Lance's carbonized manures were used in the

county about two or three years since ; and in

justice to the preparation, he saj's, that in very
many instances it produced a much better crop

of turnips than bone-dust, and at a less expense.
We select the following experiment made on
Helegan estate, the seat of J. H. Tremayne, Escj.,

and conducted by the hind, Mr. Reynolds.
The field selected for the experiment was a

wheaten arish, with a soil not over rich in quality,

and not at all qualified to produce an abundant
turnip-crop, as will be seen in the sequel, having
a nortli-west aspect, and consisting of a heavy
loam, resting on a subsoil of a fine-grain argil-

laceous schist. Having been prejjared in the
usual manner, four equable acres were selected,

which were divided into half-acres, and these
thrown into ridges, one-half at eighteen inches,
and the other half at 27 inches distance. The
seed was sown by means of a drill, which con-
veyed the manure along with it, souing one ridge
at a time. The following table mil give the dif-

ferent manures used, and their results :

—

Manures.
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The next experiment we select from Mr. Kar-

keek's essay, is one made at Carclew, the seat of

Sir C. Lemon, Bart., in lS-13, for the purpose of

testing the relative merits of certain mamn-es

when a])j)lie(l as a to])-clressing to corn crops.

The field selected for gi\'ing the whole a fair trial

was one \\'ith a high ojien exposure, sloping to

the south. The soil is a free hght loam, not ex-

ceeding a foot in depth, on a yellow clayey suh-
soil mixed with spar. It had been well manured
tlie previous season, and crop])ed with turnips.

After these were removed, it was jirepared and
sown with barley in the latter ])art of Ajiril. The
manures were a|)plied on the 15th of May. In

this case, the tenth jmrl of an acre was allowed

for the experiment.

Kind of manure.

1. Nitrate of soda, sown dry

2. Sulphate of soda

3. Guano
4. Sulphate of ammonia . . .

.

5. Stott's soluble manure. . .

.

C. Wash from farm-yard....

7. Average of the field

Quantity
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Having represented to Mr. Duttu.s, the scien-

tific curator of the Royal DubUn Society's Agri-

(ultural Museum, that we liad received very many
inquiries respecting an improved ijimekihi, and

requested his assistance to enable us to present

the plan of one to our readers, he has

kindly complied with our request, by sending us

a sketch, from which the accompanying wood-cut

was prepared, together wth the following descrip-

tion.

-r^-r-M
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The cover keeps in the heat, and keeps out the

rain. When the rain is freely allowed to fall on

the kiln, it wastes the heat, and also the space, by
slackening the lime.

As respects the useful effect, Mr. Menteath

says, (Hi(jhlund Soc. Trans, vol. viiij
—"These

narrow kilns admit of their being drawn out of

them e^'ery day, if fully employed, more than two-

thirds, or nearly three-fourths of their contents of

well-burnt lime, and afford fully three of lime-

shells for one measure of coal, when large cir-

cular kilns will not give out more than one-half

of their contents every day, and require nearly

one of coal for every two measures of lime."

I ha\'e not attempted to give you an estimate of

the expense, as that can easily be done by any
builder in the locality where a kiln is intended,

who must, of course, know the expense of fire-

bricks, workmen's wages, &c., in that locality.

Suffice it to say, that a kiln of this construction

will be found one of those things that soon affords

abundant remuneration for the original outlay.

I remain, &c.

J. DUFFUS.
I2th Feb., 1844.

TENURE OF LAND.

At a late meeting of the Farmers' Club at

Ruyton-of-the-eleven-Towns, Shropshire, the sub-

ject for discussion was the foUomng :

—

" What is the best system of tenure of land,

having due regard to the interests of the land-

lord, the tenant, and the community at large, with

the view of the best possible state of cultiva-

tion :"

On this subject, Mr. Samuel Bickerton ad-

dressed the club at considerable length ; and as

many of his remarks are judicious and important,

we lay before our readers the following extracts

from his speech :

—

"The better the land of this kingdom is culti-

vated the more al)undant will be the necessaries

of life, and the more employment will be given to

the labouring class of society. In my opinion it

is the bounden duty of government and the legis-

lature to ])romote, by every proper means, the

highest possible state of cultivation of the soil of

these kingdoms. But at the same time, I am quite

satisfied that that state will never be attained

under the yearly system of tenure which is the

general custom in the present day, and especially

of this and some other counties.
" Every man of prudence, on his taking a farm

(having an intention of doing justice to it), would,

in the first instance, satisfy himself of the pro-

bable security of the teiuire. No man of ccjm-

raon ])rudence, having a capital commensurate

with the size of the farm, be it large or small,

would enter upon one knowing he must quit in a

year or two—and what security is there beyond

that jieriod in annual tenure ? The landlord may
die ; the land may be sold or exchanged ; a new
agent may be ajjpointed. And generally in either

of these cases the land is taken as it is found. Is

it then at all likely that improA'ements to any ex-

tent will take place under annual tenure ? The
tenant will keep just A\dthin the limits of his

agreement. It is a matter of prudence to do so.

" I know there are gentlemen connected with this

county, who can boast of families as tenants upon
their estates during many generations standing,

and whose tenants consider themselves and their

children to ])e fixed for life as securely as if they

possessed a lease. But in discussing this ques-

tion we must consider the tendency of the princi-

ple of annual tenure as a system ; and take it

upon its own merits as such. And in so doing I

can come to no other conclusion than that it is

bad for both landlord and tenant. For the land-

lord, because he will not have his land im])roved

to its full extent : for the tenant, because he
cannot prudently enter upon those improvements,
without which he cannot benefit his circum-
stances, and keep pace with the times in which
he lives.

" I now come to the subject of leases, and I

doubt not but many of my brother farmers now
present would hesitate in taking a lease at the

present rents with the future prospects before

them, even if the landlord should not hesitate

before he refused to grant one. And I must
confess they would prudently hesitate at taking

one upon a fixed money-papnent. It would be
quite a different thing if land was in a state of

nature, and the rent, consequently, in the first

instance, merely nominal, as was the case on Mr.
Coke's estate in Norfolk some years ago, when
first brought into cultivation.

" Having rejected annual tenure, as being pre-

judicial to both landlord and tenant, and ques-

tioned the propriety of lease upon a fixed money
jjayment of rent, you wU begin to inquire what
teniu'e then do I propose that will give full con-

fidence to the tenant without sacrificing the in-

terests of the landlord.
" It strikes me there are but two modes of

attaining this end : either to give the tenant a

vested interest in improvements made upon his

farm, or a lease upon a corn rent, viz., a rent

regulated by the price of grain from time to

time.

"There can be no reasonable objection to

giving the tenant a vested interest in improve-
ments made ujjon his farm, upon cjuitting, if he
has not had time during his occupancy to reap

the full l)enefits thereof. If a tenant injures a

farm, the common law of the land gives the land-

lord a claim upon the tenant in the shape of

damages. Why not give the tenant a claim for

extra improvement—impro\'ement beyond the

ordinary course of husbandry ? It is well known
that I have both publicly and pri\'ately long ad-

vocated this principle, as foimded, in my opinion,

in common justice. And it is gratifying to me to

see the same princi])le advocated and taken up
iq3on public grounds by a gentleman of such high
standing as my Lord Portman, who last session

of parliament, brought in a bill for the express

]mr])ose of giving the tenant a leyal claim upon
his landlord (in case of quitting), for any extra

improvements upon his farm, provided he has not
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had time to veinil)ui"se himself for his outlay in

eflecting the extra improvements. I admit there

are difficulties attending a system of this kind.

'ITiere would be difficulty in ascertaining Avhat

really was a permanent improvement, and the

proper cost attending it ; what amount of benefit

had been deri\ed ; and what amount was still not

reimbursed. Improvements in agr-iculture and
the mode of carrying on its operations are making
such rapid strides in the present day, that what
was considered a great improvement, and judici-

ously done a few years since, would not be so

considered now. I have dwelt perhaps too long

upon this branch of the subject ; but the princi-

ple is founded in justice, and I have advocated it

for many years, as necessary upon public grounds.

Having thus touched upon ditierent modes of

tenure, and stated what appears to me objection-

able in each, I \\'ill jiroceed to that which I con-

sider the most e(|uitable both for landlord and
tenant, and upon which I was solicited at last

meeting, more particularly to give my ojjinion at

this—viz., corn rent, which means rent regulated

by the price of corn from time to time. As my
neighbours and brother farmers whom I see here

are not in general acquainted wth the mode of

fixing a corn rent, I will first explain it as weU as

I can to the best of my judgment. It is merely

converting the amount of rent into a given num-
ber of strikes of grain at a given price. It may
be fixed upon one kind of grain only, or upon
more than one, and in various jiroportions. This
is merely a matter of private arrangement between
landlord and tenant. But this arrangement once
made, the rent wdU afterwards fluctuate according

as the price of grain fluctuates. But in general

there is a hmit, beyond which no reduction of rent

takes place, howe\'er low the price of grain may
be. And on the other hand, no advance beyond
a gi\en point in rent takes place, however high

the price of grain maybe.
'' It will, perhaps, tend to illustrate the thing by

giving an example. Thus, suppose the rent is

£250 per annum, and I will supjjose also that

sum to be a fair rent with wheat at 9s. per strike

of rslbs., and barley 5s. per strike of 38 quarts,

and two-thirds of the rent fixed upon wheat and
one-third upon barley. It will then stand thus

—

364i strikes of wheat at 9s. £166 13s.4d. > ^.,,

333i ditto barley at 5s. £83 6s. Sd. S

Thus the rent in future would be the value of the

number of strikes of each kind of grain as here-

in stated, to be paid for according to the Gazette

prices. If the price at market ranges for wheat
below the price specified in the averages in the

London Gazette, then the rent will Ije lowered

accordingly upon that proportion of rent fixed

upon wheat; and if, on the other hand, the

price of barley ranges loigher than the price spe-

cified, that portion of the rent fixed upon barley

would be raised accordingly, and vice versa in

continuation for the term agreed upon.
" I have named a part of the rent as fixed upon

barley ; and if in any part of it is fixed upon bar-

ley, I think the proportion I have stated to be a

fair one j it certainly ought not to be in a gi'eater

proportion. Take a barley district. You could
not, under a proper course of cropping, grow
more acres of barley than wheat, and although
you may grow more strikes per acre of barley
than wheat, there would not be more strikes
brought to market. 'Hiere would be more seed
required, more loss from damage in har\'esting,

and more loss in the various subsequent ])ro-

cesses. Besides, it is only the maltiny qualities

that would be brought into the averages. 'ITie

damaged and inferior quahties would be con-
sumed at home, and consequently would not
find their way into the Gazette. But although
I have named a portion of rent as fixed upon
Ijarley, I by no means think any portion ought
to be fixed upon that or any other kind of grain
except wheat. Wheat is an article of universal
consumi)tion in all ci\ilized countries. It is the
staple article of produce. It is an article, the
price of which influences the ])rice of all other
farm produce. It regulates the price of labour.
It influences the manufactures of the country,
and our commercial relations wdth other countries.
It affects the price of gold itself, and conse-
quently the issues of the Bank of England, and
all other banks of this country. Therefore, I am
decidedly of opinion that the rent ought to be
governed by wheat alone.

" Having thus explained the nature of a corn
rent, and given my ojjinion as to what kind of
grain ought to govern the rent, and my reasons
for that opinion, I will just obsen-e, that the rent
may be too high or it may not, with a corn rent, as
well as upon a fixed money ]myment. The number
of strikes of corn may be too many, according to
the quality of the land, or the price at which it is

fixed may be too low. This is a matter of private
arrangement. But I \\\\\ suppose an arrange-
ment upon this point is fairly made. Still the
principle of a corn rent is worth nothing without
a lease ; and I shoxdd say a lease for not less

than twenty-one years.

" There are many improvements in agriculture
that require a great outlay of capital, and many
years before that capital can be reimbursed.
There is scarcely an experiment connected with
the cultivation of land, but requires several years
to determine its utihty. Tlie late Earl of Leices-
ter (when Mr. Coke) laid it down as a maxim, not
to give a decided opinion upon any point of the
kind without first having had three consecutive
years of trial. So much depended upon the
seasons in this changeable cUmate. My Lord Port-
man, in the bill I have alluded to, proposes to
give the tenant a claim for improvements made,
if he quits his farm in less time than twel\-e

years after the improvements have been effected.

" In discussing this question, we should take
it upon the broad jjrinciple of equal justice to
both landlord and tenant, and therefore, perhaps,
as the system has not been in general practice,

there may be no impropriety in having a revision
as to the price of corn periodically—say every
seven or eight years—more esjiecially when we
consider the difference of opinion existing upon
the question of the corn-laws, in the leading
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characters of the two j^reat pohtical parties of

this country, and \\'ho, to all a])pearance, seem
determined to push their several interests upon
this, to tlie fanner, all important question.

" Before I sit down 1 would just ohserve, that

it is my firm opinion, that if this j)rinciple of

tenure were carried into general practice, there

would iiot he a labourer out of employment
or a bushel of foi-eign grain wanted to supply
our growing population."

LECTURE ON ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,

IN ITS APPLICATION TO PHYSIOLOGY, AND THE
REARING AND FEEDING OP ANIMALS. BY
MR. KAKKEEK.

Delivered at St. Austell's Farmers' Club, Feb. 22.

Mr Karkeek commenced his lecture with an
account of the principal elementary substances,
such as carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sul-

phur, phosphorus, witli a few of the alkaline,

earthy, and metallic bodies of which all organized
substances were composed, showing how these,

moulded into being, by the hand of creative wis-
dom, and endowed with the mysterious and in-

comprehensible principle of hfe, became converted
into the endless race of animals and vegetables.

There was this difference, he said, in the assimi-

lating jwwers of vegetables and animals, that a
jjlant could grow at the expence of the elements
by which it was surrounded, where no li\'ing sub-
stance ever ])reviously existed ; but animals, on
the contrary, could only exist upon matter jire-

A'iously organized, either by plants or other ani-

mals. The lecturer then showed how, by the
union of those simple elementary bodies, accord-
ing to certain laws which he briefly explained,

j)roximate elements were formed, which were di-

vided into two groups, the azotised, and non-
azotised — vegetable fibrine, albumen, casein,

animal fibrine, albumen, casein, constituting

the first group, and fat, gum, sugar, starch,

&c., constituting the latter. In the first

there were four of the ultimate elements, whilst
in the latter, only three, the presence or absence
of the azote or nitrogen constituting the difference.

He then went on to show that vegetable and ani-

mal fibrine, albumen, and casein, were composed
of the same ultimate elements, and in fact were
identical in their chemical comjwsition. This
fact he illustrated by a number of tables, contain-
ing the analyses of these different substances, by
riayfair, Boussingault, Liebeg, and others. He
then ex])lained some of the laws vital and chemi-
cal which regulated the metamori)hoses of these
elements, and of the interchange of atoms which
occurs between the blood an(l the structures in

llie ])rocess of nutrition, ])lainly and distinctly

showing the farmer, that in the rearing of young
animals, substances rich in nitrogen, such as ])eas,

beans, beans, oats,', barley, &c., these articles of
diet, containing a large jjcr centage of albumen,
are particularly required for the growth of the va-

rious parts of the body. In the rearing of hoi'ses,

in particular, where the object is to produce a

great develoi)ement of muscle, the young stock
should be sufficiently sheltered in the Avinter, and
have a fair allowance of hay, oats, peas, &c., which
contain from 8 to 20 per cent, of albumen, and it

was fnmi the want of these requisites that so many
thousands of horses are 3'early rendered altogether

worthless. The young animal, he said, is placed

in our globe tolerably perfect from the hands of

the Creator, but its degeneracy is frequently owing
to the treatment pursued in the rearing. Only
compare a yearling colt that has been well housed
and properly fed dm-ing the winter \\'ith one that

has been turned out and exposed to the weather,

and fed chiefly on hay, straw, and turnips, the

two latter articles containing little more than 1

per cent, of the fleshing principle, and good hay
containing 8 per cent, of albumen, and although
equally fine and clear in their respective points

when sejjarated in the autumn, yet they will bear
no kind of comparison, either in size or beauty,

in the sjiring. Again, ])ursue the same plan the

foUomng winter, and you fix the shape for life

—

the one a handsome, clean grown, muscular ani-

mal, the other a coarse and plain one. It is by
proper feeding, he said, and a proper degree of

shelter gi^^en to the young stock during the first

three winters es]3ecially, that some horses are got

to such high j^erfection, as we sometimes see them,
having clean limbs, large powerful muscles, and
good action ; for had those identical colts been
kept hard, and exposed to the weather, they would
never have attracted any attention. In the rear-

ing of breeding cattle, he said, the same method
of feeding was desirable, since the object of the

breeder was not to obtain fat, but muscle, in which
the weight of flesh, strength of constitution, and
the capability of propagating their race chiefly de-

pended ; whilst in rearing of store cattle the same
care is not required, the object of the feeder in

this instance being to obtain as much profit as

]iossible from the food which the animals con-

sume, substances containing fatty matters, such
as Swede turnips, straw, &c., answering the pur-

pose. But even in this case he udshed the far-

mers to particularly understand that nearly the

whole of the fleshy part of an animal which wnW
afford any profit to them, is assimilated chiefly

during the period of its groAvth, which depends
on its age and breed ; the addition made to its

bulk afterwards is chiefly an accmnulation of fat

-which surrounds, and is intermingled \nt\i the

substance of the muscle ; and as the animal body
is incapable of producing an elementaiy body,
such as nitrogen, out of the substances which do
not contain it, it obviously follows that the larger

the per centage of these elements contained in the

food, the greater wnW be the growth of the animal.

Hence the object of the farmer is, to force on his

stock during the ])eriod of their growth by such

kinds of food as will produce the largest quantity

of muscle at the least expense. This part of the

lecture was illustrated by a table, which showed,
at a glance, both the fleshing and fattening pro-

perties of various kinds of food contained in an
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acre—either of beans, peas, oats, hay, jiotatoes,

carrots>, Swede turnips, \\'heat straw, oat straw,

and barley straw, &c. Witli reference to this ta-

ble, he e\i)lained that although the per centaj:;e of

albumen, gluten, and casein, the lleshing proper-

ties of food, apjieaied to be exceedingly trifling in

the turnijt wlien compared with tliat of jieas,

beans, or l)arley, yet the unmense weight of these

roots which could be grown on an acre, frequently

as much as 40 tons, ga^-e a much larger quantity

of albumen than an)' other crop. Thus an acre

of peas, calculating 25 bushels to the acre, will

give 3S0lbs. of tliis substance, whilst an acre of

white turnips, calculating only 20 tons to the acre,

gave (),000lbs. The Swede yielded a larger pro-

portion of albumen than the white turnip, so that

these roots might well be called the raw material

for the manufacturing of beef. He then went on
to show how the carbonaceous kinds of food, such

as turnips, hay, caiTOts, &c., might be economized
on a farm. Animal heat, he said, was the produce
of the union of the starch, gum, and sugar, con-

tained in the food, \\dth the oxygen of the at-

mosphere in the lungs ; and the amount of nou-
rishment required for any animal would depend
on the quantity of oxygen consumed in the sys-

tem in this manner. In the winter months the

air being more condensed than in the svunmer,

the same Aolume of air in the winter contains a

larger volume of oxygen gas than in warm wea-
ther when it is more rarified ; hence a larger sup-
ply of food is required, to keep uj) the proj)er

temperature of the body during the cold weather.

In this respect the lecturer compared the animal
body to a room heated by a furnace, which in or-

der to be kept up to the same degree of tempera-
ture at all times, and all seasons, the furnace is

required to be supphed •with, fuel accordingly. So
mth the liAnng animal ; if the vital functions are

to be maintained aUke at all seasons, the heat of

the body must be maintained by a proper supply
of food, and this might be done, he said, in either

of two ways—by adding fuel to the living furnace,

which is food, or by protecting its body from the

cold, in which case a less cjuantity of food would
be consumed. This part of the lecture was illus-

trated also by tables. Tlie want of space prevents

our gi'^'ing this lecture at greater length.

At the conclusion, some conversation arose on
subjects treated of in the lecture. In reply to the

chaiiTOan, Mr. Karkeek said, it woidd he econo-

mical, with respect to milch cows, to carry their

fodder to them, particularly in ^\^nter; and in

summer, if they were taken into the straw yard,

and there fed on roots and grass, they woidd
jield a greater quantit)' of milk than if turned out

to search for food themselves. In reply to Mr.
Drew, Mr. Karkeek said he certainly \vished far-

mers to understand that protection from cold was
equivalent to food. Mr. Wheeler asked if the

nuahty of the meat was ecpxally good, and Mr.
Karkeek replied " there could be no doubt of it."

Mr. Karkeek proceeded to observe that his re-

marks on the economy of stall feeding were only

intended to ai)ply to stock intended for the

butcher. He had always endeavoured to show
the mischievous consequences of fattening breed-

irxj cattle. Mr. Karkeek sjioke further of the ne-

cessity of )'oung animals liaving a projjcr amoimt
of exercise for the dcvelopement of their muscle.

Mr. Prater wished it were possible to impress on
the Cornish farmer the necessity of obtaining an
improved breed of horses, and spoke in a])proval

of the Yorkshire mode of breeding. The breeders
there bred from fillies of two years old ; and thus
got two colts from them before they were Ijrought

into work at four years old. A fine breed of

horses was thus obtained, the ])roduce of mares
when young, and 1)efore broken by work. In
Cornwall, and not in Cornwall only, the j'oung
animals were crip})led by injudicious treatment
l)efore they came to maturity. They were put to

work at two or tliree years old. He thought it

would be advisable to take two colts from the
young mare before she was put to work, as in

Yorkshire, from which county some of the finest

horses were produced.

Mr. Karkeek said he believed there was, at

present, a miserable set of trashy horses, not only
in Cornwall, but throughout England. There
were, perhaps, as many good horses now as there
were 50 years ago, but the number of bad ones
had greatly increased. M'Culloch had stated

there were \h milhon of horses in Great Britain
;

and he (Mr. K.) believed he should not be far

wrong in affirming, tliat two out of e\'ery ten were
not worth the food they consumed (hear). He
beheved, also, that 8 good horses would do more
work than 10 bad ones. (A member called out
" more than 20.") He had taken the lowest pos-
sible calculation. If, by an improved system of
breeding, and the introduction of better horses,
they could get rid of only one horse out of 10,
there would be a saA'ing to the country', in the
rearing only, of more than £2,000,000 a year
(hear), reckoning the cost at £5 a year. And an
equal amount would be saved annually after the
rearing to 3 years old, supposing the cost of keep-
ing the horse to be £1.5 per annum. In reply to

Mr. Prater's obser\'ations, Mr. Karkeek gave it

as his opinion that a two j'ears old filly was too
young to breed from. Her powers were not pro-
l)erly matured. He thought they ought not
to breed from a mare under three years old.

With reference to the Yorkshire horses, Mr.
Karkeek said that at the last meeting at Doncas-
ter of the Breeding Society, they boasted of their

having the best sheep and cattle in the world, but
actually acknowledged that their breed of horses
had deteriorated during the last 50 years.

Some conversation followed Ijetween Mr. Geach
and the lecturer, on the ventilation of houses
for stall feeding sheep, and on the modes of
drainage; after which Mr. Shilson pro])osed
the thanks of the meeting to Mr. Karkeek for his

interesting and valuable lecture. ITie motion
was agreed to with acclamation. Mr. Karkeek
briefly returned thanks, and the meeting separated.
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ON THE SUMMER-FEEDING OF FARM-
HORSES.

At a recent meeting of the Chei)stow Farmers'

Club, the subject for discussion, " Tlie best

method of summer-feeding farm-horses," was

introduced by Mr. J. Sandford, of Mountain,

who read a paper from which we extract the

follomng :

—

"The best and cheapest method of keeping

farm-horses through the summer, is to feed them
on lucerne. You will be enabled to cut the lu-

cerne three or four times through the summer ;

so that I think two acres of land, of middling

quality will be sufficient to keep four horses Aa'c

months in the summer ; and I should give the

lucerne to the horses out of doors ; I mean in

cribs, in a fold-yard where there is a shed, instead

of in the stable ; this being, I think, more healthy

for the horses, and it is less trouble also. I prefer

lucerne to any other summer food, knowing it

is quite as good, or better keep than vetches, and
it is also much cheaper ; and when you ha\-e once

got a fair plant of lucerne, it is much more sure

than ^'etches, the Avinter or slug sometimes de-

stroying the vetch crop, but not the lucerne.

Lucerne will last in the same land twenty years in

as great vigour as ever, mowing three, and some-
times four, times in a season. Its cheapness

will l)e evident from the following calcu-

lation. Take four acres of middling land

for vetches, which I consider equal to keep

four horses five months. Now I shall charge

two of these acres at half the full rent,

&c., because the vetches Avill be oft' in time to sow
turnips, and the other two acres I shall charge at

the full rent, being too late to sow turnips ; and I

shall take two acres of lucerne, which I consider

equal to keep four horses five months, the same
quality of land, and at the same price per

acre :

—

£. s. d.

Two acres for vetches, including rent,

tithes, and taxes, at 30s. per acre..300
Two ditto, ditto cleared for turnips.. 1 10

Seed for four acres, 10 bush, at 7s.. . 3 10

Sowing and harrowing foiu- acres

at 5s 1

Cutting four acres 8

Per horse for live months

9 8

2 7

Two acres for lucerne, including tithes

and taxes. 3

Cutting three times, 2s. per acre..... t) 12

Allowance for seed per year > o 4

Pei- horse for five months

3 16

19 0"

of the reasons being, that they consider hoeing
likely to injure the crown of the root, which in

tliis plant spreads considerably after the first year,

and sends up shoots all round ; and, provided
the kind is clean when the lucerne is sho\vn, they

think that it is likely to thri^'e better for any little

surface grass that may come among the plants, as

this tends to keep the ground cooler, M^hich is

})referable to exposing the surface of the soil to

the hot summer sun. Several of the memliers
stated they had tried manure on lucerne without

any apparent effect. Mr. Hall manured two ridges

\vith guano, last summer, at the rate of two cwt.

to the acre, but there was no nsible effect pro-

duced on the lucerne plant.

llie discussion then turned on the best manner

bf cultivating lucerne. Mr. .Tohn Sandford and

Mr. Hall advocated the broad-cast system—one

COLONEL M'DOUALL'S (oi' Logan) GAL-
LOWAY STOCK AND IMPROVEMENTS.
This is truly a remarkable age for agricultural

inquiry, discussion, and improvement. Some
time ago we took, on several occasions, some
hasty glances at a few of the changes and im-

provements on Culhorn Farm ; then we adverted,

in the preceding introductory notice, to some of

Sir John M'Taggart's farming operations; and
now we ha^T briefly to allude to Col. M'Douall's
excellent Galloway stock and agricultural im-
provements, which, too, stand pre-eminent, and
as such are well worthy of the consideration of
the enterprising agriculturist. In going over to

Logan Home-farm, some time ago, we had the

good fortune to be accompanied by Sir John
M'Taggart, whose attention, and whose experience

and judicious opinions in such matters we cannot
well over-estimate. In proceeding from Ardwell,

and entering upon the pretty access through the

wood which stretches along the bank, jutting out

on the Bay of Luce to the right, you are faced by
a ^-erdant pasture field rising into a gentle hill

;

the picturesque scenery, the Ardwell woods, man-
sion, and old Pictish camp, to the right in the

distance, forming altogether a pleasing landscape.

The green hill here mentioned is ])art of Auch-
ness, farmed by the factor of the estate, Mr.
M'CuUoch—a practical agriculturist of tried

ability, and one •\\'ho studies to apply the

principles of i)hi]osophic husbandry tothecommon
sense pixrposes of that useful art. Mr. M'Culloch's

own farm shows farming none need be ashamed
of. We then proceeded through a level tract of

land leading towards Logan mansion-hotxse, and
which seems to be good. It has a good face on
it ; but naturally, and before recent improvements
made on it 1)y the present proprietor, we under-

stand this land was in a comparatively worthless

state. It has been levelled, ])loughed, part

trenched, and the whole subsoiled at much ex-

])ense ; and forms now a pleasant access, instead

of l)eing an eye-sore on the approach to the family

mansion. One of the fields, forming part of this

flat, was in course of being fed ofl" with a goodly

lot of Cheviot wcdders and cross-bred hogs in

good condition, The crop M'as a good and sound
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one, considerably above the average, showing
good management, cleannet^s, regularity of drill-

ing, and A-ery s\i]ierior care in projierly thinning

of the plants. "With a black and apparently in-

ferior soil, they were, in fact, a superior crop. We
then proceeded to an outshed or feeding-house,

alongside the turnip-field and in which there was
a large lot of hea-\y cattle, partly Galloway and
partly crosses. Ever)'' justice seemed to be doing

to them ; and we doubt not that, ere long, with

abundance of good keej), and the bone and bulk

of such cattle, this lot may be turned out to the

tune of 15/. or IGI. a-head—a good price for three-

year-olds in these depressed agricultural times.

But we huriy on to the Logan Galloway prime

cows, prime queys, prime fat bullocks, prime two-

year olds, prime calves, and finally the extra-

ordinary Galloway bull of March, 1S43; these

were all leisurely shown to us by the intelligent

and attentive gricA-e, Mr. M'Kie. 'ITie three-year

old bullocks, five in number, were exhibited at

last Rhins of Galloway show of stock, and of

course carried oft' the prize. They are greatly

filled up since then, are kept in a fine sheltered

but open covered shed, fed with abundance of

good cut turnips, hay, &c. lliey are prime fat

all of them, greatly improved since they were in

Stranraer, sleek, docile, and thriving. ITiey

allowed us to handle them as quietly as a New-
foundland dog would. They are intended, we
beheve, to be kept for some time ; and yet we
should not be far oflf the mark in stating them
each from 90 to 100 stones in weight. In point

of symmetry, countenance, thinness of hide, soft-

ness of hair, as well as weight, there are among
the five three magnificent animals, two of whicb,
at least, we mistake much if they do not show
themselves—and most creditabl)', too—for Wig-
toNvnshire at the Highland Agricultural Society, to

be held in Glasgow, in autumn. Such animals
form the subject for salutary study. They show
a fine kind of cattle, which ought never to be
allowed to decay or become extinct in Galloway.
Whether pure, or as in the first cross with other

excellent kinds of feeding stocks—the short-horn,

the Ayrshire, the Highland, or the best Irish cattle

—sure we are that a cross, with pure Galloway
cattle, wnW be found to be a staple commodity, if

projierly fed from youth to—say, two rising three

year old ; and in this way, when well fed oft",

Avill jmy the farmer well. The pure breed of the

Ayrshire is also a very excellent and profitable

kind of cattle to encourage, both on account of

dairy and crossing purposes, to feed ; and we are

glad to see Mr. M'Bryde, of Balkerr, introducing

the breeding of the best short-horned kind of

cattle for the same piu"pose. Judicious crossing

to feed is—now that long-kept and long-fed cattle

will not pay—matter of the first consequence;
and to our mind it cannot be matter of any diffi-

culty in the Rhins, or in the Machers of Wigtown-
shire, to obtain good crosses, provided the pure
breeds of the Galloway, the short-horned, and
the Ayrshire, are attended to j and pro^'ided the

farmers extend their turnip husbandly, consuming
one-half of that crop iq)on the land, and the other

by their young and stall-feeding cattle. The
whole of the Rhins is well adapted for such a

system of management, and we say so without

disparagement to several excellent farmers, \A'ho

clean, cultivate, and manure their land so well

and heavily that they can aftbrd to lift large crops

of potatoes oft' their lands, and wheat thereafter,

in such excellent tilth and richness as to grow
heavy crops of wheat. Where such tillage can be
followed—which, however, is the excejJtion, not
the general rule—of course it mil pay the tenant

best, and yet keep the lands in good cropping
and grassing condition. This, however, we con-
sider all but impracticable, except where such
tenants have access to large quantities of good
and cheap sea-wreck ; and whether such vege-
table and marine manvu-e is, in fact, cheaper than
guano or bones, when used with farm-yard dung,
is a matter which greatly depends upon the lasting

or permanent nature of these portable manures.
But we digress from Logan cattle, and must,
return. Our space meantime, however, suggests

that our further facts and details should form a
future sketch.

—

Dumfries Times,

Calico printers, for a long time, have used the
solid excrements of the cow, in order to brighten
and fasten colours on cotton cloth. This material
appeared quite necessary, and its action was
ascribed to some latent principle or material
derivable from the living animal. But since the
action of cow-dung was known to depend on the
lilwspliates contained in it, it has been completely
replaced by a more cleanly mixture of certain
salts, of which the most prominent is phosphate of
soda. So, in medicine, for many centuries, the
mode of action or the active principle of all reme-
dies was veiled in obscurity ; but now these
principles have been presented to the world in
an extremely active and concentrated form,
'llie extraordinary efficacy of Peruvian bark
in the cure of fever, is found to depend on
a minute quantity of a crj'stahne substance
termed quinine contained in it. The inhabitants
of Savoy are much infested with the disease known
amongst us as "Derbyshire neck." They have
springs which are famous for its cure ; we derive
benefit from the use of burnt sponge. Now,
])urnt sponge contains iodine; and, upon examina-
tion, these springs contain iodine in small quan-
tities. Ajjply all this to agriculture, and we may
be sure that a time will come when fields will be
manured with saline solutions, with the ashes of
burnt straw, or with salts of phosphoric acid pre-
pared in chemical manufactories, with as much
certainty as now, in medicine, iodine cures the
" Derbyshire neck," or as quinine is substituted
for the bulky powdered bark in fever.—/. A.
Smith on Productive Farminr/,
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BRAIXTREE AND BOOKING FARMERS'
CLUB.

T!ie annual meeting of this clul) was held on
AVednesday. Feb. iSth, at the White Hart Inn,
Bockinjj, when the following interesting report
was read of the proceedings of the clnb for the
past year :

—

The fourth anni\-ersai-y of the Braintree and
Bocking Farmers' Club. haA-ing arrived, it be-
comes the duty of your committee to present a
brief rejiort of its proceedings during the past
j-ear. And although they feel a ])leasure in con-
gratidating you upon the amount of useful infor-

mation elicited at the monthly meetings, they
cannot but ex})ress their regret that those meet-
ings have not been so numerously attended as
they could wish, considering the practical nature
of the subjects selected for discussion. Your
committee consider that, the more numerous the
expressions of opinions on those occasions, the
more likely are the results arrived at to be gene-
rally useful.

It being an admitted fact, that more informa-
tion can be obtained by a mutual interchange of
sentiment, in the way of friendly conversation and
discussion, than l)y any other means, and as there
are no institutions (but the Farmers' Club.) which
afl'ord farmers the ojiportunity of meeting for

that purpose, your committee conceives that these
societies deserve the particular encouragement of
the agriculturist, as offering to him the means of
comparing the results of the several systems of
cultivation, and the success or non-success of
the various e.xperiments Avhich may have been
tried by their members, and by such comparison
enabling him to select the most profitable to

carry into practice. They also afford the most
ready and economical means (by a small advance
from their funds), of trj^ing the many e.xperiments
which are being daily suggested by the professors
of chemical and geological science, some of which
have been, and others will, your coimnittee ha^-e

no doubt, be productive of highly interesting and
important results—results which in their conse-
quences will ultimately be as beneficial to the
farmer as those of the former science have already
been to the manufacturer.
As the present ajjpears to be a most important

era in the historj' of the agriculture of this

countiy, your committee considers it becomes the
])aramount duty of eveiy cultiAator of the soil to

endeavom- to become acquainted with the means
of obtaining the greatest quantity of produce at

the least jjossible expense, believing that, in

future, the ])ros])erity of the farmer will mainly
and essentially de])end ujion his adopting the
most improved systems of cidtivation.

That as affording the means of expanding the
mind, and of increasing the knowledge of the
practical farmer, yoiu- committee believes there
are no associations ccpial to farmers" clubs, which
by bringing together persons from diHerent loca-

lities enables them to impart to each other, for

the benefit of all, a knowledge of the several sys-

tem-s of culture most successfully followed in each

locality, as Avell as of the various m.ethods of
management reqTiired on the several varieties of
soils.

Your committee believes that the benefits refer-

red to above are but a few of those hkely to be
deri\ed from fanners' chdjs, not only to farmers
themselves but to the community generally, and
earnestly and respectfully urge ujwn the members
the necessity and importance of a regular and
])unctual attendance at the monthly meetings, and
of exerting themsehes to maintain the usefulness
and efficiency of this the first society of the kind
estabhshed in the county.

Your committee annex a summary of the prin-
cipal discussions which have taken place since
the last annual meeting.

First, on " The best method of laying down land
as perinaneni pasture, and the grasses best adap-
ted/or that purpose in this district.

This subject afforded matter for a long and
interesting conversation, in which many members
took part : entering fully into the several methods
practised—inocidation, soAving, &c. But few ad-
hered to the old one of sowing r3'e grass, white
clover, &c., ^except as a temporary layer, but re-

commended instead, inoculation or sowng a con-
siderable number of those varieties of grasses
congenial to the soil. AVhere good turf could be
procured, inoculation was by most of the mem-
bers considered the best method, and several who
had tried it said, that taking the turf from an old
pasture, if properly done, did but little injury to
it, that AAith a light dressing of manure and a few
seeds (as white clover, &c.) it would quickly
become a close sward again. If sowing was pre-
ferred or rendered necessar)-, by an inabihty to

})rocure tiu-f of a good quality, a member stated

that the seeds of many varieties might be collec-

ted from the hedgerows and pastures, by employ-
ing women and children, at a very little more
expense than the purchasing them of the seeds-
men. He instanced the cocks foot (dactylis

glomerata), and the oat grasses (holcus aA'anace-

ous, &c.) from the former; the meadow fo.xtail,

(alopecurus jiratensis), the fescues (festuca pra-
tensis, duriuscula, and others), crested dog's tail

(cynosurus cristatus), sweet-scented vernal (an-
thoxanthum odoratum,) &c. from the later. These,
with a small portion of white cloA'er (trifolium

repens), and red suckling (trifolium repens, var.

minus), would quickly form a permanent sward.
Most varieties of rj'e grasss would disappear in a
few years, and leave the land improductive, until

they were replaced bj^ the sj)ontaneous groAvth of
those to which the soil was favourable.

The expense of inocidating was said to be
about 20s. per acre for manual labour, while that
of sowing could not be calculated at less than
30s. ; rendering the former not only the least ex-
])ensive, but the most certain means of obtainuig
a ])asture containing all the qualities of an old
one in a short time, usually in the second sea-
son after being laid down. Those members who
had tested the two methods: uniformly ga\e the
preference to inoculation.
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The following resolution was agreeil to. as

embodying the opinions of the members ;

—

"Tliat it is the opinion of this meeting, tluit

the best method of laying down land to perma-
nent pasture is inoculation, care l)eing taken to

select the turf from the best old pasture ; Ijut,

if necessary or desirable to sow seeds, it recom-

mends a selection of a considerable variety of

those kinds indigenous to the soil to be laid

down."

At a following meeting a lengthened conversa-

tion took place upon the nature nnd probable

effects upon the farmer nf the Canadian corn and

ftmtr bills, then recently introduced into parliament.

A notice was aftenvards given, " That at the next

monthly meeting the subject of the said bills be

taken into consideration, with a view that the clul)

express its opinion thereon, either by petition or

othenvise."

Petitions against them were, at the next meet-
ing, read and agreed to. and forwarded to the

two houses, praying that they might not pass into

law.

Tlie next subject, which produced much dis-

cussion, was—" Wheat, its history, cultivation,

and the varieties best adapted to this district."

This produced from a member a somewhat
elaborate paper, entering at considerable length

into its history, and showing that it had been
cultivated from the earliest ages, but more as an
article of luxury than as the common food of

man. From a number of quotations which he
gave from different authors, your committee
select the following from a writer (Gervase Mark-
ham, 1648-9) of the middle of the seventeenth

centuT)', sho\ving that at that period wheat was
but httle used in the bread eaten by the common
classes of the people ;

—"Forbreadforcommon use,

take of Ijarley two bushels, peas two pecks, wheat
or rye one peck, and malt one j)eck ; these to l)e

ground together and put through a meal sieve," a

mLxture consisting of, at the most but one twelfth

part of wheat. Since which time, it appears that

that grain has been gradually sujiarseding the

others, until it has become the only one used for

domestic purposes, excepting in a few jjlaces in

the northern parts of England and in Scotland.

He then entered fully into the A'arious modes of

cultivation practised in different countries ; the

several ways of wetting or preparing the seed,

sowing, &c. &c., quoting those followed by Lord
Western, the late Lord Leicester, &c., and giving

as his opinion, that from one to two ])usliels of

seed per acre were sufficient for most of the land in

this neighbourhood, varying the quantity a little,

according to the condition of the seed and the

state of the land.

'Hie kinds or "varieties best adapted to iliis

district," which he mentioned, were the Syer, the

Smoothy's, and the Golden Droj), Reds, and the

one-eared or Russell, and the Hardcastle Whites,
as those with which he had l)een most successful.

Of the Spalding and one or two other new va-

rieties he had heard good reports, but could not

si>eak of his o^^'n knowledge of their productive

qualities. He strongly recommended change of
seed and sowing ]>ure stoclcs, in ])reference to

mixtures, and concluded by quoting the subjoined
remarks, witli which he stated he fully agreed :

—

" No sub-variety ever continues long in favour,

nor is it fitting that it should, as degeneracy soon
takes place, and a better is sought for as a suc-

cessor. Hence, the only recommendation that

can be given as to the choice of sub-varieties, is

to select the best from those in use among the

best farmers in the given situation or nearest

well-cultivated districts."

Se\'eral other members stated their opinions,

and the results of their experience, and one mem-
ber made several observations upon the practice of
" thinly sowing," so strongly advocated by a Mr.
Hewett Davis, and observed that he had seen
Mr. D's crops, but that the opinion he
formed of them was not sufficiently favourable,

either for him to adopt it himself, or to recom-
mend it to his brother farmers, further than a

small 2)iece by a way of trial.

The following resolution was suggested and
agreed to :

—

" That in the opinion of this meeting, from
one to two bushels of seed per acre is suffi-

cient, for most of the land in this neighbour-
hood ; that the ' varieties best adapted to the

district are—red wheats, the Syer, the

Smoothy's, and the Golden Drop—and of
white, the One-eared or Russell, and the Hard-
castle ;' that several of those newly introduced

are worthy of a trial ; but that more ' thinly

sowing ' is an exj)eriment which requires fur-

their proof of its reported advantages, before it

can l)e generally adopted."

The last discussion to which your committee
refers, was—" On the disadvantayes of small enclo-

sures and hedr/e-row timber."

This was briefly opened by a member, who
stated that he considered it one Avhich required

the most careful and attentive consideration of

the club ; that it was one of great import-
ance, not only to landowners and their tenantry,

l)ut also to the community, inasmuch as " small

enclosures, and hedge-row trees " rendered the

farmers' crops much less ])roductive than, with
the same expenditure of labour and manure, they

would otherwise be, hence increasing the cost of

production, and enhancing the price to the con-
sumer. The immediate interest of landowner and
tenant might perhajis be adjusted by a diminution

of money rent, but the injury to the public was still

left unredressed. He thought that if it was
fairly shown to landowners, by a careful

statement of facts, that the jirofit which they de-

ri^-ed from hedge-row timbers was \'ery trifling

compared M'ith the disadvantages to their tenantry

and the community, many would lie induced to

remove them. In many instances where, from
various causes, landowners were jire^'ented re-

ducing their rents to meet altered circumstances

and prices, they might very materally lieneflt their

tenantry by removing useless fences, &c., as well

as improve their estates. He was not desirous of
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seeing the country entirely denuded of timber

:

there were mosth' ])lace>s on a farm wliere it might
he raised, doing Ijut httle injury, but he preferred

having a i)ortion set ajiart and jjlanted for that

pm'pose.

A member stated that he considered that where
enclosures were small and the trees numerous, a

crop of wheat or barley was deteriorated to the

extent of eight bushels, or one quarter on ten

acres, which, taking the wheat at 50s. per qr.,

and the barley at 30r., made 80s. on the two
crops, or, in other words, an additional rent of 2s.

])er acre. He, in calculating the A-alue of a farm
to hire, always made that difference. He believed

that many landowners would, if the disadvantages
of useless fences and hedgerow trees were fairly

pointed out to them, consent to their being re-

moved. He thought it might easily be shewn
that the additional rent which a tenant could
afford to give was more than equal to the annual
value of the growth of the timber. He considered
the estimate he had made a fair one. He did not
wish to state the injuiy done more than it reaUy
was. On estates where the enclosures were very
small, and trees much encouraged, he was a^vare

the injury was much greater. He should decline

such famis altogether, at any rent.

Several members considered 2s. per acre a very
low estimate of the injury done by hedge-row
timber on many estates.

Small enclosures, it was stated, might be ne-
cessary ])reviously to under-draining being so

much practised, but were now very detrimental,

not only to corn crops but to stock, the hedges
and trees attracting sheep and cattle by their

shade in summer, and causing an accumulation
of their droppings where they are not required,

l)esides encouraging flies, &c. In open countries

the fly or maggot in sheej) was scarcely known.
On fair sized heavy-land farms, fields ought not
to be less than from eight to ten acres, and on
the hghter lands from tweh^e to twenty acres. It

was further observed that, in addition to the pre-

cetUng disadvantages, in a low flat situation, with
small enclosiu'es surrounded by hedge-row trees,

it was very difficult to get the corn dry in har-

vest ; that corn -was frequently injured from that

cause, while those who farmed more open and ex-

posed lands, were enabled to carry their crops
unharmed.
The late Mr. Comyns Parker discotu-aged

hedgerow trees, and recommended a ])ortion of

an estate to be set apart for the groA\i;h of Avood
and timber, if the proprietor was desirous of

growing them. Woodland timber, was of much
sujierior value to hedgerow for all purposes.
Some further conversation then took jjlace

u])on the subject, after which the discussion was
adjourned until after the annual meeting, to aflbrd

furtlier oi)i)ortunities for the m.embers to express

their opinions ujjon it, before coming to any re-

solution.

—

Feb. 28th, 1844.

Mr. W. Fisher Hobbs was elected President

for the ensuing year, and Mr. Beddall, vice-Pre-

sident ; and a vote of thanks was passed to Mr.
Baines for his sen'ices in the past j'ear.

THE DLXNER.

At half-past three, between thirty and forty

gentlemen sat do^vn to dinner in the Assembly
Room, Mr. John F. Baines in the chair ; and
there Avere present Messrs. W. Low, James
Beadel, W. Hutley, W. Fisher Hobbs, William
Hobbs, H. Hobbs, — Piggott, O. Johnson, E.
Woolmer, Foster, F. Smoothy,—Nunn, Morris,

Baker, Rhodes, S. Lungey, Firmin, Taylor, &c.
After the cloth was removed.
The President gave the usual toasts.

On " The health of the Committee" Ijeing

given, Mr. Low's name having been coupled with
it, he rose and said :—When this society was or-

ganised a few years ago, I certainly did anticipate

highly beneficial results from it, but I regret to

find that as the novelty of the society ceased, the

members became lax in their attendance and
lax in their exertions in reference to it.

Tliis circumstance I particularly regret, because
I am convinced of the importance and
the real necessity of societies of this description.

You could not svtpj)Ose that a slight acquaintance
with a society like this could be of any real good
to )'ou. I ahvays supposed that the utiUty of

farmers' clubs resulted from practical association

and practical conversation on the subjects brought
before them for discussion ; but I know many
were led away \vith the erroneous idea that if they

attended a few of our meetings they should be at

once informed of all subjects connected with

agricultm-e {Lainjhter). Gentlemen attended

well for the first few meetings, and they entered

into the sj)irit of the thing ; but if a diy subject

was proposed, or if the discussions did not meet
their notions of the thing, they absented them-
selves from the meeting. I do not think that

argues well for their good sense (Cheers). I am
disposed to think that if e^-er there was a moment
when it became the dut}' of the farmer to awake
from his lethargy, that moment has now arrived

(Cheers). We find that knowledge has progressed

largely in the world—we find that the manufac-
tiu-er has resorted to every method that ingenuity

and skill can devise to produce something that

shall astonish the world—we find that the me-
chanic and others are doing the same in their

respectiA'e callings—we find that the scientific

man, too, is giA'ing to the world the re-

sult of his interesting and important pursuits ;

and is the fanner to remain as a drone in the

human state—is he to rest on his oars, while

all other classes are doing eA'er}-thing they can to

carr)' out, in the best jjossible way, their concerns

and occupations ? (Cheers). But I rejoice in the

fact that circtunstances which have lately oc-

curred have shown us that the farmer is not

altogether asleep at the present moment, and
he ajipears to me like a beautiful butterfly

that has just come out of its chrysalis state

of incnistation, and is flitting in the sun-

l)eam of a May-day morning (Cheers). He is

shoA\'ing to the world that he is not what men
sui)i)osed he was. I trust the farmer will con-

tinue to manifest that feeling that circumstances

have induced him to shoAv to the AA'orld. I am
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persuaded that the jierfection of agricultural art

is not }'et nearly found out. I am not sure that

nature in her all-wi.-ic arrangements ever intended
that a large proportion of our land should be ex-

l)osed for a whole j-ear under the influence of the

burning sun, the wind, and the weather, M'ithout

reaUzing any thing to the farmer—I am not aware
whether Ijy scientific research and practical ajipli-

cation we may not arrive at that ])eriod when
what is called a " long fallow" will l)e altogether

unknown. (HearJ To efl'ect this is an import-
ant object ; and we must pay especial attention

to our system of cultivation, to our drainage, to

our manures, especial attention to our plough-
ing, and this must be followed up by manual
labour in the tillage of our land, under the secure

tenure of a lease. (Hear). I state this l)ecause

we are met for practical purposes, and these hints

may be advantageous. However, it appears to

me that if we can have recourse to circumstances
of this description we might produce out of Eng-
land's soils such crojjs as were never yet known :

and can you be pursuing a more patriotic course
than that—can you do anything to better your
countrj' and )'our fellow creatures more than
Ijringing out of the land the largest possible

quantity of human food ? You thus place Eng-
land in the jiroud j^osition to produce food
enough to feed her teeming population ; she
would thus feel herself independent of foreigners
for a sup])ly of corn, and you place yoiu'sehes in a
more secure position than by anything you can
fortify yourselves with, either by i)rotection or
anything else. (Cheers.) If the Enghsh farmer
can do this he is doing not only that which is

jiatriotic, that which is a public benefit, Ijut he is

bettering his own condition, the condition of his

family, and of his own prospects. England is at

this moment placed in a proud position as the
mistress of the waves, and the mistress of the
world ; and if we look at her colonial position

—

if we go to the vast extent of her territorial boun-
daries, and see the teeming pojjulation over which
England's Queen is wielding a peaceful sceptre,

I ask you if anything can he, more jiatriotic than
to produce the largest quantity of human food
out of our own soil ? (Cheers.) AU her Majesty's
subjects require feeding ; and I greatly admire
the state in which England's cultivation now is,

for eveiy foreigner who comes here and sees the
richness of our fields, our beautiful waving corn,
and our Inxuriant meadows, must return to his

own country with admiration of England's agri-

culture. (Cheers.) How can we cany this out
further ? It is by practical conversation—by our
informing one another of any experiments we may
have tried ; and how can we bring this to bear
better than by friendly associations hke this

:

(Cheers.) I think the fundamental jirinciple of

farmer's clubs is a wholesome principle. We are

unshaclded by jiarty feehng or pohtical combina-
tions ; we meet solely for business purposes ; we
haA-e no other object in view than that of commu-
nicating information, and endeavouring to en-
hghten each other's dark and benighted under-
etanding ; and if any member is able to inform

another of anything that is likely to be useful to

him in his pursuit, then our end is attained.

(Cheers.) I have known many say they have
attended the meetings and did not like the

o])inions ad\-anced and the views taken of things

and therefore they did not come again ; but I

like to hear a variety of opinions upon a question

—I like to hear some hostile to my opinion, for

then I can weigh and consider the arguments and
the judgments of others, and form my own con-
clusions on all; and as much may be learned by
contrary and opposing opinions, as by those that

are in imison with our own. If, for instance, a
gentleman told me I followed a course decidedly

wrong, if I felt it \^'as right I would foUow it still,

but if I thought on consideration that it was not
right I would not ; if he told me that I was never
to have a long fallow, it does not follow that I

should never have a long fallow. I should e.xer-

cise my own judgment on the matter ; and it is

only by comparing conflicting opinions that we
can come to that which is right. (Cheers.)
Therefore 1 think if gentlemen would come to

meetings of societies like this, and do v.'hat is

important in maintaining them, they would be
benefiting the country and themselves. The
agriculturists of Great Britain have come out of
their hiding places—they have shov/n they are

men of knowledge and jiractical opinion—they
have shown to the A\'orkl that they know more
than peoj)le tliouglit they knew. If we look to

Essex, where we were called calves and all kinds
of nicknames, we find you have shown you are

not the men of mean intellect that the world sup-
])osed you were. (Cheers.) Therefore I trust

that agriculture wiU continue to hold the proud
position she is now holding. I cannot bear to

see agriculture—the main-stay of England, the
main-stay of every country that has attained a
high standard in the scale of nations—sought to

l)e injured and trampled on. What was the case

\vith the nations of antiq-aity, with the mighty
empires of (ireece and Rome ? I find on reading
their history attentively that they date their emi-
nence from the success of their agricidture, and
the moment they began to neglect their agricul-

tural concerns, from that moment the sun of
their glory set, and they Ijegan to go down in

power and importance. (Hear.) It is agricvd-

ture that is the mainstay of the world, and I can"
not bear to see it sacrificed to manufactures or
commerce. I ha^-e always thought these interests

the mighty ingredients that make vq) and hold
together the power of this empire ; I want to see

them go hand in hand, each supporting the other

;

and if we can see a lietter state of feeling Ijetween

these parties, then I hope we shall show that eacli

is going on better, and all are ])rospering more
than they are now. (Cheers.)

After a few other toasts had been drunk, Mr.
I. BEADELrose and said ;—A toast has been placed
in my hand to propose, and in doing so J must
obsen-e, I greatly regret that I could not join you
earlier ; but such was ray attachment to the club,

that I made uj) my mind to be amongst you to

spend the heel of the evening ; and it is e.x*

z 2
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cpedinrrly j^ratifyinv to me to find ourselves assem-

1)led round the old board, at tlicold time, for the

old purpose—and that not a selfish purpose, not

to benefit oiu'selves alone, but to give information

to the world at large, and to discuss those jirin-

ciples which l)ear on the pursuits of life in which
wc are actiA'ely engaged. {Cheers.) The toast

wliich I have to propose is one that I am sure you
will all drink, because it is one that commends
itself to vour best wishes and best interests ; and
when I tell you it is " Liberal landlords and
]iros])crous tenants," I feel certain you will drink

it witli as much enthusiasm as you liaA'e done any
to-da}\ (Cheers.) I think that hberal land-

lords make prosperous tenants ; but I ha^^e some
])ecvdiar notions on the sidiject of liberality, and I

do not consider that, strictly speaking, to be true

liberahty that gives everything to the tenants

;

I call that a jvulicious liberality that will only let

the land to a tenant who v,''\\\ well farm it, and
produce from it all that it is capable of growing
by a fair im-estment of capital. {Hear.) That
would be my definition of a liberal landlord ; and
when I trsLxel about this country and sometimes
find land so bedevilled as it is, I must say, if you
have liberal landlords they are not men of that

liljerality which is calculated to benefit the countrj'.

An old friend and neighbour of ours used to say

that the only way to make a man a good farmer,

was to make him pay a high rent. That is sharj)

])ractice ; but if you would not farm well \\ith a

low rent, I would put a large one on. (Hear.)

We owe it to all classes—because we are only a

portion of the community—to cultivate the land

\vell, and if we do this our objects are attained,

for does it not afford employment for the labour-

ers ? does it not strip the poorhouses of their in-

mates ?— and will probably give you a profitable

return for your capital. (Cheers.) I have a great

dislike to the apology which is sometimes made
for bad farming, that the party has not sufficient

capital to farm well. We must be jjrepared to

ineet the truth in the face. I ask, would it be any
excuse for a shopkeeper to tell us that he failed

because he over-traded,

—

(cheers)—and why is the

exception to be made in favour of the farmer in

difficulties ? If the landlord has been too ready
to take the highest bidder, and get the highest

rent for his land, the tenant, on his part, has been
too ready to take two hundred acres, when he had
only cajjital sufficient for the cultivation of one
hundred. (Hear.) And this is a mistaken course,

because I contend that the proper amount of

capital judiciously applied to the requisite number
of acres, will yield a better profit to the farmer,

than wlien spread over a larger quantity of land.

(Cheers.) 1 would advert to one or two observa-
tions made by Mr. Low. I gathered from his

si)eech that he was inclined to look with some de-

gree of susj)icion and fear on the prospects of this

society, and that there is not so much interest

taken in its meetings as he could desire. Now in

considering this, you should look to the object we
liaA-e in view, and to the means Ave take to accom-
f)lishing it. The object in \-iew is to secure jjene-

fits for ourselves and others. This is an object

wJiich ought to be attended with prosperity. We
ought not to find people leaving us when that ob-

ject is to benefit others as well as ourselves.

(Cheers.) The means we adojit to attain that ob-

ject is to meet once a month to carry out our
views, by imparting and acquiring information

that will be useful to us in oiu- calling. Therefore,

it cannot be our object, or the means we adopt to

carry it out, that has produced the efrect to which
Mr. Low alluded, but I am afraid it arises from
our a})athy as a class, and I am fearful we are not

sufficiently alive to our own interests ; we are

alive to political and exciting interests, but not to

those means which, steady in their operation, are

certain in their result. ( Hear.) We have often

been told that "knowledge is power;" then why
should we not endeavour to possess it ? We know
that education is s])reading her wings, and cover-

ing the whole face of society ; and we can. most
of us, find men in our parishes, below us in sta-

tion, yet better educated than we are. There is a

mastership in mind that will place it in the ascen-

dant ; and though you may be able to fill a

dung-cart as well as another man on your farm,

if you haA'e not more intrinsic knowledge than

that man, he will be in the ascendant in the end,

and you will be jnit down. (Hear.) You must
go with the times. It is not for you now to enquire

whether you will educate the people—the peoj)le

are educated, and if we mean to keep our places

in society we must be educated too. {Cheers.)

This society, then, is what I call an academy for

grown gentlemen

—

{laughter),—to teach them
their profession, and to give them hints, and sup-

ply them with i)ractical knowledge which they

cannot get in any other way ; for though )'0U

might have agricultural schools for them, you
would have no scholars. 'Ilierefore, it is desirable

and advantageovis forthe farmerswho join this club,

to attend to give their own ideas, and hear what
others have to say as to the ])ractice and princijiles

of their calling. {Cheers.) I may be travelling

rather out of the way, but I was thinking whether

it might not giA'e new life and interest to the

meetings of the club, if we could make them of a

more po])ular character ; and I throw it out for

consideration, whether we could not in the course

of the )'ear, ha-\'e three or four lectures, which any
person, whether a member of the club or not,

might attend if he pleased. We could, in the

course of the year, have three or four lectures on
l)ractical subjects, connected with the jjiu'suits we
follow ; and this might ha^'e the effect of inducing

many persons who do not frequent the meetings

noM', to come at least four times in the year. It

may be that our meetings come too often, and that

parties cannot sj)are an e^-ening eveiy month ; but

once in three months, a person must l)e engaged

indeed who could not attend a pojiular lectxu'e.

Agriculture embraces in its circle, and requires a

knowledge of all the sciences, and thus awide scope

is affiDrded for discussion and en(}uiry : if you go
into matters of ])olitics or religion, you cannot talk

five minutes without getting angry ; but this is

not the case with science : and if we confine our

objects to that we shall do well; and we shall go on
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in the acquirement of sounil practical knowledjje

in that department of hfe in wliich we are eniiaiicd.

(Cheers.) I now give vou the toast entrusted in

my hands with a ,t>reat deal of pleasure ; and I am
sure you are not alive to your own interests if you
do not give a cordial reception to it. I give you,
" liiheral landlords and i)rosperous tenants."

{Drunk with cheers.)

Mr. S. LuNGLEY ])roposed the health of their

excellent Chairman, when Mr. Bainks said:

—

1 think Mr. Lungley has shown too much par-

tiality, and certainly l)y the manner in which he
has s{)oken of me, he has made it more diiKcult

for me to return thanks. I ha\'e attended the

meetings pretty regularly throughout the year ; I

have felt anxious for the prosperity of the club,

for I can see that the united opinion of a body of

men like those who form this club is likely to have
great weight, not merely in the first instance, but
that weight, like a snowball, will become larger

as it travels on (cheers). I know there are many
anomalies in the temu-e of land and in other

things connected with farming that require altera-

tion ; but without good feeling between the land-

lord and tenant no good can be done (hear). I

wish to express my opinion on this point openly
and fairly, for I consider that an enterprizing te-

nant makes a good and improving landlord ; on
the other hand, an improving and liberal landlord

makes a good and skilful tenant ; and if they do
not go hand in hand together, agriculture cannot
succeed (cheers). There are many things that

the landlord can do for the tenant. It is not ex-

actly the money rent that the landlord can benefit

the farmer by considering ; there are many other

things that come into the calculation ; and the

man who keeps a great number of hedge fences

and trees upon his estate, is deteriorating the

croj:) of the tenant and indirectly taking a large

rent (hear). In other instances the tenant is not
able to do that justice to the land that he ought
to do. It is admitted, that unless stock be well

sheltered it cannot be profitably grazed; and,

therefore, unless there be a good understanding
1)etween the landlord and tenant, and they work
together, this accommodation cannot be attained.

Yet it may be managed in a very simple way : a

few rough poles from the hedge-rows would serve

to make sheds, and we know that good sheds for

cattle A\ill make a heavy rent lightly felt. I agree
that it is the duty of the landlord to give facilities

to the tenant for growing the largest quantity of
com, and producing the largest amount of stock

;

it is the duty of the tenants to endeavour to give
efl^ect to the hberal ideas and wishes of his land-
lord ; and I repeat that they must go hand in

hand together, or agriculture cannot prosjjer

(cheers).

Mr. PiGGOTT. I rise to i)ropose the health of
a gentleman who is known to all England, and
who has done much to advance agriculture. I

allude to Mr. Fisher Hobbs (cheers). He has
done himself honour as an agriculturist, and he is

done additional honour by being year after year
elected a member of the council of the Royal
Agricultural Society. Observations have been

made as to a falling ofi' of the clul), but I see

around me all the elements of success— I see ohi

members who are able to guide the young, and
1 sec young members who, i hojjc, will endeavour

to ])ut old heads on their shoulders, and show
they feel an interest in im])roviiig the farmers in

that knowledge that is likely to be useful to them
(cheers).

Mr. W. FisHKR Hobbs. After the flattering

manner in which Mr. Piggott has introduced me
to your notice, I feel considerable dillidence in

rising to thank you, because as your chaii'man

elect, I feel that my exertions in the past year

may be taken as a criterion of my future con-

duct ; but since the formation of the club I can

conscientiously declare I never absented myself

on any occasion when I had an opportunity of at-

tending. I trust that in the future year 1 shall be

a more constant attendant. As you ha\'e done me
the honour of electing me your president, I shall

feel it my duty to attend the meetings, and I take

the liberty of urging you to support me on those

occasions. You know I am warm and energetic

in the cause of agriculture, and I trust you will

rally round me and gi\'e me that support I shall

stand so much in need of. I think the membei s

of the Braintree and Bocking Fanners' Clul) have
a right to meet and express their opinions and to

collect information, whether on scientific points

or on public matter bearing on agriculture ; and
I trust that in promoting this object we shall all

unite for the common interests of the land

(cheers). I shall feel it my duty to call the com-
mittee of the club together at an early day to de-

cide on the pi'oceedings ; I shall propose a plan

for selecting the subjects for discussion, and to

carry out the proposition of Mr. Beadel, for hav-

ing three or four lectures in the coiirse of the

year. I ha\'e some friends who I think will come
down and give us such lectures as will be of a

scientific and practical nature (hear). I think

there are many subjects that if fairly discvissed

and made public would be of great benefit ; and
I believe if the landlords were aware of the feehng

of the tenants they would come fonvard and as-

sist them more. There was one thing l)rought

forward at the last meeting which cannot be made
too public—that is, the disadvantage of small

hedge-rows and of hedge-row timber (hear). I

think the landlords are not aware of the great loss

sustained in this way by the tenants and the pub-
lic at large ; and if there was a good practical

man to come between the landlord and his te-

nants and do what was right, they would be in a

Ijetter state (cheers). Unhappily we have often

seen that men in London have the management
of estates, who know nothing of land, and thus it

fre(juently happens that the landlord is censured

when it ought to be laid on the agent. I know a

person in that situation who has the management
of a landed estate not fifty miles from here, who
lets it on leases of four years ; and I ask you if

the tenant can pro])erly cultivate land on so short

a term ? At the end of e\'ery four years there is

some alteration, by which the tenant is put to the

expense of £10 or £15, merely by a slight altera-
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tion in the lease. I tliink these are matters we
might do good ])y discussing, and if laid ])efore

the public they will do good to the couununity at

large (cheers).

Mr. Beadel gave " Tlie health of their old
and tried friend Mr. Limgley," whose exertions
in the cause of agriculture were of the vitmost ser-

vice (c/ieers). He would mention one circum-
stance connected with an experiment Mr. Lung-
ley had been trying, and from which it appeared
that by wetting wheat with vitriol vegetation was
retarded for a considerable time. This was one
])oint to show that by meeting in these clu]}s, and
thus giving and receiving information, they should
arri\'e at good practical results. Mr. Lungley did
not sit at home and think, Init he went into his

yard and acted, and they knev/ that they had re-
ceived from him valuable practical information.
(The toast tons drunk with three times three.)

Mr. Lungley returned thanks, and said, he
was a i)lain practical farmer, who endea\-oured to
ascertain practical results, and nothing gave him
greater pleasure than in trying experiments of this

nature. As to the seed wheat alluded to ])y Mr.
Beadel, he foimd there vv'ere 14 days' ditterencein
the vegetation between that wetted with lime or
arsenic and with vitriol. He had now exjjcri-

ments going on as to fork culti\'ation and deep
ploughing ; and he should like to see some of his
young friends try the experiment of rotten dung
exjjosed to the air. He had now some manure
making, part exjjosed to the air and part kept
stirring up, and they would have, he hoped, an
opportunity of seeing the result. He had also a
quantity of straw which he was making into ma-
nure without any of the dung of cattle with it, and
he thought they v/ould see that it was good for

nothing, for he considered that it was what they
fed their cattle M'ith that gave the (juality to the
dung ; it was not the large heai), but how the
heap was made, whether from vegetables, or corn,
or cake, that made it valuable. He hoped they
would all come and take luncheon with him, and
he should be happy to show them the experiment
going on (cheers).

Mr. Foster said much had been said of leases,

and as Mr. William Hutley had been effecting
great improvements on a farm he had taken by
stubbing up the small hedge-rows, and by deej)

draining, he thought that gentleman could gi\e
some information on the subject.

Mr. \Ym. Hutley said that he was an advo-
cate for long leases, and he had had them on all

the farms he occu])ied ; he took this ground, that
he ne\'er would occujjy unless he had a long lease,

and it behoved every one to make that stand, for
then the landlords would comjjly. Not perhaps all,

for some fancied the tenants must be slaves to
them ; but where a man had capital he advised
him not to deal with such men, for if they M^ent
on without a good tenure it was like devoxu-ing
them by ))iece-meal. (Cheers). He had a feeling
of independence that no man should ever subvert
—he never cringed to any man ; and he was sm-e
if the farmers made a res])ectal)]e stand, the land-
lords, if they had any feeling, would make terms

with them. He had followed men that had had
tyrannical leases, but he found he was able to
obtain liberal leases afterwards. AVhen he lately
took a farm he said, " I will give you a good rent,
but I must get rid of those nuisances, "the small
hedge-ro\i's, and hedge-row timber." This was
agreed to, and he had been getting rid of it, for
he could assure them that -is. per acre was not
equivalent to the additional rent which they indi-
rectly paid by the continuance of these things.
It would in the whole make a consideral^ly larger
sum, and he was sure if this was fairly made
known to the landlord he would giA'e way. They
grew timber in the hedge-rows, and what was
the use of it? For the elm they could only
make Is. per foot: they could buy Memel
timber, if required for repairs, at 6d., and if they
did not want it for repairs they could make only
Is. of the elm in the market. In order to break
this system uj), they must begin with the land-
lords by making lilieral proposals to them, for
they could not afford to give the tenants every-
thing ; and if they could give the landlord a bet-
ter rent he would do away with the timber.
{Hear). He had been ado])ting deep draining on
the farm, and he found it was a little more ex-
l)ense, while the advantages were most extended
and lasting. He believed it would last 100 years,
and if any of them were ulixe to see them eighty
yeai-s hence, those drains would be as perfect as
they were now. Of course he meant if done by
a man \\'ho knew his business, for it ^\'as no use
to pick a man out that did not know it ; but the
man he em])loyed had been in the service of Lord
Digby, and was the maker of that nobleman's
estate. In one case in his neighbourhood, a gen-
tleman engaged this man to come and look over
the work, and emjjloyed his own men on it, who
kept the drain ojien, and when the rains came the
whole fell in, and it cost him £3 or £4 to get it

right again ; but this man himself ne\'er worked
with more than six feet open. He (Mr. H.) was
satisfied that draining in this' way was the best
mode in which money could be laid out ; he paid
this man £80 the other day; he had a 16 years
lease on the farm; the operation drained the
strata to the extent of half a mile, and the wells
in his neighbourhood had been laid dry. The man
charged 4d. the square rod for remoA-ing the soil,

and he thought he could not do it cheaper. It

was worth the while of any person to come and
see it, and if they had a piece of boggy land they
would find it answer the piu'pose well.

Mr. Lungley said, for three-score years he
had been in the habit of considering the subject
of land-draining, and he expected he knew some-
thing about it, but he was much enlightened by
seeing Mr. Hutley's draining; he wa» sure it

would be a pennanent good, and when landlords
knew how much their estates were benefited by
it, he thought they would come fonvard and find

the tiles. A more j)ractical and more scientific

man than Mr. Hutley enij)loyed he never saw,
and if any of them had land that wanted drain-
ing, he aihised them to go and look at the work
there jjefore they did it.
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Ml'. BeA DEL said, he had an opportunity of

seehif^ the draininjf, and there was one thinp; pecu-

har in it that he thou^^ht it desirable to mention ;

the connnon practice was to make the drains 32

or 33 inches, without reference to the water; l)ut

the principle of tliis system was to get ])elow the

sprint, so that all the water ran into this deep

drain ; ])e the dej)th five or six feet this man
never considered he did it properly till he got

])elow the spring. He advised them to go and see

the principle on which it was done.

Mr. HuTLEv said it was getting below the

sj)ring that made its effect so extended.

The President said, he had practised drain-

ing on his farm, but if he went twenty feet he

should get below the sands or below the water.

"NMien he made his deej) drains he laid his well

dry, and was obliged to sink it lower. It was
thirty-five years since he commenced, and he had
liad occasion to open the ends of the drains

where the roots of the trees grew in, and he

found they were as sound as when they were put in.

He thought tile draining was likely to stand a

centiuy or a century and a half.

Mr. W. Fisher Hobbs said, he had seen the

draining on Mr. Hutley's farm, and he trusted all

of them would take the opjjortunity of doing so,

for it wovdd prove to them the efficiency of the

system. Another point of importance, he thought,

was having large tiles for draining. There was a

habit of suj)plying small tiles and pipes, but he
thought these were not sufficient to carry off the

water on all occasions ; and he hoped they would
take care that tiles were not, for the sake of Is. or

2s. an acre, used too small. If they were to be a

little more careful to have tiles well made, and well

burnt, and of a ])roper size, the drainage would be
permanent and more useful. {Hear.) Before he
sat do\vn he would propose " the health of Mr.
Piggott." (Drunk with cheers.)

Mr. Piggott returned thanks.

Mr. O. Johnson said, as to draining there were

two distinct systems, as he could show in the

same field, one twenty-two inches deep, to take off

the top water ; and the other, six feet, to take off

the springs. He was told that the tiles he put in

for top-draining would, in a short time, become
filled with silt, and would be no use whate\'er

;

and as these tiles were now used very extensively,

he thought this was a subject that ought to 1)e

enquired into.

llie President said he had done pipe-drain-

ing thirty years ago, and they worked well now.
Some which had been done five or sLx years, now
took off the water better than when first put

do^^^l.

Mr. LuNGLEY said, Mr. Hutley's man put hay
to the pipes, and the silt Avould not get through
that.

Mr. W. HuTLEY gave "The health of Mr.
Beadel," who, he said, could give them some

information on experiments he was making in

shee]) feeding. (Drank with cheers.)

Mr. Bkadei., in returning thanks, said, he was

one of that class whom Mr. ("obden called " red

tape men," and he was glad to hear, from the ob-

servations that evening, what a useful body of

men they were ; and that if the landlords would

entrust their interest in their hands, how much
Ijetter it would be protected than by sohcitors.

That (said Mr. B.) shows the progress which this

clul) has made in sound knowledge

—

(Cheers and

hiufjhter)—and if we perform our duty well, we
ought to be middle men, acting fairly and honestly

between the landlords on the one hand and the

tenants on the other. (Cheers.) With respect to

the experiment alluded to, he bought eighteen

sheep, and got a neighbouring 1)utcher to jnck out

twelve as near alike as he could, and then to

divide them into threes ; they were then placed,

two months ago, one lot on mangel-^vurzel,

another on Swede turnips, another on carrots, and
another on parsnips ; but as they had been in the

habit of having a few oats, each had a pint a day

the first month, and in the second month a qiiart.

At the end of the month, each showed an average

increase of nearly two pounds per v/eek. They
would all be slaughtered and weighed next week,

and hung up at Mr. BanveU's ; what the result

would be he did not know. But there was this

circumstance in the matter that excited surprise.

Two or three years ago, he tried an experiment

with Altringham red carrots, against mangel

-

\vurzel or Swedes, and the sheep did not eat the

quantity of carrots they did of mangel-v/urzel, but

this year he fed them on the Belgian white carrot,

and they ate as nearly alike as possible ; but as

respected parsnips, his man said they ate com-
paratively nothing ; yet, as far as handling went,

and in live weight, there was a proportionate in-

crease with them as with the others. It therefore

appeared that parsnips were fulsome, and they

could not eat so much. He thought the Belgian

white carrot had not the nutritious qualities in it

that the Altringham red had, and thus, if they

grew more of the Belgian than of the Altringham,

they did not gain anything by it. His object in

these experiments was the investigation of truth

;

but a single experiment could not settle it—they

must ha^'e many ; and when they had a number
of facts before them, they might an'ive at ])roper

results in agriculture. He wished them to try,

and carry out these things by a number of experi-

ments, as in the case of fixing ammonia in dung-

hills—to carry it out in fifty or sixty instances, in

order that they might be able to arrive at correct

conclusions on the subject. (Cheers.)

Mr. W. Hobbs asked Mr. Beadel what quan-

tity of parsnips he grew.

Mr. Beadel said he grew six hundred bushels

on one acre, and sold them at one shilling a

bushel.

The President gave "The ladies," and the

company then separated.
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THE YORKSHIRE AG|4fiF^SU.^4fc,,„
.

,
3pCrETX,;qui«i n079 ,k-whnii

This important body ^niblishes periodically a

No. of its " Tre/nsacfluns," from the 6tli of which

we take the following " Report of the Judges up-

pointed to iii.yiect the Farms entered for the Prize

and Sweepstakes, proposed bt/ the Yorkshire Agri-

cultural Soviet I/, 1843."

This re]iort is interesting as showing the va-

rious modes of culture adopted on the several

soils, and the general economy of the several

farms submitted to competition. We cannot cur-

tail the document. No extract will give a suffi-

ciently accurate account of its contents ; we shall

therefore present it to our readers entire, satisfied

that when they ha\'e the whole before them we
shall earn their thanks ;

—

" My Lords and Gentlemen,—The insjjection

of the farms, which we were honored by your
instructions to commence on Monday the 3rd
July, has been completed. It may be proper to

state, that, after an extremely wet season, from
the 4th May to the 11th June,—during which
important period for preparing the land for the

reception of green crops, little or nothing could

be done,—the weather changed to an almost
equally remarkable drought. The cultivation of

turnips (and especially the swedes) was in conse-

quence extremely difiicult, and the ])eriod of sow-
ing was necessarily much delayed. This cir-

cumstance exemplified, in a striking manner, the

advantage of always cleaning the land to the

greatest extent the season will allow, immediately
after the harvest. The farms which were sub-
mitted to our inspection (all situate within the

prescribed limit of a crow-fly line of twenty-five

miles from Doncaster,) we took in the following

order of route :

—

Occupier. Situate at. Owner. Extent
in acres.

G. Went\\'orth. . Woolley. . G. Wentworth 255
T. C. Johnson. . Chivet . . SirW.Pilkington,

Bt. 283
R.J. Coulman. . Wadworth R.J.Coulman 165
W. Newham.. Edlington W. B. Wrightson299
T. Snowdon . . Marr. . . . Lord Rendle- \ ^„

sham J

B. Crowshaw . . Byram . . Sir J. Rams-

\

den, Bt. J
"^'^'^

H. Skelton. . . . Winmoor Henry Skelton 203

" Left to our own judgment as to the interpre-

tation of ' the best cultivated farm,' we could
only decide upon awarding the prize to the per-

son who, in our opinion, adopted such a system,
and carried out its jjractice in such a manner as,

in the course of years, would tend to ])roduce the
largest amount of grain and animal food at the
smallest ex])ense per bushel and ])er pound. AVe
think tliat good cultiv'atioii and projitahle cultiva-

tion are synonymous terms, and that this applies

alike to the grass and to the arable lands. Our
t;riginal intention was to have rejjorted only upon
the two farms to which we awarded the jtrizes,

but the very superior culti\'ation of the whole

of the lands which we inspect^, is highly

desen'ing of notice. On each farm there

is some peculiar feature that might be imitated

with great advantage ; for each exhibited some-
thing in which it v\'as superior to every other,

and on none, though most fully and carefully

viewed, coidd we detect an instance of waste or

neglect.
" We commence \\\\X\ the farms to which we

hav'e awarded the first and second prizes, and
shallthen allude to the others, without clussijication

us to merit, in the order in which we ])ursued our

route of inspection.
" Mr. T. C. Johnson has occupied the Chivet

Grange farm eight years. It is land of excellent

quality, situate near Wakefield, and well adapted

for the four-course system of cropping, which is

pursued upon it.

" Turnij) Fallow.—^The cleaning of this com-
mences as it ought to do, immediately after the

harvest. In January or February it is covered,

broad-cast, with manure that has been pre\'iously

led from the farm-yard, (and to a considerable ex-

tent decomposed,) at the rate of six tons to the

acre. This is immediately ploughed in, and after-

wards intimately mixed \vith the soil. The tui--

nip seed is drilled in rows eighteen inches apart,

with tweh'e bushels of bones mixed with two quar-

ters of ashes, or ])ulverized earth enriched with

liquid manure. Sowing upon the level was evi-

dently advantageous in the present dry season,

and the advantage of early working, after the last

harvest, was strongly exempUfied by the clean and
forward state of the land, notwithstanding the

wet weather of Ma}' and June. Some of the

swedes are drawn, for the sheej) to eat upon the

grass pastures, but the greater part of the turnips

are consumed upon the land, whei'e they have

been grown, more especially ui)on the lighter

soils.

" Barley is drilled after the turnips at the rate of

thirteen pecks to the acre; about two-thirds of

the breadth are sown vvith eighteen pounds of

white clover, three pounds of rib grass, and half

a peck of Italian rye grass per acre, for sheep pas-

ture. The remaining third is sown M'ith fourteen

pounds of red clover, and half a peck of annual

rye grass per acre, for mowing. This course pre-

vents the too frequent repetition of red clover,

as it thus comes into use only once in twelve

years.

" Wieat is the principal crop after the clover

or pastured grass, though parts of the latter are

occasionally sown with oats or beans to vary the

grain. Be the corn crop what it may, it is sown
with the drill, and hoed, both for the immediate
purpose of encouraging the growth of the plant,

and as a preparation for the succeeding turnip

fallow.
" Grass-Land.—In addition to the average an-

nual pasture of about forty acres of white clover

and grass seeds, this farm possesses about one

hundred acres of permanent grass-land, of very

good, though not ])riiue quality. A portion of

this is dressed e\'ery year with manure, sometimes

suppUeilffpni tl^e far;m-yard alone, but. lupre gen-
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erally enriched with a mixture of bones. Bones

are xned extensively on the grass-land. 'ITieyare

])nrchased from the manufacturers of size, after

having been boiled to extract the gelatine, and are

obtained at one-third less price than those which

have not imdergone that process. Mr. Johnson
is of opinion that their fertilizing qualities are un-

injured by tlie extraction of the gelatine, but in

this opinion we cannot concur. Three quarters

of these bones, mixed with tliree cart loads of

earth, aiv considered the ])roper dressing for one

acre, and the ])eriod of aj)plication not material.

The grazing department was well conducted.

The Leicester sheep and short-horned cattle were

suitably proportioned to the lands on M'hich they

were j)asturing ; thoiigh in one field we obser\'ed

stall-fattened cattle too hea\'y for the soil on
which they grazed. These we were informed

were intended to have been sold from the stall,

and had only been detained in hope of an advance
in price. The immediate vicinity to a large and
excellent cattle-market has induced Mr. Johnson
to rely more upon his practice in buying and
selling than in breeding ; he therefore avails him-
self of the constant fluctuation in price, and
makes a frequent change of stock.

"Though this farm is generally dry, from the

natiu'e of the soil and situation, yet there are por-

tions of strong clay on the sides of the hills,

both of arable and grass land. These, to the ex-

tent of sixty or seventy acres, have been under-

drained \rith tiles, at an a\'erage expense of four

pounds per acre. The work has been done by
Sir W. Pilkington, for which, by agreement, Mr.
Johnson pays an interest of six per cent, upon
the expenditure. The cutting plough of Mr.
Stickney, drawn by eight horses, has been re-

cently tried, but the advantage was not so great

as to give it the preference over manual labour.

^\^lerever the lands have been drained, the ne-

cessity which pre\'iously existed for summer fal-

low is removed, and excellent turnips are pro-

duced.

" Linseed Cake is used largely with great ad-

vantage, as a substitute for turnips in the farm-

yard ; it is given to all the cattle. By this means
the manure from the folds is doubled in \'alue

;

and perhajjs much of the superiority in bulk and
luxuriance of all the growing crops may arise

from this excellent jjractice. 'ITiey were full and
regular in every part. It has been observed that

Mr. Johnson sjjreads his manure for turnips

over the land in January and Februaiy. This is

a peculiarity in management. He keeps his fold-

yard manure nearly tweh'e months before using

it ; as from the large size of his yards, he is not

obhged to take any manure out of them until the

autumn ; and to ])revent too rapid a decomposi-
tion, when carted into the field, it is closely

jiressed down in very large heaps, and protected

from the air by a co\-ering of earth. We might
Ije inclined to doulrt the advantage of keeping so

large a stock of manure for such a length of

time ; but we cannot forget the unusual weight
and fertility of the crops now upon the land.

" This farm is conducted in a most admirable
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manner ; and though othCTS may,' 'm some par-

ticulars, even surpass it in excellence, yet here

we find such a combination of neatness and utility

in management, as, in our judgment, fully en-

titles Mr. Johnson to the ])rize.

" Godfrey Wentworth, Esfj., has occupied his

WooUey park farm about fourteen years. The
four-course rotation, of green crojis, barley, seeds,

and wheat, is here adopted ; a variation being oc-

casionally effected Ijy the introduction of beans
or tares on portions of land that woidd otherwise

have been sown with ])asture-grasses or clover

after the barley crop. The land is very suital)le

for this course, being a good working soil upon
a sand-stone rock. The surface is undulating

;

and though, on the whole, dry and considerably

elevated, parts of almost eA'ery field require un-
derdraining. This has been effected completely

over fifty-three acres; and the springs, which
were noxious, have been converted into most
valuable ri\ulets for supplying water to the live

stock. The average depth of the drains is from
eighteen to twenty inches ; the distance six yards

;

the cost £5 lis. Gd. per acre, including the

])rice of tiles, which are made upon the estate.

The whole of this drainage has been completed
between the •24th March, 183S, and April, 1843 ;

and the farm is now entirely dry. The fences

which (as we were informed by Mr. William
Heslop, the very intelhgent steward) had been
old, crooked, and full of gaps, generally on banks,
and occupying considerable space, are now fences

of peculiar beauty and ])romise ; they are all

quickwood, low, close, sufficiently broad at the

bottom, and progressively tapering to the top—
an admirable specimen : no stock can escape

—

no land is wasted—no room left for the growth
of Aveeds. Prior to the ])lanting of the quick-

wood, the ground was fallowed, manured, and
trenched : afterwards it was kept carefully clean.

" Turnij)s and Fallow Crops.—The jjreparation

for these commences as soon as the corn is car-

ried, by ploughing and harrowing the stubbles

as much and as often as the weather permits

—

making the last ploughing deep, to give the

greatest exposure of the soil during the winter.

The manure is led from the farm-yard in De-
cember and February ; ])laced in a convenient

and le\'el site on a layer of earth, and protected

from the air by a light covering of the same. For
these crops, the manure is conveyed by one-

horse carts, up the centre of each third drill, as

soon as the drills are formed, and care is taken to

sjjread it equally and quickly, that it may be
covered in \vith the least exposure to wind and
sun. Tlie drills for potatoes are thirty inches

apart; for mangel-wurzel, twenty-seven inches;

carrots and Swede turnips twenty-fi\e inches.

AVe found all these crops extremely promising,

and remarkably clean. They had been sown
about the 8th of May : six jjounds of mangel-
wurzel, four pounds of white Belgium carrot seed,

and three jiounds of Swedes were sown per

acre ; fifteen carts of manure ])er acre M'ere al-

lowed for these crops. One-half of the Swedes are

carted to the farm-yard for the cattle by removing
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six rows alternately ; but to supply the drain thus

made ujion the land, a ([uarter of a pound of hn-

seed-cake, per head, is daily given to the sheej)

when consuming the remainder. For the white

turnips, \\'hich are all consumed upon the land,

only ten cart-loads of manure are allowed,

" Barley.—Eleven and a-half ])ecks drilled upon

the acre, distance six inches, the chevalier variety

chiefly used.

" White Clover.—Eighteen pounds per acre

were formerly sown broad-cast, Imt now fourteen

pounds, with half a peck of Italian rye-grass, are

jmt in immediately after sowing the barley, by a

drill of twenty coulters, six inches ai)art, made by

Nicholson. This was the first season of using

the drill, and it was much api)roved, especially

when seeds are sown upon a wheat crop.

" Wheat.—Eleven and a-half pecks per acre

are drilled upon the land when jjloughed after

seeds. No manure is applied to this crop, the

seeds having been manured in the spring.

" Tares. — These are cultivated for soiling.

Three bushels of winter tares and two pecks of

winter oats are so^\^l jjer acre for the principal

croj) ; but for early cutting, rye, instead of oats,

is mixed with the tare-seed, 'llie, draft-horses

have only this during the day, and go to grass at

night. We are of opinion that it would be eco-

nomical to soil to a greater extent.

'• Grass-land.—The management of this de-

])artment is admirable. The average stock of

Leicester sheep is 550; of short-horned cattle,

40, all of a very superior breed, and in high con-

dition. There being 76 acres of good permanent

grass-land upon this farm, the heaviest cattle are

pastiu-ed upon it, with a smaller proportion of

sheep. The younger stock are princii)ally main-

tained, with the ewes and lambs, upon the seeds.

Much pains is taken to make compost on a large

scale, which is applied to the grass-land in the

autumn, winter, and spring. Thistles and other

weeds are carefully kept down.
" Implements.—These are good ; amongst them

are a double-row turnip-drill, with separate coul-

ters for tillage and seed, by Heponstall, of Don-

caster ; a large corn-drill by Smith, of Peasenhall,

Suffolk ; a twenty-coultered clover and grass-seed

drill, by Nicholson, of Lincoln ; a very efficient

hay-making machine, &c.

" The farm-yard is amply su])plied with water,

by a stream sufficient to work all the requisite

machineiy ; the corn is thrashed, and the straw

cut by water-po\\'er. Nine farm horses are kept

;

but the relief they have from the water-wheel is

])erhaps not greater than their extra work of con-

veying coals, Sic, to the mansion, and to the

drain-tile-yard of the proprietor. A large tank

has been recently formed, to collect the Uquid

manure, which has hitherto l)een carted only over

the grass-land. Sensible of tlie increased value

of farm-yard manure, by the consumj)tion of

linseed-cake in it, Mr. Wentworth, in addition to

tliat which was previously mentioned as being

given to sheep when on turnijis, allows to cattle,

in tlie straw-yard, an average of three pounds per

head daily, to the milk-cows five jiounds, and to

the stall-fattening cattle six pounds.
" We have never wtnessed neatness and good

order carried to the degree which this farm ex-

hibits : it is a perfect model farm, and as such
highly credita])le to the proprietor ; but there

were other lands brought under our notice bear-

ing crops considerably heavier."

( To be continued.)

FOREIGN TRADE.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS FOR 1841, 1842,

AND 1843,

The annual " Accounts relating to Trade and Navi-

gation, Custom Duties, and Tonnage of Vessels," have

just been published ; and they show that our Foreign

trade has regained the ground which it had lost in the

year 1842. We subjoin the table of the " Exports of

tlie principal articles of British and Irish Produce and
Manufactures," in the years 1842 and 1843—to which

we have added, from former returns, the amounts for

the year 1841 :—

PRINCIPAL EXPORTS.

Declared Value of the Exporta-
tions in the year ended 5tli Jan.

Coals and Culm . . .

.

Cotton Manufactures
Yarn

Earthenware
Glass
Hardwares and Cutlery ....

Linen Manufactures
Yarn

Metals, viz.—Iron & Steel..

Copjier^ Brass
Lead
Tin,inbars,iScc.

Tin Plates ..

Salt

Silk Manufactures
Sii^ar, Refined
Wool, Sheep's or Limbs'..

.

\\'oolIen Vara
W^oollen Manufactures ....

1842

£.
675,28

16,2.32,510

7,266,968
600,759
421,9.Jfi

1,6^3,861

3,347,555
972,466

2,8/7,278

1,523,744
212,334
86,.574

.308,700

175,015

788,894
548,836
.')55,C20

552,148

5,748,673

1843

£.
734,000

13,907,884
7,771,464
555,430
310,1.52

1,898,487

2,346,749

1

1,025,551

1

2,457,7171

1,810,7421

354,590
200,956
347,781
201,311
.590,189

440,175
509,822
637,305

5,185,945

1844

£.
685,331

16,248,759

7,191,870
629,585
336,910

1,744,037

2,816,111
873,164

2,574,494
l,f.52,991

258,660
1(19,94.",

480,407
208,207
664,661
415,812
417,835
697,354

6,784,432

Total of thcforegoinsartielesl 44,609,358 40,785,350 44,720,5fi;!

In the year 1840 the exports of the above principal

articles amounted to 43,959,614/., and in the year

18.39 10 45,307,409/.

Thus the exports have about recovered the position

they occupied prior to 1812; and the Woollen exports

(so called) have reached a higher point than in any

year since 1818, except the year 1 830, when they

reached 7,639,354/. The fact is, however, that the

exports of Woollen manufactures (made of taxed fo-

reign W^ool) have declined, and that it is the great in-

crease of tltc Worsted nuinufactures that makes the

aggregate appear so favourable. The two combined
sliewan increased export last year of 1,599,387/. over

the exports of 1842, and of 1,035,759/. over the ex-

ports of 1841. The Cotton exports have as nearly as

j)Ossible recovered the amount of 1841. Those of

Linen and Linen Yarn, and also of Silk and of Glass,

have by no means regained their former amount. The
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exports of Hardwares and Cutlery, and of Earthen-

ware, have more than regained their former position.

It is agreeable to see that the exports from this

country, both of foreign and eolonial Wool, and of

British Wool, for the use of our foreign rivals, have di-

minished, though they are still far above their amount
a few years back, as appears from the following

tables :
—

EXPORTS OP wool-

Veal's ended
.Ian. 5tli.

18-10

1841
184-2

1S4.3

1844

Foreign and
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been lent, thoupfh, certainly something was lent

which eiialjled government to carry on its wars.

Mr. Cobbett continues. *' It has all been juggled

from the Ijeginning to the end. A loan-monger,

or the maker of a loan, has never lent any
MONEY AT ALL. He has written his name upon
bits of paper ; these he has distributed about in

sales to under loan-mongers ; these have been
txu'ned into other bits of ]japer ; and these bits of

pa])er the government have paid away." Ujjon

the actual value of the debt thus contracted we
need not now comment; the question we have
now to grapple with is

—" How could the nation

thus get into debt to itself:" How were the

armies the nation sent forth supported ? and how
were the materials of war furnished to them?
The " ])its of paper" into which Mr. Cobbett has

resolved the national debt were neither rations nor
materials of war ; these were the things the nation

furnished, and the " bits of paper" were the me-
dium which gave to the government the command
over these commodities. The " bits of paper"

then represented commodities, and it was com-
modities the government actually borrowed,

and not coins of gold and silver. Every year
THE N.\TION produced AS MUCH AS THE
NATION CONSUMED, aud every year the produc-
tive power of the nation increased, and yet there

was no complaint of " over production." During
the whole of the war, with a projier system of

taxation and currency, the whole of the revenue
necessary for the purposes of the government
might have been collected from year to year.

This, we think, must be evident from the fact,

that every year the commodities requisite for

government use were produced, the A'ariation

caused by the seasons alone excepted ; and in

addition to the national debt, private fortunes of

vast amount were accumulated. The industry of

the country produced sufficient for its own support,

for the support of expensive foreign wars, and
notwithstanding all these expenses, its citizens

grew rich ; houses and palaces were built ; docks

and merchant shipping, warehouses and store-

houses of all kinds were multiplied ; roads were
improved, and canals were extended ; and real

wealth of every description was increased. This was
not in consequence of the expense of the wars,

but in addition to that expense, and am])ly shows
the immense productive powers of the nation

;

l)owers which nothing l)ut legislation of the most
l)\mgling descrij)tion could have turned into a

national curse

—

the curse of producing so
MUCH that the producers ARE LEFT TO
8TARVE !

The view we ha\'e taken of the manner in which
the national debt was contracted, destroys the

long continued fallacy, that the nation, during
these wars, anticipated its resources. The only
way in which a nation can antici])ate its resources

is by becoming indebted to another nation.

England has long been a lending nation, and not

a ])orr(nving nation ; tlie loan from the Bank of

France being the only blot upon the escutcheon
;

and tliat \\'as not a national loan, though borrowed
for strictly national jjurjioses.

The accumulation of the national debt has ena-

bled a greater number to hve on the industry of
the country, without l)eing themselves of the

class of labourers. Mr. Charles Enderby, in his

recently published pamphlet on "The Distress of
the Nation, its Causes and Remedies," observes,

that—
" During the war no man reduced his expendi-

ture, consequently the loans came out of profits

;

the nation, in the expenditure of the £500,000,000.
took olf that accumulation of wealth (profit)

which, had it not been so taken, would have
formed a mountain of produce called 'over-])ro-

duction,' and which, in the collection, would
often have ])roduced the distress from which we
are now suft'ering, and would consequently not

have been profit. It cannot for a moment be suj)-

posed that the £500,000,000 consisted of an ac-

cumulation of the precious metals, or that it was
anything more than the ordinary accumulation of

commodities (profits) over consumption.
" Whilst the war continued, and the national

debt kept increasing, profits were realized ; but
when the war, and with it further increase of the

national debt, ceased, then profits ceased to be
realized, and, in 1816, distress was experienced,

in consequence of production exceeding consump-
tion. From this date, however, a new channel
was opened for realizing profit (viz., in the debts

contracted by foreign nations to England), and
taking my data from the period when foreign

loans were contracted, and comparing the dates

with the periods of prosperity and adversity as

exhibited in a tabular form in the published life

of the late Mr. M. T. Sadler, it is interesting to

ol)sen-e how they bear out my argument, that

when the stocks of wealth were in coiu-se of

consumption, and the British nation (or foreign

ones) were incurring debts, there was prosperity;

trade was really profitable, because profits were
realized; but when checked, distress exhibited

itself in the form of over-production.

TABLE.

FOREIGN LOANS CONTRACTED IN ENGLAND.
Years.

1815.—Close of the war.

1818.—Prussian loan £5,000,000
1821.—Spanish Loan 3,500,000

1822.—Russian 3,500,000

Prussian 3,500,O0o^
Colombian 2,000,000 I

Chilian 1,000,000
[

*

Peruvian 450,000 J

1823.—Spanish 1,500,000

Portuguese 1 ,500,000

Austrian 2,500,000

1824.—Peruvian 750,000
Neapohtan 2,500,000

Mexican 3,200,000

Greek 800,000

* It should be observed, that although these

loans were contracted in the year 1822, they were

not in course of jjayment until the latter end of,;

that year, or the commencement of the next. uj^i
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Years.
; ir'.f, frnofjBn arfj^o noiii&l(s(mn->r.

^i^^j-Ti-Colorabian . ,!. ,,».-i.),} mi-- £4,750,000

Mii.t 1.> I^^^nos Ayres. „^ . .!nf\fl!t(' 1,000,000

,i,'f ,,; Brazilian ....... ,l^. .. -v. 3,200,000

18!^5J-7-Ditto :. .,r *,•«•(• •: 2,000,000

Danish ....'... 5,500,000

(Jreek 1,000,000

(iuatcmala 1,428,571

Mexican 3,200,000

Peruvian «i 16,000

1829.—Brazilian .^00,000

1832.—Belgian 2,000,000

1834. r Credits to the Uni-]
1 835. «^ ted States of Ame- I 15,000,000

183(3. Lrica. J

M. T. Sadler's statement of periods
OF PROSPERITY AND ADVERSITY.

Years.

1815. Tlie period of the war a time of agricultu-

ral and manufacturing prosperity.

ISlG. Distress.

1817.

1818. Prosperity.

18 If). Distress.

IS-^I I
^^^^^ distress till the latter end of 1822.

,ooo 1
County meetings calling for relief.

1824. Great prosperity and sjjeculation.

1825. Great prosperity and speculation.

1826. Panic and distress.

1827.

1828.

1830 I
Great distress. Burnings, and meetings

1801 I
*° petition.

1832.

1833.

1834.1
1835. > Return to prosperity.

1836. J

1837. Panic and distress.

1838.

18391
1840 [-Distress, without amelioration.

1841 J

" It may be imagined by some, that the periods

of distress referred to by Mr. Sadler were caused

by these very loans, but very little reflection will

satisfy them that if the Bank of England had not

contracted the circulation, and thus checked trade

(destropng profits by low prices), the loans to

foreign nations would have been continued, pos-

sibly even to the extent of £1,000,000,000 ; for it

was out of 2}rofif that the loans Avere made ; in

confirmation of which assertion it is only necessary
to observe, that ])eriods of distress are periods of

low prices
I low, because produce is then abun-

dant), and although we might not have had the

precious metals to lend, yet we had an excess of

that which really constitutes wealth, and which
has heretofore formed the substance of all British

and foreign loans."

Itwll be perceived by the extract we have here
given that Mr. Enderby boldly opposes himself to

some of the most cherished doctrines of the Bui-

lionists. It was not the loans that destroyed
trade. Loans must ultimately consist of commo-
dities ; the labour employed in j)roducing these

commodities must give employment to the pro-
ducti\'e classes, who are there])y benefitted. " I

would remark," says Mr. Ender])y, *' that most
l)ersons attribute the distress periodically ex-

perienced to the large shipments of wealth and
loans to foreign nations ; but on this ])oint I am at

issue with them : for, had the shipments not been
made, or the loans contracted, we should have
had amountain of 'over-production' (profit) that

would never have been realized even to the extent
of one-tenth part of that which we shall now re-

ceive." 'ilie period here glanced over, so far as

it is similar to the period of the war, produced
similar consequences. During the period from
1821 to the end of 1825, foreign loans were con-
tracted in England to the amovmt of about
£50,000,000. The nation was more or less pros-

perous during the whole of this time. How is

this to be accounted for ? Here the Bulhonists

are utterly at fault ; but rather than allow that

it is their system which is bad, they cry out that

the prosjierity is " factitious," and forthwith set

to work to destroy it. We should like the Bul-
honists to define to us in what real prosperity con-
sists ; we are apt to imagine that the only prospe-

rity they are willing to acknowledge is j^rosperity

to themselves. Prosperity which enal)les the
working man to put a better coat on his Ijack,

and to house, and clothe, and feed his family

plentifully, they regard not. What is this to them,
if the exchanges are against us ? rather than
this should be the case, they would desolate the

island, and con\-ert what should be happy Old
England into a howling wilderness. The disci-

ples of Cobbett would be equally perplexed were
they called upon to account for the prosperity

here alluded to ; for abatement of taxation there

was none on any account ; and the burthens of

the nation were nominally as great as in 1820-22 ;

the national debt was then in all its magnitude,
and no " equitable adjustment" had Ijeen etiected.

None of these things had 1)een done, and yet the

productive classes were beginning to siuTound
themselves with comforts ; a bright era of ])ros-

l)erity dawned upon them ; and a hope of future

enjoyment gladdened the hearts of all, even that

of the Cliancelior of the Exchequer, " Prosperity

Robinson." Amid all this gladness the desola-

ting cry of the BuUionists was heard—" The ex-

changes are against us !" Prosjierity must be
destroyed ; the prosperity which feeds the hungry
and clothes the naked must no longer be allowed

to exist, or oiir system will jjcrish. The BuUion-
ists triumphed, and bankruptcy and misery, want
and crime, were the results; and this will ever

be the case so long as the BuUionists rule. Pros-

peiity can only be rendered permanent by a
sj'stera of currency which will expand with popu-
lation and production.

The Money Power at thepresonttiine is neither

loaning its surj)lus money to foreign nations, nor

using it in any way to benefit the industry of the

nation, but is accumulating it in great masses in
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the hands of London brokers for the purpose

of " safe investment." The system must be

remedied, or the end will be destruction. Invest-

ment in the products of industry is the only, in-

vestment which can render the nation prosperous,

and this in^•estment can only be safely made under
an efficient and steady system of currency. The
entire destruction of the debt would not relieve

the industry of the nation, unless at the same
time measures were taken to secure to the produc-

tive classes ample means of consuming the ])ro-

duce of their own labour. Gemini.

Birminyham, Feb. 13, 1844.

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS.

SiK,—As agricultural improvement is the

order of the day, allow me to mention an ex-

treme case—the expenditure of 5,200/. on a farm

of mine, 130 acres (Ti])tree Hall, near Kelvedon,

Essex), that only cost 3,250/. In due course,

when the results are accurately ascertained, I shall

deem it my duty to submit statistical details and
drawings of the buildings to every agricultural

society in the kingdom, in the hope it may give

confidence to those who, having the means to

improve their property, are doubtful as to such

improvements paying a remunerating profit to

both landlord and tenant. The expenditure abo^'e

mentioned has been ajipropi'iated to— 1st. The
perfect and permanent drainage of the land with

stones and pipes, 4 yards apart, and 32 inches deep ;

between 80 and 90 miles of drains. 2nd. To the

entire removal of all timber trees, which cannot

be profitably grown in corn fields. 3rd. To the

removing all old, crooked, and unnecessaiy banks,

fences, and ditches. 4th. The cutting new paral-

lel ditches and fences, so as to avoid short lands.

5th. The inclosure of waste, and conversion of

useless bog into good soil. Gth. The economis-

ing time and distance by new roads, arches, and
more direct communications with the extremities

of the farm. 7th. The erection of well-arranged

farm-buildings built of brick, iron, and slate, in

a continuous range, excluding all cold winds and
currents of air, but open to sunny warmth. 8th.

The building a substantial and genteel residence,

with all due requisites for domestic comfort and
economy. 9th. The erection of an efficient

threshing machine, and needful apparatus for

shaking the straw, dressing the corn, cutting

chaft", bruising oats, &c., so constructed as not to

injure the straw; avoiding, by its jjerfect action,

that immense waste of grain visible in almost

every truss of straw we examine. 10th. ITie

avoidance of thatching and risk of weather, by
ample barn room, with convenience for in-door

horse-labour, at thrashing, &c., when not em-
])loyable without, so as to have no idle days for

man or beast. 11th. The saving of every i)ound

and ])int of manure by a tank (90 feet long, G

feet deep, 8 feet wide, with slated roof facing the

north, and Avith well and jiump), into which is

received the whole drainage from the farm-yard

and staljles. 12th. The conveyance l)y iron

gutters and pipes of every drop of water from
the roofs of each building, so as in no manner to

dilute the manure in yards. 13th. The perfect

drainage of the foundations of the barn, and
every building on the farm. 14th. A steam-
house to pre})are food for cattle. I am thus par-
ticular in detail, because it is from each of the

above branches of expenditure that some portion
of remuneration is expected. But, during the

progress of my undertaking, I have been warned,
entreated, and dissuaded by my farming friends,

H'ho ])rotested that a profitable return for such
an enormous expenditure was impossible; my
calculations, however, were made, and mere asser-

tions without facts and figures weighed nothing
with me. Although the operations were only
commenced early in 1 843, the results, so far as

they go, are gratifying and convincing. As one
instance of success, a field of oats, sown on the

iGth of May, after drainage, was harvested and
stacked, before another (sov/n two months earlier

on better but undrained land) was ready to cut.

Hereafter you shall have detailed statistics of

e^'ery department in which saving is effected and
increase produced. In a moral and social point

of view, these im])rovements have acted bene-
ficially. They have excited the energies of the

tenant and his labourei's, stimulating them to

think, compare, and improve. They have
awakened the attention and curiosity of the neigh-

Ijouring farmers, vvdio are watching the result,

and already have they caused many xmdertakings
in drainage, which otherwdse would not have been
thought of. Had I iuA'ested my money in the

funds, there would have been an end of the mat-
ter ; Init now I have the satisfaction of ha^^ng
fulfilled a public duty (without injury to myself)

by calling into action, temporarily and perma-
nently, a considerable amount of labour. 1

conceive that the highest order of charity, which,

])y ])roviding employment to the willing lal)oiirer,

confers a favour unseen, and leaves uncompro-
mised (his most valuable privilege) his self-

dependence.

If cA'eiy one who has the means follows my
example, where requisite, there wiU be little need
to complain of the want of employment for our

peasantry or our capital. Whilst everything has

been done for the farmer's profit and comfort,

the cottagers have not been forgotten. A few
gutters and pij)es to their residences, and some
drains in their gardens, have rendered the former

dry and healthy, and the latter productive ; and
this at the trifiing cost of a few pounds. I may
be asked, "What can you, as a Ijondoner, know
about farming:" 1 Avill answer, " I always loved

the beauties of natiu'e, the ])Urc air of heaven,

the sj)orts of the field, and tlie hospitality of our

honest yeomen. I have seen one farmer making
a fortune, and his next neighlxmr losing one. I

have seen one field all corn, and another nearly

all weeds."

I asked, " How is this ?'" I enquired into the

causes : I noted the results. I obtained from all

the best farmers and all the best agricultural
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books within iny reacli, every infoi'mation bearing

on agricultural pursuits. I practised on my own
little garden, on a small scale, a variety of expe-

riments; and after carefully weighing the evi-

dence, I come to the conclusion, that want of

drainage, both in land and buildings, waste of

manure, shallow ploughing, and short leases, are

amongst the greatest curses to this coimtry ; and
I, as far as my individual means wiU permit, am
resolved on remedying them.

I am, sir, your obedient sen'ant,

4, Leadenall-street, London, I. J. Mechi.
March Ihth, 1S44.

PS.—As Tiptree Heath is notorious for poor

land, and as the Essex farmers, generally, are

extremely scejitical as to these improvements
answering, I would recommend their inspecting

the crops (there \\\\\ be no long fallow) about
July next ; and then, haA'ing the facts before

tlicm, they Avill be enabled to draAV correct con-
clusions. I may as well add, it is intended to

trench, plough, and disturb the soil to the de])th

of fourteen or sixteen inches. The implements
used on this farm are Crosskill's clod-crusher,

roller, and Uquid manure cait, Lord Ducie's drag,

and Ban-ett, Exall and Co's sulisoil plough. The
threshing machine is constructed under my own
direction, by Mr. Bewley, of Chelmsford, on the

Scotch princii^le.

OX MANURES,

AND THE PROPER APPLICATION THEREOF.

Every species of matter capable of jiromoting

the growth of vegetables, may be considered as

manure. Sir H. Da^y and other scientific men
have wTitten verj' satisfactorOy on the chemical

properties of manures, and given theories on the

operation of those composed of animal and vege-

table substances. AYithout entering into the

rationale of the chemical changes which manures
undergo, it may be sufficient for practical pur-

poses to examine the several substances most ex-

tensiA-ely employed—pointing out any change
that may have occurred in their management and
application ; and conclude vAih. merely mention-
ing the various articles of this kind that are to

be procured only in small quantities, or in parti-

cular situations, and which are therefore used on
a very hmited scale. 1st. Farni yard dung. ITiis

manure, composed chiefly of the straw of grain,

and the excrementitious substances of live stock,

is the principal, and in most instances, the only

fertihzer of the soil to which farmers have access.

Its use is so universal and well known that a very
few obsen-ations will suffice. As straw is the

basis of this compost, every judicious farmer
takes care to have his crops cut as low as possi-

ble, as it is evident to ever)' one that a few inches

of straw towards the root-ends adds much to the

weight of the croj). From everj' ton of dry
straw, a])out three tons of farm-yard dung may
be procured, if the after-management be properly

conducted ; and, as the weight of straw jier acre
runs from 1 ton to Ij, aljout 4 tons of dung on
an average of the ditt'erent crops, may be pro-
duced from the straw of everj' acre under corn.*
The straw is served out to cattle and horses in
the houses and fold-yards, either as provender or
litter, commonly for both purposes ; and turni])s

in Avinter, and green clover in siuumer, on which
food the animals pass a great deal of urine, afford

the means of converting the straw into a richer

manure than if it were eaten alone. All the dung
from the houses, as they are cleaned out, ought
to be regularly s|)read over the yards in which
young cattle are left loose, where litter is usually
allowed in great abimdance ; or over the dung-
hill itself, if there be one at hand. This renders
the quality of the whole mass more uniform ; and
the horse-dung, which is of a hot nature, j^ro-

motes the decomposition of the woody fibres of
the straw. At a convenient season, usually dur-
ing the frosts of Avinter, this mass of material is

carted out to the field in which it is to be em-
])loyed, and neatly built in dunghills of a square
form, three or four feet high, and of such a length
and breadth as circumstances may require. What
is laid up in this manner early in winter is com-
monly sufficiently prepared for turnips in .Tune ;

but if it be not carried from the straw yards till

spring, it is necessaiy to turn it once or oftener,

for the purpose of accelerating the decomposition
of the strawey part of the mass. When dung is

applied to fallows in July or August, preparatory
to autumn soaati AA'heat, a much less degree of
putrefaction aahII suffice than for turnips—a clay

soil, on Avhich alone falloAvs should ever be re-

sorted to, not requiring dung so much rotted as a
finely pulverized turnip soil ; and besides as the
Avheat does not need all the benefit of the dung
for some time, the Avoody fibre is (/raduaUij

broken doAAn in the course of the A\-inter, and the

nourishment of the plants continued till the

spring, AA'hen its effects are most beneficial. In
the application of dung to land under tillage,

particular attention should be paid to the clean-

ness of the soil ; and to use it at the time A\'hen,

from the pulverization of the ground, it may he
most intimately mixed A\-ith it. The most common
time of manuring AA-ith farm yard dung is, there-

fore, either toAvards the conclusion of the falloAV-

ing operations, or immediately before the sowing
of falloAV crops. If no dung can be ])roctu-ed,

but Avhat is made from the jiroduce of tiie farm,
it AA'ill seldom be possible to alloAV more than from
10 to 12 tons to cA'er)' acre, Avhen the land is

managed under a regular course of Avhite and
green crops ; and it is thought more advantage-
ous to repeat this dose at short intervals, than to

give a larger quantity at once and at a more dis-

tant period in proportion.! Farm yard dung it

is Avell knoAvn, is greatly reduced in A'alue by
being exposed to the atmosphere in small heaps,

prcA'ious to being spread, and still more after

being spread. Its rich juices are exhaled l)y the

* Husbandly of Scotland, vol. ii.

t General Report of Scotland, A'ol. ii. p. 517.
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sun, or washed away by the rains, and the resi-

duum is comparatively worthless. This is in an
especial manner the case with long fresh dung,
the far greater part of which consists of wet
straw in an entire state. All carefid farmers, ac-

cordingly, spread, and cover in their dung, with

the plougli, as soon as possible after it is brought
on the land. Too great a degree of fermentation

is very prejudicial to the composite manure in

the dunghill. It is better that there should be
no fermentation at all before the manure is used,

than that it should be carried too far. The ex-

cess of fermentation tends to the destruction and
dissi])ation of the most useful part of the manure,
and the ultimate results of this process are like

those of coml)ustion. It is a common jjractice

among farmers to suffer the farm-yard dung to

fennent till the fibrous texture of the vegetal)le

matter is entirely l)roken down ; and till the

manure becomes perfectly cold, and so soft as to

be easily cut with a spade. Independent of the

general theoretical views unfavourable to this

practice, founded upon the nature and composi-
tion of vegetable substances, there are many
arguments and facts which show that it is preju-

dicial to the interests of the farmer. There are

reasons sufficiently strong, Grisenthwaite ob-

serves, to discourage the practice of allowing

dung heaps to ferment, and rot Mathout interrup-

tion. It appears that public o])inion has slowly

adopted the decision of chemical reasoning ; and
" dung pies," as they are called, have been
formed with a view to save what was before lost,

a stratum of mould sustaining the heaj), being
placed to receive the fluid 2)arts, and a covering of

mould being applied to prevent the dissipation

of the Eerial or gaseous products. 'ITiese pur-

poses and contrivances, unfortunately, like many
of the other operations of husbandry, were not

directed by scientific knowledge. To cover is so

commonly believed to confine, that there is no
wonder that the practical cultivator adopted it in

this instance from such a consideration. But, it

is in vain ; the elasticity of the gasses generated

is such as no covering whatever could possibly

confine. If it were })erfectly compact, it could

only preserve as much carbonic acid as is equal

to the volmne or bulk of air M'ithin it ; a quantity

too inconsiderable to be regarded, could it even

be saved ; but every particle of it must be dis-

engaged and lost, when the covering is removed.*
Checking fermentation by watering is sometimes
recommended ; but this practice is inconsistent

with just chemical views. It may cool the dung
for a short time ; but moisture is a principal

agent in all processes of decomposition. Dry
fibrous matter will never ferment. Water is as

necessary as air to the process ; and to supply it

to fermenting dung, is to suj)ply an agent which
will hasten its decay. In all cases when dung is

fermenting, there are sim])le tests by which the

rapidity of the jjrocess, and consequently the in-

jury done, may be discovered. If a thermometer
jjlunged into the dung, does not rise to above 100

=*= Grisenthwaite on Agriculture, p. 1170.

degrees Fahrenheit, there is httle danger of much
aeriform matter flying ofl". If the temperature is

higher, the dung should be immediately spread
abroad. AVhen a piece of paper moistened in

muriatic acid, held OA'er the steams arising from
a dunghill gives dense fumes, it is a certain test

that the decomjjosition is going too far, for this

indicates that volatile alkali is disengaged. From
a recent publication, the ])ractice of the best

farmers of turnij) soils in Scotland appears to be
decidedly adverse to the use of fresh dung ; and
its inutility, or rather injurious effects, fi'om its

opening the soil too much, is a matter of exi)eri-

ence with every one who cultivates drilled turnips

on a large scale. As the whole farm-yard dung,
on such land, is applied to the tm-nij) croj), it

must necessarily happen that it shoidd be laid on
in different stages of putrefaction ; and what is

made very late in spring, often after a very slight

fermentation, or none at all. The experience of

the eft'ects of recent dung is accordingly very

general, and the residt in almost e\'ery case, is,

that the growth of the young plants is slow,—

•

that the)' remain long in a feeble and doubtfvd

state, and that they seldom, in ordinary seasons,

become a full croj), even though twice the quan-
tity that is given of short muck has been allowed.

On the other hand, when the manure is consi-

derably decomposed, the effects are immediate

;

the plants rise vigorously, and soon put forth

their rough leaf, after \\'hich the beetle or fly does

not seize on them ; and in a few weeks the leaves

become so large that the plants probably draw
the greatest part of their nourishment from the

atmosphere. Though it were true, therefore, that

more nutriti^-e matter A^'ere given out by a certain

quantity of dung, applied in a recent state, and
allowed to decompose gradually in the soil, than

if applied after undergoing fermentation and
putrefaction ; the objection arising from the slow-

ness of its operation, wovdd, in many instances,

be an insuperable one with farmers. Many ex-

perienced farmers are in favour of applying dung
in a recent state. Mr. A. Young adduces a num-
ber of excellent authorities in sujiport of the plan,

and Mr. Coke has entirely abandoned the use of

applying fennented dung. His crops are as good
as ever they were, and his dung goes twice as far.

A great oljjection against slightly fermented dung
is, that weeds s])ring up more luxuriantly where
it is applied. If there are seeds carried out in

the dung, they certainly will germinate ; but it is

seldom that this can be the case to any extent

;

and if the land is not cleansed of weeds, any

kind of manure, fermented or unfermented, will

occasion their rapid growth. If slightly fer-

mented farm-yard dung is used as a top-dressing

for pastures, the long straws and unfermented

matter remaining on the surface should be re-

moved as soon as the grass begins to rise vigor-

ously, by raking, and carried back to the dunghill ;

in this case no uianiu'e will be lost, and the hus-

bandry will beat once clean and economical. In

cases where farm-yard dung cannot immediately

be apj)lied to crojjs, the destructive fermentation

of it should be prevented as much as possible
j
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the princijtlcs on which this may be eftected have

been already alhided to. The surface should be

defended as much as possible from the oxygen of

the atmosphere ; a compact marl, or a tenacious

clay, otters the best protection against the air

;

and before the dung is covered over, or, as it

were, sealed up. it should be dried as much as

possible. If the dung is found at any time to

heat strongly, it should be turned over, and cooled

by expositre to the air. No rule of universal ap-

l)lication can be laid down on this subject. The
ilegree of decomposition to which farm-yard

dung should arrive, before it can be deemed a

jiroHtable manure, must depend on the texture of

the soil, the nature of the plants, and the time of

its appUcation. In general, clayey soils, more
tenacioiis of moisture, and more benefited by

being rendered incohesive and porous, may re-

cei\'e manure less decomposed than well pul-

verized turnip soils require. Some plants too,

seem to thrive better Avith fresh dung than others

—potatoes in particidar ; but all the small-seeded

plants, such as clover, turnips, carrots, &c., which

are extremely tender in the early stage of their

growth, reqixire to be pushed forward into luxu-

riant vegetation -with the least possible delay, by
means of short dung. The season when manure
is applied is also a material circumstance. In

spring and summer, whether it be used for corn

or green crops, the object is to produce an imme-
diate effect, and it should therefore be more com-
pletely decomposed than may be necessary, when
it is laid on in avitumn for a crop whose condition

will be almost stationary for several months. To
preser\-e dung for any time, the situation in which

it is kept is of importance. It should, if possi-

ble, be defended from the sun. To presen'e it

under sheds would be of great use ; or to make
the site of a dunghill on the north side of a wall.

The floor on which the dung is hea])ed, should,

if possible, be paved w\ih flat stones ; and there

should be a little inclination from each side to-

wards the centre, in which there should be drains

connected wdth a small well, furnished wth a

piunp, by which any fluid matter may be col-

lected for the use of the land. It too often hap-

pens that a dense mucilaginous and extractive

fluid is suffered to drain away from the dunghill,

so as to be entirely lost to the farm.

—

Preston

Pilot.

ON DRAINING.

Sir,—I have been a cultivator of strong land
Avith a tenacious subsoil for upwards of thirty

years, on the south-eastborder of Norfolk, inwhich
county and Suffolk the practice of under-draining
with straw, bushes, and stones, has been well

understood for seventy or eight}' years, and pro-

bably much longer. The cost of doing it at 2

1

feet apart would not exceed £3 or £3 10s. per
acre, including straw and bushes ; and it is a very
eflfectual method of draining, but by no means so

^'wnomical as at first sight it would appear, as it

depends upon the subsoil, whether it lasts six or

ten years ; and we, as cultivators of such soils in

Suffolk and Norfolk, have been guilty of a great

error in not draining our henvj lands more fre-

quently, as it is the very foundation of all good
farming, and I have no hesitation in saying that

such soils will pay no rent, and are not worth

cultivating till they are thoroughly drained ; b\it

when that o})eration has been effected, few soils

are more productive. But to the point. Our prac-

tice has been to cut the drains from 28 to 30

inches deep, and only from an inch to an inch

and a half wide at the bottom, and those which
I have found stand the longest and work the

best have been filled with bvishes do\vn to an inch

and a half of the bottom, a small quantity of

straw put upon them, and then clay trodden

down very firmly ; thus leaving the drain only, at

most, an inch and a half square at the bottom

;

and this was considered suflficient to carry the

water from 70 to 90 rods of drain, 5h yards to the

rod. The fields in these counties, on wet lands,

are small, seldom exceeding 8 to 10 acres, and
numbers much smaller ; but in these it has been

the practice to run three or four drains into a

main, which was ahvays of the size above-men-
tioned, and it is quite sufficient to carry the

water from 80 to 100 rods. Stone draining, upon
these soils, has been practised as long as fifty

years back ; I have found them on my own farm.

They appear to have been done from 20 to 24

inches deep, and dug about 4 inches wide at the

bottom, and filled up about four inches -with

small gathered stones. At the time I first dis-

covered them they had (as far as I could learn

from on old labourer who worked with my father)

been done fifteen or twenty years. They were

completely filled with mould, and no vv'ater passed

along them ; and had I not been told of their ex-

istence, I should scarcely have remarked the dif-

ference between them and some other stony

places in the subsoil. About fifteen years ago,

some round pipes and circled tiles, similar to

what are now used, were introduced, and some
few were iised, but the price was such as to pre-

vent their being used to any extent; the tiles

were used without a sole, and the result has been

that both have become completely stopped by-

being filled up with mould, and the land must
now be fresh drained. This has occurred in two
instances which have come to my knowledge

lately—the soil, a strong loam on a tenacious clay

subsoil, vnth occasional sand pockets or gaits,

as they are termed, which are universal in our

clay lands. I have long turned my attention to

this most important branch of husbandry ; and
have, for the last few years, been using tiles with

soles about IJ inch wide by 2 inches deep, laying

the flat at the bottom; but I have never been

satisfied -with it ; and I am cominced, from long

obsen-ation, that we have failed, in most cases,

from want of a rapid current in the drains. The
sand and some particles of soil vnll insinuate

themselves into the drain. Round j^ipes, admit-

ting the water only at the end joints, do not carry

it off quick enough when there is a very heavy

A A
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fall, and the soil immediately roimd tliem be-

comes so saturated as to settle very close

round them, and in time it becomes quite or

nearly as impervious as the common sub-

soil. The ends of pipes, too, are apt to sink

if two meet in a sand pocket, and so stop the

drain. I esteem the common arch tile laid on a

flat ])etter than pipes ; but my objection to them
is, that when the M-ater rims an inch in depth, or

even less, in the drain, it cannot enter freely ex-

cejit at the end joints ; and here we have the same
eflect as in the pipes, though not in the same de-

gree. To remedy these defects, as weU as to

guard against the injuiy done by moles, I am
now using tiles with covers, made by a machine
invented by my son, F. W. Etheredge. My prin-

cipal objects are to admit the water into the drain

with as little obstniction as possible, and to leave

the drain no larger than is actually required to

carry the water off freely, so that I may have as

rapid a current as the faU of the land mil admit
of. ITie form of my tiles and covers ars as under:

No. 1. No. 3.No. 2.

Our fields in Norfolk and »SufFolk are sur-
rovinded by hedges and ditches from 3h to

4 feet deep, and I much prefer canying out
every drain to the ditch; but tliis cannot al-

ways be done, in which case two of No. 1 \\'ill

form a drain 3^ inches by 2, which mtU carry the
Avater from any length of drain we can require;
but, for a 100 or 120 rods. No. 1, covered with
No. 2 is sufficient; the bearing where the cover
lays upon the tile forming the lateral joint, is full

an inch \nde, and being laid at the depth of 28
or 30 inches, there is no fear of being pushed off

by moles. On flat lands, as the drain ajiproaches

the upper end of the field, we are frequently
obhged to make the dram shallower, and a smaller

is not only sufficient, but, in my opinion, better

;

being shallower, it is more exposed to moles,
which we find it very difficidt entirely to get rid

of, and I therefoie use No. 1 covered by No. 3,

which cannot by any means be removed. I have
never knoA^Ti the water fill these drains so high as

the lateral joint, and therefore there is a constant
free admission for it. The soil round the drain
\vill never become sodden, and my impression is

that it will become more porous, and that the
water will enter the drain more freely after two
or three years than it does at first. The rapid
current, confined to a small space, will carry out
any sand or fine particles of soil which may enter

at the joints ; and I think I have a better chance
of a ])ermanent drain than from any system I

have seen practised. As to the admission of air

by means of large drains, I think nothing of it.

Our l)est and most jiroductive soils are on a fine

white clay full of chalk stones, ^^'here no drain

is required, the subsoil is jiarticularly close and
hard, and as impen-ious to the air as any well-

drained soil will be after two or three years. 'Jlie

expense of No, 1 of these tiles is from 14s. to 20s.

per thousand, 15 inches long, according to the

price of coals and other circumstances; No. 2,

from 8s. to 14s.; and No. 3, from 7s. to 12s.

The most tenacious clay lands may be thoroughly
drained with them at from £3 10s. to £3 per

acre.

As I am very anxious to accomplish the best,

the most jiermanent, and the most economical

method of draining, I shall be glad of any in-

formation upon the subject.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

Charles Etheredge.

GLOUCESTER FARMERS' CLUB.— QUES-
TIONS DISCUSSED BY THE CLUB IN
1843.

Second Monthly Meeting, March 11th.

Subject, " The cultivation of root crops on heavy

land, and the extent to ivhich it may be profit-

ably carried.

This subject was introduced by Mr. N in

the follo\ving paper :

—

Ovu" secretary has put down my name as the

introducer of the subject yon have chosen for

discussion on this evening. I must say that I

much regret his having so done ; not on account

of any unwillingness on my part to lend my aid,

and that to the best of my abiUty, for the service

of the Gloucester Farmers' Club, or for the

general advancement of agricidtural practice ; but

because I weM know how unfitted I am to under-

take a subject of great import, and of considerable

difficulty in })ractice ; and also that A-ery many of

our memljers, men of far more practical knowledge
than I can pretend to boast, could have giA'en you
useful and valuable information on the matter,

had their diffidence pennitted them to have under-

taken the subject.

We are now to enquire into the best mode of

cultivating our strong and tenacious soils for the

groAvth of root crops, and likewise to what extent

the cultivation of them can l)e carried with jirofit

on such soils. I beheve it wall be readily con-

ceded that roots can be produced on hea^y sods,

and large crops of them too, by good tillage and
careful cultivation; but then comes the grand and
puzzling question, "Can we consume the crop

when we have brought it to maturity, without

positive loss to oiu* pockets, and ultimate injury to

the land?" Some time ago I certainly should

not have attempted an answer to the question, or if

I had replied to it at all, it would have been by de-

claring my conviction of the uselessness and folly

of the attempt, but now the case is far diflerent

:

we have discovered a mode of taking up and
stacking axA'ay the roots wlien arriA-ed at their full

gro\\th with ease, and certainty of their ])reser\-a-

tion till a late period in the s})ring : and we have

also, by the result of ex]icriiTients carefully tested,

and duly registered, found out that sheep, as well

as other stock, Aviien housed and kept warm and
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dry, will thrive faster and with less food than

when folded in the usual way in the open field. I

must remark likewise, that the draina<re of moist

clay soils, which formerly were, from being satu-

rated with surface water, difficult to ctdti^ate, is

now well imderstood ; M-ithout which drainage

the necessary operations of husbandry cannot be

carried on to good purpose ; and without which,

the cidtivation of roots should not be attem])ted

;

for, if attempted, it will not be successful. I am
sorry, gentlemen, that I am not enabled to state to

you, as the result of my own experience, facts on
which you might safe!}- proceed ; but that I shall

be compelled instead to resort rather to hints and
suggestions for your adoption or rejection. These
I leave to your better judgment, and to the test of

future experiment and experience.

I will commence then by telling you what I did

for uj)wards of thirty years since, when I began
to attempt to I)e a farmer and a grower of root

crops, and you may take me as an example to

avoid : shun my errors. Well then, being aware
of the great advantage of a plentiful supply of
roots as food for my stock during the winter
months, whereby to sa^-e my hay ricks, and
increase my heap of dung, I divided my arable

land into eight parts, taking as a rotation of crop-
ping— turnips, barley, clover, wheat, cabbages
and beet, oats, beans or vetches, and lastly v/heat

:

thus a fourth of mj' arajjle land was annually pro-
ducing a root crop. This went on for a bit ; I

grew roots, good ones, and pleanty of them ; but
how were they to be got otF the land, at that time
not thoroughly drained ? I will tell you how it was

;

got off they must he, for it was out of the ques-
tion to think of feeding them oiF where they were
growing; so I puUed them and fetched them
away in carts as I wanted them, let the weather
be as it might, wet or dry. You wiU say I got
into the mire ; I did so most certainly, but this

was not all, for as the season advanced, and when
the spring crops of oats and barley were to be
planted, the land could not be worked properly,

notv\-ithstanding much labour and pains were
bestowed upon it, the lent grain was consequently
oftentimes a failure, or at best an indifferent croj),

and so the scheme was, after a time, given up

:

mine was an experiment farm rather than an ex-

ample, at least one to be followed. I did not
however like to allow myself to be dead beaten

;

and finding the great ad\'antage of ha\-ing a few
roots in Avinter for my stock, I changed my course
of cropping, and managed the eight pieces of
arable land I at that time farmed, as follows, \iz.,

a rotation of six years. First, fallow or vetches
manured, wheat, clover, wheat, l)eans— the land
pre%iously manured, and lastly oats ; to be suc-
ceeded again by wdnter vetches. On this rotation
I ha\-e no cause to comjjlain of my crops, which
have been, to the full, as good as those of my
neighbours.

The two remaining pieces, situated near the
homestead, and also being toleraljly sound land,
they ha\'ing been pretty effectually drained, I

reserved for roots alternately with white straw or
com crops. Tlie roots I have always carted off at

ray convenience, choosing as dry a time as I

could, and have stowed them away witli various

successes as to their keei)ing sound. This plan I

have now pursued for se\'eral years, and have

found the roots so gro^vn to be of considerable

ad\-antage to my winter stock of cattle. The
quantity of land being small, not exceeding seven

or eight acres in a season, I have been enabled

to go on mthout difficulty. Tliese two pieces I

consider the most profitable of my whole farm,

having always grown me excellent crops of roots

and corn alternately, having never lain idle, or

ha\'ing required a naked fallow for upwards of

thirty years. I have always kept them clean at a
small expense, by forking out the Uttle couch the

land produced at a cost not exceeding in any
one year, two shillings ]3er acre, 'llie ground is

never i)loughed more than once in preparation

for the root crop, and in alternate years the suc-

ceeding com crops are usually put in, the ground
being worked with the scuffler without plough-

ing. The only difficidty I had to contend

with was to get the land into fine tillage for

the root crop by once ploughing. This I effected

after the following manner. As soon as my win-

ter vetches were in and my wheat so\ving finished,

(which I always drilled on a stale furrow, and in

many instances after the scufller, without plough-

ing at all), I looked over the field intended for a
root crop very carefully ; forking out with a
three grained fork every blade of couch that was
visible, 'lliis, after the land had been once got

into condition, was by no means either a trouble-

some or expensive job ; never exceeding, as I be-

fore observed, two shilhngs per acre. Tlie

ground being thus prepared, at my earliest con-

venience, and having preiaously well opened out

the old furrows in dry weather, I carted out on
the land the usual dose of dung : and spreading

the manure by carefully shaking out every lump
so as equally to cover the ground with it, I pro-

ceeded immediately to plough it into ridges of

sLx feet in Avidth, taken a deep furrow of at least

se^'en inches. The land thus ploughed, remained
to receive the benefit of the winter frost, to mel-
low and sweeten till the spring, at which time,

when thoroughly dried, I passed, if found
needful, a hea\'y roller lengthways and across the

ridges ; and then put the scuffler to work length-

ways, with the broad shares, cutting the whola
surface about two inches in depth, and thereby

destropng a multitude of annual weeds which
had sprung up since the land was ploughed. The
dung ploughed in before winter remained undis-

turbed and well covered. Nothing now remained
to be done till the time arrived for planting the

cabbages and beet root, or for drilUng the

Swedes : at which time the scuffler was again })ut

through the ground nearly to the full depth of the

furrow, now j)retty well mellowed, mixing the

manure and further jtidverising the soil. By
these means I have rarely failed to produce the

requisite fine tilth ; and have never been com-
pelled to sow the Swedes twice. For should I

apprehend danger of losing the plant from an
attack of the fly, I have while the dew was on the

A A 2
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young turnij), dusted tliein with fresh slacked

lime ; this 1 have always found a conii)lete safe-

guard. The roots ha^•e been carted ofi" the land

and stacked away, and the land immediately pre-

]iared and drilled M'ith wheat, generally with the

jscuffler alone, or it has got one furrow for some
white straw crop, to be ])ianted in the spring.

I have now told }'ou all I know and have jirac-

tised in the growth of root crops on my land, as

groimded on my o\\'ti actual experience, and shall

ha\'e now to laimch out into the region of fancy

and untried experiment. No doubt you will say,

why not let well alone ; for if )'ou do not you will

again, in all ])robability, stick in the mire
; perhaps

I may ; I cannot, however, burn my fingers in

this matter, and ha^'e sanguine hopes of better

success than attended me when I commenced
farming many years since. Circumstances are

now in my favour, which were then against me.
I imagine that I possess more knowledge and ex-

perience; the drainage of the hea-\y clays is

now well understood ; a greatly impro-\'ed

method of storing the root crop is ])ractised

;

which, (since we can by no means reckon upon
feeding off the turnips as they grow), is a neces-

sary part of the business ; and Mr. J. Morton, l)y

means of accurate and well-tested ex])eriments,

as shewn us that sheep can be fed in littered

yards and iinder shelter, well and quickly, with

less food than they woidd ha^'e consumed in the

ex})osed and open field fold.

Now, gentlemen, matters standing thus, I con-

fess that I am induced again to tem])t my fate,

and a second time to alter my course of cropj)ing.

Arable land must, by management and ])y judi-

cious husbandry, be I'endered fit, not only to pro-

duce good corn, but also by the introduction of

roots, where practicable, and by green crops, be
made capable of carrying a large stock of cattle

and sheep. I consider that system the best and
most profitable where the land is made to pro-

duce alternately, food for man and beasts ; in

other words, that two white straw crops should

never be permitted to be i)lanted in succession
;

this is the foundation and the ground-v/ork of all

good husbandry, and ought neA'er to be departed

from ; it is the sole restraining covenant I would
ever introduce into an agreement between land-

lord and tenant as to the cultivation of his arable

land ; for if this were strictly adhei-ed to, the land

and the landlord could never be materially injured

by a tenant ; and it might also be a means of remov-
ing a prejudice, at this time prevailing in the minds
of most of the landlords in the vale of Gloucester,

against converting worthless j)asture into tillage

land ; which, if it were set aljout judiciously,

would Ijenefit the tenant, the landlord, and the

coimtry at large. I can show you two pieces of

land which I myself broke up from pasture more
tlian thirty years since ; and which at that time

])roduced me little or nothing, but which are now
very valuable arable land ; and as they have
never been over driven, are at present more fitted

for being returned to ])astiu-c, and are in better

heart than when first ])loughed uj). lUit, gentle-

lacn, you will say 1 have been running rather

wide of the sid)ject ])roposed, and I come back
to tell you what 1 next })ropose doing, or endea-

vouring to do.

I must first ol^serve that much of my land has

been laid out in wide ridges of eight yards,

gathered twice from the flat, and drained where
needful, with tiles and stones up every furrow

;

the remaining part of the farm is in lands of six

feet, or two yards wide, and has been drained

many years since with shallow stone drains in a

direction across the run of the furrows at inter-

vals of eight or nine yards, and with tile heads.

This method of draining does not answer upon
our close and adhesive clay soils, as it does not

carry off' the surface water readily. It is my in-

tention to set out these lands afresh, and to put
them (as I have done the others) into ridges of

eight yards in width, and to intersect the old

drains, where necessar}^ by running others up
the new furrows, at inter\'als of sixteen or thirt)'-

two yards. By this means I hope to give the

old drains a quicker vent, and to enable them to

discharge the water more readily than they do at

present. Other drains may at a future period be
laid in those furrows which are at first missed,

whenever it may ajipear necessary. We will now
su])posethe ground drained, and rendered as sound
and diy as such land can be made. We will also

suppose the land to be in fair condition and
tolerablj' free from couch and root weeds (for

should the field have been run out, as we say,

and full of couch, a naked fallow on this kind of

soil must of course be resorted to). My mode of

proceeding will be thus : I shall in the first place

haA'e the ground very carefully looked over, and
with three-grained forks dig uj) e\'ery blade of

couch and every dock that can be seen ; having
previously finished, as I said on a former occasion,

soMang my winter vetches and drilled my M'heat.

The land intended for a root crop is then to be
ploughed, in a direction, diagonally to the run of

the furrows, into single bouts of twenty-se\'en or

twenty-eight inches ; or into two l)out ridges

where cal^bages are intended to be grown. The
ai)pearance of the field will then be like garden-

ground laid up in trenches. I should plough as

deep a furrow as ])racticable, exposing a large

surface for the winter frosts to mellow and sweeten.

After the land has become suflSciently pulverized

and the trenches are in a dry state, with a douljle

mould-ljoard plough I i)urpose thoroughly to

open out and considerably deepen them, directly

following with a stout plough, ha^-ing the turn-

furrow taken oft', and v.ith a strong team of horses

harnessed at length, subsoil or stir the hitherto

unmoved soil in the bottom of every furrow

trench, as deeply as may be practicable—six or

eight inches at the least. This being not trampled

on while in a moist and tender state, will lie hght
and hollow for the air and frost to sweeten and
])ulverize. Nothing will have to be done now
to the land till the dry weather sets in in the early

s])ring, he it in February or the beginning of

March ; at which time I intend to set the dung-
carts to work, and luuing spread the manure
carefully in the bottom of the trenches, with a
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jjali* 6f horses driven abreast cover it uj), liy split-

ting or reversing tlie bout riilges. Tliese are

again to remain luitouched till well

4:9

dried and
pulverized, \\hen an opportunity will l)e afforded

of subsoiling or stirring the inten-als. Thus then

nearly the whole of tlie ground will XvAxe been
loosened to the depth of twelve inches at the least,

and a sufficient tilth gained, and that too at no
very ruinous expense. I j)refer to cultivate my
turnips and other roots (such as ca])bage and
beet) on the ridge system after the Scotch man-
ner, because it v>-ill give me an opportunity of

working the gi'oimd deeply and frequently, dur-

ing the growth of the crop ; and because it will

allow me, at the time of singling out the turnips,

to draw the earth ^^ell away from the ])lants.

whereby they aj)pear to swell, and form Ijetter

bulbs. I am now working a piece of seven acres

in this way for roots, and shall be happy to shew
•^A-hat I am about, to any members who may feel

disposed, or who may think it worth their while to

})ay me a visit.

It is somewhat remarkaljle that in the autumn
of last year, I was suggesting the mode which I

have now adopted of preparing my land for roots,

by trenching and subsoUing, to one of our mem-
bers, when he obsen'ed to me that he had met
with the same idea or something similar to it, in

a Gloucester Journal of November last. That
member has sent me a copy of the paper, which
I have now lying before me. I completely agree

with the \\Titer in principle, but not exactly in his

practice. In the first place, I do not well under-
stand how land can be ploughed into single bout
ridges ^\^th a wheel plough, and I consider a

swing plough with t^vo horses abreast far better

calculated for the operation. I would likewise

confine the trench ploughing and sub soiling to

the fields under prei)aration for the root crop ; as

I well know by practical experience, that a sur-

face which has been exposed to the action of the

weather through the Annter should by no means
be ploughed down, but should alone be worked
by the scuflSer and harrows in putting in the lent

grain. Strong heavy clays, such as I am farming,
should be carefully and deeply ploughed before

winter ; this wAW. enable the farmer (provided his

land has been properly drained) to get through
the necessary work in a way that would surprise

any one who has never gi\-en the plan a trial.

Our calcareous clays by exposure are rendered so

friable that in spring they can be M-orked quite as

readUy as the lighter soils ; but turn up the stiff

and climg bottom after winter, and you will ne^'er

recover that you have lost—namely a fine worka-
ble surface ; but instead you will be plagued with
clods as hard as brickbats, which you may beat
and hammer to all eternity without producing the
desired effect, and that too at a vast expense. I

am happy to find that some of my neighbours
are at length beginning to open their eyes and
are following the lead I have given them.
Having thus stated to you in the best manner

I am able my opinion of the practicability of rais-

ing root crops upon hea^7 soils, %vith profit and
advantage to the gi'ower, it only remains for me

to declare to you to what extent I would propose
their culture. I have now before me a paper,
sent me by a friend out of the county of Notting-
ham, wherein Mr. Richard Parkinson, an eminent
practical farmer of that county, has stated that
on a chi}^ farm, he has for many years jiast pur-
sued a course of crojiping on a rotation of twelve
or twice six years. I consider that his authority
may be reUed upon, and would follow in his
track. I myself am holding twelve pieces of
arable land which I M'ould crop nearly after Mr.
Parkinson's manner :

—

1 Ca])bages, carrots,

mangel wurzel, ma-
nured with dung.

2 Oats or wheat.

3 Seeds (white clover

and ray grass).

4 Ditto (red and do.)

5 Wheat or oats.

6 Winter tares.

7 Swedes, manured
with dung and bone
dust.

8 Wheat or barley.

9 Clover or cow grass*
10 Wheat.
11 Beans or peas,

dunged.
12 Wheat.

Thus one sixth part of the whole arable land
would be under a root crop. I haA-e little doubt
of the practicabihty of this rotation provided the
land is furrow-drained as it ought to be, and the
ground thoroughly cultivated, and suljsoiled on
the plan I have proposed. I will now leave the
subject in your hands. The cultivation of root
crops on such sods as those I am farming, has
been little practised and less understood, but is a
matter well worthy yeur serious attention. I
would by no means advise you to attempt it till

such time as your land has been properly furrow-
drained. And observe that your roots and tur-
nij)s must be planted early, so that they be ripe
and ready for stacking away before the bad or
wet season sets in in the autumn ; for you must
not attempt to feed them off' where they grow, or
you will be, as I was some years since, set fast

in the mire ; and from which I feel assured you
will not get out without serious loss.

In answer to a question as to his method of
preserving roots, Mr. N stated that they
were heaj)ed between hurdles fixed about six feet

and a half from each other, and lightly covered
with straw or litter, so as to allow a free circula-

tion of air among them, which was essential to
their preservation. On hea\y soils he considered
that the maintenance of a flock of sheep was a
very secondary object, as it would answer better

to consume the roots in the yards by means of
large cattle. It would be found that a farm con-
sisting of arable and pasture land in about equal
proportions would be the most profitable.

Mr. C. H strongly recommended the cul-
tivation of the Orange Globe mangel vmrzel. It

was particularly suitable to heavy land, and while
it nearly equalled the Red Variety in the quantity
of its produce, its feeding properties were as great
as those of the Swede, and it was fit for use
throughout the Avinter. It was also fit to remove
from the land early in October, and before the

* Dressed Avith hme previous tj wh°at, or a
slight dose of compost.
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Stt'edes were ripe. Now that shed-feeding was

found to answer, clay land would be able to

compete with the Hghter soils, provided the roots

could be safely removed.

Mr. L thought that part of the Swede

crop on claj' land should be shown early so that

they might be fed otF before -winter, the other part

should be sown later to be stacked for spring

keep, but he very much objected to the growth of

Swedes on very heavy land, as they covild seldom

be grown with profit on such a soil.

Mr. H stated that some experiments which

had been tried by Lord Spencer tended to prove

that the feeding properties of mangel wurzel were

greater in comparison with those of Swedes, early

in the season than later. He had himself ob-

served that the nutritive properties of roots were

greater in proportion to their specific gravity. It

was known that the upper parts of roots were
lighter than the lower parts, and it would l)e an

interesting experiment to ascertain whether their

feeding properties corresponded.

Sixth Monthly Meeting, July Sth.

Subject, " The practicability of a corn-rent in

lieu of a money paymentfor the occupation of
land."

Introduced by Mr. W. R. C—, who said that

however feasible the system of corn-rents might
appear at first sight, and howe^^er apj)hcable it

might be in the case of an unencumbered pro-

perty, still the landlord of a mortgaged estate

could not fairly be expected to adopt it, because

whatever fluctuations might take place in the

value of produce, and therefore in the amount of

his rent, he would still be obliged to pay wthout
diminution, the same stated annual sum, and
thus he would become involved in difficulties.

Where, however, a property was free, the adop-

tion of the system would be attended with great

benefit to all parties. The average prices of corn

at the nearest market town, for a period of not

less than four, or more than seven years, should

be taken as the basis of the rent, and it would be

an improvement if the value of cheese and butter

were also taken into account.

Mr. C.— concluded, by saying that he con-

sidered it very desirable that all descriptions of

corn should be sold by weight instead of mea-
sure, and that the interest of all monies invested

in mortgages or other landed property, should be

paid on the principle of a corn-rent ; justice would
then be done to all parties.

Mr. W— thought that, to render a fluctuating

rent fair, the i)rices of the produce of pasture

land must be taken into account as well as that

of arable. All farms, whether in pasture or til-

lage, should be, to a certain extent, stock farms,

and therefore the profits of the farmer would be
affected by the price of meat. If Mr. C—'s sug-

gestion with respect to mortgages were adopted,

he thought that few peo])le would be AviUing to

invest their money on such a security.

Mr. W— spoke in favour of corn-rents; he
thought a more equitable ])lan for all parties could

not be adopted : landlords and tenants would rise

and fall together, and all necessity for throw-

backs and reductions of rent would be obviated.

A seven years' average was too long. Three
or four wovUd be quite sufficient.

Mr. J. L—, and other members objected very

strongly to what Mr. C— had said relative to

mortgaged estates. It ought to make no dif-

ference, whatever, to a tenant, whether the fann
he rented was free or encumbered to any amount.

Seventh Monthly Meeting, August 5th.

Subject, " The advantages of a better method of
enterimj upon and leaviwj farms."

After some preliminary obsen^ations relative to

the importance of the subject, and after stating

that the obser\'ations he was about to make re-

lated entirely to hiU farms, with which alone he

was acquainted, Mr. P. M. proceeded to shew
that the present system of letting farms from year

to year, on condition of their being cultivated ac-

cording to "the custom of the country," was
most prejudicial to the interests of all parties

concerned, inasmuch as it afforded to the enter-

prising farmer no certainty of remuneration for

the outlay of his capital.

Supposing a man, of sufficient capital and
ability, had taken a farm under a landlord whom
he has reason to believe is disposed to act fairly

towards him, has expended a large sum of money
in draining, manuring, and otherwise improving

his land, so that at last he has brought it into a

high state of cidti\'ation—under these circum-

stances the propei-ty is improved—the rent is

regularly paid—an increased number of labourers

are employed—a large amount of the necessaries

of hfe are produced for the public good, and the

husbandman has a right to expect that he will be
pennitted to reap the fniits of his laboiir, which,

under the ])resent landlord, no doubt would be

the case. But suppose he dies, and is succeeded

by a man of a dift'erent character, who wishes to

ascertain and to receive the outside value of his

property. Upon inquiry he finds that his farm is

worth more than its present rent, in conse-

cpience of its improved condition. He gives his

tenant the option of quitting the farm or paying

an additional £100 a year; and in answer to his

remonstrances tells him that he has nothing to do

with the engagements of his predecessors. The
tenant of course feels hurt, and takes time to

make up his mind. The affair is buzzed about.

Many persons are anxious to take the farm, and
offer to do so at an advanced rate, knowng that

it ^viLl answer their purpose for a time, in order

to get out of it what the present occupier has

been so long in putting in. "^This naturjilly de-

termines the landlord not to take less than the

rent he has asked. The case of the tenant is hard

in the extreme ; he must either give U]) his farm,

and leave others to reap the fruits of his laboiu",

or he must retake it at an increased rent, in which
case, disgust at the transaction probal)ly makes
him alter his management, and thus, in a few

years, reduce the land to the condition in which
it was when he first took to it. Such cases are

too common, and the mischief extends beyond
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tlie parties Immediately concerned, as others arc

deterred from a prt)per system of cultivation by

the fear lest they should be treated in a similar

manner. According to the present system of

entr)', suppose a Gloucestershire hill farm of 550

acres of arable land was cropped as follows :

—

50 Acres sainfoin, of various ages.

100 Acres turnips and vetches, fed oiF,

100 Acres barley or oats.

100 Acres artificial seeds, one year's growth,

mo^\'n.

100 Acres artificial seeds, two years' growth, fed.

100 Aci'es wlieat.

A person leaving such a farm at Michaelmas

would only be paid for his sainfoin land, the ac-

tual cost of cultivating the turnip land for the crop

then growing, the \-etch land, if fed oft', and the

seeds sown in the spring of that year, and this

without any reference to the state of cvdtivation

of the remainder of the land. The sloven, if he
only cultivated the turnip land last year, would
recei\'e as much as the man who had left the

whole farm in high condition, Such a system is

surely contraiy to reason and justice, and the fol-

lowing is recommended in opposition to it.

The 50 acres of sainfoin should be paid for ac-

cording to age and condition.

100 Acres of turnips.—Every act of cultivation

should be paid for, and also the manure if pur-

chased.

100 Acres of barley or oats. Allowance should

be made if the land was highly cultivated for the

pre^dous crop, and especially if manure was pur-

chased.

Some allowance should also be made for the

100 acres of seeds.

If a hiU fai'm has been highly cultivated, the

occupier has a fair claim for compensation on
every piece of land that has been well manured
and properly cultivated for turnips, until he has

taken his wheat crop. And if, on the contrary,

the land has been left in a bad state of cultivation,

it is equally just that the oft-going tenant should
be required to pay the amount of damage as as-

sessed by arbitrators fairly chosen. The land-

lord requires as much protection against a bad
tenant, as a tenant against a bad landlord.

Such a system, if generally acted upon, would
have a great effect in impro\ing the cultivation of

the countrj'. It would be a safeguard to the good
tenant in A'arious ways ; if he continued to occujjy

his farm, he would reap tlie advantage of his good
management ; if he left it he would be repaid by
his successor.

It would also prevent unfair applications for

farms, as the good condition of the land must be
paid for before possession of it could l)e ol^tained.

At the same time, as the farms would always be
in fair order, the landlord would have little diffi-

culty in oljtaining a good tenant.

The amount of capital required upon entry

may be brought fonvard as an objection to the

system, but if a man has not a sufficient com-
mand of money to pay the requisite charges on
entering a farm already in condition, and capable
of bearing large crops, he mil surely be incapable

of ])ringing into order one which lias been worn
out l)y jirevious mismanagement. He would,
therefore, be better off without the farm, and the
landlord without such a tenant.

However difficult it may be to bring such a
system into general operation, it is far from lieing

impossible; and it is much to be wished that

practical men would fiu'ther it by all the means
in their power.

Mr. C, H thought that this system would
act as a salutary check upon tenants, who were
disposed to take larger holdings than they had
capital to manage. It could not but be advan-
tageous also to the landlord.

Mr, W considered that a tenant should be
allowed to claim a proportion of the value of any
manure v/hich he had apphed to the land, and
from which he had only taken one crop.

Tenth Monthly Meeting, November 4th.

Subject :
" The necessity of a better method of en-i

teriny iqjon and leaving farms in the Vale of
Gloucester,"

Mr. J, L having expressed his cordial con-
currence in the opinions expi'essed by Mr. P.
M on a former occasion, in so far as they
related to the Cotswold hiUs, proceeded to say
that he considered the present law of landlord
and tenant A'ery defective, inasmuch as the farmer
renting from year to year, and liable to be de-
prived of his farm at six months' notice, was
deterred from making improvements which were
requisite, and which he would be A\iUing to make
if he were sure of a fair return for his outlay.

He considered that an industrious, improving
tenant, who had been farming Iiighly, ought
in fairness to receive, on quitting his farm,

a compensation for aU acts of husbandly per-

formed during the last three years of his tenancy,
and of which he had not already reaped the l)ene-

fit. He was pleased to see that Lord Portman
had given notice of a motion in Parhament rela-

tive to this subject, and he hoped it would lead to

a satisfactory alteration in the law. Should this

be the case, farmers with little or no capital would
not be so eager to get possession of the land
merely with a view of reaping the benefit of the
industry and expenditure of their predecessors,

as the incoming tenant would very fairly have to

pay down a sum of money in ]jroportion to the
condition of the land. It would also be a great
improvement if leases were granted, securing to
the tenant, or at his death, to his family, the re-

j)ayment of any sums expended in permanent
improvements, unless he had already occupied
the farm a sufficient time to haA^e been remune-
rated by its im]jroved condition. Suppose a
tenant were to die after being promised a new
lease by his landlord, it would be very hard if his

family were not repaid the money expended upon
the faith of that promise. Such a case ought to

be provided against in the agreement. Again, in

consequence of the frec^uent fluctuations in the
jjrices of agricultural produce, it would not be
safe for any farmer to take a lease, except at a
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rent regulated by the price of corn ; and if, as

Avas generally tlie case in this part of the countr)--,

a considerable part of the farm was in grass, the

price of cheese ought also to be taken into

account. Such an arrangement would remove
the possibility of doubt, and must therefore be
beneficial to all parties.

Mr. L proceeded to comment with much
severity on the covenants common in the yearly

agreements of the Vale of Gloucester, and pro-

duced a copy of an agreement upon A'i'hich a large

landowner of the county was in the habit of let-

ting his estates. This document he considered
very oppressive, and wondered how a landlord
coiild propose, or a farmer could be foimd to adopt,

such an agreement. The former he was sure was
acting under the influence of his steward.

He must also saj', that in consequence of the

veiy great reduction in the price of dairy produce,
it was most desirable that a large portion of the

inferior pasture-land should be converted to til-

lage. ITiis would be quite as much for the bene-
fit of the landlord as of his tenant. In many
parts of the country, also, draining was needed

—

this ought to be done at the expense of the land-

lord, and the occui^ier should pay a reasonable
interest on the outlay.

At such a time as this, it became the duty of

the landlord to make some sacrifice for the bene-
fit of his tenant. He was happy to see that many
of the landowners of this countiy were putting
their shoidders to the wheel, and permitting and
assisting in the removal of trees and hedges,
draining, and breaking up of old pasture-land

;

but as all this, however desirable, brought upon
the tenant a considerable outlay of his capital, he
thought the business would not be complete Avith-

out a large abatement of rent.

Mr. B thought that landlords had a per-
fect right to let their farms upon any agreements
that they hked, if tenants were found willing to

take them. He was not aware of any law of land-
lord and tenant, and no farmer was obliged to

take a farm if he did not hke the conditions. At
the same time he agreed -with Mr. L in think-
ing that a six-months' notice was too httle ; a
longer time ought to be allowed, and a tenant
should be paid a reasonable remuneration for his

improvements. If the landlord was at the ex-
pense of the improvements, it was only fair that
he should receive an additional rent by way of per
centage on the outlay.

Mr. C. H coidd not agree ^vith Mr. L
in blaming so strongly the agreement he had
produced. Excepting in one or two particidars,
it was fair. He thought it woidd be \'ery ad^^an-
tageous both for owner and occui)ier, that an oft-

going tenant should be repaid for his improve-
ments, but considered there would be great diffi-

culty in the equitable adjustment of a corn-rent. It

was very desirable that a few ])ractical farmers,
members of the club, should meet and draw up a
set of covenants, which would, in their 0])inion, be
suitable for adoption in the Vale of Gloucester.
It would be a most useful guide on many occa-
sions.

STATEMENT

As to the Mode of Erection and Temire of Cottages

for Labourers and Tradesmen on the Estates of
Annandale, belonging to J. J. Hope Johnstone,

Esq., M. P.

BY CH.\RLES STEAVART, ESQ., HILLSIDE.

About thirty years ago, the labourers and
country tradesmen generally held their houses

under the tenants. Having been mostly old and
thatched, they had become uncomfortable, and in

many cases, from the situations being adjoining

the farm-steading, were incommodious and had
to be taken do^vn.

A new system of erecting them was adopted.

A lease of twenty-one years is given of the

house-stead and large garden, at a rent of 5s.

yearly. The tenant erects the house at his own
expense, excepting the price of timber, which is

given from the estate, and heA\Ti freestone for

chimney heads, door and window rj'bots, jambs,

ridge-stone, &c., in all costing the proprietor

from £5 to £6.

Tlie proprietor resen^es right to resume posses-

sion, or giving six months' notice atanyWTiitsun-

day,and paying the proportion of the tenant's outlay

for the timeunexpired of the lease, the value or outlay

being fixed at the commencement at £26 5s., £31

10s., or from £35 to £40, according to the size of

the house.

The smallest house is generally thirty feet lono-

by nineteen feet wide over walls. They are aU
covered Avith Welsh slate, and lofted %vith Scotch

fir boards. The room end is also boarded, and,

in most cases, the kitchen is either flagged or

boarded,

Tlie cost at the present time is

—

Welsh Slates....
Mason and Slater

Joiner and Anndows, two in front,

and one or two small ones in

gable

.

... 7
Price of Hme and other outlays .4

£
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circumstances, there Is most employment for

labourers.

In tivo-thirds or three-fourths of the cases, the

tenants have, on sej^arate leases, mostly from

year to year, fields of two, three, or four acres of

land, which they improve for pasture, for sum-

mering and wintering a cow, sometimes cultivat-

ing a httle, and in aU cases, by the manure laid

either on their own or the neighbonring farmer's

ground, securing potatoes for the family, and for

one or two pigs for sale. As the ground is gene-

ndly coarse, and in corners not interfering with

the regiUar enclosures for farms, the rent is low,

seldom above 20s. per acre, nor, in aU, above £4.

'lliere have been always numerous applicants for

ever)' situation proposed, especially in Johnstone,

where materials for building are convenient, and

emplojTnent is certain ; but they have been cau-

tiously granted.

None but persons of the best character, well

knoMTi in the neighbourhood, and generally na-

tives of the estate, are taken. Most of them have

been ploughmen, and of good character; have

saved a Httle money, and \\'ish to settle with their

wives and families; or elderly men or widows,

who have well-doing children as ser^'ants, anxious

and able to assist them ; a few country carpen-

ters, masons, shoemakers, &c. Great care is

taken not to place any ^vithout a certain pros-

pect of future work ; and the state of the popula-

tion of the parish, in reference to this, is kept

strictly in view, with the intention of keejiing the

numbers under the demand for labour that

should profitably and naturally be undertaken.

Many more such houses may stiU gradually be

built, dependent on demand for emploj'ment

in particidar localities, the removal of more of the

original thatched cottages, and opportunities for

con^-eniently attaching pieces of land for cows'

grass, &c. In some cases, where a desendng and

suitable man is unable to undertake all the cost,

assistance is given by pronding slates or win-

dows, and charging interest.

The object of the jiower of resumption was to

check misconduct ; but so little of this has oc-

curred, that scarcely one instance has happened in

which a removal has taken place on this account.

Many leases have expired, and they are renewed
at rents of 20s., or 25s. the tenants making far-

ther improvements in internal comforts, slating

byre, &c. They have, Avith little exception, shown
great industiy and regularity; and there is

scarcely an instance of any of the families need-

ing parish aid. Originally of good character,

exertions are made to keep permanent for the

famQy situations where so much more security,

independence, and comfort, are to be found, than

where under a tenant, or in a ^iUage, or a house
held from year to year.

The houses are generally on the sides of the
turnpike or other i)ul)hc roads, detached from
each other, not formed into an)'thing like a vil-

lage, a circumstance always favourable to good or-
derandmorals. Being in public view, the occupants
have a strong inducement to keep them neat,
whitewashed, with surrounding trees and gardens,
and other ajipendages, in good order ; and as a
proof of this, for the last tliree years in John-
stone, and this year, 1843, in Kirkpatrick-Juxta,
and Apj)legarth, the premiums of the Highland
Society for the best kept cottages and gardens
have been nearly all gained by the occupants un-
der this tenure.

This system can, no doubt, l)e more easily carried
into effect where the plantations of an estate
ali'ord home timber in abundance ; and also it is

more apphcable to proprietors of extensive estates,

where, m the management, the proper policy is

to make an annual outlay in making and kee])ing
fences in order, draining, and other improvements,
whereby a portion of the labourer's work is

directly paid by himself,

From experience, it can be strongly recom-
mended as most conducive to the comfort, inde-
pendence, provident habits, and general good
conduct of the labouring classes ; to the well-
being of whom on his estates it is as much the
duty, and will be the inchnation, of the liberal

and considerate landholder to attend, as to the
character and prosperity of his larger tenantiy.—
From the Quarter1

1/ Journal of Ap-iculture.

STEWPONEY FARMERS' CLUB.

Mr. Banton's paper on manure, which we
gladly introduce in our present number,
wU be found in itself a sufficient proof
of the practical utiUty and success of the Stew-
poney Farmers' Club. Mr. Banton's essay is a
good straightforward production, upon a most
important subject to famiers generally, and one
possessing the rare merit of beginning at the
right end, and showing that much might be done
by staying at home without seeking manure from
abroad. We can prove—and shall take an op-
portunity of so doing—that in many instances,

instead of the natural supply of riches from the
farm itself being an accumulating means for the
preservation of the soil, and carefully supphed
according to nature's bountiful law of liberal

compensation for exhaustion, thousands and
thousands of tons of agricultural riches are
yearly rolling down the Severn, the Wye, and,
nearer still, the tributaiy brook running in the

neighbourhood of Bromyard, all supplied by
farm yards near to and distant from them. Mr.
Foley, and the other portion of the club, have
reason to congratulate themselves on the talent

displayed at so early a period of its existence,

the last being only the third meeting.

In introducing to you the important subject of
manures, I would wish you distinctly to under-
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stand that I do not presume to dictate to the

IJractical men I see before me the way they

should make their farm-yard manure, or use the

hquid or artificial manures. I doubt not that

many of you, from your longer experience and
better practice than mine, can teach me much
more than I can tell you, and I wouhl Avish you
also to understand that I came here this eveniuit/

as much with an idea to learn as to teach, and 1

trust my introduction will lead to a discussion on
the subject, and will elicit such facts from others

as wiU materially beneiit all. My intention is to

give you a jjlain practical statement of the plans

I adopt myself with res])ect to manures, and those

I consider the best calculated for certain crojjs

upon such land as I shall hereafter describe.

The soil, when it becomes exhausted of its

component parts necessary for the siipjjort of

vegetable life, must be recruited, either by leaving

it a long time to nature's gifts, or by the applica-

tion of artificial means. In new countries, as in

primitive times, the former plan is now adopted

;

but in a country so circumscribed as this, where
land is so valuable and the necessity exists for a

quick succession of exhausting crops of grain,

owing to the density of the population, and the

consequent demand for food, it becomes the duty,

as well as it is the true policy of every British

farmer, to produce as much human food as he
possibly can ; and in order to accomplish that, he
must make the best use of the means within his

reach, namely, the adoption of the Ijest known
modes of aration, as well as the most approved
and judicious plans of ti-eating and a})plying

manures to the various crops.

I shall divide my subject into three parts

—

namely, farm-yard manure, liquid, and artificial

manures. I will first speak of farm-yard manure,

a subject iqDon which much has been written,

and, consequently, I have to go over beaten

ground.

Many of the old farm yards are ])adly situated,

and as badly formed ; from some it is almost im-

possible to prevent the lic^uid mamu'e from escap-

ing. In former times it appears to have been the

especial aim of the planners of farm yards to

construct them so that the liquid from them
could be readily conducted to a neighbouring
stream or a })ublic road, of which there are Imt

too many proofs at this time remaining.

I consider the bottom of a farm yard shovdd

be a hard surface and impervious to water, having

a slight concavity and inclination to one or two
])()ints, if a large yard, from which drains should

be Uud to a tank or tanks in some convenient

situation, so that the drainage may i)ass quickly

off and be disposed of, as 1 shall notice hereafter.

Before any manure is deposited in the yard, I

think it a good practice to give it a layer of soil

all over, say one foot thick ; and, it matters not

how poor the soil may be, it will come out a rich

com])ost, ready to be carted to the field, and well

calculated for a toj) dressing for seeds or turf. I

also decidedly think that all farm-yard buildings

should be spouted, the droj)pings from the eaves

saturate the manure with too much water, which
carries away with it the most valuable and solu-

ble parts, and also creates fermentation and con-
sequent loss, often when fermentation is not
required. When buildings are spouted, and the

yards ha^'e a layer of soil at the bottom, there

will not I)e much superfluous liquid running from
them, and perhaps the less the better ; the virtue

will remain in the manure in the yards, to be
gi^'en out in the best place and when most wanted,
immediately mider the young plants in the fields.

jNIanures of all kinds in the yard should be well

mixed together ; and it will repay the labour of a

man a few hours e\'ery week emjjloyed in such
work, as most waggoners, in particidar, imagine
they have done with stable manure if they only
throw it out at the door. In carting manure from
the yard to stack it, it is advisable that loads

should be taken from the stables, cowsheds, and
l)iggeries alternately, if the manure has not be-

fore been well mixed in the yard. The stacks of

manure in the fields should never be carted over
imless it is wanted to check or prevent fer-

mentation ; compression excludes the air, and
has that effect. There should be also a layer of

soil one foot thick placed at the bottom of the

stack ; and the covering of the top and sides of

pies of manure jirevents a too rapid fermentation,

jn'obably retains some fertilizing parts that would
otherwise escape, and, I believe, is good practice.

Theorj' and practice are at variance with respect

to the state in which farm-yard manure should
be applied to the land. The theoi'ist says unfei'-

mented—the farmer fermented. It certainly de-

pends much uj)on what crop, and when applied,

whether the mamu-e should 1)e slightly or well

fermented. Every practical farmer knows that

for a wheat crop the manure, particularly u])on

strong lands, should not be nearly so much fer-

mented as for the turni}), which requires to be
forced through the first stages of its groAA'th as

quickly as })ossible, in order to avoid the attacks

of its enemies and disease, to which, in an early

and feeble state, it is liable. I think that all ma-
nure composed partly of A^egetable matter should

be fermented before it is applied to the land ; but

the fermentation, if possible, should never be al-

lowed to be violent, but gradual and uniform;

and then I cannot believe that much, if any, loss

would be sustained by the practice. The heat of

manure, I believe, should never be more than 100

degrees, otherwise the excess of fermentation

tends to the destruction and dissipation of the

most useful and A-aluable parts of the manure. A
mixture of one-third farm-j'ard manure and two-

thirds scutch, with a little salt added, makes an

excellent dressing for tankard Swedes or common
turnips. I am glad to see that the old practice

of burning scutch is now almost exploded ; I

have never burnt scutch during the last twenty

years, and if I were now compelled to burn a

waggon load of straw or a waggon load of scutch,

I Avould burn the straw, so well am I convinced

of the power of fermented scutch as a manure.

Farm-yard manure, if i)ossi])le, should never l)e

long ex2)osed to the atmosphere when spread, and
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both In Slimmer and in winter doubtless is mucb
injured by exposiu'e, and more so if but sbyhtly

fermented. When yard manure is reduced l)y

fermentation to a cold unctuous mass, in a state to

he cut by a sjiade, I think great loss is sustained.

I prefer having my manure for turnips, which I

ferment the most, in that state in which it re-

quires to be turned three weeks or a month before

it is wanted, to make it in a projier order for the

crop ; the turning renews the fermenting process,

and in that state it is that I hke to apjily it to the

land. An incipient heat in the manure will con-

tinue some time under the soil, if immediately

covered in, and will materially assist the germi-

nation of the turnip-seed, and accelerate the

groA\1;h of the infant plant. I would here obser\'e

that I get all the straw I can from my u'heat

crop; I have most of it cut by Welshmen, with
broad hooks, or I otherwise mow it, but I prefer

the fonner plan as the best and the cheapest

:

one inch of straw at the bottom will weigh as

much as three inches at the top.

I now come to my second subject—liquid ma-
nure. There are many ways of using it, but I

will first speak of the tank to contain it. Tanks
are best constructed of masonry, and well grouted
at the bottom and sides ; those with the spouting
round the yards, perhaps I may be allowed to

say, should b* at the landlord's expense, as every

convenience should be given tothetcnanttoenalile
him to make the best use of his means in every
way, and to progress in impro^•ement for the

benefit of himself, his landlord, and the commu-
nity. If he have proper buildings and other ne-

cessaries required for the good management of

his fann, and neglects to make use of them, the

fault rests with himself, and the landlord must be
exonerated from blame. My tank is at the back
of my fann buildings, and the whole of the liquid

from the yard is conveyed to it by a culvert. In
it I have a cast-iron pump, that cost me some
years ago forty-five shillings, but there are now
])umps to be had much cheaper, that answer
eveiy purpose. I collect, for the purpose of satu-

rating ^\'ith liquid manure, all the superfiuous

chaff, old thatch, parings of banks, leaves, road-

scrapings, &c., that are to be found upon a farm,

and not sufficiently rich to be applied as a manure
without some preparation. Layers of this hete-

rogeneous mass are placed in a square near to

to the pump, from which I have a moveable spout

that reaches to the compost heap. Two lads ^vith

two buckets, the one to jmnip and the other to

distribute the liquid over the heap, in a short

time saturates the mass sufficiently for once :

other layers are added, and the jn'ocess repeated,

and occasionally the heap is turned over : suffi-

cient fermentation is produced to break down the

fibrous matter, and by this means I make a good
deal of rich manure. I find it good for any crop,

but I generally apply it as a top-dressing for rqi-

land pasture. Probably, when the yard is not

spouted, there may be more liquid than will be

required for the purpose I have named ; in that

case it may be used to saturate heaps of manure

or scutch, soil, or burnt soil, or used as a hquid
manure for the land ; though I do not much hold
with the latter plan, as the season of the year,

M'hen there is most liquid to be disposed of (the

\vinter) is the j)eriod when vegetation is dor-
mant. It does not then require any artificial aid

and it is probable that some of the ^-olatile and
most valuable parts of the manure might evapo-
rate and be lost before the herbage is in a state

to be benefited by tliem.

I now come to the third and last part of my
subject, namely, artificial manures ; the selection

and application of which, perhaps it may be said,

belong to what is properly called the science of
agriculture. It is of the greatest importance,
inasmuch as the Enghsh farmer cannot but with
few exceptions, andthose undersome favourableand
peculiar circumstances, produce sufficient manure
upon his farm for the use of it, particularly if he is at

all ambitious to improve its condition, which I

believe, in this neighbourhood, most are now
anxious to do. No district has made more pro-
gress of late in agricultural improvement than
this by which we are now surrounded. It is to
us all a matter of the first importance to know
what is the cheai)est and best manure we can
buy, to suit l)oth our ])ockets and our particular
lands : so various are the soils of this country,
and as various, too, are the circumstances of
the men who till them, that it would be next to

an impossibihty to lay down any definite plan for
all to act upon—even if that grand desideratmn
could be achieved—the knowledge of what par-
ticular manure is the best to apply to every
quality of the variable lands of this country—so
much depends upon the farmers' means, locaht)',

&c.; and, though I cannot tell every individual
farmer what is the best manure to ajjply to his
land, I will give you the results of my own experi-
ments with several artificial manures :—On the
12th of June last, I applied to several plots of
land in a field prepared for Swedes, of a light
loamy soil, and the subsoil a gravelly sand, the
foUowng artificial manures, which were carefully
sown by hand on the resjiective plots, and then
ridged up and drilled vv'ith Swedes, namely, the
first plot was dressed wth nitrate of soda, at, the
rate of 3 cwt. per acre : a second witli guano, at
the rate of 3 cwt. i)er acre : a third with Fisher's
Fertihzing Compost, at the rate of twenty-four imp.
bushels per acre: a fourth \vith white lime, at the
rate of four tons per acre ; a fifth with good
farm-yard manure, at the rate of sixteen tons ])er

acre : and the sixth plot was left without manure,
as the test i)lot : the field was not manured for
the preceding wheat crop, and had not been
hmed for six years. The Swedes were sown on
the day the manures were applied. The guanoed
plot took the lead, and kept it throughout the
summer. The plots iq)on which the nitrate of
soda and lime were, showed no more luxuriance
thon the test plot. Fisher's Fertihzer appeared
about the same as the farm-yard manure. I have
carefully weighed the Swedes, after being topped
and tailed, on the different plots. The results
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were these :—From the nitrate of soda, 6 tons

7-i Ihs. per acre
;

guano, 13 tons 15 cwt. 75 lbs.

per acre; Fisher's FertiUzer, 11 tons 14 cwt.

16 lbs. per acre ; lime, 8 tons 4 cwt. 54 lbs. per

acre; farm-yard manure, 12 tons IG cwt. per

acre ; and the test plot, had 8 tons 7 cwt. 20 lbs.

])er acre. Upon three other plots in a different

part of the field, I put the following quantities of

guano and nitrate of soda :—One plot had guano
at the rate of 3A cwt. j^er acre ; another 6 cwt.

per acre ; and a third nitrate of soda at the

I'ate of 4 cwt. per acre. I ha\'e weighed the

Swedes upon equal quantities of land in each plot,

topi)ed and tailed, and found the weight per acre

as follows :—From the 3h cwt. guano, 15 tons per
acre; from the 6 cwt., do. 17 tons 3 cwt. 13 lbs. per
acre; from the 4 cm. of nitrate of soda, 7 tons 9 cwt.

per acre
; guano should never be drilled with

turnip seed. It is certain destruction to it if it

comes in contact with a body of guano, and
many crops have been lost by so doing, and
guano condemned because the turnips never

came up. I mix mine with about the same Ijulk

of wood and coal ashes, putting both through a

riddle, and Ijreaking aU the lumps of guano, so

that it will all pass through. 'ITie ashes are bet-

ter moist, so as to cause the dust of the guano
to adhere to them ; by thus mixing it, it will

be sown more regularly, and prevent the wind
cariying the finer parts of the guano whilst being
sown. The person who sows it should be as

particular as if he were solving grain, and it is

still better to have it sown both ways of the field.

I ha^'e not now a remaining doubt as to the effect

of guano upon a turnip crop on land similar to

that I have described, if it is properly applied. I

have now used guano three years ; at first cauti-

ously, not knowing its properties. Tlae first and
second years I was satisfied v,nih the results ; and
this last year I have been bolder, and used it ex-

tensively for turnips, and as a top dressing for

wheat, and I consider very beneficially. I used
it in six different fields for turnips, both for

Swedes and the common kind, and it marked its

own ground in every instance. In one field of

a much stronger soil than the field I have before

described (a good wheat soil), with a subsoil of
clay, I ajjplied lA cwt. of guano, and forty-five

yards of burnt soil per acre, and sowed it with
Swedes late in the season, on the 23rd and 24th
of June. It will be recollected that the rain, prior

to that time, retarded the turnip sowng, and the
drought afterwards j^revented the turnips coming
u]); consequently the Swedes sown, as I have
l)efore stated, on the 23rd and 24th of June, did
not make their ap])earance till the rain came, a
fortnight at least after that time. I quite thought
I had made a great blunder in sowing Swedes,
but I am haj)j)y to inform you that such was
not the case. I don't mean to say that they were
as good as Mr. Evan's that carried off the prize,

but they certainly were the best Swedes I grew
last year, and I have no reason to complain of my
turnip crop throughout.

Mr. Banton then read the following summary
of the foregoing experiments :

—

SUMMAnY.

o
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barley soil ; and thoujjh the farm-yard manure
produced an increase of Swedes per acre of 4 tons

9 cwt., it was not equivalent to the cost of the

manure, llie guano alone has made a good re-

turn for the application to the turnip crop, which
it will be remarked is a hght one, ])erhai)s not

a\'eraging over the whole field more than thirteen

tons per acre. The crop ^\as much injured im-

mediately after it was sown Ijy a deluge of rain,

the effects of which weve very \-isible upon all

the turnips sown al)out that time. As to the per-

manent effects of guano and other artificial ma-
nures, comi)ared with farm-yard, their introduc-

tion into use for agricultural purposes in this

coimty, ])articularly the guano, is so recent, that

it would be scarcely advisable to give a decided

opinion upon that point ; but my conviction is that

if guano be used at the rate only of li cwt. per

acre, that quantity would produce a good and
beneficial effect the first, but it is probable that

its effects .would not be visible the second year.

If from 4 to 6 cwt. per acre were applied for

Swedes, I have no doubt but it would tell well

on the barley crop—and when manure can be
cheaply applied to land, it is not of so much im-
])ortance M'hether it be more or less permanent.
1 hke the system of applying manures often, but
not in strong doses. Plants \n\\ take sometimes
an excess of food when it is very abundant, which
is detrimental to a healthy state, and consequently
often engenders disease. As the above summary
proves, nitrate of soda should neverbe used for tur-

nips—it is good and beneficial for a top dressing
for wheat and l^arley, "and answers well vipon grass

land, but its effects are not lasting. There is one
kind of soil and one only, that I know of, ujjon

which I would caution my brother farmers not
to be too bold in using giiano, that is, as a top

dressing for wheat, where wheat never ou(/ht to

be sown—namely, on a sandy, ashy, dark soil.

Upon such a soil guano has but little if any effect

for wheat. I say this from my own experience,

which has alone guided me in my pre\nous ob-
sen'ations upon this subject, and practice and ex-

perience are the Ijest guides in farming pursuits

as in ever}'thing else ; but I would by no means
be understood to disparage theorj', or think

lightly of the zealous efforts now being made by
the first scientific men of the age to inculcate the

science of agriculture, and aid its progress,

though it is not always that theor}' is confirmed
by practice. Sir James Murray, an eminent che-

mist, in a recent pamjjhlet published on a new
manure, says, " I have made hundreds of minute
trials on single plants, with single chemicals,

many of which results promised wonders, and
no doubt would accomplish wonders, could we
pay equal attention to all the individual vegeta-

bles of a whole crop. In the small scale I thought
chemistiy would " soften rocks and bend the

knotted oak," but when I came to work on the

great scale, my enthusiasm became less. I found
that digging, draining, pulverizing, and manual
labour were essential preparations, \\ithout which
the land would not benefit by chemicals in the

degree e.xpected or required,'' Thus writes Sir

James Murray, and therefore, gentlemen, I think

we had better confine ourselves to i)ractical ex-

]ieriments. For us the best laboratory is the

field, the truest test is nature's, and farmers have

fields alwaj's at hand, and nature ever in attend-

ance.

At the conclusion of the paper a conversation

ensued respecting the facts it developed, and

several enquiries on different points were ad-

dressed to Mr. Banton, to which he rephed. J.

H. II. Foley, Esq., then moved that the thanks of

the meeting should be given to Mr. Banton, for

his able and interesting essay, which was unani-

mously agreed to. Mr. Banton expressed him-

self happy in being able to assist in carrj'ing out

the views of the club, and stated that he had
some other experiments in progress, the results

of which he should be most happy to report.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY OF
ENGLAND.

A weekly Council was held at the .Society's House,
on Wednesday, the 28th of February — present,

William Miles, Esq., M.P., in the chair; Thomas
Alcock, Esq. ; T. Raymond Barker, Esq. ; Rev. T.

C. Browne ; F. Burke, Esq. ; C olonel Challoner ; F.

Clifford Cheny, Esq. ; Henry Colman, Esq. ; A. E.
Fuller, Esq., M.P. ; Humphrev Gibbs, Esq. ; Bran-
dreth Gibbs, Esq. ; W. H. Hurst, Esq. ; Philip Pusey;

Esq., M.P. ; Professor Sewell ; and J. Villiers Shelley,

Esq.
Cottage Tracts.—The Secretary reported to the

Council the distribution of 15,000 copies, during the

])ast two years, of the articles on Cottage Gardening,

by Mr. Main, and on Cottage Economy and Cookery,

by Mr. Burke, re-printed from the Journal in the form
of distinct tracts, and sold to Members at the prime
cost of one penny each. The Council ordered that the

question of a further re-print of 6,000 impressions of

these tracts should be referred to the Monthly Meet-
ing, on the Gth of March.

Drainage.—Mr. John Clarke, of Long Sutton,

Lincolnshire, informed the Council that little or nothing

having yet been done to improve the drainage of the

lowland district, near Wisbeach, in which he resided,

it had been his wish to draw public attention to the

subject ; and he had accordingly drawn up a work, of

which he then presented a copy to the Council, on
Thorough Draining, in principle and practice, with its

advantages and simplicity as applied to a dead level

;

and addressed to the owners and occupiers of the

soil in the parts of Holland, in the county of Lincoln,

and the great level of the Fens : for which the Council
ordered their best thanks to be given to Mr. Clarke.

Colonel Challoner gave notice that he should, on a
future occasion, propose that the Society should offer

a prize for a practical Essay on the best mode of

Draining Sandy Land.
Southamjiton Meeting.—Mr. Shelley, as one of the

Stewards appointed for the Southampton Meeting, in-

formed the Council, that, agreeably with the directions

of the General Southampton Committee, he had, in

company with the Messrs. Gibbs, visited Southamp-
ton on the previous day, for the special jjurpose of

making the requisite arrangements for the ensuing

Show of the Society in that district, and now pre-

sented to the Council the joint Report of himself and
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those gentlemen on the results of tlieir personal visit

and inspection of the localities proposed for the adop-

tion of the Society, and the conditions under which

they were offered. Mr. Shelley having read the Re-

port, and detailed to tlie Council the various proposi-

tions made to them by the authorities of Southampton,

and the great difficulties which presented themselves

at every stage of the proceedings, concluded by giving

notice that he should move at the next IMonthly Coun-

cil, to be held on the 6th of March—" That, owing to

the difhculties alluded to in the Report ofthe Stewards,

the propriety of holding the annual Meeting of 1844

at Southampton be re-considered." Mr. Gibbs also

gave notice that he should at the same time move the

following resolutions :
—" 1st. That the Bye-Law re-

gulating the selection of the place of holding the An-
nual Country Meeting, be suspended." " 2nd. Tliat

in future the place of holding the Annual Country

Meeting, shall not be decided upon, until Three Mem-
bers of the Society, who have acted as Director or

Stewards of the Yard, shall have visited and inspected

the several Towns and their localities, and have re-

ported upon their respective fitness for the purposes

of the Society." The Southampton Committee im-

mediately held a Meeting for the purpose of enabling

them, by reference to all the documents in possession

of the Society, which had been received from the

Mayor or other authorities in reference to the Meetmg
of 1844 at Southampton, to lay before the Council

the specific declarations which had induced them to

prefer the site of Southampton to that of other places

which had been offered to the Society for the purpose

of holding that Meeting.

Sir John William Lubboclc, Bart., communicated

suggestions on the subject of Farm Buildings and Cot-

tages, which were received with thanks, and referred

to the Journal Committee; Mr. Cottam applied for

leave to e.xliibit at his Lecture on the Mechanics of

Agriculture, at the Royal Institution, on the 8th of

March, the Society's Model of LordDucie's Uley Cul-

tivator, and leave was granted accordingly.

Mr. Rickards presented to the Society a copy of his

System of Agricultural Accounts ; Colonel Greenwood

a copy of his Tree-Lifter ; and Professor Royle, on

the part of the East India Company, a collection of

Pine Seeds, received from the Company's Botanic

Garden in the North-West of India; for which the

best thanks of the Council were ordered.

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the

6th of March.

A monthly Council was held at the Society's house,

in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 6th of

March, present—The Right Hon. Earl Spencer,

President, in the chair ; Lord Worsley ; Lord Port-

man ; Colonel Austen ; Thomas Raymond Barker,

Esq. ; Samuel BenHett, Esq. ; G. J. Bosanquet,

Esq. ; ThomasWilliam Bramston, Esq.,M.P. ; W. R.

Browne, Esq. ; F. Burke, Esq. ; Colonel Challoner

;

F. C. Cherry, Esq. ; Henry Colman, Esq. ; H. C.

Compton, Esq., M.P. ; P. Davies Cooke, Esq.;

Ralph Etwall, Esq., M.P. ; A. E. Fuller, Esq., M.P. ;

Humphrey Gibbs, Esq. ; Brandreth Gibbs, Esq.

;

Stephen Grantham, Esq. ; W. Goodenough Hayter,

Esq., M.P. ; W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq. ; John Hudson,

Esq.'; W. H. Hyett, Esq. ; Sir John V. B. John-

stone, Bart., M.P. ; Rev. Charles Edmund Keene

;

George Kimberlcy, Escp ; John Kinder, Esq.
;

Fielder King, Esq. ; Sir Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P. ;

William Miles, Esq., M.P. ;
Philip Pusey, Esf].,

M.P. ; Francis Pym, Esq.; Professor Sewell ; Wil-

liam Shaw, Esq. ; John Villiers Shelley, Esq. ; Ed-

ward Solly, jun., Esq.; Professor Spooner; W. R.
Ciompton Stansfield, Esq., M.P. ; Charles Hamp-
dea Turner, Esq. ; and GeorgeWilbraham, Esq. M.P.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chan-man of the

Finance Committee, presented the Report of the

receipts and expenditure of the Society during the

previous month ; and of the several cases of defaulters

whose subscriptions were in arrear. The Council

having confirmed the preceding part of this Report,

proceeded to take the concluding portion into

mature deliberation, and at length agreed unani-

mously to the following resolution :
—"That a pro-

fessional person shall be appointed to write letters,

demanding arrears of subscription, to all such parties

as shall be designated from time to time by the Finance

Committee ; and, in the case of such applications not

being successful, to take further legal steps for enforc-

ing the payments due."
Southampton Meeting.—Mr. Miles having reported

to the Council his communications with Colonel Hen-
derson, Mayor of Southampton, in reference to the

notice of motion given by Mr. Shelley at the previous

Council, of which he, Mr. Miles, had been the Chair-

man, Mr. Shelley proceeded to state the groxmds on
which he had given such notice of his intention to sub-

mit to that meeting a motion for the reconsideration of

the place at which the Country Meeting of the present

year should be held. He detailed at considerable length

the whole succession of proceedings which had taken

place in reference to the arrangements which had been

attempted to be made in the definitive settlement of

the various points connected with the business of the

meeting, a jiractical difficulty having been started on
almost every question regarded by the Society as

finally concluded ; and he had consequently felt it to

be his duty, as one of the Stewards appointed by the

Council, to lay before them at their present meeting

the whole state of the case in reference to the jiomts

on which such difficulties had been raised. Having
done that, he was happy to find that a Deputation of

the Authorities of Southampton was then in attend-

ance, and prepared in their interview with the Council

to submit such terms for their acceptance as would I

render the further proceedings in the arrangements for |

the Southampton Meeting both satisfactory and secure.

Communications from his Grace the Duke of Rich-

mond ; Mr. Mayes, the Chairman, and Mr. Trew,

the Treasurer, of the Committee of the town and

neighbourhood of .Southampton ; Mr. Bulpett, late

Mayor of Winchester ; and Mr. Burn, High Constable

of Brighton, having been laid before the Council, the

following deputation from Southamptonwere received,

namely :

—

Colonel Henderson, Mayor of Southampton
Edward Mayes, Esq., late Mayor, and Chairman of

the Ivocal Committee
Geo. W. Johnson, Esq. Honorary Sec.,"!

Thomas Trew Esq., Treasurer, (of the Local

W. C. Spooner, Esq., and f Committee.

John J. Ekless, Esq., Members J

The deputation having been received with every

mai-k of respect by the President and Members pre-

sent, proceeded to express the regret they felt, in com-
mon with tlie inhabitants of Southampton and its

neighbourhood, that any difficulty should have arisen

in the practical details connected with the arrange-

ments for the ensuing meeting in that locality. The
Mayor could assure the Council that the occasion of

that meeting was the subject of the most lively inte-

rest to every person within that district, and the mere

apprehension of a removal of the meeting to another
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jilace would occasion not only severe disappointment

but considerable loss both to individuals and the rail-

way and other companies, all of whom, in anticipation

of the occasion, had gone to considerable outlay in

providing accommodation of every kind for the nume-
rous visitors expected to be present. The deputation,

in conclusion, submitted to the Council the choice of

various propositions which they were authorized to

ofier for their acceptance. The deputation having re-

tired, the Council proceeded to discuss in detail the

subject of tlie propositions then brought before

them ; and, on the return of the deputation to the

Council-Room, the following stipulations were unani-

mously agreed to by all the parties present, namely :

—

1. The Council accepts the 1,000/. paid into the hands

of Messrs. Drummond by the Southampton Com-
mittee, for the use of the Royal Agricultural Society

of England. 2. The Southampton Committee are to

provide and prepare, in a satisfactory manner, from
the three sites offered, such sites as shall be deter-

mined upon by the Council for the Show-Yard and
Pavilion, free of all expense. 3. The Southampton
Committee shall guarantee the \ise of the ^'ictoria

rooms and grounds ; the Guildhall, Audit-house, and
other rooms ; the registration of lodgings ; the lands

already selected for the trial of implements and expe-

riments—free of all expense. 4. The Stewards and
Directors shall proceed to-morrow to Southampton to

select the dift'erent sites, and report the same to a

Special Council on Thursday, the 14th of March, for

confirmation. The INIayor expressed to the Council
the satisfaction he felt in this final decision respecting

the place of the meeting, and the stipulations then

agreed to ; the communication of which on his return

to Southampton would, he knew, occasion the most
lively gratification throughout every class of the in-

habitants, who were fully prepared in every way to

greet the Society at its ensuing meeting in the most
cordial manner. The deputation having w-ithdrawn,

the Council proceeded to receive from Colonel Clial-

loner, the Vice-Chairman of the General Southamp-
ton Committee (in London), the Rejiort of their pro-

ceedings during the preceding month. The following

Programme, prepared by the Committee, was approved
and adopted by the Council :

—

Programme.

Thursday, July 18.—Last day of receiving Imple-
ments, \Mieat, Barley, Seeds, &c., to be exhibited

in the Implement Yard, and arranged by the Ste-

wards for the Judges' Inspection.

Tuesday, July 23.—The Implement Yard open to the

public from eight in the morning till six in the even-

uig, at 2s. 6d. each person. The public exhibition

of the working of the Implements to take place at

Mr. C. Gater's, Swathling Fajrm, at twelve o'clock.

Cattle received in the Show Yard from eight in the

mornmg till four in the afternoon.

Wednesday, July 24.—The Judges inspect the Stock
and award the Prizes. The Implement Yard open
to the public from eight in tlie morning till sLx in

the evening—admission, 2s. 6d. Council Dinner
in the Victoria Archery Rooms, at five o'clock,

when the Judges' award of prizes (with the excep-
tion of those for Horses) will be read. Doors open
at four.

Thursday, July 25.—The Cattle and Implement
Yards open to the public from sLx in the morning
tiU one o'clock in the afternoon—admission 2s. 6d.

;

and from one til! six in the evening at Is. Dinner
of the Society in the Great Pavilion at four o'clock.

Doors open at three.

Friday, July 26.—Cattle Yard open at seven. Sale
to begin at nine for ten o'clock precisely.

Steirards of Departme7its.

Cattle Hon. Caj)t. Spencer

;

Mr. Druce; Mr. H. Gibbs.

Implements Mr.Miles; Mr. Shelley
Finance Col. Austen.

Sale of Tickets Mr. Wilson.
Receipts and Admission to"! ^^ ti i

Show Yards J
^^^''- ^^rker.

Pavilion and Council Dinners. Col. Clialloner.

Ladies' Gallery Mr. Etwall.

General An-angement of Show. Mr. B. Gibbs.
By Order of the Council,

James Hudson,
Loudon, March, 1844. Secretary.
By the 15th Regulation of the Society, all persons

admitted into the Show Yard, shall be subject to the
rules, orders, and regulations of the Council.

N.B.—Sale of Tickets for the PaviHon Dinner, to

Members of the Society at the Pavilion, from Nine
until Four o'clock on Wednesday the 24th of July,
and from Eight until Three o'clock on Thursday the
25th of July.—Price 10s. each.

Implement Regulations.—Mr. Shelley, as chairman
of the committee for taking into consideration the best
mode of arranging and adapting for immediate publi-
cation the Regulations for Implements at the South-
ampton Meeting, proposed by Mr. Miles and Mr.
Gibbs, reported to the Council the resulting schedule
of regulations unanimously agreed to by the Committee.
The Council adopted this report and ordered a copy of
the Regulations to be sent by post to each exhibitor of
implements at the Bristol and Derby meetings.
Annual Country Meetings.—The Council resolved,

on the motion of Mr. Miles, that in future all replies

to queries on the subject of the capabilities afforded by
any particular locality for holding the Annual Country
Meeting of the Society, and required by the order of
Council in December, 1841, prior to the selection of
any town for such place of meeting, and all apj)Uca-
tions made to the Council in favour of particular towns
within the district of any particular year, shall be laid

before the Council by the first Wednesday in April of
the year preceding that in which the meeting is to be
held ; in order that the Council may be enabled to
ascertain by personal reports the actual facilities and
capabilities of each proposed locality before their final
selection, agreeably with the Bye-laws, on the first

Wednesday in the May ensuing. Mr. Miles also gave
notice that he should move at the next monthly
Council— '

' That in future the place of holding the
Annual Country Meeting shall not be decided upon
until a committee (of whom at least three shall have
acted as Directors or Stewards of the yard) shall have
visited and inspected the several towns and their
localities, and have reported upon their respective fit-

ness for the purposes of the Society."
Prize Essays.—The Sixty-five Essays reported by

the Secretary as received by the 1st of March, in com-
petition for the Prizes off"ered for the present year,
were referred by the Council to the Journal Committee.
Farm-Yard Manure.—Mr. Pusey, as Chairman of

the Journal Committee, has reported the adjudication
of the Society's Prize of 15 Sovereigns, for the best
Essay on the mode of management and application of
Farm-Yard Manure, to Mr. John Clarke, of Long
Sutton, Lmcolnshire.

Communications were received with thanks from Mr.
Colman, Mr. Isaac Clapp, Mr. Denison, M.P., Mr.
Purchas, and Mr. Falconer. The Council then ad-
journed.
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A weekly Council was held, at the Society's House
in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 13th of

March. Present: Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq., in

the Chair ; Thomas Alcock, Esq. ; R. \Vestbrook

Baker, Esq. ; David Barclay, Esq., M.P. ; John Bar-

ton, Esq. ; William Beckt'ord, Esq. ; W. R. Browne,
Esq. ; French Burke, Esq. ; Henry Colman, Esq.

;

A. E. Fuller, Esq., M.P. ; Humphrey Gibbs, Esq.
;

Brandreth Gibbs, Esq. ; W. H. Hyett. Esq. ; John
Kinder, Esq. ; Theodore Rathbone, Esq. ; Professor

Sewell ; William Shaw, Esq. ; Professor Solly ; Sa-

muel Stafl'urth, Esq., and William StafTurtb, Esq.

His Excellency Count Reventlow, the Danish Mi-
nister in London, addressed a letter to the CouncU in

favour of M. Tesdorpf, a gentleman of large landed

])roperty in Denmark, who had come over to England
for the purpose of making himself personally ac-

quainted with the agricultural improvemejits of this

country ; and for whom, on account of his high cha-

racter, and the active usefulness of his pursuits at

home, his Excellency ventured to claim for him, as a

distinguished foreigner, the favourable reception of

the Society. The CouncU immediately admitted M.
Tesdorpf to their sitting, and unanimously invited

him to attend their weekly meetings whenever it might

suit his convenience to do so, during his residence in

England.

Agriculture of Essex.—Mr. Pusey, M. P., Chair-

man of the Journal Committee, announced to the

Council the adjudication of the Society's Prize of 50/.,

for the best Report of the present state of the Agricul-

ture of the County of Essex (stating the ordinary

course of cropping adopted in the different soils of the

county ; the breeds of cattle, sheep, and pigs, most
generally bred or fed within it ; the state of its drain-

age ; the implements used ; the number of horses or

other cattle employed in the different operations of

husbandry ; the tenure on which the farms are gene-

rally held ; the wages of labour ; the average amount
of the Poor's Rate ; and whether any and what altera-

tions and improvements have been made in the system

of agriculture pursued within it since the Report made
to the Board of Agriculture, by Arthur Young, Sec-

retary to the Board, and published in the years 1807
and 1813), to Mr. Robert Baker, ofWrittle, near

Chelmsford.

Weights and Measures.—The Marquis of Down-
shire communicated to the Council the great desire felt

by the Royal Agricultural Improvement Society of

Ireland to promote the establishment of an uniform
system of weights and measures throughout the

United Kingdom, for the sale of all agricultural pro-

duce ; in order to facilitate and increase as much as

possible the free intercourse in commercial and agri-

cultural arrangements between its three great integral

2iortions—England, Scotland, and Ireland, recipro-

cally. The noble marquis enclosed in his communi-
cation the particulars of the plan proposed by Mr.
Blacker, of Armagh, to effect this desirable object

;

but as it appeared to be the ultimate result of Mr.
Blacker's recommendations to establish the proposed
luiiformity by means of an Act of Parliament, the

Council doubted whether Ijy the distinct legislative

neutrality enjoined upon their discussions and proceed-

ings by the strict exclusive condition of the Royal
Cliarter, they were at liberty to entertain the proposi-

tion ; but agreed to receive the communications with

thanks, and refer them to the decision of the Monthly
Council.

Flemish Plough.—The Old Flemish Plough, pro-

cured as a present for the Society, by the late Rev.
W. L. Rham, and imported by his executor, David
Jardine, Esq., having been released from bond in the

Custom House, was this day submitted to the inspec-

tion of the Members. The high value set by Mr.
Rham on the properties of this plough for use in light

lands, and the difficulty he experienced, when pre-

paring for the Society's Journal (Vol. II, page 58) his

paper on the Agriculture of the Netherlands, in en-

deavouring to convey by an engraved illustration

the peculiar curve of the sheet-iron turn-furrow, in

which its excellence consisted, were the reasons which
induced him to procure from the continent an actual

Flemish plough, for the museum of the society. This

simple plough, says Mr. Rham, has been adopted or

imitated in most countries, and for light soils without

stones none can surpass it. The old Rotherham
l)lough, which was improved by Small, was only a

copy of it. In France and Switzerland it has almost
superseded the old ploughs of the country, wherever
improvements have been introduced ; and, with a few
modifications to adapt it to different soils, it has re-

appeared in England as an improved plough.

Rotation of Soil.—Mr. Colman, the agricultural

commissioner of Massachusetts, and at present en-
gaged in an agricultural tour through Europe, having
presented, at the previous council, the model of a new
implement, transmitted from Boston, in the United
States, to this cotmtry, by Mr. Isaac Clapp, for which
the council voted their best thanks and ordered all

shipping charges to be paid, has laid before the Society

Mr. Clapp's own account of his invention. This im-
]ilement consists essentially of two rollers confined

loosely on a fixed axle, and followed closely by an
attached scarifier, formed by a single row of strong

tines. Mr. Clapp states: "I have used this imple-
ment on newly ploughed sward land to great advan-
tage. The greatest value which I consider it as

possessing consists in the disjiatch with which it

works, and the perfect control it gives one over the

soil, producing a rotation of soil, which, in my opinion,

is as advantageous as a rotation of crops. The work-
ing of the soil in rotation can be best effected by the

use of the pulverizer, the second year, in place of the

])lough ; leaving the sod to decompose ; and then sow-
ing grass seed, or a second crop, on the surface given

by the first ploughing. If seeded to grass, the second
year, and after the ground has acquired a sward eqiuil

to that first turned under, it may be then re-ploughed,

bringing to the surface a vegetable mould that will en-

sure an abundant crop without the aid of manure. By
cultivating the soil in this manner, we have always one
vegetable mould at work, and one at rest."

Trial of Manures.—Mr. Moseley, of Glemham
House, Saxmundham, Suffolk, commimicated to the

Council the following result of his comparative expe-
riments with manures :—As the cost of manure is

of essential importance to farmers, an equality of

price, or nearly so, has regulated their application,

which took place on the same day, early in last March,
and was followed by frequent rain. The cost of each
sort, excepting that of the nitrate of soda (which was
put on the land by mistake, at the rate of 28s. per acre),

was about 16s. per acre, exclusive of carriage and
sowing. The whole produce of grass was weighed in

my presence, on the day after it was mown and strown

;

therefore the weight must be deemed to be that of
grass, not of hay.
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Nitrate of soila : loUbs. ; cost 28s. per Tons. Cwt.

acre; and produced .. •• -t 12

Sulphate of ammonia : 58^1bs. ; cost

15s. 6d. ; and produced .. 4 10

Guano: ISllbs. ; cost 16s. /id. ; and
produced .

.

. . 4 12

Carbonate of ammonia : 21 Jibs. ; cost

18s.; and produced ., .. 3 18

Saltpetre : 421bs. ; cost 16s. 6d. ; and
produced .

.

. . 3 3

SnIphKric Acid and Bones.—Mr. Evelyn Denison,

M.P., communicated to the Council a statement he

bad received from Mr. Brackcnbury, agent to

the Earl of Scarbrough, containing the result of

his owTi trials of sulphuric acid and bones on sand

land in Nottinghamshire, sown with wheat and

on forest land newly broken up ; as well as of

trials made by his Lordship's tenants both with sul-

phuric acid and bones, and bones alone : these results

were in favour of land on -nliich the chemical prepara-

tion had not been used, and particularly so in refer-

ence to that on which bones only had been applied.

Mr. Denison, wishing to make the experiment on
strong clay grass land, less favourable commonly for

the operation of bones than sand land, thought it pro-

bable that the manipulation of the mLxture of the

sulphuric acid and bones might make a considerable

difierence in the result, and he was therefore not de-

terred from the contemplated trial by the ill success

which had attended Mr. Brackenbury's applications :

still, however, he conceived it very desirable that more
distinct particulars should be furnished in reference,

1. To the proportions of the sulphuric acid and bones
;

2. The quantity of water ; 3. The mode of mixmg ;

4. The mode of appUcation to grass land ; and 5. The
strength of the sulphuric acid itself, which is often

sold in a diluted state for medicinal as w-ell as chemical

purposes.

Mr. Lloyd Walrond transmitted a copy of the 4th

Report of the Gloucester Farmers' Club ; Mr. Ren-
ton, a copy of the Report of the Newcastle-on-Tyne
Agriciiltural Society ; and Mr. MacNab, copies of his

" North British Cultivator :" for all wliich and other

communications, thanks were ordered.

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the

20th of March.

A Special Council was held on Thursday,

the 14th of March, present, the Right Hon. Earl

Spencer, President, in the Chair, Hon. George Henry
Cavendish, jVI.P., Sir Thomas Dyke Acland, Bart.,

M.P., Colonel Austen, Henry Blanshard, Esq., Thos.

W. Bramston, Esq., M.P., French Burke, Esq.,

Colonel ChaUoner, H. C. Compton, Esq., M.P.,
Humphrey Gibbs, Esq., B. Gibbs, Esq., W. H.
Hyett, Esq., Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M,P.,

John Kinder, Esq., George Kimberley, Esq., Sir

Robert Price, Bart., Professor Sewell, John V. Shel-

ley, Esq., and George Wilbraham, Esq., M.P.

Southampton Meetinrj.—The Report of Messrs.

SheUey and Gibbs (the Stewards and Director who had

proceeded, agreeably with the stipulations made with

the authorities of Southampton at the last monthly

Council, to that town, for the purpose of selecting

from the locaUties placed at the disposal of the So-

ciety, a suitable site for the Show-Yards on the occa-

sion of the ensuing country meetuig of the Society in

July), having been read, the Stewards and
Director present pointed out to the Council on
Lewis's large map of Southampton the situation of a

15 acre field they had strongly and unanimously eigreed

to recommend for their adoption, as a piece of sound
old park pasture land, near Portswood Lodge ; nearly

even in its surface, with a gentle slope to the south,

and situate midway between the town and the ground

selected for the trial of implements, and only a few

hundred yards from the old terminus of the line of the

Railway, which would be re-opened for the occasion ;

and a tram road being laid down from that point in

the direction towards Portswood, all arrivals of Stock

and Implements would at once be wheeled almost mto
the very Show-Yard itself, with the least possible in-

convenience to all parties concerned.

Tlie Council mianimously adopted this Report ; and
the President ordered a Meeting of the General South-

ampton Committee to be held on Thursday next, for

the purpose of deciding on the Plans to be recom-
mended for the PaviUon and Show-Yard, and for

drawing out the proper specifications of contract for

the works required.

A weekly Council was held at the Society's House in

Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 20th of March,
present, Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq., in the chair,

W. R. Browne, Esq., F. Burke, Esq., F. C. Cherry,

Esq., E. D. Davenport, Esq., James Dean, Esq.,

C. G. Dupre, Esq., M.P., A. E. Fuller, Esq., M.P.,
H. Gibbs, Esq., B. Gibbs, Esq., Rev. C. E. Keene,
Wilham Miles, Esq., M.P., H. Price, Esq., Professor

SeweU, and R. Trench, Esq.

Burnt Clay.—His Grace the Duke of Richmond
having transmitted to the Council the results of Mr.
Page's experience in the application of burnt clay,

the communication was read to the meeting. The
report stated the length of time during which the

burnt clay had been used on the farm, the mode in

which it had been prepared, the quantity applied to

the land, the time of year, and to what crops, con-

cluding wdth the followuig statement of its effects :

—

" I have known," says Mr. Page's servant, " that in

a wet, cold season it beats all other manure for tur-

nips : of course it keeps our stiff lands from congeal-

ing together, giving the seed power to vegetate

stronger. I never earthed any without seeing an im-
provement made. All I can say about it is, that it cer-

tainly answers on wet, cold lands : it will increase the

barley crop two coombs per acre. I do not think it

answers so well for wheat as for barley. It has been
used on the farm for 20 years upon a small scale, but
for the last six years vei-y plentifully ; last year, had
the season allowed me, I should have burned GOO
loads."

Model Experiments.—Mr. Miles, M.P., informed
the Council, that Mr. Pusey, in his capacity of Chair-

man of the Journal Committee, being desirous that as

much practical matter as possible should be communi-
cated to the Society, and under such an miiform state-

ment of the plan adopted as would lead to direct in-

ferences on a comparison of the results obtained, had
suggested to the Journal Committee that a prize should

be given to promote that object ; a proposition that

had been unanimously adopted by the Committee, and
of which the details would in a short time be laid be-

fore the Council, and the conditions of the prize made
public.

Mr. Miles was anxious to see the model experiment
on the growth of turnips, which on a former occasion

had been recommended by the Council to those mem-
bers of the Society who had the means and opportu-

nity for engaging in such inquiries, repeated on an ex-

tended scale, embracing in its plan not only a trial of

the different manures on a root crop, such as that of

B B
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turnips, but also on a grain crop—as, for instance,

that of barley—made on not less than an acre of ground,

and weighing the produce of not less than half an acre

;

the trial being tested not only by the resulting weight

of turnips, but also by that of tlie barley. He thought

that such an experiment would be important and in-

teresting in many points of view ; and as it would be
desirable that in tliis, as in the fonner model experi-

ment, the seed should be obtained from a given and

genuine source, he then gave notice, that the atten-

tion of the Council having been called to the circum-

stance of there being at present no duly appointed

seedsmen to the Society, he should move at the next

monthly Council, that Messrs. Thomas Gibbs and Co.,

of Half-Moon-street, Piccadilly, the parties who had
always been engaged by the Society to furnish seed

for the model experiment, and to test by cultivation

the various samples of seeds and plants, from time to

time, referred to them by the Council, should be
officially appointed the seedsmen to the Society.

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the 27th
instant.

Southampton Meeting.—A meeting of the General
Southampton Committee was held on Thursday, March
21 , Colonel Challoner, Vice-Chairman, in the chair ; at

which the recommendations of the Committee, res-

pecting the plans of the Pavilion and Show-yards,
at the ensuing country meeting in July, were finally

determined upon, and ordered to be reported for con-
firmation to the monthly meeting of the Council on
the 3rd of April next.

NEW MEMBERS.
The following gentlemen were elected Members of

the Society :

—

Benson, Alan, Papcastle, Cockennouth, Cumberland
Berwick, Right Hon, and Rev. Lord, Cleveland-row,

St. James's
Cantrell, Charles Seward, jun.. Old Windsor, Berks
Coape, William, Duddington, Stamford, Lincolnshire

Croft, Rev. Richard, Rector of North Ockendon,
Romford, Essex

Dowden, Thomas, Mitcheldever, near Winchester
Eve, William, North Ockendon, Romford, Essex
Foakes, Charles L., Ramsden-Bell-House, Billericay,

Essex
Fothergill, Matthew, Cefhrachder, Bedwelty, New-

port, Monmouthshire
Garland, Joseph, Worgret, Wareham, Dorset
Gillespie, Robert, 33, York Place, Portman-square
Havers, William, Bacons-Farm, Mountnessing, In-

gatestone, Essex
Hawkins, Henry Montonnier, Tredunnock, Usk,

Monmouthshire
Hodge, Henry, Bosistow Vale, Penzance, Cornwall
Homer, John, Martinstown, Dorchester, Dorset
Hopper, John Mason, Newham Grange, Stockton-on-

Tees, Durham
King, Frederick, Nursling, Southampton
Loader, Caleb, Gromeldon, Salisbury

Long, Francis Stephen, Bulford, Amesbury, Wilts
Marjoribanks, Stewart, M.P., Bushy Grove, Watford,

Herts
Marsh, John, Lydgate Hall, near Sheffield

Nockolds, I. A., Stan.stead, Essex

Paris, Thomas, Greenwood, Barnet, Herts
Parke, Charles, jun.. Lower Henbury, Wimborne>

Dorset
Parmiter, Edward, Beaulieu, Southampton
Pearse, Thomas, Launceston, Cornwall

Pearse, Henry, 9, Maachest€r-square, London

Percy, E. T. (Land-Surveyor), Sherborne, Dorset
Rees, William Treharne, Holly House, Newport,
Monmouthshire

Rous, T. B., Court-y-Rala, Cardiff, Glamorganshire
Samson, Thomas, Kingston-RusseU, Dorchester,

Dorset
Spooner, William C, V.S., Southampton

,^,

Suckling, Rev. R., Duntsbourn |Abbots, Cirencester,

Gloucestershire

Stratton, William, Laverstock, Overton, Hants
Stretton, William R,, Dany Park, Crickliowell, Breck-

nockshire

Symonds, John, Broad Windsor, Beaminster, Dorset
Thompson, George, jun., Prestwood, Stourbridge,

Worcestershire

Townshend, Lee Porcher, Wineham, Northwich,
Cheshire

Turner, Thomas (President of the Royal College of

Veterinary Surgeons), Croydon
Twitchen, Andrew, North-Oakley, Kingsclere, Hants
Vaizey, Joseph, Whitcombe, Dorchester, Dorset
Wade, Rev. Albany, Elton Rectory, Stockton-on-

Tees, Durham
Walmsley, Thomas, Ribblesdale-place, Preston, Lane.
Wharton, John Thomas, Skelton Castle, Guisborough,

Yorkshire

Whitby, Mrs., Newlands, Lymington, Hampshire.

AGRICULTURAL PROTECTION SOCIETY.

A meeting of the general committee of this society

was held on Friday at the house of the Duke of Rich-
mond, in Portland-place, and which was attended by
the following noblemen and gentlemen :

—

Duke of Richmond (chairman) ; Duke of Bucking-
ham; Lord Beaumont'; F. P. AlUx, M.P.; E. N. New-
digate, Esq., M.P.; A. S. O'Brien, Esq., M.P, ; Mr.
Geo. Brown, Wiltshire ; Mr. Allnatt, Wallingford,

Berks ; Mr. William Bennett, Lewsey Farm, Dunsta-
ble ; Mr. Bethel, Enford, near Pewsey, Wilts ; L.
W. Buck, M.P.; Mr. W. H. Barroro, Southwell;
Mr. James Clarke, Rutland ; Mr. John Cramp, East

Kent ; Mr. Thomas Ellman, Beddmgham, Lewes,
Sussex ; Mr. EUis, Barminge, Maidstone, Kent ; Mr.
John EUman, Sussex ; Mr. R. Gordon, 9. Berkeley-

square ; Mr. Fisher Hobbs, Mark's Hall, Coggeshall,

Essex ; Mr. Hartshorn, Staffordshire ; Mr. S. Jonas,

Ickleton, Saffron Walden ; Mr. George Lucas, North
Bucks ; Mr. Edward Lewis, Hertford ; Mr. P. Mat-
thews, Coombiend, Cirencester ; Mr. S. Miles, War-
minster, Wilts ; William Miles, M.P. ; Mr. D. Maid-
well, Highlands Farm, Leatherhead ; Mr. John
Mosely, East Suffolk ; Mr. Onslow, Worcestershire ;

Mr. Pope, Simniondsbury, Dorchester ; J. Plumptree,

M.P.; Mr. Pusey, M.P. ; Colonel Rushbrooke, M.P.;
Mr. Rolphe; Mr. E. Ruck, Cirencester ; Mr. J. M.
Rodvvell, West Suffolk ; Mr. J. Shackell, Mapleden-

ham, Reading ; Mr. J. W. Sutherland, East Surrey ;

Mr. Trower, Castle Thorp, Stoney Stratford ; Mr. R.
Tamper, Wyke Farm, near Hounslow ; C. H. Turner,

East Surrey ; Mr. Thomas Umbers, Wappingbury,

Leamington ; Mr. Warsop, Alembury, Huntingdon ;

Mr. T. Weale, Carshalton, Surrey.

The following arrangements were made :—Rooms
were taken at 19, Old Bond-street, and a secretary ap-

pointed, to whom all communications are to be ad-

dressed, at the society's rooms. The office hours were

fixed to be from ten to four daily, during which time

the secretary will attend, Reports were received, and
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unanimously adoiiteil, from the Finance, Correspon-
dence, and Publication Committees. Numerous letters

were read from the country, expressing the most
anxious desire to co-operate with the society, and seve-

ral lar^e sums were added to the funds. We are also

enabled to state that in addition to the favourable

opinion already given by Mr. Piatt, a case has been
submitted to Mr. F. Kelly and Mr. Talbot, and their

joint opinion has been given decidedly that the society

is perfectly legal in itself, and its rules in conformity
with the Act of Parliament.

short " Essay on manures—organic and inorganic

—

tlieir uses and qualities ;" by a member of the Drumbo
and Dnnnbcg Farming Society ; and published by
Francis D. Finlay, Esq., Belfast, and which was con-
sidered peculiarly adapted for circulation among the
farming classes in this country.

—

Cork Southern Re-
porter.

ROYAL AGRICULTURAL LMPROVEMENT
SOCIETY OF IRELAND.

A meeting of the Council was held on March 7th,

the Marquess of Downshire in the chair. Present

—

Tlie Earl of Erne, V. P. ; Gustavus Lambert, William

B, Wade, William Stewart Trench, Charles Hamilton,
James Redmond Barry, George Moore, Q.C., Charles

Roper, Acheson Lyle, Charles William Hamilton,
Thomas R. Hardy, George Macartney, J. Kincaid,

Robert Fowler, Peter Purcell, David H. Sherrard,

Patrick Corbally, Francis A. Trench, andWm. Owen,
Esqrs.

Upon the suggestion of Lord Erne, it was pro-

posed that for the future copper-plate certificates,

handsomely engraved, should be substituted for the

society's medals, to the loced farming societies, it

appearing by the secretary's returns that the sum for

medals awarded last year, amounted nearly to 200/.,

that thereby a great saving would be made of the funds

of the societj', which might be more beneficially

applied, and the same effect produced ; a sub-commit-
tee therefore was appointed, consisting of the Earl of

Erne, Chas. Wm. Hamilton, Thomas Hutton, and
Acheson Lyle, Esqrs., to procure a proper design for

the certificate, and have it ready for the next general

meeting of the society.

Lord Erne, the chairman of the sub-committee,
upon '

' Essays upon the best and most approved plan

for cottages, for the working and labouring classes in

Ireland," brought up the report, also signed by the

Hon. C. J. Trench, and James L. W. Naper, Esq.,

which reported that they had examined the only

essay on the subject, which had been sent in to the

secretary. That the plans accompanying it were
neatly executed, and their respective advantages, with

the mode of building, explained in a clear and succinct

manner. That the essay itself displayed a knowledge
on the part of the author of the habits of the peasantry

and small farmers in the north of Ireland. The sub-

committee were, however, reluctantly obliged to state

that they did not think that the essay possessed suffi-

cient merit to entitle it to the society's medal. Or-
dered that the report be received.

The secretary was directed to communicate again
with Mr. Smith, of Deanston, who, it was understood,
was at present in this country, and to ascertain from
him whether it would be in his power to undertake the

task of personally inspecting the thorough-draining,
executed by the four competitors for the society's gold
medal, who were selected at the last meeting of the

Council for the purpose, on the principle of being the

four who had executed the greatest quantity of

.thorough draming amongst the different competitors.
Several communications were laid upon the table,

which had been lately received by the secretary, and
amongst the rest the last report of the society on the

improvement of flax in the North of Ireland ; and a

AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.

TANKS.—Sir,—I should feel much obhged if

any of your numerous correspondents who may
be acquainted with the subject would favour me
by stating, thi-ough the medium of your valuable

columns—firstly, whether a tank constructed for

holding liqviid manure should be placed in the

middle of the farm-yard ; and, if not, where ?

Secondly, whether the drainage from the cattle-

stalls to such tank should be conveyed by means
of covered drains, or suffered to make its o\vn

way o^-er the surface to the centre f And, thirdly,

if the latter, what grating or opened covering to

such tanks should be adopted, so that the liquid

might flow into the tank without impediment
from choking ? Any general remark hereon will

receive thanks from, yours, H.
March, 1844.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK-LAXE EXPRESS.

Sir,— Having read the report of the Duke of Rich-

mond and Dr. Mason, in your paper of the 26th of

February, proving the profitable use of diluted sul-

phuric acid and bones for turnips, I beg some of your

scientific farming readers will inform me, through

your paper, whether the above solution, mixed with

saw-dust, or ashes, or dry earth, might not be profit-

ably applied to cloverseeds and meadow-grass. If

the bones are merely broken and immersed, two parts

water and one part sulphuric acid, will they not dis-

solve without passing through the mill and merchants'

hands, or would part of the most valuable gas pass ofi"

in the vapour ? Would mountain lime be a proper

vehicle to convey the above solution to the land in ?

I have derived benefit by applying pulverized gypsum
in its natural state : would the benefit be increased if

the gypsum was calcined ?

ANSWER TO AGRICULTURAL QUERY.
DIBBLING.—There is a great saving of seed

by using Saunder and Newberry's machine, four

or five pecks of wheat being quite sufficient for

an acre of ground. Labour is also saved, as the

ground is only required to be ploughed ; the

machine makes the ground perfectly firm, and the

seed takes such root, that the winter has no effect

in thro\ving it up. Then the plants are at equal

distances, thus allowing a circulation of air, and
permitting the ground to be cleared A^ith the hoe,

in consequence of which the plants tiller out and
produce a much greater number of full-grown

ears than otherwse. A light pair of harrows after

the machine is sufficient to cover the holes.

y. p, 2
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SOWING TURNIPS WITH BARLEY IN
LIEU OF CLOVER SEED.

By the kind permission of the editor of the

Reading Mercuri/, comprised in his inteUigent

and widely circulated paper, I shall briefly eluci-

date a few remarks on the culti\'ation of turni|)s

wxili barley, in lieu of clo-\'er, which at present is

but httle known or even thought of by agricultu-

rists in general, or, indeed, thought practicable

by any person I have yet con\'ersed with upon
the subject. But having proved the advantages
and success of the plan, I am not altogether
writing theory but experience, and shall endea-
vour at once to set this fallacy at rest, as I think
what is useful and beneficial ought to be made
public.

I have understood for a considerable time past,

that this system of husbandry has been adopted
in the lower parts of Hampshire, particularly in

the local districts and neighbourhood of Ring-
wood ; also knowing how desirable and beneficial

a good crop of turnips is to the farmer, with the
least possible trouble and expense, I was induced
last year to give it a fair trial, the result of which
has fully answered my expectations, by having as

good a plant of green round turnips as any far-

mer could ever wish for (and imder a heavy crop
of barley, too), and which has since been fed off

with sheep, and the ground now again in as good
and efiicient state of dressing to receive a second
white crop, of oats and clover, or any other grain
I may choose to adopt, while othenvise than by
this process, I could not depend on having two
white crops together ; thus much I say \rithout

fear of contradiction, having had ocidar demon-
stration by those who have seen them. I was
given to understand from the gentleman ofwhom I

derivedmy information, that itwas possible I might
not see m\ich growth in the turnips until the barley
was cut, but after giving the ground two tines

each way ^vith the drags, I might shortly exjiect

a good crop of turnips ; biit not so last year, for,

I suppose, on account of the imprecedented wet
weather in the May month (a very unusual oc-
currence), the turnips from the first took prece-
dence of the barley, and continued their growth
until the cutting of the same. Now, this being
the case, I was fearful it might have pro^'ed
against their after groAvth on account of their
being so foi-ward ; howe\'er, at harvest, when the
cro]) came indiscriminately under the operation
of the scythe, although many of the turnip-tops
were cut off, not being cut too close so as to
share ofFtlieir crowns, I could perceive very little

difference in their aj)pearance from the small ones
not touched by the scythe, excepting the leaf
apjjcarcd to shoot out much stronger after its

maltreatment, l)ut I l)elieve the smaller turnips
l)r()ved the largest heads.

Tlierefore, if a farmer can only but ascertain
lie has a good ])lant of turnips, it is sufficient ; the
less he may see of them the better, as regards
size, until haiTcst ; l)ut should he use the drag as
abo^•e stated, never fear how deep the tines may

go, for I douljtnot, if there is a good plant, there
A\'ill be a jilentj^ left for a crop when half of them
are scratched up ; or, if better approved, use the
seven-share plough or scarifier, and stir uj) the
earth well between those left on each side of the
shares, when I think they will come to a good
size without taking any farther trouble with them.
But of this I am certain, that the deeper the tines

or shares may go in to stir and loosen the ground,
the better will be the crop, for it was in this re-

spect that I restricted the groAvth of my own
turnips last year on some parts of the field. Then
the pith of the question in my argument is this :

will turnii)s live imder barley ? I say that they
will li\-e, and grow with the same ease and faci-

lity as cloA'er, and when the barley is off and the
ground well stirred, they wll begin to enjoy
themselves, and head very' fast ; and any farmer
that has his ground in good condition, and par-

ticularly where the barley comes off early, may
expect as good a crop of turnips (barring the
seasons) as though he had given the ground a
regular summer fallow. Not that I am writing
to supersede the clover crop, far from it, but
merely to show that barley is applicable in both
cases ; and if a farmer thought proper to appro-
priate a field or two to this purpose, or if he does
not choose to have clover with his barley, which
is often the case, what better plan could he adopt
than to sow turnips as above stated ?

For, by this procedure, look at the advantages
in its train. First, there will be already a plant

of turnips to his hand without re-ploughing ;

secondly, it saves a year by having a second white
crop without the dung cart ; thirdly, taking the
average of the seasons, this mode of culture wU
always beat stuljble turnips four-fold, being
nearly or quite two months advance in their

groAvth ; and fourthlj', although last not the least,

the turnips being sown so early, by adopting this

process, will, I think, five times out of six, gene-
rally escape the ravages of the fly.

Then, if such be the case, and once tried by
any practical farmers, I have no doubt it woiUd
be by them generally adopted, and brought into

their improved systems of agricultm-e. Ha\'ing
now only to apologize for the sjjace taken up in

the Mercury, ^''^

I am respectfully, your friend,

John Padbury.
Wokingham, 18th of 2rd Month, 1844.

FARMERS' CLUB-HOUSE;

The Monthly Meeting of the Committee was h^4,„

here on Monday, March 4, at three o'clock. Present

:

W. R. Browne, in the chair, H. Gibbs, Thos. Kxiight^

R. B. Smith, Wm. Cheffins. •..,j 8^1

The following gentlemen were elected Membei^^*^'^""
2oa ad ,11

.John Dunn, Alresford. ,Yf .yjl

,

Samuel Dudley, Wenslow. , iqmartB .'

Henry Marriott, Hampton Wiekc ,iu orwnv>^'
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CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE.—APRIL.

Refrnspecf.—The cold and iluctuating weather

had permitted no advance in vegetation to the

middle of March. Nearly the whole of February

having been frosty, at least during the nights,

the damage sustained, particularly by the cabbage

tribe of ^-egetables, could not be repaired ;
and

wherever the stiff ground was swamped by the

profuse rains and sleet, after heavy falls of snow,

it became a hopeless affair to attempt plantmg or

sowing of any kind. Our themiometers indicated

the mean averages of all the days and nights of

Februaiy, at maximum 40'', minimimi 29°.4.

It is curious to trace the exceeding variations

of meteorological phenomena. In Berkshire

snow fell to tlie depth of twelve level inches ; in

Norfolk there was hardly enough to whiten the

ground ; in the west a medium fall was observed;

but all accounts concur in evidencing the check

given by frost to vegetation. We tear much

damage was sustained by the young shoots of

evergreens, many of which were actually growmg

at the end of the last year. Bay-trees have suffered,

which sustained the intense rigour of 1838 and

1841 ; and we have ourselves cut back six mches,

or more, of dead wood that was hvely and in

beautiful foliage prior to the .3rd of January. The

China roses have in many instances lost half their

wood ; and we hear that among a lot of 24 fine

blooming caurustines, only two retain signs of

life Let it not be inferred that frost has de-

stroyed this shrub generally, for the plants had

recently been purchased and moved. Our ob-

iect is to caution amateurs against late autumnal

planting of evergreens ; these tribes are jealous

of any act that tends to toqiefy their massive

roots • and it is quite certain that no advance can

be made after the middle of October. Evergreens

affect and prosper most under an April removal

;

for at that period growth is on the verge of acti-

\'ity, and if once the fibres grasp the soil, which

they will do if it be suitable in quality, and the

weather at all moist, they are sure to prosper,

and retain a healthy appearance.

Natural Agents.

Manures.—These have now become so numer-

ous that it is impossible to distinguish, wdth

minute accuracy, between them. The great

benefit that cultivators have derived from the

MTitings of Liebig may be traced to his mode of

arrangement. Some pretend to detract from his

merits by asserting that he has discovered nothing

7iew but we ask, whether the classification of all

manures under two heads—the organic, and the

inorganic—^vhether the perspicuity mth which he

has pointed out, and made perfectly available to

analysis the essential characters and offices ol

each, be not of more importance than any mere

novelty. We only follow in his path in the pre-

sent attempt at a general outhne.

Organic manures, strictly so called, develoj)

when submitted to chemical analysis the four

great ultimate elements—oxygen, carbon, hydro-

gen, and nitrogen ; these constitute the basis of

all pure \'egetable and animal organic structure,

and their products. Of organic manures, the

chief, as being what may be considered a natural

manure, is the substance fantastically called

humus ; its elements appear to be oxygen, hydro-

gen, and carbon, the last being the base ; and
as it is the product of vegetable remains,

decaying in the heart of almost all soils

capable of supporting vegetable life, it may
with some accuracy be styled the natural

manure. Every root, every fibre or leaf, is finally

resolved by the chemical processes of decay into

natural humus.

The word itself is Latin, and if simply trans-

lated, is the earth or ground; thus Columella,

the Roman agricultural author, defines the fer-

tility of the earth by the words Lcetitia humi.

In j)rocess of time grass-turf, by itself or incor-

l)orated with earth, becomes humus of the first

quality ; the same may be said of tree lea^'es,

and of fermenting masses of stable manure. Yet
it must not be overlooked, that all these sub-

stances comprise some portions of inorganic mat-
ters, which are sej)arated from the more sim])le

elements during that process of decay which

converts them to pure humus ; the nearest repre-

sentati\'e of which is the black, reduced mass of

exceedingly old heaps of dung, decayed wood,

and leaves. Alkalies act upon, and combine
with certain parts of such humus, producing a

brown-coloured fluid: hence the term humic
acid.

Of all the organic manures, good stable ma-
nure is unquestionably the best; but we reject

admixtures, particularly of the dung of swine
and poultry, referring them to the farm-yard
only ; because pure horse-dung, with straw, the
heap moistened with the urine of the same ani-

mal, contains all the vegetable substances and
animal salts which garden vegetables can require.

If employed pretty fresh, before the ammonia is-

developed, it ought to be buried deep within the

soil, whence it could be raised at future diggings
and trenchings, so as to be incorporated with the
earth. If it be previously suffered to ferment
in the heap till reduced to black-spit ma-
nure, the ammonia should be fixed by watering
the whole surface vnih a little extremely diluted,

sulphuric acid at the first formation of the heajj,

and after every fresh addition of recent manure,
'ITie exhalation of ammoniacal fumes would thus
be prevented, and suljihate of ammonia formed
in the heap. More must be said in our next
calendar.

Inorganic manures are those salts, earths or
oxides, which though they are traceable in jilants,

have their origin in the ground. These are flint,

or silex, which appears to enter the plant in com-
bination Avith potassa ; it abounds in straw,

bamboo, &c. Lime, which is also combined with
some acid solvents, and traceable in the ashes of
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wood and veofetables in the condition of carl)onate

of lime, oxides of iron, traces of which are al-

most mvariably fovind in A-egetable ashes, po-

tassa, and soda—that is, the two fixed alkalies,

and these are present in pure loams. "\ATienever

analysis by fire detects earths or salts among orga-

nic elements of any vegetable, it may be consi-

dered certain that manures which contain similar

inorganic manvn-es, are indispensable to the per-

fect development of that individual in whose
ashes they are found to exist.

Since it is pretty evident that the inorganic

substances above named are rarely traceable in

the growing plant in a pure state, we must infer

that they have already combined with some organic,

or decomposal acid, which, being detached or de-

stroyed by the action of fire, leaves the alkaline,

or other inorganic base, in the condition of a

residual ash.

WEEKLY OPERATIONS IN THE KITCHEN
GARDEN.

1st and 2nd week. Sow Beans, long-pod,

Toker, Windsor, the white or green seed : and
Peas, in drills—imperial blue, Prussian, scimitar,

also the tall marrow. Let no drills be nearer

than four feet, and thence to six, for the high

growers ; and to pre^'ent mice, some finely chop-

ped furze should be laid over the seed. On such

sowings, a light sprinkling of any of the new
powdery manures, most of which are prejiarations

of dry night-soil, might be tried with great advan-

tage.

Cabbage—the hearting varieties of which none
surpasses the true London York. Savoys, red,

for pickling ; Brussel's spi-outs ; Boricole.

Beetroot—long or horny carrot, parsnips

—

these very early—for the main crop; and if the

ground be clayey, make holes with a crow-bar at

proper distances—six to nine inches ; fill them
' with sifted sandy loam, and about one inch below

the level sow six or se^'en seeds to a hole, cover-

ing wth a little fine earth. This method secures

an easy downward descent ; its only defect is the

liability of the young plants to be destroyed by
slug or beetle.

Lettuce of any approved sorts in shallow drills

of the richest earth, or broadcast according to the

practice of some, after Onions sown in drills for

the main supply of large bulbs.

Sih-er onions for pickling should however be

sown thickly in very poor light soil, for size de-

pends much iipon these conditions.

Leeks and Cardoons in drills, to be transplan-

ted.

Celery and Celeriac are sown in beds—the lat-

ter in rows to grow and bulb—therefore the

ground should be rich; but celery does best

when raised over heat, as before directed, for

when planted out late it ne\'er becomes fine.

Still, howe\'er, it is advisable to pre])are for a row
or two of the hardy, dwarfish led, because it

stands severe weathei-, which would destroy the

tall bleached white.

Srd.weeJt. Sow brocoli and cauliflower, also

some cape, for early autumn. Some radish,

lettuce, mustard, cress, and the sweet pot-herbs.

4th week. The first crop of kidney and nmner
beans, in a dry sunny exposure. Salsafy and
Serzonera.

Plant potatoes for autumn and Annter. Cut
the sets now, and insert them a few inches apart

in the rows—the rows themselves being two or

three feet asunder.

Slips of balm, sage, thyme, savoiy, margeram,
lavender, rue and rosemary, Avill succeed in a

shady border.

Asparagus-plants are safely removed now, to

form beds, and rooted suckers of artichokes

:

showery weather is to be preferred.

Transplant lettuces to thin the seedlings, and
also other jjlants that stand too close and can bear

removal.

Sow or plant sea-kale ; and dress the beds that

have been cut over.

Dig the artichoke-beds after removing decayed
leaves.

Earth up eveiy crop in rows, stick peas, and
keep the plots neat.

FRUIT DEPARTMENT.
Sow and transplant melons, keeping a lively

heat in the beds, and also in those devoted to

cvicumbers—see directions of March.
Little ought to be required among fniit-trees and

shrubs now ; though grafting may yet be prac-

tised early in the month.

PLEASURE GROUNDS.
Plant evergreens, not only the common sorts,

but those which are called American shrubs.

It is a mistake to suppose that azalias and
romedas, Ralmias, hardy heaths, Rhododendrons,
&c. require bog or heath-movild only. If plenty

of decayed leaves and sand be digged into soil

composed of chopped turf of a light sandy loam
intermixed with road-grit, a small portion only

of heath or bog, like that about Bagshot or Wim-
bledon, will suffice, if put into the holes with the

plants. In the autumn after planting, a top-

dressing of decayed leaves and sand «'ill further

meliorate the soil, and render the shrubs rich in

verdure when they push again.

Sow annual seeds in the fresh digged borders,

and begin to plant out seedlings raised under
glass, also the choice herbaceous tribes.

Protect auriculas from rain : plants in flower

shovild stand on a stage facing the east.

Roses in pots are grown to great perfection

in a loamy soil of chopped turf roasted over

a grating on a slow fire, till the grass roots be

killed. The carbonaceous smoke is manure, the

heat kills insects, and when a httle clean ma-
nure is added, the compost is most fertile.

Roses, however, are admirably grown \nthout

pots, planted in soil contained in brick pits.

E^'ery part of the flower garden plots,—lawns,

walks, and edgings—should be brought into, and
maintained in a state of the greatest neatness; and

a little timely attention will eflfect the object

with comparatively small labour.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

GENER.\L AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
MARCH.

The present is, unquestionably, a most impor-

tant i)eriod of the year for agriculture, more

particularly as relates to ploughing the land for

the reception of Lent corn. As this operation is

chiefly influenced by the state of the atmosjjhere,

a few remarks respecting that experienced this

month may not be out of place. Its early part,

although so closely following the " fill-dyke"

season, was seasonably fine ; but, from the 8th

until the 20th, hea\7 showers fell almost daily in

every part of England, we might say of the king-

dom. These rains so completely saturated in

soil, especially in the lowlands—many of which

were partially inundated during several days—as

to put a stop, for a time, to the progress of the

plough. Notwithstanding, however, their visita-

tions^ the agriculturists were not idle ; the various

other matters connected with farm labours having

engrossed much of their attention. From the

latter period above referred to, until the month's

conclusion, the temperature was dry, and conse-

quently seasonable ; hence ver>' great progress

was made in the fields. With the exception,

therefore, of the drawback above alluded to, there

is every reason to congratulate our readers upon

the time just elapsed. As to the position in which

farm labours now are, we ha\'e to intimate that it

is quite as satisfactory as could he desired ; in

fact, both ploughing and sowing—which are fully

expected to be concluded within the time usually

allotted to them—are sufficiently forward. From

time immemorial, the presence of March dust has

been considered an omen of a good future har-

vest; of that commodity there has been a fair

share. Let us hope that the prognostications of

ancient, may hold good in modern years. _A
large portion of the wheat, barley, and oats, in-

cluding beans and peas, has now been soM-n, with

the land in, for the most part, good working con-

dition.

It affords us very great jfleasure in being able

to state that the contents of the letters received

from our munerous correspondents residing in

the great agricultural districts, are such as enable

us to convey to our readers a most flattering

statement of the appearance of the wnter wheats.

This is a subject worthy of the most attentive

consideration at this moment, for we need scarcely

say that, upon the present condition of the grow-

ing crops depends, in some measure, the future

prospects of the agricultural body, increasing or

lessening as it does the demand for the stocks of

grain on hand, and thus having a tendency to in-

fluence prices. Some few of our statements com-

plain of the ravages committed by the slug ; but,

considering that the past winter has been one of

^pComparative mildness, the losses thus experienced

'form but a small, very small, item for considera-

tion. It is to be observed that we have had occa-

sion to. make remarks to the same effect as these

during the last three or four years. May not

this eflPect have lieen produced by the progress

agricultural chemistry is making throughout the

length and breadth of the land ? AVe are l)ut

httle admirers of theorj', but it occurs to us that,

in years yet to come, that science \vill be the

general basis on which agriculture Avill be con-

ducted. To use a technical expression, so regu-

lar have the ^^'heats appeared that the land ui)on

which they are growing has almost the appear-

ance of a bowling-green ; while premature exu-

berance has been seldom complained of.

The farmers' pohtical horizon has continued

one of more than ordinary excitement. Patient

and forbearing as the agriculturists have been,

during a long period of time, in which their pro-

perty has been assailed by a faction, they have, at

length, deemed it necessary to act in self-defence,

and thus vindicate their own cause in a manful

struggle with the enemies of native industry.

Yes, the sturdy yeomen of England have deter-

mined to uproot the evil prejudices raised against

them—for that they have been ruined, to serve

certain persons, no one can deny—and prove to

the world that their actual position is one of a

diflferent character that has been i-epresented.

The society formed in London for this laudable

purpose has been sneered at by the Anti-Corn-

Law League and its supporters, as having been

formed for an illusionary purpose—as being, in

fact, a mere " plmjthimj'" in the hands of the so-

called champions of free trade. To treat, however,

an opponent with contempt is not the most ready

way of getting out of a difficulty. Let the League
understand they have good and stum stuff" to deal

with, and that those against whom they have

raised themselves in hostility will not be j)ut down
so easily as they imagine. But why this agitation at

all ? Simply on the part of the League, that it is

a money-getting principle—that dupes have been
found in the great manufacturing districts to sub-

scribe largely to ita funds, by which are sup-

ported numerous persons, actually holding politi-

cal princijfles directly at variance with their pro-

fessions I This, be it observed, is no idle assertion,

because we are in a condition to prove that many
who have gone through the country lecturing in

favour of a total abolition of the duties on foreign

grain, have expressed themselves favourable to

the sliding scale ! Prospectively speaking, this

question is one of the greatest moment. Sir

Robert Peel has declared his intention not to make
any alteration in the existing duties on grain

during the present session of Parliament, but

whether any change will take place at some dis-

tant period time alone wiU determine. In the op-

position now raised against the League, we are

sure a firmness of ])urpose, and a steady adhe-

rence to principle will be the ruling guide.

The corn trade of the month has not exhibited

that buoyancy of character which many persons

were led to anticipate. It is true that in its early

part the value of most grain was supported, \vith
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a steady demand for the best descriptions ; bnt
as it ])roceeded, the demand l)ecame extremely

hea\"}', at a decline of from ) s. to os. per quarter

in the rates of w'heat, while barley has retrograded

to the same extent. In all other corn no material

variation has been noticed, though the trade has
ruled inacti\'e. As might be expected, this state

of demand has somewhat per])lexed the specu-

lators in foreign corn, and prevented orders to

any extent being transmitted to the various grain

shipping ]5orts up the Baltic and elsewhere. That
there is ^'ery little prospect of any immediate im-
proA'ement taking place in the value of wheat is

ob\'ious ; but when we consider that the produce
of last year's crops was barely an average, and
that the stocks of that of home growth are far

from large for the season, we are led to conclude
—more especially as the supply of foreign, both
free and in bond, is limited—that higher rates

will be obtained during the months of July and
August.

In our grazing districts the stock has fared

remarkably well, though, of course, great de-

mands have been made upon dry food.

From Scotland we learn that great progress

has been made in out-door farm labours, the

v/hole of which are represented as being suffi-

ciently forward. The wheats are looking re-

markably strong and healthy; but the supply

of wheat and barley in the hands of the farmers

is acknowledged to be small.

Tlie shipments of corn to England from the

various Irish ports have been small, while the

different markets have been scantily supphed

:

prices, howe\'er, have undergone no change
worthy of notice. Most of the winter crops have
been already sown, under favouralile auspices.

The foUoT^dng is our usual monthly statement

of the supphes and prices of fat stock exhibited

and sold in Smithfield cattle market during the

month. The former ha^-e been composed of

10,212 beasts; 10.3,412 sheep and lambs ; 1,349

calves ; and 2,364 pigs ; while the latter have
ruled thus : beef, from 2s. 4d. to 3s. lOd.

;

mutton 2s. 8d. to 4s. 6d. j lamb, 5s. to 6s. ; veal.

3s. Sd. to 4s. Sd. ; and pork, 2s. 8d. to 48. 4d.

]KM- 8ll)S. to sink ihe offals.

With the excejjtion of the jirimest mutton
having commanded a steady demand, at mostly

full prices, the general trade has ruled extremely

inacti^'e, owing chiefly to the large arrivals of

country killed meat up to Newgate and Leaden-
hall markets, and prices have had a downward
tendency.

Tlie Norfolk supplies have come to hand la^^
for the most part, good condition ; but from other;

„j
quarters the receipts ha^-e been inferior. ^ ^

During the month the imports of live stock

from abroad into the United Kingdom ha-\'e been
very trifling—viz., about 40 beasts, chiefly from
Spain and Holland. These importations have
turned out profitless speculations. In Smith-
field only 10 from the latter country have been on
show.

A STATEMENT and COMPARISON of the SUPPLIES and
PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited and sold in Sjiitjifield
Cattle Mahket, on Monday, March 27, 184S.

Per 81bs. to sink tlie offals.

March 27, 1&43. March 25, 1844.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Coarse and inferior Beasts 2 8 to 2 10 .. 2 4 to 2 8
Second quality do 3 3 4 .. 2 10 3 2
Prime large Oxen 3 6 3 8 .. 3 4 3 G

Prime Scots, ice 3 10 4 .. 3 8 3 10

Coarse and Inferior Sheep. 2 10 3 .. 2 8 3
Second quality do 32 34.. 32 36
Prime coarse woolled do 3 6 3 8 .. 3 8 3 10
Prime Southdown do 3 10 4 .. 4 4 4
Lambs 50 60.. 50 60
Large coarse Calves.......... 40 44.. 3 10 46
Prime small do 46 48.. 48 4 10
Large Hogs 3 4 3 10 .. 3 3 8
Neat small Porkers 4 4 6 .. 3 10 4 4

SUPPLIES.
March 27, 1843. March 25, 1814.

Beasts 2,610 2,900
Sheep & Lambs 23,350 25,240
Calves . 60 75
Pigs 439 380

In Newgate and Leadenhall markets great .

heaA-iness in the demand has again prevailed, and'
,'

with it A'ery low and unremunerative figures,
'

'

which have ruled as follows : beef, from 2s. 2d.

to 3s. 6d. ; mutton, 2s. 6d. to 3s. 8d. ; lamb, 4s.

lOd. to 5s. lOd. ; veal, 3s. Sd. to 4s. 6d. ; and
pork, 2s. 4d. to 3s. lOd. per 8lbs. by the carcass.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE, FAIRS, &c.

ABERAYRON FAIR was well attended by the

princiiial dealers. Horses and pigs were sold at ad-

vanced prices, and the inliabitants afforded the dealers

and others every accommodation during their stay.

CASTLE DONIN(iTON FAIR.—This fair was
mucli better supplied with cattle than on any former

occasion. Barren beast fetched good prices, and were

in great request ; in-calvers also were much inquired

after. In fact, there was scarcely anything brought in

which was not quickly sold.

STAMFORD FAIR.—This stock fair was held on

Monday last, and was the largest (for the time of year)

ever known since the Deeping fairs were established.

The show of beasts was very good and large ; some
excellent animals were offered, Ijut all kinds sold ratlier

indifferently, prices ranging not higlicr than about r>s.

or 5s, 6d. per stone. A great number of sheeji were

penned, but in consequence of this being the first

sjiring fair, and wool low, buyers held off, and sales

were very tardily effected.

ANDOVER FAIR was fully attended. Tlie quan-

tity of cheese pitched was considerable, and the

greater part disposed of at the following prices :

—

Best Chedder, 70s. to 78s. ; Somerset, 66s. to 70s.

;

North Wilts, 48s. to 58s. ; half coward, 40s. to 44s. ;

skim, 24s. to 28s. per cwt.

LEOMINSTER FAIR.—There was an excellent

supply of cattle and other stock, but prices were

rather flat, not quite so good as those at fairs recently

held in the neighbourhood. The horse fair was well

attended at an early hour, and useful animals met with

a l)risk sale.

TRURO MIDl^ENT FAIR.—Tliere was a tolera-

bly good sujiply for the time of year ; but the demand
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was not very brisk. Fat cattle ranged in price from

48s. to 50s. Store cattle about 35s. Cows and calves,

of which there were a considerable number, brought

from 45s. to 48s. Of sheep there were not many

;

their price was about 5d.

WORCESTER FAIR was pretty well attended by
dealers, and yet prices were not so high as were ex-

pected. Of beef the supply was tolerably good, and

on an average fetched 5\d. Cows and calves were

heavy sale, unless they were of first-rate quality.

Barrens were much sought after, and still keep up in

price. Of sheep the supply was good, and they met
a sale at 5d. to 5 id. per lb.

CROYDON NEW CATTLE MARKET—which
has been erected on a commodious and handsome
scale, is intended to be opened at the commencement
of the ensuing month, when every facility will be given

to those salesmen and farmers who may support it.

W^e hear that extensive patronage has been promised,

and there is no doubt but that, in time, it will be

eminently successful.

KELSO SECOND HORSE MARKET.—The
principal Horse Market for the season was held here

on Friday, 15th, and the show of animals has seldom

been equalled either for number or variety. Owing
to the attendance of dealers from a distance being un-

usually great, business commenced at an early hour in

the forenoon, and continued with much briskness till

the close of the market. Good tkaught horses were

in demand, and brought liigh prices. Riding horses
were scarce, and few fit for the hunting field were to
be met with. Such of these descriptions as were
oftered for sale readily ftmnd purchasers. Upon the
whole, a great number of animals changed owners

;

and we believe that at least the sellers had no reason
to complain.

KELSO SECOND MARCH MARKET.—There
was a great show of horses, principally for the draught,
and a good number of dealers from a distance were in
attendance. Good draught horses were in request, at

a considerable advance in price. There were few or
no good horses for the field or the road in the market

;

but had there been, there is little doubt that they
would have met with a ready sale at good prices, as
tlie dealers were anxious to pick up horses of this

description.

BROMYARD AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY bids
fair to become a most efficient institution. Upwards
of a hundred members have already enrolled their
names, and the committee, who have been ap))ointed
to regulate its proceedings, met on IMonday and fixed
the amount of premiums to be awarded for stock, &c.,
at the annual meeting, which is to take place about
October next. There will be ploughing matches,
prizes awarded to labourers, and all the other etceteras
hkely to make an agricultural show interesting and
attractive.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF MARCH.

Steady progress lias been made during the

month in maturing the different societies for the

protection of agriculture, and we may now con-

gratulate the farmers of Great Britain on tlieir

having achieved, more by their o-\vn exertions

than they could possibly have gained by placing

imphcit dependence on any class of politicians.

With the tenant farmers the idea of forming as-

sociations to counteract the machinations of the

League originated, and to them a large proportion

of the credit is due ; we are happy, therefore, to

see that the committee of the central society is

composed })artly of the o\vners and partly of the

occupiers of the soil. Tlie parties connected mth
the League are well aware that they will now have

a far more difficult game to play than heretofore*,

they can no longer expect their misrepresentations

to go forth to the world uncontradicted; and the

salutary dread of a vigorous opposition has al-

ready taught them to become more guarded in

their expressions.

The tone and manner in which Mr. Cobden
brought forward his motion for a committee to

examine into the effects of protective duties on the

interest of tenant farmers and labourers, was cha-

racterised by a greater degree of moderation and
seeming fairness than that gentleman's speeches

usually exhibit : the speech contained, neverthe-

less, abundance of gross mis-statements, some of

which were ])romptly exposed by Lord Worsley.
As regards the cost of gi-o\ving wheat on the con-

tinent of Europe, and the expenses attending its

transit to this country, the statements made by
Mr. Cobden are so glaringly incorrect as to sul)-

ject him to the imputation of total ignorance, or

the desire wilfully to mislead. That gentleman
stated, in the House of Commons, that wheat had,
during the last ten years, averaged 40s. per cp-. at

Danzig; which is not true. But, supposing even
that such had actually been the case, is it fair to se-

lect one port, and that port the highest in the Bal-
tic, as a means of showing the price at which our
continental neighbours could afford to ship wheat ?

Mr. Cobden entirely overlooks the immense re-

sources of those countries, from whence supplies

come down to Odessa, and the very great im-
provement which has of late years been made in

the agriculture of that portion of the world. But a
few years ago, the wheat received from the Black
Sea was of most miserable quality ; whilst the
Polish Odessa, more recently imported, weighs
60 up to G'2 lbs. per bushel, and possesses such
good meahng i)roperties as to have rapidly risen

in the estimation of our millers.

The most recent advices from Odessa inform
us that the demand which had been experienced
there, from France and many of the ports in the

Mediterranean, in addition to ])urchases on British

account, had caused prices of wheat to rise unusu-
ally high; but, notwithstanding the enhancement
thus occasioned, we find that good sen'iceable

qualities of 60 lbs. weight were selhng at equal to

25s. and the very best under 30s. per qr. This
being the case with the partially defective harvest
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of last year in many countries of Europe, it is fair

to infer that, under ordinary circumstances, wheat
might be liought at the port named at about 20s.

per quarter.

Respecting- tlie charges attending transit, the

statements put forward by the free-traders are

given with equal unfairness. The last accounts

from Danzig inform us that first-class British

vessels might then be chartered for London at

3s. Gd; to this we have to add insvu-ance, Gd.; and
the dues for passing the Sound, Gd.; making in

all, 4s. Gd.

We have instanced Danzig, as that is the j^ort

to which the Leaguers generally confine their re-

marks ; from Odessa, the freight and insurance is

about 2s. to 3s. higher; whilst, from the Lower
Baltic, Hamburg, and other near ports, the ex-

penses are,, in many instances, no greater than
shipping from the northern parts of the kingdom
to the south. What becomes, therefore, of the na-

tural protection of 10s. per quarter Messrs.

Cobden and Bright assert the British farmer

must always enjoy ? The cause must indeed be
weak which can alone be supported by misrepre-

sentations so gross as those constantly juit for-

ward by the paid lecturers of the League ; but the

defence of the farmers is now, we trust, in good
hands ; without, therefore, going further into this

subject, we shall direct our attention to the con-

sideration of matters for which this article is more
particularly intended.

llie rapid rise which took place in prices of

wheat during the months of January and Febru-

ary has (as is not unusually the case when a

commodity advances suddenly) been followed by
a material reaction, and within the last week or

two business has again become very dull. We
warned farmers in our last number not to place too

much reliance on the then value of wheat being

long maintained, though, we nuist confess, we
were not prepared to expect so speedy a reduction.

As yet no portion of the supply from abroad has

arrived in this country ; nor, in fact, does

there exist the slightest reason to calculate on
large receipts from the Baltic until about the

middle of May, the navigation of the jjrincipal

rivers and harbours being, according to the

latest accounts from thence, still blocked up by
ice. So great an infiuence, however, has already

been ]n-oduced by the anticipation of these

comparati^'ely remote arrivals, that holders of

wheat, farmers as well as merchants, ha\e dis-

played a considerable degree of anxiety to realize;

whilst, on the other hand, millers have felt the

effect with equal force, and have shown a deter-

mination to keej) their stocks low, so as to be in

a situation to take advantage of any depreciation

which may occur.

In taking a retrospective view of the corn-trade

during the month, attention is naturally first

directed to wheat : this grain has been brought

forward pretty freely by growers in most parts of

the country, ' and buyers having been influenced

by the considerations already noticed have acted

with the utmost caution. Until about the

middle of the month sellers continued to display

considerable firmness, but since then prices

had gi-adually gi^-en way in all parts of the

kingdom.
In our last we noticed the fluctuations which

had, up to the period to which our review ex-

tended, taken place in Boston ; it may, therefore,

not be out of place again to refer to that impor-
tant agricultural market.

At the termination of February, good red
wheat, made up G3lbs. per bushel when put on
board, was worth there 5Gs. to 57s. per qr. free

on board ; for some time after it remained nearly

stationary, and quotations have since ranged as

follows :—On the 6th March the same quality

was obtainable at 55s. to 5Gs. ; on the 13th at

54s. to 55s, ; and on the 21st at 54s, to 55s.

We consider this a very good criterion of the

variations which have occurred in the farmers'

markets, where, of course, free foreign has not

been brought in such active competition as at

the maritime ports ; at several of the latter the

fall has been somewhat greater, and, taking the

kingdom collectively, the decline has not been
unimportant.

So much for the past : we shall now make a

few remarks in reference to the future. The
weather, on which so much must always depend,

will probably this season have even greater influ-

ence on the trade than in ordinary years ; it may,
consequently, be as well to notice some of the

many changes which it has lately undergone.

More rain has, on the whole, fallen than is usual

in March, which must be considered as rather an
unfavourable circumstance. February closed

with boisterous wet weather, and, up to the 4th

inst., we had scarcely a day mthout showers;

the subsequent week was tolerably dry, but on
the 11th we had a return of heavy rain, which
continued at intervals luitil, in many parts of the

country, the lowlands were completely flooded,

and all out-door operations were consequently

brought to a stand. On the I7th inst. a favour-

able change occurred, the wind having veered to

the north-east, causing a dry atmosphere, and
in a few days much of the superfluous moisture

was absorbed. We have since had occasional

showers, and, on the whole, less progress has

been made with spring sowing than might have

been desu'ed.

The young wheat-plant does not, up to the

present jieriod, appear to have suffered from an

excess of moisture, and we have hitherto heard of

very few complaints ; on the contrary, the accounts

generally descrilie its as})ect as healthy and A'igo-

rous in the extreme. On that point, the most

material of all, there is as yet no reason for alarm

;

and unless circumstances should occur to create

uneasiness, the speculations which have during

the winter been entered into on the continent are

likely to tmn out the reverse of remunerating.

A large proportion of the wheat bought abroad

has been purchased by millers, who are nothkely

to warehouse in bond if, by clearing in for con-

sum])tion, and comcrting it at once into flour.
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they can realize a moderate profit. The prospects

of our own crop will l)e their guide : should the

appearance of the jjlant continue promising in

May and June (by which time the first shi{)ments

from the Baltic may be expected in this country),

we are disposed to believe that many importers

would pay dut}' from on hoard ship ; and should

this step he adopted by a few, others would un-
doubtedly follow. The same circumstances are

likely to influence our own farmers ; and, whilst

the growing crop progresses favourably, sufficient

supplies will, in all ])rol)abihty, be forthcoming

to meet the demand. Should, on the other hand,
inauspicious weather threaten injury, home-grown
as well as foreign wheat would l)e withheld ; in

which case a low duty, later in the year, would
be almost certain.

From the present position of the averages, and
the turn which business has lately taken, the

lowest duty which can he expected, unless a fresh

impetus be given to the trade, is l(3s. per qr.

;

and it has even become doubtful whether that can
now be attained. High as this rate of duty is,

we doubt not that it will be paid on small quanti-

ties, from time to time ; unless, indeed, as before

remarked, merchants should be induced, by ru-

mours of injury real or imaginaiy, to hold back,
in the hopes of higher prices and a lower duty
in autumn.
0\nng to the generally-reported deficiency of

the last crop of barley, a good deal of speculation

has been carried on for many months past in the

article : the purchases made abroad are variously

estimated ; on a moderate computation, we think
the quantity may be taken at 250,000 to 300,000
qrs., and a large proportion of the same having
been bought when prices were much higher than at

present, the ojjerations are likely to prove even
more disastrous than those entered into wth re-

gard to wheat. That the yield of barley was really

defective, is strongly indicated by the smallness
of the deliveries ever since harvest ; to show how
great the falling off has been, it mil only be
necessary to give the sales of the last six months
at the towns from the returns of which the ave-

rages for the kingdom are computed, with the

corresponding sales within the same period of

1842 and 1843. This statement \vill, we think,

prove of interest to our readers ; we, conse-
quently, gi^-e it entire at foot of this article, merely
noticing in this j)lace the result. Large as the

quantity supposed to have been bought on the

continent is, the decrease shown by the document
referred to amounts to nearly as much as the

entire c^uantity expected to be imported.

It may therefore be questioned whether prices

have not been depressed somewhat below the

point warranted by circumstances, and we are

certainly disposed to look with some degree of
confidence for a moderate reaction. Really fine

quahties of barley have not varied much since

our last, but all other descriptions have been fur-

ther depreciated Is. to 2s. per qr. in value, at the

principal markets in the barley-growing counties ;

^vithin the last week or two holders have, how-

ever, sho^\Ti a determination to resist any further

abatement, and a firmer feeling has charac-

terized the trade. The duty has remained station-

ary at 5s. jjer qr. throughout the month ; nor is

there a prosjject of any immediate alteration.

Some parties are still sanguine of seeing it lower
later in the season, but we are disposed to think
this expectation will prove ill founded; for it

must be borne in mind that the demand for the
finer qualities will shortly be materially lessened.

For some weeks sujierior parcels may still be
taken at high prices for seed, but, as spring
advances, the inquirj' for that purpose must cease,

whilst e\-en the maltsters will shortly begin to

purchase more sparingly, as the time approaches
at which they usually lea\-e off working. It fol-

lows, therefore, that within the space of a month
or six weeks, distilling and grinding sorts will

alone be required ; and we are inclined to believe,

therefore, that, so far from any fall occurring in

the duty, the first change experienced will be an
advance.

The trade in malt has been influenced by the

dull state of the barley markets : the inquiry for

this article has, throughout the month, been ex-

ceedingly slow. Still, no material variation has
occurred in its value. The movement, in progress

some time back, to obtain a repeal or relaxation of

the duty, appears to have slackened. From the

official account just published by order from the

House of Commons, it appears that the total

number of quarters made between October 10th,

1842, and October 10th, 1843, amounted to

4,459,673; viz., 3,850,507 qrs. in England,
446,220 qrs. in Scotland, and 162,886 qrs. in Ire-

land; of which were used in England, 3,336,140
qrs.; in Scotland, 103,902 qrs.; and in Ireland,

126,256 qrs.

Very little alteration has occurred in the value

of oats in any pait of the kingdom, since our last

rej)ort. This coimtry depends, now, so greatly on
the sister isle for supplies of this grain, that the

price in the English markets is almost wholly
ruled by the extent of the arrivals from Ireland.

'ITiese having, during the past month, been
on rather a moderate scale at the principal ports,

and the slight depreciation which took place at

some of the leading markets early in March
has since been ]iartially recovered, the future

range of prices will, in a great measure, be influ-

enced by the extent of the Irish shijiments ; and,
if dependence can be placed on the ad\ices from
thence, a large quantity need not be expected.
The letters lately received from the chief shipping
ports, state that stocks had been reduced into a
narrow compass ; and unless greater inducement,
by a material rise in the value of the article,

should be held out, merchants would not be in

haste to part ^vith the comj^aratively small quan-
tity remaining in their hands. As for the farmers,

they have, we are told, scarcely any oats beyond
what they will require for their o-svn consumption.
We give these statements as they reach us, with-

out, in any way. Avouching for their accuracy,

experience ha\dng taught us to look upon the
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intelligence received frcrom Ireland, in I'egard to

this subject, with some degree of doubt.

A reference to the averages of the last six weeks
will show how little alteration has really taken

])lace in prices of oats, the general weekly return

for the kingdom having only varied a few pence

]ier quarter, one week from the other. The duty

remains at 7s. jier quarter, with no chance of its

falling below that point. This is much too high

a rate to allow of importations of foreign witli

any i)rospect of advantage, quotations continuing

relatively high at all the continental ports from
which this grain is usually shipped.

Beans, which had for a long time jirevious

been almost totally neglected, excited some atten-

tion early in the month, and a rise of Is. to 2s.

jier qr. from the lowest point of depression took

jjlace ; this ad\^ance appears however to have al-

ready lessened the disposition to purchase, and
within the last week the article has again become
difficult of disposal. The period of the year in

which beans are most extensively used has now
been passed, and beyond the enhancement which
takes place in the value of this article in conse-

quence of the improvement in condition imparted

l)y a few months' keeping, we see no cause to

exjjcct higher prices than those now current. As
the soft qualities disappear from the markets the

averages wiU gradually advance, and it is pro-

bable that the duty may fall sufficiently low
during the summer to induce a moderate foreign

importation.

Peas have shghtly risen in price, the demand for

sowing having imjjarted rather more activity to bu-

siness ; the transactions have nevertheless been far

from extensiA'e, and so unimportant has been the

improA-ement that the averages have scarcely been

aft'ected thereby, nor is there any probability, at

least for some time to come, of a lower duty than

the jiresent, viz., 10s. 6d. per qr.

As the jiosition of the corn trade at the foreign

])0rts, and the extent of the probable supplies,

must have a direct influence on the home trade,

we cannot, perhajis, do better than to occupy the

remainder of our space by gi^'ing a short account

of the state of this branch of commerce at some
of the leading continental ports. From all we
have hitherto been alile to collect, the wheat har-

vest of last year was not only deficient in cjuan-

tity but likewise defective in quality over a very

great breadth of continental Europe.
In France the deficiency has proved so mate-

rial that extensive importations have for some
months been making into that countiy principally

from the Black Sea ; orders from thence have

also been sent to the Baltic, and the competition

thus created at Danzig and other jilaces between

buyers on British and French account, has tended

U) keep up ])rices at the high point they have

maintained throughout the winter.

France, however, has not l)een the only im-

porting country; letters from Naj)les, of the 12th

March, inform us that the scarcity of Wlieat in

that kingdom had become so great, as to induce
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the government to issue a decree, allowing the

importation free of all duty until the end of April.

This measure naturally led to some excitement at

the neighl)ouring ports in the Mediterranean, and
by the most recent advices from Leghorn, Genoa,
&c., active preparations were in progress to con-

sign to Naples, the demand for which had mate-
rially enhanced prices.

'iliese circumstances are likely, in some mea-
sure, to lessen the quantity which would other-

wise ha\'e found its Avay to England from that

quarter, and may even be expected to decrease

the imports from the Black Sea ports ; still, as

there were very large stocks of old wheat at Odessa
at the close of the year, and rather considerable

contracts have been entered into at different

periods on British account, the quantity to be
expected from thence is not altogether unim-
portant.

We shall now turn our attention to the Baltic,

and, as the place of the greatest importance, first

refer to Danzig. The comparatively small ship-

ments made from thence in 1843 left rather a

heavy stock on hand, which having been con-

stantly added to by arrivals from Poland until

the inland navigation was closed by ice, there is

probably at present nearly half a million of quar-

ters at that port. The quality of last year's

produce is much inferior to that of the preceding

year all over the north of Europe. At Danzig,

the difference in price between samples of fine

mixed, of 1842 and 1843, is at least 2s. to 2s.

per qr.

At most of the other principal ])orts in

the Baltic the smallness of the exports last j^ear

must also have left a surplus on hand ; and,

not\vithstanding the acknowledged deficiency of

the wheat harvest of 1843, we feel perfectly

satisfied that, should this country require it, and
prices rise sufficiently high to cause the duty

here to recede a few steps below the point at pre-

sent reckoned on, the imports into Great Britain

would exceed a million quarters. This is with-

out any reference to the United States and our

North American colonies, from whence rather

considerable arrivals may also be calculated on.

The effects of the new Canadian corn bill were

scarcely tested last year ; there can be no doubt

that it is working disadA-antageously on the in-

terest of the British farmer, it being, in fact, a

boon given to the colonial at the expense of the

home agriculturist.

The reports from Montreal all agree in stating

that the shipments of Flour from thence wiW be
on an extensive scale. A large amount of busi-

ness appears to have been done both at the port

named and at many of the markets during the

winter, with the ultimate A-iew of shipping to

England. At Montreal prices had fluctuated

from 26s. to '27s. (3d. jier brl., and at the date of

our last advices there were few sellers below the

latter figure. Wheat was then quoted 5s. to 5s.

(3d. per COlbs.
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Comparative Statement of the quantities of Barley

aisjold at the towns, from whence the averages

•I'ive compiled during the six months terminating

^^rd of Mafch, 1844 and 1843, respectively,

1843.

AVeeks ending
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PRICES OF SEEDS.

March 25.

The Seed-trade continues very languid, in conse-

quence of the wet weather, and sales of red Clover-

seed can only he made by submitting to lower prices ;

though, as but little white is offering, the quotations

are fully maintained. Canaryseed was plentiful, but

at the late decline there were a good many purchasers.

In other articles there was very little passing, and

quotations remained nominally unaltered.

50 COLinseed, English, sowin
Baltic —
Mediter. & Odessa 38

Carraway —
Clover, English, red .... 60

Flemish 64

New Hamburgh ..60
Old do 42
French • 50

Coriander 15

41
crushing 38 41 per qr.

— new . . 67 62 per cwt.

76 white.. 100 130

7:J do.... 70 115 extra 130

66 do 70 122 „ 130

52 do. ...70 115 „ 125

65 do.. .. none.
20 per cwt.

18 white.. 10 12 p. bush,
— old.. 14 23 new 25 34
26^ per last.

Qt. 10s. to \l)t. per 1000
5/. to 61. 10s. per ton.

25 (.

Mustard, brown, new...
Trefoil

Eapeseed, English, new

,

Linseed Cakes, English.

Do. Foreign.

Large, foreign .... — —
Rapeseed Cakes 51. 5s. to 51. 10s.

Hempseed 35 28 per qr.

Rye Grass, English — — Scotch— — nominal.

Tares, Spring 4s. Od. to 53. Od., very large 5s. to 6s.

Canary, new 54 65 fine 57 — per qr.

PRICES OF HOPS.

BOROUGH, Monday, March 25.

The market is steady, but there is very little doing ;

fine qualities continue scarce.

POTATO MARKET,

SOUTHWARK, WATERSIDE, March 25.

The heavy gales of wind the early part of the week

prevented the arrivals anticipated, and the cold north-

east winds checked vegetation, which caused an extra

demand for Potatoes, and |a further advance on some

samples was maintained. The farmers having been

fully employed with their field-operations, they have

not had time to ship, and our market still feels the

hinderance to the shipping caused by the late snow-

storm in the North ; and since the roads have been

opened, many cargoes have been shipped to Yorkshire

for ]>lants. Several cargoes arrived from the northern

districts the end of the week ; yet the supply is mode-

rate, especially for this season of the year. The wea-

ther became more genial the last two days, and the

dealers only purchasing for present use, sales were

languid at the annexed quotations.

per ton,

York Reds 80s. to 90s.

Perth do 80s.

Early Devons . . . .— s.

Late Devons 90s.

Coniwall 88s.

Jersey Blues 80s.

Kent& Essex Wh. eOs.

85s.
— 8.

70s.

Do. Kidneys .

Wisbeach do 80s.

Do. Blues 75s.

Do. Whites 65s.

Guernsey Blues ...80s.
Prince Regents and
Shaws 65s.

per ton.

Os. 85s.

80s

RAW HIDES,
at per stone of 141bs.

s. d. 8. d.

Beststeers&lieifors 5 6 6 10

Mi-Idling hides.... 4 10 5 4

Interior ditto .... 4 4 4 8

SHEEP & CALF SKINS.
Per skin.

s, d. E. d.

Market Calf 6 6 8 6
Long wooUed sheep 4 6 6
Short ditto 3 4 6

BUTTER, BACON, CHEESE, AND HAMS.

Irish Butter, new, per cwt.
s. I

Carlow, new 84 S

Sligo
Banbridge
Cork, 1st

Waterford
English Butter,

Dorset, per firkin .

Foreign Butter, cwt.

Prime Fricsland.. 106

Do. Kiel 108

54 —

Cheese, per cwt. s. s.

Double Gloucester.. 48 68
Single ditto 42 52
Cheshire 62 74
Derby 50 58
Foreign ditto 40 48
Bacon, new 40 46
Middle 38 40
Hams, Irish 56 64
Westmoreland 6t 70
York 70 74
Fresh Butter, 133. 6d. per doz.

HAY MARKETS.

SATUROAY, MARCH 23.

Smithfield.—Supply good, and trade very dull.

Cumberland.—A limited supply, and a steady de-

mand.
"WHiTECHAiaiL.—Trade throughout dull, at barely

late rates.

At per load of 36 trusses.

Smithfield. Cumberland. Whitechapel.
Coarse Meadow Hay . . 50s to COs

New ditto .... — s —

s

70s
76s

100s
— s.

28s
30s

Useful ditto 63s

Fine Upland ditto .... 72s
Clover Hay 653

Old ditto —6
Oat Straw 26s
WheatStraw 28s

Rye Straw .,...—

s

60s to
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Foreign.—We continue to liave a good demand by

private contract for all kinds. Our late imports have

all been bought and taken from the quay, as landed, at

very full rates.

1-^ sc.

FOREIGN.

CITY, March 25.—The imports of wool into Lon-

don last week were 2,402 bales; viz., 1,341 from

Sydney, 410 from Germany, 87 from Spain, 182 from

Buenos Ayres, 278 from Hobart Town, and 104 from

Turkey.

The wool mai-ket has been firm as regards Colonial

and Foreign samples, and tolerably active.

The most recent accounts from Sydney read more
favourable, and we make the following extract :

—" In

the export markets, we are happy to say that every

prospect of bustle and activity is discernible. The

manifests of every vessel, outward bound, contain

entries of heavy consignments of salted beef, hides,

tallow, and horns ; whilst by each successive advice

from the principal sheep countries in the ulterior we
gather the most favourable accounts of the coming

clip. As we are upon the subject of wool, and as this

is the eve of the sheep shearing season, we will once

again press upon the attention of the growers the im-

portance of adopting the suggestions so repeatedly

urged upon them by the London brokers, as to the

essential points of washing, sorting, and packing the

fleeces. The importance of well washing the fleeces,

in order that the wools may be brought to market with

as bright a colour as possible, is so evident, that it

might almost be deemed a matter of supererogation to

advert to it ; and yet we have, only within the last few

days, received convincing proof of the blameable neg-

lect of some of our growers to this aU-important point.

A gentleman, who has recently arrived from London,

has shown us two samples of Australian wool which

were sold last year, of very different classes as regard

the fineness and the softness of the fibre, but in which

the inferior class liad been washed and packed in the

most approved manner, whilst the superior class had
been sent home in the most slovenly manner, filled

with grass seeds, bush twigs, and other extraneous

substances, which render every process of manufacture

both laborious and expensive, and, as a natural re-

sult, procure for the wool an unprofitable sale. In the

case we are alluding to, the inferior wool, in conse-

quence of the careful manner in which it had been got

up, sold for two shillings, whilst the finer class, from
its dirty and slovenly appearance, realized but seven-

teenpence. This is a fact which ought to speak

volumes to the growers, and one to which we, at this

particular season, beg their earnest attention. Having
given the subject of washing much consideration, and
compared the various modes in use, we are induced to

recommend the plan so strongly urged by the princi-

pal London brokers, namely, to wash the fleece before

shearing, according to the German fashion. The Ger-

man flocks, after being washed, are driven into a shed

strewed with clean litter, or penned up in hurdles on
clean grass, where the greatest care is taken to prevent

their exposure to dirt, or anything which might sully

their whiteness. They are not shorn after washing

\mtil a sufficient degree of moisture is deposited in the

fleece by perspiration, to impart a soft handle to the

wool. We may here repeat that so conscious are the

Spaniards of the superiority of the German mode of

washing and assorting, that they make every eftbrt to

introduce it. In the import markets dulness and in-

activity are the still prevailing features.

Prom Breslaw we have intelligence to March 2nd,

when the sales of woollen goods were going on favora-

bly, the finest descriptions being in most request, as

being in smallest supply. There had not, on the

whole, been so extensive a business domg for some
time before as during the month of February, all

qualities having found buyers. One great Berlin

house had been purchasing on English account, chiefly

the better sorts. Polish and Silesian were 60 to 70

rix-doUars. Some very fine lambs' realized 100 rix-

dollars. The good accounts from England and the

visits of the foreign buyers had sustained the mar-
ket, and the prices at the next fair were expected to be
equally satisfactory, though no great advance was an-

ticipated. The stock had been 8,000 cwt., but would
be larger before the fair.

Advices from Frankfort on the Oder state tliat up
to the 6th inst. there had been a good business doing
in woollens ; the stock was 77,000 cwt. The raw
staple was higher, and had sold briskly.

WOOL, on which the Home Consumption Duties
have been paid at London, Liverpool, Bristol, and
Hull, during the last week :

—

This Year
previous to

last week.
350,217

WOOL.
London :

—

Spanish lbs.

Australian, do
Other sorts, do

Liverpool
Bristol

Hull

712,610
2,533,253

1,980,818
38,374

1,347,236

Same time
in tlie

last Year.
14,671

1,270,462

2,129,836
540,726

971,342

IMPORTS OF WOOL.—Quantity of Wool entered
at Hull for home consumption during the week
ending March 14 :

—

From Hamburgh... 584,003 lbs.

PRICES OF MANURES.
Subjoined are the present prices of several sorts of

Manure :

—

Hunt's Bone-dust, 1 Os. per qr.
Hunt's Half-inch Bone, 15s.

per qr.

Hunt's Artificial Guano, Ql. per
ton

Hunt's Stutt" Graves, 51, per ton
Hape Dust, 6.'. to 6/. 10s. per ton
Kajie Cake, 6/. per ton
Bags, 4^to4/. 10s. per ton
Graves, 6/. 10s. per ton
Gypsum, at the waterside, 32s.

6d. per ton ; landed and
housed, 33s. to 42s. per ton,
according to quantity

Agricultural Salt, 34s. per ton
Carbon, 12s. per qr.

Humus, 14s. per qr.

Soa]) Ashes, 10s. per ton
Patent Disinfected Manure,

133. 6d. per qr.

Highly Concentrated Manure,
30s. per qr.

Xitrate of Soda, Ms. 6d. to ISs.
per cwt.

Nitrate Potasli (saltiietre), 26s.
per c^rt.

Petre Salt, 4s. per cwt.
Willey Dust, il. 4s. per ton
The Urate of the London Ma-

nure Company, 51. per ton
New Uristol Manure, 8s. per qr.
Hunt's new Fertilizer, 13s. 4d.

per qr.

Preparation for Turnip Fly,
10s. 6d. per pakt., sufficient

for three acres

Chie-fou, 21s. per cwt.
WolverhamptonConipost(Alex«

ander's), 12s. perqr., subject
to carriage to London, or
forwarded from Wolver-
hampton

Guano, 10/. 10s. per ton; 12s.
per cwt.

Potter's Artificial Guano, 12s.
per cwt.

Muriate of Ammonia, 24s. per
cwt.

Muriate of Lime, 12s. per cwt.
Clarke's Compost, 3/. 12s. 6d.

per hhd., sufficient for three
acres

Alkalies, 28s. and 42s. per cwt.
Soda Ash, 14s. to 1 6s.

Cliloride Lime, 28s. per cwt.
Sulphuric Acid, 2^(1. per lb.
Sulplnir for Destroying Worm
on Turnips, 16s. per cwt.

Sulphate Soda, 7s. 6d. per cwt.
The Liverpool Abattoir Com-

pany's Animalized Manuring
Powder, 21. 10s. per ton

Manure Powder, 16s. per qr.
Boast and Co.'s (Bow) Inor-

ganic Manures, from 6s. to
lis. per cwt., according to
crop

Boast's Guano, 91. 9s. per ton
Fothergill's Gypsum, 35s. per

ton.

Fothergill's Pliosphafe ofLime,
14s, per cwt.
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PRICES OF SHARES.
No. of Div. Priceper

Shares, per Ann. IRON RAILWAYS. Share.

G,300 ;2i8spsli Birmingham & Derby .. lOOZ sh pd CO a ]l

6,300 ;18s8dpsh Do. Thirds, iss. 8^dis. 3^1 sh 25i pd 21 a 20,

6,3(10 :2s 8d Do. Eights Ij; pd 4J
9,500 13/ Ospsh Do. and Gloucester ... lOOl sh pd 843 a 6

10,000 15s Od Do. New, iss. 7J dis. 251 sh 17^i pd 21

15,000 4; per ct Bristol and Exeter .. 100/ sh 701 pd 72 a IJ

6,640
i

Do. and Gloucester .. 501 sh 30/ pd 44^ a 4,

56,000 6s Eastern Counties .... 25;sh 23Zpd ll|

88,000 8s Od Ditto New 25/ sh pd 13^

144,000 5/ per ct Ditto Extension.. 6n.3s4dsh 13s 4dpd§ al pm
4,(100

I

Eastern Union 50/ sli 5/ pd

12,500 2/ per ct Glasgow, Paisley & Ayrshire 50Zshpd

18,000 !2n0spsh Edinbursh & Glasgow .. 50/ s'.i pd 64} a 4

18,000 j;2s6dp.s. Ditto Quaiter Shares. . . . 12^/ sh pd
Ditto Registered 12J/ pd 15| a

10,918 jlO/perct Grand Junction 100/ sh pd

11,000 10/per ct Ditto Half Shares 50/shpd

I

Ditto Quarter Shares .... 25/ sh pd
10,000 '31/perct Great North of England.. 100/ sh pd 09 a f
25,000 3(18spsh Great Western 100/ sh 75/ pd 112all^

25,000 t3/0s psh Ditto Half Shares 50/ sh pd 70J a 70

37,500 IUs4dpf. Ditto Fifths 20/ sh 12/ pd 181 a 19

8,000 [5^/ pr ct Hull and Solby 50/ sh pd 60

8,000 Do. Quarter Shares .. 12J/ sh 6/ pd

16,000 Lancaster and Carlisle. .50/ sh 5/ pd
Leeds and Bradferd

2,100
I

Leeds and Sel by 100/shpd
6,100 ; 10/per ct Liverpool &; Manchester ..100/shpd

17,908 llO/perct Ditto Half Shares 50/shpd
11,475 1 10/ per ct Ditto Quarter Shares .. 25/ sh pd

!J6,000 2/ Ospsh London and Brighton .... 50/ sh pd

5/ per ct Ditto Loan Notes 10/sh pd

48,000 2s ea London & Blacliwall Av. 16/ 13s 4d

43,077 London & Greenwich Av. 12/ 15s 4d

1 ] ,136 5/ per ct Preference or Privilege Av. 18/ 1 7s 2d

4125000/ 10/per CI London & Birmingham Stock

54,450 10/ p ct Ditto New Quarter Shares ... 2/ pd

41,2.50 1/ 14s Ditto New Thirds 32/ sh 2/ pd

46,200 3/ lOsps London&Soutli West. Av.41/6sl0d
Ditto Eighths .... 6/ 5s p sh 15s pd
London &; Croydon .. Av. IS/ 1.5s Od

Do. Scrip, iss.50/dis 10/sh 7.i/pd

Manchester & Leeds 100/ sh 70/ pd

Ditto New Shares .... 50/ sh 30/ pd

Ditto Quarter Sl^iares 2/ pd
Manchester &Birming . . 70/ sh 40/ pd
Ditto Extension 70/ sh 7/ pd
Midland Counties 100/ sh pd
Do. i Shares, iss. 10 dis. 25/sh 15/pd

Ditto Fifths 20/ sh 2/ pd
Norwich and Brandon. . 20/ sh 2/ pd
Newest! &Darlingt June. 25/ sh 1 8/ pd
North Midland 100/ sh pd
Do. JShares, iss. lOdis. 50/sh 40/ pd

Ditto Thirds, iss. at 11/ 13s 4d dis.

21/ 13s 4d sh pd 295 a 30

Northern & Eastern . . 50/ sh 45/ pd 57;

Do. Scrip .. iss. 5 dis. 50/ sh 15/ pd

Do. i Shares 12/ 10s sh pd

Paris and Orleans 20/ sh pd
Paris and Rouen .... 20/ sh 20/ pd
Preston & Wyre, appropriated 50/ sh

Ditto, not all appropriated 25/ sh

Rouen and Havre 20/ sh 6/ pd

Slietfield, Ashton-under-Lyne, and
Manchester .... 100/ sh 82J/ pd

Sheffield and Rotherham 25/ sh pd
Stockton and Darlington. .100/ sh pd

South Eastern and Dover. .50/ sh pd
Ditto New, iss. 25 dis. 25/ sh 25/ pd
Yarmouth and Norwich 20/sh 16/ pd
York & North Midland .. 50/ sh pd

10/ per ctl Ditto New Shares .... 25/sh 20/ pd

JDitto Scarboro' Branch 2.J/ pd

CANALS.
-Ishton and Oldham Av. 97/ 18s sh

Ashby-de-la Zouch Average 113/ sh

HI Barnsley 160/sh

Basingstoke 100/ sh

5/ Os Brecknock & Abergavrnny 150/ sh

10/ Birmingham l-16th sh. 8/ 15s and
71/ Addl.

Birm.& Liverpool June. 100/shpd
Chclmer and Blackwater . . 100/ sh

Coventry 100/ sh

83,000
7,000
13,000
13,000

13,000

30,000

10,000

10,000
10,000

19,000

15,000

15,000
22,500

10,256
3,1.36

12,208

80,000
72,000
2,600

0,600

40,000
7,000

1,000

1,600

28,000
28,000
7,5110

6,700

6,700

1,766

1,482
720

1,260

1,005

8000

5/ per ct

10/per CI

10/ p ct

1/ 14s

3/ 10s ps

UsOd p s

4/8sp sh

2/2s psh
4s

U 16

4/8s psli

l/2s
2s 4d

6s

4/Os
2/ Os Od
1/ 63 8d

2/ 5s

Ids

U17s0d

5/ per ct

1/ 15s

15/perct

lO/perct

5/lOsp.c,

4/

16

4,000
400
000

9?

44^3 i

lU

Hfj a g
17.1

236 a 5
'i8i a a

40
82 a 3

4 pm.
IG| a 3

1 I3,^al4J

47^ a 7

91 a 90i|
221

63 a I
37j a 8i
911
45.1

16Ja
35| a

35^1

155 a J

55J a 5

20a a Ji

Shares. I

460
2,0603

600
20,000
3,5753

231

6,485

11,455
2,8491

1,.500

8,096

600
5,000
749

6,238

25,328
11,699^
2,8973-

5455
1,897

70
2,409
700
250
500

3,000
247

1,786
2,400

21,418

5,669
500
800

36,000
700
500
800

3,647
200
533

3,762

1,300

1,150
2,6001

8,149

lOOOsh
\

1000 J ]

980
6,000

5,000
I 126

905

15,000

'. 15,000

I

7,500

1
20,000

5,000

8,000
1,000

20,000
4,000
40,000

60,000

40,000
20,000
4,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

21,500
10,000

20,000
20,000
10,000

60,000

Div. I

18/

5/

8/

4/ per ct

4/

:?2/

8/15spsh
7/

1/ 15s

4/ per ct

lS/12s8d

CAXALS. Price.

Croraford 100/sh250

Dudley 100/ sh

Derby 100/ sh 107

Danube & Mayne . . 41/ 13s 4d sh pd

Ellesraere and Chester Av. 133/ sh 65

Erewash 100/ sh 500

Forth and Clyde 100/ sh pd 125

Grand Junction 100/ sh 15o

Grand Union 100/ sh 25

Grand Surrey 100/ sh 17

Do. Loan Notes 100/ sh 70

Grand Western 100/ sh pd

Glamorgansh. Av. cost 172/ 13s 4d 210

Gloucester and Berkley . . 100/ sh 8

12/ Grantham 150/ sh 185

Huddersfield .. Aver. 57/ 6s 6d sh !4

15s Kennet & Avon Av. 39/ 18s lOd sh 9i
1/ 10s Lancaster Average 47/ 6s 8d sh 32

34/ Leeds and Liverpool 100/ sh 650

10/ Os Leicester 140/ sh 141

5/ Leicester & Northamp. Av. 83/ 10s 71

70/ Loughborough Av. 142/ 17s sh 1175

8/ Monmouthshire 100/ sh 155

5/ Montgomervsliire 100/ sh 100

10/ Melton Mowbray 100/ sh 117

10/ Mersey and Irwell 100/ sh

Macclesfield 100/ sh pd 15

17/ Neath 100/ sh 365

30/ Oxford 100/sh500
3/ lOs Peak Forest Average about 78/ sh

17s 6d Regent's (or London) Average
38/ 16s 8d sh 241

4 / Rochdale Average 85/ sh 62

8/ Shropshire 125/ sh 120

10/ Os Somerset Coal 150/ sh 140

6/ per ct Ditto Lock Fund Stock 12/ 10s sh 11

28/ Stafford and Worcester 140/ sh 480

15/ Slirewsbnry 125/ sli

20/ Stourbridge 145/ sh 360

1/ lOs Stratford-on-Avon Av. 79/9s8dsh30
18/ 10s Stroudwater 150/ sh

15/ Swansea 100/ sh

Severn and Wye and Railway Av.
26/ 9s 3d sh

2/ Thames and Sevei-n, black 100/ sh

2/ Ditto ditto red.. 100/ sh

30/ Os Trent and Mersey -J
sh 50/sh

Thames and Medway, Average
19/ 5s 8d sh

10/ Warwick & Birmingh. Av. 100/ sh

8/ lOs Warwick and Napton 100/ sh

il Worcester and Birmingham, Av.
78/ 83 sh 59

l/4s Wilts and Berks, Av. 67/ 10s 8d sh llj

Wisbeach 105/ sh

1/ Wey and Arun 110/ sh

JOINT STOCK BANKS.
Agricultural and Commercial of

Ireland 25/ sh 10/ pd

8/ per ct Australasia 40/ sh pd
Ditto New . 40/ pd

6/ per ct British N. American 50/ sh 50/ pd

Ditto New 10/ pd

6/ per ct Ceylon 25/ sh 20/ pd
County of Glouc.Bnk. 100/sh 25/pd

5/ per ct Commercial of London . . 200/ pd

5/ per ct Colonial 100/ sh 25/ pd

6/ per ct Ionian 25/sh pd

6/ per ct London and Westm. 100/ sh 20/ pd 24|

6/ per ct London Joint Stock .. 50/ sh 10/ pd 13|
Metropolitan 25/ sh 7;^ pd

8/ per ct Provincial of Ireland 100/ sh 25/ pd 42j a 3.i

8/ per ct Ditto New 10/ sh pd 16

0/ per ct National of Ireland .. 50/ sh 17J/ pd

Is pr sh National Provincial England 100/

sh 35/ pd

6s per sh Ditto New 20/ sh 10/ pd

14/ pr ct Northamptonsh. Union 25/ sh 5/ pd
Gloucestershire 50/ sh 10/ pd

6/ per cl West of England and South Wales
District 20/ sh 12.y pd

cl Wilts and Dorset 15/ sh 7i/ pd

ct Union of Australia 25/ sh pd 25;] a .}

ct IJo. Do '4/pd

ct Union of London .... 50/ sh 10/ pd lO.J

6/ per
10/per

10/per

5/ per

Printed by Joseph Rogerson, 24, Norfolk-street, Strand, London.
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PLATE I.

PORTRAIT OF FRANCIS, DUKE OF BEDFORD.

PLATE IL

A WEST HIGHLAND OX,

THE I'ROPERTY OF MR. ELLIOTT, EA?<T HAM. E^iSEX.

Tlie Webt Highlanders, or Kylos. as they are called (suppo.sed to be a corruption of a Gaelic

word, ])ronounced Kael, signifying Highlands), are hred in great abundance in, and exiwrted from,

the Hebrides, The true Bull of this breed is described by Mr. M'Neil, of Islay. as black, the head

not large, the ears thin, the muzzle fine and rather turned up. 1)road in the face, eyes jirominenl,

countenance calm and placid ; the horns should taper to a point, neither drooping too much, nor

rising too high, of a waxy colour, M-idely set at the root; the neck fine, particularly where it joins the

head, and rising with a gentle curve from the shoulder ; the breast wide and projecting well before

the legs ; the shoulders broad at the top, and the chine so full as to leave but little hollow behind

them ; the girth behind the shoulder deep ; the back straight, wide, and flat ; the hips broad, the

s})ace between them and the ribs small ; the belly not sinking low in the middle, yet, in the M-hole,

not forming the round and barrel-like carcass which some have described ; the thigh tajiering to tlie

hock -joint ; the bones larger in proportion to the size than in the breeds of the southern districts
;

the tail set on a level with the back ; the legs short and straight ; the whole carcass covered with a

long, thick coat of hair, and plenty of hair also about the face and horns, and that hair not curly.

They are hard)', easily fed ; the proj)ortion of their offal is not greater than in the most approved

larger breeds ; they lay their fat and flesh equally on the best parts, and when fat the beef is fine in the

grain, and so well mixed or marbled that it commands a sui^erior i)rice in e^•ery market. About

30,000 of these are annually sent from the Hebrides to the main land.

In the Hebrides, the dairj' is only attended to so far as to >ier\c the family with milk, butter, and

cheese. 'l"lie milk of the Western Highland cow is small in quantity, but excellent in quality ; she

does not yield, however, more than one-third of that of the Ayrshire. The oxen of the Hebrides are

never worked.— Youalt on Cattle,

The ox, of which a plate is given, ma}- be considered as an almost perfect animal of it*? kind, and

displays symmetry which may vie with breeds of much higher reputation.

OLD SERIES.'] c c [No. d.^VOL. XX.
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MEMOIR OF FRANCIS, DUKE OF
BEDFORD.

By Cuthbert "NV. Joiixson, Esq., F.R.S.

It would, i^erhapss, be difficult to name any
other famih-, who have so long and so al^ly

served the cause of English agriculture, as the
noble house of Russell. To ensure the assent to
this assertion, of the English farmer, I need only
recall to his memoiy "The great Bedford level,*'

brought into existence more than two centuries
since by the noble exertions of the ancestors of
the subject of this memoir. Time, it is true, has
so famiharized us with this great and fertile ex-
tent of valuable marsh land, that we hardly feel

sufficiently the obhgations we are under to 'those
who first made the successful attempt to drain
this once great and worthless swamp of its stag-
nant waters. Tiie Bedford Level contains, ac-
cording to Mr. Well's [Historij of the Bedford
Level, vol. i. p. 1.) upwards of 30U,000 acres of
fen-land, and extends over a surface of more than
twenty miles in extent. It would far exceed my
limits if I was to sketch even a mere outline of
the many great difficulties which former mem-
bers of the Bedford family had to encounter in
their gigantic eflbrts to accomplish the drainage
of this rich and extensive district. It was on
the 13th of January, 1(530, that a former Francis
Russell, the second Earl of Bedford, entered into
a contract to drain the tract now denominated
the Bedford Level, 'j'his illustrious nobleman
was, by this memorable agreement, to have
95,000 acres of the reclaimed land, of which
40,000 acres were to be api)ropriated for con-
tinuing and i)reserving the work; and 12,000
^^'ere allotted to the Crown. The Earl was
speedily joined in his noble attempt by several
other persons, and, in 1637, the association he
thus formed was incorporated by a charter from
Charles the First. All kinds of opposition, how-
ever, speedily arose to impede the etlbrts of the
association, and, at the death of this great noble-
man, on the 9th of May, 1641, although much
had been done towards the drainage of these
great fens, yet much more still remained to be
accom])lished before these lands could l)e profita-
bly used, even as "summer lands." "The
deep and everlasting debt of gratitude and af-
fection," says Mr. Wells, "which will e\'erbe due
from fen men to the memory of Francis, Earl of
Bedford, has hitherto been cheerfully acknow-
ledged, and proved by \he constant election of
jiis successors to the important and highly hon-
ourable office of (Jovernor of the Bedford Level
Corporation, of which he was undoubtedly the
founder." {\o\ i., p. 133.) Francis, Earl of
Bedford, was succeeded in tbe earldom by his
eldest son William. In 1041, it appeared, by a
paper laid before the House of Commons, that
"all the generall sommes of mone)'e layd owte
by the Earle of Bedford, and in ye business of
drayning the greate Levelle of the Fennes, from
the 10th of July, 1631, until 10th of August,
1638," amounted to about £93,000, a large sum

for those days. William, Earl of Bedford,
during a long hfe (for he lived until the 7th of
September, 1700, and to the 87th year of his age),

in a \-ariety of ways, nobly sujjported the cause
of tlie fen di-ainage adventurers. King "NVilham
the Third, who well knew his merits, elevated

him. in 1604, to the Marquisate of Tavistock,
and to the Dukedom of Bedford :

" thus termi-
nated" \ery justly remarks his l)iographer, when
speaking of his death, " the mortal career of

William, Earl of Bedford, one of the most ex-
alted, amiable, and benevolent characters, that

have adorned this or any other age or country."
To WiUiam, succeeded Wriothesley, the se-

cond Duke of Bedford, who died in 1711; and
he, was succeeded by his son Wriotheslej', the
third Duke of Ikdford, who, dying in 1732, his

brother John became the fourth Duke of Bed-
ford, who married, in 1737, (Gertrude, daughter
of Earl Gower, and by her had issue, Francis,
Marquis of Tavistock, born in 1739, who, to the
pulilic regret, lost his life by a fall from his
horse while hunting, March 22, 1767.* The
marquis ha\ing married, in 1764, Ehzabeth
Kejipel, daughter of the Earl of Albemarle, had
by her Francis Russell, the noble suliject of this
memoir. Mho was born July 22, 176.5,' and, upon
the death of his grandfather, in 1771, became, in
the sixth year of his age, the fifth Duke of Bed-
ford.

It would not be an easy task to select, from
the peerage of England, any agriculturist who
more nobly served the cultivators of his country
than that great farmer wliose agricultural efforts
I ])ropose to briefly sketch in this jiaper.

His, indeed, was a mind of no ordinary cha-
racter—heir to the highest rank in the peerage

—

to the possession of princely estates, whose re^•e-
nues had rapidly accumulated during a long mi-
nority ; he considered, in veiy early life, that
there were yet objects of ambition to be attained
worthy of the position he held in the land of his
birth : deprived, by a complaint which arose,
M'hen at ^^'estminster School, from a bloM' from a
cricket ball, of the pOM-er of indulging to any
extent in the more active sports of the field, he
devoted himself to the ])ursuits of agricultui-e
M-ith a zeal, an energy, and with talents, M'hich
soon placed him, young as he was, at the head of
the agriculturists of his time.
As is too often the case with those oqilians

who are similarly situated, his education appears
to have l)een rather neglected. He Mas first
])laced at Loughborough House School, near
London, and M'as thence removed to ^^'estminster,
M-here, from the blow to M'hich I ha^e before
alluded, he became afflicted M-ith that inveterate
hernia Mdiich finally brought liim to a premature
gra\e

:
he ahvays, indeed, considered his educa-

tion to have been neglected, a misfortune M'hich

* He unfortunately lost his life, by his horse
falling under him, in leaping a low hedge, as he
M-as returning from a fox-chase—the horse
trampled on his head in struggling to rise.—
Geiitle)»0)t's Mar;., vol. 37, p. 144.
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the ;igour of liis iniiul aiul his ardcnl ap-
phoation to study in his maturer years, aiuply
comjiensated. In early manhood lie attached
liimself to horse-racing, but he soon aban-
doned the turf for the pursuits of agricul-

tiu-e, and in his after years was merely a

l>reeder of race-horses, amongst the other stock
kept on his estate. Coming of age in 1787, and
into the ]>ossession of his vast property, the duke
became indeed a zealous fanner and breeder of

live stock, entering upon his inquiries with a zeal

and industry which soon i)Iaced him at the head
of his j)rofession. He followed, indeed, the true

path Avhich leads to the attainment of eminence :

he sought for instruction from, he honoured, he
^isited, he associated freely with, the great Bake-
well, and most of the eminent farmers of his da\'.

I lis ettbrts to improve the breed of li^•e stock
were, from the first, most energetic. In June,
1797, he commenced the great Woburn sheep-

shearings, which were annually repeated, but
with greatly increasing eflect and evldt, as long
as he lived. He ottered, at these meetings, con-
•siderable prizes for a i^ariety of agricultural im-
jirovements, and entertained, at these gatherings,

at Woburn Abbey, most of the leading farmers
from all parts of the einpire. 'J'hus for the

meeting held June 17th, 1799, he ottered nine-

teen ])rizes, varying in value from two to fifty

guineas. (Amutls of Ar/ri., vol. x\xii., p. 189.)
" It was," says Arthur Young, " the greatest

meeting of the kind e\er seen in England."
flbid, vol. xxxiii., p. 30(5.) " Hospitality." he
adds, " could not be more nobly or more use-

fully exerted than on this occasion, by his grace

the Duke of Bedford ; from whose magnificent

mansion and highly-cultivated fai'm e\-ery one
\\'ent away, equally pleased and instru-cted."

To this meeting was adjourned one of the earl)'

jneetings of the then newly-formed Smithfield

Chd) — a society which, formed in the ])re-

ceding year by ^Ir. Wilkes, had the Duke of

Bedford for one of its earliest members. Long
pre\'ious to this. Lord Somerville had in London
instituted his spring shows of lean stock. The
Smithfield Club extended their rewards chiefiy to

the improvement oi fat stock, and ha\e held their

highlv-useful meetings in December. (.)( all the

numerous original subscribers to this club in

1798 (Annals of Agr'i., vol. xxxii. ]). 'iOS, vol.

xxxiii. 3241, Mr. Thomas (iibbs, the eminent

seedsman, at the corner of Half Moon -street,

alone remains.

At the fourth annual Woburn sheep-shearing,

of June 15. 1800. the same prizes were again of-

fered and awarded by the Duke flb'ul, vol. xxxiii.

J). 499), and the attendance of the leading farmers

of England was greater than ever. It seems that

in the four days 847 dined with his Grace at the

abbey, (^ii/f/, vol. xxxiii. p. 2'27.) "It was,"says
Arthur Young, " an animating circumstance, to

see the lovers of agriculture assembled together

from countries so remote, from all parts of Eng-
land and Scotland, the most distant pro\inces of

Ireland, from Germany, and from Switzerland."

"The duke/' he adds [io\ Arthur Y'oung's heart

was generally in the right place), '" amiounced
jiremiums for 1801. May the new century open
auspiciously for the plough I may the spirit of
this sheep-shearing improve the fiocks of Britain I

may her fields smile with amj)le harvests, her far-

mers rich, her poor well fed and haj)p}' I and may
^\e all, by i-e\-erence of that J?eing ' from M-honi
all blessings ttow,' endeavour to deser\-e them."
On June 15, 1801, for the last time, the duke

was again the life and soul of the great Woburn
meeting. r.I««ff/.v, vol. xxxvii. p. 193.) On that
day 255 persons dined with him at Woburn Ab-
bey ; the second day, 259 ; the third day, 232 ;

the last day. 132: total, in the four days, 878.
This was the last time that he i)resided at the
Wobiu-n sheeji-shearing ; he here, in fact, bid
adieu to those brilliant meetings, for in the spring
of 1802 he died, nuich too soon for his country;
for, although he had accomjilished many things
for the im[)rovement of its agriculture, he was
contemplating far greater ettbrts, Arthur Young
spoke of his death (Annals, vol. xxxviii. ]). 369)
in a \vay which showed the sincerity of liis grief.
" The agricultural world," he said, " never per-
haps sustained a greater indi^'idual loss than the
Iiusbandry of this emi)ire has suttiered by the
death of the Duke of Bedford." And, after

noticing the im])rovements he had made in the
cultivation of his farm, in breeding, and in irri-

gation, he continues—" l^ut the ample mind of
this great man meditated much more impoitant
objects : he had fixed the ])lan of an establishment
for agricultural education, arranged the jjlan and
determined the execution of a botanical garden
and a laboratory—that, much as the Duke of
J^edford has been admired for what he efi^ected,

it may be safely asserted that he saw but the

morning of that fame which would have attended
the maturity of his exertions. 'ITie personal
ijualities of the man would have shed a happy
influence on the whole progress of these under-
takings : art'able and engaging in his manners

—

mild, serene, and beneficent in his temper—none
ever approached him but \\-ith pleasure, or (piitted

him but with regret."

He was named in the charter of the Board of
Agriculture as one of its first members : he at-

tended its meetings with consideral)le regidaritj',

and on every occasion endea^•oured, by his per-

sonal examjjle and by his puise (for it has been
estimated tliat his agricultural ettbrts cost him
more than £20,000 per annum), to promote the

cause of agriculture.

The last illness of the Duke of Bedford was
but of short duration. He had been sliglitly in-

disj)osed with a cold for a few days : but bj' an un-
fortunate over-exertion at a game of tennis, and
by a fit of coughing in the afternoon of Feb. 2(j,

hi.s complaint was dangerously increased : great

])ain ensued ; every other means l^eing ineft'ectu-

ally tried, a painful o[)eration was performed

;

mortification ensued, and on the 2nd of March,
1802. he died, in the full possession of his un-
clouded faculties, and lamented by every real

friend of the country he once adorned. His brief

will, w)-itten ^nth his own hand on half a sheet

u C 2
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of ])aper resembling the co\er of a letter, when
he felt his end drawing near, marked the sim-
plicity of his character. It was as follows :

—" I,

Francis Duke of Bedford, do give all my personal

estate to my brother, Lord John Russell. Wit-
ness my hand this 27th. of Feljruary, 1802.

Bedford."
He was buried in the family-vault at Cheneys,

in Buckinghamshire, on the 10th of the following

March, amid the tears and regrets of a numerous,
an opulent, and a grateful tenantry. (Gent. Mag.,
vol. Ixxii. p. 283.) A public subscription was soon
after entered into for a monument to his memory,
and this soon amounted to between three and
four thousand povmds. (Annals of AgrL, vol.

xxxix. p. 11.)

The person of Francis Duke of Bedford was
tall and well proportioned ; his handsome coun-
tenance, it seems, corresponded with the frank-
ness and liberahty of his disposition ; his deport-

ment was easy and unaffected ; and in his dress,

if he was inclined to any extreme, it was that of
plainness. In his manners he was agreeable to

all ranks of society. (Month. Mag., vol. xiii, p.

455.) The celebrated Charles James Fox, who
well and intimately knew the loss England sus-

tained by his death, when moving for a new writ

for the borough of TaA-istock (March 16, 1802\,
in the room of his brother. Lord John Russell,

who succeeded to the dukedom, in an eloquent
address to the House of Commons, expatiated

upon his value (Hansard's Pari. Hist., vol. xxxvi.

p. 364) ; very truly describing his death as a
" great public calamity."

SAWDUST AS MANURE.
'to THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE.

At the monthly meeting of the Highland and
Agricultural Society, held in the Edinburgh
Musevmi. on AVednesday last, the foUoAving

paper " On the fertilizing influence of sawdust,

both in its natural and charred states," by Mr.
Robert M'Turk, of Hastings Hall, Dumfriesshire,
Avas read by Mr. Scott of Craigmuir. After ad-

verting to the general admission that nothing
could be more advantageous to the agriculturst

than the careful preservation of CA^ery species of

manure, and, notAAithstanding this, its rare fulfil-

ment in practice in most farai-yards, !Mr. M'Turk
proceeded to direct attention to a substance pro-

duced in great abundance in almost CA-ery district,

and Avhich has hitherto been too generally consi-

dered as inapplicable to any useful purpose in

agriculture, namely, sawdust. He then noticed a

practice A\'hich had been many years ago adopted
by Sir Charles Monteitli, of Closebum, and still

continued, of using saAvdust as a litter in the

byres, cattle-sheds, 2)ig-sties, &c., of his home-
farm, Avhich had not only a cleanly effect, but
also possessed the advantage of absorljing much
valuable licjuid matter, that might otherAvise have
been lost. Others had adopted the practice, and
afterAvards discontinued it, from a mistaken no-

tion that the sawdust thus heated Avas to be
taken as an equiA'alent to, and substitute for,

common farm-yard manure ; Avhereas, in its then

undecomposed condition, it could not have been
expected to afford an immediate and abundant
supply of nutritious matter to the particular cro]i

Avith AA'hich it Avas used. It is only by its gradual

decomposition that it will afford certain princi-

ples Avhich A\'ill prove a useful adjunct to other

manures ; indej)endently, hoAvever, of its me-
chanical action in absorbing and conveying to

the fields the liquid substances already men-
tioned, Mr. M'Turk then goes on to shoAv, by
quotations from the Avorks of Liebig and John-
ston, the necessity of a continued supply of car-

bon and carbonic acid to groAving plants; and
points out the facility Avith Avhich saAvdust, un-
dergoing decay, affords these elements. Another
mode in Avhich saAvdust may be rendered valua-

ble in agriculture, consists in reducing it to

charcoal. This operation arrests indeed, for a

time, the progress of decomposition, but it im-
parts a tendency to imbibe gaseous bodies, to

Avhich Ave are to look, in the first place, for the

fertilising influence Avhich it exerts on the soil.

Excepting in the instance of some particidar

kinds of jilants, charcoal is not to be expected to

act successfully as an immediate manure ; its fer-

tilising properties Avill be found to consist in ab-

sorbing and retaining till needed those gaseous
exhalations Avhich are CA-olved during the changes
Avhich are continually taking place in the animal
and A'egetable substances under the surface of

the soil, and Avhich Avould otherAvise be lost.

Thus, one cubic inch of charcoal can absorb 90
of ammoniacal gas and 35 of carbonic acid, and
hence its usefulness Avhen employed along Avith

those manures Avhich are rich in these matters,

and AA'hich may occasionally be evolved in

greater quantities than can be appropriated by
the crops or retained by the ordinary soil. Mr.
M'Turk then proceeds to shoAA', that saAvdust,

after its passage through the various offices of the

farm, and saturated Avith the liquid substances ab-

sorbed, Avould speedily tend to a more thorough
decomposition, if left to ferment in the dung pits

;

A\'hile in its fresh and in its charred state it is

capable of being advantageously used along Avith

guano and bone dust, facilitating, by its mechan-
ical mixture, the equal sowing of these substances,

He then makes some judicious remarks on the

propriety and usefulness of employing charcoal

as an absorbent of the many noxious exhalations

from dirty and offensive lanes of cities, in the

sick chamber, &c., &c.; and concludes by earn-

estly recommending the OAvners of saAv mills no
longer to throAV to Avaste the saAvdust produced,
Avhich, if not used by themselves, may, ere long,

be sought for l)y their neighbours, and suggest-

ing to pro]irietors of jjlantations to collect and
convert into charcoal the prunings of their tim-

ber—thus affording a valuable article to them-
selves and employment to the poor.

'Jlie i)aper Avas accompanied by a specimen of

saAvdust from larch timber, about 40 years old,

Avhich yielded, in charring, about 25 per cent, of
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shining, granular charcoal, apparently \'ery jiure;

also a specimen of charcoal obtained from a l)lack

heavy peat, yielding about 32 jjcr cent. This

charcoal from peat was without lustre, but not

otherwise, apparently, inferior to that from wood.

Specimens of both these substances were exhi-

bited to the meeting.

The following observations were added by Mr.

Scot:—"Mr. M'Turk has not brought forward

this paper on the uses of sawdust as containing

any no\-elty, Init rather to recall, from time to

time, the attention of agriculturists and the own-
ers of mills, to a useful and economical method
of disposing of a substance hitherto a burden to

its possessor and a nuisance to his neighbours,

whenever, from its accumulation, it is cast into

the nearest stream. There seems no doubt that,

e\-en in its fresh state, sawdust, carted direct to

the field and ploughed in, would, by its gradual

decomposition, repay the cost; wliile, as an ab-

sorbent of liquids in cattle sheds, byres, staljles,

pig-sties, and dunghills, these places M'ould not

only be kept in a more cleanly and comfort-

able state, Init the litter, when added t<j the

general mass of manure, would be much more
valuable. This su])ject has been fretpiently lirought

before the pubhc. Mr. Sim, of Drummond,
at p. 529, of "The Transactions of the Higliland

and Agricultural Society for 1841," states that,

after an unsuccessful trial by burning, when the

residue was so small as to be worthless, he used

it as a litter for his swine, and found it to be a

most successful addition to common manure for

turnips. Mr. Home Drummond, at p. 274,

Transactions for 1S42, states that he mixed it up
as a compost with road scrapings and a little

hme, and, after lying for three years, it proved to

be exceedingly useful. There is, lilcewise, a

notice of sawdust by Professor Brande, who says

that, if mixed with lime and water, it is reduced to

a dark brown carbonised mass, highly useful for

agricultural purposes. In the second number of

the Transactions, new series, page 66, Mr. Bishop,

land steward, Methven Castle, adverts, likemse,

to the economical uses of sawdust, and states

that he had successfully reduced it to charcoal,

of which specimens were furnished to the society.

" There is another method of carbonising saw-

dust, which has not hitherto been noticed in any

publication to which I have had access, but was

lately communicated to the society in a letter,

which, most unluckily has, for the time, been mis-

laid, so that I can neither give the name of the

v\'riter, nor detail very correctly the results of the

process. His method, however, was this :—He
first spreads a layer of sawdust, no matter

\\'hether wet or dry, then a layer of fresh lime

shells, then another layer of sawdust, and so on ;

when, the required moisture being applied, the heat

evolved in the slaking of the lime was proved to

be sufficient to reduce the sawdust to a state of

charcoal. ITiis certainly would seem to be a

veiy simple and economical method of reducing

sawdust, and is well worth the attention of those

who have the opportunity of trj'ing it—as lime is

not compatible wth guano, from it proneness to

decompose the ammoniacal salts, this mode of

carbonising sawdust would not be apphcalile to

its use with that substance ; but if it shall be

established that the use of charcoal is advisable,

along with guano, ^vhether mechanically or

chemically, there is probably no clieaper or better

method of obtaining the charcoal than from saw-

dust or peat, in localities where these substances

abound."

On the same subject, Mr. Maclauchlan, of

Maclauchlan, mentioned he had used sawdust in

his stables, ])lacing it in the channels to receive

the urine, and found it useful in giving bulk to

the manure heap, but cannot say how it decom-
poses in it.

GREAT ANNUAL SHOW OF THE UNION
AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

This great meeting of the agriculturists of the

Border, was held at Coldstream on Tuesday,
April 2nd, and fully maintained its former cele-

brity, both in the Cjuantity of superior stock

brought fonvard for exhibition, and in the attend-

ance of company. Among the general company
in the show-yard, Ave noticed—Right Hon. Lord
Polworth ; Mr. Spottiswoode, of Spottiswoode

;

Colonel Spottiswoode, of Gladswood; Mr. Ro-
l)ertson, of Ladykirk ; Sir John Halket, of Pitfir-

tane, Bart. ; Mr. Sprot, of Riddell ; Captain
Spottiswoode ; Mr. Tod, of Drygrange ; Sir

Henry Askew, of Pallinsburn : Mr. Renton, of

Mordington ; Mr. Roy, of Nenthorn ; Mr. Wil-
son, of Cumledge ; Mr. Hood, of Stoneridge

;

Mr. Campbell, of Jura ; Captain Nisbet, of Loch-
ton ; Mr. Milne, of Faldonside ; Mr. Grey, of

Dilston ; Mr. G. Grey, Milfield-hill ; Mr. Darhng,
Hetton House; Mr. James, of Kirknewton; Mr.
Rea, of North Middleton ; the Mayor of Ber-
wick ; Mr. Nairn, Waren Mills ; Mr. Boyd, of
Cherrytrees ; Mr. Oliver, of Blakelaw ; Mr.
Atkinson, of Ewart ; and a number of other gen-

tlemen celebrated as breeders of stock, &c.

The whole short-horned stock, pigs, and imple-

ments of husbandy were properly stationed by
half-past ten o'clock, and the general company
was admitted to the ground at eleven o'clock,

when the show commenced. The stock exhibited

was allowed by the best judges to be of a most
superior description—so much so as to caU forth

a very high compliment from a Yorkshire gentle-

man, who had travelled all the way from that

great county to act as one of the judges of short-

horns. Of short-horned 1)ulls upwards of 50
were entered as competitors for the premiums
offered by the Societj', and about 20 more were
entered as extra stock for sale or hire, in which
department, we ixnderstand, a very considerable

amount of business was as usual, transacted, the

price of year-old bulls ranging from 21/. to 30/.

Al)out 15 cows were shown for premiums and as

extra stock, and nearly the same number of two-

year-old and one-year-old queys. Many of the
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older IniUs shown as extra slock were greatly ad-

mired, and the year-olds, generally speaking,

were very superior. Among the extra stock,

three cows shown by Mr. Sirason, Blainslie, and

two half-bred qiieys, a cross lietween a short-

horned bull and a 'Highland cow, shown by Mr.

Curr)-, Cornhill, attracted much notice from the

company, and were particularly commended by

the judges, as will be seen by their award. There

was also a very good show of pigs, both of pre-

miums and as extra stock.

In the horse department there was a great

variet)'. The number of draught stallions was not

so great as on some fijrmer occasions ; there were,

however, fourteen exhibited, some of which were

indeed noble animals. Several celebrated blood

stallions were also on the ground. Among M-hich

were Captain Barstow's beautiful Arab, Alexander

the Great, Mr. Robertson's, of Ladykirk, Tlie

Little Known, Lord John Scott's Uncle Toby.

Major St. Paul's Cheviot, &c., &c. The other

description of horses exhibited were as imder :—
Cart mares, 8 ; colts for agricultural purjioses, 3 ;

fillies, 3 ; brood mares, for hunting (jr riding

horses, 14 ; four-year-okl hunting colts and fillies,

4; three-year-old ditto, 10; one-year-old ditto.

13; and a few other colts were slrown as extra

stock.

The gentlemen M'ho acted as judges on this oc-

casion were :

—

For Short-homed Stock and PUjs.—Mr. Black,

Dalkeith Park ; Mr. Reiil, BallencriefF; and Mr,

Leonard Severs, Ohver, Richmond.

For Draufjht Horses.—Mr. Darling, Hetton

House; Mr. AVUson, Simprin ; and Mr. Brodie,

Clarilaw.

For HiDifiiifj or Kidiny Horses.—Mr. Campbell

Renton of Mordington ; Captain Spottiswoode, of

Sj)Ottiswoode ; Mr. Tod, of Drygrange ; and Mr.

Hunt. Thornington.

Committee for Implements.—Mr. Hood, of

Stoneridge; >ir. Roy, ofXenthorn; Mr. Hogarth,

Akeld ; Mr. Dove, Eccles Xewtown ; and Mr.

Xisbet, of Lambden.

The award given in by these gentlemen \\as as

under :

—

Class Tirst.

shokt-horxkd cattlr,

Premium 1. For the best bull, not exceeding

four years old, to Mr. Hogarth, lu-cles Tofts, '20/.

2. For the second best ditto, to Mr. Jobson,

Chillingham Xewtown, 1")/.

3. For the best yearling l)ull to Mr. Crisp,

Hawkhill. :./.

4. For the l)est cow, fit for lireeding, to Mr.

Tnrnbull, Crooks, 51.

5. For the second best ditto, to Mr. Hunt,

Thornington. 3/.

G. For the best quey, fit forbreedmg, two years

old, to Mr. Milne, of' Faldonside, .')/.

7. For the l)est ditto, one-year-old, to Mr.

Atkinson, Ewart, .')/.

, , , r ,

N,'/li_ 'I'he judges highly commended the fol-

lowing animal's [shown as extra stock, viz., Mr.

Hunt's bull, Mr, William Jobson's bull, Mr.

Simson's, of Blainshe, three cows, Mr. Curry's,

of Cornhill, two half-bred queys, and Mr. Ren-

ton's, of Mordington, pen of five wedderhogs.

Class Second.

IIOR.SES.

Premium 1 . For the best draught staUion, to

Messrs. Shearer and Clark, Sandford, Renfrew-

shire, 25/.

•2. For the second best ditto, to Mr. Rea, Xorth

Middleton, 20/.

3. For the best cart mare, fit for breeding, to

Mr. Oliver, \'enchen, 5/.

4. For the best colt for agricultural purposes,

foaled after 1st January, 1841, to Mr. Penny,

Bartlehill, 5/.

r>. For the best filly for ditto ditto—premium
not awarded.

G. For the best mare for breeding hunters or

riding horses, not thorough-bred, to Mr. Lynn,

Mindrim Mill, .")/.

7. For the best hunting colt or filly, 4 years

old, bred and reared within the district, to Mr.

Baillie, of Jerriswoode, 5/.

8. For the best ditto, 3 years old, to Mr. Brown,
Blanerne House, 5/.

t). For the best yearhng ditto, to Mr. Grey,

Milfield-hiU. 5/

Class Third.

SWINE.

Premium 1 . For the best boar, to Mr. Scott,

Courthill, 2/.

2. For tlie best sow, to Mr. Roy, of Xen-

thorn. 2/.

Class Fourth,

iml'lements of husbandry.

'i'o Mr. Bennet, 'i'hirlstane, for his plough with

Screen Bridle— 1/.

To Mr. Hope, Coldstream, for his Corn Dress-

ing machine— 1/. 10s.

To Mr. Bertram, mill-\vright, Xewcastle, for

his Machine for grinding Oil Cake, &c.—2/.

To Mr. Scott, Courthill, for his Liquid Maniue
Cart— 1/.

To Mr. Murray, Maxwellheugh, for his Ini-

])roved Turnip Sowing Machine— 1/.

To Mr. blather, Kaleniouth, for the good
workmanship of the Implements shoM'n In'

iiini— 10s.

The Dinner.

At four o'clock in the afternoon, u])wards of a

hundred gentlemen sat down to dinner in the

large room of the Xewcastle Arms Inn, and Avere

afterwards joined by a ])arty who dined in another

room. David Robertson, Flsq., of Ladykirk,
occiq)ied the chair, having on his right Lord
Polwarth and F. L. Roy, F'scp, of Xenthorn, and
on his left the Rev. T. S. (ioldie. Chaplain to the

society, Mr. Herri!)t. Foleyhills, &c. John
(irey, Esq., Dilston, olHciated as croupier.

The usual loyal and complimentary toasts

having been drunk,

Tlie Ciiaiumax rose to propose prosperity to

the Cnion Agricultural Society. He liad been
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called upon in a manner wholly unexpected, to

take that chair, which should have ])een occupied
hy the hrother of the Duke of Buccleugh; but he
ever would come there when they asked him,
and discharge his duties as well as he could,

whateA'er those duties might Ije. (Loud Clieers).

lie regretted the unavoidable absence of Lord
John Scott the more, because, if he had been
present, he would ha\e entered into a long detail

of the origin of this society,and the benefit it had
conferred uj)on agriculture, as set forth in a

l)amphlet which was now l)eing published for the
use of the memljers of the society by Mr. Jerdan.
Lord John Scolt, in writing to him, said, that if

he (tlie Chairman) coidd get a few minutes'
conversation with Mr. Jerdan, he would be able
to tell the m.eeting all about it. Mr. Jerdan's
pamphlet, however, would put them much lietter

in possession of it; but there was one thing which
should advantage this society. In spite of the
absurd feeling which kept away some whose duty
it was to attend, there were others who did attend,

and who came from great distances—their Vice-
President had come 30 or 40 miles, and there

were others from beyond the Dunse hills and the

Cheviots—and he was sure there was ne\'er an
occasion on which they assembled at those meet-
ings, when they did not s})end the evening in the

greatest pleasure, and were not happy to meet
again [cheers). He would make one remark in

regard to this societ)', as showing its usefulness,

and the good it had done. It Vv-as the first society

of the kind established in Scotland, existing at

first under the name—he might say the sacred

name—of the Tweedside Society. It took the

lead of all Scotland in gi'^'ing premiums for agri-

cultural ])roduce. It was afterwards joined ])y

the Border Society, and then took the name of
" The Union," thus doing away the distinction

between the two sides of the Tweed ; and he did

not believe they were all aware that the Highland
and Agricultural Society of Scotland took its cue
fron this society. It was not until two years

after the establishment of the I'nion Society that

the Highland Society ever thought of giving

])remiuras for the rearing of animals (uppJauxe).

That ^^•as a remarkable fact, and one of which
they had just reason to be proud. The Union
Agricultural Societyknew no distinction of parties.

It had l)ut one oljject, and that was to promote
the common good, l)y promoting the improve-
ment and prosjicrity of agriculture. They gave
jirizcs for the production of the 1)est animals, and
thereby did a public good to their counnon coim-
try. Individuals also could do a good deal, to

further the same object, and more than they
imagined, if theywoidd only tiy. There wasnothing
more beneficial than a rivalshij), such as that

which this society encouraged. Indi\iduals

could do a great deal for mankind, when incited

by an ambition to excel each other in good v/orks.

If they were beat this year, they would not rest

contented, but would only be the more determined
to van the prize next year. ITiat was the best

principle. He liad l)een present at the annual
meetings of this society for the last eight or ten

years, and he had seen nothing but tlie best of
feeling. No one went away who was not glad
tliat his friend and neighbour had got the prize,

though himself unsuccessful. That was acting
upon a principle which was the best for mankind.
Tliey sought to I)enertt society. They might seek
it liy diiiercnt roads, but their object was the
same. He would now conclude by pro])Osing

l)rosi)erity to the Union Agricultural Society.

, (The toast was drunk with all the honours).
The CuAFRMAN having called for a bumper,

gave the health of the President of the Society,

the Duke of Roxljurghe. Any man who knew
that young nobleman, knew that if he could in

any way benefit his country generally, or this

society in particular, to which he was much
attached, he would only be too happy to do it.

IJut sometimes distress comes, over which it is

necessary to draw a veil, and to v.-hich he M'ould

not further refer, than to say that such was the

cause of the noble President's absence that day.
But to mark the interest which he felt

in this society, he had written a letter to the

secretary, in which he stated that he shoidd be
happy to give 20 guineas for prizes; to be
divided as the committee of the society should
see fit, but with a wish on the part of the noble
Duke, that Che\-iot sheep should not be excluded.

This was independent of the Duke's handsome
subscription, and was an instance of his value in

the neighliourhood in whicn he hved. The
greatest misery of Scotland was the absence of so

many of her landed proprietors [applause], and
we should therefore know how to appreciate the

value of those who, like the noble Duke, lived

upon his own estate. The kindness of the Duke of

Roxburghe was not ])id)hcly knov/n, but was felt

in the neighbourhood in which he lived. (Tlie

toast was drank witli all the honours, and with

loud cheering.)

Mr. Spottiswoouic, of Spottiswoode, gave the

healths of the successful competitors that day.

(Drank with three times three, and one cheer

more.)

Mr. HoG.\RTn, Eccles Tofts, returned thanks

for the toast.

Mr. Spottiswoode next proposed tlie imsiic-

cessfid candidates.

Lord PoLWARTii returned thanks.

The Croupier had great pleasure in jjropos-

ing the healths of the judges. ("Drank with

the honoiu's.J

Mr. Severs, Oliver, near Richmond, returned

thanks. Tliis was the thirty-second time he had
acted in the capacity of a judge, and he never saw
so many bulls on any occasion as on the present,

'i'he}' would easily suj)pose that such a nimiber

could not be all first-rate ; but there were re-

markably few deficient. The stock in general

was A'ery good indeed ; and he woidd go home
to Yorkshire and tell them what an excellent

stock they had in this part of the country.

(Loud cheers.)

The Chairman then rose and said—Gentle-

men, before I have the honour of proposing a

toast, which you will afterwards di'ink with all
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your hearts, I \\ish to f-ay a few words ; and, to

use a parliamentary exjjression, we must form

ourselves into a committee of the whole house, to

perform one of the most important ceremonies

that has engaged the attention of the memhers of

this Society for many years. Gentlemen, I

have now the especial honour, and I will add

at the same time, the great pleasure of he-

ing, as yoiu' chairman, the medium of pre-

senting a testimonial to one of the most \'alnahle

and devoted servants that ever a puhlic body had
the good fortune to have—and whose services are

given in a way that is little known, for they have

been services most gratuitous, as well as most
valual)le. [Loud cheers.) Gentlemen, I allude

to this lovely piece of plate which I have now the

honour, in the name of the assembled members
of the I'nion Agricultural Society of this border

country, of presenting to )our Secretary. Mr.
Jerdan, after gratintous services of more than

thirt}' years. The chairman then addressed Mr.
Jerdan, and said—Sir, you stand in the unpre-

cedented position, that no envious breast is dis-

turbed at seeing this testimonial presented to you.

(Loud cheers.) No jealous rival seeks to pluck
from j'our brow the laiu-els you have won.
(Renewed cheering.) This is not a thing which
you have sought ; but it is, as 1 have said, the

spontaneous eftiision of those you see around you
—men who knew }'our worth, and who appre-

ciated your value to this society. They were the

means of originating that which 1 ha^-e now the

lionour of presenting to you, this testimonial.

And, sir, I have ])eculiar pleasure in doing so,

for two reasons. In the first place, testimonials

of this kind are often given when men are with-

drawing their ser\ices ; and although you may
be older now than when you commenced your

labours as secretary, yet some of the old ones are

twice as good as the j'oimg ones at the present

day; and I trust that long may you yet continue

to l>e the secretary of this society. (Loud cheers.)

Mr. Jerdan, it is not only because 1 consider the

feelings with which )'ou will receive this testi-

monial, but because 1 hoj)e you will, Ijy having
it jjlaced in your house, make it an heir-loom

in your family, a testimonial of your \irtues to

your children, and a stimulus to them to imitate

your course ; and as there are a number of young
men here, it wall be one of those bright examples
to them, which shew that when a man does his

best, he will always receive the thanks of his fel-

low-men. (Loud ftpjjlause.) I have no hesita-

tion in saying that the manner in which you ha\-e

for so long a ])eriod ])leased such a body of men,
has been greatly i-onducive to the welfare of this

society. Your labours have been great and your at-

tention constant. You took the trouble to write let-

ters when other men were asleep ; and one of the

greatest reasons of the success of this society is,

its having had a valuable secretary for thirty

years. I have only to add, may we have you
as secretary for thirty years to come. ( Loud and
continued cheeriny.)

Mr. Jkrdan was welcomed with renewed
cheers on rising. He seemed to be very power-

fully affected—so much so that at a distance it

was impossible to hear distinctly the earlier part

of his address. ^Ve understood him to say he

deeply regretted it was not in his power to ex-

press the feelings of regard and of gratitude

which had Iteen almost too jjowerfully excited

by the manner in M'hich his health had i)een pro-

posed by Mr. Robertson and received by the com-

panv, in connection with the handsome testimo-

nial w hich he was requested to accei)t, as a ptddic

acknowledgment of the lunnble services he had
done to the society. These services had, he

feared, been greatly o\er-rated ; but he agreed

with what had been said by the chairman, that

when any duty was jierformed with zeal and at-

tention, and with the heart, such service was sure

to l)e valued ; and all the merit he claimed was,

that he had from first to last so done his duty to

the society. [Cheers.) He begged to assure

them that, valuable and elegant as the present

now oft'ered him was, he valued it not for itself,

but as the medium Ijy which the kind feelings of

the members of the society and other friends, had
been publicly conveyed to him and recorded, and
which were prized by him beyond silver or gold.

Tliey had paid liim for all the trouble he had
had—and he A\'ould rather go to another subject

and say a few words upon the excellent qualities

of the society. \\'hat he had to observe with re-

ference to the society's usefulness was this, that

^vhen it commeiued there were very few short-

horns or good sheep to be seen. They had seen that

day how different it was now. They had done
him tlie honour to say that his humble services

had been usefid, and he at once confessed that he
should not have received with jjleasure the testi-

monial they had that day presented to him, im-
less he had thought the result of those services

were estimated as of use to the public (hear, and
cheers), and he would only mention that now
when the tenants connected with that institution,

from the improvements that have been effected,

are able to turn over their capital twice in the

period that it formerly took them to do once, he
did say, that the hours and days he had spent in

the service of this society had not been uselessly

spent. [Loud cheers.) He had said more than
he intended, but he must not sit down without
returning thanks, more especially to the noble
president of the society, and other members of

the highest rank, as well as those who were of

his own circle, from all of whom he had ever re-

ceived the greatest coiu'tesy and kindness. To
Mr.'l'urnbnll and Mr. Dudgeon hewasmost deeplj'

indebted for the generous part they had acted in

reference to the compliment thej' had paid him
that day ; he had begged of them that they woidd
limit it to the lowest possible ])oint ; as, he would
repeat it, he cared not for its intrinsic value, but
for the good feeling it would display towards him
on the part of the members of that society. He
begged most cordially to thank them, as well as

the absent members, who had, by letters of all

descriptions, joined them in this mark of favour.

in reference to what had fallen from the chair-

man, he must say he would rather retire from
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office [loud cries of " no, //o") ; l)Ut if his health

permitted him, he should feel honoured in going

on, re-invigorated by this new proof of their kind

support. (Grent </j)/)laiige.)

The Chairman then read the inscrijjtion on
tlie plate, and, at his request, Mr. Jerdan ad-

\anced and received it from his hands, amid
great cheering.

The i)late itself was in the form of a splendid

fcilver tray, manufactured by Messrs. Reid and
Sons, of Newcastle, and the inscription was as

follows :—

•

PRESENTED

THE MEMBERS OF THE L'XIOX AGRICULTURAL
SOLIETV, ANU OTHER.S IXTERESTRD

IN ITS WELFARE,
TO

GEORGE JERDAN, ESQ.,
Secrcfary to that Institution.

In testimony of their high sense of his \'alual)le

and efficient services in tliat capacity for the

long period of upwards of thirty years.

1S44.

Lord PoLWARTH called for a bumper to the

liealth of a j)rivate friend of his own, whose value

and worth cannot be too highly estimated— he

merit their worthy ("liairman. 'J'hey should 1)e

particularl)' grateful to him for ha\'ing so faithfully

and al)ly given expression to their feelings on this

occasion, and he hoped they v.'ould liaA'e frequent

opportunities of drinking his health in the same
capacity. (The toast was drank with all the

honours, and continued cheering.)

The ('hairmax returned thanks in a neat and
appropriate speech.

The Chairmax, after calling for a bumper,
said he had yet to propose the health of a gentle-

man— a farmer by profession, but a gentleman in

every sense of the word—his honoured Croujiier

—Mr. Grey of Dilston, better known in this j)art

of the country as Mr. Grey of Milfield Hill. (Loud
C/ifersj.

Mr. Grey of Dilston, said, that where It not

that he had on many previous occasions ex-

jjerienced their great kindness, he should have
ielt at a loss how sufficiently to thank them for

the very flattering manner in which they had
dnmk his health. He well knew that in visiting

Tweed-side he was visiting the land of hosjjitality

and kind hearts, and he could not ha\e greater

pleasure than in coming, 'llie Chairman had ex-

]jressed himself towards him (Mr. (J.) with great

kindness, but he had also expressed himself

with regard to the Union Agricidtural Society in

a way which excited in his, ( Mr. (i's ) mind, reflec-

tions, somewhat troublesome, but which he \vould

state. He had the distinction, along with his

friend, Mr. Jerdan, of being one of the original

members of this Society. He was one of the

Tweedside Society, which was named after that

beautiful stream, M'hos:e hardy sons had long
since exchanged the foray and bale-fire and the

vengefid feeling, for the nobler rival ship in which

they were now engaged ; and they had very
wisely determined to sink the two societies on
both sides of the Tweed into one, and they formed
the Border Union Societ)-. All that the chairman
had stated was correct, with one exce])tion. It

was true that tliis \\'as the first society that gave
premiums—and liberal premiums too—for the

exhibition of stock, but Mr. Robertson made a

little mistake when he stated that they preceded
the Highland Society by two years. Tliey gave
premiums ten years before the Highland Society.

Tlie CiiAiRMAX.— 1 said after the Union.
Mr. Crky.—Then we are both right, and both

wrong. (.] hiiifjh.) He had been witness of the

extraordinar}' impro\ements which followed the
effi)rts of this society. At that time they had here
and there indi\idual specimens of stock equal to

what they had now, but these kinds of stock were
now general, and the society's object was ac-

comj)lished. When the society commenced there
were very few ; they were to be seen at Ladykirk
and Carham, and one or two other jilaces ; but
they were looked ujion as objects to be admired,
l)ut not to be reared in this c(jimtry. "'They are

grand creatures," it was said, " but not fit for us."
But what had I)een the result of the eftbrts of
this society, and the cultivation and knowledge
which it jjromoted r Those animals which were
then in the hands of only a few individuals, were
now diflSused throughout the whole district. It

ai)i)eared to him that they had now reached a

])oint at which they were not likely to continue to

nn))rove. EA'ery one was now ahve to the advan-
tage of good stock, and knew the means of ob-
taining it; and he was not sure but that other
things had arisen which had a claim ujjon more ot

the society's attention. (Apphnise.) He con-
ceived that the means of the society, instead of
being exclusively dcA'oted to the rearing of stock,

should be a])plied to other objects. There were yet

great and unapplied means of improving the culti-

vation of the land; and those now in ojieration had
been eminently successful, 'Hie introduction of

the drilled tiu'nip system was the greatest era in pi'o-

moting and increasing the produce of the land, not
only in reference to the turni]) cro]), liut e\ery other.

It was recorded in the histories of Messrs. Bailey

and Culley, and Mr. Pringle, that in the j-ear

17')0 they had been led to look into that curious
old book of .lethro Tull, and introduced the drill

system in a small way ; but they did it very
imjjerfectly, making the drills three yards apart.

It was then further reduced from time to time,

till that active agriculturist, Mr. Dawson of Froo--

den, fixed it at thirtyinches, and there it remained.
We had known by experience that diflerent

districts were more or less favourable to diffi^renl

kinds of stock. This soon became obvious to us;
but it was left to the introduction of cheniistrj' to

tell us that diflerent kinds of ])lants require

diflerent kinds of food, and that by keejiing the

qualities of the soil in projter proportions, we
might get on more rapidl)'. 'lliis was somewhat
of an occult science, but one which everybody
agreed deserved the highest attention. He there-

fore suggested that it might be advisable to apply
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some portion of their funds to the promotion of

improvements on the land, which, though it

might not he so attracti\'e as the showing of a

good breed of stock, would be of great advantage;

for the next important step to a good breed of

stock, which they had now succeeded in obtain-

ino-, v.'as the greatest amount of produce they

could raise to feed them. lie would not detain

them at that social hour of the evening ; but he

would jast suggest whether, having eilected the

o]))ect'for which the society was instituted, it was

not desirable to take into consideration the giving

of premiums for experiments on the land by

thorough-drainage, the ditterence between the

produce raised from different manures and their

price, the effect upon the succeeding crops, and

so on. He tlianked them for the compliment

they bad paid him, and assured them that nothing

gave him greater pleasure than to be there. His

visits to that society were the green sjjots in his

life (cheers), and although he had latterly been

called upon to occupy a position of much res-

ponsi])ility and labour elswhere, he rejoiced he

could still meet, occasionally, with his friends on

Tweedside {lovd cheers).

The CiiAiKMAN proposed the health of Lord

John Scott.

Mr. Jkroax here read a letter apologising for

his Lordship's absence.

Mr. Si'ori'iswooDK returned thanks.

The Chaihmax proposed the healths of Lord

Polwarth and Mr. Spottiswoode.

Lord P<ii.MAKTH, in the name of himself and

Mr. Spottiswoode, returned thanks; and, in the

course of his speech, said he was suthorized to

state tl.iat Mr. Ltheridge (a gentleman to whom
the country was greatly indebted for the improve-

ments which he had made in tile-making),

intended to jjresent a silver cuj) to the society for

the best cultivated farm of not less than 200 acres.

Mr. Ktheridge left it to the society to notice any

jjarticular points, but he requested particular

aitention to the amount of prolit realized by the

tenant, and if turnijjs or other green crops,

to minute what artificial manures are used.

'J"he CuAiKMAX gave the healths of the Duke
of Buccleugh and Lord Elcho, with their hoimds,

and slated Uiat the latter nobleman had notified

his intention of becoming a member of

the society, andliad sent 20/.— 10/. as a i)rize

for a liUy' and 10/. for the best Cheviot tup.

A ninnl)er of other toasts were afterwards

given, whicli oiu' limits will not permit us to

particulari/o.

OBSER^'ATK)NS OX THE MANAGEMENT
AND APPLICATION OP MANURES.

Bv A PUACTIC.VI. F\UMKU.

The niiplication of sub.«tanres to the soil with a view

of adding to its fertility, or, in other words, of contri-

butin'T to^the increasf? of the cultivated produce obtained

fromTt, i:-- of very great antiquity. 'I'he practice had

its origin, no doubt, In the observation of the effects

of substances adventitiously employed ; as in the case

of the excrements of animals in pasturage, being

accompanied by a more luxuriant herbage, wherever

they happened to be scattered over the surface of the

ground. The importance of the application of ferti-

lizing matters to' the soil increased as improvements

in agriculture advanced, and it may now be regarded,

among the farming community, as the all-absorbing

toi)ic of the day. Our fields have been enriched by

bones imported from other countries formany years past,

in addition to the home supply ; but now our farmers,

assisted by the enterprize of our merchants, are laying

even the South Seas under contribution to enricli their

fields and increase their harvests. The list of fertilizers

has in fact extended to such a length that the difficulty

is to select that which will best answer the intended

j)urpose. The dung of the farm-yard was, it may be said,

the only manure in use some twenty or thirty years

ago. Before that period even the value of bones,

which subsequent experience has proved to be so great,

was unknown, and they might be seen strewed about

in all directions, going to waste. It is not, however,

my present purpose to enter into a history of the

numerous fertilizers of the present day, but shall

attempt one which I hope will be of more practical

value—that of making the reader acquainted with their

properties and modes of application. I would merely

observe here, that when we I'eflect on the vast improve-

ments v.hich have been effected in the science and
practice of agriculture during the past quarter of a

century, our minds cannot fail to be struck witli

astonishment, and yet we can only regard the past as

merely laying the foundation for further improvements.

He who has hitherto been satisfied to follow on in

the path of his fathers, must now see that it is only by
the adoption of the improvements of the day that he

can expect to maintain his ground. While he manures
his land at a cost of from £(i to £'A per acre, he will

be astonished to find his more euterprizing neighbours

be able to apply fertilizers quite as efficacious at about

one fourth of the expense. The time has in fact arrived

when the practical farmer should endeavour to make
himself acquainted with the science of agriculture, as

well as the practice ; nor is this the difficult matter it

is supposed to be, as will be apparent to all who set

about the work with energy and spirit. The researches

of scientific men are at the present time directed to

the elucidation of principles for the guidance of the

farmer with unexampled zeal and ability ; so that much
may be expected from their labours, if those for the

benefit of whom they are intended will only take

advantage of them.

In preparing a series of papers on the important

subject of manures iov t\\& Mark Lane Express, it shall

be the object of the writer, himself a ])ractical farmer,

to bring v.hat is really established, both by scientific

investigation and experience, prominently forward

;

reminding those who may favour his observations with

a perusal that they must not be disappointed if they

do not find every nostrum now vended under the sjje-

cious titles of fertilizers and sjiecifics, treated of at such

length as the encomiums of tlieir inventors or venders

would seem to warrant.

The object in the application of manures being to

increase the cultivated ))roduce of the soil, it is impor-

tant, before jiroceeding further, to ascertain how this

is effected. Plants, during their growth, are dependent

both on the soil and the atmosphere for their support,

each furnishing a certain jiortion of the necessary

ingredients for the purpose ; and further, when subject

to the test of analysis, plants arc found to consist of a
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certain number of substances common to every vegeta-

ble production, and of certain others, some of which

are peculiar to particular plants. Thus, the eletncntarij

or simple substances, oxygen, hj/droffen, carbon, and

nitrogen, are present in every case in difterent forms

and various jjroportions, constituting the great bulk of

the vegetable structure, so as to be denominated the

basesof all or(7fl/i/c matter."^ In the process of com-
bustion, these matters entirely disappear, although

they form from 88 to 99 per cent, of the whole weight

of plants, even after being dried. The tpiantity

of ashes, or residuary matter after burning, which

constitute the inorganic portion of plants, is therefore

seen to be exceedingly small ; in fact, so inconsiderable

as to give rise to the opinion formerly entertained by
physiologists that this inorganic ov Jidcd portion was
merely adventitious, and of trifling moment, but sub-

secpient investigations have shown tliat the presence of

this portion is cpiite as essential to the healthy develop-

ment of the vegetable structure as those other matters

which enter moie largely into its composition,

A striking circumstance connected with this part of

our investigation is that of the constancy of the ))recise

proportion of the elementary substances l)efore enu-

merated in the same species of plants. This proportion

is invariably maintained, however distant the localities

from which different plants of the same S])ecies may be

obtained, provided they are healthy and fully developed.

What is more remarkable still, these, with one exception,

namely carbon, are known to us only in the form of

gas, the first and last of which, oxygen and nitrogen,

united, form the air we breathe ; and the first and

second, oxygen and hydrogen, combined in certain pro-

portions, form the waters, which constitute so large a

portion of the surface of the globe. At the ordinary

temperature of the atmosphere, when separate, they

form invisible kinds of air, each possessing very pecu-

liar properties and distinguishing characteristics ; but,

iis we have seen, in combination with each other, they

form a very large proportion of the vegetable forms

which surround us, from the oak of the forest which

has braved the blasts of centuries, to the sensitive

plant which recoils even from the slightest touch. In

consetpience of these substances not being appreciable

to our senses without the aid of scientific investigation,

little is known practicallyof their properties and effects

in a separate state. This remark, however, does not

apply to carbon, which, being a solid substance and

easily oljtained in a tolerably pure state, many of

its most in:!portant ]n-operties are familiar to every one.

The diamond is well known to be the purest specimen

of carbon, but it may beobtained in a tolerablypure state,

by burning wood in a close vessel, or in aheaj), covered so

as to exclude the air. When the carbon or charcoal thus

obtained is again burned in the open air, it disappears,

with the exception of i\\e fixed portion of the vegetable

structure to which allusion has been already made.

It then, in combination with the oxygen of the atmos-

phere, assumes the gaseous form and becomes an acid,

being hence known by the name, carbonic acid

gas.

Such then, are the substances forming the organic

portion of the apparently simple but really complicated

structure of vegetables. It is not necessary that we
should enter more at length into their properties in

this ])laoe, as we shall come to treat this subject more
in detail in another series of papers on " the Applica-

* II may bo hore necessary to apprise the loss seienlitie portion

of our readers that the term nrriiinlc is appMcil to all anirnal

HPid vesPtablc substances, these beingcomposeil of pores, vessels,

uiul ftbres, which ar^ the organs of life. From this ejrplimatiou

the signification of the term inoiijanic will he ea-^ily tmiler-

sfood.

tion of Chemistry to Agriculture," to appear in future

numbers of the Express. An important circumstance

connected with the subject under consideration, must
not, however, now be overlooked ; namely, that the

elementary substances just enumerated form also the

bases of animal as well as vegetable matters, differing

merely in the projiortions in which they exist ; nitro-

gen being much more abundant in the animal than in

the vegetable structure. Hence the adaptation of

each of these as food for the other. The different

classes of vegetables on the surface of the earth serve,

in the first place, as food for the various races of ani-

mals inhabiting the globe; and these, in their turn,

contribute to the support of vegetable life, both by

their excrement during their lives, and by the decom-
jiosition of their bodies alter their death. "What a

wonderful provision of nature is here unfolded to our

view ! In the great laboratory of nature nothing is

useless or allowed to go to waste ; for no sooner are

any of the component parts of the numerous wonder-

ful forms which surroujul us disengaged from the state

in which they previously existed than they instantane-

ously enter into new combinations, calculated in some

maimer to preserve that ecpiilibrium so essential to the

existence of the almost innuraeraljlc classes of beings

which people our globe. Thus the decomposing

animal matters, which would otherwise prove an into-

lerable nuisance, arc, by an admirable arrangement,

employed in contributing to the growth of our cultivated

crops, and thereby, indirectly, again to the means of

our sustenance. This cycle of changes is therefore

carried on in unceasing activity throughout the entire

scale of living beings, each, in its turn, supplying the

matters from which the food of the others is de-

rived.

The elementary substances, oxygen, hydrogen,

carbon, and nitrogen, have now been seen to comprise

the greater part of all vegetable structures ; but, as

has been already remarked, the inorganic or fixed

portion obtained from the residuum, after burning,

is not less essential to healthy vegetation. Existing in

such small quantities in ))lants it was long supposed

to be of no essential or vital importance, and was rather

accidentally present, being derived from the soil on

which they grew ; but further experience showed that

in all cases in which the vegetation was healthy, the

quantity of inorganic matter was remarkably constant

in the same species of plants, even without regard to

the constitution of the soil on w hich they were pro-

duced. If the required matters did not previously

exist in the soil, no doubt they could not at all have

been present in the plants grown on it, but then such

wouUi not have been healthy or fully matured jilants.

If adventitious, as had long been supposed, it might

be considered that different plants on the same soil

would each contain equal quantities of the inorganic

matters peculiar to that soil, having had similar opj)or-

tunities for absorbing it ; but there is notliing now
better ascertained within the wliole range of pliysiolo-

gical science than that different sjiecies groviing even

upon the same soil, will absorb various quantities of

earthy matters, the precise pro))ortion being constant

in each ; and dift'ering most in the (^ise of plants being-

most remote in their natural affinities ; thus leaving i(

no longer doubtful that such matters really formed an

essential part of the vegetable structure.

The inorganic constituents of plants have been seen

to be no less essential for the healthy development

than those which have been previously mentioned.

They are more numerous than the organic elements,

and also more variable in the proportion in which they

are present in different plants—which, in some degree,
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accounts for the circumstance of the soil producing

one kind of crop hixurianth', and being, at tlie same

time, incapable of growing others. They consist of

earths and metals in combination with acids.

These inorganic matters are also present in the animal

structure, thus rendering the composition of animals

and vegetables almost identical.

It has now been seen that plants consist of organic

and hwrfianic matters, in various proportions and in

different states of combination ; and that without a

duesupjily of each be available, suited to the wants of

ihe different kinds, healthy and vigorous vegetation can-

not be produced. An important part ofour enquiry is,

therefore, ascertained ; it being essential, in supplying

Ssubstances to the soil as food for plants, to know what

those substances are which are really required. The
necessity of supplying manures containing organic

matters has been long known, and, to a certain ex-

tent, satisfactorily accounted for by physiologists ; but

here they stopped short, from the erroneous idea that

no other matters were required, and that, therefore, it

was not necessary to apply them to the soil. Calca-

reous matters, it is true, have been applied to the land

from a very early period, but they were considered to

be beneficial rather from their effects in acting upon
substances already in the soil, than as serving directly

to constitute vegetable food. A certain stmiulating

quality was also attributed to this class of substances ;

but plants being devoid of a nervous system, it seems

not a little anomalous to calculate on their being

affected by stimulants, as in the case of animals.

That the substances imder consideration are useful,

both mechanically and chemically, the investigations

of scientific men have now placed beyond doubt. They
contribute to give to the soil a proper degree of con-

sistence, so as to tit it better for the operations of

tillage by their mechanical action ; and, besides entering

directly into the vegetable system, they combine che-

mically with various injurious matters so as to neutral-

ize their effects ; in which latter case substances

directly inimical to vegetation are resolved into new
compounds—not only harmless in their action, but

really serving as manures. Examples of this neutral-

ization occur in the case of lime or other calcareous

matter being apjilied to soils containing uncombined
acids, which are eminently injurious to vegetation

;

but the new compound, or neutral salt thus formed,

will serve directly as food for the growing crops.

Regarding the source whence the different substances

forming the constituents of plants are derived, a few

words of explanation are necessary. With respect to

tlie inorganic portion of them, little doubt can exist as

to their being derived from the soil, though it may also

be believed that inorganic matters are present in the

atmosphere in the form of an impalpable powder, and
thus, coming in contact with grovving plants, may be

absorbed ; however, this must be in exceedingly small

quantity, and need not be taken into account in this

investigation. Jt is apparent, therefore, that unless

the necessary inorganic matters which chemical

analysis has shown to be present in plants, already

exist in the soil, they must be supplied to it by the

cultivator before healthy and vigorous vegetation can

be insured.

The soiu'ces whence the organic elements of vege-

tables are derived have not, however, been so satisfac-

torily ascertained ; and for most of the information we
are in possession of in this department we are indebted

to recent investigations—more especially to those of

l-iebig—whose labours in organic chemistry are

now so well known. Until lately, indeed, chemistry

scarcely deserved the name of a science ; and even

when the researches of Davy and numerous others

raised it from its former empirical position, inorganic

chemistry came in for more than an ordinary share of

attention ; and so defective was our knowledge of

organic chemistry, that it is only of recent date that

the constitution of plants was, with any degree of preci-

sion, ascertained. Nitrogen, for examjjle, was supposed

to exist only in certain plants, or in certain parts of

the plant. In the gluten of wheat it has been long

known to exist, and in cruciferous plants it was
also known to be present ; but subsequent investiga-

tions showed it was present in every case, and formed
a constituent part of all plants, often, indeed, in

exceeding small quantity, but still not the less essen-

tial. As it is our object at present to show the exist-

ing state of our knowledge on this important subject,

the circumstance just mentioned might not have been

adverted to, and is only brought forward as account-

ing for the still imperfect state of our knowledge on
the subject.

Before proceeding further, a few observations as to

the more remarkable characteristics of these two
classes of substances will not be devoid of interest.

These must, however, be brief, otherwise this series of

papers would be prolonged to an unreasonable extent,

and probably exhaust the patience of the reader.

An important characteristic of all combinations of

these organic elements is that they are easily decom-
posed, and separated into their primary elements,

either by heat or by fermentation. Thus they are all

combustible, and entirely disappear after burning,

leaving only the inoi'ganic matters behind. The same
effect is produced, but more slowly, when they are ex-

posed to the air, and heat and moisture present ; the

jiutrefactive process then sets in with greater or less

rapidity, according to the state of the vegetable and
animal matters, and the peculiar circumstances under
which they are placed. Organic compounds are also

distinguished by another important characteristic, that

they cannot be formed by art. Great as is the com-
mand of mind over matter, the philosopher is unable

by any combinations or by any process to form a piece

of flesh, a handful of flour, or a grain of sugar. In

all these respects organic substances differ from inor-

ganic. The latter will not disappear under heat,

however intensely it may be applied, nor can they be

made to undergo fermentation ; and further, there are

few, if any, inorganic compounds existing in nature

which may not be artificially formed by a combination

of their elementary ingredients.

There are evidently three sources from which the or-

ganic elements of plants must be derived : they are sup-

pUed either by the soil, by water, or by the atmos-
phere. Before further considering this matter, it may
not be irrelevant to direct the attention of the reader

to the period when, as appears from the records of

sacred history, as well as from the deductions of

scientific investigations, no vegetable matter existed

in the soil which overspread the surface of the globe,

and when the vegetable productions of the earth must
have been supported without the presence of either

animal or vegetable substances. From this it would
appear that such matters are, in reality, much less

essential than is commonly supposed. In many cases,

indeed, it would seem that the mere attachment of

the plant to the soil was all that was necessary ; and
this is more especially the case in warm climates,

where the transmission of fluids proceeds with a

rapidity of which the inhabitants of more temperate

regions can scarcely form an idea. In several cases

tropical plants have been preserved in a growing state

in this 'country by means of artificial heat, without any
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portion of them being in contact with a particle of

earth from which animal or vegetalile matters could

be supplied ; and this merely bj- a plentiful supply of

moisture to their leaves. It appears in such cases not

a little singular to such as have not turned their at-

tention to the subject, how even a large plant can be

maintained in vigorous vegetation, susj)ended from the

roof of a stove, and cannot fail to direct the attention

very forcibly to the cnquirj' as to the manner in which
this is eflected. The circumstance of bulbous flower

roots flourishing in pure water is familiar to every one,

though no doubt this is attributable in part to the

store laid up in the bulb itself at a former period, and
under difterent circumstances ; but still the fact is

worthy of observation. All this does not, however,
warrant the conclusion that the soil merely serves to

attach the plants to the earth without directly supply-

ing them with any considerable portion of their food,

as it is only certain classes of plants that can be suji-

ported in the manner just mentioned. While the bulb
will flourish in water, and the lichen spread itself on
the naked rock, the more valuable plants which serve

as food for man and the lower animals will not suc-

ceed under such circumstances ; but the habits of the

former will serve to illustrate many of the statements

which wUl occur in subsequent papers.

Premising these general considerations, we shall next
consider the source of carbon in plants, and afterwards

of /lydi'ogen, oxygen, and nitrogen in succession.

In our rapid sketch of the sources whence plants

derive their elementary ingredients, the conflicting

opinions still prevailing on the subject cannot be
noticed at length. Of the organic matters, carbon is

the most abundant, forming in most cases about one
half of the organic portion of the vegetable structure.

This substance is incapable of entering directly, in its

solid state, into the circulation of plants. It may be
here, indeed, premised that solid matters of every

kind are unfitted to be taken up by the organs of

plants, and that only such as are in the liquid or

gaseous state can be absorbed by the minute vessels of

which the cellular substances of plants are composed.
Carbon, therefore, enters into the vegetable structure in

the gaseous form, in combination with oxygen, the

compound thus formed being termed carbonic acid gas.

This latter substance exists in the atmosphere, imd
though present only in small quantity, is never want-
ing, being produced by animals in respiration. As
observed in our last paper on this subject, the original

source of carbon in plants must have been the atmos-
phere, exclusively

,
previous to the existence of what

we now term soil. Liebig contends that it is so still, but
in this opinion he is at issue with most of the scientific

men of the day. A seed will no doubt germinate in soil in

which no vegetable or animal matter exists, and in this

case no difference of opinion can exist as to the

source whence the various matters required for the

purpose, carbon among the number, are derived.

However vigorously it may sprout in such a case, it

will increase slowly in growth, and after remaining in

a languid condition for a time, it will be subject to

premature decay. By its decomposition a certain

quantity of organic matter is added to the soil, which
enables the succeeding vegetation to assume a more
vigorous form ; and the decay of this, in its turn,

affords the means of sustaining a still more valuable

class of plants ; and in process of time the matters
thus constantly deposited being incorporated with the

mineral matters of the soil render it fitted for the

labours of the cultivator.

The absorption of carbonic acid gas by the leaves of

plants is constantly going on, and if surrounded by an

atmosphere deprived of this substance by chemica^
means, they quickly die. The same substance is also
taken in by the roots of plants, carbonic acid gas being
evolved by matters fermenting in the soil. Carbon is

also absorbed in other forms, though in small quantity.
The precise proportion of carbon found in different

plants is easily ascertained, but to what extent the soil

and the atmosphere have each contributed to its i)ro-

duction will of course depend on the circumstances in

whicli the plant is placed. Every tiller of the ground
knows that the soil is deprived of certain matters by
cropping, organic as well as inorganic, so that jjlants

are clearly dependent to a greater or less extent on the
soil for their carbon, the chief supply having been
derived from the atmosphere. From the latter source
the supply is at all times constant ; but from the former
it is variable, according to the state of the soil and na-
ture and quantity of manure employed.
The next elementary ingredient, hydrogen, is not

found to exist in an uncombined state, and must therefore
enter into the vegetable structure in combination, also,

with oxygen. These two substances combined form
water, a compound which, in a liquid state, every-
where pervades the soil, and, in the form of vapour, is

constantly present in the atmosphere. That the hy-
drogen of plants, if not exclusively sujjplied by
water, is for the most part obtained from that source,
there can be no doubt. Ammonia, now attracting so
much attention as fultiling important functions in the
vegetable economy, is composed of hydrogen and
nitrogen, and from tliis source a portion of the hydro-
gen found in plants may be obtained. The decom-
position of the water is eflected hi the vegetable
structure, and oxygen is disengaged. The same i)he-

nomena occur in the case of the absorption of car-

bonic acid gas ; and when we reflect on this wonderful
provision of nature by which the continued existence
of animals and vegetables is made dependent on each
other, our minds cannot fail to be struck with aston-
ishment. Animals generate carbonic acid 'gas largely

in respiration, which, if present in the atmosphere in

large quantity, would prove destructive to animal life
;

but this contributes to the support of plants, and
these in their turn give off oxygen, to make up for its

consumption by respiration and combustion.

Regarding the supply of o.vyyen to plants, Uttle

grounds exist for speculation. The atmosphere con-
tains 21 per cent, of its bulk of oxygen, and eight-
ninths of the weight of water are also composed of it.

Further, carbonic acid gas contains upwards of 70 ptr
cent, by weight of oxygen, and this gas was formerly
seen to be absorbed in considerable quantity by plants.
From any of these sources an ample supply might be
procured, but the chief supply required by plants
is believed to be obtained by the decomposition of
water.

The proportion of nitrogen present in plants has
been already seen to be small, indeed so inconsiderable
when compared with the remaining organic ingredients,
that it was not until lately supposed to be a constant
component part of their structure. This is supplied
by the decomposition of ammonia, which abounds in

animal matters, and constitutes much of their vidue
as manures. It does not appear that any of the nitro-
gen of the atmosphere goes to supply that of plants,

but Liebig has shown satisfactorily that a sujtply to a
certain extent is always present in rain water, a new
and remarkable fact. That ammonia is directly absorbed
by plants, there can be Uttle doubt ; as it is found to
be actually present in the juices of many plants.

Some plants even perspire ammonia, among which
may be mentioned cheno2)odium olidum, stinking
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goosefoot. All apjircciable quantity of ammonia is

also given ofl' by most plants during distillation.

The foregoing sketch will serve to convey an idea of
the sources of the organic constituents of plants, and
the practical character which we are anxious these

papers should retain jirevents any more extended no-
tice of their peculiar properties. It has already been
mentioned that they exist in very different pro])ortions,

but this will aj)pear more distinctly by the following

statement of the exact quantities of each element con-
tained in 1000 parts by weight of some of the more
important cultivated croj)s, as given by Boussingault,

and quoted by Professor Johnston, in his Lectures on
Agricultural Chemistry.

J'ota-

toes
Wheat
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dertakes soil where B, C, and J), arc delicient,

and he apphes (i and A ; they fail, and hence he
condemns those. Thus it is that many of our
most valuable artificial inaniu"es hax'c been con-

demned throuirh the ignorance of those who
have a})})lied them. Xo greater degree of igno-

rance and inconsistency wo'.dd be shewn by the

physician, if lie prescribed the sanre inethcinc in

all cases, and wondered at its failure.

Essays such as Mr. Banton's may be very

l>leasing to practical men—men who laugh at

science—but they rather prove injurious than
otherwise to agriculture. If a man dra^^s wrong
conclusions, he must injure the cause he attempts
to advocate. If he blames matter where mind is

in error, his arguments are worse than useless.

T hojic, for the sake of agricultiu'e in general,

no less than for his own in particular, that the

next Essay, by Mr. Banton will be written in

a far more scientific spirit than those he has yet

produced. I hope he will not condemn manures
because he may have misapjOied them.

I am, Sir, yoins <ScC.,

A F.\RMKK, and a Member of the Stew-
poney Farmer's Chdj.

BURTOX-OX-TREx\T FARxMERS' CLUB.

At the monthly meeting on the 4th of April,

Mr. G. Grea^'es, surgeon, introduced the subject

of the e\'ening's discussion by reading a ])aper
" On the nse of lime in agriculture," of M'hicli

the following is a brief summary :—Lime has
been deservedly called "the basis of all good
husbandry ;" but it seems doubtful whether it be
not capable of becoming the basis of a A'ery bad
husbandry when it is injudiciously applied. Far-
mers Tire apt to believe that in adding lime to

their land they are ])roA'iding a substitute for

farm yard manure, and thus are led to apply it to

land which does not require it at all, and at im-
])roper times, and in improper quantities, to the

land which is capable of being benefited by its

use. There must always be great dilKciilty in

reducing to practice a general principle deduced
from chemical science, because the properties of

the soil cannot be easily ascertained ; yet it

would serve to obviate a great many errors in

practice if it were known Avhat effect was likely

to follow the application of lime in given circum-
stances of the soil. The enquiries of agricul-

tural chemists seem to have led to a theory of

the action of lime which is very consistent with

the experience of ])ractical agriculturists. Lime
is vised in several states for agricultural purjjoses.

It is found in the state of a carbonate in lime-

stone rock. When the stone is burnt the car-

bonic acid is driven off, and it is con\-erted into

hot or caustic lime. AVhen caustic lime is ex-
posed to the air, it absorbs, first, moisture, and is

then called a hydrate ; and afterv/ards, more
slowly, it takes carbonic acid from the air, and
becomes again a carbonate or mild lime, ('halk

is also a carbonate of lime. Marl contains a

varying quantity of mild hmc, and hence the use
of these two earths to ])ro(luce the same effect as
lime on land. There seems reason to believe
that though lime in small cpiantify is necessary
as the food of plants, and though it benefits the
soil by imj)roving its texture, the chief effect of
it is due to its chemical action on the organic
matter in the soil. Caustic lime will produce
benefit in some soils by assisting in disintegrat-
ing the small ])articles of rock of which they arc
composed, and thus setting free alkalies which
ai-e constituents of jjlants ; but the unvarying
good effect of hme on soils in wliich organic
matter is in excess, and its ahnost total iuefiicacy

on those in which it is deficient, prove its good
effect to be due to its action on organic matter.
Both caustic and mild lime have the proi^erty of
assisting the decom])osition of vegetable and
animal matters, but they have it in a different

degree, and produce rather difierent results.

When caustic lime is added to organic matter,
and the mixture is exposed to the influence of
warmth, moisture, and air, as it is in the soil, the
lime unites itself to part of the elements of the
organic matter, and becomes converted into the
carbonate ; it thus robs the soil of a part of the
mamu-e, while it assists in effecting the decom-
position of the whole. If the matter be ])artly

animal, or vegetable matter which contains a
substance partly composed of nitrogen, caustic

lime sets free from it ammonia, and hence it 1;^

injudicious to mix it in a caustic state Avitli de-
composing farm yard manure. Caustic lime
destroys insects, and may be beneficial to land
on this account ; but it is injurious to living

plants and should not therefore be applied in

considerable quantity at the same time a crop is

soM'n. The carbonate or mild lime has not so

speedy effect on organic matter, but it ncA-erthe-

less assist in its decomposition. It seems to

promote more quickly the same changes as are
produced slowly by the comljined agency of air,

moisture, and warmth in the soil. It is not in-

jurious to young plants, and does not dissipate

any of the ammonia when added to manures.
An attention to the different agencj- of caustic
lime and mild will enable the farmer generally to
decide which of the two is preferable for his par-
ticular soil. There are sometimes salts of iron,

&c., in the soil, which lime ^vill neutralize.

Vegetable matter, also, in undergoing decomjio-
sition imder favourable circumstances, ])roduces
compounds which are injurious to ])lants ; these
are for the most part organic acids, and lime \\-ill

either neutralize them when formed, or prevent
their formation. The uses of lime are, to sen-e
as the food of jilants ; to correct a soiu- soil ; to
assist the decomposition of organic matters ; to
impro\'e the texture of tlie soil. 'I'he questions
a farmer should ask himself are,—For which of
these purposes is lime required to )ny land ? and—AVhat quantity is required r A small quantity
of lime is required in all soils to furnish what is

needed as a constituent ])art of plants. A com-
mon X'orfolk course would require more than
200lbs. of hme : that quantity would be found in
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the ashes of tlie whole (•voi)s "of the four years.

A soil may have lime naturally, but as it has a

tendency to be carried down lower, and washed

away by rains, or to be conA-eyed away by crops,

it may become deficient. Yery remarkal)le Ijene-

fit is sometimes seen to follow a light dressing

of lime on land, which is owing, no doubt, to its not

having j)reviously existed in the soil in sufficient

quantity for the food of plants. It might, per-

haps, l)e reckoned that a ton of lime would be

enough to last for this ]mrpose eight or ten years.

It is evident that if the benefit to be derived from

lime is to depend on its assisting in decomposing
organic matter in the soil, it will follow, that

those soils in which organic matter most ac-

cumulates, and which have least natural

power to promote its decomposition, will require

lime in the greatest quantities. What promotes

vegetable decay in soils is, the presence of air,

warmth, and moisture. These are found in

greatest perfection in a friable loam. Strong

clays exclude air ; all wet soils also exclude air,

and are cold ; peaty soils are always wet at first,

and when laid dry do not retain moisture ; sandy

heaths are too dr)-. Accordingly, it is seen that

in all these last cases vegetable matter collects,

and it is to these lime is most required. And the

same soils which least favour decomposition are

most liable to form such comjjounds as are in-

iurions to plants ; lime is therefore needed in

them for the purjiose of correcting the products,

as well as promoting the decom})osition. There

are perhaps, no soils M'hich in our climate are not

benefited by a proper quantity of lime ; it is

very seldom that we fail to see even the finest

loiuny land imjtroved when lime is used after a

long inter\al ; but the quantity applied, and the

frequency of the application, should de])end upon
the i)roperties of the soil, as regards its natural

power to comert organic matter into the com-
pounds which are the food of plants, and upon the

abundance or want of such organic matter in the

soil. It is scarcely possible to adjust the quantity

of lime to the requirement of the land in any

other way tlian Ijy practical trial on each ])ar-

ticular soil. As long as a soil continues to re-

})ay in increased piroduce the expense of lime it

cannot be wrong to repeat it. When the soil

once contains enough of lime to enable it to pro-

duce a quick and wholesome decomposition of

the organic matter in it, all that is needed is

to repair the M'aste which it suffers from year to

year. The waste is occasioned by the minute
particles of lime sinking lower, and being washed
out by the rains ; the quantity thus lost will ob-

viously be greatest where the whole quantity in

the soil is greatest, and will be more where the

suI)soil is porous tiian where it is compact. A
strong obstinate clay might require ten tons of

lime as a permanent stock, while a manageable

loam might re(juire one-fourth the (piantity : the

lirst would, under like circumstances of the sub-

soil, suffer four times the \\'aste as the last, and
consequently require jjcrhaps two tons every

fourth year, while the same (juantity would serve

tlie loam twelve years. As lime in its caustic

state robs the soil of part of its richness, it

should only be ajijilied where the quantity of

vegetable matter is in excess or where
the land is so wet and obstinate that

decomposition will not go on freely without its

stimulus. Its use is, perhaps, more to bring

newly reclaimed lands into fertility than to

maintain them in that state in a regular coui'se

of husbandry. It is on obstinate clays in the

fallow year, and on wet peats and on deteriorated

pastures that its use is most beneficial. In these

soils it is even good to burn the vegetable matter,

and it seems that caustic lime produces much the

same result as burning. On all land which is

moderately light and dry, mild lime is called

for. A remarkable case of the injurious action of

caustic lime, contrasted with the fertilizing effect

of mild lime, is seen in the exj)eriments of Mr.
Fleming, quoted by Professor Johnson. Mild
lime (20 bushels) was applied to the turnip crop,

and produced It) tons, 11 cwt.; the unmanured
soil j)roduced 12 tons, 6 cwt. ; while 50 bushels

of caustic Ume yielded only 11 tons, 5 cwt.

Lime may be rendered mild by mere exposure to

the air ; or it may be formed into compost and
applied to the land; but, where mild lime is

required, it will frequently be more advantageous
to apply in the form of marl. On strong lands,

which are benefited by being rendered more open,

lime is best ; but on lighter soils, which are

improved by being made more compact, marl is

])referable. To know which is most economical,

a farmer must learn what projjortion of lime his

marl contains, and he will then be able to judge
which is the cheapest. A good marl may contain

from 30 to "0 ]ier cent, of lime ; say that it

contains 40 ])er cent, of carbonate of lime ; then

five tons of it would be equal to one ton of biimt
lime from the kiln. But the lime in marl is not

in a state of such minute division as it woidd be
in the carbonate formed from burnt lime, and,

therefore, a something greater proi)ortion would
be required to })roduce an equal effect. As it is

only by its action on vegetable matter that lime

produces benefit, it is worse than useless to ajiply

it to lands which are already exhausted of the only

material by means of which it can do good. It is

but too much the ])ractice in some neighbour-
hoods to use lime to exhausted land. Lime has

been itself called exhausting, but it is only so

in the same way as good tillage is exhausting.

]3()th lime and assiduous stirring of the soil cause
the manures in it to decompose and become food
for plants. If land in either case be severely

croi)])ed it will become exhausted, but it is not

the lime or the tillage which causes the exhaust-

ing, it is the cro|)ping without manin-e. I'aniiers

can, by means of lime, grow a crop on land which
will not carry one without its aid, and they then

exhaust the soil. Instead of treating the lime as

an aid to manures, they use it as tho\igh it

were manure in itself. It is expected that land

will grow corn cr<)j)s oftener with lime than
without it ; this is tlie great mistake a.s to its use./

Lime is commonly used in very much greater

(juantity to tillage land than to grass ; but it is as

good for grass as for corn, and the tillage would
rather render lime less than more necessary.
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REPORT or EXPERIMENTS OX THE
ACTUAL AND COMPARATIVE EFFECTS
OF SPECIAL MANURES.
BY MR. JOHN HANNAM, NORTH DEIGHTON,

NEAR WEATHERBY.

(From (he Transactions of the Hir/hland and Agri-
cultural Society of Scotland.)

[Concluded.^

III.

—

Experiments on Potatoes.
G.—Experiment on the actual and comparative

effects, upon the Potato crop, of Sulphate of

Soda, Sul. and Nitrate of Soda (mixed). Sul-

phate of Soda and Sulphate of Ammonia
(mLxed), and Gypsum, used as Top-dressing
Auxiliaries to Manure.

Details.—Soil—moderate limestone, worth 22s.

per acre rental. Prior crops

—

barley (rape-dust),

seeds (pastured), loheat (rape-dust).

Manac/ement.—Ridged at 2/ inches, and set

with American natives (cuttings), May 6, 1842.

Manured, on the top of the sets, with 16 loads of

farm-yard manure per acre, and top-dressed as

follows :

—

c 1 u i- r Sulphate of soda
oulphate of, i , ^ ei . anrl nirrnrp nr

soda.
and nitrate of

soda.

Sulphate of soda
and sulphate of

ammonia.
Nothing. Gypsum.

No. 1.
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Manure and Gypsum, Guano, Guano and

Gypsum, and certain Waste Matters from

Manufactories, as Manuresfor the Potato crop.

Also on the actual and comparative effects

upon the Potato crop, of Artificial Bones,

Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia, Sul-

phate of Magnesia, and Sulphate of Soda, as

Auxiliaries to Farm-yard Manure.

Details.—Soil—thin limestone; annual value,

about 24s. per acre. Prior crops

—

barley (rape-

dusted), seeds (pastured), ivheat (rape-dusted).

Manaxjement.—Ridged at 27 inches ;
planted

\vith potatoes (American natives), May 20, 1843,

and manured as follows:—^' >J''-'i'rf>"^
i
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liflE'f iBiwnr. ,'-,rTn.',v,rnrf rf. 'r (Auxiliaries io Farm Manure.)
"|Bi) 1>W Sul[)hate of ammonia (Xo. 13). First-rate; very dark and luxuriant in the btem.
.[iryi^jb Nitrate of soda [No. 11). Do. not quite so dark in colour.

• indq ;
.T Artificial bones. Very j/ood ; light coloured leaf.

(81 uf J Sulphate of soda. Do. do.

I

Sulphate of magnesia. Do. do.
L Nothing. Do. do.

The weight of the whole produce of each plot, in November 1, 1843, ascertained the

Final Results per Imperial Acre.

505

L9

Name of Tillage.

As Substitutes for Man.
Farm manure

Do. and gypsum \

Guano
Do. and gypsum . .

.

Nothing
Singing-dust

Croppings
Flax waste and soap }

liquid 5

Woollen waste

As AumL to Farm Man.
Artificial bones
Nitrate of soda
Sulphate of soda
Sulphate of ammonia.

.

Sulphate of magnesia.

.

Farm manure

Quantity

20 loads

20 loads

.5 cwt.

5 c^vt.

5 ct. ea.

100 St.

100 St.

100 St.

200 gal.

100 St.

Cost of

Manure.

£. s. d.

6

6 15

3 5

4

nominal,

do.

do.

do.

Gross Pro-
duce of

Large.

bush.

165.5

194.0

161.8

189.6

117.1

53.9

120,8

132.0

128.3

Small.

bush.

63.2

63.2

68.8

37.2

53.9

39.0

83.7

66.9

65.0

Total

Pro-

duce.

bush.

228.7

257.2

230.6

226.8

171.0

92.9

204.5

198.9

193.3

* Increase or

t Decrease of

Produce.

Large,

bush.
*48.4

*76.9

*44.7

*72.5

t63.2
*3.7

*14.9

*11.2

Small.

bush.
*9.3

*9.3

*14.9

tl6.7

tl4.9
*29.8

*13.0

*11.1

Total
* In-

crease

or t de-
crease.

bush.
*57.7

*86.2

*59.6

*55.8

t78.1
*33.5

*27.9

*22.3

"^ 1

3 cwt.

li cwt.

3 cwt.

U cwt.

3 cwt.

20 tons.

1 5

1 11

1 8

1 11

1 5

206.6

239.9

163.0

239.9

176.7

163.0

72.5

53.4

63.2

61.3

57.6

53.4

279.1

293.3

226.2

301.2

234.3

216.4

*43.6

*76.9

76.9

13.7

49.1

*9.8

*7.9

*4.2

*62.7

*76.9

*9.8

*84.8

*17.9

Observation.—The items in the columns of
" increase or decrease of produce " of the various

])lots in section 1st, are obtained by comparing
the gross produce of each with the produce of

No. 5 ; those in section 2nd are obtained by
taking No. 15 as the standard of comparison.

Conclusions.—In the foregoing trials we see

—

1°. TTiat guano may be used as a substitute,

cheap and efficacious, for the growth of potatoes.

2°. That gypsum has a beneficial effect when
used as an auxiliary to farm manure.

3°. That the waste matters (with the exception

of singeing-dust) act beneficially on the croj).

4°. ITiat singeing-dust appears to retard the

vegetation of the plant.

5°. That, as an auxihary to farm manure, the

artificial bones act well.

6'. That a sahne application is, in some cases,

a useful auxiliary to farm manures, and in others

worthless.

7°. That sulphate of ammonia and nitrate of

soda act extremely well as such application ; im-

proving the foliage, the gross produce of tubers,

and also the quality of the same ; as they do not

appear to increase the small potatoes so much as

the large ones.

8®. 'J'hat sulphate of magnesia has a slight

beneficial effect, and sulphate of soda also, the

latter slightly increasing the quantity of small

potatoes.

The experimenter would here observe that, in

his opinion, the potato crop is one to which ex-

periment should be particularly directed, because
it is a crop which is of veiy great acreable value,

one which is valuable as supplying Avinter food
for cattle, and one which, on some lands, prepares
the soil for barley. It is, however, said that it

is a crop which a good farmer (unless on warp
soils, &c.) should not cultivate except for family
use. But what is the reason of this ? It is be-
cause it is an expensive crop j because it robs the
rest of the farm of the manure which may be
more advantageously appUed, as six or eight acres

of potatoes, on a farm of 150 acres of arable land,

make sad havoc in the manure heap. If, however,
we can find a substitute for farm manure, or even
an assistant to it, we do away with this robbery
of the manure heap, and may then leave the

grass, seeds, and turnip lands to have their share of
the comjjost heap, and yet, at the same time,

secure a crop worth £12 to £20 per acre, make
sure of mnter food for our cattle (for Swedes
cannot be entirely dei)ended on always, witness

the present year), and prepare our soil for barley,

'i'his, I know well, may be done by an outlay of

from £3 to £4 in rape-dust, and present experi-

ments infer that it may by an equal outlay in

guano,

D D 2
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IV.

—

Experiments on Oat.s.

I.— Experiment on the actual and comparative

effects upon the Oat crop, of Nitrate of Potash,

Nitrate of Soda and Salt (mixed), Salt (only),

and Rape-dust.

Details.—Soil— thin hmestone, worth 20s. per

acre rental—exposed to tlic north. ,PiiGr,cr0ps-+-

barley (after turnips eaten Qn.}ii5^e<^Sr(ipasturei),

ivheat (rape-dust). . 'i,:M

Management,— Hopetoun oatfe, drilled April 4,

1842, and the following tillages ajjplied:— •"'^-'

1.
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in a greater ratio than the grain, and diminishes
the weight j)er bushel.

7°. That rape-d\ist increases both straw and
grain, and diminishes the weight per bushel of the

grain.

8°. That the nitrates act more quickly than
salt.

9°. Tliat the nitrates render the straw bulky,
soft, and coarse ; while salt makes it white and
brittle.

v.—Experiments on Barley.
J.—Experiment on the actual and comparative

effects on the Barley crop, of Nitrate of I'otash,

Nitrate of Soda and Salt (mixed). Salt (only),

and Rape-dust.

Details.— Soil— good turnip soil, upon the

limestone range, worth 26s. per acre rental.

Situation— level, and free from all extraneous

influences. Prior Crops

—

seeds (pastured) ; ivheut

(rape-dust) ; turnips (farm manure, and partially

consumed on the land by sheep).

Mana(/eme7it.—Drilled, April 6, 1842, and ap-

plications made as follow :

—

1.
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Conclusions.—In this experiment we obseiTe

—

1 °. That, upon a soil which has had rape-dust as

a manure for a length of time, a dressing of

sahne manures may be advantageously used upon
the barley crop.

2°. That, as upon oats, so upon barley, com-
mon salt has a tendency to increase the quantity

of grain in a greater ratio than the straw, to im-

prove the quality of the grain, and to render the

straw white and brittle, and to promote its ripen-

ing.

S''. That the nitrates have a tendency to in-

crease the quantity of straw in a greater ratio

than the grain, to render the straw soft and
bulky, and to retard slightly the ripening.

4*^. That the nitrates have not such a decided

effect upon the colour of the young plant of bar-

ley as upon oats or wheat.

5". That the action of salt upon the croj^, is

not visible so soon as that of the nitrates. [:!,i,i;(l

6*^. That rape-dust has a tendency in this csuse

to diminish the weight of the grain per bushel.
7*^. That nitrate of potash also diminishes the

weight per bushel of the grain* .0 Umi jhu). .

K.—Experiment on the actual and comparatiA'c

effects upon the Barley crop, of Rape-dust,

Guano, Rape-dust and Salt, Nitrate of Soda,

and Nitrate and Sulphate of Soda. '
' =

Details.—Good limestone soil, worth 24s. per

acre per annum ; exposed to the north ; low
fences; no trees. Prior crops

—

barley (upon
turnips eaten on the land); seeds (pastured;)

wheat (rape-dust) ; turnips (bones, crop pulled off.)

Management.— Ribbed and sown April 10,

1843, Avith barley and clover seeds. Manures
applied as follow;

—

-
:

'"^J^''

uiqiiMl jA
1. 2. 3. 4. finfi nfilj ,1 oH .alaTjtvi

Nothing. Rape-dust. Guano.
Rape-dust
and salt.

Nit. of

soda.

Nit. of soda

and sulphate

of soda.

Salt.

No. 1.

2.

3.
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effect of the guano. Tlie place where every

handful had fallen was particularly marked, and
the whole crop (where scarcely ever a croj), under
more favourable circumstances, grew well before)

was good. At this time an extensive dealer in

rape-dust and bones went over the field with me,
and gave, without hesitation, his opinion that

the guano beat the rape-dust throughout the field

by a quarter jjcr acre. This gentleman, Mr.
Robert Snowdon, was the very person who had
supplied the rape-dust used in the exj)eriment

;

his testimony, therefore, was decidedly free from
prejudice in favour of guano.
As a curiosity, I send a sample of the soil

from the marly hiU alluded to, where, by the aid

of guano, a crop of barley, of full 4 quarters ])er

acre, was produced after tunips pulled oft' the

land, f FiWe " Extra Sample of Soil," marked
" K,"j
At reaping time, certain peculiarities were ob-

sen-able. No 1, thin and short in the straw, was

ripe first. No. 7 fsalt), though backward at the
time the top-dresrsings were applied, was ripe

sooner than any other, except No. 1. Tlie straw

was white and brittle. No. 4 partook of these

pecuharities in a less degree. Nos. 5 and G
(nitrated) were ripe last, having been at the time
of top-dressing a full week behind Nos. 2 and 3.

The straw of these portions ^\'as veiy yellow and
coarse, appearing as though it had been forced

to a qviick vegetation. The straw of the patches

2 and 3 (rape-dust and guano) was yellow and
soft. All the plots, with the exception of No. 1

,

which was too light to break down, were lodged
so much, that they were very difficult to mow.
Nos. 7 and 4 were less lodged than the others.

The whole of the field was mown August 30,

and the produce of the various patches kept
separate, \\'hen, after being well weathered, the

following were the results obtained from each
])lot :

—

1 gave 206 sheaves, yielding 587 lbs. of straw, and 421 lbs. of grain, weighing 54Tlbs. j>er bush.
2 do. 212
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24;S,,,per acre per annum. Prior crops

—

wheat
(rape-dust), outs (rape-dust), turnips (bones

—

1.

eaten on the land).

Management.—Sown with clover seeds, and
di-illed with bailey. May 6, 1843. Manures ap- Rape-dust,

plied as foUow :

—

< y !'\>ao— . •jM.>n\j->;:('^v,o.U

oVi* ,<3bBm !

\\-\,,

Rape-dust

and salt^

inbiin'/r 8/f5iJcoiIq

•'f^- -ft •r
.-Offn

"A B

,.1 ifft itTNo. 1. A acre. Rape-dust, C bushels; drilled along with the seed. ''•"" f; 1'^ )<'i', -i -.ffi

2. do. Rape-dust, 6 bushels, and salt, G stones ; mixed and drilled with the seed
3. do. Guano, 1 cwt.j mixed with eartli, and do. do.

Observations.—The whole came up well, no
difference being visible in any of the three for

some time, when No. 3 took the lead. All the
plots throve well, and, though sown late, at har-
vest promised a very fair crop. The clover seeds
came equally well in all the patches. On
reaping, September 7, No. 3 still had the advan-
tage in weight of straw; No. 1 being also a shade

better than No. 2 in quantity of straw. No. 2,

however, shewed somewhat similar effects from
the application of salt that we observed in the

other experiments on barley—the straw was
whitened, sooner ripe, and promised a better

yield. The seeds were equally good throughout.
The following were the results from each por-

tion

—

1.

2. 314
3. 376

370 sheaves, yielding 1 142 lbs. of straw, and 902 lbs. of grain, weighing 56 lbs. per bushel,
"'i^ do. do. 1124 do. 918 do. do. 56h ^-

do. do. 1192 do. 948 do. do. 56
do.

do.

From the'above we obtain the following

Final Results per Imperial Acre,

No.
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Observations.—Showers coming after the ap-

phcations were made, Nos. 1 and 2 began to

shew the efi'eots of the nitrates in a few days ; in

a fortnight, howe\er, they assumed a rich dark
green hue, ^-ery different from any other portion

of the fiekl.

In the course of a month after the top-dress-

ings were apphed. No. 5 (soot) also assumed a

No. 1. 152 sheaves, yielding 734 lbs. straw ai

darker colour than the rest, but was not so flour-
ishing as Nos. 1 and 2. " •'"'>

^Vhcn reajjcd (August IS, 1S42); 'N6's.'l' artd 2
were much the best crop to the eye—the rest

being nearly equal. The straw and stubble upon
No. 5 were quite blanched.
AVhen thrashed, the following was the produce

of each plot :

—

64 lbs, per bushel.
2.
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Observations.—^Tlie whole of this field being in

excellent condition for a crop, it was deemed im-
necessaiy to use rape-dust, or any other tillage,

along with the seed. I was, therefore, fully ])re-

])ared to anticipate no very striking results from
the ai3i)licatiou made at spring, as tlie full force

of a manure can be best seen Avhen the soil ac-

tually i-equires it for the purposes of the next
crop. At the same time, though the eflects of
the manures might not be so marked as in some
cases, the experiment, I was aware, would be
equally interesting, as it would serA'e to shew the
effects of the various sul^stances, as extra fer-

tihzers, upon a soil deemed capable of ])roducing
a good crop without any application.

Although the whole of the plots looked well, in

the course of three weeks the colour of the ni-

trated plots grew much darker ; and, in the course
of a few day more, No. 2 (ammoniacal liquid)

assumed the same hue. By the commencement

No. 1. 136 sheaves, yielding 702 lbs. of straw, and 540 lbs. of grain, weighing 64J lbs. per bushel.

of Julj% No. 2 had assumed a decided lead, ieing
much the best, as far as luxuriance of vegetation
went ; the nitrated portions also look very vigor-
ous, being superior to all the other plots. These
were much alike. By August 1st, all the plots,

except those nitrated (Nos. 6 and 4), and No. 2,
were nearly ready for the sickle. No. 2 was now
a beautiful ])atch, and so much superior to the
rest—all of which were, considering the soil, good
—that the first inquiry of every observer was

—

What tillage was used upon it ?

Nos. 1, 3, 5, and 7 were reaped August 24;
Nos. 6 and 4 on the 24th; and No. 2, which re-

tained its verdure longer than the rest, on the
26th of the same month. The produce of each
plot, after being well fielded (for which the un-
usually fine harvest afforded every opportunity),
was thrashed September 5, with the following
results :—

•

1

2. 161

3. 134

4. 138

5. 133

6. 135

7. 129

do
do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

964
690
828
684
852
612

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

616
502
553
515
566

509

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

64i
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however, is of much better quality {vide sam- chaff-wheat, November 10, and manured as fol-

ples) than this now experimented on. lows ;

—

Management,—Ribbed and sown with yellow

—idlL Ptnfij •ivulto ^iift '[;; .

[i.1 Jc.ii UJ ^ iJjHrt-Cj'jii

.^iolq yfh fL ,u[ 3^,1 Section 1.

Potter's Guano
'

Guano. Nothing.

4.

SECTrON 2. 'H!i;',

Rape-dust. Rape-dust and Nitrate of Soda.

Sect. 1.

Sect. 2.

1. \ acre, Potter's Guano, h cwX., sown in the furrow with the seed, November 10.
do. do. do.Natural Guano, i- cwt,,

Nothing.
Rape-dust, 3 Ijvishels, do. do. do.
Rape-dust, 3 bushels, do. do. do.
Nitrate of soda, 2 stones, apphed as a top-dressing upon a plot which was

perishing at spring, apjjUed May IG.

Observations.—During winter all the plots

looked well—better, indeed, than the wheat upon
clover lea (Experiment N)—the fine tilth of the

stubble land promoting the quick growth of the

plant. At the end of April, however, sjinptoms
of a falling off" began to shew themselves, and, by
the middle of May, Nos. 1 and 4 looked very

sickly and patchy ; No. 3 was more backward,
but stiU was more healthy in colour, than Nos. 1

or 4; No. 2 was as yet pretty good, the colour

being stiU fresh. At this time another rood was
measured off (alongside No. 4), which looked so

yellow and sickly that it seemed scarcely a skele-

ton of a crop, and was, as an additional experi-

ment, dressed with J cwt. of nitrate of soda. This

l)lot, be it remembered, was manured with rape-

dust, same as No. 4, and the remainder of the

field (with the exception of Nos. 1, 2, and 3) at

the time the seed was so\vn ; the nitrate being

now used as a medicine intended to stimulate the

faiUng plant.

The effect of this application was mar/ical. In

ten days the yellow patches were lost, and, in a

week more, the only trace to be found of them
was in the increased luxuriance of the same
places, the tillage being apjjlied most liberally on
the diseased spots.

Seeing this, the sickly patches throughout the

whole field were now top-dressed, not as an ex-

periment, but for the benefit of the crop. The
results were equally astonishing with those upon
No. 5 ; the worst places in the field soon being

distinguishable as the best. Indeed, those who
ran could read, and I had, in no few cases, to ex-

plain how the man'el had been accomplished;

few imagining that, a short time before, these

were actually the worst parts of the field, the
question generally asked being, %vhy they were
noiv so decidedly the best.

During this time, the plots Nos. 1, 3, and 4,
had improved a little ; No. 2 was, however, de-
cidedly best ; but No. 5 had made most progress.
In five weeks from the ajiplication of the nitrate
the wheat was full six inches higher, much
thicker, and more luxuriant in colour, than No.
4. AH marks were, therefore, unnecessary ; set-
ting aside the distinction in the hue, there was a
perfect ridge or step formed by the superior
height of the straw in No. 5, which was a sufli-
cient line of demarcation. Tlie ears put forth on
No. 5 were also much larger than those on the
unnitrated portions.

A talented chemist, who viewed the crop at
this time, called the experiment a perfect illustra-
tion of agricultural pharmacy. Although, how-
ever, a tonic or an aperient may act upon the di-
gestive organs so as, in many cases, to improve
health—though a stimulant may excite the lan-
guid nerves, or a bitter rally the sickly appe-
tite, they cannot in all cases succeed, nor can
they remove organic infirmities ; so, in this case,
when harvest came, many of the ears on No. 5
were bhghted. On the unnitrated portions, es-
pecially No. 4, these were, however, still more
numerous.

At this time, in Section 1, No. 3 (Guano)
looked decidedly best, Nos. 1, 3, and 4 l)eing all

bad.

August 18.—ITie various plots were mown,
and, after standing in the field till jierfectly dry,
were thrashed, ^vith the following results :

—

l-'gave 110 sheaves, yielding 41 5 lbs. of straw and 234 lbs. of grain, weighing 62ilbs. per bushel.
2 do. 114
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Nit. of Soda, Sulph of Soda.

3.

Gypsum. Nothing. Sulph. of Soda. Extra Manure.

No. 5 Nit. of soda, 1 st.

'•'•
if Sulph. of soda, 2 st.

^"'^'Cryijsum, 1 cwt.

3o. - Toothing.

do. '
' Sulph. soda h cwt.

i acre

do

mixed and applied as a top-dressing, May 10, 1842.

do. do.

do. do.
5. do. 1 load of extra manure, spread on the soil before sowing the seed.

Observations.—No. 5 had the lead before top-

dressings were put on ; after this, however, No. 1

soon came up with it. No. 2 also began to ex-

hibit signs of luxuriance soon after.

At flowering time No. 4 had the lead, being
more advanced in growth, though not so long in

straw as the rest. At harvest, Nos. 1 and 5

stood first in weight and strength of straw, and
No. 4, as respected corn, every stem beiny loaded

with pods. No. 2 was not quite so full of straw
as Nos. 1 and 5, nor so full of corn as No. 4.
No calculation as to the yield could be formed ;

for No. 3, though short in the straw, was very
well podded.

August 15.—The plots were reaj)ed, and on
the 26th were thrashed with the following re-
sults :

—

No. 1. 216 sheaves, yielding 918 lbs. of straw, and 729 lbs. of grain, weighing CUb^ per bushel
2. 210 do. 892 do. 787 do. 61
3. 192 do. - 720 do. 636 do. 61
4. 186 daiTj "I ^5786 do. 778 do. 61
5. 212 do. 896 do. 630 do. 61

Hence we have the following

Final Results per Imperial Acre.

No.

'•{

Manure. Quantity.

Nit. and sulph. \
soda /

Gypsum
Nothing
Sulph. soda .

.

Extra manure

.

h cwt. and
1 cwt.

4 cwt.

2 cwt.

4 loads.

Gross
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effects upon Meadow-grass of Nitrate of Soda,
Sulphate of Soda, and Salt.

Details.—Soil—good sandy loam, upon sub-
soil of gravel, perfectly dry, and in good condi-
tion ; mown annually and manured occasionally

;

worth 50s. per acre per annum.

Manafjcnienf

.

—Tillages applied as follows :

—

,'^1 II .•'lull r. i Ji/i.

Nit of Soda. Sul. of Soda.

.ill-

Nothing.

-,v,^^.

Salt.

No. 1. i acre. Nitrate of soda, 2 stones, applied as a top-dressing, May 4, 1842.

2. do. Sulph. of soda, 3 stones, do. do. do.

3. do. Nothing.
4. do. Common salt, 1 cwt,, do. do. do.

Observations.—The effects of the nitrate of
soda were soon apparent. No. 1 assuming a dark
green foliage. No distinguishable effects were
shewn in the other plots. No. 1 maintained a

decided superiority up to the time of mowing.
The whole of the plots were cut July 4, and the

hay on each weighed, July 18, with the following

results :

—

No. 1. 3830 lbs. of grass, or 122s lbs. hay, when stacked.

2. 2672 do. 931 do, do.

3. 2768 do. 973 do. do.

4. 2838 do. 1044 do. do.

From which we get the following

Final Results per Imperial Acre.

No. Manure.

Nitrate of soda.

,

Sulphate of soda
Nothing
Common salt .

.

Quantity.

1 cwt.

14 cwt.

3 CAVt.

Gross Produce.

Grass. Hay

St. lbs.

1094 4

763 6

790 12

810 12

St, lbs,

350 12

266
278
298 4

Cost of Til-

lage.

f. s. d.

1 3 6

13 9

9

*Increase or

fDecrease of

Hay.

Hay in

100 lbs. of

Grass, i

St.

*72

tl2

*20

lbs.

12

lbs.
I

32.06
34. 8

35. 1

36.78'

Details.—^Thin limestone soil, worth, if tuider

the plough, 24s. j^er acre. Pastured for many
years, and mown for the first time four years

ago. Since then it has been manured twice, and
limed once. The turf is very mossy and full of

weed, being what is termed hide-bound.

Management.—Manured in three sections ; one
plot in each section being left without tillage, as

follows :

—

Conclusions—In this experiment we learn

—

1". Tliat nitrate of soda increases the produce
of grass in a greater proj)ortion than that of hay,

2°, That sulphate of soda has no visible effect

upon the hay or grass crop.

3°. That salt increases the per centage of hay
from a given weight of grass.

R.—Experiment on the actual and comparative
effects upon Meadow-grass, of Nitrate of Soda,
Sulphate of Magnesia, Guano, and Potter's

Guano.

No. 1. I- acre, Nit. of Soda 1^ st., top-dressing"

May 10th, 1843.

2. do. Nothing, do.

3. do. Nit. of potash, 1 st. do.

4. do. Sul. soda, 2 st. do;

5. do. Nothing, do.

6. do. Sul. magnesia, 2 st. do.

7. do. Guano, 2 st. do.

8. do. Nothing, do.

9. do. Potter's guano, 2 st. do.

! Observations.—Tlie effects of the nitrates \i;ere thrive vigorously. No. 9 also shewed some pro-

visible, in a fortnight, in the increased luxuriance gress. Up to the time of mowing, Nos. 1, 2, and
of the colour of the grass. In the course of a 7, maintained a decided superiority over every

week or two more, the guanoed plot began to other—the bottom grass in each of the three

Nit. Soda.

1.
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being doubled in length l)y the application.

After mowing, the stubble appeared cleaner and
more open—the weeds, i)lantain leaves, &c., no

longer chnging so close to the ground. The
crops were mown July 18, and stacked on the
29th—

J'I«Icyi giving 1133 lbs. of grass, or 342 lbs. of hay, when ready for stack.

2
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exuosed tb' air, it soon falls into powder. In this

case, it is called slacked lime; and the same eftect

is immediately jiroduced ])y throwing- water upon

it, when it heats violently, and the water disappears.

Slacked lime is merely a comhination of lime AAdth

ahout one-third of its weight of M^ater ; that is,

55 parts of lime a1)sorb 17 parts of water. When
lime, whether freshly burned or slacked, is mixed

with any moist fibrous vegetable matter, there is

a strong action between the lime and the vegetable

matter, and they form a kind of compost together,

of which a part is iisually soluble in water. By
lliis kind of operation, lime renders matter which

wan before comparatively inert, nutritive ; and as

charcoal and oxygen abound in all vegetable mat-

ters, it becomes, at the same time, converted into

carbonate of lime. ISIild lime, powdered limestone,

marls, or chalks, have no action of this kind upon
vegetable matter. By their action, they prevent

the too rapid decomposition of substances already

dissolved, but they have no tendency to form

soluble matters. It is obvious, from these circum-

stances, that the operation of quick hme, and

marl or chalk, depends ui)on principles altogether

ditlerent. Uuick hme, in being applied to land,

tends to bring any hard vegetalile matter that it

contains, into a state of more rapid decomposition

and solution, so as to render it a proper food for

plants. Chalk and marl, or carbonate of hme,

will only improve the texture of the soil, or its

relation to absorption ; it acts merely as one of

its earthy ingredients. Quick lime, when it

becomes mild, operates in the same manner as

chalk ; but, in the act of becoming mild, it pre-

pares sohdole out of insohdde matter. The solution

of the question, whether quick lime ought to be

apphed to a soil, depends upon the quantity of

inert vegetable matters that it contains. The

solution of the question, whether marl, mild lime,

or powdered limestone, ought to be applied, de-

pends upon the quantity of calcareous matter

already in the soil. All soils are improved by

mildhme, and ultimately by quick lime, which do

not effervesce wth acids ; and sands more than

clay."* From the modes in which lime operates,

it necessarily follows that quick lime should not

be apphed to lands that contain much soluble

matter, nor be mixed up with composts with ani-

mal manures. " It had been long known to

farmers in the neighbourhood of Doncaster, that

lime made from a certain hmestone, apphed to the

land, often injured the crops considerably. Mr.

Tennant, in making a series of experiments upon

the calcareous substance, found that it contained

magnesia ; and, on mixing some calcined magne-

sia with soil, in v.-hich he sowed different seeds,

he found that they either died, or vegetated in a

veiy imperfect manner, and the plants were never

healthy. And with great justice and ingenuity,

he referred the bad effects" of the peculiar lime-

fitone to the magnesian earth it contains."t Yet

it is advantageovisly employed in small quantities.

seldom more than 25 to 30 bushels .ibri' 'the a'ci-e.

A simple test of magnesia in the limes-tone, is the

circumstance of its effervescing little when plunged
into an acid, and its rendering diluted nitiic acid

of aquafortis milk3^ Stones of this kind are

usually coloured brown or pale yellow, and are

found in several counties of England, and in many
parts of Ireland, particularly near Belfast. With
regard to the quantity of lime that ' ought to be
applied to different soils, it is much to be regretted

that Sir Humphrey Da^y has not thought proper

to enter fully into the subject. Clays, it is well

knoMTi, require a larger quantity than sands or

dry loams. It has been applied, accordingly, in

almost e^'ery quantity, from 100 to 500 bushels

or upwards per acre. About 160 bushels are

generally considered a full dressing for lighter

sods, and SO or 100 bushels more for heavy cohe-

sive soils.

In the application of lime to arable

land, there are some general rules commonly
attended to by diligent farmers, which are given

in a recent publication in nearly the foUoAving

words :

—

1st. As the effects of lime greatly depend on
its intimate admixture with the surface soil, it is

essential to have it in a powdered state at the

time it is applied.

2nd. Lime having a tendency to sink in the

soil, it should be ploughed in with a shallow

furrow.

3rd. Lime may either be applied to grass land,

or to land in preparation for green crops or

summer fallow, with almost equal advantage

;

but, in general, the latter mode of application is to

be preferred.

4th. Lime ought not to be applied a second
time to nourish soils, unless mixed up as a com-
post; after which, the land should be immediately

laid down to grass.

5th. Ujion fresh land, the effect of lime is

much superior to that of dung, llie ground,
likewise, more especially where it is of a strong

nature, is more easily wrought; in some instances,

it is said, " the saving of labour woidd be suffici-

ent to induce a fanner to lime his land, were no
greater benefit derived from the application than
the opportunity thereby gained of working it in a

more perfect manner."*
In improving hilly land with a A'iew to pas-

ture, a much smaller quantity of lime has . been
found to procure permanent and highly beneficial

effects, when kept as near as possible to the

surface, by being merely harrowed in with the

seeds, after a fallow or green crop, instead of

being buried with the jdough. As this is a mat-
ter of much importance to farmers of such lands,

especially when lime must be brought from a

great distance, as was the case in the following

instance, the successful practice of one of the

most eminent farmers in Britain cannot be too

generally known. "A few years after 1754,"

says Mr. Dawson, " having a considerable extent

of outfield land in fallow, which I wished to lime

seq

Davy's Agricultural Chemistry, page 315, et

t Da^7'8 Agricultural Chemistry, page 322. * General Report of Scotland, vol. ii, page 536,
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previous to its beinj^f laid down to pasture, and
findinj^ that I could not obtain a sutlicient quan-

tity of lime for the whole in proper tir^e, I was
induced, from observing the eftects of fine loam
upon the surface of similar soil, even when covered

with bent, to try a small quantity of lime on the

surface of tliis fallow, instead of a larger quantity

])loughed down in the usualmanner. Accordingly,

in the autumn, about 20 acres of it were well

harrowed, and then about 56 AVinchester bushels

only, of unslackedlime, were, after being slacked,

carefully spread on each English acre, and imme-
diatelywellharrowedin. Asmanypiecesof the lime,

which had not been fully slacked at first, were
gradually reduced to powder by the dews and
moisture of the earth, to mix these with the

soil, the land v/as again well harrowed in three

or four days thereafter. This land was sown in

the spring \vith oats, and white and red clover

and rye grass seeds, and well harro\\'ed, ^\dthout

being ploughed again. The crop of oats was
good ; the plants of grass sufficiently numerous
and healthy ; and they formed a very fine pasture,

which continued good till ploughed some years

after, for com. About twelve years afterwards,

I took a lease of the hiUy farm of Grubbet, many
parts of which, though of an earthy mould tolera-

bly deep, were too steep and elevated to be kept

in tillage. As these lands had been much
exhausted by cropping, and were full of couch
grass, to destroy that, and produce a cover of fine

grass, I fallowed them, and laid on the same
quantity of lime per acre ; then harrowed, and
sowed oats and grass seeds in the spring, exactly

as in the last experiment. The oats were a full

crop, and the plants of grass abundant. Several

of these fields have been now above 30 years in

pasture, and are still producing white clover and
other fine grasses ; and no bent or fog has yet

appeared on them. It desen'es to be particularly

noticed that more than treble the quantity of lime

was laid upon fields adjoining, of a similar soil,

but which, being fitter for occasional tillage, upon
them the Ume was ploughed in. ITiese fields

were also sown with oats and grass seeds. The
latter throve well, and gave a fine pasture the

first year ; but, afterwards, the bent spread so

fast that, in three years, there was more of it than

of the finer grasses."

The conclusion Avhich Mr. Dawson draws from

his extensive practice in the use of hme and dung,

deserves the attention of all cultivators of similar

land.
" 1 St. That animal dung, dropt on coarse benty

pastures, prodxices httle or no improvement upon
them ; and that, even when sheep or cattle are

confined to a small space, as in the case of folding,

their dung ceases to produce any beneficial efl!ect,

after a few years, whether the land is continued

in pasture or brought under the plough.

2ndly. That, even when land of this description

is well fallowed and dunged, but not limed,

though dung augments the subsequent croj) of

grain, and of grass for two or three years,

thereafter its effects are no longer discemable,

either upon the one or the other.

.Irdly. That, when this land is limed, if the
lime is kept upon the surface of the soil, or well

mixed with it, and then laid down to jjasturc, the

finer grasses continued in possession of the soil,

even in elevated and exposed situations for a
great many years, to the exclusion of bent and fog,

in the case of (irubbet-hills, it was observed that

more than 30 years have now elapsed. Besides
this, the dung of the animals pastured upon such
land adds every year to the luxuriance, and im-
proves the quality of the pasture, and augments
the ])roductive powers of the soil when afterwards

ploughed for grain ; thus producing, upon a benty
outfield soil, effects similar to what are experienced
when rich infield lands have been long in pasture,

and which are thereby more and more en-
riched.

4thly. That when a large quantity of lime is

laid on such land, and ploughed down deep, the
same effects will not be produced, whether in

respect to the permanent fineness of the pasture,

its gradual amehoration by the dung of the animals
depastured upon it, or its fertilitywhen aftersvards

in tillage. On the contrary, unless the surface is

fully mixed with lime, the coarse grasses will, in

few years, regain possession of the soil, and the
dung thereafter deposited by cattle will not enrich
the land for subsequent tillage.

Lastly. It also appears from what has been
stated, that the four-shift husbandry is only pro-
per for very rich land, or in situations where there
is a full command of dung. That by far the
greater part of the land of this country requires

to be continued in grass two, three, four, or more
years, according to its natural poverty. That the
objection made to this, viz., that the coarse grasses
in a few years usurp possession of the soil, must
be owing to the surface soil not being sufficiently

mixed with lime, the lime having been covered
too deep by the plough."*

Limestones differ much in purity, or in the
quantity of calcareous matter which they contain.
According to Mr. Headrick, "it is usually from
60 to 85 per cent.; but he afterwards analyzed
some hmestones from Fife, which contained from
99i per cent, of carbonate of lime, the residuum
being fine clay. Farmers generally estimate the
purity of limestones by the quantity of slacked
lime produced from a given quantity of burnt
limestone, or shells, as it is usually called, the
pulverized hme of the best shells being three times
the measure of the shells. But it is easy to ascer-
tain the quantity of calcareous matter in the stone
itself, by the use of muriatic acid ; that stone
being the best which leaves the least sediment,
the hme itself dissolving in the acid.

Marl.— Marl, which was more extensively
employed as a manure in former times than it

has been of late, since the projierties of lime have
been better understood, is usually di\ided into
stone, clay, and shell marl, of which the last is the
most valuable. All marls contain a j)ortion of
calcareous matter, and their operation is not
materially different from that of mild lime, as has

* Farmer's Magazine, ypl, ?iii, page 69,
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been before noticed ; but the greater quantity

required, owing to the smaller proportion of cal-

careous matter which they contain, confines the

use of them to a few miles around the places where
they are found. The effects of marl are slower

than those of quick-lime ; but, from the earthy

substances combined with the calcareous matter,

and the larger quantity usually apphed, the staple

of the soil is deepened, and the benefit is con-

sidered more durable.

Sea-weed.— ITiis is an excellent manure,
though not lasting in its effects, suited to all soils

and crops, with the exception, perhaps, of clovers

of the first year's gro^vth. It should be apphed
fresh as it is gathered, if the land be ready to

receive it ; other^vise, it may be mixed up %vith

fresh dung, or used as a top-dressing to grass

lands."*

ON PLOUGHING.

to THE EDITOR OP THE FARMER'S GAZETTE.

Sir,—I read with much pleasure the directions

for ploughing matches in your paper of last week.

The directions are good so far as they go ; and to

one like me, whose early and happiest days were
spent in holding the jjlough, it must ever be a

source of gratification to see the details of the

too-much-despised art of ploughing, honoured
with a place in the repubhc of letters. From a

conviction that—among all but the front-rank

men amongst the ploughmen—there are still vari-

ous practical blunders committed, on which the

directions of your correspondent do not bear ; and
that there are some points connected with the art,

which, even in these latter days of its life and
history, are still debatable, I am induced to offer

a few hints on the subject. It may be objected

that it is now too late to offer anything on the

subject ; but I have held converse with plough-

men long enough to know, that at this time many
of them are occupied in reflecting on, or discussing

with one another, the various causes of success

or defeat at the late matches, and in forming re-

solves how to secure the one, or avoid the other,

on a future opportunity. I am, therefore, not

without hopes that the follo%ving hints may, at

this time, i)rove not altogether unacceptable.

I have had occasion to observe that, at some of

the late ploughing matches, the ploughmen had
plunged deeply into error at the very first

start. ITie veering furrows are generally too

heavy. ITiis is not merely an eye-sore, it is

worse—it leaves in the plot on wliich they rest

too much undisturbed soil. The veerings should

be light ; the second one overlapping the first

in such a manner that a transverse section of the

two together form an equilateral triangle. It

will then be seen, that when the succeeding sods

are thrown on each side they will cover the veer-

ings. Although thus hidden there is no other

part of his day's work, unless perhaps the finish-

' * Farmer's Magazine, vol. v, page 451.

ing furrow, that demands so much expertness on
the part of the ploughman as the veerings. It is

requisite that they be straight and equal through-
out. That he may the better obtain these concUtions,
the ploughman must observe whatsoever httle ob-
jects, such as stones, tufts of grass, &c., lie in

the direct line in which the coulter of his plough
must progress : by keeping a constant and suc-

cessive line of these objects, at short distances

from each other, in his notice, he cannot deviate

very far from the pro})er course. The reins must
be well measured and adjusted ; then, by sliding

his hand backward or fonvard on the handles of

the plough, he may, by the agency of the reins,

direct his horses, still keeping his hand on the

handle. ITiese hints may appear trifling, but it

is for want of attendance to these things that

the ploughmen so often fail in this trying part of

their duty. The mishap of a deviating step or

two on the part of the horses, is sure to irritate

their master, who at this time is very susceptible

of excitement. The poor horses readily catch

the infection, and matters get worse and worse.

Nothing is so hkely to prevent this as laying out
a straight-forward, well-marked path to foUow,
and laying do^vn rules to be strictly adhered to. The
necessary moATments then, after a little practice,

are performed as it were instinctively. In turn-

ing at the ends of the field it is a slovenly way to

let the plough fall over on the mould-board, and
the horses to edge their way lazUy round,
trampling on their tackle. Tlie horses should

be trained to wheel round smartly, obeying the

slightest touch of the rein, and the plough should

be held on its sole. If rest be required during
the time of work, the plough ought to be entered

some distance into a furrow before the horses be
stopped.

I cannot help here censuring the unmeaning
terms in which the ploughmen are often heard
to address their horses. These are so indis-

criminately and indistinctly apphed, that horses

must needs have the comprehension of a

houyhnnhnns* to be able to know them. This
jargon of unmeaning sounds is often mingled
with oaths that are worse than unmeaning. I

would have all ploughmen to substitute such
simple terms as "right," "left," "onward,"
" slow," " stop,"—terms which in certain dis-

tricts have, by the fiat and high authority of

certain debating societies, been " estabhshed as

the only acknowledged terms of verbal communi-
cation between metr and horses." Discipline re-

quires the greatest amount of attention. It must
be constantly and systematically kept up all the

year round ; and it is essential in a good disci-

plinarian that he make himself perfectly under-
stood at all times, and act always on principles of

kindness and justice towards his charge. Very
often we see a jiair of horses walking much
faster than usual when the veering or finishing

furrows are in course of formation, at the very
time when their master wishes them to walk
slowly. But the cause of this misconduct on the

*See Gulliver's Travels.
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])art of the horses is obvious—at that part of the

operation the master is often excited, and if he

lash the horses when they do not deserve it, they

cannot but mistake his meaning.

I may now alhide to the size and form of the

furrows. The principles of good ploughing are

said to be, that the whole of the ridge be ploughed

to a proper and uniform depth, and that the

greatest amoimt of surface be exposed to the at-

mosphere : but in actual practice these principles

are necessarily in part compromised. A very

common-sized sod is nine inches in width. To
make this sod he at the proper angle of inclination,

which is 45 degrees, and to expose the greatest

amount of surface to the atmosphere, its depth

must be a little more than six inches (Ijy calcula-

tion it is 6-3639 inches.) This supposes the

section of the sod to be a right-angle figure. Now,
ploughs in their ordinaiy construction and trim

cut the sods in that form ; but it is found that

that angle of the sod Avhich is exposed to the

atmosphere, and is termed the aris, is always

depressed by the action of the mould-board,

pressing it on both sides, so that when the sod is

])ut into its place, this angle, instead of being a

right angle, has become an obtuse angle, conse-

quently the work comes short of what is required.

To remedy this, the plough for ploughing lea is

trimmed to cut the sod, with the exposed angle,

acute, which allows something for the depression

by the mould-board.
I

' The least attention \vill show that to cut the

sod in the manner required the plane or sole of

the share must form an angle something less

than a right angle with the plane of the coulter.

But if this position of the share be continued

through its entire breadth, one side of the sod

will he far less than the projier depth ; the upward
inchnation in the share is therefore continued

only as far as the middle of its edge, and the

wing is left inclined nearer to its former position.

Because the wng in respect to the rest of the

share appears depressed, the ploughmen call this

trimming, "putting do^vn the wing;" and by
attaching a A-ery improper meaning to this phrase
and acting accordingly, they often frustrate their

purjiose. In a plough trimmed in the most ap-

jjroved style, the vnng is raised about half an inch

from its position in aright-angled plough. From
the non-observance of this, most egregious blun-
ders are committed. The wing of the share, in

accordance with the improper meaning attached

to that phrase, is "put down," and the plough is

found to cut the sod with an obtuse angle where
a right angle was expected. 'ITiere is still a remedy
for this error, but it is a hurtful one. The coulter

may be set with its point to the left hand, so that

it will lessen the measure of its angle with the

plane of the share—but this obstructs the plough
in the performance of its other functions. The

^>coulter should be always in the same plane Avith

vthe land-side of the plough, and the game is up
>*with the unlucky wight who is necessitated to
' make it deviate from that position.

While it is very desirable to form the sods

with their exposed angles rif/ht angles, a good

judge will never ask more. An acute-amjled aris

can only be i)roduced at a great waste of power,

and at the sacrifice of other jninciiiles of good

ploughmanshi]). The objects to be looked for in

a well-ploughed ridge, and which may be ob-

tained by attending to the foregoing hints, are:

all the sides of the sods inclining at an angle of

45", that part of every sod left uncovered by the

succeeding sod equal to the depth of the furrows,

and all the angles right angles.

One of the greatest eye-sores in the ploughed

fields of this country' is, the want of a finishing or

ground furrow. This furrow adds so much to

the general appearance of the work, and is for

better reasons so desirable, that the total

neglect of it is unaccountable. It lessens

the width of the "hintin," and keeps the

sod on which it rests from being returned

Ijy the harrows. But it is high time for to

look to the finishing part of this long epistle.

I have, in the above remarks, studied to throw

out such hints as may induce ploughmen to con-

sider and to investigate the principles on which

their art depends. They are now the only class

of workmen, almost, that work at random and

Avithout a system of rules. When I took up my
pen I intended to have alluded to several other

points connected with ploughs and ploughing,

and especially to have investigated the relative

merits of the diflferent kinds of mould-boards,

and of wheel and swing-ploughs. But the sub-

ject has been so unaccountably neglected, and

there is so much to bring forward from the back-

ground that I could not, in the compass of any

reasonable addition to this letter, treat of these

things \vith any degree of clearness.

I remain, &c.,

Clod.

THE DRAINAGE OF THE COUNTRY.

BY W. MULLINGAR HIGGlNS, ESa., C.E., &C.,

FORMERLY PROFESSOR OF EXPERIMENTAL
PHILOSOPHY AT GUY's HOSPITAL.

(From the Civil Engineer and Architect's Journal

for March).

During the next three or four years there will

probably be such an opportunity of improving

the internal resources of the country, as has never

before occurred. It is generally understood that

the government intends to introduce, during the

next session of parliament, a general measure,

which \vill, jirobably, embrace the sewerage of

towns and the drainage of the land. That such

a measure, wisely planned and carried out \vith

skill, \vill be an invaluable boon to the nation,

every one admits ; but it may be doubted

whether the public is at all aware of the extent

of its value, and jjerhaps not many of its most

sanguine promoters. The health of the popula-

tion in towns, and the imjjrovement of cultivated

lands, are the two results which are generally ac-

knowledged : but the eliect of a good system of

E E 2
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drainage will be scarcely less beneficial to the in-

ternal navigation of the countr}', than to the agri-

cultural condition of the lands which are now, or

maj' be, brought into a state of cultivation. 'ITiis

view of the subject is so important, that a few
remarks may not be inappropriate in the i)resent

state of the question.

There are numerous rivers in this country
which would be of immense value to the districts

through \\'liich they flow if they were navigable,

and would become com])etitors ^\•ith the railways

for the carriage of merchandize and the transit

of passengers. Many of these have been at for-

mer periods large and deep rivers, and have
carried vessels of considerable burthen. By
great ignorance, or want of attention, and small
temporary expenditures, natural causes, which
man ought not only to control but to render sub-
senaent to the accomplishment of his objects,

have, in various ways, so changed their former
condition that they are not only altogether useless

for navigation, but are scarcely sufficient channels
for the drainage of the country through which
they lazily flow. As soon as the commercial
wants of some town situated on or near their

banks demand a rapid and commodious transit

by sea, an engineer is recpiired to give his o])inion

as to the method of improving the river ; dredg-
ings and embankments are immediately com-
menced, and the streams which had before only
tended to the destruction of the channels, are

made to assist in their excavation. The diffi-

culty and expense which attend these local im-
provements, are only known to those who have
been engaged in conducting or performing them.
And after the expenditure of millions in various

parts of this country, during the j)resent century,

the good which has been effected is confined to

a few districts, and is not appreciated, if in any
degree felt, by the country at large.

Should a general plan of drainage be adopted,

there will be an opportunity of improving, and
perhaps rendering sufficiently navigable, every

river in the kingdom. They are the natural and
proper channels bj' which all the waters that

fall on the surface of the island phould be con-
ducted to the sea. In the present state of the

country, these waters are allowed to lie uj)on cul-

tivated lands, to be evaporated by the heat of

the sun, or to collect in low lands, forming bogs
and marshes. But, carry them by a perfect sys-

tem of drains into the rivers, and with a little

assistance they \v\\l deepen the channels, and
improve the outfalls.

It is not my intention, at present, to enlarge

u))on this subject, as I may, at some future time,

offer a few suggestions upon the manner in which
this drainage, as a national measure, should be
performed, and take a more enlarged view of the

benefits that may be obtained. The importance
of the measure, however, will entirely depend upon
well devised plans and careful execution. The
subject is one almost unknown to a large number
of engineers, and there is no work in the language
which treats the subject systematically. My at-

tention hai? been many years directed to this and

similar pursuits, but although I could mention
many admirable reports delivered by British en-

gineers during the last two centuries, in which the

great principles of draiiiage are fully enforced

for jjarticular localities, I do not know of any pa-

per containing so excellent a practical view of the

subject as is given in one chapter of Gughelmini's

work on rivers. I have, therefore, been induced

to offer a translation of it. The Italians still look

to the writings of this great man as authorities

on all questions relating to the motion of water,

and although in some particulars he has erred in

judgment, the credit given to him by his country-

men can scarcely be denied by us, nofrsvithstand-

ing the advance that has been made in both the

theory and practice of hydraulic engineering. It

is at ])resent uncertain to whom may be intrusted

the works necessary for carrying out the inten-

tions of the government, but I have no hesitation

in saying that a careful study of the following

paper, considered in connexion with the works
which ha\'e been performed in this coiintry, par-

ticularly in the Fens, may be the means of pre-

venting many errors that would be fatal to the

success of the plans, in the ever-varying condi-

tions of the districts in which the improvements
are to be made. It is with the view of assisting

those who may be thus employed, and the agri-

culturists who are attempting to secure the effec-

tual drainage of their particular districts, that I

have made the following translation :

—

" Beside the large rivers, which have their

origin in high mountains, and the torrents which,

although they are not fed by springs, have also

their birth in mountainous districts, there are

channels which carry rain water only, and these

commence in the plains. They have seldom if

ever been formed by nature alone, but by the art

of man, who, to drain his fields and render his

ground fit for cultivation, has excavated ditches,

into which the rain water immediately flows, and
these uniting with others, are finally discharged

into a common bed, formed by manual labour

and called a drain,* or by other names, according

to the custom of the countrj', and such drains

have their own proper names, in the same manner
as rivers. Most of these drains are public pro-

perty, because the right of introducing the rain

water into them is common to many, and by their

channels the united waters flow towards their out-

let. It happens, hoAvever, that some fields have

no need of the public drain to keep them dry,

and these are they which are contiguous to rivers

properly embanked, into which, by means of ])ri-

vate ditches, their waters are introduced ; but
these do not need any explanation, as they are

but few, and nature herself teaches the mode of

managing them.

" The declivity of plains is generally so small,

and the surface so unequal that it is not possible

for the rain water, unless it moves with great

impetuosity, to run off' from the high to the low
lands, and leave the fields in a state of perfect

* Scolo, fossa di scolo, condotto, tratturo, dis-

cursorio, o in altra maniera,, ,
'
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cultivation, particularly in the time of si)nng and
summer, when the grasses greatly impede its dis-

charge. It is true tliat the waters are ultimately

united in low places, and leave the higher free,

but it is also true that for this end a long time is

necessarj', during which the earth, imbibing an

excess of moisture, becomes barren ; and as there

are in the plains low places shut up on all sides

by more lofty grounds, the water is collected in

them, and not being able to escape, necessarily

forms a marsh or bog, as frequently occurs in

countries unoccupied or neglected by man. This

has made it necessary for civilized nations to cause

all the plains to be connected by excavated ditches,

and to direct tlie outlet of these ditches to the

places where experience has proved they may find

basins or continued low grounds, and along these

to excavate a capacious canal to receive the at-

mospheric water from the drains of the countrj'.

From this artifice arose the drainage of all the

provinces which have been brought into a fertile

state, but they can only bs kept in that condition

by the preservation of the first excavations.
" 'lliese drains have their termination either in

neighbouring rivers, in marshes, in ponds, or in

the sea. Those that discharge themselves into rivers

can sen-e only those fields that are at least higher
than their beds, if temporary, or than the lowest

surface of their water if permanent. The mouths
of drains, where they discharge themselves into

a river, may be either open or closed. Those only

can have their mouths free, that are open at all

times, which have their beds higher, or at least as

high, as the greatest flood of the river, for other-

wise, if the river be turbid, regurgitation through
the drain would stop it ^vith deposits, and close

the outfall ; hence it is that only higher grounds
can be drained by open conduits in rivers. But
if these channels are embanked (a certain evi-

dence that the flood rises over the surface of the

country), it will not be possible to have the mouth
alwa3's open, but some mechanical arrangements
ttill be necessar}' to prevent the floods of the river

from being introduced into them, and that the

rain waters, if there are any, should be retained

either in them, or in the ditches of the fields,

until after the flood has subsided, when the

unpediments at the mouth may be removed, and
the water discharged.

" Many artifices have been adopted to prevent

the regurgitation of rivers in drains ; but this is

not the place to speak ofthem : they may be seen

in Baratteri's " Architettura dell' Acque," part I,

lib. 8, cap. 19. The most common are the before

mentioned. We should however, in these cases,

carefully observe the conditions of the districts,

which give occasion for as many rules.

1

" 1 . If the lands which are to be drained by a

'channel, furnished with a gate, are on the same
horizontal plane, it is not necessary that the sides

of the conduit should be embanked; because

when the gate is closed the water is unable to

overflow any one jiart, or if through too great an
abundance it should overflow a part, it will dis-

tribute itself equally over all the countr)', an efl'ect

embankments could not prevent, which are there-

.?;[i.i/
fore of no utility

;' but if tlie muhda'tioriof the

country should not be prevented (in case the

gate should ])reak, an accident very rare), other

cautions will be demanded.
" 2. If the country should decline towards the

mouth, as it commonly does, it will be necessary

that the banks of the drain towards the outlet

should be so much elevated as to equal the height

of the highest part, or the water that flows down
will overflow and cause inundations. Hence it is

" 3. That the districts which have a great de-

clivity on the surface cannot have drains with

gates, without overflowing the low lands when
they are closed ; and therefore in such a case we
ought

"4. To separate the drains of the high lands

(as far, at least, as the highest flood of the river)

from those of the lower grounds, and to make
the former discharge by an open mouth, enclosed
with banks sutticiently high to support the regur-

gitation of the river, while the latter may be pro-

vided with a gate and banks if necessary, in the

manner above named. It is true that if the water
of the open drain should not run in such abun-
dance as to prevent the regurgitation of the high
waters, during the freshes, a deposit will be
formed, and there may be so small a quantity of

water in the drain, that it has not suflScient power
to remove the impediments when they are formed :

in this case new and repeated excavations will be
required.

"5. The flood-gate may be closed when the

river is swollen, until the water in the drain shall

be raised to the same level, and then it may be
opened to discharge such additional water as may
flow into the drain ; in this way the regurgitation

of the flood will be prevented, and the water that

comes afterwards into the drain, will be dis-

charged without inundating the country.

"G. The low grounds maybe drained by the

use of flood-gates either in rivers or in the channel
abo\'e named, but more easily by the former than
by the latter, because the water of the river is

lower than that of the drain, and also because the

deposit which is formed in the channel cannot be
produced in the river, in which the fall must con-
sequently be greater.

" The drains which fall into marshes, stagnant
waters, and similar places, have generally an open
discharge, and the reason is, because the dif-

ference between the highest and lowest surface

of the water in the marshes is, for the most part,

not so great as to require the application of a

flood-gate (which is difficult to manage) to pre-

vent regurgitation; and especially as the fields

which are to be drained into them are higher than
the surface of the marshes, and it is from the

fields that the water comes which swells them

;

besides which, no deposit is to be feared from the

regurgitation of the waters. Sometimes, how-
ever, the country has so little declivity in those

parts contiguous to the marsh, that, remaining
dry the great part of the year, in consequence of

its elevation, it only s])reads the waters at the

time of floods. Under such circumstances it may
be useful to defend the higher ground by snr-
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rounding- it with hanks, so that the water of the

marshes increasing, may not overflow it, and at

such times to aiTest the rain-water in the fields,

which, when tlie surface of the water in the

marshes hegins to fall, may be discharged into it

by one or more cuttings in the hank. Such
localities cannot be brought into a state of perfect

cultivation, l)eing by nature marshy, but they

must be kept for pasture or meadows, to which

the dampness of the soil is useful. \Mien
marshes are occasionally much flooded, as, for

example when rivers enter them, or when ri^'ers

overflow their banks, flood-gates may be used at

the mouth of the drains, but before they are in-

troduced it is necessary to consider the duration

of the floods, the state of the country, and other

similar questions, for upon these their useful-

ness depends.

" Those channels which have an immediate dis-

charge into the sea must be diflferently treated

according to their circumstances. The rise and
fall of the tides, and the swell produced by winds,

is sometimes productive of damage, and some-

times of advantage, to the mouths of the drains.

Every one knows that the sea forms its own
banks, and throws up mounds of gravel u])on the

shore. The height of these defends the interior

low grounds from inundation, which would
otherwise be the result in time of storm, and
sometimes also at the time of the usual high

tides. These beaches must be cut to form an

outlet, but the openings must, at the same time,

be protected by strong banks, in order that when
the water of a stormy sea introduces itself into

the drain, it may not spread into the back countiy,

and overflow it for ever, as has sometimes hap-

pened in low grounds. Therefore, not to run

such a risk, they are usually provided with strong

gates, which being shut when the sea is high,

keep it within its ordinary limits, and being

opened when it is low, give a free discharge to

the water that was retained during their closure.

In some drains, however, which on account of

their length, or for some other reason, carry a

large quantity of water at all times, and are equal

to small rivers, it may happen that gates are not

necessary', the continued flow of the water of the

drain being sufficient to keep back the water of

the sea ; nor are they necessary in those places

where the coiintry rises as it recedes from the

shore. By comparing the elevation of the sea

when tempestuous with the level of the country,

it is easy to detennine what drains require gates,

and what kind of banks should be employed.

There are some drains which have outlets so large

and deep that they form small harbours, and give

shelter to vessels of moderate size. This may be

occasioned by the natural depth of the sea in

that situation, by the abundance of the water in

the drain, or by the position of the shore ; it may
arise from the direction of the mouth being such

that it is not exi)osed to those im|)etuous winds,

which, in tempest, drive sand or beach to the

coast, or from the great rise and fall of the sea

;

or it may be occasioned by the oijeration of other

causes, which prevent the formation of a deposit,

and promote excavation, but which cannot be
described without a particular examination of the

place. On the contrary, the outlets of some
other drains are closed when certain winds blow,
and these drains must either be diverted and
discharged in other places, or the water must be
penned up so that it may enter the sea with

velocity, and remove the deposit formed at its

mouth.
" In drains not large enough to have a good

outlet, it is especially necessary that they should

be sufhcient to carry all the surface water

of the country, and that they should not

overflow their l)anks. It must, therefore, be
borne in mind, that as they ha^'e, under ordinary

circumstances, a comparatively small quantity of

water, they must, when the stream is turbid,

have a considerable fall before they can establish

their beds. In a plain of little declivity the bed
would l)e ele\'ated above the level of the country,

and the drain be rendered incapable of receiving

the surface waters. In streams of this kind it is

useless to expect any excavation, but it is, on the

other hand, necessary to form the channel by
manual labour, and prepare the course the

waters should have to their discharge.

" We must then be careful that the channels

shall be excavated sufficiently deep to receive the

water in great abundance, so that it may not be
raised above the plane of the country, and, if pos-

sible, not M'ithin the drains that run into them.

In addition to this, every excavation is superflu-

ous, as, for the drainage of the land, it is enough
that the private drains should remain dry after

the fall of rain. Such benefits, however, cannot

be obtained in low places with any amount of

excavation; for, the bed being horizontal at a

lower level than the place of its reception, where
the mouth of the conduit ought to be, if greater

excavations were made, they would only serve

to produce a greater regurgitation, or to

cause an eddy ; besides which, when the ex-

cavations are deeper, a greater width is re-

quired, which would, in such a case, be a

waste of ground, without a corresponding

utility. It is true, that in the excavation of these

channels it is better that they should be made
too large than too small, for, although the drains

of the countr)' carry only limpid waters, they

must always hold some earthy compounds
brought from the surface of the cultivated land,

particularly at the time of heavy rains, or, if from
nothing else, from the M^ashing and breaking
down of the banks of the conduit, and therefore,

the water having but little velocity, inconsequence
of the little declivity of the bed, as well as the

small quantity of water, the earthy matters being
deposited, must raise the channel. The water of

the drain being raised liy the elevation of the

bed, the surface waters of the country can no
longer have a free discharge ; hence it is, that tlie

greater the excavation, so much the longer will it

be before the bed is raised to that height at which
further deposition will become injurious ; but,

on the contrary, if the first excavation be too

small, the defect will be immediately felt, and
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will continually increase. Hence it is, that the

drains not being able to maintain a free dis-

charge, and being necessarily obstructed by the

inevitable accidents above mentioned (besides

many others which ignorance permits and malice

creates), repeated excavations are required, which

must, as the occasion demands, be done accord-

ing to established rules."

THE DRAINING AT
FARM.

TIPTREE-HALL

Sir,—As I have frequent enquiries, I will en-

deavour to give you a tolerably succinct account

of my draining operations at Tiptree-Hall Farm.
The land is of such various qualities, and so

particularly situated thereby for the retention of

both top and spring water, that the Essex people

considered it never.could be improved even to be-

come of tolerable goodness.

About two-thirds of it was a strong yellow loam
subsoil, in a state between putty and bird-lime,

according to the season, here and there mixed
with a hodge-podge of stones, to which its attach-

ment was so affectionate that there was no sepa-

rating them, and it was only by the constant

use of water that the land drainers could get

their spades in or get rid of this adhesive sub-
stance ; at intervals might be found veins of silt

(the reverse of adhesive), and here and there

the soil would assume a rusty appearance, indica-

ting iron, Avith a bluish or slaty character ; then a

patch of gravel occasionally amongst the loam in

which would rise a small weak spring, sufficient,

however, to ruin the crops in its immediate
neighbourhood. Over this subsoil and between
it and the cultivated soil, was a hard, dry and im-
per\'ious pan, formed of the subsoil, but hardened
and rendered solid by the heat of the sun and
the constant action of the plough-sole. The soil

itself partook in some considerable degree of the

nature of the subsoil, being, however, amehora-
ted by mixture of manures and by cultivation.

Still so great was the fear of the wretched sub-
soil that the pan was never disturbed, conse-
quently, there being but nine or ten inches of

cultivatable earth with an impers'ious basis, a
dry summer burnt all up, and a wet one ruined
the crop by rotting the roots. A showery season
was the only suitable one for this description of
land.

Now, however, after draining, in the short
space of a few months, we are subsoiling to the

depth of fourteen or sixteen inches, and working
it like a garden ; the water having left it, and the

frosty air following the water, it is as mellow and
friable as could be desired. In fact, during the

last month, whilst our neighbours were unable to

move, we were liaiTowing on our wheat and
beans like a rich garden; the earth crumbling
down after the drill like sand—very much to the

astonishment of the tenant and labourers ; and
this after so much carting and disturbance, and so

much of the subsoil thrown up, that two months

previously it was thought a whole summer would
hardly suffice to condition the soil.

The drains cross, at a \'ery acute angle, the

slope of the laud; they are four yards apart,

with a leader to every fourscore rods—the leader

being rather deeper than the other drains, but not

wider. Still, as it never runs full, it proves in

practice my subsequent jjroposition, that, " the

filtration of water, in strong soils, is far inferior

to the velocity of its ])assage through the drains."

Each acre contains twelve score rods ; and costs

ten pounds, requiring 3,200 pipes and 360

bushels of stones.

The style of drainage applied to this part of the

farm is as follows :

—

First, a double turn of the plough takes out

nine inches ; then a narrow spade (sufficiently

wide to admit the drainer's foot) takes out ten

inches ; then comes a still narrower spade (four-

teen inches long, three and one eighth wide at top,

and one and a half at bottom), which removes

thirteen inches more—making the whole depth

from the surface thirty-two inches. The drain

being well cleared out, we first fill in the drains,

to the depth of ten inches, with nice clean gravel-

stones, and then place, on the top of these stones,

a drain-pipe, thirteen inches long and three

inches wide outside, having a two-inch bore.

This fits so exactly into the space made by the

last or narrow spade, that it not only rests on the

stones, but binds against the sides of the drain,

thereby preventing the stones being choked by the

superincumbent earth, but also forming the earth

above it into anarch; which in the stronger soil

would, it is presumed, retain its form even if the

pipe were broken or decayed. As this is a plan

of my own, and contrary to the entertained

opinions, that the tiles should be at the bottom,

I will give my reasons for so doing ; because,

1 St. It is cheaper.

2nd. It is more durable, and less liable to

choke.

3rd. Tliere is a large area of space for the escape

or filtration of the water ; and this I consider of

the utmost importance, and not sufficiently con-

sidered. It is quite evident, that the filtration

of the water must be according to the area of the

pores presented in the air to the drains.

It might be illustrated by saying, it is of little

use having a largepassage unless you have enough

side doors to admit a sufficient number of pas-

sengers to travel down it.

The pores, in contact with air, which are con-

stantly admitting the water by its superior gra\-ity,

shoxild form, if practicable, by admeasurement,

a superficial area equal to the solid unoccupied con-

tents of the pipe or drain, (reduced to an area)

;

the velocity of passage in the drain being certainly,

in a general way, equal or superior to the velocity

of percolation.

It must be considered, that in dense subsoils

the continued winter rains expand the particles

and render filtration more difficult—especially

during the first year or two after drainage; there-

fore, I prefer deep and narrow stone drains, pro-

tected form earth by a i)ipe over them, because
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they afford ready access to a large and porous

surface ; filtration going on both on the tops and

sides at the drain.

I would obserse, that even on the recently

drained strong loam, but little surface water ran

away, most of it percolated, except in cases of the

grovmd being frozen hard, and ver)' hea^'y and

sudden rains. It appears to percolate tolerably

clear according to the season—but on this point

my observations must be more extended. On
cutting across some of the drains that had been

made six months, the stones were found to be

washed as clean as the gravel in a brook.

The other third of this farm was the reverse of

the first two thirds, and required an entirely dif-

ferent system of drainage. It is mostly black,

sandy, and boggy soil, with numerous springs

rising at various points where obstructed by
perpendicular walls or veins of dense clay or hard

gravel, sometimes both.

The drainage here has been effected by a per-

son named Pearson, from Warwickshire, a man
of extensive knowledge and ability in this depait-

ment of drainage, who I understand has essen-

tially improved Lord Digby's estates by his

judicious sub-draining of the springs. His plan

is to take his fall from the lowest point, and

gradually work up to where the spring shows

itself, having previously ascertained the where-

abouts by digging, and by those plants that in-

variably show themselves over a spring. As
springs are generally attended by sandbeds, a

single drain \vill often lay dry a large extent of

ground. In one case, where there was a swamp
of four acres, the drain was opened at two feet,

and continued in a trench till it reached eleven

feet in depth ; the sand boiling up at intervals

like water in a cauldron, of coiu-se it was neces-

sary to shore up the sides, and when his level was

accurately taken, he commenced laying his pipes

on hay (two half pipes, four-and-a-half inches

diameter were put together, being internally nine

inches by four-and-a-half), but so strong was the

force of the water, it was necessary to have two

strongly made iron skeleton arches with wooden

sides, about thirty inches high, and the width of

the drain two feet. In these arches were laid the

pipes, and firmly loaded to the top of the arch

wth soil to keep the pipes from being forced up

by the boiling waters and sand ; when loaded, the

arches were removed by a lever, the mouths of

the pipes being carefully stopped with hay, till

the next length of pipes was laid in the next arch

(two always being in use, one in front of the

other).

The result is, that one such drain laid perfectly

dry four acres of bog (having a smaller S2)ring

carried over or across it) ; the first drain runs

permanently 30,000 gallons every twenty-four

hours, and several others nearly as much. It has

laid our neighbours' wells dry. a quarter of a mile

off being in a bed of sand, below their level).

The land (which has been double spitted) is now
always perfectly dry, although previously danger-

ous for cattle and entirely worthless.

In conclusion, allov/ ine to say, I have derived

most valuable information in draining from
those excellent and standard works on agricul-

ture, " Stephens's Book of the Fann," " Loudon's
Encyclopppdia of Agriculture," and " Morton on
Soils." There may be found ample and satisfac-

tory evidence and matters of fact in every branch
of drainmg. It is with extreme regret I frequently

see money completely wasted by placing tiles

witlwut soles, and pipes without stones, and
temporary and imperfect draining by bushes.

That soil in a few years becomes absolutely much
worse than it was originally, f(jr when the drains

choke, there is a much larger accumulation of

water to the destruction of the crops.

I hope that in time to come, farming will be
treated as a science, and that there will be as

much uniformity in cultivating land as there is in

manufacturing cotton. That can only arrive by
our young farmers deriving an uniform agricultu-

ral education—the mechanism for wliich does

not at present exist. Let us hope it may here-

after, and that whilst we have collegiate education

for the learned and other professions, we shall at

least have agricultural universities and apprentice-

ships. There can be no doubt that agriculture is

the basis of society,—the most paramount interest

in a pecuniary point of view; the regulator of

currency and manufactures, which are subservient

to it. If we want a proof of this, let us consider

that the stomach cannot wait a day ; its claims are

paramount, and to hunger must succumb all

our other enjoyments, whether of manufactures

or luxuries.

Let eveiy landlord and every tenant improve

their land, where opportunity exists, and the

Anti-Corn-Law League may visit other countries,

whose fear of ovr exportations mil then be great.

For it is quite clear that if all the land in this

coimtry that required it, were perfectly drained

and c\iltivated, we should be quite as able to ex-

port our superfluous corn and meat as our super-

abundant cotton ; a result devoutly to be wished,

when we consider the effect of ample food and
employment to our laljouring population in a

moral, physical, and social point of view—to say

nothing of the immense pecuniary advantage of

employing our capital at home, instead of lending

it to other nations, to enable them to compete

with our own already insufficiently employed
countrymen. -j,i

I am, Sir, your obedient servant, i;

Aheadenhall Street, I. J. Mechi.
London, March 2Sth, 1844.

..ii

WESTBURY AND NEWNHAM FARJ^I^jR^iJ
CLUB.

jj ^^, j.j^l

The first monthly meeting of this club took

place atNewnham, onTuesday, the 27thFebruar)'.

The subject of "mineral manures, and the inor-

ganic principles of jjlants," was ably introduced"

by Mr. Heniy Bird, from wliich we extract thfe'

following :—Previous to entering upon the sub^'

ject, he stated that it was necessary to make
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some obsen'ations upon the soils in the neigh-

bourhood, and called their attention to the beau-
tifully wooded and undulating country extending
from the city of Gloucester to the town of Chep-
stow, which, with the magnificient river Severn,

could scarcely be exceeded in the beauty and
grandeur of its scenerj'. He stated the soils of

that district to consist of several varieties, but all

of them very productive if properly eulti\ated

;

and divided them into the stiff dark-coloured

tenacious clay resting upon the lias limestone,

—

the stiff red clay upon the soft red marl, extend-

ing to the red sandstone, where the soil became
lighter, and more stony and dry ; the rich allu-

vial soils found in the valleys and flat portions of

that district, consisting of the detritus of a variety

of rocks and decajnng vegetable and animal sub-
stances conveyed there through the agency of
%vater ;—and lastly, the reddish yellow soil

resting ui)on the magnesian lime-stone con-
tiguous to the forest of Dean. He then referred

to the work of Conybear and PhiUips, on geology,
for their agricultural characters, and appealed to

the experience of his hearers, as to the correct-

ness of their statements. He next directed their

attention to the nature and varieties of the neigh-
bouring limestone used for building and agri-

cultural purposes, and pointing out the limes that

contained iron and magnesia in large quantities,

and those nearly free from the above substances.
The forest limestone of a dirty reddish colour,

contained a considerable quantity of iron and
magnesia, as proved by the test of those bodies,

and he stated that it was unfit for agricultural pur-
poses, except in small quantities, for potatoes and
such crops. The Longhope limestone of a bluish
colour, and hard enough to scratch glass, con-
tained iron but no magnesia, and was composed
chiefly of lime and flint, and well suited for the

stiff and red soils which coincided with the far-

mers' experience who had used it. The jjlump-
hill limestone from the forest, near the Wilder-
ness, of a light drab colour, and smooth upon
its surface, but very hard, contained a trace of
iron, and no magnesia; it was extensively used for

agricultural purposes, and found to answer very
weU. The lias limestone, at Awre, of a dark
blue colour, contained a little iron and no mag-
nesia. He recommended the lime for dressing
land, and a farmer present stated he had used it

and found it much superior to the forest lime-

stone. The Chaxhill limestone contained mag-
nesia and iron, and farmers seldom used that

hme upon their land. He then examined the

red clays, pointed out their composition as being
very productive, but from being wet, and requir-

ing draining, there were large tracts of that land
in the district nearly unproductive from the neg-
lect of it. The first principle, upon stiff and
wet lands, was draining, for by that means the

soil would be rendered more porous, and would
admit the air freely after rain, as rain-water con-
tained ammonia, which, in passing through the
soil, combined with it, and that was the chief

cause why well-drained land so soon became pro-
ductive,,^ H^ ^l^hen appealed to their experience,

that if cultivating land as wet'as ft'6t to bear good
pasture, ever remunerated them for their trouble
and ex])ense. Next to draining, he stated, the
red soils required hme to render their iron inert,

and their consistency more j)orous, by disturbing
the equihbrium of the soil, and to set the jjotash

which they contained free ; not for the purpose of
bringing humus and vegetable fibre in a soluble
state, for most of the red soils were deficient in
that respect, so that after liming, farm manure
was necessary to make uj) that deficiency. He
concluded by stating that many of the farmers
used green manure upon their stiff lands, which
he considered a good practice, as the ammonia of
the dung combined with the soil, and its straw
contributed to make it lighter.

Charles Rosser, Esq., inquired the best means
of restoring land that had been injured by mag-
nesia and limestone, to which Mr. B. suggested
the manuring of it with diluted oil of vitriol, as
gypsum would be formed, and the fixed air of
the lime would unitewith the magnesia, andrender
it soluble and useful in the soil. Another mem-
ber inquired the best means of managing ma-
nure. Mr. B. recommended it to be turned over
with mould, common salt, and diluted oil of
vitriol, and to be well covered with earth, as the
nitrates of potash, soda, and lime, would form
rapidly in it, through the agency of the air; and
of which substances were useful for the different
crops.

Charles Rosser, Esq., then rose and proposed a
vote ofthanks to Mr. Bird, for his usefuland interest-
ing obsen-ations, and in the course of his remarks
stated, that from what they had heard, he was

'

certain that every farmer ])resent would acknow-
ledge that the pursuit of agriculture was not a
simple practical art, but a science embracing a
great variety of subjects, in order to carry it out
successfully. Even under the present system,
there was an urgent necessity for adopting
the suggestions of science, and if a further
repeal of the protective duties on agriculture
took place, he feared not the result, as no nation
could compete with British skill and industrj'.

THE YORKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY.

" Report of the Judges appointed to inspect the
Farms entered for the Prize and Sweepstakes
proposed by the Yorkshire Agricultural Society,
1843."

^'

" Our next inspection was Mr. Coulman's farm
at Wadworth. The arable land is of high quality
and well adapted for the turnip four-course rota-
tion, in which it is cultivated. As upon all well-
managed farms, all the crops were deposited with
the drill or presser. The quantity of seed used
for wheat, three bushels ; for barley, four bushels
per acre ; and for turnips, two pounds per acre.
In the cultivation of these, seven carts of fold-
yard manure, and twenty bushels of three-quar-
ter-inch bones were given to the swedes; and
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six carts of manure, and twenty bushels of bones
to the white turnips. Six rows of turnips are

drawn alternately for the consumption of cattle

in the yard, which are liberally supplied at the

same tune with linseed-cake : the remainder of

the turnijjs are consumed on the land by sheep,

but no cake is given to them.

" The clover, whether for mowing or pasture,

is manured the first winter, at the rate of six carts

per acre. Nothing could exceed the luxuriance

of both the red and white clover. Lucerne and
tares are used freely for soiling. The liquid

manure, carefully preserved in a tank, is applied

with much advantage to the grass,

" Draining has been executed to the extent of

forty-seven acres, with tiles laid sixteen inches in

depth, and at the distance of six yards, at a cost

of £5 15s. per acre, exclusive of carting.

" The next farm, Mr. Newham's of Edlington,

afforded us great interest. As a tenant farmer,

he is peculiai'ly liberal in his management, both by
consuming linseed cake, to a great extent, and
purchasing bones, as the following account,

which he delivered to us, of his consumjjtion of

these articles for the last four years, will show :—

•

Tons of Oil-

Year, cake con-

sumed
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much more efficacious than that on his own farm,

which is chiefly on a hmestone. He purchases

manure to a considerable extent, from Don-
caster. Rape-dust, nitrate of soda, guano, have
all been used ; l)ut bones and whale-blubber

seem to him the most valuable. He is trying the

effect of schistus this year upon turnips ; but the

result is not yet known. The draught-horses

are fed upon tares and sainfoin in the folds

during the day, and a considerable quantity of

linseed-cake is given to his cattle in the winter.
'• Mr. Crowshaw, of Byram. This fann has

been in the occujjation of the late Sir John
Ramsden for many years, under the very judi-

cious management of Mr. Crowshaw, though he

lias only been the tenant for the three last years.

The sod is light, not naturally good, a moory
sand, and much crowded with timber ; but the

arable lands have all been effectually under
drained. The course of cropping is turnips,

barley, seeds, manured and then pastured, oats,

wheat. Much attention is requisite to keep the

land clean for wheat, after oats, on this soil ; l^ut

the purchase of manures, and careful culti\'ation,

seemed fully hitherto to have effected it. Two
quarters of rape-dust, per acre, are drilled with

the seed wheat. The crops were great in every

field, and the land remarkably free from weeds.

The practical management appeared to us to be
of the very first class.

" On some grass land, of veiy inferior quahty,

six quarters of bones mixed with three quarters

of ashes, had been sown upon one acre in Sep-
tember, 1836. The effect was striking ; a sheet

of white clover, and valuable grasses, closely

eaten, had displaced the coarse benty covering,

which the remainder of the field exhibited.

" On the 3rd of June last, in a tolerably good
grass field, an experiment was tried with guano,
at the rate of 4 cwt. per acre, mixed with three

ciuarters of charcoal ashes ; the gro^vth of grass,

during the month that had elapsed, appeared to

us to be more than doubled. Nearly adjoining

this, a plot was staked out, on which bean-meal,

at the ratio of 8 cwt. per acre, had been sown,

but without ashes. The flush of grass seemed
to be about one-half of that excited by the

guano. Grass land, if properly drained, is

always grateful for whate\'er manure may be
given to it. Mr. Crowshaw's farm was a gratif}'-

ing sight; the land very clean, and the crops

very heavy.

" Mr. H. Skelton, of Bramley Grange, holds

in his own occupation, a farm of 203 acres,

situate on winmoor, five miles north from Leeds.

This land is of a totally different nature from
any which we had previously inspected. Natur-
ally a cold, wet, strong clay, lightened only in

some parts bj' a small mixture of moor incumbent
on sandstone. Though very high it is yet incon-

veniently flat for draining. 'ITie whole has,

however, been effectually drained to the dejith of

twenty-four inches, and shows the vast ad\'an-

tages which result from the adoption of that

process upon tenacious clay soils. Mr. Skelton
has not pursued any of those regular courses of

cultivation that are usually adopted. His system
has been regulated with a view of taking the
largest possible ])roduce of hay and straw to

Leeds market, and carting back manure. For
the latter article, he has depended upon purchase,
not upon production by animals,—his land not
being suitable for turnips. His extent of pasture
on seeds, is very small ; the great object in sow-
ing them is, to raise more hay. Such a course
could only be pursued in the vicinity of a large
town ; but it has been done in this instance with
good effect, and in an admirable manner. No
expense has been spared, and yet nothing has
been expended Ijut with a view to ultimate profit,

and the best means have been adopted to secure
that profit. Originally this farm was a poor
barren waste, of similar nature to the adjoining
lands; but by proper enclosures, by planting,
and careful management of fences, and cutting of
drains, tapering down the adjacent lands to the
bottom of them, where jjracticable, and thereby
obtaining materials to raise the more distant hol-
low places, with which such land frequently
al)ounds, he has been enabled to lay the whole
dry ; and by the judicious management of vast
quantities of manure and composts, it may be
almost said, he has made the whole rich.

The adjoining lands are of a similar soil ; but do
not yield one-fourth of the value in produce.

"We desire the council to understand, that,

in this report, lue make no classification beyond
that which we show, by awarding the sweepstakes
and prize to Mr. T. C. Johnson, of Chevit, a
tenant farmer, and the returned stake to Godfrey
Wentworth, Esq., of Woolley Park. With these
exceptions, we have reported upon the farms in
the order of route on which we inspected them.
We repeat, however, that CA-ery fann is culti\'ated

with very superior skill and judgment ;—that the
main object of individual appeared to us to be,
what a farmer's object ought to be,—raising the
largest possible produce with the greatest ])rofit.

We have taken all due pains in the insj)ection,

which fully occupied four days, and in making
the award, we have exercised our most careful
and deliberate judgment.

" In closing our report, we may perhaps be
permitted to remark, that valuable as large agri-
cultural meetings for the exhibition of stock
and implements are, on account of the opportu-
nities which they afford for obtaining a know-
ledge of the excellences to be aimed at by the
breeder and the grazier ; and the improvement
of machinery, which these exhibitions \\s.ye

mainly encouraged, yet the minute inspection of
well-cuUivated farms, is not less worthy the
attention of the arable farmer. We are of
opinion, that the produce of grain would be
much more than doubled, and that the profit of
the cultivators would he greatly increased, if the
praiseworthy examples set on the farms we in-

spected, were generally followed. An enquiring
mind is necessaiy to form a perfect, or even a
successful farmer. Tlie best informed farmer
would, on each of these seven farms, discern that
he had something yet to learn, and would see
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some practice from which to improve his own.
We have received both ])leasure and advantage
from the trust with which you honoured us. We
have long been proud of our short-horned cattle,

Leicester sheep, our horses, and even of our pigs
;

and assuredly we do not feel less gratification in

being able to state, that on seven farms, within
so small a s])ace, cultivation was pursued with
such superior enterprise and skill.

" Charles Howard,
"William Pick,
" Robert Brough."

BROMSGROVE FARMERS' CLUB.

A numerously attended meeting of this club
was held in the Town Hall, Bromsgrove, in the

evening of Tuesday, April 2. G. F. Iddins, Esq.,

in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting having been
confirmed, Mr. H. F. Fardon read a second paj)er

on the subject of manures. After briefly review-

ing the contents of his former paper, he observed
that nitrogen is contained in a small proportion

in every part of a plant, and the application of a

substance, ammonia for instance, capable of yield-

ing it to the plant, seems to bring all the powers
of vegetation into vigorous action. If other sub-
stances necessary for the nutrition of the plant

be not present in a sufficient quantity in the soil

to support this increased growth, we have a crop
rank but inferior in quahty. If present in abun-
dance, the necessary support is afforded and the

crop is good ; hence the imi^ortance of a proper
combination of manures. Farm-yard manure,
when properly heated, affords ammonia and the

other ingredients required. Guano, sulphate of

ammonia, and soot, sup]jly ammonia to plants,

and seldom fail to produce a powerful effect.

Guano also contains phosphate of lime, which is

the chief material of bones, and a \'ery valuable

manure. Another class of manures su])plies

other inorganic ingredients to the soil. Potash,

carbonate of soda, and common salt are of this

description. The application of these will pro-

duce a striking effect if the soil is deficient in

them. Common salt (he continued) has lately

attracted much attention as a manure, and I be-

lieve that upon light soils it is a very valuable

one. I have already recommended its applica-

tion to fix the ammonia of the manure heap, and
I now recommend it as a manure for the land.

It is proper that I should begin my remarks by
proving to you that salt does act as a manure,
and then offer an opinion as to the mode in which
it acts. I have received since our last meeting
two letters addressed to me, as secretary of this

club, on the use of salt as a manure. These let-

ters contain the actual experience of two tho-

roughly practical agriculturists.- The first I re-

ceived from Mr. John Wilson, of Aston Claverly,

near Wolverhampton ; the second from Mr. Ma-
thews, of Park Hall, near Kidderminster. The

following are the results of |^/,|^,ils9|,'fae|^^^

ence of the use of salt :—;.',,, ,.„,,';,...''.
(! ,.

" I believe the use of salt as manure, generally
speaking, to be little understood, otherwise I

think it would be more extensively used. It-has

been tried or apjjlied to all descriptions of land
indiscriminately ; hence its failure, and in many
instances its condemnation. I have used salt for

agricultural purposes many years wth success,

at first experimentally and very cautiously ; and
am so thoroughly convinced of its utility, that I

use it very extensively. I am now applying it

for barley on all my lightest soils containing any
considerable jjortion of vegetable matter, at the

rate of five to six cwt. per acre ; also on my wheat
of the autumnal sowing on the same description

of soils, and at the same rate per acre. I did so

last year with great success. I gave it, as in

other years, a fair trial, by leaving a strip in each
field without the salt, which in every case jilainly

showed itself in the months of May and June,
j)articularly in the wheat. We consider our land
to bear white wheat better than red, but in the

latter end of May and the beginning of June it is

very much more subject to the red rust, a disease

very detrimental here, but it is completely ob-

^dated by the use of salt, and the sample is much
finer, the yield better, and much freer from light

or diseased grains when salt is applied. I last

year salted a twenty-acre field for barley, at the

rate of six cwt. per acre, leaving a strip the whole
length of the field without ; at harvest the greatest

novice might have discovered the difference, the

salted being very superior in sample and colour.

I last week winnowed three hundred bushels of

it without a single bushel of light—a circum-

stance which does not occur with us this year

where salt was not used. Tliis was grown on
land which ten years ago was considered not

worth cultivating, but wonderfully improved by
the use of bones and salt, and now grows as good
turnips and barley as any land I have. I think

the Bromsgrove Club will approve of salt as re-

commended for trial in fixing the ammonia in

manures. I use it for that purpose veiy satisfac-

torily. We are very subject to grow scutch, and
many of us (to our shame) much more than we
ought to do ; but when we have it, we endeavour
to make the best use of it, and I have now mine
in a state of preparation for the land for turnips,

I draw it in heaps in autumn, apply a consider-

able ])ortion of salt to it in the winter ; after

which, and turning and mixing, I add fold-yard

manure ; this I again turn and mix, placing a

layer of the scutch on the bottom of the heap,

and also a layer on the top, over which I strew

salt sufficient to keep the surface moist, and pre-

vent the escape of the ammonia. In this state it

remains xmtil about three weeks of the time I

want it for the turnips, when I again turn it;

and when used it comes out an excellent maimre,
which it would not do without the application of

salt. We also use it advantageously in heaps of

vegetable compost for rough grass land of light

or sandy texture ; and I believe the greatest mis-

take in the use of salt is that of applying it to
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cold strong arable land, when I think it worse

than useless ; but when judiciously used on light

soils, containing vegetable matter, it will be

found very valuable for nearly every description

of crops."

Mr. Mathews, after complimenting Mr. Far-

don on his previous observations on the subject

of manures, Avhich he characterises as judicious,

and exhibiting a perfect acquaintance with chem-
istry and its api)lication to agriculture, proceeds

to say :

—

" If salt were foimd only on the shores of

South America, and imjjorted here at the price

of guano, I think it would be in more general

use than it is at present. Its value no one at-

tempts to question, but nevertheless its applica-

tion is very limited. My experience of its effects

is confined to light soils ; and, upon such, I

know of no article so greatly and so generally

beneficial. Its copious use to every description

of stock I regard as indispensable. For turnips,

barley, clover, and wheat, it is equally beneficial,

used either as a top-dressing, or worked into and
incorporated with the soil. Nor is it of value

only as regards an ;7jcr«/A-pof produce, for I have
always found the qiialifi/ greatly improved where
it has been used largely. The fold-yard should
ha^•e an abundant supply : it shoidd be applied

at the least once in every week. Upon grass

lands, whether upland pastures or watered mea-
dows, I have found its use alike advantageous.
I ha^•e generally applied it in the form of a com-
post with soils, biit I do not consider this as

necessary. Last spring I dressed a meadow of

five acres with salt and soil, putting on about
thirty cwt. ])er acre of salt ; the effect was most
convincing both in the hay crop and aftermath.

The sheep and cattle I turned into it had access

to an adjoining meadow, and their preference for

that which had been salted was really ludicrous
;

they could not be induced to leave it when it was
as bare as a common, while the other meadow
had abundance of grass upon it. Make what
use you please of these remarks, and in the con-

tinuation of your paper pray do the community
the good ser\'ice of urging the more general use
of salt, especially in the Ryeland districts, and I

am satisfied that every man whom you can pre-

vail upon to adopt its use largely will ultimately

thank you for the good you confer upon him."
The lecturer then continued—"These letters

afford practical evidence of the ^-alue of salt, and
I hope farmers on light lands will trj' it. I in-

tend to do so, and \rill report to the club the

result of any experiments I may make. Salt may
])robably act in various ways. It may operate in

fixing ammonia, by converting the volatile car-

bonate of ammonia into a fixed muriate, being
converted itself into carbonate of soda, a valuable

constituent of manure. Salt may also benefit

light, dry soils by its attraction for water, and it

has the effect of rendering herbage more palat-

able for stock. Gypsum is another manure of

known value, especially to the clo^'er crop which
contains it. A third class of manures act by im-
proving the mechanical texture of the soil, and of

these lime is the principal. This may be a[)pHed

either in a compost or directly to the land. To
decompose animal or vegetable matter it should

be used immediately after slacking. The heat of

the kiln drives off carbonic acid from the lime-

stone and lea\-es quick lime, which will unite with

water, heat being evolved. If it is afterwards

left exposed to the air it will absorb carbonic

acid, or if mixed with substances in a state of

decay giving off carbonic acid it will absorb it,

and thus promote decomposition. In the form

of a carbonate it will not do this. If applied

directly to the soil for the purpose of improving its

texture it may be used in the form of a carbonate,

though in its newly slacked state the benefit of the

chemical action would be secured. Soaper's

ashes are valuable chiefly on account of the dif-

ferent salts of lime they contain and their

mechanical action. This paper is intended to

explain the leading principles which determine

the value of different manures rather than to en-

ter into detail. The object of manuring is to

supply the soil wth ingredients of which plants

exhaust it, and to improve its mechanical texture.

The value of a manure depends upon the extent

to which it fulfils one or both of these ends."

The reading of the paper was followed by a

long discussion, chiefly on the use of salt as a

fixer of ammonia and as a manure. In reply to an

inquiry made by Mr. Wright, Mr. Elliott stated

that when common salt and carbonate of ammonia
are brought together in solution a double decom-

position takes place. Mr. Maund quoted Mr.
Solly to the effect that such action would only

take place in a concentrated solution, and that

consequently salt would not be likely to fix

ammonia in a manure heap. Mr. Elliot rephed

that the action took place in a strong solution,

but it was out of the power of any chemist to as-

certain whether it had taken place in a weak solu-

tion or not. Mr. Elliott considered that the

chief merit of salt as a manure consisted in

affording a supply of soda to plants rather than

fixing ammonia. He considered that plants had
the power of decomposing common salt and ob-

taining the soda, but this was merely a supposi-

tion which he intended to bring to the test of

experiment. Surprise was expressed at the state-

ment of Mr. Mathews, that he had used salt at

the rate of thirty CA\'t. i)er acre. It was consi-

dered that such a quantity would generally prove

highly injurious, and that five to six hundred
\\'eight per acre was the outside that should be
used. A letter addressed to the editor of the

West Briton, detailing experiments in the use of

salt, was handed to the secretary and read. Ulti-

mately Mr. Maund jiroposed that experiments

should be tried by some members of the club in

the use of salt as a top-dressing for wheat, and
offered to prepare blank forms for the puq)ose of

recording the results for the use of the club.

Messrs. Iddens, Wright, Creswell, Becke, and
Heynes, consented to join in the trials. It is

])roposed to trj' different quantities up to five or

six hundred weight per acre.

Mr. H. F. Fardon was requested tp jcpntinue
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the sul))ect at the next meeting, and Mr. Maund
consented to read a paper on the turnip fly. It

is expected that valuable information on the

origin of this insect and the means of preventing

its ravages will be brought forward byMr. Maund
and others.

\'olume of the Royal Agricultural Society, I net-

ted £2 l7s. per acre.

In the Transactions of the Highland Society
for July, 1843, in the report of some experiments
(for which the Society awarded a premium of

£20), made by Mr. Maclean, of Braidwood, on
the increase of hay, by the use of some of these

manures, we find, among others, these results :

—

ON THE FERTILIZERS OF COMMERCE,
AND THE BEST MODE OF DETECTING
THEIR IMPURITIES.

TO THE farmers' CLUBS OF THE WEST OF
ENGLAND.

Gentlemen,—To the farmer who reflects that

all increase in his crops beyond the average

which covers its cost of cultivation, &c., is

clear profit to himself, any mode by which such

increase is likely to be effected should be matter

of serious consideration. Attention has lately

been called to the very extraordinary returns

from some of the manures of commerce ; from
the many which haA'e been published I shall con-

tent myself \vith citing the following instances :

—

From nitrate of soda, appUed to Avheat, the

increase has frequently been great. Mr. Bubb,
in the report of the Gloucester Farmers' Club for

1842, shews a profit of IQs. S^d. per acre; for

the last year he has informed us of stiU greater,

and this upon a considerable scale. Mr. E. Solly,

in the third ^'olumc of the Transactions of the

Horticultural Society, second series, reports an
increase of more than ten bushels per acre ; and
on certain trials, which I reported in the second

Manure apj^lied.

Rape Dust . . .

,

Guano
Saltjjetre

Nitrate of Soda

Value of increase, after de-

ducting cost of application.

£16
£3 18

£4 15

£5 10

Mr. Hannam, also, from near Weatherby, in

Yorkshire, in his elaborate series of experiments,

for which the Highland Society awarded a pre-

mium of £50. (V. Highland Society Transactions,

No. 4, New Series), gives, among a great variety

of other interesting results, the following :

—

ON turnips.

Manure applied.
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might have given very profitable returns. Let

us see how the case stands in figures. Mr.

Potter, in a httle pamphlet entitled "A word or

two on the use of Guano," tells us that it is

sometimes foimd to contain forty or fifty per cent,

of inert sand. I have heard of some said to con-

tain 65 per cent. Dr. Madden states, in one of

his lectures "On the advantages of extended

Chemical Analysis to practical Agriculture," that

samples of nitrate of soda have been analysed

and found to contain as much as 26 per cent, of

common salt. I have seen a specimen which has

also been analysed and contains more than 30

per cent, of foreign matter. Mr. J. B. Hawes,

who, as a manufacturer of super phosphate of

lime from bones, consumes two tons of bones a

day, and is therefore a competent witness, states

in the ArjricuHural Gazette that bone dxist is sold

containing about one-third of lime. Suppose a

farmer about to manure 20 acres with these im-

pure substances, what would be his loss?

Manure.

Guano

Price per

ton.

Impurity per

cent.

Quantity used
per acre.

Loss to Buyer
on 20 Acres.

£11

Nitrate of Soda . . £19
Nitrate of Potash. . £25
Rape Cake £8

per Quarter

[Bones £1

50 Sand. .

.

25 Salt

25 (27) Salt.

15 (27)

33 of Lime.

About 3 cwt.

1 cwt.

1 cwt.

I

8 cwt.

20 bushels

£. s. d
16 10

4 15

6 5

6 8

16 10

Thus a farmer purchasing guano or bones for

20 acres of land would be a loser, first of £16 10s.

on the article itself—and would only ha^'e half a

crop on the land to which it was apphed. Any
one using 20 tons of Foreign rape csike for food

for cattle, which is said to be sometimes mixed
\vith sand, if it contained only 10 per cent.,

would be a loser of £16, to say nothing of the in-

jury which his cattle might sustain. It is by no
means intended that these instances of impurity

are altogether the resiUt of adulteration. Indeed,

it is knowTi that most of these manures in their

natural state are found mixed with large and
varying proportions of foreign matter, and, if

adulterated, that it is done before it reaches the

hands of the merchant in this country ; still the

loss to the consumer is the .same, no matter how
it happens. But even this is not the worst feature

of the case ; a few instances of disappointment

wiU bring the genuine article into disrepute, from
which it will not easily recover, and the advan-

tages which might have arisen be lost to the

country for years to come.
The question then is, how to prevent it ?

The Scotch have formed a society for the i)ur-

pose of employing a chemist at a salary of, I

think, £600 a year, who is to analyze for its mem-
bers, at the reduced charge of a fcAv shillings for

each analysis, substances interesting to farmers

;

amongst others especially these manures of com-
merce, so as to give at once their agricultural and
commercial value. Thus a member of the asso-

ciation who is desirous of testing any of them
has only to enclose a ver)* small sample by post

to the chemist with the amount of charge for

having any particular question answered, from
3s. to 6s., or thereabouts, and in a few days he
win receive an answer, which ^^'ill probably save

him from all the losses and disappointment before

alluded to—and instead of paying for the articles

some 25 or 50 per cent, beyond its real value on
a large order, he would be sure of his money's

worth. Moreover the chance of an impure article

being ever sent into the country where a chemist

is appointed, would be greatly diminished by the

knowledge that it was likely to be analysed on its

arrival. I am not about to propose to you to

enter on any scheme so great as that of the Asso-

ciation of Scotland ; but in a much smaller way
it has stnxck me that residts equally useful to the

practical agriculturist may be obtained. I have

applied to my neighbour, Mr. Gyde, who, as an

analytic chemist, from the variety of delicate and

elaborate analyses in agricultural chemistry which

to my knowledge he has performed, I believe to

be as competent to the task as any one, at least

in this neighbourhood, to know whether it would
not be worth his while to oflfer his ser\^ices to the

Farmers' Clubs in this neighbourhood on such

terms as would come within their means, and I

am happy to say that he consents, upon beng ap-

pointed chemist to any Farmers' Club, Avith an

annual retaining fee of £5 5s. from each club, to

analyze for its members on terms similar to those

of the Scotch chemist. I am aware that the sub-

scriptions to Farmers' Clubs are very small, but

I think when the important objects above-named
are considered there ^vill be no difficvdty in rais-

ing such a sum yearly by a subscription for the

express purpose from the richer members, if ne-

cessary. For further particulars I refer you to

the letter of Mr. Gyde ; and if any Club think it

worth while to encourage the scheme, I will

thank their Secretary to signify the same to me,
or to Mr. Gyde. I have the honor to remain.

Gentlemen,
Your most obedient Servant,

W. H. HVETT.
Painswick House, March 26, 1844.

TO THE FARMERS CLUBS AND AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETIES

In Gloucestershire and the adjoining Counties.

It having been suggested to me by Mr. Hyett,
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of Painswick, that it would be desirable to place

within the reach of the farmers, upon reasonable

terms, the means of obtaining the analysis of the

various manures of commerce now coming into

use, so as to estimate their commercial and agri-

cultural value, I have determined to ofter my
services to the several Farmers' Clubs within my
neighbourhood, upon the following terms, viz.

:

that upon being appointed Chemist to any Club,

with an an annual fee of £5 5s., I will analyze

for their members, at the undermentioned re-

duced charges, viz :

—

1. Manures.—Testing saline manures, such as

guano, the nitrates of soda or potash, bone-dust,

rape-dust, &c., for adulterations, for each sample
3s. Examining, with a view to its commercial
and agricultural value, any of these manures, so

as to detect the quantities of impurity, or esti-

mating the amoimt of phosphates, or animal mat-
ter, contained in any samjjle of bones, or of organic

or inorganic matter in any mixed manures, 6s.

2. Soils.—For estimating in a soil the amount
of soluble saline matter, or of lime, clay, silex,

])hosphates, gypsum, organic matter (humus),

&c., or the power of retention of water by a soil

or subsoil, as indicating the necessity of draining,

for the estimation of one ingredient, 5s., and
2s. 6d. for each additional one.

3. Earths.—Examining limestones, marls, &c.,

to ascertain the proportion of lime, and presence

of magnesia, alumina, or silex, 5s.; ascertaining

the proportions also of either of the latter, or any
other ingredient, 2s. 6d. extra for each.

4. Products of Vegetation.— Examining the

ashes of a plant, to determine the ])roi)ortion of

one ingredient, 5s.; the proportion of every other,

2s. 6d. additional for each ; and for examining,

to determine the quantity of water, starch, sugar,

gluten, vegetable albumen, or woody fibre in

turnips, potatoes, mangold wurtzel, wheat, &c.,

5s. for the first, and 2s. Gd. for each additional

ingredient ; and for determining the quantity of

oil or fat, and of other proximate principles, re-

quiring expensive re-agents, in any agricultural

crop, 5s. each,

5. Dairy Produce.—Estimating the amount of

catiein, fat, sugar, or salts, contained in milk or

cheese, with a view to comparing the produce of

two or more breeds of cows, or of different modes
of feeding, for each ingredient 5s,

6. A lecture on any agricultural subject £3 to

£5.

7. For chemical advice generally, on agricul-

tural subjects, the charge must be regulated by
circumstances.

8. Water or liquid manure examined, with re"

spect to its fitness for irrigation.

I am, gentlemen, yours most obediently.

Painswick, March 26. A Gyde,

ANNIVERSARY DINNER OF THE LEO-
MINSTER FARMERS' CLUB.

The third annual meeting of this Society was
held at the Royal Oak Inn, on Friday the 29th
of March, on which occasion xipwards of forty of

the most intelligent and practical agriculturists

of the neighbourhood and friends of the institu-

tion were present, llie chairman for the past

year, Mr. Bennett, of Stretford, presided, and
Mr, J. Thomas, of Cholstrey, the late Vice-chair-

man, acted as Vice-president.

The usual loyal and comi)limentary toasts were
then drunk.
The Chairman called upon the secretary to

read the report.

Mr. Mason accordingly rose and read the

following rej)ort :

—

"Gentlemen,—It again (at the end of the third

year) devolves upon your committee to gi\'e you
an account of the last year's proceedings of the

club, the j)resent state of its funds, its future

prospects, together with a few remarks upon the

agricultural affairs of the neighbourhood. It is

with regret that your committee ha^ve to notice the

loss of your late able and talented secretary, Mr.
Revis, Avhose researches in the cause of agricul-

ture were extensive and valuable, and to whom
this institution is deeply indebted for his gratui-

tous exertions in its behalf.
" It is with pleasure your committee have

to announce that during the present year the

following gentlemen have become life members of

our club:—Sir John, V, B, Johnstone, Bart.,

Kedg^vin Hoskins, Esq. M.P., Robert Lane, Esq.,

and Gilbert East, Esq.—The following gentlemen
have also become annual subscribers :—Mr.
Charles Andrews, Rev. Mr. Foxton, Mr. E. Goode,
Mr. P. Davies, Mr. Morris, Mr. Probert, Mr.
Taylor.

"The receipts for the present yearAvill be suffi-

cient to meet the expenditure, a balance-sheet of

which will shortly be ])ublished with the report.
" ITie subjects discussed during the concluding

year were,—the best and cheapest method of

Draining ; on the cultivation of Wheat, the best

varieties and its diseases ; on rearing and after-

management of Apple Trees ; on breeding and
rearing Cart Colts ; and on breeding, rearing, and
general management of Hack Colts.

" Hanng been part of the year without a secre-

tary, the discussions reported are not so nume-
rous as formerly, but your committee ne^'ertheless

hope they will be found not altogether devoid of

interest. It has been remarked, 'that there is

always something for the intelligent agriculturist

to learn from his neighbour, and your committee
think it Avill be allowed that no institutions are so

well adapted for farmers to impart and to re-

ceive knowledge as farmer's clubs ; the

monthly meetings furnish them with the practical

experience of neighbouring agriculturists, while

through occasional lectures and by the use of the

library, they have the means of acquiring the

knowledge furnished by the various researches

of scientific men.
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•' It is vvith great pleasure tliat your committee
allude to the late lecture of Mr. Rudge, for which
they, in common with the club, feel particularly

obliged to him, convinced as they are of the im-

portance to agriculture of being acquainted with

.the cause from \\'hich events sjjring, not only

with regard to the diseases of •i\'heat, but in e^-ery

thing relating to the economy of the farm. Mr.
Rudge has very kindly complied with the earnest

desire of your committee to again favour them
with a lecture on the diseases of Turnips some
time in May next.

" Your committee wish to call the attention of

the members to the hbrarj^ which though at pre-

sent but small, still contains several valuable

works which A\'e earnestly recommend to the

perusal of every farmer—more particularly

Morton on Soils ; Johnstone's Elements of Agri-

cultural Chemistry; Youatt on the Horse,
Cattle, and Sheep ; Liebig's Organic Chemis-
try ; Sinclair on Grapes ; the Journals of

the Royal Agricultural Society, and the Far-

mer's Magazine. All which are works that

will tend much to promote impro'S'ement in

the agricultural knowledge of the kingdom, and
consequently tend to promote the welfare of the

nation at large.

" The want of uniformity in the weights as well

as in the measures of the kingdom, is j'roductive

ofmuch inconvenience to both buyer and seller

;

as an instance, we have only to notice that the

weight of a bushel of wheat in four of our nearest

markets, of Hereford, Leominster, Ludlow, and
Worcester, are each different. As wheat is the

most important grain sold by the farmer, the

evil is so much the more felt, more particularly as

it is alwaj's. or nearly so, sold by weight.

" Yoiu' committee would therefore earnestly

recommend that the agriculturists of the neigh-

bourhood do petition parliament to adopt such
measures as will insure uniformity in the weights
as well as in the measures of the kingdom, and
that her Majesty's officers of excise be instructed

to enforce such law.

" Y^our committee, ever anxious to promote the

welfare of Leominster and its neighbourhood,
and being aware of the loss sustained upon a re-

cent occasion by the want of a fire-engine properly

mounted to travel, have aj)pointed a committee to

obtain the funds necessary to purchase one, fixed

upon a carriage fit for fast tra\'elUng ; and they
confidently hope in the course of a short time to

be able to complete the purchase, through the

assistance of the gentlemen of this town and
neighbourhood, and take this opportunity to ex-

jjress their gratitude to those who ha\-e already

generously promised their assistance. A yearly

tenant has not sufficient security, shoidd he lay

out capital in imjiroving his farm, that he shall

reap the fruits of his labour. Perhaps it may be
objected that the landlords of this district are

gentlemen of honour, who would not upon any
account take an advantage of a tenant who had
improved his estate. We believe them to be such;
but stUl hfe is uncertain, and numerous other

causes prevent the occupier from feeling that se-'
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curity necessary before he will lay out much in
improvements, of which he is doubtful who may
be benefited by them.

" Youi- committee, with fear and the utmost
anxiety, now beg to draw your attention to a sub-
ject which for a considerable period has engrossed
their attention—namely, the depressed state of
agriculture and its causes; a depression by
which not the tenant farmer alone is afiected, but
the landlord and labourer also, convinced, as we
are, that their interests are so inseparably con-
nected together, that their prosperity will and
must be mutual,

"Y'our committee consider the cause of this
distress in a great measure to arise from the
almost universal custom now prevaihng of letting
farms from year to year, and the want of a per-
fect drainage. Professor Johnson says, ' In truth,
if we calmly reflect on the risks which the yearly
tenant runs, we cannot fail to be satisfied that
they are really serious drawbacks against the
permanent outlay of his capital upon the soil.'

He may unintentionally cfFend his landlord, or his
landlord's agent, and be summarily dismissed

;

or his landlord may die, and a new system under
the heir may unsettle his position ; or ,while his
improvements are in progress, a new survey may
take place, and his rent may be unexpectedly
augmented; or his experiments may be unusually
slow in repaying themselves, and he may himself
die before he has recovered his capital from the
land for the use of his family.

"Yom- committee are of opinion, that the
present forms of leases in this neighbourhood are
ill calculated to promote improvement, and con-
tain many useless restrictive clauses. Leases for
this district, to be of the real value of which they
are capable, should be for at least twenty years :

the rent to be guided by the average price of
corn for the three preceding years ; the average
to be taken from the government returns, or In
some cases one half of it may be regulated by the
averagepriceof meat, which could be taken from
the average price in Smithfield market ofthe prece-
ding year. The principal objection to a meat as
well as a corn rent is, that the average i)rice of meat
is not so easily ascertained. The benefits resulting
from perfect drainage are so universally allowed,
that many remarks upon it would be superfluous.
It is in vain for the occupier to attempt in a great
measure the improved systems of agriculture with
a wet, undrained soU. The manures he applies
are in a great measure lost from the very wet
state of the land during part of the year ; and the
extreme hardness of the soil during the hot, dry
months of summer, renders it difficult to cultivate,
and not so well adapted to produce a crop. It is

found from experience that a pair of horses
worked double will cultivate as much land that is
thoroughly drained, as three in a fine could do
before, besides being able to work it much sooner
after rain ; thus saving one-third of the expense of
keep, \vith a great improvement on the crops ob-
tained. The land in the course of two years,
when perfectly drained, becomes much more
friable and mellow, ploughs much easier, doeg
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not become so hard in the summer, and conse-

quently produces better crops at a less expense

;

all which advantages, and numerous others, result

from perfect drainage. It is with pain that your
committee obserA'e so much of the draining that is

done to be executed so very imperfectly : a gene-

ral error is in the drains being at too great a dis-

tance from each other, and imperfectly laid out.

They also think a great advantage would arise,

and in many instances a sa\dng also, if scien-

tific men were erajjloyed to lay out and inspect the

draining.
" Hedge-i'ow timber upon many farms very

much injures the occupier, many of the fences

being filled with timber of a very trifling ^'alue at

present, and never likely to be othei'wise. A
person unacquainted Avith the details of farming
operationswould have no idea of the loss occasioned
thereby, it not being merely the loss of produce,

but also the additional expense incurred in keep-
ing the fences in repair. A greater quantity of

timber may be grown than is at present, without
injuring the tenant, by making plantations to

shelter exposed pasture land, open sheds, and
home-steads.

'* In conclusion, your committee wish to ex-

press their firm behef, that nothing wiU tend
so much to promote the improvement of trade

in general as long leases, subject to a corn
or to a corn and meat rent, with perfect drainage.

The establishment of agricultural schools and
farmers' clubs, in different i)arts of the kingdom,
will undoubtedly tend also to the advancement of

the same desirable object; and your committee
earnestly hope that in the ensuing year the mem-
bers mil attend with more regularity than in the

past ; by doing so, they -will much promote the

usefulness of this institution."

Mr. Watling, after the rejiort had been read,

proposed the health of the worthy chairman, Mr,
Bennett. {Great applause.)

Mr. Bennett said, that he felt a wantof words
to express how deeply he appreciated the kind
manner in which they had honoured him. During
the three years in which he had been president,

he had received much assistance in his duties
from his worthy friend, the vice-chairman, and
the other office bearers ; and the manner in which
the members had carried on the discussions
reflected great credit upon themselves ; and if the
club did not continue to flourish, it woiUd have no
one to blame but the members, as the landlords
had been most prompt in aflfording them
pecuniary assistance. Farmers' clubs, since the
formation of this society, had extended to almost
every town in the kingdom, and in some mstan-
ces villages also, which he considered as a most
convincing proof of their usefulness. He must
Bay, that if the farmers of the neighbourhood
would only give that sujjport it was their interest
to do, they would be doubly repaid by the in-
crease of produce that would be obtained from a
more extended knowledge of the l)est methods of
preparing the soil, and the nature of the plants
cultivated. To render farmers' clubs as efficient

as they were really capable of l)eing, the president

shoidd be a good practical farmer ; the gentle-

man he was about to propose as president for the

ensuing year was well known to them aU as a

practical farmer of high reputation ; he alluded

to his friend Mr. Hodges, of Wharton, and would
propose his health as president elect.

Mr. Hodges felt much surprised at his being
proposed as president, but would to the best of

his abilities fill the office, though he laboured
under the disadvantage of succeeding so scientific

and practical a farmer as Mr. Bennett.

Mr. Newman proposed "the LeominsterAgri-
cultural Society." (Great cheering)

Mr. CoNNOP responded, and thanked them
for the kind and handsome manner in which
they had honoured the society over wliich he had
had the pleasure to preside.

Mr. GooDE then, in a very complimentary
speech, proposed the health of the secretary, Mr.
R. Mason. [Applause.)

Mr. Mason said that, after the very flattering

manner in which they had honoured him, it was
\vith extreme diffidence he rose to return thanks.

He could assure them that, if his humble services

were of the least assistance to the advancement
of agriculture, he shovdd ever be happy to render

them. He felt convinced that farmers' clubs, if

well supported, were eminently calculated to im-
prove agricultural science, and hoped that in the

ensuing year the members would be more punc-
tual in their attendance. He had no doubt but
that at the meetings of the club the most ex-

perienced agriculturist woidd not only have great

pleasure in imparting his mite towards the im-
pro^'ement of agriculture, but would also in re-

turn acquire information of which he was before

unacquainted, or perhaps he would be reminded
of that which he might have forgotten. A man
to be a perfect farmer should be weU versed in

most of the sciences. Geology, chemistry, and
some knowledge of botany and A-eterinary medi-
cine, were much required by the agriculturist; so

that a man, even after spending years of his hfe in

the jmrsuit of the knowledge necessary for the

farmer, v/ould still ha-\'e many things to learn.

Many other toasts and sentiments were given,

and the company separated, after spending an
evening characterised by the most unanimous and
neighbourly feeling.

FOURTH MONTHLY MEETING OF THE
STEWPONEY FARMERS' CLUB.

The monthly meeting of this club, held on
Monday, April the 1st., was numerously attended,
a \'ery large and respectable company being
jiresent. Mr. John Robins in the chair. Among
those present were J. H. H. Foley, Esq., Prest-

wood, Mr. Matthews, Park Hall* Mr. John
Maughan, Dudley, Mr. Stokes, of Shipley, the
Rev. G. Wharton, Kinver, Mr. Parrish, Emdlle,
Mr. Birch, Churchill, Mr. Perry, of Lloyd House,
Mr. J. Banton, Mr. D. Banton, Mr. Windle, Mr.
Corbett, Preston, Mr. Beddard, Mr. Samuel
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Berry, Mr. Sliutt, Mr. Collis, solicitor, Stour-

bridge, Mr. Knowles. Mr. B. Southall. Mr. G.
Hill, Mr. Nock, Kinver, Mr. Brindley, Mr. T.

Bate. Corapton, Mr. Jolin Oakley, Mr. Stokes.

Mr. Thompson, of Prestwood, Mr. W. Griffithes,

of ^Yhittin^rclon, and Mr. G. Burgess, of Check-
hill. An able and interesting paper, on the cul-

tivation of turnips, was introduced by Mr. John
Wilson of Aston.

Subjects to be considered :—The time of sowing;
the manner; whether ridged, drilled, or broad-
cast ; the quantity and quality of manures
applied; the mode of treating the young plants,

whether by scuffling, hoeing, and setting out

;

the proper distance apart ; the number of hoe-

ings ; the time for cleaning the fallows, whether
in autumn or spring ; the probable ditierence of

e.xpense of each method of treatment, and the

aA-erage weight of the croj) to be grown per

acre.

Mr. Wilsox then read tlie following ex-

planatoiy paper, which, A\'ith the exception of the

introductory' obsen'ations, omitted for want of

space, we give entire, as it will be found interest-

ing to oiu" agricultural reader :

—

Time of sowiny

.

—I find the first thing I am re-

quired to notice is the time of sowing. This de-

]3ends on so great a variety of circumstances

that it may be difficult to fix any particular period

as the best. Some land is so much better

adapted for the growth of the turnip plant than

other land equally and advantageously situate as

to climate ; the particular qualities or component
parts of which I need not here ])oint out, as they

are well known, and duly appreciated by farmers

in this district. The various manures now used
for turnips are ahnost as different in their opera-

tion and effects as they are numerous, some
powerfully acting on the vegetative properties of

the seed, accelerating the growth of the young
plant, and forcing it rapidly through its early

stages; amongst which manures I would class

guano, night soil and ashes, kiln dust, burnt soil

I)eat ashes, well fermented stable manure and
such like ; others, such as unfermented fold-yard

manure, bones, lime, and salt ; the two latter of

which I beUeve to be useless for turnips, except

on land recently broken up from pasture, or

othenvise containing a considerable portion of

vegetable maiter, in which case they are both

\'aluable manures : but none of these have the

like effect on the young plant as those first

enumerated. Therefore, the time of sowing

should, in some degree, be regulated according

to the pecuharities of the soil, the different ma-
nures applied, and the favourable state of the

land and the weather, for it frequently happens, in

the summer months, that we have heavy and
tempestuous rains, rendering the land luifit to

receive the seed, in which case I would always

avoid so\\ang or drilling until the soil has become
•sufficiently dry to work kindly, as it will in-

variably be found that turnips sown when the

land is too wet will not be ready for the hoe so

soon as those sown many days later, Avith the

land in a proper state, and they rarely ever be-

come so good a crop.

There are many other circumstances which
should regulate the farmer in sowing his turnips.

In this district, composed principally of arable

land, and in which so large a breadth of turnips is

grown, it is A-ery desirable that we should have a

sup])ly of them during as great a portion of the

year as ])ossible, consequently we must have

them early in the autumn, and late in the spring.

It is therefore necessary that some should be
sown early ; and, a'^ regards late ones, there is no
fear but a sufficient quantity will always be so\vn,

without even a hint from me. I should, how-
ever, as a general rule (as far as a rule is ap-

plicable) in this district, sow swedes between the

20th of May and the 15th of June, and would not

recommend sowing them later. Although it was
stated at our last meeting by Mr. Banton, that

his best swedes were sown on the 23rd and 24th

of June, and that they did not come up untill a

fortnight afterwards, yet it does not follow, nor
does this at all prove, that late so\ving is the best,

for it should be borne in mind that there were
hea\y rains up to nearly the time of sowing these,

consequently those sown earlier had the disad-

vantage I ha\'e before alluded to, which, in some
degree, accounts for the late sown ones being the

best. Early sowing, particularly for swedes,

possesses many advantages, and is generally the

best and most certain to produce a good crop,

and the only disadvantage or drawback is that of

mildew, to which some land is very subject, con-

sequently, on such land it may not be advisable

to sow so early as on land where the plant woiUd
be less liable to this disease. As regards com-
mon turnips, I have before stated it to be
desirable to have them sown early in the autumn;
and my usual practice has been to sow some
for early feed during the first week of June,

which frequently are as heavy a crop as those

sown later, but certainly adapted for early feed

only. I think, however, that the best time to

sow the common sorts, for general purposes,

(subject to the foregoing remarks), is between
the 10th of June and the 10th of July, by which
time all turnips should be sown, unless after

vetches, or other bush crops.

The manner of soioing.—In respect to the man-
ner of sowing, I am decidedly of opinion that

the ridge system for swedes is the best, from the
facility it affords of properly depositing a suffi-

ciency of manure (particularly if it be farm-yard
manure) in such a situation as to afford the re-

quisite nourishment to the plant in all its stages,

and also the advantage it gives of using re-

jjeatedly the horse hoe, an implement duly appre-
ciated by those (and those only) who ridge their

turnips. I also think that where farm-yard ma-
nure is used for common turnips, that they should
be on the ridge, and more particularly when sown
moderately early, or intended for drawing off", as

I am not aware of any other method whereby
tliis description of manure can be so eflfectually

covered and properly applied, not only for the

benefit of the plant, but for the land also. But I
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would not. be under.stood as recommending the

ridge system at all times, on all lands, and on all

occasions ; for I think that quite as hea\-y crops

of common turnips are grown on the flat as on
the ridge, particularly where drilled with bones,

or other short manl^res, a plan I ha\'e adopted for

many years—some seasons using scarcely any
fold-yard manure for turnips, except in cases

where it was my intention to draw them off; and
from the introduction of guano additional facilitj'

is given for obtaining these descriptions of ma-
niu-es, so suitable for the turnip crop, which will

enaljle the farmer to husband his farm-yard ma-
nure for otlier purposes or uses on his farm.

But with the manner of planting, as mth the

time, the weather should be in some degree the

farmer's guide ; it therefore becomes necessary

that he should vary his system as the variation in

the weather may dictate. It sometimes happens
that it is so dry and hot when we are ridging our

light land for turnips that there is not sufficient

moisture in the ridge to vegetate the seed ; in that

case it becomes necessary to change the system
of planting, where practicable, and to drill on
the flat, whereby the vegetation of the seed is

secured, which might, if drilled on the ridge, re-

raiain dormant there until the season is too far

advanced to obtain a crop. Hence the industry,

diligence, and hourly personal attention of the

farmer requisite in the turnip seedness, which, of

all seasons in the year, is the most important on a

tiu"nip farm (harvest not excepted).

I am of opinion that, whatever system of sow-

ing is adopted, it is A'ery desirable to jdace the

manure in such a manner that the plant may early

benefit by it ; and this is best accomplished by
placing it underneath the seed, for it is found
that guano, soot, and salt, effectually destroy the

vegetation thereof when brought in immediate
contact with it, if used to any considerable ex-

tent ; and the effect would be nearly the same if

tlie seed was deposited under either of these ma-
nures. On the ridge, the seed is easily deposited,

as I have described ; so also it is with the ma-
nure and seed drill, if used with due care. On
the flat, when the manure is ploughed in, my
plan is to sow the seed broadcast (and in very hot

and dry weather) immediately after the ])lough,

and before harro\ving, by which means the

greater portion falls between the furrows, and
thereby has the benefit of the manure, whatever
the description of that manure may be.

The Sorts.—I will here, with your permission,

deviate a Mttle from the rule laid down for my
guidance, hy noticing the sorts of turnips I have
found to answer best, and the necessity of ob-

taining new and genuine seed, both of A\'hich I

consider worthy of notice, although not men-
tioned as a subject for discussion.

I beheve the best sorts of swedes (at present

generally known) to be " Skirx'ing's improved,"

and the gicat top Swede ; and I draw my conclu-

ssion from having, when I have used the double

ridge drill, apphed to one box one or other of

these sorts, and to the other box seed of another

variety—thus placing them in juxta-position,

whereby I have fully satisfied myself as to the

superiority of these sorts over any other I have
tried. As regards the common kinds of turnip,

I prefer the Green Globe, the Norfolk White, or
the Pomeranean, which latter I ])elieve to be
hardier than either of the former j but originally,

no other than the Norfolk "White suffered oc-

casionally to go to seed Mithoijt transplanting,

whereby it has, in some degree, degenerated, and
become more full in the top, ,,and, thereby o.^r

tained a new name.
The turnip known here as the Tankard Swede is

a very useful one for drawing off, and will stand

dry weather and also shade better than any other
-—consequently, it is the best turnip to plant

imder trees, or on headlands, in Swede fields,

where a full crop of Swedes can seldom be ob-

tained. I do not particularly recommend any of

the Hybrids or other turnips, as I believe few of

them to be adapted for light soils generally. I

have tried many sorts, but they ha\'e gone out of

fashion, which would not have been the case had
I found any better than those I have enumerated.

Seed.—I would recommend every farmer to

grow his own turnip seed, or otherwise to obtain

it from those on whom he can depend, for unless

the seed is good and genuine, disappointment,

and often great loss, ensue; and unless the land

be cool and moist, I would sow no seed but of

the last year's groAvth, as new seed not only

vegetates much quicker and more vigorously

than the old, but grows much faster in the early

stages, consequently, is not so liable to be taken

or injured by the fly, and other enemies to which
the young plant is Uable.

, .

Manures.—The next portion of the subject as

manures. These I have before stated to be very
numerous, but as it is my intention to confine

miyself to the results of my own experience and
observation, I shall name those only which I

consider to be of standard value, or of real

and practical utility, lea\ing theorists the gra-

tification of introducing their own discoveries

and speculation, as to them may seem fit—be-

lieving, as I do, that it is not eA-ery article

introduced under the title of this or that

highly valuable manure which will suit the pur-

pose of the agriculturist, however much they may
be recommended by chemical, philosophical, and
scientific men. But I will forbear enlarging on
this topic, lest I may be ranked with those who
are considered ])re)udiced against the introduction

ofnew discoveries; such, however, I will not admit
to be my case, for I believe that much good will

arise from the application of science to agriculture j

but having tried many experiments with manures
(or articles so called) on a scale sufficient to prove

their efficacy, and having been a pretty general

observer of the experiments of others, I am justi-

fied in making the remarks I have, and shall pre-

fer recommending those manures only which I

know to be good, or at least, deserving the name.

I beheve all practical farmers wll admit that

j)ro])erly fermented and well reduced farm ma-
nure, and by this, I do not mean heai)s of straw

or haum thrown from the thrashing floor and
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snftered to remain in such heaps until it becomes
decayed or rotten, I say I do not call this i)ro-

perly reduced manure, hut such manure as is, or

may he made on farm yards where a sufficient

number of cattle are kei>t, and more jjarticularly,

when kept on the most nutritious kind of food,

and a little daily care and trouble bestowed in

leveling and duly mixing it. This farm-yard ma-
nure, I repeat, all ])ractical farmers will admit to

be good for turnips, in fact, one of the best, jiar-

ticularly where it is the intention to draw the

crop from the land, as in this case a more perma-
nent and strong manure is more requisite than
when turnips are consumed thereon. The quan-
tity, of course, to be regidated by circumstances,

as whether the land is good or indifferent, in

high or low condition previous to its application

:

for land, like horses, requires to be kept in good
condition, and then, like them, its capabilities

are great ; also, whether it is intended to sow
Swedes or common turnips—Swedes requiring

more manure, even on the best land, than the va-

rious varieties of the common turnip; then again,

the quality of the manure must be considered, for

although it may all be taken from the same yard,

it will not, without greater care than usuall)' is

bestowed upon it, be of the same quality, or

alike ; therefore no rule can be laid down as to a
proper quantity to be apjilied indiscriminately

and upon all lands. It a\ ill, however, be found
that from twelve to eighteen tons per acre will be
sufficient according to the circumstances before

stated.

I will now notice what, in the absence of a suf-

ficiency of farm-yard and other manures produced
on the premises, or, in the event of those manures
being required for other purposes than the

growth of turnips, what I conceive to be the best,

most permanent, and, consequently, the cheapest

manure for land laying at any considerable dis-

tance from populous districts—I mean bones.

I have used bones to a considerable extent, up-
wards of twenty years, without even a failure, and
have never yet had occasion to regret laying out

the money I have in bone manure. The requisite

quantity per acre, without the addition of other

manures, will be from three to five quarters; but as

I have before stated that bones have not that im-
mediate action on the young plant which is desira-

ble, I have usually mixed them with ashes and
applied them so mixed with a manure and seed

drill (which plan I beheve to be the best), and in

tbis case I reduce the quantity of bones according
to the quantity and qualitj' of the ashes. The
price of bones varies very frequently, according to

the demand for them by the porcelain and other

manufactures, by which it is regulated, more
than by the demand for agricultural purposes,

and it is at least 20 per cent higher at this time
than it was twenty-fi\'e years ago—although vast

quantities are imported principally of the de-

scription used as manure; it is now about 18s,

to 20s. per quarter.

I have before stated that I should take oc-

casion to speak more fully on the subject of
tenures or holdings in this district and neigh-

bourhood, but as this is a subject selected for an-
other member of the club, better quahfied than
myself to elucidate it, and who I ho))e to have the

honour and satisfaction of listening to in Decem-
ber next, 1 will not intrude on the ground
marked out for him further than is necessary for

the illustration of the general application of bone
and other permanent manures.

I believe that the j)resent tenures ofoccupation,
or the condition on which fanns are held for a con-
siderable distance around this place, exclude the

general introduction of bones, and effectually

check the progress of improvements which, under
more faA'ourable circumstances, would take place

;

of course I am speaking of tenures as they are

generally, and not in allusion to any particularly

or individually, for I am aware that there are im-
provements going on in this neighbourhood, on
some estates, at almost a railroad pace ; but that

is the exception rather than the rule, and I can-
not refrain from expressing my regret that a bet-

ter system, or, if I may be allowed the term, a
more equitable one, of letting land does not gen-
erally exist , and I do hope (and not for my own
sake, for with my tenure I am perfectly satisfied,

otherwise I should not have used bone manure to
the extent I have)—I say I do hope that some
legislative enactment may speedily take place, or
jjrivate arrangements become more general,
whereby a tenant, being compelled to quit a farm,
may obtain compensation for permanent improve-
ments made thereon by him ; and then proprie-
tors and landlords generally may expect to see,

and will see, their estates manured ^vith bone and
other permanent manures, which will greatly in-

crease the i)roduce and improve the land ; but
without some such enactment or arrangement
where can tenants be found reckless and imprudent,
enough to invest their fortune in the improve-
ment of another person's property, when, at the
expiration of six months' notice to quit, they may
be compelled to bid adieu to their farms, together
with the capital expended upon them ; the law
and custom, as it now stands, not allowng a
tenant to claim any compensation for improve-
ments, but compeUing him to make good any di-

lapidations or waste he has committed ? If this

be justice, it must be admitted to be of a very
partial kind.

In many districts of England an outgoing ten-
ant, having used bone manure, claims and obtains
compensation for that portion of it which it is

considered he has not had the benefit of, or that
portion which his successor may be considered to
benefit by, even if it has been apphed several
years before quitting. This, of itself, I consider
to be sufficient evidence of the permanency of
bones as manure, and of the estimation in which
they are held in some districts; but I am net
aware of any such custom of compensation exist-

ing here; and in the event of a tenant usirg
bones, at the expense of four or five pounds per
acre, at the turnip seedness preceding quitting (of

which it must be evident to every one he can
have but little benefit), I should be glad to be
informed how, and from whom, he could legally
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claim and obtain com])ensation for his outlay, to

which, I think, all will admit he is entitled. I

would here suggest, as this club consists of land-

lords, professional gentleman, and tenant farmers,

that a little time may be usefully spent in dis-

cussing this point, as it may be the means of

elucidating, if not settling, a question of impor-
tance to both landlords and tenants.

Under the circumstances I have mentioned, it

is manifest that it may be imprudent to use bones

;

and thus it is that I account for the small ])ro-

l)ortion of bone mamu'e used in this district,

where a great portion of the soil is of the exact

description for which it is best adapted ; and I

Ijelieve I am correct when I state that there is no
other manure so ^veW qualified to permanently
improve hght land ; at all events, if there be any
such, I am unacquainted with it.

I will next notice what I believe will prove to

be a great acquisition to the Jlnghsh agriciUturist,

as a manure or stimulant, that is guano. Of this

I cannot speak so positively as of bones, not
having used it for more than two years ; but,

from the exj^erience I have had, I feel very san-
guine as to its success, and particularly so when
applied for turnips. I, last year, used it on about
22 acres in three fields, on the greater portion of
which it was put on at the rate of 2.^ c\H., or at

an expense of 30s. per acre; with one waggon
load of town-ashes, costing me, with carriage,

about 20s. more : at this rate 1 used it for Swedes
and common turnips, spreading the bulk of the
ashes, and sowing the giiano mixed with the
remainder, on the surface, and immediately ridg-

ing the land and drilling the seed. In each field,

I left a strip of about eight ridges without the
guano, using the ashes only. On the whole of

the land where the guano was applied I had as

good a crop, both Swedes and common turnips,

as I desire to grow ; but on each strip Avithout

guano they were very indifferent, shewing

—

and that very clearly—a difference in value of at

least 21. per acre in favour of guano, llierefore,

if it be useful only for one cro]), it amply repaid

me for its application. And it has, in every
instance which I used it, answered my expecta-

tion ; therefore I rank it amongst our best ma-
nures for turnips. I have tried it for grain, but
not with the like success. There are several

other useful manures for turnips, such as night-
soil and ashes, burnt soil, composts of vaiious
descriptions, rotten or fermented scutch, and
such like ; but as most of these should be used
merely as auxiharies, unless in districts where
easily obtainable, I do not think it necessary to

otherwise recommend them.

The mode of Hoeing, ^-c.—I am next required to

state the mode of treating the young plants—this,

as well as the remaining portion of the subject, I

shall do more briefly, not because they are the
least important, but because I find I have occu-
pied more time already than I intended.

If turnips are sown on the ridge, the horse hoe,

or scuffle, should be introduced as early as possi-

ble after the plants are up, or as soon as they ]mt
forth the rough leaf, and the hand hoe should

follow as quick as practicable, which will be
found to be about three or four days after\^'ards,

according to circumstances. If Swedes, or early-

sown common turnips, I would prefer a nine-inch

hoe, carefully used, with a girl or a boy to follow

each hoe as a picker or singler, whereby one
plant, and one only, may be left in eveiy ten

inches on the ridge or driU ; but if late in the

season, I would use a shorter hoe for common
turnips. I think it more frequently happens that

the crop is injured by l)eing left too thick than by
being taken out too thin, particularly Swedes.

The width of the ridge usually recommended
is 27 inches, this I think is too wide; and
the only reason why that width is recom-
mended, appears to be merely because the wheels

of the manure-cart at that width do not injure or

displace the ridges—a matter of httle conse-

quence ; and I am firmly of opinion that a heavier

crop will be grown when ridged at twenty-four

inches than any greater distance ; and at a less

width the manure is rarely, if ever, properly

covered, ixnless it be very short, in which 22

inches or even less may be sufficient.

The number ofHoeuu/s.—The niunber ofhoeings

by hand depends on the manner in which they are

performed, and on the clean or vmclean state of the

land ; it M'iU, however, be necessary to hoe Swedes
twice, and som.etimes oftener, together with a fi'e-

quent use of the horse-hoe : but common turnips

on the ridge may do well \\'ith one hoeing by
hand, if veiy carefully and skilfully performed,

particularly should the weather be; favourable;

but when drilled on the flat., or sown broadcast, a

second hoeing will usually be found requisite.

I ^^'ill now notice the time of cleaning the fal-

lows, whether in autumn or spring :

—

On this subject my opinion has materially

altered, or, I may say, changed wthin the last ten

years; for I must confess that ten years ago
much jjrejudice did exist in my mind against au-

tumnal working turnip fallows, or rather that

system of \\'orking them which I now belie\'e

to be the best. I then thought that using

a scuffle on stubble ground immediately after

harvest, was the act of an inexperienced or un-
skilful farmer, supposing the eftect would be that

of dividing and subdividing the squitch in si\ch a

manner as to render it impossible to extermi-

nate it. This, I candidly admit, was my opinion,

and I now own it to be an erroneous one ; for I

find that by adopting the precise system I then

condemned, I am able, with the same strength of

horses, to sow my tiu'nips a fortnight earlier than

before, and that on fallows quite as clean and free

from squitch, and much freer from other weeds,

than on my old system of working my fallows

;

and moreover, the land when worked in the au-

tumn, is cooler, and in a much better state to re-

ceive and vegetate the seed than when repeatedly

ploughed and worked in the spring and summer.
I do, therefore, consider the system of autumnal
working turnip fallows a great improvement, and
particularly on light land.

Tfie difference in Expense.— As regards the

expense, 1 think there is very little difference; for.
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although the labour in autumnal working may be
as great, the expense may be less ; for, if per-

formed with proper implements (the principle one
of which must be a good scuffle), and the work be
commenced as soon as the crops are ofl'the land,

1 then think the expense will be less than the old

system of ploughing, inasmuch as the labour is

performed at a time when it is not so valuable as

in the spring and summer months ; but, should

it prove equally expensive, the ad\'antage it gives

of early sowing is more than an equivalent for

this, or even a greater expense.

The weif/ht of Croi).— I now come to the last

part of our subject, namely, the weight of the

crop to be grown per acre. This I beheve to be
not so great as is generally supposed. We
frequently hear of extraordinarily heavy crops

—for instance, thirty, thirty-fi\'e, and even forty

tons per acre. These, I beheve, are rarely, if ever,

groMTi here ; and I think it woidd be much more
satisfactory if persons reporting these weights
A^'ould also state the contents of the acre on which
they are grown ; for I am satisfied that the im-

perial or statute acre does not produce them.

I am aware they are principally reported as

ha\'ing been grown in .Scotland, where the acre is

about one-fifth larger than here ; but, with this

allowance, their land, or their management, must
be very superior to ours ; and I am more inchned
to attribute it to the former than to the latter

cause, as I have seen Scotch management in

England, but never attended with this extraordi-

nary success.

A few years ago, two of my neighbours, both

occupj'ing good turnip land, undertook for a

wager to gi-ow Su-edes—the one groM-ing the

greatest weight per acre to be the v/inner. No
restrictions as to management or manure were

imposed, each being permitted to use what quan-
tity, quahty, and description he chose. The sea-

son was favourable, great pains were bestowed,

and each had an excellent crop, which, on being

ver)' carefully weighed, proved to be under thirty

tons per acre—being nearly of ecjual weight.

These Swedes, I beheve to be some of the best I

ever saw.

At our last meeting, we heard from Mr. Ban-
ton (who, undoubtedly, is one of our best turnip

growers), that his heaviest crop was imder eigh-

teen tons per acre ; and, on looking through his

summary, I find his whole crop to average less

than thirteen tons per acre, and he stated it to be

a satisfactory one, and 1 can testify, from having

personally inspected them that they are a full

average crop for this season.

Tlie conclusion I come to is, that twenty tons

of Swedes per imperial acre is an excellent crop,

and considerably above an average one.

Gentlemen, if, in my foregoing remarks, I have

omitted any matter or thing requiring to be

noticed by me, or, if on any point I have not

e.xphcitly or sufficiently explained my meaning, I

shall now be happy to endeavour to remed}' the

defect, or to answer any encjuiries you may be

pleased to make.

An animated discussion then took place on the

^uL.h
use of bone manures in light soils, and li appeared
to be the general opinion of the members that it

was one oi thehent permunent mamu'es that could

be used, and great regret was expressed that

tenants were not afforded greater encouragement
to make use of it, by being allowed, when leaving

their farms, just compensation for their outlay.

J. H. H. Foley, Esa., then proposed, that the

thanks of the meeting shoidd be given to Mr.
Wilson, for his valuable and practical obser\'a-

tions on the cultivation of turnips. This was
seconded by Mr. Wixdle, and canued unani-
mously.

The Rev. G. Wharton rose to propose, and
Mr. J. Matthews seconded, the foUovving reso-

lution :
—

"'ITiat the members fully coincide with

Mr. Wilson in his o])inion, that the best time for

beginning to clean turnip ground was the autumn,
and that the best plan was by scuffling it ; that

Swedes ought to be sown between the 20th of

May and the 10th of June, upon ridges twenty-
four inches apart— the quantity of seed per acre

not Ijeing less than two pounds ; that for early

use, common turnijis might be so^vn the first

week in June, but that the ]}est time for sowing
the general crop was between the 10th of June
and the loth of July, after which time none ought
to be sown ; that as soon as the Swedes begin to

put forth the rough leaf, the horse-hoe should be
freely used, and that the plants should be imme-
diately set out by a nine-inch, hoe, the hoer being

followed by a person to single them, and that, in

all cases, Swedes ought to be hoed at least twice

;

that common turnips, unless early sown, ought to

be set out at a less distance ; that, vvith regard to

the question, whether sowing on the ridge or on the

flat was preferable, much depended on the state

of the weather, as, on hght soils in dry seasons,

there was frequently not sufficient moisture in the

land, when ridged to cause the seed to germi-

nate."

Mr. J. M.\TTHEWS stated that he had at

present, in daily use ujjon his farm, a double
jjlough, for ploughing turnip lands for barley,

capable of ploughing daily, Avith a pair of horses,

three acres of land, not less than six inches deep.

ITie plough, he stated, was made by Barrett,

Exhall, and Andrews, of Reading; and that he
should be glad if any of the members would call

upon him to see it at work, as he considered it a

great acquisition on hght soils.

lliese meetings are daily increasing in impor-
tance. Our neighbours of Bromsgrove, upon
nearly the same arrangements, are progressing,

and thus have the soils of England been taught

to speak, as it were. One district freely commu-
nicates T\'ith another as to the nature of its diffi-

cvdties, its local advantages; nith experimental

hints upon overcoming the one, and improving
the other.

Upon the next occasion, J. H. H. Foley, Esq.,

the indefatigable and energetic supporter, and
founder of the club, mil introduce a ]mper on the

management erf grass lands, and the best rotation

of green crops.
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A BILL INTITULED AN ACT TO AMEND
THE LAW RELATING TO LANDLORD AND
TENANT.

Whereas it is expedient that provision should in

certain cases be made for securing compensation to

tenants who shall make permanent improvements ou
the lands they occupy : be it therefore enacted by the

Queen's most excellent inajesty, by and with the

advice and consent of the lords spiritual and temporal,
and commons, in this present parliament assembled,
and by the authority of the same, that from and after

the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred
and forty-five, it shall be lawful for any tenant of any
farm or lands, holding the same from his landlord
with or -without any lease or agreement in writing

respecting the same who shall intend to make any
permanent improvements thereon, to give notice in

writing to his landlord, or to the agent of such land-

lord, of his intention, with a specification in detail of

the nature of such intended improvements.

II. And be it enacted, that in case such landlord,

or his agent, shall not, within the space of three

months then next following, signify in writing, to be
given to the said tenant or left for him on the premises
occupied by him as aforesaid, his dissent thereto, it

shall, for the purposes herein mentioned, be considered
that the landlord assents to such proposed improve-
ment.

III. And be it enacted, that in case such improve-
ment shall have been made, and such tenant shall be
compelled by notice from his landlord to quit the said

premises, or at the expiration of the term of his lease

shall cease to occupy the said premises, before he shall

have been remunerated for the expenses of such im-
provement, the said tenant, or his executors or ad-
ministrators, shall be entitled to claim compensation
of his landlord for the amount of loss incurred by
quitting the said premises so improved ; and in case

of disagreement as to the value of such improvement,
or the amount of compensation to be made to the said

tenant, his executors or administrators, the same shall

be settled and determined by two arbitrators, one to

be appointed by the said landlord, and the other by the

said tenant ; and in case the said landlord, or his

agents, shall not appoint an arbitrator within the

space of six weeks after the notice of the appointment
of the arbitrator on the part of the said tenant, it

shall and may be lawful for any t«'o justices at a petty
sessions held for the division of the county in which
the said premises or the greater part of them may be
situate, and they are hereby required, on the applica-

tion of the said tenant, to appoint an arbitrator on the
part of the said landlord ; and if the said arbitrators

cannot agree, then the value of such improvement or
amount of compensation shall be determined by an
umpire to be appoined by such arbitrators ; and the
award or umpirage so made as aforesaid shall be made
in writing, and shall be binding and conclusive on all

parties, and the performance thereof may be enforced
by action in any of her Majesty's superior courts of
record.

IV. And be it enacted, that all the powers and pro-
visions contained in a certain act made and j)assed in

the third and fourth years of the reign of her present
Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled an act to enable the
owners of settled estates to defray the expense of
draining the same by way of mortgage, shall extend
and apply to this act, and the charging of any estate

for the payment of the compensation for the iuij)rove-

ments under the provisions of this act.

V. And be it enacted, that the word " landloi'J"

shall extend as well to any person or persons, body
politic, corporate, or collegiate, or other body of per-
sons entitled to receive any rent out of any farm or
lands, as to persons usually or legally designated by
such word ; and that the word " tenant" shall extend
as well to any person or persons, body politic, corpo-
rate, or collegiate, or other hody of persons who shall

be bound to pay any rents out of any farms or lands,

as to persons usually or legally designated by such
word ; and the word '

' agent' ' shall be understood to

mean any person with whom the tenant is authorized

by his landlord to settle the account of his rent.

THE ANTI-CORN-LAW LEAGUE AND
THEIR DEMAND OF A TOTAJ.,

IMMEDIATE, AND UNCONDITIONAL
REPEAL OF THE CORN-LAWS.

Letter IL'
^'"'-''^^'1'-"^' --- ^1'-"j--

embracing a proposal for ghaduatly esta-
blishing a modified free trade upon princj-

ples of reciprocity, without injury or dan-
ger to any existing interest.

to the editor op the mark lane express.

Sir,—Although I repudiate most indignantly and
unequivocally the demand of " an immediate and un-

conditional repeal of the Corn Laws," or of any other

existing law enacted for the protection of British in-

dustry, I am not insensible of the benefits which would
result to this country, in relation to her foreign trade,

from aperfectly reciprocal interchange with other coun-

tries, unshackled by protective duties. But such a

system must be introduced gradually, and bepreceded
by certain arrangements (which I shall presently ex-

plain), and must be so qualified as still to defend, by
means of protective duties, our native industry from
fi'ee competition with foreign labour—that is, as

against those foreign products which do not, by mutual
exchange, call into reciprocal action the industry of

our own country.

The plan upon which I think a free trade of recipro-

city may be safely, conveniently, and advantageously

ojiened, is as follows :—In every case of exportation

of British produce or manufactures the party export-

ing should be at liberty to import or clear out of bond
free of duty (at least free of all duty, exce])ting, per-

haps, a moderate ad valorem duty for revenue only)

an equivalent amount of foreign merchandize of any
description, the existing duties being still chargeable

in all other cases. It is evident that this system would
preserve intact our policy of protection in favour of

British industry ; because, while there would exist as

perfect a balance as could be attained between fo-

reign commodities imported free and home products

exported in return, our native industry would still com-
mand the same protection as at present against an

excess of importations.

The proposed system would afford a powerful in-

ducement to foreign countries to take our products in

return, seeing that in the absence of such reciprocity

our protective duties would be a positive burden upon
their trade with us, and under such circumstances we
might hold ourselves perfectly independent of " treaties

of reciprocity" which, commercially, would be unne-

cessary and unimportant. '^,in i^ii. ^..
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It appears to me that the respective value of goods
reciprocally exported aud imported tree from duty-

should be ascertained exclusive of the cost of exporta-

tion and importation. The value of a cargo of foreign

goods might he taken at the amount of market jjrices

in tliis country, less the expense of importation ; and
the value of British goods would be taken at current

prices in the liome market.

The system suggested would not necessarily cramp
or embarrass the operations of our foreign trade. In

most cases British merchants importmg the ])roduce

of other coimti-ies would have connections in those

countries with whom they would carry on a regular re-

ciprocal trade. Probably in some instances mercliants

would import from countries when either miglit not

require or would not receive an equal amount of Bri-

tish merchandize. In tliat case the merchant import-
ing into this country would get admitted free so much
of his cargo as w-as equivalent to his exports, and he
might clear the remainder ; or, if he had not himself

exported any British conmiodities, he might clear the

whole of his importations through any other merchant
or merchants exporting to a sufficient amount. Upon
such an arrangement the exporting mercliant would be
in a situation to exact a pecuniary consideration for

thus ti'ansferring his right of exemption from import
duties. So, also, a merchant carrying on trade with

several foreign countries would be entitled to set oft"

any balance in his favour upon his exports to any one
or more of such countries in opposition to any balance
against him ujjon his imports from the others. The
principle of transfer and set-oft' here stated being un-
derstood, all appreliension of difficulty and complica-
tion will immediately disajipear ujion my stating (as

follows) tlie system of procedure which that principle

would naturally give rise to. Every party exporting

British commodities would receive from the Custom
House at the port of exportation a certificate express-

ing their amount in value, which certificate upon pro-

duction at the same or any other Custom House would
entitle the holder (whether an original party or an in-

dorsee) to bring in or clear out of bond an equivalent

amount of foreign merchandize. Then, if the foreign

merchandize to be freed from duty should not amount
to so much as the sum expressed in the certificate of

exportation produced, the Custom House might either

cancel the certificate and deliver to the holder a fresli

certificate for the difierence, or indorse upon the ori-

ginal certificate the amount of goods exported by the

holder, leaving it operative in his or his indorsee's

hands for the residue. Such certificates would acquire

a marked value and become a common subject of sale

and transfer in the commercial world ; they would be

numbered seriatim, and counterparts of them would
be preserved at the Custom House, which would ena-

ble a party to verify a certificate before he purchased
it, and thereby protect himself against forgery.

It is evident that the proposed system would carry

the bulk of our trade into those channels which were
least obstructed by foreign restrictions, and, as to the

residue, would throw the burden of our protective du-
ties upon the foreign producer, and so indemnify the

industrious classes of this country.

I intimated at the outset that this system of " Reci-

procal Free Trade" ought to be introduced gradually,

aud be preceded by certain arrangements.

The effect of tliat system would be a reduction of

prices and wages in this country, whereby money with

ns would acquire an increased jn-oportionate value.

The arrangement by means of which, I conceive, this

consequence might be prevented from operating inju-

riously and unjustly, is briefly developediu the 5th and

last of my letters to Sir Robert Peel, now iu course of
publication in your journal. The arrangcmeiit is ana-
logous to that of the Tithe Commutation ; tluit is, of
varying annual payments according to a septennial

or other agreed average of jjrices. The average go-
verning the tithe conunutation embraces only corn

;

but 1 apprehend that it would be proper to include

our native minerals and other staple commodities for

the purpose of working out a general average which
should govern contracts in general. The average U])on

those ingredients for seveu years would be the financial

regulator for the year next ensuing, at the close of
which the particular average of the first year of the

series would be dismissed, and that of the year then
ended would be added, and so on at the expiration of

every successive year.

Now sujipose the reciprocal free trade proposed
should commence on the 1st of January, 1845, a table

of averages for the seven years next preceding 184-1

should be constructed, and until the close of that year
all salaries, pensions, and allowances from the public

treasury, all dividends upon the public funds, all rents,

annuities, and other payments under time contracts

would be paid accorduig to present stipulated amounts.
Then, at the expiration of 1844, the particular averages
of the first of the preceding seven years (that is, of

1837) would be excluded, and the particular averages

of 1844 would be added, and thereupon the general

septennial average would be struck as the financial

regulator for 1845.

We will now suppose that the general average
opei-ating for 1845 should fall below the preceding
general average in the proportion of 1 to 120 ; then,

during the year 1845, a reduction of 2d. jier pound
sterling would be made from all such payments as I

have iustauced above. Thus, the Lord Chancellor,

who receives 14,500/. per annum out of the taxes,

would be docked 2d. in the pound, and be paid

14,.379/. 3s. 4d. ; the holder of 100/. three per cent,

stock would be paid 21. 19s. 6d. ; a tenant holding at

an annual rent of 200/. would pay 198/. 6s. 8d., and
so forth.

Now, if the reciprocal free trade suggested were
brought about by a gradual reduction of existing

duties, so as to become wholly abolished, or reduced
to mere taxation for revenue, in six or seven years,

the proposed general averages would also fall in due
gradation from year to year by the introduction at the

expiration of every successive year of a particular

average upon reduced prices in the place of a particu-

lar average upon the higher original prices. By any
other than such gradual means it would be impossible

to regulate the payments from the public treasury, and
those under-time contracts generally (as above referred

to), so that they should bear a just ratio to the fall of
prices and wages.

If it should be deemed necessary, for the purpose of
rt^venue, to retain any part of existing duties upon
fcreign commodities after the reciprocal system of free

trade should have been brought uito full operation, the

reduced duties ought, I conceive, to be commuted into

one uniform ad valorem duty, at the lowest possible

rate, upon all articles imported under the free recipro-

city system.

Having now concluded my exposition of the pro-

poi;ed system of " Reciprocal Free Trade," with its

incidental arrangements, I will submit the few addi-

tional statements and observations which I have to

make with reference to the doctrines and doings of that

one-sided body or faction, the " Anti-Corn-Law
League."

Tiie first item is a statement of the annual produce
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of our native industry in 1839, with an estimate of the

resj)ective portions thereof consumed at home and ex-

ported ; and tliis statement and estimate I introduce in

order to shew how vastly superior in importance is our

home market over all that is afforded to our industry

by the wide world beyond. I have taken the year

1839 because I have not sutficient materials for any

other period ; but that year appears rather unfavour-

able tlian otherwise to my comparison, as I find that

the exportation of British products during the eight

years ended 1835, averaged one fifth less than in 1839.

Home Con-
sumption. Exported.

Produce of the land in culti-

vation, at 6/. per acre (the

chief manufacture)

Produce of the Mines
Cottons

Woollens
Paper, Furniture, Books, &c.

Leather

Hardware, Cutlery, and Me-
tallic Manufactures

Linens
Silks

Pottery and Glass

Jewellery, Plate, &c
Misxellaneous

£.

279137820
7264747

3.)a00000

14000000
14000000
ISOOOOOOi

I

iioooooo!

8000000;

6000000!

4000000!

3000000|
23000000

£.

6211468
24661179
5747462
506048
412127

5652517
4124742
790435
991126
204192

4167938

Total 419902567 53469234

The maxim—" Buy in the cheapest market, and sell

in the dearest"—eagerly caught from the lips of the

prime minister, and applied by the leaguers without

reserve or (qualification, bears a very plausible sound ;

but it is a maxim which, if applied " unconditionally"

in our transactions with other countries, will inevitably

])rejudice the industrious classes of this kingdom (as I

have already demonstrated), although people of inde-

pendent incomes, and those deriving their resources

from the profits of capital, or from professional pur-

suits, may be thereby benefited. Of course the im-

mediate interest of every merchant leads him to send

his commodities to those markets where he can obtain

most for them, and to import from those where jjrices

are lowest ; but, clearly, the industrious classes of this

country have a direct interest in excluding free im-
portation from those markets viliich do not receive ia

return the products of our native industry. By sucli

exclusion the industrious of this countiy secure to

themselves a dearer market for their particular com-
modities, labour, and skill (and everybody knows that

these are already cheap enough) than they would ])os-

sess if we received and consumed freehj and irithout

condition the products of foreign industry. Put a sim-

ple case from which to deduce the inference ; and then,

let the matter be complicated in any manner with the

sophistry and speculative statistics of the League, the

actual result will remain the same. Suppose then, that

1,684,940 qrs. of corn, wheat, barley, and oats—the
average annual quantity iuiported between 1829 aild

1840—were admitted yearly free of duty, and witho\it

an equivalent exportation of British products, and a
subsidiary arrangement with respect to the currencry

;

then, as the labour of one man on an average is re-

quired throughout the year for the production of sixty

qrs. of grain, upwards of 28,000 foreign labourers

would be brought into constant and equal competition

with our labouring population, who areburthened v/ith

a large amount of indirect taxation ; and even if tliat

burthen were removed, such competition would still be
prejudicial to the industrious classes of this country,

sXtY^oVigh. the '^ monied interest" might gain propor-
tionably. But we have it upon the high word of the

Leaguers, tliat free importation of corn (they kee])

free trade in calicoes, woollens, &c., snugly in the back
ground) would be more than fully reciprocated by a

most abundant exportation of British products. Is

this great nation, Vi'ith its dense population, its gigantic

interests, and its comphcated relations, to throw itself

implicitly upon the sagacity (to say nothing of the

honesty) of a mere voluntary association, the prime
movers amongst whom have a direct personal interest

in bringing about the I'evolution which they are "agi-
tating" to accomplish, and whose methods for advanc-

ing that purpose, savour of the vulgar and fraudulent

expedients of " Electioneering ?" They have deluged

the country with tracts, compounded of wood cuts,

rhymes, and texts of scripture ; and the recent re-

port of the League (smacking of the political economy
of its authors) estimates the wonder-working influence

of the Association by the number of tons u'cight of

the trash thus circulated. Their notion of carrying

their object by a sort of electric shock is demonstrated

by their spending the Marquis of Westminster's sub-

scription in plastering the walls throughout the coun-

try with an announcement of that subscription, as

" another great fact"—foolishly publishing, in their

blind haste and confidence, the noble Marquis's letter

to the League, in which his lordship glances at " the

nionied concerns of the country," the labourer's

"solid pudding," (which foreign hands will very

reacUly and kindly assist him in compounding), and
" the public credit," in such terms as to prove that his

lordship has given publicity to his sentiments before

he has duly digested the subject matter, or obtained a

clear, precise, and comprehensive view of its relation

and incidents. I trust that it is scarcely necessary

for me to observe that I do not at all question the

honesty or sincerity of his lordship's opinions ; but I

cannot but entertain a belief that they will, upon ma-
Inre reflection, become considerably modified ; and, in

that event , his lordship ' s noble disposition will , of course,

impel him to an innnediate recantation, as public as his

previous declaration. There are many other noble, gene-

rous, and benevolent minds which have been trepanned

by insidious arts and sinister influences into the cur-

rent delusion, arid which will inevitably relax in their

zealous support of this destructive "agitation" accord-

ing as time shall afford them the opportunity of ma-
ture consideration.

The preceding is a mere illustration of the effect of

non-protection upon our native industry ; for, with

respect to a total and unconditional repeal of the corn

laws, the argument nnist, of course, be applied to the

entire annual consumption of grain in the United
Kingdom, which amounts, according to all the au-

thorities I have met with, to about 50,000,000 qrs.

Total and unconditional repeal would, therefore, place

upwards of 830,000 full grown and able bodied foreign

labourers, in free and constant competition with our

working population ; and that competition would afi'ect

the labouring class not only in agriculture, but in

every branch of native industry, for any material al-

teration in the rate of wages in one branch (especially

in that which is larger than all the others together)

•would produce a corresponding alteration in every

other. Now, we may learn from the report of the

Factory Commissioners how terrible that competition

would be to our labouring population. According to

the report referred to, tliu following were the respective
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rates of wages per week of Factory operatives in Eng-
land, and the undermentioned European States :

—

England
France
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used, and if larger quantities were applied it would be

too expensive for the farmer. >
^m '/ firv>

No. of Description of
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AfDeHmetionof Judects.—Mr. Reail, of Regent Cir-

cus, Piccadilly, had leave criveii him to submit to the

inspection of the Council his garden syringes for

throwing currents of aqueons vajiour or narcotic fumes
over the surfaces of trees and plants infested with

noxious insects, without the slightest injury to their

bloom or fohage. By an ingenious arrangement of

the nozzles of the syringes, the currents could be di-

rected to any given point, without inconvenience to

the operator ; and water being introduced into the

syringe in its liquid state, jiassed out through the

nozzle as vapour or mist, settling on the plants as the

gentlest dew. Mr. Read had the thanks of the Coun-
cil for the favour of this inspection.

Soitfhamptoti Meeting.—Colonel Henderson, Mayor
of Southampton, laid before the Council copies of the

various engagements entered into by the Local Com-
mittee of the town and neighbourhood of Southamp-
ton with the owners and occupiers of the various sites

selected for the purposes of the meeting ; along with a

surveyor's plan of the ground on which it is intended

to erect the Pavilion. These documents were received

with thanks, and referred to the General Southampton
Committee.

Prizesfor Essays.—Mr. Burke gave notice, that

he should move, at the next monthly Council, " That
silver medals should be granted to the authors of

essays not entitled to a first prize, but which are yet

thought by the Judges to be worthy of commendation :

all such essays to remain the exclusive property of the

Society, and to be made use of in such manner as the

Society may think proper."
The Agricultural and Commercial Society of British

Guiana transmitted a copy of their proposed Laws and
Regulations ; Mr. Sproule, of Dublin, copies of his

Essay on the Growth and Management of Flax in Ire-

land ; and Mr. C, M. Willich, a copy of the Annual
Supplement to his Tithe Commutation Tables : for all

which thanks were ordered.

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the 3rd
of April.

A monthly Council was held, at the Society's house

in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 3rd ' of

April, present—the Right Hon. Earl Spencer, Presi-

dent, in the chair ; Hon. Captain Spencer, Hon. Robert
Henry Clive, M.P., Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq.,

Samuel Bennett, Esq., Tliomas William Bramston,
Esq., M.P., W. R. Browne, Esq., Edward Buller,

Esq., M.P., French Burke, Esq., Henry Colman,
Esq., F. C. Cherry, Esq., E. D. Davenport, Esq.,

Humphrey Gibbs, Esq., Brandreth Gibbs, Esq., Ste-

phen Grantham, Esq., W. Goodenough Hayter, E.q.,

M.P.. W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq., John Hudson, Esq.,

Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P., Samuel
Jonas, Esq., Rev. C. E. Keene, George Kimberley,

Esq., John Kinder, Esq., Sir Francis Lawley, Bart.,

William Miles, Esq.,M.P., Philip Pusey, Esq., M.P.,
Francis Pym, Esq., Professor Sewell, William Shaw,

Esq., J. Villiers Shelley, Esq., and Charles Stokes,

Esq.
Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the

Finance Committee, presented the monthly Report of

the state of the Funds of the Society ; from which it

appeared that the invested capital amounted to 7,700^,

and the current cash balance in the hands of the bankers,

on the 31st March, to 1,742/.

Discrimination of Soils.—Mr. Pusey, M.P., Chair-

man of the Journal Committee, reported the adjudi-

cation of the Society's prize of 50/. for the best essay

on the indications which are practical guides in judging

of the Fertility or Barrenness of Soils, to Mr. John

Bravender, land-surveyor, Cirencester, Gloucester-
shire. Many attempts having been made to explain
the ])roductiveness of the soil by chemical or physical
causes, without any decided result, it appeared desira-

ble to the Society, in selecting this subject for one of
their prizes, that the researches of natural philoso-

phers should be assisted by making them acquainted
with those obvious signs, whether of colour, consist-

ence, or vegetation, by which surveyors and farmers
are enabled to give at once a practical opmion upon
the probable nature of land which they inspect.—Mr.
Pusey further rejiorted that the judges had liighly

commended four of the remaining essays in that class,

namely, those bearing respectively the following
mottos :

" Truth needs no embellishment," " H.A.P."
" Then cold and hot, aiul moist and dry, in order to

their stations leap," and " Speed the plough ;" and
the writers were requested accordingly to communicate
their names to the Secretary.—He felt much satisfac-

tion in communicating to the Council the great im-
j)rovement this year in all the essays sent in to compete
for the various subjects of the Society's prizes. The
essays were not only more numerous, but more clearly

expressed, and above all of a more practical character

;

they were working better and better every year : a
result highly gratifying to the Journal Committee, as

indicative of the great interest taken by the members
of the Society in advancing its important objects.

Prognostics of Weather.—In reference to the Prize

of the Society's Gold Medal, for the best account or

record of the Prognostics or Natural Signs of Changes
in the Weather, Mr. Pusey reported that the two
essays selected by the judges in 1842, for a twelve-

month's trial of the practical value of the rules they
respectively contained, had been placed as recom-
mended by the Council in the hands of Mr. J. C.
Morton, of the '\^^^itfield Example Farm, for that pur-

pose ; and Mr. Morton had informed him of the

completion of the trial on a very extensive scale of

observation ; the results, however, being too numerous
to admit of immediate reduction to a common standard

of comparison. On the motion of Mr. Pusey, the

Council resolved, that their best thanks should be
given to Mr. Morton and to each of those gentlemen
who had so kindly undertaken to assist him in carry-

ing out the objects of the Society in this inquiry.

Essays for 1845.—Mr. Pusey laid before the

Council the Schedule of the Subjects, and Amount of
Prizes, proposed by the Journal Committee, for the

Essays of next year, namely :

—

10/. On the advantages of one-horse carts.

10/. On the best method of fattening cattle.

20/. On the best method of reclaiming heath-land.

50/. On the agriculture of Nottinghamshire.
50/, On the agriculture of Cornwall.

50/. On the agriculture of Kent,
20/. On the cheapest mode of establishing a tile-yard.

20/. On catch-meadows.
50/. On the Dutch method of curing butter.

20/. On fences.

20/. For the best experiment in agriculture.

The special conditions annexed to each of the prizes,

in reference to the general mode of treating the subject,

and the distinct information required to be given on
particular points, would be announced in the appendix
of the ensuing Part of the Society's Journal ; the
Essays themselves being required to be sent to the
Secretary on or before the 1st of March, 1845.

Odessa H^ra/.—The Hon. Sidney Herbert, M.P.,
Secretary of the Admiralty, communicated, through
Mr. Pusey, the wishes of the Agricultural Society at

Odessa to enter into correspondence with the Society,
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aud receive its Journals ; when the Council unani-

mously resolved, That the Imperial Agronomical So-

ciety at Odessa should be placed on the hst of Cor-

responding Societies, and have the Journals in future

transmitted to it from time to time as puljlished.

The Hon. R. H. Clive, M.P., took that opportunity

of calhng the attention of the Council to the peculiar

merits of the Odessa Wheat, and the importance of

introducing and establishing its cultivation in this

country. His brother, the Earl of Powis, had once

possessed the variety in question, but by some unfor-

tunate accident had, to his regret, again lost it. He
regarded it as one of the most extraordinary wheats

ever grown, being a white soft wheat of gigantic size

and most beautiful colour. It was known at Odessa

as the Taganrog 'Wlieat, imported, he believed, into

Taganrog, on the northern coast of the Sett of Azov,

from the surrounduig agricultural districts, and shipped

as an article of general commerce from Odessa, on the

shores of the Black Sea, for western Europe.

Mr. John Hudson stated that large quantities of this

variety of Wheat were to be obtained at Mark-lane

;

but being, as Mr. Gibbs remarked, kiln-dried before

its exportation from Odessa, its vegetative powers were

of course destroyed, and its employment for the pur-

pose of seed-wheat rendered useless. Mr. Miles,

M.P., hoped that, by means of the new communication

thus opened with the Agricultural Society at Odessa,

a supply of the genuine Taganrog Wheat, in its natural

state and tit for seed, might be obtained in sufficient

quantity to enable thirty or forty members of the

Society to cultivate an acre each, aud report their

results to the Council.—It was then resolved to refer

the question to the Journal Committee.

Soictkamptoti Meeting.—Colonel Challoner, Vice-

Chairman of the General Southampton Committee,

transmitted to the Council the final Report of the

Committee on the subject of the arrangements for the

Pavilion and Show^-yards at the ensuing Country

Meeting in July. The Pavilion to be erected at Fair-

field, at an estimated expense of 620L, and the Show-
yard, at Portswood, at that of 1,52.3/., exclusively of

the enclosures required by the Stewards of the Trial

of Implements, to effect their arrangements in the

most advantageous manner. This Report was received

and adopted by the Council.

Heavy-land Implements.—The Hon, M, W, B.

Nugent, of Higham Grange, near Hinckley, Leicester-

shire, suggested to the Council, as the result of his

close and constant attention in effecting the cultivation

of 400 acres of some of the stiffest and most unworkable

soil in that county, that the land at Southampton
upon which the ploughs for working the stiff-clay are

to be experimented should, as soon as possible, be

ploughed in preparation for the trial, and not again

interfered with, but allowed in that state to retain its

moisture, until the ploughs to contend for the stiff-

clay prizes shall be brought to plough it, across, upon
the day of such trial. A clean furrow-slice, under
t:iese circumstances, upon stifi", I'etentive clay, pre-

viously ploughed and suffered to keep all the damp in

it, being, ui Mr. Nugent's opinion, tiie criterion of a

perfect plough for land of that character ; so that it

may be worked early in the spring, and prepared for

green-cropping, by such a plough as will not gather

the stiff soil before the mould-board, and run it before

the mouth of the plough in large lumps ; every single

plough, he added, hitherto constructed, being guilty

of this greatest of faults in working stiff, cold, reten-

tive clay in a condition midway between wet and di-y.

The Council referred this suggestion to tlie Stewiirds

of the Trial of Implements.

Annual Country Meetings.—On the motion of Mr.
Miles, M. P., it was resolved—"That in future the

place of holding the Annual Country Meeting shall

not be decided upon until a Committee, of which at

least three Members shall have acted as the Director

or Stewards of the Yard (three to be a quorum, one

of which shall have acted as Director or Steward),

shall have visited and inspected such towns and their

localities as the Council shall think fit, and have re-

ported upon their respective suitableness for the pur-

poses of the Society."

The Council then proceeded to the nomination of

the following gentlemen to form such Committee :

—

Mr. Miles, M.P. Mr. Dean
Hon. Captain Spencer Mr. H. Gibbs
Colonel Austen Mr. B. Gibbs
Mr. Barclay, M.P. Mr. Fielder King
Mr. Childers, M.P. Mr, Shaw
Colonel Challoner Mr. Shelley

Occupation of Sites.—On the motion of Mr. Miles,

it was also decided, that in future the period during

which the Society would require the land intended for

the sites respectively of the Pavilion and Show-yards
would be " three months" instead of " six weeks," as

stated in the queries decided upon by the Council in

1841, to be answered by the authorities of any town
prior to its l)eing (jualified to compete for selection as

the locality of the Country Meeting of any particular

year : such occupation of the ground, however, by the

Society's contractor of works, not being understood to

interfere with any right of j)asturage up to the actual

time of tlie meeting.

Coiintrij Meeting of I8i5.—Viscount Hill, on the

part of the town of Shrewsbury, and Mr. Brittain,

Jun. (Hon. Secretary of the Chester Agricultural

Society), on that of the City of Chester, transmitted

to the Council documents in favour of those places

respectively, as sites for holding the Covmtry Meet-
ing of 1845.

I. Shrewsbury.

1. Memorial from the Mayor and Corporation of

Shrewsbury, under the great seal of the borough,
and signed by the Town Clerk.

2. Memorial of the Nobility, Geutiy, Agriculturists,

and inhabitants generally of the county and town
of Salop ; signed by Viscount Hill, chairman of

the public meeting held in the Shire Hall.

3. Memorial from the inhabitants of the town of

Shrewsbm'y ; signed by Edward Haycock, Esq.,

Mayor, and 95 of the principal inhabitants.

4. Memorial of the Shropshire Practical Farmers'
Society ; signed by Viscount Hill, president.

5. Answers to the official queries of the Society;

signed by J. S. Peele, Esq., town clerk of

Shrewsbur}'.

6. General plan of Shrewsbury, with the show-
ground, trial-ground, approaches, public rooms,
and site for pavilion, marked thereon.

7. Special plans of the race-course, and a room capa-

ble of accommodating 1,200 persons at dinner.

II. Chester.

1. Memorial from the city of Chester ; signed by
Henry Kelsall, Esq., Mayor.

2. Memorials from the South Cheshire, Denbighshire
and Flintshire, Anglesey, Holywell, Daresbury,
Hawarden, Chester, and Wirral Agricultural As-
sociations ; signed by their respective officers.

3. Statement of the mode in which the requirements
of the Council are proposed to be met in Chester,

4. Plan of the Marquis of Westminster's schools.

5. General plan of the city, and indications of the
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various pomts I'rojiosed iu reference to the

meeting.

6. Small plans of the city, shewing the various lines

of railway connected therewith.

7. Table of distances of the various market-towns
from Chester.

The whole of these documents having been read to

the Council, it was moved by Mr. ^liles, and resolved

unanimously, " That a meeting of the committee ap-
pointed to consider the sites offered for holding the

coimtry meeting in 1845, be summoned for Wednes-
day, the 17th of April, at eleven o'clock ; to which the

plans and papers now submitted and read to the Coun-
cil be referred."

Appointment of Seedsmen.—Mr. Miles then
brought forward the motion of which he had given

notice, for the official appointment of Messrs. Thomas
Gibbs and Co. as the recognised seedsmen of the

Societj'. He stated to the Council the peculiar

claims of the Messrs. Gibbs on the honorary ap-
pointment now proposed to be bestowed upon them
by the Council ; the intimate connection of I\Ir.

Thomas Gibbs vnth the late Board of Agriculture,

and the essential sen'ices he had rendered to

its members ; the kindness, utility, and gratuitous

sers'ices of his sons to the present Society on so many
occasions, and especially in reference to the business

of the Country Meetings ; the notoriety of the firm

for the excellence of their seeds ; and the circumstance
especially that the Society had always applied to them
both for the uniform and requisite supply of seeds in

model experiments, and for the test of cultivation or
information required in the case of new seeds or plants

of any kind transmitted to the Society : and concluded
by remarking, that as the Society had already made
the honorary appointments of a consulting Chemist
and Engineer, he did not think that the Council could
pay a better compliment to those gentlemen than by
appointing them to the honorary office in question.

The President having borne testimony, on the part of
the Smithfield Club, to the services gratuitously ren-

dered by the Messrs. Gibbs to that body, Mr. Shaw-

seconded the motion, which, on being put from the
chair, was carried unanimously, and Messrs. Thomas
Gibbs and Co., of Half-moon Street, Piccadilly, de-
clared to be duly appointed Seedsmen to the Society.

Glass Milk-Pans. — Captain Stanley Carr, of
Tiischenbeck, near Liibeck, transmitted to the Society,

tlirough Sir John W. Lubbock, Bart., and at the re-

quest of Mr. Handley, a specimen of the glass milk-
pans employed so successfully in his German daily,

and referred to in liis paper on the Rural Economy of
Schleswig, Holstein, and Lauenburg, in the first vo-
lume of the Society's Journal (page 380). "The
milk," says Captain Carr, " when brought to the
dairy, is immediately strained through a horse-hair
sieve into the vessels, whether of wood, earthenware,
copper tinned, zinc, cast-iron (lined with a china-like
composition), or glass, placed in rows on the floor.

All these different kinds of utensils have been tried

with various success, in the hope of discovering how,
in hot weather, more especially when a thunder-stonn
is gathering, the milk can be guarded against a too
early acidity ; for, as it is a fixed and invariable rule

that the cream must be removed from the milk before
the latter gets at all sour, and an equally established
fact, that all the oily particles cannot be obtained in a
shorter period than 36 hours, vessels in which, during
sultry, and especially damp weather, the milk could
be kept the due time, are a great desideratum. As
yet, however, there reigns much diversity of opinion
on the subject, and shallow wooden vessels, as nearly as

possible equally wide at top and bottom, containhig,
when full, about eight quarts, but in which, during
summer, seldom more than six quarts are poured, ai-e

in most general use. They have, however, some dis-

advantages, of which the chief is the great difficulty

and the consequent labour and close attention requisite

to remove all acidity (which, in some states of the

atmosphere, is almost unavoidable), and which, pene-
trating the pores of the wood, sometimes resists all the
jiatient scrubbing ; first, vnth hot water and small

birch scrubbers, and secondly, with boiling water and
a hard round brush made of pigs' bristles (with which
every hair's breadth is carefully polished over), so that

the despairing dairymaid is compelled to resort to wash-
ing in a ley of wood-ashes, or boiling, or even scorch-
ing over lighted chips, followed by countless rinsings in

pure spring water. To diminish, in some measure, this

labour, the plan of painting the milk pails and dishes

with a preparation of cinnabar, linseed-oil, and litharge

has been adopted by the milk venders in towns, and in

some country dairies : not only, however, is the ex-

pense considerable, as the vessels must be finished oft"

with peculiar care, and require to get three coats of the
composition at first, and one yearly afterwards, but the

milk, for some days after they are brought into use,

has a perceptible taste of paint. The turned copper
milk pans are very costly, and must be carefully

watched lest they should require re-tinning. The zinc

are, as yet, little known, and the assertion of their

effect in better severing the cream from the milk not
sufficiently proved. The cast-iron lined with enamel,
though assuredly durable and very clean, seem too ex-
pensive ; and the fflass have many opponents on
account of their brittleness, and the vague notions
respecting glass and electricity inducing the idea that

if the electric fluid get into the milk it cannot get out
again ! whereas, as it is ascertained that it always
attaches itself to a conductor, and, in the absence of
anytliing more attractive, i-uns along the surface, it is

more likely that the milk should be protected in glass,

which is a non-conductor, than in any other substance.
In my daiiy, which contains upwards of 180 cows, the
glass vessels have been used for more than four years ;

and I give them a decided preference over all

others. Their form is good, being sixteen inches
broad at the top, and twelve at the bottom : the
glass is dark bottle-green, transparent, and per-
fectly smooth, about one-eighth of an inch thick,
and provided with a rounded rim at the upper
edge, which makes it easy to retain a safe hold of
them, even when full. They contain eight quarts, but
never receive more than six. They cost 8d. a piece,
and their durability may be estimated by the fact, that
to encourage carefulness, each dairymaid is allowed
one dollar per annum extra, as pan-money, being
bound at the same time to pay lOd. for each one she
breaks; yet hitherto, no girl has broken to the extent
of her dollar. It is self-evident that acidity cannot be
communicated to glass, and the ease and rapidity with
which they are cleaned, requiring merely to be first

washed with lukewarm water, then rinsed in cold
water and placed in a rack to dry, effect such a sav-
ing in fuel and labour (diminishing the number of
our dairymaids by at least two), that the less quantity
of butter obtained, supposing (which I by no means
concede) that the milk, during a few weeks in summer,
does sour sooner, and consequent throws up less cream
in glass than in wood, is more than compensated by
the lessened expense of the establishment, not to men-
tion the great advantage of attaining the indispensable
cleanliness and purity of the vessels with more cer-
tainty, because at a less expenditure of time and trou-
ble. Althoughit is anascertained andundeniable fact that
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the quality of the butter depends much upon tlie

nature of the pasture, the k)cality of the dairy, the

universally prevailing cleanliness of tlie whole manage-

ment, and very essentially on the purity of the water

employed, still I ascribe much of the reputation which

our butter has of late years enjoyed (and which is

verified by our obtaining at all seasons one penny per

pound above the market-price in our neighbourhood)

to the beneficial introduction of glass milk-dishes."

—

At the suggestion of Mr. Hayter, M. P., it has been

ascertained from Mr. Apsley Pellatt, of the Falcon

Glass Works, Blackfriars, tliat in conseqvience of the

heavy duty and restrictions of the Excise on manufac-

tured glass articles in this country, glass milk-pans of

a size and shape similar to those of Captain Carr,

but of white flint glass and stronger mould, could

not be made for sale in England for less than 7s. 6d.

each ; but should that price, under the restrictive

circumstances of the ccise, obtain purchasers, there

would be no difficulty in manufacturing a supe-

rior and serviceable article of the kind to any extent

tliat might be required. The milk -pan presented by
Captain Carr to the Society is of the common dark-

green bottle-glass, and weighs C^lbs. It is round in

shape, and nearly 4 inches deep, measuring 17 inches

across the outside of the top, and 11 inches across that

of the bottom.

Siberian Cow-Parsnij).—Captain Carr's communi-
cation contained also the following agricultural

references :
— '

' There is nothing new here : except that

spring is unusually long delayed, the ground still

frozen up and likely to continue so, until we get a

heavy gale with rain from the southward. The grain-

crops of last year, especially wheat, make the worst

"yield" I ever remember. A new plant, Heraclevm
Sibiricnm, has been successfully introduced here, as

yet in a smaU way, from Russia, giving a very early

and abundant food for sheep ; but it is probably

already known and valued in England : if not, I

should have pleasure in sending you some seed. The
last Jovrnals have been most interesting."

Mr. Gibbs informed the Council, that the plant in

question was a very early green crop, although perhaps

not quite so much so as the Prickly Comfrey : if

allowed, however, to remain uncut for some time, it

became at last the heavier crop of the two. He stated

that the seeds should be sown in a bed, and the plants,

when sufficiently large, planted out at least 3 feet

apart, if in a soil likely to bring them to a large

size. He believed the leaf constituted the only edible

portion of the plant. Messrs. Thomas Gibbs and Co.

having planted a small piece of ground, consisting of

loam upon gravel, with the Heracleum Sibiricum, they

found the leaves to be very succulent, and to attain the

great height of from 7 to 8 feet ; and as the plant had

not yet been extensively cultivated, they placed at the

disposal of the Council, for distribution among such

Members as felt an interest in the cultivation of this

plant, the whole stock of seed they had obtained from

their experiment, in the hope that so extensive a trial

as would probably be thus made of the qualities of

the plant would procure satisfactory results in refer-

ence to its further cultivation.

Pollen of Wheat.—Mr. Groom (Florist to the

Queen), of Clapham Rise, Surrey, favoured the So-

ciety with the following communication:—" In re-

ference to the effects I have observed from the use of

Bone Sawdust, of which a sample was presented to

the Council at its last meeting, I feel no hesitation in

saying that I have experienced the most beneficial re-

sults from its use. 1 have now tried it two seasons,

and think, if possible, it has answered better this sea-

son than the last. It has produced a most lu.\uriant

growth, with a beautiful dark healthy green, and a

robustness of habit in the plants equal to the sum-
mer growth ; the jilants also retain their lower leaves

much longer, which is most essential with plants cul-

tivated in pots. There is another point of importance,
which is, that I do not think any injury will arise

should tlie Bone Sawdust be used in what may be
termed excess, as I have tried a very large quantity in

the soil without the plants appearing in any way af-

fected, excei)t in luxuriance of growth. There is also a

most important result in an agricultural point of view,

which I have no doubt will be found to take place

from the free use of the Bone Sawdust, and that is,

the increased fertilizing power of the pollen, which
will, in a great measure, do away with the light and
defective ears in the grain crops, as I believe a great

jiart of the failure arises from the want of vitality in

the pollen." It is perhaps worthy of remark, that

chemists have found in their analyses of the poUen of

jilants a predominance of those elementary principles

of which bone is constituted ; and that the purity of

the bones employed as a manure, and the state of divi-

sion into which they are reduced, has a considerable

influence on the results obtained by their action, is

strikingly exemplified in the following statement of

Mr. Miles, M.P., in reference to his experiments on
the growth of Swedes, in the Society's Journal, Vol.

III., page 426:—"A curious fact, however, came
out in the application of difterent descriptions of bones
used at the distance of 27 inches. In the one case,

the bones were procured as they came from the ken-
nels, with the usual quantity of animal matter adhering

to them, and crushed at home ; in the other, they were
brought as refuse from a large button manufactory,

after having been thoroughly cleansed for the pur-

pose of manufacture. The respective proceed was

—

Tons. Cwts.

Turnips on Bones crushed at home 11 8

Ditto on ditto from button manufactory . . 16 10

African Guano.—Mr. Forbes, of No. 2, Great St.

Helen's, presented to the Society three specimens of

Guano, collected on difterent islands in the Bay of

Angra Peguena, on the Western coast of Africa. "We
have as yet," says Mr. Forbes, " no arrivals of this

Guano into the Port of London, but some cargoes are

daily expected, when I shall take the liberty of sub-

mitting fresh samples." Mr. Miles stated that the

African Guano had reached Bristol ; and having re-

ceived from Mr. Greening, of Nelson-street, in that

city, the analysis of it, made by Professor Herapath,

he had the pleasure of then submitting it to the in-

spection of the Council. " I have analysed Mr.
Greening's sample of African Guano, and find that it

is quite equal to that of Peru of good quality. Tlie

results are below : but I have not particularized those

matters contained in it, which agriculturists do not

yet know the value of: all those which are known to

be beneficial are

—

Parts.

Phosphate of Lime ' 21

Soluble Phosphates, with a little common Salt 8

The elements of Ammonia 11

Other matters, almost entirely organic 60

100

(Signed) " Wii,liam Hrrapath."
Adjournment of Council.—Mr. Shelley gave notice

that he should move at the next monthly Council,
" That the Council at its rising, on the first Wednes-

day in July next, do adjourn over the period of the

country Meeting in that month, until the first \^'^ed-

nesday in August."

Mr. Colman announced his intention of presenting
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to the Society three American Plouglis, for trial at the
Southampton Meeting. Mr. Murray, of Albemarle-
street, jiresented a cojiy of the last number of the
Quarterly Review, as contiiining a review of the
Journal of the Society, under the head of " British

Agriculture." Mr. Longbottom, Secretary to the
Royal Polytechnic Institution, presented a specimen
of HoUoway's Farmer's Compound (Manure). Mr.
Donaldson, a copy of his new Edition of " Bayldon on
Rents and Tillages." And the Royal Society of Agri-
culture at Caen, a copy of their last notice of proceed-
ings. For which, and the other presents and com-
muications received, the best thanks of the Council
were ordered.

The Council then adjourned, over the Easter recess,

to Wechiesday, the 17th of April,

A weekly Council was held at the Society's House
in Hanover Square, on Wednesday, the 17th of
April, present, David Barclay, Esq., M.P., in the
Chair ; Thos. Raymond Barker, Esq. ; John Raymond
Barker, Esq. ; W. R. Browne, Esq. ; Colonel Chal-
loner ; Capel Cure, Esq. ; James Dean, Esq. ; A. E.
Fuller, Esq., M.P. ; Humphrey Gibbs, Esq. ; Brand-
reth Gibbs, Esq. ; C. Hillyard, Esq. ; Fielder King,
Esq. ; James Marmont, Esq. ; Towishend Mainwar-
ing, Esq., M.P. ; William Miles, Esq., M.P. ; Alex-
ander Ogilvie, Esq. ; Henry Putland, Esq. ; John
Read, Esq. ; Joshua Rodwell, Esq. ; William Shaw,
Esq. ; Professor Sewell ; Richard Trench, Esq.

;

Thomas Turner, Esq. ; Thomas Tweed, Esq. ; and
Henry Wilson, Esq.

Prize Essays.—Mr. Pusey, M.P., Chairman of the
Journal Committee, reported the adjudication of the
Society's Prize of £bQ for the best Report on the Agri-
culture of Wiltshire, to Mr. Edward Little, of Lower
Sheldon Farm, near Chippenham, Wiltshire ; and the
adjudication of the Society's Prize of i,'50 for the best
Report on the agriculture of Norfolk, to Mr. R. N.
Bacon, of Nonvich :—these reports containing a state-

ment of the ordinary course of croppmg adopted in the
different soils of each county respectively ; the breeds
of cattle, sheep, and pigs, most generally bred or fed

within them ; the state of their drainage ; the imple-
ments used ; the number of horses or other cattle em-
ployed in the different operations of husbandry ; the

tenure on which the farms are generally held ; the
wages of labour ; the average amount of the poor's
rate ; and whether any and what alterations and im-
provements have been made in the system of agricul-

ture pursued within the county of Wilts since the Re-
poi't made to the Board of Agriculture by Thomas
Davis, and published in the year 1811 ; and within
the County of Norfolk since the Report made to the

Board of Agriculture by Nathaniel Kent, published in

1796, and by Arthur Young in 1804.

Mr. William Stace, of Berwick, near Lewes, in Sus-
sex, announced himself as the author of one of the
four Essays on the Discrimination of Soils, which had
been" highly commended" by the Judges; and ex-
pressed the satisfaction it gave him to place his Essay
in the hands of the Council, for any use to which the

Journal Committee might consider it as available in

pi-omoting the objects of the Society, "thinking that

any essay on that subject might contain same fact or
description of appearances, that might be found of ser-

vice to the chemical inquirer, and assured that every
assistance ought to be rendered to the scientific man
that the practical man could possibly aiford." The
Council ordered their best thanks to be returned to Mr.
Stace for the permission he had granted, and his letter

to be referred to the Journal Committee,

Seedsmen.— Messxs. Thomas Gibbs and Co., of

Halfmoon Street, Piccadilly, addressed a letter to the

Council, in acknowledgment of their official appoint-

ment as the Seedsmen of the Society ; assuring the

Council that the mark of confidence the Society had

conferred upon them in that appointment, would stimu-

late them to persevere in their endeavours, not only to

promote the interests of agriculture in general, but to

introduce all such seeds as appeared to them most likely

to be useful, and to supply those only in every branch

of their stock which they could guarantee to be of the

purest and most genuine description.

Natural Manure.—Mr. W. R. Churchill, of Colll-

ton, near Dorchester, Dorset, transmitted to the

Council a specimen of soil, which on exposure to the

air had become changed into a powerful manure for

grass land, with the following account of its occur-

rence :
—" I took the specimen now forwarded t3 the

Council from a very high Bank thrown up about six

years since, in a strong, sour, kimmeridge clay soil,

producing a coarse sedgy grass and English furze, not

worth more than five shillings a year rent. This bank

was formed by a very deep ditch, used for a drain, as

well as a protection to a hedge planted upon it. The
substance in question appeared at a distance similar to

white stone ; and, on inquiry, I found had not existed

in the bank when originally throvm up : there was a

stratum of it about the middle of the bank in different

stages of formation, extending more than four hundred

yards. The bailiff, in removing a bank in similar soil,

but of better quality, found a large quantity of this

substance, and on putting it over some good meadow-

land, of a loamy soil on a clay bottom, he found it

produce wonderful fertility, far superior to other ma-
nures. How this substance is formed is a mystery

yet to be solved ; at all events, it is not an original

product of the soil, but is in a progressive state of for-

mation. It is full of hairy filaments, with a cinereous,

white, soapy marl. It does not effervesce m sulphuric

acid, and is of a fatty nature ; not tastmg of saltpetre,

although generated by exposure to the atmosphere.

The great question would be to ascertain whether any

artificial process would expedite its formation ; for, if

by throwing up heaps of this poor soil such a manure
could be generated, the surrounding barren land might

be greatly meliorated, and become worth cultivation :

it is within three miles of Weymouth, far removed from

the chalk formation."

Artificial Manures.—Mr. Miles, M. P., called the

attention of the Council to the desirableness of includ-

ing in the model experiment, proposed to be tried this

year, by various members of the Society, and which
would be brought before the Council for final con-

sideration and adjustment of detail at their ne.\t meet-

ing, a comparative trial of the respective merits of the

South American and African Guanos, applied in equal

quantities to the laud.—An interesting discussion

then took place on the facility with which artificial

manures of every kind maybe adulterated, the various

modes in which is practice was systematically con-

ducted in that Metropolis and elsewhere, the import-

ance of the strictest scrutiny into the quality of such
manures, and if possible the application of some
simple and efficient test by which the amount of adul-

teration in the sample of each of the different manures
intended to be purchased may at once be estimated.

Swedish Turnips.—Mr. Alexander Ogilvie in-

formed the Council that during the nineteen years he

had lived as agent with the late P. L. Brooke, Esq., of

Mere Hall, Cheshire, he had experienced very great and

uniform success in the management of his turnip crops,

a result which he attributed to the quahty and amoxmt
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of manure he had employed, and the early growth he

had given to the plant by sowing the seed in immediate

contact with it while in a state of active fermentation.

One of his fields, from which in 1840 he had ob-

tained no less an amount of Swedish turnips (cleared

of tops and bottoms) than forty-three tons per statute

acre, was a clayey loam with a retentive subsoil,

effectually drained with tiles some years ago by cutting

the drains not more than from five to six yards apart.

In 1839 it was broken up from pasture for oats, the

crop being good, and as soon as the oats were cut and

removed from the field, he had the stubble skim

ploughed from three to four inches deep ; in that state

he allowed the field to remain a month or five weeks,

and then had it ploughed from 16 to 18 in. deep, with

Smith's subsoil plough. After this operation, the

field was not again disturbed until the spring of 1840,

when he had it harrowed as soon as it was sufficiently

dry. Between the end of March and the third week

of May, he had it ploughed and harrowed three differ-

ent times. From the subsoil ploughing in the autumn,

the ground was very mellow in the spring, and after it

was three different times ploughed and harrowed, the

soil was very fine. The next operation was forming

the drills, wliich were about thirty inches apart.

While this was going on, he had the dung, in a moist

state, carted out, and spread in the hollow between the

drills, with some bone-dust sown over it and covered

in immediately (to prevent evaporation) by having the

drills split out over them. The quantity of dung per

statute acre applied, was from 26 to 28 tons ;
and over

this dung, he had sown with the hand about half a ton

of the best raw bone-dust per statute acre. After the

dung and bone-dust were covered in, from two to

three inches from the surface by the splitting of the

drills, he immediately, while the dung and ground were

moist, had the seed sown by a machine, at the rate of

31bs. weight per statute acre, taking care that it was

deposited in the dung ; and thus, by being so deposi-

ted, it vegetated immediately, and grew out of the way

of the fly in the course of eight or ten days. The

moisture of the dung and soil, and the heat occasioned

by their admixture with the bone-dust, forced the plants

for the first fortnight as favourably as if placed in a hot-

bed. At the end of this period, the plants were almost

ready for singling out, which, as soon as they would

bear the operation, he had done with the hand-hoe from

14 to 16 inches apart. Mr. Ogilvie stated, that this

•was the method he had adopted in Cheshire, during a

period of 18 years, and had never once missed a crop.

He beUeved the lightest crop he ever had during the

•whole of that period exceeded 36 tons per statute acre.

He never sowed later than the last week in May ; and

•whenever weight of crop was wanted, he thought it

absolutely necessary to sow during that month. Tlie

seed was obtamed of Mr. Skirving, of Liverpool. The
plants were twice horse-hoed, and once hand-hoed

after singhng. In the previous season all the crop

was removed from the ground by the latter end of

October ; it was ploughed and sown with wheat during

the first week of November : and it was in reference

to this grain crop that the unusual amount of manure

appUed to the turnips was found, in the result of pro-

duce in both cases, to be both advantageous and

economical.

Draining Level.—Mr. W. B. Webster, of Houna-
down, near Southampton, presented to the society one

of his newly-invented levels for the purposes of drain-

ing. Tliis level is formed of an oaken, rectangular

rod, turning upon an axis placed at the middle of its

lower surface, and by means of a i)late and screw se-

cured firmly at a horizontal level, or any given incli-

nation. On its upper surface, immediately above this

centre of motion, is placed a small spu*it- level; and

at each end of the rod an upright plate of brass, con-

taining the cross-wires. At the end nearest to the

observer is placed an additional sight, moveable by
means of a screw within a graduated groove, which
indicates by the value of its di-visions not only the line

of horizontal level, but the rise and fall of distant ob-

jects above or below the place of observation. Mr.
Webster claims for this instrument the advantages of

cheapness, great simplicity, and its requiring no se-

cond person for its use ; in addition to its capabiUty of

giving by inspection the rise and fall of land intended

to be drained.

Horse Wheat-Hoe.—Mr. John Bowers, of West-

dean House, near Chichester, expressed his intention

of exhibiting, at the ensuing Southampton Meeting in

July, an instrument invented by the Rev. L. Venion
Harcourt, for hoeing the drilled wheat on his own
farm, which had been found practically useful for that

purpose ; and Mr. Bowers had no doubt, from the ex-

perience he had himself had in the employment of the

implement in question, that it would be found of great

use, being very simple in its construction and differ-

ent in principle from all implements hitherto invented

for the purpose of hoeing.

Small Farmers.— IsIt. Nicholls, as one of H.M.
Poor-law Commissioners, having become extensively

acquainted with the condition of the small farmers of Ire-

land, during his official connection with that part of the

kingdom, and convinced of the great advantage they

might derive from the cheap circulation among them
of a compilation on farming topics adapted to their

comprehension, requirements, and actual condition,

undertook the task of preparing a work of that charac-

ter, under the title of " The Farmers' Guide," which

had passed through two large editions. The success

of that publication, compiled with the view of impart-

ing usefiil information to the small Irish farmer, and
stimulating him to the adoption of improved methods

of cultivating his land, had induced Mr. Nicholls to

undertake, with the same disinterested motives, a work
which might prove advantageous to the same class of

farmers in England, exceeding in number, and he be-

lieved in extent of occupancy, the larger and more in-

telligent class of farmers, taking the country from end

to end. In tliis compilation, Mr. Nicholls had en-

deavoured to form a compendium of all information

essentially necessary in a practical sense to the parties

for whom it was intended, excluding evei7thing of a

speculative or dissertational character, and recom-

mending to their notice those points and details only

which had stood the test of experience ; having been

careful to be as brief, simple, and clear as possi-

ble on eveiy topic. As he had given the copy-

right of the work to Mr. Charles Knight, he had

no further interest in its distribution than a

desire that the small farmers, for whose use

it was compiled, might be enabled to reap

whatever benefit it was calculated to confer ; and in order

to render itspublication as cheap as possible, Mr. Knight

had included the work under the title of the Farmer
in liis series of Guides to Trade, Service, &c. ; cir-

cumstances which he hoped would faciUtate its circu-

lation, and induce landed proprietors to purchase it

for distribution among their tenantry, as had been

done to some considerable extent in Ireland with Mr.
NichoUs's previous publication, Mr. Nicholls con-

cluded his communication by lioping, that as the

efforts of the Royal Agricultured Society of England

were unceasingly directed to the promotion of im-

provements in every shape, they would grant him the
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satisfaction of finding, that his little work, intended

within its own sphere, to accomplish the same object,

would not be considered altogether unworthy of their

approbation.

The Rev. John Barlow, Secretary of the Royal In-

stitution, communicated to the Council a general invi-

tation to the Members to accept a free admission to

Professor Solly's Lecture in the Theatre of that esta-

blishment, on the ensuing Friday evening, the 19th of

April, on the Chemistry of Vegetation, and its general

application to agriculture. Mr. Ermen, of Manches-
ter, addressed a letter to the Council on the subject of

the prevalent disease in Potatoes ; Mr. Shaw commu-
nicated a letter from the Viscomte de Secqueville, on
the subject of a monument intended to be erected in

honour of M. Dombasle ; Sir Charles Morgan pre-

sented copies of the Prize Sheet of his Show at Court-

y-Bella, on Dec. 18th next; Mr. Hutchinson pre-

sented a copy of his work on the Practical Drainage of

Land; Messrs. Gibbs and Myers, copies of their col-

lection ofresults in the trials of Guano by their corres-

pondents ; Mr. Purchas, copies of the Reports of the

Monmouth Farmers' Club ; Professor Bernays, copies

of his Lectures on the Theory of Agriculture ; the

Statistical Society, Labourers' Friend Society, and
Guernsey Agricultural Society, copies of their proceed-
ings ; and Mr. Nowell, a copy of his work on Self-

Supporting Schools of Industry and Mental Discipline

:

for all which, and other communications, the best
thanks of the Council were ordered.

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the 24th
of April.

^^^^^^^ •

NEW MEMBERS.
Beardmore, John, Uplands, Fareham, Hants
Bent, Major John, Wexham Lodge, Slough, Bucks
Black, John, Marske, Guisborough, Yorkshire
Bottomley, Joseph, King's Villa, Pontefract, Yorks.

Brown, John, 7, St. James's Street, London
Chalcraft, William, Bramshot House, Liphook, Hants
Child, William, Vernham Manor, Andover, Hants
Clutterbuck, Rev. James Charles, Long-Wittenham,

Abingdon, Berks
Cotton, Charles Robert, Broughton Hall, Worthen-

bury, Malpas, Cheshire

Coupland, J., Southampton
Fifield, Job, Hill Park, Romsey, Hants
Fletcher, Alexander, Milbrook, Southampton
Frampton, John, Cerne-Abbas, Dorchester, Dorset

Gray, Rev. James, Rector of Dibden, Southampton
Hall, Joseph, Callington, Bromyard, Herefordshire

Hankey, J. Barnard, Fetcham, Leatherhead, Surrey

Holloway, Horatio, Marchwood, Southampton
Hussey, Edward, Scotney Castle, Lamberhurst, Kent
Kerrison, Edward Clarence, Stanhope-street, Mayfair

Kitson, Rev. Robt., Dean Vicarage, Ashburton, Devon
Lloyd, J. A., Leaton- Knolls, Shrewsbury
Lindley, Urban, Radmanthwaite House, Mansfield,

Notts
M'Niven, Charles, Perrysfield, Oxted, Surrey

Martin, William, Paul's Grove, near Portsmouth

Mathias, William, Lambent, Fishguard, Pembrokesh.

Milner, William, Nunappleton, Tadcaster, Yorkshire

Mountain, Rev. Thomas, Beighton Vicarage, Chester-

field, Derbyshire

Napier, Peach, Mousehole Foundry, Millbrook, South-

ampton
Newbery, Charles, Godstone, Surrey

Perry, John Watlington, Moor Hall, Harlow, Essex

Perry, Richard, 18, Chester-terrace, Regent's-park

Pitfield, John, Symondsbury, Bridport. Dorset.

Plenty, Edward, Newbury, Berkshire

Pocock, Henrj^ Sowley, Beaulieu, near Southampton
Porquet, M. Fenwick de. Iron Foundry, Hornchurch,

Romfofd, Essex
Rawlence, James, Heale, Woodford, near Salisbury

Robbing, Colonel Thos. William, Castle-Malwood,

Stoney-Cross, Hants
Smith, Rev. Alfred, Old Park, Devizes, Wilts

Spear, William, Totton, Southampton
Spearing, John B., Chilton, Hungerford, Berks
Stacey, George, Uxbridge, Middlesex
Tichborne, Sir Henry, Bart., Tichbome, Alresford,

Hants
Wheable, Thomas, Mitchelmersh, Romsey, Hants.

Wight, James Lane, Ledstone Court, Bromyard, He-
refordshire

Worthy, Samuel, Temple-Coombe, Wincanton, So-

merset.

AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS,

Respected Friend,—In last week's paper is the

conclusion of G. Cottam's lecture on the application

of mechanics to agriculture, in which are some errors

that appear to be in part typographical ; but they are

so calculated to give false impressions that I may
perhaps beg a little space to correct them.

In speaking of scarifiers, the lecturer gives a short

account of the various inventors, and states that Lord
Ducie thought Biddell's too heavy, and therefore in-

vented a lighter one ; that Biddell's weighed 241bs.

to the inch, and Lord Ducie's only 51bs.

In the volume on the " Implements of Agriculture,"

recently published by my partner, J. Allen Ransome,
the subject of scarifiers is treated of pretty largely,

and I extract the following therefrom :

—

" As to comparative clumsiness

—

Biddell's scarifier having

9 tines, and covering a

breadth of 5 ft. 6^ in.

weighs 9 cwt. 2 qrs. 5

lbs. , equivalent to about

15} lbs. for every inch

in width."

Lord Ducie's cultivator

having 5 tines, covering

a breadth of 2 ft. 11^-

in., weighs 7 cwt. Oqrs.
19 lbs., equivalent to

about 23 lbs. for every

inch in width."

I wish to correct this error, merely because it is an
error, and not at all with a view to advocate the prin-

ciple that a light implement is consequently a better

one ; so far from it, that in many cases the weight is

an absolute benefit, if judicious use is made of it, to

produce stiffness and strength in the machine. And
when we consider that even a Biddell's scarifier weighs

less than an empty dung-cart, and yet that in strong

ground it will economically employ the strength of

four horses, there will appear but little to be gained

if the whole weight could be done away with. The
idea that it is desirable to attain great lightness in im-

plements, in .order to reduce the draught, has had far

more importance attached to it than it deserves. In

Handley's experiments on the draught of ploughs

(which were performed under my eye), it was found

that doubling the weight produced only about one-

sixth more draught.

In speaking of thrashing machines, the lecturer

states that at the Cambridge meeting 61 f bushels of

wheat were thrashed in one hour, but that the horses

were " quite exhausted." As the machine which per-

formed this quantity was made by our firm (J. R. and

A. Ransome), I must beg leave to say that the lecturer

O G 2
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must have been mismformed, or have mistaken some
other horses for ours. I admit freely that they were

drivei\ beyond the ordinary rate, and in a midsummer
day (and a very hot day too it was) they wfere likely

to be thoroughly sweated, but the pace was considera-

bly within three miles per hour. With similar wheat,

and a machine on exactly the same construction, I

have known 55 quarters thrashed out in 10 hours,

without any stimulus of competition.

Two other errors occur, purely typographical, in

stating the average at from 30 to 50 quarters, instead

of bushels per hour; and next in computing the revo-

lutions at 1 ,000 per hour instead of that number per

minute, which is the fact. The number of beaters is

more commonly four than six. I am sure my friend

Cottam will excuse these corrections of inaccuracies

likely enough to occur to reporters not perhapa.sfgEj;

conversant with the subject. , .^ i^ti-i'x

Ipswich, Thine, respectfully,

4th month 6th, 1844. Charles May.

AFRICAN AND PERUVIAN GUANO.
SiRj—Guano, from the coast of Africa, has of late attracted much attention in England, and although large

sales have been made, yet we are led to suppose that its qualities and value are but imperfectly known. We
have endeavoured carefully to investigate the subject, and now beg to submit the same to your notice.

Ichaboe. Genuine Peruvian.

Average result of various Analyses made by Dr. Ure, gives of available matter.

.

,, Mr. Huson's Analysis.

.

.. •. .. ..

Average ,, ••

,, Dr. Ure's Analysis

The one may be compared to the other as .. ..

or in money .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The weight is .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

being a drawback to Ichaboe, as the Consumer would be put to about 40 per

cent, extra charges on carriage, labour, &c., to obtain equal quantity of available

matter, consequently allowing the consumer 5s. per ton .

.

.*

is what might be considered the relative value. '"

How does the case stand at present ? We will take, for instance, a sale from the ship's side, y

of 100 tons cwt Genuine Peruvian Guano, at i?10 . . i:'1000

Charges on do. to consumer, say .

.

50
£1050 Available matter. 800

142 tons 17 cwt. Ichaboe Guano, at i7 .. .. .£999 19

Charges on do to consumer, say .

.

70
£^1069 19 Available matter. 999

88 parts m 100.
^,Q'i 86^ do.

77f ftbai; . .. rdo. ,.
.'

76 /iScfoJ'jO 6T.iTl;)dd»»ndu

7 . • \'!u: '\oS>.s:nim£Si*j -iii:

£S 15s. j£lO ; «i«9'^ ov.

8 9 1^ ndpt
•(J'}

••'.>:.: iHiim .^vt- ,no2fia<! ac-
i? (Lioi^ b'mq naad f.^.d 'fiu;.

'» .mniiiai kioff!'.

£20 199

shewing clearly, under existing circumstances, that Ichaboe Guano, to the consumer, is 23 per cent, cheaper

than Peruvian.

That sufficient grounds exist to calculate a rise in price of this class would appear reasonable when its relative

value becomes generally known, and more especially as 1,500 or 2,000 tons of the Peruvian to arrive are al-

ready sold, as also the sale of this class being solely in the hands of one or two firms, the price is likely to be

sustained.

It may be stated on the other hand that the number of vessels now loading, and many on their way, will keep

prices down, which may for a time prove the case ; so much the more favourable for such parties yrho might be

inclined to invest money in the article, by buying, to arrive, at a low figure, that from Ichaboe, with, if pos-

sible, the option of sending the vessels to discharge at any port in the United Kingdom. - '

:

The following calculations T^dll show the relative value to the agriculturist of the different qualities of Guano
hitherto brought to this country, and will also enable the shipowner to see at a glance the description that will

answer best to import :

—

Description.
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.0/57 -jifi gnMur,;CLOVERSEED.

,
. VetLOU A CORRESPONDHNT.)

According to the official returns the quantity of

oloverseed imported into the United Kingdom and the

quantity cleared for consumption in the last nine

years is as follows :

—

^^. ; linported. Duty paid.' !.!'. • iaJiAJiU CWt. CWt.
--1«3&-- ^ —86,972 .. 68,571

1836 .. 95,447 .. 78,752

1837 .. 103,142 .. 124,964

1838 .. 96,987 .. 95,883

1839 .. 114,927 .. 93,774
1840 .. 136,057 .. 141,364

1841 .. 121,702 .. 81,259
' 1«42 .. 109,533 .. 160,423

1843 .. 76,253 .. 70,643

As, however, the trade in this article does not com-
mence before October, and ceases generally in May,
the clearances of any one season fall necessarily into

two years ; in order, therefore, to ascertain the quan-

tity upon which duty has been paid for the use of any

one season, we must take the quantity upon which
duty has been paid from the 1st October in the one

to the 1st October in the following year : this, by the

official returns, shows the following result :

—

Season. Cwt.
1835-6 .... 81,488
1836-7 124,619
1837-8 90,082
1838-9 95,553
1839-40 .... 146,820

8Ce .:3i,'.". 1840-41 75,093
' = 1841-42 .... 164,169

1842-43 .... 69,207

As to the quantity of English and duty-paid Foreign

Cloverseed remaining in the hands of farmers and
dealers it is impossible to obtain any correct informa-

tion, but the quantity remaining in bond, Liverpool

and Hull, amounted

—

Qn the 1st Oct., 1841, to 29,125 cwt.

l^t Oct., 1842, to 25,979
1st Oct., 1843, to 20,498

The quantity imported into the United Kingdom
exceeds that received in the above-named ports by
about 20 per cent. ; we may therefore estimate the

stock in the same proportion, which would show the

quantity remaining in bond at the commencement of

the present season (1st Oct., 1843), to be about

25,600 cwt.

The foregoing tables show, that England requires a

supply of foreign seed every year ; this question, there-

fore arises, WTiat is the consumption of the country,

and what quantity can she produce in a favourable

season ? The last two seasons give us the best clue

to solve these questions— 1841-2 was notoriously

an almost total failure, whilst 1842-3 was an abund-
ant crop ; if, therefore, we take the difference in the

quantity cleared for consumption between the two
seasons, it appears a fair estimate of the quantity

Great Britain can produce under favourable circum-

stances;

In 1841-2 .. 164,169 cwt. were cleared for con-

sumption.

1842-3 .. 69,207 do. do.

it appears within the mark if we estimate the con-

sumption of the United Kingdom at 170,000 cwt.

Let us now consider what prospects we have to obtain

an adequate supply. As shown above, we estimate

our stock of foreign seed in bond on the 1st October,

1843, at .

.

.

.

.

.

25,600 cwt.

Farmers and dealers may probably hold ' "^ u
a surplus stock of old English and '•' '"vprf

duty-paid Foreign of .

.

10,000

If the crop in the United Kingdom pro-

duces really only one-third of the

average quantity, and we take the

produce as estimated above, we should

have a crop of about .. 31,700

67,300 cwt.

and, consequently, require foreign sup-

plies to the extent of .

.

102,700 cwt.

to complete the quantity of .. 170,000 cwt.

which we estimate the consumption of the country.

From the 1st Oct. to the 31st Dec. 1843, we have re-

ceived in the United Kingdom . . 26,761 cwt.

From 1st Jan. to the 24th Feb. in Lon-
don, Liverpool, and Hull 19,672 cwt.

Add 20 per cent, addition in

other ports .. 3,935 23,607

50,368 cwt.

which would leave the quantity which
we have still to receive, in order to

complete the 170,000 cwt. required

for consumption .

.

. . 52,400 cwt.

London, Teh. 26, 1844.

94,962 cwt. ; probable quantity

which can be produced under favourable circumstances.

Duty having been paid ml84l-2 upon 164,169 cwt.,

Important to Dairymen.—Hkrkfords
AND Short-horns .—A gentleman in Leicester-

shire, who keeps a large dairy of short-horn cows,

wishing to make a comparison between them and
the Herefords, bought a Hereford cow at the

Rev. J. R. Smythies's sale in 1839. He soon
found that the Hereford gave less milk than
many of his short-horns, but, as she was a fine-

looking cow and a good breeder, he continued
to use her in his dairy. In the spring of 1843,

he determined upon making a more exact com-
parison as to the quantity and quality of the mUk
given by the respective breeds. For this purpose
a short-horn cow was selected of the same age,

and which calved within two days of the same
time as the Hereford. The milk of each was
carefully measured ; the short-horn was found to

give nine, and the Hereford six quarts at a meal.

The milk was set up and churned separately

;

that from the Hereford produced nine pounds,

and the short-horn not quite j^»e pounds of butter

per week. They stood in the same stall, were fed

on the same description of food, and had been

kept alike previous to calving. It has also been

proved that two quarts of milk from a Hereford

Avill produce as much curd as three from a short-

horn cmv. The gentleman is now crossing his

short-horn cows \vith a Hereford bull, wth a

view of impro\ing the quality of his milk,

—

Here'

ford Times.
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AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE FARMER'S MAGAZINE,

Sir,—Having on my farm (and in a situation

which it M'ould be very desirable to have perma-
nently dry), a piece of land subject to upright

land springs, and which no common system of

drainage, as practised in our neighbourhood,

seems competent to cure, I should be glad if any
of the numerous readers of your magazine could

inform me if there is any known method by
which the water from these springs could be
drawn away so as to leave the land drj^ and how
it is effected. I am Sir, yours &c.,

March llth, 1844. A Subscriber.

Sir—I should feel obhged if any of the cor-

respondents of your valuable magazine would
give their opinion relative to the value of hay
salted for milking cows : I have a stock of about

20, and wish to know if the salted hay will en-

crease the quantity of milk or have the contrary

effect of reducing the quantity. I have no doubt
on my mind but a little salt improves the value

of hay ; but what effect will it have upon the

milk, or the improvement of the cows' condition ?

The writer also wishes to know the comparati^-e

value of Swede turnips and mangel ^\a^rzel as

\vinter food for milch cows, and which of the two
are the most hkely to produce the greatest quan-
tity of milk along with salted hay. I hope that

some of your numerous correspondents will be
kind enough to give me the information required,

soon, which ^vill .confer a great obhgation upon
one of your very old subscribers. S. W.

, Sabden, April 10, 1844.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK-LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—I am fearful my ewes are shewing symptoms
of the rot, and that fear is strengthened on account of

my having had them at marsh for about six weeks at

Michaelmas-time, the latter four weeks of which was
extremely wet. You, or any of your friends, will

greatly oblige me by stating the first sym)itoms of the

disease ; and if I find them diseased, the best mode of

treatment either to cure or rid them with the least

sacrifice, and the time most likely for them to live and
thrive, supposing I give them oilcake and other good
keeping for the purpose of grazing. I should add,

they have all lambed, and done middling well, having
lost only one sheep to forty ewes set ; and about
thirty lambs died, or cast dead. An early answer will

greatly oblige, Yours, truly,

April G. A Young Farmer.

Sir,—Seeing in your valuable paper an account of

a report to the Royal Agricultural Society on burning
clay for manure, will you allow me, as a young far-

mer of stiff" clay lands, to inquire the process of burn-
ing the clay, the seasons, and whether procured from
the subsoil or not, and if ignited by lime ? Also to

reply to " H." respecting the goss for cattle, having seen

it used. Cut at one year old, and bruised in an excellent

machine manufactured by Messrs. Barrett, Exall, and
Andrewes, of Katesgrove Iron-works, Reading

;
given

to cows of Lord Calthorp's, producing finer flavoured

butter than any other food.— I am, Mr. Editor, yours
respectfully, R. S.

C'rondace, near Farnham, Surrey.

TO CUTHBERT W, JOHNSON, ESQ.
TO THE EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS.

Sir,—As you, in a communication to the " Mark
Lane Express," some time back, kindly promised to

answer chemical enquiries, if not proposed anony-
mously, I venture to request you, either through the

columns of the above-named paper, or directly to me
at your convenience, to give the most eff'ectual man-
ner of fixing the ammonia in liquid manure.

I house-feed my milk cows, and in each of my
houses there is a tank for their urine. In the winter

the tanks are emptied, and put over the midden. I wiU
thank you to state which is the best of the following

ingredients, and the manner and quantity of using it,

to fix the ammonia in the urine in the tank, before it

is emptied—sulphuric acid, calcined pulverized gyp-
sum, uncalcined pulverised gypsum, or common salt.

I intend in summer, immediately after the clover is

cut for soiling, to sow over the newly cut land pow-
dered gypsum, and then take the urine from the cows'

tanks in a water-cart, and spread it over the gypsum.
Will you also be so kind as to say if the urine will re-

quire any water to dilute it ; if the gypsum should be
burnt before powdering ; and if the urine in the tank

should have its ammonia fixed before taking out as in

the winter, or will the gypsum not require it ? Your
attention to this will oblige yours, very respectfully.

Rich. Nicklin.
Glenville, Douglas, Isle of Man, March 12.

Sir,—The best practical mode of preventing the

escape of ammonia, is to mix with the decomposing

matters finely divided gypsum. This is perhaps in

the best state for combining with the ammonia when
previously calcined. Mr. Nicklin will find it advise-

able to spread the urine very thinly over his grass, and

I should advise the addition to the urine of a portion

of the gypsum when in the tank. The expense is very

trifling.—I am, Sir, yours, C W. Johnson.
14, Gray's-Inn-sqnare, March 26.

To the Editor of the Farmer's Maga-
zine.— Having sown, last year, my Swede turnip

seed, to my great regret the plant was eaten off

by the fly as fast as it appeared. Thinking it

too late to sow it again, I wrote to Messrs. Thos.
Gibbs and Co., Half-moon Street, Piccadilly,

London, for some of their hybrid green top
turnij) seed ; and I must say, in justice to them,
that it is the best turnip, next to Swede, I ever

grew. Any farmer trying it this season I think
will not regret doing so.—Yours &c., C. AV.

Smith, Slade Farm, Salcombe, Devonshire,

I3th April, 1S44.

ON WEEDING.—^The most proper time for weed-
ing is before the corn takes what is termed '

' the se-

cond growth' '—the weeds are then sufficiently strong

to be easily got hold of, while their roots are not too

firmly fixed in the earth to cause injury to the corn by
their being pulled out, nor is the corn plant at that

age hurt by being trod upon. When the weeds are re-

moved at that juncture, the grain crops get such a

start of any under growth that may have been left in

the ground that it soon overtops all kinds of weed for

the rest of the season, and, what is of much impor-

tance, prevents them coming to seed.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORTS.

GENERAL AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
APRIL.

On a comparison of seasons, we consider we
are perfectly justified in stating that the weather

of this month, taken as a whole, has been the

most jjropitious to fanning in general, as well as

to the gro\v'ing crops, ever remembered, nirough-
out our grain districts, the greatest activity has

been observed both in ploughing and sowing. The
former operation was concluded about the middle,

the latter about the end of the month ; and, not-

withstanding the quantity of rain that fell during

March, the ground has been found in the most
admirable order.

The accounts \A-hich have reached us from all

parts of the country' concur in stating that the

appearance of the autumn and Lent-sown wheats
is in the highest degree satisfactory. We do not

mean to assert that they are luxuriant ; but that

they are strong, and denote future abundance.
The same remarks may be equally applied to those

of barley, oats, beans, and peas.

The accounts from Scotland arc A'ery favour-

able, as I'espects the progress of agriculture.

Those out-door farm labours so necessaiy at this

season are all well in their place ; and v,'e have the

best authority for stating that the growing crops

never looked finer or more healthy than at pre-

sent. The corn trade, as with us, has ruled in-

active, at, in some instances, drooping figures.

Throughout Ireland all has gone on favour-

ably, 'rhe young grain plants are looking re-

markably well, not only in the highland, but
also in the lowland districts ; but the stocks of

wheat of last year are represented as extremely

small for the time of year. The shipments of oats

to London and Liverpool have been good ; but
those of all other kinds of grain have Ijeen small.

The principal feature in agricultural politics,

since our last, has been the })ubUcation of a most
ably written pamphlet—on the jmrt of the Protec-

tion Society, in London—by E. S. Cayley, Esq.,

M.P., and in which the cause of the farmers of

England is laid down in clear and explicit terms.

This temperate address—so unlike the unseemly
and disgraceful attacks which have Ijeen made
through the organs of free trade upon the farm-

ing interest—should be in the possession of ever)'-

farmer in the country, and widely distributed

amongst the labouring population, wherever resi-

ding ; for sure we are, that a better medium for

stemming the torrent of free trade principles

—

save that of the press—cannot be found.

We are truly glad to find that the raA'ages of

the epidemic, as well as of the foot-rot, have not
been to a serious extent. Numerous cases have
been observed, but, generally speaking, the losses

have been by no means severe ones in any part

of England.
With the exception of barrelled and other pro-

visions, the imports under the new tariff have not
been by any means large during the month. As
to those of beasts, we find they have consisted of

only about 20 from Spain, and 30 from Holland;

while the importations of sheep have been small

indeed, viz., about 17.

The foUowng is our usual monthly statement

of the supphes and prices of fat stock exhibited

and sold in Smithfield Cattle Market. The for-

mer have been as under :

—

Beasts 12,800
Sheep and Lambs . . 120,400
Calves 1,200

Pigs 1,590

The above shows a considerable falling off,

compared with the supplies offering during the

corresponding periods of 1842 and 1843; yet

they have, owing to the receipts of country-killed

meat proving extensive, been quite equal to meet
the wants of the trade, who have succeeded in

depressing the general value quite 2d. per 8lbs.

The demand, however, for the best kinds of beef,

mutton, and lamb has i-uled tolerably steady. As
to prices, they have ruled as follow :

—

Per 8lbs.

s. d. s. d.

Beef. 2 2 to 4

Mutton .... 24 44
Lamb .5 6 8

Veal 3 4 4 6

Pork 3 4 4

As is almost invariably the case at this season,

the principal portion of the supphes of beast.s

has come to hand from Norfolk, the number
from that county having amounted to about
.5,800 head, in, for the most part, excellent con-
dition. From Scotland, about 1,700 horned and
polled Scots have been received, the remainder
of the bullock supplies coming to hand from
various parts of England,

A STATEMENT and COMPARISON of the SUPPLIES and
PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited andsold in Smithfield
Cattle Market, on Monday, April 24, 184S, and Mondnv,
April 2-J, 1814.

Per Slbs. to Bink the offals.

April 24, 1843. April 92, 1844.

s. d. s. d. s. d. 8. d.
Coarse and inferior Beasts 2 6 to 2 8 ,. 2 4 to 2 8
Second quality do 2 10 8 2 .. 2 ]0 3 2
Prime large Oxen 3 4 8 6 .. 3 4 3 8
Prime Scots, &c 38 40.. 8 10 40
Coarse and Inferior Sheep 2 10 30.. 28 32
Second quality do 32 34.. 34 30
Prime coarse woolled do 34 36.. SO 38
Prime Southdown do 3 8 4 .. 3 10 4 4
Lambs 6 .. 5 6 4
Large coarse Calves 80 40.. 34 40
Prime small do 4 2 4 6 .. 4 2 4 6
Large Hogs SO 36.. 3 38
Neat small Porkers 38 40.. 3 10 44

SUPPLIES.

April 24, 1843, April 22, 1814.

Beasts 8,022 2,642
Sheep & Lambs 34,889 26,730
Calves er 73
Pigs 427 881

Up to Newgate and Leadenhall (in which mar-
kets the demand has ruled tolerably active) a large

quantity of slaughtered meat—or nearly 20,000
carcasses of beef, mutton, lamb, \-eal, and pork

—

has come to hand ; still fair clearances have been
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effected, at but little alteration in prices. Beef,

from 28. 2d. to 3s. 4d. ; mutton, 2s. 4d. to 3s.

Sd. ; lamb, 5s. to 6s. 4d. ; veal, 3s. 4d. to 4s. 6d.

;

and pork, 2s.-^^j tO'4s. 2d. per Slbs. by the car-

cass. ' '"-" ''''"'

AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR APRIL.

The weather is, and has been, of the most
splendid character ever since our last : a month
indeed of sunshine, with only two exceptions

—

one of a gentle rain on the 12th, and again on the

16th, when there was a local shower—has passed,

and during that period the barometer has ranged
above 30 inches. A more glorious wheat season

has seldom been witnessed; but barley would
benefit by a change : some, indeed, is only just

sown, in ground so hard, dry, and cloddy, that

the farmers predict a ground malting.

We certainly anticipate a change in May, for

that month has been of late years most ungenial.

At this time last year, all the mischief that frost

could effect upon the previously most luxuriant

young wheat had been inflicted. Now—what a

contrast !—everj' thing is just as we could desire

;

a little rain and mild weather, in lieu of the cold

deluges which paralysed the vegetation of last

May, would be the precursor of crojjs so abun-
dant as to astonish the speculator. But as we
cannot command the weather, it would be worse
than useless to prognosticate.

ITie farmer should hasten his potato sowing,
because the tubers would germinate strongly after

the first copious shower. We talk and read

much about ammonia of late ; now, if a salt of

ammonia be so essential, where can it be found in

a condition so excellent, so truly fixed, as it is in

coal soot ? There is no substance known, which
can surpass it, if judiciously applied. Soot con-

tains abundance of ammonia, so concealed as not
to be discoverable, rmless by a chemical re-agent

(as lime, potass, soda,) and combined with carbon,

the particles of which are impalpable. AYe won-
der it is so little sought after, especially by those

who may have been so fortunate as to peruse Mr.
Morton's able article upon Stinchcomb Farm in

Gloucestershire,

To recur again to Mr. Campbell's materials for

steeping corn, it is evident that the Highland So-
ciety has been impressed with the force of the
facts and specimens he adduced, because it urges
the necessity of experimenting upon the sub-
stances alluded to by him. English fai-mers are

slow and indolent : they plod on, and are willing
to do so rather than to throw overboard all causes
of complaint. In Scotland they are energetic,

liberal, yet equally plodding ; but then this latter

is the result of a calculating economy : every-
thing is made the best of ; and we have been
positively assured, not a month since, by an
authority which few would doubt or mistrust,
that there are no existing complaints among the
agriculturists of Scotland. Labouring against
difficulties, -nath fewer and inferior availabilities,

an inferior soil, and less sun—acuteness, indus-
tiy, and economy, Avith rigid temperance, have

effected the noblest improvements, and insured

content.

Thus Mr. Campbell's agents are now urider

extensive trials. His statements have been so

candid and modest, that liberal men have deter-

mined to work out liis facts ; and, if they be estab-

lished, one-half the seed will be economized, and
the product at least rendered two-fold ; if they fail,

some other truth M'ill be ehcited, and thus a cer-

tain, though unforeseen, benefit derived.

We cannot add more now, time being limited

;

bvit the subject must be further urged preparatory

to the next wheat season.

—

April 23.

ESSEX.
We have now about come to the conclusion of as

fine a time for spring sowing as we ever remember

;

and though the land that has been ploughed has turned

up anything but friable, and in a very sorry condition,

all surface tillage has been performed in a highly sa-

tisfactory manner. Spring has come on lately with

rapid strides, and all vegetation is bursting with the

promise of much abundance. It may be said of every

description of corn and grasses, that the plant was
never better or the appearance more cheering. Wheats
are generally every thing that can be desired. Barley

and oats have shot through their seed-beds as if by
magic. Beans and peas are excellent. Clover-leys

full of herbage. Tares and grasses equally good.

Lands intended for mangel wurzel partially sown in

fine condition
; potatoes going into beds well prepared

for their reception ; turnip-lands in so advanced a stage

as even now, in some instances, to be ready for seeding,

and so plentiful has feed been this spring, that mangel
has been selling at 10s. to 14s. per ton ; and white

turnips have gone so rapidly to top, that some consi-

derable breadth must go to seed or be j^loughed up.

Hay and fodder of every description has suffered little

or no waste, and much will remain over for the con-

sumption of the ensuing year. Beasts and sheep liave

gone on well ; and had markets been better, we should

have had no cause of complaint. We hear of cases of

a complaint attacking the lungs of beasts, and termi-

nating generally fatally ; but the common epidemic

has been by no means so troublesome as in former

years, though here and there flocks of sheep and
lambs are still seen suffering under it. We by no
means qualify or alter the expression of opinion given

ever since last harvest, that wheat was deficient : our

own experience too fuDy confirms it ; every inquiry

as to the growth of others strengthens it ; and we
shall be astonished if the months previous to harvest

do not prove it also. Were we to express an inter-

ested wish, it would be that there might be foimd a

sufficiency of our own, to the exclusion of the fo-

reigner. Incendiarism continues to disgrace our

county ; and it is worthy of remark, that of all the

perpetrators that have been discovered, not one has

had the plea of poverty to urge in extenuation of his

crime. So much for the infamous assertion made the

other day by a contemporary, '
' that tlie lurid flame

lit up by the incendiary was the only method the poor
man had to convince the rich that there was poverty in

the land." Amidst the sufferings of those engaged in

agriculture, it excites surprise in our minds how they

have so well employed the labourers as has been the

case ; and we doubt not that many a family is now
suffering privation rather than discharge the honest

and industrious labourer who, having toiled for them
in the days of comparative prosperity, seems to have

a lien on them, though now in the depths of adversity.
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YORKSHIRE.

The weather, during the past month, has been every-

thing that the farmer could wish for. The dry March,
the freedom from frost, the absence of the coUl piercing

winds which so often occur, and the natural state of the

temperature, have been just sufficient to keep vegeta-

tion in its proper limits ; we have, therefore, a season-

able spring ; and a most valuable change from the

somewhat wet February, which had rather retarded

agricultural operations. Every farmer has set busily

to work. Barley and oat sowing commenced almost

simultaneously, and certainly never was soil in a more
auspicious state for receiving the seed than it has been

this spring. Very much spring wheat has also been
put in, which caused the demand for seed barley to

be somewhat slow. The wheat crops revived very
amazingly during the change of weather. In all cases

there appears to be plenty of plant, and the general

aspect is, so far as anything at this period of the year

can indicate, extremely favourable to the prospects of

the crop. The barley roots are coming up very

vigorous ; and, though the clover leys are rather

backward, the pastures are more forward. Many far-

mers are, this spring, sowing guano as a top-dressing ;

and, from several favourable trials wliich have been

made of it, we anticipate its use to become very

general, and partially to supersede the use of bones.

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE.—MAY.

Retrospect.—^To the present period of April,

when this article is commenced, the weather has

been a phenomenon of beauty. March was rough,

justifying its characteristic—" many weather"
completely till the '26th, when, as the northern

prognostic of the equinox had indicated, the

weather became settled, the wind stationary, and
the mercury steadily on the ad^'ance. A few
rimy nights have comprised all the rigour of this

most charming season, which has caused A'egeta-

tion to progress, in garden and field, steadily, and
in great health. The damage which had been
sustained by the evergreens, and most of the fa-

milies of brassica, was irreparable ; hence the

paucity of the latter, and the parched appearance

of the former ; but otherwise not any check has

been experienced ; and we now have only to ex-

press our desire that the rain, which in reason

may be expected after 25 days of continuous sun,

will soon fall, and perfect the work of this most
glorious and promising spring.

—

{April 22).

Natural Agents.
To resume the subject of manures, it is essen-

tial to follow up the remark (at page 475, April)

concerning the exhalation of ammonia from the

dung heap. Whenever masses of substances

containing nitrogen ferment, a disturbance of

the elements of water and of the putrescent

bodies collected together takes place, and many
of those elements combine at the moment of their

extrication, and produce new compound arrange-

ments ; among these are hydrogen and nitrogen,

which unite by natural attraction (for this union
cannot be effected by art), and produce ammo-
niacal vapour, to which we must ascribe the

pungent odour of close stables. If a bottle con-

taining spirits of salt (muriatic acid) be opened,

in any i)lace where such an odour, however slight,

is perceptible, a volume of white fumes is imme-
diately discerned. These consist of small parti-

cles of the salt called sal ammoniac, formed at the

moment by an union of the alkahne vapour of the

ammonia]|and the acid vapour of the muriatic

acid.

Now, in order to retain this ammonia in the

mass, it might suffice to sprinkle it with weak
muriatic acid : but the salt so fixed is itself vola-

tile in heat ; therefore, we invariably recommend
as more available, and also as being cheaper, the

sulphuric acid, which will answer every purpose.

This remark leads to the treatment of night-soil,

to which the more delicate term of cloacine has

been very correctly applied. It forms the basis

of several of the disinfected manures, and as

such when reduced by age, and drying to a pul-

verised condition, is very fertilising. It is mixed
with saw-dust, gas, lime, and other ingredients,

for sale, and, we hear, is used largely by the

gardeners as top dressing, among drilled crops,

for asparagus, and also for geraniums, mixed
with loam and sand. Cloacine is readily disin-

fected by being mixed in the first instance with

two or three parts of soft loam, then sprinkled

with diluted sulphuric acid, covered with a foot

layer of pure loamy soil, and kept for two years :

a deep excavation over a clay bottom is the best

reservoir, unless there be brick tanks on the pre-

mises. A bushel of the dry, powdered cloacine,

mixed with its own bulk of vegetable earth, would
top-dress eight poles of land.

Weekly Operations in the Kitchen-
garden.

First and third week.

—

Kidney-beans, dwarfs

and runners. It would be well to place the seed

under cover, in a vessel of dryish earth, just to

germinate, and then to plant them in drills, two
inches deep, the plot manured with leaf-soil. Peas

are treated in the same way, and if the weather be

dry, the grovmd and drills ought to be profusely

soaked ; a little guano, or finely powdered bones,

about a cjuart to 10 yards, might prove a stimu-

lant, if sprinkled along the drill. Of peas the

tall marrow and Knight's green marrow are ex-

cellent. Broad-beans are again sown in the like

manner.
Potatoes ought to be in soon, and two-eyed

sets of some mealy variety should be chosen.

Dress the ground with leafy compost, and a

gallon of soot to the barrow ; dig and plant as

the work proceeds, and cover carefully. The sets

may stand five inches asunder ; the rows two to

three feet apart. Plant Artichoke suckers in the

first showery weather.

Second week.—Sow plants of the brassic a

famihes. Broccoli for autumn, and the best

hardier varieties for spring. Savoys—kale. Bore-

cole, and Brussel's sprouts.

Fourth week.—Again renew the sowing.
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FRUIT DEPARTMENT.

Currant and Gooseberry bushes require some
thinning of supernumerary and water shoots, also

of suckers which would rob the trees and spoil

their figure ; every plot ought to be weeded by
the Dutch hoe.

Peach and Nectarine trees should be disbudded

of every supernumerary shoot ; retaining the bear-

ers, and also one at or near the base to serve as

succession. Remove the breast-wood of plums,

cherries, and ajiricots, so as to keep the wood and
spurs close as possible to the wall. If green-fly

aboimd, syringe freely : it is said that an infusion

of camomile is a safe and effectual wash, better

and safer than tobacco. Mildewed shoots ought

to be cut back, dusting the trees with flowers of

sulphur. The same remarks will ajjjily to forced

trees, which even require greater care to remove
superfluous shoots, to thin the fruit, and to keep

the leaves perfectly clean. Syringing is of con-

sequence ; after which the sashes should be closed

before sunset, to bring up a \\'arm vapour that

tends to swell the fruit.

Strawberries ])romise to be abundant and early,

unless the weather become unpropitious : every

weed should be removed, and short grass, if pos-

sible, laid about the plants; strings properly

applied to keep up the trusses, are favourable to

the frviit.

Viries are extremely forward, but from this

very cause are liable to suffer. The bearing

wood must be timely stopped ; but there is no
need of that rigorous pruning which some prac-

tise : the fuU exposure of a compact covering of

fine leaves to the sun is essential to health and
strength.

Vines under glass must be treated according to

the condition of the fruit : if forward and colour-

ing, vapour is inimical ; and, indeed, that great

steam kept up by many is, at all times of doubt-

ful utility, though it is doubtless inimical to the

spider. Syringing under the leaves is not good

;

we believe it may be one cause of that lichenons

eruption which is too frecpiently observed. The
later grapes require nice and repeated thinnings :

it will be better to thin regularly and by degrees,

than to slash at random, leaving gaps wliich

utterly disfigure the clusters.

The Greenhouse,

They who have means, and would do their work
well, ought to have houses with two aspects : the

sun scalds, decomposes, and hastens the de-

struction of bloom J hence, a shady, cool house
is most fit for blooming plants ; but we depre-

cate the practice of removal to the open air

;

deep shady pits are far better as summer habi-

tats, for a full exposvire paralyses aU plants that

have been under glass. We hear much of calico

transparent covers, and know those who recom-
mend highly "Witney's new composition, A
diffused light is soft and genial ; it suffices for

healthy function, without permitting decomposi-
tion of colour. Air, however, and plenty of

water must be regularly given.

Propagation of greenhouse and stove plants

must be continued. If cuttings will strike at all

in water, a good deal of time is frequently gained
by inserting them in bottles kept at 70^ or 75°,

till a ring of callus forms at the heel ; each cut-

ting may then be transferred to a single small

pot of appropriate mould: leaf-soil, white sand, and
some soft turfy loaf, are excellent for most things
witli gentle bottom heat ; and no plan to procure
that seems so certain and genial as the new tank
system now coming into vogue. We have
watched the creation of a new house, fitted up
expressly for propagation. The water flows first

from a close copper boiler with two pipes, but no
other vent; the fire is in the centre, and is sup-
jilied with coke or good cinders : the water is

thus propelled into a square drain or flue, passes
along the front of the house, then retiu'ns by
the centre, enters a tank, flows and returns

through it, and re-enters the boiler. Over the
tank is a space, covered mth strong slates, which
form a close steam chamber, and support a
stratum of sand or earth, that can always be
maintained at a regular temperature, and be kept
free from grubs and worms, while it never wastes
or requires renewal. The boiler and appendages
cost scarcely £4 ; and as bricks only well ce-

mented are used for the water flues, which are

covered \vith lady slates, the whole expense is

little compared Avith the availabilities of the
machinery.

Pines, Melons, and Cucumbers could, no
doubt, be grown in such erection so heated, with
the utmost certainty and regularity; and as to

ornamental plants, we perceive every appliance to

ensure the utmost cleanliness, while, at the same
time, a vaporous or more dry atmosphere, is

completely at command.
We earnestly desire to see the machinery

brought into complete action, when we hope to

give a candid report of what at present appears
to comprise every requisite of success.

REVIEW OF THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL,

The weather has, since we last addressed our
readers, been of as auspicious a character as

could possibly be desired, and the apprehensions

which the heavy rains in February and March

fave rise to, have happily proved groundless,

rom the commencement of the month, the at-

mosphere has been dry and absorbent ; the wind
mostly from the east, the days sunny, and the

nights, though cool, not so cold as to injure ve-

getation—a combination of circumstances highly

favourable for bringing the land into good work-
ing condition ; the superfluous moisture was.
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consequently, dried up in an incredibly short
space of time, and farmers were enabled, ere the
first week in April had expired, to resiune field

labours. Since then they have scarcely met with
a single interruption, and the sowing of barley,

oats, &c., has made very rajnd progress ; indeed,
in the more forward districts, this operation may
be said to have been brought to a conclusion, and
eveninthe north the bidkofwork has been finished.

Within the last week or two, fears have arisen
that the dry weather may be of too long continu-
ance, and the want of moisture retard the ve-
getating of the seeds. A plentiful sujiply of rain
is now much required ; for though the wind,
which had previously Ijlown from the east-

ward, has lately veered to west, and slight showers
have fallen, a more copious supply of moistiire is

now requisite to impart vigour to vegetation.

The reports respecting the young wheat plant
continue satisfactory ; and the absence of rain has,

as regarns this crop, u]) to the present time,

been rather beneficial than othen\dse. Its

appearance, without being too luxuriant, de-
notes strength and health ; here and there, it is ,

true, exceptions may be found, but these are cer-

tainly less frequent than in ordinaiy years, and,
both as to the breadth of land under this crop
and its flourishing condition, there are rea-

sons to expect (as far as any calculations can
be depended on at this early period) future

abundance. Tlie auspicious accounts from all

parts of the country on this important subject

have tended to check all disposition to speculate,

and the trade in wheat has, throughout the

month, remained in a somewhat languid state

;

though, from the numerous out-door occupations,

the deliveries have, during the entire period, been
unusually short. It may seem strange that the

weather should have much influence at so early

a period as April, when any of the many atmos-
pherical vicissitudes which must necessarily be
expected to occur before the time ofharvest comes
round, might so speedily change the whole as-

pect of affairs ; still, to the promising appearance
of the fields a great part of the caution and want
of animation which has lately characterized the

trade is to be attributed. This, however, has not
been the only cause ; the knowledge that a larger

proportion of last year's crop of wheat remained
on hand over a great part of the north of Europe
than has for several previous seasons been the

case, has also had its eflfect. The importation

from abroad will, of course, in a great measure,
be regulated by the chances of profit held out

;

but, under any circumstances, the purchases
made during the winter months, on British ac-

count, must come fonvard, and many of these

may be almost immediately expected to reach
this countr)^ The anticipation of this early im-
portation, and the notion that some importers

may, perhaps, enter from on board ship for home
consumption at whatever rates of duty may pre-

vail, have prevented buyers purchasing freely; and
thus, though the markets have been scantily sup-
pUed by our own growers, have prices been gra-

dually drooping. The protracted ^nnter expe-

rienced on the continent—the frost having been
so severe that many of the Baltic ports remained
blocked uj) by ice until the first M-eek in April

—

has hitherto prevented any supphes of moment
coming to hand ; but, according to the most re-

cent accounts from abroad, shipments were in
active progress. The probable extent of the im-
])ortation is variously estimated. In the first in-

stance it wiU, we are disposed to think,
not exceed half a miUion of quarters

;

but, should circumstances occur later in

the year to give cause to apprehend any
deficiency in our own crop, double or per-
haps three times that quantity would come
forward. "We are satisfied that there is

no want of stocks on the continent, our conviction
on this point is founded on the comparatively
small importation in 1843. Even making every
allowance for the deficiency of the last harvest
in Poland, Prussia, &c. : the quantity on hand
must stiU be large. For several ])receding years
Great Britain has imported annually above two
milhon of quarters ; and by an official statement
recently published by order of the House of
Commons, it appears thai the total quantity of
wheat on which duty was paid in 1843, including
colonial, amounted to only 990,523 qrs.; it is, con-
sequently, fair to conclude that a larger quantity
than usual must be held abroad, which may at

any time be poured into this countiy.

The duty fell to l6s. per qr. on the 4th inst.,

and remained at that point till the 18th. Its

rising again in so short a space, and the circum-
stances already alluded to, namely, the severity of
the winter in the Baltic preventing any receipts

of ira])ortance, caused less to be entered for

consumption at that rate than might have lieen

expected. Of the 250,000 qrs. previously in

bond in the kingdom, about one-fourth has
been liberated. The object we have had in view
in the foregoing remarks has been to furnish our
agricultural friends with the best materials in

om- power to enable them to form their own
o])inions respecting the future range of prices.

One important element in the calculation we
have, however, still to notice ; but so vague and
contradictory are the reports on this subject, that

we find it difficult to come to a conclusion : we
allude to the stock of English wheat remaining
in the country.

We have spared no pains to collect the best in-

formation on this point in our power ; and the in-

ference we draw from the same is, that rather

less is held by farmers than at the same period

in orcUnar)' years. In some of the south and
south western counties the deficiency is con-

siderable ; but, on the other hand, there is a small

surplus in the eastern parts of the kingdom, and
the total cjuantity in the stack yards is probably

not much below what is usual at the close of

April. Viewing the subject in all its bearings,

we can perceive no reason to calculate on the

value of wheat rising much abo^-e its present

level, unless brought about by speculation founded

on the weather.
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To piit the case in as clear and distinct a man-
ner as possible before our readers, we shall, at the

risk, perhaps, of being considered tedious, state

in a few words the reasons for and against a

rise. In favour of the former, are the following :

—

A much smaller stock of foreign wheat than last

year, the general belief that the quantity of

home-grown is likemse somewhat less than

usual, a larger consumption than in ordinary

years, and the millers holding scarcely more than

sufficient to carry on work for a few weeks.

Against these facts we have a large breadth of

land under wheat, the crop wearing a highly

promising aspect, the certainty of an early and
not unimportant importation from abroad, with

the probability of larger supphes during the

summer months.
The existing corn law is, in our opinion,

working well ; inasmuch as situated as we have

been of late, with very little free wheat on the

markets, and, in consequence of occupations in

the fields, short supples from the farmers, specu-

lators would, under the old law, have found little

difficulty in tampering with the averages, so as to

get the whole of the bonded stocks released at a

low duty.

A most interesting document has lately

been published by order of the House of

Commons, giving an account of the different

places from whence last year's supply of foreign

grain was received, and the quantity imported

from each country. We do not recollect ever

having seen a similar statement before, and, as

the information it contains is well worthy of at-

tention, we subjoin the table, together with one
showing the exports of grain from Great Britain

during the year 1843.

Though we have already stated the business in

wheat has, throughout the month, been dull, it

may be as well to give a somewhat more detailed

account of the course of the trade ; and Mark
Lane having a direct influence on all the other

markets, we shall describe the changes which
have there taken place.

As regards prices, scarcely any real alteration

has occurred, the difference in the rates obtained

having depended mostly on the condition in

which the samples have come to hand. In the

early part of the month a large proportion of the

supply consisted of ordinaiy qualities, and rather

less money was consequently, in partial instances,

taken; the subsequent dry weather naturally

caused an improvement in this respect, and,

though the demand continued languid, former

terms were well maintained up to the 22nd inst. :

on that day we had an increased supply from
Essex and Kent, consisting principally of second-

ary and inferior sorts ; and though the best quali-

ties still commanded the 'prices previously cur-

rent, all other descriptions were quoted Is. to

2s. jier qr. lower. It is necessaiy to observe that

the intrinsic value of the article for which the re-

duced rates were accepted, was as much below
that brought forward in the middle of the month
as the difference in prices obtained.

During the fortnight at which the duty on
wheat was l6s. per qr., about 17,000 qrs. were
released out of bond in London, 14,000 qrs. at

Liverpool, r.,000qrs. at Hull, 15,000 qrs, at Ncm'-
castle, 5,000 qrs, at Bristol and Gloucester

;

Avhich, with 10,000 qrs. at sundry other porte,

milmake the total quantity liberatedin thekingdom
about 65,000 qrs., or rather more than one-fourda;

of the entire bonded stock. ;if:"s

Unimportant as this amount really is, it ha^
proved sufficient to supply millers with the re-

qiiisite quantity for mixing with the damp quali-

ties of ovir own growth ; in addition to what our
own manufacturers have taken, several buyers
have appeared from the west and north-west, and
factors have therefore been enabled to make fair

progress in its disposal, by acceding to a dechne
of Is. to 2s. per qr. From the present position

of the averages it appears probable that the duty
will remain stationary at 17s. per qr, for several

weeks, and a very slight rise in prices would sxif-

fice again to reduce it to the point from which
it has recently advanced. Hitherto the importa-

tions from abroad have been trifling, but the

time is now fast approaching when supplies

from the Baltic must be looked for : whether im-

porters will pay the I7s. duty, generally, may be
questioned ; we are, however, inclined to think

that some \vill be induced to do so in preference

to incurring landing expenses, and to such an ex-

tent as sales can be effected from on board ship

entries for home consumption are likely to be
made. With this prospect before us, it would, as

we ha\'e before remarked, be unwise to reckon on
high prices ; whilst the fact that any material abate-

ment in the value of English must add to the

duty, and thereby diminish the quantity of foreign

entered for home use, will act as a check the

other way. To us the balance appears to be so
nearly adjusted that, with moderately propitious

weather, we can see no reason to expect a greater

fluctuation than a few shillings per quarter ; and,

with the benefit of steady prices, the foreign wheat
is likely to go gradually into consumption, with-

out, as heretofore, a large stock accumulating
under lock, to be thrown on the markets just

previous to han'est time, when competition must
always be the most detrimental to the home
grower. Besides the quantity of foreign wheat
liberated, a slight demand for shipment to

France has been experienced, and at the present

time there are probably not more than 180,000 to

200,000 qrs. in bond in the united kingdom. Flour

has remained stationary in price in the London
market during the whole of the month, nor have
prices varied much in any part of the country.

The millers complain that the value of the manu-
factured article is relatively below that of the raw
material : if this be really the case, the extent of

competition must be the cause—a good consump-
tive demand having been expeinenced, in conse-

quence of the labouring classes being generally in

full employment.

Since our last, a portion of the expected supply

of foreign barley has come to hand; wthin this

I
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week or two larg^e arrivals haA'e taken place at the

j)rincipal out-i)orts, whilst the receipts into Lon-
don have heen abundant. A perfect panic has been

created by the extent of the supply, and sales

have been made at ruinously low prices ; consider-

in{? the cost of the article on the continent.

Whether this state of things will be of long con-

tinuance remains to be proved : our own convic-

tion is that the alarm is needless, and that this

grain will, later in the year, bear a higher value.

Good distilling barley, weighing 53 to 54lbs. per

bushel, has actually been sold at Mark Lane at

28s. per qr., and other sorts at corresponding

rates. Taking weight into account, this must be

cheaper for feeding purposes than any other

description of corn; we can therefore scarcely

believe that the downward movement can extend

much further; at all events, we should recom-

mend our agricultural friends to refrain from

Dressing sales at present. The malting season may
e considered as having terminated, but so scarce

have fine quahties of English become, that not-

withstanding the important fall in jirices of all

other sorts, the A'alue of superior i)arcels has

varied but shghtly, 35s. per qr. having very re-

cently been paid in the London market. The
duty remained at 5s. till the 25th instant, when it

rose Is. per qr., previous to which the whole of

the bonded stocks were released.

The inquiry for malt has, throughout the

month, been languid ; the receipts coastwise have

not been larger than usual ; and the only alteration

which has occurred in prices has been a reduction

of about Is. per qr. on middling and ordinary

qualities, really fine samples having commanded
former terms.

Not^\^thstanding the reiterated reports from
Ireland that the stocks of oats were nearly ex-

hausted in that country, the suppUes received

from the sister isle have not been imimportant

since our last. At most of the ports on the west

coast of England and Scotland, as well as into

London, the arrivals of Irish oats have been

sufficiently large to prevent any advance of im-

portance occurring in quotations, though of

home-grown corn less than the usual quantity has

been brought forward. The trade has, neverthe-

less, maintained a decidedly firm tone ; and it is

now the general behef that, as the summer
advances, prices vn\\ gradually creep up a few

shillings, in which opinion we feel rather inclined

to coincide. ITie superior quality of the Irish

Oats which have recently come forward, has

occasioned a somewhat unexpected rise in the

averages; and, contrary to what was calculated on,

the duty receded a step on the 11th instant, there

being very few oats in bond in the kingdom : the

circrunstance has produced no effect on prices.

Beyond the usual yearly quantity from Russia,

wf d not reckon on any importation from abroad

of consequence, this grain continuing to bear a

relatively high value at most of the near continen-

tal ports.

Beans of our own growth have come forward

yiiather sparingly of late, and the article appears

to have become scarce in most parts of the

coimtry ; there is still a toleral)le stock under the

Queen's locks, consisting principally of Egyp-
tian; but, compared with what was held at the cor-^

responding period of last year, a considerable de-

crease is shown. On the 5th of April, 1S43,

there were in bond in the kingdom 111,261 qrs.,

and in London 43,903 qrs.; against which we had
on the 5th of xVpril (the latest day the stocks are

officially made up) 20,996 qrs. at this port, and
66,465 qrs. in the kingdom.

Tlie article has, until quite recently, been com-
pletely neglected, and up to the close of the

month its value has undergone no change

;

rather more disposition has, however, lately been
manifested to make investments in the finer kinds
of English, and we should not be surprised to

see a small advance. In the duty no alteration

has occiuTed, nor is there any immediate pros-

pect of a reduction.

The transactions in peas have been on a re-

stricted scale since the demand for seed has sub-

sided ; the smallness of the arrivals has, however,
prevented any decline taking place, indeed the

tendency has been rather upwards. Still there

is but little prospect of a lower duty than the pre-

sent, a circumstance likely to discourage impor-

tations from abroad.

Before concluding our remarks we must
briefly refer to the position of the wheat trade

at the different foreign markets. From the

south and south-east of Europe Great Britain

is likely to receive far less this year than

was at one period deemed probable, the ex-

tensive deficiency of the last crop over a great

part of France, and the almost total failure in the

kingdom of Naples, having now been proved be-

yond doubt. The supply from the Black Sea
which would, under orcUnary circumstances, have
found its way to this country, will therefore be
considerably diminished by a material portion

being diverted to other markets. According to

the most recent advices from Marseilles, we learn

that extensive purchases had been made there for

transit into the interior of France, Switzerland,

&c., which, with the diminution of supplies in

consequence of several cargoes, originally in-

tended for that port, having gone to Naples, had
imparted a very firm tone to the market ; the in-

quiry had, however, towards the middle of the

month, rather fallen off', and good qualities of

Polish Odessa were, on the 20th of Aj)ril, obtain-

able at 33s. to 34s. per qr., free on board.

It is from the north of Europe that the bulk of the

foreign supply must be looked for ; and, with very
small encouragement, large shipments would un-
questionably be made from the leading ports in the

Baltic. Letters from Danzic state that since the

re-opening of the inland navigation (which did

not occur till the beginning of April), the arri-

vals down the Vistula had been imi:)ortant; and
most of the warehouses being previously fuU,

much anxiety had been manifested to find buyers

for immediate shipment. On the 13th of the

month vessels had been already engaged to load
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71,000 qrs., of which, however, only 8,400 qrs.

were destined for London, 26,000 qrs. being for

Liverpool, 11,500 qrs. forGuernseyandJersey,and
the remainder for other ports in England and
Scotland. Superior quahties of high mixed
wheat (crop 1842) having become comparatively

scarce, had been held at relatively high prices,

say 38s. to 40s. per qr., but very good parcels

were obtainable materially below these figures,

the last quotations for 60 to Gllbs. mixed being

35s. to 37s., whilst inferior sorts of new wheat

were ottering in abundance at from 32s. to 35s,

per. qr. free on board, according to weight, con-

dition, &c. At Konigsberg, on the 20th April,

shipments to Great Britain were in full progress

;

but at Stettin there was not so much doing as

had been the case earlier in the month ; holders

having become unwilling to accept the prices

offered, say 35s. per qr. for fine 60 to 6llbs. red

wheat. Large arrivals had taken place at the last

named port from the interior, a portion of which
had been stored for want of buyers. At Rostock
considerable firmness had l)een shown by the

holders of wheat, and prices remained high there

as compared with those at which purchases might

be made at some of the neighbouring ports.

The transactions have, however, been on rather

a retail scale at that port, nor are the stocks sup-

posed to be large there. The accounts from
Hamburg state that the business for export had
for some weeks been confined to small purchases

of wheat, on French account, at equal to 37s. to

38s. per qr. free on board; these prices being
above the limits of the English orders, scarcely

anything had been done for shipment to this

coimtry. Thus much for the European corn

trade and the supplies of wheat likely to be re-

ceived from the continent. There is still another

quarter to notice, however, a quarter from which
the British farmer has even more to fear than

from any other : we allude to Canada and the

new bill. This year, and probably a few suc-

ceeding years, may pass over before full effect be
given to the recent boon conferred on the colo-

nies at the expense of the mother country ; but
the mischief will soon enough become apparent.

By the last accounts from Canada we learn that

large purchases of wheat had been made during

the mnter months in the interior by merchants
from Montreal, %\ith a view of the English

markets ; and as the bulk of the supply from
thence will reach us in the shape of flovir, another

industrious and deserving class of men—our

millers—Avill be injured as well as the farmers.

QUANTITIES OF GRAIN AND FLOUR IMPORTED INTO THE UNITED KINGDOM IN THE YEAK 1843.

Countries from which
Imported.

Russia

Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Prussia

Gennany
Holland
Belgium
France
Spain and Balearic Isles

Gibraltar

Italy and Itahan Isles ..

.

Malta
Ionian Isles

Turkey
Egypt
Morocco
E, I. Co.'s Territories

)

and Ceylon J

China
Australia

Brit, Poss. N. America .

.

British West Indies ....

United States

Chih
Isles of Gurnsey, Jersey,

Alderney, &c. (Foreign

Produce)

Wlieat,

Qrs,

33,666
605

69,767
658,711

126,105
858
332

3,638

1

5,232

3,195
456

976
11,540

599

621

1,295

20,367

2,383

1,203

352

941,902

Barley.

Qrs.

2,655

7,204

130,154

32,591

5,342

692

842

179,484

Oats,

QrS.

45,849
2,484

16,143

1,519

4,295

14,226

10

Rye.

254

84,780

Qrs.

600
3,821

444

4,872

Beans nd
Peas.

Qrs.

1

531

16,670

22,273

3,917

199

164

3

1

4,488

39,176

7

8,978

1

1

1

96,412

Flour.

Cwt.

256

887
5,164

2,298

48
2

11,310

3

6

328,246
8

91,317
91

120

439,761
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aUANTITIES RE-EXPORTED FROM THE UNITED KINGDOM IN THE YEAR 1843.

Countries to which
re-exported.

Norway
Denmark
Germany
HoUand
Belgium
France
Portugal, viz., Madeira
Spain and Balearic }

Isles S

Gibraltar

Italy & ItaUan Isles.

.

Malta
Ionian Isles

Morea and Greek Isles

Eg}Tt
Western Coast of"l

Africa J

Cape of Good Hope.

.

St. Helena
Mauritius

Arabia
E. I. and Ceylon ....

Sumatra, &c
China
Australia

New Zealand
British Possessions :

North America ....

West Indies

Hayti
Cuba
United States

Texas
Guatemala
Colombia
Brazil

States of Rio de la"\

Plata J

ChiU
Peru
Falkland Isles

Guernsey and Jersey

.

Total 48,040

Wheat

1,079

1,670

4,114

21,113

9,561

2,047

1,481

275

664

6,036

Barley.

541

170
1,238

888

Oats,

1,952

13,261

241

72

50

10

960
42

7,279

286

10

351

Rye,

15,172

Peas
and

Beans.

1,896

7,915

4,146
150

4

286

36

4

78
1

55

2,884

1,226[ 2,674 5! 3,300

Wheat Flour exported as a substitute

Flour, 'for foreign WTieat delivered from the

I

warehouses, under Act 5 & 6 Vic.

72

38

564

375

7

3

24

"26

4

104

279

5,251

2,225

6,373

9
804
194
192

886
674

1,542

6,889

51

118

3

5

11,184

23

65
12

7,292

4,445141,9981 5' 20,756! 45,288

850

10

35

372

5,541

976
4,691

319
7

154

1,158

107

196

6,730

26

3,938

14

21

7
5

4,869

30,033

CURRENCY PER IMPERIAL MEASURE.
^tVpeil 29.

"Wheat, Essex and Kent, new, red 50 60 AVhite 58 60 64

Irish 50 5t Do 52 68

Old, red 59 62 Do 63 66
Rye, old 30 36 Xew.... .^6 —
Babley, Grinding, 28 30 Malting 32 34 Chevalier 34 36

Irish 28 32 Bere... 26 28

Malt, Suffolk and Xorfolk 60 62 Brown.. 56 58

Kingston and Ware 60 63 Chevalier 60 63

Oats, Yorksh. 4c Lincolnshire, feed 22 23 Potato.. 22 25

Youghall and Cork, black. . 19 20 Cork,whitel9 20

DubUn 18 19 Westport 20 21

Waterford, white 18 19 Black.. 19 20
Newry 21 22
Galway 18 19

Scotch, feed 20 22 Potato.. 23 25
Clonmel 20 21 Limerick 20 21 23
Londonderry 20 21 Sligo .. 18 19

Beans, Tick, new 28 34 Old, small 34 38

Peas, Grey 32 33 Maple.. 30 32
White 30 33 Boilers.. 32 36

Seed, Rape i7l. 28«. Irish.. 22/. 26/. per last.

Linseed, Baltic 30 38 Odessa 41

Mustard, white 7 10 brown 8 11 per bush.

Flouk, Town-made -- 50 SuflTolk— 42 per sk. of 280 lbs.

Stockton and Norfolk — 42 Irish 44

FOREIGN GRAIN AND FLOUR IN BOND.
Wheat, Dantzic 40 44

Hamburg 40 42
Rostoek 40 42

Babley 20 —
Oats, Brew 12 16 Feed . .. li 16
Beans 15 19
Pbas 23 25
Flovb, American, per brl 21 33 Baltic .. 21 38
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COMPARATIVE PRICES OF GRAIN.
WEEKLY AVKUAGES hy

the Imp. Quarter, from the

Gazette, of Friday last,

April 19th, 1844.

WlIBAT 55

Barley 33

Oats '-iO

Fye sa

Beans 31

Pbas 32

AVERAGES from the corres-
ponfliiif: Gazette in the last

year, Friday, April 22nd,
1843.

s. d.
Wheat 46 7

Barley 28 5
Oats 17 4
Rye 28 7
Bbaus 25 U
Peas 27 5

IMPERIAL AVERAGES.
Week ending

March 9th
IBth
28rd
30th

April 6th
13th

AjTjjrej^ate avera;;e of
t!ie six weeks which
ref^ulates the duty.

Duties paviible in

London till AVed-
licsday next inclu-

sive, and at the Out-
ports till the arrival

of the mail of that
day from London . .

Do. oii graiu from
British possessions
out of Europe

Wheat.' Barley. Oats. Rye. Beans. j Peas.

56
56 3

55 11

17

3

33 1

5

6

19 11 3.3 9 31 Oj 31 6
20 1 83 8 31 3 31 4
20 34 1 31 2: 31
19 8 33 3 31 2| 31
20 1 33 9 30 11

j

31 8
20 1 32 4 31 2 32 5

20 33 6

6

2

9 6

1

10 6

2 6

31 G

10 6

2

PRICES OF SEEDS
APRIL 29.

Linseed, English, sowing 50 60
Baltic — —
Mediter. & Odessa 40 42

Carraway — —
Clover, English, red .... 56 70

Flemish 48 62
New Hamburgh .,45 5)
Old do 38 46
French 46 52

Coriander 15 20
Mustard, brown, new,... 10 16
Trefoil — —
Bapeseed, English, new.. 25'. 26/. per last.

Linseed Calces, English.. 9/. 10s. to 10/. per 1000

Do. Foreign.. 5/. to 6/. 10s. per ton.

Large, foreign.... — —
Rapeseed Cakes 5Z. 5s. to 5/. 10s.

Hempseed 35 28 per qr.

Rye Grass, English — — Scotch — — nominal.
Tares, Spring 4s. Od. to 5s. Od., very large 5s. to 6s.

Tares, old .... — — new — — per qr.

Canary, new 51 52 fine 54 — per qr.

crushing 40 42 per qr.

new .. 57 62percwt.
white.. 86 116
do.... 56 lOI extra 116
do....56 108 „ 116
do. ...56 101 „ 111

do.. .. none,
percwt.
white.. 8 10 p bush,
old.. 12 26 new 23 32

POTATO MARKET.
SOUTHWARK, WATERSIDE, April 29.

per ton. per ton.

York Reds 753.
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D.
PLAN OF AN IRRIGATED MEADOW,

by J. Harding.
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PLATE I.

THREE SUFFOLK AND BERKSHIRE PIGS,

Bred by and the property of His Royal Highness Prince Albert, Exhibited at the Smithfield

Cattle Show, December, 1843. lliese pigs were of very superior character, and highly com-

mended by the Judges, although not of sufficient merit to obtain a prize. We trust his Royal

Highness will persevere until he is successful. Such laurels will afford more real gratification

than those which are won in the battle-field.

PLATE IL

PLANS ILLUSTRATIVE OF MR. HARDING'S SYSTEM OF IRRIGATION

AS DEiiCRIBED BELOW.

ON THE BENEFIT OF IRRIGATING
LANDS.

DISCUSSED AT THE FARMERS' CLUB, BURTON-
UPON-TRENT, MARCH 7, 1844; PROPOSED
BY J. HARDING.

Having had many opportunities of witnessing

the great increase of produce from irrigated

meadows, and being well convinced that the sys-

tem of irrigation might be profitably extended to

many acres of land in this neighbourhood, I have
thought the subject Avorthy the attention of our
club, and have ventured to bring before it such
remarks as my experience and limited abihty

have enabled me to make. I must confess I can
l)ut very imperfectly execute the task I have un-
dertaken, but hope that other members may
be found who will correct my errors and supply
any omissions that may appear.

It must have frequently occurred to the most
careless observer, to notice the great improve-

ment to land which is naturally overflowed by
water at various seasons of the year, from rivers,

&c., where the ground is sound. But where land

is so situated as not to have the benefit of the

current, but merely covered by the back-pound-

ing of the water, which becomes stagnant, in

OLD SERIES.}

this case it does not impro^-e the land, but on

the other hand materially injures it, and in many
instances becomes a complete bog, capable of pro-

ducing nothing but rushes, sedges, &c., of little

or no value.

I make no doubt that the veiy superior mea-

dow land often adjoining rivers has been a great

encouragement to the making of artificial mea-

dows, which in some cases are even more valua-

ble than those adjoining rivers, as the occu])ier

might have the fviU power of the water at his

command at the pro])er seasons of the year with-

out the great danger of having the crop carried

away by floods, as is sometimes experienced near

large rivers. In proposing to make irrigated

meadows, it will be well to take into considera-

tion the many circumstances of your particular

case before you proceed to make any outlay.

The first is as to whether your land is favourably

situated for a water meadow. You should then

consider whether the land recpiires draining ; for

if the water be applied without a thorough drain-

age being first executed, the irrigation would

])rove a partial if not a total failure. It ynll then

be necessary to consider from what source you

purpose deriving your supply of water ; whether

it could conveniently be had from a brook,

H H L^o. 6.—VOL, XX.
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spring, or pond ; uniting, if possible, the essence

from yo\ir fold-yard and premises. Not being a

sufficient chemist to analyze and ascertain the

fertilizing powers contained in water applied to

these purposes, my usual plan is to make a trial

on a small scale, of about a quartej* to half an

acre ; and so soon as I am satisfied with the re-

sult, proceed with the operations accordingly.

My limited experience has proved to me that

most water (save and except that arising out of

minerals and bogs), properly applied, with the

ground well prepared for the operation, will

benefit all kinds of land ; but, of course, the bet-

ter the land the better the meadow.
With respect to the best mode of irrigation,

that must deijend on the situation of your ground

;

for if the land be flat it will require A'erj' diflTerent

management from that which has a good fall or

slope, and I consider these points can only be
determined upon by \isiting the spot proposed
for a meadow. It probaljly may be well to re-

mark that great caution is required, M-hen it is in-

tended to obtain a supply of water from a brook,

that it should be taken therefrom at a level in the

sti'eam, so as to prevent the water back-pounding
on neighbouring land ; should this be neglected,

it M'ouid undoubtedly cause some injur}', as well

as unpleasantness between the parties, and this

I think very important to avoid.

Irrigation having attracted my attention for

some years, I have endeavoured, both from prac-

tice and theory, to carry out the system on vari-

ous qualities of land Avhere practicable, which
have generally proved successful. I therefore

trust that the information I am about to offer

may throw some light on so important a subject.

FIRST CA.SE.

The first case is a water meadow that was
made by my father, many years back. At that

time he occuijied a farm of about 500 acres of

land, Init was much inconvenienced for want of

meadows. He selected a very poor piece of
ground, in a good situation, for a meadow ; it

was chiefly a l)ed of peat, much saturated with
water, and worth about 20s. per acre, including

all payments, and only capable of producing about
II or 15 cwt. of very inferior hay per acre. He
Avas particularly anxious to proceed with the irri-

gation, but, owing to the great disadvantage with
which he had to contend respecting the drainage,

he could scarcely look forward to so favourable a

result as the expense would warrant him to ex-

pect. Notwithstanding these impediments, lie

had tlie ground pre])ared, and proceeded with tlie

operations at a cost of about £6 per acre, in

having it judiciously laid out, and the water from
a pool applied ; it, however, jji-oved satisfactory

to a certain extent, yielding a crop, after the first

year, of 25 to 27 cwt. per acre ; but the croj) was
exceedingly coarse, aud only fit for yoimg cattle.

A short time aftenvards the landowner was in-

duced to cut a new brook-course for upwards of

a mile in length, for the purpose of benefiting his

estate, which enabled my father to effect a proper
drainage at a light cost : the meadow became so

much improA'ed that it produced a great quantity

of \'alua])le sheep-keep in the spring, about 2

tons of hay per acre, and a good aftermath for

milking-cows ; and I can with confidence say

that it has averaged that for fourteen or fifteen

years (certain) : thus it may be considered that

the crop from irrigation is three times as much
in quantity, and it may fairly be said three times

as good in quality, as it was in its original state.

It would be well to notice that there is a pond in

an adjoining field which is usually filled from a

very pure spring, as clear as possible, and unites

M'ith the pool-water about the middle of the mea-
dow ; and wherever that water passes over the

surface, the grass is much more abundant than

any other part of the meadow.

SECOND CASE.

The next statement I propose to bring before

you is that of a meadoAV at Teddesley, belonging
to the Right Hon. Lord Hatherton, which was
made under the superintendence of my old mas-
ter, Mr. Bright, to whom I shall ever feel in-

debted for much valuable infonnation. "WTien

Mr. Bright went to Teddesley, thirteen or four-

teen years ago, there was but little ground irri-

gated ; consequently the expense of keeping
up-land meadows in order was A'ery heaiy, and
the crops generally very light, not exceeding 22

or 23 cwt, per acre, from its being naturally of a

kind of hot sandy soil, which I had many oppor-

tunities of seeing. Mr. Bright jiroceeded to tap

some springs by draining at a distance of a mile

from the meadows, Avhich he conveyed over this

land^ when ]n-operly prepared, at a cost of about
£3 to £3 10s. per acre; and the second year I

had the pleasure of witnessing 35 cMi;. of good
hay ])er acre, independent of the spring-keep

and aftermath, which is particularly useful on
large plough-farms, the former being a good suc-

cession when turnips are getting short : thus A\'as

obtained an increase of about 12 or 13 cwt. of

hay per acre, besides dispensing with the neces-

sity of top-dressing the meadows every alternate

year, value £4, or equal to £2 per acre per
annum, which had been the usual method prior

to irrigation ; and thus gives a great increase of

food for cattle, as well as an increase of manure
for other lands, which it must be admitted is a

mucli more profitable plan than taking it away
from the arable lands to sujjport the meadows.

THIRD CASE.

The following is an account of a meadow be-

longing to Isaiah Deakin, Esq. :

—

'i'his is a very flat, wet, peaty meadow, without
any means of its being properly drained ; it for-

merly was so boggy that it produced nothing but
rushes, rubbish, &c., indeed I understand it M-as

at that period let for 10s. per acre, in fact it was
scarcely worth any rent. Mr. Deakin having a

very good supply of water passing down by the

side, had it inspected by a skilful person, and
was advised to form it into bed-work, being very
flat, with shallow floating-gutters and deep tail

or drain-gutters, in order that the land might be
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tolerably sound when the application of water
was not necessary ; the works were jiroceedcd

with, and cost, as near as Mr. Deakin could as-

certain, aljoiit £0 per acre. I have had a j^reat

many opportunities of seeing the land in question

for the last twelve years, and can most confidently

assert, during that time it has produced a very

much more abundant crop than any practical

man could ha\-e expected. I ha^'e always been
much surprised at the very early as ^^•ell as the very
great crop of spring-eating for ewes and lambs,

which have invariably been turned on the land at

the latter end of March or beginning of April,

and remained on until the middle of May ; it is

then laid uj) for mowing, and in six weeks from
that time produces from 40 to 45 cwt. of good
hay per acre. So soon as the hay is cleared otf,

the water is again applied for a short time, which
causes a very great aftermath, usually eaten by
cow stock, or mown again and eaten in the stable

by horses. As this is a very striking case, I

have put the follo^ving questions to the owner,
M'ho has kindly answered them in the following

manner ;

—

What was the state of your present meadow
before the application of water ?—A bog.
What might the produce be per acre, or was it

let ?—It produced nothing but rushes, and was
let for 10s. per acre.

Did you drain it ?—Xo ; because I could not
get any fall.

What was the expense of preparing the mea-
dow :—About £6 per acre.

How long was it before you received any bene-
fit r—A little the first year, a great deal the second
year.

What is the spring-eating worth per acre ?-—

20s., as it is the only early keep I have for ewes
and lambs from the latter end of March to the

middle of May,
AYhat do you consider the crop of hay to he

per acre ?—45 to 46 cwt., which I can always
sell for 4s. j)er cwt.

What is the aftermath worth per acre ?—20s.

j)er acre.

When do you begin to apply the water r

—

November ; it then remains on each fiat four or
five days at a time l^efore Christmas, and as the

sjjring advances I reduce it to two or three days :

when the water is taken off I am careful to have
all stops taken out to allow the ground to drain

as much as possible, and it remains about a fort-

night before the water is again applied.

Signed, Isaiah Dkvkin.

IIH.ST CA.SE, BY J, HARDING,

CPlan marked A.J

I shall now allude to cases under my own
management.

In 1836 I was aware of some land favourable
for the process of irrigation, having a brook nm-
ning down the centre, which I thought might be
most beneficially carried out ; accordingly, I com-
menced operations, but as it appeared a new sys-

tem in this neighbourhood; I had great difficulty

u'ith the men, as they were very awkward. But,
notwithstanding these obrstacles, I proceeded to

set oiit the catchwork method of irrigation (at

a cost of about £3 per acre), which jjlan I

thought best adapted to the land. I was in-

formed by the tenant that he did not cut more
than 22 or 23 cwt. per acre, with a regular top

dressing of manure or compost every other year,

at a cost of at least £4 jier acre, or £2 per acre

per year ; I told him that I thought the water

very good, and if it proved as beneficial as I had
reason to beheve, it \\'ould not only do away with,

the expense of manuring for hay, but would
afford him much spring-keep and an additional

quantity of hay, which M'ould be valuable for his

cattle, and much increase the manure for his

arable lands, which I thought required it to a

great degree. I am happy to say that the croi?,

even the first year, exceeded the produce of any
former year, but the second year there was, as

near as could be calculated, 35 cwt. per acre,

consequently my exjjectatioris were fully realized,

there l)eing an increase of about 12 cwt. per acre,

Anthout the expense of top-dressing.

SECOND CASE, BY J. HARDIXU.

(Plan marked B.)

Having been successful in the last case, I was
anxious to extend the system to another piece of

land higher up on the same brook, whicli I

thought might be much impi'oved ; I therefore

had the same prepared for watering. The tenant

informed me that the land in question was very

uncertain for hay, much depending on the sea-

son ; he said he had not, generalh', more than
25 c^\'t. per acre. I told him it would be greatly

benefited by the application of ^i-ater, when pro-

perly set out ; the works were proceeded with,

and the residt has been most favourable, the pro-
duce being nearly 2 tons of excellent haj' per

acre. The land, I must observe, is a good, deep

loam, and the fertilizing pov/ers of the water

being much increased Ijy the brook passing

through a village, whereby it receives much nutri-

ment from several farm-yard premises, &c., &c.,

which attracted my particular attention during

the operations of the work. I must add that

there is much land in the neighbourhood which
would be equally im})roved jiy a similar ajjplica-

tion of water, which at the ])resent time is totally

neijlected. The expense of the aI)ove meadow
was aliout £2 15s., and has been the means of

jiroducing an additional crop of about 15 cwt.

])er acre ; and, as it is of a superior quality, it is

very valuable for winter food, and will much in-

crease the manure for other lands which have

from time to time been injured by the usual

method of top-dressing the mow-land.

THinD CASE, BY J, HARDING.

(Plan marked C.)

This is a small meadow on the same farm, of a

very poor, black, thin soil, about four inches

deep, on clay subsoil, yielding a very small

quantity of rough, coarse liay, and said not to

produce more than 16 cwt. per acre ; indeed it

H H 2
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has been known not to cut more than 10 cwt.

The land being smooth, with a tolerable slope, it

was arranged in catchwork, as per plan, at a cost

of about 40s. per acre. Considering the natural

quality of the land, it has proved very successful,

and now produces from 26 to 28 cwt. per acre

;

while the i)arts on the outside of the carrier,

coloured pink, where thewater cannot conveniently

be applied, only yield about 20 cwt. per acre, as

top-dressed with manure or compost at the rate

of £4 per acre each alternate year : thus showing
an increase of produce, by irrigation, from its

original state of 1 1 to 12 cwt. per acre, and of

about 7 to 8 cwt. over the part coloured pink,

manured as aforesaid.

The following is a short statement of the pro-

duce :

—

£ s. d.

Meadow, when irrigated, 28 cwt. of hay
at 3s. per cwt 4 4

Deduct : expenses in cleaning out gut-

ters and managing water, per acre..080
3 16

(Prior to irrigation.)

16 cwt. of hay, per acre £ s. d.

3s 2 8

Expense of ma-
nure, twelve

tons every

other year, £ s. d.

5s 3

Carting, filling,

and spread-

ing 1

Or, compost,

20 loads, 3s. 3

Carting, &c. . . 10
4

The half this per year. . .

.

2
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which I understood had been tried many years

ago, and the system abandoned on the ground of

it doing no good ; at this I was not surprised, as

the land was not prepared or levelled for that

purpose, nor was there even a single gutter to

drain the land. I commenced the work much
against the advice of my neighbours, who I

found to be prejudiced against the system. I

prepared about a quarter of an acre, and, as the

land was very round in the middle of the flat

selected—about the centre of the meadow—(as

marked E. E. on plan), I was obliged to adopt
a system quite new to me, but which experience

has proved a very advantageous one. This was
done at the rate of 4Ss. per acre, in the early part

of 1842.

During the summer of that year I grazed
the meadow, and found that the cattle were much
more partial to that part over which the water
had been applied than to any other, and this was
evident from its being eaten particularly close,

whilst the remainder was quite a good pasture.

I was so much satisfied with the result, that I

jn'oceeded to prepare the part coloured green
the following winter, at a cost of about £3 10s.

per acre ; and in the month of March I had an
exceedingly nice pasture, and was induced to put
in twenty ewes and lambs, and they remained in

till about the r2th of May, which was of the

greatest l)enefit to me at that time, and could not
be valued at less than 10s. per acre.

I mowed the hay early in July, and being
anxious to ascertain the correct dift'erence in the

crop, I called in a neighbour to witness it ; we
proceeded to measm-e a certain quantity of ground
that had not been irrigated, and the same quan-
tity that had ; and on making a calculation as to

the quantity, we found the part not irrigated,

although manured with compost the previous

year, did not exceed 17 cwt. per acre, when the

part that was irrigated in 1 842 produced a crop

of 35^ c\vt. per acre, this being an increase of

18^ cwt. of hay per acre, by irrigation ; and I

consider the additional hay and spring-keep

amply repaid me for the expense of making that

part of the meadow to which I allude, and was
done for about 48s. per acre : the remainder cost

me about £3 10s. per acre.

The following is a statement of the value of

the produce in 1843 :

—

£ s. d.

Spring-eating 10

35 cwt, of hay, to be consumed on the

premises, at 3s 5 5

Aftermath 15

6 10

Annual expenses in guttering, putting

on water, &c 10

6

(Before irrigation.) £ s. d.

Spring-eating 5

20 cwt. of hay, at 2s. 9d. . 2 15

Aftermath 12

Top dressing.
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done some little good. Almost every farmer
will find some iiortion of land on his farm suita-

T)le for irrigation, and when it is once believed

that the operations can be made certainly pi'o-

fitable, many will, perhaps, be tempted to imder-
take it.

ON GERMAN FARMING, AND M. VON
TIIAERS SYSTEM OF AGRICULTURE.

By Cl'thbekt W. Joiixson, E.sa. F.R.S.

The attention of many of the leading farmers of

England has Ijeen, for a consideraI)le period,

directed to the agriculture of northern Germany,
and more especially to the work of M. Von Thaer,
so celebrated on the continent, entitled "Principles

of Agricultiu'e," a translation of which, edited l)y

Mr. Shaw and the author of this essay, is now
in the pi'ess. Some l)rief notices of these, there-

fore, may not be unacceptalde to many of the

enlightened readers of the Farmer's Magazine.
" Von Thaer was a native of Hanover, and

was born on the 14th May, 1752. He studied

medicine, practised as a physician, and obtained
the honour of being appointed physician to the

king. His health having been impaired, he re-

tired from his profession, dedicated his time to

the study of agriculture, and signalized himself
by the publication of a work, entitled^ " Introditc-

(ion lu Enrjlish Agriculture'' and ])y the transla-

tion of se^'eral valualde agricultural v/orks into

his native language. In the year 1S04, the king
of Prussia invited him to settle in his dominions,

and gave him the estate of Mogelin, situated

about forty-five miles from Berlin, consisting of

1,200 acres, to manage as a pattern farm. He
erected extensi^-e buildings for himself, three pro-

fessors, a variety of tradesmen, and the requisite

agricultural buildings. The three professors are

—

one for mathematics, chemistry, and geology; one
for veterinary knowledge ; and a third for botany
and entomology. An experienced agriculturist is

also engaged, whose office it is to point out to the

pupils the mode of applying the sciences to the

practical business of husbandry. Von Thaer's
" Principles of Agriculture'' contain the result of

his experience through a series of years.

/ The agriculture of a district so extensive as

that of Germany, as I ha\-e in another place had
occasion to remark, naturally varies with the
nature of the climate and the degree of knowledge
possessed by the inhabitants of the numerous and
extensive provinces of which the empire is com-
posed. In the Mecklenburgs, or that portion of
Germany bounded by the Baltic on the north,
according to Mr. J. S. Carr, "from north to

south there is a ridge of elevated sandy land (the
same which may be traced from the Bannat in

Hungary to Jutland in Denmark) varying from 10
to 20 miles in breadth, affording miseralde crops
of corn and worse pasture ; but the soil im])roves
on both sides towards the Elbe and the Baltic,

where fine districts of rich loams and clays are
managed with considerable plodding industry."

The farms in northern Germany vary in size

from 50 to 60 acres cultivated by peasants, to

300 and even 2,000 in the hands of the farmers

and proprietors; the number of cows kept by the

farmers are often 300 or 400, and they are sensibly

alive to ilie advantages of sheltering stock in win-
ter. Their sheep houses are commonly made
large enough to hold 5,000 head. They usually

harvest all their corn in barns. Their agricultural

imjdements are defective ; for instance, they use

generally, instead of a plough, an instrument

called a haken, which is exactly similar to

one used by the Roman farmers. Their

harrows ha\'e commonly wooden teeth, and are

worked with five horses, in a very bungling man-
ner. They often break up their jjastures with

this clumsy instrument in summer, in order to

expose the soil more effectually to the frosts of

the following winter, spread over it their dung,
and, in the following July, sow broadcast rape-

seed ; this they dress with lOOllis. per acre of gyp-
smn dust in the following spring, and in Jidy the

seed is ripe, which is then trodden out by horses

on large canvass sheets in the field. " The oil of

this seed, when pvirified, is without smell, gives

a brilliant clear-burning flame, and is universally

used all over Germany, in the saloon and the

cottage." If this crop escapes the manifold con-

tingencies of slugs, caterpillars, turnip-fly, and
beetles, it is a very remunerative crop, worth from
£10 to £20 per acre. The improved rotations

now commonly followed in northern Germany
are—1. Fallow well dunged. 2. Rape. 3. Wheat,
4. Barley. 5. (with light dunging) Peas, G. Rye.

7. Oats, sown down with rye, or timothy grass,

and red rover ;
" which, as well as the peas, is

gypsumed wth great effect before the dew has
left the plant of a May morning." The clover,

after being twice nrown, is left two years longer
for pasture. Marl, at the rate of 164 feet per

acre, is much used, and is the begining in many
places of all improvements. The hakeii is worked
by oxen. The Merino breed of sheep is now ex-

tensively cultivated in the Mecklenburg, and in

Saxony, lliere is cattle otherwise noticeable in

their live stock. The farm servants are com-
monly lodged and fed in the house, and are paid

from £5 to £6 per annum. The married la-

boiu'ers have a free house and firing, a cow kej)t,

and about one rood of garden, and twice as

much potato land. The average rent cf wheat
and barley land is about 18s. per acre. Manures of

all kinds are preserved with much care; and they
show a wisdom in the collection of night soil, and
that of the sewerage of their towns, which it

would be well to imitate in England.

Such is the agriculture of northern Ger-
many ; a jiractice which the work of M. Von
Thaer, was \vritten, and with some of the haji-

])iest results, to imi)roA'e, In this great work he
laboured with an industry and a zeal which seemed
never to tire or become exhausted, to improve
the cultivation of his country, to banish old and
erroneous practices, to elevate the character of

its farmers, and to increase their i)rofits in every

possible way. \'on Thaer \'ery justly perceived
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that in no way could these objects be so safely,

so quietly, and so certainly accomplished, as by the

formation of agricultural schools and model
farms ; for, as he truly enough told the German
farmers, in his celebrated work

—

" With equal instruction and ecjual talent, that

person will ah\-ays have the superiority, whose
education, good in other respects, has l)een di-

rected towards agricultiu'e from its early youth.

A young man, fifteen years of age, will Ijest ob-

tain the requisite education in an establishment

which unites considerable activity in the different

branches with the employment of tlie various

means of obtaining the produce of the earth, al-

though this establishment may not ha\'e attained

the ])erfection of which it is susce})til)le. There
the pupil will have all the objects and o])erations

of agriculture brought under the cognisance of

his senses : he will acquire a practical knowledge
of all the details ; he will learn to select the pro-

per season for each operation ; he will form in

his own mind a kind of intellectual admeasure-
ment of the nature and value of soils, the seasons,

and of the I'equisite labour. He will also there

be taught all that has relation to the general

management and direction of business, and he
will carefully observe the manner in which it is

conducted as often as opportunity permits.

Lastly, he v/ill not fail to acquire, as much as

possible, a certain tact in buying and selling.

During more than a century the jiossibility and
advantage of a scientific education for the jtrac-

tice of agriculture has been maintained, and an
agricultural chair has been established in almost

every university. In so far as it is the duty of

these institutions to afford the public funct.'onary,

the lawyer, and even the theologian and the medi-
cal man, a clear idea of agricultural practice and
its importance, 1 admit the utility of these ap-

pointments, and only desire thst the instruction

shall be directed to the sole end which it can
possibly attain.

These professorships, however, do not ajipear

to me necessary or even useful to the agiicul-

turist who seeks instruction there, because the

nature of the life which is led there, and the

usages of the university, and the general

tendency of affairs in such places, seem
to possess something altogether foreign to his

habits and pursuits, and are calculated to unfit

him for the peculiar species of activity, and the

pecuMar kind of hfe to which he is des-

tined. Besides, it is scarcely to be expected that

an agriculturist who unites practice with science

Avill accept a professorship of this kind at a uni-

versity ; and he who does not possess both tliese

requsites is by no means fitted for such a situa-

tion.

Nothing can contribute more to the acquisi-

tion of an enlightened knowledge of agricvdtui-e

than travelhng in those countries which are dis-

tinguished for the perfection of their agricidture.

The contemplation of practices and institutions

so various among different people destroys that

prejudice encouraged from our childh(Jod which
lead* i\s to belie^'e that nothing can be done in

a better or in a different manner from our own
mode of performance. The customs of different

provinces and of entire nations, as well in the

general proceedings of agriculture as in the per-

formance of indi\'idual ojierations, are, with

every thinking man, so many experiments on a

grand scale, if he knows how to place them on a

level with each other, and to compare their re-

sults. But it requires a great deal of ])ersever-

ance, and the surmounting of luany difficulties,

to derive real advantage from such ti'avels, and
to extend the observation to the actual and true

principles of things. They who have only run
through a country as it were by post, and who
stops only at the inns, will report very little that

can Ije in any way useful. Besides, there would
])e required a correct judgment and penetration

founded on preliminary and long-continued

study, and an impartiality altogether free from
prejudice, in order to derive true and positive re-

sults from the ol)servations which are made.
Without such acquirements, so far from being

divested of our preconceived notions, we shall only

bring back others still less suited to our climate,

and the circumstances in which we are jilaced.

^'on Thaer was not content M'ith merely rea-

soning with the German farmers upon the errors

of their practices. He emjjloyed considerable

powers of sarcasm and ridicule for the same
good purpose. He observes in one place

—

With the view of jjlacing in a clearer light

the maxims by which dishonest farm.ers are in

the habit of regulating their practice, and of

putting those who let farms on lease on their

guard against them, we shall here transciibe

the (/olden alphabet of the farmers who have

placed themselves ahove the laws of duty and
honesty.

1. Above all things look out for a farm which
has ])een brought into good condition by proper

and improving cultivation, or by having had its

resources but little exhausted. For such a farm

you may, in proportion to its extent, pay double

the rent, for a small number of years, which you
would give for one which has been impoverished

by an avaricious agriculturist or by industrious

farmers. In the former you may employ the

utmost refinements of the art of exhaustion;

whereas, in the latter, you will be obliged to

adhere to the ordinary mode of proceeding.

2. If possible, cidtivate no grain except for

sale ; do not raise anything for tire consumption

of cattle, because they do not immediately pay

the expenses of better feeding, and you would
not ])e able to deri\'e the full advantage of the

quantity of manure whicli you woidd have

put on the ground during the short term of your

lease.

3. Among the fallow crops, cultivate those

only which produce the greatest profit in money,

as flax, tobacco, seeds which produce oil, &c.

;

and if you cannot undertake their cultivation

yourself, let the ground to poor people in the

neighbourhood who will pay you j^artly in money
and partly in jjroduce. Never mind if they do

not give you any straw, for the farmer is generally
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prohibited from sellinpf it, and at all events

you could not venture to sell it openly in large

quantities.

4. As these crops require a great deal of ma-

nure, and you will every day obtain a smaller

quantity of that article, content yourself with

raising them on those fields which are in the

liest state of cultivation and at the smallest dis-

tance ; and thus the cartage will occupy less time.

Even if the other fields should be unable to

produce anything during the latter years of yovir

lease, you will be sufficiently indemnified for this

miscalculation; and you will have a right to

complain of the sterility of the soil, and to de-

mand a reduction of rent. Besides, the nearer

])ortions of the land are most likely to be no-

ticed by the landlord and by strangers ; and if

any one should say that flax, rape, and tobacco

exhaust the land, you have only to appeal to the

fine wheat growng close by. Never expend ma-

nure upon the fields which are most in need of it,

for poor land never pays the expense of the first

manuring ;
you can, however, put a little on the

sides of the fields, and near to the pathways. In

the last year of your lease, apply the manure as

much as possible to the spring crops, because

you wiU reap those, but you will not reap the au-

tumnal crop.

5. During the first few years, give the land

the best possil^le tillage with the plough, the

harrow, and the roll, in order to destroy all

noxious weeds, to bring the manure which the

soil may already contain into action, and to divide

the clods so that the roots of the plants shall find

nourishment in them. Therefore, increase your

teams, and you will be repaid for the outlay

before the expiration of your lease. But towards

the end of the lease you must rehnquish this

perfection of tillage so as to be able to diminish

your teams, or to employ them in other occupation

which wiU yield greater profit. As far as possi-

ble, at this time, sow your seed after one or two

ploughings ; and let your ploughshares be very

broad, so that you may be able to make furrows

twelve inches wide. Vou need not trouble your-

self about ploughing the land to sow seed from

which )'ou will not gather the crop, it will he.

much more to your advantage to make merely

a secondaiy operation of it.

C. It is a great advantage to be allowed to plough

up old grass land and root up plantations. In

seeking for a farm, you should always endea\'our

to obtain this privilege. But in such a case,

from the very commencement, direct all the

means and powers you have at command to the

undertaking. The lands thus brought into a

state of cultivation, will produce at first fine

crops of corn for market, and will afterwards,

without manuring, continue to produce inferior

kinds of grain until the end of your lease : it

will matter little to you if they should then be

completely exhausted.

7. Do not trouble yourself about the meadow
land, excepting so far as is necessary in order to

obtain fodder for your teams ; for it does not

repay the expense of management. If, towards

the latter end of your lease, the meadows should

have become marshy from want of drainage,

or from the ditches being choked, or should be

covered with thorns and bushes, or broken by
mole-hills, and on account of these defects

yield a smaller quantity of hay, and of an in-

ferior quality, you need not concern

yourself much about it, it will make little dif-

ference to you, as you would otherwise be pre-

vented from disposing of your hay.

8. If you have taken the stock upon lease at a

valuation, and have to return it in the same man-
ner, remove all the best horses, oxen, and cows,

and replace them by inferior animals, or other-

wise pay the deficiency in money. In valuations

of this description, good stock are always

estimated at a jirojiortionally lower rate than bad,

and the latter look less miserable when the good

are not jdaced by their side. Towards the end of

the lease, do not put the bull to the cows, or, at

least, do not let it be done until a very late period,

in order that the cows may not have calved before

the time of returning the stock; they will then

appear to be in much better condition, even if

they have been badly fed. The continuance of

the profit of the cows which are not in calf, will

fully compensate you for the loss of the surplus

that those which recently calved would have af-

forded you. You should likewise include all the

old harness and farming implements in the valua-

tion, keeping all that which is no longer service-

able for this purpose, and having it repaired and

put in order : as to the new, you may put it on

one side. A miserable-looking stock often in-

spires those who value it with compassion

for the farmer, and inclines them to treat him
leniently.

9. It is, of course, understood that you must
not go to any expense in order to keep the gar-

dens, ponds, and buildings in order : the landlord

generally takes upon himself all the larger repairs

at the end of the lease ; it is, therefore, your in-

terest to allow the small dilapidations to become
large ones.

10. Exact all that the laws and customs will

allow from those who owe you statute labour

;

it will not matter to you if they are ruined.

1 1

.

If the landlord should reserve any part of

the produce for himself, and fix a high price on

it because it is the growth of his own land, and,

consequently, offer you a considerable reduction

of rent in return for it, agree to his proposal by
all means. It is true that you will the sooner be

at issue with him ; but that would hapjjen under

all circumstances, especially if he resided upon
the estate : and, besides, it can be of httle import-

ance to you if )'Our lease is properly dra\\'n up.

If it should prove injurious to you at first, you
have only to contrive to enlist on your side

the servants who receive the produce for the

landlord."

These extracts are made from almost the first

pages of M. Von Thaer's work. Each succeeding

chapter abounds with matter highly interesting

to the Enghsh farmer ; and, at no very distant

period, I hope to resume these notices of the
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agriculture of Germany, whose i)rovinces com-
prehend every description of soil, and are situ-

ated in almost every variety of climate, from the

frozen shores of the Baltic to the warm sunny
valleys of the Tyrol, and the hanks of the Adriatic.

LETTERS FROM IRELAND.

BY THE EDITOR OF THE FIFTH AND SIXTH
EDITION'S OF "'BAYLDON ON RENTS AND
TILLAGES," AND AUTHOR OF A TREATISE
ON MANURES AND GRASSES.

" Ajtricultura nihil melius, nihil uberius, niliil liomine libero
dignius."

—

Cicero.

(The copyright of these letters is reserved by the

author.)

Having for some years past entertained a most
anxious desire to visit Ireland, and the engagements of

my agricultural profession having aflbrded at this time
the convenience and relaxation necessary for that pur-
pose, T embraced the opportunity, and I had myself
conveyed from London, by steamboat, to Dublin, where
I arrived on the 20th of April. The history of the

past and present state of the " alien" country, and
the multitude of evils which are said to afflict it, must
have led most persons to form some opinion of the

cause or causes that have occasioned such an anoma-
lous state of society as is said to have existence there

;

among others, I had formed my own opinions, and, no
doubt, my own prejudices, for who is without them ?

The removal, or even the modification of erroneous
notions and preconceived opinions, is a very difficult

attainment, and seldom or never completed, even by a

personal inspection and examination of the operating
circumstances and causes. The sphere of the traveller

is naturally circumscribed, and he must in luost cases

of importance depend upon information tinged by
party and clouded by interest ; nor must his own judg-
ment be supposed to be clearly exercised or thoroughly
uninfluenced by the leanings and views which have
ever produced the most opposite and contradictory

accounts and representations of objects, according as

they have been examined and looked at through a

focus of a nariow or a comprehensive latitude, con-
tracted and bedimmed by interest and prejudice, or

enlarged and brightened by liberality and candour.
The following letters will relate chiefly to agricultural

subjects, interspersed with remarks on the social and
moral causes connected therewith, and on the eflecls

they may be supposed to produce. The author will

endeavour, as far as his knowledge and experience

enable him, to relate correctly and to compare judi-

ciously the various agricultural practices he may see,

and has previously seen and practised ; and to suggest

such improvements as may seem capable of being
adopted under existing circumstances, without advanc-

ing beyond the path of possibility. The social and
political causes that bear on agriculture must be no-
ticed more or less. Any beneficial alterations that

occur, or may be suggested as likely to advance the

art and elevate the state of the practitioners, will be
impartially considered and related ; and every intelli-

gence will be conveyed that can be obtained from ob-
servation and information, and which may tend to give

a better understanding of the object in view than has
yet, in many instances, existed.

Dublin is a fine city, containing about 250,000 in-
habitants. The squares are spacious, and the streets

wide, and the public buildings not inferior to those of
any city of equal size in Britain. The granite stone
for building purposes, which is obtained in the neigh-
bourhood, is a most durable acquisition ; and though
too dark in colour to constitute beauty, it would have
made a great improvement in the squares if the houses
had been built with it, instead of the red glaring bricks
which render the appearance both vulgar and disagree-
able. The expense of procuring it, and the untracta-
bleness in the hands of the workman, have substituted
bricks, which are now being used, of a neater shape
and better materials. The College, both in situation
and in buildings of the same extent, is superior to any
other in Britain ; the Museum is not inferior, while
the Halls seem fully equal to the wants of the popula-
tion, both for study and exhibition. I had little time
to inquire, but I believe the means of obtaining infe-

rior education are equal to similar extents of popula-
tion, and that contributions for charitable purposes
are not more deficient. These subjects would require
a time and space I had not at my devotion.

In every country there is always found a party who
live well, and the numerical amount of that party,
great or small, marks the degree of advancement in
civilization which the state of society has attained.

In Dublin, the highest order seems as refined and
polished as in any other city ; but in descending to
the lower orders, there is seen a greater amount of
poverty spread over the mass than is to be observed
in any other part of Britain. Every city or congre-
gation of human beings contains a " cursed" quarter
by the side of opulence and elegance, which, so far

as present experience has shown, seems necessary to
raise and support it both as basis and pillar, and which
in many instances would have supplied Dante with
materials in making a description of an abode of
devils ; but these quarters in Dublin, so far as my
observation extended, do not exhibit either a greater
amount or degree of wretchedness than is to be found
in the wynds of Edinburgh, or in the lanes and alleys

of London and Manchester. It is the dissemination
of poverty that shows the difference between the king-
doms ; for on leaving the highest order of society in
Ireland there immediately takes place a dejection,
languor, and carelessness, very visible in every other
grade ; while the lowest order appears sunk in the
deepest abyss of misery which it is possible to describe
or imagine. There is an inferiority in the neat attire

and genteel appearance of the middle orders, which,
with the dejection of countenance, increases down-
wards till it ends in filth and rags innumerable. The
steps to almost every door of opulence contain at
least one beggar, either very aged, or carrying a child
to excite commiseration ; at the corner of every street,

and even on the broadest pavements and most fashiona-
ble walks, most importunate beggars abound ; the
minor coach-offices and public places are beset with
the cravers of alms, exhibiting poverty in the most
hideous form ; while there may be seen, watering the
flower-garden of the suburban gentleman or lady, a
labourer clad with a coat of which an Englishman
would not suffer the sight. Females with bare heads
and naked feet are not very becoming in the streets of
a town. The dress of the operatives is both clumsy
and very coarse, while much carelessness is evinced
by the people themselves in trimmhig and making as

decent as possible the goods of which they are pos-
sessed. The windows are dirty ; the shop-signs are

clumsily executed ; the appearance both of equestrians

and pedestrians in the most fashionable resorts, and the
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equipages of the nobility and gentry, are inferior to

what is seen in other parts of the kingdom. A gene-
ral view shows a most marked inferiority, while single

objects are not wanting that will bear a comparison
with any others of the same nature.

The river Liffey flows through the middle of the

cit)'', and is walled throughout the whole length by a

strong bulwark of granite stone, confining the ships

in the river, from which all goods are carted away
to the warehouses in the town. From the wall of the

river, alongside of which the ships are laid, to the

frontage of tiie houses, there is, on both sides of the

river, a spacious road, well macadamized, which aftbrds

a ready access both to the houses and to the river,

over which there are [convenient bridges of granite-

stone and iron, forming the thoroughfares of the prin-

cipal parts of the city. This embankment of a na-

vigable river, with a spacious road or street on each
side, forms a very great and a most valualile improve-
ment, and highly deserving of imitation in eveiy case

where the adoption is by any means possible. Such
an embankment of the Thames, from the lowest wharfs
down the river throughout the whole length of the

city \\]> to Vauxhall, would constitute one of the

greatest improvements of modern times ; and connected
at the same time with the formation of spacious docks
into which all ships and floating vessels of any kind
would be withdrawn from the river, in order to deliver

the goods into the warehouses, and thus leave clear of

the confusion of business the roads on each side of the

wall of embankment. The convenience of stones near
Dublin, no doubt, formed a great inducement in mak-
ing the improvement ; but the wealth of London
must compensate and remove the unsightly wharfs,

the most unsightly of all sights in the world. The
proposed erection of a terrace of limited length will

only form a patch of piece worlc ; a very general mode
of doing lousiness, but deficient for useful purposes

from want of comprehension. Such an embankment,
v.ith a wide road and front of good houses, docks, and
a river clear of confusion and obstruction, would pre-

sent a spectacle widely different from the present.

Tlie difficulty and expense would no doubt be great,

but certainly not insurmountable.

The suburbs of Dublin are in many parts very

beavitiful, tastefully laid off, and well kept. The best

are near Kingstown, where villas and terraces are to be
seen not inferior to any in Britain. The Bay of Dub-
lin presents a fine view, being studded I'ound with neat

mansions, with vessels and steamers passing and jc-

])assing to all parts of the United Kingdom. Kings-
town possesses a fine harbour, built with granite, which
abounds in the neighbourliood, and the town stands on
an airy and commanding situation. In other directions

tlie mud-coloured walls impart a dingy appearance to

many jjlaces in the suburbs ; the want of coping on
the walls, and of frequent colouring on the gates and
fen(;es, shows a neglect that is generally observable :

many of the houses also have a dirty appearance.

The trade in the port of Dublin is neither great nor
Ijrisk, and there is little business dohig at the Custom-
bouse. Some cattle and grain are exported to Eng-
land ; coals form a considerable import, and sell at

1 4r. per ton from Whitehaven. I did not hud provi-

sion so cheap as represented: l)eef, 4 id to 7d. ; mut-
ton, 5d. to C>\d. per lb.

;
jjotatoes of the wor.--t quality

I ever saw, hi retail at 4d., in wholesale at Sid. per
stone. But this is a dear time of the year. The
charges in the second-rate hotels are one-fifth, and in

some cases one-fourth, less than in England ; in the

best they are as high. Attendance is not so quick or

so civil as in England ; llierc seems in every business

and transaction a willingness to serve and oblige, but
it is abruptly and uncouthly expressed. Conveyance
is plentiful and cheap ; the two-sided open cars are

hired for Is. per hour, within the fixed circle, and for

8d. per mile beyond it, or for what may be agreed
upon. Coft'ee and eating-houses, and similar accom-
modations, are also found.

The Plicenix park is the only public place of resort

for exercise ; the thorn trees are very numerous ; the

soil is wet in some places, and wants draining, and more
care bestowed on several points. Some draining has
been executed at the distance of 40 feet, and, as might
have been expected, has not been attended with any
effect. The Botanic Gardens contain 27 acres, and
show many exotic and indigenous plants.

Dublin, April 22.

The county of Dublin extends along the coast of the

Irish Channel to the north and south of the city, about

30 miles in length, tlie breadth varying from 10 to 18

miles. The general aspect is level, with some rocky

hills on the sea-coast and some cultivated ones to tlie

south, where the county of Wicklow joins. The me-
tropolitan county of any country can seldom be taken
as a specimen of the country itself, for it always par-

takes of the wealth of the city, and the better condition

that attends it. The northern part of the county is

open and bare, and in about three miles from the city

the traces of superiority ceass—southwards the coun-

try is better wooded, looks richer, and is better culti-

vated. The mansions of the gentlemen are not very

numerous ; when they cease, the houses of the better

farmers appear, and continue to the extremities of the

county, till the common mansions commence. The
better houses and farm offices are neat and commodi-
ous, but are built on the naked bare-waU system of the

villas, which always remind one of a person without a

shirt ; some form of the Elizabethan order adds much
to the neatness of the buildings and the beauty of a

countiy ; the common farmers' houses are thatched.

There is everywhere a want of plantations, both for

ornament, shelter, and use, especially in the northern

part of the county, where, for miles, no tree is to be

seen. This circumstance detracts much from the ap-

pearance of any country.

The soil throughout the country is excellent, and
seems well adapted for the production of every crop
cultivated in the present day. There is no clay wheat
soil for summer fallow, but, what is far more valuable,

potatoes, beet, and cabbages may be raised in abun-
dance, and followed by wheat. The lighter soils are

admirably adapted for turnips and the artificial ma-
nures. Notwithstanding this advantage, none are

used, except in very partial instances ; bones are im-
ported at 2s. 4d. per bushel, there being no mill in the

county for grinding them. Few turnips are sown, and
these by a few leading individuals. Much of the land

is in grass, and mostly of good quality near Dubhn,
yielding an hei-bage early, svreet and palatable, though
not so abundant and heavy as in some parts of Eng-
land : at the date of this letter, stock were getting a

full bite. Draining is wanted in many places, but the

land seems wholly left to the natural production, with-

out care of any kind ; fences are almost universally

and totally neglected, being, with some exceptions near
Dublin, only earthen banks ])artially ridged with
furze in full blossom, with jilants of thorns in some few
])laces existing, but where they have been protected,

the strong and vigorous stems and growth show the ferti-

lity of the soil
;
gates, there are none—one maybe seen

opening from tlie main road, ))ut fallen down or un-
manageable. The arable lands are cropped with po-
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tatoes and wheat or oats alternately, and the inferior

grass lands lie for many years in that state, and when
broken up and cropped for a time, are again laid down
to rest.

Potatoes are almost universally planted in the lazy-

bed system, and certainly a more appropriate term
could not be found in our vocabulary. The dung

—

dry and rough, without any preparation—is laid down
on fallow ground, or on grass land, or on the winter

furrow, and then spread over the surface ; the potato

sets are placed at regular distances, and then two men
provided with long-shafted shovels make trenches, one

at each side of a space of 8 or 12 feet in width, and lay

the earth compressed over the sets. Tlie trenches may
be two feet wide by 15 to 18 inches deep, crooked and
uneven, and most clumsily performed. The drill sys-

tem is in some places adopted, but the land is imper-
fectly wrought : the drills are crooked and clumsy, and
show the inexpertness of the ploughman : the quality

of the dung is something better, but the whole opera-

tion is tardy, and exposed too long in the performance.

Little or no turnip land is seen in preparation. The
wheiit is sown in ridges of common breadth after pota-

toes, in most cases raised too high for dry lands,

awkwardly formed and rudely finished. Oats are sown
on ridges, also too high, with wide furrows apparently

deepened and cleaned out by shovels, andYrom the po-
tato lazy-bed. The grain crops show a close braird,

and a most vigorous healthy hue. The few artificial

grasses are in most cases very indifferent—patchy,

with the clover and rye grass badly mixed ; the pro-

duce may be averaged at 3 to o.i qrs. per acre of

wheat, 5 to C qrs. of oats, and about 300 bushels of

potatoes—more or less according to quality and ma-
nagement of the land.

The rent per acre varies from 5/. for grass lands

near Dublin to 25s., and less on the arable lands at a

distance ; tithes at 2s. to 3s. an acre. Poor's rate at

5d. to Gd. per pound for four rates yeaily, in some
cases varjang from 5d. to lOd. in a rate, as the steady

expense of the system is not yet fixed by experience :

road and county cess to 2s. an acre more—making the

whole rent not exceeding 30s. an acre ; a sum by no
means oppressive at the present prices of produce, if

common means were used to raise it in quantity.

The farms are of a fair size, mostly held by lease, and by
three lives : in the north of the county Lord Lands-
downe gives leases of 21 years, and a wish is expressed

that at least one half of the lands be kei)t in grass, one

part being laid down when another is planted with

potatoes on the sward. The want of resident qualified

land agents to show improvements by precept and ex-

ample, is a direct discoiu'agement, and no counte-

nance is given to depart from the beaten path, as very

few suggestions of that kind may be expected from

the people themselves, even though compensation be

held in prospect. The horses used for farm purposes

are much too small, and, as may be expected, seem
badly fed and kept. They arc sinewy and very

active, and go along with a good load, in a one horse

cart, at a very fair pace. The breed of cattle is much
raixed with the short-horned : some fair IjuUocks may
be seen in the Smithfield weekly market in Dublin,

but the greater part of the beast are very motley

group of all colours, shapes, and sizes. The cows are

very uiLxed : the old L-ish breed is said to give most
milk, and that the cross of short-horn, and the York-
shire are inferior ; but this may arise from prejudice.

Sweet milk sells in DubUn at 3d. per quart, and fresh

butter at Is. per lb. The weekly charge for a cow at

grass varies from 3s. 6d. to 7s., according to the

quality of the meadow, and the rent of tlie meadows

varies from 5/. to 21. as they are near or distant from
Dublin, and one cow is an average stint per acre. In a
few places, a rtock of Leicester sheep may be seen

;

but the rugged state of many of the fleeces show a
carelessness in the management not to be tolerated

where understood. The sheep shown in Smithfield is a
heavy, coarse, white-faced animal, kept till two or three

years old, dull-eyed and heavy-eared, often reaching

to 30 lbs. ])er qr.; legs hairy, and the wool coarse, and
the fibre of the mutton corresi)onding. The pigs are

generally good, and with judicious selection for breed-

ing, the elements are I'eady for procuring a breed
equal to any in Britain both in size and qualitj'. In

all kinds of live stock, there is most ample room for

judicious and steady improvement, and the land is

fitted to rear, and fatten them in full perfection.

The implements of husbandry are not numerous nor
of the first kind—the one horse cart prevails with

iron axle and good wheels nearly cylindrical, and the

body of the cart is a medium between the neatness and
clumsiness of north and south Britain in point of

form and construction. They are drawn by a breast

-

chain fixed to the shaft opposite the thigh of the

hoise. The price of a new one of the best kind in

Dublin is 10/. The ploughs are mostly of iron, with

very convex mould-boards, which in no case make so

neat a furrow as those of a shorter and more shoul-

dered form. The price is 3/. : the workmanship is

inferior. The harrows are of wood, and of the banded
form

;
price 30s. per pair.

The double mould-board iron plough may be seen

in drilling ; the superior use of the common one for that

purpose seems unknown. 13rilling machines are not

introduced.

The price of day labour close by Dublin is Is. 6d.

per day ; at a little distance it is Is. Id., and farther

removed it is Is. On farms, lOd. and 8d. a day is

given to labourers with a cottage, and potato ground at

0/. an acre, tlie farmer giving dung and cartage, and
the other the sets and the labour. Near Dublin, 4/.

an acre is given, when dung and all labour is found by
the taker of the ground. These prices are not exor-

bitant so near a good market.

Hay sells m Dublin from 20d. to 30d. per cwt., ac-

cording to quality, which varies much. No green hay
can be seen, both the natural and artificial being

brown and v,-ithered from too much exposure in

making. It is carried to market on the common carts

in a loose state, often trailing on the ground, and forms

a very slovenly scene compared to neat trussing. It is

surprising that some individual has not introduced

that neatly executed improvement. The neat hay and
corn carts of Northumberland would be a very proper

adjunct. Strav/ of wheat and oats sells at Is. 3d. per

cwt : it is tied in bundles, and better managed than the

hay. Both articles show the quality of the land m the

strength and vigour of the stems.

Messrs. Drummond and Sons, Seedsmen in Stirling,

have opened a shop in Dublin for seeds and implements,

which will prove of great benefit to Irish agriculturists.

Tliey will there find all the articles of the first-rate

kind. An agricultural museum will be established,

and the character of that firm for integrity, upright

conduct, and enterprise, is a sufficient guarantee to

the agricultural community. An inspection of the

seeds, ploughs, subsoiling and draining imi>lements,

will amply repay the trouble of a visit.

Having been so fortunate in Dublin as to meet with

Mr. Smith, of Deanston, the well-known agricultural

engineer and drainer, I accompanied Irira and l\Ir.

Drummond to the model farm at Glassniven, erected

and carried on in connection with a normal school for
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teachers, under the National Education Board. The

farm consists of 50 acres of deep earthy loam, under

a course of three years' cropping—viz., turnips, pota-

toes, and beet; grain crop—Italian rye grass, and

clovers. Cabbages are used as a part of the green

crops planted in autumn, and being early used for

soiling, Italian grass is sown and is cut the same year.

The dwelling-house and offices are commodious, and

adapted for 'soiling about 16 cows, to provide milk and

butter to the school, and for the neighbouring villages

;

and land is under vegetables for the same purpose.

Part of the lands are drained and trenched, and the

whole is neatly kept. Roots and chafts are steamed

for cows and horses, and the artificial grasses are used

partly for soiling and for hay. The cows show no

discrimination in the selection, being of all colours

and forms ; and the small short-homed bull claims no

merit, and is of a very unfashionable colour—a bluish

roan.' The farm-yard dung is well prepared, and

regularly watered from casks sunk to collect the liquids.

The manager, who I believe is a retired navy officer,

argued strongly against the introduction of machinery

in place of hand-labour in Ireland, while a thrashing

machine of two-horse power was erected in the stead-

ing of offices. I have observed in all those pseudo-

agriculturists whom I have met, that a knowledge and

desire of cultivation was more engaging than the pro-

curing of good live stock, the latter acquisition being

much more difficult than the former. The horses,

harness, and carts are shabby in the extreme, and

consort badly with other departments. The gross-

produce of the farm is 10/. an acre, and the rent 5/.

Six or eight young men pay 10/. a year, besides their

labour, in order to learn, and spread into different parts

of the kingdom, a superior mode of cultivation. Such

establishments are models only in particular places and

for particular purposes ; the model should be shown

in everything as well as in one thing, and they can

only become generally and comprehensively useful

when means are obtained from some quarter to follow

the same steps, and to ^employ, as well-paid labourers,

the population that aie devoid of those means. De-

tailed statements would be very acceptable if published

regularly. The drained land is laid in ridges of about

four yards in width. Mr. Smith lays all flat, and I

think justly, where properly drained.

Much has been read and heard about the dense po-

pulation of Ireland as being the chief cause of the

necessity of small farms, of the lowness of wages, and

of the poverty of the people. The part of the county

of Dublin, apart from the immediate vicinity of the

town, is as thinly peopled as any agricultural district

I have seen, and the fences alone would employ the

whole population for a year at least to put them into

proper state and repair. The mud-cabins on the road

sides are a disgrace to any country, and an outrage on

humanity ; the cry of nature shouts loudly for their

demolition. In the suburbs of Dublin, and in the

country villages, a butcher's shop is not found ; in the

latter a decent cottage is disfigured by the contiguity

of a bad one, some without a roof, others untenanted
;

some half-built, and others nearly wholly demolished.

The stage-coaches and cars are surrounded by beg-

gary in every form of wretchedness, whose appearance,

with that of their habitations, forms the most deplora-

ble object of compassion I have ever seen. Hovels of

a few feet square, almost without a roof, door, or

window -a sunk, earthern floor, with a mud-wall in-

side flanking the door, and to fence the fire-place

—

children half naked, wallowing along with the pig in

a puddle of dung and water before the door—men and

women in a state of rags and nudity, and all huddled

into a space that destroys any ideas even of common
decency, exhibit to the stranger a spectacle incredible

if not seen, and shows to him his fellow-creatures

reduced to a condition, in many instances, below the

level of the brute creation. To look at this state of

things, and the evident fertility of the soil, forms a

remarkable contrast ; but experience teaches us that

fine climates and soils do not produce happiness to the

human race. In the present case, there can seldom

be seen a finer opportunity for improved farming ; the

soil is excellent, climate good, and markets ready, and

there is only wanting the application of capital and
skill under the necessary circumstances. At present,

except in some few instances, there is no semblance of

improved farming ; no proper dung courts, sheds, nor

accommodations of any kind. Of these subjects no-

tice will be taken as they subsequently occur.

Making Butter in Carlow, Ireland.—
Take the milk and strain it as quickly as you can
after it is milked into deep brown pans ; let it

remain in the pans without skimming tlaree, foiu',

or even five days, according to the temperature of

the atmosphere, and until it has acquired the

proper acidity of which experience must decide

;

pour it then into tlie churn, which has been
previously rinsed, in hot weather, with cold water,

and in cold weatlier, with hot water, and churn
immediately. In this practice, tlie whole milk is

churned, not tliat it is more productive, but the

butter is sweeter, and will keep better than that

churned from cream alone, and the butter-milk

is ecpxally good for pigs. When the churning is

completed, the l)utter is taken instantly out of

the churn, and washed in a vessel of cold spring-

water until quite free from milk ; it is then weighed
and salted in the proportion of one ounce or half

an ounce to the pound, according to taste, care-

fully mixed with it. If the salt is not properly

mixed the butter will be streaky. Tlie butter is

then printed and thrown into a tub of cold spring

water, just to make it firm, for a few minutes.

About twelve quarts of milk make a pound of

butter. ITie keelers or pans should be 2h feet

in diameter, 8 inches deep. Dairy 15 feet square.

Every vessel about the dairy must be scalded and
scoured to a nicety. The cows must be milked
round a second time for the striplings. Two
acres of grass to each cow during summer. An
acre of mangel wurzel will keep four or five cows
from November to the first of May; twelve

pounds of hay to each cow during that time.

An abundance of pure wholesome water is indis-

jjensable for cows. The importance of milking
to the last drop cannot be too strongly urged.
All dairy utensils should be scalded, scrubbed,
rinsed, and dried, every time they are used ; oak,

lime-wood, or zinc, is best for them. Some
dairy-women put a pint of warm water to each
gallon of milk into the churn during churning.
By means of a simple instrument, a lactometer,

the actual quantity of pure cream can be ascer-

tained. The instrument consists of a glass tube,

divided into one hundred degrees. This is filled

with the cow's milk ; left to stand twelve hours.
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Observe the figure at which the milk and cream
stand separated :—if at the r2th degree, the milk
yields twelve pound; and if at the 15th, fifteen

per cent., and so on. A thermometer is quite

necessary in a dairy. The best quality of butter

is obtained by churning at 51 and 53 degrees,

not higher. When the thermometer stands below
50 degrees, you must use hot water to bring up
the heat. The butter should come in two hours.

Each cow should get per day r2lbs. hay, 40lbs.

mangel wurzle, 1 bushel grains, 1^ truss of hay,

per week.

THE WISP CLUB.—AVERAGE PRICES OF
CATTLE AND SHEEP.

The annual meeting of the " Wisp Club" took place

on the 19th iilt. at Mosspaul. This club, which takes

its name from a high range of hills near Mosspaul, in

the counties of Roxburgh and Dumfriesshire, was es-

tablished in the year 1826, and is composed of the

principal farmers of that large and important pastoi al

district. The leading object of the club is to ascertain

and record the average prices of the cattle, sheep, and
wool of the district during the past year—a species of

statistical information most useful to both landlords

and farmers, as will be readily perceived when we state

that the farms are let at, not so much per acre, but at

so much per head for the number of sheep graved. The
usual calculation is that, in the North Highlands, five

acres of pasturage are required for two sheep ; whilst

south of the Frith of Forth three acres will carry two
sheep. Scarcely any hill pasture in Scotland, in its

natural state, will carry one sheep to the acre. The
extent of land thus occupied by many farmers is im-

mense—many of them counting " hirsels" to the num-
ber of from 3,000 to 5,000, and even 10,000, whilst

some go much beyond this ; Cameron, of Corriehoyle,

for instance, whose holding lies in the Lochiel country

and away by Glencoe, counts his 40,000 bleaters on
the wild mountain sides and deep valleys of the far

north. Mr. Cameron, who was once acommon drover,

may thus be reckoned as, next to Prince Esterhazy,

the greatest flock-master in the world. Farms of the

kind of which we are speaking, are nearly aU let upon
leases of nine or thirteen years, whilst the leases of the

arable farms in Scotland nin from 15 to 19 years.

The locality of Mosspaul is wild, stern, and rugged

—

the " Wisp" itself rising immediately behind the inn,

to a height of 1,950 feet above the level of the sea,

whilst " Alps upon Alps arise," all around closing

in a narrow valley, at the foot of which there runs a

mountain stream called the Ewes, and along which lies

the road to Edinburgh, hemmed in on each side by im-

mense hills, W'hich rise almost perpendicularly, and
trongly remind the passenger of the accounts he has

sead of the far-famed Kyber Pass. The inn of Moss-
baul itself, a solitary dwelling amidst the mountains,

stands at an elevation of G20 feet above the level of the

sea, and is built on the vei-y confines of Roxburghshire

—the stables, barns, &c., which adjoin being in the

county of Dumfries. For miles and miles around and

along the road, the property is owned by the Duke of

Buccleugh, and is divided into holdings, such as we
have already indicated—many of the farmers being

owners of from 3,000 to 5,000 sheep. The members
of the " Wisp Club" are mostly pastoral farmers, and

may be reckoned amongst the most substantial men of
their class in the several counties of Dumfries, Rox-
burgh, Selkirk, Peebles, &c. Its meetings are held at
Mosspaul in the spring of the year, and one of its rules
directs that a record should be made of " the average
prices obtained the preceding season for one and two
year old short-horned Galloway cattle, all descriptions
of Cheviot and black-faced sheep and their relative

wools, produced in Scotland south of the Frith of
Forth." Each member is required to state what he
conceives to have been the average price of the season,
and the prices named by the majority are recorded in

the secretary's book.
The assemblage this year was numerous and highly

respectable, including gentlemen from Selkirkshire,

Peebleshire, &c., besides those from the immediately
surrounding district. The chair was filled by David
Scott Esq., of Priest-haugh, and Mr. Common, of
Meickledale, discharged the duties of croupier.

The following is a copy of the prices for 1842
and 1843:—

Short-horned slirks (each)
Do. two-year-olds

Galloway etirks

Two-year-olds
Cheviot rough wethers (each)
Uiiimonts do.
Wether hogs
September wethers
Cheviot draught ewes
Black-faced
Cheviot top wether Iambs

Bo. mid. do.
Do. do. ewes

Black-faced top wether lambs
Do. mill. do.
Do. do. ewes

1842.

£ s. d.

.5

7 10

3 10

6 10

1 1

15

1 1

16
11

9
5 3

a 3 6
4 9
4 6
3 6
5 6

Cheviot tari'ed wool per stone of
2410. .. .. .. 13 3

Do. buttered and boiled .. 17 6
Do. pure white .

.

10 6
Black-faced washed tarred wool.. 7 9

1843.

£ s. d.

5 5
7 15

3 17 6

6
1 6

15

1 2
17

11 6
9 6
5 9
4 3
4 9
5 6
4
5

11

16 6
19

6 9

Carlisle Journal.

FARMERS' CLUB-HOUSE.

The monthly meeting of the committee was held

here on Monday, May 7, at three o'clock. Present :

—

Thos. Knight, Esq., in the chair; Mr. Cheffins, Mr.

Brown, and Mr. Shaw.

The following gentlemen were elected members :

—

G. T. Langridge, Wateringbury, Maidstone
Hills Rowe, Hucklinge, near Sandwich
Wm. Toms, Hungerford, Berks
W. S. Budd, Winterbourne, Wilts
Ed. Alex, Bridge-street, Blackfriai's

G. Johnston, Mereworth Castle, Tonbridge
J. Browne, Bedford, Beds
T. Slater, Kensington
S. Abbott, Castle Acre, Norfolk
L. A. Coupmaker, Westwood, near Farnham.

Mr. Shaw submitted to the committee a suggestion

that there should be a meeting of the members of the

club-house held once a month for the discussion of

agricultural subjects ; the suggestion was approved of,

and a sub-committee appointed to draw up rules and
arrange details, and to report to the committee at the

monthly meeting in June.
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THE THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
ST. PETER'S FARMERS' CLUB.

SUBJECTS DISCUSSED.

May 2nd.

The attention of the club was called to the con-

sideration of the amount of success which appeared
this spring to ha^•e attended their pre\Tious plans

for preventing the ravages of the ivireworm. Many
had still to complain of annoj-ances from this de-

structive insect, but it did not appear that any
better preventives or remedies had been discovered

than those mentioned in a former resolution on
the subject ; nor was there any disposition in mem-
bers to doubt the general utility of the plans then
suggested, or the propriety of still presisting in

their adoption.

The advice of the club being particularly solicit-

ed with reference to a case that seemed almost des-

l)erate, they added the following resolution on the

subject, viz.—That when a field has been for suc-

cessive years infested with worms, the surest cure
is to make a summer fallow of it. This remedy is

rendered effectual in the destruction of the insect

by its great exposure to the air and to the crows, &c.,

and by the absence of food^ if the fallow is kept
(piite free from M'eeds.

July Jtth.

The meeting was occupied in adjusting the ac-

counts of the Sparrow Club. It ajipeared that

members had sent to the club during the year uj)-

wards of 3,000 sparrows. The fines were paid,

which, after defraying necessary expenses, were Ijy

mutual consent handed over to the Farmers' Club
and added to its funds.

AlKJUSt 8tJt.

The meeting was principally occupied in remarks
on the general appearances of the crops in the

neighbourhood, and the prices it would be requisite

to pay for harvesting the difierent kinds of grain.

Many obseiwations were made proving the high
estimation in which those la1)oin-ers are held who
may be termed good harvest-men, and the vexation
and loss to which the farmer feels himself subject-

ed, who is obliged at such a time to employ men of
an ojiposite character. The feehng was general
that the former class of laljourers should in some
way have advantages secured to them over the lat-

ter class. But, considering the different amounts
of labour required in har^-esting different fields of
corn, even of the same sort, as well as the differ-

ence in the manner of the execution of the work,
it seemed botli impolitic and impracticalffe that the
club shovdd bind itself to any ])articular scale of
prices. It was, however, agreed, that in general
quite as much money should be paid as in preced-
ing years, and that in some cases even more might
with propriety Ije given. It was also thought ad-
\'isable that in setting on persons who were stran-

gers to the farmer, to specify as nearly as i)ossible

the manner in which the work is expected to l)e

done, and on those conditions to arrange before-
hand the price that shall be paid.

October 24th.

The topic discussed was—The most suitable time
for the putting in wheat in the neighbourhood.
The experience of past years was adduced in

proof of the general superiority of late sown wheat,
and no one seemed to prefer early sowing, except
on account of the difficulty which often arises at a

later period from the unsettled state of the wea-
ther. It was ol)served, the case might be met by
ploughing the ground as early as it becomes in a

suitable condition in the month of October, and
then to wait for a season till the end of November,
or the beginning of l^ecember. Little risk was
I'eckoned to attend this plan, as early-ploughed
lands by frequent rains attain such a degree of

firmness as to require but a short space of settled

weather to put them into a good state to receive

the wheat from the drill-machine. It was thei'e-

fore given as the opinion of all present, that in our
neighbourhood, in the wet soils as well as the drj',

the surest way to obtain what might l)e projjerly

termed a good wheat season is to plough thegi'ound

earl)', and to plant the wheat late. The favomite
implement for depositing the seed is the five-fur-

rowed drill machine, t\vent}'-two furro\\'s to the

rod; and the quantity of seed generally preferred

is 22 bushels per acre. If the land at the time of

souang should happen to be in a bad state, or if it

has become oery late, the quantity of the seed

should be increased according to the circumstances

of the case.

December 26fli.

The subject of sowing wheat broad-cast was
discussed.

It was allowed that while the drilling of wheat
was generally })referred, yet under some circum-
stances it might be advisaljle to sow it broad-cast.

It was considered prudent to adopt this method on
leys where a sufficiency of crumb could be obtained

to l)ury the seed, and v.here the drill-machine

might be expected to bring a quantity of turf to

the surface. The junior members of the club were
stronglyrecommended to attain a proficiency in this

])art of agricultural practice, that they might always
be able to detect a bad seedsman before he had
})roceeded far enough to do much mischief. It was
thought best to commence sowing a field on the

leeward side, and to sow alternately with the right

and left hands, as the field was crossed and re-

crossed, alwajs throwing the seed before the Avind,

to cast the grain well fonvard, and by no means to

bring the hand round to the oj)posite side of the

body till the seed is delivered, nor to suffer the

sweep of the hand to l)e lower tlian the breast ; and
lastly, it was observed that a more liberal supply
of seed should be furnished M'hen the l)road-cast

system is adoi)ted than is used with the drill-ma-

chine.

January 22rd, 1844,

The meeting was occupied in discussing the
merits of sea-weed as a manure.
Members were not unanimous in their opinions,

that it possessed nutritious qxialities m a sufficient

degree to render it a ])rofitable manure under any
circumstances; until the experience of those who
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had used it for several j-ears had l)ceu fully de-

tailed. After much discusssion, iu which its several

qualities were mentioned, and reference made to

various modes of applying it, the meeting agreed

in the following particulars, viz., that it possesses

a considerahle degree of nutriment, and has a very

beneficial ell'ect on lands where it has not been
much used; and although it may not be wise to

neglect any important M-ork on the farm, or oppor-
tunities of getting town dung for the pur])ose of

obtaining it, yet that every fair chance of adding
it to our mixings should be embraced, especially

in the summer, when it has been found that by
])lacing a layer of it between the layers of dung
taken from the yards, the heap has been impro\'ed

lx)th in size and quality.

February 20th.

The various methods adopted by several mem-
bers in keejjing farm-horses was detailed.

It appeared the usual winter allowance for a

team of foiu* horses, is four bushels of beans and
ttt'o cwt. of Sanfoin hay i)er week, in addition to

the chaff from the barns. The hay is in all cases

cut and mixed with the chaff, and the horses are

supplied 'v\'ith it in small quantities by a person al-

ways in attendance diunng the times of feeding.

To this cut hay and chaff a portion of corn is ad-

ded morning and night, at the discretion of the

waggoner. In some cases the weekly alloM'ance is

six bushels of oats and foiu- bushels of bran and
the chaft". In other cases part beans, part oats,

and part bran, with chaff. The expense of the

different allowances was very nearly equal. The
favourite keep in svunmer is lucei'ne, which it was
the unanimous opinion should be generally cut in

the cutting-box, and given to the horse in the man-
ger. It was thought by some a good plan to al-

low a team two bushels of beans per week during
the whole summer, as it proved a great sa^ing in

green-meat, and highly calculated to im})rove the

condition of the horses. It was recommended to

split the beans whenever they A\-ere gi^'en, whether
in summer or ^vinter. The annual exjjense is

about £20 for each horse.

March -iGth.

The attention of the club w&a not confined to

any particular subject, but the conversation turned
generally on matters of local importance.

XORTHAMPTONSHIRE AGRICULTURAL
BOOK CLUB.— The following resolutions were

agreed to at a meeting held at the Angel Hotel, on
Saturday, the 30th of March, 1844, John Bkaslkv,
Esq., in the chair, " on the best method of improving
the condition of the English agricultural labourers:"

Resolved,—That it is the opinion of this meeting, that

the best mode of improving the condition of the

agricultural labourers, is— 1st, By establishing and

encoiu'aging, in every village, daily and Sunday
schools for useful and religious education. 2nd, By
pi'omoting the establishment of Clubs, upon a sound
and permanent basis, for providing funds for the

relief of the sick and superannuated ; and also

clothing and provident clubs. 3rd, By procuring
cottage gardens, not exceeding one rood of good land,
near to the residence of the occupier, and, where prac-
ticable, attached to his house. 4th, By providing them
with comfortable cottages, containing not less than
two bed-rooms. 5th, By paying the labourers weekly
on a Friday, instead of Saturday, thereby giving them
an opportunity of laying out their earnings to the best
advantage. 6th, By adopting every possible means
of giving constant employment to the agricultural

labourers throughout the year, and of paying them
according to the work performed, and not according to

their necessities. 7th, By pressing upon the atten-

tion of the members, composed of landlords, land
agents, and tenant farmers, the importance of carrying
out the spirit of the Gth resolution, by devising means
of increasing labour in such a manner as will secure to

the employer a return equivalent to the additional

outlay, without which the occupier cannot afford the
expense consequent upon such increase of laljour.

REVIEWS.
FARMING FOR LADIES ; OR A GUIDE TO
THE POULTRY-YARD, THE DAIRY, AND
PIGGERY.

By thf author of " British Husbaxdry."

London : John Murray, 1844.

On a careful perusal of this most interesting volume
we should at once pronounce its author as peculiarly
fitted for the office of popular instructor in rural
economy. Evident research, and consequently great
information is here before us. Nothing contained in

it is unsuited to the highest intellects, neither is it

above the comprehension of the most humble ; it is,

to use his own words, " neither intended for the mere
cottager nor for persons of large fortune, but for those
ladies in the middle ranks of life who study healthful
domestic economy, either for the pleasure or the profit

which it affords ; though, in sayuig this, we may
justly add, that a cottage housewife might gather
useful hints from its contents, and that a duchess would
lose nothing by its perusal." As one intimately ac-
((uainted with the doctrine of household avocations,
he deals with every subject in a ju'actical way, and
gives his readers a collection of facts, not only highly
interesting, but useful. The style in which it is

written is graceful, and abounds with anecdotes expla-
natory of the subject under consideration. The
author has rendered his countrywomen an invaluable

service by the publication of this little volume, and we
venture to predict that it will, before many months,
run through very many editions. " In London the
common prices of poultry are generally so high, that

people of narrow income, if living in town, can seldom
put any on their table. Fortunately however the taste

is now growing general amongst persons who are oc-
cupied in trades and professions of getting a box or
villa for their families in the outlets ; and if to their

gardens be added a paddock for the feeding of a
cow, with sheds for the accommodation of a pig and
poultry, in the manner of a little farmery, or even for

only a few cocks and hens, it is inconceivable how
much it would add to the luxuries of the table, without
at all increasing the expense : the most ilhistrious lady
in the land, the Quekx, sets the example. Those
residents at Windsor who are in the habit of taking an
early morning walk, to enjoy " the cool, the fragrant,

snd the silent morn," in the splendid demesne, proudly
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crowned by its ancient castle, must have often seen

two persons in plain attire, tripping lightly across that

pleasant meadow called " Datchet'sMead," in order to

visit a farm at the extremity of the Home Park. These

persons are her Majesty and Prince Albert, pursuing

their way to the dairy and poultry-yard ; and in their

progress sporting with their infants, who are either

mounted on their piebald ponies, or driving their well-

trained goats in a phaeton. It is impossible to witness

the unaffected enjoyment of the royal couple in this

domestic excursion, unalloyed as it is by any restraint

of official etiquette, without feelings of extreme plea-

sure, as a bright pattern to people of the highest rank,

aiad if copied, would reflect credit upon those of an

humbler station.

Upon perusal, we promise our fair readers that

" Farming for Ladies " will be found to suggest

methods for a serious saving in domestic economy.

People are constrained, now-a-days, to open their

eyes to their true interest ; and if, upon reflection, the

"fairest of creation" can find that, not by labour, but

mind, they can assist in bearing the burden and heat of

the day, here is a wide field now presented, where the

acquisition of practical and scientific knowledge can

be attained, and recreation enjoyed by the old, while
*

' to the young (by the tenderness necessarily bestowed

on the animals committed to their care), it engenders

a kindly feeling towards the whole creation, as it

springs up insensibly in their youthful bosoms, grows

with their growth, to the manifest improvement of

their dispositions, and this increases all the heartfelt

joys of a beloved family."

<' A TREATISE ON THE PRACTICAL DRAIN-
AGE OF LAND. By Henry Hutchinson,
Land Agent, Valuer, and Professor of Draining,

Walcot, near Stamford."

A book, with the above title, has been forwarded to

us ; and as we presume it is expected by the author

that we should offer our critical opinion upon its me-
rits, we shall do so with the utmost transparency and
unreserve. We hail with pleasure every fresh contri-

bution to the general stock of knowledge upon the

subject of draining, and more particularly when it is

offered us, as in this case, from the pen of " a prac-

tical man." The author sends forth his first-born

under very high patronage, even no less than that of

the Prince Consort, to whom the book is dedicated.

We sincerely wish him all the benefit that he can have

anticipated from the condescension of the distin-

guished personage referred to. It will be seen that

the author has assumed the style of "professor of

draining." We confess that we like the title, and
we trust that the time is not distant when there will

be a well instructed " professor of draining" fully

employed in every country. The paper and type of

Mr. H.'s book are good, and he illustrates his sub-

ject by four plans, showing certain drains executed

by the author himself, and intended to explain his

different modes of draining. A plate attached to the

title page represents the different tools required for the

various operations. Were we to criticise the work
before us as a literary performance, we should offend

against the rule which the author has himself pre-

scribed for us, viz., to judge of it, for its practical

views and directions. We are quite content to do

this, as it is not only more congenial to our taste, but

we have often found it a great relief to leave the un-

pleasant task of verbal criticism to others who may
Mke to find fault better than we do. Our author's

range is so wide and discursive that it is quite out of

our power to do more than glance at a few of the

topics which he introduces. That there is a strong

necessity for the close appeals which he occasionally

makes to landlords and land agents as to want of pro-

per judgment and supervision in the work of draining,

we are as fully convinced as himself; and we also

think with him, that it should pi'oceed much more
rapidly than it is now doing. From draining the

author passes to the rent of land, to the practice of

returning per centoges, &c., &c., and, after making
some very sensible observations on these topics, he
has the following passage at j). G:—" If the bad land
is considerably improved, and the outlay great, and
no notice is taken of it atthe time ofmaking thevaluation

for rent, then it may be necessary to add five or perhaps
seven per cent, upon the outlay, and this it will bear."
Now, whatever " it will bear,'''' we entirely differ from
the author as to the propriety of laying on in any
case, except there be something very special in it,

more than five per cent. Jf dra'ining he well done—
as Mr. II. says, truly, it should be, if done at all—we
ask him whether it will not last, in most situations,

thirty, forty, fifty, nay, one hundred years ? If this

be answered affirmatively, why should a tenant be

called upon to pay more thanfrom four to five per
cent ? That the writer means fairly towards the

tenantry is quite evident, from numerous passages in

the book.
We have marked many passages for quotation and

remark, but we perceive that we shall be obliged to re-

turn to the subject again, or we can by no means do
justice to it ; we therefore close our observations
with a quotation from p. 57 :

—" I may be wrong in

here making a statement, but it is one which I am
sure will apply in too many instances where draining

has been done, and that is, that too little attention

has been bestowed on this subject by the agents of
noblemen and gentlemen in looking after their tenant-

ry, and making themselves acquainted with the best

practical method of draining land, and conveying the

same to the tenantry, so that the tenant might be
saved an unwarrantable outlay, and the land improved
for the benefit of the landlord as well as the tenant,

and it cannot but be disadvantageous to both if the

work has to be done over again."

MANURES.—Manures are to farming what blood
is to the animal frame ; divested of their aid, vegetation
languishes, as the abstraction of the other leads to
dissolution. Of all manures that are in use, commend
your friends, I pray you, to that of the f;u-m-yard.
Much goes to waste about every steading, that, being
otherwise carefully used, with a trifling amount of
labour might be made available in superseding the use
of artificial or foreign manures. Guano, I have found,
under such circumstances, to be excellent when of
pure quality, an article rarely to be found, producing
fine potatoes and good oats. Clover treated with it

has also done well, and seems to be deeper coloured
than that from farm-yard manure

; yet, tested on
poor ground (recently reclaimed bog-land), compared
with the latter, I have found it to fail. I have no
doubt it has more of a speedy stimulative than a lasting
nutritive quality, and therefore ought always to be
used in conjunction with farm-yard manure, which it

cannot, and should not be allowed to supersede. It,

perhaps, ought not to be used at all, excepting under
peculiar circumstances, or in the least accessible
situations ; certainly not after a sufficiency of green
crops can be raised to enable the farmer, by the aid of
house-feeding, to make plenty of dung for his land.—Mr, Mc.Arthur, in the Ayrshire Agriculturist.
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CATTLE INSURANCE.

Of all the benefits and improvements tliat have

been brought under the consideration of the

British farmer within the last half-century, Insur-

ance is not one of the least important. Its advan-

tageous application in cases of loss from incendiarj'

and accidental fires has been experienced and
gratefully acknowledged by thousands ; whilst

the more novel employment of its agency in

mitigation of the damages occasioned by hail-

storms, though to a comparatively less extent, is

preser\'ing numbers from a ruinous risk, against

which they had, a few years ago, no possible pro-

tection. Both these modes of insurance, there-

fore have been highly beneficial to the farmer.

While these influences, however, have been
operating to his advantage,— while human inge-

nuity has been taxing its powers to the utmost, in

order to relieve him from the pressure of the bur-

dens which the spirit of the times has entailed

upon him,— while intelligence of every kind has
been brought to bear on his interests,— while

meeting after meeting has been held throughout
the length and breadth of the land for the protec-

tion of his rights, and the permanent establish-

ment of his privileges,—while chemistry has been
opening up its secret stores, mechanism exhibit-

ing its wonders, and foreign travel propagating
the results of its discoveries, all for the benefit of

the farmer,—is it not something wonderful that,

till within the last few months, no plan has ever

been devised for canying out that grand desidera-

tum, the IxsuRAXCE OF Cattle ?

The farmer can provide against the vmcertainty

of human life ; he can protect himself against the

ravages of fire, and partially against the blighting

agency of the elements ; but in this jjortion of his

capital (frequently a material one), he has been
left altogether unprovided for and unprotected.

Disease might riot unrestricted through his stock

—deaths might result in scores, and his losses

might reduce him to the verge of bankruptcy and
ruin, and still he had no protection, no fund on
which to fall back for alleviation, no Insurance
Office to which he might look for restitution.

We are generally acknowledged to be, or at

any rate we flatter ourselves that we are, the fore-

most among nations in the march of improve-
ment ; but, in this instance at least, the assump-
tion will not hold good. However revolting to

our national pride it may be, we are bound to

confess that our continental neighbours are far in

advance of us in the practical application of the

science of insurance. Of Cattle Insurance we
know comparatively nothing but what has been
imported from them. In France, societies for

the insurance of cattle have long been in existence

;

in Belgium they are equally popular ', in many
parts of Germany they are flourishing j in Prus-
sia, and some other countries, they are upheld by
legislative protection, and we believe they have
been estabUshed in the United States ; whilst, in

England, no such society has ever been thought
of till within the last few months, when the idea

was conceived by one or two spirited individuals

in London, who have since succeeded in carrying

it out on a great national scale.*

For many years small local societies have ex-

isted in various parts of the kingdom, for the

mutual protection of cow keepers against loss

;

and, during the last twelve months, the frightful

hovoc occasioned by that virulent epizootic the

plenro imeumonia has roused the attention of

farmers to the subject. The result has been the

establishment of many other similar societies for

protection against loss by that particular disease.

But it is e^•ident that no association confined

to a small locahty can possibly compete with one

whose ramifications extend throughout the king-

dom, nor can they hold out that security to their

members which is the main object of their exist-

ence, and the very essence of their stability.

The machinery required for conducting the

operations of a large establishment is compara-

tively much less expensive than that of a multi-

phcity of minor ones, and consequently, farmers

will find it advantageous, in a pecuniary point of

view, to resort to this national institution, in pre-

ference to uniting Avith any local club. The rates

will be found much more reasonable, and the

names set forth in the prospectus will always be
a guarantee for the responsibiUty of the office in

case of claims.

We have examined theVules and regulations of

some of the clubs that have been lately formed,

and, on comparison, the results will be found
much in favour of this general association as to

economy, independent of eveiy consideration of

stability and responsibility ; for though some of

them show rates apparently lower, when all the

exjoences of entrance fees, spending money, charges

for rides, and other et ceteras are taken into ac-

count, the aggregate payments are, in fact, much
higher. Indeed, some of these clubs fix their

rates at 50s. per cent, for insurance against

Pleuro pneumonia alone—such as the Nantwich,

Bostock Arms, Broxton, &c.—and pay only owe-

/j«//" the value of the animal at death; whereas,

the " Farmers' and Graziers' Cattle Insurance

Association" insures against all diseases at the

rate of 50s. per CAvt., Avithout any other charge

whatever, and pays two-thirds of the value of the

animal at death.

Other societies, again, which undertake to in-

sure against all diseases, have adopted rates

whose average, including contingent expenses, far

exceed those of the "Farmers and Graziers."

Among those may be mentioned the Union Cow
Club, Morpeth, Knaresborough, Southport, and
Easingwold ; the last of which costs the members
at least seventy shillings per cent.

In making these remarks, we wovdd wish

clearly to be understood as not by any means
derogating from the value of these clubs, for they

have been highly beneficial to the localities in

which they exist ; they have " afforded a large

measure of relief to many small fanners whose

means could not otherwise have enabled them at

once to replace the sudden loss of a cow, such a

* Offices, 366, Strand, London.
I I
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loss being, under some circumstances, irreparable

to an industrious labourer or numerous family."*
Far from carping at these clubs, we have watched
the result of their operations with no little interest,

as holding out an additional stimulus to prudence
and economy in the labourer, and indicating a
growing impression among the farmers that some
provision of the kind was needed. What we de-
sire to infer is merely that an association on a
large scale, well-digested in detail, having the be-
nefit of the past exjierience of other countries,

and conducted by men of known respectabiUty
and practical talent, can aftbrd to be much more
economical in its rates, and must be more gene-
rally ad\'antageoixs than a small one—a position
which is borne out by reference to the compara-
tive scales of payments adopted by some of the
local clubs and those of the " Farmers' and Gra-
ziers' Mutual Cattle Association."

There is also another point of view, and one
much more to the purpose, in which this subject
should be considered. The small societies already
in existence have been established merely for the
benefit of the labourer, cottager, and probably
the small farmer. They are not at all appUcable
to the great body of the agriculturists, graziers,

and extensive farmers, for whom there has been
no means of protection till this Association made
its appearance ; and when we take into considera-
tion that there are estimated to be upwards of

fifteen millions of cattle in the United Kingdom
continually subject to the contingencies of dis-

ease and death, it is, indeed, mai'vellous that the
importance of the application of insurance, to this

portion of farming stock, has not long before en-
gaged the attention of practical men.
We hail this Association as one of the most

important, and comprising one of the largest
fields for its operations, of any that has ever yet
been brought before the agricultural pubUc, and
we predict for it a very large measure of success.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE MANAGEMENT
AND APPLICATION OF MANURES.

By a Practical Farmer.
(Contimced.)

Whatever difference of opinion may exist among
scientific men as to tlie exact proportion of each of the
organic elements derived from the atmosphere, from
the soil, and from water, the origin of the fixed or
inorganic portion of plants does not admit of doubt.
When, for instance, lime appears in combination with
carbonic acid or sulphuric acid in the ash of plants,
we are at no loss for its source. Plants are indebted
to the soil for all the inorganic matters they contain ;

and an important point, on the part of the farmer, to
be attended to, is to secure the presence of those
ingredients whicli have already been seen to be essen-
tial in the vegetable economy. Attention to the
absence or presence of the necessary ingredients for
particular crops would prevent much disappointment
and loss, and do away with the indiscriminate applica-
tion of substances as manures to our cultivated crops,

* See Report of the Jersey Agricultural Society,

without any consideration as to the precise substances

really required to effect the object in view.

The inorganic matters of plants are composed
chiefly of the following elementary substances in

combination with acids : — Calcium, Magnesium,
aluminum, sodium, And potassium ; which, combined
with oxygen, form lime, magnesia, alumina, soda,

and potash, so well known in the arts ; also chlorine,

phosphorus, sulphur, silicon, and iron. Other
elementary bodies occasionally present themselves in

small quantity, but they do not appear to be

essential constituents of plants. Nor are they, with

perhaps the exception of sulphur, anywhere found in

their elementary or uncombined state. The relative

proportions in whicli the several compounds thus

formed exist, is of more importance to be ascertained

than that of the elements from which they are derived.

The following table exhibits the proportion in which
they are present in a few of the cultivated crops, 1,000
parts of each being taken.

tfl
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The fiifference in constitution between the gniin-cro]is

and root-crops is manifest by glancing over the fore-

going table, and will in some degree account for the

diflerent effects produced by each of these classes of

crops on the soil. Some idea of the constitution of

plants has been also afforded, and the inquiring farmer

will not fail to see the necessity which exists to

become likewise acquainted with the composition of

the soils on which they are to be produced. The
ingredients to be applied as manures then become
apparent, and hence the foundation of a rational and

economical system of manuring—rational, as supplying

the particular matters required, and economical,

inasmuch as those only are supplied.

The advantages of such a system being generally

acted upon must be evident to every thinking mind
;

and the rapid progress in the path of improvement in

this department of agriculture which has lately taken

place, encourages the hope that the advent of such a

system is more closely at hand than could have been

anticipated some time ago. The physiology of vege-

tables is not now mere matter of speculation, as in

times past ; the component ingredients of the different

classes of vegetables with the source from which each

is derived have also been ascertained, at least so far as

is iiecessary for practical purposes. The various

kinds of manures, too, which are applied for the

purpose of increasing their growth have often formed

the subject of analysis ; but in regard to them the

same degree of precision cannot be acquired, the same

substance being very different in quality under differ-

ent circumstances ; and hence the impropriety of arriv-

ing at general conclusions with regard to the compo-

sition of manures from isolated cases of analysis. In

the case of soils the variation in quality is still greater

than in that of manures. In their analysis, moreover,

the greatest accuracy is required, in order that any

conclusions of practical value may be deduced from

them. The quantity of some of the inorganic ingre-

dients of plants is so small, though their presence is

not the less essential, that a due supply might be

contained in the soil, and still not be found in any

appreciable quantity in a specimen submitted to inves-

tigation. While, therefore, chemical analysis is

calculated to do so much for the farmer in this depart-

ment, it must be recollected that before such analysis

can be of any value, they must be strictly accurate,

otherwise the deductions from them will be calculated

to mislead. It is, indeed, no difficult matter to

perform an analysis, in the ordinary acceptation of the

term, which is merely directed to the discovery of the

predominating ingredients ; but it is frequently the

absence or presence of those contained in small

quantity only which it is most important to ascertain.

The fertility of soils being dependent on the facility

with which they can supply certain constituents of plants,

it is only the most refined analysis that, in many cases,

is capable of determming whether they are present or

not ; much less of explaming to what their peculiar

excellencies or defects may be owing, what ought to

be added to render them productive, or why, in short,

certain remarkable effects are produced by the addition

to them of organic or inorganic matters.

This subject admits of illustration by a familiar

example. Gypsum is well known to be essential for

the production of red clover in luxuriance ; but such a

small quantity as 2 cwt. to the acre is found to be

amply sufficient for the purpose. Now, supposing

this quantity to be equally distributed through every

part of the soil to the depth of twelve inches, the

proportion found in a pound weight of soil would be

about half a grain ; and in one hundred grains (a very

common quantity of soil to submit to analysis) the
(juantity of gypsum present would not be more than
one seven-thousandth part ofagrain—aproportionwhich
only the most carefully conducted analysis would be
able to detect, and yet the detection of it would be of
the utmost importance were it desired to know whether
gypsum should be applied to that particular soil.

While, therefore, chemistry is calculated to do much
for agriculture, it is important that the farmer should

know in what way it is likely to serve him. A very

slight acquaintance with the first principles of that

science w ill often enable him to obtain results of prac-

tical value ; still it has been seen that such knowledge
will not always avail him. The " chemistry for far-

mers," may emphatically be termed the " chemistry

of nature," a knowledge of which may be acquired

without much difficulty.

Before concluding these general remarks, and
entering on the consideration of the various manures
which are applied to the soil, a few words of application

will not be out of place. It has been seen that plants

are in a great degree dependent on water and the

atmosphere for their support, and this should teach

the farmer the necessity of securing a due supply of

them to his crops. It is especially important that the

individual plants should stand at such a distance from,

each other as to admit the air freely to every part of
the foliage. The soil, too, should be pulverized to as

great a depth as possible, in order that the air may
permeate it, and further to enable the fibres of the

roots to extend themselves. The same arrangements
secure a due supply of moisture, and also guard
against its detention longer or in greater quantity

than is required for the purpose, as minute pulveri-

zation is equally favourable to evaporation and absorp-

tion. The dependence of plants on the atmosphere
for their support was well known upwards of a century

ago to the celebrated Jethro TuU, the father of drill-

husbandry ; but that he did not entertain very correct

ideas on the subject is apparent from the fact of his

conceiving that pulverization only was necessary in

cultivation, to admit freely air and moisture. He
persevered in this practice for a length of time, and
brought his system of drill-husbandry to great perfec-

tion; but, as in every case in which general conclusions

are drawn from a limited observation of facts,

TuU was obliged to abandon his theory.* The
husbandman at the present day, however, would do
well to follow liis example, m securing a due supply

of air to his crops. On looking over the crops of the

country, especially drill crops, which usually have a

large system of leaves, they are generally found grow-
ing so close together, from a mistaken idea that an
increased produce will, in this manner, be obtained,

as to exclude the free admission of air from among
them ; and also effectually prevent the free introduction

of the implements of tillage, the action of which is

essential to loosen the soil about their roots. Could
farmers be induced to pay so much attention to the

subject as to compare the produce of equal portions

of their crops, where a proper system of tillage and a
due application of manure had been given, the one
standing, say in the case of turnips or potatoes, at

intervals of ten or twelve inches apart, and the other

at the more common distance of six or seven inches,

a marked change in the cultivation of their crops in

this respect would soon be apparent ; while they are

not warranted in going the whole length with Tull, who
considered the direct application of manures unneces-

* The reader is referred for further information on this

subject to an Essay in the "Quarterly Journal of Acrriculture"

on " Jethro Tull and l"s Husbandry," vol. xi., p. 342.
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sai-y, the preceding observations would tend to sliow

that to secure a due supply of those elementary sub-

stances which form so large a portion of the vegetable

btructure, is no less important than the direct apphca-

tion of matters which are contamed in ])lants in so

much smaller quantity.

An attempt has now been made to place before the

reader the general principles on which the application

of fertilizing matters to the soil should be founded.

The constituent parts of plants have been enumerated,

with the sources from which they are available for tlie

recpiired purpose, and the necessity of increasing the

presence of the requisite supply of such matters : it

therefore now remains to treat briefly of the most im-

portant substances which are applied as manures, with

the results, so far as ascertained, which follow their

ai)plication.

The list of manures to which the attention of the

farming community has been lately directed is extended,

and calculated to puzzle them no little as to which they

should select. The experiments which have, from

time to time, been placed before the public cannot be

implicitly relied on for this purpose, as the peculiar

circumstances under which they have been applied are

seldom sufficiently detailed, and from this cause the

most conflicting testimony has repeatedly been given

as to their value. In numerous cases, it is well known,

the most important results have attended the applica-

tion of certain of the portable manui'es, while in others

they produced no sensible benefit, and in many cases

the increased returns ofproduce barely repaid the ex-

pense of the application. But while almost each of

the new manures lately brought into notice has, in its

tuna, in certain case, disappointed the expectations of

the farmer, it may be regarded as singular that the

long tried and staple article, farm-yard manure, is in

every case successfirl. This seeming paradox is,

however, not difficult of solution. The dung of the

farm-yard is to be regarded as an extremely compound
substance, containing in abundance every ingredient

furnished by the soil to the growing crops. Hence it

is apparent that there ciui be no crop, or no soil, to

which this manure is unsuited, as containing the

necessary matters for all. Hence, also, the extension

of its beneficial influence through a whole series of

crops before its eff'ects are completely exhausted, each

crop appropriating its own peculiar aliment, until

the whole is absorbed.

Farm-yard manure is thus seen to be not only

general, but in fact universal, in its applicability as

manure for the common cultivated crops ; and where

it can be obtained in abundance few others wUlbe em-
ployed. Its agency is not merely confined to supply-

ing the growing crops with their appropriate food,

but it also exerts a most beneficial operation on the

texture and quality of the soil itself, rendering it more
permeable to the fluids, air, and moisture, the im-

portance of which, in the economy of vegetation, has

been already stated. The most sterile and barren soil

is mechanically improved by the application of this

manure, as may be apparent to every one on comparing

garden mould with earth from land of a similar quality,

but to which no such application of manure had been

made.

Notwithstanding all these circumstances, as showing

the superiority of farm-yard manure, it does not follow

that it is the most economical that can be applied in

all cases, especially where the home supply is not suffi-

cient. The expense of an ordinary application of it,

when purchased, without even taking into considera-

tion the expense of transits, which in all cases is con-

siderable, is usually two or three times that of the

portable manures ; while, by a proper selection of the

latter, the same eft'ect, at least in the first instance,

may be produced. It being at all times desirable to

produce the intended eft'ect with the smallest possible

expenditure of means, the portable manures are de-

serving of consideration on this account alone, as they

have enabled the farmer, in certain cases, to accomplish

what, without their assistance, would have been im-

possible, and in others, what could not have been

effected unless at a greatly increased outlay. They

possess, also, this important advantage, that they can

be used either before sowing or planting the crop, or

at any stage of its growth, with the same facility. In

the case of crops having small seeds, the rapid vegeta-

tion of which is important to guard against failure, as

the turnip and many others, the portable manures are

invaluable from their being readily placed almost in

direct contact with the seed ; in certain cases, indeed,

being deposited simultaneously with the seed, the

same machine serving both purposes. These crops

are thus pushed forward at the most critical period of

their growth ; and should they afterwards, from any

cause, appear to grow languid, the same class of ma-

nures presents itself to the aid of the farmer, being

economical in its original cost, easily conveyed to any

distance however great, and applied with facility and

despatch to the growing crop, in such quantities and

at such intervals of time as may appear necessary.

Farmers are often taken to task for the pertinacity

with which they adhere to established practices and

the earnestness with which they resist all innovations ;

but on this point there is much exaggeration. The

favour with which the portable manures have been re-

ceived, and the great extent to which they are at

present employed, notwithstanding the comparatively

short time which has elapsed shice they were promi-

nently brought into notice, show that such a charge is

in some degree unfounded. Although carrying this

disposition too far, in some cases, the wholesale impo-

sition to which they ai-e frequently subjected renders

the utmost caution necessary on their part. Few who
have not specially turned their attention to the subject

could form an idea of the extent to which adulteration

is carried in the vending of the manures now under

notice ; and it is to be feared that in many cases they do

not exercise sufficient caution in the purchase of these

articles. Adulteration to the extent of one third or

one fourth might be supposed to satisfy the cupidity

of even the most dishonest vender ; but a case has been

mentioned by Mr. Edward Solly, in the course of a

lecture at the Royal Institution on a late occasion, in

which the spurious matters composed no less than

ninety-seven per cent, of the whole amount ; or, in

other words, the saline matters composing the manures

under notice contained only three per cent, of the

particular ingredient for which it was sold. This is,

no doubt, an extreme case, but it is given on the

highest authority, and as the analysis of tlie manure

was conducted by Mr, Solly himself, no doubt can

remain as to the fact. However far the general scale of

adulteration may fall short of this, it does not admit of

doubt that three-fourths of the portable manures are

graduated by it, especially when they have passed

tlirough several hands between the importer or

manufacturer and the farmer.

This is a great and crying evil. There is perhaps no

other article of merchandize which presents so

favourable an opportunity for adulteration as this new

class of manures. From their very nature they con-

tain impurities to a greater or less extent, even when

no deception has been practised, or no means employed

for specially introducing such matteriB. Tlis various
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saline matters employed as manures, as the nitrates of

soda and potash, and similar substances, are never

found to exist in a pure state, and are only divested

of the admixture of foreign ingredients by chemical

means, and this circumstance affords a greater facility

for adulteration. It is also only by chemical means
that the extent of such adulteration can be ascertained,

and of this test the farmer is rarely, or never, able to

avail himself. Unless, therefore, some means be

adopted for effectually putting an end to the wholesale

adulteration now practised with the portable manures,

the farmers will be obliged to discontinue using them,

and a serious obstacle will be thereby interposed to the

progress of agricultural improvement.
This is one of the occasions in which the more ex-

tended application of chemical analysis is calculated to

do much for the farmer. As a greater or less portion

of impurities is necessarily present in these manures it

behoves the respectable dealers, who are above resort-

ing to such dishonourable means for increasing their

profits, to procure an analysis of an average sample of

the various parcels of manures which they have on hand.

No difficulty can be now experienced in securing the

sen-ices of competent persons for the performance of

such analysis, and the proportion of the various ingre-

dients actually present would enable both seller and
buyer to form an accurate opinion as to the value of the

particular manure he requires. The analysis of the

manure would then determine its value, and the dealer

would, indeed, have little regard for his character who
would give a false return of the analysis, knowing how
unlikely he would be to escape detection.

The impurities usually present in manures are seldom
pernicious themselves, as containing any ingredient

inimical to vegetation, but it is obvious that they are

worthless for the particular purpose for which the ma-
nure is applied. Guano, for example, is frequently

found largely adulterated with sand. Now, sand might
be contained in considerable quantity in the guano
before being at all removed from the place in which
it was originally deposited ; but then it is especially

important that the proportion of sand thus contained

should be declared to the purchaser, as not only the

market price of the article is thereby determined, but

the precise quantity which should be employed. Sup-
pose, for example, one parcel of guano contains fifteen

per cent, of sand, and another thirty, it is apparent

that to produce similar effects by each of them,

an increased quantity of the latter should be
employed in proportion to the greater quantity

of extraneous matters contained in it ; the same
circumstance also affecting its market value. If

the former sold at 10/. per ton, the price of the

latter would be about 8/. 5s. But, even in the event

of this graduation of price being established, the

purchaser of the inferior sample would still be labour-

ing under the inconvenience and expense of carriage,

and additional labour in its application to the soil of

matters positively useless, in itself a serious drawback
when the quantity employed is large.

The remedy for this imposition rests with the

farmers themselves. They should never be driven

from dealing vnth merchants of character by the lure

of cheapness ; and if they determinedly set their faces

against dealing with any one who did not at

once furnish them with an accurate analysis of

the various specimens they had for sale, even
the most respectable merchants would be com-
pelled to provide themselves with it. It is evi-

dently not necessary to understand almost anything
of chemistry to be able to form an opinion of the value

of an article from an inspection of the various ingredi-

ents contained in it, and the proportions in which they

exist. A very slight acquaintance with cliemical

manipulation would, indeed, enable the farmer to

test the accuracy of the analysis himself, the sand and
other insoluble matters being at once separated from

the more valuable ingredients by solution and filtration.

But there are also soluble matters used for the purpose

of adulteration, the detection of which is not so easily

effected. The ingredients emplo)'ed for the purpose of

adulteration may even be valuable manures in certain

cases themselves, and still not be the less spurious

when mLxed with substances of greater value. The
adulteration of the salts of ammonia, and of the

nitrates of soda and potash, with common salt, is

extensively practised ; and although the latter article is

valuable as a manure, the fraud is not the less iu

adding it to the others for which much higher prices

are obtained. The adulteration of these salts is also

extremely difficult of detection, unless in the hands of

the experienced analyst ; and it is therefore the more-

necessary that in their selection the purchaser should

be more on his guard.

The doctoring of spurious seeds has been long in

practice ; though it is believed not to be on the increase

of late, from the determination so wisely shown to

patronize only such seedsmen as had a character to

lose. It is evidently false economy, in any case, to

jiurchase inferior articles at any price ; but when such

articles are for consumption, it is of comparatively

little consequence. It must surely be without reflection

that any one will purchase unsoimd seed under the

lure of cheapness, as such economy may occasion the

loss of his crop altogether. Considering how much
the value of the crop depends on the quantity and

qualityrof the manure applied to it, it is scarcely less

impolitic not to exercise proper caution in the selec-

tion of the manure as well as in that of the seed.

An attempthas now been made to state briefly the ge-

neral principles on which the application of fertiUzing

matters to the soil should take place. The constituent

parts of plants have been enumerated, with the sources

from which they are available for the required purpose ;

and our attention shall, in the next place, be directed

to the consideration of the various matters applied as

manures, with the results, so far as ascertained, which

follow their application.

At the head of this class of substances deservedly

stands the dung of the farm-yard. Its peculiar adapt-

ation to the support of vegetable life is apparent from

the fact of its being composed of the remains

of vegetable matters in various stages of decom-

position, combined also with a certain propor-

tion of animal substances. This manure is also,

as maybe easily conceived from its origin, very various

in its qualities, depending on the kind of animals fed,

as well as on the nature of their food. The manitre

from lean animals is very inferior to that of

animals in high condition, as is known to every farmer

on comparing the effects of the dung of the fold-yard

in which the store cattle are kept with that of the cattle

in the stalls being fattened. In practice, however,

the manure from the different classes of animals of the

farm-yard is usually combined, by carefully mLxing

all together as it accumulates, and afterwards by turn-

ing over the whole before being applied to the soil.

And this is precisely as it should be, the effect of the

mixture being to improve the quality of the whole.

The manure from the stables, by itself, would ferment

too rapidly, and thereby lose much of its value in the

escape of the gaseous compounds evolved durmg fer-

mentation ; while that from the cow-house, on the con-

trary, is slow of decomposition, and is, therefore, much
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improved by being Incorporated with other substances

having a tendency to ferment more rapidly.

Farm-yard manure having been applied to the soil

from the earliest period, and, until lately, having been
almost the only kind of manure in use, it might have

been supposed that its management was generally well

understood ; but until the portable manures were in-

troduced, the proper degree of attention was most di-

rected to the former substance, nor was the importance

of economising it sufficiently felt. From its greater

bulk it does not admit of being so safely stored beyond
the reach of the influence of the weather as the portable

manures, and much of its value is lost by exposure

alone. The necessity of its undergoing a certain degree

of fermentation before being appUed to the soil, and
the value of the manure depending in so great a degree

on the manner in which tliis has taken place, and the

extent to which it has been carried, the proper and
economical management of that important article re-

quired a degree of skill in the farmer which was
rarely possessed.

This fermentation, so familiar to every farmer, is, in

fact, a chemical process ; and, to ensure its takuig

place under the most favourable circumstances, a cer-

tain knowledge of the elements of that science are neces-

sary. The necessity for such information is not gene -

rally felt nor acknowledged by farmers ; and the most
illiterate among them would hear the announcement
with no small degree of indignation if told that he was
unable to manage properly the fermentation of manure
heaps. But how few, of even the most intelligent

class of farmers, are aware of the loss in value of that

article sustained by the uninterrupted exhalation of

ammonia which is almost constantly taking place !

This has been satisfactorily shown to be the most
valuable ingredient in the heap, although until lately

no means have been employed to prevent its escape.

Urine is also known to contain highly fertilizing mat-
ters ; yet so generally is this substance disregarded,

that it is allowed to run from the yards to waste. It

is only now, indeed, that the attention of farmers is

forcibly directed to the importance of judgment and
economy in the management of the manure of the

farm-yard ; for however necessary it may be on their

part to avail themselves of the assistance of the various

other matters submitted to their notice, for the purpose

of increasing their cultivated produce, it is much more
necessary to guard any portion of the home supply

from going to waste.

The proper management of farm-yard manure is not

different when the correct principles by which the far-

mer should be guided are understood. The arrange-

ments for economising the manure are also those

most conducive to the health of the domestic animals,

an important cii'cumstance too often overlooked. The
retention of urine in the stables is known to exercise

a most injurious effect on the constitution of

the horses ; not only affecting their lungs, but

also weakening their eyes, by the ammoniacal fumes
with which the atmosphere of the sables in

this case becomes charged. Arrangements for pre-

venting this escape of ammonia have, therefore, the

advantage of remedying one of the most fruitful sources

of disease among horses—namely, filthy stables. The
retention of the urine in the cattle sheds, though not

so injurious, is also inimical to the thriving of the

animals. The pungent exhalations so characteristic of
filthy stables are not felt in the cow houses, although

no doubt can be entertained of its injurious effects in

polluting the atmosphere ; and little consideration is

necessary to see the injurious effects of which a damp
bed must be productive to any species of live stock.

In the case of the hardy stock of mountain districts,

little inconvenience might be sustsdned by this treat-

ment ; but in that of the more tender and compara-
tively artificial stock of the plains, inattention in this

respect not only retards the growth of the animals, but
is also productive of disease.

This is obviously not the proper place to enter upon
the arrangement of the various parts of the farmery
intended for the accommodation of live stock. Of the

cow-houses, it may merely be mentioned that no irre-

gularities should occur in the channels for conveying
away the urine, which should be carried to the reser-

voir or tank in covered drains. In the stables a small

metal grating should be placed in each stand, so that

the urine would at once be conveyed into subterranean

channels without passing over much of the surface of

the stables. In large stables the urine frequently has

to pass along the entire length of the house before

making its escape, in which case evaporation to a very
considerable extent must take place. The expense of
forming a subterranean channel for this purpose is not,

however, considerable, and should invariably be
adopted. W ith this channel the gratings in the several

stalls should communicate ; and such a degree of incli-

nation should be given as would insure all matters

coming into the channel being quickly carried off.

The feeding of cattle in open sheds—^with shelter

sheds to retire to at night or during stormy weather

—

is daily becoming more general, especially in the

northern part of the island. When straw is produced
in large quantity, this system of feeding affords great

facility for converting it into manure, both by the

dung and urine of the animals, and by their constantly

treading through it. Rain water should be kept from
these yards as much as possible, as the undue dilution

of the liquid manure by such means only increases the

labour in managing it, and applying it to the land
without any addition to its fertilising properties ; in-

deed, the dilution may be carried so far that the

liquid may not be worth the expense of applying it at

all. The water from the roofs of the sheds and other

buildings might be advantageously employed to supply
the yards, being conveyed to a cistern for that pur-
pose ; but, in any case, it should not be allowed to run
into the manure tank. To preserve these sheds in a
proper state for the animals, as well as to keep the

manure in a proper condition, it should be removed
from them much oftener than is usually done, and con-
veyed to the general depository, or at once taken to

the field, there to be stored up for use. Continued
treading of the animals—especially if much moisture
be present—is uijurious to the manure, as depriving the

more soUd matters of a portion of their fertilizing pro-
perties by remaining in this semi-fluid state, and also

rendering them less susceptible of undergoing ferment-
ation afterwards. The precise periods through which
the accumulation of manure in the sheds should be
allowed to extend will obviously depend on the num-
ber of animals in the yard, the proportion in which
the straw and roots are supplied, and, in some degree,

on the state of the weather, as in continued drought the

removals may be less frequent than would otherwise

be necessary. In large yards, where a number of

young cattle are kept, the manure is, in some cases,

allowed to accumulate during the winter, without any
portion of it being removed, fresh litter being added as

the last becomes trodden down. This is obviously not
a state favourable for the preservation of the manure,
which would be much better in a comparatively di-y

state—having, however, always so much moisture as is

necessary to carry on fermentation when it is desirable

that it should take place. The manure in the bottom
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of the yard will, indeed, in such a case, have sustained

very considerable injury.

On being removed from the houses and shed, the

manure may be formed into a heap ia the vicinity of

the farm-steading, or it may at once be conveyed to the

fields in which it is to be applied, and there formed

into heaps on the head-land, where it remains until the

proper seasonfor thepurposearrives. Thelatter system

of disposing of the manure has this advantage, that it

is conveyed at once to the fields as made, without mate-

rially interfering with the other operations of the farm
;

and the importance of having it stored in the field in

the hurry of seed time, instead of leaving them to

bring it from the farm-yard, is too obvious to require

illustration. A greater waste—especially of liquid

manure—is sustained in this manner, however, there

being no means of collecting that which flows from the

heap ; but this may, in some degree, be remedied bj'

placing a thick layer of such absorbent matters as can

be collected in the bottom of the heap, which will re-

tain the liquid that would otherwise escape and be

lost. This layer may consist of scourings of ditches,

road scrapings, or even the rich earth accumulated on
the head-land of the field. When peat earth can be

obtained, it may be advantageously rendered available

for this purpose.

Even where the manure is stored at the farm-yard
until required for use, it is sometimes recommended
that a layer of such matters should be placfd in the

bottom of the heap, for the absorption of the juices of

the manure ; and, where proper arrangements do not

exist for the reception and preservation of these

matters, this precaution is necessary. The prac-

tice of the scientific farmer of the present day is,

however, to concentrate his elements of fertility rather

than to aid in their diffusion ; it being apparent that if

an equal amount of fertiUzing matter can be applied to

the land in half the usual bulk of material, an import-

ant object is thereby gained in the more economical

application of the manure in question. For this

reason, therefore, we cannot recommend any addition

to the mass of manure, without, at the same time,

adding in proportion to its fertilizing powers ; and
when proper arrangements are madt, for the collection

of the urine and other Uquid matters of the farm-yard,

the practice of adding absorbent ingredients not con-

taining within themselves the elements of fertility does

not seem worthy of imitation. On these grounds, too,

we cannot recommend the practice so general in many
parts of the country of forming the whole, or the

greater part, of the manure of the farm-yard into a

compost with other matters previous to its being

applied to the land. This process is attended with

much labour in the formation of the heap in the first

instance ; and the application of such an increased

quantity of materials, without a corresponding increase

of the elements of fertility, is a work of great labour

in the spring, at a time when economy in that de-

partment is of so much importance. The soil is also

unduly consolidated by continued cartage on the land,

which, especially if it be at all damp, destroys the pul-

verization previously secured as a preparation for the

crop. Cases may, indeed, occur, in which much ad-

vantage win be derived from the application of a large

quantity of compost, as altering the mechanical ar-

rangement of the soil ; and in the case of applying top-

dressings to grass lands, an exception should perhaps

be made, is being the case in which composts are most
efficacious. In all other cases in which the

application of matters similar to those used in the for-

mation of composts becomes desirable for the improve-

ment of the soil, we should much prefer the application

of such matters by themselves ; in which event the

work could be performed during the frosts of winter,

when the land would not sustain injury by cartage, or

some other equally convenient period of the season,

when no interruption would be afforded to the ordinary

labours of the spring.

(To be continued.)

CHOICE OF POTATOES FOR SEED.
" T^iirlpened, and consequently watery, potatoes

make the best seed roots ; inasmuch as they always
jiroduce strong, healthy, vigorous plants ; this watery
matter being the germinative principle. Potatoes
which have beeii planted late in the season, therefore,

or duff early in the season, or which have grown in

hoyyy land or in a mountain situation, are to be pre-
ferred ; as under such circumstances the tubers are not
matured, the farina has not been developed. On the
other hand, if we use for seed-roots those potatoes
which have grown in good land, have fully ripened
there, and have attained all the perfection of which
they are capable as to quality, abounding in farina-

ceous matter, but deficient in mucilaginous matter,
many of the plants produced from such roots will be
curled and unhealthy ; a general want of vigour will be
evident, and the produce wUl be very inferior to that

from unripened tubers, as they only possess the j)ro-

creative power in perfection. As an illustration : it

is known to most persons engaged in rural affairs, that

in the long varieties of potato, one end, called the
crown or rose end, makes, when cut off, better seed
than any other part of the same potato ; better, be-
cause the plant which springs from it is much more
healthy, succulent, and vigorous than the others.

How is this accounted for ? Simply because such
rose end is the watery end. To prove this to be the
case, boQ such a potato, and the part referred to will

be found soft and uneatable, while the remainder of
the potato is firm, dry, and floury. The circumstance
of mferior potatoes begetting good ones is not peculiar

to this vegetable alone, but is in unison with all the
other operations of nature, and is a part of her great

law, which decrees that when perfection in vegetable

or animal productions has been attained, their repro-
ductions degenerate, and vice versa."—Essay on the
Field-culture of the Potato, by Peter Cowan ; second
edition, 1834.

" We think that the experience of last year and this,

in regard to the state of the potato crop, is strikingly

corroborative of the theory of weakness in the potato
as being the primary cause of the failure ; for observe
the results : the under-ripened seed raised in the bad
season of 1841 produced a crop without failure in

1842, in the alleged unfavourable circumstances of
heat and drought ; while the over-ripened seed raised

in the very fine season of 1842 has caused extensive
failures in 1843, in the alleged favourable circum-
stances of moisture and coolness. What should be
the practice indicated by these results, but that un-
ripened seed should be planted in all cases ; and, to pre-
vent its becoming over-ripened in any season, let the
potatoes intended for seed be raised before they be-
come ripe." — Quarterly Journal of Agriculture,
July, 1843,

'

' It was necessary to consider the substances which
potatoes contained ; which were—starch, albumen,
and saline matter. It was the result of a great num
ber of chemicsd examinations, thaipotatoes which con-
tained the greatest quantity of starch were the most
likely to fail."—Professor Johnston's Lecture, Au-
gust, 1843.
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REPORT OF THE TITHE COMMIS-
SIONERS FOR ENGLAND AND WALES.

TO THE RIGHT HOX. SIR J. R. G. GRAHAM,
DART.

Tithe Commission Office, April 2, 1844.

Sir,—It is our duty to report to you the progress

of the commutation of tithes in England and Wales to

the close of the year 1843,

We have received notices that voluntary proceedings

have commenced in 9,555 tithe districts : of these

notices 45 were received during the year 1843.

We have received 6,877 agreements, and confirmed

6,492 : of these 183 have been received, and 281 con-

firmed, during the year 1843.

3,871 notices for making awards have been issued,

of which 836 were issued during the year 1843.

We have received 2,681 drafts of compulsory awards,

and confirmed 2,172 : of these 675 have been received,

and 559 confirmed, during the year 1843.

We have received 7,525 apportionments, and con-

firmed 6,881 : and of these 1,074 have been received,

and 1,186 confirmed, during the year 1843.

In 8,664 tithe districts, as will be seen from the

above statement, the rent-charges to be hereafter paid

have been finally established by confirmed agreements

or confirmed awards.

We have in our possession voluntary agreements and

drafts of awards, as yet unconfirmed, which will in-

clude 894 additional tithe districts ; and make a total,

when completed, of 9,558 districts in which the tithes

are commuted.
We have to repeat the assurance which we have

happily been able to give in every report, that the

whole progress of commutation is proceeding steadily

and harmoniously. The district of South Wales may
appear to form an exception.

As far, however, as we can judge from our own cor-

respondence, and our other means of information,

very little discontent has existed between the real par-

ties to the commutation ; that is, the landowners and

tithe-owners.

The occupying tenantry, however, have found

grounds of complaint, in many cases not unreasonable :

they are called on to pay rent-charges, the majority of

which have been agreed to by their landlords, though

a smaller portion have been awarded by us. Those

rent-charges are very peculiarly low, and on the

average do not greatly exceed one-tenth of the rent,

or of the net value, instead of amoimting to one-tenth of

the gross value of the produce.

Still, low as they are, these rent-charges somewhat
exceed the compositions which the tenants calculated

on paying when they hired their farms and fixed their

terms with the landlord.

The task of apportioning still goes on more slowly

than it was calculated it would do when the Commuta-
tion Act passed ; but it continues to be eff'ected, as it

has all along been, with much less difficulty and irrita-

tion than it was supposed would accompany it.

Much of the work which remains for us to do begins

to assume a character which makes it advisable to

draw your attention to some of its pecuUarities and
difficulties.

In many parishes in which the great bulk of the

tithes have been commuted on enclosure or otherwise,

farm or district moduses have been left, which, in the

present state of the law it will become our duty to

convert into rent-charges, and we must partially at

least map, and apportion on the land subject to them.

The expense of such apportionment to the land-

owners will first be extravagant when compared with

the amount ofthesum apportioned, and then the expense

of collecting will make the rent charge valueless to

the tithe-owner.

It seems to us that in these cases a permission to

redeem these payments for money, and thus to avoid

the expenses both of apportionment and collection,

would be advantageous, and, indeed, is requisite to

protect both parties.

The managers of Queen Anne's Bounty are willing,

we believe, to receive the redemption money ; and if

they are directed to apply it, as they do augmentation

moneys, it may partially and gradually be invested in

land, if that seems desirable for the tithe-owner. The
operation of such a measure might, perhaps, usefully

be somewhat extended.

In many cases of vicarial tithe, the individual pay-

ments are so minute as to convert the collection of

them into a loss. We have even been requested to

strike a mass of them out of rent-charges, because as

the tithe-owner will be taxed upon the gross amount
of them, and be certain not to receive them, the nomi-
nally giving them to him is substantially mulcting him.

The redemption of such small payments would
clearly be a boon to the tithe-owner, and, as the

liability to them is often felt to be a disagreeable in-

cumbrance by the owners of property, the power of

redeeming them would be in very many cases also con-

sidered a boon.

The state of the law, as modified by 2 and 3 Will.

IV., c. 100, commonly called Lord Tenterden's Act,

impedes our progress, and, unless cleared up, threatens

to protract the close of our labours. In some hun-
dreds of cases, and, indeed, in an indefinite number,
we cannot give decisions as to the contested rights of

parties, with any confidence that those decisions are

correct.

Our own legal assistants are divided in opinion, and
we are told that this division of opinion extends even to

the superior courts ; at any rate, no decision of those

courts on the cases now before them has been obtained.

We are led to hope that some distinct decision may
be given before the close of this year ; if this is not

the case, we may be driven to request the assistance of

the legislature.

Whatever the law may turn out to be, those cases

will many of them be obstinately litigated ; and if our
dealing with them is much longer postponed, the de-

lays of issues and new trials, and of the apportion-

ments which must follow them, may postpone what
would otherwise be the term of our labours.

In the case of parishes containing open fields, where
the tithes have been commuted and the rent-charges

apportioned before enclosure, the re-apportionment of

those rent-charges on the enclosed lands newly appro-

priated to individuals, is always desirable, and, indeed,

almost indispensable.

We have no power to sanction this at present.

We think such a power might conveniently be given

us.

The exercise of a similar power, after the close of

our commission, may be provided for by an act, which,

for that and other purposes, it will be necessary to

pass before the tithe commission ceases to exist.

In a number of parishes, heretofore enclosed by act

of Parliament, we have reason to believe that the pro-

visions for extinguishing tithe have been in some cases

wrongly, in others imperfectly, carried out.

If tithe litigation and tithe are to cease with the

commission, some provision must be made for cor-

recting the errors or completing the deficiencies of

these enclosure transactions.

Some of the railroads, one of the most extensive in
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particular, that is the Great Western, refuse to pay

the rent-charges apportioned on the lands over which

they pass.

It is illegal to seize and carry away the rail, so that

the tithe-owner's remedy by distress is nugatory, un-

less there is a station in his district.

His remaining remedyjs to take possession of the

grounds over which the road passes ; but as it is illegal

for him to stop up a public way, his possession is use-

less to him unless he resorts to the doubtful benefit

of a suit in equity, to compel an account of the

profits made on portion of railroad in his legal posses-

sion.

We think that the owner of the rent-charge should

not be driven to this experiment, but that whenever a

rent-charge is clearly due from the railroad com-
pany, it should be recoverable by distress on the

property of the company, on whatever part of the

line found.

This would not increase the legal liability of the

company.
They might still, by replevin or otherwise, dispute

the legality of the rent-chaige ; only when they did

not dispute it, they would oe compelled to pay the

owners of rent-charges in districts where there is no
station, and where those owners have no other remedy
than a suit in equity.

We have the honour to be, sir,

Your faithful and obedient servants,

Wm. Blamire.
T. W. BCLLER.
Rd. Jones.

NEW DRILL-DRESSING FOR TURNIPS.—
To 1 qr. bone-dust, add 1 cwt. of salt and 10 gallons

of water ; mix them well ; meanwhile mix 1^ cwt. of

sulphuric acid with 10 gallons of water, gradually, and
let it cool ; when nearly cold, pour some of it, say a

gallon, gently over the bone and salt, over the whole
surface, to prevent much fuming of muriatic acid,

and mix it in ; after an hour (or when it ceases to

fume) add another gallon in the same way ; and so on
till all is in. The sulphuric acid decomposes the

salt and part of the bone
;
producing sulphate of soda

and gypsum, and setting free muriatic and phosphoric

acids. The muriatic acid penetrates the remaining

bone, and renders it soluble without decomposition.

The whole may digest together a few days or weeks, if

convenient. The result will be a mixture of sulphate

of soda and gypsum, with bones rendered soluble by
muriatic acid. The bone must be genuine, andnot mixed
with oyster-shells, &c., as they will neutralize the

acid and destroy its effect. Whole bones would pro-

bably be made tender by a month's digestion, and by
guano or rape in two or three months. This quantity

upon an acre will produce more effect than 3 qrs.

bone dust, at about half the cost ; say 30s. For the

drill, the acid may be neutralized by wood-ashes or

mild lime ; and dried by the addition of rape-dust,

which will increase its activity, and probably make
the most productive drill-dress that has yet been tried.

It must not touch the seed. If used as liquid, it must
not be neutralized, but dissolved in 1 ,500 gallons of

water. In either case the land should be prepared

with 6 or 8 loads of dung, to bear out the crop.

These directions apply to turnips; but we think the

same composition, neutralized with wood ashes, and
dried with rape or bran, would increase the produce of

grain (not of straw) in both wheat and oats ; and
perhaps barley also.

MONMOUTH FARMERS' CLUB.

REPORT OF SEVERAL TRI.\LS WITH SULPHURIC
ACID AND BONE DUST, FOR TUPNIPS, IN
1842 AND 1843.

The Secretary of the Monmouth Farmers'
Club, considering it to be of the greatest import-
ance to raise a good crop of turnips at the least

possible expense, has much pleasure in annexing
to this year's report a statement of his own and
other persons' trials with sulphuric acid and
bones, and other manures.

Trial of sulphuric acid and bone-dust, with
other manures, upon a worn out arable field of

a sandy soil, scrvvn in the beginning of August,
1843, with improved stone turnips, in lots of a

quarter of an acre. The ground was ridged up
at 24 inches, the seed drilled on the ridge and
hoed out to 8 inches ; the turnips were horse-
hoed three times and hand-hoed twice.

The measure, weight, &c., are all calculated per
imperial standard; one perch of each lot was
pulled, topped, and weighed on the 8th of Janu-
ary, 1844.

'fhe expense and produce per acre are as

under :

—

No. of E.xpense per Produce
Lot. Manure per acre, acre. per acre.

£. s. d. Tons. cwt. qr,

1. 15 yards of fat pig's

dung, rotten ..300 15 2 3

2. 3j bushels of bone-
dust, and SOlbs.

of sulphuric acid

(oil of vitriol).. 10 6 13 1 1

3. 40 bushels of coal

ashes saturated

with human urine

in \vinter 1842-3. 13 12 12 3

4 . 20 cubic yds. of road
scrapings, mixed
\vith 280 gals, of

human urine, and
twice turned over

in 1842 2 3 6 10 12 2

5. 2 cwt. gviano, mixed
with 12 bushels

of pure charcoal

dust 1 15 10 5 3

G. 7 cwt. urate 2 1 6 911 2

7. 20 bushels of bones
(half dust) 2 14 9 11

8. 6 bushels of bone-
dust and 20 bush.
of charcoal dust. . 13 8 17

9. 4 bushels of bone-
dust and 20 bush.
of charcoal dust.. 18 8 17

10. 16 bushels of bones
(half dust) 2 4 8 2 3

11. 15 yards of common
straw dung, half

rotten 1 10 G 13 1

12. 40 bushels of pure

charcoal dust ..100 541
13. No manure ,,, 1 10 2
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The turnips on lot No. 2, sown on the Sth of

August, came into rough leaf before those on

any of the other lots.

It is worthy of remark that Nos, 1, 2, and 3

are now (the Sth of January), in a A'ery growing

state, the to^js weighing nearly five tons per

acre.

The writer begs to call the attention of farmers

to the plan used in lot No. 3 ; for every one can,

if they please, adopt that, by having all the

chamber-lye, soap-suds, &c., collected in the

house, thrown daily upon the coal ashes ; by
which it will be seen that the crop nearly doubled

lot 11 with 15 yards of common dung.

The ashes were not kept imder cover, but no
doubt that woidd be a great improvement, and,

if a quart or 4lbs. of oil of vitriol diluted with

5 or 6 gallons of water, or lOlbs. of calcined

gypsum, or half a bushel of charcoal dust was
sprinkled over the saturated ashes once a week,

it would prevent the ammonia flying oft'.

In addition to the trial of lot No. 2, there were

nearly three acres with sulphuric acid and bone-

dust in the same field ; to cover this quantity of

ground with the sokxtion, two men and two horses

were at work for nearly two days, with a water-

cart that holds 200 gallons, the water being

about 300 yards from the field ; but when the

men are accustomed to the work and the water is

within the above distance, from two to three

acres may be done in a day.

Almost every farmer to whom I have shown the

crop, or spoken upon using sulphuric acid, has ex-

claimed against the great trouble; but siirely it is

worth a little extra trouble if we can raise a larger

crop of turnips mth this mixture (now costing

13s. Sd. per acre) than with 20 bushels of bones,

nearly four times the expense. Should Mr. Pusey's

plan of mixing with earth ; or the Duke of

Richmond's, by using only half the quantity of

water, answer, it will remove this objection by
saving the trouble which is so much thought of.

As to a water-cart, every farmer can make one

by pvitting a hogshead upon a pair of cart wheels,

and thus provide himself \vith a most valuable

machine for taking out his liqmd manure, &c.

The autumn and winter having been so very fa-

vourable for the growth of turnips, the crops would
no doubt have been much heavier if a larger sort

of turnip had been sown. Another thing which
operated very strongly against the crop was, the

field being sidelong. The hail and rain accompa-
nying the dreadful thunderstorm of the 9th of

August washed much soil and manure from
each lot, so that in the steeper parts of the field

there were but few turnips : so severe was the

storm, that the seed that had been planted the

day before was actually washed out of the ground,
to the extent of about an acre of the part ma-
nured with the sulphuric acid, so that not a

single turnip made its apj)earance. AVTiat was
then deplored as an evil may turn out to be a

sanng to the farmer, for, although this jmrt was
not ridged up again and replanted for nine or

ten days, ihe turnips grown upon it were fully

equal to those on lot No. "J, having 20 bushels of

bones per acre, thus showing that the solution

had not been all washed away with the soil.

The fact that the storm did not wash away the

solution in the last acre sown (although in the

steep parts of the field the other manures, except
the dung, were nearly destroyed), shews that per-

ha])s half the quantity will be sufficient; and that

the great chemist, Liebig, to whom we are in-

debted for this valuable discovery, is right when he
says that a much «/na//er quantity of bones and acid

(viz. 40lbs. fine bone-dust and 20lbs, sulphuric

acid per acre) will produce a ^ootZ crop of turnips.

In the Murk Lane Express of January 3rd, 1842,

a farmer signing " N. E., Scotland," says he has

used for turnips sulphuric acid and bones at

the rate of 60 to 70lbs. bone-dust and 30 to 40lbs.

sulphuric acid per acre, for some years, and it

has, in every year, produced a larger crop than

30 bushels of bones.

A MEMOIR OF MATHIEU DE
DOMBASLE,

A French Agkiculturi.st.

In all countries where agriculture is justly consi-

dered as the first among arts and sciences, since it

comprehends the warmest interests of mankind, the

names of those men who have devoted their whole
life to the advancement of this noble pursuit should be
carefully recorded. This maxim has been constantly

put in practice by our neighbours on the other side of

the channel. They have never failed to give in their

periodicals or to mention in their public lectures

details of the life of the celebrated agriculturists like

Bakewell, Coke, Thaer, and others whose loss was as

much lamented l)y them as by ourselves. M'e
therefore think it an act of justice, in every respect,

to call attention to this sketch of the life of Mathieu
de Dombasle, one of the most learned and devoted
patrons of agriculture that ever existed. The town of

Nancy, in the department of La Meurthe, in France,

was his native place. There he was born on the

26th of February, 1777 ; there he died, December 27th,

1843, after having lived a noble life of nearly 07
years, the greater part of which being employed in

making experiments or writing books which have
been most serviceable to the agriculture of France.

After having devoted many years to study the system
of cultivation of the best lands in Europe—Flanders

and England—he contrived to introduce in farming

the improved system which he had seen. In 1814 he

was the wealthy proprietor of the largest sugar-

manufactory from the juice of the beet-root ; but

the political convulsions of that period ruined him.

Yet his courage was not subdued, and instead of

entering the career of ambition which was then opened
to every enterprizing character, he took up the

interests of agriculture, and began a series of writings

which soon convinced the public that in France, where
four-fifths of the population are occupied in the

tillage of the ground, it was requisite to place the

knowledge of agricultural matters within the reach

of young men willing to seek in the culture of the

land the independence and security vainly promised

by professions usually called liberal, or by places

under government. But there was no establishment,

no school for the theoretical and practical teaching

of the mother-science.
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Mathieu de Dombasle thought of remedying
that evil; and in the year 1823, with a small capital

of 60,000 francs (i2,400), took the lease of the

estate of Roville, and there opened the first agri-

cultural institute in France. His earliest care

was to prove the superiority of the Flemish plough
over the implement used in most of the provinces of

France, which required from sLx to eight horses or
oxen and several men ; and, thanks to him, there

is not now a rural district in France where a Flemish
plough cannot be procured or seen in operation.

As a writer, M. de Dombasle obtained the

admii'ation of Europe ; and Sir John Sinclair, the

illustrious founder of the Board of Agriculture in

England, and whose chief work he had translated

in French, expressed his very great regard for him
iu an address to the Royal Agricultural Society of
Paris. Besides this important book, entitled " J7ie

Code ofAgriculture," others, as " the Annals ofRo-
ville," the "Farmer's Calendar," the " Manual of
the Practical Farmer," the " Description of the best

Agricultural Implements," &c. , testify the eminence
of his talent. Such was the esteem entertained for

his character in France, that since 1830, he was
offered the dignity of a Peer of France, but he
modestly declined this reward of his constant services.

However, he was presented with the Golden Cross
of the Legion of Honour, elected a member of the

Royal Academy of Sciences, and was regarded as a

friend not only by the most eminent men in the

country, but also by his numerous pupils spread all

over France.

To commemorate so glorious a life and such services

a national subscription is being raised for the purpose
of erecting a monument to this great citizen, in one
of the squares of the town where he was born. Two
of the most eminent royal academicians of France,

David, the sculptor, and Galle, the medal-engraver,

have tendered their services gratuitously ; and in the

list of subscribers will be found the names of the

most illustrious landed proprietors in France, as

well as every farmer's club in the country.

Should any of our readers feel disposed to contribute

to the said testimonial of a posthumous homage to the

memoiy of Christophe Joseph Alexander Mathieu
de Dombasle, they may send their names to the

editor of the Farmer's Magazine, 24 Norfolk-street,

Strand, who will get the name inserted on the

lists kept by M. de La Chauviniere, the founder of

the " Cercle Agricole " of Paris, Rue Taranne, No.
10.

April 22nd, 1844.

PRUSSL^N CORN. — The Prussian States

Gazette contains a long list of the prices of the four

principal kinds of grain in the market towns of Prussia

during the month of March last. The following is a

statement of the average ; the prices are in Pi-ussian

silver groschen the bushel :

—

Wheat. Rye.
i

Barley.

12 Prussian States

5 Po-en States

9 Brandenhuro: and Po-
meranian States

1 1 Silesian States
8 Saxon States

4 Wesphalian Statei ...,

U Rlienish States

2-12

t 10-12
54 4-12
60 11-12
67 4-12
73 7-12

33 10-12 27
35 4- 12' 27

9-12
5-12

6-12!30 4-12

6-12|29 4-12
4-12135 11-12

8-1214.5 7-12

6-1247 2-12

c
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trinated with the important principles which it

was the aim of the association to promulgate. The
importance of enlightening the agricultural hody
of this country must be apparent to every one.

It was quite clear to him that the present agricul-

tural class must be replaced by a body possessing
more knowledge than was now exhibited. If the
farmers now employed in culti^'ating the soil did
not acquire a more scientific knov.ledge of the
principles on which that soil should be treated,

they might depend upon it they would be driven
from their position, just as the artizans which
carried out the arts in Glasgow upon an old and
obsolete system were driven from the market by
men who adopted new and improved modes of
working {hear). If, therefore, farmers wished
their sons to hold the place M'hich they themselves
did, and to remain upon the same soil which their
fathers occupied, then they must acquire a greater
and better kind of information than now they
were possessed of, for it was perfectly clear that
the same amount of knowledge on the subject of
agriculture which had hitherto been exhibited in
the farm-yard, and on the land, would not now
answer the purpose. He had just travelled from
Edinburgh to Lanark, and from Lanark to Glas-
gow, and in the course of his journey he had
seen hundreds of square miles "of land, all of
which inight be made capable of producing four
or five times more grain than it now did. And
yet, when a knowledge of this fact, and the means
by which it might be attained, were within their
reach, there were men in these districts cultivat-
ing the soil just on the same principle that it was
cultivated 50 years ago—following out the -very

same system which had been practised by their
grandfathers (hear). It was become absolutely
necessary to grow more grain in this countiy ;

and, if the welfare and prosperity of the country
mainly depended on the quantity of grain which
we did grow, then, surely, it was of the last im-
portance that this land should not be allowed to
remain in the condition in which it was now
found (cheers). He maintained that the same
skill and intelligence, the same persevering energy
which had made Glasgow wliat it was, woidd
make land over which he had passed during the
last two days, so far as climate would permit (and
even that could in some degree be controlled) as
fertile as the lands situated in countries which
possessed more of the favours of nature. There was
nothing in the city population, either as respected
the quahties of the head or the hands, which did
not belong equally to our agricultural population

;

and why should not the one class go forward in
the career of improvement equally with the other?
(cheers). On the present occasion he had come
among them to explain a few simple principles of
science, and to explain the application of these
principles to one or two points in the practice of
agriculture. He had been requested to deliver in
Glasgow a lecture on the subject of guano as a
manure ; but he found it impossible to do tliis

without first making them acquainted with these
principles ; and, after having done so, he would
be enabled, in his second lecture, to apply these

to the subject of guano and othermanuref? (clieers).

The point, then, to which he would first direct

their attention, was the nature of the soil on which
their manure was laid and their crops gro^^'n;

and in the next place he would say something of

the crops which grew on that soil, and also of the

air through which the plant raised itself after

springing out of the ground. First, of the soil

:

—If they took a portion of the soil and heated it

on the point of a knife, or piece of iron, it would
become black or brown all over, according to the

nature of the soil ; but, if they heated it to red-

ness, the blackness would disappear, and the soil

would become reddish or brown, and a portion of

it would entirely burn away—that portion which
burned away consisted of vegetable matter, and
was called organic. It would be found that a

very small quantity of the soil remained behind
after this burning, and what was left behind was
called inorganic matter. [Here the professor

directed attention to a table on which was deli-

neated the different quantities of organic matter

in three different kinds of soil. In 1,000 lbs. of

these soils respectively, the quantity of organic

matter was in the first 97, in the second 50, in

the third 40]. They would, however, consider

the inorganic matter. Of what did it consist ?

By putting a small quantity of soil into a tumbler

of water, and stirring it about with a spoon,

they would find that part of it floated, and the

water would become milky. This indicated the

presence of clay ; and, by the same rude analysis,

they would discover that all soils contained like-

wise lime, and a certain quantity of sand. By a

reference to the table, they would see that the

first class of soil contained, in 1,000 lbs. of it, 59

of lime, the second 18, and the third 4. Now,
how did it happen that all soils contained lime ?

It happened in this way. If they looked at the

sides of any quarry, they would see that the rock

lay in beds ; that it was placed in layers over

each other ; they would also see that the beds

differed from each other ; but all over the globe

it was found that they consisted of sandstone,

clay, and limestone—the clay being sometimes
hard and sometimes soft ; and these three were
often found mixed up in the same rock. He
would not enter upon the causes of this, but
simply state the fact. Now, there was a constant

crumbling down of these rocks, and from this

crumbling, which was ])erpetually going on, the

soil was formed, so that it must be apparent to all

that the soil would essentially consist of the three

substances of which the rocks were composed

;

viz., clay, lime, and sandstone. The waters which
issued from the fissures of the rocks carried the

crumbled particles along with them, and deposited

them in lower levels, by which means all soils had
these substances mixed up in them. At this point,

he begged to stop for a few seconds, in order to

show how useful this information might be to the

farmer. By a reference to a geological map (one

of which was suspended in the hall), they were
able to ascertain what description of rocks existed

in particular districts of the country, whether
coal, lime, sandstone, or clay, and which of them
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predominated. The moment they ascertained the

character of the rocks, they were able to form an

opinion as to the nature of the soil, which would,

of course, exhibit the features of the rocks beneath.

For example, where a geological map was coloured

blue, they knew that this indicated lime, and

therefore they would become aware that there

was lime in the soil ; but, if they looked at a part

of the map which indicated stiff' clay, they knew
that lime was not there, and that, if this land was

to be cidtivated, it would be necessary to bring

lime to it from a distance, of course at great ex-

pense ; so that, if a man was going to pvirchase

this land, he would not pay for it the same price

as if it contained lime ; and the same precaution

could be exercised by the practical farmer in look-

ing out for a farm in a distant country. Thus, a

knowledge of the geological character of a country

would tell a man what kind of land would be of

the greatest use to him, and what he shoidd take,

and what not. This was, however, only by the

way, and he would now bring them back to the

constitution of sods. If they submitted the soil

to chemical analysis, they would find that though
it consisted essentially of the three substances he

named—lime, clay, and sand—yet, nevertheless, all

soils contained a great number of other substances;

there were nine or ten other substances which
were found more or less in different soils, some
soils wanting certain of these substances altogether,

or having traces of them almost imperceptible.

If they looked at the table overhead, they would
see described three different kinds of soil. The
first and most fertile contained all these substances,

viz., organic matter, silicia, alumina, lime, mag-
nesia, oxide of iron, oxide of manganese, potash,

soda, chlorine, sulplmric acid, phosphoric acid,

carbonic acid. All these substances always

existed in a soil which was capable of producing

good crops without manure, but they did not

exist in aU soils. The second description of soil

laid down in the table woidd give good crops if

manured, and a glance at the table would show
the reason why it was not so fertile as the first : it

wanted three substances which the first possessed,

viz., potash, chlorine, and soda, while the others

were not present in the same quantity. In the

third and worst description of soil, there were no
fewer than seven blanks ; that is, it wanted seven

substances which the first and best soil had, and
this would not produce a crop at all. Now, the

question arose, by what means could they raise

the second description of soil to an equality svith

the first ? Just by adding to it those three sub-

stances which the first had, but which it wanted,

and by increasing the quantity of the other sub-

stances to the same extent as in the first. He
woidd make the second soil identical with the first,

and if so it would produce as good crops as the

first. In the same way, if he filled up all the gaps

in the third soil \vith the substances which were
wanting, then he would make even this barren

soil fertile and productive {cheers). Thus did the

study of the constitution of the soil give the far-

mer practical information which he might work
out to the greatest advantage, If he had one soil

that produced good crops, and another that would
not produce them, he would, on analysis, find that

the last wanted something whichthe first possessed,

and his duty then was to make up the deficiency

by putting in those substances which were required

[hear). But there was another principle which it

was here necessary to imderstand. He had said

that a soil to l)e fertile miist contain all the things

before named ; but the question arose, supposing
it to contain them all, will it be necessarily fertile ?

His answer was, No ; because it might contain

something else which the plant did not require,

and which might be hurtful to it ; or it might
have too much of some one of the above substances.

If, for example, it contained oxide of iron or mag-
nesia in large quantities, then the soil would be
rendered bad, and they must take measures to

remove them. Again ; they all knew how neces-

sary Avater was to the growth of a plant; but if

the soil had too much water, if it was saturated

with it, the plant would not grow ; and they were
to remember that every plant had its own particu-

lar nature, and would grow only on its o\vn parti-

cular soil. The learned Professor pointed out, by
some illustrations, the way in which a plant might
be injured by water. He showed that the roots of

the plant covdd not penetrate downwards if there

was water below, and besides, that there might be
something in the soil below which the plant

required, but which it could not reach if the water
remained. All that could in these circumstances
be done for the plant above, would be compara-
tively useless, \vithout taking away the water.

He had that day seen large tracts of land Ipng
under water, and where draining was of the
utmost consequence to rendering the soil fertile,

and not only that, but rendering valuable the
under soil which could not now be reached. If

proper draining was practised, the water which fell

upon the soil would sink gradually through it,

carrying oflf noxious substances ; and wherever
the water sunk, it would be followed by the air.

The atmosphere would thus permeate the entire

soil, and chemically decomj)ose it, so as to render
things tiseful to the plant, which before were nox-
ious. Often, however, the practical farmer found
himself at fault in draining. The water that jDassed

into the drain was sometimes collected, and sjiread

over the soil again to irrigate it ; but how could
that land produce good crops, which was thus
irrigated by waterwhich had before passed through
the soil, and carried away from it those very things

that were hurtful to the plant ? (cheers). Here the
learned lecturer made a variety of remarks to show
the eflfect and utihty of draining. He showed
that water lying on the land made it cold and un-
genial by the process of evaporation which went
on, while, on the other hand, the land that was
drained was dry and warm; draining altered the
very climate, and had an eflfect upon the clouds

themselves, as all persons must have observed
who saw a cloud resting upon an undrained field,

while it found no place on the dry warm field

from which the under water was carefully drawn.

Not only to crops, but to cattle also, was drain-

ing of the greatest consequence j and, by atten-i
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tion to this fact, the farmer might do much in the

improvement even of the lieef that was sent to

market. In the subsoil of many districts, oxide

of iron and other things were found, in which

the plant would not grow. Now, how were

these to be removed ? They could not go down

to the subsoil to remove these noxious substances;

but suppose they sunk a drain to the lower part

of the subsoil, when a heavy fall of rain came, it

washed down through the soil into the drain

;

they made the elements descend where they

could not go themselves, and purify and render

wholesome this subsoil; nay, they did more

;

the air would follow the water with all its impor-

tant influences, and by the action of the air and

^\'ater together, the soil was cleared of its inju-

rious quahties, and rendered wholesome and

fertile (cheers). Here the learned lecturer

referred to various sources of information on the

above and other important points, particularly to

a cheap catechism of agricultural chemistry and

geolog}', and the elements of agricultural chemis-

try and geology, pubhshed by himself. He then

proceeded to the second point to which he pur-

posed directing their attention, viz., the crops

themselves, obsers'ing that he would show them

how the conclusions they had drawn from the

study of the soil were proved and illustrated by the

study of the crop. If they took a piece of straw

or wood, and burned it, a quantity of ash would

remain behind—in some substances more ash

remaining behind than in others ; therefore, the

plant contained two kinds of matter, an organic

matter and an inorganic matter. In crops the

largest quantity was burned away ; but, when
they had the soils under consideration, they found

that the smallest quantity of the soil ^\'as burned

away—the cases being exactly reversed. Of the

two parts of the plant, the organic matter came
from the earth and from the air ; the inorganic

altogether from the roots, or from the earth.

Now, of what substances did the inorganic por-

tion of which he was about to speak, consist ?

These substances would be found delineated on a

table o^'erhead, and, on examination, it would be

seen that they were the very substances which

were to be found in the soil, so that the conclu-

sion was inevitable that the plant derived these

substances from the soil. Thus, the analysis of

the plant proved the truth of what was discovered

in the soil, and showed that, Avithout these sub-

stances, the plant could not grow. It also proved

that certain plants would not grow in certain soils,

because they did not find there the substances

which they required. Of course, it became an

important question, how, in such cases, were the

wanting substances to l)e supplied ? Ordinary

manure would not supply all these substances,

but on this point he would not enter, as, in his

next lecture, he would show of what particular

substances common manure was composed. He
would here remark that different kinds of crop

took away from the soil more of the substances

of which it was composed than others, and some
crops carried off more of one substance, say, for

example, lime, than of any other. In 1,000 lbs.

of ryegrass there were 7 lbs. of lime taken from
the soil ; in red clover there were nearly 28 lbs.,

and in white clover there were 23 lbs., while in

lucerne there were 48 lbs. of lime taken away.

They woidd now be able to see that the compo-
sition of the soil determined what kind of crops

they ought to grow upon it, and what substances

it would he necessary to supply. It was impor-

tant to obsen'e, however, that a great error

might be committed by adding a great many
things, in the belief that the right thing would be
among them. This would be acting as rationally

as if a man who was sick was to swallow the

contents of all the bottles in a doctor's shop, in

the expectation that the particular medicine he
required would be among them {lavyhter). If a

soil were found deficient only in phosphoric acid,

then it was requisite to add that article only, and
not all the others. He had now laid do^\^l a few
principles, which he hoped the audience suffici-

ently understood. lliey were certainly of vast

importance, and requisite to be understood before

they could enter upon any intelligent and effec-

tual mode of cultivating the soil. He would,

therefore, leave them in their hands, and in his

next lecture would enter upon a further stage of

the investigation. The subject would be the use

of guano and other artificial manures : and from
what he had now said, he trusted the treatment

of this subject would be more instructive

than otherwise it could have been (cheers).

ON MANURES,
AND THE PROPER APPLICATION THEREOF.

Bones and Horns.—Bones are a source of ma-
mire, much too little attended to in most places,

though their value is weU ascertained by a pretty

extensive experience of their effects in different

districts. The following particidars were trans-

mitted from Yorkshire, in answer to some queries

proposed by a writer in the Encyclopaedia Brit-

tannica— 1st. It is thought that all the bones of

every animal are not equally valuable ; but all the

bones of an animal suitable for manure are

equally good, and are much better when fresh.

2nd. The bones which are best filled with oil and
marrow are certainly the best manure ; and the

parts generally used for buttons and knife-hafts,

are the thigh and shank-bones. 3rd. ITie pow-
dered bones are dearer, and generally used for

hot-beds in gardens, being too expensive for the

field, and not so durable a manure as bruised

bones, though for a short time more productive.

4th. A dry, light, or gentle soil, is best adapted

for the use of bone-manure, as it is supposed
that, in land which retains wet, the nutritive part

of the bone washes to the surface of it, and does

not incorporate sufficiently with the soil. 5th.

The autmnn is the most proper time for the use of

this manure, which should then be laid on fallows

for a turnip crop. The powder only should be
used on a green crop, as the bruised bones

would interrupt the progress of the scythe,
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6th. The eflects produced on diU'erent crops

are generally good on such soil as named
in No. 4. 7th. Bruised bones are better when
mixed M-ith ashes of any other manure, as the

juice of the bones is then more equally spread

over the field, 8th. Bone manure ought to be
ploughed into the land in tillage. On grass, the

powder should be sown in by the hand. 9th.

This manure is vised on land before described, to

the extent of several thousand acres, in the higher

parts of Nottinghamshire, and in the wolds (or

high land) in Lincolnshire, and in the East and
West Ridings of Yorkshire. lOth. The primarj'

object of keeping a Ijone-mill is the bruising of

bones, Avhich pays better than selecting and selling

such as are sviitable for buttons, &c. 11. In an
agricultural district, where the generality of the

land is of the nature l^efore mentioned as best

suited for bone manure, a mill for the purpose of

bruising bones would certainly indemnify the

projjrietors. The cost of a mill is from lOOZ. to

200/. As to the number of miles the manure
may be carried, the ])roprietors of the mill will be

best able to judge of that. "Horn," says Sir H.
Davy, "is a still more powerful manure than bone,

as it contains a large quantity of decomposable
animal matter. The shavings or turnings of bone,

though they cannot be procured in great abun-
dance, are much esteemed as a manure, and have
been long known to the farmers in the West of

Scotland, who sometimes bring them from Ireland.

They are sown by the hand as atop-dressing for

wheat and other crops." Burnt chnj—This is a

mode of preparation Avhich has been recently

introduced into the West of Scotland from Ire-

land, by Mr. Craig, of Cally, in the stewartry of

Kirkcudbright. It has been tried with great suc-

cess ; and if it should succeed generally, it vAW
form a new era in the practice of agriculture, and
contribute essentially to the general improve-

ment of the country. 'ITie want of manure has

been always felt as a great obstruction to the

cultivation of waste lands, and it has beenthought

that tlie hmited quantity to be had is more profit-

ably ajjphed to the land at present under tillage

than to new land. But if burnt clay, or tiUy

subsoil, have the effect of i)roducing full crops of

turnips—from the consumption of which enrich-

ing manures may be always procured—there are

few situations in which an almost unlimited sup-

ply of it may not be got, at a very small expense.

The follo\ving is the substance of Mr. Craig's

letter to Mr. Boyd, of Merton HaU, in the con-

tiguous county of Wigton, on this highly impor-

tant and interesting subject. It is dated 28th

January, 1815. "Being perfectly convinced,

both from ocular demonstration, and personal

experience, of the infinite utility of clay ashes, as

a manure for every kind of crop, as well as

a top-dressing for grass lands, I am extremely

anxious that the use of them should become
vmiA'ersal. I shall, therefore, have much pleasure

in communicating to you every information on

the subject; and I have now sat down to ac-

complish that object, as far as lies in my power.

Having had occasion, for some years past, to go

repeatedly to Ireland, on the business of Mr.
Murray's estate there, I was struck with the
mode adopted, in some parts of that country, of
burning clay, and making use of the ashes in

preference to lime, of which there is such abun-
dance. The method also adopted of causing the
clay, just as it is dug out of the ground, without
the assistance of any combustible, except merely
to set it on fire, and without ])reparation of any
sort, to burn of itself, arrested my attention, and
having mtnessed the crops of wheat and corn, of
every description, as well as flax and potatoes,
luxuriant almost beyond credibihty, produced
from stifi' clay soils, without the aid of any other
manure than ashes so obtained, I determined to
make the experiment at home. On my return, I

accordingly commenced oi)erations, and have
practised the burning of subsoil for three years
with the greatest success. I felt considerable
difficulty at first for Avant of clay ; but I hit upon
a vein or l^ed of tenacious subsoil, partly till and
partly clay, which answers the purpose quite
well, though I do not apprehend it is so good as
clay. The ashes I have hitherto applied solely
to the production of turnips ; but within the last

ten days I have laid nearly 500 cart loads on
grass lands as a top dressing. My turnip crops
from ashes have exceeded anything of the kind in
this neighbourhood. I was twice in London in
the course of last summer and harshest, and in
my way to and from town, I saw no turnips
equal to my crop, though I passed through
Benvickshire and Northumberland. Last season,
by way of experiment, I manured part of my
turnip field with the best stable dung, which was
ploughed in the same day it was led out of the
yard; the remainder with ashes. 'ITie seed,
which was of the yellow field sort, was sown on
the same day. That sowti on the ashes sprung
much earlier than that on the dung, continued
more ^dgorous during the season ; and when I

pulled them lately, the turnips produced from the
ashes Avere more than double the size of those
from the dung. I regret that I did not weigh the
produce from each ; but I have marked off a
square chain of Swedish, which I mean to weigh,
to ascertain the produce jier acre. Excepting
myself, no person has hitherto practised the
burning of subsoil in this country, till last season,
when I prevailed on Mr. John Wallace, tenant of
Mr. Murray's farm of Clairchan, in Tongland
parish, to try the experiment. In consequence of
some misunderstanding that had arisen between
Mr. Wallace and the former tenant, the latter,

contrary to usual practice, dechned to sell to

Mr. Wallace the outgoing crop, and carried the

whole oflf to the immediate adjoining farm, which
he rented. Mr. Wallace was therefore put to

considerable inconvenience, having scarcely any
fodder for his cattle, and being thus deprived of
the means of raising dung for his green crop, in

Iris distress he applied to me, and I engaged for

him a person to burn clay. Though it was the

beginning ofMay before the burning commenced,
yet Mr. Wallace procured as many ashes as

manured tAventy acres. Notwithstanding the
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turnips were later in being sown than usual, and
were too long in being hoed, Mr. Wallace ob-
tained for them the second premium for green
crops from the agricultural society in the

Stewartry; and since that time, the Highland
Society have awarded to him their first premium.
He laid on, at first, about 45 single cart loads to

the acre, and diminished the quantity to 30, I

laid on, however, a much larger quantity ; but I

should imagine, that from 40 to 50 cart loads

per acre would be a fair dose for our light soils.

You, who have experienced the beneficial effects

of ashes obtained by paring and burning the
surface, can easily appreciate the value of ashes
obtained from burning subsoil, and conceive the
facility which they afford to the extension of the

green crop system, to a breadth not hitherto con-
templated. I may, however, mention, that this

year, by means of ashes, I was enabled to raise

three times the quantity of green crop that I had
of white crop, and shall thus have it in my
power to feed my cattle on turnips for more
than six months, affording them, night and
morning, as much as they are able to eat.

Though ray farm is, no doubt, of small extent,

still this shows what may be done on a large
scale, where greater facilities can be obtained.
Though I do not apprehend that any written ac-

count that I can give you will afford half so
satisfactory an idea of the method of burning clay
as ocular inspection of the work, yet I shaU give
you the best description I can. The general
method of proceeding to work is to make an
oblong enclosure, of ttie dimensions of a small
house (say 15 feet by 10) of green turf-sods, raised

to the height of 3| or 4 feet. In the inside of
this enclosure air-pipes are drawn diagonally,

which communicate with holes left at each
corner of the exterior wall. These pipes are

formed of sods put on edge, and are so \vide

only as another sod can easily cover. In each of
the four spaces left between the air-pipes and the
outer wall, a fire is kindled with wood and dry
turf, and then the whole of the inside of the en-
closure, or kiln, is filled with dry turf, which is

very soon on fire ; and on the top of that, when
well kindled, is thrown the clay, in small quanti-
ties at a time, and repeated as often as necessary,
which must be regulated by the intensity of the
burning. The air-pipes are of vise only at the
first, because, if the fire burns vnth tolerable keen-
ness, the sods forming the pipes will soon be
reduced to ashes. The pipe on the weather
side of the kiln only is left open, the mouths of the
other three being stopped up and not opened
unless the wind should veer about. As the in-

side of the enclosure, or kiln, begins to be filled

with clay, the outer walls must be raised in

height, always taking care to have it at least 18
inches higher than the top of the clay, for the
purpose of keeping the wind from acting on the
fire. When the fire burns through the outer
wall, which it often does, particularly when the
top is overloaded with clay, the breach must be
stopped up immediately, which can only be effec-

tusJly done by building another sod waU from the

foundation, opposite to it, the sods that formed
that part of the wall being soon reduced to ashes.

The wall may be raised as high as is convenient
for throwing on the clay, and the kiln may be
increased to any size, by forming a new wall

when the previous one is burnt thi'ough. I have
had kilns so wide that a horse and cart might have
turned in them ; but when they are so broad, it

requires the workmen to walk on the top of them
while laying on the clay, which I woidd not

recommend, because the more loosely the clay

can be laid on the more rapidly will it burn. I

did not take all the trouble above stated with my
kilns : having the advantage of a quantity of old

moss sticks and tree roots, which I spUt, I kindled

a large parcel of them, and surrounded the fire

with a quantity of dry turf, and as soon as it was
well kindled, I built round it a strong wall of

sods, and went on adding to the fire, and sods to

the outer walls, when necessary, till the kilns

were as large as to contain upwards of 100 loads

of ashes. " The principal secret in btirning con-
sists in having the outer wall made quite close

and impervious to the external air, and taking

care to have the top always lightly and completely

covered with clay ; because, if the external air

should come in contact with the fire, either on the

top of the kiln, or through its sides, the fire will be
very soon extinguished or at least be much
weakened. In short, the kilns are to be attended

to nearly as closely as charcoal pits. Clay is

much easier burnt than either moss or loam, as

the latter, by crumbling down, are very apt to

smother the fire unless carefully attended to. No
rule can be well laid do^vn for regulating the

size of the lumps thrown on the kilns, as that

must depend on the state of the fire ; but, on
opening the heaps, I have always found all the

lumps completely reduced to ashes, and some of

them were thrown on larger than my head. Clay,

no doubt, burns more readily if it be dug up and
dried for a day or two before it be thrown on the

kiln ; but this operation is not necessary, as it

will burn though thrown on quite wet. When
put on too wet, howeA'ei', the fire, if burning very
intensely, is apt to reduce it to a cakelike sub-
stance, and thus to render it unfit for manure.
After a kiln is fairly set agoing, no coal or wood,
or any sort of combustible is necessary, the wet
clay burning of itself, and it can only be ex-

tinguished by intention, or the carelessness of the

operator, the vicissitudes of the weather haA'ing

hardly any effect on the fire, if properly attended

to. It may, perhaps, be necessary to mention,
that when a kiln is burning Avth great keenness,

a stranger to the operation may be apt to think

that the fire is extinguished : if, however, any
person, either through impatience or too great

curiosity, should insist on examining the interior

of the kiln, he will entirely retard, and may
possibly extinguish the fire ; for, as I mentioned
before, the chief secret consists in keeping out
the external air from acting immediately on the

fire." * Other Manures.—The properties and

* Farmers' Magazine^ vol xvi,
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nature of the inantues in coiniuim u-e sliould l)e

known to e\'ery culti\ator ; for as tlifl'erent ma-
nures contain difl'ercnt proportions of tlie ele-

ments necessary to vegetation, so they reijuire a

(lifi'erent treatment to enable them to i)ro(luce

then- full efl'ects in the culture. All f^reen suc-

culent plants should be ploughed in, if it be jjos-

siljle, when in flower, or at the time the flower is

beginning to ai)j)ear, for it is at this j)eriod they

contain the largest quantity of easily soluble

matter, and that their leaves are most active in

forming nutritive matter. Green crops, pared
weeds, the jiaring of hedges or ditches, or any
kind of fresh vegetable matter, recpiiring no pre-

paration to fit them for maniu'e. The decom])o-

sition slowly j)roceeds beneath the soil ; the

soluble matters are gradually dissolved ; and the

slight fermentation that goes on, checked by the

want of a free communication of air, tends to ren-

der the woody fibre soluble without occasioning

the rapid dissipation of elastic matter. When old

pastures are broken up and made arable, not

only has the soil been enriched by the death and
slow decay of the ]:)lants which have left soluble

matters in the soil, but the lea^•es and roots of the

grasses, living at the time, and occupying so large

a part of the surface, attbrd saccharine, mucilagin-

ous, and extractive matters, which become im-

mediately the food of the crop, and the gradual

decomposition af!brds a sup})ly for successive

years. Rape Cake, which is used with great suc-

cess as manure, contains a large rpiantity of

mucilage, some alljuminous matter, and a small

quantity of oil. This manure shoidd be used

recent, and kept as dry as possible, Ijefore it is

applied. It forms an excellent dressing for

turnip crops, and is most economically applied by
being thrown into the soil at the time with the

seed. Malt Dust consists chiefly of the infant

radical separation from the grain. Sir II. Davy
never made any experiment ipon this maniu-e,

but has great reason to sujipose it must contain

saccharine matter, and this will account for its

powerful efiects. Like rape cake, it shoidd be

used as diy as possible, and its fermentation pre-

vented.

Linseed Cake is too valuable as a food for cat-

tle to be much employed as a manure. The
water in which flax and hemp are steeped, for the

j)uri)ose of obtaining the pure vegetable fibre,

lias considerable fertilizing powers. It ap})ears

to contain a substance analogous to albumen, and
likewise much vegetable extractive matter. It

putrefies verj' readily. By the watering process,

a certain degree of fermentation is absolutely ne-

cessary to obtain the flax and hemp in a proper

state ; the water to which they have been exposed

should therefore be used as a manure as soon as

the vegetable fibre is removed from it. Washing
with soap has been successfully substituted for

watering by Ue.

Merc iDoody fibre seems to be the only vege-

table matter that retpiires fermentation to render

it nutritive to plants. Tanner's spent bark is a

substance of this kind. A. Young, in his excel-

lent " Essay on Manure," states " that spent

bark seems rather t<i inpffectBafi assist vegeta-

tion;" which he attr^ptps to the, a.stringent /;'

matter that it contains^ ^ut, in fact, it is freed'
'

from all soluble subslancc^, by the oi)eration of

water in the tan-pit; wnti.Vl injurious to vegeta-

tion, the ellect is ]>ror)^bly owitig to itjs agency
upon water, or to its mcclimii<jal-eft'ec£s. It is a

substance very absorbent and retentive of mois-
ture, and yet not penetrable by the roots of

plants.

The entire jiarls of the muscles of land animals
are not commonly used as manure, though there

are many cases in which such an application

might l)e easily made. Horses, dogs, sheep,

deer, and other (piadrupeds that have died acci-

dentally, or of disease, after their skins are sepa-

rated, are often suflcred to remain exjiosed to

the air, or immersed in water, till they are de-

stroyed by birds or beasts of ])rey, or entirely

decomposed ; and in this case, most of their or-

ganized matter is lost for the land in which they
lie, and a considerable portion of it employed in

giving oft' noxious gases to the atmosjihere. By
covering dead animals with five or six times their

bulk of soil, mixed \vith one part of lime, and
suffering them to remain for a few months, their

decomposition would impregnate the soil with
soluble matters, so as to render it an excellent

manure : and by mixing a little fresh quicklime
with it at the time of its removal, the disagree-

able effluvia would be in a great measure de-

stroyed, and it might be applied in the same
way as any other manure to crops.

Fish forms a powerful manure, in whatever
state it is ajiplied ; but it cannot be ploughed in

too fresh, though the quantity should be limited.

A. Young records an ex})eriment, in which her-

rings spread over a field, and ploughed in for

wheat, produced so rank a crop that it was en-

tirely laid before harvest. The refuse pilchards

in Cornwall are used throughout the county as a

manure, with excellent ett'ects. They are usually

mixed with sand or soil, and sometimes with sea-

weed, to prevent them from raising too liLxiiriant a

cro]). The effects are ])erceived for se\'eral years.

In the fens of lincolnshire, Cambridgeshire, and
Norfolk, the little fishes called sticklebacks are

caught in the shallow waters in such quantities,

that they form a great article of manure in the

land bordering on the fens. It is easy to explain

the operation of fish as a manure. The skin is

principally gelatine ; which, from its slight state of

cohesion, is readily soluble in water. Fat or oil is

always found in fishes, either under the skin or

in some of the viscera ; and theii' fibrous matter

contains all the essential elements of vegetable

substances.

Amongst oily substances, blubber has been
employed as a manure. It is most useful when
mixed with clay, sand, or any common soil, so

as to ex])ose a large surface to the air, the oxy-

gen of which produces soluble matter from it.

Lord Somerville used blabber with great success

at his farm in Surrey. It was made into a heap
with soil, and retained its powers of fertilizing for

several successive years, 'Ilie carbon and hydro-

K K
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gen abovinding in oily substances fully account

for their effects ; and their durabihty is easily

explained from the gradual manner in which
they change by the action of air and water.

The refuse of the different mamfactures of
skill and leather form very useful manures ; such

as the shavings of the currier, furriers' clippings,

and the offals of the tan yard and of the glue-

maker. The gelatine contained in every kind of

skin is in a state fitted for its gradual solution or

decomposition ; and when buried in the soil, it

lasts for a considerable time, and constantly

affords a nutritive matter to the plants in its

neighbourhood.
Blood contains certain quantities of all the prin-

ples found in other animal substances, and is

consequently avery good manure. The scum taken
from the boilers of the sugar-bakers, and which
is used as manure, principally consists of bul-

locks' blood, which has been employed for the

pm-pose of separating the impurities of common
brown sugar, by means of the coagidation of its

albiuTiinous matter, by the heat of the boiler.

Amongst excrementitious animal substances
used as manures, urine is the one upon
which the gx'eatest number of chemical experi-

ments have been made, and the nature of which
is best understood. Hmnan urine contains a
greater variety of constituents than any other

species examined. Urea, uric acid, and another
acid similar to it in nature, called rosacic acid,

acetic acid, albumen, gelatine, a resinous mat-
ter, and various salts are found in it. Tlie

human urine differs in composition, according to

the state of the body and the nature of the food
and drink made use of. In many cases of dis-

ease, there is a much larger quantity of gelatine

and albuip.en than usual in the urine : and in

diabetes it contains sugar. It is probable that

the urine of the same animal must likewise

differ, according to the different nature of the

food and drink used ; and this will accoimt for

discordances in some of the analyses that have
l)een pubhshed on the sjibject. Urine is very
liable to change, and to undergo the putrefacti^-e

process ; and that of carnivorous animals, more
rapidly than that of graminivorous animals. In
proportion as there is more gelatine or albumen
in urine, so in proportion does it jjutrefy more
quickly. The s])ecies of urine that contains
most albumen, gelatine, and urea, are the best as

manures ; and all urine contains the essential

elements of vegetables in a state of solution.

Dvu-ing the ])utrefaction of lu'ine, the greatest

part of the soluble animal matter that it contains
is destroyed ; it should consequently be used as

fresh as possible ; but if not mixed with solid

matter, it should be diluted with Avater, as,

when i)ure, it contains too large a quantity
of animal matter to form a ])ro])er fluid-

nourishment for absor])tion ])y the roots of

plants. Putrid m'me abounds in ammoniacal
salts ; and, though less active than fresh urine,

is a very powerfid manure.
Duny of Birds.—Amongst excrementitious

solid substances used as manures, one of the

most powerful is the dung of birds that feed on
animal food, particularly the dung of sea birds.

Some of this, brought from Merionethshire, pro-

duced a poioerful but transient effect on grass.

Tlie rains in our climate must tend very much to

injure this species of manure, where it is exposed

to them soon after its deposition ; but it is found
in great perfection in caverns and clefts of rocks

haunted by cormorants and gulls.

Nif/kt-soil is well known to be a powerful manure,

and very liable to decompose. It differs in compo-
sition, but always abounds in svd^stances composed
of carbon, hydrogen, azote, and oxygen. From the

analysis of Berzelius, it appears that part of it is

always soluble in water ; and in whatever it is

used, whether recent or fermented, it supplies

abundance of food to plants. The disagreeable

smell of night-soil may be destroyed by mixing
it with quicklime ; and if exposed to the atmos-

jihere in thin layers, strewed over with quick-

lime, in fine weather, it S2:)eedily dries, is easily

pulverized, and, in this state may be used in the

same manner as rape-cake, and dehvered into the

furrow with the seed. The Chinese, who have more
])ractical knowledge of the use and application of

manures than any other people existing, mix their

night-soil with one-third of its weight of fat

marl, make it into cakes, and dry it by exposure

to the sun. These cakes, we are informed, have

no disagreeable smell, and form a common article

of commerce of the empire. The earth, by its

absorbent i)owers, probably prevents to a certain

extent the action of moisture upon the dung,
and likewise defends it from the effects of air.

Desiccated night-soil in a state of powder, forms
an article of internal commerce in France, and is

known under the name of pourette. In London
it is mixed with quicldime, and sold in cakes

under the name of " desiccated night-soil."

Pif/eons' dune/ comes next in order as a fertiliz-

ing power. This manure should be applied as

new as possible ; and, when diy, it may be em-
])loyed in the same manner as the other manures
cajjable of being pulverised. The soil in woods,
where great flocks of wood pigeons roost, is

often highly impregnated with their dung, and, it

cannot be doubted, would form a very valuable

manure. Such soil will often yield ammonia
when distilled with lime. In the winter, hkeAvise,

it usually contains abundance of vegetable mat-
ter, the remains of decayed leaves ; and dung
tends to biing the vegetable matter into a state of

solution. Manuring with it was, and still is, in

great esteem in Persia. The dung of fowls is

employed, in common with that of ])igeons, by
tanners, to bring on a slight degree of putrefac-

tion in skins that are to be used for making soft

leather. For this purpo.se the dung is diffused

through water. In this state it rapidly imder-
goes putrefaction, and Ijrings on a similar change
in the skin. The excrements of dogs are em-
ployed by the tanner with similar eflects. In all

cases, the contents of the fjrainer as the pit is

called in which soft skins are prepared by dung,
must form a very useful manure.

In the treatment of the inire dumj of cattle,
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sheep, and horses, there seems no reasons why it

should 1)6 made to ferment except in the soil,

like the other ])ure dungs ; or, if suftered to fer-

ment, it shoidd only be in a very slight degree.

The grass in the neighbourhood of recently

voided dung, is always coarse and dark green.

Some persons have attributed this to a noxious
quality in unfermenting dung ; but it would
seem to be rather the result of an excess of food
furnished to the ])lants.

Street and road dung, and the sweepings of
houses, may be all regarded as composite ma-
nures. The composition of them is necessarily

various, as they are derived from a number of

difl'erent substances. These manures are usually

applied in a proper manner without being fer-

mented.
Soot, which is principally formed from the

combustion of pit-coal or coal, generally con-
tains likewise substances derived from animal
matters. Tliis is a very ])owerful manure, and
is well fitted to be used in a dry state, thrown
into the ground wth the seed, and requires no
preparation.

Common salt is sometimes an useful manure.

—

Sleech or sea-ooze, containing animal and vege-

table substances, with a large ])ropoi-tion of cal-

careous matter, affords a vahiable dressing, in-

creasing the staple of the soil to which it is

applied, as well as its fertility.

Pond and river mud, mixed with lime, has

l)een often applied with good effect. Even coal-

sill or schistus has been used wth much advan-
tage, after being decomposed with lime, in pro-

])ortion of one part of the latter to six of the

former.

Composts have been lately much used. A re-

cent writer on this subject says

—

" Mixing farm-yard dung, in a state of fer-

mentation, with earth in which there is much
inert vegetable matter, as the l)anks of old

ditches, or what is collected from the sides of

lanes, &c., will bring this inert, dead matter,

consisting of the roots of decayed grasses and
other plants, into a state of putridity and solu-

bility, and jjrepare it for nourishing the crojjs or

plants it may be a])phed to, in the very manner it

acts upon peat. Dung, however, mixed with

earth, taken from rich arable fields which
have been long cultivated and manured, can

have no more effect as manure to other land, than

the same earth and dung would jiroduce if

applied separately, because there is generally no
inert matter in this description of earth to be

rendered soluble. Mixing dung, earth, and
quicklime together, can never be advisable,

because quicklime will render some of the best

parts of the dung insoluble. It will depend on
the nature of the soil or earth, whether e^en

quickhme only should be mixed with it to form

comi)ost. If there be much inert vegetable mat-
ter in the earth, the quicklime will jirepare it

for becoming food for the plants it may be ap-

plied to ; l)ut if rich earth be taken from arable

fields, the bottoms of dung-pits, or, in fact, if

any soil full of soluble matter be used, the

quickhme will decompose parts of this sohdde
matter, combine with other parts, and render the

whole mass less nourishing as manure to plants

or crops, than before the quicklime M^as ap])lied

to it. Making composts, then, of rich soil of

this description, with dung or lime, mixed or

separate, is evidently, to say no more of it, a

waste of time and labour. The mixtures of

earths of this descri})tion with dung produce no
alteration in the component parts of the earth,

where there are no inert vegetable substances to

be acted on ; and the mixture of eartli full of

soluble matter with dung and quicklime, in a

mass together, has the worst effects : the quick-

lime decomposing and uniting with the soluble

matter of the earth, as well as that of the dung,
in every case, is less efficient as manures, than if

ai)plied separately from the quicklime ; and even
the (pucklime itself is more inferior as manure
for certain soils, than if it had never been
mixed with the dung and earth at all."

Mixing dung in a state of fermentation with

peat, for forming what in Scotland are called

mcadow-l)ank middens, is a successful mode of

increasing the f|uantity of putrescent manure.
The peat being dug and })artially dried, may
either be carted into the farm-yard and sjiread

over the cattle court, there to remain till the

whole is carted out and laid upon a dung-hill to

ferment, or it may be mixed ^^'ith the farm-yard

dung as carted out. If care be taken to watch
the fermenting process, as the fire of a clay kiln is

watched, a few loads of dung may be made to

rot many loads of peat. Adding lime to such

composts does not in the least promote fermen-

tation, while it renders the most valuable parts of

the mass insoluble. Adding sand, ashes, or

earth, by tending to consolidate the mass, will

considerably impede the progress of fermenta-

tion.

SUGGESTIONS FOR EXPERIMExNTS IN
AGRICULTURE.

The cultivation of the earth was one of the

first occupations of man, and as we emerge from
the darkness and doubt which enveloj)e a later

period in the history of our race, we find it

ranked, in the annals of the most distinguished

nations, amongst the highest and most honoura-

ble pursuits. In our own day it is perfected Ijy

study and the contrivances of art; and chemistry,

hitherto only known and kept a mystery by ",'wise

men," has condescended to use her mighty
powers to assist us. The great advancement
of agriculture to success must be considered

as the basis of prosperity and j)ower ; and now
that that progress is encouraged by the Royal

Agricultural and other Societies throughout

this and the sister kingdoms offering ])remiums

not only for exjjeriments in, but treatises on,

the state of agriculture in the several coun-

ties, it is, we think, highly desirable compe-

titors should have something like a method

l)ointed out to them in order to enable them to

K K 2
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proceed. Conceiving the following remarks to be
quite suited to the purpose, we otler them to the

consideration of our readers as admirably adapted
to assist those who are trying experiments, to

draw up their reports.

UNCERTAINTY OF IMPORTED MANURES.
Of guano the supply is so limited that the con-

sumption of Peru and Britain alone would soon
exhaust it. But within these few months it has
been tried in the West India plantations with the

best results ; and, before a year pass, it will be
extensively used in all the sugar-growing colo-

nies of the West Indies and America. The
United States largely imported gypsum from
France. Will these fail to improve by a manure
much more valuable to their soils and crops ?

Successful trials have last season been made with
guano in France. The attention of the farmers
of Holland^ Belgium, Prussia, and Germany, has
just begun to be directed to it ; Spain, Portugal,
and Italy, will come in for their share, and the
demand will soon aimihilate the stock.

The paralyzed state of the manufacture of

beet-root sugar has so diminished the demand for

animal charcoal, that bones ha^-e greatly fallen in

price ; but we have no security that this depres-
sion will continue. An increased demand for

charcoal, or a difficulty of oljtaining bones from
South America, may soon raise their price higher
than ever.

The results from all other imported and saline

manures are so various, transitory, and ajiparently

capricious, that not one, nor any mixture of them,
can be generally trusted for raising either a white
or green crop, much less for supporting the crojis

of a rotation. In a few cases splendid results

have been rej)orted; but in many others ex-

penses were not paid, and in not a few the pro-
duce was less than where no manure had been
given. In purchasing these the farmer is lial^le

to endless imposition. I have more than once
bought saline substances which, on chemical ex-
amination, did not contain one particle of the
substance for which they were sold. In other
cases, I have found them so largely adulterated
with common salt and other very cheap matters,
that I believe the unchemical farmer is never
safe to give his money for them, or to trust his
crops to their aid. Even when he succeeds, his
success can be no guide to others, as they have
no certainty that they can obtain the same article

under the same name.

OBJECTS OF PROPOSED EXPERIMENTS.
It is proposed experimentally to compare the

effects of dung, guano, and bones, both alone, in
different quantities, and in mixture, on every va-
riety of soil; not because any doubt remains of
the vahie of these manures (for experience has
fully established their claims), but in order that
we may discover 1 . The quantity of each suited
to our various soils; 2. The most economical
method of using them on each soil ; .3. The sjie-

cial adaptation of any one, or any mixture of
tliem, to a ])articular variety of soil, and the
cause of this adajmition ; 4. The means of pro-

ducing similar effects on each soil (or fertilizing

it) by our own resources, when price put foreign

manures lieyond our reach.

This last object is both the most important
and the most difficult ; but, from what is stated

above, it is essential to our agricultiu-al pros-

perity. The discoveries already made give ad-

vantages in grappling with it, which, till now, we
never possessed ; and the hope begins to dawn
on us, that our own soil may yet be induced to

give us what she has hitherto held with iron

grasp. Every exi)erimenter ought to supply such
facts as may show how much of the success or

failure of each exjieriment is due to the soil or

previous treatment, and how much to the locality

and manures used ; and queries ought to be pro-

IJOsed for eliciting these facts.

Where all the circumstances of an experiment
are exphcitly detailed, its failure or unprofitable

result is quite as valuable as the most successful

result; and more valuable than any result, how-
ever successful, where the reporter does not fully

state the circumstances, or aflbrd the means of

knowing them. A knowledge of the conditions

and soils in which an experiment succeeds, and
those in which it fails (in raising a profitable

crop), is the whole that a practical man desires to

possess ; and if no reports of improfitable ex-

periments are received, the general value of the

experiments will be diminished. The knowledge
sought M'ill be incomjilete, unless reports are

gi^en from soils of every A-ariety of \-alue and
character in the district.

IMPROVEMENT OF SOILS BY MIXTURE.

There are few of our soils which may not be

greatly and permanently improved by suitable

mixture. This is one of the ends answered by
fallow and green crop labour ; but we may often,

with economy, extend this farther than the plough

can effect it. I have })ractised this with so much
success, that some soils, most barren a few years

ago, are now at least equal to the best on the

farm.

The farmer who mixes soils merely to improve

their texture, attends but to the least important

half of his subject ; and while he imjjroves tlieir

texture he may diminish their fertility.

The great end of mixture is to bring together

particles which (by aid of air, warmth, and mois-

ture) act chemically on each other, and produce

fertihzing comjjounds.

When we survey our natural pastures, we ob-

serve that the mud and detritus washed from our

barren hills and rocky ravines fertilizes the holms
below. The fertile strips along the Daer-water,

and the rich grazing holms of Crawfordmoor, are

illustrations of this. The broad holms of Nith,

and the verdant fields of Tongland, Twynholm,
Borgue, and Kirkcudbright, where the finest of

Galloway cattle are raised, display the same fact

on a grander scale. We have only to observe

how nature laj's the basis of fertility, examine her

materials, and imitate her hand.

Not only is the tath lost on worthless pasture,

but when dung is carted on it, the results are
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said not even to pay the cartapfe. Rich soils na-

turally contain what both raises aljumlance of

valuable grass, and turns the tath to the best ac-

count ; poor soils, on the contrary, want those

ingredients which are essential to fertility, and
which cannot, in any durable form, be adminis-

tered except Ijy proper mixture. For a few

months we may reno^'ate their surface by a dress-

ing of alkaline matter or wood-ashes, or we may
often more durably augment their \-alue by an
expensive liming ; but it deserves our most se-

rious attention whether we may not be able to

iind on our own farms \\'hat will, either alone or

at a little expense of preparation, more perma-
nently improve our soils.

IMPORTANCE OF A CHEMICAL EXAMINATION
OF OUR SOILS.

This discovery cannot be made with certainty

till our soils are chemically examined, and the

effect on them of particular known manures
closely considered.

Nor do the soils alone need to be examined.
AVe have numberless alluvial deposits which are

allowed to lie in useless mounds. These may not

be so quickly fertilizing as the banks of shell sand
in South Cornwall, yet they may amply repay
the expense of cartage and s])reading on soils

that need them. I have experienced the best

effects from spreading the contents of ditches

(cut in clay, slate, &c.), and follomng this with a

shght dressing of lime. On this I sowed oats of

361bs., and reaped 43lbs. per bushel. I found
sulphuric acid in the clay slate after its exposure
to the air, and, of course, the lime formed gyp-
sum v.'itli it. At present my best grass is on it.

ITiis dressing was done sLx years ago.

Yet it is sometimes painful to see a farmer
dressing his fields Avith what is either poisonous
to plants or is already in excess in the soil. This
is worst than lost labour. If once our soils and
deposits were generally examined, a few general

principles may be given which will, in most cases,

safely guide those who have not studied the

science of chemistry.

As the results of the proposed experiments
cannot be trustworthy, nor of general use, unless

much more attention be given to the soils than
hitherto, and as one general examination of the

various soils of any given district will be of great

value in all the future experiments of the same
district, a brief description of the soils usually

distinguished by particular names may not ])e

out of place here.

With the exception of loam, most soils have
their name from the ingredient in each which
most strikes the farmer's eye.

1. Those adhesive soils where clay is most
conspicuous are called clayey. Of this variety

there are various sub-varieties, according as the

clay is red, yellow, brown, l)lue, &c.
2. Those loose soils abounding in small stones

are called gravelly. But hei-e, also, we ha^'e sul)-

varieties. When the small stones are generally

hard enough to scratch glass, it is called a hard
or a silicious gravel (an attempt at an exact de-

scription of all the varieties of " hard gravel
"

would perplex rather than aid many farmers, and
it is imnecessary, as specimens of each must be
examined.) When the small stones or fragments

are slaty, or chielly slaty, it is a slaty gravel.

One of the most mteresting varieties of slaty

gra^-el is that which lies on clay slate, is blue, and
easily scratched when first raised, and becomes
red after exposure for a while to air and water.

Both sulphuric and phosphoric acids have been
copiously found in this ; and as, \vith proper

management, the iron is quickly turned into the

valuable peroxide, this soil may give valuable

crops at little expense, and be a valuable dress-

ing to soils of a different quahty.

3. Loamy soils are those which have much
vegetable or peaty matter thoroughly mixed in

their composition. Where the peaty matter is

mixed ^nth clay, it is called clayey or peaty loam,

according as the clay or peat appears to pre-

ponderate. Where the mixture consists chiefly

of sand and vegetable matter, it is a sandy loam

;

where it is gra\-el, with much vegetable matter,

it is a gravelly loam. No soil is more variable in

agricultural value than loam, and none is more
apt to deceive a stranger.

4. Peaty soils consist mostly of peat, -with,

perhaps, a little ill-mixed clay. In this quarter

they are of little value, but may be improved
where well drained. A well incorporated mixture

of clay and lime is, perhaps, the best dressing.

Lime alone is wasted on them, as it cjuickly

sinks.

5. Sandy soils appear to consist mostly of

sand.

G. AUuvial soils are confined to our holms.

By far the most instructive period for chemi-

cally examining any soil is when it is just to be
employed in raising a particular crop ^vith known
manures. When we know the soil, the manures,
the crop, the locality, and the season, we ha-ve

a combination of facts from which safe and valu-

able inferences may be drawn,

ALL THE LOTS IN EACH GROUP TO BE OF THE
SAME SOIL, AND THEIR SIZE.

In making experiments for comparing the

value of the different manures, it is of essential

importance that all the experiment lots in the

same group l)e of as imiform soil as possible.

Experiments performed on a large scale are

always preferable when accurately executed ; but

on the small scale of one-tenth, or even one-

twentieth of an imperial acre, for each lot of a

group, if the experiments are performed with a

rigid and conscientious regard to accuracy, the

results will be more valuable than those on any

scale which are cax-elessly perfonued; and the

following objections lie against large lots :

—

1

.

Many fields are so various in soil that it is

often difficult to find on them more than an acre

of uniform soil lying conveniently together in

the same lot.

2. The facts learnt by a chemical examination

of the soil cannot confidently be made to bear on

those from its crops and manures, e.\cept where
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there is sufficient evidence of uniformity in the
soils examined and culti\'ated ; and this uni-
formity can seldom be relied on in large lots.

3. As the crop on one of the lots must be
raised without any manure, it is desirable that

this lot be small, perhaps but l-20th of an im-
])erial acre, S perches, or about 6i falls. The
farmer must lose a little by this lot

;
yet, as it is

indispensable to show what the soil can do
without manure, few will grudge a lot so small
for the discovery of this fact.

4. As the whole turnip ci'op on each lot should
be accurately weighed on the field, it may l)e

l)oth inconvenient and too laborious to weigh the
crops of large lots.

Where the turnip-drills are made 27 inches
wides, 6,453 yards 1 foot length of this drill make
one imperial acre, 6-15 yards 1 foot make 16

perches or one-tenth of an imperial acre, and 322
yards 2 feet make 8 perches or one-twentieth of
an acre. Where the drill is 27^ inches wide,

6,336 yards of it make an imperial acre, and 633.6
yards make one-tenth. Where it is 28 inches,

6,223 yards make the acre.

The experiments will be most accurately per-
formed where short drills are used, as the same
uniformity of soil will seldom be found in a long
drill. If each (27 inch) drill were 80 yards and
2 feet long, it would contain two perches ; and
four such drills would make one-twentieth of an
imperial acre, or eight one-tenth.

QUANTITIES OF MANURE.
The quantities of manures proposed are those

which have been found to raise good crops on soils

of medium quality. A comparative trial of two
quantities of each, as in the table, will tend to

show whether the increase of crop \\'ill pay the

excess in the heavier dose of manure.

Per

1-lOth

Im-

perial

Acre,

or

16

Perches.
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ample and yet unexplored field lies open for ex-

])erimental research.

I now add queries, Mith a view of showinjf the

information that ought to be given in reports :—

Queries respectincj the Soil.— 1. "What is the

average dejith of tlie active soil? 2. Is the sub-

soil open or ch;se? 3. Is it till, red or blue clay,

gravely or rock r 4. If rock, is this clay slate, or

what ? 5. Has it been drained, or did it need

draining? G. Has it been subsoiled or trench

ploughed, and when ? 7- Are any red irony

springs near it, or is red matter at the months of

drains ? S. V\'hat weeds have been most apt to

grow either in the green or white croyis : are they

wild-mustard, spurry, sorrel, dockens, or what
else ? (A distinct answer to this question is im-

portant, as several of the weeds which infest soils

have been chemically analyzed, and as weeds are

known to stamp a character on the soils which
they infest.) 9. "What was the last green crop

borne by the soil? 10. Was it manured with

dung or bones, or both, and what quantity of

manure was given per Scotch acre ? 11. Was
the green crop good, bad, or average ? 12. If

turnips, what variety of turnip (white, yellow, or

Swede), and were they lifted, or ate off by sheep ?

13. How long is it since the ground received

lime, and how many imperial bushels of shells

were then given it per Scotch or imperial acre ?

14, Did it yield a good or bad crop of red clover

when last sown out ? 15. How long was it pas-

tured before it was ploughed up last? 16. Did
it receive any manure or dressing while in pas-

ture? 17. Has it borne one or two oat crops

since it was ploughed, and were these tall or

short in straw, or lodged? IS. What kind of

oat was last sown? 19. ^^'llen was it ripe or

cut ? 20. What was the weight per bushel, and
the number of bushels per Scotch or imperial

acre? 21. Was any root-weed especially ob-

served in cleaning for the experiment, and was
it couch or knot, or hair-grass, or what ? The
answers to these fjueries may be given in few

words,
MANURES.

Before the comparative merits of each manure
can be estimated, the quality of each must be

known ; for it is doing no justice to the character

and value of good dung to analyse guano and
l)ones, and then compare valuable samples of

these with any poor inert trash which may be

carted from the dung-yard ; nor is it proper to

decide this question by comparing excellent dung
with worthless guano and bones. But as each

farmer must use the dung at his command, and
the guano and bones which he can jnirchase, it

is enough if each experimenter atibrd the means
of knowing the quality of each.

Queries respecting the Duny used.— 1. From
what kinds of stock was the dung prepared

—

cows, horses, bullocks, or feeding cattle, and
what proportion of each stock contributed to its

formation ? 2. Were the cattle generally fed in

houses, or in loose open sheds ? 3. Were the

cows and lean stock allowed any large proportion

of turnips or meadow hay, or had they chiefly oat

straw ? 4. Was their straw or hay salted ? .'>.

If the dung of feeding stock entered it, were
these fed on turnips and potatoes only, or was
much oilcake, or corn, or beanmeal given ? 6,

Can the lu-ine of the cattle-houses or stables run
to the dung-hill, or is the dung-hill placed above
the level of the cattle-house ? 7. Did swine's

dung, or coal or peat ashes form any part of it ?

S. Was it carted out to the field in winter, or has

it been turned ? 9. Was it mixed with peat or

any substance, and in what proi)ortion ? (It is

desirable that the experiment should be made
with dung as produced by stock, without mix-
ture with peat.) 10. How old was the dimg, and
was it dry or moist when used ?

The experimenters shoidd also give answers to

the following queries, with any other information
M'hich they consider valuable or interesting :

—

1. "\Mien were the different manures put in the

soil? 2. "Was the soil then dry or moist? 3.

Was the guano mixed, and with what?* 4.

* The guano, for comparative trial in experi-

ments, should not be mixed with gypsum or

coal ashes, or any other substance which is also

itself a manure, for this would confound results;

but it may be mixed with dry soil of the same
field, though (except on very light wami soils)

the small quantity needed will be most equally

and quite safely s])read on the lots \vithout any
mixture. If any experimenter wishes to try the

effect of mixing with a weighed quantity of gyp-
sum, &c., he has only to add another lot or Wo
to the above table.

Was the seed given immediately after the ma-
nure, and what was the kind of seed, and quan-
tity used ? 5. On which manure did the plants

first appear ? G. Was any injury done by the
" fly," or did the guano seem to give any protec-

tion from the fly ? 7. On which manure were
they first ready for the hoe ? 8. At what dis-

tances were they singled out ? 9. What were
the appearances of the several crops, at the end
of every two weeks, from sowing to the middle of

October? 10. State the quantity of each manure
given, or if the above proportions were closely

attended to ? 11. Did either the bones or guano,
on your soil, seem to have more effect in making
the turnips spindle or shoot up towards seed
than the dung had ? 12. Did mildew appear on
any of the lots? 13. What was the exact weight
of turnips, both tops and shaws together, on
either 8 or IG perches of each lot, and also the
weight of the bulbs after the leaves and tails were
cut ofl'? Those who scruple the double weighing,
will give only the weights of the IniUjs after leaves

have been cut oflF; but as the weights of leaves on
different soils and from diff"'erent manures is

important 1joth to science and future practice, it

is hoped that, at least, a few will give the weight
of the leaves separately, M'here the leaves are not
withered. The crops should Ije weighed as soon
after the middle of October as other work will

allow. Mention the date at which the crops were
weighed,

\ St June, 1843. •
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AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
ASSOCIATION.

A meeting of the members of this l)ody was
held on We(hiesday, May 1, in the hall of the

Agricultural Miisemn, to hear a report of the

jiroceodings of the association from Professor

tFohnston.

On the motion of Mr. Maconochie (Lord
MeadowTiank), Lord Dunfermline was called to

the chair.

The Chairman said, in acknowledging the

immerited honour which they had that day
conferred upon him, he could not refrain from
congratulating them u])on the numerous attend-

ance that day, which evinced not only that an
increasing importance was attached to this subject,

but also the respect which was entertained for their

learned Professor, who had devoted his experi-

ence and his knowledge to the important oljject

of the scientific improvement of agriculture. It

ajjpeared to the committee that the time had now
come when it was due to the mendjers and to the

interests of the association that some account
should be rendered ])oth of what had been done
and of what was in the course of doing. Pro-
fessor Johnston would, therefore, lay before them
an account of what he had observed in the

different districts of the country he had visited,

and of the results which had been obtained by
analysis in the laboratory, of the different kinds
of manures, soils, and \'egetable i)roducts which
had been submitted to examination. Might he
be permitted to add what he confidently antici-

pated, that the more the practical objects of the

association were explained and understood, the
more would its members be increased and its

influence extended. It was remarkable that the
association had not, as might have Ijeen expected,
originated with those who had been less success-
ful and enterprising in agricultural ])ursuits, and
who might be desirous of raising themselves to

a higher level ; but it had originated with those
practical farmers who had themseb-es 1)een most
saccessful and most enterprizing in the j)ursuit of
agricvxlture, and who, by the management of their

farms, by their experience and knowledge, had
placedthemselvesinthe first rank ofBritish agricul-
turists, and whose farms were uniAersally ap-
plauded and admired. These individuals, acting
not as foolish men who supposed that the)'

already knew all that was to be known, but, on
the contrary, acting as men who felt that there
was still much to learn, and aware of the need
there was for the sujjjjort of agriculture by the
judicious ap])licatioM of science, they had come
forward and formed this Association. It aji-

jjeared to him that when the mass of the tenantry
of Scotland, who were not so successfid and not
so enterj)rising as those to whom he had alluded,

came to reflect upon this circumstance, and to

see that a short and an easy way had now ])een

opened for them to be put in possession of the
most approved and recent additions to agricul-

tural processes, they would then become

members of this association. They could not
but feel that a great boon had been conferred

upon them by this association ; and he could not
suppose that they would be so blind to their own
interests as not to profit by it. Still less could
he suppose that the intelligent landlords, making
a just appreciation of the character and s])irit of

the times in ^\'hich they lived, could fail to see

that their interests were identical with those of

their tenants. It was also impossible that the

public could look upon this association with

jealousy, liecause it was not infected with the

least taint of a monopolizing spirit; on the con-

trary, its object was to diflVise practical impr()\e-

ment and knowledge, which was calculated to be
useful in agricultural pursuits, and thus to benefit

the whole country. He woidd now call ujjon

Professor Johnston to make his re])ort.

Professor Johnston said, that at the close of

this, the first term, of the ])roceedings of the

association, it was thought desirable by the com-
mittee that a report should be ])resented, not

only to the members of the association, but to the

jndjlic in general, of what the association had
done during the last four months, and of what
they yet expected to do. In order that this

report might be made as interesting as possible,

it was thouglit better to request him to make an
oral statement, than merely to circulate the

rejxirt in the ordinaiy form of a ])rinted pamphlet.
There were two objects or means whicli the asso-

ciation had in x'lew, as calculated to jjromote

their great end—the improvement of the agricul-

ture of the country. The fiist was, the ditt'usion

of the knowledge that already existed on the

suliject; the second was, the obtaining additions

to our knowledge by means of the investigations

carried on in the laboratory. He should divide

the observations he had to make into these two
branches. With regard to the first object, the

committee were desirous to avail themselves of

every means in their power to dirt'use existing

knowledge among the agricultural jiojjulation

;

and they thought that lectures to agricultural

audiences was one of those methods which were
most likely to produce that result. They had
therefore commissioned him to go into certain

counties, into which he had been invited by local

societies, for the purjjose of con^'eying to their

members a certain amount of knowledge, such as

he might hojie to imijart in the coiu'se of two or

three lectures; I)ut more es})ecially Mnth the view
of im])ressing upon those who listened to him the

idea that there was something in the subject that

was really im|)ortant and useful to them, and thus
of ins])iring a desire foi- farther knowledge. With
this view he had gone into se\'eral counties—he
had visited Ayr, Paisley, Clasgow, Lanark, Stir-

ling, Alloa, Criefl", C'upar, St. Andi-ew's, Kircaldy,

Dalkeith, and Linlithgow, and he had received

invitations from a numl)er of other places, which
he had not yet been able to overtake. Wherever
he had gone, he had been listened to ^\ith enthusi-

asm ]))' all classes, thus showing that the interest

in agriculture was universal throughout the coun-
try, and that all classes felt that iinpro\'ement in
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this art was calculated to benefit the whole com-
munity. Another means by which they ho])Cfl

to enhst the interest of the public was throufrhthe

pi'ovincial |)ress. There were, no doubt, se\eral

agricultural periodicals of great merit already

in existence ; ])ut these were all published in

Edinbiu-gh, were comjjaratively high in price,

and of too limited a circulation to produce the

desired amount of good. Above all, they seldom
found admission into the houses of the huml)lest

classes of farmers, upon whose knowledge and
skill so much of the general state of agriculture

depended. It was a satisfactory proof of

the interest that had been excited on this subject,

that, even in the infancy of their career, not
less than six journals had sprung up in the several

coimty towns, devoted solely to agricultural ]nu--

poses, and diffusing infoimation throughout the

country ; and there were two or three more, of

which the first numbers were now in preparation.

If they considered that, in the first place, an im-
])ression had been made by means of lectures,

and that it was important to keep up the impres-
sion thus transitorily excited by affording food to

it, they ^\-ould then see that the establishment of

these periodicals was likely to be a i)ermanent
good. In Ayrshire two such periodicals had been
started; in Dumfriesshire one; in Stranraer one,

under the direction and encouragement of the

Earl of Stair, himself an eminent agricidturist and
a great promoter of agricidture. In Berwick a

similar journal had been commenced for some
time, and was conducted with great spirit. The
little island of Ikite sustained its small agricul-

tural broadside ; and in Alierdeen, in Perth, and
in Cupar, he ho])ed other similar ])eriodicals would
soon be established. A third mode by which the

committee hoped to effect their end was by enlist-

ing the schoolmaster in the cause. This idea was
not a new one. It had been attempted in P^ng-

land, and still more in Ireland, under the direc-

tion of the Commissioners of the National Schools
;

and in testimony of M'hat had Ijeen done there he

read an extract from an account of the mode in

which agricultural chemistry and practical agri-

culture were taught in the national schools at

Larne, in the north of Ireland, by which it aji-

peared that very great good was done at a very

little cost of time <jr expense. 'ITie first attem])t

that had l)een made in this way in Scotland, in

connection with the association, was in Ayrshire.

The zeal that existed there for the improvement
of agriculture was l)eyond anything that lie could

descri])e. It was necessary to go into the district

to understand it in any degree. He had been ap-

plied to, soon after his apj)ointment to his present

office, to pidilish an elementary Catechisui of
Agricultural C'liemisirij for the use of the schools

in Ayrshire, a request v.'ith which he had com-
plied ; and it had already l)een introduced into

various schools in the counties of Ayr, Lanark,

and Renfrew. The subject had not rested with

the ])arish schools alone ; it had found its way
into the higher schools; and the Directors of the

Ayr Academy, the rectorship of which was now
vacant, had intimated tliat they would give a pre-

ference to that candidate who could teach agri-

cultural chemistry.

This movement was about to be followed in

other academies—and he was sure they M'ould

concur with him in thinking that the good which
was likely to follow from the general introduction

of this subject into the common schools of the

country—could scarcely be overstated. Now,
what had they to exi)ect for Scottish agriculture

from this diffusion of knowledge among the agri-

cultural population ? Was there really great

room for imjjrovement ? If they would allow

him to refer to the o])inion of an eminent English
agriculturist, Mr. Pusey, late President of the

Royal Agricultural Society of England, they
would see that in all probability considerable

benefit might be ex])ected from this diffusion of

knowledge. That gentleman describes the im-
])ressions he received from an agricvdtm'al tour
in the south of Scotland, where it is usually sup-
posed that a higher state of cultivation is t(j be
found than elsewhere. He says—" I cannot
])lace the general farming of southern Scotland or

of Northumberland on a level with the farming
of our southern comities, such as Buckingham-
shire, but rather with that of North De\'on ; nor
the general farming of East Lothian on a level

with the general farming of Lincolnshire ; nor
the best farming of East Lothian on a level with
the best farming of Lincolnshire, because it is the

Ijest land only of East Lothian on which such
noble examj)les of farming are given, while in

Lincolnshire, the barren heath and v/old have
been taught nearly equal luxuriance." It would
appear from this obser^'ation of Mr. Pusey, that,

in his opinion, Scottish agriculture, in general, is

by no means so high as it might be. He ( Pro-
fessor Johnston) was satisfied that the agriculture

in some parts of Scotland might justly be ranked
among the first in the world. But, in \'isiting

the various parts of the country into which he
had lately gone, it had struck him that a great

deal was yet to be done for districts that were
hitherto neglected. In jiassing from Edinlmrgh
to Lanark, the quantity of land which la)' uncul-
tivated was enormous ; and he was satisfied that

it might l)e imjiroved in a high degree. So, in

passing from Lanark to (Jlasgow, he found great
tracts of land which, in the hands of an East
Lothian farmer, was susceptible of much higher
cultivation. So, also, on the sides of many of oiu-

straths, there v/as a great extent of land which at

]»resent received no culti\'ation, but which \vas

capable of lieing brought under profitable cuUiue.
He would not dwell on the several points which
had struck him in the various counties ; l)ut

there were one or two things he would allude to,

in regard to which merely mechanical means,
without having recourse to chemistiy at all, might
increase the productiveness of a large extent of
country. First of all, he might allude to draining.

In passing from Edinl)urgh to Lanaik, and from
Lanark to Glasgow, tlie want of draining struck

him as most conspicuous. Great tracts of land

were undrained; and it was said by some that

the climate was so bad that no remunerating cul-
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tivation could go on. Now, it was true, if they

drained a patch of land here and there, that the

climate might prove had, and the crops apt to

fail. But he was satisfied that the climate need

not form an oljstacle to the permanent imjjrove-

ment of large tracts of countiy. Draining itself

jraj)roved the climate ; the land hecame wanner,

and, in consequence, the rain that fell was less
;

for nature herself not only pointed out the means
of ameliorating the climate, hut actually held out

a reward to industry hy sending less rain where
the land was drained, and so rendered less cold.

Bi.t the effect did not cease with the climate ; but
the soil yielded a better herbage, and became of

greater value for fe?ding stock ; because it was a

well-known fact that the warmer stock were kept,

the less food was eaten. Then, draining altered

also the entire character of some kinds of poorly

productive land. In passing from Lanark to

Glasgow, he had observed land with a soil as stiff"

as pii)eclay, which the farmers thought it was im-
possible to ])ring into such a condition that they

could commit the seed to it, with any hope of

reaping a remunerating harvest. But if the land

was thorough-drained—if it was subsoiled—if the

air was allowed to penetrate, it then became loose,

mellow, and friable. The roots were enabled to

penetrate deeper, and to obtain food from sources

which they could not reach before; and not only

was the quantity of the crops increased, but the

quality also : they yielded various kinds of pro-

duce which they refused to grow before. Another
])oint that struck him was not so much the want
of draining, as the too shallow nature of their con-

struction. He held that the more soil you put

within i-each of the plant, the more food it would
obtain, and the better it would grow. It was
like drawing upon a bank with a larger capital

than before. The only practical o])jections to

«1eei)ening the drains were first the ex])ense, and
then the opinion that when the drains were deep

they would not draw. Now, he observed that in

Roxburgh, where the drains were constructed of

tlie depth recommended by the best authorities,

it was found that in five years at the farthest, and
often in three, the whole of the capital was re-

turned. As to the drawing, he would make but

one observation. A gentleman in the south, who
made his drains three feet deep, and jiuddled

them on the top, was so satisfied that the water
would reach the drains, that he offered a reward
to any man who would keep the water out.

In Ayr, in Lanark, and in the (^arse of Stirling,

where draining was first begun by Mr. Murry of

Pohnaise, and even nearer Edinburgh, he found the

same objections to deejjen the drains beyond
twenty inches existing. He did not mean, how-
ever, to enter into a discussion as to the benefits

of deejjcr draining, or to discuss the mode in

which it ought to he done ; he could only advert

generally to such points as had struck him in

])assing through the several districts. He would,
therefore, turn to another point. If they looked

at the map, they would see tracts of land on the

Forth and on the Tay, in Strathallan, to the

southward of IVrtli, and eastward to Kinross

and Fife,—lands which, at certain seasons of the

year, were all covered with moss, where grass alone

should grow. The practical agriculturists of

these districts attempted to counteract this by
apjjlying lime, and this was likely to have a

beneficial effect for a certain number of years

;

but it was impossible entirely to eradicate the moss
without ameliorating the climate. The cause lay

in the fact, that from the vicinity of the sea on
both sides of these districts, and the abundance
of water upon its surface, a great quantity of

vapour fell on the lands in the shape of mist, and
spread itself to a greater or less extent. The
draining that had already been carried on in

Stratheden, had sensibly diminished this mist to

a certain extent. Observations had been made
in Cupar, by which it was found that while the

mist from the west formerly enveloped the town
steeple iq) to a certain point, it was now not so

high by several feet. This showed that the quan-
tity of mist might be diminished, precisely in pro-

portion to the quantity of draining. If the country

were all drained, there would be less moss on the

grass lands, and there would he less need for the

application of lime, which had not alwaj's the

desired effect. In some districts, again—in the

Clyde above Lanark, and in Strathallan—a great

improvement might be effected by lowering the

level of the rivers ; by removing some rocks out

of the channel, which wovdd allow a free passage

to the stream, and prevent the periodical flooding

of tracts of low land along their banks, which now
suffered from occasional inundations. Private

interests might .stand in the way of such things

as these being done; but when attention was
fairly called to the subject, private interests

would give way to the public benefit, and the

lands which were now waste would grow food
for the use of man. Many present might know
a tract of land in Dumfries-shire, called the

Lochar Moss, where thousands of acres were left

unreclaimed. The draining of this land had been
in agitation for the last twenty years, but the

neighbouring ])roprietors could not agree about
the expense of the undertaking. When that was
done, and he understood there was now a pros-

pect of a favourable arrangement—then a large

tract of country would be open to the energy of

the Dumfries-shire farmers, and a corresjjonding

increase woidd be made in the agricultural pro-

duce of the district ; for few bodies ofmen among
M'hom it had been his fortune to go, possessed

more natural intelligence and energy, and were
more capable of contending successfully against

the diflSculties of soil and climate, than the Dum-
fries-shire farmers.

Another thing that struck him was, that a

deeper jdoughing would be advantageous in

many districts. It was not so necessary in this

district, where the soil jiresented no natural ob-
stacles to deeper ploughing. But on the sides of

our sloping hills and long valleys it was otherwise.

It was well known that on the sides of valleys there

were certain geological dej)osits, which had lately

drawn much of the attention of scientific men,
consisting of Imnks of sand and gravel, with a
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small quantity of soil only on the surface. The
custom had hitherto lieen to plough only this

soil on the surface, and not to tear up the stones

beneath, because of the expense. Now, it was
not to be expected that small farmers would
readily imdertake this expense ; and yet he liad

been told by a gentleman who had a few years

ago a surface-soil of only two inches, that he

had now reached a dej)th of ten or twelve inches ;

and that the croi)s, compared with what they were

formerl)', were enormous. Then there were other

soils that would pay better under deeper plough-

ing. He instanced those lands which, like parts

of Stratheden, contained under them red deposits

of clay, or sand, or gra\-el. This was the debris

of the old red sandstone; and wherever that took

the form of clay, the sul)soil might be brought to

the surface with great benefit ; and in a case he

could mention, in which it had been lately tried,

it was found to have increased the value of the

land from 1/. to il. per acre; but this kind of

improvement was yet in its infancy, for it was now
only beginning to be understood. He might
farther mention, that even where the deposit did

not take the form of clay, it would not of itself

j)rove unwholesome to the soil, and might often

l)e l)rought to the surface with great benefit.

With regard to deejier ploughing, he could point

out an economical illustration, which might be

advantageous in this district. He had been told

by a practical farmer, who was in the habit of

ploughing his land to the usual depth practised in

this neighbourhood, that he began to susj)ect the

manure placed on his land had sunk down beyond
the reach of the plough or of the plant. Ac-
cordingly, he began to plough deeper, and the

effect was to bring up the whole deposits of town
dung which had been laid uj)on the land from ge-

neration to generation, and the effect of this being

brought up was materially to increase his crojjs.

These ol)servations all tended to show that really

a great deal yet remained to be done for Scotch

agriculture; not, perhaps in this district, so

much as in those which M'ere remote from the

highways. How much could be done ? Might
the produce of the land be doubled ? could it be

tripled ? There were some men who believed that

the produce might be increased fourfold, and
that we should yet become a great exporting

country. He was not anxious to adopt any such

sanguine opinion without having a clear proof of

the matter ; but he was satisfied, from what he

had seen in various counties, that Scotch agricul-

ture was very much more capable of being im-

proved than he had before supposed. Let the

same skill be apjjlied to all parts of the country

which is now exhibited in those which have been

brought to the highest state of cultivation, and
we shall soon see the produce enormously in-

creased. But in order to effect this, public atten-

tion must 1)6 drawn to the subject. And it must
be considered that they could not transplant an

East Lothian farmer into the wilds of Lanark ; he

was not acquainted with the country—he could

not submit to the drudgery which the first im-

provements of that district invoh'ed ; and there-

fore the J)enefit could only be obtained by train-

ing the inhabitants of the county to an imj)roved

system of culti\'ation. Then there were other

obstacles in the way. In this country they had
not the evil of a want of leases ; l)ut too long

leases were as bad as none at all; and he had
observed in part of Lanarkshire that farmers held

leases for three nineteen years, and the present

owner cultivated the farm in the style his grand-
father did, with scarcely anj' improvement. Then
there were also obstacles arising from the peculiar

tenures of land. A case had been mentioned to

him of a gentleman with a life interest in an
estate of 10,000/. a-year, which all believed could

easily be rendered worth 30,00(J/. ; but the gen-
tleman himself had no interest in laying out
capital on improvements. His personal interest,

in fact, considering the uncertainty of human
life, lay all the other way. But though it might
not be his interest, it was for the interest of the

country that it should be improved, l)ecause the

produce of the soil would thus be trij)led. Was
no effort to be made to reconcile these confiicting

interests ? Another obstacle was the indifference

too often displayed to the improvement of land

both by landlord and tenant ; and he looked

forward to the agitation excited by this associa-

tion to remove that indifference, and to bring
into a hearty concurrence both landlords and
tenants, to assist in the improvement of the

whole countiy. (Applause.)

He would now come to the second object of

the association—the increase of knowledge by
means of the investigations carried on in the

laboratory. Time would not permit him to

detail the tenth i)art of what had been done there,

but he would advert to a few tojjics, which he

hoped to make as clear and interesting as possible.

In the first place, a great number of soils had
been analyzed from all parts of the country—not

only in Scotland, England, and Ireland, but even

from our West Indian colonies. He did not

mean to direct their attention to particular cases,

unless these involved some general principles

;

but he might remark that it was of great con-

sequence when gentlemen, enhghtened in all the

bearings of the practical improvement of the

countrj', saw the benefit that was to be derived

from some paiticular series of analysis, and sent

dift'erent varieties of soil to be analyzed for that

purjjose. Among the soils which had l)een

examined with the view of clearing uj) points of

general interest, was a series of six soils sent by
Sir George Macpherson Grant, of Ballindalloch.

They had all heard of what was c&WeA over-Iuniny

land. The physical or mechanical effect of this

was known to be to make the land light and

porous ; to blow it up, and to make it heave out,

so that it became in some degree hollow imder-

neath, and sunk beneath the pressure of the

foot. This state of matters involved some

agricultural differences; such lands produced

good cro])s of barley and turnips ; but the

oats failed. Now, to clear uj) the causes of

this. Sir George Grant sent specimens of

six soils from his own estate, to see whether
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they were over-limed or not—whether the effect

was really caused by their containinijf or

having received too large a per centage of

lime. About thirty years ago these soils had
been limed very highly, but not generally

since, and they had produced good crops

of oats for the first two or three years ; but- ever

since, the oats had failed. Now the following was
the result of the analysis of these soils :

—

Organic mat-i

ter 10.29

Salts, soluble

in water.. . 0.45

Oxide ofiron.l 2.49

Alumina. . , .
|

1.71

Carbonate of

lime
I

1.40

Oxide ofman"
j

ganese . . . trace.

Carbonate of

magnesia, do.

Marshy mat-]

ter 81.77

19s. 11

Bow-

Moon

Park-

subsoil.
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drained : and in the second })hice, that it t-liould

})e hined, because, from the table, tliey would ob-
serve tliat it wanted lime very much. Another
suljject of great interest was the cause of disease

in the potato crop. It would be of great conse-

quence to discover the cause of this disease.

Coidd it be ascertained that the disease arose

from some weakness in the seed, one remedy
would be indicated ; if from some bad or defec-

tive (juality in the soil, another kind of remedy
would fall to l)e ajiplied. Here again he had been
much gratified by one of the members of the

association, Mr. Cam})bell. of Craige, who had
sent specimens of six ditierent soils from his

estate, two of which had grown sound potatoes,

and four bad, though the manuring and the seed
were the same in all. He was anxious to ascer-

tain whether the cause lay in the soil, and, if so,

what was the remedy. And, if it did not he in

the soil, then they must look to another quarter,

and analyse the substance of the potato itself.

He had not yet finished his analysis on these

points, but this was one of those subjects on
which he was satisfied much light woidd yet be
thrown by chemical analysis ; and there was no
subject which was of more importance to the
country to ha^'e cleared up than this.

He had already alluded to the existence of

noxious substances in the subsoil ; he begged
now to direct their attention to tlie subject of

inoor-band pans. By this he meant a layer of

gravelly matter, cemented together by an ochrey
substance, \vhich was often found to stretch

through large tracts of the countr}', resting under
the surface at the depth of one to four feet, form-
ing an impervious pavement, througli which no
rain could penetrate, and down to which the roots

of plants were veiy unwilling to come. Some-
times this matter appeared in the form of thin

little cups. Now it was impossible to improve a

country without breaking up these pans ; and,
therefore, the question came to be of importance,

whether it was safe to bring them to the surface.

He had made an analysis of three ditierent

kinds of these pans, the result of which was as

follows :

—

Composition of Moor-band Pans, from three

Locahties in Inverness-shire.

\Vater

Organic matter . .

,

Oxide of iron ....

Soluble, alumina .

.

Sand and earthy

matter

Thick
Sandy
Pieces.
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The best African guano yet imported was obtained

from the Island of Iclialjoe, where there was a

large deposit, particularly at the north-east of the

island, where it was seventy feet thick, and many
himdreds in length and breadth. This point was
well sheltered from the sea, which was supposed
to be the reason why the guano obtained there

was of better quality than the others. The fol-

lowing were analyses of different specimens, the

two first kinds being named after the vessels

in which they were imported :

—

Composition of the Organic Part of Turnips.

3

a

O
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know ]io\v miifli A-ariety might exist in the coin-

position of fhflerent jilants of the same species,

and yet each he in a healthy state.

Next, with regard to tlie steeping of seeds, to

which their attention had also Ijeen drawn in the

laboratoiy : he concei\'ed that a ])erfect steej)

ought to contain all things that Avere necessary
for the nourishment of the plant. The following

table showed what he considered would be a pro-

per steep for corn or beans :

—

Steep for Corn and Beans.

Phosphate of soda . . ~| lib. of each in 10 gal-

Sulphate of magnesia [ Ions of water, to steep

Nitrate of potash. ... C 300lbs. of seed.

Common salt J
Sal ammoniac, or. . . } The seed to be dried with
Sidi)hate of ammonia S gypsum or ciuicklime.

While on this subject, he might mention that

Mr. Ijawson had turned his attention to the
steeping of larch seeds, with a \'\ew', if possible,

to prevent that disease which so frerpiently at-

tacked the trees. There was only one other point
to which he would advert—whether it was possible

by steejiing or dusting the seeds of ])otatoes to

find a cure for their frequent unhealthiness. It

was of great consequence to inquire into this

point, in order that, if possible, some satisfactory

result might be obtained.

From the observations he had now laid before
them, and which he would not protract further,

he thought they would be satisfied that the
Assf)ciation, through its diffusion of knowledge
and its investigations in the laboratory, was wor-
thy of coimtenance, support, and encouragement.
(Great applause.) And if the Association itself

deserved support, he was certain that the com-
mittee, who had so zealously j)romoted its inter-

ests, and who had devoted their means, their

time, and their talents to work out its objects,

were also worthy of their cordial supj)ort, and of
their thanks in any way they might please to give
them; though he Avas satisfied that the best
thanks in their estimation would be by supporting
the Association, and getting others to lend it their
support. He would not ad^'ert individually to
any of the members of the Committee who still

remained to them ; but they would permit him to
dwell for a moment on the memory of one whose
sudden loss it was impossible for them ever to

hoi)e to replace. Mr. Oliver, of Lochend, had
been longer and better known to most of them
than he ever was to him. He had known him
])ersonally only for a few months ; but still he
felt his loss more deejjly than he could express

—

not merely because of his ])ractical knowledge on
subjects with which he (Professor J.) was but
imperfectly acquainted, and u])on which he had
found Mr. OUver a most \aluable and most
wiling counsellor and instructor—but, as an ad-
viser and member of the committee of the .Asso-
ciation, lie had been struck during his little

intercourse with Mr. Oliver, with his remaikable
judgment and his sound common sense on every
topic that could be presented to him. He had the

art, M'hich few men attain, of considering a sub-
ject for himself, and of forming his judgment
ujion that rather than from the representation of

others ; and, from his own practical knowledge,
he was able to draw conclusions so sound that

few could dissent from them. He had been
struck with a farther fact, which they might per-

mit him to mention. Al)out twenty years ago,

he devised a ])lan, which, in sidjstance, embraced
the very ol)jects which this Association was now
endeavouring to carry into eti'ect. He held in his

hand a MS. of ex]»eriinents made by Mr. Oliver

wlien he entered ujion Lochend farm, Avith the

y'lQW of ascertaining the value of the different

manures which were suited to his farm. By these

tables he regulated his conduct during the long
time he was in Lochend, and they all know how
perfect his practice liad been. Mr. Oliver's career

was a remarkable one ; and he coidd not but ad-

\'ert to it, were it for no other reason than its

imijortant jiractical bearings upon the conduct of

other young farmers. He came to Lochend from
a coimtry jjarish, where he had little education,

and few means of acquiring knowledge. The
former tenant paid .300/. for the farm ; he at once
took" it at 1,.500/. In order to pay this rent, he
availed himself of all the means of knowledge
that were within his reach. He went to college;

he studied chemistry, geology, and agriculture.

There was no kind of information bearing on his

l)ursuits that he did not attend to, and labour to

acquire; and the result was that soundness of

judgment which he exercised on all matters that

were submitted to him. He consequently became
one of the most eminent men of his time, and his

skill was known and appreciated not only in

Scotland, but in almost every corner of Europe
where enlightened agricultural imi)roA-ements were
in progress. He was not only a good farmer, but
he was a most useful director of the Highland
Society, the deliberations of which body he was
ever ready to assist with his experience, his skill,

and his advice. He had long laboured under the

illness of which he died, and he was sensible of the

fate which awaited him ; but he did not therefore

despond, or retire from public life ; he knew that

he had duties to society to discharge, and he was
active in the discharge of those duties till the very
last. In this let us endeavour to imitate his ex-

amjile. Knowing our duty, let us persevere in it

to the last. And to those who, like him, are de-

voted to agricultural pursuits, it is gratifying to

reflect that there is no way by which our country
can be more immediately and more widely bene-
fited than by the improvement of agriculture

;

and that there is no laboiu'er so humble, no far-

mer so small, as to be unable, directly and imme-
diately to contribute to this improvement. If you
generally agree with me, as I am sure you do,

that this is a just tribute to the memory of Mr.
Oliver, of Lochend, 1 am sure you will not be less

concerned to give your supi)ort to those members
of the committee who survive ; who, if they have
not the same kind of talents, ha\-e at least as

much zeal, and who are anxious to contribute as

much to the impro^•cment of Scotch agriculture
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as he individually was enabled to do. (Great

applause.)

Sir George Macpherson CJrant said he
was sure the meeting would concur with him in

thinking that they ought not to separate without
a \'ote of thanks to the committee for the very

judicious measures they had taken to diffuse in-

formation through the country by means of their

intelhgent officer ; and particularly to the secre-

tary of the committee, for the zeal and activity

he had displayed, which was beyond any thing
he had power to express.

The motion was carried l)y acclamation.

Mr. FiXNiE returned thanks on the part of the

committee, and disclaimed all merit on their part,

except in so far as they had been fortunate enough
to select their distinguished officer, Professor
Johnston, to whose skill and talents they were
chiefly indebted for their singular success. Many
prejudices existed at the formation of the associ-

ation, and many were disposed to think that

though it was all vei-}- well in theory, it would
never work in practice; but he thought there

was no one now who would not admit that it was
likely to pro\-e a valuable auxiUary to the practical

farmer, and to realize all the prospects at first held
out. {Applause.)

Mr. Coventry also acknowledged the vote of
thanks. One reason, among many, that engaged
him in the senice of the association was, the

consideration that if it succeeded, it would benefit

all classes in the country : the fanner, by in-

creasing his produce ; the landlord, by secvu-ing

him his rents ; and the people at large, by lower-
ing the price of food; and thus enabling our
manufacturers to compete with foreign markets.
Besides, it was often matter of complaint that

discoveries in manufactures benefited only the

large capitalists, who were enabled to dri\'e the

smaller capitalists out of the field. But this was
not the case with improvements in agriculture,

where the smallest tenant or proprietor could
benefit by the improvements as well as the largest.

He then urged upon the meeting the necessity of

still further supporting the association with their

funds, that they might be enabled more fre-

quently to print and circulate statements of ob-
servations made, or results come to, by Professor

Johnston, Ijvit which they were prevented from
understanding at present. He concluded by
proposing a vote of thanks to Professor John-
ston; which was seconded by Mr. Norman
LocKHART, W.S., and carried by acclamation.

Professor Johnston returned thanks; after

which the meeting separated.

LEOMINSTER FARMERS' CLUB.

lecture on wheat and its diseases,

Henry Rudge, Esq., of Leominster, having
kindly consented to the wishes of the committee

to deliver a lecture on wheat and its diseases to

the members of the Club, on Friday, March 1, a

large number of the most intelhgent agriculturists

in the neighbourhood attended.

Mr. Rudge commenced by observing that he
had not the vanity to suppose that in making the

few observations he was about to do, on the im-
portant subject of the diseases affecting the grain

which forms our daily sustenance, he should be
able to communicate any facts not already known
to the major i)art of the members of the clul).

He nevertheless hoped that by presenting the

subject in a condensed and concentrated form,

and avoiding as much as possible scientific dis-

tinctions—in short, confining the subject to the

practical rather than the theoretical part, he might
render them interesting if not of practical utihty.

Though when he considered how closely con-

nected with the welfare of a nation is the cultiva-

tion of the staff of life, he could not sufficiently

express the obligations all are under to those who
devote their best energies practically to the in-

creased production of wheat. And, said he,

truly has it been observed that trade increases the

wealth and glory of a nation, but that its true

stamina must be looked for amongst the cultiva-

tors of the soil. Of all the plants which are cul-

tivated, wheat is undoubtedly one of the most
important. It grows readily in almost every cli-

mate, from the torrid to the frigid zone; but a

temperate chmate, such as is best suited to the

nature of man, appears to be its natural home. It

has been so long cultivated, that where it appears

to grow spontaneously, as in some uncultivated

spots in the east, it is doubtful whether it be not

the remains of wheat anciently cultivated there.

It is an extremely hardy plant, and its -vitality is

such that it is not easily destroyed. AVheat has

been known to be covered with the water of floods

so long that every other remnant of vegetation

was destroyed ; and yet, on the water retiring, it

has sprung up from the root, and come to perfec-

tion. It has also been found in Egyptian tombs

;

and if statements are correct which have ap-

peared in print, it has grown when planted. Some
botanists have divided wheats into different

species, from some marked pecuharity in their

formation. Others consider that they mostly

form hy])rids, when mixed in the sowing, and
that their peculiarities vary with the soil and cli-

mate, and have looked upon all the cultivated

wheats as mere varieties. There are, however,

three principal varieties so distinct in appearance

that they claim peculiar attention. These are the

hard wheats, the soft wheats, and the Polish

wheats. The hard wheats are the produce of

warm chmates, such as Italy, Sicily, and Bar-

bar)^ The soft wheats grow in the northern

parts of Europe, as in Belgium, England, Den-
mark, and Sweden. The Pohsh wheats grow in

the countrj' from which they derive their name,

and are also hard wheats. The hard wheats have

a compact seed, nearly transparent, which, when
bitten through, breaks short, and shows a very

white flour within. Tlie soft wheats are those

usually cultivated in Great Britain ; they ha^'e an

opaque coat or skin, and which, when first reaped,

give way readily to the pressure of the finger and

thumb. These wheats require to be dried and

hardened before they can be conveniently ground

into flour. The Polish wheat has a long chaff,

L L
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which is much longer than the seed, a large ob-

long hard seed, and are nearly cylindrical in ap-

pearance. It is a delicate spring wheat, and not

very productive in thechmate of England; hence

it has only been occasionally cultivated exi)eri-

mentally. The hard wheats contain much more

gluten, a rough viscid substance, very nutritious,

and which contains a portion of nitrogen, varying

from 5 to 30 per cent. It is this quantity of glu-

ten which causes the Itahan wheats to be used

exclusively for the rich pastes which form so

large a portion of the food of that nation. The
soft wheats contain the greatest quantity of starch,

which fits them for fermentation by its conver-

sion into sugar and alcohol for brewing or dis-

tilling; therefore, the soft wheats are the best.

Tlie difference in colour between red and white

wheats is owing chiefly to the soil. White wheats

gradually become darker, and ultimately red, in

some stiff wet soils ; and the red wheats lose

their colour, and become first yellow and then

white, on rich, light, and meUow soils. It is re-

markable that the grain sooner changes colour

than the chaff and straw, so that we have red

wheats with white chaff, and white wheat with

red chaff.

My limits wiU not permit of my entering into

an investigation as to the different plans of culti-

vation of this necessary plant, though the subject

is intimately connected with the examination of

the diseases to which it is hable.

A certain portion of nitrogen is essential to the

production of good wheat, as that element enters

into the composition of the gluten which will be
found to abound in proportion as the nitrogen

exists in the soil or can be supplied from the at-

mosphere. The experiments of Liebig seem to

show that the nitrogen of the atmosphere will not

enter into the substance of plants except in the

form of ammonia, and hence the efficacy of ma-
nures has of late been estimated by the ammonia
which they can produce. This theory, requires,

however, the confirmation of experience before it

is adopted at once ^vithout limitation. Decayed
vegetable matter seems essential in a good wheat
soil ; and it may, in the slow progress of its de-

composition continually absorbing oxygen from
the air, have some chemical effect on the nitro-

gen also, so as to make it useful in vegetation,

whether by first forming ammonia or in any other

way. It is well known, however, that provided a

soil be compact, its fertility is very nearly propor-
tioned to the quantity of decayed vegetable mat-
ter which it contains, especially if there is calca-

reous earth or carbonate of lime in its composi-
tion. Lime has often been considered as the most
efficacious manure for wheat, even more than
dung. As long as there is organic matter in the

soil lime acts beneficially, and the richer the land
which does not contain carbonate of Ume already,

the more powerful is the effect of lime. To pro-
duce good wheat, then, it is clear that the land
should be gradually brought to the proper degree
of fertility by abundant manuring for a prepara-
tory crop, which will not suffer from an over dose
of dung, and will leave in the soil a sufficient

quantity of vegetable matter intimately blended
with it for a crop of wheat. Clover is a plant

which will bear a good deal of forcing : so are

beans, and are consequently a good preparation

for wheat. The roots left in the soil from a good
crop of either decay slowly and furnish a regular

supply of food for the wheat sown in the next

season. Potatoes also admit of much forcing,

but the necessary loosening of the soil for this

crop renders it less fit as a preparation for wheat.

As a general rule it is considered by those who
have written from experience on these matters

better to sow barley and clover after potatoes.

Improved chemical analysis has discovered va-

rious substances in minute quantities in the grains

and straw of wheat, and it has, therefore, been
considered essential to its formation that these

substances should enter into the composition of

the manures if they do not already exist in the

soil in sufficient quantities. Most of these sub-

stances are found in aU soils which contain a due

proportion of clay. Silica in a very minutely di-

Aaded state, and probably in combination with

alumina or potash, seems one of the most impor-

tant to gi\'e due strength to the straw ; and hence

in some soils, potash, or wood-ashes which con-

tain it, may be advantageously used as manures
to the young clovers preceding the wheat. While
the wheat is growing it is exposed to various ac-

cidents which it is often difficult to foresee, and
still more difficult to guard against.

We have now to consider the diseases of wheat

which are caused by fungi. Uredo is the name
of a genus of plants belonging to the natural

order of fungi. ITiis division of plants is im-

portant and interesting to the botanist, as theyseem
to stand on the verge of the vegetable kingdom,
on that point where a lower organic point of in-

dividuality seems lost in its dependence upon a

more highly organised being. Viewed economi-
cally they are of the highest importance, as pro-

ducing or being indicative to the fatal diseases of

corn, known by the names of smut, brand, bunt,

rust, mildew, blast, brand-dew, dust-brand,

scorch-blast, brand-bladder, pepper-brand, can-

ker brand, burnt-ear, &c. All the hyper-dermii

(from two greek words, signifying under and
skin,) are known by having sporidia, or spore

cases, free or stipitate, and situate beneath the

cuticle of living plants On examining any one

of the productions thus constituted, it wU be

found that the part of the plant on which they

are placed has lost its natural character and
colour. The cuticle, under which they grow, is

discoloured, frequently raised, and bursts in the

process of time. The bodies called sporidia,

which constitutes these productions, are cellular

bodies, havang an ovoid or elliptical form, and are

frequently seated on a kind of receptacle. The
tissue around these bodies is frequently modified

in character and appearance, sometimes approach-

ing that of the bodies themselves. The sporidia,

or cells, are generally filled %vith granules,which are

supposed to be the sporules or spawn of the

plant. Having these appearances, some botanists

have denied that these cells, furnished with gra-
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nules, are truly indiiadiial plants. But Fries (who
has paid more attention than any other botanist

to cr}'i)togamic plants) defines them as plants

having no proper vegetation, the sporidia arising

from the anamorphosis of the cells of living vege-
tables. The external circumstances which are

found most favourable to the development of
these fungi are— 1st, a very humid state of the at-

mosphere, long continued ; 2nd, an epidemic
state of the atmosphere, in which these bodies
are produced over large districts ; 3rd, a want of
sufficient light ; 4th, alterations from hot to dry
and moist weather ; 5th, long continued hot and
dry weather ; 6th, the want of a due supply of
air ; 7th, the cuticle becoming covered witli dust,

&c. ; Sth, accidental mutilations ; 9th, change of

climate; and 10th, undue supply of moisture.
There is no doubt that under all these circum-
stances the bodies are most abundantly pro-
duced ; but it is certain, from experiments which
have been institued, that when plants are in a
state of disease produced by external circum-
stances, the fungi are developed most rapidly and
in greatest numbers ; and it is indeed a question
altogether as to whether some disordered action
of the tissues of the plant does not always occur
prenous to the development of the fungi. The
species of this genus are very numerous ; in fact,

they seem to vaiy with every plant they attack

;

and have thus given rise to the specific names ac-
cording to the plants upon which they are found.
But our present business is only wth such as in-

dicate the diseases ofwheat.
Burnt ear is a disease in wheat in which the

fructification of the plant is destroyed, and, as it

were, burnt up; hence its Enghsh name, and
brand in German. Burnt-ear has often been con-
founded with "smut," which is a similar but dis-

tinct disease. They difFer in this that the black
powder which appears in the e;.r, in burnt-ear, is

external ; and the grain has either never been
formed, or its coat has been destroyed, so that
the whole ear appears black or burnt ; the pow-
der also has no smell, and being easily blo^vn
away by the wind or shaken off in the reaping,
little of it adheres to the corn or is mixed \vith it

when ground ; and except the loss of so much
grain as would have been contained in the sound
ears, no great detriment arises to the quality of
the corn. The smut orpepper-brand, on the con-
trary, is contained in the body of the grain, which
retains its natural form, and is carried along \vith

it into the bam. It is only in the threshing or
grinding that the diseased grain, commonly called

smut ball, is broken, when a fetid black powder is

dispersed over the sound grain, which greatly de-
teriorates the flour, and renders the corn unfit for

seed, the disease being perpetuated by this black
substance.

Burnt-ears are generally obsen'ed in particu-

larly moist situations, and some lands are much
more subject to them than others. The disease
has often been attributed to damp and warm fogs

succeeding very dry weather, and hence it has
heen imagined that it was caused by the dew's
lodging in the ears and producing rottenness.

But the microscope has shown that the black
powder consists of the minute genns or seeds of

a parasitical mushroom, which are developed in

the gro\nng ears, and live upon its substance.

The plants attacked by this disease may be known
long before the ear makes its appearance out of

the sheath in which it is enveloped. There is a

peculiar greenness observable in the leaf, and on
minuter examination the young ear may be al-

I'eady seen attacked, by beginning to put on a

spotted appearance of a blackish colour, which
increases as it grows, and is perfected when the

ear arrives at the state in which the flower should

appear. In some cases the plant flowers par-

tially or completely, and the fecundation takes

place, so that the germ is developed, but it never

approaches to maturit}'. Its outer skin is soon
destroyed by the parasite, and converted into a

black powder.
This i)eculiar minute mushroom is named

" uredo carbo," which is distinguished from that

which produces the " smut," which is called
" uredo caries." They are easily distinguished

l)y the size and smell. The " uredo carbo" is

composed of much smaller globules and destitute

of smell ; both seem to be propagated, like other

cryptogamous plants, by means of extremely mi-

nute seeds or germs, which are carried along with

the sap into the circulation, and vegetate in the

ear, where alone it appears that they find the con-

ditions necessary to their growth.

The "uredo caries," then, is the cause of smut.

When this plant appears on wheat it is said to

have the bunt, smut-balls, or pepper-brand. The
sporidia are included \vithin the ovary of the

fruit, are spherical, rather large, globose, and
black ; they may be detected in the young seed

in the earhest states of the flower-bud, and when
perfectly ripe it occupies the whole interior of the

grain, but does not burst the skin, so that the

grain retains the appearance of soundness. It

has been calcixlated that a single grain of wheat

may contain more than 4,000,000 of sporidia.

Each of these sporidia probably contains millions

of sporules ; some idea may therefore be formed

of the minuteness of these plants, as well as their

capacity for spreading themselves in every direc-

tion. Another pecuUarity of this fungus is

that it has a very disgusting smell, and the con-

sequence is that the flour cannot be eaten. This

flour is however, I beUeve, sold to gingerbread

bakers, who by mixing it with treacle conceal its

disagreeable odour. It does not appear to act

injuriously when taken.

With regard to the burnt-ear, " uredo carbo,"

it has been doubted whether the disease is conta-

gious, because some persons have failed in pro-

ducing it by shaking the black dust out of burnt

ears over sound plants. The reason of this is, pro-

bably that the exhaUng vessels of the surface are

not so well calculated to absorb extraneous matter,

which can only enter by the spongules of the

roots. And although it is much less dangerous

than the " smut," being readily dispersed by the

winds, yet it must more or less infect the soil,

consequently the disease is more frequent where

L L 2
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it has appeared 1)efore ; and where those grains,

which are most subject to the disease, such as

wheat, barley, and oats, have succeeded each
other too rapidly. As it does not adhere to the

grain, steeping and washing are not so certain

remedies against the infection as in the case of
" smut." The best preservative is to drain the

land well and keep it " in good heart," so that

the plants may be vigoroiis and able to resist the

attacks of the parasite ; for it is well understood
that weak plants, as well as animals are much
more exposed to the attacks of parasitical i)lants

or animals than those which are vigorous and
robust. A judicioiis change of crops, or a well-

established rotation, will in general secure the

corn which is sown in its proper course from the
infection of the uredo carbo, or l)urnt-ear.

Steeping the seed in brine or stale urine, and
drying it with fresh burnt lime, is however a use-
ful precaution wherever burnt-ears have appeared
in preceding crops. Sulphate of copper or blue
vitriol is considered by some agriculturists more
efficacious than salt. As this disease is very
common, it has obtained various names in dif-

ferent localities. In England it is best known by
the names of blacks, brand, or burnt-ear ; and it

is often called " smut" from an opinion that it is

a variety of the same disease which attacks the
external parts of the fructification before the skin
of the grain is formed ; but this is a question at

present undetermined.
With regard to smut, many remedies have been

proposed for getting rid of the sporules from
wheat about to be sown. It is quite certain that
where the sporules or spawn are present in the
seed sown, they \Adll, unless previously destroyed,
grow up with the plant, and be developed with
the ripening of its fruit. Washing with clean
water has been said to be eftectiial ; lime water
more so. A solution of blue vitriol seems to answer
effectually ; arsenic has also been recommended.
It howcA'er appears that washing the seed with
brine and drying it with cpiick hme svifficiently

destroys the germ of the smut to prevent its pro-
])agation. The most common steep is water, in

which as much salt has been dissolved as will

enable it to float an egg. In this the seed may
be left for twelve hours or more, then spread on
a floor and mixed with as much quick-lime as
will absorl) the moisture, and allow it to be sown
or drilled without the grains adhering to each
other.

" Uredo nibigo" and linearis form yellow and
brown oval spots and blotches of an orange and
yellow colour upon the stem, leaf, and chaft" of
corn, and various grasses. The sporidia or spawn
of " uredo linearis" are more oblong than those
of " uredo rubigo," but they are frequently found
together. When these ])lants are present, the
disease of the corn is called rust, red-rag, red-
robbin, and red-gum. Rust and mildew are often
confounded together, and in fact there is no essen-
tial difference in the character of the plant, which
is the offsjmng of disease.

Mildew is a disease which attacks both li^-ing

and dead vegetable matter, and is believed I)y

many to l)e owing to fogs, dew, meteors, and
noxious exhalations ; 1)ut in reality is caused by
the ravages of these fungi. The mildew of wheat-
straw is caused by a mildew fungus, called puc-
clnia fjramitunn ; which is generated in cavities

below the epidermis of the stem, and protrudes,

when ripe, in the form of dull greyish-browff
broken stria'. This malady is sometimes of little

importance to the subjects of its attacks, as it ap-

l>ears towards the close of the year, when the

most essential of the vital functions of plants are

fulfilled, or in so small a degree as to produce no
appreciable effect upon the health of the plant so

infected. But it very often, on the contrary, be-

comes a serious e\'il, destroying the straw of corn,

and i)reventing the maturation of the grain.

Rust and mildew are not so certainly prevented
as smut, and although there is reason to belie^'e

that the sporules or spawn of "uredo rubigo" are

less taken up by the roots than those producing
smut ; as a dressing, the use of lime-water, or

a solution of the sulphate of copper, should not

be omitted ; for although it may not always pre-

A'ent rust, there are instances recorded in which
undressed M'heat has had rust, when dressed

wheat from the same sample has not had it. Con-
nected with the question of blight in corn, is,

how far the " berberis vulgaris," the barberry

bush, is the cause of rust in corn ? There are

numerous well-authenticated cases of blight oc-

curring in the \'icinity of barberry bushes and
hedges ; the evidence of the truth of it is fast

multii)lying. An explanation of this curious cir-

cumstance may be found in that of the barberry

itself being subject to the attacks of one of these

fungi, the "recidium berberidis," similar to the

one which produces the disease in wheat. The
specific characters of the two, however, are very

different; and it is only by having recoiu'se to

the supposition that many of the recorded species

of cecidium are merely varieties changed in cha-

racter by change of position, that such an ex-

planation of the fact can be admitted. Besides

the species of uredo mentioned, corn and all

other plants are subject to a great number of

these fungi, and wherever found are indicative of

disease, and the produce of the plant will not be so

great as when in a state of health. Sir Humphrey
Davy found that a thousand parts of good wheat
yield, on an average, 955 parts of nutritious mat-
ter, whilst specimens of mildewed wheat yielded

only from 650 to 210 parts in the same quantity.

Wheat is also subject to a disease called ergot,

an excrescence from the ear, which resembles a

spur or horn, into which the seed is transformed.

In rye it is named secale cornutuw, or spurred

rye; a specimen of which I hold in my hand.

Whether this state of the grain be merely an

altered state of the pistil, or the result of the

puncture of insects, or of the developement of

a fungus, is doubtful; but the best authorities

incline to the opinion that it is a fungus. It has

been ascertained that the white dust sometimes

found on the surface of the spurs will produce it

in other plants, if sprinkled in the soil at its roots,

and therefore ajjpears to be analogous to the
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sporida or spawn of the admitted fungi. De
Candolle considers the fungus to be tlie sclerotium

clacus. The spur is of variable length, from a

few lines to two inches, and is from two to four

lines in thickness ; when large, only a few
grains in eacli ear are affected; when small, in

general all of them are diseased. In colour, the

exterior luisk is of a blueish black or violet line,

with two or three streaks of dotted grey ; tlie in-

terior is of a dull whitish or grey tint. It is spe-

cifically lighter than water, which affords a crite-

rion for distinguishing soimd from tainted grain
;

when fresh, it is tough and flexible, but brittle and
easily pulverised when dry. The powder is apt
to attract moisture, which impairs its properties.

Time also completely dissipates its peculiar i)ro-

perties. It has a disagreeable heavy smell, a

nauseous, slightly acrid taste, and imparts both
its taste and smell to water and spirit. Bread
which contains it is defective in firmness, liable

to become moist, and cracks and crumbles soon
after being taken from the oven. The chemical
analysis shows that its constituents are a heavy
smelling oil, fungus, albumen, osmazome, waxy
matter, and an extractive substance of a strong

peculiar taste and smell ; in which, from experi-

ments on animals, we are led to infer that its

active principles reside. To this extract the

name of *' ergotive " is given.

Si)urred grain occurs more frequently in some
countries than in others, and more abundantly in

some seasons than in others. Grain raised in

jjoor soil, and in a humid close air, such as the

district of Sologne, in France, is more liable to

be affected ; but it may be brought on at any
time by sowing in a rich damj) soil, and watering

the plants freely in warm weather. A very rainy

season is apt to produce it. Bread prepared
from grain which has a large admixture of the

spur occasions very distressing and often fatal

effects, which are shown more or less rapidly

accordLing to the quantity present in the food and
the circumstances in which those are placed who
used it. TTiey have been observed to be most
serious in seasons of scarcity, when various

causes concur to produce scarcity. The symptoms
which result from spurred grain, when used for

a considerable time, are of two distinct kinds

—

one of a nervous nature, characterised by violent

spasmodic convulsions ; the other a disordered

state of the constitution which terminates in the

culiare dpisease called gai-grona, ustilagina, or

dry gangrene. A single dose of the spur, not

diluted with sound flour, excites effects which
vary according to the quantity taken and the

state of the person, and are chiefly limited to the

stomach and intestinal canal, if the dose be small;

but if so much as two drachms be taken, it

causes giddiness, headache, flushed face, pains

and spasms in the stomach, nausea and vomit-

ting, colds, purging, and a sense of weariness

and weight in the limbs. In the case of parturi-

ent females, when given at a certain stage of the

labour, it is admitted by most medical practi-

tioners and writers (and here I speak from long

personal experience), that it does produce speci-

fic eflects, and to expedite the labour in a very
marked manner. It is by some persons alleged

tojjroduce hurtful eftects upon the child; if so, it

arises from em|)loying the remedy at an improper
stage of the labour, or under circumstances in

which it ought not to have been employed at all.

In my practice the greatest number of still-born

children have been in those cases in which the

ergot has not been used.

This disease, ergot, is not confined to wheat or

rye alone, but attacks many other individuals of

the family. Phadjus enumerates 31 grasses lia-

ble to it; and in the summer of 1838, we were
told by Pereira, an eminent botanist, that nearly

all the grasses growing in Greem\'ich marshes
were found ergotised. I am not aware that any
experiments have been made with the ergot of
any of the graminea except rye. I think it is

highly probable that the ergot of other grains

produces similar eftects to that of rye ; and this

particulai'ly merits the attention of the farmer, as

I see no jihysiological reason why cattle should
not be effected by it, as well as the human race.

The following statement extracted from the
" French Journal of Practical Medicine and Sur-
gery," in the year 1841, appears to confii'm my
opinion upon the subject :—

•

" There has been in the neighbourhood of

Troix Croix an epidemic of abortion among cows,
which has caused mvich consternation among the

farmers. M. Bodin, Director of the School of
Agriculture, has discovered that the grains of
rye, and many other of the graminea or grasses,

contained a considerable quantity of ergot ; and
this he concludes was the cause of the animals
aborting. The observation merits attention : as

when the nature of the evil is discoA^ered, atten-

tion may be turned to the discovery of a remedy,
as change of pasture," &c.

It is a noble truth that nothing has been cre-

ated in vain ; but the mysteries of Providence are

too inscrutable for the investigation of the in-

habitants of this sublunary world. How mag-
nificent and various are the works of Creation

;

and with what wonder and awe do we not look
from " Nature up to Nature's God." My present

duty is, however, not to investigate the uses of
" created beings," but to describe some that are

highly destructive to the farmer, and to point out
the l)est known means of counteracting the mis-
chief they cause.

Unimportant as insects may appear to the

casual observer, their depredations are of a fear-

ful character when whole armies of them take

possesions of a field ; the loss and anxietj' which
they occasion are so great that the agriculturist

cannot be indifferent to the information which
the energies and exertions of scientific men have
brought to bear upon any subject connected with.

the successful cultivation of the soil, and more
especially connected with the ])roduce which
constitutes our " daily bread." The importance

of minutely studying the natural history and
economy of those "living atoms," which so

greatly lessen our produce and the farmers' pro-

fits, cannot be called in Question, It is only by
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a complete knowledge of the nature of the dis-

ease that the ])hysician can hope to prescribe a

remedy and eflect a cure ; neither can the subject

be devoid of interest to any one, whether an

"inhabitant of the crowded city" or the quiet

hamlet ; whether he exercises the mechanical

arts or cultivates the soil. For the better com-
prehending the subject I will just premise that

insects are scientifically divided by entomologists

into masses named " orders." Orders are subdi-

vided into lesser groups called families ; and these

again comprise smaller companies, called genera

;

and each of these genera consists of a greater or

lesser number of species, which sometimes vary

in size and colour, and such are termed varieties

;

and it may be useful to explain the several states

or changes which, Avith very few exceptions,

mark the life of every insect. 1st. The female

lays an egg ; which egg produces, 2nd, a larva

;

popularly kno^vn as a maggot, gentle, caterpillar,

canker-worm, or grub. The laiT^a continues to

feed until full-groMm, changing its skin several

times as it increases in size ; when it becomes,

3rdly, a pupa, crysalis, aurelia, or nymph. In

order to undergo this change, the larva either

enters the earth, as most naked maggots do, or,

like hairy caterpillars, spins for itself a web ; but

some caterpillars merely suspend themselves to

a wall or rail. In this state they remain through

the winter, \vithout any symptoms of hfe except

when touched, until the substance of the inclosed

larva has become perfected into the various

members of its first parents ; when 4thly, the

imago, or perfect state of the insect is produced
— a flesh-fly, a butterfly, a rose-moth, a click-

beetle, turnip-fly, wheat-fly, &c.

Corn Weevil.—Wheat is subject to the attacks

of insects, which prove highly destructive to the

crops. The first of these I shall notice is the

corn weevil. Weevil is the name popularly ap-

plied in England to the beetles which constitute

the genus curculis of Linnaeus, now the type of a

large family of coleopterous insects, distinguished

by the prolongation of the head, so as to form a

sort of snout or proboscis. The weevils are dis-

tinguished by the singularity and often beauty

of their forms and colours. The splendid dia-

mond beetle, the wing cases of which, when
placed under a microscope, appear gorgeous and
brilliant. Many of them are adorned with the

most vivid metallic lustre ; and some in intensity

and brightness of hue emulate " gems," and have
been used for the purposes of ornament. The
family includes very numerous genera and species,

and are distributed widely over the world. Tlie

weevils are interesting in another point of view,

for many of them are dangerous enemies to the

agriculturists, destroying fruits, grain, flower,

leaves, and stems. These insects are all fur-

nished with a long and slender rostrum or beak,

provided at the extremity Avith a A'ery minute pair

of horizontal jaws. This singular instrument is

sometimes nearly equal in length to the body of

the insect itself, as in the case of the present

species. It is about a quarter of an inch in

length, and of a dull or pitchy brown colour, the

^ving cases marked with deep punctured lines,

the legs rusty red ; it makes use of the beak or

rostrum to perforate the skin of the grain; in

this hole she places a single egg, then cleverly

covers the opening Avith some viscous substance

with which she is provided, so that no sign of it

appears, as the maggot is found in the centre of

the grain without trace of apertvire. It is often

very abundant in old granaries. The bread made
from the affected flour is supposed sometimes to

be wholesome. Free ventilation and a constant

shifting of the grain are important remedies.

This insidious enemy, whose attacks are for a

long time concealed from ^dew, goes on with the

work of devastation while the grains on which it

is feeding has the appearance of being perfectly

whole or sound. No fewer in number than 500

species are described as inhabiting Great Britain.

It cannot therefore be matter of surprise that we
suffer greatly from their ravages. The method
taken by the corn weevil seems the very best

adapted for the security of their progeny and for

the destruction of the grain. The female insect

buries herself in a heap of grain for the purpose

of laying her eggs; and she would ajjpear to

possess the knowledge that the contents of a

single grain are just sufficient to maintain the

lava throughout the period of its growth, and
that if two eggs were deposited in one grain the

larva resulting therefrom would be half starA'ed.

One female Avill inoculate in one season, it is cal-

culated, 23,600 grains, soon after which it dies

;

while the eggs, according to the state of the tem-

perature, were more or less quickly hatched.

Under favourable circumstances, not many days

elapse before a small white maggot issues from the

egg, and begins feeding upon the flour of the

grain by which it is surrounded. The body of

this minute creature is very soft, but the head is

of a firmer consistency, supporting a strong pair

of jaws. It gradually enlarges its abode; bvit as

the maggot grows, just in proportion as the sub-

stance of the grain is demolished, there is no ap-

pearance of the grain being shrivelled externally,

or any indication of imsoundness. At length the

whole of the interior is scooped ovit, but it is now
prepared to change into the pupa or chrysahs

state ; the pupa is white and transparent, and lies

without motion in its cell until the period of its

final transformation into a jjerfect insect, and
gnaws its way out of prison, leaving behind an
empty husk. The time occupied in these

changes is much influenced by the weather, but
the average duration of the life of the insect,

from the egg to the perfect state, has been esti-

mated at from forty to forty-five days. In this

country they are only vigorous during the warmer
months of summer. The southern districts of

England are more subject to its attacks than the

northern. It is jn-obable that the perfect insect,

whilst buried among the grain, subsists upon it,

and thereby also assists in the destructive pro-

cess. I am aware that Mr. Mills differs from
Mr. Shaw and other entomological writers as to

the mode the female takes of laying her eggs; he

considers that they are laid in the blossom, and
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that the com is found with the egg in its heart.

Wliich account is the true one I will not jiresume

to decide, but I consider that Mr. Mills's observa-

tions require further confirmation. Having de-

scribed the habits of the insect, the next import-

ant question for consideration is as to the best

method of preventing the evil it inflicts. The
mode of detecting the presence of the enemy in

the grains is at once easy and simple, yet effective;

the infected portion, being deprived of a part of

its farina, when immersed in water, floats upon
the surface. The removal of the bad from the

good is, however, no such easy task in an exten-

sive granary; but it has been suggested that, by
passing the whole of the corn through a winnow-
ing machine, the damaged portion, being lighter,

would l)e thro^\'n out in the same manner as chatt"

and light corn in ordinary cases. Mr. Mills, by
placing the egg in a temperature of 110"^ F.,

succeeded in hatching it ; but he found that a

temperature from 130 to 140" destroyed it. A
Mr. "Wilkinson established a room heated with
hot-water pipes, in which he receives 800 bags of

wheat at a time ; these became heated through at

about 135'' ; and the wheat, when resifted, is per-
fectly cleansed from these noxious insects, and
makes quite as good bread as before. Some of
the wheat which had been subjected to this de-

gree of heat was planted, grew up, and was
found to be uninjured. For the purpose of de-

stroying the perfect insect, before it has had time
to lay its eggs, the following is recommended :

—

When the insects that have passed the winter in

a torpid state are beginning to move about among
the corn, and become active, a small heap of

grain should be placed apart from the principal

store as a decoy; while the principal store

should be turned over and tossed about as much
as possible; as these insects are naturally fond of

quiet, they %vill, if this treatment be repeated at

intervals, leave the principal store, and repair

in great numbers to the decoy heap, where they

are left undisturbed ; when a sufficient quan-
tity are accumulated there, the small heap is

to be saturated with boihng water, which wiU
instantly cause their destrviction ; the corn of

the heap may then be separated from the dead
insects by sifting. This method appears to

answer well ; and let it be remembered that the

destruction of a single perfect insect is of more
consequence than that of many larva. Good
ventilation, and frequent shifting of the grain, as

I before obsei-ved, ai'e very important measures ;

but nevertheless the production of corn weevils

cannot be hindered by these means alone, in

situations where they breed freely, unless indeed

it were possible to keep down the temperature of

the granary, below hatching point.

(To be continued.)

royal agricultural society of
p:ngland.

A weekly Council was held at the Society's House
in Hanover Square, on Wednesday, the 2-lth of
April

;
present, His Grace the Duke of Richmond,

K. G., in the Chair; Lord Carew ; Hon. George
Henry Cavendish, M.P. ; David Barclay, Esq. M.P.

;

Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq. ; John Raymond
Barker, Esq. ; W. R. Browne, Esq. ; Edward Buller,
Esq., M.P. ; Rev, Thomas Cator; Henry Colman,
Esq. ; E. D. Davenport, Esq. ; J. Evelyn Denison,
Esq., M.P. ; Captain Forbes, R.N. ; Humphrey
Gibbs, Esq. ; Brandreth Gibbs, Esq. ; H. I. Grant,
Esq. ; C. Hillyard, Esq. ; Rev. E. C. Keene ; F.
Manning, Esq. ; Alexander Ogilvie, Esq. ; Henry
Price, Esq. ; Professor Sewell ; H. B. Simpson, Esq.;
J. Spencer Stanhope, Esq. ; W. R. Crompton Stans-
field, Esq. M.P.; Rev. T. Smith Turnbull, T. Tweed,
Esq. ; and Henry Wilson, Esq.

Eye Draining Tiles.—Mr. Wilson, of Stowlangtoft
Hall, near Ixworth, Suffolk, presented a specimen of
the Tiles used for the " eyes" in under-drains, and
made at Woolpit, in Suffolk : along with the two bot-
toms on which the tile is intended to rest. This tile

is nearly a foot and a half long, and 6 indies high

;

having at one end the common shape in its transverse
section of the capital letter U turned downwards,
with a middle interior width of 2 inches and a half.

From this wider end, the tile, by lateral compression
while in the raw unburnt state, had received a taper-
ing diminution of its width to the other end, where
the aperture being reduced to a vertical slit, six inches
high by three-quarters of an inch wide, all rabbits,

rats, and other animals too large to pass through the
opening, would be kept out of the drains, and injury
from their operations thus prevented.

Model Experiment.—Mr. Barclay, M.P., reported
to the Council the progress made at the last meeting
in arranging the plan of the Model Experiment pro-
posed by Mr. Miles, for trial by such Members of the
Society as could conveniently join in it. An interest-

ing discussion then ensued in reference to results ob-
tained in the use of Guano and Farm-yard Manure.
The Rev. Thomas Cator, of Skelbrooke Park, near
Doncaster, had found an application of SOOlbs. of
guano per acre to a potato crop, strewed upon the
ground when they were ready for earthuig, equivalent
to 1 8 loads of fold manure applied in the usual way

;

and having last year manured a bean crop with guano,
pigeon-dung, rape-dust, and fold-manure,he found, now
the wheat had come up this Spring, a decided evidence of
the superiority of guano on the 5 lands of the bean-field
to which that manure had been applied : he considered
it as one of the cheapest hand-tillages, while the fold
manure was most advantageously reserved for the grass
and clover crops.—Mr. Davenport, of Capesthorne,
Cheshire, regarded guano as one of the most valuable
manures ; having now had tliree or four years' expe-
rience of its use : and he considered in general that

3 cwt. of guano was equal to 20 tons of farm-yard
maniu-e. He spoke of the guano in its unadulterated
state as imported. His own supply had been of the
Peruvian guano, furnished to him by Mr. Myers, of

Liverpool, at 10/. per ton. He believed that the
African guano was substantially the same in its gene-
ral character, but that it contained 25 per cent, of
water, while the Peruvian contained only 10 per cent.

;

and assuming the Peruvian variety as 10/. per ton,

Mr. Bernays had stated the relative value of the Afri-

can guano to be as 71. per ton. Notwithstanding the

immense quantities already sold in this country, Mr.
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Myers had informed him that he had at present orders

for 3,000 tons which he was unable to supply. The
hardest samples were the best, and as it was known to be
frequently adulterated with one-third of aninferior qua-
lity, it was most advisable to purchase it from a direct

importer of the article, and in the original packages.

His practice was to apply a mixture of half a ton of

finely-worked bones and two hundred weight of

guano, per acre, to a crop of potatoes or turnips. He
recommended powdered gypsum to be scattered by
handfuls in the farm and stable yards, and mixed with

the straw and liquid manure ; or should that not be
done, then to put layers of it in the manure-heap every

three or four feet : by means of this pi'oceeding, the

ammonia, instead of escaping into the air in the state

of gas, was retained by the gypsum. By these new sys-

tems of manuring, he was quite sure the same results

could be obtained at one-quarter the former expense.
—Mr. Hillyard, of Thorpelands, near Northampton,
woixld engage in no trial of new manures, unless they

were susceptible of being brought into general farming
use, and the experiments made after a white straw

corn crop.—Mr. Gibbs thought that it was desirable

to make the trial after a white grain crop, whenever
the given weight of the turnips was the point to be
ascertained. Mr. Barclay, Mr. Hillyard, and the Rev.
Thomas Cator then agreed to undertake the trial of the

Model Experiment proposed, and under such condi-

tions as might hereafter be finally arranged.

Ox and Horse Teams.—The Duke of Richmond
having called the attention of the Council to the dif-

ference of opinion prevalent on the subject of the

employment of oxen in ploughing, thought it

would be an important topic of inquiry, to be in-

stituted by such of the members residing in different

counties as would undertake to gain for the Journal

Committee actual facts and results of trial and ex-

perience in their use under different circumstances,

both as to the difference of expense and the amount of

work performed.—An interesting discussion then took
place on the comparative advtntages in the employ-
ment of horses and oxen in farming work, when the

Council resolved, on the motion of Mr. E. BuUer,
M.P., that the following gentlemen should be re-

quested to make inquiries on this subject, and report

their communications to the Journal Committee :

—

Colonel Challoner, Henry Blanshard, Esq., Rev.
Thomas Cator, C. Hillyard, Esq., W. R. Browne,
Esq, The following are the principal points to which
their attention is directed :—1. The ages and breed of

both horses and oxen, with the time at which they

were first put to work. 2. The workuig condition of the

horses and oxen ; whether regularly employed on the

same farm, and for what period ; with a statement on
the nature of the soil. S. The amount of work,
whether on road or field, of each pair of horses and
oxen ; together with remarks upon the manner in

which that work has been performed, and its separate

value. 4. The cost of maintenance and farriery of

each pair of horses and oxen, including the separate

charge for management. 5. The cost, or presumed
value, of each pair of horses and oxen, with their

gear, when put to work ; and their value at the close

ot the comparison. C. The comparative number of

oxen or horses which are required to do the same
work. 7. Whether there is a general tendency in

England to substitute the ox for the horse in agricul-

ture, particularly in ploughing. 8. Whether this

tendency exist more in particular counties, and if so,

to what motives it may be attributed. 9. Whether
such preference has yet done any evident injury to the

employment of horses. 10. Whether there has been
remarked any deterioration in the breed of horses

generally ; or if, on the contrary, the mixture more
or less of pure blood in all the breeds has produced a

sensible improvement and a more easy sale. 11.

Whether this brancli of commerce is failing or pros-

pering in the United Kingdom. 12. Results of trial

and observation on any other topics of the inquiry.

Destruction of Rats.—Captain Forbes, R. N., of

Winkfield Place, Windsor, having called the attention

of the Council to the fact that many thousand quar-

ters of grain are annually destroyed by rats, proposed

that a premium should be offered by the Society for

the best mode of effecting their destruction.

Copies of Mr. Hannani's Treatise on the economy
of waste manures, and on the nature and use of neg-

lected fertilizers ; the American Agriculturist ; and
the Jamaica Times ; were presented to the Society by
their respective authors.

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the

1st of May.

A monthly Council was held at the Society's House
in Hanover Square, on Wednesday, the 1st of

May. Present : The Rt. Hon. Earl Spencer, President,

in the Chair ; Duke of Richmond ; Earl of Rosebery
;

Viscount Hill ; Lord Braybrooke ; Henry John
Adeane, Esq. ; Colonel Austen ; David Barclay, Esq.

,

M.P. ; Thomas Raymond Barker, Esq. ; John Ray-
mond Barker, Esq. ; J. Staples Browne, Esq. ; French
Burke, Esq. ; Rev. Thomas Cator ; Colonel Challoner ;

F. Clifford Cherry, Esq. ; Henry C'olman, Esq. ; Sir

Andrew B. Corbet, Bart. ; George Cottam, Esq.
;

E. D. Davenport, Esq. ; J. Evelyn Denison, Esq.,

M.P. ; W. Feilden, Esq., M.P. ; A. E. FuUer, Esq.,

M.P. ; Brandreth Gibbs, Esq. ; Henry Haiidley,

Esq. ; C. Hillyard, Esq. ; W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq.
;

John Hudson, Esq. ; W. H. Hyett, Esq ; Sir John
V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P. ; John Kinder, Esq. ;

William Miles, Esq., M.P. ; A. Ogilvie, Esq.; W.
W. Pendarves, Esq., M.P, ; Henry Price, Esq.

;

Philip Pusey, Esq , M.P. ; Francis Pym, Esq. ; J.

Allen Ransome, Esq. ; Professor SeweU ; William
Shaw, Esq. ; J. Villiers Shelley, Esq. ; R. A. Slaney,

Esq. ; J. Spencer Stanhope, Esq. ; Sir Harry Verney,
Bart. ; and Henry Wilson, Esq.

Finances.—Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the

Finance Committee,
;
presented to the Council the

monthly report of the state of the funds of the Society
;

from which it appeared that on the preceding day tlie

current cash-balance in the hands of the Bankers
amounted to 1,4221., independently of the sum of

1,000/. remitted from Southampton, as a subscrip-

tion, to meet the heavy estimated expenses to be
incurred by the Society at its ensuing annual Country
Meeting at that place in July ; and that the stock in-

vested in the public funds amounted to 7,700/. The
Chairman further reported a communication received

from Mr. Colvile, M. P., announcing the final and
satisfactory adjustment by the Local Committee of the

only outstanding claim on account of the Derby
Meeting.

Prize Essays.—Mr. Pusey, on the partof the Journal

Committee, reported the following recommendations
in reference to Essays sent in hereafter to compete for

the Society's Prizes :— 1. That, in future, comjietitors

should be required to enclose their names in a cover on
which only their motto and the subject of their papers,

and the number of that subject in the Society's Prize

List, should be written. 2. That the Chairman of the

Journal Committee alone should be empowered to open
the motto -paper of such essaynot obtaining the prize, as

he may think likely to be useful for the Society's ob-

jects ; with a view of consulting the writer con-
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fidentialljf as to his willingness to place such paper at

the disposal of the Journal Committee.—These recom-
mendations were unanimously adopted by the Council.

Southampton Meeting.—The Council gave final di-

rections for the completion of the contracts for the

various works coiuiected with the Show-yard, and
Pavilion at Southampton, with Mr. Manning, agree-

ably with the plans already adopted for those pur-

poses ; Mr. Parkes being requested to draw up, as

usual, the Report of the Implements exliibited and
tried at that meeting—the Stewards granting him every

facility in effecting that object.

Country Meeting of 18-15.—Colonel Challoner, as

Chairman of the Committee appointed at the last

Council for examining the various plans and other

documents received from the authorities of Slirews-

buiy and Chester, and reporting the result of a per-

sonal inspection, by a deputation from their body,
of the sites resj^ectively offered at each of those places

for the purposes of the Society's Country Meeting of

next year, informed the Council of the careful scrutiny

the Committee had instituted into the whole of the

details submitted to them ; and concluded by laying

before the Council the joint and very valuable Report
of Colonel Austen, Mr. H. Gibbs, and jNIr. B. Gibbs,
who as such deputation had visited Shrewsbury on the

26th, and Chester on the 27th of Aj)ril last. This Report
detailed the critical and minute examination which the

deputation had successively made of the various sites

proposed at each place for the accommodation of

the Society and the purposes of the meeting ; and
having been unanimously adopted, the Council re-

ceived the deputations then in waiting from the autho-

rities of Shrewsbury and Chester. Shrewsbury : Lord
Hill and the Hon. R. H. Clive, M. P., introduced the

deputation from Shrewsbury, consisting of J. T.
Smitheman Edwards, Esq., the present mayor, and
Edward Haycock, Esq., the late mayor of that

borough. Chester: R. H. Barnston, Esq., chairman
of the Chester Local Committee, appeared on behalf

of the authorities of that city. The President ad-

dressed to each of these deputations a series of in-

quiries on the various points of iiiformation required

by the Council, in order to enalde them to arrive at a

just decision on the question before them ; and the

deputations respectively having made such replies to

these enquiries as they were instructed, withdrew

;

when the Council proceeded to a consideration of the

claims of each place for the Country Meeting of 1845,

and a discussion on the respective merits of the localities

proposed for the purposes of the occasion. On the

motion of Mr. Shelley, seconded by the Duke of

Richmond, it was then unanimously resolved that the

annual country meeting of the Royal Agricultural

Society of England for the year 1845 should be held

at the town of Shrewsbury, on the condition that the

deputation on the part of the authorities of that

borough would engage to enter into such stipulations

with the Secretary, on the part of the Council, as would
embody in writing the substance of what had then

passed in conversation during their interview. The
deputation from Shrewsbury on again entering the

council-room, and being informed by the President of

the unanimous resolution of the Council, returned

suitable thanks for the honour thus conferred on the

locality they then represented, and cheerfully ac-

quiesced in the condition annexed to the decision.

Annual Elections.—The Council then proceeded,

agreeably with the bye laws, to nominate, by bedlot,

the list of Members of Council recommended by them
for election at the ensuing General Meeting on the

22nd of May, at ten o'clock (instead of twelve, as

formerly) in tlie forenoon, and to give orders for due
public notice of that meeting by advertisement, as

usual ; as well as to agree to the form of the Provisional

Prize Sheet for 1845 to be submitted, in proof, to the

Members present on that occasion, for tlie favour of

suggestions in reference to the nature, amount, and
conditions of the prizes proposed, to be taken into

final consideration at a Council specially appointed for

that purpose, at the end of June.

Special Council.—Tlie President gave notice that,

in order to meet tlie views of Mr. Shelley in his pro-

posal of an adjournment of the Council over the period

of the ensuing A nnual Country Meeting, it was his in-

tention to give orders for the summoning of such

special Councils, to be held at certain stated dates and
places during the period of the Country Meeting, as

on due previous consideration might be found requi-

site. Mr. Shelley expressed his entire satisfaction

at this arrangement, and immediately withdrew the

motion of which he had given notice at the last Monthly
Council.

American Seeds and Implements.—Mr. Colman,
the American Agricultural Commissioner, presented to

the Council a most interesting collection of Seeds and
Implements from the United States, with the follow-

ing memoranda of their respective merits. 1. Plough,
made by D. Prouty and Co., Boston, Massachusetts.

This Plough is used in the United States as a small

ox or two-horse plough, and works well both in sward
and old land ; it will turn the furrow -slice completely

over, and shut in level, or lay them at any desired

angle, completely covering in all vegetable matter on
the surface. The rod from which the draft is taken is

capable of being elevated or depressed to give the right

pitch into the ground ; so that it will keep its depth

and yet not bear too hard upon the wheel. It can also

be moved at pleasure to the right—to cause the plough

to take more furrow, or to the left—to cause it to take

less. Upon the arrangement of this will depend much
of its success in work. It is very desirable that it

should be tried, and a good ploughman made famihar

with its mode of working, before a final opinion is

passed upon its character. This plough being made
on what is called the centre-draught principle, has its

standard and land- side inclined so far to the right as

to admit of the beam being placed over the centre of

resistance and parallel with the landside, and will take its

width of furrow when drawn from the centre of the beam
with such team as used in America. To persons accus-

tomed to plough with the landside and standard per-

pendicular, this may appear singular ; but to make
good work it should run level as it stands on level

ground. 2. Plough, made by Messrs. Ruggles,

Nourse, and Mason, of Boston, Massachusetts. This

plough is calculated for deep -ploughing, being both

higher and longer than any other ploughs in the

United States ; it had been greatly approved at various

trials, and had taken a large sweep of premiums at

many of the public shows. 3. Grain-Cradles, for

cutting and laying all kinds of grain in a manner to be

easily taken up by the binders, and with great expe-

dition. One of the cradles then presented had been long

known and approved in New England ; the other was of

a novel construction, and stated to be on a veryimproved

plan, but Mr. Colman had not seen it before. 4. Scythe-

Snaiths, made upon an improved and approved

pattern ; and snaiths made in this way are always

alike, the wood being first softened and bent in steam,

and then permanently fixed in the desired form, by
being allowed to dry in a mould. The nabs or han-

dles are capable of being screwed or unscrewed, so as

to be fixed in a desired position without wedges ; and
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a brass-socket is sunk in the end of the snaith, so that

the hook of the scythe may be held firm, and not be-

come loose by wear, so as to require wedging. 5.

Weeding-knife, for turnips or other small plants, of a

peculiar construction. G. Scuffle-hoe, on anew plan,

for garden use. 7. Tree-scraper. 8. Hoes.—Two
common narrow hoes, made with a socket for the han-

dle, and with the blade neatly riveted. 9. Manure-
fork, of cast steel, made by Mr. Henry Partridge

;

very light and elastic, and would be broken only with

much ill-usage. The collection of seeds which ac-

companied these implements, consisted of millet

seed, Herd's grass or Timothy seed, broom-
corn seed (along with brooms made of the grass),

several varieties of Indian corn (maize), sweet

corn, Tuscarora corn, and Canada corn. Mr. Colman
stated that another plough was on its way to England,

as a further present from himself to the Society. In

addition to these donations, Mr. Colman laid on the

table several private copies of the first part of his

" European Agricultural Tour," for distribution

among such of the Members as would accept them,

from whom, and all other readers, Mr. Colman ex-

pressed an earnest wish to receive both candid criti-

cism, and such direction in the acquisition of useful

information, as would enable him to render the suc-

ceeding part of his work more calculated to fulfil the

object he had in view in its publication, namely,

to advance the common cause of agricultural improve-

ment in both countries, and by an interchange of

communication to promote that perfect understanding

on every subject which it was so highly important in a

national point of view should constantly subsist be-

tween two countries so truly kindred. On the motion

of the Duke of Richmond, the cordial thanks of the

Council were voted by acclamation to Mr. Colman for

his very important and interesting collection of pre-

sents, the value of which in the estimation of the

Council was enchanced by the manner in which he had

thus testified his respect towards the Society. Mr.
Colman in acknowledging the thanks of the Council,

would not have it inferred by the remotest implication

that in thus laying before them specimens of the

Ingenuity of American art in the construction of

implements of husbandry, that they were intended as

evidences of any triumph over the distinguished im-

plement makers of the old country, but simply as

instances of that interchange which he was so desirous

to eflfect, and to wliich he had alluded, of improve-

ments which might be found useful to both countries.

He felt deeply grateful for the personal kmdness he

had everywhere received in his progress through this

country. lie had now been connected more than forty

years with the pursuits of agriculture, and he found

his satisfaction in its unbounded resources only in-

crease with years, inasmuch as with the exteiision of

the benefits of agriculture there was also a diftu-

sion ' of the blessings of moral improvement. Mr,
Shelley and Mr. Miles, as the Stewards of Implements,

informed the Council that they had already made ar-

rangements for the trial of the American Ploughs at

the Southampton meeting : a complete and ample trial

would be given them in the same fields in which the

other ploughs were tried ; and they should rejoice at

any result in their favour which might lead to further

improvement in our own agricultural implements.

The President then conveyed to Mr. Colman an

expression of his thanks for the services he had ren-

dered to the Society in his official capacity, as the

Agricultural Commissioner of the United States, and

in that of an Honorary Member of the Society, in

favouring the Council so often with his personal at-

tendance at their meetings.

Model Ejcperiment.—Mr. Miles communicated to

the Council the following arrangement for the model
experiment which Mr. Barclay, Mr. Hillyard, and
the Rev. Thomas Cator had consented to try, and in

which he hoped other members of the society would
be induced to join.

—

Seed : Skirving's Swedish tur-

nip (to be procured of Messrs. Thomas Gibbs and
Co., seedsmen to the society, corner of Halfmoon-
street, Piccadilly) ; to be sown after a white straw com
crop.

—

Manures: Common dung, 20 tons per acre ;

Peruvian guano, 3 cwt. mixed with 9 cwt. of ashes ;

African guano, 3 cwt. mixed with 9 cwt. of ashes ; Pot-
ter's artificial guano, 3 cwt. mixed with 9 cwt. of ashes.—Distances between the rows, 18 inches, and 27
inches. If it be desired to allot half an acre to each
kind of manure, and the half acre be divided into

two lots for the two breadths of rows, there will be
eight trial lots, each of one quarter of an acre. Where
the rows are at 18 inches distance, if they are 110
yards in length, there will be 22 such rows in each
single lot ; to which one quarter of the above quanti-

ties of manure will be severally applied. Where the

rows are 27 inches distance, 14J rows will be the ex-

tent of each lot, which will receive the same quantities

of manure.

Numerous presents were received, and thanks or-

dered for them.

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the 8th

of May.

A weekly Council was held at the Society's house
in Hanover-square, on Wednesday, the 8th of

May. Present : The Right Hon. Earl Spencer, Presi-

dent, in the chair ; Lord Camoys ; Hon. R. H. Clive,

M.P. ; T. Raymond Barker, Esq. ; W. Hodgson Bar-
row, Esq. ; T. W. Bramston, Esq., M.P. ; W. R.
Browne, Esq.; E. Buller, Esq., M.P. ; F. Burke,
Esq. ; Rev. T. Cator ; Colonel Challoner ; H. Col-
man, Esq. ; E. D. Davenport, Esq. ; James Dean,
Esq. ; W. Feilden, Esq., M.P. ; A. E. Fuller, Esq.,

M.P. ; H. J. Grant, Esq. ; Brandreth Gibbs, Esq.
;

G. Kimberley, Esq. ; Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. ; A.
Ogilvie, Esq. ; Josiah Parkes, Esq., C. E. ; E. W. W.
Pendarves, Esq., M.P. ; W. J. Pickin, Esq.; H.
Price, Esq. ; E. A, Sanford, Esq. ; Professor Sewell

;

W. Shaw, Esq. ; R. A. Slaney, Esq. ; J. Spencer
Stanhope, Esq. ; T. Tweed, Esq. ; and F. Woodward,
Esq.

American Seeds.—Mr. Colman, the Agricultural

Commissioner from the United States, favoured the

Council with the following account of the American
seeds he had presented to the Council at the former
meeting ; and which had been distributed among 30
members of the Council for trial, and their reports

respectively on the results of their cultivation.— '

' The
Millet is cultivated both for its seeds and its use as

hay. I have never myself cultivated it for any other

purpose than as hay ; and, when well grown and cured,

no fodder is more relished by cattle. Of its nutritive

properties I have no doubt ; but I do not know that

it has, for this object, been subjected to any chemical

analysis. It requires a rich, well-tilled soil. The ad-

vice is to sow a peck of seed to an acre ; but the pro-

duce, in that case, is coarse, I advise a bushel to an
acre, and tlie crop is much finer, stronger, and better.

It is sown broadcast, as other grass seed is sown. It

is an annual. It should be sown in May, and the

earlier the better. I have sown it on good land in

May, at the rate of one bushel of seed to the acre
;

and, having cut and well-made the hay, have had the

land cultivated, exactly measured, and the product
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weighed by a swora measurer at the public scales.

The crop was at the rate of three tons of 2,0001bs.

(which is our customary ton) per acre of as good fodder

as I could place before my stock. In another case,

when the crop of grass was very short, I ploughed up
a clover ley, from which a crop of clover had been

taken, and sowed it with millet, and obtained a very

good crop, as well as I can remember, of more than a ton

per acre. The hay, however, in this case, was of the

nature of rowen, or second crop. If I could have had
access to my Farm Journal, I could have given the exact

amount in either case. I cannot see any I'eason why it

may not be a good crop in England ; though I will not

say that it has preference over other grasses already

cultivated in England, and especially over the Italian

rye-grass, which I never saw until I came here, and

of which, last year, I saw the surprising growth of

thirteen feet in three successive cuttings, samples of

ach cutting being shown together. The Broom Corn
(sorghum saccharatum) is a plant much cultivated in

New England for its brush or seed-head, which is used

in the manufacture of brooms, especially for carpet-

brooms. A good deal of this brush is imported into

England, to be manufactured into brooms. It is a

beautiful and hardy plant, an annual, but requiring, in

order to ripen its seed, rather a long season. The
average yield of seed is about 35 bushels per acre, and
of brush about 700 lbs. ; half a pound, or more, being

the usual complement for a single broom. I have

known more than 100 lbs. of seed obtained per acre

—

but this was a very extraordinary case—and 1 ,000 lbs.

of brush. The seed for feeding stock is estimated at

two-thirds the value of oats. By some of the best

farmers in New England the blades and stalks are

saved for feeding their young stock in winter, and the

produce of an acre in this way is estimated as equal to

a ton of hay. I do not think that the plant can be

ripened in England ; but the brush, if gathered and
dried in a green state, is deemed to make better

brooms than when gathered in a perfectly dry and ma-
ture state. I am inclined to believe that to this state

it may be grown in favourable situations in England
;

and if so, it would add to her useful products, and in

the manufacture of brooms furnish much useful occu-

pation. The society wiU understand, however, that I

express no strong confidence in the case. My know-
ledge of the average temperature of England would
not justify me in doing that ; but the experiment may
be worth making, as it may be made in this case with

little trouble and no expense. The customary way of

sowing it is in drills, two feet apart, and to drop the

seed in the drills about eighteen inches apart, putting

thirty or more seeds in a place ; and, if it comes up
well, allowing eight or ten plants to stand. It requires

to be kept clean from weeds, and the land should be

rich, dry, and friable, with a warm aspect. It is ga-

thered by breaking off the stem bearing the brush about

2^ feet from the top ; and when it is well dried, the eeds

is scraped off, usuallybya machine forthat purpose ; but

it may be easily done by drawing it through a common
flax comb or hatchel. The brush is then made into

brooms, and the remainder of the plant gathered for

fodder. Many farmers, however, in my opinion with

culpable improvidence, suffer it to lay waste, and when
dry enough, bum it upon the ground.

—

The Herds-
Grass or Timothy (Phleum pratensej, is certainly

not unknown in England ; but I have not seen it cul-

tivated in those parts which I have visited. It is a

hardy grass, perennial, and, in good land, yields well

;

and, as hay, ranks among the most valuable grasses.

It delights in a strong soil, and should be sowed at the

rate of half a bushel or three pecks of seed to an acre.

With us, in the United States, it is sown with clover
and red-top, a species of Agrostis, mi.xed with it ; but
while the others pass away, this retains its place. I

have known more than four tons obtained upon an
acre ; and in one case, twenty-nine tons and a fraction,

chiefly of Herds-grass, well made into hay, were ob-
tained from sLx acres in one season. The jirincipal

objection to it is, that it does not return again as soon
after it has been cut as other grasses ; but probably
this is somewhat owing to very spare sowing.—Of the
several kinds of Indian Corn (Zea Mays) which I

present to the Society, I can have httle hope of any of
them being brought to maturity in England, unless
peculiarly favoured by a warm season. The sweet
corn, with a shrivelled kernel, is deemed in the United
States a most delicious vegetable, eaten in a green
state ; and so is the Tuscarora (so called from the
tribe of Indians among whom the seed was first ob-
tained), but they require a long season for ripening;
yet they may be sufficiently advanced to be eaten green.
In this case the ears are gathered when in the milk,
and, being boiled, the grain is eaten from the cob with
butter and salt. As it would be difficult for an
EngUshman to eat oatmesd porridge with, if I may so
express myself, a Scotch accent, it may be equally
difficult for him to relish boiled Indian Corn as a New
Englander would do ; but I know no better vegetable.

The Parker-corn, a large yellow ear, is an earlier va-
riety than either of the two above-mentioned ; but the
small yellow ear is a Canadian variety, and very early,

coming to perfection in from 60 to 70 days. It is pos-
sible that this may succeed. Tliis plant requires rich,

warm land, strongly siliceous, and may be cultivated

like the broom-corn, in drills two and a-half feet

apart, and 18 inches apart m the drill, depositing five

or six kernels in a place, covering it about an inch or
two deep, and leaving about four plants to stand. The
ground should be well enriched with manure spread

;

or the progress of the plant would be hastened by
puttmg a small parcel of manure in the spot where the
seeds are deposited, under them, and covering it be-
fore planting with a little of the soil. After that the
ground requires to be kept clear of weeds, and occa-
sionally stirred with a hoe. I am strongly inclined to

believe that Indian Corn might be cultivated

in the more southern parts of England, as

a crop to be fed to cattle and horses, green, as here
vetches are fed to them. No plant yields more stem
and leaves, and no fodder can be better. With us it is

often grown in this way for milch cows, and the quan-
tity of green feed obtained is absolutely amazing.
I have it on the most credible testimony, that 39 tons
of green feed have been obtained in this way to an
acre ; and one gentleman, who measured a small par-
cel, has stated that much more could be obtained.

This supposes the plant, however, to have arrived at

nearly a perfect state. It may be cut to advantage a

long time before this. I consider the experiment as

well worthy of being made. In such case, I would
advise it to be sowed on warm friable land, well

manured, in drills, sprinkled quite thickly in the

drills ; the drills about 1 8 inches apart, and at the

rate of more than a bushel per acre. It may be sowed
early in April, judging from what I have seen of the

climate of England, the present spring, and so on
through May, or even later ; and though its yield

would be very much larger after it has come into

blossom and the ears are formed, yet it may be cut as

wanted when two and three feet high ; and, in general,

this first cut in such case will start again, and yield a

second cutting. No feed ever placed before cattle,

according to its weight, is more nutritious and health*
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ul.—The society will do me the justice to believe, that

in presenting these seeds to them, I am not led away

by any unreasonable presumption of their success

;

but simply from a conviction of the great value of the

plants in my own country, and a hope that an experi-

ment might result favourably, as it sometimes and

often has happened, that ^'aluable plants becoine

naturalised, by cultivation, to climates and localities

very diflerent from those where they are lirst found.

In any event, I know that with that liberality which

belongs to the intelligent and public-spirited every-

wliere, and nowhere more than in England, they will

kindly ajipreciate even the most liumble efforts to

advance the highly useful and most important object

of their Association."

Turnip-Fly.—Mr. Beards, Agent to his Grace the

Duke of Buckingham, communicated to the Council

the result of his experience in the destruction of the

turnip fly : — "The turnip-sowing season is fast

approaching, and with it, no doubt, that continual pest,

the turnip-fly, will also make its appearance, for the

destruction of which, a great deal has been said and

written, without much good resulting therefrom ; for,

during thirty-five years' experience in various districts,

I have given fair and repeated trials to numerous

recommendations for its destruction, without expe-

riencing the effect sought, until eight years ago this

season, being then engaged extensively in a turnip

district, when the insect began to make dreadfiil

havoc on a fine plant, in a field of thirty-four

acres. I then tried an experiment, which I had

not before heard of, and which was simply as follows :

—I took an old sack, had it ripped open into the

form it was when cut from the roll of canvas , had it

nailed to a pole, the thickness of a pitching-fork handle,

leaving the pole about eight inches at each end, longer

than the sacking. I then had one side smeared over

with tar, made two men, one at each end of the pole,

draw the sacking (the tarred side downwards) regularly

over the field, letting it sweep the ground, carrying it at

an angle of about forty-five degrees, fresh tarring with a

brush every "bout," or oftener if required ; on exami-

nation I found great numbers of flies sticking to the

tarred sacking ; I repeated the operation once a day,

for four days, and saved the plant of turnips. Since

that time, when I have discovered flies on the plants,

I have pursued the same plan, and have not, from

that time till this, had occasion to plough up a single

acre from the effects of the fly. I have several years

past used gas-tar, in consequence of its leaving a

stronger scent in passing over the plants than common
tar, and which prevents the flies that are not caught

from devouring the same. I do not mean to assert

that once going over a field will prevent the destruction

of a crop ; it must be persevered in according to the

.strength of the fly and the state the land is in. To
force the plant into rough leaf, with good farming, and
this preventive, I do beUeve if a farmer lose his plant

of turnips by fly, it is in a great measure his own
fault."—Mr. Jas. Sherring farm-bailiff" to Mr. Hen-
ning, Frome-house, Dorchester, Dorset, also favoured

the Council with the following communication on the

same subject :
—" A great deal has been published, and

many experiments tried, to prevent that ravenous of

all other insects, the fly, from devouring that valuable

root, the turnip. After twenty years' experience with

the greatest success, I beg to submit to your notice the

following receipt :—A month at least before I begin

sowing my turnips, I purchase the diff'erent sorts of

seeds I may require ; I provide ves.sels for the reception

of such, adding to every 20 lbs. of seed half-a-i)int of

linseed oil, taking care to have it well mixed ; I add

1 lb. of the flower of sulphur ; every morning, I have
the whole rubbed between the hands to get the seed in

a proper state for drilling : the drillman must be ap-
prised of what seed he had to use, or he will not drill

a sufficient quantity, as the sulphur will choke the

cups ; this of course must be looked to. As I before

stated, I have practised this experiment for the last

twenty years, without a single failure, and I believe I

can safely say without losing a plant. The early part

of last season the fly made great ravages in some parts

of this country, but not one did I perceive in a field of

my employers. For the benefit ofthoseof my agricul-

tural friends that maybe inclined to try the experi-

ment, I lay the same before your most honourable So-
ciety, trusting it may be tried with the greatest success."

Colonel Challoner informed the Council of the uniform
success which had attended his management of the tur-

nip crop, since the year 1830, by the adoption of the

following simple process in the manipulation of the

seed previously to sowing :—He procured double the

quantity of seed required under ordinary circumstances

for a single sowing ; one half of this seed he steeped

in diluted tank-water for 18 or 24 hours, and sowed it

on the land in the usual way ; in about a week after-

wards he sowed the other half of the seed (which had
undergone no preparation) over the same land. The
result proved that by this arrangement a tendency to

germinate one fortnight earlier was given to the turnip

-

seed, by being thus previously steeped, over the re-

mainder sown in its dry state, and the consequence
was that a full crop of turnips was uniformly secured

;

for if the soaked seed came up in dry weather, it was
devoured by the fly, which beiug thus apparently sa-

tiated with the first supply of green food, was found to

leave the succeeding plants arising from the dry seed

untouched ; if, on the contrary, the soaked seed came
up in wet weather, it remained the standing crop, as

the fly, from the uncongeniality of the atmosphere for

its development, had not then made its appearance,

and, consequently, reserved its ravages for the plants

of the second sowing. Colonel Challoner had, by this

simple but effectual application of the principle of

early germination, found the means of preserving, in a
natural and comparatively very economical manner,
crops of turnips varying from 50 to 70 aci"es in extent.

—Mr. Woodward, of Little Comberton,near Pershore,

Worcestershire, thought that every fact which increased

OWT knowledge of the destruction effected by the tur-

nip-fly, and the circumstances under which its deve-

lopment and ravages were eff"ected or retarded, was
most important. He had, in his own case, experienced

a most singular result in reference to this subject : he

had last year prepared a field for turnips, and brought

the whole of it into the same state of cultivation ; but

having sown one-half of the field on the 1 st of June
and the other half on the 2nd of June, with the same
seed, in the same condition, he had the surprise and
mortification to iind, without any obvious solution of

the mystery, that the first sowing went, while the se-

cond only stood.

Pea-beetle.— Mr. Baker, of Writtle, having sent to

the Society specimens of insects found feeding upon
peas, they were referred, at the suggestion of Mr.
Pusey, to Mr. Curtis, who reported to the Council the

following particulars :—The insect in question is the

Sitona lineata ; and during the spring, Mr. Curtis had
received specimens of it from various parts of the

country, where they had attracted the notice of culti-

vators, and whose peas were suffering from their

ravages. It was many years since he had first be-

come acquainted with the ])ropensities of that beetle ;

and he hoped in a future paper, when treating of the
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crops to which it referred, to lay before the Society

his researches on the subject.

MilA- Pans and Si/j)?ions.—^Ir. Apsley Pellatt, of

the Falcon Glass Works, Bhickfriars, presented to the

Council an English specimen of glass milk -pans,

made at his o\\ti manufactory, of the strength and di-

mensions of those sent over to tliis country, at Sir John
Lubbock's suggestion, by Captain Stanley Carr of Lii-

beck; butmadeof the ordinary transparent flint glass, in-

stead of the dark-coloured bottle-glasswhich constituted

the material of the German ones. He had already had
half a dozen of them made for use in his own dairy, at

Knowle Green, and would report on their merits and
advantages in due time, ^^'ith regard to the price

at which they could be supplied under the present

excise restrictions, he found that, allowing a very

moderate profit, they might be made at os, Gd.

each, or for 5s. each, provided the order extended

to a dozen to be made at one time.—Mr.
Swinburne, Director of the extensive glass-works

of Messrs Cookson, Cuthbert, and Co., of South
Shields, Durham, requested leave to inspect the

model of Captain Carr's glass milk-pan, in order

that they might with the concurrence of the Society

take measures for manufacturing similar articles in

England at so low a price as to bring them within the

means of ordinary farmers. Being himself an ama-
tem" farmer of 300 acres, he should have much interest

in trying the glass milk -pans on an extensive scale in

his own dairy ; and would feel happy at all times to

undertake the trial of any experiments or contrivances

suggested by the Society in which glass might in any
way be connected with agricultural convenience or

improvement.—Mr. Henry Overman, of Weasenham,
near Rougham, Norfolk, informed the Coimcil, that

he was not aware, whether the use of milk-trays made
of lead was generallj' known among the dairy farmers

of the countiy. He had reason to beUeve that so ser-

viceable and economical a material might be very ad-

vantageously employed for that purpose, he, himself,

never having heard any practical objection made
against such trays by persons who had adopted them,

either on the score of impurity from the metal, or on
that of any chemical action which might prevent the

cream rising ; and if they were furnished with a tap in

the bottom, the milk might be drawn off from below,

and the cream, instead of being skimmed off the sur-

face, allowed thus to subside to the bottom of the

trays, and afterwards drawn off separately. In his

own dairy of 30 cows, he used no other trays but

leaden ones, so constructed ; and he had a model in

preparation, which, if the Council would allow him, it

would give him great pleasure to present to the So-

ciety.—Mr. Greaves, of Bakewell, Derbyshire, stated

to the CouncU, that having paid a visit, some twenty

years ago, to the dairy of the late Duchess of Rutland,

at Belvoir, he was much struck with the plan adopted

for obtaining the cream without skimming it from the

surface of the milk. The milk-room was lined with

porcelain, laid on in squares ; and, in order to preserve

it cool and fresh, as well as to create a gradual ventila-

tion, a fountain of cold water was kept constantly

flowing in the middle of the dairy ; the current rising

through an upright pipe in the centre, and, having at-

tained its height, rolling back in sheets of water over a

cone of successive basins, increasing in size from the

top to the bottom, where the water entered a drain and
was carried away. All the pancheons were of china-

ware, and very shallow; it having, he believed, been
satisfactorily ascertained, that the amount of cream
thrown to the surface by a given quantity of milk was
dependent, to a certain extent, on the breadth pf sur-

face given to it by such shallow vessels : the same mea-
sure of milk poured into a vessel allowing it to stand at
two inches deep, casting nearly twice as much cream as
it would do if its depth were eight inches. In the
experimental part of the dairy, pancheons contain-
ing milk from various cows of the different breeds,
were arranged in distinct order, and duly registered with
every circumstance of condition supposed to affect the
quality and quantity of the milk and cream obtained
in each case ; but the greater bulk of the milk was
kept in leaden cisterns, about three feet long, two
feet wide, and three inches deep ; the bottom of
each cistern inside having a slight concavity, in the
centre of which was an aperture connected with a tap
underneath, for the purpose of dra\\'ing off the milk,
and leaving the cream behind untouched in the cistern.
Mr. Greaves considered this to be on every account an
admirable plan

; and he had found in his own dairy,
that a piece of saltpetre, about the size of a hazel-nut,
dissolved in warm water, and mixed with every gallon
of new milk as soon as strained, not only caused the
milk to cast its cream better, but had the effect of re-
moving from the butter every disagreeable flavour
arising from the herbage of particular pastures, such
small addition to the milk, of so well-known and simple
a saline substance, imparting to itawholesome character,
rather than otherwise, in a dietetic point of view.

—

Lord Camoys, of Stonor Park, Oxfordshire, stated
that, while on a visit last winter with his friend Mr.
Toilet, of Betley Hall, Staflbrdshire, it occurred to
him, on inspecting that gentleman's dairy, without
being aware of the contrivance then brought under the
notice of the Council, that the milk might with great
ease and nicety be drawn off" from beneath the cream
on its surface, by means of a syphon inserted into the
milk over the edge of the pan. On his return home
he carried out the idea, and having found the plan to
answer perfectly, he now used notliing else but tlie

syphon for separating the milk from the cream. The
syphons were made of block-tin, with a tube of about
a quarter of an inch bore, and cost two or three shil-

lings each. One great advantage in their use was,
that they were self-acting, merely requiring to be in-
serted in the milk and set at M'ork, the stream con-
tinuing to flow by such decantation for about a quarter
of an hour, untU the cream presented itself for admis-
sion into the lower orifice of the tube, when its

greater body and less fluidity prevented its free
passage, and the syphon gradually stopped of
its own accord. This complete draining of
the mUk from the cream, rendered the latter
verj' superior in its keeping properties. His own
dairy cows were Alderneys, and the cream, therefore,
of greater body ; but he believed the same eflect
of perfect separation would result in the case of ordi-
nary cream, especially if the bore of the tube were
diminished accordingly. His Lordship, at the request
of the Council, expressed his willingness to present a
specimen of the syphons to the society.

Pipe Tiles.—Mr. Head, of the Regent's Circus, Picl
cadilly, addressed to the Council the following state-
ment connected with the cylindric tiles of small bore,
referred to in various portions of the " Journal" of
the society :

—" In consequence of numerous appUca-
tions from gentlemen respecting the efliciency of the
small pipe-tile for surface-draining of clay lands, and
whether the Tweeddale or horse-shoe tiles could be
made with the new pipe-tile machine ; in order to
answer these questions satisfactorily to myself, in the
beginningof March last I went through the counties
of Surrey, Sussex, and the Weald of Kent, for the
opinion of my old-experienced draining companions^
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during the last 40 years. I have the satisfaction to

find they have proved that the tiles of one-inch bore

are suflScient if properly laid, and a free passage for

the water at the end of the drain. Nay, more ; some

of the most experienced practical men are of opinion

that a still further reductioxv in the size of the tile may
yet be made. It is well known that the greater the

declivity the more rapidly the water will pass off. But
there is a great portion of land nearly or quite level

—

as, for instance, the valley of the Medway, in Kent
(and in almost every county in the kingdom); this

land is of a deep, waxy loam, two or three feet deep,

which, I have been told, cannot be drained ; but I

have found no difficulty in draining such land, where

the channels could be kept open at the end of the

ditches. If the drains were three feet deep and two

rods apart, there would be three feet fall from the sur-

face to the bottom of each drain in one rod from the

centre between them. In such situations the teles-

cope tiles may be used with good effect ; for instance,

suppose a field, 40 rods long, the upper end (or the 10

rods laid down with No. 4 tile, of smallest bore) can

receive but one-fourth of the water that must pass

through at the lower end (or the 10 rods of tiles of

largest bore). The pipe-tiles made by Mr. Clayton's

new machine may be all brought into use in the same
field ; they may also be placed in half the compass

in the kibi and carriage, and burnt with half the

expense of fuel, &c. These pipe-tiles are all

made with separate dies, any size of which

may be had, so as to give every person a

choice of the size he prefers for his own use."

Mr. Woodward stated that with him the cylindric

form of tile liad not answered in Worcestershire,

where he had drained 1,000 acres up every furrow

with tiles of that shape and two or three inches bore :

the drains becoming stopped up, as he supposed, from
the loose dust being washed by storms down the

fissures, where the ground had cracked, into the di'ains

below, where a puddle accumulated which the force of

the current was eventually insufficient to overcome. —
Mr. Slaney had employed the small-bore cylindric

tile with signal success on his estate in Shropshire.

His pipe-tUes varied from 2| to Ij inches in width,

and had run quite clear after two or three years' use.

He believed that a great deal depended upon the mode
of filling in drains, and referred to the papers in

the Society's Journal on that point. By allowing the

clay to crack, and then filling-in with a proper mate-

rial permeable to the water, he conceived that the

finest natural sieve was obtained to prevent future

stoppage. His mode was to cut the drains three feet

deep, and cover them over with the clay to the depth

of ,about three inches ; allowing such bed of clay to

crack into fissures before proceeding further. When
the clay had cracked, he then filled in the drains as he
had just stated. He had employed the draining-

plough introduced by Mr. Law Hodges into the

Weald of Kent, with great success.—Colonel Chal-

loner thought green-sod turf formed the best

material for filling in drains : it was not, how-
ever, always at hand. He hoped at some future

time the subject of draining sandy soils, to which he
had on a former occasion called the attention of the

Council, would engage the serious consideration of the

Society. He considered that part of the general ques-

tion of draining to be the one, at the present time, the

least understood, and to which practical attention had
not yet been sufficiently drawn. We were well in-

formed on every point connected with strong-land

draining, but knew nothing of the draining of sandy
}and.

Bones and Guano on Waste Land.—Sir Charles

Lemon, Bart., M.P., called the attention of the

Council to the following facts adduced by Mr. Kar-

keek, of Truro, in his Prize Essay read before the

Cornwall Agricultural Association, connected with re-

sults obtained from the use of Bones and Guano on

the very poorest waste lands of that county. Bone-
dust.—In 1835, Carnwinick Farm was a barren waste,

heath and furze being the only covering of the soil

;

let at 2s. per acre ; north-west aspect, and clay-slate

soil, of loamy chai'acter.—Experiment I. A common
field was broken up, and the larger portion manured
with bone-dust, at the rate of 3 quarters to the acre

;

the other portion being merely dressed with the ashes

obtained from the breaking and burning of the land.

The turnip crop was completely carried off by the fly.

In the years 1836 and 1837 it was cropped with oats,

and then laid down to pemanent pasture. There was
more than double the quantity of oats on that portion

where the bones had been applied, and at the present

time their effect can be plauily distinguished, as if a line

of demarcation had been drawn between rich and

scanty herbage, or between a green meadow and un-

cultivated land.—Experiment II. In 1836 another

piece of the waste was broken, which was sown to

oats, and on the following year a similar crop was
taken. One portion of the field was manured with

bone-dust only. The oats on this part were equal to

those in the first experiment. After this, the whole

was laid down to pasture ; and, at the present date, the

line of distinction can be plainly seen where the bones

were applied, at more than four miles distance. The
same beneficial effect is also plainly seen in two larger

patches broken up in 1837 and 1838. They have

been sown with turnips, and manured with bone-dust

only, which produced most excellent crops ; after

which a crop of oats was taken, it was then pastured

up to the present time. In another piece, of about six

acres, which was broken in 1839, and sown with

Swede turnips, an excellent crop was produced ; since

which other crops have been taken, and the clover

very luxuriant, the land being equal to that let

at 40s, per acre. In 1840 another piece was
broken, and sown to turnips, with bone-dust as before,

and oats in the following year ; both crops were ex-

cellent. In November, 1841, it was ploughed once
only, and, without any other cultivation, sown to tur-

nips in June, 1842. This crop was also good, and,

in Mr. Karkeek's opinion, plainly proved, that turnips

after grain may be produced without either spring or

summer ploughing. In 1841 another large portion

was broken, sown with Swedes, and afterwards cropped
with oats, using the bone-manure only, which an-

swered as well as before. From the year 1835 to the

present time, Mr. Trethewy had thus successfully

broken and cultivated patches ofwaste to the extent of

60 acres. His usual method of cropping had been

—

first turnips, then oats, seeds, and permanent pasture.

In 1842, Mr. Karkeek witnessed a crop of Swedes on
this improved waste land, which he considered as de-

cidedly the finest crop of the kind grown in the parish

that season. Guano.—Experiment I.—Tywarnhoyle
Farm : aspect, south-eastern, protected from the sea-

winds ; soil, argillaceous character, with deep retentive

clay subsoil. Mr. Karkeek considered it almost im-

possible to find a more barren spot than this part of

St. Agnes Common exhibited previously to its en-

closure, there being scarcely turf enough left to make
the hedges, and the greater part being chiefly subsoil.

The following table exhibits the method of cropping

and manuring, adopted by Messrs. Davey, of Redruth,

in their first experiment :—
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A. E. T.

6 3 12

Statute,

Broken
iu 1839.

When
sown.

Wheat

Manure jProduce
per acre, per acre.

3 qrs. of Fit only
Bone.

I

for pigs

J acre
|

and
had 30 I fowl?.

bush, ofl

lime, t

Second
sowing.

Oats in

1841.

Manure
per acre.

Nitrate

of Soda,
1 cwt.

Produce
per acre.

30 bush.
imp. of
oats per
acre.

Third
sowing.
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statute

A. R. r.

8 2 37

Broken from
the comnion,

I 42.

First crop,

sown 184-i.

Turnips and
Swedes sown

late.

Manures per
acre.

4 quarters bone
— 1 cwt. guano.

Produce per
atri,'.

Second sowing,' Manure per Produce per

1843.
i

acre. acre.

Present appear-
ance.

Oats. 2 cwt. guano. 160 bushels per Very superior.

1
1 acre. I

In this experiment we have a similar effect produced

by a mixture of bone and Guano manures on Swedes
;

and in the following year another excellent crop of

oats, with only 2 cwt. of Guano per acre. The ex-

pences incurred by Messrs. Davey in cultivating an

acre of waste, were nearly paid by the two first crops,

leaving the value of the straw—about IJ ton per acre

—

to pay for incidental expences. Mr. Karkeek esti-

mates their expences per acre in cultivating for the

first crop, as III. 17s. Gd., and for their second crop,

15/. 10s. ; and the value of the produce on the two

first crops only as 14/. 8s. The profit arising from the

feeding of stock on the seeds is not considered in this

account ; but he thinks an idea may be formed of their

luxuriancy, from the circumstance that, during the

summer, Messrs. Davey received sevenpence per week

for the keep of fat sheep belonging to butchers, and at

Christmas last sixpence per week : the fields being

now equal in appearance to others, let at 20s. per acre

in the same neighbourhood ; it having also been

found that the expences incurred in picking and carry-

ing off tlie stones from the different enclosures were

more than repaid, by the sale of the stones for the pur-

pose of repairing the turnpike-roads.

The following communications were referred to the

Jounial Committee :—Sir Charles Lemon on the

medical treatment of sickly trees ; Mr. Rodwell on the

cultivation of Italian rye -grass; Mr. James Haywood on
excretionary manures ; reports on ox and horse-teams

from the Rev. Thomas Cator and Mr. Frederick Man-
ning ; and a letter from Mr. Meyer on the destruction

of rats. Mr. Charles Knight presented a complete

set of his industrial guide books on agricultural, me-

chanical, economical, and other subjects ; Mr. Ben-

craft, specimens of his patent Hames and Spring-

saddle ; Mrs. Loudon, a copy of the complete Sup-

plement to the Encyclopaedia of Agriculture ; Mr,
Thompson, a copy of his Prize Essay on Manures ;

Mr. Shaw, the " Farmer's Magazine " for May ; Mr.
Jopling, his Treatise on Field-Gates ; and Mr. Mechi,

copies of his Statement on Agricultural Improvements
;

for all which communications and presents the best

thanks of the Council were ordered.

The Council then adjourned to Wednesday, the loth

of May.

A weekly Council was held at the Society's House
in Hanover-scpiare, on Wednesday, the 15th of

May
J
present, the Right Hon. Earl Spencer, Presi-

dent, in the Chair, Marquis of Downshire, Lord Brid-

port. Lord Camoys, Hon. Capt. Spencer, Hon. G. H.
Cavendish, M.P., Hon. Capt. Dudley Pelham, Col.

Austen, T. Raymond Barker, Esq., J. Raymond Bar-

ker, Esq., Burton Borough, Esq., F. Furke, Esq., Sir

C. Burrell, Bart., M. P., Rev. T. Cator, Col. Chal-

loner; J. Evelyn Denison, Esq., M.P., T. Ellman,

Esq., R. Etwall, Esq., M.P., J. H. Hodgetts Foley,

Esq., A. E. Fuller, Esq., M.P., B. Gibbs, Esq., H.
Hall, Esq., Sir J. Johnstone, Bart., M.P., Rev. R.
H. Leeke, Col. Macdouall, Sir C. Morgan, Bart., A.
Ogilvie, Esq., J. Parkes, Esq., C.E., E. Parkins,

Esq., 11. Price, J. Read, Esq., E. A. Sanford, Esq.,
Prof. Sewell, W. Shaw, Esq., R. A. Slaney, Esq., T.
Tweed, Esq., T. Walmesley, Esq., and G. Wilbra-
ham, Esq., M.P.

The jiroceedings of the Council at this meetmg were
of a most interesting description, and in order to give

the report of them as fully as circumstances will per-

mit, we shall, in our present paper, confine ourselves

to the valuable remarks on the subject of Ashes and
Pqje Drain-tiles, made to the Council by Josiah Parkes,
Esq., the consulting-engineer to the Society; and in

our next week's paper conclude the report.

Guano and Ashes.—Mr. Hillyard having called the

attention of the Council to the difference in the quality

of ashes proposed to be mixed with the guano in the

model experiment, Mr. Parkes apprehended that the

quality of the ashes used by the different experimenters
when mixed with guano might occasion discrepant

results, as ashes alone were a manure, but of various

efficacy, and the quantity of this substance proposed
to be employed in the compost was large as compared
with that of the guano. The ashes of different peats

were well known to possess extiemely variable pro-

perties and powers ; some were comparatively rich,

and others poor. The opportunities he had had of

noticing the very feeble effects of peat-ashes, derived

from a particular bog in Lancashire, had induced him
to carbonise that peat, instead of burning it to ashes.

He had found this charcoal dust to be a powerful fer-

tilizer of the bog in question, although the application

of ashes obtained from the same peat produced little

else than weeds. He was of opinion that if all farm
weeds, such as couch, and the cuttings of hedges,

trees, 8cc., were reduced by charring instead of by
incineration, that product might be more beneficial to

soils and plants in general than the ash. He had
charred the dried diggings of bog drains, Ike, in

clamps formed of peat sods ; the operation was as

simple as that of charring wood. Clay earth may be
advantageously washed in the same clamps with the

peat, and he had found the mixture produce excellent

effects ; but his expeiiments were principally confined

to its use as a fertilizer of bog soil. He had procured
some very pure peat-charcoal, and sent it to Mr. Gra-
ham for trial. There could be no doubt as to the

value of the presence of carbon in soil, and charcoal

is known to act both chemically and mechanically,

with advantage to many soils. Charcoal, too, was
jierhaps the very best of all substances to absorb the

urine of cattle, &c.

Pipe Drain Tiles.—Mr. Parkes produced some
specimens of small cylindric pipes for drains, and
desired to address a few remarks to the Council on
the observances necessary to ensure complete success

in their use. In all arts there were successful and im-
successful operators, and failure was usually traceable

to some neglect of necessary conditions or precautions,

when the many succeeded and the few failed. In the

isolated accounts he had heard or read of ill success

with pipe tiles, he found that sufficient regard had not
been paid to the proper form and dimensions of the

excavation which was to receive them. It appeared,

in these cases, that a perpendicular ditch (or nearly so)

had been generally dug, many inches broad at bottom,

to receive a pipe of small diameter ; whereas, in Kent,

and in the other counties which gave birth to this sys-

tem, and where it had hitherto been most used, every

one knew that the bottom of the drain should be

formed of such size that the pipe may fit and fill it.

The proper section of the trench was a wedge, being

about fourteen inches broad at top, tapering down to

the diameter of the pipe at bottom, whatever
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might be the depth. Tlie bottom was cleared out
by a scope drawn towards tlie workman, having the

same diameter, or nearly so, as the external
diameter of the pipe. Tlie particxilar tools used
for forming the trench had already been de-
scribed in the Journal (Vol. iv. p. 28). A series

of pipes thus laid could not be disturbed, but there
was nothing to ensure a true unbroken line of pipes,

if they were laid in a trench of larger dimensions than
themselves ; and hence failure by stoppage would cer-

tainly arise. After diligent and extensive inquiry he
had not heard of a single pij)e-drain failing, in any
respect, in the districts where this system of drainage
has established itself; nor could he see any valid

reason to object to it. The use of inch-bore pipes
was rapidly extending, and he believed it to be the
best and cheapest practice known. He had been
enabled to demonstrate, in the most satisfactory man-
ner, that an inch-bore pipe far more than sufficed to

receive and carry off the water of rain, according to

the usual system of parallel drains ; these experiments
would appear in the forthcoming Journal. He would
now advert to an occasional cause of failure incidental
to drains in clay soils, which he conceived to be attri-

butable chiefly to insufficiency of depth. Clay is a
substance which may be said never to be at rest ; it

shrinks and swells according to its state of wetness or
dryness ; a mass of clay soil is, therefore, in continual
movement. In addition, it was well known that clays

can only be drained through the instrumentality of
cracks produced by their drpng. If a drain or
conduit be placed too near the surface, and the
cracks descend below it, such a line of drain
would be liable to derangement, particularly in

parts of unequal tenacity, from the contraction
and expansion of the bottom or floor, arising from
its varying state of wetness or dryness. It was well
known to builders that the foundations of a house in

clay should be laid at a depth greater than the reach
of the cracks, or at least as deep as their usual pene-
tration. The force of expansion in clay, and of subsi-
dence from contraction, was well known to produce
fissures and rents in buildings. It was enjoined in

old treatises on building, and he lound it to be the

practice about London, to sink foundations in clay

four feet below the surface, and to drain them below
that level. He considered that agricultural drains two
feet, or even tvvo feet six inches deep, in clays, were
subject to derangement, and even to stoppage, from
this cause alone, and that their depth should not be
less than three feet, or from that to four feet, where
an outfall could be obtained. Deep drainage in all

soils was also consistent with economy of outlay, as

they may be placed further asunder, of which he had
given several instances in Kentish practice, and now
adduced others. He earnestly intreated the Members
of the Society, who might be draining their farms, to
reflect well on the advantages of deep over shallow
drainage. Many persons had beneficially drained
lands over again to a greater depth, which had been
substantially drained two feet, and even two feet six

inches deep, 30 to 40 years since. As regards continu-
ous good action, he believed that deep drains would be
much more durable than shallow ones, as they were
removed below disturbance from the pressure of horses,
carts, or implements. Also that deep drains were
less liable to choke than shallow ones, as the water
reached them better filtrated. He was of opinion that

the sharp wedge-shaped form of the sides of the trench
in which pipe-drains were laid, was eminently con-
ducive to their durability, as the little pipe at the bot-
tom was thereby protected from undue superincum-
bent prggsure. The water entered such drains at the

level of the floor in a thoroughly filtered state, and the
velocity of the current kept the line of pipes at all

times clean ; nor could any vermin enter them. He
had heard of, or read, a statement that the floors of
drains in clay soil became so soft, that tiles sunk in
them, or that the bottom stuff was protruded upwards
and choked them. It was likely this might occur
when tiles were used without soles. It did not happen
with pipe-drains. The opinion, indeed, prevails in
Kent, that the floors of pipe-drains are drier and firmer
than other parts of the field at the same depth. He had
no doubt of the truth of this opinion, and it was con-
firmed by experiment as well as observation. It ap-
peared that, if a pipe of 1 inch bore, 12 in. long, and
i inch thick, were hermetically closed at each end, and
placed in water just covering it, it would become full

of water by absorption in about five hours ; and if

hung up horizontally, it would let all the water
pass out of it in about the same time. This ex-
periment was first communicated to Mr. Parkes
by Mr. Putland, of Saylherst, Sussex ; and he had
repeated it with nearly similar results. This fact,

which is in strict accordance with the known poro-
sity of unglazed earthenware, showed, that after the
free water of rain had permeated a soil, and passed oflT

through a drain, the pipes would still continue to act
as absorbers of moisture, to some extent, from the
earth in immediate contact with them ; by which
means, and in consequence of the indraught of air

through the drain, it was reasonable to conclude that
the earth adjacent to the pipes would become some-
what drier and harder after a cessation of rain than the
more distant parts. This was an additional reason
with him for the preference he had always given to
tiles rather than to broken stones, or any other mate-
rials which filled a drain, as a free circulation of air

was thereby better established ; and it must be recol-

lected that a drain served the double purpose of a con-
duit of water out of the soil and of air into it, the latter

function being, perhaps, quite as important as the
former. In answer to inquiries from several members
respecting the adaptation of small pipes to the drain-

age of soft soils and sands, Mr. Parkes showed, that

by inserting a small pipe into a larger one (nearly fit-

ting) for about a third of its length, or four inches, a
perfect continuity, or chain of pipe, would be formed,
which could never sink. It was well known that some
of the most plastic and pure clays were troubled with
what he might term faults

—

i. e. , sand-beds occurred.

He knew of such at Mr. Handley's and other places,

and in them the ordinary tile-stones, wood, &c.,
would sink, and the drain was thus marred. He would
apply this arrangement of pipes as a perfect remedy in

such spots, and even in much more unsound and
troublesome bottoms ; but it was clearly impossible to

prescribe the exact mode of proceeding in every diffi-

culty, as the particular case must be inspected in order

to know how to deal with it in the best manner.

The General Meeting of the Society, for the

purpose of electing the President, Trustees, Vice-Pre-

sidents, and twenty-five general Members of Council,

for the year ensuing, and of receiving the report of the

Council for the past half year, was held, agreeably with

the terms of the Charter, and the due notice requii-ed

by the Bye-laws, at the Society's House, in Hanover-

square, on Wednesday, the 22nd of May. Pre-

sent :—The Rt. Hon. Earl Spencer, President, in the

chair ; Duke of Richmond (Chairman of the General

Southampton Committee) ; Earl of Lovelace, Lord
Camoys, Hon. Cajjtain Spencer ; Hon. Geo. H. Caven-

dish, M.F. ; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P.

;
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Sir Richard Jodrell, Bart. ; "Mr. Pusey, M.P. (Chair-

man of the Journal Committee) ; Mr. Divett, M.P. ;

Mr. Raymond Barker, (Chairman of Finance)
;

Reverends D. Gwilt, T. Lewis, and J. R. Smythies;

Professor Sewell; Colonel Elwood, Captain Forbes,

R.N. ; and Messrs. John Raymond Barker, S. Bennett,

H. Blanshard, H. Boys, W. R. Browne, F. Crisp,

W . Daniel, James Dean, Jos. Druce, S. Druce, E.

East, John Ellman, P. Fearnhead, Y. Freebody,

Brandreth Gibbs, J. B. Glegg, S. Grantham, C. Hill-

yard, W. Fisher Hobbs, G. Jacson, S. Jonas, G.

Jones, G. Kimberley, J. Kinder, T. Knight, Geo.

Wyld Lees, C. E. Lefroy, C. Porcher, T. Mount,
Josiah Parkes, C.E,, E. Parkins, W. J. Picken, H.
Price, Francis Pym, R. Rigg, W. Shaw, W. Smart,

James Smith (Deanston), H. Strafford, P. Tillard, T,

Tweed, Jonas Webb, and James Wood.

The Members having delivered in their several

voting lists, signed by themselves respectively,

for the election of the Council, the President

proceeded to nominate Mr. Dean, Mr. Druce,
and Mr. Shaw, to be the scrutineers of the

ballot ; when those gentlemen retired with the

lists into an adjoining committee room for the

purpose of making the requisite examination. The
Hon. Captain Spencer then rose to propose His Grace
the Duke of Richmond as the new President for the

ensuing year. He was quite sure, in submitting that

proposition to the adoption of the Meeting, that it was
unnecessary for him to endeavour to pass any enco-

mium on the high character of the noble Duke ; his

name would be associated with the Society as long as

it endured ; he was one of the original promoters and
founders of the Society, and on all occasions had been
found among the most zealous and active of its Mem-
bers. Mr. Blanshard, in seconding the motion, referred

to the steady interest at all times evinced by the

Duke of Richmond for the welfare of the Society, and
the great advantages which had always resulted from
his cordial co-operation in carrying out the details

connected with every branch of its business and pro-

ceedings.

The motion was then put and carried unanimously.
The Duke of Richmond immediately rose to return

thanks for the honour the Society had done him, in

again electing him their president. He assured the

Members that the new election they had then unani-

mously made in liis favour gave him the highest satis-

faction, inasmuch as it furnished to him a gratifying

proof that his exertions in the cause of the Society,

during his former presidency, had met with their

approval. The Society had already conferred the

greatest benefits on the country at large ; and in sup-
porting its interests, and those of the agricultural com-
munity in general, it would be his great object to

prove his gratitude, not merely by words, but also by
deeds.

On the motion of Mr. Pym, seconded by Sir John
Johnstone, the following Trustees were unanimously
re-elected :

—

Si)t Thomas D. Acland, Bart, M.P. ; Hon. K. H. Clive, M.P.

;

Marquis of Downshire ; Diuke of Grafton ; Right Hon. Sir

Jami's Graham, Bart., M.P. ; Henry Handley, Esq. ; Sir
Francis Lawley. Bart. ; Joseph Nceld, Esq., M.P. ; Dnlie of
Richmond; Duke of Rutland; Eurl Sj)encer; Dulie of
Sutherland.

On the motion of Mr. Raymond Barker, seconded
by INIr. Kinder, the following vice-presidents were
unanimously re-elected :

—
Duke of Burkingliara ; Earl of Cliichestcr ; Earl of Ducie ;

Marquis of Exeter; Earl Fitzwilliara ; Sir Thomas Gooch,
Bart. ; Sir Charles Morgan, Bart. ; Duke of Northumberland ;

Lord Portman , Earl Talbot ; Duke of Wellington ; Lord
Worsley, .M.P.

Mr. .Shaw then reported the following result of the

scrutiny of the ballot -lists. He had the satisfaction of

stating that the election was perfectly unanimous, not
a single vote having been recorded against the house-
list as recommended to the General Meeting by the

Council.

L Members of Council not going out this year by
rotation :

—

Colonel Austen ; Hon. W. B. Baring, M.P. ; John Benett,
M.P. ; Samuel Benett, Esq. ; T. W. Bramston, Esq., M.P. ;

E. Duller. Esq., M.P.; Colonel Challoner; J. W. Childers,
Esq., M.P. ; Edward Fellowes, Esq., M.P. ; Humphrey Gibbs,
Esq.; Lord Hatherton ; John Hudson, Esq.; W. H. Hyett,
Esq.; Sir John V. B. Johnstone, Bart., M.P.; Fielder King,
Esq. ; W. Miles, Esq., M.P. ; E. W. W. Pendarves, Esq.,
M.P. ; Sir R. Price, Bart.; Philip Pusey, Esq., MP. ; Francis
Pym, Esq. ; E. A. Sanford, Esq. ; J. V. Shelley, Esq. ; T. H.
S. Sotheron, Esq., M.P.; W. R. C. Stansfleld, Esq., M.P.

;

Henry Wilson.

n. Members of Council re-elected :

—

David Barclay, Esq., M.P. ; T. Raymond Barker, Esq. ; F.
Burke, Esq. ; H. Blanshard, Esq.; John Ellman, Esq.; S.Gran-
tham, Esq.; W. G. Hayter, Esq., M.P. ; C. Hillyard, Esq.;
W. Fisher Hobbs, Esq.; Sir Hungerford Ho'^kyns, Bart.; S.

Jonas, Esq. ; G. Kimberley, Esq. ; John Kinder, Esq. ; Sir

Charles Lemon, Bart., M.P. ; Professor Sewell; William
Shaw, Esq. ; Hon. Captain Spencer ; C. Stokes, Esq. ; H.
S. Thompson, Esq.; Goo. Wilhraham, Esq., M.P.

in. New Members of Council :
—

W. R. Browne, Esq. (Wilts and Middlesex); Edward Gough,
Esq. (Salop) ; Viscount Hill (Salop) ; J. Allen Ransome,
Esq. (Suffolk); R. A. Slaney, Esq. (Salop).

The President then directed the Secretary to read
the following Report from the Council ;

—

The Council, in laying before the Members at their

present General Meeting their Half-yearly Reportonthe
state and prospects of the Society, at the completion of

the sixth year from the date of its foundation, have the

satisfaction of recording the progressive fulfilment of its

various objects. The excitement which attended its

original formation, and the rapidity with which the

importance of those objects was recognized by the

friends of agriculture in every part of the kingdom, at

once swelled the list of its members to an extent unpre-

cedented in the history of any similar institution. That
excitement having roused the attention of the cultiva-

tors of the soil, to the fact of the great resources

within their own immediate power, has led tliem to seek

with practical caution, but with an energy also propor-

tionate to the advantages to be gained, those means by
which the objects in view have appeared to them most
likely to be attained and rendered applicable to their

local circumstances. Not only have the leading agri-

culturists of the kingdom come forward to aid the

Council in carrying out to the best of their power the

general collection and discussion of facts having an im-

portant bearing on the various branches of agricultural

improvement, both personally at their meetings and as

contributors through the pages of the " Journal,"

but within their own local sphere in the country

they have, in many instances, been instrumental in re-

viving the spirit of existing associations, or of estab-

lishing new societies or clubs of practical farmers for

the observation, collection, and tliscussion of such

practical results as more immediately refer in the first

instance to the improvement of their own local agri-

culture, but become afterwards generally applicable

to other localities, place<l under the same circumstances

of aspect, soil, and cultivation. It has been the uni-

form desire of the Council to avail themselves of every

opportunity by which the operations of the Society

may extend their influence, and convey sound and

practical information, through the numerous classes of

its members distributed over the various districts of

the kingdom. While preserving its fixed locaUty for

the tiansactioa of ofiieial businesss iu the metropolis as a
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centre, the Council have the satisfaction of referring,

with great confidence, to the signal success whicli has

attended the means of communication aflbrded by the

distribution of tlie " Journal," the circulation of

Cottage Tracts reprinted from its pages, and the

change from year to year of the locality in which the

Country Meetings are held. In the more concen-

trated sphere of its legislative and official duties, the

Council have to report the active measures taken by
their various Committees to simplify the details

connected with their respective departments, and to

avail themselves of such results of experience as render

the general transaction of business gradually more
uniform, exact, and satisfactory. The Society consists

of the following Members, namely :

—

Life Governors . . . . . . . . . , 95
Annual do. 214
Life Members 442
Annual do. 0,161
Honorary do. . . . . 15

making a total of 6,927 members on the books of the

Society at the present time , and the Council have the

satisfaction of reporting the steady accession of Candi-
dates from every part of the kingdom, at each of their

Weekly Meetings ; no less than 274 new Members
having been elected during the last three months and
a-half. Since the last General Meeting in December,
the Council, at the recommendation of the Finance
Committee, have ordered the names of 249 Members
to be removed from the list of the Society ; of these, 31
were lost to the Society by death, and 157 struck out,

either at their own request, on account chiefly of their

having entered the Society at the Country Meetings,
for temporaiy purposes only ; or on the decision of the

Committee, who have maturely taken each case of ex-
emption, claimed under a variety of circumstances,
into their special consideration ; while the remaining
61 have withdrawn their names from the Society, for

reasons assigned by them at variance with the fiinda-

mental rules of the charter.

The Finance Committee will lay before you the
Auditors' Balance-Sheet of the accounts to the end of
the year 1843, and, at the same time, report the actual

state of the funds of the Society at the present time.

They have also reported that, at the last General Meet-
ing in December, the arrears of subscription due on
previous years, to that date inclusively, amounted in

the whole to 5,724^. ; since which time they have been
reduced by the sum of 1,124/. The Finance Committee
having represented to the Council that, in some in-

stances they found great difficulty in recovering the ar-

rears of subscription due to the Society, the following
resolution was passed, namely :

—

'

' That a professional person be appointed to write

letters, demanding arrears of subscription, to all such
parties as shall be designated from time to time by the
Finance Committee ; and, in case of such applications

not being successful, to take further legal steps for en-
forcing the payments due." That Committee have
accordingly already taken preliminary steps under pro
fessional direction, for the recovery of some of the re-

maining arrears, but they still trust, that by the prompt
payment of what is due, ulterior legal measures may
be rendered unnecessary.
The Council feel it their duty distinctly to state, that

the charter gives to them the undoubted right of enforc-
ing the demand for any money due to the Society, in

a court of law : if they are ever compelled to resort to

that extreme measure, it will be with great regret ; but
it is their positive duty not to permit the useful objects

for which the Society was established to be frustrated,

by allowmg the actual receipts to fall short of the
legitimate claims of the Society.

The Journal Committee have reported the unusual

excellence and sound practical character of the whole
of tlie numerous Essays sent in this year to compete for

the ))rizes of the Society. They have announced the

decision of the Judges in reference to an outstanding

Essay of 1843, namely :

—

To Mr. John Clarke, of Long Sutton, Lincoln-

shire, the award of the Society's prize of 15/. for the

best Essay on the Management and AppUcation of

Farm-yard Manure ; and the following awards already

made of the prizes of the present year, namely :
—

To Mr. R. N. Bacon, of Norwich, the prize of 50/.,

for the best Report on the present state of the agri-

culture of Norfolk.

To Mr. Robert Baker, of Writtle, near Chelms-
ford, the prize of 50/. for the best Report on the pre-

sent state of the agriculture of Essex.

To Mr. Edward Little, of Lower Sheldon Farm,
near Chippenham, the prize of 50/., for the best Re-
port on the present state of the agriculture of Wilt-

shire.

To Mr. John Bravender, of Cirencester, the

prize of 50/., for the best Essay on the Indications of

the Fertility or Barrenness of Soils.

The Judges appointed to decide on the relative me-
rits of the Essays in the latter class, have not only
awarded the prize to Mr. Bravender, as announced,
but have " highly commended" four of the remaining
essays ; and the Council have received from Mr. W.
Stace, of Berwick, near Lewes, Sussex, and Mr. John
Arkell, of Hollow Farm, near Gloucester, the authors

respectively of two of those Essays, their full permis-
sion for the Journal Committee to make any use of

them, of which they may be found available in carry-

ing out the objects of the Society, have ordered their

thanks for such favour to be returned to those gentle-

men accordingly.

There having frequently existed a doubt, how far it

has been the intention of some of the writers of the

Essays to enter into communication with the officers

of the Society in reference to points of detail connected
with their Essays, the Council have adopted the fol-

lowing recommendations of the Journal Committee on
this subject :—

1st. " That competitors shall be required to inclose

their names in a cover, on which only their motto and
the subject of their papers, with the number of that

subject in the prize list of the Society, shall be writ-

ten."

2nd. " That the Chairman of the Journal Committee
alone shall be empowered to open the motto -paper of

such Essays not obtaining the prize as he may think
likely to be useful for the Society's objects ; with a
view of consulting the writer confidentially as to his

willingness to place such paper at the disposal of the

Journal Committee."
The following recommendation of the Journal Com-

mittee on the subjects and amount of prizes for the
Essays of next year, has also been adopted by the

Council, the conditions of which will be announced as

usual in the Appendix to the next Journal ; the Essays
for these prizes being required to be sent to the Secre-

tary on or before the 1st of March, 1845 :

—

£10 : On the advantages of One-liorse Carts.

£20 : On the best method of Fattening Cuttle.

£20 : On the best method of Reclaiming Heath-Iatid.
£50 : On the Agriculture of Nottinghamshire.
£50 : On the Agriculture of Cornwall.
£50 : On the Agriculture of Kent.
£20 : On the cheapest mode of Establishing a Tile-jard.
£20 : On Catcli Meadows.
£50 : On the Dutcli method of Curing Butter.
£20: On Fences.
£20 : For the best Experiment in Agi-icuUure.

The General Southampton Committee have reported

M M 2
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their arrangements for the Meeting of the pre-

sent year at that town in July next ; and the

Council ha%'e ordered an extensive announcement
of the Prizes to be awarded on that occasion,

amounting to upwards of 1,400^., to be made by
publication in the Journal, by the distribution of

Prize-sheets, andbyadvertisement in the public papers.

They have the satisfaction of announcing, that the Im-
plements entered for exhibition and trial at the South-

ampton Meeting, exceed by upwards of 130 the num-
ber of those at the Derby Meeting. The Council have

decided that the Annual Country Meeting for the North
Wales district shall be held at Shrewsbury in 1845.

The Council have unanimously appointed Messrs.

Thomas Gibbs & Co., of Half-moon-street, Piccadilly,

to be the Seedsmen to the Society. They have also

entered into a satisfactory arrangement with the execu-

tor of the late Mr. Webb Hall, for the purchase by
valuation of the library of the late Board of Agricul-

ture, bestowed upon liis father at its dissolution.

The Council think it desirable to state in conclusion,

that all their weekly meetings, excepting that on the

first Wednesday of the month, are set apart for the re-

ception and discussion of Agricultural communications;
and that all members of the Society have the privilege

of being present on those occasions. The experience

which the Council have already had of the sound and
practical suggestions made to them at those meetings,

and the mteresting discussions which have frequently

arisen thereupon, induces them to invite all the mem-
bers who may happen to be in London on the days of

meeting to avail themselves of this privilege ; begging
to assure them, that their attendance on such occasions

will be as accejjtable to the Council, as it is at all times

uniformly desired. By order of the Council,

James Hudsox, Secretary,

London, May 22, 1844.

On the motion of Mr. Parkes, seconded by Mr.
Knight, this report was received and unanimously
adopted.

Mr. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the Finance

Committee, then 'read to the Meeting the following

balance-sheet of the accounts from the 1st of July to

the 3lst Dec, 1843, as examined and approved by the

Auditors :

—

RECEIPTS. £, s. d.

Balance in the hands of the Bankers, June 30,

1813 1,509 19 10

Do. do. Secretary do. . 16 4

Half-year's Dividends on Stock. . . . 130 16 6
Life-Compositions of Governors. . . . 90

Do. Members . . . 217
Annual Subscriptions of Governors. . . 183

Do. Members . . . J, 121 3
Balance on Sale of Journal, after deducting

the charge for ititching 16,000 Copies, and
foramount of Advertisements . . . 83 14 1

Sale of Cottage Tracts 9 6 6
Receipts, daring the half-year, on account of

the Country iMeetings 896 14 3

£4,246 6

PAYMENTS.

Permanent Charges 260 12 6

Taxes and Kates 17 1 5

Establishment Charges 408 3 9

Postage and Carriage 12 12 10

Advertisements 13 10

Expenses of Printing and distributing the

Journal 644 16 3

Prizes 1.271

Miscellaneous Payments 24 5 H
Payments during the half-year, on account

of the Country Meetings 022 4 I

Balance in the hands of the Bankers, Dec. 31,

in4:i GD7 11 8

Balance in the hands of the Secretary, Dec. 31,

1843 _ii_l_l.
£4,248 8

(Signed) C. H. Turner, ) Auditors on the part of the
Charles Tawney, J Society.

Thos. Raymond Barker, Chairman of the Finance Com.
C. B. Challoner ) ». , r ,•..

Henry Blanshard, j
Members of ditto.

The President then requested the Chairman to

favour the members with an account of the present

state of the Funds of the Society, and an esti-

mate of the probable income and liabilities for the next

three months ; when Mr. Barker laid before the meet-
ing the following statement accordingly :—The funded
property amounted at that time to 7,700/. ; and
the current cash-balance, at the disposal of the

Society, to 2,039/. The income for the next three

months was estimated at 1 ,613/. ; the ordinary expenses

during that period, at 397/. ; the prizes to be awarded
at Southampton, at 1,400/. ; and the excess of ex-

penditure over receipts on that occasion, at 1 ,000/. ; so

that if a balance were struck three months hence, the

Society would hold its invested capital untouched, with

a probable current cash-balance of 835/. in the

banker's hands. There was, however, a large bill on
account of the printing of the past year's Journals, in

progress through the Journal Committee, which would,
in due course, come under the consideration of the

Finance Committee ; but whether the whole or any
portion of that account would be ordered for payment
during the next three months was uncertain. The rate

of income was the greatest during the spring, and that

of expenditure the greatest during the period of the

Country Meetings ; so that the income for the next

three months proceeded under average and ordinary

circumstances ; while the expenditure with which it

was compared took place under temporary and extra-

ordinary circumstances. It was, therefore, the more
gratifying to the Finance Committee to find the funds

of the Society so well bear the severe test of such
comparison.

On the motion of Mr. Pusey, M.P., the following

gentlemen were unanimously elected auditors on the

part of the Society for the ensuing year :—Charles

Hampden Turner, Esq., of Rook's Nest, Surrey;
Alderman Tawney, of Oxford ; and Thomas Knight,

Esq., of Edmonton.

Tlie President then congratulated the members on
the rapid progress of the Society and the flourishing

condition of its aifairs. He regarded it as effecting in

a most satisfactory manner the various objects for

which it was instituted. There was one point, how-
ever, which he had always considered as a blot on the

accovints ; and that was the large amount of the ar-

rears of subscription. That subject, he was happy to

say, had received the very mature consideration and

diligent scrutiny of the finance committee, whose
chairman had addressed to each defaulter a letter,

drawing his particular attention to the subject ; and the

committee had decided on the line of conduct to be

adopted in the particular case of each class into which

they had distributed such members in arrear. The so-

ciety had no wish to take any unfair advantage of any in-

dividual who indirectly, and without knowledge of the

liabilities of attaching himself to a chai-tered body, had

become enrolled a member of the Society at the coun-

try meetings, and for the purpose only of being en-

abled, as a member, to be present at the public

dinners of the occasion. But, on the contrary, in

those cases, where deliberate election and payment of

subscription had taken place with a fuU knowledge of

the rule of the Society, and the due notice to be given

on withdrawal, and had been followed by intentional

neglect, or defiance of the regulations of the Society,

the Committee have felt it their duty to recommend,
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as stated in the Report just read, the most deliberate

measures to be taken and followed up for the recovery

of the arrears. In enforcing the payment under such
circumstances, he thought it quite fair and proper to

proceed \inder the powers of the Charter against such

defaulters. He still, however, hoped that extreme
measures might remain uncalled for ; as he felt

assured that the members in arrear, on being made
sensible of the undoubted legal claim and power
the Society possessed in a Court of Law, would
at once pay what was due. Under such a system, he
had no doubt that the ttnance of the .Society would
rapidly assume a better form, and the blot of its ap-

parently enormous arrears be wiped away from its ac-

counts. From his intimate connection with the So-

ciety from its commencement, he had always been
most anxious for its welfare ; and it was a subject of

sincere pleasure to him, at the end of the sLxth year

of its existence, to witness its continued prosperity,

and to find, at the conclusion of every year, that the

more it has hitherto done, the more it has still to do.

He earnestly trusted that it would continue to go on
in the same prosperous state, and prove a national

benefit to the farmers and all persons engaged in the

cultivation of the soil.

The President announced the preliminary Schedule

of Prizes for 1845, to be awarded at Shrewsbury, and,

of which copies were then laid on the table, in proofs

to receive the suggestions, corrections, and additions

of the Members, to be taken into final consideration

by the Council in the last week of June, 1844
;

pre-

vious to which time the President requested the fa-

vour of all such remarks for the guidance of the Coun-
cil to be forwarded to the Secretary, in writing, for

such purpose.—The Rev. J. R. Smythies objected to

the class for animals of any but the three pure and
recognized breeds ; and recommended, accordingly,

that the fourth division of the classes of prizes for

half-bred animals should either be expunged altoge-

ther, or the prizes reduced greatly in their amount

;

he considering it to be a great anomaly to set aside an

amount for such animals equal to that assigned for

the pure-bred stock.

The President remarked that the division to which

the Rev. Mr. Smythies had alluded, did undoubtedly

admit cross-bred animals ; while, however, the Society

in their prize-sheets encouraged the selection of pure

bred animals of the best breeds, they were also desir-

ous of admitting to competition for their prizes ani-

mals of those breeds which maintain a great reputation

among the farmers of their respective neighbourhoods.

Every locality had some breed that was considered

particularly good ; and he therefore thought it unfair,

when the Society held their successive meeting in such

parts of the kingdom not to encourage these local

breeds, and give them an opportunity of competing

for the prizes in such miscellaneous class as that

hitherto adopted by the Society. Although he agreed

in the general principle contended for by Mr. Smy-
thies, he thought it would be unjust towards the

Shropshire cattle, well known to be of a good and

useful kind, to exclude them at the Shrewsbury Meet-

ing. Mr. Hillyard said, that the short-horns and

Herefords were superior to eveiy other breed in the

world, no doubt ; but they required good pastures, and

there were localities in this kingdom suited to neither of

these breeds ; he therefore trusted that the particular

breeds best suited to particular localities would con-

tinue to be encouraged by the Society. The Duke
of Richmond suggested that prizes for cheese should

not be forgotten at the Shrewsbury Meeting, as prizes

belonging to the dairy character of the district. The

further consideration of the prize-sheet was then post-

poned.

The Duke of Richmond pi'oposed the best thanks

of the Society to be given to Earl Spencer, the Presi-

dent, for his conduct in the chair that day, and for the

anxiety he had evinced on every occasion to promote
the prosperity of the Royal Agricultural Society of

England. Lord Spencer was so well known and esti-

mated by the members of that Society, that it was not

necessary for him to detain the meeting with any eulogy

on his merits. Mr. Raymond Barker seconded the

motion. He had had the good fortune, during the

last sLx years, to be a fellow-worker with Lord Spencer

in attending to the business of the Society ; and he
stood forward on that occasion to bear his testimony to

that noble lord's uniform devotion to whatever he un-
dertakes for the public benefit, and especially for the

Royal Agricultural Society of England. The motion
was then put by the Duke of Richmond, and carried

by acclamation. Earl Spencer, in returning thanks
for the manner in which the members had received the
proposition just put to them by his noble friend the

Duke of Richmond, declared his sincere desire to

further by every means in his power, a Society so be-

neficial in every respect to the country.

The President then left the chair, and the meeting
broke up.
Ebbata in Report of Mr. Parkes's remarks on Guano and

Ashes, page 630 ; for "washed," read " roasted ;" for " Gra-
ham," " Graburn."

NEW MEMBERS.
John Mott, Esq., of Portswood Lodge, Southamp-

ton ; Rev. Thomas Cator, of Skelbrook Park, near

Doncaster ; John Manners Sutton, Esq., of Kelham,
near Newark, Notts., and William Arthur Cherry,

Esq., of Andover, Hants., were elected Governors, and

the following gentlemen Members of the Society :

—

Arnold, Thomas, Tamworth, Staffordshire

Atty, James, Penley Hall, Ellesmere, Shropshire

Baker, Baker, Hastings

Bedford, John, Woodcote, ShifFnal, Salop

Blundell, Joseph, Maidenstone Heath, Hound, South-

ampton
Brine, William, Tolpuddle, Dorchester, Dorset

Brisco, Musgrave, M.P., Coghurst Hall, Hastings

Buckley, Colonel Edward P., Minstead Lodge, Lynd-
hurst, Hants

Clayton, Henry, 21, Upper Park-place, Dorset-square,

London
Colbourne, William, Stratford-on-Avon
Coles, Henry Beaumont, Middleton House, Whit-

church, Hants
Collins, Francis, Savernake Forest, Marlborough,

Wilts

Comins, James, South Molton, Devon
Corbett, James, the Sheriff's Farm, Kington, Here-

fordshire

Cotton, Benjamin, Afton House, Isle of Wight
Cretney, Thomas, Hampton-Wick, Middlesex

Davies, William, Nethertown Farm, Harewood, Ross,

Herefordshire

Deverell, John, Purbrook Park, Portsmouth
Faulkner, C. F. Allen, Bury Barns, Burford, Oxon
Fielder, Charles, Sparsholt, Winchester

Foster, Augustus, Warmwell House, Dorchester,

Dorset
Gearing, Thomas, Brown-Condover, Alresford, Hants
Godrich, Thomas, Netley Grange, Southampton
Godsal, Philip WilUam, Iscoyd Park, Whitchurch,

Shropshire

Grubbe, I. A. Hunt, Windlesham, Bagshot, Surrey
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Hall, George, Governor's house, Parkhurst, Isle of

Wiglit

Hallett, John James, M.D., Upper HoUoway, Mid-
dlesex

Harding, Jas., Upton-Scudamore, Warminster, Wilts

Harris, James, Alton Farm, Amesbury, Wilts

Helps, Richard, Gloucester

Hendy, James (President of the Cornwall Agricul-

tural Association), Trethurffe, Truro, Cornwall

Hilder, James, Bodiam, Staplehurst, Sussex

Hood, Daniel, Whitsbury, Fordingbridge, Hants

Hoper, John, Shermanbury, Horsham, Sussex

Hudlestone, Andrew Fleming, Hutton-John, Penrith,

Cumberland
James, Edward, Banoch Lodge, Carlisle

King, Richard, Stoneham, Southampton

Lee, Peter, Winchester

Livesey, Josh., Stourton Hall, Horncastle, Lincolnsh.

Lowe, John, Birmingham
Marfleet, John, Mattingly Farm, Easton, Hants

Masterton, James, CoUingboume-Ducis, near Marl-

borough
Mechi, John Joseph, 4, Leadenhall-street, London
Minchin, Robert Earwaker, Sutton Farm, Alresford,

Hants
Mott, John, Junr., Portswood Lodge, Southampton

Neville, Ralph, M.P., 5, St. James's Place, London
Parker, Kenyon S., Q.C., 13, New Square, Lincoln's

Inn
Parker, William, Ware Park, Herts

Parker, Thomas, Martyr -Worthy, near Winchester

Patient, Ambrose, jun., Corton, Heytesbury, Wilts

Pellatt, Apsley, Knowle Green, Staines, Middlesex

Phillips, Henry, Coventry

Pipon, Captain Thomas (Queen's Dragoon Guards),

Langtons, Alresford, Hants
Plowman, Robert, Beck Farm, Beaulieu, Southampton
Portal, Meville, Freefold Priors, Overton, Hants
Powell, Edward Lloyd, Abergavenny

Powles, James, WooUaston Grange, Chepstow, Mon-
mouth

Pryse, John B.,Trefnanney Hall, Oswestry, Salop

Rawson, Richard, Wheathill, Liverpool

Read, John Offley Crewe, Laverton House, Milbrook,

Southampton
Richards, Wm. Haggett, Lea-Coombe, Axminster,

Devon
Saunders, William, Cranbourne Farm, Sutton, Win-

chester

Savile, Albany B., Oaklands, Oakhampton, Devon
Stvibbs, Henry, Ropley, Alresford, Hants

Tancred, Sir Thomas, Bart., Brighton

Thatcher, William, Wackland, Newchurch, Isle of

Wight
Urry, Barnabas, Newport, Isle of Wight
Vogar, Rev. Thomas S. L., Vicar of Walberton,

Arundel, Sussex

Walker, Charles, Sutton, Tenbury, Worcester

Warner, James, Harefields, Bishop's-Waltham, Hants
Warner, James, Junr., Curdridge, Botley, South,

ampton
Ware, Samuel, 24, Portland Place

Wayne, Thomas Moore, Manor House, South Warn-
borough, Odiham, Hants

Whitcombe, John Aubrey, Gloucester

Willsher, Robert, Hurstgreen, Lamberhurst, Sussex

Winchester, Marquis of, Amport House, Andover,

Hants
Wingfield, William (Master in Chancery), 73, Eaton-

square

Wooldridge, Richard, Tichfield Park, Fareham, Hants
Woodward, Thomas, Wickstreet, Hailsham, Sussex

AGRICULTURAL PROTECTION SOCIETY.

SECOND REPORT OF THE PUBLICATION
COMMITTEE.

The Publication Committee, in presenting their

second report, have great pleasure in being enabled to

inform you that the general plan proposed by them, and
approved at the last meeting, has been found to give

general satisfaction, and to be efficient in its oper-

ations.

We have had a large quantity both of printed tracts

and of manuscripts submitted for our consideration,

and we gladly avail ourselves of this opportunity to

thank those friends of the cause who have done us the

kindness of proffering their literary assistance. These
works, however, having been written without pre-

vious concert, we have found it impossible to adopt
many of them, as their liiae of argument extends rather

to the general question than to portions of it ; and
thus, one pamphlet would be a repetition of another.

The enclosed list of tracts will very soon be largely in-

creased, the difficulty of selection is always greatest at

first ; and your committee feel that it is better to pre-

sent you with a carefully considered list, though it

should be a small one, rather than hastily to adopt

publications which might afterwards prove unsatisfac-

tory to the country. A gratuitous distribution of

tracts, to a certain extent, has been commenced in two
large manufacturing towns.
We have considered it, on the whole, best to make

an exception to the rule of not being our own pub-
lishers, in favour of Mr. Cayley's pamphlet ; and the

result has been such as to leave us no cause to regret

our having done so. The pamphlet has been widely

distributed, to supply the demands from country so-

cieties. We have added a short note of two lines at

the bottom of the sixth page, to direct attention to the

mistake of a word, and the omission of some asterisks
;

this can be easily corrected in the tenth thousand, which
will be the next struck off.

We have seen no reason to disturb the arrangement
existing between the Agricultural Protection Society

and the newspaper press ; but we have again the pleas-

ing duty of informing you that they have done good
service in our cause, and that notliing can exceed theu'

willingness in co-operating with us.

With regard to placards, we have forwarded them to

country societies, whenever a wish has been expressed
;

and we take this opportunity of inviting our friends to

let us know the particular part of the question to

which they wish public opinion, by means of placards,

to be directed. We can easily, by statistical details of

unquestioned accuracy, print such as may suit their

wishes—showing either the contradictions of the

League ; their intention of reducing wages ; the state

of foreign labourers ; the comparative demand in the

home and foreign markets for our manufactures ; the

proportion of protection enjoyed by other trades ; the

manner in which our free-trade advances have been

met by other nations ; or those many other bearings of

the subject that will easily suggest themselves to the

experienced in particular districts.

The Committee of Publication will not at present

trespass further on your attention. Details of a con-

siderable portion of time and labour need not obtrude

themselves upon you ;
probably from this date we shall

have more to show for less, or, at all events, for equal

trouble. While we arc aware how much easier our

task would have been, had we precipitately adopted

unauthorized statements, or lent ourselves to the

bitterness of class or party controversy, we feel we
best ensure the approbation and consult the general
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object of the society, by confining ourselves to that

calm reasoning, and to those practical statements,

which can alone, for any length of time, guarantee the

approbation of the English people.

Augustus SrAFFORC O'Brien,
17, Old Bond-street, Chairman.

May 8, 1844.

THE TURNIP-FLY.
Str,—A long series of parching drought and many

frosty nights having injured the seed and grass crops

intended for the scythe, and the scarcity of feed lead-

ing to trench on the breadth, and few having obtained

a plant of beet or carrots, and the season for sowing
them being nearly over, much anxiety exists as to the

success of the Swedish turnip crop, as being the only

other suitable product for late spring use. This state

of things has brought me letters of inquiry, as to whe-
ther I still have any faith in the mode of protection

from the fly I recommended many years since.

Every means should be used, under present circum-
stances, to secure a plant of Swedes. I should be
sorry that any one should trust to my mode of pre-

venting injury from the fly ; but as the cost is trifling,

it can be added to other means. We may fairly, how-
ever, expect that copious showers, or, indeed, that

much rain may fall, and prevent the necessity of much
precaution being used to obtain a plant.

I ascertained, by accident, that the fly prefers other

food to the Swede, and that the reason why it is more
difficult to obtain a plant of Swedes than common
turnips is from being sown before other species, at

a season of the year) when commonly less rain faUs

than at a later period, and being slower in growth and
less able to w-itlistand the attack of the fly.

Over feeding, w-hether from genial weather, excess

of manure, or thick seeding, will commonly insure a

plant ; but sowing other seeds, as a decoy, is the most
convenient, certain, and economical mode.
The turnip fly abounds in woods, fences, and pas-

tures. This I learned from the Rev. Mr. Kirby, the
joint author of the celebrated Treatise on Insects,

and some other facts relating tj their nature and
habits ; and, acting on this information, I drilled

thick rows of common turnips as a decoy to catch

them off, as practised by Mr. Paul, of Starston, some
35 years since. Catching the flies I found to be an
endless job ; beside, my land being bounded by woods
on two sides, the flies so abounded that they destroyed
the plants after being hoed out ; but on leaving the

thickly drilled decoy to feed the flies, I found they did

not leave to feed on the newly sown turnips ; and, in

two instances, it appeared evident that the decoys I

had sown, and left, saved the crop from injury, if not
destruction, from the larva of the saw-fly— the black

caterpillar. The decoys swarmed with both flies and
caterpillars during the summer.

I am, sir, your humble servant,

Charles Poppv.
No agricultural question is more difficult to wnte

upon, to meet the doubts as to the nature of the turnip

fly : the report of the Doncaster Society set that at rest.

Witnesham, Ipswich, May 22.

CATTLE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION.—The
advantage of this association has already been
experienced by Mr. Oldham, of Cubley, near Derby,
who suffered a loss by the epidemic, pleuropneumonia.
As soon as his claim was adjusted, a check was
forwarded for the amount.

PRACTICE AGAINST THEORY.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE X'ARMERS' MAGAZINE.

Sir,—Theorists say that two corn crops should

never he taken in succession from the same land.

This theory is also put in practice in some dis-

tricts hy good farmers, and as a general rule the

practice is good. I have myself, in my earlier

days, heen a firm advocate for its universal adop-

tion. But experience tells me this theory is not

correct in every situation. The best prac-

tice is that which produces tlie greatest value of

produce from the same land at the least expense,

without deteriorating the soil. To do this, a far-

mer must study his soil, his climate, and his mar-
kets. Science tells us we may grow corn crops

in succession from the same land and even one par-

ticular description of corn. For instance, barleymay
succeed wheat, and oats follow the barley, because
each take from the soil a different material or re-

quire different food. According to science,

wheat, or any other grain, may be grown on the

same land every year for ages. To do this, it is

said, a farmer has only to apply that kind of ma-
nure to the soil, every year, which is required by
the kind of grain sown. From my experience,

science or theory does not agree with practice so

far as to recommend so\ving one particular kind

of grain every year upon the same land ; but from
my own experience, and from what I see every

year in South Lancashire, good husbandry does

not forbid either oats or barley following a crop

of wheat. The very best farmers, and those who
have made the most money by farming, adopt this

practice.

In South Lancashire and North Cheshire, a

potato crop is almost universally taken in place of

a plain fallow, because of the great demand for

this root. Potatoes always succeed best after clo-

ver or grass of some description, whether it be old or

young. Oats always succeed best afterwheat be-

cause the soil is always more broken and pulver-

ized than when sown after clover or grass. The
month of May is dry four times out of five, and in

a diy May oats are always much injured when
so^vn upon any description of ley. The furrows

lie hollow, that is, there is a certain space hollow

xmder each furrow, and the furrow itself lies com-
pact, except what is broken at top in the process

of harrowing in the seed. This is particularly the

case in old ley when ploughed up for oats. From
these causes, in a dry May, this crop is very much
injured, Avhile those sown after wheat v/ill be a

good crop. In a dry May, oats onaley furrow, are

often also verj' much injured by the corn grub.

If it be a damp May the slug or white snail is

often equally injurious to the crop. Sown after

wheat I very seldom see, in dry weather, the

grub or the slug do the crop much damage.

Then again, clover or grass seeds always suc-

ceed best after a spring tillage, consequently suc-

ceed better after barley or oats than when sown
on the wheat crop.

In a four-course shift, where potatoes'aretaken as

a fallow crop, a Scotchman would recommend the

following rotation. Ist, Potatoes after oats. 2nd,
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Wheat. 3vd, Clover, 4tli, Oats. Here the green
and the corn crops are alternate. I recommend,
as by far the most certain and most profitable, the
following. 1st, Potatoes after clover or grass.
2nd, "WHieat. 3rd, Barley or Oats. 4th, Clover
or grass. Here there are two green crops and two
corn crops together alternately. Those who adopt
this course with spirit, and do then- duty to the land
by manure and keeping it clean from weeds, have
scarce ever a failing crop of any description, while
those who adopt the former course have disap-
pointments every year, however well they may
perform their dutyto the land . Tliis year all the oats
sown after wheat are at present looking far su])erior

to those upon a clover or old ley. I am quiet out
of favour \vith sowing any description of grain
after grass or clover, except the land be trenched
and the sod put below.

In preparing clover ley or old grass land for
potatoes, I also recommend trenching either with
the plough or spade. The latter, if hands are
plentiful. I am. Sir, yours, &c.,

W. RothWELL.
Warwick, May 27th, 1844.

AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.
Sir.— I am desirous to obtain all possible

information on the comparative profits arising
between rearing, and grazing or fattening cattle,

upon second and third rate pasture land, which
lays high and drj', not much sheltered, and late

in the spring; rarely being stocked until the
beginning of May, and some part of it not until

Midsummer. It has hitherto been used for feeding
cattle

i but, as I am thinking of rearing instead of
feeding, should feel thankful if some one of your
numerous readers, who may have experienced or
Avitnessed the difference, would pubhsh it through
the medium of your magazine, for the benefit of
May 24fA. A Young Devonian.

Sir.—In your magazine for March, page 208,
in an article by Mr. James Campbell, on the
effect of soaking seeds in chemical solutions,

which is so extraordinary that I was induced to

make the following experiment, but, I am sorry
to add, Avith complete disappointment, as not a
single grain of the soaked barley germinated.
A chemist here prepared for me two pounds of
rnuriate of ammonia, to which was added tweh^e
times its weight of water at sLxty degrees tem-
perature, in which I soaked one Winchester
bushel of barley thirty hours (Mr. Campbell says
barley does not succeed well if soaked beyond
sixty hours), and after pouring off the solution,

dried it with quicklime in powder to separate the
grains (as has always been my practice in pickling
wheat for sowing), and sowed it broadcast, having
no corn drill. The solution was applied to a row of
potatoes, which were not up, and to cabbages,
care being taken that it did not touch the leaves.

No damage was done to either potatoes or cab-
bages, nor any perceptible eftect produced ; but
beans and parsnips, both above ground, were

entirely destroyed. I should feel gratified if yon,
or any of your chemical friends, would, in your
next number, inform me of the cause of the
failure of my experiment, for the information of
others, and. Sir, your obedient ser\^ant,

Haverfordwest, May lOth. F. Eaton.

A Cumberland farmer wishes to know the best

way of eradicating coltsfoot ; the field is a holmy
soil of great depth.

ANSWERS TO AGRICULTURAL QUERIES.
"A Subscriber " infonns us that the best way

to drain land where upright springs abound, is to

cut a branch-drain from either the main or other

drain, direct through the place where the water

rises perj^endicularly.

Sir,—In answer to the question of a " Young
Farmer," in your magazine of this month, respecting

his ewes having the rot—he wishes to know if they

can be cured—I should say, certainly not. If the liver

is diseased, which is the rot, I fear there is no remedy
to cure them. The first one that dies, take out the

liver and cut it open : if they have the rot, you will

find some flat-shaped maggots, called flounders.

With regard to fatting them, I have heard many expe-
_

rienced graziers say, " a rotten sheep fats fastest
;""'

but you must keep them doing, and if you can get

them to eat salt, they will soon thrive and go on well.

Mix it in their food—say, with cake or oats—and let

them have rock-salt placed so that they can lick it at

all times. If these hints are of any service to you, I

should like to hear the result through the magazine.

Rochester, May 4. Your's truly, L. H.

GORSE AS FOOD FOR CATTLE.—(to the
EDITOR OF THE MARK LANE EXPRESS). Sir, It has
been long known that furze or gorse has been used as

food for cattle in Wales, and that in the winter it is

sufficient to maintain cattle and horses when there is

no other food to give them. It has lately been used to

fatten cattle in Staffordshire, when mixed with chopped
straw, linseed, and turnips ; and I have the pleasure to

send you the following particulars, which may be use-

ful to your agricultural correspondents. The land for

gorse should be kept clear of weeds for the first 18

months, and it will then require little cultivation ; the

ground may be prepared for turnips, and then sown
with barley, and the gorse seed may be drilled in over
the barley in rows 15 inches apart, and then I'olled

down ; at the expiration of 18 months, the gorse may
be cut with a sickle in alternate rows, leaving the uncut
row to shelter the cut row for one year.

per diem.
One man cutting tlio gorse in the iield, and hauling to £. s. d.

tlie engine 40 bush, of gorse a day and 20 bush, of
cliati' from straw, at lbs. perweeli 18

Boy driving the liorse or engine, and carrying cut
gorse and chafF to the boiler 8

One man feeding and cleaning beasts, boiling linseed,

and preparing food 2
Cost of linseed—401b.—21b. for each beast, at 7s. per

bush, of 541bs 6 8
Coal to boil linseed 2
1,200 lbs. of Swedes, 15s. per ton -eoibs. each beast... 8
Two horses employed at Is. 6ii. each 8

£\ 1 2

Being £7 8s. 2d. per week for 20 beasts, exclusive of

the value of the gorse and straw, for which the manure
is a ten-fold compensation. I am, sir, A Subscriber
TO YOUR Paver.—London, May, 11th.
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AGRICULTURAL REPORT.

GENER.\L AGRICULTURAL REPORT FOR
MAY.

Taken as a whole, this has proved one of the

driest, if not the coldest. Mays almost ever re-

membered. The long continuance of north-east-

erly winds, together with the absence of mois-
ture, has had the effect of materially checking
the progress of vegetation in general, besides

producing, in many instances, serious inconve-
nience to the agriculturists. As might therefore

be expected, the young wheat and other grain
plants have exhibited rather a stunted appearance

;

but, with this exception, our reports convey
nothing calling for serious observation. It would
be premature to hazard an opinion at a moment
like this, as to the probable future general yield

of corn
; yet, we think there is one thing pretty

certain, that unless we have, witliin a very short

time, a decided change in the weather, that

of beans and peas \vill prove deficient.

Although the atmosphere has not been quite so

genial as would have been desired for the grain

plants, it has been by no means unfavourable to

the depastured stock, if we except the compara-
tively small quantity of jiasture grass upon which
it has had to subsist, which has been received up
to the various markets in excellent order ; indeed,

we may venture to observe that fewer cases of
foot-rot have been obsen'ed this season than in

many previous ones. As to the epidemic amongst
the beasts, this has greatly subsided; and, in this

particular, there is very little cause for complaint.

The drjqng winds have caused the pastures to

have an unusually barren appearance; indeed,

many of the grass lands have scarcely any fod-

der for the cattle : hence, the graziers have been
compelled to use almost the whole of the availa-

ble fodder for their stock upon the farms. Not-
withstanding, however, this unfavourable pros-

pect for the hay harvest, the value of both hay and
straw in the metropolitan and other markets has

continued to rule unprecedentedly low. It is true,

towards the month's conclusion, a trifling rise—of

from 2s. to 3s. per load—took place in the value

of the best old meadow hay ; but, with this ex-

ception, the trade has ruled miserably dull.

In Kent, Devonshire, &c., there is a most ex-

cellent show for fruit.

It is now well ascertained that the imports of

live stock which took place last year under the

new tariflf, were productive of considerable loss

to the speculators, yet we have again had arri\'als

of both beasts and sheep from Holland, Germany,
and Spain, to the extent of about sixty head.

ITiese importations, however, may be regarded
more in the light of experiments than actual in-

vestments, for we find that less than a moiety
has been oflTered for sale in London and some of

the local markets, the remainder having been
sent into the markets to hefattened for consump-

tion. In our opinion, this will turn out a most pro-
fitless affair, for in no one instance in whicli
foreign beasts have been either stall or grass-

fed in this county have they thriven. On the
contrary, the change of diet has had such an un-
favourable effect upon them, that in the course
of a very few weeks they have been attacked ^^^th

disease, and rendered almost valueless. From the
United States, and Canada, immense quantities

of salted beef and pork, together with hams,
cheese, bacon, &c., have come in, yet the demand
for those articles has improved, and prices have
been well supported. For instance, American
cheese has sold at from 34s. to 48s. ; beef, 30s.
to 38s. ; pork, 36s. to 40s. per cwt. ; tongues,
24s. per keg; smoked hams, 52s. to 56s. per
cwt., duty paid; beef, for ship's vise, 80s. to 90s.

;

prime mess, 65s. to 70s. per tierce ; and prime
mess pork, 45s. to 52s. 6d. per barrel, in bond.
At these rates, a good business has been trans-

acted, with every prospect of higher figures.

Our advices from Scotland are to the effect

that very little rain has fallen there, yet the young
wheats are generally represented as wearing a
very healthy and promising appearance, in the
lowland, as well as in the highland districts. The
stocks of most grain proving small for the season,
the various markets have been rather scantily

supplied, yet the general inquiiy has ruled in
active, at but little variation in prices, if we
except oats and other spring corn having had
an upward tendency.

The exports of grain from Ireland for our
markets have not been large for the season ; while
it is now estimated that a very limited quantity of
wheat remains in the hands of the growers;
owing to which, that article has been held firmly
at higher rates : the value of other corn has been
sujjported.

The following is our usual statement of the
supplies and prices of fat stock exhibited and
sold in Smithfield Cattle Market since our last

report. The former have amovinted to 12,220
beasts, 142,136 sheep and lambs, 1,809 calves,

and 2,457 pigs ; while the latter have ruled as
under :

—

Per 8 lbs. to sink the ofl^als.

s. d. s. d.

Beef, from 2 4 to 4
Mutton 2 6 „ 4
Lamb 4 8 „ 5 10
Veal 3 4 „ 4 8

Pork 3 4 „ 4 2

Compared with some previous months, the
trade has ruled steady, but by no means brisk

;

and prices, though they fluctuated considerably
towards the latter portion of this period, ha^'e

been fairly supported.

In May, 1843, the following were the supphes
brought forward in this market, and the prices

obtained for each kind of stock ;

—
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SUPPLIES.
Beasts 11,200

Sheep & lambs 117,429

Calves 1,341

Pigs 1,294

PRICES.
Beef ..2s.6d. to4s.0d.

Mutton2 10 „ 4

Lamb .48 „ 5 8

Veal ..34 „ 4 4

Pork.. 3 „ 3 10

The following is a statement for May, 1840

SUPPLIES.
Beasts 12,329

Sheep & lambs 113,384

Calves 998

Pigs 3,892

PRICES.
Beef.. 3s.0d. to 4s. 8d.

Muttons 6 „ 4 8

Lamb .60 „ 7

Veal ..48 „ 5 8

Pork.. 4 „ 4 8

During the same month, in 1838, the reports

stood thus :

—

SUPPLIES.
Beasts 14,882

Sheep & lambs 135,529

Calves 960
Pigs 6,232

PRICES.
Beef ..2s. 2d. to 4s. 2d.

Muttons 2 „ 4 2

Lamb .50 „ 7

Veal ..40 „ 5 8

Pork.. 3 „ 4 8

In May, 1828, the following account was
returned :

—

PRICES.
Beef ..3s. 2d. to 5s. Od.

Mutton3 6 „ 5

Lamb .66 „ 7 6

Veal . . 4 10 „ 6 4

SUPPLIES.
Beasts 10,144

Sheep & lambs 79,810

Calves 669
Pigs 660

Pork.. 4 6 „ 5 8

From the above tables of comparison, which

Ave give as a guide to our graziers, it will be seen

that though no material improvement has taken

place in the supplies, prices still continxie to rule

low.

A STATEMENT and COMPARISON of the SUPPLIES and
PRICES of FAT STOCK, exhibited and sold in Smithfield
Caitle Market, on Monday, May 29, 1843, and May 27,

1S14.

Per 81bB. to sink the oflfals.

May 29, 1843. May 27, 1844.

s. d. s. d. g. d. s. d.

Coarse and inferior Beasts 2 4to 2 6 ,. 2 4to2 6
Second quality do ....2 8 3 .. 2 8 2 10

Prime large Oxen 3 2 36.. 30 36
Prime Scots, i;c 3 8 3 10 .. 3 8 3 10

Coarse and Inferior Sheep 3 3 2 .. 2 8 3
Second quality do 84 36.. 32 34
Prime coarse woolled do 3 6 3 8 .. 3 4 3 8
Prime Southdown do 3 10 4 .. 3 10 4
Lambs 4 4 54.. 48 58
Large coarse Calves 34 40.. 34 40
Prime small do 4 2 4 4 .. 4 2 4 6
Large Hogs 3 36.. 30 38
Neat small Porkers 3 8 3 10 .. 3 10 4 2

SUPPLIES.
May 29, 1843, May 27, 18i4.

Beasts 2,952 2,622

Sheep & Lambs 30, ! 40 30,2!*0

Calves 176 119

Pigs 324 328

Newgate and Leadenhall Markets have been

rather heavily sujjplied with both town and
country-killed meat, while the demand for it has

ruled heavy, and prices have been with difficulty

supported, they having ruled as follow :—Beef,

from 2s. 2d. to 3s. 4d. ; mutton, 2s. 4d. to 3s.

lOd. ; lamb, 4s. 6d. to 5s. lOd. ; veal, 3s. 4d. to

4s. 6d. ; and^'pork, 3s. 6d. to 4s. per 8 lbs. by the

carcass.

CALENDAR OF HORTICULTURE.—JUNE.

Retrospect.—In recurring to our meteorologi-

cal observations, we trace no period since the

year 1825 which can at aU compare with that of

the last seven weeks. It now, perhaps, is unfor-

tunate that March till Lady-day was a rainy sea-

son ; otherwise, vegetation would have been

parched by the continuous jjower of the sun,

from that date till the 15th of May inst., when a

forcible north-eastern current set in, which on
the 17th reduced the temperature, that had been
frequently at 72S, to 32'=', or the freezing point.

Clouds then formed, and a few hasty drops fell

here and there ; but there was no soaking rain,

nothing to penetrate three inches of soil.

We never recollect a period so brilliant : the

heavens by day and night have been beauteous in

the extreme. But spring requires showers, and
these, if we except the few hours' rain of April

12th and l6th, have been withheld ; and in their

place an east mnd, cruel and cutting to an un-

wonted degree, with leaden heavy masses of

tantalising clouds, ha^'e followed the light de-

pression of the weather glass, which proved only

a very temporary exception to an altitude of ex-

traordinary duration. The extreme rigour abated

on the 20th, though the force of the wind con-

tinued very great.

The ground is dr)', and seeds cannot rise ; nor

is it of much use to attempt to sow. Potatoes

are not all in ; and unless rain come speedily, the

crop will be very doubtful.

In this state, is it of use or not to hoe or dig

the land ? We ask this, because we read of the

good effects of comminution, but see and hear

that the ground is wet at some depth, and that

crops left at rest sustain themselves on the undis-

turbed surface, whereas they shrink and become
flaccid after a good deep hoeing.

We generalise too much : the timing of opera-

tions is a main requisite. It is not enough to

vote a measure good—the what, the when, and
the xvhere, are considerations of equal moment.
If the land has been deeply imbued with moisture,

can it be good, is it rational to open tliat land,

heated as it is like a hot-bed, and thus produce
the inevitable escape of watery vapour, exposing
at the same time the tender roots to half baked
heated clods, which will absorb, but cannot
convey a particle of moisture to their fibres ?

The allusion to drought and its concomitants
leads to the consideration of water, and its ap-

plication to the purposes of agriculture.

Chemically viewed, water is uniform in its

constitution ; or, in other words, it is resolvable,

by analysing, into definite volumes of the two
gases, hydroyen (the base, or generator of voap

water) and oxygen ; which elements can be and
continually are re-united in direct experiment.
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and again assume the condition of fluid water

;

facts conclusive of the truth of theoiy.

But water, hke air, is susceptible of abundant

changes of quality : pure in itself, it can unite

\vith many substances by solution or intermix-

ture, which either degrade, or exalt its quahties

;

and thus we find it in nature. In the forati of

rain, the purest condition in which it can be col-

lected, provided the country be open and free

from smoke, water stiU contains an extremely

minute quantity of ammonia j in ponds and soft

rivers, running over a clayey bottom, it contains

more or less of vegetable and animal matter,

mth varying portions of earth, lime, sulphate of

lime, clay, &c., &c.; and in wells it is frequently

adulterated with a considerable quantity of car-

bonate or sulphate of lime, either of which can

be detected by alkalies, or oxalate of ammonia.
For the purposes of horticulture, the tvater of

ponds fonned by rills, or drainage from meadow-
lands of good loam, is ever preferable : to use

the language of Nicol, and other writers at the

commencement of the present century, " it is the

life and soul of a garden," and ought not to be
absent. It contains all the maniu'e that plants

either in the garden or kept in pots, can require to

be given in the liquid form, and it hurts nothing ;

if wisely employed, we believe it preferable to

rainwater caught and retained in tanks.

Hardwater, which will curdle soap, contains

too much chalk for many jalants ; such as heaths,

epacris, azaleas. Yet we have been constained

(and so have some nurserymen) to resort to it for

weeks ; previously, however, softening it so far

as it might be, by exposure in open vessels to the

air for twelve or more hours, and without inju-

rious effects. Water, however, to be of any real

avail to garden-crops and strawberiies, ought to

be given copiously to drenching : and, if possible,

on some mild cloudy evening. Sprinklings are

of disuse : they harden the surface, and attract

from below the ground moisture, which thus is

carried off the more speedily by evaporation.

In the sowing of seeds near the surface, the

earth ought to be copiously sprinkled for three

successive nights, covering the site during the

days with mats. In driU sowing, the drills

should be drenched, and the seed being sown
they ought tobe againwatered,asalsothe covering

earth, upon which a layer, two inches thick, of

moist half-decayed leaves being laid and flatted

down, the moisture within the earth would be

retained for a considerable time.

As rain commenced, and continued for hours,

on the 21st, when we concluded this article for

the press, the earth may be brought into a mellow

and fit condition for the seasonable operations

now to be detailed.

Weekly Operations in the Kitchen-
Garden,

First week.—Sow Kidney-beans, dwarf and

runner varieties ; early Kent and Charlton Peas,

Broad-beans. Prefer a rich, free loam, and make
the bottom of each drill firm, and even scatter a

little powdery compost, as dried cloacine or guano,

powdered bones, or such like, among the covering
earth, and rake that finely over the seeds.

Second week.—Sow a sprinkling of Cabbage,
Broccoli, Turnip, Swedes of the best garden
kind. Lettuce, Onion, Turnip-radish, Long-
radish, and Salading. Potatoes may require

earthing ; some sorts grow upward, and expose

the tubers. If the ground be moist and friable,

go over the plot with a light mattock, loosen it

well, and then draw the fine earth against the

stems. Now, or in the

Third week.—Transplant Lettuce of all kinds
into very rich soil, small plants of Cabbage
into nursery rows, and all the plants of the bras-

sicae, as Cabbage, Savoy, Brussel's sprouts. Kale,

and Broccoli. Cease entirely to cut Aspara-
gus, always making it a rule to leave one shoot to

every plant ; then weed the beds, sprinkle guano
or the like over the rows, and, what is better

—

though it ought to have been recommended early in

spring—dig a trench two feet deep between rows
or beds, or insert as much rotted manure, care

being taken to avoid large roots. This is the

way to fertilize a plantation.

Fourth week.—Repeat the several sowings, in-

cluding endive. Earth up rows, stick peas,

destroy weeds, and keep the plots neat. Plant
slips of all sweet herbs, and cut those coming into

flower for drying.

Fruit Department.

Peach, Nectarine, and Apricot, also some Plum
and Cherry Wall-trees, require a regulation,

leaving the growing wood selected for the next
year's bearers laid in orderly, so as to distribute

it over the tree as regularly as circumstances
permit. Mildew is a " plague spot" upon
peaches this year ; it is a plant that first produces
a white meahness upon the points of the growing
shoots, then spreads, seizes the fruit, and blotches
it all over ; in nectarines this can be rvibbed off,

but it cannot be removed from the down of the
peach ; syringing wth sulphured water, aided by
rubbing some flowers of sulphur upon the in-

fected spots, is the best remedy we hear of.

Vines are in some places a failure, at least

either at home or abroad or in distant counties

;

we cannot see anything hke half a crop on the

walls. In some vineries, also, the deficiency appears
to be as great. The watery character of May and
June of 1843 may be mentioned as a possible

cause, especially as we had no maturing M'eather

till the middle of August. Keep the shoots in am-
ple quantity, nicely and frequently nailed in;

those in the vineries also,andthe advancing berries

thinned out when of the size of a pea. In thinning,

a sharp-pointed scissor, aided by a possible

slender bit of smooth deal, wherewith to separate

and discover the berries to be displaced, are re-

quired ; it is better to use the stick than to pull

about the cluster Avith one hand, while the other

serves the foot-stalk, as thereby the bloom and
skin are less subject to injury.

Stove, and Pine-pit, tfc.—Keep these active, and
the plants free from scale. Watch the melon and
cucumber pits, to maintain a moist heat and
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cleanness of plant. This sunny weather is

sadly favourable to the acarus (called Red
Spider).

Flower Department.
Plant out a succession of Crysanthemums, Dian-

thus, Verbenas, and indeed everj'thing that has

been raised for bedding out. The system of mas-
sing produces a fine effect with figured beds upon
extensive lawns ; but the miscellaneous selection,

nicely grouped as to sizes and colours,' is per-

haps most eifective in borders and extended l)eds.

Pinks and cai'nations should be by themselves

;

a fine collection of either, nicely tied up, forms a

beautiful object. All the routine operations must
be strictly attended to, and in time.

We have now witnessed, during several days,

the eflficiency of the new tank system with water

gutters, and can testify that no apparatus so sim-

ple, complete, trustworthy, and cheap withal, have
ever] before come under our notice. Two houses
can either be excited together, and in a few

minutes, when 52 gallons of water are rendered
perfectly hot ; or one house, that with the tank,
can be kept nearly at 70" by a small quantity of
coke, scarcely a peck of which will remain
ignited for fourteen hours. The bottom heat
over the trough is communicated through the

medium of moist sawdust blended with a third or

fourth part of coursely pounded charcoal.

The violent and penetrating easterly winds
within the week ending on the •20th day of May,
have tried the equability of this structure, which
has been maintained with sufficient nicety, though
the fire has never been urged to half its power.
We repeat it, that with some attention to modify
the medium for bottom heat according to the pro-
posed object, any sort of fruit, pine, mellon,
cucumber, and what not, as well as the orna-
mental hothouse tubes, can be cultivated in a

very superior manner, and with half the usual
trouble and attendance.

May 21, 1844.

REVIEW OE THE CORN TRADE
DURING THE MONTH OF MAY.

We have experienced very extraordinary wea-
ther during the last two months. April, usually

one of the most showery months in the year, com-
menced and ended almost without rain ; but as the

ground had previously been well saturated with
moisture, this was regarded as rather a favorable

circiunstance, and it was not before the beginning
of May that apprehensions began to be entertain-

ed that the drought might prove injurious to the

country. Since then, however, nearly another
month has passed, during which time scarcely

sufficient rain has fallen to penetrate the ground

;

so protracted a period of dry weather must un-
questionably have greatly retarded vegetation; and
as regards spring-sown corn, there can be no
doubt that mischief has already been done to an
extent which must detract from the produc-
tiveness of the crops. The accounts from
most of the principal barley growing counties
are, we grieve to say, far from satisfactoiy. That
portion Avhich was sown early, has perhaps es-

caped unharmed, but the later sown has in many
cases failed to germinate; or, where it has appeai'ed

above ground, it has come up so unevenly,
and wears so stunted and unhealthy an aspect,

that to anticipate anything approaching an aver-

rage yield would be more than sanguine.

In addition to these unfavourable reports, we
hear that in several counties, where the soil con-
sists of retentive clay, a considerable breadth of
land intended for barley has not yet been sown,
the excessive wet weather during the month of

March having in the first instances ))revented the

operation being commenced, and the subsequent
hot sunshine and drying winds having hardened
the ground to such a degree as to render plough-
ing and sowing almost impracticable ; the conse-

quence is, that the ground originally destined for

that crop will either have to be employed for other

I)urposes, or if sown at this advanced period of the

year with barley, chances are more against than

in favor of its ever producing a crop.

The foregoing remarks are also applicable to

oats, though in a somewhat modified form, firstly,

as this grain is now much less extensively sown in

England than barley, our supplies being chiefly

furnished by Ireland and Scotland, (in both of

which countries partial showers have from time

to time fallen); and fiuther, because, being mostly

sown at an earlier period, the work had already

made considerable progress prior to the com-
mencement of the unfavourable weather.

Up to the end of April, beans and peas wore a

very promising appearance, but since then a very

unfavourable change has taken place. In verymany
instances the beans were in bloom when only a foot

high, and they cannot therefore be expected under
any circumstances to bear well. Peas are equally

stunted in growth, and the lower part of the haulm
has within the last few weeks become dry and yel-

low; where the])ods are setthey contain avery small

number of peas, andwhere late sown there is an ap-
pearance of the bloom dying off without forming
fruit. After enumerating these distressing effects

of the dry weather, it becomes the more gratifjang

to turn to the comparatively cheering accounts

which continue to reach us from all jiarts of the

kingdom in regard to the young wheat. This plant

is by nature calculated to withstand drought, and
as it had gained considerable strength previous to

the rain ceasing in March, the weather subsequently

exijerienced has ajiparently inflicted but very par-

tial injury; indeed, from all we can learn on the

subject, this promises to be a fair wheat year.
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The ground being thickly covered by the plant at

the commencement of Ajn'il, was less acted upon
by the sun, and consequently retained its moisture

long after the comparatively l)are Ijarley lands had
become parched; this circumstance and its natural

characteristics are sufficient to account for the

present difference in the aspect of the two crops.

Of late the blade has been more or less affected

by the sharp night frost ; the night of the I7th

inst. proved particularly trying in this resjiect,

changing in some localities the previous healthy

colour to a hue approaching yellow, but we are dis-

posed to think that the mischief extends no further

than the blade, and doubt not that a few weeks of

more genial weather would, as far as regards

wheat, set aU right again.

AVhilst the effects of the weather have been

such as above described on the grain crops, it

may easily be imagined that grasses, both natural

and artificial, must have suffered extensively, and
it is now certain that the produce of hay must be

exceedingly short in all parts of the kingdom.
On this subject the accounts are vmanimous,

and there can be no doubt, that fodder wiU be-

come very dear.

The wheat trade has throughout the month
remainedin a quiet state, and until about the middle
no variation occurred in the value of the article:

the simidtaneous arrival of large supphes from
abroad about that period, at the principal out-

ports, shook the confidence which holders had
until then felt, and a greater anxiety to realize

became apparent. In the same proportion as

the wish to sell increased, so did the disposition

to i^urchase diminish, and the natural conse-

quence of supply exceeding demand, namely, a fall

in i^rices, was the result. The decline, however,

has up to the present period been only trifling,

and has scarcely at all extended to fine qualities,

of which the millers stand greatly in need in all

parts of the kingdom. Although the weather

has for nearly two months been of a character

well calculated to improve the condition of the

wheat of last year's gro-\vth, the supphes Ijrought

forward by the farmers have consisted, princi-

pally, of coarse and inferior samples
;
proving,

that though the quantity may have been xmder

estimated at the time of harvest, there was no
mistake as to the cpahty. This is hkely to ha^-e

a material influence on the averages, and, from
present appearances, there seems httle chance o.

a low duty, unless we should unfortunately ex-

perience an unfavourable blooming time, or other

injury threaten the growing crop.

A reference to the general weekly average price

for wheat will show how little alteration has in

reality taken place since our last; the first return

this month, pubhshed on the 3rd, being 55s. 6d.

per qr., whilst that issued on the 24th, is 55s. lOd.

per qr. The duty has hitherto remained stationarj'-,

but there is a strong probability of its advancing

a step in the course of a few weeks ; meanwhile
importers of foreign have endeavoured to effect

sales from on board ship, and as far as this has

been i)racticable they have entered for home
consumption ; still the total qixantity on which

the I7s. duty has hitherto been paid has not
been consideralde, the bulk of the receipts from
al)road having been landed in bond. Sliould it,

however, (as most likely it will) become evident
that a further advance of Is. per qr. must take
place in the duty, we are disposed to think many
importers will prefer at once clearing in from on
board ship to landing under lock, and it is

therefore proljable that in the course of the next
fortnight some addition will be made to the stock
of free wheat in the country. It is evident that
this gradual mode of introducing the foreign
supplies acts less injuriously on the interest of
the British grower, and more in favour of the
consumer than the release of large quantities at

once, inasmuch as violent fluctuations of prices
are thereby pre^^ented.

The future range of the value of wheat will, in

our opinion, be ahnost exclusively ruled by the
weather ; and so will, in a great measure, the ex-
tent of the importations from abroad.

So long as the prospects continue auspicious,
prices are not likely to vary much ; for whilst on
the one hand, an upward tendency will be checked
by moderate entries of foreign for consumj)tion
whenever the duty may range between 15s. and
I7s. any material decline will be prevented by the

cessation of these supplies so soon as the latter

rate is exceeded.

The same circumstance is hkely to influence

merchants both here and on the other side ; the

shghtest chance of a profit resulting from imports
into Great Britain, would give a stimulus to

business in grain all over the continent, and en-
sure our receiA'ing large supplies ; but whilst the

trade remains in so calm a state in this covmtry
as it has done of late, with scarcely any prospect

of a low duty, the shipments will be compara-
tively unimportant.

This view of the subject may not at first sight

appear to agree ^vith the fact, that large supplies

have during the month arriA'ed at London, Liver-

pool, Hull, &c. ; but it must be borne in mind
that these receipts are not in consequence of any
recent purchases made on the other side, but the

result of the contracts entered into during the
whole of the autumn and winter months.
The arrivals of home-grown wheat into Lon-

don have, since our last, been to a fair extent

;

indeed the supplies may be said to have exceeded
the quantity generally expected, and having at

the same time consisted for the most part of or-

dinary qualities, no slight difficulty has been
experienced in efl!ecting sales. Really fine par-

cels have, owing to their comparative scarcity,

commanded nearly previous rates, but the de-

cline on other descriptions has been rather im-
portant. On the 20th inst. the downward move-
ment commenced, it being then found necessary

to accede to an abatement of Is. to 2s. per qr.

to eifect a clearance of the Essex and Kent
stands. On the following Monday there was a

large show of wheat from the home counties, be-

sides a fair supply from the coast of Lincolnshire,

and though selected quahties still continued to be
held at former terms, a further reduction of
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fully Is. per qr. occurred on the general runs, no

l)art of which decline has since been recovered.

There can be no doubt that the fall was in a great

measure caused bj' the large arrivals of foreign

wheat; not less than 73,691 qrs. having come to

hand at this port alone during the three \veeks,

terminating on Saturday the 25th inst. This

su])ply was, it is true, expected, and its appearance

would therefore perhaps have had less influence

had the cargoes come forward in good condition,

but the major part of the receipts have shown a

decided iniferiority .both as to quahty and con-

dition, when compared with the produce of

former years. Really good wheat our millers

were in want of, and such would consequently

have met a ready vent; coarse sorts were

not required, hence buyers have acted with great

circumspection. Importers have shown a wiUing-

ness to pay the existing rate of duty, and we
have constantly had a large quantity offering free

from on board ship below cost price. Com-
mon descriptions of red wheat, weighing 60 to

61 lbs. per bushel, have recently been sold at

from 53s. to 55s. per qr., free; when the duty

(17s.) and other expenses including freight and
insurance (5s. per qr.)be deducted, the nett pro-

duce will be considerably less than the rates

at which the principal part of the purchases were

made in the Baltic during the winter. Under
these circumstances, it may be presumed that

the English merchants \vill desist from entering

into further investments abroad, until prices ap-

proximate somewhat nearly on the other side to

those current in this countiy than they have

hitherto done, and by that means lessen the im-

portations.

Beyond an occasional small parcel taken for

shipment to France, nothing whatever has been

done in bonded wheat, and its value has fluc-

tuated in precisely the same degree as that of free,

the difference between the two being the duty

chargeable on the former. The stock of wheat

under lock in the United Kingdom consisted, on

the 5th of May (the latest date to which the

account is oflRcially made up), of 238,283 qrs.;

and there were, on the same day, 64,767 qrs. in

bond at this port. These amoimts have, how-

ever, been considerably added to by the plentiful

supplies which have, within the last few weeks,

come to hand.

The trade in flour has, throughout the month,

remained in a state of great depression. The
nominal top price of town-manufactured has

undergone no change, but this has long since

ceased to be any criterion of the real value of the

article, many of the principal millers having

ceased to pay any regard to the endeavours made
by a few to regulate prices. Household and

number two flour has been selling at irregular

rates, according to quantity and the extent of

credit given to the purchaser, it is therefore diffi-

cult to give quotations ; 43s. to 44s. for the for-

mer, and 40s. to 42s. per sack for the latter, may,

however, be taken as about a fair valuation.

The London millers have, owing to the inferi-

ority of a large proportion of the wheat of both

home-growth and foreign, experienced much
difficulty in keeping up the quality of their

manufacture, and to succeed in so doing they

have been compelled to be satisfied with very

small profits, inasmuch as it has been absolutely

necessary to use a certain j^roportion of fine

wheat, the price of which has scarcely given way
at aU ; whilst consumers, making no allowance

for this fact, have expected flour to recede to the

same extent as prices of loio quanlities of wheat

have declined.

Whilst we are treating of the article flour, it

may not be out of place to remark, that according

to the most recently receiA^ed advices from Canada,
it would appear that a large importation of the

article from thence may be expected. Letters

from Montreal, dated 13th May, inform us that

though the regidar business season had hardly

yet commenced, purchases of flour to some extent

had already been made for export to Great Bri-

tain, at about 26s. 9d. per barrel. The freight

from thence to London will probably be 4s., and
as the duty is only nominal under the new
Canadian biU, our farmers and millers may
anticipate a powerful competition from that

quarter.

The conviction that our own crop of barley

was very deficient, induced many merchants and
distillers, soon after harvest, to send out orders to

the continent for the pui'chase of this grain ; and
as the belief that the produce Avas decidedly short

continued to gain ground as thrashing Avas pro-

ceeded Avith, further investments Avere made from
time to time at different ports, throughout the

Avinter, until betAveen 250,000 and 300,000 qrs.

had been secured. The knowledge that this

large quantity Avas sure to find its way to this

country soon after the navigation of the Baltic

should have been set free from ice, caused buyers
to act extremely cautiously throughout the win-
ter. Prices did not, therefore, rise so high as

had been anticipated, and the loAvest point to

Avhich the duty fell Avas 5s. per qr. This oc-

curred on the 8th of February, and it remained
stationary at that point till the 25th of April,

rising to 6s. prior to the arrival of the bulk of
foreign supply. Under these cu'cumstances, and
with gradually receding rates, until good 52 to

5-3lbs. qualities Avere sold in London as Ioav as

27s. to 28s. per qr., speculators can have made
little by their operations ; indeed, there can be
no doubt that heavy losses must, in many cases,

have been sustained by importers, which Avill,

Ave trust, have the effect of warning others from
entering into similar rash speculations. Not that

Ave entertain any doubt of tlie whole of the sup-
ply being ultimately required, but we maintain
that it Avould have been got on more advan-
tageous terms if our merchants had allowed the
foreigner to consign and take the risk, instead of
driving up prices by high limited orders being
sent out to the continent. HoAvever, the mis-
chief has now been done, and many must suffer

severely. The present Ioav price of this grain
cannot, Ave think, last long ; hereafter the ar-

rivals from abroad are likely to be comparatively
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unimportant, and it is an nnivci"sally admitted

fact tliat our own farmers liavo very little re-

mainiiig on hand. It is, therefore, fair to infer

that so soon as the pressure under which the

trade labours, from so large a quantity being all

at once thrown on the market, shall have some-

Avliat decreased, a rally in prices will occur.

We must, consequently, recommend such of our

agricultural friends as have still stocks of this

grain to refrain from pressing sales at pi'esent,

being convinced that they will do better later

in the year.

The arrivals of foreign barley into London
have, during the month ending on the 25th in-

stant, amounted to no less than 120,614 qrs.,

and duty has been paid within the same period

on 65,944 qrs.

We observe that the repeal or modification of

the malt duty is again being agitated. It is al-

most needless to dwell on the many advantages
which would result to the farming interest, as

well as to the labouring classes generally, from
so desirable a measure being carried into force

;

nor could a more fitting time than the present be
chosen to press the subject on the consideration

of ministers. With a considerable surplus in the

revenue, how could that surplus be better em-
ployed than by giving some relief to that portion

of the community who have hitherto had to stand
the brunt of the experiments made in free trade

doctrines. After inflicting the tariff and the

Canadian corn-bill, so injurious to the agricul-

turist, on the unfortunate farmer, surely when
the opportunity offers of benefiting him without
injuring any other class, this at least might be
expected from a ministry who OM^e their power
to the landed interest and tenant farmers.

The depression in the barley trade has naturally

had more or less influence on business in malt,

but though the transactions in the article have
been on a retail scale since our last, no material

variation has occurred in prices.

Oats have come forward very sparingly, and un-
less the quantity of this grain still held in Ireland

and Scotland should hereafter prove to have been

greatly underrated, the value of the article must
rise materially. Our own farmers have, we be-

lieve, little more on hand than will suffice for

home use, and, as the stocks in the hands of

merchants and dealers are small at all the princi-

pal English markets, large imports from Ireland

are likely to be needed. Since the close of last

month a decided improvement in prices has oc-

curred, not only at the leading consuming towns
but likewise in the agricultural districts. The
rise, taking the kingdom collectively, may be

fairly estimated at Is. to 2s. per qr., and the

averages are noAv coming higher from all parts

of the country, rendering it very possible that in

the course of a few weeks the duty may recede a
step or two. The probability of such an event,

and the general belief that oats will be much
wanted in July and August, have caused orders

to be transmitted of late to the continent for this

grain. The quantity as yet purchased abroad is

not considerable, but as the chances of profit in-

crease, investments at foreign ports will be mul-

tiplied, and an importation from the Danish
islands, Sweden, and some of the Mecklenburg
and Pomeranian ports may now be expected, in

addition to the quantity contracted for in Russia
during the winter, whilst from Holland we shall

also receive a small supply ; under these circum-
stances it may become a matter of consideration

with the British grower, in how far he will act

prudently by holding. Present rates are remu-
nerating, and though there is a chance of prices

being higher towards autumn, there is also a
possibility of a sudden depression occurring about
that time, should a larger arrival of foreign take
place than had been previously calculated on.
The protracted drought has given rise to a

speculative demand for beans, and the dryness of
the atmosphere having at the same time greatly
improved the quality of those of last year's
growth, advanced terms have been realized. In
the London market good to fine parcels have been
lately selling at 32s. to 35s. per qr., and in many
parts of the country still higher rates have been
obtained ; the averages have consequently risen

to an extent Avliich renders a reduction in the
duty nearly certain. The Aveekly return for the
kingdom, on the 4tli May, was 31s. 9d., whilst
that published on the 24th was 33s. 3d., shewing
a rise of Is. 6d. per qr. The stock of beans un-
der lock in the kingdom consisted, on the 5th
May, of 62,264 qrs., of which 19,776 qrs. were
held in London. By far the larger proportion
of the quantity in bond is composed of Egyptian,
and a considerable extent of speculation has been
going forward in this variety. A month or six

weeks back good qualities were sold in bond at

16s. per qr., whereas several parcels have lately

changed hands at 20s., and holders now generally
ask 21s. per qr. for the finer sorts in the metro-
politan warehouses. A few orders have recently
been transmitted to Alexandria for this article,

and we may also calculate on receiving a mode-
rate importation from the Baltic.

Though the growing crop of peas has proba-
bly been ati'ected as injuriously by the dry wea-
ther as that of beans, less disposition has been
shown to make speculative purchases, and not-
withstanding a decided fsilling off in the sup-
plies, prices have only risen about Is. per qr.,

still the present position of the averages war-
rants the expectation of a lower rate of duty

;

and it is therefore likely that a few shipments
will be made abroad to this country. Whatever
predictions we have ventured on in the fore-

going remarks must be understood as in a great
measure dependent on the weather. That the
protracted drought we have experienced must
have done injury to vegetation there can be
no doubt ; but it is not yet too late, should
the weather even now become really propitious,

for much of the mischief to be repaired. We
sincerely hope that the wished-for change may
not be long delayed—a productive year with
moderate prices (when the lowness of the price

is the result of a large home growth) being
always more favourable for the farmer and the

community at large than scarcity and high
prices.
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Week ending.

April 13th
20th
27th

May 4th
llth
18th

Ag:f?rep:ate averiij^e of
the six weeks whieh
ref^ulates the duty.

Duties payable in

London till Wed-
nesday next inclu-

sive, and at the Out-
ports till the arriva'

of the mail of that
day from London

Do. on ^raiu from
British possessions
out of Europe

At most of the continental markets from

whence Great Britain receives the greater part

of lier foreign supplies, quotations of Avheat

have not varied much during the month : in the

early part the tendency was rather downwards
at most of the leading Baltic ports, hut the

somewhat more encouraging reports which left

this country the first week in May caused a

slight reaction on the other side, and the letters

from Danzig, dated 18th inst., inform us that

20,000 qrs. had been bought there within eight

days at slightly enhanced rates. The orders for

these purchases had, it appears, been received

principally from our outports, comparatively few
having emanated from London. Good 61 to

Gl^lbs. wheat (fine liigh-mixed), tlie growth of

1843, had been sold at 37s. to 38s., being Is. to

2s. per qr. above previous prices. The condi-

tion of the new wheat had, owing to the dry

weather permitting of its being turned in the

open air (for which tliere are peculiar facilities

at Danzig), been much improved, and to this

circumstance a part of the rise in its value may
be attributed.

The appearance of the growing crops in that

neighbourhood, as well as in other parts of

Prussia and Poland, is very well spoken of, the

drought not having been so severe in that quarter

as in this countrJ^ At those ports in the Baltic

from whence red wheat is generally shipped (we
allude more particularly to Rostock, AVisraar,

Stralsund, and Wolgast), the operations in wheat
have not been of much importance during the

month, owing partly to prices being relatively

higher at these places than at Danzig, and partly

to the inferiority of the quality of those parcels

Avhich have lately reached this country from the

ports named, liaving deterred mercliants from

ma Jng further investments.

Preights are very moderate from all parts of

the continent ; the vessels recentlj^ engaged to

load wheat at Danzig for London having obtained

only 3s. 3d. per qr.

Owing to the wants of France and those of

the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily, quotations of

Avheat have ruled very liigh at all the Mediter-

ranean ports and also in the Black Sea. It is

now certain that very little wheat will be im-

ported into this country from the South and

East.

Letters from Naples of the 13 th May inform

us that the permission to import grain free of

duty had expired at the time originally fixed,

namely, at the close of April, but the Govern-
ment had deemed it necessary to guard against

future want by prohibiting the export of corn.

The spring had been unusually dry, but the fears

entertained for the crops had been greatly re-

lieved by copious showers in INIay.

Advices from Leghorn also speak of rain, and
state that the aspect of the country had been so

greatly improved thereby as to cause a decided

reaction in the grain trade, holders having be-

come extremely anxious to realize.

END OF VOLUME

COMPARATIVE PRICES OF GRAIN,
May 27.

Wheat, Essex and Kent, new, red 56
Irish 50
Old, red 69

Rye, old 30
Bamley, Grinding, 28 30 Malting 32

Irish 28
Malt, Suftollc and Norfolk CO

Kingston and Ware CO
OATi?, Yorksh. & Lincolnshire, feed 21

Youghall and Cork, black.. 21

Dublin 21
Watcrford, white 21

Xcwry 22
Galway 20
Scotch, feed 22
Clonmel 21
Londonderry 21

Beans, Tick, new 34
Peas, Grey 33

White 33

60
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PREFACE.

I have the honor of laying before the public my First Report on European
Agriculture and Rural Economy. It has been somewhat delayed beyond the

time when it was expected to appear by various unavoidable circumstances,

and, among others, by a serious accident by which my health was for some
time impaired. I have never approached the bar of public opinion with more
diffidence and anxiety ; but, the kindness heretofore experienced inspires the

hope of its continuance, and strengthens my confidence that in an inteUigent

I shall find a candid public. My first report will be, to a considerable de-

gree, miscellaneous, and not so full of that practical information and detail

which I design to give hereafter. More than this was not to have been ex-

pected ; but I trust it will not be found deficient in practical value. Many-
persons may think that I should particularly point out what is to be learnt

from European agriculture ; but I understand it to be my province to give an
honest account of what I see, premising that there is nothing to be seen from
which something may not be learnt, and that it is for others, and not for me,

to say what they will learn from that which is placed before them. Where
we find ourselves inferior to others, it may be desirable to ascertain how we
may reach the excellence to which they have attained ; and where the advan-

tage is obviously upon our side, it may be a subject of honest congratulation.

In circumstances, even the most different, a sagacious mind will gather in-

struction from contrast as well as from analogy : and the success of any man,
in any trade, pursuit, manufacture, or art, is in itself a powerful stimulus to

others to exertion ; and, therefore, an instrument of excellence in any and
in every other art or pursuit. I know no better way than to record my im-

pressions of what comes under my notice in the field, which I have undertaken

to explore, as faithfully as I can and with as much detail as seems expedient j

and to do my best, that every one who condescends to read my pages with a

just candor, will not close the book without finding something agreeable and
instructive, something for improvement in the important art to which my
labors will be particularly devoted, and something to make him wiser, better,

or happier. These latter are tlic proper ends of knowledge and of life j and
this honest aim will in itself sanctify and elevate the humblest efforts.

The necessity of publishing my reports as I go on, without waiting until

the completion of my tour, will, of course, prevent that methodical arrange

ment of the whole matter which I otherwise should adopt ; but this, under

present arrangements, is not to be avoided, and my readers will, I trust, make
the proper allowance.

The objects of my inquiry are, of course, various and extensive, and em-
brace everything connected with the cultivation of the earth, the improve-

ments which are now going on in agriculture, and every branch of husbandry

and rural and domestic economy.
Among these topics will, of course, be comprehended

—

The Soils, and especially in their relation to different crops.

Manures, and their application.

A fi
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The Tm|jleinents of Husbandry, and various Machines for facilitating

and abridging tlie labors of the Farm.
The difl'erent great operations of Agriculture, such as Ploughing, Sow-

ing, Cultivating and Cleaning, Harvesting and Preparing the Crops
for use or market, witli the general application of the Produce of a

Farm

.

Draining and Irrigation.

Enclosing and Fencing.

Redeeming Moor and Heath Land.
Warping and Dyking.
The Plantation of Forest and Fruit Trees.

The Crops grown ; the Grasses, the Cereal Grains, and Esculent Roots
for the food of man or beast, and plants cultivated for clothing, build-

ing, and fuel.

Live Stock of every description— Cattle, Horses, Sheep, Swine,
Poultry ; and their different breeds and classes.

The breeding, rearing, and fattening of Live Stock.

The Dairy.

Tlie cultivation of Silk, Flax, Hemp, Hops, Teasels, Madder, Woad,
Mustard, Chicory, Olives, Grapes, Figs ; the production of Wool
and Honey; the manufacture of Wine, Oil, and Sugar; and various

other crops and products which may come under my notice, and the

production and growth of which may be possible and useful in any
part of the United States.

Horticulture, likewise, will come under observation, with the best informa-

tion of the management of forcing beds, and the forwarding of plants,

valuable for nse or luxury.

Rural Architecture, and the Construction of Farm Buildings, Conserva-
tories, and Green-houses.

,

Markets and Fairs—Farming Accounts.
Agricultural Labor ; wages, condition, and service.

The Management of particular Farms ; arable, dairy, stock, and wool
farms.

Agricultural Schools and Experimental Farms.
Veterinary Establishments.

Agricultural Societies, Museums, and Shows.
Agricultural Schools, Education, and Literature.

The Condition of the Rural Population.
Benefit Clubs, Mutual Assurance Associations, Cow Clubs, Friendly

Associations for mutual aid or imjjrovement.
Rural Life ; Morals, Manners, and Customs.

These are among the topics which will claim my attention, and upon which,
in the course of my tour, I hope to collect and to communicate much useful

information. The field, I am aware, is a Avide one, and no unaided indi-

vidual could, under any circumstances, give a full and entire view of
these various subjects so as to satisfy every inquiry ; but I will do what I

can to glean that which is most valuable, and to direct to jnore full sources of
information the inquiries of those to whom further information may be de-

sirable.

I have already been through a considerable portion of England, and into

some of the southern counties of Scotland ; I purpose to complete the tour of
parts of England and Scotland not already visited; to go through Ireland,

and to visit such portions of the Continent as are likely to afford any valuable
information. My Reports cannot be ])romised, confidently, at any particular

time ; but, according to my Prospectus, they will be limited to ten, of about one
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lumclrcd pages eacli ; and, anxious to tax as littlo as possible the patience of

my friends, I shall use all possible diligence in their preparation, as much for

my own interest as for their gratification. It is intended that each Report

shall be furnished with, at least, one copper-plate engraving, and with such

wood-cuts as may be necessary for the elucidation of the sul)jects treated.

I do not know in wliat place, rather than here, I can better acknowledge
the kindness and hospitality which I have received from gentlemen with

whom it has been my happiness to become acquainted ; add to this the utmost

readiness and courtesy in rendering every assistance; in their power to my
inquiries. The kindness is sensibly appreciated ; and these acknowledgments
are due to many noblemen of the highest rank in the cmjnre ; and to many
gentlemen ofmore humble condition, who, if they have nottlio nobility of rank,

have even a higher patent—one without which the most brilliant insignia

of external distinction become dim—the nobility of intelligence, wisdom, and
most active and extensive usefulness. I should be glad here, if it were propei',

to illuminate my page with the names of many distinguished individuals, of

whose courtesy and kindness the recollection will not fail, while any record

remains legible on the tablet of my heart ; but this would be contrary to a

rule which, with me, has always been absolute in cases of this nature, lest I

should be thought even to approach a violation of the confidence of social life.

One may wound almost as much by public praise as by censure that delicacy

of sentiment which, satisfied with doing good, shrinks from notoriety and
ostentation. Nor would I in any way imjjair or hinder that frankness of com-
munication and manners which constitutes the charm of social intercourse.

This would be sure to be checked if we knew that a reporter for the public

were constantly present ; and, if the humble expression be allowed, it Avould

hide itself in its burrow, as sure as it perceived that one of the feline or the

canine race was always at the mouth of its hole waiting its coming out.

My agricultural tour, therefore, must not be expected to have much of per-

sonal and private narrative ; though I am aware that, from this very circum-

stance, it may lack much of that interest which, with a large class of readers,

it might otherwise possess. However strong, on these accounts, the temptation,

I shall certainly not report many interesting conversations to which I have

been a party ; nor describe the eminent or the more humble individuals to whoua
I have had the honour of an introduction ; nor, after the example of some
tourists who have preceded me in this and in my own country, fell of the pii-

vate visits which I have made, and the charming families whose honoured

guest I have been; nor speak of the *' accomplished men, and the delightful

women, and the beautiful daughters, and the promising sons," in the

houses where, to use the only term by which true English hospitality may be

expressed, I have been domiciliated, and to do only justice to many of whom,
and to a condition of society in the highest degree polished and improved, would

not be for me an easy task. I say nothing of the impropriety of stealing for

the public the likeness of a friend, without his consent, and without allowing

him to choose his position, his dress, or his painter; for, as an agriculturist,

this is not the species of live stock which I came to examine, and in which

those for whose benefit I travel would be most interested. Yet, while 1 shall

scrupulously avoid all personalities whatever of this description, I shall feel at

perfect liberty to give, as far as I am able, a true picture of rural life in Eng-

land, and of the condition and habits of the rural population; and if, in doing

this, I shall, in any case, be thought to go beyond the strict line of what may
he called the practical and the useful in an agricultural tour, with the candid, I

shall find an apology in my desire to alleviate the dulness of dry details, by

occasional topics more light and imaginative. It is not unreasonable for me to

wish to attract to my pages, I hope for their benefit, a class of readers who
would be certain to be repelled from a mere skeleton, however accurately and
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beautifully and wonderfully all the bones were put together, and all the joints

and articulations disjilayed; but who would be dehghted to contemplate the

same subject covered with flesh, instinct with life, radiant with health, and
clothed in the habiliments of elegance and fashion. Every one knows the

variety of tastes every where existing. He who caters for the public will be,

of course, anxious that each guest at the table should find something which he

likes. Though, perhaps, a large portion of mankind might be best satisfied

Avith plain boiled and roast, and content to eat their dinner out of pewter plates,

and from a plain and coarse oaken table, without a cloth, such as I have seen

at Haddon Hall, nearly two centuries old ; there are not a few who would
prefer the refinements of modern life, a porcelain dish to a wooden trencher,

a silver fork to the natural and unrestrained use of the ten digits, the French

entrees to the more substantial covers ; and who, little as it may do to the ac-

tual support of life, find as high a pleasure in the fittings-out of the banquet, its

arrangements, its neatness, its order, its beauty, and in the splendid pyramid of

flowers which often crowns its centre, as in any mere indulgence or gratifica-

tion of the appetite. Under any circumstances it would be idle in me to

presume to spread an elegant or splendid table for my guests ; but while I shall

be anxious to furnish that which is substantial and nutritious, I shall be

equally desirous that at least the dessert shall be made up of the best fruits

which I can gather. Though I am not able to present them in vases of gold

and silver, or of diamond glass, or Sevres or porcelain china; yet if the

peaches and the strawberries should be seen blushing under a few of the leaves

of their own foliage, or if a simple bouquet of the flowers of the sweetbriar and

violet, or a handful of the half-unfolded buds of the moss-rose, the queen of

flowers, should be sought to relieve the monotony of the table, I indulge the

hope that my taste will not be condemned, but will be regarded only as in

conformity to the rule sanctioned by a high antiquity, that of mingling " the

agreeable with the useful."

There are other grounds upon which I claim the indulgence of my readers,

and to which I have already alluded. We have often heard of the vexation of

an artist, who is compelled to paint a picture to order ; and, willing or unwil-

ling, well or ill, under the most brilliant spell of poetical excitement, or in

an hour of the most sleepy or prosy dulness, he must work at it, and have it

completed, and varnished, and framed, and sent home to be criticised, by a

certain time. To a degree, similar objections lie to all forced intellectual

labor ; and in many such cases, a powerfully excited desire to do well, and
not to disappoint the wishes and expectations of kind friends, presents, in itself,

no small hindrance to success, and, strange as it may seem, is sometimes the

cause of failure. It must be obvious to any one what serious disadvantages

I labor under in being obliged to give my reports before I have completed

my tour. In this case, I yield of necessity to an impatience of curiosity on the

part of my friends, which I would neither condemn nor blame, but which
certainly presents a strong claim upon their candor. At present, when these

first Reports arc published, I have been through only a small portion of Eng-
land and Scotland. Much has come under my observation, which will be

interesting and useful ; but much more remains to be seen than I have yet

seen ; and things in other places may be very different from those which I

have observed. I can only, therefore, relate such facts and note such improve-

ments as have presented themselves ; but it would be entirely premature for

me to attempt any very general inferences from such partial views.

I am painfully aware of the greatness of the undertaking, and the sacrifices

which, at my time of life, it demands of me, and the difficulties in the case of

meeting even my own wishes. But the object being exclusively a public ob-

ject, and one in respect to the utility of which, however imperfectly accom-
plished, there can be no dissent—I look confidcntlv for the aid and encourage-
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ment, so essential to my success, of the intelligent, disinterested, and puljlic-

spirited, among the friends of agricultural improvement. Such aid rendered
to rae in any form will be most gratefully appreciated.

In whatever light I regard the subject of the imj)rovement of agriculture,
my sense of its importance is continually strengthened. In its social, political,

and moral bearings—in its connexion with the subsistence of mankind, with
their general comfort, and with the progress of civilization—no subject, purely
secular, demands more the attention of the political economist, the statesman,
and the philanthropist. If the familiar experience of half a century in all the
labors and details of practical husbandry, a considerable acquaintance with
the agriculture of the United States, and an enthusiastic attachment to rural
life and rural pursuits, give me any power to be useful in the advancement of
this great cause, that power shall be exerted. I do not know to what objoct
the short remainder of my life can be so rationally devoted.

Henry Colman.
2, Spring Gardens, Charing Cross,

London, January, 1844.

CREDENTIALS.
As I have been often asked. Is your mission a public one ? I have been ad-

vised to publish some of the credentials with which I have been honored. If
it may, as is suggested, assist in the accomplishment of my object, there is

an obvious propriety in doing so; in respect to which, otherwise^, I should have
iiad a ffood deal of hesitation.

NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Whereas Henry Colman, a citizen of the State of New York, United
States of America, a distinguished friend of agricultural improvement, mem-
ber of the Massachusetts Society for promoting agriculture, of the New York
State Agricultural Society, of the National Agricultural Society at Wash-
ington (district of Columbia, of the American Institute at New York), of the

Society of Natural History at Boston (Massachusetts), of the American Scien-

tific Association, and honorary member ofthe Royal Agricultural Society ofEng-
land, being about to visit England and the Continent of Europe, on a tour of
agricultural observation and inquiry, and especially for examining into the

condition of the rural classes and the schools of agriculture and the practical

arts, with a view of obtaining such information on these subjects as may be
useful to his country

—

Resolved, that the National Agricultural Society signify their strong appro-
bation of his enterprise, and commend him to the friends of agricultural and
rural and scientific improvement wherever they may be found, as eminently
qualified for this important and useful undertaking ; and, for his personal and
moral character, entitled to all respect and confidence.

In witness whereof, the seal of the National Agricultural Society is hereto

affixed.

(Signed) Henry L. Ellsworth,
Chairman of Executive Committee.

Washington City, January 30th, 1843.

O. Whittlesey, Corr. Secretary.

(Seal)
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NEW YORK STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At a meoting of the New York State Agricultural Society, holden in the

City of Albany, on the 18th of January, anno Domini 1843,
The president of the socicly, James S. Wadsworth, Esq., after stating that

Mr. Henry Colman, late agricultural commissioner of Massachusetts, had, at

the suggestion of many distinguished friends of Agriculture, proposed a tour

throughout Europe, for the purpose of obtaining exact and full information of
the agriculture of Europe, and of the condition of agricultural schools and ex-

perimental farms, offered the following resolution, which was unanimously
adopted :

—

Resolved: That the New York State Agricultural Society regard with great

interest the proposition of Henry Colman, Esq., to make an agricultural tour

through some of the most highly cultivated portions of Europe; and anticij)ate

from this distinguished writer and friend of agriculture, a body of valuable

information, which will impart a fresh impulse to agricultural improvement
throughout our country.

Mr. Colman is hereby commended to the friends of agriculture and agricul-

tural improvement, as a gentleman worthy of confidence and respect, and
eminently qualified for an enterprise, deemed in its execution highly condu-
cive to the improvement of practical and scientific agriculture in the United

States of America.
(Signed) Jas, S. Wadswortit, President.

Luther Tucker, Secretary.

Albany, New York, U. S. A.,

January 19th, 1843.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE, CITY OF NEW YORK, U. S. A.

At a meeting of the American Institute of the City of New York, held at

its repository in the said city, on Thursday, 9th day of February, 1843; the

following rule was unanimously adopted,

—

Whereas, Henry Colman, Esq., late commissioner of agriculture in the

State of Massachusetts, and now a resident of the State of New York, and a
member of the American Institute, proposes to make a tour in Europe for the

purposes of agricultural observation and inquiry, that he may obtain such in-

formation as may serve the cause of agricultural improvement and industrial

education, and the general usefulness of the rural population ; the Ameiican
Institute deem it proper to express their high res])ect for Mr. Colman's cha-

jacter as an enlightened citizen and scientific agriculturist, and their strong

approbation of this public-spirited enterprise ; and they beg to commend
Mr. Colman to the kindness and attention of all the friends of agricidture and
rural improvement in Great Britain, France, and Germany.

(Signed) John Overton Ciioules,

Secretary of the Board of Agriculture, and the American Institute.

(Seal)

T. B. Wakeman, Cor. Secretary.

MUNROE COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, STATE OF
NEW YORK, U. S. A.

At a meeting of the Munroe County Agricultural Society, holden in

Rochester, New York, on the IGdi February, 1843,

Wiiereas Mr. Henry Colman, late agricultural commissioner of the State

of Massachusetts, and recently president of this society, at the instance of
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several distinguislieil tVientls of agriculture, is about to make a tour tlirougli

several of the countries of Europe, to examine their agricultural improvements
and cultivation, and to obtain such practical and authentic information as may
be useful to the agricultural interest of the country,

Resolved : That the Munroe Agricultural Society signify their warm appro-
bation of this enterprise to promote the interests of agricultun;; and that we lake

pleasure in commending Mr. Colman to the friends of agricultural improve-
ment in all countries, as a gentleman known by us to be well qualified for

the execution of such an undertaking, in a manner to be of eminent service to

the practical and scientific agriculture of the United States.

Resolved: That the great interests of agriculture in this country can have no
more worthy ambassador in foreign lands ; and tliat we fully confide in him to

acquire and communicate such information on this suljject as will be found ad-

vantageous to this important interest, wherever it is cherished and respected.

Attest (signed) Rawson Harmon, Jun., President.

Henry M. Ward, Secretary.

Rochester, New York, U. S. A.,

February 16th 1843.

MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

At a meeting at the Board of Trustees of the Massachusetts Society for

promoting Agriculture, held in Boston, October 8th, 1842,
The plan of Mr. Colman for an agricultural tour and survey in Europe

having been submitted, it was thereupon voted, that the proposed plan of
Henry Colman, Esq., a member of this society, and late agricultural com-
missioner of this State, to visit Europe for the purpose of acquiring practical

information in agriculture and rural economy, and, by imparting the same to

the public, to extend the knowledge of agricultui-e, and to promote agricul-

tural science in this country, is cordially approved by this Board.
Voted : That the treasurer be authorized to subsciibc for one hundred copies

of the proposed reports of Mr. Colman.
At a subsequent meetmg of the Board, held on the 11th day of March, 1843,

the trustees, by a vote, expressed their continued interest in Mr. Colman's pro-

posed tour, confiding in his zeal and industry, tliat his tliorough and ample
reports of the state and progress of agriculture in Europe would contribute

much to its advancement in his own country ; and directed a coi)y of the above

votes to be given to Mr. Colman, with the commendations of his enterprise to

the friends of agriculture, wherever he may meet them.

(Signed) Joiix Wklles, President. (Seal)

Benjaimn Guild, Recg. Secretary,

Boston, Massachusetts, U. S. A.,

Marcli 11th, 1843.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
March 8th, 1843.

Seventh Legislative Agricultural Meeting at the State House, Hon. Daniel

P. King, speaker of the House of Representatives, in the chair. On motion

of the Hon. B. V. French, of the Council, the following resolve was adopted:

—

Resolved : Thatthefarmersof this Commonwealth here assembled, and who
liave assembled weekly during the present session of the legislature, for the pur-

pose of discussing and considering subjects pertaining to agiiculture, have heard

with pleasure that their distinguished fellow-labourer, Henry Colman, Esq.,
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late agricultural commissioner of the Commonwealth, intends visitinf^ Europe

the coming season. Few in our country have advocated with more zeal and
eloquence the farming interests ; few have collected such funds of agricul-

tural statistics, or been so industrious in dispensing the same for the public

good. Therefore, we most cheerfully recommend him to the civilities and
kind attention of European agriculturists.

And it was voted: That the above resolve, signed by the officers of the

meeting, be communicated to Mr. Colman, and that such editors of agricul-

tural ])apers in this country, as may concur with us in sentiment, be re-

quested to publish the same.

(Signed) Daniel P. Kino, President.

JoiTNSON Gardner,

Allan Putnam
w. buckminste
S. W. Cole,
H. C. Meriam,

r. AT T7 ^ i Vice Presidents.Benjamin V. French, )

Secretaries.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

Boston, 3Iarch 21st, 1843.

Henry Colman, Esq., late commissioner for the agricultural survey ofMassa-
chusetts, being about to visit Europe, for the purpose of examining the agriculture

and rural economy of Great Britain and the Continent, in order that he may ob-

tain such information as maj^ promote the improvement of agriculture in liis

own couiitiy, his useful pi-ojcct is hereby recommended to the aid of the friends

of agriculture, wherever they may be found ; and himself as qualified for tlie

duty which he has undertaken, and worthy of confidence.

('Signed) Marcus Morton,
Governor of Massachusetts.

John A. Bolles,
Secretary of the Commonwealth.

Mr. Colman's address is London 5 care of Messrs. Baring, Brothers, & Co.



AGRICULTURAL TOUR.

I.—General Facts and Considerations.

Most of ray friends are aware of the circumstances which have indiicetl me
to iindertakc an agricultural tour in Europe, and more especially those Avho

have honored me by a subscription to my reports. The enterprise was sug-

gested among some friends at the show of the New York State Agricultural

Society, holden in Albany, in September, 1842 ; and, upon proposals being

issued for its accomplishment, the project met with so much favor as to war-

rant my sailing for England in April, 1843.

Ploughing the sea is somewhat different from ploughing the land; but

luider an experienced pilot, and with favorable winds, we made a broad, a

deep, and a comparatively straight furrow, throwing off continually floods of

jewels from the mould-board ; and in the slaort space of seventeen days, com-
pleted the brilliant line, and unyoked the team in the harbour of Liverpool.

Here, for the first time, I set foot in England, the green isle in the ocean, the

sight of whicli had been so long the object of my desire ; the brilliant centre of

so many youthful imaginations, the homeofmy fathers, and the advance-guard

—if so it may be proper to speak—among the nations of the civilized world

in the march of human improvement, in learning and civilization, in science

and the useful arts, and in all the elements of social greatness and prosperity.

It would be impossible to describe my emotions on that occasion. If small

things may be compared to great, then, if it were not—as with the bold and

adventurous Genoese—the discovery ofa new and unknown country, yet it was
to me an unexplored country ; and it was, in truth, almost the first time I had

realized the greatness of the enterprise upon wliich I had embarked.

Some persons may smile at the application of such language to a mere agii-

cultural tour. Things are great or small relatively, or by comparison ; and

that work may be considered great to any one which, in its proper performance,

demands the exertion of all the talents which he may possess. I cannot liut

look upon an agricultural tour in Europe, in the present condition of the art

and science—for in both lights it has now come to be viewed—as most im-

portant : combining a variety of inquiries and observations which would severely

tax the highest powers that might be applied to this object. It is for me to

assume only the humble ofiice ofa pioneer in this great work ; and if I can be

so happy as to render some essential service to my country, in facilitating tlie

labors of those who shall come after me, in effecting a small clearing that others

may more easily bring the field into a state of complete and productive cultiva-

tion, I shall be consoled under all the imperfections of my attempt with the

conviction that I have done what I could, and have not labored in vain.

I cannot help feeling that there is a high responsibility attached to my
undertaking—a responsibility not merely to the kindness of friends on both

sides of the water, who, with an extraordinary liberality and good will have
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favored tlic enterprise, but to the great cause itself of agricultural improve-

ment; that tlie information collected and given might be drawn from authentic

sources, selected and combined with judgment, and presented in a condensed,

compact, and practical form.

A person, who lias had no experience in sucli a matter, who is not accus-

tomed to such investigations, can form no just idea of the difficulties of accom-
plishing in this case what one would desire to do ; and of the impediments,

and, I regret to add, in many cases the vexations and disappointments Avhich,

in its prosecution, he will be compelled to meet with. Before I left home, a

friend—in many respects highly intelligent and eminent for his sound
judgment, and, withal, a liberal and devoted friend of an improved agriculture

—

said to me, ''that there w^as nothing to be learned in England; that he him-
self had travelled much in England, by post, and had occasionally alighted

and talked with laborers whom he saw in the fields by the road side, but he
had learned nothing from them." And another friend, whose eminent position

in the community should have saved him from an immature judgment, ex-

pressed an opinion that " the climate of England was so difl'erent from the

Uiiited States, and the cost of labor in England was so much less than in

America, that the agricultural practice and experience of Great Britain could

liave no application to the United States." Now, entertaining as I do the high

respect for these two gentlemen to which their intelligence and position in

society entitle them, I have come, not without some reluctance, to an entirely

opposite conclusion—a conclusion which my own observation, in the course of

my progress, has daily more and more confirmed.

There is a great deal to be learned in England, which can scarcely be said

to be known in the United States. There is a great deal ofagricultural practice

in England which may with advantage be transplanted to America ; and
although, as is most obvious, every agricultural operation must be modified by
the climate of a country and various local circumstances, yet, in respect to

many facts of a practical nature, the knowledge that a thing is practicable

under any circumstances is often of great importance, as it excites to inquiries

and experiments which may evolve many other valuable facts; and inquiries

and experiments will often suggest modes of operation by which even the diffi-

culties ofclimate and situation may ])e counteracted or overcome. Plants and
animals are often naturalized to localities very different and distant from their

native homes. If the common history of the plant be true, one of the most
valuable and nutritious of esculent vegetables, the potato, is an example of

a removal from a warm to a temperate, and even a cold climate ; and of a

conversion from a root, very inferior in size and quality, to a vegetable most
productive in its yield, universally relished, in the highest degree farinaceous

and nutritious, and, under the best cultivation, perhaps yielding per acre as

much food for man or beast as any other plant which could occupy the ground.

Then, again, to suppose that a knowledge of the agriculture of a country is to

be acquired by a transit through it on the box-seat of a coach, or in a railroad

car, or by a casual conversation with laborers by the road-side, who, espe-

cially in England, where labor is so much subdivided that the knowledge of

a man in that condition of life seldom extends beyond the particular service to

which he has been trained, is a judgment of which, upon further consideration,

an enlarged mind would not be tenacious. In respect to any other matter

of importance, it would not be the most likely way of obtaining full and authentic

information; and why should it be deemed so in respect to agriculture?

This art, in its improved condition, combines so many arts and such various

subjects of inquiry and observation, that a close scrutiny and long continued

inquiry are as indispensable to a thorough knowledge of it as they arc in respect

to any of the branches of commerce or manufactures.

After travelling many hundreds—and I might add thousands—of miles over
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this rich and liiglily cultivated couiitrv, and seeing many of the hindlords,

and tenants and laborers, in their own domiciles and homesteads, in their

stables and fields, and enjoying the most free communications, [ feel that I have,

as it were, only begun to see what is to be seen, and to learn what is to be
known, and tliat every step of my progress is developing new and valuable
objects of inquiry and remark.

II.

—

Particular Objects of Inquiry.

What should an agricultural tour embrace ? To this the proper answer is—
everything connected with the cultivation of the earth, the production of food
for man and beast, and the condition of those to whom agriculture is a business

and a profession. In my preface I have enumerated generally the objects of
inquiry. The various operations of husbandly, the implements by which these

operations are carried on and facilitated, the plants cultivated, and the live stock

produced and maintained, constitute the principal sidijects to be observed and
treated ; but the sub-divisions into which these great topics spread themselves
are very numerous, and it is as important to consider them in detail as in the

gi-oss. It may be expected by some persons that I should merely point out in

what respects foreign agriculture diflPers from American husbandry ; or, other-

wise, that I should only suggest for adoption in the United States such methods
ofculture as, in my opinion, would constitute an improvement upon American
agriculture. This would be assuming too great a responsibility, and would
display a confidence in my own judgment with which I would not willingly

be chargeable. I design to give, as well as I am able, a full account of sub-
jects which come imder my immediate observation. I shall not hesitate to

})ronounce my opinion whenever I deem it proper so to do, because intelligent

minds for whom I write will be no further influenced by it than as it appears
reasonable ; but I shall, in all cases, endeavour so fully to state any matter in dis-

cussion, that they Avill have the materials before them for making up their ownjudg-
ment, and with that I shall not any farther willingly interfere. Even agriculture,

like every other subject not susceptible of mathematical demonstration, is not

without its disputed and disputable points, into which, ofcourse, something ofthe

heat of passion may at times infuse itself. Political agriculture is full of such
topics, and will be cautiously avoided by me so far as in any way it presents

itself as matter of parly feeling and contention. The different breeds of live

stock, neat cattle, and sheep, have each their partizans ; often influenced solely

by their OAvn honest preferences and convictions, founded—as they at least per-

suade themselves—upon experience and observation ; and in some cases, it

will not be denied, by private interests, a stimulus which is too seldom absent

from most of the disputes and contentions in life. Now, if a man should pro-

nounce a preference over all others for the short-horns, he must expect to be

tossed by the long-horns ; if he sides with the Herefords, the Durhams will

shake their heads at him ; and if he advocates, above all others, the claims of

the polled Scotch, the Angus, or the Fife cattle, the West Highlanders will be
down upon him with a vengeance. So it is with the South Downs and the

Leicesters—meek, quiet, placable animals themselves—who may be seen feed-

ing peaceably together out of the same manger, and lying down without passion

in the same pen; but not so their owners and breeders. A spirit of rivalry

pervades every department of life. Under due restraints and discipline, it is

productive of the most useful results ; but it too often blinds the judgment, and
becomes fierce and vindictive. We are not satisfied with the undoubted good
qualities of what belongs to ourselves ; but we resolve upon exposing the defects

and faults, whether real or imaginary, of what belongs to our neighbours. It

is not enough that our own children are handsome, good-tempered, clever, and
accom[)lished ; but we insist upon it that those of our neighbours are ugly,

jnorosc; and ill-erulowed. Perhaps agriculture presents a more limited iiekl
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for any ill-natured enuilation than almost any other department of life. Heie
men cannot conceal their discoveries and improvements. Here there cannot

be long any monopoly of advantages. Here men perceive how rapidly and
widely improvements and discoveries extend themselves. In the present

condition of the world, for a man to pretend to keep any distinguished agri-

cultural improvement to himself would be very much like his holding up his

umbrella before the sun, so that it might not shine upon other people. All he

can be sure of, in this case, is to keep himself in the dark. A liberal and in-

telligent mind perceives at once, that the light which his knowledge or im-

provements shed upon others, is always reflected back upon himself.

III.

—

Science and Agriculture.

It must be admitted, however, that although a good deal of selfishness and
bigotry may remain—for, alas ! how can it be otherwise as long as human
nature is human?—there is a spirit of liberal inquiry abroad in respect to agri-

culture, blazing in the valleys, and beaming from the hill tops, and everywhere

diffusing an invigorating, a stirring, and a healthful radiance. One of the

wisest of our race, who applied his heart, as he says, to understand Avisdom,

has told us that there is nothing new under the sun; what is, has been; and
the human mind is not likely to spring suddenly a mine of truth, which has

never before been touched ; nor may it expect at once to accomplish the solution

of recondite problems, which have baffled the most penetrating and puzzled the

most sagacious minds. It would be the grossest injustice to many men of the

brightest powers, of profound investigation, and of most liberal and disinterested

views—who, though they have gone out, have left a brilliant track behind them
—to say that agricultural science has never before been prosecuted with zeal,

intelligence, and in the spirit of true philosophy.

I am not a believer in the immediate approach of an intellectual millennium

;

nor can I persuade myself that philosophy has just been born into the world, and
that all preceding ages were ages of comparative barbarism. It is true that the

natural sciences are now prosecuted Avith singular advantages and success ; that,

in a particular manner, chemistry has, in a measure, been created Avithin the last

half century ; and that it promises to render the most essential aid to agriculture.

Excepting, hoAvever, the stimulus Avhich it has everyAvhere given to inquiry and
observation, and the exact experiments Avhich it is prompting farmers—even in

the humblest departments ofagriculture—to make, it cannot as yet point to many
positive practical triumphs. Sanguine as I am, in common with others, in its

application to agriculture, ultimately and perhaps speedily yielding the most
beneficial fruits, it has not yet even approached a solution of many of the

profound secrets of nature. Whether this triumph is ever to be achieved by
human sagacity; Avhether, Avith our present faculties, we are capable ofentering

into these sacred m.ysteries, and of lifting up even a corner of the veil Avhich

Heaven has drawn over them, it Avould be idle to conjecture ; but they are,

as yet, a sealed book to us. In the spirit ofthe book of books, " let us Avait at

Avisdom's gates, let us Avatch at the posts of her doors ;" let us knock, humbly
hoping thatthey may be opened to us. Those who have gone before ushave done
the same, and Avere favoured Avith many largesses, Avhich they have bequeathed

to their childx'en. Let us do them justice by gratefully acknowledging our

debt to them ; and not wrap ourselves up, as Ave are very liable to do, in the vain

conceit that they kncAV nothing, and that we know everything.

We talk about uniting science Avith agriculture, as if this Avere the first

time of askmg the banns, Avhen Ave may be sure the marriage Avas consum-
mated years and years ago. A science, technically speaking, is a particular

branch of human knowledge, Avhich has been systematized and drawn up in

regular form ; its particular principles and rules defined, its department

circumscribed, and its peculiar vocabulary arbitrarily establislied. In this
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respect chemistry, botany, and meclianics are sciences ; but science, in an

enlarged sense, is the observation of nature—the accumuhition and comparison

of facts, and the deduction of inferences from them, either for the acquisition

of more knowledge, or for practical a{)plication and use. I venture to assert

that, without any knowledge of the particular and technical terms of art, whose
utility I am not disposed in the smallest degree to deny, wherever the mind
is at work there is science ; and many men, who hardly know the letters of a

book, are yet })rofound observers of nature, and may be denominated scientific

agriculturists ; because they are full of knowledge, which they are constantly

applying to practice. Now, without any disparagement of former times, I

think it must be admitted that the universal mind of the agricultural world

was never so powerfully stirred as it is at this present time. We must do
what we can to keep it awake and to direct the application of its powers.
" Practice with science" is the terse and comprehensive motto of the Royal
Agricultural Society of England. Philosophy now comes down from her

high places and takes labor by the hand, that they may walk together among
the works ofGod, and with an enlightened and commendable curiosity, "search

into the causes of things." This is the highest office of the human under-

standing.

Nature proceeds by fixed laws. She is not a confused jumble of things;

and to-day one thing, and to-morrow another. All the relations of the

different parts of nature are mutual and exact, and everything moves
on in a beautiful agreement with every other thing. The ancients were accus-

tomed to speak of the music of the spheres ; this refers to the harmony which

prevails throughout the universe, so that no discordant note is ever sounded.

There is a reason for everything ; there is a rule by which everything is

directed and controlled. It is not enough for us to say, " This is a mystery, it

is in vain for us to inquire ;" or, " Here is an arbitrary and miraculous power
in nature which we can never understand." There may be many things beyond

our comprehension; there is nothing which should be beyond our inquiry.

There is a wonderful power at work always in vegetation. The development

and progress of vegetable life, the relations of the soil to the plant produced,

the effects of light and air and dew and rain and frost and electricity, the

nature of manures, their uses and their results, may all be considered as

mysteries as yet, to a great degree, unresolved ; but from what we see in

other parts of nature which have come under our observation, and where some
portion of her laws have been fully revealed, an intelligent mind can have no

doubt that all these things rest upon certain determinate principles, and are

governed by laws as fixed as any which prevail in other parts of the system of

nature. Whoever examines the minutest crystal, will find that in the same

classes the laws of aggregation arc the same ; whoever examines any species

of plants, perceives an exact similarity of formation and habit pervading whole

classes and tribes. The established principles of gravitation and attraction,

and above all that most Avonderful discovery of chemical equivalents, all

demonstrate the existence, throughout nature, of fixed laws and determinate

forces, whose operation is universal and invariable. There is every reason to

believe that the laws of vegetable and animal life, and growth and nourish-

ment and decay, are equally well established and equally universal and

equally invariable. The ascertaining and discovery of any one of these laws,

is positive knowledge—is, properly speaking, science ; and any mind, acute,

active, and observing, may, in the daily routine of humble life, become familiar

with many of these great laws ; and read, at first-hand, on the illuminated pages

of external nature, the most useful and the most sublime truths, though it has

never been taught to read by the alphabet of science, nor been allowed admis-

sion into the schools of philsophy.

It is said of one of the greatest of human intellects; a mind whose sublime
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discoveries consliditc a divine revelation, second only to the wriKcn woid, that

he was led to the discovery of the great principle which binds worlds and

systems in one harmonious bond, by the falling of an apple. The cultivator

of the earth has before him not merely the fall but the growth of the apple,

which, from the germination of the seed to the maturity of the tree, from the

opening of the blossom to the ripening of the fruit, is full of lessons of wisdom ;

and, in every stage of its progress, reveals the power and the skill and the

beneficence of that divine agent, who fills all in all.

England presents at this time a more brilliant example than any age or

countiy has before witnessed of the application, I will not say of science, for

that would not comprehend the idea which I wish to express, Ijut the applica-

tion of mind to agriculture. The practice of agriculture, and the philosophy

of agriculture, are matters of universal interest. Men of all grades and
conditions are laboring in this great cause, and are asking for the how, and
the why, and the wherefore. The brightest intellects are directing their talents

to agricultural inquiries; and the humblest in their humble, but not inefficient

way, are seconding their efforts. So many minds concentrating their rays

upon the same point, they must be sure to illuminate it with an extraordinary

brilliancy.

Agriculture is now getting to be recognised as the commanding interest of

the state : so it must ever be as lying at the foundation of all others. Few
persons are apprised of their obligations to agriculture; and it is difficult to

estimate the extent of these obligations. Every man's daily bread, his meat,

his clothing, his shelter, his luxuries, all come from the earth. The founda-

tion, or, as the French would say, the materiel of all commerce and manufac-
tures, is agriculture ; and its moral influences are innumerable and most
powerful. It will be found likewise, upon an observation of the different

conditions of different nations or communities, that a laborious agriculture is,

in a high degree, a conservator of good morals ; and that those countries are,

upon the whole, and on this account, most blessed, not where the fruits of the

earth are yielded spontaneously without care and without toil, but where its pro-

ducts come onl}- as the reward of industry, and the powers of the mind, as Avell

as the labor of the hand, are severely taxed in a struggle for the means of

subsistence and comfort. Every one recognises labor as the source of wealth.

How few things have any value, which have not been either produced or

modified -by labor ? and in what department is labor so productive, so essen-

tial, and so important as in that of agriculture ?

IV.

—

English Agriculture.

I will not dwell longer upon these considerations, with which every intelli-

gent mind must be impressed ; and which must, more or less, constantly

present themselves to our notice in that field of observation which we have
entered. I shall proceed to present some general views of the agriculture of
England, and shall descend, in the course of my reports, to such details as

may be deemed most useful and practical.

The condition of practical agriculture in Great Britain, as far as I have
had opportunity of observing it, must be pronounced highly improved. Many
parts of the country ])resent an order, exactness, and neatness of cultivation

greatly to be admired ; but a sky is seldom without clouds, and there are

j>arts of England where the appearance is anything but laudable, and where
there arc few and very equivocal evidences of skill, industry, or thrift. We
are often told in America, that England is only a large garden, in which art

and skill and labor have smoothed all the rough places, filled up the hollow
])laces, and brought everything into a beautiful and systematic harmony, and
into the highest degree of productiveness. This is not wholly true ; indeed,

though there arc many farms to be altogether udraired for the degree of
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perll'ctioii to uliich their cuUiviitioii has been cari'ietl, yet there are nut a ievv

plaees where the iiidieations of negleet and indolence and unskilfuhiess are

but too apparent ; and where, in an obvious contest for victory between the

cultivated plant and the weeds, the latter triumph from their superiority both
in force and numbers. I shall, however, most cheerfully admit that English
farming, taken as a whole, is characterized by a neatness, exactness, thorough-
ness seldom seen in my own country. An American landing in Liverpool, is

at once struck with the amount of labor everywhere expended ; the docks,

and the public buildings, and the lofty and magnificent warehouses astonish

him by the substantial and permanent character of their structure. The rail-

ways, likewise, with their deep excavations, their bridges of solid masonry,
their splendid viaducts, their immense tunnels, extending in some cases more
than two miles in length, and their depots and station hou«es covering acres of
ground with their iron pillars and their roofs, also of iron, exhibiting a sort of
tracery or net work of the strongest as well as most beautiful description,

indicate a most profuse expenditure of labor, and are evidently made to

endure. He is still more overpowered with amazement when, coming to

Loudon, he j)assesup or down the river Thames, and contemplates the several

great bridges, among the most splendid objects which are to be seen in

England, two of which are of iron and three of stone, spanning this great

thoroughfare of commerce with their beautiful arches, and made as if, as far as

human presumjjtion can go, they would bid defiance to the decay and ravagesi

of time. If to this he adds (as, indeed, how can he help doing it?) a visit to the

Thames Tunnel—a secure, a dry, a brilliant, and even a gay passage under
the bed of the stream, where the tides of the ocean daily roll their waves, and
the mighty barks of commerce and war float in all their majesty and pride

over his head, exhibiting the perfection of engineering, and a strength of con-

struction and finish, which leaves not a doubt of its security and endurance

—

he perceives an expense of labour, which disdains all the limited calculations

of a young and comparatively poor country. He remarks a thoroughness of
workmanship which is most admirable, and which indicates a boldness and
bravery of enterprize, taking into its calculations not merely years but
centuries to come. We have in America a common saying in respect to many
things which we undertake, that " this will do for the present," which does
not seem to me to be known in England ; and we have a variety of cheap,

insubstantial, slight-o'-hand ways of doing many things, sometimes vvdgarly

denominated *' make shifts to do," which we ascribe to what we call Yankee
cleverness, of which certainly no signs are to be seen here. In front of my
lodgings, in London, near Charing Cross, is now in the process of erection the

Nelson monument, a Corinthian column of stone, more than one hundred and
fifty feet in height, surmounted by a statue of that distinguished man, one of
the idols of the British nation, whose name is regarded as the brightest

gem in her naval diadem. Now I have been credibly informed that the

staging alone, which is a wooden frame, constructed indeed with admirable
art, and put together with remarkable skill and strength, cost not less than four

thousand pounds sterling, or about twenty thousand dollars. I mention these

as examples of the manner in which things are done here ; and add, that

agricultural operations and improvements are in general conducted and
finished in the same thorough and substantial manner.

The walls enclosing many of the noblemen's parks in England, which com-
prehend hundreds and, in some cases, thousands of acres, are brick walls, of

ten and twelve feet in height, running for miles and miles. The walls round
many of the farms in Scotland, called there "dykes," made of the stone of
the country, and laid in lime and capped with flat stones resting vertically

upon their edges, are finished pieces of masonry. The improvements at the

Duke of Portland's, at Welbcck, Nottinghamshire, in his arratigements for
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draining and inigating-, at, his pleasure, from three to five hundred acres of
land, M-ithoiit doubt one of the most skilful and magnificent agricultural im-
provements ever made, are executed in the most finished and permanent man-
ner; the embankments, the channels, the sluices, the dams, the gates, being
constructed, in all cases where it would be most useful and proper, of stone
or iron. These are only samples of the style in which things are done here.

The important operations of embanking and of draining, especially under the
new system of draining and subsoiling, arc executed most thoroughly. The
farm houses and farm buildings are of brick or stone, and all calculated to

endure.

I cannot recommend, without considerable qualifications, these expensive
ways of doing things to my own countrymen. We have not the means—the

capital for accomplishing them ; but we might gather from them a useful

lesson ; for, in general, we err by an opposite extreme. We build too slightly

—we do not execute our improvements thoroughly— we have little capital to

expend when, of course, no substantial improvements can be effected; and la-

bor, with us, is with more difficulty obtained, with far more difficulty managed,
and requires to be much more highly paid than here. I hope I shall be
pardoned for ad'ding, as my deliberate conviction, that we are too shy of
investing money in improvements of this nature, however secure, because
they do not yield so large a per centage as many other investments somewhat
more questionable in a moral view, and vastly more so in respect to the

security which they offer.

There are circumstances in the condition of things here, which certainly

warrant a much more liberal expenditure in improvements than would be
eligible with us. Here exist the right of primogeniture and the law of entail,

so that an estate remains in the same family for centuries ; and a man is com-
paratively sure that the improvements which he makes will be enjoyed by his

childi-en's children. Things are entirely different with us—houses in our cities

are continually changing hands, and are scarcely occupied by one life ; and in

the country, even in staid New England, few estates are in the hands of the

third or fourth generation in the direct line of descent. I shall not at all

discuss the comparative advantages, expediency, or propriety of one or the

other system. I leave those inferences to others—my business is with the fact

as it is ; and, like short leases, it has an obvious tendency to hinder or dis-

courage improvements of a substantial and permanent character, involving a
large expense.

V.

—

English Capital.

Another marked distinction, already alluded to, between the condition of
the proprietors of the soil here and with us, is in the amount of cajjital existing

here. It is absolutely enormous ; and almost distances the system of enume-
ration which we are taught at our common schools. Let me mention some
facts which have been stated to me on credible authority ; and let me premise
that a pound sterling is about equal to five dollars United States currency.

Under a law of the present government, here, levying a tax upon every man's
income when it exceeds one hundred and fifty pounds sterling a year, persons

liable to taxation are required to make a just return of their income under a
heavy })enalty. A confectioner, in London, returned, as his annual income,
the sum of thirty thousand pounds sterling, or one hundred and fifty thousand
dollars, or, six times as much as the salary of the President of the United
States; which showed, at least, how skilful he was in compounding some
of the sweets of life. A nobleman, it is said, has contracted with a
master builder to erect for him, in London, four thousand—not forty— not

four hundred—but four thousand houses of a good size for occupation. In
some of the best parts of London, acres of land, vast squares, are occupied
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with large and elegant dwelling houses, paying heavy rents, in long rowy,

blocks, and crescents, and all belonging to some single individual. One
nobleman, whose magnificent estate was left to him by his father, en-

cumbered with a debt of some hundred thousand pounds, l>y limiting, as it is

termed here, his own annual expenditure to thirty thousand pounds, has well-

nigh extinguished this debt, and, in all human probability, will soon have his

patrimonial estate free of encumbrance. The incomes of some of the rich

men in the country, amount to twenty, twenty-five, fifty, one hundred thou-

sand, two hundred thousand pounds sterling—even three hundred thousand
pounds annually. It is very difficult for New England men even to conceive
of such wealth. A farmer in Lincolnshire told me that the crop of wheat
grown upon his farm one year was eighteen thousand bushels. The rent an-
nually paid by one farmer in Northumberland, or the Lothians, exceeded
seven thousand pounds, or, thirty-five thousand dollars. These facts, which
have been stated to me by gentlemen in whose veracity I have entire confidence,

and who certainly are incapable of attempting any "tricks upon travellers,"

show the enormous masses of wealth which are here accumulated. A gentle-

man of distinguished talents and fine classical attainments, and who adds to

them a public spirit in agricultural improvement, worthy of his education and
his high-standing in the community, has recently added to his property, by the

purchase of lands, to the amount of two hundred thousand pounds sterling,

that is, a million of dollars ; and his estate, now in cultivation, and under his

own personal inspection, and, with the exception of about four hundred acres

lying in one body, amounts to six thousand acres. Another gentleman of

high rank, in respect to whom and to whose amiable family I have a constant

struggle to restrain the open expression of my grateful sense of their kindness,

and who, an example here not uncommon, to an extraordinary brilliancy of

talent and an accomplished education unites the most active spirit of agricul-

tural improvement, has, though not all in his immediate occupation, yet all

under his immediate supervision, a tract of more than twelve thousand acres

in a course of systematic cultivation or gradual improvement.*
The income of a single nobleman, from his coal mines, exceeds one hun-

dred thousand pounds sterling a year; and I believe this is not the largest of

the coal possessions. With such wealth as this men may make what improve-

ments they please, and attempt what experiments they may deem worth
trying ; but should such imaginations ever visit a New England or a United
States Farmer in his dreams, if iEsop's fable of the frog, who attempted to

swell himself to the size of the ox, did not cure him, he might be deemed a fit

subject for a lunatic asylum. There are other circumstances in the cases which
are to be added, and those are the cheapness of iron, the abundance of coal, and
the admirable facility and skill with which the former material is wrought.

Wood, and especially the soft woods, which are so much wrought among us,

are here scarce and dear, and, therefore, seldom used for building purposes

;

bricks, and, in many parts of the country, good building stone, of the best

quality, are abundant. Most of the cottages which I have seen have brick or

stone floors, though many have only hardly-trodden clay and earth ; and the

entries of the best houses are generally paved and the staircases made of

stone. A fence of iron, affording a sufficient protection against cattle, is made
here at a less expense than many wooden fences are made with us.

*I mention these examples—to which, from my own knowledge, 1 might add many others—
in theform I do, for the purpose, by the way, of showing my American friends that agricul-i.

ture here takes its proper rank among the liberal professions, and that not merely as a recrea-

tion but as a business j and in all its minute and practical details, it is not deemed incom-

patible with the highest distinctions of talent, education, and rank, but rather as a pursuit

in which they may all most usefully and honorably lend their combined influence.

B 2
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VI.

—

Gknkual ArrEARANCJi oi" the Country.

I iiKiy be allowed to put down mai'ks of difFei'cncc in the general appear-

ance of the country, as compared with my own, as they strike my attention.

I need not say that England is entirely devoid of a feature which strongly

marks the newly cleared parts of my own country, and that is the stumps of

trees Avhich have been cut down, or the large, naked, and dead standing

skeletons of trees, wliicli have been girdled, that tlie ]>ioneer in subduing the

wilderness, might have a chance of getting bread for himself and his family,

while he was endeavouring to tame the wildness of nature and to convert the

Ibi-est into a fruitful field. England exhibits, of course, nothing of this, for

the days of its youth have long since passed, and its agriculture reckons its

patriarchal centuries. But there is another thing remarkable—the cultivated

fields arc entirely free from rocks and stones, excepting the lime-stone and
flint pebbles in the chalk formations. In the clay soils and on the peaty
moors they, of course, are not to be looked for ; but, where even they once
existed, they have been entirely removed or buried, and there is nothing to in-

terrupt or impede the ])rogress of the plough. This is not so generally the

case in my own country as is to be desired. It is, indeed, an affair of very
difiieult accomplishment in many cases where, in a granitic region for ex-

ample, the stones are often within stepping distance of each other all over a
farm, and where every fresh ploughing seems to turn uj) a fresh crop of

stones. On the other hand, there are too many cases where, with equal
advantage to the purse as ])leasure to the eye, such unsightly rubbish might
be removed or buried

;
yet there are fields, within my own knowledge, where

I may say, with confidence; the same piles of stones which were collected for

removal, full half a century ago, retain their original position until this day;
the plough, whenever they are broken up, being always compelled, at no small
expense of time and trouble (as a sailor would say) to give these heaps a good
berth ; and oidy going n(!ar enough to them to refresh and invigorate the roots

of the briars and bramble bushes, by which they are usually ornamented, and
which, to my taste, are quite as offensive in a farmer's field as the " mus-
tachios and imperials," so often seen upon the monkey masque, which passes, by
the mere indulgence and good humour of society, for a human foce. Throughout
those parts of England which I have seen, there is, as I have already remarked,
an exactness, a finish, and a cleanness in the cultivation, which impress a
stranger most agreeably, and deserve the highest commendation. There are,

occasionally, immense tracts of unenclosed commons and heaths and moors,
where there is no cultivation, Avhere nothing grows, and, in some cases, little

can ever be made to grow ; or which, otherwise, are abandoned to the growth
,)f furze or gorse for the protection of the game, and for the pleasures of the

chase. These are called preserves, and are leased to sportsmen occasionally
or, rather, the right to kill game upon them is leased, at a rate which we
should deem a high rent, even for purposes of cultivation. An eminent agri-

culturist has shown that, in England and Scotland, there are full 10,000,000
acres in heath or moor, all susceptible of being brought into productive cultiva-

tion. These lands, of course, remain as they are by voluntary neglect or design.

But I refer to the cultivated and improved lands, and here there is every-
Avhere a surpiising neatness and finish—everything is done, as it were, by line

and measure ; the corners and the headlands are thoroughly cleaned, the open
ditches are kept unobstructed, the crops are drilled in straight lines, and a
newly ploughed field resembles a jjlaited ruffle from the ironing board of a
good housewife. Such exactness is exceedingly beautiful, and, though it may
appear, ;it first, to consume a good deal of time, will be found, in the long run,

to be more economical than the slovenly way in which things are often done
in many places^ which I am reluctant to name. There is a pleasure afforded
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by such ncatnesg whicli is very great, and which can be properly appreciated

only by those who have been lai-gely endowed by nature with the organ of

order.

VII.—Hedges and Enolosures.

The green fences in England, by wliich the farms are surrounded and

divided, arc often a beautiful feature in the landscape. I shall hereafter

describe their cultivation and management. Where they are complete, and

neatly trimmed and formed, Avith here and theic a single plant left to rise

ai)ove the rest, which many deem more beautiful to the eye than a demo-
cratic level, and when seen whitened with their blossoms in the spiing, or

blushing deeply w^ith their fruit in autumn, they are exceedingly ))leas-

ing to the eye. In general they are formed of the white thorn, and sometimes

of the holly, and not nnfrerpiently of these two plants intermingled. But I

must confess myself somewhat disappointed in the condition of the hedges

throughout England. Of course there are many exceptions, and perhaps the

cases to which I refer should be considered as excejjtions to the general fact;

but in frequent instances they are greatly neglected. There arc many vacan-

cies in them ; they are not well trimmed ; they are intermingled with various weeds
and rubbish ; and, instead of being confined to a width of four or six feet,

they are often seen with their pernicious accompaniments occupying more than

a I'od in width. I inquired why this was permitted ; and why, when the rest

of the face was so clear and bright, such dirt spots Avere allowed to remain;

the answer was, " that they were left thus for the pi'otection of the game, and
that they made excellent covers for partridges and foxes." Wlien so much care

and expense is incurred in the protection of this kind of game, it is to be

hoped that it may suggest always the higher duty of taking care of the human
game, the hungry and ragged children, which in some parts of England
are as numerous, and growing up as wild, and many of them as little taught,

as the rabbits in a warren.

The enclosures in England arc of various extent, from ten to twenty and
fifty acres. There are some farms with scarcely a subdivision, and in tliese cases

the stock are soiled. In paits of England, however, they resemble the

divisions of New England farms, and are of various sizes, but generally

small and of all shapes, and often not exceeding four or five acres. It is re-

ported of a farmer in Devonshire, that he lately cultivated one hundred acres

of wheat in fifty different fields. There must have been here a gi-eat waste of

land and labor. One of the most competent judges of agricultural improve-

ment in England says, however, that " his tenants never wish to have more
than one ploughed field on a farm."

The loss in land by too many fences, the loss of time in cultivating in small

fields instead of large, on account of the necessity of more frequent turnings,

and ploughing the head lands by themselves, and the actual cost of making
and of maintaining the fences, not to add that these fences are a shelter for

weeds, and a harbor for vermin, are seiious considerations. The statement

of an intelligent practical farmer in Staffordshire, on the highly improved estate

of Lord Ilatherton, whom I had the pleasure of visiting with Mr. P. Puscy,
JVT.P., as given to Mr. Pusey, is well worth recording. Speaking of the

farm called the Yew Tree Farm, he says, ''The turnip field is sixty-five acres;

it was, two years back, at the time I entered upon the farm, in eight enclosures.

I have taken up 1,914 yards of fence, and intend dividing it into three fields
;

it will take 800 yards of new fence. The field in which I was subsoil-

ing is forty-two acres ; it was in six enclosures. I took up 1,'2G4 yards of fence;

if I divide this field, it will take 300 yards of new fence. The land. Lord
Hatherton mentioned on my Deanery Farm was originally in twenty-seven

enclosures; ninety-one acres. I took up 4,427 yards of fences ;
it will now

lie in five fields, and will take 1,01G yards of new fence."
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" I cannot," he adds, " really say what land is gained by the different

operations ; but some of the fences were from three to four yards or more
wide, that the plough never touched ; my new fences are upon the level with-

out ditches. In the whole of the old fences there was a great number of ash

trees, which are all stocked up, as well as a good part of the oak, only leaving

a few for ornament and shelter. I think the greatest gain in land will be from
getting rid of the trees."*

This is the experience and opinion of a sound practical farmer, and is en-

titled to great weight. In some of the counties large enclosures prevail. In
parts of Lincolnshire the enclosures embrace about fifty acres each ; and on the

best managed farms which I saw, these fields were mostly laid either in paral-

lelograms or squares. In the fens or redeemed lands of Lincolnshire, the

ditches around and through the land form sufficient and the only fences. In
the county of Northumberland, and in the Lothians, the enclosures are very

extensive, and, excepting on the outlines, no fences appear. The plough, in

such case, when it starts, takes its course, and runs to the end of these long

fields without interruption.

Mr. Pusey, in Berkshire, on one of the best managed estates, which I have
visited, has induced many of his tenants to take away the inner fences and
leave the fields open. Sheep are, of course, never suffered to graze or roam
at pleasure over these large fields, but are fed in enclosures formed of moveable
hurdles in different parts of the field, where their manure is required. Cattle

never go at large upon them ; and the convenience of cultivating where the

lands are thus open, to say nothing of the beauty of the appearance, in addition

to other advantages already alluded to, is at once obvious and decisive.

VIII.

—

Iron and Sunken Fences.

I have promised to give an account of the cultivation and management of

thorn hedges presently, but I may as well as not speak in this place of

two kinds offences which are common on gentlemen's seats, andoneof whicli

may be safely recommended to my own countrymen. The first is an iron

fence, called here an invisible fence. This is made of stout iron wire, about

one third of an inch in diameter, and consists of four or five bars or rods, with

upright pieces of iron, about an inch and a quarter in width, and about one •

third of an inch in thickness, placed at about six feet distance from each

other. Through these upright and flat pieces of iron the bars or rods are

passed, and they serve to keep them secure. Every alternate one of these up-

right bars has a foot to it, and being sunk in the ground about a foot or more,

serves as a post to keep the fence steady ; and occasionally these posts, if so

this, of course, increases

indispensable. These
\ abundance of iron and

being kept painted com-

they may be called, have side-supports, thus

the strength of the fence, but they are not

fences are very cheap, on account of the

the facility with which it is wrought ; and
monly of a green colour, they do not appear until you approach near them

;

but no animals attempt to pass them, and, when well taken care of, they are

durable, and, it is obvious, may be easily removed from place to place.

There is another kind of fence often formed, called a sunken fence ; or, " ha

!

ha!" from its generally taking persons by surprise, as it does not appear until

you reach it. A trench is dug as deep as it is required that the height of the

wall shall be from the bottom of the trench ; one side of the trench is perpen-

dicular, and against this side the wall is erected ; the other side is made slant-

ing at an angle of about forty-five degrees, and the slanting side is grassed,

and may be mowed clear to the bottom, so that no land is lost ; but, in truth,

a small amount is gained. The object is to conceal the fence, so that when

* Journal of Royal Agr. Society, vol. IV., part ii. page 306, note.
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placed round the grounds of a gentleman's house, the prospect of the lawn or

field is not interrupted by an unsipjhtly wall; and the grounds within the en-

closure may be cultivated or embellished in any way with shrubs or flowers

or fruit, and yet the cattle feeding beyond it, whom no visible obstruction

appears to keep at a distance, are etfectually excluded, as no animal attempts

ever to leap such a fence.

IX.

—

The English Parks.

I may, as well here as anywhere, speak of the extensive parks which are to

be seen in many parts of the country, and Avhich constitute a truly magnificent

feature in English scenery. These are the open grounds which surround the

houses of the rich and noble in the country. By open, I do not mean entirely

free from trees, because many of them are exceedingly well stocked \\\\\\ trees,

sometimes standing single, at other times in clumps ; sometimes in belts, some-

times in rows, and squares, and circular plantations; and more often scattered,

as if they were carelessly tlirown down broadcast. The ground under them is

kept in grass, and depastured by cattle, sheep, and deer ; and affords often the

richest herbage. With some exceptions, a plough is never suffered to disturb

these grounds ; and in the neighbourhood of the house, which is generally

placed in the centre of them, the portion which is separated from the rest, as I

have observed, by an invisible or sunken fence, just now described for the cul-

tivation of ornamental trees and shrubs, is kept so closely and evenly shorn,

that to walk upon it seems more like treading upon velvet than upon grass.

Nothing of the kind can be more beautiful ; and I never before knew the force

of that striking expression of the prince of poets, Milton, of "Avalking on the

smooth shaven lawn ;
" for it seems to be cut with a razor rather than with a

scythe ; and after a gentle shower it really appears as if the field had had its

face washed, and its hair combed with a fine-toothed comb. It is brought to

this perfection by being kept often mown ; and I have stood by with perfect

admiration to see a swarth mowed evenly and perfectly, where the grass to be

cut was scarcely more than an inch high.

These parks which I have described abound, as observed, with trees of ex-

traordinary age and size. They are not like the trees of our forests, gro\\ing

up to a great height, and, on account of the crowded state of the neighbourhood,

throwing out few lateral branches; but what they want in height, they gain in

breadth; and, if I may be excused for a hard word, in umbrageousness. 1

measured one in Lord Bagot's celebrated park in Staffordshire, and going

round the outside of the branches, keeping within the droppings, the circuit

was a hundred yards. The circumference of some of the celebrated oaks in

the park of the Duke of Portland, which w^e measured together, when he did

me the kindness to accompany me through his grounds, seem worthy of record.

The Little Porter Oak measured 27 feet in circumfei-ence ; the Great Porter

Oak is 29 feet in circumference ; the Seven Sisters, 33 feet in circumference.

The Great Porter Oak was of a very large diameter 50 feet above the ground

;

and the opening in the trunk of the Green Dale Oak was at one time large

enough to admit the passage of a small carriage through it ; by advancing

years the space had become somewhat contracted. These indeed are noble

trees, though it must be confessed that they were thrown quite into the shade

by the magnificent Kentucky Button-wood or Sycamore, of whose trunk I saw

a complete section exhibited at Derby, measuring 25 feet in diameter and 75 feet

in circumference. This was brought from the United States, and indeed,

might well be denominated the mammoth of the forest.

In these ancient parks, oaks and beeches are the pi-edominant trees, -with

occasional chestnuts and ashes. In very many cases I saw the beauty and

force of that first line in the pastorals of Virgil, 'where he addresses Tityrus as

" playing upon his lute imder the spreading shade of a beech tree." These trees
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are looked upon "wifli great veneration ; in many cases tliey are numbered

;

in some, a label is affixed to them, giving their age ; sometimes a stone monu-
ment is erected, saying when and by whom this forest or this clump Avas

planted ; and commonly some record is kept of them as a part of the family

history. I respect this trait in the character of the English, and I sympathise
with them in their veneration for old trees. They are the growth, often of cen-

turies, and the monuments of years gone by. The}"^ were the companions of
our fathers, who, it may be, were nourished by their fruit, and reposed under
their shade. Pei'haps they were planted by the very hands of those from whom
Ave have descended ; and whose far-sighted and comprehensive beneficence

embraced a distant posterity. How many revolutions and vicissitudes in the for-

tunes of men have they surveyed and survived ! They have been pelted by many
a storm : the hoarse and swift wind has often growled and whistled amontr their

branches ; the lightnings and tempest have many a time bent their limbs and
scathed their trunks. But they, like the good and the truly great in seasons

of trial, have stood firm and retained their integrity. They have seen one

generation of men treading upon the heels of another, and rapidly passing

away; wars have burst forth in volcanic explosions, and have gone out; revo-

lutions have made their changes, and the wheel again i-eturned to its starting

point
;
governments and ])rinces have flourished and fiided ; and the current of

human destiny has flowed at their roots, bearing onwards to the traveller's

bourne one family and one people after another ; but they still stand, green in

their old age, as the mute yet eloquent historians of departed years. Why
should we not look upon them with reverence? I cannot quite enter into the

enthusiasm of an excellent friend, who used to say that the cutting down of an

old tree ought to be made a capital oftence at laAv
;
yet I deem it almost sacri-

legious to destroy them, excepting where necessity demands it; and I would
always advise that an old tree, standing in a conspicuous station either for use

or ornament, should be at least once more wintei'ed and summered before

the sentence of death, Avhich may be passed upon it, is carried into execution.

The trees in the park of the palace of Hampton Court are many of them, the

liorse-chestnut and the lime, of great age and eminent beauty ; several straight

lines of them forming, for a long distance, the approach to the palace. On a

clear, bright day, at the season of their flowering, I passed through this mag-
nificent avenue with inexpressible delight. I passed through them again late

in the autumn, when the frost had marred their beauty, and the autumnal gales

had stripped off" their leaves; but they Avere still venerable in the simple

majesty of their gigantic and spreading forms. I could not help reflecting,

Avith grateful emotion, on that beneficent PoAver, Avhich shall presently breathe

upon these apparently lifeless statues, and clothe them Avith the glittering foli-

age of spring, and the rich and splendid glories of summer. So be it with those

of us Avho have got far on into the autumn, or stand shivering in the winter

of life !

The extent of these parks, in many cases, filled me Avith surprise. They
embrace hundreds, in some instances thousands of acres;* and you enter tlieni

by gates, Avhere a porter's lodge is always to be found. After entering the park

gate, I have rode sometimes several miles before reaching the house. Tbey
are in general devoted to the pasturage of sheep, cattle, and deer. In the

park at Chatsvvorth the herd of deer exceeded sixteen hundred. These deer

are kept at no inconsiderable expense, requiring abundant pasturage in summer,
and hay and grain in av inter. An English pasture is seldom or never ploughed.

Many of them have been in grass beyond the memory of any one living. Tbe
turf becomes extremely clos(! and hard ; and the feeding of sheep and cattle

undoubtedly enriches the land, especially under the careful management of one

* Windsor Great Park contains 3,500 acres, and ilie Little Park 300 acres.
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eminent flirmer—and many more, cloul)tless, are like him—on whose pasture
grounds the manure of the cattle was daily collected and evenly spread.

In speaking of the parks in the country, I surely ought not to pass in silence

the maguificent parks of London, as truly magnificent they must be called,

including St. James's Park, Green Park, Kensington Gardens, Hyde Park,
and Regent's Park.

Kensington Gardens, exclusive of private gardens, within its enclosures con-
tains 227 aci-es ; Hyde Park, 380 acres ; Green Park, connected with St.

James's Park, 50 acres; St. James's Park, 87 acres; Regent's Park, 372
acres ; terraces and canals connected with Regent's Park, 80 acres—making
a grand total of 1202 acres. To these should he added the large, elegant, and
highly embellished public squares in various parts of London, and even in the
most crowded parts of the old city, which, in all, probably exceed 100 acres.

These magnificent parks, it must be remembered, are in the midst of a pojmlons
town, including upwards of two millions of inhabitants, and are open to the
public for exercise, health, and amusement. They are, at the same time, to a
degree stocked with sheep and cows.

It is impossible to over-estimate the value to health of these open spaces, and
the amount of recreation and rational enjoyment which they afford to this vast
j)opulation. In each of the large parks—Kensington, Hyde Park, and St.

James's—there are extensive bodies of water, artificial lakes, in some places
adorned with elegant bridges, and in St. James's Park studded with j)i'etty

islands and shrubbery. Here large varieties of aquatic birds are kept, to the
great amusement of the thousands of children, who coax them to the shore with
crums of bread and cake, the birds being so tame as almost to feed out of their

hands, and for the instruction ofolder heads. There is likewise an exceedingly
beautiful and tasteful cottage of gothic architecture, at the end of the lake in St.

James's Park, for the residence of the keeper of the birds. There are always
to be found in some parts of the parks, or at the keepers' difl'erent lodges, some
cows kept, where a glass of milk, unadulterated and fresh from the fountain, can
be had for those persons who, for health or pleasure, seek the delicious beverage
in its purity. The numbers and tameness of the birds in these pleasure

grounds is a beautiful circumstance, which it might be well to consider in some
other quarters. Their safety and lives are held sacred ; and the birds grate-

fully and, to a feeling heart, delightfully acknowledge this kindness by the

most expressive confidence, alighting fearlessly in the path before you, as

though they would invite you to cultivate their acquaintance. Man, in general,

is a great savage, and a ferocious and insatiate animal of prey. He makes
continual war upon many of the animals below him, not for subsistence merely,
but for pleasure. His conduct towards the brute creation shows, too often, how
certain he is to abuse unlimited power, and conveys a strong argument against

despotic authority. Indeed, his war upon the birds merely as a matter of
sport, always makes me look upon him with a degree of shuddering, and feel

that a man who can find his pleasure in the wanton destruction of little birds,

the most humble of all animals in their claims, the most delicate, innocent, and
pure in all their tastes and habits, and comparatively useless for food, puts him-
self beyond the pale of humanity, and could scarcely, with safety, be trusted

Avith a child. It were worth considering always, how many of our pleasures

are purchased at a most bitter expense of happiness and life to others! Two or

thi'ce days' coursing, manly and healthful as the exercise on horseback

undoubtedly is, and strongly exciting as the sport is, did not quite reconcile me
to it; and the wailings and shriekings of the affrighted and dying hares in the

jaws of the hounds, sounded in my ears for several days afterwards like the cries

of expiring children.

I shall not be straying from my proper duty if I urge the beneficent example of

London strongly upon my own countrymen. Excepting the Common in Boston
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—containing about forty-five acres of ground, exceedingly beautiful in its loca-

tion and improvements—and two other small openings in Franklin-place and

Philipsburg-square, both upon a very limited scale, here is a large and con-

stantly increasing population crowded together in one dense mass, with narrow

streets and confined alleys, and basement stories, doomed to a comparative

privation of Heaven's freest and greatest blessings—light and air. A Botanical

and Pleasure garden has been laid out, and is maintained by private subscrip-

tion, accessible to subscribers or upon the payment of a light fee, which it is

earnestly to be hoped for the credit of this city, long distinguished by its libe-

rality and public spirit, may receive every encouragement, so that its im-

provements and advantages may be greatly extended. New Yoi-k, Avitli

a population of three times the extent of Boston, is scarcely more favoured,

excepting in the width of its streets ; for, with the exception ofthose delightful

grounds, the Battery, at the very extremity of the city, the open space in front

of the City Hall, dignified, j^ar excellence, by the name of the Park, and the

open grounds attached to St. John's Church, but not accessible to the public,

the city has no provision of this kind for public recreation and health. As
there is little room in the city proper which can now be obtained, she ought at

once, at any expense, to secure the charming grounds at Hoboken, to be devoted

for ever and exclusively to these objects. Having already, with the most

honourable enterprise, achieved one of the most extraordinary enterprises of the

age, or indeed of any age, that of bringing, by a capacious tunnel of forty miles

in length, a river of pure water into her city, and dispensing, with an unre-

strained munificence to those who cannot purchase it, this mostimportantelement,

next to vital air, of human existence ; let her go on and make the other pro-

vision, to which I have referred, for the health and comfort of a population

already great, and destined to increase with an unexampled rapidity beyond

any bounds which the imagination Avould now even dare to prescribe.

Philadelphia has set a better example than most otlier cities in this respect,

in having laid out her streets of a capacious width, in having given to most of

her houses yards or gardens of a good size, and in having formed, in different

parts of the city, public squares of some extent, Avhich are equally ornamental

and useful. But she has done little compared Avith what she might have done
;

and it is to be hoped that she Avill be prompted to add to a city, the most con-

venient and beautiful in the Union, some public gardens and pleasure grounds,

admission to Avhich shall be freely offered to her inhabitants ; and more espe-

cially for the benefit of that class of them who can have no such indulgences

but as the offerings of public beneficence. Baltimore has nothing that deserves

the name of a square or a pleasure-ground, unless Ave are to rank under that

designation the beautiful enclosure which she has recently purchased for a

cemetery; a place, indeed, for a melancholy and instructive pleasure, but more

properly devoted to silence and seclusion, and not at all of the character to

Avhich I refer. Lowell—destined to contain a large and laborious population,

and of a character particularly demanding such places of recreation, with an

unlimited extent of land at her disposal costing scarcely anything, and Avith an

investment in her manufacturing establishments of ten or eleven millions of

dollars—has not a public square so lai'ge as a pocket-handkerchief. This

omission has always impressed me with painful surprise. Knowing, as I do,

the high character of the gentlemen Avho founded and built this flourishing

city, now grown to manhood almost in a day, I can ascribe such an omis-

sion only to a Avant of consideration, and to the fact that the population has

already extended far beyond any calculations which they could, Avith sobriety,

have formed at its commencement. It is not too late to supply this omission,

Avhich interest as Avell as philanthropy so strongly dictates.

Cleanliness, fresh air, and pure Avater, and the opjiortunity and the means of

relaxation and innocent recreation, are almost as essential to morals as to health.
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No one can doubt, in this respect, their direct and beneficial influence. The
rich can take care of themselves, and can flee the sources of pestilence, and go
after health and recreation wliere they are to be found. Not so with the

poorer and humbler classes in society, to whose labour and service the rich owe
all their wealth and many of their pleasures. Whoever goes into the low places

in crowded cities, into the subterranean abodes where these wretched beings

congregate like rabbits in a warren, or, rather, like swine in their styes, and
enters into the melancholy statistics of mortality, in such cases will learn some
measure of the suffering which is here endured. In London, and other

places of a similar character, the presence of the police and the officers of the

peace, always in such places in strong force, will remind him that there is a

connection not to be overlooked between condition and character, between desti-

tution and crime, between outward filth and impin-ity of mind, neglect ofperson

and neglect of morals. The most crowded parts ofLondon are the most vicious

parts; and a new should not neglect the experience of an old country. A city

without public squares and public gardens should provide them, and on a most
liberal scale. In a pecuniary point of view, as rendering a residence in the city

the more desirable, and so increasing the value of estates in it, I have no doubt

that it would yield ample advantages and profits. But health and morals are

not to be measured by any pecuniary standard ; and where wholesome water,

and fresh air, and light, and sunshine, and cleanliness are concerned, no expense

and cost are to be considered as exorbitant. To talk about the value of land in

such cases, and to place this in competition with health, comfort, and morals,

is equally short-sighted and inhuman.
The public parks and pleasure-grounds in London are highly ornamented

with shrubs, plants, and flowers, and accessible to the public for exercise and
recreation. In St. James's Park, and in some others, metallic labels are affixed

to the foreign plants and shrubs, with the I)otanical and the vulgar name ofthe

plants upon them, and the class and the country to which they belong. This

is a beautiful arrangement, and well deserving imitation ; furnishing instruc-

tion, as well as satisfaction ; inciting to the study of botany, and opening a

sealed book to the unaided and curious student of nature. Every one knows
the advantage of teaching by example ; and what an interest is given to the

objects, which the natural and visible world presents, by the associations which
science throws around them. This practice, I found, prevailed in other public

gardens and pleasure-grounds. It was the case in the beautiful and highly

cultivated botanical garden in the neighbourhood of Liverpool, which, though

created and supported by private subscriptions, and for scientific purposes, is

yet free of access to the public one or more days in the week. The same is the

case with the very tasteful garden in Sheffield, a romantic and charming piece

of ground, which, though on a small scale, combines many attractions ; and
likewise with the Arboretum at Derby, embracing, I think, about eleven acres,

and formed into a garden and pleasure-ground for the public recreation. This

last is the fruit of individual munificence. Mr. Strutt, an eminent manufac-

turer at Derby, employed Mr. Loudon—the late distinguished horticultural

writer—to lay out, plant, and ornament these grounds, at an expense of ten

thousand pounds sterling, or fifty thousand dollars ; and then, with eminent

liberality, gave them to the city of Derby for the pul)lic use and recreation of

its inhabitants. Tens of thousands of pounds expended in the erection of a

Corinthian column, or a marble mausoleum, would not have formed so durable

or extended a memorial of him ; and thousands upon thousands yet unborn, in

the enjoyment of this beneficence, will invoke blessings upon his memoiy.

X.

—

Ornamental Shrubs and Flowers.

The cultivation of flowers and shrubs and vines is a remarkable and

prominent feature in the landscape of England ; and a circumstance which
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has given no little gratification to my national pvitle has been the profusion of

American plants, azalias and kalmias, magnolias and rhododendrons, and a

large variety of pines and firs, which are seen in the shrubberies and planta-

tions and pleasure grounds, both public and private. A very large establish-

ment in London is exclusively devoted to the sale of American plants ; and
they are everywhere admired for the splendor of their foliage and the beauty

of their flowers. Green-houses and conservatories are almost universal in the

country, where anything like a garden exists ; and the better class of houses

are surrounded and adorned with a great variety of flowering shrubs and plants,

presenting, through the season, a charming succession of gay and brilliant

ornaments. Even the laborer's humble cottage, too seldom, I am compelled
to admit, anything but a picturesque object, will occasionally have its

flowering shrubs adorning its doorway, and the ivy hanging its beauti-

ful tresses over its window, forming, as it were, a mirror, set in a frame
of the richest green. The village of Marr, in Yorkshire, not far from
Doncaster, and the village of Edensor, in Derbyshire, near Chatsworth, and
the village of Lord Brownlow, in Lincolnshire, the best built and by far the

handsomest villages I have yet seen in England, to cottages of an excellent and
picturesque construction, monuments of the liberality of their proprietors, add
these beautiful rural embellishments of vines and shrubs and flowers, and at

first blush compel a reflecting mind to admit the moral influence of such

arrangements upon the character and manners of their inhabitants. Chui'ches

and ruins, likewise, are often seen spread over with the richest mantlings of ivy
;

and, among many otheis, the venerable and magnificent remains of Hardwicke
Hall, for example, are covered, I may say, in the season of its flowering, with

a gorgeous robe of it, matting its sides with indescribable luxuriance, climbing

its lofty battlements and fringing its empty windows and broken arches, as

though nature would make the pall of death exquisitely beautiful and splendid,

that she might conceal the hideousness of decay, and shut from the sight of

frail mortals these aflecting monuments of the vanity of human grandeur and
pride.

I have said and written a great deal to my counti'ymen about the

cultivation of flowers, ornamental gardening, and rural embellishments

;

and I would read them a homily on the subject every day of every remaining

year of my life, if I thought it would have the eflecl which I desire, of induc-

ing them to make this matter of particular attention and care. When a man
asks me what is the use of shrubs and flowers, my first impulse always is to

look under his hat and see the length of his ears. I am heartily sick of

measuring everything by a standard of mere utility and profit; and as

heartily do I pity the man who can see no good in life but in pecuniary gain,

or in the mere animal indulgences of eating and driidcing.
.

The establishment of hoiticultural societies in Salem, Boston, Worcester,

New Haven, New York, and Philadelphia—and I speak of these societies in

particular because I have attended the exhibitions of most of them—has

rendered an immense benefit to the country, not merely in the introduction of

new and valuable fruits and vegetables, and in Avhat they have done to

improve and perfect the cultivation of those long known among us, but in the

improvement of the public taste, and the powerful stimulus they have given

to the cultivation of flowers and the formation of gardens and ornamental

grounds throughout the country. Few countries in temperate latitudes are

richer in the floral kingdom of nature, and the luxuriance of vegetable growth
and the splendors of vegetable beauty, than the United States. Why should

they not be cultivated? Was the human eye, that wonder of wondeis, that

matchless organ of our physical constitution, that inexhaustible instrument of

the most exalted and varied i)leasures, made in vain? Are the forms of

beauty in the natural world, so infinitely multiplied as thej^ arc around us,
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made for ;iny other purpose than to be enjoyed ; and wliat better means can
we take to strengllicn the doniestic an'eelions, of all others tlie inoi=t favourable

to virtue, than to render our homes as beautiful and as attractive as possible?

Who docs not see constantly the iiiHuencc of external circumstances upon
character as well as comfort ; and })crceive how greatly order, exactness, and
])ersonal neatness contribute to form and strengthen the sense of moral exact-

ness and ]n'opriety ?

The horticultural establishments of England, their vegetable gardens, their

flower gardens, their shrubberies and plantations, their green-houses and con-

servatories, arc upon the most extensive scale; and I shall ])resently give a

full account of some of the principal ones which I have had the pleasure of

visiting.

XI.

—

Climatk of EnglAxXd.

Another marked difference in the agricultural condition of England and
the northern portion of the United States, is in the climate. I cannot speak
with any confidence of Scotland, but the climate of England must be pro-

nounced highly temperate. It is favourable to the growth and the constant

vigour and freshness of the grasses. It is not only temperate, but moist.

The last season may have been peculiar. I landed in Liverpool near the

end of April; and there Avas more or less rain for forty-six days in succession,

until I became quite satisfied that an umbrella was as necessary as a hat, and
that it would be advisable to fasten it to my back. When the clear weather
finally set in, we had two months, or more, of as fine Aveather for harvesting

as I ever knew, with scarcely the intervention of a day's rain
;
yet there -vvas

nothing of the parching heat of our summers, and I saw no land burnt up by
diought. It is now December, and I have scarcely seen any ice, and not a

flake of snow; and there is no frost in the ground. Many persons speak of

this as the usual temperature, and say that the cold weather does not commence
until after Christmas. The dews appear to me very light, owing, as I

su]ipose, to the mildness of the days; and there have been none of those

blowing clouds of dust with which our air is often charged, and Avhich with

us, after long droughts, are so very disagreeable. Of thunder and lightning

this season I am unable to recall a single instance; and at no time of the day
has the heat been in the slightest degree oppressive.*

Their insular situation exposes them to frequent and dense fogs, which
interpose to prevent the earth being ever parched by drought ; and the

rains to which they are subject keep the earth, where it is of a retentive

character, much soaked Avith Avater, and preserve an almost perpetual green-

ness of vegetation.

In many parts of England the crops of turnips are never pulled until

they are Avanted for feeding in the course of the Avinter; in other places

they require a very slight covering to keep them from the frost. In most
cases sheep do not require to be housed ; and in some cases neat cattle

get their chief living in the fields through a great part of the Avinter, though I

cannot but regard this practice as very bad husbandry. Ploughing appears

to be seldom interrupted for any length of time; and Avheat is soavu from

October to April. In parts of Ncav Jersey, Pennsylvania, DelaAvare, and

* The annual aA'crage depth of rain in England is about two feet. In 1840, for instance,

the depth at Aberdeen was 24.027 inches; at p:mpinghani, 18..58; Epping, 20.767;

Falmouth, Zl.'Al ; Gosport, 2o..J25 ; Greenwich, 18.24; York, 24.72 inches. That is

perhaps not much below the average of the continent of Europe. Some portions of western

Europe, however, are exceedingly wet ; 123 inches have been noted to fall at Coimbra in

Portugal in a year. The fall of rain is still greater in the West Indies. At St. Domingo,

120 inches, at Cayenne, IIG inches; at Maranhani, 277 inches. So that even under the

Equator, a sufficient supply of rain water can be obtained for the service of the inhabitants.

-^Farmer s Almanac,
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the Slates South, they enjoy similar advantages of a mild temperature ; but

Nortli of these the despotism of frost and snow commences, and holds undis-

puted sway for four months in the year. Yet, notwithstanding this, our
seasons are quite long enough for the perfect ripening of all the crops grown
among us ; and, with a little extra labour, even the valuable green crops,

which here play so important a part in the feeding of stock and the enriching

of the land, might, if deemed expedient, be raised and used among us. Of
this, however, I shall speak hereafter. These remarks apply only to what has

come under my own personal observation ; and I can be said to have seen, as

yet, only a small part of England. The winter management of farms here is

a matter of as much importance as the summer husbandry, and will claim my
]iarticular attention. The disposal of the produce, the fattening of animals,

the breeds or kinds of live stock most likely to make a good return to the

farmer, and the whole management of the manure yards, are matters in

relation to which much useful instruction is to be obtained.

It would seem as though a country with so rough and severe a climate as New
England, and with such long winters as prevail there, which, for more than a
third part of the year, interrupt entirely all the out-door operations of husbandry,
must be exceedingly unfriendly to agriculture, compared with one where the

winters are so open and field-labour is practicable through the whole of the

year. This is, indeed, the case; yet there are some compensations for these

privations and disadvantages, which in New England are duly appreciated,

as the winter, when labour is to a great degree suspended, is the special

season for the education of the young ; for reading and mental improvement,
and for the most friendly and social intercourse. If these circumstances may
be thought to have no connection with agriculture, strictly so called, yet they are

certainly to be considered in reference to the condition of the agricultural popu-
lation ; and in every circumstance Avhich renders their condition more com-
fortable and happy, and, above all, which advances their intelligence, we may
ordinarily look for a corresponding improvement in their cultivation and
rural husbandry. A New England village resembles, to a great degree, a

united and happy family, where perfect equality prevails ; where a friendly

sympathy is everywhere active and strong; and where all seem bound to

contribute, according to their power, to the general welfare, comfort, and
improvement. Society exists in the United States under circumstances so

entirely different from those in which it is found here, that a comparison can
hardly be instituted between them. Tlie intercourse to which I have here

referred, can scarcely be said to exist in England ; the general character of the

laboring 23opulation being not many removes, so far as intellectual improve-
ment is concerned, above that of the other animals which cultivate their fields.

In several respects, it must be admitted, the mild temperature of an English
climate affords singular advantages. The winter season affords the best

opportunity for draining and ditching ; the active operations of the farm being,

in a degree, suspended, labor is obtained at a low rate ; and as a great por-

tion of field work, in England, is done by the piece instead of the day, the

shortness of the days makes no difference of expense to the employer.

XII.

—

Agricultural Population.

I have referred to some differences in the condition of society here, and in

the United States, and those differences it may be well to understand. The
agricultural population in England is divided into three classes—the landlord,

the tenant farmer or occupier, and the labourer.

1st.

—

The Landlords; Rents; and Taxes.—The landlord is the ov/ner of the

soil. Most of the landloixls are noblemen or gentlemen, and are looked up
to with a deference and veneration, on account of their rank with which those of

us who have been educated in a condition of society where titles and ranks
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are unknown, find it difficult to sympathize. They own the land. Some few

of them keep portions of tlicir vast territories in their own occupation, and un-

der their own management ; but, by most of them, their lands arc leased in

farms in different sizes, seldom less than three or four hundred acres, and in

many cases eight Imndred, a thousand, and twelve Imndred acres. The rent of

land varies in different places ; in some being as low as five shillings; in others

rising to almost as many pounds. Rents are in general paid in money. Some-
times they are valued in kind; that is, the tenant engaging to pay so many
busliels of M'heat, or so many bushels of barley, or such amount of other

products ; but in these cases, also, the landlord usually receives his rent in

money according to the current prices of these articles. The rents are paid

in semi-annual payments. The fair rent of land is sometimes estimated at a

third of its products ; by some, a different rule is adopted, which is, after all

the expenses of cultivation and the usual assessments are deducted from the

gross proceeds, that the balance remaining should be divided erpially between

the landlord and the tenant. In general, however, as far as my observation

has extended, the rate of rent is not determined by any particular rule, other

than that which prevails in most commercial transactions, that each party

makes the best bargain for himself that he is able. It is only just to add that in

all tl>e cases, without exception, which jiavc come under my remark, there has

seemed to me, on the part of the landlords, the highest measure of liberality;

the rents in general bearing a small proportion to the legal interest of the

money at which the lands are valued, and for which they could be sold at once
;

lands costing ,£60 sterling, or 300 dollars per acre, being frequently let for

30s. or £2 sterling per acre, that is less than eight or ten dollars per acre.

We are not well satisfied in the United States with a return from our land un-

der five or six per cent, on its cost ; but the landlords here seldom obtain more
than two-and-a-halfper cent, or three per cent, on the price Avhich the land would

command, if brought into the market. The low rents which are obtained show
the abundance of wealth, and how greatly an investment in land is valued for its

security ; and the active competition for the lease, which appears in almost every

part of the country when farms are to be let, seems to imply that the rents are

reasonable, and, more than that, liberal. As I shall not hesitate to put down
my impressions of the country, of men and things, with the utmost frankness,

avoiding all personalities, I must say that there has appeared to me on the

part of the landowners, Avith many of whom, among the largest in the coun-

try, I have had the pleasure of becoming acquainted, the most marked
liberality in the management of their great estates, both in the terms and con-

tinuance of their leases, and in the aid rendered to their tenants in making im-

provements. The liberality and amount of the expenditures indeed strikes an

American with astonishment. In the United States, and especially in the northern

parts of it, where there is a constant struggle to live, where men have to con-

tend with a severe climate and a stubborn soil, and where money is compara-

tively scarce, the accumulations small, and the farms extremely limited, and

where the first lesson taught to a child, even in his swaddling clothes, is a les-

son of self-dependence, it is not surprising that men sliould be compelled

with extreme care to husband their small means, and that a frugality, in itself

highly commendable, should sometimes verge within the limits of meanness.

This, indeed, is far better than that reckless expenditure, Avithout regard to one's

means, Avhich we sometimes see, and which is almost sure to involve the indi-

vidual Avho indulges in it, in irretrievable debt and ruin. But there cannot be

a doubt that in New England we often commit a great error in withholding a

reasonable expenditure in the improvement of our lands ; and that we are not

sufficiently impressed with the obvious truth, that a proper expenditure of

capital is as important to a successful and improved agriculture, as to the suc-

cessful prosecution of any branch of manufactures, trade, or commerce.
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Leases may l»o annual, or at will, or ibr a term of years. In a lease at will

it is understood that tlie landlord is not bound to t:;ivc his tenant any previous

notice to quit, when he designs that his possession shall terminate at the end of

the year. AVhen land is taken by the year, it is understood that the tenant has

six months notice of the intention of the landlord not to renew his lease, if

such intention exist. The lands in England are burdened with taxes from
which the United States are free. These, in many cases, amount to a sum
equal to the rent of the land. The tithes, or tenth of every article produced
arc not now taken in kind ; but are commuted and paid in money. The poor
and pra-ochial rates are often heavy ; these all are paid by the tenant, unless a

Si)ecial agreement is made to the contrary.

Some persons arc disposed to question the right of individuals to such ex-

tensive tracts of land, which, in many instances, they neither cultivate them-
selves, nor suffer others to cultivate, and which descend undiminished through
successive generations in the same family. The legal or constitutional right

is determined by statute; upon the moral right, or the right founded upon prin-

ciples of political Justice, I am not disposed to enter, as this would lead me
to discuss the foundations of all property, a subject foreign from my purpose.

The tithe system, as it exists here, strikes a foreign and unpractised eye, as a
singular feature in the condition of things. A tithe, or tenth part of the pro-

duce of the land, according to the provisions of the Leviticallawin respect to the

Jewish priesthood, was taken for the support of the established church ; and
the ])riests and clergy of the different parishes were accustomed to levy it

in kind, and to exact it to the extremity of every tenth portion of the honey
made by the bees in the farmer's hives, every tenth chicken in the good wife's

poultry-yard, and every tenth egg laid by her fowls. Indeed, the monks, if reports

be true, had always a remarkably keen appetite for honey, and poultry, and eggs.

By one of the kings of England, the possessions of the church were seized and
confiscated; and the right of claiming tithes, in many parishes or districts,

was given to his friends, reserving a very small portion for the support of

the clergy. A great portion of the tithes are now, therefore, held by laymen,
and in some parishes, ibr example, where the tithes amount to several thousand

])ounds, the clergyman gets only as many hundreds ; and the tithes of any
j)articular parish or place, or rather the i-ight to enforce and receive them, is

as much a matter of sale or traffic as the land itself. It is not for me to quar-

rel with the institutions of a country of which I am neither citizen nor subject;

but it is obvious that every burden upon the land must, to a degree, operate to

the prejudice of agriculture; and the matter of levying a tax originally intended

exclusively for the support of religious institutions, after it has long since

avowedly ceased to be applied in any form to that object, is an affair for those

to consider who are especially affected by it. I have not deemed it necessary

to inquire into the amount paid in this way, which varies considerably in dif-

ferent places ; but the amount stated to me by one farmer, the occupier of 250
acres of land, and whose rent is ^370, is at least ^00 sterling (or 300 dollars)

per year in parochial rates, including all but specific taxes. The poor-rates

are in many cases extremely burdensome upon the land, the wages of the

laborers being in general so limited as not to admit, but in very rare cases,

iheir laying aside any of their earnings for old age, or seasons of sickness and
calamity. The sup|)ort of the poor formerly rested, in a great measure, upon the

religious houses, which were very largely endowed with lands and posses-

sions for this very object ; but when these houses were broken up and the

jjropcrty taken by the state, this burden was ti'ansferi'cd to the backs of the

landholders or occupiers. The individual possessions of the landowaiers are

sometimes enormous, amounting in many cases to scores of thousands of acres,

and, in one instance within my knowledge, to seventy-five thousand acres ; and
in another, I believo; to moi'e than a million acres.
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2.

—

IVie Farmers.—Next come the favmers, who lease the land of the land-

owners. These men are not like farmers in the United States, who them-
selves labor in the field ; they rarely do any personal labor whatever.

They are, in general, a substantial and well-informed body ofmen; and many
ofthem live in a style of elegance and fashion. Many of them are persons of

considerable property, as indeed they must be in order to manage the farms

which they nndertake. The capital necessary to manage a stock or an arable

farm must be always estimated at double or treble the amount of rent ; and, in

general, cannot be set down at less than j£10 sterling, or /jO dollars, per acre.

The stock required for a grazing is, of course, much more than for an arable

farm ; but in no case can success be looked for without ample means of outlay.

In no respect does the agriculture of England differ more from that of the

United States, especially from that of the northern states, than in that of

capital. Our farmers, in general, have very little floating capital. They
attempt to get along with the least possible expenditure. Under such circum-

stances they operate to very great disadvantage. They can never wait for a

market. They cannot bring out the capabilities of theirfarms; and the results

of their farming are consequently limited and meagre. The diffei'ence between
a new country contending, as it were, for existence, and an old country

operating with the accumulations of years and centuries, is most sensibly

marked; the expenses incurred on some farms in England solely for manures
purchased, exceeding thousands of pounds sterling, and the cost merely ofgrass

seeds, are perfectly surprising to an American farmer
;
yet experience has de-

monstrated that, in these cases, the most liberal outlay of capital is the most
sure to be followed by successful results.

The farmers in England, as far as I have had the pleasure to meet Avitli

them, are a well-informed set of men, especially on subjects connected with

their particular pursuits. There, of course, is the variety among them which
is to be found in other classes ; but their manners, without exception, are

courteous and agreeable, their hospitality distinguished, and their house-

keeping—and I speak with the authority of a connoisseur in these matters—is

admirable. Indeed it has not yet been my misfortune to meet, in England or

Scotland, with a single instance of sluttishness in any private house which I

have visited; but, on the other hand, the most exemplary neatness. I cannot

say as much of all the hotels or taverns in the country, many of which are far

inferior in all respects, and none of them superior in any, to our best hotels.

There is one circumstance in English manners so much to the credit of their

house keeping, that I shall, for the best of reasons, venture to remind my
American friends of it, although I fear that any reformation in the case is

hopeless. In no private house which I have visited have I been smothered or

offended with tobacco smoke ; and I have seen the offensive and useless habit

of chewing tobacco since I came to England in but one solitary instance, and
that was on the part of an American. At public dinners the same reserve is

not practised, and the atmosphere becomes as thick as a London fog. I will

not interfere with any gentleman's private jjleasures ; but I will lose no fair

opportunity of protesting against a practice which has little to recommend it,

and in respect to which I think we have good grounds to ask—Avhat right has

any man to indulge in any mere personal or selfish gratification, in-doors or

without, at the expense of his neighbour's comfort ? I know very well the

value to my own country, as a branch of agriculture, of the production of

tobacco; but I cannot look upon its cultivation with much complacency. Nor
does the exhausted condition of the soil, where tobacco has been sometime cul-

tivated, reconcile me to its cultui'c. Indeed, how much were it to be wished

that instead of the production of an article useless for subsistence and pernicious

to health, there could be substituted the cultivation of plants for the food and

comfort of millions now suffering from the want of them !

c
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3.

—

The Agricultural Laborers.—Next to the farmers come the laborers

;

and these three classes preserve the lines of distinction among them with as
much caution and strictness, as they preserve the lines and boundaries of their

estates. These distinctions strike a visitor from the United States with much
force ; but, in England, they have been so long established—are so interwoven
in the texture of society—and men are, by education and habit, so trained in
them, that their propriety or expediency is never matter of question. The
nobleman will sometimes, as an act of courtesy and kindness, invite his tenant-
farmer to his table ; but such a visit is never expected to be returned. The
farmer would under no circumstances invite the laborer to his table, or visit

him as a friend or neighbor. I do not mean to imply that there is, on the
part of the higher classes of society in England, any insolence or arrogance in

their treatment of their inferiors. Free as my intercourse has been with the
highest and the middle classes, I have seen no instance of this, nor anything
approaching it, but the contrary ; and the best bred men in the country

—

the true gentlemen—are distinguished by their courtesy and the absence of all

ostentatious pretensions. While they naturally fall into the orbit, in which
birth, education, and the political institutions of the country have accustomed
them to revolve, the well-principled among them would, I am sure, be the

last persons, by any assumptions, voluntarily to mortify one below them with
a sense of his inferiority.

The farm laborers are, I will not say in a degraded condition, for that would
not, in any sense, apply to them, unless where, by their own bad habits, they
may have degraded themselves ; but they are in a very low condition, and ex-

tremely ignorant and servile. They rarely, as with us, live in the house of
their employers, but either in cottages on the farm or in a neighbouring
village. They are, usually, comfortably clad, in this respect contrasting most
favourably with the mechanics and manufacturers in the cities and large

towns ; but they are, in general, very poorly fed. Their wages, compared with
the wages of labor in the United States, are very low. The cash wages paid
to them seldom equals the cash wages paid to laborers with us, and our la-

borers, in addition to their wages in money, have their board ; but the English
laborers are obliged to subsist themselves, with an occasional allowance, in some
instances, of beer, in haying or harvesting. The division oflabor among them
is quite particular—a ploughman being always a ploughman, and almost in-

separable from his horses ; a ditcher, a ditcher ; a shepherd, a shepherd only

;

the consequence of this is that what they do, they do extremely well. Their
ploughing, sowing, drilling, and ditching or draining, are executed with an
admirable neatness and exactness ; indeed, the lines of their work could not be

more true and straight than they usually are, if they Avere measured with a

marked scale, inch by inch. They speak of ploughing and drilling or ridging by
the inch or the half-inch ; and the width of the furrow slice, or the depth of

the furrow, or the distances of the drills from each other, will be found to

correspond, with remarkable precision, to the measurement designed. But
they seem totally destitute of invention, and have, evidently, little skill or

ingenuity when called upon to apply themselves to a work different from that

to which they have been accustomed. Their gait is very slow ; and they seem,

to me, to grow old quite early. The former circumstance explained itself to

rac when I examined and lifted the shoes which they are accustomed to wear,

and which, when, in addition to being well charged with iron, they gather the

usual amount of clay which adheres to them in heavy soils, furnish at least

some reason why, like an Alexandrine verse, " they drag their slow length

along." There are occasional instances of extraordinarily good management
where they are enabled to accumulate small sums ; but in no case, under the

best exertions, can they make, from the wages of labor, anything like a pro-

vision for their old age and decay.
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They are little given to change situations, and many of them, both men and

women, live and die in the same service. Several instances have come under my
observation of thirty, thirty-five, and forty years reputable service ; and

many where persons, even upon the most limited means, have brought np

large families of children without any parochial assistance. But, in this case

they are all workers ; the children are put to some sort of service as soon as

they are able to drive the rooks from the corn, and no drones are suffered in

the hive. I visited one laborer's cottage, to which I was carried by the

farmer himself, who was desirous of shewing me, as he said, one of the best

examples, within his knowledge, of that condition of life. The house, though

very small, was extremely neat and tidy ; the bible lay npon the shelf without

an unbroken cobweb over its covers ; the dressers were covered with an un-

usual quantity of crockery, sufficient to furnish a table for a large party—

a

kind of accumulation which, I was told, was very common ; and their par-

donable vanity runs in this way, as, in higher conditions of life, we see the

same passion exhibiting itself in the accumulation of family plate. The man
and woman were laborers, greatly esteemed for their good conduct, and had
both of them been in the same service more than forty years. I asked them if,

in the course of that time, they had not been able to lay by some small store of

money to make them comfortable in their old age ? I could not have sur-

prised them more by any question which I could have proposed. They
replied that it had been a constant struggle for them to sustain themselves,

but any surplus was beyond their reach. I cannot help thinking that the

condition is a hard one in which incessant and faithful labour, for so many
years, will not enable the frugal and industrious to make some small provision

for the period of helplessness and decay, in a country where the accumulations

of wealth in some hands, growing out of this same labor, are so enormous.

To the honor of several proprietors, the kindest provision is made by them for

the decayed and superannuated. In some cases their wages are continued to the

end of life ; and in some, as I saw with great pleasure, comfortable cottages are

provided for the old and infirm : they have their rent and fuel without charge, and
a regular stipend as long as they live. This was the case at the seat of the late

distinguished farmer, the Earl of Leicester, formerly Mr. Coke ; and likewise

on the estates of the Duke of Devonshire, where even the old school-master of

the village is pensioned, and has a house and a liberal allowance provided for

him. Several other instances have come imder my observation, where the

superannuated and decayed laborers were kindly provided for and received a

pension adequate lo ilicir comfortable support. This is as it should be. In
every just community the rights of honest labor ought to be respected and
secured. I confess it would be far better for them to be able to provide for

themselves than to be dependent upon the precarious bounty either of indi-

viduals or the public 5 but I should be unwilling to overlook any act ofjustice

or honor. It is obvious that the prospect of a supply from the bounty
of the landlord can only apply to those who are in the direct employment
of the landlord, and not to those who serve the tenant farmer, whose situation

and permanency, where the lease of the farm is only for the year, are

always, to a degree, doubtfiil.

It cannot be denied that those who labor with us are altogether a superior

class of men to the English laborers ; I refer, of course, to the natives of the

country. A considerable portion of our labor is now performed by foreign-

ers, who, when they unite sobriety and frugality with faithful industry, are sure

of good treatment and success ; indeed, I have known several instances of

laboring men, and some of them in my own employ, who, by good conduct,

have supported themselves, and have accumulated, after a feAV years' service,

their four and five hundred dollars and upwards, that is, their eighty and their

hundred pounds, an acquisition which, in England, a laboring man would
c 2
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not dream of as the result of liis labor, sooner than he would dream of re-

ceiving a pension of the same amount from the government. With us the

laborer is vastly better paid than in England. With us the laborer always

is, or always may be, the owner of the house in which he lives, and of as

much land as he chooses to cultivate. Here the cottager is always a mere
tenant, subject to the pleasure of his landlord; and, though there are many cases

where allotments of small portions of land are granted them for a garden spot,

and for the obtaining of some small supplies for their families, yet there are

many where no indulgence of this sort is allowed, not even so much as a cab-

bage yard. The laborer here is doomed to remain in the condition in Avhich

he is born—he cannot rise above it. The provision for the education of the

children of the laborers is, in most parts of England, extremely limited

and meagre. There are some national schools, and there are, in many
places, schools established and supported by the beneficence of the laud-

lords, for the benefit of the laborers in their own villages, and on their

own farms. Sunday schools are likewise kept np in all the parishes which I

have visited ; and I should be happy, if it were allowed me, to adorn my
page with the names of some noble women, who, with a benevolence truly

maternal, take a deep interest in these institutions, and generously support

them, and, better than that, personally superintend them. These are bright

examples. In one case, at a small country village, on a Sunday, I saw more
than four hundred of these children, cleanly and plainly dressed, entering the

parish church, and taking their seats together, behaving Avith the most ex-

emplary propriety. When they lifted up their voices in the solemn chaunts

of the church, and their gentle and shrill tones were heard above all the rest,

I could not help lifting up my own heart to God in thanksgiving, that the

highest truths of religion can be taken in by the humblest minds; that here

was at work an instrument of their elevation, which no human power could

forbid ; that here they were taught to recognise the dignity of their moral

nature ; and that there is one place, where all earthly distinctions betray their in-

significance, and every human being may, on equal terms and with equal con-

fidence, invoke a common and a universal Father. This school was entirely

supported by, and under the care of a noble woman, who, to the highest dis-

tinctions of rank, education, fashion, and fortune, adds the far higher attri-

butes of a deep sense of religious duty, and an earnest desire to be useful.

The Sunday schools do not, everywhere, confine themselves to religious

instruction, but reading, writing, and the elements of arithmetic, are also

taught, because, in many cases, the children of the poor are kept so constantly

at labor as to have no other opportunity of getting this instruction. The
education given them is of a very limited character, and does'not extend beyond

reading, writing, and the first principles of arithmetic, exclusive of religious in-

struction. The national schools, which are established by aid from the govern-

ment—which measures its bounty by what may be raised by private subscription

in any parish or village—require the catechism of the established church to be

taught, and the attendance of the children at the church, under the penalty of

exclusion from the school. The British and Foreign School Society allows the

attendance of the children at such church as the parents choose ; but the cate-

chism of the established church, and no other, is allowed to be taught in their

schools. The schools supported by the liberality of the dissenters are, compa-

ratively, few ; and in most of these, without doubt, the same interest is active, and

the same influences are at work, to attach their children to the particular sect by
whose patronage the school is established and sustained. I speak now of

England. I am not yet able to speak of the condition of things in Scotland,

although it is constantly boasted of that the education of the Scotch laborer

is always provided for, and that the Scotch laborer, in point of instruction,

is iar superior to the English. This remains for me to see.
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The condition of the laborers in this country is a subject of sucli deep
concern to tlie community, on the ground of pecuniary profit as well as of
philanthropy and justice, that I shall, in the course of my inquiries, revert

again to it. I do not feel that as yet I am sufficiently well-informed to speak
with much confidence on the subject ; but I shall not leave it without some
further remarks. The common wages of fai'm labor, vary for men, from five

shillings to twelve shillings per week ; but I think a fair average would be
eight to nine shillings sterling. A shilling may be reckoned at twenty-four
cents, so that the monthly wages for a man may be put down at eight dollars

and sixty-four cents. This is the whole, where labor is paid for in money,
excepting, as a matter of kindness, the farmer generally brings the coals for

his laborer. There are cases, too, in which the farmer stipulates to supply his

wheat to the laborer at a fixed price, which is to be iinaff'ected by any
changes in the market. Six shillings, only, a week are reported to be paid in

some places, but 1 have met with no case less than eight shillings and sixpence

a week.

It may be interesting to some of my readers to have a more particular account
of the wages and condition of the laborers, and for that reason I will give
some statements of their condition in that part of the country where wao-es are
paid in kind.

In the neighbourhood of Haddingdon, in East Lothian, I visited a laborer's

cottage, being one in a range of six cottages, in a district of country beautifully

cultivated and highly improved, and presenting some of the finest examples of
agricultural improvement which I have ever seen. The wife, a vei-y tidy and
civil woman, about forty years of age, was at home ; her husband and daugh-
ter laboring in the field. This was a very good specimen of a neat cottao-e,

and its inmates had passed the greater part of their lives in it. It had no
other floor but the hard ground ; and two beds were fixed in the wall, like

sailors' berths on board ship. The shelves were covered with crockery;
and a bible, and a few religious and other tracts laj' upon the mantel-
piece. A cake made of pea-flour and barley-flour -was baking over the fire, of
which I was asked to eat, but the taste of which did veiy little towards
quickening my appetite. There was, besides the one in which I was, a small
room for coal and lumber, where, in case of great emergency, a lodging mio-ht

be made up. One of her neighbors in the same block, with no larger accom-
modations, had eight children to provide for. Two grown-up daughters, with
one smaller one, occupied one bed; the parents, with one child, occupied the

other; the two grown up sons slept in the lumber-room or coal-house. There
is often much closer lodging than this. The husband of the woman, in whose
cottage I was, was a ploughman, and likewise a bondager, a species of
service or contract which requires him to furnish a female laborer, at ten-

pence per day in ordinary work, and one shilling per day in harvest, whenever
her services are required. If he has not a wife or daughter who will answer this

purpose, he must keep a woman in his house to be always in readiness when
required. His wages were

—

18 bolls of oats, at 4 bushels per boll 72 bushels.

2 bolls of peas, „ 8 „
4i bolls of barley, „ 18 „

and £1 for "lint"— or shirts.

This payment of wages in kind, if the rate is fairly fixed, is certainly an
equitable mode. Its effect upon the laborers, as in this case, as they them-

selves have grain to sell, is to make them the advocates of high prices, and,

consequently, the friends of those restrictive measures by which foreign compe-
tition in the grain market is prevented. The employer likewise keeps a cow
for the laborer; or if he has no cow, an allowance is made to him of five or
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six pounds in money. He is likewise allowed 1,000 square yards of ground
for potatoes, which the farmer ploughs and manures for him ; but which he

cultivates in extra hours. For the rent of his house he gives twenty-one days'

Avork in harvest, if required ; but should it happen that only twelve or four-

teen are required, it is accepted as an equivalent.

For the woman's work he receives a fixed amount per day, whenever she is em-
ployed ; and for her six months' service in the year, he pays her three pounds.

For the other six months he pays her nothing more than her board and some
clothes. The farmer brings his coals for him, which he purchases at a small

sum, being small coals, here called pan-wood. The value of three shillings

and sixpence in coals will serve him through seven weeks in winter. Seven loads

(one horse-load, I suppose) of coals are purchased at the quarries for three

shillings and sixpence. The farmer's shoes cost him ten shillings, and one

pair will last him eighteen months. His daughter's working shoes last her a

year: this is exclusive of her Sunday's shoes. In most parts of Scotland

the women, in the summer season, wear only their natural sandals and hose,

which have, indeed, the advantages of being easily washed, and easily repaired;

but in this part of Scotland they form the exception of wearing shoes and
stockings the whole year. Their living consists of bread made of barley and
peas, meal or oaten porridge and milk, and potatoes; and they generally

have a pig. They cannot, of course, lay up any money ; and she added, in her

own pleasant dialect, that, " the lassies have muckle sair work in harvest."

They depend on the sale of their surplus grain for what little money they need.

I will do justice to her modest merit, and say, to the shame of thousands roll-

ing in unstinted luxury, that she spoke of her condition as comfortable, and
expressed strongly and religiously her contentment.

The wages paid in the county of Northumberland, where the Scotch system

of farming is carried to a high degree of perfection, is as follows—as given by

several gentlemen, familiar with the subject, to the parliamentary committee.

FIRST EXAMPLE.
36 bushels of oats

24 „ barley

12 „ peas

3 „ wheat

3 „ rye

36 to 40 „ potatoes

241bs. of wool
A cow's keep for a year

Cottage and garden

Coals carrying from the pit

j£4 in cash.

SECOND EXAMPLE.
10 bushels of wheat
30 „ oats

10 „ barley

10 „ rye

10 „ peas

A cow's keep for a year

800 yds. of land for potatoes

Cottage and garden

Coals led

^3 10s. in cash

2 bushels ofbarley in lieu ofhens.

THIRD EXAMPLE.

36 bushels of oats

24 „ barley

12 „ peas

6 „ wheat

1000 yards of land for potatoes

A cow's keep
House and garden

Coals led

£6. in cash.

The following, which is a specimen of the half-year's account between a

large farmer and one of his laborers in a part of Northumberland, is worthy of

observation.
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Dr. to

£. s. (1.

Jane Tliompson (the bonda^er), 121J days at lOd 5 1 3
Catherine Thompson (a child), 24 harvest days at Is. c 1 4

Do., 73h days at 5d 1 10 7h
Elizabeth Thompson (a younger child), 7i days 1 9^
Isabella Thompson (a dress-maker at other times), 35| days at Is. 1 15 9

Do., 20 harvest days at 2s. 3d. 2 5
Wife, 9 harvest days 1 3
His old father, 52 days 3 18

John Thompson's half-year's cash 2 10

£19 6 8*

This account, it will be seen, with the exception of the last item, does not in-

clude any portion of the laborer's own service, but that of his family only.

The difference in the price of harvest work at different periods, as between one

shilling and two shillings and three-pence, is probably owing to labor becom-
ing more scarce, on account of the general ripeness of the crop, or the hurrying

state of the weather.

The Scotch laborers seemed to me, from a very limited observation,

strongly attached to their employers. On one farm, where I had the pleasure

of visiting, one of the laborers had been in the employment of the same family

forty years, and another sixty ; to each of whom, although their labor now was
of very little value, the farmer continued the same rate of wages which they

had in early life. This indeed would seem to be no more than just, that the

honest laborer, whose life had been spent in the service of another man, should

not be turned adrift in his old age ; but, alas, how rare is justice

!

Of the extraordinary frugality with which some persons in humble life live,

even where prices are high, I may, as well in this place as anywhere, give an

example which came under my observation. In Arbroath, near the magnifi-

cent ruins of the ancient abbey of Arbroath, I heard the movements of a hand-

loom, and I took the liberty with due ceremony of going in. A middle aged

Scotch woman, of pleasing appearance and neatly dressed, was weaving. I

asked her how much she was able to earn? She replied that if she rose early

at five o'clock, and worked all day through the week, after paying for the use

of the loom and the cost of winding her spools, her week's work Avould amount
to four shillings. She received no parish assistance. She paid three pounds

sixteen shillings for the rent of her house. Her fuel cost her nine-pence per

week ; and out of the remainder—less than two shillings—she had to support

and clothe herself and an aged mother, who was very infirm and incapable of

helping herself. What the support that either of the poor creatures could have

under such circumstances must be left to conjecture. The woman spoke of her

circumstances as being difficult, but she made no complaint ; and presented an

example of true christian philosophy which w^ould have done honor to a

superior education and the highest condition in life.

In all parts of the country women are more or less employed on the fai-ms,

and in some parts in large numbers ; I have frequently counted thirty, fifty,

and many more in a field at a time, both in hoeing turnips and in harvesting.

I have found them, likewise, engaged in various other services : in pulling

weeds, in picking stones, in unloading and treading grain, in tending threshing-

machines, in digging potatoes and pulling and topping turnips, in tending

cattle, in leading out dung, and in carrying lime-stone and coals. Indeed,

* Parliamentary Report on Employment of Women and Children in Agriculture.— 1843.

p. 297.
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there is hardly any menial service to which they are not accustomed ; and all

notions of their sex seem oiit of the question whenever their labor is wanted

or can be applied. The wages of women are commonly sixpence and eight-

pence, and they seldom exceed ten-pence a day, excepting in harvest, when

they are as high as a shilling. The hours of labor for the men are usually

from six o'clock, a. m., to six, p. m., with an interval of an hour for breakfast

and an hour for dinner. The women rarely come before eight o'clock, and

quit labor at six, with the usual indulgence for dinner. Many of the laborers

walk two and three miles to their Avork, and return at night. Their meals

are taken in the fields, and in the most simple form. The dinner is often

nothing more than bread.

In the season of harvest immense numbers of Irish come over to assist in

the labour, and this presents almost the only opportunity which they have, in

the course of the year, ofearning a little money to pay the rent of their cabins

and potato patches. Nothing can exceed the destitution and squalidness in

which they are seen ; starved, ragged, and dirty beyond all description, with

the tatters hanging about them like a few remaining feathers upon a plucked

goose. At their first coming they are comparatively feeble and inefficient ; but,

after a week's comfortable feeding, they recover strength, increasing some

pounds in weight, and, if they are allowed to perform their work by the piece,

they accomplish a great deal.

i found in one case on two farms—which, though under two tenants, might

be considered as a joint concern—more than four hundred laborers employed

durino- the harvests, a large proportion of whom were Avomen, but not exclu-

sively Irish. The average wages paid the men in this case was one shilling

sterling, (or twenty-four cents) per day and their food, which Avas estimated at

about nine-pence (or about eighteen cents) per day. Their living consisted of

oatmeal-porridge and a small quantity of sour milk or butter-milk for break-

fast ; a pound of wheaten bread, and a pint and a-half of beer at dinner ; and at

night, a supper resembling the breakfast, or two pence in money in lieu of it. I

was carious to know how so many people Avere lodged at night. In some cases

they throAv themselves doAvn under the stacks, or upon some straAV in the sheds

or out-buildings of the farm ; but in the case to which I refer above, I Avas

shown into the cattle-stalls and stables, the floors of which Avere littered Avith

straAV ; and here the men's coats and the women's caps and bonnets upon the

walls, indicated that it was occupied by both parties promiscuously. This was

indeed the fact. Each person, as far as possible, was supplied with a blanket,

and these were the whole accommodations and the Avhole support. This Avas

not a singular instance. I am nuAvilling to make any comments upon such

facts as these. They speak for themselves. They are matters of general

custom, and seemed to excite no attention. I do not refer to them as matter of

reproach to the employers, who were persons of respectable character and

condition, and Avhose families were distinguished for their refinement. But it

presents one among many instances in AA'hich habit and custom reconcile us to

many things which Avould otherAvise offend us ; and lead us to view some

practices, utterly unjustifiable in themselves, with a degree of complacency or

indifference ; and as unalterable, because they have been so long established.

I believe there is only one part of the United States Avhere anything resembling

such a condition of things prevails, or Avould be permitted ; and there only

among a class of beings Avhose claims to humanity seem not very aa-cII estab-

lished in all minds, and Avhose degradation, on account of their complexion,

appears absolutely hopeless. But, even here, this indiscriminate consorting

is not common ; nor would it be permitted by any respectable planter.

This condition of things should certainly save the country from the reproach,

if it be one, which some English tourists are disposed to consider a fault in

American manners, that of treating the sex Avith too much courtesy and defer-
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ence. I cannot bring myself, liowover, to view the subject with any lightness

whatever. My confident conviction is tliat the virtue of a community
depends on nothing more tlian on the character of the women. In proportion

as they are improved, and treated with deference on account of their sex, the

women are brought to respect themselves, and the character of the men is

directly improved: character itself becomes valuable to both parties. But in

proportion as the condition of women is degraded, and they are considered and
treated as mere animals, self-respect is not known among them ; cbaracter is of
no value ; and the moral condition of such a class, or rather its improvement,
is absolutely without hope. Nor is it without its pernicious influences, which
must be too obvious to require to be pointed out, upon the classes in the com-
munity above them. Much fault as some persons have been pleased to find

with the deference paid to the sex in the United States, I should be very sorrv

to see it in the smallest measure abated. I do not believe, taken as a whole,
there is a more virtuous population upon earth, tlian are the women of New
England and the middle states ; and nowhere is there a greater decency and
propriety of conversation and manners. I speak of these portions of the coun-
try in particular, because with them I am intimately acquainted, and have a
right to speak with confidence ; but I have no reason to say that the same
respectability of character does not prevail in other parts of the United States.

I do not claim for my country anything like an immaculate condition of
society ; very far from it : but I do claim for them a highly improved moral
condition ; and have no hesitation in saying, that in most of our country villages

prostitution is unknown, and an illegitimate child is a comparatively rare

occurrence. I add with equal confidence, that under the influence of our free

schools and universal education, and the disinterested and philanthropic exer-

tions among all sects, for the religious education of the young in Sunday
schools, the beneficial and ameliorating results fully equal every reasonable

expectation. This comes of the value of character, and the lessons early

inculcated upon them to respect themselves as women. I would, if possible,

strengthen this sentiment ; and therefore would, in no department of life, render
less prominent the distijictive barriers between the sexes. In all my intercourse

with society in the United States, and with opportunities as large as any man
of observing all classes among them in the various conditions of life, I have
never known an instance of a woman going to a public bar for drink, or sitting

down in a public bar-room Avith men, or alone, to regale herself. The ale-

houses and gin-shops in England are as much accustomed by women as by
men, and the results of such practices are exactly what might be expected—an
extreme vulgarity of manners, and a large amount of drunkenness among the

lower class of women. What, as a matter of course, comes with it need not

be told ; but the records of the police courts leave no one at a loss.

My observations in this case must be understood as applying solely to the

lowest class : these constitute a very numerous portion. They apply likewise

mainly to cities and large towns. In respect to the deportment of the middle
and the highest classes—with whom my intercourse, through their kindness,

has been familiar and extensive—nothing in manners or conversation can be

farther removed from everything vulgar or offensive ; and for propriety, and
the highest degree of refinement, nothing can be more exemplary and de-

lightful.

In districts strictly agricultural, the low rate of wages does not admit of
much expenditure in this way ; and, if there are indulgences, they must be at home
in the village ale-houses, and only occasional. For a considerable portion of

the year, the farm laborers are not allowed any beer; in the haying and har-

vesting their allowance seldom exceeds one and a half pint, which, as it is

small beer, cannot be considered excessive. I could not learn that any allow-

ance of whiskey or spirit is ever given them by their employers, or that it is
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ever carried by them into the fields. The drinking, in this country, with the

lower and laboring classes of people seems, in a great degree, confined to the

licensed houses, of which, certainly, there is nowhere any want. In passing

through the village of Glossop, in Derbyshire, a modern and an exceedingly
well-built village, in a distance, I should judge, of less than three-fourths of a
mile, I counted, as I passed along on the box of the coach, thirty-five licensed

retail shops, most of which were probably for the sale, among other things,

of intoxicating liquors. Indeed the number of licensed retailers in every
village in England is quite remarkable, and would seem, in many cases, to

include almost every fourth house.

I am not disposed to object to the employment of women in some kinds
of agricultural labor. The employment of them in indiscriminate labor

is liable to the most serious objections. Nothing can be more animating,

and, in its way, more beautiful than on a fine clear day, when the

golden and waving harvest is ready for the sickle, to see, as I have several

times seen, a party of more than a hundred women and girls entering the

field, cutting the grain, or binding it up after the reapers. In cultivating the

turnips they are likewise extremely expert. In tedding and making hay, and
in various other agricultural labors, they carry their end of the yoke even ; but

in loading and leading out dung, and especially, as I have seen them, in car-

rying broken limestone in baskets on their heads, to be put into the kilns, and
in bearing heavy loads of coal from the pits, I have felt that their strength was
unnaturally taxed, and that, at least in these cases, they were quite out of "wo-
man's sphere." I confess, likewise, that my gallantry has often been severely

tried when I have seen them at the inns acting as ostlers, bringing out the

horses and assisting in changing the coach team, while the coachman went
into the inn to try the strength of the ale.

As far as health is concerned, the out-door employment of women is altogether

favorable. As far as virtue or moral purity is concerned, out-door employ-
ment in itself is not more objectionable than employment within doors. Indeed,

from the inquiries which have been made into this matter, and the elaborate

reports that have been given to the government, it does not appear that the

agricultural districts, where the custom of out-door employment for women
prevails, are more immoral tlian the manufacturing districts. But the natural

effect of such employment upon women is to render them negligent of their

persons, and squalid and dirty in their appearance ; and with this neglect, of

person, they cease to be treated with any deference by the other sex and lose all

respect for themselves. Personal neglect and uncleanliness are followed by
their almost invariable concomitants, mental and moral impurity and degra-

dation. The working likewise promiscuously with men, which is done con-

tinually, must expose them to rude jests, and to language and manners which,

among the lower class of men, are too often grossly indecent and immoral.

In all other respects many kinds of out-door agricultural employment must be

and is, as it is admitted, favorable to health and vigor. The general health

and vigor of such women, so many hours engaged in reasonable exercise in

the open air, contrasts most favorably with the effeminacy, debility, and early

decay of those who are confined in heated and close manufactories, or in

sedentary employments within doors. Nor in point of moral conduct, as far

as mere occupation is concerned, is there any reason to suppose that the

agricultural classes would suffer in comparison with the manufacturing classes,

or with the host of young women in cities, employed in various trades and
in-door occupations. We have few instances, in the free states, of women
being employed in field labor. The women in Wethersfield, Con-
necticut, have for years been accustomed to the cultivation of onions, doing

everything for the crop, excepting ploughing and manuring the land, even to

preparing it for the market. They certainly have suffered no evil, but, on the
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contrary, have derived much benefit from the occupation. Nowhere, it is

beheved, can men, dependent upon their own exertions for support, find wives
better able to manage their household affairs, more frugal, more industrious, or
more tidy, than among the industrious young women of Wethersfield. It

must seem strange to many persons if I also add, as I know I may with
truth, that many of these young women are persons of good education, and to

a degree, allowing for the retired condition of society in which they have
been brought up, even of refined manners : so totally different, indeed, are
the conditions of the laboring classes in England and the United States. In
truth, no comparison can properly be instituted between them. In general,

among the laboring classes in England, their low condition, their ignorance,
and want of education, and the almost absolute impossibility of rising above
the estate in which they are born, render them, to a great degree, reckless and
improvident. Character becomes consequently of far less importance than it

would otherwise be. There are wanting, consequently, the motives to that

self respect, which constitutes the highest security of virtue; and, under such
a condition of things, it is not surprising to find a laxity of morals, which
produces swarms of illegitimate children. This is attended by the usual con-

sequence—an absence, on the part of the parents, of that sense of obligation to

support and provide for their ofi^spring, which is to be found in its purity and
strength only in legal wedlock.

There are two practices in regard to agricultural labor, not universal, by
any means, but prevailing in some parts of England and Scotland, which I

may notice. The first is called the " Gang system." In some places, owing
to the size of farms being greatly extended, cottages being suftered to fall into

decay and ruin, laborers have been congregated into villages, where have pre-

vailed all the evils, physical and moral, which are naturally to be expected
from a crowded population, shoved into small and inconvenient habitations,

and subjected to innumerable privations. In this case the farmer keeps in

permanent and steady employment no more laborers than are absolutely re-

quired for the constant and uninterrupted operations of the farm ; and relies

upon the obtaining of a large number of hands, or a gang, as it is termed,
whenever any great job is to be accomplished, that he may be enabled to effect it

at once and at the smallest expense. Under these circumstances he applies to

a gang-mastei', as he is termed, who contracts for its execution, and through
whom the poor laborers must find employment, if they find it at all ; and
upon whose terms they must work or get no work. The gang-master has
them then completely in his power, taking care to provide "well for himself in

his own commissions, which must, of course, be deducted from the wages of
the laborers, and subjecting them, at pleasure, to the most despotic and
severe conditions. It is not optional with these poor creatures to say whether
they will work or not, but whether they will work or die—they have no other

resource—change their condition they cannot—contract separately for their

labor they cannot, because the farmer confines his contracts to the gang-
master ; and we may infer from the Reports of the Commissioners, laid before

the government, that the system is one of oppression, cruelty, and ^^lunder,

and in every respect leading to gross immoralities. The distances to which
these laborers go is often as much as five or six miles, and this usually on
foot, and return at night. Children and girls are compelled to go these dis-

tances, and consequently must rise very early in the morning and reach home
at a very late hour at night. Girls and boys and young men and women work
indiscriminately together. When the distance to which they go for work is

ten miles, then they are sent in carts. When the distances are great, they oc-

casionally pass the night at the place of work, and then lodge in barns, or any-

where else indiscriminately together. To talk of morals in such a case is idle.

One of the gang-masters, who has been an overseer seventeen years, gives it
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as his testimony, under oath, " that seventy out of a hundred of the girls

became prostitutes," and the general account given of the operations of the

system shows an utter profligacy of mind in their general conversation and
manners, when morals must follow of course. If they go in the morning and

stay only a little while, on account of rain, or other good cause, they are paid

nothing. The day is divided into quarters, but no fi'actions of time are in any
case allowed to them. Then the persons employed are required, in many
cases, to deal with the gang-master for the supplies they receive, in payment
for their labor. The results of such a system are obvious. The work being

taken by the piece, the gang-master 'presses them to their utmost strength.

The fragments of days, in which work is done and not paid for to the laborers,

are all to the benefit of the gang-master, who, in such case, gets a large

amount of work done at no cost. These poor wretches, being unable to eon-

tract for themselves, or to get any work but through him, he of course de-

termines the price of the labor, and, one may be sure, puts it down to the

lowest point. But his advantages do not end here, for there is no doubt that

he gets a high advance upon the goods which he requires them to purchase of

him, and thus their wages are reduced still lower. No just or benevolent

mind, it would seem, can look upon any such system in all its details, as

given in the Commissioners' Report, but with a profound sense of its injustice,

oppression, and immorality.

One of the gang-masters says, " If they go to work two hours and a half, it

is a quarter of a day. If they go a long walk, seven miles or so, and it

comes on a wet day, there is the walk all for nothing. Children of the

ages of four, five, and six, work in the gangs. They earn 9d. a day, the big

ones ; the small, 4d.; children of seven years old, 3d. a day." " It is the ruin

of a girl," says a parent, one of the laborers, " to be in such a place as

that." '' My children's hands are so blistered," says another of the parents,

" pulling turnips, that I have been obliged to tie them up every night this

winter. Pulling turnips blisters the hands very much—they are obliged to

pull them up— they must not take turnip crones (a sort of fork) for fear of

damaging the turnips."

" The gangsman, or leader," says another witness, " pays the wages of all

employed in the gang, and, of course, makes his profit entirely from their

labor, as the farmer takes care that the gang system shall not cost him
more than the common system of individual labourers. The leader's profit,

as I have heard, is sometimes 15s. per day. The assembling of twenty-five

and thirty women and children and lads, of all ages and conditions and

characters, together, has a most fatal effect upon their morals and conduct."

Another respectable and reverend witness says, " The gang is superintended

by a lazy, idle fellow, of profligate manners and a dishonest character—such,

at all events, are the characters of two in my own neighbourhood."

I will not dwell upon the evils of a management of this kind. It is

obvious what a power such a man, the employer of these people, has over

them ; and it is as easy to infer what is likely to be the character of young per-

sons more especially placed under his control. When are men to be just ?

and when are men, who live upon the hard labor of others, and who hold not

merely their physical but their moral destiny in their hands, to feel their

responsibility as christians and as men ?

The most melancholy circumstance in the case is given in the testimony of

one witness, a clergyman, who says, i" that he fears the gang system will and

must increase, especially upon large farms." It would not be unreasonable to

fear that God would send blight and mildew upon fields where human life and

virtue are thus sacrificed, and decency and morals thrown to the winds ; and

where the crops are watered with the tears of these wretched victims of

injustice and oppression.
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Tlierc is another system of employment which prevails in Northumberland
and in some parts of Scotland, to which I have already alluded : this is called

the bondage system, but it does not appear to me liable to the strong objec-

tions which the name would seem to imply. In this case the laborcj', when
he contracts for his services, makes a condition that he will, as may be
required, furnish a woman as an additional laborer; and he receives so much
])er day for her labor, according to the number of days she may be employed.
In such case, if he has not a wife or daughter to supply the place, he engages
some young woman who lives in his family, and to whom he pays such a sum
by the j'ear as may be agreed upon, in money, clothing, or otherwise, and she

lives in his family as one of the family for the whole year. There are few
forms of servitude which are not liable to abuses, and the greater the state of
dependance and weakness, so much increased is the liability to abuse ; but

where the employer is a conscientious and just man, such a contract may be
mutually advantageous.

In parts of Scotland what is called the Bothie system prevails, and the sup-
port of the laborers is a very summary process. The wages are paid in money
or kind, as may be agreed upon ; and the laborers, if single men, are furnished

with a room, fuel and bedding; with two pecks of oatmeal on Monday morn-
ing, and Avith a daily allowance of new or of sour milk— occasionally they

may have beer and bread for dinner instead of the porridge. Nothing more,
however, is done for them. They prepare their porridge for themselves in

such way as they choose ; but this comprehends the whole of their living. It

would be idle to say that this diet is insufficient for the support of a laboring

man, as it must be admitted that few laborers exhibit firmer health, or more
muscular vigor, or really perform more work than many of these men. This

mode of living would however, I think, l)e a little too primitive for the New
England taste, though on matters of taste we are told there is to be no dispute.

Having myself visited a Scotch Bothie, I cannot, how much soever the

economy of the arrangements may be praised, very much commend the

style of the house-keeping. Indeed it is wot difficxdt to infer that where young
men and others are turned into a hovel together, and witliout any one to look
after their lodging or propare their m.eals, the style of living cannot have the

advantages even of the wigwam of a North American savage; for there, at

least, there is a squaw to provide the food and look after the premises.* The
wages of a Scotch laborer are about £\2 sterling per year, and living as

above; and for a woman, as a field laborer, four shillings sterling per week,
or about eighty-eight cents, out of which she provides for herself

The condition of labor forms, as is obvious, a most important element in

the agriculture of a country. Human labor, indeed, seems far more essen-

tially concerned in agriculture than in either commerce or manufactures. A
^e\\ hands may manage a large ship, freighted with immense wealth, and
performing voyages which double the circuit of the globe. A child may
superintend a large nimiber of spindles ; and a single power wheel sets in

motion a vast and complicated machinery. Agriculture has already derived

vast benefits from mechanical ingenuity, and may confidently anticipate from
this source an immense extension of her power ; but there can be no question

that she must, at least, for a long time to come, continue mainly dependant
upon human labor. The cost of labor, therefore, and the general support

* Of the Bothie system, as it is called, or employment of unmarried men, living together

in a bothie or hovel attached to the steading, it is hardly necessary to say that a more effect-

ive means of demoralising and brutalising a peasantry could not be devised than that of

crowding together a parcel of young men, half of them perhaps strangers, Irish, or bad
characters, in a hovel by themselves, without even an attempt at moral superintendence.
This is one of the worst evils that has attended the introduction of the large farm system.

—

Laivg's Prize E^say,
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and condition of this labor are alike interesting to the agriculturist and
the philanthropist.

In an old country like England, where labor is so abundant, it is to be
expected that the rules of labor should be exact and stringent ; indeed, without
this the management of a large farm would be impracticable. The women
usually begin work at 8 o'clock, and, resting an hour for dinner, they work
until five, or, in a pressure of work, until six. The ploughman must feed and
clean his horses at four o'clock in the morning, and at six o'clock the plough
must be under way. At two o'clock his horses are put up for the day, and he
devotes himself until six o'clock to their cleansing and feeding, and to the care

of his plough and harness ; eight hours in the field and the ploughing an
acre of ground, being considered a full day's work. The other laborers begin
labor at six o'clock in the moi-ning, and work until six in the afternoon, with
the intermission of half an hour for breakfast and an hour for dinner. No
laborer leaving his employment before the termination of his engagement,
without good and sufficient reason, can recover any portion of his wages ; and
no employer, without equal reason, can dismiss a laborer before the end of the

term for which he is engaged. In general, however, laborers continue for

years in the same employment, especially married men ; and it is extremely
interesting, speaking well both for master and servant, to see men and women
who have remained in the same service twenty, thirty, forty, and even fifty

years, and their children coming forward to take their places. In such cases

they become, as it were, an integral part of the establishment, and both parties

are equally benefited.

In some parts of the country, as in Lincolnshire for example, twice a

year, in the spring and autumn, are held, in some principal market towns,

statute fairs, vulgarly called " Statties," where young men and women
Avanting service assemble, and persons wanting laborers or servants go
there to supply their wants. Such arrangements have certainly many
advantages; but they have also their evils, and the assembling of large

numbers of men and women, in such cases with, not unfrequently, the usual

accompaniments of a Fair, are said to lead to much dissoluteness and dissipa-

tion. This is to be expected. This arrangement serves to average the rate of

wages, and must be to all parties a great saving of time. In the present con-

dition of female labor in the United States, there could be none but the worth-

less to offer themselves in this way ; but with respect to young men seeking

employment, there woidd be great advantages in having a day and place fixed

in some principal town, when and where persons wishing for employment
might be found by persons wishing to employ them ; and such an Exchange
might be annually held to advantage. An arrangement of this kind has often

recommended itself to my mind for its convenience, and I have, before this,

urged its adoption.

I have endeavored, with strict regard to truth, to state Avhat I under-

stand to be the condition of the agricultural population in this country.

Further inquiries may serve to correct or modify my views on this subject.

I am perfectly aware how difficult it is for a foreigner to obtain a correct

knowledge or to form a fair judgment of the customs and manners of any
country which he visits ; and especially where his residence is limited, and
his observations necessarily partial. Feeling no prejudices, and having no
private interests or partialities in the case, other than those which are insepa-

rable from an education in another condition in society, and under political

institutions differing entirely from those which prevail here, I am desirous

above all things, to hold my mind open to the light of further and more exact

inquiry.

It does not need any long experience to learn that first impressions

are not always the most correct j and every intelligent and candid mind must
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allow that most men have some reasons which, to their minds, appear suffi-

cient for what they do ; that many customs which have prevailed for ages,

however objectionable at first sight they may appear to us, have grown out

of peculiar circumstances of time and place, which sanction their expediency
at the time of their origin, if not the propriety of their continuance ; and that,

in respect to many acknowledged evils, it is far more easy to deplore the ex-

istence than to point out the remedy. While circumstances of this nature

prompt to caution and forbearance in our judgments, they do not require us,

at the expense of our moral sense, to regard these evils in any other than their

true character, to palliate either their nature or extent, or to look upon them,
under any circumstances, in utter despair of their removal or alleviation. Nor
will they excuse any neglect of all proper and possible exertion to remedy an
acknowledged evil.

The condition of the laboring agricultural class is certainly, in many parts

of England, exceedingly depressed; and though in frequent instances it may
be called comfortable, in few that I have seen can it be considered prosperous.

Their labor is not extraordinarily severe ; they are by no means treated with
unkindness, or, excepting through the misfortune of the ill-temper of their

employer, with severity ; they are decently clad, and there is a great amount
of active benevolence everywhere at work to assist them, and to alleviate their

distress in sickness and misfortune. But they are very poorly fed ; with

many exceptions, they are wretchedly lodged ; their wages are inadequate to

their comfortable support—and their situation affords little or no hope of im-

provement—at least, the power of making it better does not rest, where it

should, with themselves.

It is a painful, though not an unheard of anomaly, that, in the midst of the

greatest abundance of human food, immense numbers of those by whose labor

this food is produced are actually suffering and perishing from hunger ; that

where ten millions of acres of improvable lands, capable of being made pro-

ductive lands, lie uncultivated,* millions of hands, which might subdue,

enrich, and beautify this waste, from necessity remain unemployed ; and that

in a country, where the accumulations of wealth surpass the visions of oriental

splendor and magnificence, there exist, on the other hand, such contrasts of

want, destitution, privation, and misery, as would surpass belief and defy the

power of the imagination, but for the support of incontrovertible and over-

whelming evidence. Under the present institutions of the country a perfect

remedy is hopeless, and an alleviation of these evils is all which can be looked

for. An entire revolution in the institutions of the country, in the forms of

society, and in the condition of property, could only be effected by violence

;

and the consequences of such a revolution it would be frightful to contemplate.

But should a revolution occur, and the frame-work of society be broken up, and
its elements be thrown into a state of chaotic confusion, what sagacity could

predict the results, and what security is there that in any re-arrangement these

evils would be rectified and the rights of labor any better protected 1 I say the

rights of labour, for who, under any circumstances, will presume to deny that

they, by whose labor the earth is made to yield her fruits, and all accumula-

tions of wealth are obtained, have not, indeed, in common justice, a perfect

claim to a full share of the products of their own toil. I care not what claims

arbitrary and despotic power may set up ; nor by what laws and rules she may
seek to appropriate to her own use or luxury much the largest portion of these

products; but I claim for the laborer an ample share of the fruits of his in-

dustry on the obvious grounds of natural right and justice and the plainest

principles of Christianity.

I am not at all disposed to quarrel with any of the institutions of this great

* Journal of Royal Agricultural Society, Vol. IV. Part ii. p. 308.
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and enlightened country—great and enlightened, as a whole, beyond almost
any precedent. I am not disposed, in any oftensive form, to profess

my own preferences for institutions to which birth and education may have
strongly attached me, founded as they are on the great principles of universal

liberty as the birthright of every man, and of social equality as conformable
to nature, and the only relation in Avhich men can stand to their Creator, or

under whicli they would dare to approach him. But, to my mind, it is

obvious that no great improvement can take place in the character and con-

dition of the labouring population while they remain a distinct and servile

class without any power of rising above their condition. At present the most
imaginative and sanguine see no probability of their rising above their condi-

tion, of being anything but laborers, or of belonging to any other than a

servile and dependant class. The low state of their wages absolutely forbids

the accumulation of any property. They cannot own any of the soil which they

cultivate. The houses which they occupy belong not to themselves, and they

may at any time be turned out of them. They must ask leave to live, or

they must take it by violence or plunder when they will not be suffered to

live. Their only home is the grave, and even their repose here is not always

secure.

In a country where labor is superabundant, and the price of land places it

utterly beyond the reach of those who have no means to purchase but from
the scanty products of their own manual labor, the condition of the laborer is

that of absolute dependance. In a condition of society where artificial ranks
and classes exist, and where all the wealth and all the power are in the pos-

session of the upper, or, as they are sometimes denominated, the favored

classes, the barriers which hem in the lowest class—without property, without

poAver,without education, without even a home which they can call their own

—

are, of course, impassable. In a country where labor is scarce, where land is

cheap and free, and where the advantages of a good education are offered gra-

tuitously to all, Avhere no arbitrary distinctions of rank exist, and every man by
the force of his own talents and character may occupy that condition in society

to which he chooses to aspire, it is obvious how different is the situation of the

laboring portion, or, if so it may be denominated, the lowest caste.

I believe it is impossible for a man who lives in a state of entire dependance
upon others to have the spirit of a man ; and who, in looking out upon the

beautiful and productive earth, where God has placed him, is compelled to feel

that there is not a foot of soil Avhich, under any circumstances, he can claim for

himself; that there is not a tree nor a shelving rock by the road side, where
he can shelter himself and gather under his wing the little ones whom God
may have cast upon his care, but he is liable to be driven away at the will of

another—at the caprice of avarice, selfishness, pride, or unbridled power; that

the use of his oavu hands and limbs are not his own ; that he cannot, but at

the will of another, find a spot of ground where he can apply them ; and that

even the gushings from the rock in the wilderness and the manna which
descends from heaven are intercepted in their progi'ess to him, and doled out

too often in reluctant and scanty measure.
This will not be pronounced an exaggerated or colored portrait of the con-

dition of the agricultural laboring population of England. I suppose that,

Avith the exception of some fcAv rights of common, Avhere some miserable mud-
hut has been erected and the possessor has a kind of allowed claim during his

life, fcAv instances can be found of a laborer's owning, in fee simple, a cot-

tage, or so much as a rood of land. I recollect, in passing through a j)art of

Derbyshire, in a region Avliich I Avas told afterAvards Avas, from the contiguity

of several large estates, called the " Dukeries," the coachman, by Avhose side I

was seated, said to me that tliis Avas the Duke of Devonshire's village,

and this the Duke of Rutland's, and this the Duke of Norfolk's, and
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so on ; and I could not help asking myself, with some sinking of heart,

where is the people's own village ?

In a part of Lincolnshire, an excellent landlord and friend, distinguished
for his integrity and philanthropy, was kind enough to take me to visit several
of his cottages, that I might see, as he said, some of the best examples of this

kind of life. It was on a Sunday evening. The houses were humble, but
they were neat and comfortable. The inhabitants of one house which we
entered were advanced in life, and alone ; for, although they had children, their

children had been under the necessity, as soon as capable of service, of leaving
home in search of a livelihood. The appearance of these ])eople was alto-

gether ]-espectable, but there were two incidents which, though very small in
themselves, at least furnished matter for grave reflection. The landlord had
given notice, a few days previously, to some of his cottagers to quit, because, with
a view to the small profit to be derived from their board, they had taken lodgers
into their families, who were not agreeable to him. The old people whom I
w^as visiting, though they had occupied the same place for perhaps more than
thirty years, and felt themselves quite too far advanced to seek a new home,
were suffering under the apprehension that they too might, in some way,
have involuntarily incurred the landlord's displeasure, and might be turned
out of their homes likewise ; and the woman said that her husband, through
fear of such an event, "had had no sleep for several nights." In another
house, which we visited, we found the woman of the house had just returned
from attending the accouchement of a neighbour, the wife of a laboring man

;

and she told us that when she announced to the father the birth of twins, he
received the intelligence with sadness, and replied, that " it would have been a
kinder act if Heaven had been pleased to have taken them both away." Where
honest and laborious people, in advanced age, feel constantly that they may be
turned adrift, at the caprice of their landlord, from the home of their youth,
and where a father regards the birth of a child as a curse, the benevolent
mind sees evils in the condition, which it must lament if it cannot remedy,
and which it must lament the more, in proportion, as all remedy seems hope-
less. The landlord in this case, as I am persuaded, was incapable of com-
mitting, knowingly, any act of injustice or unkindness ; but it is obvious to

Avhat abuses such a power is liable ; and to what evils a relation of such
servile and abject dependence may subject one.

In the present condition of society in England, no material alteration,

however, is to be looked for in the position of the laboring classes. Their
lot seems to be sealed, and they must remain in this condition of servility and
dependence. They cannot rise above it. They are not slaves ; but they are
not free. Liberty and independence, to them, are words without meanino-.
They have no chains upon their hands, but the iron enters into their souls.

Their limbs may be unshackled, but their spirits are bound.
At the anniversary meeting of the Northamptonshire Agricultural Society

several aged and respectable laborers were called in and advanced to the
upper table to receive the premiums for good conduct, " which they had
merited," in the terms of the report, " by many years of faithful servitude." I
confess, as I said on the occasion to the noble president, this term sounded
haishly to my ear, and the more, if it expressed their true condition. Go
where they will, the same barriers impede their advance; and if the ambition
of wealth, or rank, or influence, of which they see such glittering examples
continually passing before them, should ever dawn in ther minds, it would
kindle only to be extinguished under inexorable circumstances.

There are persons who see in this condition no evil nor hardship. I am
not about to expatiate upon its evils or hardships, if evils or hardships there
be in it. If, in the present condition of society, pecuniaiy gain is to be the

only worthy object of pursuit, and a pecuniary standard the only rule by
D
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which tlie goods of life are to he measured, and the human frame is to be

regarded as only so much organized flesh and bone to be worked up at our

pleasure into the means of wealth and luxury, then the improvement of the

character and condition of the laboring classes is not a subject to attract the

attention of the political economist, excepting so far as the perfection of the

machine may conduce to the increased amount of the work to be accomplished

by it. But, if a ])etter rule is to prevail, and men are to feel their moral
responsibility to each other, and the physical comfort of those by whose toil

we live, and the moral improvement of those, upon whom as well as"upon their

more favored brethren, God has equally impressed his own moral image, are

to be cared for, the condition of the laboring classes deserves the most serious

attention and the most cordial interest of every man who has a spark of

patriotism, public spirit, or philanthropy in his bosom.
This attention is now given, in various parts of the country, by many

persons of distinguished benevolence and active usefulness, who know no
higher pursuit and find no richer pleasure than in doing good. They are not

willing while they enjoy the loaf to put their laborers off" with merely the

imder crust, and not always enough of that.

The census of Great I3ritain reports the number of laborers employed, in

agriculture, at 887,167, and these, with their families, compose a population

of not less than 3,500,000, or one-fifth of the whole population of the king-

dom. The wages of labor, according to the reports of the committees of

Parliament, vary, in different counties, from 7s. sterling to 12s. per week

;

and the rent of their cottages may be said to average about Is. 6d. sterling

per week, or <£3 18s, per year.* It may interest some of my American
readers to learn the expense of some of the families of the cottagers as they

are given from authentic sources, as below :

—

"H. Sopp, laborer, has a wife and four children; earns 9s. 6d. a week;
spends 7s. 2d. in flour and yeast ; has been without tea, cheese, butter, soap,

firing and candles, clothes and beer, for three months."
*' Slements, laborer, has a wife and four children; earns lis. (3d. per

week ; spends 7s. 3d. in flour and yeast."
" Pullen, laborer, has a wife and six 'children ; wages lis. 6d. ; flour

and yeast, 9s. 7d."

I shall quote further, the actual expenses of a laboring man with a wife and
six children, in March, 1841 ; and " this will afford an average view of the

manner of living of the agricultural population of the southern and midland

counties of England."

6 gallons of flour 8s. Od.
Yeast 3
lib. of meat, and |lb. of suet 8
lib. of butter 1

lib. of cheese 6
ilb. of candles 3J
Jib. of soap 3J
Potatoes 1 O"
Worsted, starch, cotton, and tape 3

Total 12 3

" This leaves nothing for rent, clothing, education, or any other expenses,

the only fund for defraying which consists of the extra earnings during
harvest-time, a resource which, in many parts of England, is greatly limited

* One shilling sterling may be reckoned at 24 cents 4 mills; when a sovereign, as now, i5

estimated at dolls. 4.8d,
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by the periodical influx of Irish laborers. It is obvious, from a glance
at this statement, that the bulk of agricultural laborers in the country are,

at the best, just able to struggle on from hand to mouth, and that any
suspension of employment, rise in the price of provisions, or unforseen

casualty, must, of necessity, compel them to resort to charity, or to descend
to a coarser diet, and exchange the habits of an English for those of an
Irish peasant."*

* The condition of living among the poor agricultural laborers may, perhaps, find some
strong illustrations in the subjoined note, which is for those only to read who take an
interest in so humble a subject :

—

" A poor man can seldom aiibrd to purchase even the coarsest joint of mutton ; but if he
lives near a town he can often get the sheep's head and pluck for less than Is. 6d., indeed
very frequently for a shilling ; and with these his wife can make up four hot meals. These
substantial and truly savory meals may be eaten with potatoes only, as bread is not
necessary.
" No instruction is necessary for the making of pies and puddings" (that is because the

laborer is never expected to have them), " whether of fruit or meat ; but we may just
remark that a meat-pudding (when a laborer can afford it) is one of the most substantial
and savory dishes that can be brought to a hungry man's table ; and if instead of putting
pie-crust over the meat, you cover it with mashed potatoes, and put it either into the oven
or bake it by the side of the fire, it will answer quite as well as paste. In Cornwall there is

a common practice among those cottagers who bake at home, of making httle pasties for
the dinners of those who may be working at a distance in the fields. They will last the
whole week, and are made of any kind of meat or fruit, rolled up in a paste made of flour
and suet or lard. A couple of ounces of bacon, and Jib. of raw potatoes, both thinly sliced
and slightly seasoned, will be found sufficient for the meal; the pasty can be carried in the
man's pocket, but it costs 4d., as thus :

—

7ilb. of flour Id.

Suet or lard.. .. Id.

Potatoes O^d.
^Ib. of bacon . . l|d.

" Oatmeal is a frequent diet of the Scotch and Irish peasantrj'. The preparation is simply
to put a handful at a time gradually into a pot of warm water, and a little salt, simmering
it over the tire and keeping it stirred with the other hand, until it becomes as thick as a
pudding; or in about ten minutes time. It may then be eaten with a little treacle, or with
a piece of butter put into the centre ; but the better way is to eat it with cold milk, taking
a spoonful of the stirabout with a mouthful of the milk ; for if boiled in milk it is not near
so good. Fine meal does not answer the purpose, and the coarse ground ' Scotch oatmeal'
is the best. Now, about half a pound of this, along with three pints of milk, will make a
substantial and a very wholesome breakfast or supper for the family. It is indeed a hearty
food ; and the cottager, who seeks to support his wife and children both frugally and health-
fully, should never be without it. The price in London is 4d. per quart, and the quart
weighs nearly l|lb. ; so, supposing the milk to be bought at Id. the quart, three good meals
can thus be got for SJd.
" Potatoes will ever be the peasant's standard vegetable ; for, if of good mealy quality,

they contain more nutriment than any other root ; and three or four pounds are equal in
point of nourishment to a pound of the best wheateia bread, besides having the great advantage
of betterfilling the stomach.
" The liquor in which any meat is boiled should always be saved for the making of soup

and the bones even offish should also be preserved ; for although quite bare of meat, yet if

stewed down for several hours they will yield a species of broth, which along with peas or
oatmeal will make good soup. A lot of bones may always be got from the butchers' for two-
pence, and they are never scraped so clean as not to have some scraps of meat adhering to
them.
" This done, the bones are to be again boiled in the same manner, but for a longer time,

and the broth may be made the next day into a stew with rice.

" Nor is this all ; for the bones, if again boiled for a stUl longer time, will once more vield
a nourishing broth, which may be made into pea-soup ; and when thus done with (!)"'(for,

alas ! everything mortal has an end) " may either be sold to the crusher or pounded by your-
self, and used as manure for your garden."

These directions are extracted from a Treatise, of which I do not question the utility, on
Cottage Economy, pubhshed in the Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society, and which
certainly contains many valuable suggestions for the poor cottager. The perfect coolness
and calm philosophy, however, with which the writer descants upon a single sheep's head
and pluck making four savory dinners for a family ; and a pasty made of any kind of meat
or fruit rolled up in suet or lard, with a couple of ounces of bacon, and half a pound of raw

D 2
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Tlie following was given me as the wages paid on a farm in Lincolnshire,

where the wages are more liberal than in many places, and the farming of the

highest order of excellence :

—

potatoes thinly sliced, and sllghly seasoned, carried in a man's pocket when he goes to work
a good distance from home, being ample for his dinner; and upon potatoes having the great

advantage over bread of better fiillng the stomach ; and the advice respecting the coolcing of

the same bones again and again, three successive diiys, make one tliinli, to use Burke's
expression, " That the Norfolk Squires must have dined" before they could have attained

this high degree of pliilosopliy.

The directions for eating the stirabout or oatmeal porridge, seem likewise very kindly

given to those who appear to have so little use for their mouths as hardly to know the way
to them. " The better way is to eat it with cold milk, taking a spoonful of the stirabout

with a mouthful of the milk;" perhaps a slice of the raw potato, mentioned above, kept in

the side of the month, might answer equally well as a cooler ; this would enable them to

dispense with the milk also, and save these poor fellows, whose mouths are kept so cool u])on

the meal pasty from the danger of too sudden a transition to food which has been warmed
over afire instead of being carried in the pocket.

The contrasts constantly presenting themselves in human life are often striking and.

instructive ; and it may not be without its moral use if, with the laborer's " savory" viands,

his sheep's head and pluck, his cold pasty, and his bones boiled three times over, together

with the wholesome advice given in the same treatise, " to pinch and screw the family even

in the commonest necessaries," until he gets a week's wages before hand, that he may not
run in debt, (Query, what in the name of humanity does "' plnch'mg (tnd screwing" mewn.

in this case unless it be to boil the bones again after they are pounded ? ) v,q compare the

bill of fare at the dinner given to the council of the Royal Agricultural Society, by tbe

Mayor in behalf of the city of Derby, at the late agricirltural show, liolden in July, 1843,
in that hospitable town. This bill, as well it may be, is printed on blue satin paper in

letters of gold, in keeping with the banquet.

ROYAL HOTEL—DERBY.

The Mayor's Banquet to the Royal Agricultural Council, July llth, 1843.

Bill of Fare.
FIRST COtJRSE.

Three turbots and lobster sauce.

Three salmon and shrimp do.

Five dishes of filletted soles.

Five dishes of trout

Ten tureens of turtle soup.

Eight do. of green pea do.

Eight do. of soup Julian.

SECOND COURSE.
Four haunches of venison.

Four necks of do.

Five couples of boiled chickens.

Four hams.
Three calves' heads, stewed.

Four quarters of lamb.
Four geese.

Four veal fricondeau and ragout.

Four pigeon pies.

Two rumps of beef, stewed.
Four savory pies.

Five turkey poults.

Five tongues.

Three sirloins of beef.

Three legs of lamb, & gooseberry

ENTREES.
Lobster patties.

Stewed kidneys.

Sweetbreads.
Mutton cutlets with tomatfis.

ENTREES.
Veal tendons.

Curryed lobsters.

Veal cutlets and mushrooms.
Curryed rabbits.

Lamb cutlets and cucumber sauce.

Eight leverets.

Eight couples of ducks.
Eight couples of roast chickens.
Eight plum puddings.
Eighty dishes of bakewell do.

Eiglit do. of apricot do.

Twenty do. of cheese cakes.
Thirty do. of maids of honor.
Cherry tarts, and currant do.

Jellies, blanch mange.
Rhenish cream, &c., &c.

DESSERT.
Ices, grapes, peaches, cherries.

Nectarines, strawberries, raspberries, pines.

Almonds and raisins.

Candied fruits.

Damson cheese, Tartarian cheese.

Orange marmalade.
Preserved ginger.

Sponge cakes, pound cakes.

Fruit, brandy, wine, biscuits, ginger cakes,

&c., &c., &c.

AVincs at Pleasure;

In these conparisons most certainly I mean no disrespect to any human being. I myself,
with a largo jiarty, had tlie lionor to sit down at the hospitable and elegant table of the Mayor
of Derby, who, in company with many of tlie citizens of that ancient town spared no eftbrt
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The Foreman—
Has a house and garden (about 3 roods) rent free

He keeps three young men, for which he has £15 a year
each, £4:6.

He has G bushels of malt for each man
— 1 quarter do. lor himself
— the best wheat at 48s. per quarter
— seconds do. at 32s. ,,

— four pigs kept in the yard with his master's

He feeds and kills his own bacon
and has £'24 in cash, and two cows kept.

The Shepherd—
Has a house and garden (about 2 roods) rent free— 2 quarters of wheat at 48s. per quarter

— 2 bushels of malt
— a cow kept, and
— £22 a year in money.

Four laborers have the following yearly wages, from May-day to May-
day :—

2s. 3d. per day, from May-day to Michaelmas
Is. 9d. „ from Michaelmas to May-day
2s. 3d. per acre for grass and clover mowing
7s. „ for corn cutting

16 bushels of wheat, at Gs. per bushel

1 bushel of malt, without charge

1 cow kept do.

Each laborer pays £4. 4s. for a house, and has about 3 roods of garden.

Calculation of what each man receives.

90 days, at 2s. 3d £10 2 (5

21 acres of giass and clover mowing, at 2s. 3d . . 2 7 3
18 ,, of corn cutting, at 7s 6 G
172 days, at Is. 9d 15 1

Cow keeping 8 8

42 4 9
Deduct house-rent 4 4

Nett yearly wages 38 9

" The English laborer," says an assistant poor-law commissioner, " even if he
has transcendant abilities, has scarcely any prospect of rising in the world,

and becoming a small farmer. He commences his career as a weekly-

laborer, and the probability is that whatever may be his talents and industry,

as a weekly laborer be will end his days." " This is the lest side of the

to make the visits of tlieir friends as agreeable and comfortable as possible ; and certainly

in this respect no persons could have succeeded better. Nor am I disposed to find fault with

the luxuries with which any gentleman or company are disposed to entertain tlieir guests.

But the contrast here presented between the condition of the producer and the consumer

—

between him whose toil creates the food and him who eats it—cannot fail to read a most
important and instructive lesson. What its moral uses are, I think, no fair and reflecting

mind will be at a loss to [perceive. I shall not therefore, as in Esop's fables, write the

moral at the bottom, but I shall leave the whole to my reader, without note or comment

;

feeling sure that if it leads to no serious reflections there must be a melancholy obtuseness of

intellect ; and if it stirs no pity, and no humanity within him, there is reason to fear that

all the springs are cutoff, and the well is utterly dry. Such, alas! are but too often,

though not always, the melaacholy effects of luxury and prosperity.
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picture ; what is tlie reverse ? If be has no chance of rising in the world,

how many chances has he of falling ? If he is thrown out of employment ; if

]ie has a large family of girls or young children ; if he yields to temptation

and becomes irregular in bis habits; what is to become of him? The answer

is obvious ; for a time he will be assisted by casual charity, and struggle on

against extreme privations ; but if the causes of distress continue, one or

other of two things Avill be his final lot—he will either be enrolled among the

1,072,978 paupers receiving parish relief under the new poor law; or he

will be starved out of the country into some large town, and absorbed in the

floating population who tenant the cellars and lodging-houses, and live by the

worst-paid description of manufacturing industry, or by thieving, jdrestitution,

and casual employment."*
As I have before remarked, it is much more easy to point out and deplore

an evil, than it is to suggest a remedy. A republican would say that the evil

is fundamental, and grows out of a constitution of society establishing

different ranks, the appropriation of the land in a few hands, the high price of

land, the depressing sense of dependence, and the hopelessness of competition,

and of all attempts to acquire influence, respect, or wealth, incidental to, and
inseparable from, such a frame-work of society. Persons born to affluence and
distinction, and persons who have never felt their efforts checked or suppressed

by a sense of a dependence which they cannot escape, can very imperfectly esti-

mate the effect of these circumstances upon character. But whether desirable

or not—and, in this matter, I would leave every man to the enjoyment of his

own honest opinion— as all expectation ofa change in the constitution of English

society seems as vain as to expect to reduce the inequalities of the surface of

the country to a common level—it only i-emains to consider what alleviations

of the evils of the condition of the laboring classes can be succesfully attempted.

The inquiry is one which most deeply concerns religion and humanity. It is

only just likewise to remark, and I do it with the highest pleasure, that the sub-

ject is now interesting innumerable benevolent persons in the highest ranks and
in the middle conditions of life, to a degree perhaps never before known ; and

that many of the highest minds are now concentrating their energies upon its

investigation and cure. It is with equal pleasure that I can say that I have

found among many of the landlords the most watchful attention to the welfare

of their laborers, and every kind provision for them in sickness, decay, or

misfortune. Alas ! that there are so many, who do not come within the reach

of this provision, and so many, who refuse or neglect to make it.

XIII.

—

Allotment System.

That, which seems to be admitted on almost all hands to have operated to

the most advantage, is what is termed the allotment system. In this case, the

laborer hires of the landlord a small piece of land, and it is generally limited

to one quarter of an acre, and seldom exceeds half an acre, for which he pays

such a rent as may be agreed upon ; and he and his family cultivate

it in their spare time, either before going to work or after having returned

from their day's work. The manner, in which this land shall be appro-

priated, is generally determined or prescribed by the landlord ; though, in

some cases, it remains optional with the laborer. These small lots of land,

though generally leased at a moderate rent, in some cases, as at the Duke of

Devonshire's village of Edensor, at a rent merely nominal—being at the rate of

from one pound to eight pounds an acre, though, in the latter case, the land

generally lies contiguous to some large manufacturing town, where the laborer

finds an opportunity of disposing of many small products at a high price. In

general, the land so taken, exclusive of some few garden vegetables for daily

* Laing's Prize address.
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use, is applied to the growing of potatoes and \vhcat ; and alternated with
these two crops.

The effect of these allotments upon the character of the occupant is quite

remarkable. He becomes himself, for the time being, an owner of the soil

;

he has a feeling of independence wliich nothing else can give, and which at

once exalts his character. He is able to avail himself to advantage of the
labor of his wife and children, who in some cases perform most of the work
on the ground in hours which would otherwise be wasted or misappropriated.

His ground yields him a large supply of vegetables foi- his family, and enables

him to keep and fatten a pig or two, and likewise some poultry, which very
much conduce to his comfort, and that of his family. The cultivation of his

ground likcAvise occupies hours which might otherwise be spent in the drink-

ing-house, where nothing good is to be learnt, and where the foundation of the

ruin of many a laborer is laid ; and the ruin of his family follows generally, as

matter of course. Besides these advantages from the allotment system, his

youngest children are here early trained to habits of industry and carefulness.

The mere keeping of a pig in such cases is a matter of serious profit, and
not of that only, but of pleasure ; and I have been so much struck, with the

remarks of one of the commissioners on this subject, that I transcribe them
for the gratification of my readers :

—

" Of such a pig, the first product of allotment, garden or potato headland,

it is the fashion among political economists to speak disrespectfully. Now,
whatever might be the superior profit to the cottager, of saving the money
which he spends on his pigs and buying his bacon in the market, this, as it

never has been, and never will be so saved, we may dismiss. In the mean-
time his pig, besides its usefulness, is also a real pleasure to him ; it is one of
his principal interests in life ; he makes sacrifices to it ; he exercises self-con-

trol for its sake ; it prevents him living from hand to mouth, stupidly careless

of the future. I am persuaded that a greater act of cruelty could hardly be i^er-

petrated, than the discountenancing this practice, or rather amusement and
enjoyment, among the poor."*

So much for the moral effects of this simple matter of the poor man's keep-
ing a pig, in which I perfectly agree with the writer, and honor the benevo-

lence which discerns, even in these humble matters, a moral utility. It is

difficult to say, why, when the rich man finds his pleasure in his hunters, his

dogs, his game, his menageries, and aviaries, the poor man should not have
his pleasure in his pig; an animal, indeed, not always of the most agreeable

endowments, nor of very refined manners, but yet in temper and manner
susceptible of a considerable improvement by educatio7i, and entitled to no
small respect foi- his usefulness, since if his master feeds him when living, he

returns the kindness when dead, by feeding his master ; a merit which cannot

be ascribed to some other domestic pets far more expensively cherished and
caressed.

Too much indeed cannot be said in favor of the allotment system, of its

justice, its humanity, and its usefulness. Its influence upon the happiness of

the poor, and its moral tendencies—its tendency to prevent idleness and dissi-

pation, and to produce sobriety, industry, and frugality ; and especially to keep

men at home, and attach them to their homes, most strongly recommend it.

Many facts prove that the laborers in some instances pay full double the

ordinary rent of the land, and find their account in it. In most cases, how-
ever, the lease of a farmer forbids his under-letting any portion of his land

;

and allotments can only be granted under special agreement, or by the parti-

cular consent of the landlord. This is not always to be procured ; nor is it

always without strong opposition from the farmers themselves.

* Sir H. Doyle's Report on EmployHieut of Women and Children, p. 295.
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It will perhaps be asked by some of my readers, why do I enter so fully

into the condition of the rural population in England, when we have nothing
which bears a resemblance to it in the United States ? This latter is one of the

very reasons why I do it ; but I hope that others will present themselves,

upon reflection, which will at least excuse, if not justify me. I may as well

give some of those reasons iu this place ; then, perhaps, I may be heard with
more patience.

I have promised my friends liere, and in the United States, that they shall

have my honest impressions of whatever comes under my observation con-

nected with agricultural and rural aifairs, and the condition of the rural popu-
lation. In the next place I see in the list of my subscribers the names of many,
who will take a much stronger interest in such views, than in details of crops,

accounts of live stock, and the practical operations of husbandry, which I shall

go into at large in the course of my reports ; certainly I am bound to consult,

in some measure, their tastes. In the next place, we shall find in the manage-
ment of small farms and small allotments, examples of successful cultivation,

which cannot be without their use and application to farming on a much more
extended scale. Lastly, I cannot think it will be without its use to comjDare

the condition of a laborer, where to him land, under the present condition of

things, is unattainable, and labor superabundant, with a condition of labor

where, as in the free states, every industrious man can have land of the most
fertile and productive character almost at his pleasure, and where the price of

land places it within reach of his labor ; where every man may have his

home, and sit down quietly without the apprehension of removal ; where it is

not a necessary study with him how often he may have meat, or how many
days in the week he may have bread ; but Avhere, with industry, sobriety, and
frugality, he may always have more meat and more bread than he requires,

and something for the poor and the stranger.

I shall take the liberty here of inserting an account, sent me by a kind friend,

of the working of the allotment system in a village within his neighbourhood

—

I believe, in Lincolnshire. It is an interesting and instructive account. His
opinions respecting the size of farms must rest upon his ov/n responsibility. I

neither endorse nor deny them. On the subject of the size of farms I shall

speak at large when my views have become matured by farther observation.
" Scampton is the property of a gentleman (Sir George Cayley, Bart.) of

liberal views and enlarged benevolence. One of his first movements, upon
succeeding to the estate some thirty years ago, was to provide for the comfort

of those who, under his superior tenants, were to be the immediate laborers

upon his land.

" To fourteen cottages, allotments of land were made. A field of sixteen

acres was set apart as pasturage, that each cottager might keep a cow ; and
another field of twenty-six acres Avas appropriated as mowing ground, that all

might be provided with fodder for the winter. Each cottage had an acre of

tillage land allotted to it in the field, and something like another half acre as

garden ground, around its little homestead.
" A cow club, or insurance, was established, to enable those cottagers who

lost a cow by casualty, to replace her immediately, and without loss of time.

" In the spring of the year the cows are valued by a competent and disinter-

ested person. Eacli cottager pays sixpence in the pound on the value of his

cow. Cows above fourteen years of age are not insurable. If a cow dies

within the year, the owner receives three-fou7'ths of her value. The dead cow
is the property of the club.

" Sixpence in the pound, annually, has actually covered to three-fourths of

the value, all casualties upon a run of twenty years.
" Under the inspection of a shrcAvd and spirited agent the whole affair has

worked to admiration, and been productive of peace and plenty amidst the little
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community whose happiness it was designed to promote. No burnmg of stacks

here, because every man has one of his own. No invasion of the rights of
property, because every man is a possessor of property and anxious to

guarantee his neighbour's rights, that he may hohl his own in the better

security.

"The rent that each cottager pays is something less than £10 per annum.
The produce that ie yielded, much to the credit of the humble cultivators, is

abundantly ample to cover the out-goings, and leaves a surplus that makes
them comfortable.

'' The acre of tillage land is remarkably productive. It is divided into two
allotments—half an acre is in wheat, the other half in potatoes ; alternatino-

the crops, of course, every year. On this short rotation, the land has not
suiFered, hut actually/ increased infertility. For the last ten years the crops of
wheat have yielded twenty bushels to the half acre. The twenty years precedin"-,

eighteen bushels was the average. Instances of twenty-seven bushels to

the half acre have been known. The half acre of potatoes, with others grown
in the garden, are usually fed to pigs, aud instances have been known where
the cottager has sold twenty pounds worth of pigs and well supplied his own
family with bacon. It is common for them to sell from ten to twenty pounds
worth of pigs, or pork, per annum, and still keep a good supply for family

use. Some of the cottagers, who have been blessed with careful wives and
good cows, have sent twelve pounds of butter, per week, to market, during
all the flush of the feed.

" It must be understood, that while the cottagers' allotments of land are

thus multiplying his comforts, he has a constant supply of work, and current

wages, from the neighbouring farmers. His own farming is done after his

master's day's work is completed, v/ith perchance a day now and then, as at

seed time and harvest.

"Happy, comfortable, and superior in condition, as these cottagers appear,

yet the system that makes them so has often been called in question. It has
been observed, that the children of cottagers, thus happily situated, are not

over anxious to go to service, and not over apt to keep their places when they

do go. There appears a latent consciousness about them that the house of
their parents is well supplied with bread and bacon.

" Perhaps the evil, if it be one, has a deeper origin than at first sight appears.

May it not be traceable to our social system, the genius of which delights to

keep property in large masses, under great proprietors ? These proprietors

have a similar predilection for large divisions of their property—large farms,

and men of large capital to Avork them. All this may be w^ell—very well

suited to the cast-iron consciences of the political economists ; but it creates a
chasm between the large farmer—the farmer of two hundred and fifty acres,

with a capital of twenty-five hundred jjounds, and the mere laboring cottager.

The latter can never hope to pass so great a void. There are no inter-

mediate resting places. There are no farms of twenty, fifty, or a hundred
acres, to which the successful and deserving cottager can be promoted.
The steps of the ladder are out. Having obtained the rare blessing of

a cottage allotment, the language of his heart is, " Let us eat, drink, and
be merry, for in our present condition we must die." His highest am-
bition being achieved and the family little more to hope for, it is not

to be wondered at that some little laxity should be observable. Let the great

landlords of the land supply a motive by a more natural division of their pro-

perty—let them encourage the aspirations of the industrious cottagers by
small farms in prospective, and larger beyond them, and the energies of our
peasantry will never be found to flag. But this is, perhaps, scarcely to be

hoped for."

I shall add here an account given me of a successful attempt at the im-
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pi'ovement of the condition of the poor rural laborers by allotments of land,

iniiting with these allotments at the same time, a provision for the education of

the poor children by Avhose labor these grounds are cultivated. The accounts

have a two-fold value in showing the practicableness of meeting the expenses of

education by the labor of the pupils, and the increased and extraordinary pro-

duct which may be obtained from land under the spade husbandry.
" A friend to the more general diffusion of a sound education amongst the

peasantry of the United Kingdom, who has long witnessed the success with

which education may be, without cost, combined Avith instruction, in the

best modes of cultivating the soil, begs to submit to those who are impressed

with the importance of the effort, the few following facts.

" A landed proprietor has established what are termed * Agricultural

Schools,' upon the principle of uniting our present national with agricultural

instruction by making the labor of the little scholars, while under tuition in

the art of husbandry in the afternoon, to compensate the master, in the way
of salary, for the instruction they receive from him, in the usual course of our

national education in the morning. Schools have already been established

upon this plan at the villages of East Dean and Willingdon, and they are at-

tended with the happiest results. The usual quantity of land required for the

purpose does not exceed five acres, and for this the master pays a rent, cer-

tainly equal to, and in most cases beyond, that of the adjoining land, occupied

by farmers. In the case of the Willingdon school, there is an appropriate

house for which the master pays an additional rent. The only payment in

money to the master is the usual penny a week from each scholar.

" Nor can any reasonable objection be made to this plan on the ground of

so employing the boys in the afternoon. The girls in our national schools are

taught, and for the same number of hours, to work with the needle, the use of

which is not more important to them, than that of the spade and the hoe to

the boys.
'^ As various questions will naturally suggest themselves to those who read

this statement, the following answers by the schoolmaster to numerous inqui-

ries already made, are inserted here.

REPLY OF THE MASTER TO INQUIRIES RESPECTING
THIS SCHOOL.

Willingdon, near Eastbourne, Sussex.

" I have twenty scholars, to whom I teach reading, writing, and accounts,

the Church Catechism, Collects, and Psalmody on the national plan, with the

approbation of the vicar, without any salary, for one penny per week from

each boy, from nine to twelve o'clock ; and from two till five in the afternoon

cultivating the land. I have not lost one from dissatisfaction, but I am glad

to say that they willingly assist me.
" i am satisfied that I can keep two cows on the same quantity of ground,

stall-fed, where I could keep^but one if I allowed her to graze ; and grow more

corn.
" I have no grass land, and all the first winter my cows had only straw,

turnips, and mangel wurzel, till green food came on in the spring, and now my
hay is the clover I sowed with the grain crop last year.

" I have experienced a great deal of good from the liquid manure from the

two tanks, one from the cows and the other from the pigs.

" I have just killed a pig weighing twenty-nine stone seven pounds, and one

before about the same weight, which I have used in my family. I have a

wife and four children.
" It is allowed that my oats are the best sample in the parish. I tied ray

oats in sheaves, and set them up the same as wheat, which saves a great deal
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of scattering : this is the general practice in Cornwall and Scotland, and, I

hear, in some parts of Kent, and is particularly useful for barley to malt.
" I thrash my corn over the cow-house, as in Cornwall, Switzerland, &c.,

which keeps it perfectly dry, being thus kept from the damp ground.
" I am entirely supplied with water by the rain which falls on the house,

preserved in a tank in the ground.
*' The quantity of land I rent is five acres, on the side of the South Downs,

at .£3 an acre ; this, with j£5 for my house, makes iJ20, which I have paid

for the year ending Michaelmas last, though I might have taken off my crops,

and lived rent-free, but I preferred staying and teaching, though I have no

salary ; and so I think would many others.

" I have now three cows, a heifer, and a calf, standing opposite to each other,

with a road between their mangers for feeding these stall-fed cattle, which have
never needed a farrier; and from skim milk I have made cheese like the

Dutch cheese.

April, 1842." " George Cruttenden.

" At your request I send the particulars ofmy produce last year, which I am
perfectly satisfied with, leaving me a balance of ,£40 after everything is paid,

though the last was an unfavorable dry summer.
" I am likewise happy to say, the principal farmers of the parish have taken

into their employ six of my scholars all under twelve years of age, into their

service since Christmas, and two of them under nine ; and all after leaving

my day school, where they paid me one penny a-week in addition to their

work, have each paid me fourpence a-week out of their wages, for evening in-

struction ; and their master is now using the liquid manure the same as I do,

which I have found most beneficial.

" I have a wife and four children, whom I support in a comfortable way,
and wish I could see many of my neighbours do the same, but that is not

the case.

(Signed) " G, Cruttenden.
" Willingdon School, AprU 14, 1843."

"A landed proprietor at Willingdon, seeing the success of this school,

recommended the establishment of a similar school in the adjoining parish of
East Dean, where, in the spring of 1842, five acres of land were let to John
Harris, an infirm man, who, two years before, had been in the Eastbourne
Union House, with his wife and seven children, where at three shillings per

head, they cost at the rate, yearly, of £70 4s,, which is equal to the rent of 351
acres of sheep walk; now he is supporting his family on only five acres, and
when recommended to give vxp his five acres, said ' he had rather continue to

pay rent, rates, tithes, and taxes, and teach without a salary, than have four-

teen shillings a-week without the land.'

" Harris in the Union House resembled a mouse in a granary devouring
the fruits of labour; but does not this same Harris on his five acres resemble the

mouse in the fable releasing the famishing lion ? For by his rent he is helping

to support the owner of the soil, by his rates the poor, by his tithes the church,

and by his taxes the state, which surprises those who have long been accus-

tomed to hear it is requisite to let land in large farms, for the supply of food

for large towns.
" But do not the HKiHER rents paid for allotments of land by the spade

than the plough, show, that after supporting the cultivators and their families,

they send more to market per acre than the great farmers ?

*' It was the eagerness of laborers in Sussex to hire land, that suggested

the possibility of some men to obtain as much as five acres, undertaking to

teach reading, &c., three hours daily without a salary, without at all antici-
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pating that twelve boys averaging eight years of age, by their labor for three

hours after noon could well pay for their instruction in school before noon ; but

a trial of upwards of three years has put this beyond doubt, as dozens of sig-

natures in the visitor's book testify, of clergymen and members of both Houses
of Parliament, not only of this neighbourhood, but also from Ireland and
Scotland, amongst whom was Mr. Townshend Mainwaring, M.P. for

Denbigh, who inspected these schools April 29th, 1843, and entered in the

East Dean visitors' book that he was much gratified by the complete success

which appeared to attend the simple principle upon which the school was con-

ducted.
" And these self-supporting schools require much less supei-intendence than

where the master has a fixed salary, because if he neglected or misused the

boys before noon, their parents are not likely to send them back to work for

him after noon.
" He is interested in cultivating the land well, as it is the only support of

his family.
" Landlords are interested in letting land to masters who pay high rents.

" Rate-payers are interested in able-bodied men being enabled to maintain

themselves.
" Parents are interested in sending their children where they early learn to

earn their livings in that state of life unto which it has pleased God to call

them.
" The farmers around, seeing the great produce from stall-feeding and

liquid manure, are interested in taking additional hands into their service.

" The more food that is raised from the soil, the more there will be to exchange
for clothing, and thus an increased home market be provided for our manufac-
turers ; who, the more they earn, the more they have to lay out in meat, &c.

" And to effect this, there is no deficiency in capital. There is no want of

hands, as our Union Houses are overflowing with the able-bodied ', nor is there

any want of land, as the heaths, commons, and grazing land, even round Lon-
don, show."

It is stated, likewise—and it is a fact deserving of alh'emark—"That during

a course of twelve years, out of 400 rents, only three rents have been deficient,

though the tenants were taken without reference to character, and told the

rent would not be demanded if not tendered; but the desire of keeping the land

has secured the annual payment, and only one during the whole of that time

has been convicted of a misdemeanor." " In fifty parishes in one county in

which there are above 3,000 allotments, after the most careful inquiry our

agent heard only of one commitment to prison in 1840, andnot even one in 1841,

out of the whole 3,000 families."

The general condition on which allotments are granted is, that they shall be

cultivated by the spade, and the extraordinary product obtained in this way
deserves to be remarked. The statements to which I shall refer are drawn
from the Reports of a Committee of Parliament, and seem,- therefore, entitled

to confidence. I have myself visited several allotment grovmds in different

parts of the country, and am quite satisfied that the results under this system

of management are not overstated. On this subject I shall say more hereafter,

but it may not be out of place if I give here some examples which have been

referred to.

John Piper, in Sussex, holds an allotment of four acres. He obtained, in

1842, forty-two bushels of wheat from three quarters of an acre of land ; he

had two hundred and fifty bushels of potatoes from three-fourths of an acre;

he had ten bushels of barley from the other land, and kept two cows, and three

and sometimes four pigs ; he considers that there might be an acre of grass, and
the cows were kept entirely upon the produce of the four acres ; a portion of

this was not arable, as some trees were growing upon it. A peculiarity in this
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man's management i^?, that lie works one of liis cov/s in liis cart, ami calculates

tliat her labor saves him an expense of five pounds ; she is milked in the morn-

ing before she is put to work, and, although worked, she makes eight pounds

of butter a week, besides furnishing some milk for the family. This is a sort

of Robinson Crusoe management, which is well deserving of attention. It

Avould not be easy to find a reason why the female of one class of animals

should be exempted from work, rather than of another; and there is no ground

to suppose that with good feeding and careful usage, moderate labor would be

injurious to the health of an animal ; much more likely is it to be conducive

to health, and even, in such case as this, to the more liberal secretions of milk.

Other circumstances in this man's economy are worthy of observation ; he

saves all his liquid manure in a tank by his own house, and mixes ivith it a

proportion of soot and salt; he throws his land into heaps, and puts the liquid

upon the heaps, and then spreads it abroad—" because," as he remarks, " his

land is so near the chalk, that if he put his liquid manure upon the land, three-

fourths of it would be wasted—it would go clean away so as never to get it

again ; but when put in a heap of mould it is retained."

Produce of four acres, held by J. Pi'per, in 1842.

£. s. d.

42 bushels of wheat, at 7s. 6d. per bushel 15 15

250 do. potatoes, at 15d. per do 16 12 4

Food for one cow, which gave 41bs. butter per week, at Is. per lb. 10

The other cow do. do. 10
Food for three pigs, at 20st. each, and at 3s. 6d. per st 10 10

£62 17 4

This example shows the extraordinary results of minute and exact cultiva-

tion, and the value of economy in husbanding with the greatest care all the re-

sources for manure. The cow is an animal I have always looked upon with

the greatest respect for her justice and her liberality; in this case she pays for

her board by her yield in milk and butter, and adds to it her labor, or, as is

said in case of a free passage on board ship, " she works her own passage
;"

but the good creature's usefulness does not end here. When she has completed

her round of beneficence, her benefactions do not close with her life ; her hoofs

are made into glue ; her horns into combs ; her bones into knife-handles and

cane-tops ; her hair worked up into plaster ; her skin into shoes 5 and her

meat into food. Who can wonder that the Hindoos always regarded her with

a religious veneration?

The next instance presented by the Parliamentaiy Reports is that of J.

Dumbrell. His allotment is six acres, and is managed by himself, his father,

(70 years old), and a child of nine years old. "The soil is chalk on a deep soil,

in a valley."

His stock consists of two cows and a heifer, and from two to three pigs.

His succession of crops is thus described :
—" First, Italian rye grass, cut four

times, watering it each time with liquid manure after cutting it ; then tares
;

then clover; then cabbage comes in and mangel wurzel; and second cut

clover, and sometimes three ; and that carries us all the summer through :
then

we begin upon the roots in winter, turnips and mangel wurzel, and straw."

The following; is the statement of his produce for 1840 :

—

^
£. s. d.

From two cows in nine months and a half, from the 16th of Jan.

to the 20th of Oct., made 400|lbs. of butter, which at Is. per lb. 20

The cow, all the year stall fed, yielding a third more than the other,

which grazed half an acre, and their two calves sold for 5 18

The skim milk, at 3 pints Id., or given to the pigs, is estimated at. . 10
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On one quarter of an acre lie grew 18 bush, of oats, which, at 4s. £ s. d.

l^er bush., amounts to 3 12
On 88 poles (i. c, a little more than half an acre), he grew 32

bush, of wheat, Avorth, at 8s. per bush, (which is equal to the con-

sumption of himself, his wife, and three infant children) 12 8
Besides pigs, potatoes, vegetables, and the butter to be expected to

the end of the year, which may fairly be estimated on the whole
of the land (including the foregoing, as I understand the account,

which is rather imperfectly drawn up) at 60
Out of this he paid :

—

Rent, rates, tithes, and taxes of one acre £1 7
Rent of one acre and a half 7
Rent of half an acre of grass £2 10
Lodge in it 1

Rates, tithes, and taxes 15

Hired labour £2
Seed corn 2

£4: o

£4
Leaving but 43 8

The two pounds paid for labor were paid for threshing.

There are two other accounts of the same individual subjoined.

Produce ofS^ acres in 1841.

£. s. d.

Wheat, 21^ bush., at 8s. . . . 8 12
Oats, 44 bush., at 2s. 9d. . 6 10
Potatoes, 80 bush., at Is.. 4
Two calves sold for 5 10
Butter, 423ilbs., at Is. . . . 21 13 3
Milk sold and given to the

pigs 10

£56 16 3

Produce of6^ acres in 1842.

£. s.d.

Wheat, 40 bush., at 6s. 6d. 13
Oats, 93 bush., at 2s. 6d. . 11 12 6
Peas, 22 bush., at 4s. 6d. . 4 19
Potatoes, 150 bush., at Is. 7 10
Two calves, one fat and one

suckled 3 7
Butter, 2901bs., at Is 14 10
Milk sold and given to pigs. 8

£62 18 6

In 1842 he lost two cows by death, and the additional land was taken in bad
condition.

At the same time he presented a sample of his wheat on which were eighty-

four stalks from one gi-ain. There is another secret of this man's success—he

had signed the temperance pledge ; he was a tee-totaller, and drank neither

spirituous nor fermented liquor.

An inquiry was made of Mr. Dumbrell, " how it was possible to keep two
cows and maintain a family of five persons on only three acres of land ;" to

which this is his answer—" The statement you saw was very true ; half an

acre of pasture,halfan acre and eight rods in wheat, and one quarter of an acre

in oats ; the other part was green food for the cows, such as rye, tares, cabbages,

clover, mangel wurzel, turnips, and Italian rye-grass. But if you are surprised

at my keeping two cows on this quantity of land, I must tell you that one crop

a year will not do it ; but my plan is to take second crops, that is, rye is the

first thing I cutgreen in the spring ; then I dig the land and manure it with

the liquid manure, as far as it will go ; then finish with rotten dung, and plant

mangel wurzel and turnips ; and the part that I manure with the liquid is

always the best. The next thing I cut is winter-barley and turnips, and plant

some cabbages for winter ; by this time I cut the grass and clover, which

grows again in a short time, with a little of the liquid manure as soon as it is

cut. Last summer I cut the Italian rye-grass and clover three times j and
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this year I have nearly cut it twice ah'eady, and there were really two good

crops of the Italian rye-grass, and I think there will be two more this summer,

with a little manuring. My early cabbages I always let stand to grow again

all the summer, and they bring a great deal of food. I plant again in Novem-
ber, and put the liquid manure to them as far as it will go ; but to the rest T

use dung or ashes, Avhich are not so good as the liquid, which anybody may
tell in the spring by looking at the bed of cabbages ; so, I hope, it now ap-

pears how the cows are maintained in winter as well as in summer. During last

winter I had no hay, only turnips, mangel wurzel, and straw, and they did

very well."

I have already apprised my readers that my reports must be, in a degree,

desultory, from the necessity of giving them before the whole ground has been

gone over. Compelled at once to begin the erection of my building, I must

use such materials as I have ; and which, I fear, under such circumstances

may appear incongruous and ill-assorted to an eye accustomed to order and

exact arrangement ; whereas, if everything were at hand, I might better

succeed in preserving the symmetry and adjusting the architectural propor-

tions of the edifice. "l shall therefore make no excuse for saying here some-

thing more of spade-husbandry, and the extraordinary products of small pieces

of land, and it must be admitted that it is by no means disconnected with

the subject of cottage allotments.

The utmost productive capacity of an acre of land, in any crop, has not yet

been fully determined. The amounts attained frequently surprise us, but we
have not yet got to the end of the line.

One of the witnesses before the parliamentary committee gives an account

of a man who supported himself and wife and son from two acres of land,

for which he paid a rent for the two of 9/. 10s. ; and in the course of seven

years he had saved enough from the produce of his two acres to purchase two

acres of land, for which he paid about SOL to 40/. per acre. He states, like-

wise, his own personal knowledge of six acres of land which, under the spade

cultivation, produced at the rate of 52 bushels of wheat to the acre.

Another witness testifies that on the estate of Lord Howard, Barbot Hall, in

Yorkshire, a rood of land was dug and planted with wheat by his lordship's

direction, and 28 bushels of wheat were obtained from this quarter of an

acre, Avhich would be at the extraordinary and unheard of rate of 112 bushels

per acre.

The authenticity, or rather accuracy of such a statement as this may well be

considered as questionable ; but I have the pleasure of presenting one,

exhibiting a most extraordinary yield, on which full reliance maybe placed.

In visiting Horsham (the last summer), in the county of Sussex, my attention

was strongly attracted by two small pieces of wheat in a garden by the road-

side, exhibiting an extraordinary luxuriance ; and I have been able to obtain

a detailed history of its culture and yield, through the politeness of

C. S. Dickens, Esq., of Coolhurst, near Horsham.
The seed of this wheat was brought from Australia, being the product of

some wheat which had been sent there two or three years before. The
quantity of land sown, in one of the pieces, was thirty-four square yards. The
wheat -was dropped in rows nine inches apart, and in holes six inches apart,

and only one grain in a place. The number of corns planted was 682, out of

which 33 failed to germinate. The cultivator obtained four gallons of good

wheat from the land, exclusive of several of the finest plants, which he saved.

The usual number of stems from each seed was 18 to 20 ; a considerable

number gave 30 to 35, and one was counted Avhicli had 40 full-sized stems,

and three of a smaller size. The straw from the 34 yards weighed 721bs.,

which would be 284 trusses of 361bs. to the acre. The weight of the 682

corns planted was 17 drachms. This being multiplied by 142; the land being
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the l-142iid part of an acre, gave about 9|lbs. as seed for the acre, conse-
quently one bushel of wheat at 631b3. per bushel would plant nearly seven acres.

The produce of 4 gallons, multiplied as above by 142, gives the great
quantity of 71 bushels, or 17 sacks, 3 bushels to the acre. The ground had
borne potatoes the previous year, and had received no top-dressing, nor been in

any way manured for the wheat. A sample of the wheat, which has been
kindly sent to me, in the straw, and which I have deposited in the museum of
the Royal Agricultural Society, was six feet in height.

These are remarkable facts. What has been done can be done. They for-
bid our resting satisfied with what has been accomplished; and they en-
courage the hope that the productive powers of the soil are vastly greater
than have yet been determined. Onward is the watchword of the present
day, in every department of science and art. Why shoidd agriculture form an
exception? Away with the drones! Do not let us mistake a fog-bank for
land ; nor think that we have reached the end of the voyage until our feet

actually press the solid ground.
I have treated, thus largely, the subject of allotments, as presenting one of the

first and most efficient means of bettering the condition of the agricultural la-

borer. My own convictions are strong on this point ; and they are sustained
and strengthened by the testimony of many men of large experience and shrewd
observation. The laborer finds, in an allotment, a means of turning his spare
hours to advantage, and in a mode of labor which, from its very character,
being in the association of his wife and children, under his own'control and
management, and for his own immediate and personal benefit, becomes a
pleasure instead of a toil. He finds in it the means of ekeing out his scanty
wages

; of providing, to a degree, for an occasion of sickness, or other sus-
pension of his employment and wages. He is enabled to bring from this

source many rare comforts to his own frugal table; and has himself, if he is a
man of feeling—and why should he not be"?—an opportunity of enjoying one of
the richest of all pleasures, that of making a small contribution to relieve an
unfortunate or a sick neighbour. It presents a good school of industy for his

children, under his own immediate inspection. It quickens his own intelli-

gence in making agricultural experiments upon a small and useful scale ; and
rouses a spirit of wholesome emulation in his crops even with the master
farmers. It removes him from sti'ong temptations to gambling, low dissipa-

tion, and intemperance. It gives him an interest in the soil; it attaches him
to his home ; it involves him in all the risks of the public safety ; and makes
him the friend of public peace and order. It gives him the spirit of a man,
raising him above the sense of slavish dependence, and the dread of becoming
a pensioner on pnblic charity. In so doing it at once exalts him in the com-
munity ; induces a most wholesome self respect; inspires a just regard for the

rights of property ; attaches him the more strongly to his superior, who thus

shows his willingness that he should walk erect instead of keeping him upon
the ground with his foot upon his neck; and presents innumerable, constant,

and powerful motives to improvement and good conduct. I wish it were in

my power to convey to those, who have been born to affluence, rank, and au-
thority, the force of these sentiments upon minds altogether differently circum-
stanced from themselves ; but I know it would be difficult—I fear it might be
impossible. A consciousness of absolute dependence, so extremely difficult

to be engrafted in the human mind, seems indispensable to teach us our duty
either to man or God.
That the whole of this subject has an important bearing in its economical

and moral aspects upon my own country cannot, I think, be overlooked by a
reflecting mind; and, in the course ofmy reports, will, I trust, be made more
fully apparent.

(END OF THE FIRST REPORT.)
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